
Existing U.S. Climate Change Programs (not e:

FEDERAL AND STATE POLICIES AND MEASUI~
I. Incentive-Based
Economic Incentives/Tax Credits (e.g. landfill methane recovery, wind,
biomass, ethanol excise tax exemption)
Conservation Reserve Program (CRP)
Environmental Quality Incentive Program (EQIP)
Conservation and Technical Assistance (CTA)
Forest Stewardship and Forest Stewardship Incentive Programs
II. Voluntary
Energy
National Energy Policy (NEP)
ENERGY STAR Program
ENERGY STAR for the Commercial Market
Commercial Buildings Integration (including Partnerships for
Commercial Buildings and Facilities, Commercial Building R&D)
ENERGY STAR for the Residential Market
Community Energy Program (including Rebuild America)
Residential Building Integration (including Energy Partnerships fo~
Affordable Housing, Building America, Industrialized Housing, Pa.;sive
Solar Buildings, Indoor Air Quality)
Building Equipment, Materials and Tools program
State and Community Assistance (including State Energy Program.
Weatherization Assistance Program, Community Energy Grants,
Information Outreach)
Heat Island Reduction Initiative
Expand Markets for Next Generation Lighting Products
Construction of Energy-Efficient Buildings
Industries of the Future
Best Practices Program
ENERGY STAR for Industry (including Climate Wise)
Industrial Assessment Centers
Enabling Technologies

00866
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Existing U.S. Climate Change Programs (not exhaustive

Financial Assistance/NICE3                                I
Renewable Energy Commercialization (including Wind, Solar Energy,
Geothermal, and Biopower)
Distributed Energy Resources (DER)
High Temperature Superconductivity Program                 ~
Hydrogen Program
Clean Energy Initiative (including Green Power Partnership, Comic ined
Heat and Power Parmership)
Nuclear Energy Plant Optimization (NEPO)
Nuclear Energy Research Initiative (NERI)
Generation IV Initiative
Carbon Sequestration Program
Hydropower
International Programs
ENERGY STAR Transformers
Transportation
Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles (PNGV) -now "Fre~Idom
CAR"
Vehicle Systems R&D
Clean Cities Program
Biofuels Program                                         ~
Transportation Parmers Program
Commuter Choice
Parking Cash-Out
Transit Check
Commuter Options
Air-Brownfields Pilot Program
Smart Growth and Brownfields Policies
Transportation and Air Quality Program
Transit for a Better Environment
Ground Freight Transportation Initiative
Fuel Economy Labels for Tires Program
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Existing U.S. Climate Change Programs (not exhaustiw

Industry (non-energy)
Natural Gas STAR
Coalbed Methane Outreach Program (CMOP)
HFC-23 Partnership
Parmership with Aluminum Producers
Environmental Stewardship Initiative
Agriculture
AgSTAR
Ruminant Livestock Efficiency Program (RLEP)

,)

Forestry
National Fire Pl_an
Biobased Products and Bioenergy
Waste Management
Climate and Waste Program
WasteWise
Pay-As-You-Throw (PAYT) Initiative
Landfill Methane Outreach Program (LMOP)
Federal Energy Management Program (FEMP)
St_~.te and Local Climate Change Outreach Program
NON-FEDERAl, POLICIES AND MEASURES
State Initiatives
NEG-ECP 2001 Climate Change Action Plan
Voluntary registries for greenhouse gas emissions
Emissions Inventories
Action Plans
New Jersey Sustainable Greenhouse Gas Action Plan
Local Initiatives
Cities for Climate Protection Campaign

and Non-Governmental Organization. Initiative~Private Sector
Green Power Market Development Group (GPMDG) |

Environmental Leadership CouncilBusiness
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Existing U.S. Climate Change Programs (not exhaustive

Climate Savers
Partnership for Climate Action
Voluntary Reporting of Greenhouse Gases
III. Mandatory                                         1
State Building Codes                                   t
New Source Performance Standards and Emissions Guidelines (La
Rule)
Renewable Portfolio Standards (including "public benefit charges"
Corporate Average Fuel Economy Standards
Energy Efficiency Labeling
CFC Controls (ODS Labeling, Motor Vehicle Air Conditioning,
Refrigerant Recycling, Non-essential Products Ban, Significant Ne
Altematives Program)
DOE Energy Efficient

Efficient
Efficient
Efficient

DOE Energy
DOE Energy
DOE Energy
Pumps
DOE Energy
DOE Energy
DOE Energy
DOE Energy
DOE Energy
DOE Energy
DOE Energy
DOE Energy
DOE Energy

Standards
Standards
Standards
Standards

for Fumaces
for Water Heaters
for Refrigerators and Freezers
for Central Air Conditioners Heal

Efficient
Efficient
Efficient
Efficient
Efficient
Efficient
Efficient
Efficient

Standards
Standards
Standards
Standards
Standards
Standards
Standards
Standards

Efficient Standards
DOE Energy Efficient Standards
Air Conditioning Equipment
DOE Energy Efficient Standards
Lamps

for Room Air Conditioners
for Dishwashers
for Clothes Washers
for Clothes Dryers
for Direct Heating Equipment
for Pool Heaters
for Kitchen
for Ranges and Ovens
for Fluorescent Lamp Ballasts
for Commercial Building Heating

for Incandescent and Fluorescent

DOE Energy Efficient Standards for Distribution Transformers

ndfill
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Existing U.S. Climate Change Programs (not exhaustive

DOE Energy Efficient Standards for Electric Motors
DOE Energy Efficient Standards for Maximum Water Flow Rate
Requirements for Certain Plumbing Products
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Summary of Proposed Climate Change Legislation -

1. Federal Climate. Strategy/Management

* S. t008,Byrd-Stevens
~ S. 1716, Kerry, Stevens, Holtings, Inouye, Akaka
~ S. 1294, ttagel, Craig, Murkowski, Bond, Robei’ts, Domeniei
o S. t 78 t, MeCain, Bmwnback
~ S.. 1766~ Dasehle,.Bingaman

2. Federal Climate Science Scientific Research Program

¯ , S~ 1294, Hagel~ Craig, Murkowski, Bond, Roberts; Domelfiei
~ S. 1766;Dasehle~ Bingaman    ¯

3, Signfficar~tly Enhanced Federal Technolo~ryReSearch~nd Development

~ S. 1294 Hagel, Craig, Mukowski, Bond, Roberts, Oomeniei
¯ S. ! 008. B. rd-Ste~ens ,

$S 1766 .....o.       ... Daschle, Bmgaman                               . .

4. Technology Transfer to Developing Coulatr~es,

5. HG Registry

~ So 1706;Dasehle.; Bingamaa

%. r~and~tory Industry Reporting

1716, Ken% Ste’~ ens~ Hotlmgs. tnouye. Akaka

S. 1766, Daschle, Bing~an
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THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES
Advb~ to the H~’on on ~ence, Engbee6ng, ond hfed~ine

COMMITTEE TO IT~EVIEW THE U.S. CLIMATE CHANGE SCIENCE PROGRAM
STRATEGIC PLAN

B002
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Polar Research Board
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Phase !1

In the second phase, the committee will provide an overall assessment of the revised
(final) plan. with an emphasis on how the plan has evolved in response to NRC and
other community input. The committee also will address the following questions related
to the processes used to solicit and consider input from the scientific and stakeholder
communities throughout the strategic planning process:

Were the mechanisms for input from the scientific and stakeholder communities
throughout the program’s strategic planning process adequate?
Did the format of the workshop promote the open exchange of ideas and
suggestions for improvement?
Was the process used to make decisions on potential changes to the draft plan
cleady communicated to workshop participants and others who submitted
comments dudng the public comment pedod?
Was this process consistent with generally accepted practices for considering
community input during public comment periods?
What specific improvements should be reflected in future planning efforts for the
program?

The results of phase II wig be provided in a report to be delivered to the program within 6
months after the revised (final) plan is published.
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Draft Timeline for Strategic Plan Review

October-November 2002:

September 26, 2002:

October 3.2002:

October 7, 2002:

October 9, 2002:
October-November 2002:

Study planning, committee nominations, and seledtion
process
Planning meeting with Jim Mahoney, Richard Moss, Tom
Spence
Comments from agencies on proposed statement of task
and study timeline delivered to NRC
Agreement between NRC and program on statement of
task and study timeline
GBEC approval of statement of task, prospectus
Committee appointed (12-15 members)

Phase I

November 22:

December 3-5, 2002:

December 6, 2002:

January 13, 2003:

January 6-17, 2003:

February 1, 2003:

November 11 2002: Discussion draft of strat ic lan available on the web

Target date for first committee meeting (1-day meeting in
DC to meet with agencbs/pro9ram staff and plan study)
Open workshop held in Washington, DO (some members
will attend)
Second committee meeting in DC (committee Will meet on
the 6~ to discuss workshop and plan for report wdting)
End of post-workshop public comment period (for wdtten
comments)
Target dates for third committee meeting (2-day wdting
meeting some time this week)
Draft of first NRC report ready for external review

First NRC~ on draft strate ic lan delivered

Phase II

April 1, 2003:
Apdl 28-May 2, 2003:

June 16-20, 2003

August 2003
September, 2003

Publication of revised (final) plan (approximate date)
Target dates for fourth committee meeting (2-day Meeting
in DC some time this week to meet with Program staff, and
begin work on second report)
Target dates for fifth committee meeting (2-day writing
meeting some time d,,.,ring this week)
Final NRC repod enters review.
R~sponse to review, approval, release of final NRC report
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Michael J. Green
01/07/2002 08:34:52 AM

Record Type: Record

To:

Subject:

Phil Cooney/CEQ]EOP@EOP, Kameran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP@EOP, James
Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP

Laurent.D. Charbonnet/NSC/EOP@EOP, Torkel L. Patterson/NSC/EOP@EOP
RE: Japan Shingikai on Kyoto

FYI-from the Science Attache in Tokyo.
MJG
.................... Forwarded by Michael J. Green/NSC/EOP on 01/07/2002 08:41 AM .........................

Record Type:

"Maher, Kevin K" <MaherKK@state.gov>
01/06/2002 07:41:57 PM

Record

To: Michael J. Green/NSC/EOP@EOP

cc: "Murphy, Joseph P" <MurphyJP@state.g0v>
Subject: RE: Japan Shingikai on Kyoto

.....Original Message ....
From: Michael J. Green@nsc.eop.gov [mailto:Michael J. Green@nsc.eop.gov]
Sent: Saturday, January 05, 2002 7:00 AM
To: maherkk@state.gov
Subject: Japan S~hingikai on Kyoto
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US Climate Chan

CONTACT: Bob Hopkins
(202) 482-6090

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
January 8, 2002

Dr. James R. Mahoney, Director of the U.S. Climate Change Science Program, Details U.S. Climate
Science Efforts in Testimony Before Senate Panel

Announces White House-sponsored Earth Observation Summit to Improve
C/imate and Environmenta/ Data and Science

In testimony today before the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation, Dr. James
R. Mahoney, Director of the United States Climate Change Science Program (CCSP) and Assistant
Secretary of Commerce and Deputy Administrator of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), provided an overview of U.S. climate change science efforts and discussed the
highly successful U.S. Climate Change Science Program Strategic Plan Workshop recently held in
Washington, D.C. and the development of a new strategic plan that will provide direction for federal
research on climate change over the next several years.

Mahoney noted that the workshop and strategic plan directly responds to President Bush’s call that the
best scientific information be developed to assist the United States in developing a well reasoned
approach to global climate change issues. "If we fail to fully evaluate the scientific information bearing on
global change, we would be subject to the justifiable criticism that our strategy to cope with potentially our
largest-ever investment in environmental management would be seen as a ’ready-fire-aim’ approach,"
Mahoney said.

Building on the success of December workshop and publication of the draft strategic plan, Mahoney also
announced that the Bush Administration will host an Earth Observation Summit to be held in the summer
of 2003 for key senior national and international officials who support global-scale environmental
observations.

"Such a forum will promote the value of a global Earth observing system, and provide the framework for a
truly integrated global observing system, which is a high priority for this Administration," Mahoney said.
"A high level event such as this is aimed at generating support from the international community by
bringing together senior political and funding leaders for science, technology and the environment
involved in global Earth observation. With U.S. leadership and commitment, we can build on existing
efforts and infrastructure developed over the last several years and further support the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change by taking measured, organized steps to reduce uncertainties by
generating more and better data and filling critical gaps."

The applications are boundless for a fully integrated Earth Observation system. The ultimate goal is
transparency and better coordination in the acquisition and use of data. Seamless acquisition and long-
term storage of data on the Earth’s physical and chemical cycles m water, carbon, open ocean nutrients,
atmospheric chemistry -- are essential to fill in the data gaps for more accurate modeling. Global data
collection will provide earlier and better forecasts of extreme natural events that can lead to major
variances in energy flows, and food and water shortages.

The U.S. Climate Change Science Program’s Planning Workshop for Scientists and Stakeholders ended
recently in Washington. More than 1,300 climate specialists and stakeholders participated in the
workshop, including individuals from 47 states and 35 foreign nations.

-more-
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"This is the largest participation in a focused climate science review program in many years, if not ever,"
Mahoney said. "The workshop set a high standard of uniquely open and transparent proceedings -
which is the goal of the Administration in this important area." All elements of the strategic planning
process, including the discussion draft strategic plan, all of the workshop proceedings and all public
comments received after the workshop are openly available at the Web site www.climatescience.qoY.
The Dec. 3-5 workshop presented the current state of climate change science and gathered comments
from both scientists and public stakeholders on defining a strategy for continuing and accelerating climate
observations and research. Some of the topics included carbon and water cycles, atmospheric
composition, climate variability and change, human contributions and responses to climate change,
international scientific collaboration and others. Participants also discussed the specifics of the strategy
for scientific research into causes of climate change, understanding natural variability and expanding
global observing systems, among other topics. The open comment period begun at the workshop is
currently continuing, with a deadline of January 18, 2003 for receipt of written comments. The draft
strategic plan is due to be completed in April.

The U.S. Climate Change Science Program was formed as part of President Bush’s initiatives to
strengthen climate change science and technology programs by creating a new cabinet-level
management structure that places responsibility and accountability for the $4.5 billion annual budget for
these programs in the relevant cabinet departments. CCSP integrates the work of the U.S. Global
Change Research Program, created by the Global Change Research Act of 1990, with the Climate
Change Research Initiative, launched by President Bush in June 2001 and coordinates efforts among
thirteen sponsoring federal agencies (the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Energy,
Health & Human Services, Interior, State, and Transportation; together with EPA, NASA, NSF, USAID,
and the Smithsonian Institution) and overseen by the Office of Science and Technology Policy, the
Council on Environmental Quality, the National Economic Council and the Office of Management and
Budget.

Mahoney emphasized CCSP’s "fact finder" role in providing a source of credible and useful information in
three broad categories: science, observations and data, and decision support resources. The draft
strategic plan for the Climate Change Science Program - and the workshop discussion and written
comment processes -- have been designed to support the "credible fact finder" role of CCSP. "The
science and decision support activities sponsored by the CCSP are designed to provide critical
information about a number of the decisions and natural resource issues affected by climate variability
and change," Mahoney said.

To read Dr. Mahoney’s full Senate testimony and for more information on the Climate Change Science
Program and the draft strategic plan, please visit www.climatescience..qov.

-30-
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JohnHoward

202 456 2710
PHONE NUMBER:

[] LrRGENT [] FOR I~EVIEW [] PLEASE COMNI.I~.. ~..~E REPLY [] PLEASE RECYCLE

States Coun¢~ for Intemauonal ]~)) ~ l~.enwronme o

The United SPates Ca~unci~ :[or International Business (LT~-~B) addresses a broad range of policy issues
wkh the objective of promoting an open sys~eam of ~ l:rad~, finance and invesunent in which
business can flourish and conu-ibu~e to economic growtl~ human well’are, and protection of the
envlromnen~. With a membership of 300 global torpor=ions, professior=l firms and business
associations, USCIB is the U.S. aff!li~e of the Int~nal~onal Chamber of Commerce, t~e Business and
Indust--y Advisory Cornr~=ee to the OECD and t~e...~.’on£ Org~on of Employers.

o= c~e c~g= wor~ 9rosy h~. b.~= ~a,~..~ ~?.U~, .CC� Vr,oo~~ since 1993,
communicating U.S. business mews on t~te ~n~ o~ m~zm~m~. 9nm eluna~ p ~,y on U.S. companies
doing business overseas. David Lewis,’Vice Pr~de~l ~ Government Affairs, L~nnox International,

parl~cularly interested in explor~ possible X~tl~O l~s .l~h~". mlgnt m-ls~ unaer me ~.yo~o x-      ,

~nplieafions for U.S. companies,                i .:.\.

Please don’~ hesltaze to con== me ~ furdler ~ ":\.

B~t r~z~s.
NorSe Kennedy,
Vice Pr~ddent, Environmental

ql:~l
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United States Council for
International Business

1212 Avenue of lhe Americas, New York, NY 10036-1689
tet: 212-354.4480 - fax: 212-5750327
e-mail: info@uscib.o~g- Internet: wwc.uscib,org

Serving American Business as U.S. Affiliate of,’

International Ch~amber of Commerce (ICC)
Intern~onal Organisation of Employers (IOE)
Business and Industry Advisory Committee (B~AC) to the OECD
ATA Carnet System

April 11, 2001

The Honorable George W- Bush
President of the United States of America
The White House
Washington, DC 20500

Dear Mr. President:

We welcome your Administration’s timely initiative to conduct a formal interagency review of
energy and climate change policies, in light of the resumption in July of negotiations under the U.N.
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and its Kyoto Protocol. We share your
concern over the risks of climate change, and believe that the U.S. should move quickly to chart a
farsighted path forward within the U’NFCCC process that will avoid the Kyoto Protocol’s unrealistic
targets, timetables and lack of developing country participation.

We continue to support U.S. engagement in the LINFCCC process to demonstrate leadership by
refocusing on the UN’FCCC principles in order to devise a better way forward. Countries around the
world are in the process of developing responses to climate change, and U.S. companies will be
facing these measures. We therefore believe that developing an environmentally and economically
sound U.S. government position that is action-oriented and reflects bottom line issues of domestic
energy policy, competitiveness, trade, investment and teelmological innovation is of utmost
importance in preparation for July’s resumption of negotiations, formally known as the 6th

Conference of the Parties (COP6 bis).

USCIB works to promote an open system of world trade, finance and investment in which business
can flourish and contribute to economic growth, human welfare and protection oftbe environment.
Representing some 300 U.S. companies, professional services firms and associations, it is the
American affiliate of the International Chamber of Commerce, the Business and Industry Advisory
Committee to the OECD and the International Organization of Employers. USCIB’s Environment
Commi~ee and its Subcommittee on Climate Change work actively to communicate business views
on climate questions to the U.S. Government, international organizations and foreign business
communities.

USCIB believes that addressing the climate challenge will depend on a fully engaged business
response on domestic and international fronts. U.S. businesses have already taken significant actions
to reduce the potential climate impacts of their products and processes. To gain truly effective
business participation, an inclusive economically efficient international framework, as well as
balanced and reasonable domestic prepares, should be developed with business as a parmcr. In the
attached document, we propose elements of such a framework.
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The Honorable George W. Bush
April 11, 2001
Page 2

This international action-plan should focus on the long-term development, commercialization and
global diffusion of advanced energy, carbon sequestration and adaptation technologies. It should
take full advantage of appropriate and effective market incentives and mechanisms, rather than rigid,
mandated caps, targets, timetables and command and control regulations. It should be flexible to
respond to evolving science and technology.

We are well aware that launching such a process at COP6 bis will be challenging. Yet in spite of
this, COP6 his offers an opportunity to promote truly effective international cooperation to address
the long-term greenhouse gas emissions challenge with minimal economic hardship, competitiveness
concerns, trade tensions and higher energy costs. To do so, the Administration should:

- consult with and involve government, academic, scientific, business and NGO experts with
commercial, trade, investment, environmental, carbon sequestration and land-use expertise;
continue to work closely with "umbrella group" countries and other cooperative nations; and

- consult and work with other cooperative Annex I countries.

USCIB is prepared to support your Administration’s leadership and efforts to achieve a realistic,
cost-effective solution to the climate change issue. USCIB members look forward to working with
you and your Administration on both a long-term strategy and the immediate actions to ensue the
success of that stramgy.

Sincerely,

Thomas M.T. Niles
President

TheHonorable Colin Powell
TheHonorable Paul O’Neill
TheHonorable Robert B. Zoellick
TheHonorable G-all Norton
TheHonorable Spencer Abraham
TheHonorable Christine Todd Whitman

Attachment
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United States Council for
International Business

1212 Avenue of the Americas, NewYork, NY 10036-1689
tel: 212-354-4480 - tax: 2t2-575.0327
e-mail: info@uscib.org - Interact: w~w/,uscib.orcJ

Serving American Business as U.& Affiliate oP..

International Chamber of Commerce (ICC)
]ntemationa] Organls~on of Employers (IOE)
Business and Indust~ Advisory Committee (B[AC) to the OECD
ATA Career System

ELEMENTS FOR AN INTERNATIONAL ACTION
PLAN UNDER THE UNFCCC

An international course of action under the LINFCCC should formulate short and long-term actions
to address the hundred-year challenge posed by climate change. A fresh U.S. government position
could lay the foundation for an �ffcctive international solution. " The objectives of such an approach

would be to:

Deal with the full basket of greenhouse gases and the full range of legitimate sequestTatlon

options;
Ensure country flexibility to choose the most appropriate path to pursue emissions reductions;
Enable market flexibility to facilitate capital moving to least-cost options for improvement; and
Support development, evolution, commercialization, and dissemination of existing and new
cutting-~dge technologies worldwide.

Such a UNFCCC-based approach would:

¯ Follow a comprehensive approach that includes all sources and sinks and that does not single out
individual gases;

¯ Maintain maximum national flexibility within a realistic compliance regime that is not punitive
and recognizes national sovereignty;

¯ Permit unconstrained use and full ftmgibility of appropriate flexible trading and market-based
mechanisms, without caps or taxes, with the ability of business to participate;

¯ Enable technology innovation, dissemination, and cooperation, without teehnolo~ constraints
and trade barriers;
Improve enabling frameworks in developing countries (markets, rule of law, property rights,
energy supply and access);
Stren~hen the infrastructure of developing nations to deploy, manage, and maintain advanced

mitigation, sequestration, and adaptation technologies;
Focus on how to provide the commercial energy that developing countries need to prosper in an
environmentally sound way;

¯ Encourage R&D on long-term technological options and appraise future role of nuclear and
renewable energy options;

¯ Establish a detailed and realistic compliance regimen where enforcement and liability are well
defined to ensure that private sector transactions undertaken in good faith are not unraveled
because of a country’s non-compliance;

= Define a process to develop longer term objectives for all Parties;
¯ Encourage coordinated national, bilateral and regional efforts; and
¯ Promote voluntary business actions, information sharing and exchange of good practices.
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Copyright 2001 The Financial Times Limited

Financial Times (London)

May 2, 2001, Wednesday USA Edition 2

SECTION: LE-I-FERS TO THE EDITOR; Pg. 14

LENGTH: 223 words

HEADLINE: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: US business keen to move forward on climate
change

BYLINE: By THOMAS MT NILES

BODY:

From Mr Thomas M. T. Niles.
Sir, Your article "Raising the temperature" (April 18) mischaracterised a recent

statement by the United States Council for International Business on climate change.

First, we welcomed President George W. Bush’s decision to embark on a major study
assessing practical means to address the problems of climate change, not the decision to
abandon the Kyoto protocol. Second, far from seeking to minimise the impact of global
warming, our statement in fact called for renewed international action to move forward with
climate negotiations.

Our members, who form a cross-section of US industry, believe that governments must
~ocus on the long-term development, commercialisation and diffusion of advanced
technologies to reduce and sequester carbon emissions. An international agreement on
climate should also seek to utilise market incentives and mechanisms, something the
Kyoto approach does not sufficiently achieve, even after six "conferences of the parties".

Pro-active reductions in emissions by many US companies, as well as their continued
development of new technologies 4o deal with greenhouse gases, are wholly compatible
with this positive approach.

Thomas M. T. Niles, President, United States Council for International Business, 1212
Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036, US
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¯ - USCIB Action Plan 2001 ¯ Pdodty Issues -

Environment

In November 2000, neS<~tiations in The Hague aimed at finalizing the Kyoto Protocol of the U.N,
Framework Convention for ~limate ~hange failed when various parties balked at proposals they
felt had negative economic and political impacts, offered only minimal atmospheric benefits or did
not involve developing-country commitments. The change in U.S: administration along with ~nda-
mental disagreements between the E.U. and much of the rest of the world raise questions as to how
discussions will proceed,

U.S. industry has been on the cutting edge of developing more climate-friendly technologies and
improving efficiency and conservation. In the context of the climate negotiations: business has called
for frameworks that enable technology-driven solutions and emphasized the need for ’?ules of the
game" that businesses can depend upon in making Ions-term decisions. USCIB will work to ellsure
that remedies proposed in climate discussions mahe econ6mi¢ and technological sense and set into
motion a global solution that does not hamper economic growth.

Meanwhile, preparations underway for the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development
(known as Rio+ I0) in Johannesburg, organized to mark the tenth anniversary of the Rio Earth
Summit, provide another avenue for discussion, of institutional change in international envi-
ronmental policymakiag, U.S. companies must engage on a broad spectrum of issues, bringing
forward their achievements in pursuit of sustainable development against calls from parties who
reject the view that economic prosperity, environmental improvement and social development are
mutually consistent and reinforcing concepts and who can be expected to use the opportunily of
Rio+ I0 to call for limitations on companies and the rollback of trade disciplines,

¯ Advocate an economically sound, science-based, flexible approach in the climate change negotiations
that promotes technological innovation, and strengthen industry’s voice by developing and delivering
U.S. and international business positions.

¯ Engage in the development of a public policy strategy on climate change that ensures public support
for business objectives, using BIAC and ICC channels to press for international support.

Working with other business organizations, the U.S. government and ICC, prepare the business frame-
work for the 2002 Rio+10 summit in Johannesburg. Develop objectives and define issues, emphasiz-
ing a prioritized approach to improving quality of llfe worldwide - primarily through enhanced nation-
al ac6on and, where appropriate, international cooperation that supports environmental improvement,
economic growth, market access and open trade and investment.
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- USCIB Action Plan 2001 ¯ Committee Objectives and A~Mties -

Objectives= Promote appropriate protection for environment and health within open
trade and investment systems; advance environmental protection and economic develop-
ment as reinforcing endeavors fundamental to sustainable development;, support sound
environmental policies that are scientifically based and economically justified; and foster
awareness of industry’s accomplishments in improving environmental policy and manage-
ment ~rough self-regulatory guidelines and programs.

Chairman:
George D. Carpenter
Director, Corporate Sustainable Development
The Procter & Gamble Company

Staff Contacts: Norine Kennedy and Adam B. Greene

¯ Work with U.S. business, the U.S. government and ICC to develop objectives, define
issues and prepare a framework for the I0- year review of the Rio Earth Summit in
Johannesburg in 2002, to be called the World Summit on Sustainable Development.
Emphasize a .prioritized approach to improving quality of life worldwide primarily
through enhanced national action and where appropriate through international coop-
eration that supports economic growth, market access and open trade and investment.

In the context of the uncertain future of the U.N. Framework Convention on Climate
Change and the Kyoto Protocol, advocate an economically sound, science-based, flex-
ible approach in the climate change negotiations, and strengthen industry’s voice by
developing and delivering U.S. and international business positions:

Lead ICC delegations at negotiating sessions and provide logistical support through
ICC for business groups in international workshops and meetings. Through ICC,
bring private sector technical and policy expertise into the Climate Change
Convention as deliberations continue after the suspension of" the 6th Conference of
the Parties.

Call upon the President and Congress to reserve U.S. ratification of the Kyoto
Protocol until developing countries accept binding greenhouse gas reduction com-
mitments, economic harm to the U.S. is minimized, and unresolved compliance and
economic flexibility issues are satisfactorily resolved. Contribute to U.S. govern-
ment.economic analysis and assessment of the impacts of differing greenhouse gas
policy options, and underscore the need for enabling conditions for technology
development and dissemination.
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- USCIB Action Plan 2001- Committee Objectives and Activities -

Throuph the BIAC Chemicals Committee, bring U.S. industry views and expertise to
OI~CD activities in high production volume chemicals, testing guidelines, harmonization
of chemical classification and labeling, exposure assessment, risk communication, and
chemical acddents. Also continue .to track the UNEP Convention on Persistent Organic
Pollutants (POPs) as it moves to ratification, entry into force and implementation phas-

As the OECD prepares for its 2001 Environment Ministerial and Joint Ministerial with
Finance, Economics, Trade and Foreign Affairs officials, provide U.S. business comments
to the BIAC "Innovation and Global Sustainable Growth" Report, as well as to the U.S.
government regarding OECD efforts to integrate sustainable development into its work
in the priority areas of technology, economics and environment, eco-efficiency and cli-
mate change.

Comment on OECD Environment Directorath priorities in the areas of toxic release
inventories, public purchasing, standards and permitting, waste minimization, chemicals,
biotechnology and eco-efficiency.

Provide U.S. industry recommendations to U.S. government and international policy-
makers and business groups on the use of precaution when scientific information is insuf-
ficient for a thorough risk assessment. In particular, recommend that cooperative meas-
ures to apply precaution be instituted and strengthened, while avoiding trade frictions.
Take part in OECD.and W’TO discussions to explore interpretations and applications of
precaution.

Represent U.S. business in the NAFTA environmental institutions at both the national
and tri-national level, promoting the use of voluntary, cooperative approaches and the
exchange of best management practices. Participate in IxlAFTA environmeni~l programs
on trade and environment, environmental management systems, chemicals, trans-
boundary impact assessment and enforcement matters. Monitor environmental cases
under the NAPTA Chapter 11 investor to state dispute settlement process and the CEC
citizen complaint submission process.

Coordinate U,S. industry positions on Shared Product Responsibility (SPR), promoting
life-cycle management of the environmental aspects of products, efficient use of
resources, waste minimization and economic efficiency. Oppose mandated producer
responsibility for product take-back (particularly on a retroactive basis) as the sole means
for product stewardship. Participate directly and through BIAC in the OECD work on
Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR), and participate in the implementation of the
OECD EPR Guidance Manual for Governments. Provide U.S. business views on E.U.
environmental product takeback and packaging measures, with emphasis on their trade
implications.

Coordinate USCIB policy and strategy on eco-labeling to influence U.S. government,
E.U., WTO and International Standards Organization (ISO) discussions on environmen-
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- USCIB Action Plan 2001- Committee Objectives and Activities

Co-chair the BIAC Climate Change Working Group, to ensure that U.S. business
views are repr~ented in OECD and International Energy Agency (IEA) activities, par-
ticularly on economic instruments, voluntary measures and technology development.
Provide U.S. business advice to the OECD/IEA Climate Technology Inil~ative and to
ongoing discussions between BIAC and TUAC to focus on the employment impacts
of proposed climate policies.

Develop recommendations on emissions trading, joint implementation and the "dean
development mechanism" for domestic and international use, to provide guidance on
how these measures could be shaped without distorting trade and investment.
Adv,:ate U.S. industry views on the design and implementation of compliance,
enforcement and liability measures contemplated under the Kyoto Protocol to ensure
that they will not place impedimenb or unfair burdens upon U.S.. companies operat-
ing internationally, and will provide predictable conditions for trade and investment.

Monitor the second meeting of the U.N. Ad-Hoc Inter-Governmental Group of
Experts on Energy and Sustainable Development as it considers possible U.N. activ-
ities on energy access, infrastructure, security and pricing. Contribute to the ICC
Report on Energy Challenges for the 21st Century and other activities of the ICC
Energy Commission, stressing the importance of all energy sources and the intema-
~onal policy priorities of both energy producers and users.

Prepare and advance U.S. industry posi~ons in the U.N. Commission on Sustainable
Development (CSD) on trade, energy, sustainable transportation, protection of the
atmosphere and environmental information.

Participate in the U.N. Environment Program (UNEP) Governing Council and
Environment Ministerial meetings to highlight globalization as an enabling framework for
the pursuit of sustainable development, and set out industry’s role in contributing to eco-
nomic and social prosperity.

Develop and communicate business views on the gathering and public disclosure of envi-
ronmental information, and promote programs that focus on significant environmental
and health risks, employ fair and transparent processes, and protect confidential business
information and security concerns. Oppose global~zation of the Aarhus Convention
because of its unbalanced approach, onerous demands and lack of business involve-
merit.

Emphasize environmentally sound management (ESM) of recoverable waste, capacity
building in F_.SM for developing countries and appropriate OECD-Basel Hazardous Waste
Convention harmonization informed by the recommendations of the ICC and BIAC Joint
Working Group’s activities. Seek to mitigate the trade ban in secondary materials
between reg~0nal blocs under Basel, and predicate U.S. ratification on appropriate deft-
nition and classification of covered wastes and procedures based on sound science and
an understanding.of risk.
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- USCIB Action Plan 2001, Committee Objectives and Activities -

tal labeling in favor of basic principles of sound science, non-misleading information and
consumer choice, and oppose labels based on b-ade discriminatorP and arbitra~ assess-
ments of environmental preferability.

In international discussions on environmental information and sustainable consumption
and production, advocate a continued focus on the impo~~{ance of economic develop-
ment for improved environmental protection and the need for market signals and
increased consumer choice, rather than government polio, to drive production and con-

sumer decisions.

Coordinate and communicate U.S. industr9 views on the review and revision of the ISO
14001/14004 Environmental Management System (EMS) standard and guidance so that
they remain voluntar~ and non-discdminatorg. Participate in the development of any
work in the area of external communication, as well as in related areas such as the Global
Reporting Initiative (GIRl) process. Oppose sector-specific and Occupational, Health and
Safer9 (OH5) standards, and continue to monitor the development of an ILO guidance

on OHS management systems.

¯ In partnership with ICC,. take stock of adoption and implementation of the ICC Business
Charter for Sustainable Development and ICC-U.N. Environment Program (UNEP)
Environmental Management Training Kits based on the Business Charter, primarily
through regional activities and in conjunction with the NAFTA environment programs.

¯ Follow the development of environmental regulations in the PRC and other Asian coun-
tries and address environmental health and safet~ management challenges there, Focus-
ing on training and waste management issues. Continue to benchmark environmental
health and safe~ practices of U.S. companies in the PRC.

(Works u~fth: Economies in Transition, E.U., Insurance, Intellectual Proper~, Investment,
labor and EmploFment Policy, Marketing, Advertising and Distribution, Sea Transportation
and Trade Polic~)
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- USGIB Action Plan 2001- Committee Objectives and Activities -

Objective: Promote market access for goods and services under conditions of fair com-
petition through strengthened international rules and disciplines.

Chairman:
Frank J. Farfone
Vice President, International Affairs
The Dow Chemical Company

Staff Contact: joseph G. Gavin

Activi~ie-s..~

¯ Encourage a proactive U.S. government vision to advance liberalization of trade in
goods a, nd services in multilateral, regional and bilateral negotiations.

Develop recommendations for U.S. regional and bilateral trade initiatives, e.g., in the
FTAA, with regard to NAFTA expansion to include Chile and/or other countries, in
APEC and in the context of the TransAtlantic Economic Partnership and the TABD,

Support renewal of Trade Promotion Au.t.hority (fast track) with broad trade negotiating
authorit’,J, but without provisions linking labor and environmental performance to trade
sanctions, or permitting use of fast-track procedures to imp!ement other labor or envi-
ronmental agreements.

Advise the U.S. government on and, using ICC and BIAC networks, build overseas
support for U.S. business objectives for a new round of WTO negotiations, implemen-
tation of the Uruguay Round agreements and ongoin, g negotiations in the areas of serv-
ices and agriculture.

¯ Par~cipate in business community outreach efforts to educate the American public and
the U.S. Coagress on the benefits of trade.

¯ Support a holistic approach to sustainable development that is centered on the impor-
tance of economic growth and t~ade expansion, e.g., in BIAC contacts with OECD.

¯ Promote a broader view of market access, which includes the interaction of trade,
investment and competition policies.

Through BIAC, continue to encourage OECD a~alytical support for WTO negotiations
on agriculture and services.
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-USCIB Action Plan 2001 ° Committee Objectives and Activities-

Support W’TO accession {o~ the Peoples Republic of China and implementation of

China’s WTO commitments-

Suppor~ the extension of PIXFI’R with Russia and the countries of the former Soviet Union
and Vietnam and WTO membership when conditions so warrant.

Through ICC, participate in WTO oubeach activities to "civil society," maintaining the
import-ant informal direct links established in the ongoing ICC dialogue with the WTO.

Directly and through participation in the USA’~Engage coalition, continue to oppose the
use of.trade sanctions for foreign or other non-commercial policy purposes by seeking to
impose important constraints on their use.

Provide trade perspective and coordination {or USCIB positions on a number o{
related issues, such as trade and labor standards, trade and c0mpetilion and e-corn-

¯ Alert members and the U.S. government to oppose trade policy measures and legislation
that would erode the open trading system and impair U.S. competitiveness by closing
markets or mandating departures ~rom international obligations.

¯ Support regulato~ reform e~orts that encourage open trade, including the OECD review
of member regulatory regimes.

¯ Promote adjustment of U.S. export control policies to new national security requirements,
working with the business coalition on this issue.

(Works with: Competition, Customs, Economies in Transition, Electronic Commerce, E.U..
Environment, Financial Services, Food and Agriculture, Intellectual Property, Investment,

Sea Transportation, Telecommunications)
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- USCIB Action Plan 2001- Committee Objectives and Activities -

Objectives: Develop policy recommendations dealing with trade and environment link-
ages drawing on expertise from the USCIB Committees on Envkonment and Trade Policy.
Provide business direction to OECD and WTO efforts to reconcile trade and environmen-
tal policies and ensure that they a~e complementary and predictable.

Chairman: TBA

Staff .Contacts: Joseph G. Gavin and Norine Kennedy

Continue to lead formulation of business positions on the current controversial trade
and environment issues: biotechnology, the precautionary approach and sound sci-
ence, non-product related production process methods and ecolabeling.

¯ Provide busine~ input on trade and environmental issues in prospective WTO and
FTAA negotiations, U.S. bilateral trade negotiations and in U,S.-E.U. bilateral initia-
tives.

¯ Work to ensure that trade perspectives are integrated into negotiations of Multilateral
Environmental Agreements (MEAs).

Build Support for the USCIB position in on #.he precautionan/approach, including in
the OECD joint Working Party on Trade and Environment and the Codex
Alimentarious.

Promote busines~ views on the linkage between trade and environmental policy
through participation in the U.S. Trade and Environment Polic~ Advisory Committee
(TEPAC), as a member of the U.S. delegation to the OECD Joint Working Pa~ty on
Trade and Environmer~t and in the OI~CD Labor Management Program on Trade and
Environment.

Elaborate USCIB recommendations for addressing trade and environment policy link-
ages through BIAC, ICC and presentations at conferences in the U.S. and abroad. Seek
international support for these positions.

(Work with: Environment, Investment and Trade Policy.)
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Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
01/08/2003 06:25:35 PM

Record Type: Record

T(~: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject: January 13 CCSP/SGCR meeting information

I have attached an agenda for the January 13 CCSP key agency
representatives meeting from 1:00 to 3:00 p.m. Please note that the
meeting location has changed to the CCSP office at 1717 Pennsylvania
Ave., Suite 250.

In addition, I have attached a memorandum for discussion regarding the
next steps in the preparation of the CCSP strategic plan. Please be
prepared to discuss this information on Monday.

As always, please let me know if you have any questions,
Stephanie Harrington
U.S. Climate Change Science Program
202-482-1944 or 202-419-3487 ,/

I~ - attl.htm

I D - strategic plan revision 13Jan03.doc

CCSP_SGC _DP FT_AGE.DA. oc

Messa.qe Sent To:

Whohenst <Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov>
mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov>
neale <neale@serc.si.edu>
cgroat <cgroat@usgs.gov>
Watsonhl <Watsonhl@state.gov>
gasrar <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov>
"Ad.Patdnos" <Ad.Patdnos@science.doe.gov>
mmoore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov>
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
"slimak.michael" <slimak:michael@epa.gov>
Edn Wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP
"James.R.Mahoney" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
"Linda.Lawson" <Linda.Lawson@ost.dot.gov>
andrewj <andrewj@onr.navy.mil>
Mary Glackin <Mary.Glackin@noaa.gov>
"Simmons Emmy B." <EmSimmons@usaid.gov>
David Halpern/OSTP/EOP@EOP

00 .46Z
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Messa,qe Copied To:

gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov>
"vicki.horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov>
tspence <tspence@nsf.gov~
"Jack.Kaye" <Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov>
kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov>
"hratch.semerjian" <hratch.semerjian@nist.gov>
"Jerry.Elwood" <Jerry.Elwood@science.doe.gov>
"scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov>
mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov>
Anderson Margot <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov>
"Margaret.R.Mccalla" <Margaret.R.Mccalla@noaa.gov>
Gorsevski Virginia <VGorsevski@usaid.gov>
Robert Maday <Robert.Maday@hq.doe,gov>
ipo@usgcrp.gov
Debbie Payne <Debbie.Payne@noaa.gov>
Holmes Kathy <Kathy.Holmes@science,doe.gov>
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Public Opinion and Global Warming: Summary of remarks by Karlyn Bowman(American
Enterprise Institute)

On Juno 1, Karlyn Bowman gave a presentation to a small group on her asscssmcnt of polls addressing
energy and global ~rming. Her bottom line is that the polls g~at the media is reporting are not indicative
of public av.itudcs, although uoncern about energy has incr~zscd in r~,¢nt months. Whcn the public ranks
issues, no iSSUe gets more than 20%. Further, she is skeptical about polls because the non-response rate
on national polls is ruruzing around 60%

She sees this as a sign era passionless time for most policy issues. Based on her experience, whenever
20% of those polled answer "Don’t Know" it is a sign that the public is disengaged. In part, this reflects
the benefits era good economy. People tend to ignore Washington when they are well off. It also
reflects the fact that confidence in government continues to declln©. Not only are people turned offby the
way politics are being carried out, but they tend to scc government as a problem causer and not a problem
solver.

While there is not much in the way of agreement on what actions need to be taken on the climate change
risk, there is a consensus that something should be done. She believes that as long as the public agrees on
ends, it will tend to be disengaged on me, ans.

Most Americans say that global warming is occurring and about 75% think that it is serious. At the same
time, less than half that number believe that it will affect them personally. She tends to discount the 75%
number because around 75% always seem to be worried about some issue. Opposition to actions on
climat~ is very strong when people are told that they will l~ul w increases in unemployment. Also,
almost 50% ofpeople po]l~l say that would not pay higher gasoline prices to achieve emission reductions
through l~s use of gasoline.

She concludes that Americans have become "light-greens." They are willing to do easy things but not
much that impacts them direcdy. With one exception, she concluded tl~ it will probably be hard to
susraht high public interest in global warming for the following reasons:

It is far off.
They don’t see themselves as impacted by it.
There is no agreement on its seriousness.

The one exception is interest in and con¢cm about the weather, Interest is high as evidenced by the fact
that more people watch the weather channel than McNeiI-Lerher. Ifa convincing case was mad~ that
some weather events wcr¢ the result of human activities, public complacency could change quickly.
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by Thomaz L Torget

ffyou think your monthly energy bills
are high, try 8190 million. Three years
ago, that was the monthly tab lor run-
rfi~ I~xonMobil’s refineries and chem-
ical plants. But thanks to an hmovative
effort to save energy a[ these facilities,
that cost is expected to fall more. than 15
percent, or about $30 million a month.

That’s good news for shareholders,
because saving energy means lower op-
erating costs.                   ,

And it’s good news for the envh-on.
merit, because saving energy means re-
duced emissions.

By itself, a barrel of crude oil has lit-
fie utility. Unti! converted into gasoline,
heating oil, lubricants and chemical
feedstocks, crude oil caa’t power an en-
gine, heat a home or become raw mate-
rial for plastics. Converting crude oil
into products requires tremendous heat.
Hezt is ener~, and energy costs moneT.
So when ExxonMobil saves some of that
heat, it saves money.

"Energy represents more than one-
third of all operating costs at our refiner-

ies and chemical plants, so we knew that
~dh~ ways to use less of it could mean
big savings," says Scott Cdminski, man.
ager of ExxonMobil’s Global Energy
Management System (C-EMS) initiative.

The idea for GEMS came from Ex-
ecutive Vlce President Rend Dahan. In
1998, Dahan brought together a team of
refining and chemical managers and
ch’,dlenged them to develop a compre-
hensive and sustainable system for re-
ducing eaexgy use worldwide.

He identLfied three.objectives. He
wanted a system that:

Q Could be appiled by all r~neries and
chemical plants worldwide.

Baton Rouge engineer

Todd Grubb pointz an

Infrared pyrometer

ward the opening

of a small insp~’tion

w~ndow to measure

a f~mace’s Internal

temperabJre.

Would position F.xxonMobil as the in-
dustry leader in cnc~’g7 ~fidency.

Would provide a common methodology
so each facility could both ldenttfF ways
to cut energy use and track the re_.~lts.

In response, a team of managers from
the refining, chemical and research and
e.ngineerh~g organizations, plus dozens of
company spedalists, was formed to de-
velop and lauach the global initiative.

The initiative team developed detailed
manuals that described best practices for
energy effidency for the key aspects of
refinery and chefrdcal plant operation ~
from fadlifies desigu to operations, con-
trol and maintenance.

The team then assembled ExxonMobil
experts from around the world to deploy
GEMS at individual refineries and plants.

Kickoff in France
By mid-1999, G-EMS was ready for testing.

~Because many of our biggest refiner-
ies are integrated with a~acent chemical
plants, that’s where we wanted to test the
program," says Crindnski. ~Lntegrated
sites share energy systems, so we judged
that there would be many opportunities
for savings. For our pilot program, we se-
lected the Port Jerome Refinery in
France and the adjacent Notre Dame de
Gravenchon Chemical Plant"

Two teams of ~pecialiats met kn
France and worked together for several
weeks to brainstorm ener~-s"avings
ideas and apply best practices in ener~
effidency, The "visiting team" of techni-
cal experts ~oined a "home team" of local
staff with detailed knowledge of opera-
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An energy-savings assessment based
on G-EMS best practices was pei’formed
at the Imperial Oil affiliate’s Cold L’tke
heavy oil fadlit7 h~ Canada, which repre-
sents 30 percent of the energy costs ol
Upstream operations. Findings from the
Cold Lake assessment will be used to
help formulate a global approach to

and

tool~ to continuousty predict and ad-
just ~ precise amount of steam
neodod to r~r’nove impurilL~3 from
the product that,h being manufac-
tured. This a/lows u~ to mduco steam
vok,’n’~, which translates to
heat and lower emissions."
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United States has spent $18 billion on climate research since 1990 -- three
times as much as ar~y other country, and more than Japan and all 15
nations of the EU combined.

Today, I make our investment in science even greater. My
administration will establish the U.S. Climate Change Research Initiative
to study areas of uncertainty and identify priority areas where investments
can make a difference.

I’m directing my Secretary of Commerce, working with other agencies,
to set priorities for additional investments in climate change research,
review such investments, and to improve coordination amongst federal
agencies. We will fully fund high-priority areas for climate change
science over the next five years. We’ll also provide resources to build
clim~ate observation systems in developing countries and encourage other
developed nations to match our American commitment.

And we propose a joint venture with the EU, Japan and others to
develop state-of-the-art climate modeling that will help us better
understand the causes and impacts of climate change. America’s the
leader in technology and innovation. We all believe technology offers
great promise to significantly reduce emissions -- especially carbon
capture, storage and sequestration technologies.

So we’re creating the National Climate Change Technology Initiative
to strengthen research at universities and national labs, to enhance
partnerships in applied research, to develop improved technology for
measuring and monitoring gross and net greenhouse gas emissions, and to
fund demonstration projects for cutting-edge technologies, such as
bioreactors and fuel cells.

Even with the best science, even with the best technology, we all know
the United States cannot solve this global problem alone. We’re building
partnerships within the Western Hemisphere and with other like-minded
countries. Last week, Secretary Powell signed a new CONCAUSA
Declaration with the countries of Central America, calling for cooperative
efforts on science research, monitoring and measuring of emissions,
technology development, and investment in forest conservation.

We will work with the Inter-Ameri(an Institute for Global Change
Research and other institutions to better understand regional impacts of
climate change. We will establish a partnership to monitor and mitigate
emissions. And at home, I call on Congress to work with my
administration on the initiatives to enhance conservation and energy
efficiency outlined in my energy plan, to implement the increased use of
renewables, natural gas and hydropower that are outlined in the plan, and
to increase the generation of safe and clean nuclear power.

By increasing conservation and energy efficiency and aggressively
using these clean energy technologies, we can reduce our greenhouse gas
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Advancing the Science of Climate Change

"My Cabinet-level working group has met regularly for the last ten weeks to review the
most recent, most accurate, and most comprehensive science. They have heard from scientists
offering a wide spectrum of views; they have reviewed the facts, and they have listened to many
theories and suppositions. The working group asked the highly respected National Academy of
Sciences to provide us the most up-to-date information about what is known - and what is not
known - on the science of climate change... The United States [will] help lead the way by
advancing the science on climate change."

-- President George W. Bush

Executive Summary
The United States leads the world in climate change research, spending more than the
15 nations of the European Union and Japan combined. Over the past decade, the United
States has invested nearly $18 billion in such research and has increased our understanding of
changes in climate, human links to these changes, and possible consequences.

To have the most up-to-date information of what is known and unknown about the science of
climate change, the Cabinet-level climate change working group requested a report from the
National Academy of Sciences (NAS). The NAS report identified substantial uncertainty
in critical areas, such as:
~" The feedbacks in the climate system that determine the magnitude and rate of temperature

increases;
~ The future usage of fossil fuels and the future emissions of methane;
~ How much carbon is sequestered by oceans and other sinks and how much remains in the

atmosphere;
~ The details of regional climate change resulting from global climate change;
~ The nature and causes of the natural variability of climate, its interactions with forced

changes, and the direct and indirect effects of aerosols.

The National Academy of Sciences concluded, "[m]aking progress in reducing the large
uncertainties in projections of future climate will require addressing a number of
fundamental scientific questions relating to the buildup of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere and the behavior of the climate system."

To ensure that policies are shaped, and continue to be shaped, by the best science, President
Bush will work aggressively to advance the science of climate change. Today, the President
is announcing the U.S. Climate Change Research Initiative, which:
>" Directs the Secretary of Commerce, working with other agencies, to set priorities for

additional investments in climate change research, to review such investments, and to
maximize coordination among federal agencies;

~ Fully funds all priority research areas that the Secretary of Commerce’s review finds
are underfunded or need to be accelerated relative to other research;

~ Challenges the major greenhouse gas emitting countries to increase significantly
their investments in high priority areas of climate change research;

~ Provides up to $25 million, and calls on other developed countries to provide matching
funds, to help build climate observation systems in developing countries; and
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Proposes a joint venture with the EU, Japan and others to develop state-of-the-art
climate modeling to help us better predict the causes and consequences of climate change.

U.S. Climate Research to Date

U.S. Global Change Research Program

The United States leads the world in climate change research, spending approximately
$1.6 billion annually. The United States is responsible for half of the world’s annual climate
change research expenditures, three times more than the next largest contributor and larger than
the contributions of Japan and all 15 nations of the European Union combined.

Research Expenditures By Country (1999/2000)
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The U.S. Global Change Research Program (USGCRP) is a national research program that
coordinates most of the federal government’s research on climate change. Def’mition of the
program began under the Reagan Administration; the program became a presidential initiative
under President George Bush, and was codified by Congress in the Global Change Research Act
of 1990.

Since its establishment in 1990, USGCRP has spent approximately $18 billion. ThePresident’s
fiscal year 2002 budget requests $1.6 billion for USGCRP. One half of this investment is
devoted to climate change science and the other half to associated satellite systems. During its
first decade, USGCRP research activities have identified a series of global scale changes,
including ozone depletion, climate change, and land cover change. USGCRP has also explored
and categorized likely human links to these changes, improved forecasts of the E1 Nino-Southem
Oscillation, and increased understanding of other climate changes. The USGCRP has also
developed and deployed a series of remote sensing satellites that could form the basis of a global
environmental observing system, and has developed models to analyze the climate process and
produce scenarios of potential future climate change and possible consequences.
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The USGCRP currently conducts research and observations in the following areas:
Understanding the Earth’s Climate System; Composition and Chemistry of the Atmosphere;
Global Water Cycle; Carbon Cycle Science; Biology and Biochemistry of Ecosystems; Human
Dimensions of Global Change; and PaleoenvironmentfPaleoclimate (analysis of prehistoric
changes in climate). Ten federal agencies participate in the USGCRP and their respective roles
are described in Annex I.

Key Gaps in Science of Climate Change

Despite the United States’ intensive investment in climate change science over the past decade,
numerous gaps remain in our understanding of climate change. The National Academy of
Sciences identified in its report, Climate Change Science: An Analysis of Some Key Questions
(June 2001), critical uncertainties about the science of climate change. At the most fundamental
level, the report indicated the need to better understand the causes of warming. The National
Academy of Sciences stated, "Greenhouse gases are accumulating in Earth’s atmosphere as a
result of human activities, causing surface air temperatures and subsurface ocean temperatures to
rise. Temperatures are, in fact, rising. The changes observed over the last several decades are
likely mostly due to human activities, but we cannot rule out that some significant part of these
changes are also a reflection of natural variability."

The National Academy of Sciences report goes on to identify a range of specific areas of
scientific uncertainty that require additional study and research. These gaps include:

How much carbon is sequestered by oceans and terrestrial sinks and how much
remains in the atmosphere is uncertain:

"How land contributes, by location and processes, to exchanges of carbon with the
atmosphere is still highly uncertain .... "(p. 11)
"These estimates [of future carbon dioxide climate forcings] ... are only approximate

because of uncertainty about how efficiently the ocean and terrestrial biosphere will
sequester atmospheric CO2." (p. 13)
"How much of the carbon from future use of fossil fuels will be seen as increases in

carbon dioxide in the atmosphere will depend on what fractions are taken up by land and
by the oceans. The exchanges with land occur on various time scales, out to centuries for
soil decomposition in high latitudes, and. they are sensitive to climate change. Their
projection into the future is highly problematic." (p. 18)

The feedbacks in the climate system that determine the magnitude and rate of
temperature increases are uncertain:

"Because there is considerable uncertainty in current understanding of how the climate
system varies naturally and reacts to emissions of greenhouse gases and aerosols, current
estimates of the magnitude of future warming should be regarded as tentative and subject
to future adjustments (either upward or downward)." (p. 1)
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"Much of the difference in predictions of global warming by various climate models is
attributable to the fact that each model represents these [feedback] processes in its own
particular way. These uncertainties will remain until a more fundamental understanding
of the processes that control atmospheric relative humidity and clouds is achieved." (p. 4)

The direct and indirect effects of aerosols are uncertain:

¯ / "The greatest uncertainty about the aerosol climate forcing--indeed, the largest of all the
uncertainties about global climate forcings--is probably the indirect effect of aerosols on
clouds." (p. 14)

¢" "The great uncertainty about this indirect aerosol climate forcing presents a severe
handicap both for the interpretation of past climate change and for future assessments of
climate changes." (p. 14)

¢" "Climate forcing by anthropogenic aerosols is a large source of uncertainty about future
climate change." (p. 13)

�" "Because of the scientific uncertainties associated with the sources and composition of
carbonaceous aerosols, projections of future impacts on climate are difficult." (p. 12)

The details and impacts of regional climate change resulting from global climate change
are uncertain:

,," "On the regional scale and in the longer term, there is much more uncertainty" with
respect to effects on agriculture and forestry. (p. 19)

¢" "The Northern Hemisphere as a whole experienced a slight cooling from 1946-75, and
the cooling during that period was quite marked over the eastern United States. The
cause of this hiatus in the warming is still under debate." (p. 16)

,/ "Health outcomes in response to climate change are the subject of intense debate .... The
understanding of the relationships between weather/climate and human health is in its
infancy and therefore the health consequences of climate change are poorly understood.
The costs, benefits, and availability of resources for adaptation are also uncertain."
(~. 20)

/̄ "Changes in storm frequency and intensity are one of the more uncertain elements of
future climate change prediction." (19.20)

The nature and causes of the natural variability of climate and its interactions with
forced changes are uncertain:

"Because of the large and still uncertain level of natural variability inherent in the
climate record and the uncertainties in the time histories of the various forcing agents
(and particularly aerosols), a causal linkage between the buildup of greenhouse gases in
the atmosphere and the observed climate changes during the 20th century cannot be
unequivocally established." (p. 17)
The value of indirect effect of ozone changes induced by solar ultraviolet irradiance
variations "remains highly uncertain." (p. 14)
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The future usage of fossil fuels and the future emissions of methane are uncertain:

¢" "With a better understanding of the sources and sinks of methane, it may be possible to
encourage practices.., that lead to a decrease in atmospheric methane and significantly
reduce future climate change." (p. 13 )

/̄ "There is no definitive scientific basis for choosing among several possible explanations
for these variations in the rates of change of global methane contributions, making it very
difficult to predict its future atmospheric concentrations." (p. 11)

In response to these gaps in our knowledge, the National Academy of Sciences study also
recommends, "research that couples physical, chemical biological and human systems; an
improved capability of integrating scientific knowledge, including its uncertainty, into
effective decision support systems, and an ability to conduct research at the regional or sectoral
level that promotes analysis of the response of human and natural systems to multiple stresses."

The NAS report also indicates that to advance the understanding of climate change, it will
be necessary to have "a global observing system in support of long term climate monitoring
and prediction [and] concentration on large-scale modeling through increased, dedicated
supercomputing and human resources." In addition to the recent National Academy of Sciences
report, the USGCRP has updated its ten-year plan and submitted it to the National Research
Council (NP~C) for review. High priority areas for further research are identified in numerous
recent reports and documents, such as: "Global Environmental Change: Research Pathways for
the Next Decade" (NRC 1998), "Capacity of US Climate Modeling to Support Climate Change
Assessment Activities" (NRC, 1998), "Adequacy of Climate Observing Systems." (NRC, 1999),
and others.

Advancing the Science

The National Academy of Sciences report states that an "effective strategy for advancing
the understanding of climate change will also require...efforts to ensure that climate
research is supported and managed to assure innovation, effectiveness and efficiency."
Over the decade of the USGCRP, interagency management of the program has weakened. The
National Research Council in its report, "Global Environmental Change: Research Pathways for
the Next Decade" (NRC 1998), identified the problem, and the USGCKP draft ten-year plan has
proposed changes to the management structure. Such issues merit careful and high-level review,
in consultation with the Congress.

Therefore, to advance the science of climate change and focus efforts on the many key areas of
uncertainty, President Bush will:

Direct the Secretary of Commerce, working with other agencies, to set priorities for
adtiitional investments in climate change research, to review such investments, and to
maximize coordination among federal agencies.
Fully fund all priority research areas that the review finds are underfunded or need to be
accelerated relative to other research. Such areas could include the carbon cycle, climate
modeling, and global water cycle.
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The United States is making significant investments in the science of climate change and is
pledging to accelerate its own research. Climate change is a global problem, however, and other
nations must continue to advance the state of scientific knowledge.

The National Research Council, the US Global Change Research Program, and the World
Meteorological Organization have all identified the building of a global observing system to
monitor climate as being crucial to improving our understanding of the science of climate
change. This system must include developing countries that have limited resources to make the
necessary measurements.

The United States, Europe, and Japan each have significant climate modeling capabilities. The
United States leads the world in the basic science of climate modeling, and Europe and Japan
have built dedicated centers for climate modeling with a clearly defined mission.

Therefore, to enhance research, build a global climate observation system, and improve climate
modeling, President Bush will:

Challenge the major greenhouse gas emitting countries to increase significantly their
investments in high priority areas of climate change research.

Provide up to $25 million to help build climate observation systems in developing
countries throughout the world, and call upon other developed countries to provide matching
funds for such an investment.

Propose a joint venture with the European Union, Japan and others to develop state-of-the-
art climate modelin~ to help us better predict the causes and consequences of climate change.
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Advancing Technology to Address Climate Change

"America is a leader in technology and innovation. We all believe technology offers
great promise to significantly reduce emissions. So we are creating the ’National
ClimateChange Technology Initiative.’ "

- President George W. Bush

Executive Summary

New technologies hold the promise of increasing our supply of energy more efficiently and
more cleanly. Technology has also played and will continue to play an important role in
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and controlling costs. Because greenhouse gas emissions
come fi’om many sectors of the economy, a wide variety of technologies will be needed. A
portfolio of technologies to address climate change could include energy efficient technologies;
lower carbon-emitting technologies; carbon capture, storage and sequestration technologies; and
new technological discoveries yet to be made.

To advance the technology across each of these areas, President Bush will create the National
Climate Change Technology Initiative. The President is charging the Secretaries of
Commerce and Energy, working with other agencies, to:

Evaluate the current state of U.S. climate change technology research and development
and make recommendations for improvements.

Provide guidance on strengthening basic research at universities and national laboratories,
including the development of the advanced mitigation technologies that offer the greatest
promise for low-cost reductions of greenhouse gas emissions.

Develop opportunities to enhance private-public partnerships in applied research and
development to expedite innovative and cost-effective approaches to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.

Make recommendations for funding demonstration projects for cutting-edge
technologies.

Develop improved technologies for measuring and monitoring gross and net greenhouse
gas emissions.

The National Climate Change Technology Initiative also will enhance coordination across
federal agencies, and among the federal government, universities, and the private sector.
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The Importance of Technology to Mitigate Climate Change

Technology will continue to play an important role in reducing greenhouse gas emissions and
controlling costs. The long-term objective of the 1992 Framework Convention on Climate
Change - to stabilize greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere - can be addressed in two
ways. First, by reducing emissions of greenhouse gases. Because greenhouse gases are emitted
so broadly across society, no single technology appears to be sufficient to stabilize the increasing
atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations. Rather, a portfolio of technologies aimed at
improving energy efficiency, and increasing the use of low carbon fuels will help to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and ultimately to stabilize concentrations.

Second, greenhouse gas concentrations can be addressed by means of capturing and sequestering
gases, either at the source or after they have been released into the atmosphere. Limited carbon
capture is occurring today, using currently available technologies. Continued research and
development is needed to explore advanced chemical and biological mechanisms to remove
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.

General Investment Criteria

.The Presidents of the National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of Engineering, and the
Institute of Medicine have provided some general, principles for government investment in
technology. In "Preparing for the 21 st Century: Science and Technology Policy in a New Era"
(October 23, 1997), the Presidents of the Academies offered criteria for such investmeht,
including:

Direct government investments in science and technology should be focused on long-range,
broadly useful research in basic technology and science, both of which produce benefits far
in excess of what private sector entities can capture for themselves.

The federal government should cooperate with the private sectbr so that the United States
maintains a position of leadership in those technologies that promise to have a major and
continuing impact on broad areas of industrial and economic performance.

But the government need not invest in fields in which the private sector already has programs
of development in place. Private firms have the primary responsibility for-product
development, but federal and state governments play an important role in enhancing the
civilian technology base and its adoption through their economic, regulatory, and trade
policies, their support for research and development, and their own procurement of
technology.

Maintaining U.S. leadership in science and technology despite budget constraints will require
disciplirie in the allocation of resources for federal investments. Within the general
constraints determined by national priorities, the selection of individual projects must reflect
the highest standards of the scientific and technical community.
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Assessing the Current State of U.S. Climate Change Technology Research

The U.S. government has funded research to develop several technologies that mitigate climate
change. In general, these technologies are aimed at: increasing energy efficiency to reduce the
amount of energy consumed for goods produced in the economy; creating opportunities to switch
to fuels and products that emit relatively lower amounts of greenhouse gases; enhancing carbon
removal and storage in terrestxial, ocean, and geological sinks; and exploring innovative concepts
along unconventional paths to discover new ways to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, such as
advanced biotechnology concepts.

In order to advance climate change technology research, President Bush will:

Charge the Secretary of Commerce, the Administrator of the Environmental Protection
Agency, and the Secretary of Energy to evaluate the current state of U.S. climate
change technology research and development and make recommendations for
improvements.

Strengthening Basic Climate Change Technology Research

The development of certain climate change mitigation technologies may be impractical for the
private sector. Such technologies have some unique characteristics, including instances where
the:

Benefits are too widely spread for any one company to recover its investment at a profit;
Cost or risk is too great for any individual company to bear alone; or
Potential benefits are too far in the future to pass the threshold of private investment criteria.

Yet these advanced concepts may have the greatest potential to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
at ver~ low cost. For example, technological advances in areas such as biotechnology offer
the potential for dramatic innovations in many areas. An important technology is the
development of bioreactors that can harness the potential of microbial communities, such as
photosynthetic bacteria, to produce clean fuels such as hydrogen. These bioreactors can exploit
our increasing understanding of the biochemical pathways of microbial communities. While
these biotechnologies are currently producing higher value products, like pharmaceuticals,
significant new scientific research will be required for the direct production of fuels.

Similarly, scientists have begun work on promising new technologies for the cost-effective
capture and sequestration of carbon in terrestrial and marine ecosystems. These
opportunities may provide other environmental benefits as well, such as improved soil quality,
better retention of moisture and nutrients, and reduced soil erosion. Researchers at the
Department of Energy, for example, are studying "mineral carbonization," a technique for
turning gaseous CO2 into an environmentally-benign mineral that could be used to refill mine
pits in land reclamation efforts.
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Research and development efforts to date show promise for several options. However, many
options are still emerging concepts both in the United Sta~es and internationally. Estimates of
their potential for mitigating climate change are large, but highly uncertain. Markets for these or
other technologies will be developed if buyers have some assurance about the quantity and
quality of the product they are purchasing. In addition, there are many scientific and
technological challenges regarding costs, environmental impacts, and public acceptability that
must be resolved before these climate mitigation technologies can reach their potential. How and
how much to invest in these areas are questions that must be answered to ensure that we as a
society can harness our technological resources and capabilities and find the most cost-effective
and environmentally sound solutions to the risks posed by increasing atmospheric concentrations
of greenhouse gases.

Therefore, President Bush has directed that the National Climate Change Technology Initiative
will:

Provide guidance on strengthening basic research at universities and national laboratories,
including the development of the advanced mitigation technologies that offer the greatest
promise for low-cost reductions of greenhouse gas emissions.

Enhancing Private-Public Partnerships

It is important to effectively use the technologies that are and will soon become available. For
example, technologies designed to increase energy efficiency, such as industrial applications of
combined heat and power (CI-IP), enable both the local generation of electricity and the efficient
use of the byproduct heat. When the quantities of the heat and power produced are well matched
to the requirements of an industrial plant or facility, total efficiency of the fuel utilization can
reach 90 percent, avoiding significant emissions of CO2.

Similarly, the United States can achieve significant reductions of energy consumption and the
related emissions of greenhouse gases through building systems with integrated electronic
sensors, "smart" windows, and computers to monitor, maintain, and manage building operations.
Also, one of the most challenging and important elements of a comprehensive strategy to address
long-term greenhouse gas emission reductions is to improve the efficiency of our transportation
fleet. The development of higher efficiency, hybrid passenger vehicles is an important _fi~t step.

In addition to energy efficiency, there are opportunities to increase the use of fuels that emit
fewer greenhouse gases. For example, increased use of biomass residues and development of
herbaceous crops, like native American prairie Switchgrass, can mitigate greenhouse gases from
coal-fired power plants and reduce air toxic emissions. Similarly, biomass can be converted into
simple chemicals and plastic substitutes fi’om which a new chemical industry can be formed.

Currently, the Federal government has established partners in the private sector to advance these
technologies. It is critical to enhance this role and ensure that partnerships with industry are
directed toward the most mutually beneficial outcomes.
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Therefore, President Bush has directed that the National Climate Change Technology Initiative
will:

Develop opportunities to enhance private-public partnerships in applied research and
development to expedite innovative and cost-effective approaches to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.

Promoting Cutting Edge Technology

Cutting-edge technologies hold the promise of helping to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases.
For instance, geothermal power plants have a proven record of performance for producing
reliable base-load power with minimal environmental effects. However, substantial known
resources have not been tapped. Advanced technology is being developed to make more
geothermal resources economical over a larger portion of the country. In response to the
electricity shortages in the West, a demonstration of the economic and environmental benefits of
the next generation of geothermal power plant technology, such as improved condensers and heat
exchangers, will spur new development. As much as 100 to 300 megawatts of additional
geothermal power to replace combustion-fired facilities will become available at new and
existing plants within the next two years.

Fuel cells, a product of America’s space program, hold great promise for reducing
emissions. As noted in the National Energy Policy, the first generation fuel cells for stationary
power applications entered commercial markets in 1995 and the second generation is currently in
the demonstration phase. Innovative demonstration projects will reduce the high cost of this
technology and offer a great potential to meet our energy needs.

Therefore, President Bush has directed that the National Climate Change Technology Initiative
will:

Make recommendations for funding demonstration projects for cutting-edge
technologies.

Technology for Measuring and Monitoring Gross and Net Emissions

A fundamental challenge in attracting private sector investment to land-based greenhouse gas
emission reduction or carbon sequestration projects is the ability to accurately quantify the net
changes. Private sector investors are reluctant .to participate in projects without reliable and
credible quantification of the uncertainties associated with different land management practices.
Cost effective measurement systems will not only increase the attractiveness of agricultural
greenhouse gas projects to investors, but can also provide valuable information to individual
farmers and ranchers in optimizing the use of fuel, fertilizers and other substances.
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Significant advances in the science of remote sensing, coupled with land-based measurements,
create new opportunities to monitor and verify greenhouse gas emissions. New and improved
sensors that can be mounted on earth observing satellites and high altitude aircraft can deliver a
unique capability to regularly monitor greenhouse gases with high accuracy, including carbon
dioxide, methane, and ozone. This effort requires collaboration between the federal government
and the private sector.

Therefore, President Bush has directed that the National Climate Change Technology Initiative
will:

Develop improved technologies for measuring and monitoring gross and net greenhouse
gas emissions.
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I. Introduction to Global Climate Change

With the United States anxious and confused due to the terrorist destruction of the World

Trade Center twin towers, announcements of "credible threats" of continuing acts of

terrorism, and the threat of anthrax in the Nation’s postal system and Federal buildings,

one wonders if the Nation can manage other man-made threats to global and national

security in the 21 st century. Adding to these fears and concerns is the increasing man-

made crisis, if crisis may even express what may in fact be cataclysmic in proportions, of

global climate changeI. It is hoped that this research paper will clarify the science behind

climate change, the impacts associated with climate change, and the challenges facing

policy makers and environmental professionals in the 21st century.2

1 The Center for Sustainable Development in the Americas (CSDA) has published an
extremely useful Climate Change Glossary, located at:
http://www.csdanet.org/English/publications/glossary.htm.

The term ’climate change’ is defined as "a change in climate which is attributed directly
or indirectly to human activity that alters the composition of the global atmosphere and
that is in addition to natural climate variability over comparable time periods". (At page
9.)

’Global warming’ is defined as "an increase in the near surface temperature of the earth.
Global warming has occurred in the distant past az ~.=,z result of natural influences, but the
term is most often used to refer to the warming predicted to occur as a result of increased
emissions of greenhouse gases". At page 14.

2 This primer may serve as an educative resource on the science of global climate change,
and the anticipated impacts of climate change, such that those of us who serve and work
as environmental professionals may fully grasp the issue at hand that may require all our
combined professional focus, energy and dedication during our lifetimes. While the
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The year 2001 saw national and international scientific panels3 offering new findings and

studies, not just on the well established science of what is causing global climate change,

but additional findings on the impacts that climate change will have, and is having on our

earth and its atmosphere. The Global Change Research Act of 19904 created the United

States Global Change Research Program (USGCRP). The USGCRP acknowledged 10

years ago the Nation’s vital need to establish a well founded scientific understanding of

global climate change, stating, "scientific knowledge is essential for informed decision

making on environmental issues, and to ensure the social and economic health of future

author is a practicing Federal attomey, her personal viewpoints are not intended to reflect
those of the Department of the Navy, Office of the General Counsel.

3 The primary governmental centers of national scientific study on global climate change
include: the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),
www.ipcc.ch; the United States Global Change Research Program, www.usgcrp.gov; the
National Aeronautical and Space Administration (NASA) Goddard Institute for Space
Studies, www.giss.nasa.gov; and, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) National Climatic Data Center, www.ncdc.noaa.gov.

4 15 U.S.C. 2951. The U.S. Global Change Research Program Act uses language familiar

to the environmental planner as the Act "requires the establishment of a United States
Global Change Research Program aimed and understanding and responding to global
change, including the cumulative effects of human activities and natural processes on the
environment, to promote discussions toward international protocols in global change
research, and for other purposes." Section 2951, Findings and Purposes, details: "(a) (2)
while international scientific planning is already underway, there is currently no
comprehensive intergovemmental mechanism for planning, coordinating, or
implementing research to understand global change and to mitigate possible adverse
effects...(b) Purposes, adds: the purposes of this subchapter are to- (1) promote
international, intergovemmental, cooperation on global change research; (2) involve. ’
scientists and policy makers from developing nations in such cooperative global change
research programs..." http://www.gcrio.org/gcat 1990.html.

The statutory focus on scientific research created the United States Global Change
Research Program (USGCRP), an integrated consortium of Federal Agencies and
organizations, which in turn established the National Assessment Synthesis Team, who
prepared the 2000 report, Climate Change Impacts on the United States: Potential
Consequences of Climate Variability and Change. The National Science and Technology
Council submitted the report to Congress and the President.
ht~://www.usgrp.gov/usgrp/Library/nationalassessment/overview.htm.
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generations.’’5 The research program focuses on naturally occurring and human induced

(anthropogenic) changes to the Earth’s environment, which include: ozone depletion;

climate change; greenhouse warming; natural variations in climate; land-v~.e changes;

impacts to ecosystems; and, significant effects to human societies.6 The early research

focused on causes, the later, on impacts. We will look at each in turn.

II.    The Causes of Climate Change

"Human activities are adding greenhouse gases-pollutants that trap in the earth’s heat in

the atmosphere at a faster rate than at any time over the past several thousand years", so

states the Nation’s primary Federal Agency charged with air quality protection, the

United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).7 The National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), National Climatic Data Center, reveals that the

month of September 2001 was 0.9 degree F warmer than the 1985-2000 average.8 This

heat surge is reflected in the global temperature record that shows an average warming of

about 1 degree F over the past century.9 Recent evidence shows the 20th century was the

warmest in the last 1,000 years, and the 1990s were the warmest decade of the past

millennium. 10

5 htlp://www.usgrp.gov/usgrp/GCRPINFO.html. This web site expresses the intent of the
research program, "global change research is a critical investment for the future of the
Nation, its economy, and the health and safety of its citizens". At page 1.

6 http://www.gcrio.org/usgcrp.html. At page 1.

7 http://www.epa.gov/globalwarming/faq/index.html. At page 1.

8 http://lwf.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/climate/research/cag3/NA.html. At page 1.

9 According to The US EPA, Office of Air and Radiation, April 2000 publication,
"Global Warming and Our Changing Climate", !:~2oA 430-F-00-011, this warming has
been recorded in both the northern and southern hemispheres, and over the oceans, with
some areas substantially warmer, where the ten warmest years have occurred since 1983,
with seven of them since 1990.

10 The findings in the US EPA publication, "Global Warming and Our Changing
Climate", are based upon studies conducted by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Ch~inge (IPCC), formed jointly by the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) and
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The United Nations Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change, Working Group I,

presented their 2001 conclusions this way: global averaged surface temperatures is

Fredicted to increase 1.4-5.8 degrees C by 2100; global mean sea level is predicted to rise

9-88cm. ~1 The Pew Center on Global Climate Change, in their 2001 study, The Science

of Climate Change, has developed new estimates of changes in global-mean temperature

and sea level rise, predicting, "[w]hen the full range of emissions, climate sensitivity and

ice-melt model parameters is considered, global-mean temperature change from 1990 to

2100 ranges between 1.3 degree C to 4.0 degree C, while the sea level rise ranges

between 17- 99cm.’’~2

the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), and includes representative scientists
from all relevant fields of global climate change related science and inquiry. The
temperature data is collected by WMO, NOAA and the National Aeronautic and Space
Administration (NASA).

1~ IPCC Working Group 1 2001 findings used in an EPA forum presentation by Dr. Joel
Scherega, National Program Director, Global Change Research Program, March 29, 2001
at a conference held in New Brunswick Canada, entitled, "Climate Change- New
Directions for the Northeast".

The presentation also detailed IPCC Third Assessment Report conclusions that "an
increasing body of observations gives a collective picture of a warming world and other
changes in the climate system, including: global average surface temperature has
increased about 0.6 degree C; temperatures have risen during the last 40 years in the
lowest 8 km of the atmosphere; snow cover and ice extent have decreased; global average
sea level has risen 0.1-0.2 m during the 20th century; ocean heat content has increased
since the late 1950’s; changes in some aspects of climate have taken place such as
precipitation, cloud cover and temperature extremes." IPCC Working Group 1 2001
findings used in an EPA forum presentation by Dr. Joel Scherega, National Program
Director, Global Change Research Program, March 29, 2001 at a conference held in New
Brunswick Canada, "Climate Change New Directions for the Northeast."

The text of the IPCC Report, Technical Summary, contains superb facts, findings, and
illustrative graphics, to access online, see http://ww~v.meto.gov.uk/sec5/CR_div/ipcc/wgl/, see at
top WGI "The Scientific Basis" Policy Makers Summary/Technical Summary.
12 The Science of Climate Change: Global and U.S. Perspectives, Dr. Tom M.L. Wigley,

Senior Scientist, National Center for Atmospheric Research, sponsored by the Pew
Center on Global Climate Change, 2000, at page 34.
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"Because human emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2)13 and other greenhouse gases14

continue to climb, and because they remain in the atmosphere~5 for decades to centuries,

dependent upon the gas ~6, we are committing ourselves at this point in time to a warmer

future climate on earth.’’~7 According to the World Wildlife Fund, carbon dioxide

13 Carbon dioxide is created primarily by fuel burning. According to the World Wildlife
Fund, a leader in global climate change impacts research on effects to the world’s
ecosystems and natural life, there is now 30% more CO2 in the earth’s atmosphere than
before the Industrial Revolution. This is an increase from 280 to 370 parts per million by
volume (PPBV) as of today, http://www.panda.org/climate/causes.cfm. At page 1.

14 "Water vapor is the most abundant greenhouse gas; it occurs naturally and makes up

about two thirds of the natural greenhouse effect. Fuel burning and other human activities
are adding large amounts of greenhouse gases to the atmosphere. The most important
greenhouse gases include: carbon dioxide (CO2); methane (CH4); nitrous oxide (N20);
hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs); perfluorocarbons (PFCs) and sulfur hexafluorides (SF6).
Since pre-industrial times, atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide, methane, and
nitrous oxide have climbed over 30%, 145%, and 15% respectively. Scientists have
confirmed this is primarily due to human activities such as burning coal, oil and gas, and
cutting down forests. US EPA "Global Warming and Our Changing Climate" at page 4.

a5 According to the Center for Sustainable Development in the Americas (CSDA),
Climate Change Glossary, the atmosphere is the gas layer surrounding the earth. The
earth’s atmosphere is composed of about 79.1% nitrogen (by volume), 20.9% oxygen,
0.036% carbon dioxide and trace amounts of other gases. According to chemical
characteristics largely determined by thermal properties (temperature), the atmosphere
has sub-layers. The troposphere is the layer from the earth’s surface up to 17km above
the equator. The stratosphere lies above the troposphere and extends to 50 km. The
mesosphere, which extends up to 80-90 km, lies over the stratosphere, and finally the
thermosphere, or ionosphere, gradually diminishes, forming a fuzzy border with outer
space. There is relatively little mixing of gases between layers.
http://www.csdanet.org/English/publications/glossarg.htm. At page 4.

t6 Some examples of greenhouse gases affected by human activities: carbon dioxide
preindustrial concentration 288 ppmv, concentration in 1999 366 ppmv, 100 year global
warming potential 1; methane preindustrial concentration 848 ppbv, 1999 concentration
1800 ppbv, global warming potential 21; nitrous oxide preindustrial concentration 285
ppbv, concentration in 1999 312 ppbv, global wannkig potential 310. Climate Change,
An Update on the Science, Dr. Joel D. Scheraga, National Program Director, Global
Change Research Program, United States EPA Policy Forum, March 29, 2001, at slide 4.

~7 The IPCC projects an average global temperature increase of 2-6 degrees F by 2100,

and greater warming thereafter. Temperatures in some parts of the globe (e.g. the polar
regions) are expected to rise even faster. Even the low end of the IPCC’s projected range
represents a rate of climate change unprecedented in the past 10,000 years, about the
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emissions today, in 2001, are 12 times higher than they were in 1990 as "the world burns

increasing quantities of coal, oil and gas for energy."]8 "Human activities are now adding

about 7 billion metric tons of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere every year". ]9

Sources of nnthropogenic GHG EmissionS

Worldwide. z99o, in COzE

Waste Disposal 2% "~

Agrimdture 20% F.lectdc Power
Generation 20%

R~idential and
Commercial 12%

Sources: Distribution to sectors for C02, CH4, and N20 is
from EDGAR, 2000. All other GHGs are assumed to be
from industrial processes,

Figurel: Pew Center on Global Climate Change, Climate Change Science, Strategies and
Solutions, at page 377.

same time frame of the change to a farming and agrarian ordered society, to the present
post-modern society. US EPA "Global Warming and Our Changing Climate" at page 6.

]8 The World Wildlife Fund (WWF), using IPCC measurements and findings, find that

"carbon dioxide accounts for over 80% of global warming pollutants, and are 12 times
higher than they were in 1990." Additionally, the WWF findings state that "in 1990, 97%
of the CO2 emitted by western industrialized countries comes from burning coal, oil and
gas for energy, and, that 25% of the world’s population living in industrialized nations
consume almost 80% of the world’s energy", http://www.panda.org/climate/causes.cfm.
At page 1.

]9 According to EPA, "the earth has a natural CO2 cycle that moves massive amounts ’of

CO2 into and out of the atmosphere. The oceans and land vegetation release and absorb
over 200 billion metric tons of carbon into and out of the atmosphere each year. When
the cycle is balanced, atmospheric levels of CO2 remain relatively stable. Human
activities are adding 3-4% more CO2 than the amount exchanged annually by natural
exchange. This additional amount is enough to knock the system out of balance,
surpassing nature’s ability to take our CO2 emissions out of the atmosphere. The oceans
and land vegetation are absorbing about half of our emissions; the other half remains
airborne for 100 years or longer. This is what is causing the rapid buildup of CO2, a
buildup that exceeds natural fluctuations and processes." US EPA Global Warming and
Our Changing Climate at page 6.
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Sourcesol: Total GHG Emissions

in C02E in the United States by Sector, 1998

Wante DIspoMI 4%

Uffiales 32% 1PansportatJon 26%

Industrial 23%

Note: Emissions from electricity produced by industries
but sold to the grid is included in the "Industrial" category.
Excludes emissions from U.S. territories,

Source: USEPA. 200L

Figure 2: Pew Center on Global Climate Change, Climate Change Science, Strategies and
Solutions, at page 384.

It is important to understand the fimdamentals of the greenhouse effect2° in order to

formulate policy and educated response to the situation we find ourselves due to these

unabated emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases from human activities.

The EPA states it this way: "[t]he earth’s greenhouse effect is a natural phenomenon that

helps regulate the temperature of our planet. Simply put, the sun heats the earth and some

of this heat, rather than escaping back into space, is trapped in the atmosphere by clouds

and greenhouse gases, such as water vapor and carbon dioxide.’’2~ The "steps" of the

greenhouse effect look like this:

(a) The sun radiates solar energy. Some of the solar radiation is reflected by the earth
and the atmosphere, and some solar radiation passes through the atmosphere;

(b) Most radiation is absorbed by the earth’s surface and warms the earth’s surface;
(c) The remaining radiation is emitted from the earth’s surface;
(d) Some of the infrared radiation then passes through the atmosphere, and some is

absorbed and re-emitted in all directions by greenhouse gas molecules;

20 "The effect produced as greenhouse gases allo,.~, ;’_.’~:zoming solar radiation to pass
through the earth’s atmosphere, but prevent most of the outgoing long-wave infra-red
radiation from the surface and lower atmosphere from escaping into outerspace. This
naturally occurring envelope of heat trapping gases keeps the earth about 30 degrees C
warmer than if these gases did not exist." CSDA Climate Change Glossary at page 14.

21 US EPA Global Warming and Our Changing Climate at Page 4.
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(e) The effect of this absorption of the radiation by the greenhouse gas molecules is
to warm the earth’s surface and the lower atmosphere,z2

The Greenhouse Effect

A T M O S P H E R E

G R E ~- N H O U
s

Note: Greenhouse gases are shown as a layer to simpli~ the drawing, In reality, they a~e dispersed throughout the
atmosphere. Although the atmosphere consists largely of oxygen and nitrogen, neither absorbs infrared energy; thus,
they do not play a role in warming the earth and are not greenhouse gases.

Figure 3: Pew Center on Global Climate Change, Climate Change Science, Strategies and
Solutions, at page 373.

Coupled with the greenhouse effect is the concept of radiative forcing23. Radiative

forcing, in extremely reduced terms, is "a change between the incoming solar radiation

and outgoing infrared radiation." za The National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

22 Ibid.

23 "Without radiative forcing, solar radiation coming to the earth would continue to be
approximately equal to the infrared radiation emitted from the earth. The addition of
greenhouse gases trap an increased fraction of the infrared radiation, reradiating it back to
the surface and creating a warming influence" CSDA Climate Change Glossary at page
21.

24 The IPCC Report of Group I, Third Assessment, January 2001, which describes the
current state of understanding of the climate system, in their Summary for Policy Makers,
details radiative forcing as "a measure of the influence a factor has in altering the balance
of incoming and outgoing energy in the Earth-atmosphere system, and an index of the
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Goddard Institute for Space Studies, explains this concept in terms of planetary

"disequilibrium" in that this is an imbalance between incoming and outgoing radiation,

which can be used as the most fundamental measure of the state of the greenhouse

effect.25

According to the EPA, "some greenhouse gases occur naturally in the atmosphere, while

others result from human activities. Naturally occurring greenhouse gases include water

importance of the factor as a potential climate change mechanism. It is expressed in
Watts per square metre (WM-2). A positive radiative forcing, such as that produced by
increasing concentrations of greenhouse gases, tends to warm the earth’s surface. A
negative radiative forcing, which can arise from the increase of some aerosols
(microscopic airborne particles) tends to cool the surface. Natural factors, such as
changes in solar output or explosive volcanic activity can also cause radiative forcing."
IPCC Report of Group I, Third Assessment, Summary for Policy Makers, at page 5.

The IPCC has three Working Groups, each with a different focus: Working Group I, the
Science of Climate Change; Working Group II, Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability;
Working Group III, Mitigation of Climate Change; and there is a Task Force, the Task
Force on Greenhouse Gas Inventories. http://~vw~v.meto.gov.uk/sec5/CR div/ipcc/wgl/

25 Statement of Dr. James Hansen, Director, Goddard Institute for Space Studies, The

Global Warming Debate, at page 5-6. http://w~vw.giss.nasa..~ov/edu/gwdebate. In this
analysis, Dr. Goddard reflects upon the planetary disequilibrium, and strongly
recommends pursuit and study of ocean temperatures as confirmation that the
disequilibrium could be measured as the sum of the heat storage in the ocean plus the net
energy going into the melting of earth’s ice. He stresses that "the important point is that
planetary radiation imbalance is measurable, via the ocean temperature, because the only
place this excess energy (created by the trapping influence of heat by greenhouse gases)
can go is into the oceans, and, probably, to a less extent, into melting of the ice. If our
estimates are approximately right, this heat storage should not escape detection during the
next several years". At page 5.

Dr. Hansen, in a review of his work and presentatie’,._z, relies upon the Charney Report,
Carbon Dioxide and Climate: A Scientific Assessment, 1979: J. Charney, (Ed.), National
Academy of Sciences (NAS), Washington DC. The report stands as the seminal
discussion of global warming by the doubling of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and
climate sensitivity to forcing where the NAS recommended that we must slow down
climate change or face uncertain and perilous impacts. The Global Warming Debate,
AARST, November 20th, 1998, New York.
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vapor, carbon dioxide26, methane27, nitrous oxide28, and ozone29. The major greenhouse

gases include:

(a) Carbon dioxide-released into the atmosphere when solid waste, fossil fuel (oil,
natural gas and coal), wood and wood products are burned;

(b) Methane-emitted during the production and transport of coal, natural gas, and oil.
Methane emissions also result from the decomposition of organic wastes in
municipal and solid waste landfills, and the raising of livestock.

26 Atmospheric concentrations of CO2 have risen 28% since the Industrial Revolution
principally because of fossil fuel combustion, which, in the United States, continues to
rise at an annual rate of 1.4% from 1990 to 1999. Changes in land use and forestry
practices (i.e. conversion of forest land to agricultural or urban use) also destroys natural
"carbon sinks". A carbon sink is usually a natural system that absorbs CO2 from the
atmosphere and stores it, such as trees, plants and the oceans. Biomass combustion, the
burning of fuel wood and wood wastes, as well as cement manufacture, household waste
combustion, lime manufacturing, and natural gas flaring also contribute to the carbon
dioxide emissions which create greenhouse gases. EPA Global Warming-Carbon Dioxide
Emissions, at pages 1-9, http://www.epa.gov/globalwarming/emissions/national/co2.html.

27 Atmospheric increases of methane have more than doubled in the last two centuries.

Methane’s contribution to global warming is significant as it is has a GWP of 21 and is
the second largest greenhouse gas contributing to global warming. Methane comes from
anthropogenic sources such as landfills, natural gas and petroleum systems, agricultural
activities such as cattle lots, coal mining, stationary and mobile combustion, wastewater
treatment, rice cultivation, and certain industrial processes. Landfills are the single largest
man-made source of methane emissions in the United States. EPA Global Warming-
Methane Emissions, at pages 1-5.
http://www.epa.gov/globalwarming/emissions/national/methane.html.

28 While nitrous oxide emissions are much lower than carbon dioxide emissions, nitrous

oxide is approximately 310 times more powerful (GWP 310) than carbon dioxide at
trapping heat in the atmosphere. In the United States, the main activities producing
nitrous oxide are: agricultural soil management, fuel combustion in motor vehicles,
adipic and nitric acid production and human sewage. EPA Global Warming-Nitrous -
Oxide Emissions, at pages 1-3.
http://www.epa.gov/globalwarming/emissions/national/n2o.html.

29 Ozone (03) in the troposphere, or lower part of the atmosphere, can be a constituent of

smog and acts as a greenhouse gas (ghg). It is created naturally and also by reactions in
the atmosphere that involves gases resulting from human activities, including nitrogen
oxides (NOX) from motor vehicles and power plants. The Montreal Protocol seeks to
control chemicals that destroy the protective ozone found in the stratosphere (upper part
of the atmosphere) where the ozone absorbs ultra-violet radiation. CDSA Glossary at
page 19.
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(c) Nitrous Oxide-emitted during agricultural and industrial activities, as well as
during combustion of solid wastes and fossil fuels.3°

Very powerful greenhouse gases that are not naturally occurring include

hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs) and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) that

are generated in a variety of industrial processes.3~ Each greenhouse gas differs in its

ability to absorb heat in the atmosphere. HFCs and PFCs are the most heat-absorbent.

Methane traps over 21 times more heat per molecule than carbon dioxide, and nitrous

oxide absorbs 270 times more heat per molecule than carbon dioxide.’’32

30 EPA quoted discussing emissions in the context of the global warming emissions

inventory, http://www.epa.gov/global warming/emissions/index.html at Page 1.

31 HFCs and PFCs are categories of synthetic chemicals that are being used as
alternatives to the ozone depleting substances that are being used as alternatives to the
ozone depleting substances (ODSs) that are being phased out under the Montreal Protocol
and the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. Because HFCs and PFCs do not directly
deplete the stratospheric ozone layer, they are not controlled by the Montreal Protocol.
These compounds, along with sulphur hexafluoride, are potent greenhouse gases. In
addition to having extremely high GWPs (HFCs-140 to 11,700; SF6-23,900) they have
extremely long atmospheric lifetimes, resulting in an essentially irreversible
accumulation in the atmosphere. Sulfur hexafluoride is the most potent greenhouse gas
ever evaluated. Their sources include: use as substitution for ozone depleting substances,
HCFC-22 production, electrical transmission and distribution, aluminum production,
semiconductor manufacture, magnesium production and processing.
http://www.epa.gov/globalwarming/emissions/national/xfcs-sf6.html. At pages 1-4.

The Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer of 1987 was a
landmark international agreement designed to phase out the production and consumption
of compounds that deplete ozone in the stratosphere, including: chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs), halons, carbon tetrachloride, and methyl chloroform, methyl bromide and . ¯
hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs). They are created by such industrial sources as:
refrigeration, air conditioning, foam blowing, solvent cleaning, sterilization, fire
extinguishing, coatings, paints and aerosols. These substances are to be phased out of use
by 2000. These chemicals deplete the ozone layer by bie,&ing it down, thus weakening
the layers ability to shield the planet from damaging UV-B radiation.
http://www.ciesin.org/TG/PUPOLICY/montpro.html.

32 EPA quoted discussing emissions in the context of the global warming emissions

inventory, http://www.epa.gov/global warming/emissions/index.html at Page 1.
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The Main Greenhouse Gases

Greenhouse

Carbon dioxide

Methane

Nitrous oxide    NZO

Pre-industrial Concentration Atmospheric Global warming
Chemical concentration In 1994 lifetime Anthroposenic potential
formula (ppbv) (ppbv) (years)° sources (GWP)’"

C02 278,000 358,000 Variable Fossl!:~uel

~ment
production : ¯

CH4 700 1,721 12.2+/-3 F~ssil fuels 21"*
Rice paddies
Waste dumps

Livestock
: 275 31i: Fertilizer 310

CFC*12 CCIzFz

HCFC-22

Perfluoro-
methane

0 0.503 102 Liquid 6,200-
coolants

Foams
0 0:105 12,1 Liqud : 1300-

CF4 0 0.070 50,000 Production of 6,500
aluminum

Suffurh~xa’ SF~ : 0 0032:3200 Del~ctrc : 23900
fluoride ’ ~ : fluid

Note: ppbv = parts per billion volume; I ppbv of COz in the earth’s atmosphere is equivalent to 2.13 million
metric tons of carbon (wv, w.cdiac.esd.ornLgov, accessed on December ] O, 2000).

"No single lifetime for C02 can be defined because of the different rates of uptake by different sink processes.

** GWP for JOO-year time horizon.

*** Includes indirect effects of tropospheric ozone production and stratospheric water vapor production.

.... Net global warming potential (i.e., including the indirect effect due to ozone depletion).

Source: United Nations Environment Programme’s Introduction to Climate Change, accessed at
www.grida, no/climate/vita!/intro.htm on April ] 7, 200].

Table 1: Pew Center on Global Climate Change, Climate Change Science, Strategies and
Solutions, at page 374.

"Often, estimates of greenhouse gas emissions are presented in units of millions of metric

tons of carbon equivalents (MMTCE), which weights each gas by its Global Warming

Potential (GVY’P)33 value, or global warming potential34. "The concept of global warming

33 The Global Warming Potential (GWP) is an index created by the Kyoto Protocol that
allows for equal comparison of the various greenhouse gases. It is the radiative forcing
that results from the addition of 1 kilogram of a gas to the atmosphere compared to an
equal mass of carbon dioxide. As an example, over 100 years, methane has a GWP of 21
and nitrous oxide of 310. CSDA Climate Change Glossary at page 14.

34 Carbon dioxide, the by-product of burning fossil fuels, land-use changes, industrial
processes and burning biomass, is the principal anthropogenic green house gas (GHG)
that affects the earth’s temperature. It is therefore the reference gas against which other
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potential (GWP) has been developed to compare the ability of each greenhouse gas to

trap heat in the atmosphere relative to another greenhouse gas; carbon dioxide was
chosen as the reference gas to be consistent with IPCC guidelines.’’35

GHGs are measured, and therefore has a Global Warming Potential (GWP) of 1. CSDA
Climate Change Glossary at page 7.

35 "Gases in the atmosphere can contribute to the greenhouse effect both directly and
indirectly. Direct effects occur when the gas itself is a greenhouse gas. Indirect radiative
forcing occurs when chemical transformations of the original gas produce a gas or gases
that are greenhouse gases, or, when a gas has some influence over the atmospheric . ¯
lifetime of other gases, or when a gas affects other atmospheric processes that alter the
radiative balance of the earth. The GWP of a greenhouse gas is the ratio of global
warming, or radiative forcing, both direct and indirect, from one unit mass of a
greenhouse gas to that one unit mass of carbon dioxide, over a period of time. 100 years is
the standard used by the IPCC and employed by the United States for policy making and
reporting purposes." GWPs at issue are: Carbon dioxide-l; methane-21; nitrous oxide-
310; halocarbons- 140 to 11,700; sulphur hexafluoride-23,900.
Global Warming Potentials, National Emissions
http://www.epa.gov/globalwarming/emissions/national/~wp.html. At page 1.
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GWP and Carbon Dioxide Equivalents (C02E)

GWPs are used to convert emissions of used, GWPs based on cumulative warmin8

emissions of the non-C02 gas by its GWR common to use the GWP of the dominant
A lO0-year GWP of 21 for CH4 (seeTable 1) gas (shown in parentheses)to calculate the
means that each gram of CH4 emitted is C02E for emlssionS of, these gases.
considered to have cumulative warming While most internatiorml data sources

310 tons of CH4 is 310 tons x 21 = 6,510 lents (CE) Emissions reported in CO~ or C02E
tons COzE. Emitting 310 tons of CH4 would units are 3.67 times emissions reported in C

asemitting 6i510 tons of C02. ratio of the mass of C to the mass of COz. To
While the lO0-year time horizon GWPs convert from C tO COZor from CE to CO~E,

shown in Table 1 are the most commonly multiply by 44/12 (3.67).

C,O;~ , 1 1
CH~ 56 6
N~O 280 170 . -
HFCs .460-9,100 (3,400] 42-9,800 (420)
PFCs 4,9006,200 (4,400) 10,000-14,000 (]’0,000) .
SFe .... 16,300 . 34,900

Table 2: Pew Center on Global Climate Change, Climate Change Science, Strategies and
Solutions, at page 376.

The last elementary issue one must grasp with regard to global warming is the concept of

the carbon cycle, "the natural processes that influence the exchange of carbon, in the

form of carbon dioxide, carbonates and organic compounds, among the atmosphere, the

oceans, and terrestrial systems; the major components of the carbon cycle include

photosynthesis, respiration, and decay between atmospheric and terrestrial systems.’’3~

36 The exchange between atmospheric and terrestrial systems occurs at approximately 100
gigatons (Gt) per year. The carbon cycle also includes thermodynamic invasion and
evasion between the ocean and atmosphere, operation of the carbon pump and mixing in
the deep ocean at approximately 90 gigatons per year. Deforestation and fossil fuel
burning releases approximately 7 gigatons into the atmosphere annually.

Deforestation is the removal of forest stands by cutting and burning to provide land for
agricultural use, residential use, roads building or industrial purposes, or by harvesting
trees for building materials or fuel.
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"A pool or reservoir that gives up carbon to another reservoir, is called a carbon source;

this means that if in the exchange of carbon between the ocean and the atmosphere, the

ocean receives more of the exchanged carbon, then the atmosphere is the source.’’37

Global C02 Flows’ Carbon Reservoirs, and Reservoir Changes

in Gigatons (GI) of Carbon

Note: Tan colored pool is decreasing in size. Blue colored pools am increasing,
Intensity of blue indicates magnitude of stock change, Numbers in red indicate
estimated total amount of carbon in reservoir. Numbers in green indicate average
annual change in amount of carbon in reservoir.

Gigatons (Gt) = 10~ metric tons.

Fossil fuel buming means fossil fuels, being carbon-based fuels, including coal, oil,
natural gas and their derived fuels such as gasoline, synthesis gas from coal, that then,
through combustion, result in the liberation of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, and
also its by-products, such as unburned hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide.

The total carbon in reservoirs is approximately 2000 Gt in land biota, soil and detritus,
750 Gt in the atmosphere, and 38000 Gt in the oceans. Carbon sequestration is the long-
term storage of carbon dioxide in the forests, soils, oceans, or underground in depleted oil
and gas reservoirs, coal seams, and saline aquifers. Examples of carbon sequestration
include the separation and disposal of carbon dioxide fuel gases, or processing fossil fuels
to produce hydrogen and carbon dioxide rich fractions, and the direct removal of carbon
dioxide from the atmosphere through land use changes that promote conservation,
afforestation, reforestation, ocean fertilization and agricultural practices of soil
conservation. Once the carbon dioxide is captured, it is held in what is known as a carbon
sink. A carbon sink is a bio-mass or land based system (these can be naturally occurring
or man-made) where carbon dioxide may be absorbed from the atmosphere and may be
stored. Carbon sinks include trees, plants, oceans, and soils, as well as underground gas
reserves, coal seams and saline aquifers.

The above definitions and explanation taken from http://www.co2e.com/common/~lossary.asp

and http://www.csdanet.org/English/publications/glossa~.htm.

37 Common human sources include: fossil fuel combustion, solid waste decomposition,
land use change and transportation. CDSA Climate Change Glossary at page 7.
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Figure 4: Pew Center on Global Climate Change, Climate Change Science, Strategies and
Solutions, at page 375.

"Central to any study of climate change is the development of an emissions inventory that

identifies and quantifies a country’s primary sources and sinks of greenhouse gases.’’38

The United States, as a signatory to the United Nations Framework Convention on

Climate Change (UNFCCC), has conducted our United States Emissions Inventory and

has presented these findings to the international community in April 2001.39

38 Inventory of United States Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks 1990-1999. April

2001, EPA 236-R-01-001,
http://www.epa.gov/globalwarming/publications/emissions/us2001/index.html/. At page
1-ES.

"In June 1992, the United States signed, and later ratified, the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change. The objective of the UNFCC is to achieve stabilization
of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent
dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system." The Emissions Inventory
is in keeping with one of the purposes on the UNFCCC, that is, "to develop, periodically
update, publish and make available...national inventories of anthropogenic emissions by
sources and removals by sinks of all greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal
Protocol, using comparable methodologies." At page 1-ES.

39 Inventory of United States Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks 1990-1999. April

2001, EPA 236-R-01-001,
http://www.cpa, gov/globalwarming/publications/emissions/us2001/index.html/. At page
1-ES.
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Sources of GHGs in the United States, z998

A. Sources of COz B. Sources of CH4

C. Sources of NaO D. Sources of Industrially
Produced GHGs

o ~ ,~ so ~ t~ u ~ ~. g 12 t$
MMTCE MMTCE

Source: USEPA, 2000b.

Figure 5: Pew Center on Global Climate Change, Climate Change Science, Strategies and
Solutions, at page 385

The growing scientific consensus is that the warming the atmosphere is experiencing is

largely due to emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases from human

activities including industrial processes, fossil fuel combustion, and changes in land use,

such as deforestation.4° "It is essential to note that the 21st century’s climate, unlike that

of the preceding thousand years, is not expected to be stable, but is very likely to be in a

constant state of change; because climate is highly co,’r’...i’,!ex, it is important to remember

that it might surprise us with sudden or discontinuous change’’41 The relevant question

40 The Pew Center on Global Climate Change,
http://www.pewclimate.org/about/stake.cfm. At page 1.

United States Global Change Research Program, Our Changing Climate, at page 19.
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"Projections of globally averaged sea level and temperature rise indicate that the warming

would vary by region, and be accompanied by increases and decreases in precipitation; in

addition, there would be changes in the variability of climate, and changes in the

frequency and intensity of some extreme climate phenomena.’’45 Available evidence

already exists which indicates regional changes in climate, particularly increases in

temperature have already affected "a diverse set of physical and biological systems in

many parts of the world, including: shrinkage of glaciers, thawing of permafrost, later

freezing and earlier breakup of ice on rivers and lakes, lengthening of mid to high-level

latitude growing seasons, poleward and altitudinal shifts of plant and animal ranges,

declines in some plant and animal populations, and earlier flowering of trees, emergence

of insects, and egg laying in birds.’’46

While impacts of global climate change have far reaching effects47, environmental

professionals are being called upon increasingly with regard to two major impacts,

ecosystem48 disruption and change in coastal area marine resources.49

Summary. See also the IPCC Climate Change 2001: Synthesis Report, October 2001.
http://www.ipcc.ch.
45 In the IPCC Summary for Policy Makers, an excellent resource for the discussion of
impacts, their own projection is that the globally averaged surface temperatures have
increased by .6 degrees to .2 degrees in the 20t~ century. Their (the IPCC) Special Report
on Emissions Scenarios projects that the globally averaged surface air temperature is
projected by models to warm 1.4 to 5.8 degrees C by 2100 relative to 1990, and that
globally averaged sea level is projected by models to rise 0.09 to 0.88 m by 2100.

46 IPCC Summary for Policy Makers, at page 3.

47 Impacts from global climate change affect every aspect of modern human existence.

With regard to the health sector, certain health impacts are associated with extreme
weather and climate, including: illness and death from heat and extreme precipitation
events; air pollution; water contamination; diseases carried by invading mosquitoes, ticks
and rodents, such as dengue fever; and, bacterial, viral and fungal proliferation. Johns
Hopkins School of Public Health, Health Sector Assessment, United States National
Assessment sponsored by United States Global Research Change Program.

Extreme weather events must also be calculated into the decision maker’s assessments
when calculating the costs of climate change. Changing levels of precipitation, more
severe E1 Nino’s or tropical cyclones, stagnation of the Ocean Conveyor belt and the
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(a) Ecosystem Disruption and Impacts

"Associations between changes in regional temperature and observed changes in physical

and biological systems have been documented in many aquatic, terrestrial, and marine

collapse of West Antarctic Ice Sheet are at risks. Dramatic floods, and wide spread coral
bleaching are indicators of what is happening climactically with the destabilization of the
Earth’s climate system. An increase of average global temperature leads to an increase of
both precipitation and evaporation, thus a commensurate increase in wet and dry areas
with a lessening on the margin between these extremes. Climate Change and Extreme
Weather Events, September 2000, World Wildlife Fund, University of Amsterdam
Institute for Environmental Studies.
48 Ecosystems are defined as "communities of plants, animals, microbes and the physical
environment in which they exist. They can be characterized by their biological richness
and by the magnitude of the flow of energy and materials between their constituent
species and their physical environment. And by interactions between the biological
species themselves, that is by predator and prey, competitors and by those that are
symbiotic. Ecologists often categorize ecosystems by their dominant vegetation (e.g. the
deciduous broad leafed forest ecosystems of New England, the short-grass prairie
ecosystems of the Great Plains, the desert ecosystems of the South West) the term
ecosystem is used primarily to describe natural systems (e.g. coral reefs, alpine meadows,
old growth forests)." USGCRP United States National Assessment at page 24.

49 "The current coastal management system is not particularly adaptable even to current

climate variability and risks, and there is little inclination to restrict development in
vulnerable locations". 53% of the United States population lives on 17% of land in the
coastal zone, with increased crowding every year. USGCRP United States National
Assessment at Page 73.

Note that ocean impacts, a sister area to coastal and marine resource impacts, are a new
area of study. Preliminary findings suggest threat to the ocean conveyor belt, a complex
system of ocean currents, winds and rotation of the earth in space. "Thermohaline
circulation, or the ocean conveyor belt, is responsible for bringing the oxygen that
sustains life to the deepest reaches of the sea, and in moving warmer waters from the
tropics to the poles. Movement of this conveyor belt depends upon sinking of cold water
in certain polar regions, thereby triggering the global therr,~ohaline circulation. Global
warming could alter this sinking as freshwater is less dense than seawater. As such,
increased precipitation, melting of polar glaciers and icecaps could block the system by
reducing the amount of cold water that sinks downward. The consequences of shutting
down the conveyor belt would be devastating for marine life." Climate focus section, The
Oceans in Peril, World Wildlife Fund, at page 5,
http://~vwf.org/climate/climatesection.cfm?sectionid=l I I.
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environments.’’5° "Natural systems are especially vulnerable to climate change because

of limited adaptive capacity, and some of these systems may undergo significant and

irreversible damage; natural systems at risk include glaciers, coral reefs and atolls,

mangroves, boreal and tropical forests, polar and alpine ecosystems, prairies, wetlands,

and remnant native grasses...it is well established that the geographical extent of the

damage or loss, and the number of systems affected, will increase with the magnitude and

rate of climate change.’’51

As an illustrative example of what these climate changes portend, "a hot, dry climate in

the American Southeast will result in the replacement of the current mixed evergreen and

deciduous forests by savanna/woodlands and grasslands, with much of the change

involving fire; this change in habitat type in the Southeast would imply that animal

populations of the region would also change.’’52 Scientists are concluding that very high

required migration rates are predicted in the taiga/tundra, temperate evergreen forest,

temperate mixed forest, and boreal coniferous forests, indicating that species dependent

upon these systems may be amongst those most vulnerable to climate change, p~-imarily

due to their inability to ’move fast enough’ to keep up with climactically induced changes

to their habitat.’’53

50 There are 44 regional studies of over 400 plants and animals, which varied in length
from 20 to 50 years, mainly in North America, Europe, and the southern polar region.
There are 16 regional studies covering 100 physical processes over most regions of the
world, which vary in length from 20 to 150 years. See Section 7.1 of the IPCC Technical
Summary Climate Change 2001: Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability.

51 While some species may increase in abundance or range, climate change will increase
existing risks of extinction of some more vulnerable species and loss ofbiodiversity..
IPCC Summary for Policy Makers at page 5.

52 United States Global Climate Change Research Project, National Assessment
Ecosystems in the Future, at page 28.

53 RMRs or required migration rates, is a calculus of"how fast" a species must move in

order to keep up with projected warming. RMRs for plant and animal species appear to
be 10 times greater than those required at the end of the last ice age and glacial retreat.
Rates of change required at this magnitude will likely result in extensive species
extinction and local extirpations of northern plant and animal species. The barriers to
mlgration, such as water bodies, human population density and agriculture, with
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then, according to the United States Global Change Research Program, "is not whether

the increase in greenhouse gases is contributing to warming, but rather, what will be the

amount and rate of future warming and associated climate changes, and what impacts will

those changes have on human and natural systems".42

III. The Impacts of Climate Change

"Projections of future warming suggest a global increase of 2 degree F to 7 degree F by

2100, with warming of the United States expected to be even higher; in addition to

warming, which will result in significant shifts in ecosystems now currently distributed

on the earth, increases in sea level and changes in precipitation, including more frequent
floods and droughts, are expected.’’43 We will take a look at specific impacts associated

with global warming and climate change.44

42 United States Global Change Research Program, Our Changing Climate, at page 2.

43 The Pew Center on Global Climate Change,
http://www.pewclimate.org/about/stakc.cfm. At page 1.

44 The two primary governmental entities studying the national and international impacts
of global climate change to the environment are:

United States Global Change Research Program, National Assessment Synthesis Team
(NAST) who recently published the April 2001 Report: Climate Change Impacts on the
United States; The Potential Consequences of Climate Variability and Change. This study
details the potential impacts on each geographic region of the United States, and on
impact sectors, including: agriculture, water, health, forests, and coastal and marine
resources, http://www.usgrp.gov/usgcrp/Library/nationalassessment/foundation.htm..
This is an extremely valuable resource for those studying the impacts to each National
region and to each affected natural system.

See also the United States Global Change Research Informa~::~’-~ Office that provides
access to data and information on climate change research, adaptation/mitigation
strategies and technologies, on behalf of its participating Federal Agencies.
http://www.gcrio.org/.

United Nations Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), Working Group II
Third Assessment Report: Climate Change 2001; Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability,
April 2001. This study contains both a Summary for Policy Makers and a Technical
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Global warming has the potential to eventually destroy 35% of the world’s existing

habitats, with no certainty that they will be replaced by equally diverse systems or that

similar ecosystems will establish themselves elsewhere.54 This is particularly disturbing

as "populations of many species are already threatened and are expected to be placed at

greater risk by the synergy between the stresses of changing climate, rendering portions

of current habitat unsuitable, and land use changes that fragment habitat." 55 "Species

composition and dominance will change, resulting in ecosystem types that may be quite

different from those we see today".56

(b) Impacts to Coastal and Marine Resources

continuing changes to natural land use, is particularly pronounced in North America,
Canada, Russia, and Finland~ Russia, Sweden, Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Iceland,
Kyrgyztan, Tajikistan and Georgia all have more than half of their existing habitat at risk
from global warming, either through outright loss, or through change into another habitat
type. World Wildlife Fund, Report on Global Warming and Terrestrial Species Decline,
"Speed Kills: Rates of Climate Change are threatening Biodiversity" at page 2.

54 Ibid at page 1.

55 "Without adaptation, some species that are already classified as critically endangered

will become extinct, and those labeled as endangered or vulnerable, will become much
rarer in the 21st century. Possible adaptation methods to reduce risks to species could
include the establishment of refuges, parks and reserves with corridors to allow migration
of species, as well as use of captive breeding and translocation." IPCC Technical
Summary, Climate Change 2001: Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability, at page 33.

56 "There are now substantial observational and experimental studies demonstrating the

link between change in regional climate and biological or physical processes in
ecosystems. These include: lengthening of vegetative growing season by 1.2 to 3.6 days
per decade in the northern high latitudes (one factor leading to community composition
changes); warming of lakes and rivers as a result of shortened duration of ice cover;
upward range shifts in alpine herbs, and increased mortality and range contraction of
wildlife as a result of heat stress. Other changes include changes in population sizes, body
sizes and migration times. Vegetation distribution models suggest that mass ecosystem or
biome movement is most unlikely to occur because of different climactic tolerance of the
species involved, different migration abilities and the effects of invading species." IPCC
Technical Summary, Climate Change 2001: Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability, at
page 33. This means widespread biodiversity decline and mass extinctions are expected.
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The projected effects of global warming to living marine and coastal resources are not

only disheartening to those who revere these resources, but are also staggering in their

multiplicity of impacts. Most significantly, "global climate change will res,!lt in increases

of sea surface temperature and sea level, melt of the polar ice caps, decrease in sea-ice

cover, changes in salinity, changes in wave climate and ocean circulation.’’57 Such

impacts will immediately be felt on coastal areas and the marine environment.

If warm water events associated with E1 Ninos and ocean oscillation, "increase in

frequency, plankton biomass and fish larvae abundance would decline and adversely

impact fish, marine mammals, seabirds and ocean biodiversity.’’58 Additionally, there is

"growing recognition of the role of the climate-ocean system in management of fish

stocks...with harvest pressures and (adversely impacted) habitat conditions.’’59 Climate

57 IPCC Technical Summary Climate Change 2001: Impacts Adaptation and

Vulnerability, at page 35.

58 "In addition to El Nino-Southem Oscillation (ENSO) variability, the persistence of
multi-year climate-ocean regimes and switches from one regime to another has been
recognized since the IPCC undertook Status Assessment Reports. Changes in recruitment
patterns of fish populations have been linked to such switches. Fluctuations in fish
abundance are increasingly regarded as biological responses to medium-term climate
fluctuations in addition to overfishing and other anthropogenic factors. Similarly, survival
of marine mammals and sea birds is also affected by inter-annual and longer term
variability in several oceanographic and atmospheric properties and processes, especially
in high altitudes." IPCC Technical Summary Climate Change 2001: Impacts Adaptation
and Vulnerability, at page 33.

With regard to seabirds and their feeding to sustain life, "zooplankton in the California
Current have decreased by more than 70% since the 1950s measurements, and this may
explain the dramatic declines in seabirds such as sooty shearwaters and Cassin’s auklets
and other seabirds off Alaska including common murelets. These birds died by starvation
by the tens of thousands during the exceptionally warm years of 1997 and 1998 when the
EL Nino pattern was pronounced. Other warming impacts to the inter-tidal species are
changes seen in range where species like anemones and crz, Z,s from inter-tidal pools of the
California coast are shifting distribution as southern species shift northward and northern
species decline." World Wildlife Fund Climate and the Sea, Oceans in Peril, at page 4.
http://wwf.org/climate/climatesection.cfm?sectionid=l 11.

59 The "recognition of climate related changes in the (abundance) and distribution of
marine fish populations suggests the sustainability of the nation’s fisheries will depend
upon adaptations that increase bilateral and multilateral fishing agreements, coupled with
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change is expected to have profound impacts on the biological production of the oceans,

including fish production; for instance, changes in global water circulation and vertical

mixing will affect the biogenic elements and efficiency of carbon dioxide uptake by the

ocean, where these changes in upwelling rates would have major impacts on coastal fish

production and coastal climates.’’6°

"Many coastal areas are already experiencing increased levels of sea flooding,

accelerated coastal erosion, and seawater intrusion into freshwater sources; these

processes will be exacerbated by climate change and sea level rise.’’61 "Low- latitude

tropical and subtropical coastlines, particularly where there is significant human

population pressure, are highly susceptible to climate change impacts.’’62 In addition,

international stock assessments and management plans. Creating these sustainable
fisheries also depends on understanding the synergies between climate related impacts on
fisheries and other factors such as over-harvest pressures and habitat conditions". IPCC
Technical Summary Climate Change 2001: Impacts Adaptation and Vulnerability, at
page 35.
60 IPCC Technical Summary Climate Change 2001: Impacts Adaptation and

Vulnerability, at page 35.

6~ "Sea-level rise in particular has contributed to erosion of sandy and gravel beaches and
barriers, loss of coastal dunes and wetlands, and drainage problems in many low-lying,
mid-latitude coastal areas. Highly diverse and productive coastal ecosystems, coastal
settlements, and island states will continue to be exposed to pressures whose impacts are
expected to be largely negative, and potentially disastrous in some instances." IPCC
Technical Summary Climate Change 2001: Impacts Adaptation and Vulnerability, at
page 35.

62 "These impacts will exacerbate many present-day problems. For instance, human
activities have increased land subsidence inmany deltaic regions by increasing
subsurface water withdrawals, draining wetland soils, and reducing of wetlands by
cutting off riverine sediment loads. Problems of inundation, salinization of potable
groundwater, and coastal erosion will all be accelerated with global sea-level rise
superimposed on local submergence. Especially at risk are large delta regions and small
islands whose vulnerability was recognized more than a decade ago and continues to
increase. IPCC Technical Summary Climate Change 2001: Impacts Adaptation and
Vulnerability, at page 35.

Note that threats to estuarine health from climate change and sea level rise include:
spe~cies range shifts, invasion of non-native species, increased runoff from precipitation
events with associated pollution and contamination, nutrient addition and increased
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"coastal ecosystems such as coral reefs and atolls, salt marshes and mangrove forests, and

submerged aquatic vegetation will be impacted by sea level rise, warming sea-surface

temperature, and any changes in storm frequency and intensity.’’63

stratification between fresh water and marine water with an increase in algae bloom,
stresses on sea grass, fish, shellfish, and other living biology. Decrease in flushing due to
the build up of adaptive dikes and sea walls will adversely impact the health and
cleansing capability of the estuarine environment. National Assessment, Climate Change
Impacts on the United States, United States Global Change Research Program, at page
109.
63 "Impacts of sea-level rise on mangroves and salt marshes will depend on the rate of

rise relative to vertical accretion and space for horizontal migration, which can be limited
by human development in coastal areas." IPCC Technical Summary Climate Change
2001: Impacts Adaptation and Vulnerability, at page 35.

Note that threats to coastal wetlands (marshes and mangroves), in addition to the already
present adverse impacts of dams, levees, dredge and fill, will be caused by either sea
level inundation, or adaptation measures that fill and prevent natural systems from cycle
completion where human settlement protective barriers are erected. The impact here is
the inability of the wetland to sustain sediment delivery by disruption of the natural soil
build-up which creates wetlands. National Assessment, Climate Change Impacts on the
United States, United States Global Change Research Program, at page 111.

With regard to coral reef ecosystems, "healthy coral reefs are likely to be able to keep up
with sea level rise, but this is less certain for reefs degraded by coral bleaching, UV-B
radiation, pollution, and other stresses. Episodes of coral bleaching over the past 20 years
have been associated with several causes, including increased ocean temperatures. Future
sea-surface warming would increase stress on coral reefs and result in increased
frequency of marine diseases. Changes in ocean chemistry resulting from higher carbon
dioxide levels may have a negative impact on coral reef development and health." IPCC
Technical Summary Climate Change 2001: Impacts Adaptation and Vulnerability, at
page 35.

"Coral reefs are one of the largest global storehouses of marine biodiversity with
untapped genetic sources... [t]he last few years have seen an unprecedented decline in the
health of coral reefs. The 1998 E1 Nino was associated with record breaking sea-surface
temperatures and associate coral bleaching. (Note-coral bleacS~’~; is where coral expel
the algae that live within them and that are necessary for their survival). In some regions,
as much as 70% of the coral may have died from diseases in a single season, with many
die-offs in Florida and the Caribbean region. Increasing atmospheric carbon dioxide
concentrations could possibly decrease the calcification rates of the reef-building corals,
resulting in weaker skeletons, reduced growth rates, and increased vulnerability to
erosion." National Assessment, Climate Change Impacts on the United States, United
Sta~es Global Change Research Program, at page 111.
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"Unlike the climate and ecological systems, inertia in humans is not fixed-it can be
changed by policies and choices made by individuals.’’64

IV: Implications for Policy Specialists and Environmental Professionals

An integrated climate policy response must include both mitigation and adaptation

strategies. "No matter how aggressively emissions are reduced, the world will still

experience at least a century worth of climate change.’’65 Additionally, "vulnerability in

"Few studies have examined potential changes in prevailing ocean wave heights and
directions and storm waves and surges as a consequence of climate change. Such changes
can be expected to have serious impacts on natural and human-modified coasts because
they will be superimposed on a higher sea level than at present." IPCC Technical
Summary Climate Change 2001: Impacts Adaptation and Vulnerability, at page 36.

64 IPCC Climate Change 2001: Synthesis Report, Consideration of Ecological Time
Scales, at question 5, Summary for Policy Makers. The Synthesis report can be found at:
http://www.ipcc.ch!pub/tar/syr/index.htm.

The Synthesis Report states, "the capacity for implementing climate change policies
depends upon the interaction between social and economic structures and values,
institutions, technologies, and established infrastructure. The combined system generally
evolves relatively slowly. It can respond quickly under pressure, although sometimes at a
high cost... [t]here is typically a delay of years to decades between perceiving a need to
respond to a major challenge, planning, researching and developing a solution, and
implementing it. Anticipatory action, based upon informed judgment, can improve the
chance that appropriate technology is available when needed. Moreover, the
pervasiveness of inertia and the possibility of irreversibility in the interacting climate,
ecological and socio-economic systems are major reasons why anticipatory adaptation,
and mitigations are beneficial. A number of opportunities to exercise adaptation and
mitigation options may be lost if action is delayed." IPCC Climate Change 2001:
Synthesis Report, Consideration of Ecological Time Scales, at question 5, Summary for
Policy Makers.

65 According to the National Assessment Synthesis Team (NAST) Report Overview,
Climate Change Impacts on the United States," ...if future world emissions of
greenhouse gases are lower than currently projected, for whatever reason, including
intentional mitigation, then the rate of climate change, the associated impacts, and the
cost and difficulty of adapting will all be reduced. If emissions are higher than expected,
thei~ the rate of change, the impacts and the difficulty of adapting will be increased. But
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the United States is linked to the fate of other nations, and we cannot evaluate national

consequences due to climate variability and change without also considering the

consequences of changes elsewhere in the world". 66

Responses to climate change and its impacts fall into two broad categories, these are

mitigation and adaptation. Mitigation is an anthropogenic intervention to reduce

greenhouse emissions or enhance the sinks of greenhouse gases.67 Adaptation means

either spontaneous or planned actions and adjustments in human practices, processes,

no matter how aggressively emissions are reduced, the world will still experience at least
a century of climate change. This will happen because the elevated concentrations of
greenhouse gases already in the atmosphere will remain for many decades, and because
the climate system responds to changes in human inputs only very slowly. Consequently,
even if the world takes mitigation measures, we must still adapt to a changing climate.
Similarly, even if we take adaption measures, future emissions will have to be curbed to
stabilize climate. Neither type of response can completely supplant the other." At pg. 3.

66 NAST Report Overview, where the report shares "the United States is linked to other
nations in many ways, and both our vulnerabilities and our potential responses will likely
depend upon impacts and responses in other nations. For example, conflicts or mass
migrations resulting from resource limits, health and environmental stresses in more
vulnerable nations could possibly pose challenges for global security and United States
policy. Effects of climate variability and change on United States agriculture will depend
critically on changes in agriculture productivity elsewhere, which can shift international
patterns of food supply and demand. Climate induced changes in water resources
available for power generation, transportation, cities [and regions such as Southern
California and Texas], and agriculture are likely to raise potentially delicate diplomatic
issues with both Canada and Mexico" at pg. 9.

67 CSDA Climate Change Glossary at page 18.

Examples of mitigation include: fuel supply technologies such as gas flaring and coalbed
methane recovery, pipeline leaks taps; fuel switching suc?; ;..- -~oal to gas conversion or
renewable energy such as solar, wind, biomass, hydro and geo thermal; power efficiency
gains by improved processes and technology; in the transportation sector this can mean
fuel economy and efficiency, battery and fuel cell powering of automobiles, buses and
vans, use of hybrid systems, and alternative fuels as well as traffic control systems; in
Forestry this can include reforestation and afforestation. The World Bank Group
Environmental Program, Mitigation Programs http://w~vw.worldbank.org/essd/essd.nsf.
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structures or systems in response to actual or projected changes in climate.68 The United

Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), which took effect on 21

March 1994, utilizes both of these responses.69

68 CSDA Climate Change Glossary at page 1. Adaptation to climate change can include

the introduction of different crops to compensate for those lost to climate shifts (e.g.
movement of maple trees from New England northward as climate shifts mid-Atlantic
trees northward) and protection of coastal areas from forthcoming sea level rise.
Protection of water supply where streams and lakes dry off is anticipated, or
contamination is at issue. Capture of animals and plant species at risk and placement into
captive breeding and cultivation programs at loss of habitat is also adaptation.

"The Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) under the Kyoto Protocol has a provision
for assisting developing countries that are particularly vulnerable to the adverse effects of
climate change to meet the costs of adaptation." CDSA Climate Change Glossary at page
1.

Adaptive capacities also include consideration of "the economic sectors, aspects of
physical infrastructure, and population, with emphasis on wealth, education of the
populace, and technological and institutional capacity." 68 IPCC Climate Change 2001:
Synthesis Report, Consideration of Ecological Time Scales, at question 5, Summary for
Policy Makers.

69 The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UN FCCC) was
entered into force in May 1994, and has been ratified by 187 countries, including the
United States. Signatory Countries (Parties) are broken into categories, Annex I parties,
which include all countries party to the Organization of Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) (most industrialized countries) plus countries with economies in
transition. By default, most other signatory countries are referred to as non-Annex I
countries. Annex II parties have special obligation to help developing countries with
financial and technical resources; they include the 24 original OECD members, plus the
European Union. CSDA Climate Change Glossary, at page 25.

A full text of the Convention may be found at: http:/Avww.unfcc.org/cop62/convkp/index.html.

The Conference of the Parties (COP) is the supreme governing body, which sits in Bonn,
Germany. The last session occurred in July 2001 in Bonn where the Sixth Conference of
the Parties was resumed, ending on July 24th. The latest session is in Marrakech Morocco,
beginning October 30, 2001, where parties are meeting to finalize the Kyoto Protocol.
Reuters News Report, October 30, 2001, Los Angeles Times.

At Bonn, the negotiators did not have enough time to fully implement the key political
decisions in all the negotiating texts, namely, the Kyoto Mechanisms, compliance and
sinks. This work will be completed at the COP-7 in Marrakech. The World Bank Report,
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(a) The International Treaties

The Convention (UNFCCC) contains specific commitments concerning efforts to limit

greenhouse gas emissions and enhance natural sinks, and, for industrialized nations,

return by the year 2000 to the greenhouse gas emissions they produced in 1990.7° The

Convention states in Article 3, "the Parties should protect the climate system for the

benefit of present and future generations of humankind, on the basis of equity and in

accordance with their common, but differentiated responsibilities and respective

capabilities. Accordingly, the developed country Parties should take the lead in

combating climate change and the adverse effects thereof.’’7~ Perhaps the most

fundamental element of the Convention is the voluntary commitment, by the Annex I

parties, to reducing their greenhouse gas emissions to 1990 levels by 2000.72

"The treaty promotes action in spite of uncertainty on the basis of a recent development

in international environmental law and diplomacy called the precautionary principle-the
principle that promotes protective action even in face of scientific uncertainty" 73 The

Convention, at Article 3 reads: "[p]arties should take precautionary measures to

anticipate, prevent or minimize the causes of climate change and mitigate its adverse

Recent Developments in the Climate Change Negotiations and Implications on the
Carbon Markets, at page 1.

70 The Pew Center for Global Climate Change, Policy Maker’s Guide, states, "few
industrialized countries however, have met the voluntary target. For instance, the United
State’s greenhouse gas emissions have climbed nearly 15% since 1990.
http://www.pewclimate.org. At page 3.

71 "The Convention notes that the largest share of historical and current greenhouse gas

emissions originate in developed countries. Its first basic principle is that these countries
should take the lead in combating climate change and its adverse effects." The United
Nations Environmental Program (UNEP) and the Climate Chang~ Secretariat (UNFCCC)
Guide to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change and Its Kyoto Protocol.
September 1999, at page 13.

72 Ibid. at page 13.

73 Ibid. at page 10.
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effects. Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific

certainty should not be used as a reason for postponing such measures taking into account

that policies and measures to deal with climate change should be cost effective so as to

ensure global benefits at the lowest possible cost.’’74

The Convention possesses many natural strengths, which include: support of the concept

of sustainable development75; developing and sharing environmentally sound

technologies and know-how76; emphasizing the need to educate people about climate

change and its consequences77, and, reporting of emissionsTM. Building on these

74 "Under traditional international law, an activity generally has not been restricted or
prohibited unless a direct causal link between the activity and a particular damage may be
shown. But many environmental problems, such as damage to the ozone layer and
pollution of the oceans, cannot be confronted if final proof of cause and effect is required.
In response, the international community has gradually come to accept the precautionary
principle, under which activities that threaten serious or irreversible damage can be
restricted or even prohibited before there is absolute scientific certainty about their
effects." Ibid. atpage 10.

75 It is important to note that North America and Western Europe contain 20% of the

earth’s population, but consumes 80% of its resources. If all countries consumed at this
level, there would not be enough vital resources to go around, thus, to the environmental
professional, an understanding of sustainable development is of the utmost importance.
Ibid. at page 16.

Sustainable Development, as expressed in the 1987 United Nations World Commission
on Environment and Development (the Brundtland Commission) is development that
meets the needs of the present generation, without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their needs. CSDA Climate Change Glossary at page 24.

76 "By use of cleaner sources of energy, such as solar power, we can reduce the
consumption of coal and oil. Technology can also make industrial processes more
efficient, water purification more viable, and agriculture more productive for the same
amount of resources invested." Guide to the UN Framework Convention and the Kyoto
Protocol. At page 17.
77 Most pre-industrial societies, by necessity, had an intimate relationship with the natural

world which modem technology has effectively ceased. Today, a rain shower is a
nuisance to the daily commute rather than a welcome force to cause plant growth and
ground cleansing, as well as refreshment of the water supply. Human technological
"progress" for sometime has been seen as a rationale for destruction and pollution.
"There must be whole-scale recognition that the world-the climate and all living things-is
a closed system. What we do has consequences that eventually come back to affect us."
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strengths, while also addressing the need to create a finn and binding commitment by

developed countries to greenhouse gas reduction, the Kyoto Protocol was negotiated.79

The Kyoto Protocol represents "a potevfially binding international commitment by treaty

that stipulates actions to be taken by nations to combat global climate change. Six

specific greenhouse gases are regulated under the Kyoto Protocol.’’8° They are found in

Annex A of the Protocol and include: carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide,

hydrofiuorocarbons, perfluorocarbons, and sulphur hexafluoride.81 "Most industrialized

(Annex B) countries have committed to reduce their collective emissions of greenhouse

gases by an average of 5.2% by the commitment period of 2008 to 2012, while

developing nations (non-Annex B) are not subject to emissions reduction caps." 82

Decision makers, leaders, and policy specialists must take the changing climate into
account as we carry forward our professional responsibilities. Ibid at page 17.

78 Each signatory has a responsibility to annually report national greenhouse gas
inventories and participate in regular disclosure and review of greenhouse gas abatement
programs, http://www.co2e.corn/common.

79 The Kyoto Protocol was negotiated in 1997 as an addendum to the UNFCCC. A
Protocol is an international agreement that stands on its own, but is linked to an existing
treaty. The full text is available at: http://\vww.unfcc.int/resource/protintr.html.

8o International Policy point papers by Cantor Fitzgerald and Price Waterhouse,

http://www.co2e.com/common, at Page 4.

Science and Technical Policy point papers by Cantor Fitzgerald and Price Waterhouse,
http://www.co2e.com!common, at page 3.

Carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide reductions are calculated at 1990 emissions
levels, whereas 1995 is used as a baseline for hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons, .and
sulphur hexafluoride. CDSA Climate Change Glossary at page 3.

82 The deadline for signing the Kyoto Protocol was March 1999. The Kyoto Protocol

shall enter into force when a minimum of 55 parties that account f.~.." :,:. least 55 % of the
Annex I carbon dioxide emissions in 1990 have ratified." International Policy point
papers by Cantor Fitzgerald and Price Waterhouse, http://www.co2e.com/common, at
Page 4.

"As of February 2001, 32 countries had ratified the Protocol. It will enter into force,
again, only when at least 55 parties to the UN FCCC, including the industrialized
countries whose emissions account for at least 55% of the total carbon dioxide emissions
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According to the Pew Center on Global Climate Change, "the Protocol has several

important features. It would establish three kinds of emissions trading to allow Parties

flexibility in achieving their targets. It would also allow Parties to fulfill their reduction

commitments by jointly creating a "bubble" -a feature employed by the European Union

to reallocate targets among member countries. Parties could achieve their targets by

reducing emissions of any of the six GHGs and by using carbon sinks as an absorption of

emissions ’credit’. The Protocol would set up stringent monitoring and reporting features,

and promises a compliance regime in the event that Parties do not fulfill their

commitments." 83 The United States President, President Bush, prior to the July 2001

CoP6 meeting in Bonn, determined that, despite participation in prior negotiations, the

Kyoto Protocol was fatally flawed and rejected the treaty.84 40 of the 55 countries

responsible for 55% of global greenhouse gas emissions at 1990 levels have ratified the

using the 1990 baseline, sign the document and deposit instruments of ratification at the
UN Climate Change Secretariat. This threshold could be met without the United States if
the Protocol is ratified by Japan, Russia, and all countries of the European Union." The
Pew Center on Global Climate Change, International Policy Maker’s Guide, at page 2.
http://www.pewclimate.org/policyguide!intemational negotiations.cfm.

83 The Pew Center on Global Climate Change, International Policy Maker’s Guide, at
page 2. http://www.pewclimate.org/polic¥~ide/international ne~otiations.cfm.

84 In Bonn Germany, July 2001, at the Sixth Session of the Conference of the Parties
(COP6) a series of historic agreements were reached with respect to the Kyoto Protocol.
The core elements include: flexibility mechanisms which allow for carbon trading under
Articles 5, 12 and 17; "sinks" including land use, land use change, and forestry activities
under Articles 3.3, 3.4, and 12; funding for developing countries for capacity building,
adaptation, and technology transfer; and, compliance mechanisms. Center for
International Environmental Law, Climate Change Program, at Bonn CoP6 point papers.
http://www.ciel.org/Climate/programclimate.html.

The Bonn meeting basically "set out the rulebook by which governments will cooperate
on making the Kyoto Protocol’s institutions and procedures a reality...now Marrakech
(Morocco, where the CoP7 Session will meet in November 2001) must accelerate the
transition from the negotiating phase to the implementation phase...and be entered into
force in time for the 2002 Summer Summit of the UN FCCC in Johannesburg, South
Africa." United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change Secretariat Press
Release, July 27, 2001.
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Kyoto Protocol; the Convening of the Parties (COP7) meeting in Marrakech October 29-

November 9, 2001, will be telling in its outcome.85

(b) National Response

Even with these ongoing international efforts, the current Presidential Administration has

yet to define and establish a clear program and approach to mitigate and adapt to the

current and coming impacts of global climate change.86 Congress, however, is acting.

The Chairman of the Environmental and Public Works Committee, Senator Jeffords, is

working with stakeholders on landmark Federal global climate change legislation, the

Clean Air Act Multi-Pollutant Bill, which targets all sectors responsible for greenhouse

gas emissions and leaps ahead into advanced energy technologies rather than promotion

85 Russia is in a very strong negotiating position at Marrakech as it has cut its emissions
by 30% from 1990 levels (17.4 percent of the total was apportioned to Russia) and use of
carbon sinks. Thus, when the treaty comes into force, they can sell these credits like a
commodity. Japan is also important for ratification as it accounts for 8.5% of greenhouse
gas emissions in 1990. The 15 European Union nations, who produced 24.2% of 1990
levels, are signaling intent to sign. The United States, responsible for 36.1% at 1990
levels, is not participating at Marrakech, nor has the Administration offered any
alternative plan to cut greenhouse gas emissions. The Associated Press, International
News, October 23, 2001.

86 The Administration’s current response is a data call for more studies on climate
change. President Bush, on July 13,2001, announced a series of multimillion-dollar
studies and initiatives aimed at studying how to reduce greenhouse gases. The studies
include a NASA project to research the carbon cycle, climate modeling and the link..
between atmospheric chemistry and climate. DoE is working projects to study carbon
sequestration; first, work with the Nature Conservancy to study land use and forestry in
Belize and Brazil, and second with a series of International energy companies,
predominately oil concerns, to study new technologies to redu.:e .-~e cost of capturing
carbon dioxide from fossil fuel combustion plants. Absent from the research and
investment is significant work on the development of alternative sources of energy, such
as those that are renewable, to reduce the dependence on fossil fuels, and thereby reduce
the greenhouse gases they produce, use of the internal combustion engine technology, as
well as dependence on oil from the Middle East. Reuters News Report, July 13, 2001 at
abc news.com
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of end of the stack solutions.87 Even without final Federal legislation or a Federal

Executive response program and framework88, we can still identify the policy issues

~7 107th Congress, Environment and Public Works Stakeholders Meeting, October 4,

2001. Statement of the Chairman, Senator Jim Jeffords on Multi-Pollutant Legislation
under the Clean Air Act.

The United States does not regulate the emission of carbon dioxide as acriteria pollutant
under the Federal Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C Section 7401 et seq., 40 C. F. R. Parts 50-80).
Criteria pollutants, identified as those pollutants with public health concerns, include:
carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, lead, nitrogen dioxide, ozone, sulphur dioxide and total
suspended particulates. This multi-pollutant legislation is designed to address these
missed emissions and their sources.
The former Chairman, Senator Smith (R-New Hampshire), at the October 4tla, 2001
Stakeholder’s Meeting stated his goals for the legislation this way, "I understand that this
has not been, nor will it be, an easy endeavor. But, we are all in agreement that it is time
to amend the Clean Air Act in order to reduce emissions and provide for long-term
energy security. Current law often fosters a combative relationship that does too little to
increase environmental protection and too much to increase litigation, delay, and
uncertainty. In many ways, the law can actually be an obstacle to cleaner air. If anyone
here is satisfied with the status quo and is only interested in a political victory - then I
invite you to leave now. However, if you are willing to work with us to seek out common
ground, then I welcome your participation. I hope that you are not here to dig in your
heels, but instead to roll up your sleeves and constructively participate in this process.

It is my goal that this process will ultimately yield bipartisan legislation that will:

Dramatically reduce air emissions;
Provide the certainty needed to ensure long-term energy security; and
Examine ways to reduce greenhouse gases - doing so in a manner that capitalizes on
innovation and incentives, but not in a way that puts our energy security nor our
nation’s economy at risk."

Interestingly, the current Assistant Administrator of Environmental Protection Agency,
Mr. Jeffrey Holmstead, at an October 2001 Senate hearing on this bill aimed at reducing
carbon dioxide and other emissions blamed for global warming from coal burning power
plants, detailed his concern, not so much for the protection of the environment, here the
atmosphere and the earth it protects, but instead proffered that "the bill unnecessarily
raises energy costs and jeopardizes our energy supply" and that the carbon dioxide
provisions in particular "will cost consumers too much and endanger our energy security
by causing too much electricity generation to switch from coal to natural gas."
Holmstead, again, representing the current EPA, acknowledged that "there would be
significant environmental benefits" fi’om the bill, but that the EPA has analyzed costs, not
benefits, because "quantifying benefits is a difficult thing to do". Los Angeles Times,
"Cleaner Coal Plants Would Send Energy Costs Soaring United States (Regulator) Says",
November 2, 2001.
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facing the United States as a Nation, and our environmental professionals and decision

makers of the 21st century to come. By National Regions, here are the continuing policy

concerns pursuant to climate change:

A. Continental North AmericaS9:

(a) Adaptation of human systems to the changes: The adaptive capacity of human
systems is generally high and vulnerability low in North Americas, but some
communities (e.g. indigenous peoples and those dependent on climate-sensitive
resources) are more vulnerable. Ecosystem failure will also affect the ability of
humans to adapt where sustainment is based upon environmental status quo and

In Whitman v. American Trucking Association, 99-1257, February 27, 2001, the
Supremem Court unanimously upheld the fundamental basis of EPA’s authority to
regulate air pollutants on health based standards, and that costs may not be considered
when setting the national ambient air quality standards. This articulated stance could
hasten recognition that the environmental benefits derived from the Multi-Pollutant bill
are desirable, particularly when they amount to $59 billion in health benefits, and $1
billion in visibility improvement.

Several members of Congress, including Senators McCain (R-Arizona) and Leiberman
(D-Conn) have begun formulating policy with the expected result of regulating emissions
of greenhouse gases by capping emission levels and reducing them using a market based
trading mechanism. Treating carbon dioxide as a pollutant was a position that President
Bush advocated during his campaign, but abandoned upon election.

88 While Federal Executive Branch efforts are focusing primarily on studies, at the State
level, many initiatives are moving out in ways that largely reflect the Kyoto Protocol and
UNFCCC. In August 2001, six New England States and five eastern Canadian provinces
signed a pact to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 2010 to 1990 standards, and 10%
below that level by 2020. The pact uses strategies such as broad use of energy saving
devices, more energy efficient building standards, cleaning burning power plants and
investment in renewable sources such as wind and solar power. California is a leader in
renewable energy with 12% of its electrical power coming from renewable sources.

New Jersey expects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 3.5 % below 1990 levels by
2005 by use of methane capturing devices. New York has a new la¢.’ in place that
requires State buildings to obtain 20% of their electricity from renewable sources by
2010. Industry too is responding by developing textiles that are "climate neutral" as well
as hybrid vehicles and market driven solutions such as carbon dioxide trading. Los
Angeles Times, "States Taking the Initiative to Fight Global Warming", October 7, 2001.

89 Table SPM-2, Climate Change 2001: Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability, Summary
for Policy Makers, at page 16. Elements a-f on table.
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reduced bounty and failure of the system diminishes use of the system (e. g.
fisheries).

(b) Food supply and agriculture: Some crops will benefit from modest warming
accompanied by increasing carbcn dioxide, but effects will vary by crop and by
region, including declines due to droughts in some areas of prairies and the United
States great plains. However, once a benefit is attained, there would be a
precipitous decline at an increasing rate, followed by possible net loss due to
further warming.

(c) Water use and aquatic systems: Snow-melt dominated watersheds in western
North America will experience earlier peak flows and reductions in summer flows
and reduced lake levels and outflows for the Great Lakes, affecting water use and
impacting existing ecosystems. While human adaptation is likely, ecosystem
adaptation is considerably more at risk given the rapidity of change anticipated.

(d) Individual Ecosystems: Unique natural ecosystems such as prairie wetlands,
alpine tundra, and cold-water ecosystems will be at risk and effective adaptation
in unlikely.

(e) Weather related property damage, insured losses and public sector disaster relief:
Planning in this sector can systematically address climate change so there is
potential for planning in this area to meet the challenges.

(0 Vector-borne diseases: Concerns include contamination of the water supply and
shift in disease exposures including malaria, dengue fever and Lyme disease by
expanded range in North America. Exacerbation of air quality degradation and
heat stress will increases morbidity and mortality. Socioeconomic factors and
public health measures will play a large role in determining the incidences and
extent of health effects.

B. Polar Regions9°

(a) Human systems: Technologically developed communities are likely to adapt
readily to climate change, but some indigenous communities, in which traditional
lifestyles are followed, have little capacity and few options for adaptation.

(b) Natural systems: Natural systems in Polar Regions are highly vulnerable to
climate change and current ecosystems have low adaptive capacity.

(c) Effect of climate change: Climate change in polar regions is expected to be
among the largest and the most rapid of any region on earth, and will cause major

90 Table SPM-2, Climate Change 2001: Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability, Summary

for Policy Makers, at page 16. Elements a-f on table.
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physical, ecological, sociological, and economic impacts, especially in the Arctic,
Antarctic Peninsula and Southern Ocean.

(d) Immediate Changes: Changes in the climate that have already taken place include
are manifested in the decrease in the extent and thickness of Arctic sea ice,
permafrost thawing, coastal erosion, changes in ice sheets and ice shelves, and
altered distribution and abundance of species in polar regions.

(e) Ecosystem changes: Some polar species may adapt through eventual replacement
by migration of species and changing species composition, however, current ice
edge species are threatened as the habitat that provides them sustainment (the ice
edge) is threatened, this includes ice edge species such as polar bears.

(0 Global change: Polar Regions contain important oceanic drivers of climate
change. Once triggered, they may continue for centuries, long after greenhouse
gases concentrations are stabilized, and cause irreversible impacts on ice sheets,
global ocean circulation, and sea-level rise.

C. Coastal Areas and Islands9~

(a) Security of Islands: The adaptive capacity of human systems is generally low in
small islands and their vulnerability high. Small islands will be among the areas
most seriously impacted by climate change.

(b) Projected sea level rise: The projected sea level rise of 5 mm per year for the next
100 years will cause enhanced coastal erosion, loss of land and property,
dislocation of people, increased risk from storm surges, reduced resilience of
coastal ecosystems, saltwater intrusion into freshwater resources, and high
resource costs to respond and adapt to these changes.

(c) Water supply: Islands with very limited water supply are highly vulnerable to the
impacts of climate change on the water table balance.

(d) Individual ecosystems: Coral reefs will be negatively affected by bleaching and
by reduced calcification rates due to higher carbon dioxide levels. Mangroves, sea
grass beds, and other coastal ecosystems and the associated biodiversity will be
adversely affected by rising temperatures and accelerated sea-level rise. Decline
in coastal ecosystems reef fish and threaten reef fisheries.

(e) Agriculture: Limited arable land and soil salinization ma~:~_’c agriculture of small
islands, both for domestic food production and cash crop export, highly
vulnerable to climate change.

91 Table SPM-2, Climate Change 2001: Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability, Summary

for Policy Makers, at page 17. Elements a-f on table.
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(f) Tourism: Tourism, as an important source of income for many islands, would face
severe disruption from climate change and sea-level rise.

Climate change means "a global redistribution of costs and benefits of the weather; the

costs are predicted to be greater than the benefits.’’92 Most troubling perhaps from a

governmental policy stand point is the late start in adaptation and mitigation, as well as

the "lack of instruments and institutions that can redistribute or settle the damage;

therefore, climate change is likely to lead to greater political tensions given what we are

seeing as major destabilization of the global climate.’’93 For the environmental

professional, our dedication and judgment will be challenged as climate variability and

change interact with other environmental stressors already existent94. For both policy

makers and for environmental professionals, the challenge is to intelligently and with

commitment, address both the destabilized climate and the change this will bring, not

only to human populations, but to those living systems that support all life on this

planet.95

92 Climate Change and Severe Weather, Institute for Environmental Studies, University
of Amsterdam, at page 3 1.

93 Climate Change and Severe Weather, Institute for Environmental Studies, University

of Amsterdam, at page 3 1.

94 Such current challenges for the environmental professional include pollution and
contamination, overpopulation and stress on limited resources, resource depletion, habitat
destruction, introduction of alien and invasive species and land use wastes. Added to this
is the fact that the climate may no longer be predictable, with changes in temperature,
precipitation, sea level rise, atmospheric circulation patterns, and loss of ecosystems.
Climate Change and Severe Weather, Institute for Environmental Studies, University of
Amsterdam at page 1.

95 The National Assessment Synthesis Team, United States Global Change Research
Program, Climate Change Impacts on the United States, in their report, The Potential
Consequences of Climate Variability and Change, 2001, summarize these policy
challenges thusly: "air and water pollution, habitat fragmentation, wetland loss, coastal
erosion, and reductions in fisheries are likely to be compounded by climate related stress.
An aging national population and rapidly growing populations in cities, coastal areas, and
across the South and West are social factors that interact with and alter sensitivity to
climate variability and change. There are also very likely to be unanticipated impacts of
climate change during the next century. Such surprises may stem from unforeseen
changes in the physical climate system such as: major alteration in ocean circulation,
cloud distribution, or storms; and unprecedented biological consequences of these
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physical climate changes such as massive dislocation of species or pest outbreaks. In
addition, unexpected social or economic change, including major shifts in wealth,
technology, or political priorities could affect our ability to respond to climate change."
At page 8.

"Conflicts or mass migrations resulting from resource limits, health and environmental
stressors in more vulnerable nations will pose challenges for global security and United
States security policy". (At page 9.) This report focuses on the key n.~-~znal findings and
their consequences of: increased warming; differing regional impacts, vulnerable
ecosystems, wide spread water concerns, security of the food supply, changes in forest
growth, increased damage in coastal and permafrost areas, negative health impacts,
irreversible impacts such as those to coral reefs and habitat destruction, and uncertainties.
The National Assessment can be found at:
http://www.usgrp.gov/usgrp/Librarv/nationalassesslnent/foundation.htm.
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Mandatory Industry Reportin8

Support

Industry
¯ Edison Electric Institute, "All industry and all major sources and sinks would be subject to

mandatory reporting of greenhouse gas emissions annually. A national registry woul~l be
based on the U.S. national inventory and the mandatory reports."
ExxonMobil, "Establishment of a "Registry of GHG Emissions" with mandatory reporting
by companies in major sectors (manufacturing, utility, commercial) of own u.~, and agency
estimates of consumer use."

¯ British Petroleum
¯ Shell
¯ Chevron, "Chevron Energy and Greenhouse Gas Inventory System (CEGIS)"
¯ The following companies currently report their GHG emission in some fashion, however not

necessarily publicly:
¯ American Electric Power
¯ Ontario Power Generation
¯ PG&E Corporation
¯ Wisconsin Electric Power Company
¯ Sunoco
¯ Alcoa
¯ IBM
¯ Intel
¯ Rohm and Haas
EPA’s Climate Leaders Program
¯ Lockheed Martin
¯ Miller Brewing Company
¯ Bethlehem Steel
¯ E1 Paso Energy
¯ Interface Inc.
¯ SC Johnson
¯ Holnam Inc
International Climate Change Partnership (?)

Nonprofit Organization
Dick Stewart and John Wiener, The government, ’~¢�ould phase in mandatory monitoring and
reporting by domestic sources to create a Climate Release Inventory."

Pew Center on Climate Change; Eileen Claussen, "A good first step is to get our house, in
order by immediately requiring accurate measurement, tracking and reporting of gree ’,t~house
gas emissions. Current efforts lack the rigorous reporting standards and verification "
requirements. Public disclosure of the reported data, similar to what is require for eertafin
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01/12/02 2:41 PM Man Ind Rep Support

pollutants under the federal Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) program, would encourage
companies to hunt for ways to reduce their greenhouse emissions."

World Resources Institute and the Business Council on Sustainable Development,
"Greenhouse Gas Protocol Initiative." No mention of mandatory reporting however the
objective is to develop internationally accepted accounting and reporting standards for GHG
emissions and promotes their use in companies and other organizations. The �3HG Pr~o~ tocol
Initiative also provides practical guidelines to help companies manage their GHG en~ssions.
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Legislation Summary of Climate-Related
Reporting Provisions of S. 1716, S. 1766, S.1870

S. 1716~ "Global Climate Ch_an~e Act of 2001"Introduced on November 15, 2001 by Kerry, S~vens, Hollings, Inuye, Akaka, includes a title on
mandatory reporting of greenhouse gases, which would require:
A. that the Commerce Department’s National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

first design and develop a "comprehensive national measurement and verification system"
for greenhouse gas emissions;

B. that the Commerce Secretary is to "initiate a mandatory" (presumably by rule), greenhouse
gas emissions -- direct and indirect -- "reporting system" for entities in the "industrial,
energy-producing and transportation sectors of the economy;" and

C. others may voluntarily report.
D. These "sector of the economy" terms are undefined.

S. 1766, "Energy Policy Act of 2002,"
~ntroduced on December 5, 2001 by Daschle andBingaman.
A. Requires that entities, with annual greenhouse gas emissions greater the 1000 metric tons of

carbon dioxide equivalent, must report: "entity-wide emission at the facility level."
B. Each report shall include:

¯ "direct emissions from stationary sources;"
¯ "direct emissions from mobile sources owned or operated by a covered entity;"
¯ "direct emissions from land use activities;"
¯ "indirect emissions from Outsoureed activities, contract manufacturing, and wast~e

of an entity;" and¯ ty.,,.from control
~transferred"indirect emissions from electricity, heat, and steam, purchased from another en

C. Reg-Neg. charged, inter alia, with" measures to facilitate the participation of farmers and
small businesses in voluntary reporting of emission reductions to the registry.

D. The threshold for reporting emissions and reductions to the S. 1766 database is low ~and is
likely to sweep in a wide variety of public and private sources, including small busii)esses,
agriculture, hospitals, universities, vehicle fleets and many others not now required ~;o report
greenhouse gas emissions.

S..1870 "National Greenhouse Emissions Invento and R "    Act of 2001"
Introduced on December 20, 2001 by Corzine, Jeffords, and Liebemmn, placing the issue of
reporting in the Environmental Protection Agency.
A. Adds a new title VII to the Clean Air Act, which would create a new mandatory gre~e~ nhouse

gas emission reporting authority for the EPA, although the bill does not mention or define
greenhouse gases as a "pollutant."B. The bill requires that EPA establish and administer a "national" mandatory greenh6,use gas
emission collection information system initially starting in April 2003 for covered e~tities for
calendar year 2002. It would include estimates of direct stationary combustion soui~e
emissions on an entity-wide and facility-wide basis.

C. In 2004 and each year thereafter, the collection would include, among other things;
¯ direct emissions from stationary combustion sources;
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¯ indirect emissions from imported electricity, heat and steam; process emissions fitom
chemical or physical processes other than combustion; fugitive emissions from
equipment leaks and such sources as coal piles and cooling towers;

¯ mobile source emissions resulting from fuel combustion in transportation equiprr~, nt,
such as automobiles, trucks, trains, planes and vessels; and emissions relating to forest
products, including biomass combustion, as well as timber and carbon stocks.

The hill also provides for a greenhouse registry for voluntary sequestration and reduction of
emissions beginning in 2004. The regulations are to be promulgated in January 20031 for
initial reporting and one year later for the final reporting requirement.
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tTS"

"~._’~1~.~ ......
, Breidenlch.Clare@epamail.epa.gov

~,~’~.~ ¯ 01/15/2002 09:06:11 AM

ord Type: Record

]-o- Breidenich.Clare@upamail-epa.gov

cc: See tl~e distributiotl list at tile bottom of this message
Subject: Final Inleragency Review el the US National Communication tu the UNFCCC

Hi,

Sorry Io bottler you again, but we’ve just discovered that there are some
text formatting problems witl~ the GHG Inventory chapter o! tt~e National
Communication that was sent around earlier. We have a new version Itaat
corrects this problem, please let me know if you’d like to receive it.

Also, please let me know if you’d like the full set of graphic files. To
save space, these were not included in all the chapters.

Thanks again, Clare

M ~ ,s._s. _a g e__ .�,0.pied To:
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Grambsch.Anne@epamail.epa.gov
bobralney@tva.gov
"Brent.Smlth~noaa.gov" cBrent.Smith@noaa.gov>
"Bruce.Harding@osd.mit" <Bruce.Hardingl~osd.m~>
¢ommcoll@abl.com
"Stokes, Carrie" <CStokes@usaid.gov>
=Laklch0 Duane" <DLaklch@usaid.gov>
-’Donald.Tdlling@osLdoLgov" <Donald.Trilling @ost.dot.gov>
Coe.Edmund~epan~iLepa.gov
-Elmer.Holt@hq.doe.gov" <Elmer.Holt~hq.doe.gov>
gomjm@t.state.go~
,0Gretchen.Bie=7(~o.treas.gov,- <Gretchen.Biery@do.treas.gov>
howard.dlamond@noaa.gov
Igoklany@erols.com
"lGoklany@los.doi.gov" <lGoklany@ios.doi.gov>
Fitzgerald.Jack@epamail.epa.gov
Sullivan.Jamast~epamaiLepa.gov
Samenow.Jason@epamail.epa.gov
jeff.dowd@hq.doe.gov
Thatcher.Jennlfer@epamail.epa.gov
-JHrubovcak@oce.usda.gov" <JHrubovcak@oce.usda.gov>
"Jim.Rubln@usdoj.gov" <Jlm.Rubin@ usdoj.gov>
Kruger.Joe@epamail.epa.gov
john.conti@hq.doe.gov
-john.Homwltz@do.treas.gov" <,John.Horowitz@do.treas.gov>
-John.lViillhone@ee.doe.gov" <John.Millhone@ee.doe.gov>
Buckley.Katherine@epamail.epa.g ov
Hog an.Kathleen @epamailoe pa.gov
"Barrett. Ko" <KBarrett@usaid.gov>
Adler.Ken~epamail.epa.gov
’-Ledbettg ~osdgc.osd.mll" <Ledbettgi~)sdgc.osd.mil>
-Lind a.Moodie@noaa.gov" <Linda.Moodie~noaa.gov>
-1 isa.Hanle@hq.doe.gov" <Lisa.Hanle@hq.doe.gov>
margot.anderson@hq.doe.gov
Dieu.Martin@epamatl.epa.gov
MaryBeth.Zimrnerman@ee.doe.gov
mcintyrebd@state.gov
Gillenwater.Michael@epamail.epa.gov
mitchell.baer@hq.doe.gov
mmaccrac~usgcrp.gov
Paul T. Anastas/OSTP/EOP@EOP
patel-weynandto@state.gov
Schwengets.Paul@epamail.epa.gov
Peter. Karpoff@hq.doe.gov
Phillip.Tseng@ee.doe.gov
Phil CooneylCEQ/EOP@EOP
raymond.pdnce@hq.doe.gov
Harvey.Reid@epamail.epa.gov
reifsnyderda@state.gov
"Richard.Bradley@hq.doe.gov’" <Richard.Bradley@hq.doe.gov>
richard.ohlemacher@noaa.gov
Robert J. TuccIIIolOMBIEOP@EOP
rworrest@usgcrp.gov
Saile.Sharon@epamail.epa.gov
Laitner.Skip@epamail.epa.gov
talleyt@stata.gov
todd.rarnsden@ost.dot.gov
"Gorsevski. Virginia" <VGorsevski@usaid.gov>
watsonhl@state.gov
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’"WHohe.nst@oce.usda.gov’" <WHohenst@oce.usda.gov>
"William.Breed @hq .doe.gov" ,~William.Breed@hq.doe.gov>
William A. PizerlCEAt’IEOP@EOP
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,kn~rew C. Revkin
Environment Reporter
Tne New York Time~
229 W 43d St.
NY. NY 10036

Tel: 212-556-7326
Fax: 509-357-0965 (v~a wv~,~.efax.com; arrives as e-mail attaci~mon[)
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Hecht, Alan D. IlNTL ECON,.!

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

WHSR Gateway
Thursday, January 17, 2002 7:38 AM
Brooks, Karen B. (ASIA); Charbonnet, Laurent D. (ASIA); Green, Michael J. (ASIA); Hecht,
Alan D. (INTL ECON); Manuel, Gregory A. (INTL ECON); Moriarty, James F (Asia); Parker,
Thomas R. (OVP); Patterson, Torkel (ASIA); Ravich, Samantha F. (OVP); Thomas, Harry K.
(ASIA)
CHINA SAYS-KYOTO PACT BENEFITS BOTH RICH AND POOR

Categories: NEWSWIRE

UNCLASSIFIED

[Distribution]
SIT: BROOKS CHARBONNET GREEN HECHT MANUEL MORIARTY PARKER PATTERSON
RAVlCH SCHWENK THOMAS

[Newswire]
RUSH
Reutsrs
INTERNATIONAL

[Newswire Text]
a 1274
^BC-ENVIRONMENT-CHINA ¯

^China says Kyoto pact benefits both rich and poor
By Jonathan Ansfield
BEIJING, Jan 17 (Reuters) - China, one of the world’s worst

polluters, on Thursday pushed for early passage of the embattled Kyoto
accord to curb global warming, calling it a win-win deal for industrialised
and poorer countries alike.

The appeal came at a meeting of European and Asian environmental
ministers, who are seeking to forge ahead with the Kyoto accord this
year even without the United States, which abandoned the accord last
March amid a chorus of criticism.

" "’China hopes all parties will continue to work hard to push
for the Kyoto Protocol to go into effect at the eadiest possible date,"
State Environmental Protection Administration Director Xie Zhenhua told
the ministers in Beijing.

China would "’actively explore" financial and technical
aid deals under the accord’s "’Clean Development Mechanism," which
allows industrialised nations to meet pollution control targets through
projects in the developing world, Xie said.

"’The Clean Development Mechanism...will spur sustainable
development and provide win-win opportunities," he said.

The Kyoto pact aims to reduce gas emissions from factory
smokestacks and exhaust pipes that many scientists say gather in the
atmosphere trapping heat -- the so-called greenhouse effect.

The 1997 pact was put in jeopardy last March when U.S. President
¯ George W. Bush backed out of the agreement, saying it would hurt the
U.S. economy and reap only slim benefits.

But a last-ditch deal reached by environment and energy ministers
from around the world in Morocco in November paved the way for bringing
the pact into force by late this year even without the United States,
the planet’s biggest polluter.

Japan, said to hold the swing vote in bringing it into force,
plans to submit legislation to ratify the pact at a parliament session
this month.

The pact commits the world’s industrialised countries to
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cut their greenhouse gas emissions, particularly carbon dioxide, by
an average of five percent of 1990 levels by late 2002.

KYOTO’S MUTUAL INCENT.IVES
China - which spews an estimated 11 percent of the world’s

carbon emissions into the atmosphere, compared to 18 percent by the
United States - is among a large group of developing nations not required
to meet the emissions caps before 2012.

The bilateral projects Beijing planned to explore under Kyoto
in the future carded mutual incentives for China and its industrialised
partners, according to Xie.

"’The Clean Development Mechanism can allow developed nations
to realise part of their pledge to reduce emissions at a pdce far lower
than their domestic cost," he said.

Premier Zhu Rongji has spearheaded Beijing’s public relations
campaign to balance the economic juggemaut’s breakneck growth with
sound environmental policy, and awareness of the counties sooty skies
and sludge-filled rivers has surged.

The State Council, or cabinet, last week approved a plan
to spend 65 billion yuan ($7.85 billion) on cleaning up and set strict
control targets in the five years to 2005.

Scepticism abounds over China’s ability to transform its
industrial polluters like illegal, unsafe coal mines that feed impoverished
migrants and their rural families.

While Asia’s star economy has embraced Kyoto as an instrument
to bolster its competitiveness, China has backed off mechanisms that
could cap pollutant levels and constrain growth.

Developing countries like China will have to adopt some form
of emissions controls if they want to take part in the CDM projects,
a top Japanese official attending the talks said.

"’There has been some apprehension and scepticism if China
would be interested in that kind of mechanism," said Seiji Modmoto,
an official at Japan’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

"’But today the reaction by the Chinese side was rather positive
and we on the whole felt very impressed," he said.

Since the U.S. withdrawal, having Japan - the world’s second
biggest economy and a major polluter - on board was seen as essential
to bring the pact into force.

Morimoto said Tokyo’s hopes to ratify the pact at a parliamentary
session which opens next week were on track.

"’Hopefully we will be able to finish all the necessary procedures
in due course," he said,

RB- 01117102 07:33:17
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Kameran L. Bailey
01/17/2002 03:38:58 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEOJEOP@EOP

CC:
Subject: Alcan’s voluntary greenhouse gas reduction program

...................... Forwarded by Kameran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP on 01/17/2002 03:39 PM ..........................

==, Brenda.Pulley@alcan.com
’ 01/17/2002 03:35:05 PM

Record Type: Record

To:

CC:
Subject:

Karneran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP@EOP

Alcan’s voluntary greenhouse gas reduction program

Kameran:

Thanks for the return call. Here is a copy of the news release,
announcement of our reduction commitment as well as
an additional backgrounder.
Please let me know should you have any questions, if not, as I can
coordinate a date with my colleague in Canada, I’ll contact you to arrange
a
meeting in mid-February.
Just as background on AIcan, we are a global aluminum company with
approximately $13 billion in r~}venues. Montreal, Canada is our world
headquarters,
but we have over 40 plants and 10,000 employees in the U.S.

Thanks,
Brenda Pulley
440-423-6994

(See attached file: 10-09-01-TargetPressRelease.d°c)(See attached file:
10-9-01 TargetFact Sheet Final.doc)

I[~l - 10-09-01-TargetPressRelease.doc

00i5 .2
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’~Natson, Harlan L (OES)" <WatsonHL@state.gov>
01/19/2002 03:33:48 PM.

Record Type: Record

To:

CC’:
Subject:

James Connaughton/CEOJEOP@EOP, Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Kameran L.
Bailey/CEQ/EOP@EOP

Watson Itinerar~ and Info on U.S.-Italy Meeting

Attached is my itinerary and a working paper on the January 22-23 U.S.-Italy
Meeting on Climate Chnage Research and Technlogy

> <<HW Itinerary (1-20 to 1-24-02)-Rome.doc>> <<italy working paper fnl
> 1-17-02.doc>>

I[~] - HW Itinerary (1-20 to 1-24-02)-Rome.doc

ll~-italy working paper fnl 1-17-02.do0
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Phil Cooney
01/21/2002 08:32:45 AM

]o Kameran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc:
Subject: Watson Itinerary and Info on U.S.-Italy Meeting

Can we make a short deliverable out of this? Phil
.................. Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEO/EOP on 01,’21/2002 08 37 AM ............................

"Watson, Harlan L (OES)" <WatsonHL@state.gov>
01/19t2002 03:33:48 PM

TO’

Subject:

James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Phil CooneylCEQ/EOP@EOP, Kameran L.
Bailey/CEQ/EOP@EOP

Watson Itinerary and Info on U.S.-Italy Meeting

Attached is my itinerary and a working paper on the January 22-23 U.S.-Italy
Meeting on Climate Chnage Research and Technlogy

> <<HW Itinerary (1-20 to 1-24-02)-Rome.doc>> <<italy working paper fnl
> 1-17-02.doc>>

I D - HW Itinerary (1-20 to 1-24-02)-Rome.doc

I F-’~ . italy working paper fnl 1-17-02.doc
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Breidenich.Clare@epamaihepa.gov
01/20/2002 02:27:29 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

Subject: help

If you;re aroundtoday (Sunday) or tomorrow, can you please give me a
call? Ineed. to chat with you about some changes Indur wants to the
exeCutive summary of the national communication. (see attached - his
inserts in red,Beverly’s comments on his inserts in blue)I’m not sure
how to handle what he wants on adaptation.

Thanks, Clare

P.S

l~[-~ - indur’s c~mments.doc

00 .450
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Harlan Watsoni’~

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Coon. ey/CEOJEOP@EOP

cc:
Subject: Draft Joint Statement on U.S. Italy Climate Change Research Meeting

Dear Phil,

Sorry for the quality of this e-mail (i.e., no word
attachement) as I am working out of an Internet care
in Rome.

Harlan

The proposed draft is as follows:

JOINT STATEMENT
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(LIST TO BE FINALIZED TOMNORROW.)

The Joint Committee will meet on a semiannual basis.

END

Do You Yahoo!?
Send FREE video emails in Yahoo! Mail!
http://promo.yahoo.com/videomail/
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January 23, 2002

White Paper on Carbon/Greenhouse Gas Intensity

In the electric power industry’s confidential "Global Climate Change Policy Concepts"
paper of August 23, 2001, which was initially transmitted only to CEQ, there were the
following suggestions under the near-term program section:

In the near term, the climate initiative is expect[ed] to further an appropriate
national policy objective, such as reducing greenhouse gas/carbon intensity.

Allowance for meaningful commitments to reduce national greenhouse/carbon
intensity- including credible, verifiable emission reductions and offsets of
greenhouse gases - while allowing for continued economic growth and protecting
U.S. competitiveness. [Policy Concepts paper, p. 1.]

National goals would apply to greenhouse gas emissions measured in terms of an
appropriate national policy objective, such as reducing greenhouse gas/carbon
intensity, 1/with a long lead time sufficient to avoid the premature turnover of capital
stock.
1/ This would be consistent with S. 1294~ the Climate Change Risk Management Act
of 2001, sponsored by Senators Murkowski, Craig, Hagel, Domeniei, Roberts and
Bond. I-Policy Concepts paper, p. 2.]

However, it is unclear how a ghg-intensity reduction approach would be implemented in
various sectors of the economy- e.g., ears, utilities, commercial and industrial sectors,
governments, etc. Implementation issues would be extremely important, and different
methods of implementation could have beneficial or harmful impacts on various
industries or sectors. The. following concerns should be taken into consideration~

For the electric utility industry:

In general, a national policy based upon reductions in the intensity of greenhouse gas
emissions per unit of GDP is preferable to an overall emissions cap because electric
utility generation will continue to grow in concert with the economy. However, it is
imperative that any reduction objective or goal, and the timeframe, not be set in a manner
that would be more restrictive than an emissions cap. A stringent carbon-intensity
reduction goal, with limited implementation flexibility, could have greater adverse
impacts than a reasonable mandatory cap-and-trade program, especially on mid- and
smaller-size generation companies that have a significant amount of coal-fired power
plants in their generation mix.

There are significant uncertainties and potential major issues regarding the
implementation of a policy objective of reducing ghg intensity. These issues fall into
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three general areas: 1) how a reduction objective would be allocated among economic
sectors, and whether it would lead to sector-specific and company-specific emissions
goals for electric utilities;~ 2) the availability of flexibility mechanisms; 3) the availability
of incentives; and 4) phase-in and timefiame considerations. Within these four areas of
implementation policy, the electric utility industry has preliminarily identified the
following specific comments.

The drawbacks of generation performance goals or objectives. A carbon-intensity
reduction approach for electric utilities that is based on an input- or output-based
generation performance goal or objective - e.g., CO2 emissions per kilowatt-hour --
would present problems for most of the industry. A generation performance goal
would tend to favor utilities with a less fossil-fuel oriented generation mix, such as
those with significant hydro and/or nuclear plants. On the other hand, utilities that are
heavily dependent on coal - which is most of the industry - would be harmed by a
generation performance goal. This is because there is not much coal-burning utilities
can do to reduce carbon intensity. Currently there is no "magic bullet" technology to
reduce C02 emissions from power plants, and there are no significant generation
efficiency gains available. Thus, the most likely way for coal-burning utilities to
implement a carbon-intensity reduction approach would be for utilities to calculate
what their emissions would be in a given year under a p.erformance goal or objective
(e.g., C02 emissions rote goal multiplied by kilowatt-hours), and then l) secure
offsetting C02 reductions and/or 2) shift to less carbon-intensive generating
technologies in order to meet growth and replacement requirements.2 Under such an
approach, a stringent carbon-intensity reduction goal or objective could require more
offsetting reductions than some emissions cap policy options (e.g., a goal set at 2002
levels). In such cases, some companies that are heavily dependent on coal generation
may prefer an opt-out provision to meet some total emissions reduction goal,
including use of offsets.

A possible way to dampen the adverse impacts of a generation performance goal on
coal-fired burning utilities would be to go to a fuel-specific or t.eehnology-speeifie
approach. However, any such alternative approaches would have to be very carefully
fashioned, lest they carry the same disadvantages as, or greater disadvantages than, a
sector-wide generation performance goal. For example, existing plants would need to
be differentiated from new plants.

’ A predominantly coal-fired utility could be worse offwith a ghg-intensity reduction
policy relative to an emissions cap policy if 1) the ghg-intensity objective is implemented
as a company-specific generation performance goal, with no offsets, flexibility or phase-
in allowed, and 2) the glag-intensity goal, when converted into total emissions by
adjusting for projected future GDP, is more stringent than an explicit and absolute
emissions cap.
~- Since 56 percent of the electricity in the U.S. is generated from coal, a generation
performance goal approach would only encourage premature retirement of coal plants
and even more fuel switching to natural gas.
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The need to allow for off-system projects and offsets. Offsets are a critical part of
electric utilities’ strategies to reduce, avoid and sequester greenhouse gases. Because
of costs and territorial considerations, utilities can only do so much on their systems
to cut greenhouse gases. But if they can use and count market mechanisms and
offsets outside of their service territories - ~nergy projects overseas, forestry projects
overseas and in the U.S., trading, banking, etc. - the costs of reducing greenhouse
gases are significantly reduced and flexibility is enhanced. Numerous studies have
demonstrated the cost-effectiveness of trading in any ghg reduction policy. Much
analysis and thought would need to go into how domestic and international trading of
offsets and reductions would be incorporated into a carbon-intensity reduction
approach. The only way for coal-burning utilities to possibly make a carbon-intensity
reduction approach work - and this may not be possible given the drawbacks outlined
above - would be. with a system of offsets and market mechanisms.

The need for incentives. Besides maximum flexibility through offsets, trading, etc.,
as explained above, incentives would be needed in order to make a carbon-intensity
reduction approach work. Incentives would be necessary both to encourage utilities
to participate in the program and specifically to help utilities reduce ghg’s. Financial
incentives should include funding for new technologies (point 5 below), upfront
funding assistance for deployment of new teehnologies, and tax incentives to improve
capital recovery. Upfront funding assistance would be needed in eases 1) where
companies are heavily dependent on coal generation and 2) where early retirements
are warranted (point 4 below). Changes in policy and regulations, such as new source
review, also would be needed.

The need to avoid premature turnover or retirement of capital stock. There is the
need for long lead times in order to avoid the premature turnover (or retirement) of
capital stock. A ghg-intensity reduction approach would need to be set stffficiently
far in the future - 2015, 2020 - in order to allow for the economic turnover and
retirement of capital stock for utilities. Coal plants have particularly long lives - 50,
60 and more years. In cases where early retirements are warranted, upfront funding
assistance to help defray the capital expense of new facilities or financial incentives
to permit shareholders to recover the remaining economic value of plants would
facilitate the transition. Otherwise, the increased costs of a rapid turnover of capital
stock would depress cash flow to utilities and returns to shareholders, as well as.
artificially raise prices to consumers.

Another important timeframe consideration is phasing. A phased-in approach could
significantly help to ameliorate adverse impacts of a ghg-intensity reduction
approach.

In the Ion term the need for climate tecimolo~es focusing on research,
development and deplo~/ment (Prig&D). Currently there no "silver bullet" technology
for reducing CO2 emissions from power plants, although the U.S. is developing such
technologies. The RD&D budget of the federal government must be redirected and
enhanced, and government-private sector partnerships enhanced, to reflect an
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emphasis on climate technologies in the long term. This should include increased
funding and financial incentives for clean coal technologies, integrated gasification
combined cycle, carbon capture and disposal from power plant stacks, and carbon
sequestration in trees and soil.

The need for a comprehensive, national approach applicable to all major sectors of
the economy. Electric utilities could support a comprehensive, national approach to
reducing ghg’s only i_fit is applicable to all major economic sectors, including ears,
commercial and industrial sectors, governments, etc. A national approach would also
help to promote inter-seetoral trading. ¯

For other industries, similar and different concerns would be applicable.

4
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"Povenmire, Susan L (OES)" <PovenmireSL@state.gov>
~, !,~.~ .., _;. 01/23/2002 02:05:14 PM

Record Type: Record

To:

cc:

Subject:

See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

"Koenig, Steven F (OES)" <KoenigSF@state.gov>, "Brooks, Josephine C" <BrooksJC2@state.gov>,
"Posner-Mullen, Karyn(Rome)" <PosnerK@STATE.GOV>
Clearance: JOINT STATEMENT

<<JOINT STAT_final _.doc>>

Senior Climate Negotiatior Harlan Watson has forwarded the attached joint
U.S. - Italian statement for release today by the Department of State.
Please confirm that you clear this release.

Thank you,
Susan

Susan L. Povenmire
Press and Public Affairs Advisor
Bureau of Oceans and International
Environmental and Scientific Affairs
UoS. Department of State
phone: 202-647-3486
fax: 202-647-1636
email: povenmiresl@state.gov

I~-’~ - JOINT STAT_final _.doc

Messa~le Sent To:
"Rock, Anthony F (OES)" <RockAF2@state.gov>
"(RIA) Nyman, Elisha E" <e.nyman@state.gov>
"Hilton, RobertB(Main State)" <HiltonRB@state.gov>
"Reifsnyder, Daniel A (OES)" <ReifsnyderDA@state.gov>
Phil Cooney/CEQJEOP@EOP
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"Kolevar, Kevin" <Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov>
01/24/2002 12:07:20 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc:
Subject: Conference call info

Phil:

Attached is the fossil energy information on sequestration.

Kevin

> <<Kev-Seq 02-03.wpd>>

IQ - attl.htm

I ~1 - Kev-Seq 02-03.wpd
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003!_f_vcq45003_ceq.txt

RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:"Watson, Harlan L (OES)" <WatsonHL@State.gov> ( "watson, Harlan L (OES)"
<watsonHL@State.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:29-3AN-2002 20:37:37.00

SUBJECT:: china and India Paragraphs

TO:Phil cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kameran L. Bailey ( CN=Kameran L. Bailey/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Phil and Kameran,

Following is a cut at the china and India paragraphs.
this as a word document.

I have also attached

Harlan

china

India

A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
Unable to convert NSREOP0102:[A1-FACH.D89]SREOP0130054QCV-001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

END A1-FACHMENT 1

Page 1
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"Kolevar, Kevin" <Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov>
01/30/2002 05:53:13 PM

Record Type: Record

To:

cc:

Subject:

See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

’"conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov’" <conrad.cJautenbacher@noaa.gov>, "’tkassinger@doc.gov’"
<tkassinger@doc.gov>, "Blake, Francis" <Francis.Blake@hq.doe.gov>, Phil Cooney/CEQiEOP@EOP
RE: Climate Management

This version reflects minor modifications just discussed with Jim and his
team.

Kevin

I I--~. attl .htm

ID - ST Management v8.ppt

I D - Climate Change Organization Chart v2.wpd

Message Sent To:
James ConnaughtordCEQ/EOP@EOP
John M. Bridgeland/OPD/EOP@EOP
Gary R. Edson/NSC/EOP@EOP
Jay P. Lefkowitz/OMB/EOP@EOP
Marcus PeacocldOMB/EOP@EOP
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Prepared jointly by the Department of Commerce and the Department of Energy
January 30, 2002
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Rapidly growing
~ Announced Feb 2002

~ 11 Charter Partners

54 Partners

~.20 Partners have announced aggres~|ve greenhouse
gas reduction goals

2004 poised to be another strong year "

CLIMATE~’~. 1
LEADERS~
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GDP
Diverse representation across business

The 20 targets avoid 7.5 MMTCE
~ over sector-wide buslness as usual improvement efforts

~ equivalent to Lhe ghg emissions of rp/e million cars.

CLI MATE

kwh from 2001 to 2008.
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CLIMATE f~.

Petroleum
Partner
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maintain program ird:egdty

O~:her Highlights
Partner meeting -- .lune 04

CLIMATE’~
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Time:
Frequency:
Activity:
Location:
Date:
Time:
Activity:
Location:
Date:
Time:
Frequency:
Activity:
Location:
Date:
Time:
Activity:
Date:
Time:
Frequency:
Activity:
Location:
Date:
Time:

Domestic Policy Council Meeting
Rm 211
Monday, February 04, 2002
8:30 AM to 9:00 AM
Every Mon and Thu 8:30 AM to 9:00 AM
Meeting w/P. Dobriansky-Core meeting of the WSSD SR Level Policy Steering Group
722 JP
Monday, February 04, 2002
9:30 AM to 10:30 AM
Event & Message Planning Meeting
Roosevelt Room
Monday, February 04, 2002
12:00 PM to i:00 PM
Every Mon 12:00 PM to i:00 PM
Budget Briefing to Env. Organizations
722 JP (about 45 people)
Monday, February 04, 2002
1:00 PM to 2:00 PM

Daily Energy Policy Call
Monday, February 04, 2002
5:00 PM to 5:30 PM
Every day 5:00 PM to 5:30 PM
GCC Cabinet Level Meeting
Roosevelt Room
Monday, February 04, 2002
5:05 PM to 5:35 PM

James Connaughton - printed Friday, February 01, 2002 6:24 PM by Roberta Conde

OO08’75
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S.169

Global Change Research Act of 1990 (Enrofi.ed as Agreed to or Passed by Both tleus¢ aad Senate)

SEC. 106’. SCIENTIFIC ASSESSMENT.
On a periodic basis (not leas frequently than every 4 years), the Council, tlmough the Committee,
shall pre~at~ and submit to the President and the Cong~ ~u assessment which-

(I) integrate~, evaluates, and ~ the findings of the Program and discu~s~ the
~i~ntifi~ ~m~i~es m~o~d w~th such findings;

(2) aualyzes the effects of global change on th~ nattwal environment, agriculture, energy
~duction and use, land and water r~3urces, transportation, hmnau health and welfare,
human social systems, and biolo~cal dive~ity, and

(3) analyzes current trends in global change, both human-inducted and na .t~, and projects
major ~nds for the subsequent 25 to 100 yea~s.

SEC. 107. ANNUAL REPORT.

(a) GENERAL- Each year at t~e time of submission to the Congress of the Presid~t’s budget, the
Chakman of the Council shall submit to the Congress a repoR on the activities conducted by the
Committee pursuant to this title, including-            ’

a sun~ary of the achievements of the Pt~ogram during the period covered by the .repoxt(1) global change research;and of priorities for fatate

(2) an analysis of the p~ogrcss made toward achieving the goags of the Plau;

(3) expenditures x-equit~lby each ag=tcy or department for caring out its portion of the
program, inoluding--

(A) the amounts spent during the fiscal year most r~cently

03) the amounts expected to be spent during the current fiscal yea~; and

(C) the amounts requested ~o~ the fiscal year for which mo buttgot is bciug ~ubmittod.

htt~ ://thomas.loc.gov/cgl-bin/q~ery/~?¢ t 01:1 :./temp/--c I 0 lkYSj’mk:e 16573:

.2/3/2003
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(b) RECO~ATIONS- The r~port r~iuired by subs~tion (b) shall include
~oomm~idations by the lh’e~d~’nt concerting-

(I) chang~ [u ageacy or d,partment roles ne~¢d to knprove knplementation ofth~ Plan;
aad

(2) additional legislation which may b~ re~luired to achieve the purposes of this rifle.

SEC. 108. RELATION TO OTHER AUTHORITI~.
(a) NATIONAL CLIMATE PROGRAM RESEARCH ACTIVITIES- The pfe~d~t, ~e
Chaixman ofthe Council, and the S~cr~taxy of Comm~rc~ shall .ez~e that rd~ra~t rosoa~hct (15
activities of the National Clhnato P~ogra~ e~tablished by the National Clhnato Program .
U.S.C. 2901 et seq.), are cow,sidereal in developing national global change research efforts.

(b) AVAILABILITY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS- The pr~d~t, the Cha~ ofthe Council,
and the heads of the ag~aci~s and d~partments tepreseIlted oli the Coill~tt¢~, ~hal] e~sure that the
~search findings of the Committee, md of Fed~-~d ag~ncie~ and depa~ane~ts, ar~ availabI~ ~--

(I) the Environmental Pfotecrioa Agency for use i~ the formulation of a coordinated
national policy on global ¢lhnat~ vhange pursuant to section 1~103 of the’Global Climate

Protection Act of 1987 (IS U.S.C. 2901 note); and

(2) all F~ ag~cie, s and d~artments for use in the formulation of coordinated national
polivies for respoad~g to human-induced and natural pro~esses of global, change pursuaat
to oth~r statutory respon.~,bilitie~ and obligations.

(c) EFFECT.ON FEDERAL RESPONSE ACTIONS- Nothtug i~ this rifle shall be construed,
interpreted, or applied to pxe~lude or delay th~ pla~.ning or impl~m~at~tion of my Fedexal action
dedgne, d, [u whole or in part, to address th~ threats of stratosph~xic ozone d~pletion o~ global
di~at~ ~ha~ge.

TITLE II_[NTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN GLOBAL CHANGE
RESEARCH                        ’

SEC. 201. SHORT TITLE.

Tl~is tiflv may be cited as the "Internafion~ Cooperation ~n Global Change Research Act of 1990’:

SEC. 202. FINDINGS AND p.~SES.

(a) FD~D~IGS- The Congr~s makes the following gLudixtgs:

(I) pooling of international resources and scientific capabilities will be essvafial to a
successf~I international global chango program.

comprehe~ve in~er~ovex-~uw~          " "      ss~ble adverse e~ec~s.
r~earch to understand global change and to ~Ugat¢ po

Q003

http:I/thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/queryfF?cl Ol :I :./temp/.-c 10lkYgjmk:e16573:

2/3/2003
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(3) An international global change r~seaxch program will be h,nportant in building future
censuS’as on method~ for reducing global environmental degradation.

(4) The United Sta~s, as a world l~d~ in ¢nvi~omn~tal and ~ sciences, should help
provide lcadc~dp in developing and implementing an int~nationat global change ~s~rch
p~og~n.

(b) PURPOSES- The purposes of this tiff� m’e to-

(l) pxxrmote international, intergovvrnmental cooperation on global change x’e~ear~h;

(2) involw ~vientists and pol~~ from devdoping nations in such oooper~tive #oba~
change ~sea~h Frograms; and

(3) promote international �fforts to provide t~chnical and other a,~ist~ov to developing
nations which will facilitate improv=nents in their domestic standard of living while
m~nimizing damage to the 8lobd or ~gional e~viron~ertt.

SEC. 203. INTERNATIONAL DISCUSSIONS-

(a) GLOBAL CHANGE RESEARCH- The President should direct the S~cretary of State, in
cooperation with the Committee, to initiate, discussions with other nations IeadJng toward
international protocols and oth~r agr~mcnts to coordinate global change research activities. Such
discussions should includ~ the following issues:

(1) Allocation of costs in global change research programs, especially with respect to major

capital projects.

(2) Coordination of global change ~s~arch plans with those developed by international
organizations such as the International Council on Scientific Unions, the World
Meteorolo~icali ~tion, and the United Nations Euviromn~nt

(3) Establishment of global change research c. enters and training programs for scientists,
esI~iallY those from developing nation~

(4) Dev¢1opm~r~t of innovative m~thods for n~nagemcn¢ of international global
r~ar~h, including-

(A) us~ ofn~v or oxist~g int~-gov~.meatal organizafior~ for the coordination or
funding of ~obal cl~ange re~-~ch; and

(B) creation of a limited found~.’o¢~ for global chango

(5) The prompt ~stab~shr~ent of in~-nafional p~jects to-

(A) create globally accessible formats for data colle~ied by various int~afional

(B) ~ombine and interpret data from various _~oureea to produce information readily
usablo by poli~Tmakers attemptixlg to formulate effective strato~i~s for preventing,
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mitigating, a~td adaptln__g to possibly advm’so effects of global change.

(6) Establishment of international offices to disseminate i.uformation useful in identifying,
pr~enting, mitigating, or adapting to tI~ possible effects of global change,

(b) ~lF..g~Y RESEARCH- The px-esident should direct the Secz~tary of State (’m cooperation.

uau ~,~,,,., ~,.-r--intcmaCional x-eseaxch proto~ol for cooperation oh the d~relopment
leading toward nixtcclmologi~s which have min~ally adverse effe.ts on the envirox~m~at. Such disoussiom shoukl
include, bat xxot be limited to, tho following issues:

(1) Creation of rm intomatior~al cooperative Iyrogram to ftmd research I¢late.d to etxergy
efficiency, solar and other ren~-wablo energy sources, mad passively safe and diversiozx-

resistaxxt nuclear reactors-
"o of an international cooperatiw progzmlx to dov¢lop low cost

(2) Cxeatt n . _ ¯ .... ,~.. ~nvironmental, economic, a~d social needs of
technologies which ar~ appropnm¢ tu ,,,,, ~,-
developing nations.

(3) E~chang* of information concerning enviromz~tally safe energy techtxologies and
practices, including those desctibM i~ paragraphs (1) a~d (2).

SEC. 204; GLOBAL CI:IAFIGE RESEARCH INFORMATION OFFICE.Not more than 180 days aft~ the date of enaotm~t of this Act, the president shall, in coxisultation
ago~xoies, ¢stablish tm Oiiioo of Global Change

with the Committe~ and all relevant Federol disselni~e to fordgn governments,
l~searth Information. The purpos¢ of the Office shall be to scientific rose.arch
busineases, and instittttions, as wall as the citizens of fordgn countries,

¯

information available in the United Stat~s which would be us~"ul in preventing, mitigating, or
adapting to the effects of global change. Such information sha!l include, but need mot be lirnitea
to, re~ts of scientific tone.arch and d~eDpnient on technologies usef-ul for-

(1) reducing energy consumption through conservation and energy effici~cy;

(2) promoting the use of solar a~d r~mvable energy sour~ which reduce
gre.nhous¢ gas~s ~le.ased into th* atmosphere;

developixtg replacements £or chlorofluorooarbous, halons, and oth~r ozon~-do#eting
O) a significantly reduced potential for depletix~g stratospholiO ozone,
substances which exhibit

(~) promoting th~ conservation of forest resoure~s*hich help reduce the amount of carbon
dioxi~t~ in th~ atmosphere;

(5) assisting dewloping count,s in ecological peat.management p~aotices and in ~e proper
use of agrioultmal, a~d industrial oh~.mioals; and

(6) promoting ~eoycling ancl source r~htction of pollmants in order to re.due� the volume of
waste which must be clLqposecl of, thus d~creasing ~¢r~ us~ and gt~n~ouse gas ~i~sions.

k

htm.~/thomas.loo.gov/cgi_bin/query/F?cl01 :l :./tomp/,.,c 101kYgjmg:¢165"/3:

2/312003
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TITLE HI-GROWTH DECISION AID

SEC. 301. STUDY AND DECISION AID.

(a) The Secretary of Commerve shall conduct a study of the h~3plicvfions a~d potential
~nsequences of growth and development on urban, ~burban, and rural commmd~.es. Based upon
the findings of the study, the Secretary sha.U produce a d~ision aid to a~st State and looal
authorities in planni~ and managivg re’ban, suburban, and x’ural growth and d~.velopment while
preserving community character.

(b) The Secretary of Commerce ~hall co~ult with other appropriate Federal depaxlxnents and
agencies as necessary in ~ out tiffs section-

The Se.~stary of Commerce shal! submit to the Congress a x-eport containing the de~ision aid
~duccd un&r subseeti~u (a) no later than January 30, 1992. The Sectary shall notify
appropriate ~ and local author~e~ that such devls’ion aid is available on request. "

Speaker of the House of Representatives.

Vice President of the United States and

President of the Senate.

"hl~o ://thomas~lov. ~ov/c gi-bin/que~/F?c 101:1: Jtemp/-c 101 kYSjmk: el 6573:
2/3/2003
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"Watson, Harlan L (OES)" <WatsonHL@state.gov>
02/05/2002 08:59:59 AM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Kameran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Subject: Japan Prime Minister Koizumi’s Feb. 4 Policy Speech to the Diet

Attached is Japan Prime Minister Koizumi’s Feb. 4 Policy Speech to the Diet.
Relevant section addressing the Kyoto Protocol is the following:

A Society that is Enveloped by a Beautiful Environment that Allows for a
Comfortable Lifestyle

We must address the issue of global warming and achieve urban renaissance in
order to firmly hand over to future generations "A Society that is Enveloped
by a Beautiful Environment that Allows for a Comfortable Lifestyle."

The issue of global warming requires an urgent response and I will aim to
see that this session of the Diet approves the ratification of the Kyoto
Protocol and provides for the necessary domestic legislation. Furthermore,
I will continue to make maximum efforts to seek a constructive response from
the United States, and to formulate international rules with the
participation of developing countries. At the World Summit on Sustainable
Development to be held in September, I will call for the achievement of both
environmental protection and development.

It will be no easy task to achieve the goals of the Kyoto Protocol. The
government, local public bodies, enterprises and the general public must
unite and work together in this endeavor. We must aim to create a scheme in
which a balance can be achieved between the environment and the economy, so
that our efforts, to achieve these goals may result in a revitalization of
our economy and the creation of employment, using technological innovation
and the creative ingenuity of the business comm. unity. At the same time, we
will actively promote the growth and preservation of healthy forests to
absorb carbon dioxide emissions.

Approximately 90 percent of greenhouse gases come from carbon dioxide
emissions resulting from energy consumption. That is why we will powerfully
advance measures to conserve energy and measures to promote new energy
sources while, premised on ensuring safety, we will also steadily advance

¯ nuclear power generation, which emits no carbon dioxide. The fuel cell is
the key to opening the doors to an era in which hydrogen will be used as
source of energy. We will aim to achieve its practical use as a power
source for automobiles and a source of electric power for households within
three years. In addition, we will promote the introduction of new energy
sources by electrical power suppliers.

CEQ 000591CEQ 000591



In order to reduce the amount of energy that we unwittingly use in our every
daily lives, I want to call on each and every person to re-examine the way
he or she lives, such as by making utmost use of energy saving products. As
for the government, we have implemented reforms of our own, such as deciding
to replace all general official vehicles with low emission vehicles and
introducing a recycling system in which le~over food is collected and
providedto farmers for use as fertilizer and livestock feed. This year,
the number of solar power generation devices installed in central government
ministries will be increased by approximately five-fold and a 50 percent
increase will be made to the number of environment-friendly devices
purchased by the government as we promote green procurement.

In order to accelerate the creation of a recycling society we will establish
a scheme for continually recycling the more than 5 million used automobiles
that are disposed of each year. Furthermore, efforts will be made to
promptly launch businesses that can be quickly implemented from those
included in the Zero Waste City Project.

Another urgent issue is the creation of comfortable urban areas. Using the
power of the private sector to the fullest extent in the advancement of
urban development projects is extremely important not only for urban
renaissance, but also for resolving the issue of non-performing loans
through providing greater liquidity to real estate. We will introduce a new
system for urban planning under which all existing regulations on urban
planning will be dispensed with and in which private contractors will be
able to freely make project proposals. At the same time, powerful financial
assistance will be provided to private-sector businesses. In order to
enhance the appeal and international competitiveness of our cities, I will
steadily promote urban renaissance projects, including the creation of
regional disaster relief centers in the waterfront areas along Tokyo Bay.

<<2-4-02 Text of Prime Minister’s Policy Speech in Diet.doc>>

I D - 2-4-02 Text of Prime Minister’s Policy Speech in Diet.doc

Message Sent To:

OES Team Climate-DL <OTC@state.gov>
"(RIA) Manning, Robert A" <r.manning@state.gov>
"Biniaz, Susan (Intemet)(L-OES Room 6420)" <BINIAZSN@ms.state.gov>
"Rock, Anthony F (OES)" <RockAF2@state.gov>
"Tumer, John F (OES)" <TumerJF@state.gov>
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Proposed Climate Change Legislation - February 2002

Federal Climate Strategy/Management
, S. I008, Byrd-Stevcns
¯ S. 1716, Kcay, St©veto, Hollings, Inouye, Akaka
~, S. 1294, I4sg~ Cr~S, Murk°w~i. Bond, Roberts, Domcnici
¯ S. 1781, McCain, Brovad~k
¯ S. 1766,Daschl©,Bingnman

2. Federal Climate Science Scientific Research Program
. S. 1294, Hag©l, Craig, Murkowski, Bond, Robe,s, Domcnici

S. 1766, Dasdflc, Bingmnan

3. Signifi~ntly Enhanced Federal Technology Research and Development
S. 1294 H~©I, Crai~ Mukowski, Bond, Rob~,s, Domenici

. S. 1008, Byrd-Stevens
$S.1766, Dascble, Bingsman

4. TeclmoloSY Trmmfer to l)zvelopi~ Countries
¯ S. 1294, Ha~l, Craig, Murkowski, Bond, Roberts, Domcnici
¯ S. 1716, Kerry, Stevens, Hollings, Inouye, Akaka
¯ S. 1766, DmJchle, Bingemen

¯ S. 1294, Hs~l, Cnd~ Murkowski, Bond, Roberm,
S. I~70, Corzinc, ~J~ Lieberman

¯ S. 178 I, McCain, Brownback
¯ S. 1766,Daschle, Bingaman

6.
~Vol~ttary Industry Clmilenges

, S. 1766, Daschlc, Binsjmmn

¯ S. 1716, K~ay, Stevens, Hollings, Inouye, Akaka
¯ S. 1 $70, Corzine, Jeffords, Licberman
, S. 1766, Dsschle,, Bingmnan

8. Cm~on Sequestrstion
¯ S. 769, Brownback
, S. 785, Brownback
¯ S. 1225, Wydcn, Brownback

9. Mandatory Carbon Dioxide Controls
S. 556, 3effords, Lieberm~ chafee
McC, ain & Liebennan pledge to int~luce

000’742
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220~ C Street,,,Room 4330.
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fax: (202) 647-0191
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1994 WL 231560 (F.1L)
(Cite as: 59 I~R 28442)

OES/EGC 2B2 647 0191 P.B2/12

Pagcl

NOTICES

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Bureau of oceans and International Environmental and Scientific Affairs

(Public Notice 2015)

Announcement of Groundrules for U.S. Initiative on Joint ~mplementatlon

Wednesday, June I, 1994

*28442 ACTION: Final ~roundrules.

SUMMARY: The U.S. Climate Change Action Plan~ announced by President Clinton on
October 19, 1993, set forth a series of measures designed to return U.3. greenhouse
gas emissions to 1990 levels hy the year 2000 through domestic actions alone.
.Recognizing the enormous potential for cost-e£fectlve greenhouse gas emission
reductions in other coun~rie~s, the Administration also called for a pilot program--
the u.s. Initiative on Joinu ~mple~en~ation (USIJI)--to help establish an empirical
basis’ for considering approaches to joint implementation internationally and thus
help realize the potential of joint implementation both to combat ~he ~hreat of
global war.ins and to promote sustainable development.

.Department of StaKe Public NoticeolPl8 (58 FR 660S?-66059, December 17, 1993) set
forth draft Groundrules for the U.S. Initiative on Joint Implementation as directed
by the President in the U.S. Climate Change Action Plan, to provide criteria for the
operation of a pilot program. This notice provides the final Groundrules, together
with a summary of and response to comments on the draft Groundrules.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT=Daniel A. Relfsnyder, Director, O~fice of Global
Change, OES/EGC, room 4333, Department of State, 2201 C Street, Washingto]1, DC
20B20-7818, telephone: (202) 647-4069, facsimile: (20~) 647- 0191.

summary of and response to comments on the draft groundrules: The Department of
State received twelve sets of co~ents on the draft Groundrules. The discussion
below provides a review o~ the comments received, as well as an explanation of the
rationale for making revisions to ~he Groundrules. Comments are organized according
to the outline of the Groundrules themselves: (I) Purpose, (IZ) evaluation and
assessment, (III) eligible participants, (IV) evaluation panel, and (V) criteria for
project eligibility.

Section I. Purpose

only one comment was received on this section, It proposed revising the language
to reflect that used in ~he United Nations Framework ~onvention on Climate Change.
As the intent of the Groundru].es is, in part, to provide an empirical basis for use
internationally, the Groundrules were modified to maintain approprlat~ pa~allelism
with the Convention.

Copn ~ W~st 2002 No Claim [o Orig. U.S. Govt. Works
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Section II. Evaluation and Reassessment

Comments on this section raised two issues: (I) Questions regarding the timing of
the evaluation of the pilot program, and (2) recommendations that the evaluation
process be open to the public. Regarding the timing of the evaluation, one comment
suggested that the first evaluation should be within one year of the issuance of the
Groundrules. Section IV, paragraph C(8) of the draft Sroundrules called fo~ the
prepiratlon of annual reports; this paragraph has been maintained, and in the
Department’s view, fully covers the need for a one-year interim assessment of the
USIJI.

with regard to opening the evaluation to the public, it was decided that the
modaliti~s for preparing the evaluation should be left to the discretion of the
Evaluation Panel. To this 6nd, a specific responsibility related to "operational
modalities" has been added to tl~e Panel’s tasks (IV.C.(7)); this new language
appropriately covers the ~pecific circumstance reZerred to in ~he commen~.

Section III, Eligible Participants

T~o main issues emerged in commen~s on this section: (I) Recommendations that
"groups" of entities be entitled to submit projects, and (2) recommendations
regarding restrictions on ~oreign participants in the program.

To address the former comment, the text has been revised to allow for groups. This
change takes accouI1t of the potential for a consortium of companies to coordinate in
the preparation and implementation of a JI project.

Comments on the latter poin~ included suggestions for restricting eligibility of
foreign participants to (i) countries that are parties to the FCC, or (ii) Annex
Parties only. AS the Groundr~les are designed to allow for the maximum ~amber of
acceptable projects to go forward, additional restrictions such as limitations on
project participant eligibility were not incorporated.

Section IV. Evaluation Pa0el

Comments w~re received on th~ Evaluation Panel membership, as well as on its
responsibilities, on membership, commenters proposed that non-governmental
representatives from both industry and the environmental *28443 community be added
to the Evaluation Panel. In the revisedGroundrules, language has been added which
requires the Evaluation Panel to develop operational modalitles for implementing the
program, providing the Pane! with the opportunity to assure public participation.
Furthermore, while ~he Department recognizes the importance o£ full public
consul~a~ions, it supports the existing lan~age which establishes responsibility at
the federal level to accept o£ reject project proposals.

one commenter proposed deleting Evaluation Panel authority to approve or reject a
project. The commenter argued tha~ the Evaluation ~anel should accept all projects
unless they were deficient, putting the onus on ~he Evaluation Panel to discover
deficiencies rather than on the project ~o demonstrate adequacy. The Department’s
view is tha~ such a procedure would be inappropriate; project proposers have the
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information at hand, and the resgonslbility for compiling information needed is
appropriately theirs. The Panel will not have adequate resources to perform such a
review.

Original item IV.C(3) has been amended to specify that the Evaluation Panel will be
resp6nsible for reviewin~ and evaluating project submissions, including baseline
projections (further discussed under Section V. amendments).

Many of the comments received stressed the importance of the operational aspects of
joint implementation. The Department fully agrees that these issues are critical,
although the stipulation of such detailed operational guidance is beyond the purview
of these Gro~ndrulms. For this reason, and to indicate explicitly the important
attached to the development.of operational criteria, a new section (section IV.C(7))
has been added to the text to allow the Evaluation Panel to oversee the development
of the day-to-day operanions of the USIJI, including such tasks as preparing the
forms for project submissions, setting internal rules to determine what constitutes
a "complete" submission, and the degree of assistance which may be provided by nhe
Evaluation Panel to project applicants.

one commenter suggested req~.ring the return of project evaluations within 30 days
of receipt of a completed application. In the Department’s view, a 30-day
turnaround would be impossible to meet, and would provide too little time for
adequate review of project submissions.

It was recommended that the Panel coordinate with other organizations such as the
Export-~mport Bank, the Overseas Private Investment Corporation, the Commodity
Credit Corporation, and the ’Enterprise for the Americas Program. The Department
fully agrees with the thrust of this recommendation; however, representation by each
of these organizations on t~e Evaluation Panel i~ not necessazy to assure this
coordination, modalities for which can be left to the Evaluation Panel to develop.

It was recommended that theEvaluation Panel be specifically authorized to establish
either ad hoc or standing sub-committees with technical expertise in areas related
to evaluating eligibility requirements to assist the Evaluation Panel in executing
its.duties. The Department agrees with this recommendation, and believes that such
specific operational modalities are covered by the additional language in this
section.

section v. criteria

Nearly every set of comments referred both genera11y to this section, ~nd more
specifically to the language of individual criteria; to simplify the discussion,
each criterion is discussed separately below. In this discussion, criterion numbers
refer to those of this new, revised text except where otherwise stated.

chapeau for Subsection A.

One commenter recommended that the language in the chapeau paragraph be changed
from "must find" to -shall consider". The commenter argued that in a pilDt phase,
the ~ore stringent "must fine" requirement would rule out all .projects. However,
the Department strongly bel~eves tha~ a credible minimum standard must be se~ for
projects to be included as par~ of this initiative. Further, in the Department’s
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view, each of the criteria contained in this section :is cr&tlcaI to the
acceptability of a project submission. The language of this chapeau was therefore
left unchanged.

Criterion A,I

Several commenters noted potential difficulties with this criterion, questlonlng
both the uncertain nature of documentation required to assure host government
-acceptance", and the value of having such a criterion at all. while the Department
agrees that the nature of the documentation that must be provided to determine
"acceptabillty" has not been defined, the Department also believes the criterion--
for the host government to find the project acceptable--is essential. Unless the
United States, through the US~JI, can begin to examine how other countries’
governments treat JI projects during the pilot phase, it will be impossible to
develop an empirical database for developing appropriate criteria in the operational
phase.

criteria A.2, A.3 and A.4

Numerous comments were received on these criteria. Issues were raised regarding,
for example: How to interpret the requirement; the difference between "actual" and
"projected" reductions; the level of certainty required regarding the likelihood of
the projected reductions: whether a grandfathering of projects should be allowed;
requirements to reject projects that may be mandated but not implemented under host
country law; and the need to ~nclude the information regarding fiscal year 1993.
The Department agrees that the operational modalities for these are complex matters;
however~ as noted above, language has been added to provide the Evaluation Panel
with the authority to develop the appropriate forms and specifications required for
projects. However, in addition to this language, the text of these criteria has been
amended in several ways from that originally published for public review snd
comment.

First, a new criterion has been added {Section V.A. (2)):

To be included in the USIJI, the Evaluation Panel must find that a project
submission involves specific measures to reduce or sequester greenhouse gas
emissions initiated as the result of the U.S. Initiative on Joint Implementation, or
in reasonable anticipation thereof.

As used here, the term "specific measures" is meant to refer to actions to reduce
or sequester greer~house gas emissions that may form a part of a broader project. In
some cases, the specific measures may constitute the entire project; in other cases,
the specific measures may be a lesser subset of the project.

This criterion is designed to promote "additionality .... that is, actions above and
beyond those that would have be~n taken otherwise. It seeks to do so in two ways:

(1) By establishing a reference date before which it would be difficult to conclude
that activities were unde~take~ as the result of the USIJI; and

(2) By requiring that projec~ participants demonstrate what measures were or will
be implemented in response to the USIJI.
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With respect to the reference date, the phrase "or in reasonable anticipation
thereof, is designed to provide a reasonable "grace period" for *28444 participants
and to establish some certainty- The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
change involved nego~iatlons on joint implementation and provides for joint
implementation in Article 4.2. It would thus be reasonable to consider project
submissions involving measures initiated after the date of the Convention’s
adoption--May 9, 1992; although it would be more difficult to reach such a
conclusion with respect to measures initiated prior to that date, the Evaluation
Panel may do so on a reasonable showing that the measures were undertaken in
anticipation of joint implementation.

With respect to the need to demonstrate what measures were or will be implemented
in response to the USIJI. ~he Departmen~ acknowledges the difficulty in seeking to
gauge why participants undernook or plan to under-take specific measures, since most
projects will be implemented for multiple reasons. At the same time, the integrity
of the pilot program would be undermined if participants were able simply to
repackage activities that would otherwise have been undertaken and submit them for
inclusion under the usIJX. In this regard, the Department notes that an issue
closely debated at the 9th Session of ~he Intergovernmental Negotiating Committee
for the Framework Convent,.on on Climate Change (February 1994) was the need to
assure ,,additionality" with respect’to joint implementation projects. To promote
such -additionali~y", it will be important for project participants to demonstrate
to the satisfaction of the Evaluation Panel that the measures undertaken or to be
undertaken were implemented in response to the USIJI or in reasonable anticipation
thereof. ~n particular, they will need to demonstrate how these measures are above
and beyond what wo~id reasonably have been or be likely to occur otherwise.

The original criteria under Section V. have also been amended to eliminate the
tautology thaK would have been established by original Section V.A.(3). Original
Section V.A. (2) has also been amended in.this process.

These ~wo amended criteria (new Section V,A.(3) and (4)) are also intended to
promote "additionality." ~n ~his sense they are similar to the req%lirement with
respect to federally funded activities, i.e., ~hat they be undertaken with funds in
excess of those available for such activities in fiscal year 1993.

Under new Section V.A.(3), project submissions will need to include data and
methodological informatio~ su£ficient to establish a baseline of current ~nd future
emissions--both in the absence of, and as the result of, the specific measures taken
or to be taken to reduce or sequester greenhouse gas emissions. Under new Section
V.A.(4), the Evaluation Panel will need to find that the specific measures have
reduced or sequestered, or will reduce or sequester, greenhouse gas emissions beyond
the baseline of current and future emissions in the absence of the specific measures
taken or to be taken. In reaching such a conclusion, Khe Evaluation Panel will need
to pay particular attention tc baseline projections in the absence of ~he project’s
specific measures. The Evaluation ~ ..... 1 will need to find that such baseline
projections are reasonable- R’elevant factors the Evaluation Panel may consider
include, among o~hers:

--Whether the baseline projections are consistent with the prevailing s~andard of
environmental protection in the country involved

--whether the baseline projections are consistent with existing business practices
within the particular sector or industry
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--whether the baseline projections are consistent with trends and changes in those
practices

--Whether a project was altered before or after being implemented to take into
account considerations related to joint implementation

As noted, the Evaluation Panel will be able also to consider any other evidence it
deems relevant to its assessment of the reasonableness of the baseline projections.
The Evaluation Panel will be able to reject project submissions which, in its
Jud~ent, do not establish reasonable baseline projections-

with respect to measures already undertaken, participants may be able to
demonstrate ,,additionaliuy" and ,,reasonable anticipation" in a number of ways.
Relevant factors the Evaluation Panel may consider include, among others:

--Evidence that a project was altered before or after implementation to take into
acco~tn~ consideranions related to joint implementation

--Evidence that a project was specifically undertaken to promote joint
implementation

--Contract provisions that specifically allooate amens project participants the
greenhouse Sam emissions reduced or sequestered

Criterion

One commenter suggested requiring the project proposers to include in their
submissions a monitoring schedule. While such recommendations may be appropriate to
the operational activity, in the Department’s view the specific criteria for
monitoring cannot be resolved at this tim~, and should be thoroughly discussed and
established by the Evaluation Panel. The addition of languase providing the
Evaluauion Panel with authority to develop operational modalities will assure that
this issue can properly be a~dressed.

Criterion A.6

No comments received.

Criterion A.7

Several commenters proposed that the criterion be deleted as placing too onerous a
burden--i,e., for a full environmental impact assessment--on each project. In the
Department’s view, it is imperative not to move forward with projects which, while
leading to greenhouse gas reductions, also lead to potentially si@niflcan~ Dut
unidentified negative non-GHG environmental impacts. Again, however, the details of
what will be required to meet this criterion are appropriately left to the
Evaluation Panel.

Another commenter proposed that the criterion be s~ren~thened so that project
submission would be automatically rejected if any negative ~mpact were found. In the
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Department’s view, the Eualuation Panel itself must be given discretion to evaluate
the results--and this is done through Section V.B, which allows other environmental
considerations to be used. ,in determining the acceptability of the project.

Criterion

One commenter suggested limiting the time over which the reduction uredit could be
claimed as part of the assurance that emissions reduced or sequestered were real.
The Department believes than this is a matter for individual project participants to
determine, and that individu~l clrcumsUances warrant individual attention from the
Evaluation Panel.

Original Criterion A.8 (now deleted)

In the December 17 Federal Register notice draft Groundrules, this criterion
provided for registration of the project in the national inventory established under
secDion 1605 of the Energy Policy Act of 1992. While the Administration is rapidly
moving to develop this registry, guidelines for the program have not yet been
completed. Thus, this criterion has been deleted. However, it is the Department’s
firm expectation that the 1605 registry will be developed *s8445 in a manner
consisten~ with ~hese US~J~ Groundr~les, and that in the future, project
partioipants may be expected to register their projects through the 1605 program.

Criterion A.9

Co,metiers suggested amending the criterion to limit how the "credit" for the
project could be apportionei-~with a minimum amount allocated to the host country,
and ~n automatic discounting of total allowable emissions reduced or sequsstered
based on the uncertainty o£ the project. In the Department’s view, it is most
appropriate that the allocation of emissions reduced or sequestered be decided by
the participants. Thus this suggestion was not included.

Section V.B

The ~econd category of criteria in the Groundrules contains items that the "Panel
shall also conslder"--a less stringent formulation than that required for the
criteria in section V.A. The p~incipal c~mment on this section proposed to delete it
as being redundant with Section V.A. As discussed above, in the Department’s view,
it is essential to establish two categories--one for minimum requirements that must
be me~ to include a project submission; the other with additional items thaK the
Evaluation Panel shall also c~nsider in deciding whether to include a project
submission.

General Comments on Language
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A number of the comments received addressed the usage of the word "net" throughout
the text. The comments expressed conoern that the word could be read to require
project submitters to total their domestic emissions with their inuerna~ional
emissions (and for that total to be reduced through the JI project) to allow the
project submission to be included. This reading was not intended. As a
consequence, ~he language has been changed throughout the text, and the words
"reduced or sequestered" are now used vice "net." The Department interprets
"reduced" also to include "avoided."

Groundrules

The following describes the U.S. Znitiative on Joint implementation (uS~JX), which
shal! be established as a p[lo~ program.

Section I--Purpose

The purpose of the pilot program shall be to:

(I) Encourage the rapid development and implementation of cooperative, multually
voluntary, cost-effective projects between U.S. and foreign partners aimed at
reducins or sequestering emissions of greenhouse sages, particularly projects
promoting technology cooperation with and sustainable development in developing
countries and cottntries w~th economies in transition to marke~ economies;

(2) Promote a broad range of cooperative, mutually voluntary projects to zest and
evaluate methodologies for measuring, tracking and verifying costs and benefits;

(3) Establish an empirical basis to contribute to the formulation of international
criteria for joint implementation;

(4) Encourage prlvate sector investment and innovation in t~e development and
dissemination o~ technologi4s for reducing or sequestering emissions of greenhouse
gases: and

(5) Encourage participat.ing countries to adop~ more complete climate action
programs, includin~ national inventories, baselines, policies and measures, and
appropriate specific commiumen~s.

Section If. Evaluation an~ Reassessment of Pilot Program

The pilot program shall be evaluated and reassessed within two years of its
inception or within si~ months of adoption of international criteria for joint
implementation by the Conference of the Parties to the united Nations Framework
convention on Climate Chan~e, whichever is earlier.

Section XII--Ellglble Participants
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(i) Any O.S. citizen or resident alien;

(2) any company, organization or entity incorporated under or recognize4 by the
laws of the United States, or group thereof; or

(3) any U.S. federal, sna~e or local government entity.

B. Foreign

(I) Any country that has signed, ra~i~ied or acceded to the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change;

(2) any citizen or resident alien of a country identified in B(1) of this section;

(3) any company, organization or entity incorporated under or recognized by the
laws of a country identified in B(1) of this section, or Stoup thereof; or

(4) any national, provincial, state, or local gover~nent entity of a country
identified in B(1) of this section.

Section IV--Evaluation Panel

A. An Evaluation Panel is hereby established.

B. The Evaluation Panel shall consist of eight members, of whom:

(i) One shall be an employoe of the Department of Energy, who shall serve as Co-
Chair;

(2) One shall be an employee of the Environmental Protection Agency, who shall
serve as Co-Chair;

(3) One shall be an employee of ~he Agency for International Development;

(4) One shall be an employee of the Department of Agriculture;

(S) One shall be an employee of the Departmen~ of Commerce;

(6) One shall be an employee of the Department of the Interior;

(7) Oneshall be an employee of the Department of State; and

(8) One shall be an employee of the Department of the Treasury.

C. The Panel shall be r~sponsible for:

(I) Advising and assisting prospective U.S. and forei~rnparticipants on the
technical parameters (inclL~ding with respect to baselines, measurlns and tracking)
of projects submitted for inclusion in the USIJI;
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(2) Accepting project submissions from eligible U.S. participants and their foreign
partners;

(3) Reviewing and evaluating project submissions, including baseline projections;

(4) Approving or rejecting project submissions for inclusion in the US~JI, based on
criteria contained in section v;

(5) Providing written reasons for its decisions, which shall be made publicly
available, within 90 days’ of receipt of a complete submission or res~bmission;

(6) Certifying emissions re~u~ed or ~equestered estlmaued to result from projects;

(7) Developing operational modalitles for the implementation of the Program; and

(8} Preparing an annual repo~t of its activities, including a summary of approved
projeut~.

Section V--Criteria

A. To be included in the USIJI, the Evaluation Panel must find that a project
submission:

(I) Is acceptable to the government of the host country;

(2) Involves specific messures tO reduce or sequester greenhouse gas emissions
initiated as the result of the U.S. Initiative on Joint implementation, or in
reasonable anticipation theweof;

(3) Provides data and metho~logical inforraation sufficient to establish a baseline
of current and future greenhouse gas emissions:

(a) In the absence of the specific measures referred to in A.(2)-- of this section;
and

*28446 (b) As the result of the specific measures referred to in A.(2) of this
section;

(4) Will reduce or seques~e’r greenhouse gas emissions beyond those referred to in
A. (3) (a) of this section, and if federally funded, is or will be undertaken with
funds in excess of those available for such activities in fiscal year 1993;

(5) Contains adequate provisions for tracking the greenhouse gas emissions reduced
or sequestered resulting from the p~oject, and on a periodic basis, for modifying
such estimates and for comparing actual results with those originally projected;

(6) Contains adequate provisions for external verification of the greenhouse gas
emissions reduced or sequestered by the project;

(7) Identifies any associated non-greenhouse gas environmental impacts/benefits;

(8) Provides adequate assurance that greenhouse gas emissions reduced or
sequestered over time will not be lost or reversed; and
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(9) ~rovides for annual reports to the Evaluation Panel on the emissions reduced or
sequestered, and on the share of such emissions attributed to each of the
participants, domestic and foreign, pursuant to the terms of voluntary agreements
among project participants.

B. In determining whether to include projects under the USIJI, the Evaluation
Panel shall also consider:

(I) The potential for the project to lead to changes in greenhouse gas emissions
elsewhere;

(2) The potential positive and negative effects of the project apart from its
effect on greenhouse gas emissions reduced or sequestered;

(3) Whether the u.S. participants are emitters of greerihouse gases within the
United states and, if so, whether they are taking measur=s to reduce or sequester
such emissions; and

(4) Whether efforts are underway within the hmst country to ratify or accede to the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, to develop a national
inventory and/or baseline of greenhous~ Sag emissions by sources and removals by
sinks, and whether the host country is taking measures to reduce its emissions and
enhance its sinks and reservoirs of greenhouse gases.

Dated: May 24, 1994.

David Colson,

Acting Assistant Secretary, Bureau of Oceans and International Environmental and
Scientific Affairs.

(FR Doc. 94-13262 Filed 5-31-9~; 8:45 am)

BILLING CODE 4710-09-M

59 FR ~8442-01, 1994 WL 231560    (F.R.)

END OF DOCUMENT
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COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS

58 EAST 68TH STREET ¯ NEW YORK ¯ NEW YORK IOO2I

Tel zI2 434 9400 Fax zrz 734 r594

David G. Victor
Adjunct Senior Fellow

February 19, 2004

Mr. James L. Connaughton
Council on Environmental Quality
722 Jackson Place, NW
Washington, DC 20503

Dear Jim:

Enclosed is a draft of the Council Policy Initiative (CPI) on global climate change. I hope you
will have time to review this draft prior to the meeting next week. Please pay particular attention to
whether the draft is a fair representation of the full range of responsible opinion on this issue. Do the
speeches make the best case for each of the three major alternatives? Have we identified the most
illuminating and appropriate alternatives? Do the speeches work well with the cover memo? What
materials, if any, should we include in annexes--such as copies of key documents, agreements, or figures?
Should we add a note on sources and places for further reading? We welcome comments of any type,
including on the details. Although the format of the CPI is a presidential memo with speeches, our
audience is a broad group of interested non-experts. Please let us know if you think the text is not
accessible or interesting to that audience. The meeting itself will likely focus on the major issues where
group discussion would be most valuable. We will have additional copies on hand, or can photqcopy
your text, in case you would like to provide detailed editorial comments.

To confirm, the meeting will take place on Thursday, February 26, 2004 from 12:00 to 2:30 pm at
the Council on Foreign Relations office in Washington, DC, located at 1779 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
(Tel: 202-518-3400).

I greatly appreciate your guidance in this effort and I look forward to hearing your thoughts on
the enclosed text. Although I assure you that your name will not be mentioned in the report, your
comments will certainly be reflected in the f’mal product.

If you would like to discuss the report further either before or after the meeting, do not hesitate to
contact me at (650) 724-1712 or David.Victor@stanford.edu. In addition, please contact Margaret
Winterkorn-Meikle at (212) 434-9683 or mwinterkorn@cfr.org with questions about the advi~sory
committee meeting or the project in general.

Sincerely,

Encl.

co:Kenneth L. Peel
Philip A. Cooney
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From:

Re:

~VIEMORANDUM TO THE PRESIDENT
(draft 18 February 2004)

"National Security Adviser" and "Director of the National Economic Council"

Policy Strategies to Address Global Climate Change

For fifteen years the U.S. government has straggled with developing appropriate policy
responses to the hazards of global climate change. Industrial and agricultural activities, such as
burning fossil fuels and clearing forests for crops, cause the emission of carbon dioxide (CO2)
and other "greenhouse gases." As these gases accumulate in the atmosphere they trap heat and
alter climate, which in turn will probably raise sea levels and cause more extreme weather events
such as heat waves, droughts and floods. Although often called "global warming," the expected
changes in climate are likely to be more complex than a simple rise in global average
temperature. For example, changes in high altitude winds over the Rocky Mountains as well as
fluctuations in the Atlantic Gulf Stream--both possible with changing climate---could actually
cool parts of northern Europe. Climate is naturally variable and humans are highly adaptive;
however, the effects of climate change could unfold more rapidly than the capacity of humanity
and ecosystems to adapt.

During the late 1980s this issue rose to prominence in the United States and other
advanced industrialized countries. Because the emissions that cause climate change are global in
scope, successive administrations have crafted policy through coordination with other countries.
The United States alone accounts for one-quarter of world emissions of greenhouse gases, but
our ability to act alone is limited. Industry has been wary of costly limits on its emissions unless
other firms in the global marketplace are required to make comparable efforts. Already, nearly
half of world emissions are from developing countries, and that fraction is rising. Moreover,
even as public concern about this issue has waned in recent years here in the United States, our
allies (especially in Europe) remain deeply concerned and are increasingly frustrated by what
they view as inadequate United States response to the problem at hand.

In 1992 at the "Earth Summit" held in Rio de Janeiro the United States signed the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, which established a broad f~amev~brk for
international cooperation on climate change. 187 nations are now members of that
Convention---essentially every nation on Earth but for Iraq, Somalia, Turkey, and few others.
Widespread membership and compliance reflects the Convention’s exceedingly modest
obligations. For the United States and industrialized countries, compliance has required
submitting reports on emissions of greenhouse gases and contributing to a special fund that
compensates developing countries for the "agreed incremental cost" of their efforts to comply
with the Convention’s goals. The Convention urges all nations to aspire to reduce their
emissions but set no firm targets for timetables. This arrangement reflected the national interests
of the key participants. Industrialized nations generally sought to control emissions but could
not agree on the particular level of effort nor how to share the burden. Developing nations were
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wary of en.cumbering commitments and thus agreed only to actions that imposed no cost to their
economies.

Most governments, including your predecessor’s administration, viewed the
Convention’s commitments to control emissions as woefully inadequate. In 1995 they launched
a diplomatic process to strengthen the Convention, culminating in the 1997 Kyoto Protocol.
Kyoto set targets for the total quantity of greenhouse gases that industrialized countries would be
allowed to emit during a specific "budget period" of 2008-2012. (Kyoto is largely silent about
obligations beyond 2012.) The Protocol envisioned allowing countries flexibility in meeting
their commitments through a worldwide system of tradable emission credits, modeled on the
successful experience with trading air pollution credits in the United States. Firms and
governments in the industrialized countries would be allowed to trade portions of their emission
budgets. Since greenhouse gases mix globally in the atmosphere this trading system would
allow attainment of the environmental objective (less human stress on the climate system) at the
lowest economic cost.

Kyoto imposed no targets and timetables for emissions from developing countries.
However, a scheme known as the "Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)"--largely the
brainchild of Brazil and the United States--would encourage foreign investment in projects that
yield lower emissions of greenhouse gases. Investors would calculate the level of emissions that
would occur with and without their projects; the CDM would award valuable emission credits for
the difference. For example, the World Bank has pooled funding from a coalition of 23
governments and firrns to invest in projects such as a small dam in Chile that will produce
electricity without causing emissions of CO2 from the burning of fossil fuels. The investorsm23
governments and firms from advanced industrialized countries that face tight emission
constraints under the Kyoto Protocol--hope to get emission credits that they can use back at
home. Host countries such as Chile seek investment.

The Clinton administration never submitted the Kyoto Protocol to the Senate for its
consent, as it surely would have been defeated. Kyoto would have required that the United
States reduce its emissions of "greenhouse gases" to 7% below 1990 levels during the years 2008
to 2012. At the close of the 1990s U.S. emissions were already 17% above 1990 levels and
rising at 1.3% per year. Reversing that trend before 2008 appeared to be impossible, and thus
any plan for U.S. compliance would have required prodigious use of the international emission
trading system. However, the targets and timetables set in Kyoto awarded a large surplus of
emission credits-to Russia. In Kyoto, Russian negotiators refused to accept a cap that Was more
strict than a simple freeze on their emissions at 1990 levels; by the late 1990s, however, the
collapse of the Russian economy, which forced the closing of factories, drove emissions nearly
40% below the earlier level, and emission projections for 2008-2012 suggested that Russia
would have surplus emission credits of roughly one billion tons of CO2. Selling those credits
(mainly to U.S. farms) would net Russia perhaps $20 to $50 billion, although these credits were
not the result of any active emission control efforts in Russia. In addition to this shell game,
critics of Kyoto focused on the lack of any obligation for developing countries to control their
emissions.
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Early in 2001, you adopted a policy that, in effe.ct, withdrew the United States from the
Kyoto process. You argued that the United States could not meet its Kyoto targets at acceptable
cost; the international trading system was unworkable; and, it was unfair to force U.S. industry to
compete in a world economy without meaningful emission controls on all nations. Over the last
three years your administration has developed an alternative approach that is based on voluntary
actions by firrns, investment in new technology--such as hydrogen-powered fuel cells for
vehicles and advanced low-emission coal plants--as well as parmerships with key developing
countries to assist their application of advanced technologies. At the same time, most other
nations have remained engaged with the Kyoto process, in part your dramatic withdrawal from
Kyoto galvanized most other governments to close ranks and profess their support for Kyoto.
However, key industrialized nations are now f’mding that they, too, will find it difficult to meet
their Kyoto targets. Many developing countries, which had expected to be the beneficiaries of
new technologies and investments unleashed by this trading system, have grown dissatisfied as a
robust market has not yet emerged. The CDM is floundering, in part because it is tied in red tape
and in part because the large potential surplus of emission credits from Russia and other nations
that had hoped to sell to the United States has depressed prices and reduced the incentive to
invest in projects in developing countries.

With climate change policy in the United States and abroad at a crossroads, you asked us
to convene an inter-agency process to review your options. We f’md that the issue of climate
change is one of the most complex topics on today’s policy agenda. It involves most agencies of
government, from the federal to the local level. It requires working closely with Congress and
with other nations; if a political deal with one key player unravels then many others can come
unstuck as well. Controlling emissions will require credible policies that impose costs on society
today with benefits that accrue in the distant fumre--a time scale that crosses generations and is
longer than most actions of government. Even as this issue is extraordinarily complex, it has
also become highly polarizing. At one extreme, climate change is viewed as a hoax or
conspiracy dreamed up by scientists who want to usurp government control of the economy and
lubricate a gravy train of research funding. At the other extreme, climate change is seen as a
threat so severe that it requires complete and immediate re-organization of the modem industrial
economy. The public is deeply confused about the risks and options, offering both the danger
that any policy will be easy to parody and the oppommity for you to shape public opinion along
the lines most consistent with your favored policies.

Your policy options are not easy to summarize. We have prepared three broad policy
strategies, which we present as speeches that you might give in the coming months. All three
options recognize that climate change poses varying risks to the U.S. economy and U.S. national
security. The speeches differ in their assumptions about the magnitude of climate hazards and in
their policy responses.

The f’trst strategym"minimal effort"--is founded on the principle that the hazards from a
changing climate are comparable with other environmental challenges that modem society has
managed. This strategy advocates improving our capacity to adapt to a changing climate while
making modest investments in new technologies that could allow for lower emissions in the
future. This strategy is based, in part, on the claim that even an aggressive effort by the United
States would have only minimal impact on the rate of climate change. Developing countries are
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adamantly opposed to controlling their rising emissions, and there is little that we can do to alter
their interests and behavior. Strident in places, this speech suggests that special interests have
inflated the danger of changing climate to serve their needs and warns Americans not to become
paralyzed by fear of this problem.

The second strategyn"beyond Kyoto"--follows a radically different approach. It
emphasizes that climate change could cause abrupt shifts in weather patterns or sea level, with
potentially catastrophic consequences. For humans, adaptation could be expensive; for nature,
adaptation may be impossible--leading to mass. extinctions and the loss of unique ecosystems.
With this perspective, the only sensible response is to slow and stop climate change at its root--
with aggressive controls on emissions. This speech embraces the Kyoto Protocol as the only
viable international framework. It promises to re-engage with the Kyoto process on the
condition that key flaws are fixed. It demands more realistic short term targets for the United
States, elimination of the huge windfall of emission credits for Russia and Ukraine, arid
advocates a much stronger Kyoto framework for the future. It advocates setting aggressive (but
achievable) long-term goals for limiting the concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere
and mandatory participation of developing countries, with strict penalties for those who do not
adhere. It suggests that the need to control carbon is so important that it must become an
organizing principle for our foreign economic policy.

The third approach--"making a market"--also recognizes the need for concerted
international action to control emissions. However, it rejects the Kyoto Protocol as an unrealistic
top-heavy scheme that relies too much on bureaucrats rather than markets to solve the climate
problem. This speech argues that the most effective international regimes, such as the World
Trade Organization, have emerged over many decades from the "bottom up." They are the result
of disparate practices that are loosely coordinated through international institutions but rely
heavily on national institutions. In the case of the climate change, this speech emphasizes the
need for a diversity of effortsMby key U.S. states, the federal government, and other countries.
It advocates creating emission trading systems in these jurisdictions and then allowing these new
"currencies" to establish their value as governments and markets (not international bureaucrats in
the Kyoto process) determine which permits represent bona fide reductions in emissions. This
speech draws on examples such as the creation of the Euro; it applauds efforts in some firms and
states to begin experimental emission trading. This speech warns against hasty action to involve
all nations in creating this currency since many--such as Russia and most developing
countries---do not have the institutional capacity in place nor the desire to control emissions.

These three strategies involve lumping together a multitude of detailed policy choices.
At this pivotal moment we want to ensure that your policy decisions are not constrained by our
combinations of choices. Thus "-’r *his memorandum we unpack the major policy issues in each
of six major areas where you face choices:

¯ The scientific assessment of causes and consequences of climate change;
¯ Adapting to a changing climate;
¯ Strategies for controlling emissions;
¯ Investing in new technology;
¯ Engaging with key developing countries;
¯ Ird’orming the public.
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Science: The State of Knowledge and Policy Choices

In its simplest form, the physical cause of climate change is not disputed. The
atmosphere naturally contains greenhouse gases such as water vapor, carbon dioxide and
methane. Absent these gases the planet would cool to a subzero frozen ball, much as the desert
cools rapidly on a cloudless night. If humans pump enough of these heat-trapping gases into the
atmosphere we will alter the energy balance of the planet. However, the exact relationships
between emissions of these gases, their buildup in the atmosphere, and the ensuing changes in
climate are hotly contested.

Climate is naturally variable. Small changes in the Earth’s orbit around the sun cause the
ice ages and other long-term fluctuations in climate. Since the depth of the last glaciation--
about 20,000 years ago, when much of New England was buried under ice and mammoths
roamed in California--the climate has warmed considerably. In addition to these orbital
gyrations, natural changes in the intensity of the sun also affect climate. Some solar cycles occur
regularly and are easy to predict, such as the 11 year cycle, which last peaked around 2001.
Other changes in the sun have appeared less frequently yet have large consequences. Starting
around 1645, for example, the sun dimmed a total of about 1% for seven decades, causing some
of the lowest temperatures during what was already a cold snap---the "little ice age" that had
begun around 1400 and lasted until around 1900. For the most part, cold temperatures were
unwelcome to populations that were already struggling to stay warm and grow crops. Indeed,
until the very recent concern about global warming surfaced in the early 1970s, most studies of
climate change focused on natural causes and, interestingly, usually equated warming with an
"improvement" in climate.

Within these natural variations, the f’mgerprint of human activities is coming into focus.
Through burning fossil fuels and deforestation, humans have already caused atmospheric
concentrations of CO2 to rise about one-third, from 285 parts per million (ppm) on the eve of the
industrial revolution to about 365 ppm today. Since the late 19th century, global average
temperatures have also risen about 0.6°C, although the change has not been steady. The 1940s
were a period of cooling, linked to a slight dimming in the sun. The 1990s are the warmest
decade on record; it is highly likely that the 1990s are the warmest decade since 1400, and they
are probably the wannest in more than a millennium. Most experts think that most of the
wanning in the last 50 years is the result of rising concentrations of greenhouse gases.’.In
addition to that observed warming, another 0.5°C of warming is by now "built in" due to the
greenhouse gases that have already accumulated in the atmosphere.

The best models today do a good job of reproducing the historical temperature record, but
it is not impossible that scientists will discover that natural cycles account for a much larger
share of recent warming. Since the historical record is used, in part, to test the predictive
capacity of climate models this debate is not merely an academic curiosity. A reliable
continuous record of global climate does not exist prior to the late 19th century when global
shipping and colonialism allowed the establishment of a global network of somewhat accurate
thermometers. To measure earlier climates, scientists must use proxies such as tree tings, ice
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cores, fossils, ancient Chinese records of sunspots, and sundry other partial indicators. Much of
the controversy about temperature trends has focused on the methods for assembling those
proxies into a record of temperature and climate. The best way to take the planet’s temperature
is by satellite, which assures equal global coverage without bias in the placement of
thermometer. Alas, the only reliable satellite records began in 1979, and there have been many
important discrepancies between this relatively short satellite measure and longer records from
ground-based thermometers, balloons, and rockets. Some of these discrepancies are the result of
technical disputes about how to interpret the satellite record, and some reflect the fact that the
satellite measure temperatures at different levels in the atmosphere whereas most thermometers
sense only at ground level. The National Research Council evaluated these issues in 2.003,
outlined a research program to resolve the outstanding problems, and underscored that satellite
and ground based records alike show that the atmosphere is warming.

As the concentration of CO2 and other greenhouse gases rise still further in the future,
what might be the consequences? The crudest measure of impact is the change in average global
temperature if the concentration of atmospheric CO2 were to reach about 550ppmma level
roughly double that of the "clean" pre-industrial atmosphere. The first ever systematic
assessment of that questionmin the late 1970s by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences--
suggested that doubling CO2 would yield an increase in global temperature of 1.5°C to 4.5°C. In
the 25 years since that study, numerous additional assessment have not changed that range very
much. The most recent full assessment of the science, completed in 2001 by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)---an international assessment process
involving thousands of scientists from around the world, including most of the best scientists
from the United States--examined uncertainties in the full chain from emissions of greenhouse
gases to changes in climate. The IPCC concluded that during the 21st century global climate will
probably warm between 1.4 to 5.8°C. That range is actually wider than the previous IPCC study
just five years earlier, mainly because the most recent emission scenarios account for a much
greater variety of possible futures. In 2001 you asked the National Academy of Sciences to
convene a panel of distinguished scientists to review several key questions related to climate
change, including the main f’mdings of the IPCC report; the Academy panel reached essentially
the same conclusions as IPCC.

We find it striking that more than two decades of intense research, reflecting a total
investment of perhaps $50b worldwide, has not narrowed the estimated change in temperature;
nor has it narrowed any key estimates of other changes in climate, such as the frequene_.y and
intensity of storms, the risks of drought, and other changes in weather. As scientists hhve
learned more about the climate system they have uncovered a vast field of unturned stones. In
box 1 we summarize the most important remaining unknowns.
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All three of the policy options that we outline involve substantial continued investment in
the science of climate change--so that future decisions on matters such as controlling emissions
of greenhouse gases can be better informed of the risks of changing climate and the costs of both
action and inaction. Regardless of the investment, however, it is likely that policy decisions
today and in the future must be made in context of extreme uncertainty. Moreover, the standard
tools for making decisions under uncertainty are not easy to apply in this case. It may not be
possible to hedge against some outcomes--such as extinctions or irreversible changes in
climate--because species and climate are unique within our experience on Earth and we have no
other planets with which to pool the risk. Scientists have identified many of the hazards and can
estimate the range of uncertainties; but other possible hazards are simply unknown.

In 2002 you established a new cabinet-level structure for managing U.S. investments in
climate change science and technology. Within that program, your administration created a
climate change science program (CCSP) and a climate change technology program (CCTP). We
will discuss CCTP later and focus, here, on CCSP. Although government-wide efforts to ensure
a rational and strategic investment in climate science date to 1989, the CCSP’s ten-year strategic
research plan that your administration released in 2003 is the most comprehensive federal vision
for climate science to date. It was based on unprecedented cooperation of federal agencies and
detailed review by outside experts. In speeches and through the CCSP you have emphasized the
need for better monitoring of temperature and other climatic variables, assessment of climate
feedbacks, improvements in the carbon cycle, and sundry other fields. CCSP also includes
strategic plans for investing in decision support tools since key policy decisions about where to
invest in science and what to do about the climate change problem require complex choices
within the context of rampant uncertainty. The strategic research plan released in 2003 is
impressive in its scientific breadth and has commanded widespread respect from the scientific
community.

We think that your investment in science, which builds on earlier administrations’
programs, is sound and requi~es no further attention from you at this point. However, we call
your attention to three concerns.

First, you should know that the effectiveness of the government’s investment in climate
science will depend heavily on factors that are outside your direct control, such as. the intellectual
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organization of the scientific effort. Over the last three decades the best climate models have
become extremely complex and costly to maintain and run. Only two models in the United
States and two others overseas operate at the most sophisticated frontier. With this small
population of highly complex tools, the scientific community must remain vigilant in ensuring
that a diversity of approaches is supported and that efforts to compare model outputs do not yield
"groupthink" that tends to over-emphasize conventional wisdom while excluding fringe opinions
and outliers that are often the locus of scientific progress.

Second, we f’md that the integration of social science and natural science modeling
remains in infancy. We are concerned that the social sciences are poorly organized to bring their
insights to bear. Moreover, the main device for integrating the sciences--so-called "integrated
assessments"--are based almost solely on quantitative models that make it difficult for most of
the social sciences (except for economics) to participate in the debate. Policy analysis in this
context is therefore framed in highly stylized "ideal" policies that do not account for the quirks
and inefficiencies that arise when real policies are implemented by real political systems. That
problem leaves you and your successors in the position of making policy choices with highly
incomplete information about costs, benefits and political consequences. For example, many of
the models used to quantify the costs of controlling emissions assume that power plants fired
with natural gas (which emits less CO2 than coal) or nuclear heat (which emits no CO2) will be
available when needed. Yet, in reality, the process of siting power plants and their infrastructure
such as reception facilities for liquefied natural gas or disposal facilities for nuclear waste can be
time consuming and costly. Political and legal experts have insights into these issues but, at
present, are largely absent from the quantitative debate about policy options.

Third, we note that the CCSP declares priorities but is strikingly silent on cost and value.
The plan contains no estimates of cost, and the administration’s normal budgeting process is
focused on an annual cycle that does not correspond with the CCSP’s ten year vision. Some
aspects of climate science--such as building, launching and operating satellites--are extremely
expensive and dominate the total investment in climate science.

We suggest that you direct your science adviser to convene a process to address these
concerns. That process would ensure that the scientific community is organized to make optimal
use of the increasingly costly monitoring and computer tools. It would also involve a more
active effort to assess the value of different scientific research programs for policy decisions,
which would make the process of sei:ting research priorities more transparent. In the 14 years of
attempts to create an integrated federal budget and strategy for climate change there h~ never
been a serious effort to compare systematically the declared priorities of scientists and policy
makers, a sober assessment of investment value, and actual budgetary spending. Yet the size of
total spending on climate research is approaching $[2]b per year; future policy makers could
benefit substantially from a more rational budgeting strategy.

Adapting to a Changing Climate

The impact of a changing climate on American interests depends on the types of changes
that may occur and the ease with which we can adapt. Your assessment of these factors will
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have a large influence on your policy slrategy. If you think that we are largely immune and
highly adaptive then the case for controlling emissions of greenhous~ gases is weakened.

The most comprehensive assessment of climate impacts on the United States is the
National Assessment of the Potential Consequences of the Potential Consequences of Climate
Variability and Change, produced as part of the 1990 Global Change Research Act and f’malized
late in 2000. The report assessed climate impacts in five climate-sensitive sectors, such as
agriculture and coastal zones, in twenty different regions of the United States. The report
complements a global assessment of climate impacts completed the same year by the
Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change.

The National Assessment concluded that it is highly likely that rising sea levels will
cause erosion of coastal wetlands. (Sea level rises because water expands when it warms; in
addition, the runoff from melting glaciers raises the volume of ocean water.) Warmer winter
temperatures are also likely to reduce snowpack, causing difficulties for watershed management
in regions where water resources are already tapped heavily. Alaska is likely to face special
difficulties since many roads and pipelines are built on permafrost that is a poor foundation when
it thaws. Across much of the United States higher heat indexes and more frequent heat waves
are also likely, imposing some costs on electric power systems needed to supply air conditioners.
Not all the news is bad, however. The study f’mds that agriculture and forestry are likely to
benefit from higher concentrations of CO2 (which causes plants to grow more rapidly), but
growing stress from heat and water could be harmful, especially to natural ecosystems that are
less able to adapt than those that are actively managed by humans, such as crops. The impacts of
changing climate are likely to vary considerably across regions. For example, farmers already
working at the edge of the climatic zone for their crops will likely face the need to switch crops
or face losses. Soybean farming in the already warm southeastern United States is likely to
suffer, but new areas for cultivation may open in the far north where temperatures are presently
too low for soybeans. Under most scenarios, U.S. farmers and consumers would ben.efit from
higher crop yields and lower prices.

Over time, the United States and most other advanced industrialized countries have
become somewhat immune to climate. In 1850 about two-thirds of the U.S. economy depended
on the climate--farming, forestry, hunting & fishing, and other "outdoors" activities could be hit
hard if climate took at turn for the worse. Today, only about 5% of U.S. economic activity is
affected directly by climate, although estimates of the indirect impacts range up to about one-
third of total economic output (i.e., about $3 trillion dollars per year). An increasing fraction of
the economy is essentially decoupled from climate and weather. We live in office buildings with
climate control, fly in aircraft that land and take off in nearly zero visibility, buy food and other
products on a world market that increasingly locates production where weather and other factors
are most favorable. In contrast, less wealthy societies--both the poor here in the United States
and the very poor in the developing world--are generally more vulnerable and less able to adapt.

Despite better climate-proofing, we are not .invulnerable. Estimates compiled by the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) suggest that on average severe
weather events cause $11b in damages per year nationally. In outlier years, which may become
more common with climate change, single storms can cause tens of billions of dollars in damage.
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The assessed value of coastal real estate between Miami and Palm Beach alone is about $1
trillion--much of its value tied to the proximate ocean yet vulnerable to rising sea levels.

It is possible to reduce those losses. For example, better weather and climate forecasting
are already reducing vulnerabilities to "El Nifio," a natural climatic cycle that occurs every 2-5
years and affects the whole planet. It brings extreme weather to the United States and causes
crops to fail in Australia, Indonesia and elsewhere in southern Asia. The 1982-1983 E1 Nifio, the
strongest on record, caused abnormally high water levels on the Colorado fiver that threatened
the integrity of the Glen Canyon dam situated immediately above the Grand Canyon failure of
that dam, or others stressed by high water flows, could cause massive loss of life and cascading
dam failures downstream. The 1997-1998 E1 Nifio, normal by historical standards, caused $4.5
billion in total losses of crops and property in the United States alone.

Over the last 15 years governments and the private sector have developed sophisticated
weather forecasting tools that can now assign a high probability for the onset of E1 Nifio a year in
advance, making it possible to adjust water usage, crop choices, and other factors that fall easily
within human control. Equally important is the development of advanced agricultural
techniques, infrastructure management systems, and sundry other factors such as efficient water
markets that reliably price scarcity. All of these measures to inoculate our economy against E1
Nifio have occurred quite apart from the threat of climate change, but they will aid our response
to climate impacts. Similar measures have emerged for essentially all other weather-related
hazards, such as tornadoes, intense storms, drought and flood.

As President you will be hard-pressed to identify many ways that the federal government
can be effectively accelerate the "climate proof’mg" of modem society. Most of the growing
immunity to climate is the result of development rather than active policy. However, we
highlight three areas where you might consider further action. First, you may want to make
additional efforts to ensure that potential future climate impacts are known by those whose
actions, today, can do the most to alleviate our future vulnerabilities. The need for information is
especially great in the planning and construction of costly, long-lived infrastructures, such as
bridges, power plants and water treatment plants located in coastal zones where sea level will
rise. Small changes adopted during today’s projects could greatly ease future adaptation.
Already much is underway. River managers are examining the risks from saltwater reaching the
public water supply intakes in cities such as Philadelphia. When Boston city planners revamped
the waterfront in the 1980s they allowed for a [two] foot rise in sea level in the design for new
sea walls and protection against storm surges. Compared with just a decade ago, most~ large
weather-sensitive infrastructures are planned in the United States with an eye to long-term
climate change.

Second, and related, is the nee6 ,o promote institutions that will aid adaptation. Many
such institutions already exist, such as futures markets for agricultural products that aid in the
hedging of risks and encourage actors in the private sector to gain the information they need
about climate and weather impacts. There is remaining cause for concern, however, that
agricultural and water markets still fall far short of their efficient ideal. In the West, especially, a
plethora of distortions keep water from flowing to where it yields the greatest value. In
agriculture, the 2000 farm bill has probably set back the cause of creating an adaptive farm
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sector by locking into place centrally-determined crop choices and by distorting the value of
farm land. Your administration has announced its intention to roll back that farm program if a
similar deal can be struck with the European Union through the foundering talks in the World
Trade Organization. The long-term U.S. interest in creating an adaptive agricultural sector--
quite apart from saving billions of dollars per year in price supports--is additional reason to
pursue such a deal.

Third, many countries will press the United States to be accountable for the effects of
climate change in other countries, notably in the developing world where exposure to climate is
greater and the ability to adapt is already thin. In India, for example, despite a thriving industrial
and service sector, roughly one-quarter of economic output (and two-thirds of all employment)
are linked to agriculture. You could invest in programs to assist these countries in adapting, such
as by helping them to build modem weather forecasting systems. But the track record with these
programs is mixed, in part because it is very difficult to isolate "adaptation" projects from the
broader development of the whole economy. An alternative approach is not to invest in
adaptation-specific projects at all but, rather, to assist these countries with their normal process
of economic development. Wealthier and more democratic societies are generally better able to
adapt on their own. Your administration’s new "Millennium Challenge Account" (MCA) is an
innovative approach to assisting countries that are most likely to use foreign aid for tree
economic development. This program was not conceived as a strategy for climate-proof’mg, but
through development such programs may have a much larger effect in making countries adaptive
to climate change than any policy that is specially targeted for that purpose.

It is probably not possible to achieve complete invulnerability to a changing climate. In
particular, you must decide how to weigh three types of hazards that may be difficult to manage.
If you assign importance to these scenarios then it will be hard to justify a policy that relies
mainly on adaptation to a changing climate rather than controlling emissions and mitigating the
climate problem at its root.

First, some countries--mainly developing countriespwill face enormous difficulty in
adaptation. Low lying nations, such as the archipelago of Vanuatu in the Pacific or large swaths
of coastal Bangladesh that sit barely a meter above sea level, face the specter of rising sea levels
with trepidation. Economically, it may be much less cosily to move these populations (or ignore
their troubles), but as a matter of justice and politics that option may not be available.

Second, some climate hazards may be difficult or impossible to contain. For eXTample,
many scientists have suggested that a warmer and wetter climate will facilitate malaria, yellow
fever, and other water-borne diseases. Industrialized countries have already brought these
diseases under control, and developing countries will probably do the same as they become
wealthier. However, it may prove difficult to prevent the spread of climate-linked diseases as
borders become more porous. One hundred years ago when the United States brought malaria
under control it was difficult for malarial patients to travel and re-infect a zone; today, every
major malarial zone in the world is less than 24 hours from the United States by airplane, and 40
million international air passengers arrive in the United States every year. Unlike property risks,
where insurance markets can respond rapidly to a change in danger, risks to human lives create
liabilities that require a whole generation for adjustment. The 1999 outbreak in New York of
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West Nile virus--a disease chrried in birds that is transmitted by mosquito in a manner similar to
malaria--illustrated the dangers and underscored that the public is easily panicked. The vires
infected 62 people that year in New York and killed 7.

Third, and finally, it may be extremely difficult to adapt to the consequences of abrupt
climate changes--such as a rapid shift in the North Atlantic ocean circulation or the accelerated
melting of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet. Better monitoring and gaming of these scenarios could
improve our adaptive capacity, but the dislocations could be so large that adaptation is not an
option.

Of these three points of vulnerability, we f’md that the third is most likely to affect U.S.
interests and security most directly. Yet the risks are most difficult to quantify. We expect that
these hazards will become an ever larger part of the public debate about how to respond to
climate change. The most likely consequences of a changing climate may not be much different
from other weather and environmental hazards to which modem society has adapted, but the
extreme scenarios are of a different character. They are politically salient and also a genuine
source of concern. Insofar as you weigh these risks heavily then it would be prudent to make a
substantial investment in controlling emissions.

Controlling Emissions

Whether and how you adopt policies to control emissions of greenhouse gases will be
politically the most visible and controversial aspect of your climate change policy strategy. Ever
since 1988, prominent Senators and Members of Congress have introduced bills to require
mandatory limits on emissions, although not one of those bills has attracted enough votes to pass.
In.2003, the Senate voted on a bill sponsored by Senators Lieberman and McCain, which would
have imposed caps on U.S. emissions of greenhouse gases. The bill lacked details--such as on
the method for allocating the extremely valuable emission credits--that would be needed to
make the proposed emission trading system operational. However, it did attract 43 positive
votes---"free votes," say many observers since nobody expected the bill to pass which suggests
that there is growing interest in adopting some sort of meaningful response to the threat of global
warming.

Prior to the vote on the Lieberman-McCain bill, the only other time that the full Senate
has voted on climate policy was the July 1997 resolution sponsored by Senators Byrd ~and Hagel,
which passed 95-0. Intended to demonstrate U.S. resolve in advance of the final negotiations on
the Kyoto Protocol that fall, the resolution declared that the Senate would not accept any treaty
that did not impose binding obligations on developing countries that were comparable to those
f~.,r the United States. That resolution cast a shadow over Kyoto, which did not impose any
obligation on developing countries, and has became a legislative Rorschach test. Now, those
who advocate limits on U.S. emissions--including Senator Byrd himself--point to the report
adopted alongside the resolution, which emphasized the risks of a changing climate and the need
for action. Those who oppose limits point to the tersely worded resolution itself, which demands
of developing countries what they adamantly refuse to accept.
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Absent mandatory controls, since 1992 the federal government has had in place a
program to encourage private In’ms to make voluntary reductions--also known as "1605(b)"
after the section of the Energy Policy Act (EPAc0 of 1992. In 2002, 228 entities reported
reductions totaling 265 million metric tons of CO2 equivalents (about 4% of actual gross U.S.
emissions that year). Many firms have participated in 1605(b) because they see it as a way to
gain public credit for reductions that they would have made anyway (or, in some cases, they have
made at very low cost). Many participants also appear to believe that acknowledged reductions
will also lead to futm’e rewards, such as extra emission credits in some future emission trading
program.

Critics have savaged the voluntary 1605(b) program for its loose accounting standards.
(Much of that critique is now blunted by new accounting rules that your administration is putting
into place in 2004~indeed, they are so strict that some firms lament that it will be very difficult
to achieve registered projects.) Many conservatives remain critical of this scheme--and similar
state-level systems for registering emission reductionsnbecause insofar as they offer an implicit
promise of future rewards they are, in effect, a back door strategy for implementing a soft cap on
emissions. Some of that criticism is rooted in the desire to avoid any controls on emissions at
any time. Some of it is inspired by the realization that promises of handouts for early voluntary
emission reductions will, in essence, reward incumbent firms that know how to fill out the forms
and manipulate the bureaucracy. Alternative methods for allocating emission permits could be
much more efficient for example, an auction of permits (as is done when allocating mobile
telephone licenses) would deliver the windfall value of these permits to the public owners of the
atmosphere rather than private firms that are talented at f’flling forms.

Designing Effective Emission Controls

Crafting a strategy for controlling emissions is a very complicated and potentially risky
task since it involves altering the metabolism of the industrial economynfossil fuels. Over the
last decade, successive administrations have examined four broad types of policies.

First, the government could make fuller use of voluntary programs. In addition to
1605(b), for example, the government could make more aggressive use of labeling and
informational programs. For example, EPA’s "Energy Star" program has had enormous success
in voluntarily convincing the manufacturers of computer monitors, VCRs, and other devices that
used to consume large amounts of power in "standby" mode to reduce this parasitic consumption
of power without much altering functionality. Without such programs, few consumers would
have been able to figure out on their own why their electricity bills were so high and identify and
install viable technological alternatives.

Many voluntary programs have focused on household energy decisions. All told, about
one-third of U.S. emissions come from households, and there is ample evidence that households
are especially far from the frontier of best practice in their usage of energy. Homeowners often
do not invest in even in the simplest and most cost-effective measures, such as adding insulation
and buying efficient appliances. The federal government and most states already have in place a
variety of programs to overcome these deficiencies, such as mandatory labeling of the energy
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efficiency and operating costs of most large appliances and energy audit programs that help
homeowners learn about their options. However, it is unclear whether there are additional
opportunities for low-cost emission controls through such programs. For example, many states
with regulated power utilities have allowed (or even mandated) utilities to work with customers
to f’md low-cost ways to limit demand for electricity and gas. These "demand side management"
programs have been inspired by the logic that it is often less costly for society to limit its use of
energy than to expand energy supply systems. Yet the actual record of these programs is mixed.
Some have been highly successful--especially those involving large energy users (e.g.,
substituting ultra-efficient heat pumps for traditional air conditioners) and those that require only
simple changes in end technologies (e.g., substituting efficient compact fluorescent lamps for
incandescent bulbs that use ten times the energy for the same light output). However, many of
these programs are justifiable only with low capital costs and dubious accounting allowed by
regulators and do not pass normal market tests.

The mixed record with voluntary programs and the lack of visible progress in controlling
emissions has led many observers to argue that a mandatory program for controlling emissions is
necessary.

Second, you could develop a policy of controlling emissions through direct regulation,
such as mandatory energy efficiency standards. Already government imposes many energy
efficiency standards; their effectiveness and economic merits are hotly contested. For example,
in 1972 the average U.S. refrigerator consumed 1800 kilowatt hours (kwh) per year. Through a
successive series of binding standards--first in California and then nationwide--power
consumption has declined to about 500 kwh per year, even as the average size of refrigerators
has increased and functionality such as through-the-door ice and water service has risen. It is
difficult to disentangle the effect of higher electricity prices, awareness of energy issues, and
autonomous innovation within the refrigerator business from the specific effect of tightening
efficiency standards, but many experts argue that such standards are proof that government can
and should force technological change through binding rules on equipment suppliers.

The single largest effect of government energy efficiency standards on total energy
consumption and emissions of greenhouse gases is in personal vehicles. Ever since 1975 the
United States has set standards that require each major vehicle manufacturer to achieve a
minimum average level of efficiency for the fleet of cars and light trucks they sellwthe so-called
Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards. These standards, along with higher
gasoline prices, explain why during the 1980s total emissions from personal vehicles actually
declined even as the total distance traveled by cars and trucks rose steadily every year. Only in
the 1990s did emissions and total fuel consumption resume their rise--partly because the
efficiency standards for new cars have been largely stagnant since 1985 and notably because new
tastes of wealthier consumers favored less efficient "light trucks" over "passenger cars." Today,
the CAFE standards are 27.5 miles per gallon (mpg) for cars and 20.7 mpg for trucks. (The
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, which administers the CAFE program, has
raised light truck standards to 22.2 mpg for the model year 2007.) The category of"light trucks"
includes nearly all minivans, crossover vehicles such as DaimlerChrysler’s PT Cruiser, and all
SUVswtoday, 36% of registered vehicles are "light trucks." About [8%] of personal vehicle
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sales are trucks that weigh more than 8500 pounds and therefore not even subject to the
relatively lax fuel economy standards for light trucks.

In 2002 the National Research Council issued a report showing that it was possible to
increase fuel economy for new passenger cars and trucks by about 50% over the next decade,
with little impact on vehicle safety. They also recommended eliminating the bureaucratic
distinction between "cars" and "light trucks," which is a vestige of much earlier policies that
aimed to exempt short-haul industrial vehicles from being subjected to the same strict fuel
economy standards for passenger cars. In that era, higher weights were essential and lawmakers
wanted to avoid imposing hardship on already strapped small f’n’ms and farmers. That era,
however, is largely over.

There are ample opportunities to make greater use of direct regulation. We find,
however, that most firms and economists are unified in their belief that direct regulation is
excessively costly. For example, strict energy efficiency standards force consumers to spend
capital on efficiency features that they otherwise would not select; more cosily vehicles cause
consumers to delay purchases, which in turn probably makes the vehicle fleet older and perhaps
less efficient than it would be otherwise.

Third, you could pursue a market-based policy that relies on taxing emissions--often
called a "carbon tax" since carbon dioxide is the main greenhouse gas. The tax sends a price
signal to f’Lrrns and households, encouraging them to reduce emissions. As economic policy it is
attractive because the tax does not require the economy to cap its emissions at a particular level
in any particular year. With a tax you know the cost that your policy imposes on the economy;
unlike a policy that caps emissions (which we discuss below) there is little risk that your policy
could accidentally impose a cost on the economy that is higher than Americans are willing to
pay.

The central problem with this approach is its political difficulty. The last Presidential
effort to create a broad-based tax on fossil fuels was the Clinton Administration’s ill-fated "BTU
tax" that was part of his 1993 economic recovery package. Although the proposed tax was very
small (about [4] cents per gallon of gasoline, which is less than the typical variation in fuel prices
during the summer driving season), voters and most in Congress hated the measure. The
conventional wisdom from that debacle is that direct regulation and other stealth measures are
politically much easier to pass than higher taxes. Arguably, however, the failure of the BTU tax
stemmed from the lack of any clear purpose for the measure and the absence of a cohdrent
strategy for utilizing the revenues from the tax. Given your visible stand against most other
taxes, even with a clear articulation it would be extremely difficult to organize the votes needed
to pass such a policy. In addition to the~.e carnal political reasons to avoid taxes, many
environmental groups abhor the tax approach because its effect on emissions is uncertain.
Emission caps, by contrast, make it clear what the economy must deliver for the environment.

Taxes also present special problems for international coordination. If you impose a
meaningful tax on the United States you will want to ensure that other countries impose similar
measures on their firrns as well. In practice, though, countries that have already adopted carbon
taxes riddle them with loopholes and special exceptions to reward politically powerful groups
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and to reduce the real costs of compliance. A coordinated international approach based on
taxation would require complementary rules to limit these practices, and such rules would be
difficult to enforce. Indeed, similar types of disciplines on tax policy exist in the WTO, where
despite sophisticated enforcement institutions it has been very difficult to assure compliance.
(The same criticism about the difficulty of international coordination also applies to voluntary
and mandatory regulations. Indeed, when the European Union proposed building the Kyoto
Protocol around long menus of voluntary and binding policies, the United States vehemently
argued that the approach would be inefficient and impossible to monitor.)

The problems with the preceding policy options have led most analysts and politicians to
focus on a fourth option--a market-based "cap and trade" system. In this scheme, each nation
would adopt a binding cap on its total emissions. The nation would then allocate emission
credits within its borders--probably far "upstream" at power plants, mines, oil wells, and other
users of fossil fuels that cause emissions of greenhouse gases. (A "downstream" system could be
impossibly costly to administer since millions of fh’ms and households would hold emission
credits.) Firms would then be free to trade these credits, which would ensure that actual
emission controls are applied where it is cheapest. The United States has successfully used such
"cap and trade" systems in phasing out lead in gasoline and.in controlling emissions of sulfur
dioxide, the leading cause of acid rain. This vision for a cap and trade system is already built
into the Kyoto Protocol, mainly from the insistence of the United States government.

Political and Economic Considerations in the Design of an Emission Trading System

Our deliberations focused extensively on ways to design a cap and trade system for the
United States and how to couple that system with trading oppommities in other nations. The
issues are exceedingly complex. If you decide to proceed with a cap and trade system we
recommend that you convene an inter-agency process to develop proposals in detail. For now,
we highlight five important issues that you should keep in mind as you contemplate your policy
strategy for climate change.

First, an emission trading system offers opportunity for political arbitrage. The permits
that are allocated under this system are extremely valuable and can be used to blunt opposition
and reward politically powerful constituencies. When the Congress crafted the 1990 Clean Air
Act it awarded most of the sulfur emission credits to existing emitters, the interest group that
would have been most adamant in opposing emission controls. Studies show that aw~ding just
ten percent of carbon emission permits to the hardest hit stakeholders--coal mining firms in
particular---could make them whole and blunt their opposition. We question the economic
efficiency of a scheme that diverts large resources through an ailing industry--rather than
allowing the market itself to determine coal’s fate--but as a matter of political expediency such
allocations are probably unavoidable. Your economic advisers will urge you to auction the
permits, as is done in a large number of other areas where the government leases a public good
for private purposes (e.g., radio spectrum for cellphones). Using standard methods for
calculating asset values, the total value of U.S. emission credits would be in the range of $1
trillion, making this the largest allocation of public property since the opening of the American
West.
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Second, creating an effective trading system is akin to inventing a new form of money--
the carbon credit. Already several entities have created pilot programs to trade credits and prove
the merit of the concept. For example, the Chicago Climate Exchange opened in December 2003
for trading between 19 North American entities who have agreed to reduce their emissions
voluntarily; at present, carbon futures are trading for less than $1 per ton--an extremely low
level that reflects the lack of any meaningful incentive to control emissions in the U.S. economy.
Similar pilot efforts are taking shape in Massachusetts and New Hampshire; the European Union
has created a binding trading system for large industrial sources that will begin operation in
2005.

The value of this new currency will be a function of the number in circulation and the
rules that govern exchange. Following this analogy, we f’md that a poorly designed trading
system could not only fail to address the environmental problem but could also cause harm to the
U.S. economy. Mindful of these risks, we urge you to develop a careful strategy for deciding
which nations should be allowed inside the trading system.

On the one hand, it is useful to involve as many countries as possible in the trading
system because that offers the greatest potential gains from trade. Pilot projects have already
proved that flexibility in the geography of emission control can cut costs dramatically. For
example, American Electric Power--the largest coal-burning U.S. electric utilitymhas
demonstrated that it is less costly to limit net emissions to the atmosphere by protecting a
rainforest in Bolivia than to control emissions from its existing power plants located in the US.
Gas companies in western Europe and pipeline companies in Japan are exploring ways to get
credit for investing in better pipelines and compressors on the gas .transmission system in
Russia--Gazprom, Russia’s gas monopoly, welcomes this approach because it would attract
badly needed investment in its crumbling gas transmission system, and the western firms see it as
an opportunity to enter the Russian gas market and control emissions at much lower cost than in
the already tight and efficient systems they operate at home.

On the other hand, the countries that have the greatest opportunity for low cost emission
controls---developing countries as well as Russia and Ulcrainemare those that have the weakest
internal institutions and thus are least likely to be able to monitor and enforce the system. In
effect, countries with weak institutions will be printing excessive quantities of this new currency,
degrading the value of the scrip held by all others and causing higher emissions that undermine
the scheme’s environmental objectives. No durable currency has ever sprung forth by’starting
with large numbers of highly diverse agents in the absence of strong institutions that are essential
to protecting the currency value. It is useful to keep in mind the experience in Europe with
creation of the Euro. In that case, 12 countries created a common currency within an existing
context of strong collective institutions, independent courts, a strong administrative bureaucracy,
and a new central bank. Even then, the transition has been far from seamless---~e EMU was
reluctant to penalize France and Germany even though in 2003 both countries failed to comply
with limits on their budget deficits and thus, in essence, siphoned value from compliant
members. Doing all this in the context of much weaker international law with countries such as
Russia and most of the developing countries that question the need for any emission controls is
daunting.
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The analogy with creating a currency suggests that it would be better to build a market
from the ’‘bottom up" rather than attempt to create an international trading system with
centralized Kyoto-style rules that work "top down." Countries that care most about the
environmental problem at hand would establish their own wading systems (currencies) and
enforcement rules. Then portals (exchanges) between the systems would be established
according to bilateral consent. Thus countries could control their exposures to poor enforcement
and excessive allocation by deciding where they open portals. Preserving the original identity of
emission credits the market could assess the integrity (value) of different national emission
permits. (In contrast, the Kyoto rules envision co-mingling all emission credits such that once
they are traded a permit is assured full face value.) Inspired by the early years of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GA.TT), members in this bottom-up regime might also create
international rules of mutual recognition, reciprocity and most favored nation arrangements that
ensure that those who accept the strictures of core trading arrangements gain the benefit of
access to all markets that are part of the regime. Enforcement would rest principally with
member states and the market, which would value each country’s scrip individually, just as
currency markets assign different and varying values to Dollars, Yen, Euros and Rupees.

This bottom-up approach can’t be sustained forever. As the number of parties grows
there will be a need for better central coordination and multilateral enforcement systems. But
that is a topic for the distant future. Indeed, the architects of the GATT did not create any
provisions for multilateral enforcement; a system of "dispute panels" arose within the GATT
system. Only today, more than fifty years after the modest creation of the GATT, has an
effective enforcement system.arisen through experience, learning and the creation of institutional "
arrangements such as the WTO.

Your view of the urgency of the climate problem will have a large effect on how you
strike this balance between including many nations versus starting with a small number of like-
minded countries that already have strong institutions in place. If you think that substantial
controls on emissions are necessary and urgent then a global approach involving most or all
nations is important since you must gain leverage over the majority of world emissions. If you
think that we have several decades (or longer) to develop an effective emission control system
then you can afford to pursue a policy strategy that starts much smaller and evolves from the
bottom up.

This small "bottom up" process may require that you open a dialogue with other like-
minded or important countries through an institution that is smaller and more flexible than the
United Nations. Periodically, this issue has arisen on the G8 agenda, but it has not had much
staying power and the G8 does not include any major developing countries. Several regional
forums involve industrialized and developing countries; however, none of them is appropriate as
the foundation for a global strategy. It may be useful to resurrect the G20 forum of finan.ce
ministers--established originally in the wake of the Asian financial crisis to aid coordination of
policies across the major industrialized and developing countries. In addition to providing a
forum with participation of a limited number of important countries, that forum would also
centrally engage f’mance ministers who have been largely absent from efforts to create an
effective climate regime as environment and foreign minisWies are dominant in the Kyoto world.
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Third, even if you employ a well-designed market-based system of emission trading there
are many potential economic risks. Most important is the magnitude and timing of the cut.
Modest cuts in emissionsmsuch as a 5 to 10% cut below the trajectory of emissions over a
decade or longer--probably pose few risks for the economy. Firms and households will respond
with low-cost, minor changes in technology and practice; an emission trading system will allow
flexibility in exactly where the economy makes the reduction. The timing of deeper cuts,
however, requires greater care. Roughly half of U.S. emissions come from a capital stock that
has a lifetime of approximately 25 years or longermsuch as power plants and steel mills. This
stock turns over slowly. Tight limits imposed with little warning over a short period could
require the owners simply to abandon these facilities, which would sharply inflate costs. Yet
such premature retirement of capital equipment would offer few environmental benefits since the
climate change problem itself is caused by the slow accumulation of greenl~ouse gases in the
atmosphere. The amount of warming is more sensitive to the trajectory of emissions over time
than to the exact timing of emission controls.

There are no precise map to the timing and cost of emission controls. The previous
administration commissioned two studies through the Department of Energy on this question and
received diametrically opposed answers. One, a survey of national laboratories, found that many
emission control technologies were already available for rapid and deep emission controls
(perhaps up to [40%]) at little or no cost. The other relied on macroeconomic models and
suggested that more modest cuts such as those implied in the Kyoto Protocol could cost hundreds
of billions of dollars.

We note that long-lived capital assets are typically much more responsive to policy
incentives than suggested by their old nameplates. The White House, for example, is two
centuries old; yet throughout the building you find modem conveniences and energy-efficient
equipment from computers to refrigerators that were unavailable when John and Abigail Adams
took up residency in 1800. The nation’s oldest fossil fuel power plants that are connected to the
grid date to the 1920s, but inside the brick walls the facilities have little in common with flapper-
era technology. However, we also note that those who have argued that rapid and deep emission
cuts are feasible often fail to recognize that technologies do not automatically appear where they
are needed. Rather, technological change is encumbered by the organizations and networks that
must evolve alongside any transformation of the whole system. Consider passenger and freight
transportation, which accounts for about one-quarter of all U.S. emissions of greenhouse gases.
Beyond the 10-15 year lifetime of new cars, another five years is typically needed to d6velop a
new line of new products, and still longer is required for testing .and acceptance of truly radical
new technologies. Ultra-efficient hybrid engine vehicles, for example, fLrst appeared in the U.S.
market in 1999; yet four years later they account still for only 0.3% of new vehicles sold in the
United States and a much smaller fraction of the total passenger-miles driven in the United
States. As a role, complete transformation of the energy system takes about five decades. The
shift to automobiles as the dominant mode of transportation in the United States required
building new infrastructures (roads), head-to-head competition with the incumbents (rail cars and
horses), and a complete shift in fueling systems from solid coal and hay to liquid oil-based
products. Few pondered in the 1880s--when personal cars entered the U.S. market as weekend
toys for the super-rich--the slow pace of diffusion of automobile technology nor how pervasive
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they would eventually become. The New York vehicle census found that cars outnumbered
horses for the f’n’st time only in 1912--and New York’s rich population was at the forefront of
this transportation revolution. Yet today horses play essentially no role in mobility. We are also
mindful that analysts often overstate the potential of new technologies, forgetting that for every
transformation traced to an original technological seed there have been dozens of false starts that
never flowered--such as [Ford’s] amphibious car that had promised to allow seamless
interconnection between road and waterway mobility.

If you impose an excessively tight cap on U.S. emissions while the intemational trading
system is in its infancy you could repeat the experience with Kyoto in which an unrealistic cap
forced the United States to consider either a politically unrealistic shell game of purchasing
credits from Russia or simply exiting the regime. One solution to this problem is to create a
"safety valve" in the trading systemma mechanism that allows the government to issue
additional emission credits at an agreed price. In effect, this "valve" would limit the price of the
emission credits and would make a cap and trade system behave like a tax if the cost of
compliance rose higher than expected--if, for example, f’trms did not have enough time to meet a
stringent cap on emissions with the normal turnover of the capital stock.

Fourth, in developing your climate strategy you should be aware that many gases trap
heat and cause changes in climate. Carbon dioxide is a relatively weak gas, but it is emitted in
such prodigious quantities that it accounts for most of the current and expected future change in
climate. Methane, by contrast is a much stronger greenhouse gas but the volume emitted is tiny
compared with CO2. Whereas CO2 linge~ a century or so in the in the atmosphere, methane
survives in the atmosphere for just a decade. Thus efforts to control methane will have a rapid
effect on climate but little impact on the long-term. Scientists have developed indexes that
account for these different effects, allowing for crude conversion of different gases into common
unitsmtypically measured in "carbon dioxide equivalents."

In 2002, the gross U.S. emission of greenhouse gases totaled 6.9 billion metric tons of
CO2-equivalents. Of that total, 84% was from CO2 itself; the rest was as methane (9%), nitrous
oxide (5%), and other gases (2%). Offsetting those gross emissions was the absorption of CO2
by U.S. forests and croplands, estimated at perhaps as high as 1 billion tons of CO~. (Nobody is
quite sure how much carbon is absorbed on United States territory. Some studies suggest that
the quantity is extremely large because U.S. forests are still rebounding from massive
deforestation in the 19~ century.)

In principle, any effort to control emissions should set broad goals and then leave f’Lrms
and households to f’md the emissions that are least costly to control. For example, f’trms such as
the sanitation giant Waste Management have discovered that it is inexpensive to control methane
from landfills by adopting new technologies to contain and manage landf’tll gas. The gas is so
rich in methane--which is also the main ingredient in natural gas--that the landf’tllers have been
able to sell the gas and make a profit. By encouraging the search for such innovative low-cost
solutions, a multi-gas strategy can be cheaper than policies that focus on just one gas (e.g., CO2)
or even on just one activity (.e.g., emissions from large electric power plants). In practice,
however, many of these gases and activities are difficult to monitor, and thus you must balance a
comprehensive approach against the cost and difficulty of its administration. Faced with exactly
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this challenge, the European Union, which is developing the world’s f’ast intemational system
for trading emission credits, has opted initially to restrict emission controls just to CO2 from
burning fossil fuels at industrial sources--allowing other sources to enter the system later.

You should be aware that a controversy is brewing within the scientific community about
the role of soot in climate change. Soot can absorb heat on its own, which contributes to climate
change. Soot particles also accelerate the formation of certain types of clouds that may also
boost climate warming. Indeed, there is a measurable increase in cloudiness downwind of major
industrial soot sources; particulates from dirty marine engines explain why major shipping lanes
are cloudier than their less traveled counterparts. Whether these clouds amplify or dampen
warming remains disputed. Other sources of tiny particles--such as dust storms--also influence
climate in uncertain ways. Partly in response to criticism about your withdrawal from the Kyoto
process, your administration launched a Climate Change Research Initiative in June 2001 with
the goal, especially, of enhancing research on the effects of soot and other particulates on
climate.

If soot proves to be a major cause of climate change then several important policy
consequences will follow. It will be additionally important to allow for flexibility in emission
controls because limiting the emission of soot is probably much less costly than many of the
other available options for controlling CO2 and other greenhouse gases. It is also important to
recognize that the world economy is likely to regulate much soot on its own because of its link to
local air pollution. With development, households and societies invest in environmental
protection. If soot is considered a major cause of current and future warming then the U.S. share
of the blame for climate change is likely to decline a bit. Nobody knows exactly where the
world’s soot comes from. Developing countries are likely to account for a large share as they
tend to disproportionately use the older technologies--from primitive home cookstoves to coal-
f’u’ed power plants that lack the technologies that remove soot particles before they are ejected
from the smokestack. In the extreme case, perhaps the United States’ share of greenhouse gases
would decline from one-quarter to one-sixth. More likely is that our share of total warming
would change by only a few percentage points, if that.

Fifth, the metrics that are used to measure progress could have a large impact on the cost
of compliance. In most countries, and in the Kyoto Process, goals have been set in terms of the
volume of emissions--tons of CO2 equivalents per year. Those terms often make the United
States look like a poor performer, as we account for about one-quarter of the world’s total
emissions, which is hardly surprising since the United States also accounts for about 6he-quarter
of the world’s economic activity. The second-largest emitter (China) is quite far behind, with
only 13%. After that follows Russia (7%), Japan (5%), India (4%) and then many others spaced
closely together.

Volumetric measures are also problematic as instruments for policy because they leave
the United States and other countries exposed to unintended consequences. Over the short term,
the greatest single factor in determining emissions in the United States has been the size of the
economy; when the U.S. economy grew rapidly in the late 1990s so did our emissions, making
the Kyoto targets increasingly beyond the American grasp. By setting obligations in terms of the
total volume of emissions, Kyoto unwittingly appeared to put environmental protection into
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direct conflict with economic growth. Indeed, when measured in terms of emission volumes the
advanced industrialized countries that have performed best have done so by halting economic
activities. Germany has shut factors in East Germany; Luxembourg, which achieved the deepest
percentage cut in efnission volumes of any industrialized nation in the 1990s, owes its success to
closing a major steel plant and relying more heavily on imported (rather than domestically
generated) electricity.

When you announced your climate change policy in February 2002 you therefore adopted
the measure of "greenhouse gas intensity"--the-ratio of emissions to the size of the economy.
Figure 1 shows this measure for some key countries and reveals that the United States is in the
pack. Our carbon intensity is about 210 grams of carbon emitted per dollar of economic output.
Japan and France rest at about two-thirds that value, reflecting aggressive energy efficiency
policies and high energy prices as well as large sources of carbon-free nuclear power in both
countries’ energy systems. By this measure, many developing countries actually appear worse
than the United States--China’s official statistics suggest a carbon intensity of around 300 gC/$.
South Africa has among the highest carbon intensities with 400 gC/$, as its heavy mining and
industrial economy is based on the least costly electricity in world--nearly all of it powered by
carbon-intensive coal. India’s carbon intensity is about the same level as the United States, but
the level is rising due to industrialization of the Indian economy. (These values are computed by
converting different economic data into common dollar units using "purchasing power parities,"
which account for the higher purchasing power of money in developing countries. Use of market
exchange rates would give deyeloping countries much higher carbon intensities than the United
States and other industrial economies.)

Carbon Intensity of Major Economies

0
1960

lOOO United States

01800~t U.K             2000
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Figure 1: The Carbon Intensity of Selected Industrial and Developing Economies (grams
of carbon emitted as CO2 per dollar of economic output).
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So far, the United States is the only major country to focus on intensity as the measure of
responsibility and progress. Two factors explain why others have not followed your lead. First,
the 18% target that you announced is widely seen as lacking ambition. The U.S. intensity
peaked in 1922 and has been declining at about 18% per decade ever since. (See the inset to
figure 1.) Second, intensity is a convenient measure only in countries where the energy system is
changing slowly and in favorable ways. In some countries, intensity measures are actually more
volatile than total emissions, especially when the economy (the denominator in the intensity
measure) changes abruptly--when the Soviet Union collapsed, for example, intensity rose
sharply because the economy shrank more than total consumption of energy. Nor will all
countries accept the premise that carbon intensity should decline over time. Brazil, for example,
has traditionally relied on carbon free hydroelectric power and has had an extremely low and
stable carbon intensity (about 80 gC/$); now that most hydro sites are occupied and Brazil has
seen the cost of blackouts in dry years, the government is encouraging new fossil fuel powered
plants. Although a new pipeline from Bolivia as well as recent gas finds offshore Rio has made
it possible to use ultra clean gas in these new plants, Brazil’s carbon intensity is nonetheless
rising.

Many developing countries favor per-capita measures of responsibility, which make them
look favorable as their populations are large and their emissions are relatively low. China’s per-
capita emissions are only one-tenth those of the United States. Some academics and a few
diplomats from developing countries have favored an approach that focuses on historical
responsibility, which would hold each nation accountable not only for its current emissions but
also the accumulated concentrations that are still lingering in the atmosphere from their past
emissions. That historical approach would assign responsibility for about one-third of today’s to
the United States, while developing countries (whose emissions have risen only recently) would
account for only a small share. Such proposals are harmful to the United States’ interests since
they imply that we have already spent a larger share of our part of the atmospheric budget.

Investing in New Technologies

To the extent that you think climate change is a problem that merits limiting future
emissions you will need to consider the special role for technology policy. Adopting a credible
limit on total emissions will send a strong signal to innovators. However, the technolbgies that
will be needed probably will not arrive autonomously. Some will be very risky or expensive,
making them prohibitive for private firms to adopt. Many of the key innovations will be difficult
to appropriate, which is an additional reason f-v~" ..’7.ublic investment.

To give you a sense of the magnitude of the technological task, consider that the entire
world’s economy today is powered with about 14 trillion watts (terawatts) of primary energy. Of
that, about one-quarter emits essentially no greenhouse gases--mainly nuclear power and
hydroelectricity, but also much smaller quantities of wind power and tiny amounts of solar
power. Over the next fifty years, total world energy consumption may rise to about 35 TW; if, at
the same time, the world decides to stabilize atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide at 550
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parts per million (about twice the pre-industrial level) then the amount of carbon free power must
rise nearly five fold. In other words, by 2050 the total amount of zero carbon power supply must
exceed the total power supply of all forms on Earth today. Historically, the supply of carbon-
free technologies has grown at only about 0.3% per year faster than the total energy supply, and
at that rate perhaps only 10 TW of carbon free power will be available in 2050; this historical
rate of"decarbonization" is not even fast enough to prevent total emissions of CO2 from rising in
the future.

There are many options available, from advanced nuclear plants to new wind turbines and
perhaps exotic energy forms such as satellites tethered in space that beam power collected from
the sun back to Earth. None of these technologies, however, is ready to deploy in the large
quantities needed. As you consider whether and how the federal government could play a role,
you should be aware that there is a long and checkered history of U.S. policy intervention in the
invention and deployment of new technologies. That history suggests four lessons that can guide
your thinking.

First, there are many examples of technological spinoffs from government programs.
Fuel cells, which convert hydrogen fuel into emission-free electricity and could become the
backbone of a zero-carbon "hydrogen economy" are the byproduct of academic tinkering in the
19th century applied in the space program. Transistors, the Interact and many other technologies
embedded into today’s economy and society are accidental offshoots of governmental programs
and private tinkering that, originally, were directed at other goals. Who thought, in the 1960s
when the defense department supported packet switching partly with the goal of creating an
invulnerable communications system that could withstand the rigors of nuclear war, that the
resulting Intemet would become a self-managing utility that today is a backbone of the modem
economy? These spinoffs are often used to justify open-ended technology programs on the faith
that something useful will appear from the investment. That faith-based approach to technology
policy is very dangerous since it is hard to predict, a priori, which programs will be most
effective.

Second, the desire for grand solutions to grand problems will yield political pressures for
grand projects--a new "Manhattan Project" or "Apollo Program" to eliminate carbon. Such
analogies are dangerous. Neither the construction of the first nuclear weapon nor putting a man
on the moon required much attention to cost, and both were implemented within hierarchical
military-style organizations. In contrast, completely transforming the economy will regluire
enormous sensitivity to the cost and ease of transi~on-~especially if developing coun(ries are to
be enticed down low-carbon pathways. And the transition will occur within a market that
operates most efficiently without hierarchical regulatory instructions.

The record of grand energy technology programs is checkered and generally not
encouraging. Even programs that have been successful in creating new technologies have often
failed the test of markets. Through the nuclear submarine program of the U.S. Navy, the U.S.
government provided most of the seed funding for light water reactors; that support, along with
the regulated utilities that bought most reactors explain why nuclear power rapidly diffused into
widespread use in the electric power system. But those same protections also sheltered nuclear
technology for too long from commercial considerations. Even more than the 1979 accident at
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Three Mile Island, the obscene and growing cost of reactors killed the industry. The potential for
commercial improvement is evident in today’s more competitive electric power market--new
owners of reactors have found many innovative ways to squeeze about one-t’ff-th more electricity
from their plants than was typical under the old regulated environment. Perhaps the worst
failures in energy technology programs were the multi-billion dollar efforts inspired by the oil
crises of 1973 and 1979. A massive clean coal technology program, designed to make greater
use of U.S. coal resources, was laden with special interests; politics, rather than market potential,
drove the choice of technologies. These political tendencies rise as the programs become more
visible and costly. It is hard to square the need for widgets in every Congressional district with
the need for nimble, efficient and ruthless technological choices.

The standard lesson from these programs is to avoid prematurely selecting "winners."
However, it is difficult to put that advice into practice, and you should be wary of policy
proposals that claim they will not anoint the early sprinters or political ponies. Managers of
these programs find it relatively easy to avoid picking winners at the earliest basic research
stages because supporting a portfolio is relatively inexpensive. The real problem arises when
technologies become sufficiently mature that a demonstration project is necessary. Almost
always, industrial scale demonstration of energy systems is very costly and thus it is impossible
to afford a large portfolio of projects. Today’s conventional solution to this problem is to require
reviews by outside experts, which can help avoid projects that are certain failures but often are
unable to exert the subtle scrutiny that is needed throughout the management of successful
projects.

Another standard remedy to this problem is to require private sector co-f’mancing. The
logic for these partnerships is that.the private sector can help select the most promising
technologies and is unlikely to risk its money on poor prospect. The Partnership for a New
Generation of Vehicles (PNGV), a program adopted in the 1990s with the goal of enticing each
U.S.-based auto manufacturer to produce an 80 mile per gallon prototype car, adopted this
approach to sharing costs and following industry leadership (with outside expert review) in
selecting technology pathways. The result was that PNGV followed paths that industrial partners
probably would have followed on their own anywaymwith PNGV, however, their research was
in effect subsidized. Yet the effort inside the PNGV program to draw a line between pre-
commercial (public) research and commercial (private) research meant that useful findings were
immediately appropriated by the private investor. Added to these woes was the fact that the 80
mpg target bore little relation to realistic efficiency goals. While U.S. manufacturers toiled
within PNGV, Japanese manufacturers Honda and Toyota created hybrid cars with around 40 to
45 mpg that had the useful attribute that real people could afford to purchase them, and real
people could actually drive them on real roads.

Not all these partnership technology programs have been disasters. The U.S. government
created Sematech, a partnership with U.S. semiconductor manufacturers that has proved
profitable and probably stemmed the decline of U.S.-based semiconductor fabrication. (At the
time, halting that loss was seen as a strategic goal for the economy and national security, which
made Congress willing to appropriate the necessary funds.) The enterprise with the strongest
record is the Defense Department’s Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), which
deploys a large fund across a portfolio of innovative but risky prospects. Like a venture
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capitalist, DARPA expects that only a few will yield social payments--but the ones that do work
pay for the entire portfolio. DARPA has thrived because of its connection to the defense agenda
and the fact that most of its innovations have not required tests of commercial viability. If you
adopt a technology policy that implies large amounts of spending on particular technologies--
"winners"---you should consider the DARPA model rather than the moon shot or Manhattan
project.

Third, it is very difficult to draw boundaries around the field of "energy" or "climate"
technology. No field of scientific and technological research dominates the supply of plausible
ideas for a carbon-free energy systemmnew concepts can be found in high energy physics, most
fields of engineering, and chemistry. Biology is even a contender, as genetically engineered
microbes could be jiggered to produce hydrogen; the hot field of nanotechnology also holds
promise, and microscopic carbon tubes could prove to be effective hydrogen storage devices.
Unable to pick the best frontier at the outset, it might be best to pursue a broad sprinkling of
resources earmarked only loosely for "carbon free energy" and "ultra efficient energy systems"
through existing basic science institutionsmat NSF, DOE, and (to a lesser degree) NIH. Over
the last twenty years, U.S. spending on basic science has risen on average [8%] per year, and
there is strong bipartisan support for science.

Fourth, the nature of radical and novel technologies as a public good suggests the need
for close attention to international coordination. Whereas international coordination on
controlling emissions of greenhouse gases is difficult because a large number of countries with
highly disparate interests must be engaged, coordination on an international technology agenda is
probably much easier. The United States, Japan and the core group of large European nations
together account for about 85% of world spending on R&D. All these nations already share a
common (though not identical) interest in addressing the problem of climate change, and all have
well-developed public institutions for administering collective research programs. There is a
long history of collaboration on basic research programs, from joint experiments in the
atmosphere, oceans and in Antarctica; these nations also collaborate on multi-billion dollar
scientific facilities, such as CERN (a high energy physics facility on the French/Swiss border)
and ITER (the next generation of facilities that aims to demonstrate scientifically and
economically viable nuclear fusion, for which a location has not been selected but sites in Japan
and France are on the short list).

The more aggressive your technology policy on climate change the greater the~need for
international collaboration. At present, there is almost no international collaboration on energy
R&D, except in a few special areas marked by extremely expensive facilities (e.g., ITER) or a
long history of international coordination (e.g., advanced fission nuclear reactors). The main
international program in this area is managed by the International Energy Agency and consists of
little more than governments declaring their own t,a,~enhouse gas R&D programs and exchanging
broad reports with an international secretariat. Rarely do international collaborations lead to the
point of international collective funding; however, even efforts to achieve a coordinated research
plan and strategy could be beneficial.

The need for international coordination may be especially great for reasons that will be
difficult for you to acknowledge publicly. Some technologies are so risky or stigmatized that
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they can’t be developed in the advanced industrialized world. In crop engineering, for example,
Europe has slipped far behind the world’s top innovators because of public concern about the
technology--those concerns could spill over into genetic engineering that may be useful for
novel energy systems. In nuclear power, even the industrialized countries that have most
embraced that technology--Japan and France--f’md it ever harder to deploy new reactors.
Interestingly, these facts have created niches for developing countries. One of the promising
new reactor designs is currently being developed by the South African electric power utility
Eskom. China appears to have reached the #2 spot (just behind the United States) in crop genetic
engineering due to a combination of generous government support for R&D, some pilfering of
western intellectual property, and notably a public that is not opposed (or not allowed to oppose)
field testing and growing of the novel strains.

Your administration has already developed a technology strategy that incorporates many
of these lessons. The Climate Change Technology Program (CCTP) gives particular attention to
two major projects. One involves co-funding (with industry) the FutureGen power plant--a
highly innovative project that would gasify coal and produce electricity while sequestering the
CO2 underground. This plant builds on earlier experiences with Integrated Combined Cycle
Gasification (IGCC), such as at the Washbash River Power Plant. Not only is this a promising
way to decouple electricity production from the emission of CO2 while allowing us to continue
buming America’s enormous coal reserves, but IGCC is also a promising export market. IGCC
plants are much more efficient than standard pulverized coal plants, and other nations will
demand this technology as they face constraints on carbon. The other major element of your
technology investment is in hydrogen--notably the FreedomCAR initiative (joint with U.S.
automobile manufacturers) to produce hydrogen-powered cars as part of a shift to a hydrogen
energy system. For these and other initiatives, including tax incentives for adoption of new
technologies, your FY04 budget request includes $4b.

While both these initiatives are admirable, earlier technology programs offer some
warning signs. In particular, we highlight the danger of pushing advanced technologies without
any credible signal in the marketplace to favor investment in low-carbon systems. We also note
that the FreedomCAR initiative is strikingly similar to the PNGV venture, both in its parochial
attention to U.S.-based auto manufacturers and in its embrace of futuristic technologies. The
National Academy of Sciences recently reviewed the prospects for a hydrogen economy and
concluded that the barriers such as onboard fuel storage in passenger cars remain formidable and
the vision of a hydrogen economy is probably more distant than widely believed.

Finally, we note that your choices about technology policy for climate change are not
isolated from other energy-related policies. These include subsidies, such as the many implicit
subsidies for fossil fuels as well as the substantial 1.8 cent per kilowatt hour (adjusted for
inflation) production tax credit for wind power, which partly explains the rapid rise in this source
of electric energy. (That subsidy expired at the end of 2003 but is likely to be renewed if an
energy bill passes this year. For now, the lack of that subsidy has cat the 2004 forecast for
installation of new wind turbines from 2000 megawatts to just 500 megawatts.) Wind power
emits no CO2, and several states are experimenting with new power dispatch systems that can
accommodate more easily the intermittent nature of wind power systems. Insofar a~ such low-
and zero-carbon technologies become widespread the cost and need for active CO2 limitations
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will diminish. Also important is extension of the Price-Anderson Act, which limits liability for
nuclear power plant operators in case of accident and is widely seen in the industry as an
essential prerequisite to constructing any new reactors. A new generation of more market-savvy
nuclear reactors is on the drawing boards, and a comprehensive study by M1T has shown that
these reactors will be able to compete in U.S. electricity markets if we adopt policies that create
an incentive to limit emissions of CO2.

Perhaps most important for the near term is the crisis in U.S. natural gas markets. A
possible pipeline from Alaska, which has been considered as part of the failed 2003 energy bill,
could alleviate some pressure on U.S. gas prices, which in the last two years have climbed to
their highest levels in history as efforts to f’md new gas supplies in the lower 48 states have
faltered. Recent rulings by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission have encouraged
investment in liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminals, which will allow for greater imports of gas
from distant countries, such as Trinidad, Nigeria, Qatar, Venezuela, Australia, Indonesia and
Russia. Iran is a potential major supplier of LNG, and soon we will face the need to square our
policy on Iran with its growing potential role in this new global energy market. Meanwhile,
pressure on United States gas supplies is intense. Of all the new electric power capacity
commissioned in 2003, 98.7% was fired by gas.

The debate over the new energy bill has left other important issues still unsettled. The
versions of the bill under consideration have had no direct provisions to reverse the long slide in
industry spending on R&D; at present, electric utilities and generators invest barely 0.3% of their
turnover in research, which is lower than the national average for industrial R&D (about 3% of
turnover) and puts electricity near the bottom in the ranks--far below the food industry,
footwear, and most other industrial sectors. It is hard to reconcile the magnitude of the
technological tasks facing the electricity industry with this very low level of R&D spending.

Potentially very important is the repeal the Depression-era Public Utilities Holding
Company Act (PUHCA), which has prevented most electricity companies from owning other
utilities outside their home market. Absent PUHCA, the electricity industry is likely to become
financially much stronger, which should make it easier to encourage firms to take technological
risks, especially if they see credible limits on their greenhouse gas emissions on the horizon. But
the transition to a post-PUHCA will be highly disruptive, with most firms focused on immediate
survival and consumption of their rivals--an eat or be eaten corporate ecology.

En~a~in~ Developing Countries

If you are persuaded that efforts are needed to control emissions of greenhouse gases then
you must also decide ,~,!:==~er and how to engage with developing countries. Politically and
economically it will be difficult to avoid crafting a credible policy toward developing countries.
For the last decade, developing country participation has been a litmus test for U.S. foreign
policy on climate change. The demand for meaningful participation of developing countries was
the centerpiece of the Byrd-Hagel resolution. When large energy firms and their customers
wanted to fan opposition to the Kyoto Protocol they ran advertisements in which the camera
focused on a pair of scissors that cut around all the developing countries--exempting most of the
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world while regulating the United States and other industrialized nations, the voiceover
proclaimed, was unfair and ineffective. These advertisements were the Harry and Louise of
climate policy.

Our deliberations have focused on four broad options for engaging developing countries.
First, you could do nothing. This approach makes sense if you do not think that the climate
problem merits much attention, or if you think that efforts to engage developing countries will
end in failure. The "do-nothing" policy implies that the bulk of your climate policy will involve
adaptation to the likely effects of climate change.

For the developing countries themselves, lack of engagement appears to be the favored
option. These countries have expressed concern about climate change, and mounting evidence
shows that they are more vulnerable than industrialized nations to storm surges, heat waves and
drought. Compared with advanced industrialized nations, their economies are more dependent
on weather-related activities such as agriculture; they are less able to devote the capital to invest
in climate-proof’rag for infrastructures, and they are less likely to build institutions such as
systems for forecasting extreme weather events that can help reduce climate vulnerabilities.
Their preference for inaction reflects not the lack of concern and exposure but, rather, the higher
priority they place on the immediate task of development. These countries are mindful that the
United States and other advanced industrialized countries developed without limitations on the
use of fossil fuels. They also insist on the need for advanced industrialized nations to take the
first steps in implementing meaningful policies before they are willing to act. Indeed, opposition
to binding commitments is the one issue on which nearly all developing countries agree.

In the future it may be additionally difficult to gain these countries’ participation since
the Kyoto experience is widely seen as a false promise. The Clean Development Mechanism
(CDM) had been touted as a device for attracting foreign investment into projects that reduce
emissions, but so far only three minor projects have gained approval. The World Bank has
helped to jump start the CDM by organizing the Prototype Carbon Fund (PCP’)--a $180m
consortium of six gox~ernments (excluding the United States) and seventeen f’mm (none based in
the United States) to fund a portfolio of CDM-like projects. Because PCF’s mandate is to
promote only the highest quality projects, most of the PCF projects are sited in countries with
strong domestic institutions. None is in the largest developing countriesmsuch as China, India,
Indonesia, and Malaysia. Just one project is in Brazil and one in South Africa. More than one-
third of the PCF projects are in Eastern Europe and do not involve developing countries at all.
From the perspective of most of the key developing countries, the promised investmenfs for
climate protection are still elusive.

A second option is to demand that developing countries accept caps on their emissions.
This approach requires sailing into strong diplomatic headwinds, but failure is not guaranteed.

¯ You could construct targets based on emission intensities or other metrics that developing
countries find acceptable. As mentioned earlier, Chinese emission intensity has declined sharply
from about 600 gC/$ in the middle 1980s to around 300 gC/$ today. China is proud of that
accomplishment, although perhaps half of the reduction reflects reported declines in the
consumption of coal in China that many analysts believe are fictitious. It might be possible to
design emission caps that reflect the interests of key developing countries and set at levels high
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enough to allow them to grow. However, you should be aware that developing countries will
refuse caps unless they are generous. But generous caps could undermine the integrity of
emission trading systems in the United States and other industrialized countries. Generous caps
could be akin to the vast windfall of surplus emission credits awarded to Russia.in Kyoto; failure
to enforce trading rules within developing countries could lead to a flood of bogus emission
permits from those nations into permit trading systems elsewhere in the world.

It might be possible to force developing countries to accept strict caps by linking this
issue to other matters like the World Trade Organization. Such linkages will be difficult to craft
and will probably backfire. The WTO agenda is already over-crowded by many issues, and
developing countries (as well as most trade experts) are already opposed to integrating
environmental standards into trade roles. The effects of loading environmental, labor, human
rights and other standards on the world trading system may include the loss of welfare for all
nations by raising barriers to trade as well as greater risk that new trade rounds will fail to make
progress due to conflicts over these new rules and standards.

You might try to reduce opposition in the developing world to accepting limits on
emissions by raising awareness in these nations of the dangers of climate change. However,
such campaigns are difficult to organize and unlikely to have any substantial near-term effects.
Moreover, the standard response from developing country diplomats--demanding that the
United States, especially, take the lead will be difficult to counter. Insofar as there is any
awareness of climate dangers in developing countries it is usually organized by NGOs that are
nearly uniform in their view that the industrialized countries (in particular the United States) are
the root cause of this problem. Calling attention to this problem may raise the visibility of that
argument, which could actually make it harder to achieve meaningful action in developing
countries.

A third approach involves reinvigorating the Kyoto system, in particular the CDM. In
our review of the efforts to elaborate the Kyoto system we found the CDM system to be
encumbered with rules and highly politicized procedures. However, these problems may have
remedies. Procedures for approving CDM projects could be streamlined; true experts rather than
politically instructed diplomats could be empowered to make more of the key decisions about the
level of credit that would be awarded for pr6jects, and the practice of shurming certain types of
projects (e.g., nuclear and large hydro) from CDM credit could be abandoned. The United States
could make reform of the CDM a condition of its re-engagement.

Many other countries would welcome such a strategy since a more effective CDM would
be useful not only for developing countries but also the main industrialized nations. A recent
report from the European Environment Agency suggests that the European Union will miss its
Kyoto target by a few percent; however, the decline in emissions has already stagnated and most
EU countries show a rise in emissions due mainly to rapidly rising emissions from
transportation. European firrns and governments are expected to purchase emission credits
overseas to make up the difference. Japan and Canada are also likely to fall short on their
targets; they, too, will need outside permits. So long as the CDM remains hobbled and
inefficient, Russia and Ukraine remain the only potential international suppliers of large
quantities of emission credits, giving these countries potential power in the Kyoto market and
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ensuring that international trading activities focus on paper credits rather than bona fide
reductions that channel investment to developing countries.

However, there ~e substantial risks stemming from such a strategy. Conditional re-
engagement with the Kyoto Protocol will require making promises that might be hard to deliver,
just as it proved impossible even for the Clinton administration, which professed deep concern
about the climate change problem, to ratify the Kyoto Protocol. Many of the CDM’s
deficiencies are already written into the Kyoto system---either into the Kyoto treaty itself (e.g.,
the discouragement of nuclear power projects) or into the procedures that govern the CDM and
were painstakingly negotiated over a four-year process that f’mished largely in 2001. With so
much invested in all that, many countries may be unwilling to revisit closed deals. Perhaps only
a spectacular failure will force the necessary re-thinking. Moreover, many observers claim that it
will be impossible to make the CDM system work efficiently even under the best conditions.
These observers claim that it is impossible to make the hypothetical "baseline" calculation the
level of emissions that would result in the absence of a particular project. The experience to date
suggests that these observers are probably correct; however, the absence of U.S. involvement in
the Kyoto system has dampened demand for CDM credits, and that too explains the lack of
robust investment in making the CDM work. A major push by the United States could
resuscitate the CDM, although you should be aware that even after such re-invigoration the
patient may still be mortally wounded.

Fourth, you could craft a new strategy for engaging with developing countries. The three
options presented so far--disengagement, emission caps, and an offset scheme such as the
CDM--have dominated most policy discussion for the last decade. None has been effective.
The fourth strategy could involve working with developing countries to craft "climate friendly"
development strategies. Unlike the CDM, which aims to animate investment by awarding
credits, this approach would attempt to put climate issues into the mainstream of development
policy. It would focus on broad policy initiatives, such as investment in natural gas
infrastructures that make it easier for countries to operate natural gas fired electricity generators
where they otherwise would pursue coal. Many countries are already making such investments.
China and India, for example, are in the midst of installing large gas infrastructures. In China
these include a gas pipeline from gas reserves in Western China to Beijing and Shanghai as well
as LNG terminals in southern coastal cities. In India these infrastructures include new gas
pipelines, incentives to develop newly discovered offshore gas reserves, and India’s first ever
LNG terminal, which took its first delivery in late January 2004. Within the CDM system such
broad programs would probably never gain any credit because it would be too difficult’to
quantify the effects of these investments across the entire economy.

For the United States, this strategy of mainstr~a:.~_~ng climate into development would
involve working directly principally with the policy organs in developing countries that are
responsible for development for example, f’mance, industry, and planning ministries. The U.S.
role would involve supporting activities that would help countries realize their own development
goals in ways that also happened to reduce carbon emissions. The advance of this approach is
that it would involve swimming with the tide--identifying activities that the host government
would favor (and fund) already and activities that already align with the interests of private
profit-making ventures. For example, the United States already has extensive development
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assistance programs in major developing countries, mainly through the U.S. Agency for
International Development (USAID). These programs include attention to the improvement of
energy efficiency and to reorganization of energy systems in ways that encourage investment in
modem technologies. A slight refocus of these programs could make carbon a central organizing
principle; by helping these countries reorganize their energy systems to make them more
profitable and to serve better the needs of the local population, such programs could also lower
the intensity of greenhouse gas emissions. As Bangladesh and India have learned how to
introduce gas into their electric power systems, such programs could help ensure that the lessons
are learned in neighboring Nepal and Pakistan. Already, USAID programs have helped
countries identify ways to make fuller use of low carbon renewable powermfor example, in
India a USA!I) project has helped a sugar cane ref’mery recycle crop wastes to generate heat and
electricity, which has reduced the need for fossil fuel energy.

This approach has the advantage that it could leverage large amounts of emission
reductions. However, it carries many dangers. Developing countries may simply choose to
embrace those programs that they would pursue anyway. By design, the exact reduction in
emissions will be difficult to quantify, which will lead many environmental groups to claim that
the "mainstreaming" approach is simply a rhetorical device that pretends (but does not deliver)
real solutions for the climate problem. The program could create expectations that it will be a
large source of funds that, inevitably, will yield disappointment. The West-East pipeline in
China, for example, involves $20b in mainly private investment; in such huge projects it may be
difficult for relatively tiny amounts of climate change-related prograrmnatic funding to have
much effect. In China’s Three Gorges hydroelectric dam, for example, efforts by the World
Bank to leverage its funding by demanding the application of western environmental and human
rights criteria led the Chinese government to raise the needed capital on its own--outside the
Bank’s leverage.

Informing the Public

The sixth major dimension where you face policy choices is communication with the
public. It appears that public opinion about the climate issue is highly malleable. Awareness of
climate change is high, but willingness to act has varied considerably and understanding of the
underlying processes and options is extremely poor.

A survey of polls by the Program on Intemational Policy Attitudes (PIPA) at ~e
University of Maryland finds that a small minority of the United States population dismisses the
theory of climate change altogether. A Gallup poll in March 2001 revealed that slightly more
than half of Americans thought that the majority of scientists believe that global warming is
occurring. Americans generally know very little about Kyoto. A Pew poll in April 2001--~ the
middle of the firestorm about your administration’s withdrawal from Kyoto---found that only
26% of those polled were willing to venture an opinion as to whether you had withdrawn from
the treaty. Interestingly, there is some ex~idence that professed public support for Kyoto has risen
since 2001 even as it has become increasingly implausible that the United States could ever meet
its Kyoto commitments.
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Willingness to pay for emission conlrols varies especially with the state of the economy.
In 2000, when the public perceived the economy as strong, a Gallup poll showed a majority
willing to support environmental goals even at the expense of the economy. Two years later, as
the economy faltered, that public commitment had dropped considerably. A January 2002 poll
by ABC News and the Washington Post ranks environmental issues far down the list of
priorities--below the campaign against terrorism, economic growth, education, social security,
health care, national defense, prescription drugs for the elderly, and balancing the federal budget.
A PIPA poll in October 1998 suggested that two-thirds of Americans were willing to spend $50
per household (or less) to comply with the Kyoto treatymthat number is comparable to the
estimate cost per household from the Clinton Administration’s Council of Economic Advisers’
(CEA) study on the cost of meeting Kyoto. That study implied that about 85% of the effort at
reducing emissions would take the form of overseas investments and purchasing emission
credits. That same PIPA poll showed that most Americans oppo.sed emission trading until the
concept was explained. Then, 65% favored trading with less developed countries. Yet the
CEA’s own analysis implied that most trading would probably occur with Russiama scenario
that pollsters have not explored.

Regardless of your policy we recommend that you devote considerable effort to
explaining it to the public. If you choose the minimal course of actionmwhich we represent in
the first speech~we think you should explain why the climate change problem does not require
dramatic action. In February 2002, when you announced your administration’s policy, you did
not articulate a fundamental view of the climate issue; rather, you raised concerns about the
costs of action, which is a line of argument that your opponents may blunt easily by arguing that
technologies are available to control emissions and that threat of changing climate is so severe
that it requires radical action. Your case for minimal action would be easier for the public to
understand if you demonstrated that the climate problem does not pose challenges that are
substantially different from other environmental challenges. No president has ever articulated
these views, and they may be shocking for a public that is inclined to believe that environmental
quality is deteriorating even as many key measures of our environmental health have improved
dramatically in recent decades.

If you choose to support reinvigorating the Kyoto system~ur second speech then you
will need to explain why the United States withdrew from Kyoto in the first place and why it
makes sense to re-engage. At present, the small fraction of the American public that pays
attention to Kyoto-related matters probably also views the U.S. exit as evidence of arrogant
American unilateralism. This second speech argues that you had no choice because tile’United
States could never have complied with the Kyoto targets--a point you made in March 2001
when you withdrew from Kyoto, but the point was lost in the furor of the moment. You can
articulate how re-engr:~.-~.~, ent with Kyoto will yield enormous diplomatic leverage that the
United States can use to make Kyoto more effective and less discriminatory.

Finally, if you choose to do something radically different--as we outline in the third
speech then the public will need your vision as a guide. In almost every aspect of this issue--
the natural science, the economics, the role of firms, public administration, etc.--the public is
exposed to a wide range of conflicting opinions. The public needs help to frame the issues,
establish models and analogs, and to comprehend what is at stake because all the major elements
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of the climate problem--its causes, effects, and remedies--are beyond the grasp of normal
human experience.

SUMMARY OF THE THREE OPTIONS

We have organized the wide array of policy choices into three broad options. Each is a
coherent package. We underscore, however, that these three options are hardly the only
combinations.

Minimal Effort

This option rests on the notion that uncertainties in the science of climate change make it
premature to spend resources on the control of emissions. The speech underscores that the
effects of a changing climate are unlikely to be different from variations in weather and climate
that we already experience, and thus adaptation will be relatively easy. The speech also
underscores that while analysts have identified many ways to control emissions at low cost, in
practice these measures are likely to be much more difficult to implement there is great risk,
therefore, that the cost of controlling emissions will be high, possibly very high. This option
thus presents the minimal effort that probably could be justified. It envisions voluntary programs
to control emissions, modest investment in new technologies that might yield breakthroughs,
minor efforts to improve the adaptive capacity of the economy, and continued investment in
science so that we can improve understanding of the problem.

Pros
Minimal cost to industry and to the federal government at a time when any action that
could threaten economic growth will be viewed with alarm and when the federal deficits
are growing.
Articulates a reason--adaptation for why the United States should not invest in
emission controls. This reason is probably more durable than simply arguing that the
science is uncertain; the American public has proved that it is willing to spend large
resources combating uncertain problems, such as food contamination. The arguments
about uncertain science have had credibility with a small (and probably shrinking)
minority. Adaptation, if articulated clearly, has the promise to be more durable.
Focuses narrowly on U.S. interests and does not attempt to appeal to effects in"
developing countries.
Unlikely to disrupt incumbent industries in the production and use of oil, gas and coal.

Cons

The argument for minimal action is subtle and rests on our ability to adapt. Opponents
might characterize this as a "let them eat pollution" strategy. For other environmental
problems Americans have generally not tolerated policies that acknowledge the existence"
of a problem while simultaneously claiming that the problem poses no hazard. If
adaptation is your policy it might be more effective not to give a high profile speech
calling attention to that fact.
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If the climate change problem becomes a major issue then public support for more
aggressive action--controls on emissionsmwill grow stronger. The lack of any binding
controls may make it hard to retain credibility in that context.
Other nations will view this as inadequate, especially as it retains hostility to the Kyoto
system. Good or not, Kyoto remains by far the dominant international institution on the
subject of climate change.
Insofar as you believe that limits on carbon may be imposed ~ventually, a rousing speech
against binding limits may actually harm U.S. industry by protecting it (temporarily)
from the need to plan for a carbon constrained future. U.S. firms may be less able to
compete against firms that have already found ways to cut carbon, and U.S. exporters
will not have developed the technologies needed to compete in the global market.

Beyond Kvoto

This speech defines climate change as the most serious international environmental issue
of our era. It argues that the effort to cut carbon should become an organizing principle for U.S.
foreign policy. It envisions re-engagement with the Kyoto process because creating an
alternative to Kyoto would require a huge effort for little benefit. It envisions that the United
States would extract the maximum price--measured as the deepest reductions in long-term
emissions of greenhouse gases--by offering to rejoin Kyoto. It acknowledges that the short term
targets in Kyoto are unachievable and would demand renegotiation of new targets, including
targets for developing countries. It would also expand the Kyoto commitments to include
investment in new technology, and it would aim to set a long-term goal for stabilizing the
atmosphere. The speech underscores that adaptation to all the effects of climate change is not
possible.

Con

This speech will be most appealing of the three to the core constituency for climate
policy. It recognizes and supports the Kyoto system; it emphasizes the need to start
now with the implementation of policies to bend emission trajectories.
Other industrialized nations, especially Canada, Japan and EU, will see this as a re-
engagement with an institution (Kyoto) that is very important to them.
Offers a bold vision for solving a problem that, at least periodically, commands
public concern.

So long as the public is focused on the economy and the war on terrorism, concern
about environmental issues (especially distant global issues) appears to remain low.
Unknown cost. A well-designed policy can minimize cost, but opponents will portray
this as a scheme to tax energy that could bankrupt the economymthose same
opponents were effective in organizing opposition to Kyoto on similar grounds. The
public is unlikely to be aware of the technical differences between a well-designed
policy and the Kyoto scheme that was easy for opponents to attack.
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Developing countries will be furious as they have adamantly opposed meaningful
limits on their emissions. Reaching agreement with them could be extremely difficult
unless you allow liberal "headroom" in their targets (which will recreate the problem
of surplus credits with Russia under Kyoto). Or, you might need to link this issue to
other matters of importance to developing countries such as trade talks, but that could
complicate and undermine U.S. objectives in those other areas.

Making a Market

This speech also accepts the climate problem as a serious long-term threat to America’s
prosperity. However, it argues for a dramatically different approach than the previous speech. It
sees the Kyoto framework as unworkable because it tries to create an emission trading system
from the "top down," whereas the most successful new currencies establish value from the
"bottom up." This speech gives little attention to the science and effects of climate change,
except to declare that the evidence is strong enough to warrant prudent action. Rather, it focuses
on changing the public understanding of the problem at hand, comparing the task to the creation
of a new form of money. It argues that we must focus on establishing integrity in thatmonetary
system by working first with other Countries that, like the United States, have a strong interest in
creating a strong currency. The speech is strident in arguing that we must move slowly and
cautiously in that effort as failure will undermine the value of the currency, erase the political
will for action, and ultimately lead to high economic cost and low impact on the problem of
climate change. The speech focuses on the need for each nation to establish its own emission
trading system and then to forge reciprocal links between those systems that demonstrate tree
integritymstarting, most likely, by linking a U.S. system to the emission trading system that is
taking shape in Europe.

You will gain political benefit by re-engaging with an international process and
offering a credible vision for a global strategy.
Your vision puts the market at the centerpiece, and that will resonate with business.
It will allow you to present a package of market-based measures for addressing
environmental problems--alongside your other proposals such as the Clear Skies
initiative--that will be attractive to centrist voters, including many Republicans who
count themselves as environmentalists.                             :.
Offering a thoughtful and different vision for how this problem can be addressed may
establish a historical legacy, attached to your name.
Pursuing a different track within a multilateral vision offers a high chance of success.
Frustration with ~, oto is leading many to look at alternative international
arrangements, but so far the United States has not offered an attractive rival vision.
By offering an explicit link to the European system you may split some of the
phalanx of opposition to your current policy. The EU system is new and fragile;
outside recognition will help to establish its legitimacy, which is very important for
key European nations (notably the UK).
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¯ The attack on Kyoto will produce negative reactions in many quarters, although most
of those who are likely to support Kyoto are already opposed to your current policym
it is hard to do worse in their eyes.

¯ Developing countries may react negatively. By arguing that the current approach to
engagement with developing countries is not working and that in the future
developing countries must undertake binding obligations you will question their
current diplomatic storyline on global warming, which is that current efforts are
sound (and must be reinforced) and that future obligations must not include
meaningful binding caps.
Outlining a new vision on a complicated subject inevitably leads to a complicated
speech. Communication may be easier if you adopt simple slogans and messages that
correspond with what the public already thinks about the climate issue and its
solution.

¯ A grand alternative vision, announced with fanfare, is a liability if you do not see it
through to realization.

RECOMMENDATION

We recommend that you convene a meeting of your key economic, science, and national
security advisers, employing this memo and the three alternative speeches as a starting point for
the discussions. We suggest that you develop a policy by giving feedback on the options
addressed here, leading to one central choice that can serve as a platform for constructing a
detailed policy. With that platform and your critique we can then elaborate a fuller policy and
speech that you would present to the nation and to our allies.
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[SPEECH #1]

Location: Massachusetts State House, Boston.

Text on background poster: "environment and prosperity"

My fellow Americans,

I speak with you today from the great city of Boston about a challenge that is larger than
this city--or any city, state or nation. The challenge is our changing climate--what some call
"global warming"---and its reach extends across the globe. Every nation on Earth, including the
United States, causes its share of climate change. Every nation will be affected, though some
less than others.

How shall we confront this planetary problem? The answers to this question are not
nearly so difficult as the newspapers, scare shows, and pseudo-documentaries would have you
believe. For the troth is that climate change is no greater than other challenges that we have
faced.

Imagine, before we begin, the scene just 100 years ago. A speaker in this august chamber
who was asked to comment on the pressing environmental problem of that day would have given
his address to the matter of mud and dung. The streets were full of it, and when the rains came it
flowed amply, and everywhere. Travel was next to impossible.

Bostonians overcame the mud challenge, and we too will overcome the threats of global
warming. Yet it is easy for us to forget how our challenges change with the times. We are
tempted to overreact to today’s apparently insurmountable difficulties only to let us become
distractedPblindsided by different problems tomorrow. That should be humbling as we think
about how we might respond to the threat of climate change--the effects of which will manifest
themselves, if ever, over 50 to 100 years. Let us hope that the leader elected by our great great
grandchildren does not stand up here on this pedestal to chastise us for inventing a clever and
cosily solution to today’s equivalent of the mud crisis, only to find that the real world had moved

, on. We can serve them better by focusing on fundamentals--by investing in economic growth
and knowledge that can be passed across the generations.                       ~

Today I would like to explain the real nature of the threat of climate change, what we are
doing already, and how your federal government will pursue a balanced response in the coming
,.nonths and years.

There is little doubt that the climate is, indeed, warming. Scientists around the globe--
including here at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology--have painstakingly assembled
records from weather stations, ship buoys and untold other sources. The record is pretty clear.
Since the 1950s the global temperature has risen by half a degree. Many scientists think we are
on a path to raise the average temperature another few degrees over the next century. Sea level
will rise a bit, which will affect some places in the United States. But in other places, [such as
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most of Alaska and the Pacific Northwest], sea level is actually falling as the continents rise
slowly out of the oceans--they are still rebounding from all the weight of the glaciers during the
last ice age.

Beyond that, the scientific crystal ball gets cloudier. Even the simplest questionspsuch
as whether Earth is warmer today than at any moment in the last 1000 years--have no simple
and declarative answers. Some experts say that climate change will cause more frequent and
intense storms; so far, however, there is little f’n-m evidence to support that hypothesis. Some say
that wet areas will get wetter; areas prone to drought will get dryer. Hot summers will get hotter
in most places. The likely effects of a changing climate include good as well. Cold winters
probably will become less intense in most places, and we must not forget that more Americans
die when it is cold than hot.

The rampant uncertainty doesn’t stop there. As my administration reviewed the evidence"
we also found that our best economists don’t really know the cost of controlling emissions of
greenhouse gases. You may have heard about policies that can reduce emissions at zero cost.
We looked at those policies as well, and it turns out that even these "free" policies are often
laden with hidden costs and perverse effects.

For the last five years this nation has allowed f’trms to claim credit for voluntary actions
to reduce emissions. Some say that this program has had a large effect on emissions by calling
attention to the problem and spurring f’n-rns to act. The list of participants is long and
distinguished. They include General Electric, located just down the road outside. Boston, which is
the world’s top producer of ultra-efficient gas turbines. Similarly, the government has sponsored
a host of other programs that have helped businesses of all sizes, as well as American
households, reduce their energy consumption through more efficient technologies. Next time
you buy a TV or computer monitor look for the decal with the rainbow and the starpthe sign of
EPA’s "Energy Star" program that helps consumers identify products that sip energy while not
compromising on functionality. These programs--voluntary incentives and information for
consumers--are examples of government at its nimble best.

But alongside these successful programs is a minefield of failure--a long list of policies
inspired by the idea that government knows best. These policies have tied f’n’ms and consumers
in red tape; they have blocked innovation and stripped consumers of their power to choose.
They undermine our competitiveness and threaten our way of life. For example, my
administration is opposing rules that would impose radical new efficiency standards orl the
manufacturers of new air conditioners. Higher efficiency is not free--it requires making a more
expensive product that is not affordable to everyone. For households that survive paycheck to
paycheck, this new rule would force them to spend even more ~,’qrce savings on something that
they need. Is it right for government to assume that you, the consumer, are unable to read the
labels on products and decide for yourself what is best?

And that’s just the beginning. What will it cost to make the deep cuts in emissions that
some scientists say will be needed to stop greenhouse Warming? Any serious answer to that
question requires knowing, right off, that developing countries are adamantly opposed to doing
anything about the threats of climate change. They say that they have other priorities~
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development, for one. Yet these nations already account for half of the world’s net emissions of
greenhouse gases, and their emissions are rising rapidly. That means that a deep cut in global
emissions will require America and the rest of the industrialized world to do moremmuch more
than our share. In this global economy, how can we expect our factories to compete with those
in China, Brazil or India if we are hobbled by a costly mandate to eliminate fossil fuels from our
economy while they face no such constraint?

Some still say that it will be inexpensivemperhaps even profitable~to eliminate fossil
fuels from our economy. They imagine that we will stumble on some miracle energy source that
satisfies our need for energy services yet is free of CO2 and causes no other types of harmful
pollution. That’s a tall order. Your government, along with industry, is supporting research and
development on a portfolio of promising technologies. So far, however, nothing in that portfolio
is likely to deliver the magic bullet.

We are giving a fresh look at nuclear power, and I find it encouraging that several
utilities are likely to announce in the coming few years that they will commit funds to building
the next generation of nuclear reactors. I know that many people are opposed to nuclear reactors,
but I implore you to look carefully at the risks and benefits. Nuclear power is one of the cleanest
ways to make electricity. With the price of natural gas high, as it has been for the last two years,
nuclear power is also highly competitive. Since my administration took office in 2001 we have
helped to clear many of the obstacles to a rebirth of the nuclear power industry. We have
[secured] renewal of the Price-Anderson Act, which holds reactor owners accountable for their
actions yet puts a reasonable cap on their liability; without this limit, no sane company would
invest in this technology that already supplies about one-fifth of the electricity that America
needs. We have finally opened the permanent repository for spent fuel at Yucca Mountain in
Nevada. And, with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, we are making progress in
introducing market forces to the U.S. electric power system. The lack of market discipline
explains why utilities invested your money in so many unprofitable reactors. Indeed, in the last
decade alone, as market forces have come to the U.S. electric power system, new operators have
dramatically improved the performance of U.S. reactors. Across the United States, the cost of
wholesale electricity generated from nuclear plants has actually declined about one-fifth as
market-sensitive operators have found ways to cut costs and keep their reactors online generating
electricity for more hours every year.

We must also explore ways to make use of America’s abundant coal reserves. Several
major utilities, along with the federal government, have launched the FutureGen program to
study and demonstrate a promising technology called coal gasification. This technology will
make it possible to use our nation’s abundant coal reserves to generate electricity while capturing
the CO2 before it is emitted into the atmosphere.

These are sound investments. But it is one thing to back novel technologies with
uncertain delivery and quite another to bet our economic future by imposing strict limits on
emissions. Until we know more about what it will really cost to control emissions it is not
possible to justify imposing binding limits on emissions. You elected.me in a time of great
economic strife in America. With determination we are rebuilding the economy, and we won’t
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threaten that recovery with ill-conceived limits on fossil fuels aimed at achieving a highly
uncertain impact on a highly uncertain problem that we probably can’t control anyway.

My administration’s thorough review of the climate change issue has also revealed that
the likely effects of climate change are not as serious as you might think. A few degrees’ change
in temperature is within the realm of what we already experience; some months are warmer than
average, and others are colder. Variation in rainfall will affect our reservoirs and farmers, but
America’s quiver of response to a changing climate is stuffed full with effective arrows. When
farmers see the real price of water rise they have found myriad ways to cut their consumption,
such as through the deployment of new seed and crop varieties. In some settings they have also
installed drip irrigation--itself an innovation from water-starved Israel, proving once again that
necessity is the mother of invention. We can respond and adapt easily, if American ingenuity is
allowed to work its magic.

In my meetings with civic leaders here in Boston I have heard fears that rising sea level
will swamp the city. But it is important to recognize that higher sea levels, if they occur at all,
will manifest themselves over decades during which time we can prepare at little cost. Again, it
is important to put the long time scales into historical perspective. One hundred and fifty years
ago any discussion of rising sea levels would have focused on the shallow swamp called Back
Bay. Then, during the 1850s and 1860s, the dominant industry of the daymraiiroads filled in
Back Bay. Beacon Street, which starts just down the hill from where we are assembled today,
ran across the top of a long and wide dam that was used to control the tides. Today, Back Bay is
land, not water, and invulnerable to the tides. Similarly, in the redevelopment of Boston harbor
in the 1980s, planners factored into their plans a likely rise in sea levelmby preparing they have
made Boston adaptive to changing climate, at little cost. The big dig, which put Boston’s central
road artery under ground, is also constructed with the possibility of higher sea level in mind.
Every city with responsible leaders and a distant vision has planned for such contingencies--
London and Venice, for example, have movable sea walls to protect humanity’s great physical
asset from a flood tide. Such investments make sense even without global warming. Venice was
already sinking into the ocean; its leaders have found a way to limit the danger of its natural sink
and higher sea levels all at once.

We found that most claims of the high cost of climate change are built on a fallacy. The3i
look only at losers and ignore the many winners. For every ski area that loses a day of sales
from the earlier spring, global warming alarmists shed a tear and tabulate a cost. But ~ey ignore
the new business for fishing guides and outfitters who can open earlier and close laterT. In fact,
when Americans speak with their pocketbooks they prefer warm weather. They spend more on
fishing--a sport that, except for the hardiest, is a warm weather activity--than on skiing.
Americans have moved in drc.,,’:~o to warm weather. Even this audience of great Bostonians, I am
sure, longs for a Florida respite in the dead of winter. The press corps, I fear, has not understood
that lesson. Every summer I hear them grumble when we set out for Crawford.

It is easy to be lighthearted about the weather, but I underscore a deadly serious point.
We must be cautious about the "threat industry" that is drawn to the problem of global warming
like termites to wood. A vast enterprise of analysts thrives--I dare say, draws its paycheck--
from the exaggeration of environmental calamity. This same industry tells you that the streets
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are not safe, that your child’s history textbook is misleading, that prayer is corrupting, that the
sky is falling. This same industry draws millions from malpractice lawsuits. They tell you that
they are drawing your attention to problems; they say that they are making the world safer. But
the reality is that it is you, the American consumer, who pays for them to tilt at windmills.

The threat industry draws its sustenance from fear. It is not science, which seeks
inspiration from scrutiny, skepticism and the truth. The threat industry works inside narrow
conf’mes of the present fad. In the early 1970s analysts looked at the possibility of global
cooling, triggered by grand plans at the time for a massive fleet of supersonic aircraft that would
travel the globe. (Those plans were never realized because supersonic travel proved too costly;
only the French and British Concorde program went ahead, and that only because those
governments wasted vast resources on a program for national pride.) At that time the fear was
global cooling. Sure enough, a plethora of detailed studies confirmed that cooling was bad news.

I have always found it puzzling why our nation, which has never been richer nor more
powerful, is paralyzed by defeatism and malaise on environmental matters. Compare today with
the turn of the twentieth century when soaring demand for wood fuel, railroad ties and the
clearing of forests for farming had triggered fears of a "wood famine" in the United States.
Another Republican president created the U.S. Forest Service in 1905 to manage that strategic
resource--to provide, in the words of the first Forest Service director Gifford Pinchot, the
"greatest good for the greatest number of people." Today, America’s forests are larger and
healthier because we have found ways to make productive use our natural resources without
over-exploiting them. The effects are nowhere more visible than here in New England, where
the countryside was virtually denuded of trees while today healthy forests abound. Or, compare
today with 1970, when Richard Nixon’s administration created the Clean Air Act, the Clean
Water Act, and the National Environmental Policy Act the most significant cluster of
environmental legislation in our history. Or, compare today with just barely a decade earlier
when a Republican President oversaw the creation of a nationwide system for trading pollution
credits that has cut in half the gases that cause acid rain. The long history of Republican
environmental achievements underscore that a healthy economy and respect for market forces
are the best ways to protect nature.

That is what we have found in our review of the global warming problem. To be sure,
there is more to do, and let me outline the achievements that we are planning for the next
months.                                                                          ~.

My administration will continue the bipartisan tradition of investing in the science of
climate change. We must learn more about the risks and opportunities in a changing climate.
Perhaps we will discover credible evidence of threats in the changing climate. Until we have
that evidence my administration will not impose such costs on the American economy. We are
spending nearly $2b per year on climate science, focused on a wide range of important questions
so that future leaders have better information for making these tough policy decisions.

We will continue to develop sensible policies and incentives to reduce emissions where
that can be achieved at little or no cost. At the same time, we will scour the legacy of projects of
policies for those that make no sense activities that saddle industry with regulations, which
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undermine the consumer’s right to choose, and which sap American ingenuity. At the same
time, we must ensure that programs designed to acknowledge and encourage firms that make
voluntary reductions in their emissions are not merely gaining a public relations benefit for
things they would have done anyway. My administration is now implementing new rules that
aim to reward only genuine reductions in emissions, and I commit here to review the
effectiveness of those rules in the coming months.

My administration will continue to invest in the development of new technologies that
might make it much less costly to reduce emissions in the future. It is essential that we have
these options ready at hand in case we f’md that steep cuts are needed, and it is less costly to
invest in research and development on these options now. These investments include the
FutureGen program for coal-burning electric power generators as well as a broad initiative to
pursue the possibility of a hydrogen economy.

I don’t know if these technology programs will pan out. That is the nature of bold
technological investments--they are risky. We must expect failure but hope for success. I can
assure you that these programs are already yielding important insights. Throughout these efforts
we are working with industry so that the federal government is not given the task of paying the
full cost and so that these programs are guided by practical considerations that industry knows
best. We seek new technologies that work, not a gold-plated behemoth that excites engineers but
terrifies hard-nosed businessmen.

As we search for new energy systems, we must be mindful that real applications of
technology depend on many factors, not just clever blueprints. We must create the market
context that puts proper prices on energy and allows markets to transmit signals to final users.
We must assure that we also meet our needs for energy security, which requires ensuring that
America does not become too dependent on imported energy. Thus today I repeat my call for
Congress to create the funding guarantees needed to encourage the private sector to build a gas
pipeline to deliver the vast gas reserves in the North Slope of Alaska to markets here in the lower
48 states. Similarly, I applaud recent decisions by FERC to encourage the construction of
liquefied natural gas receiving stations, which will help America overcome the crisis of high
natural gas prices and, in turn, will make it easier for utilities to justify building gas plants that
are intrinsically much less carbon-intensive than coal-fired electricity. All these measures will
create flexibility in the U.S. energy system, which is good news for the economy.

I am also issuing a series of executive orders that will help improve the nation’s capacity
to adapt to changing climate. I am directing the Federal Emergency Management Agency to
review the practices that govern settlement of coastal zones. Already the normal pattern of
surging seas and storms periodically causes great harm to coastal settlements, such as on the
barrier islands off the Carolinas. Government must strike a balance between compassion for the
people affected by these disasters and creating incentives for coastal dwellers to take risks with
the government’s money. There is mounting evidence that govermnent insurance and relief
programs are actually impeding the natural changes in the landscape. We are spending billions
to tame Nature. I am also directing FEMA and other agencies of the federal government to work
with state and local authorities to be sure that the likely consequences of climate change are
knownMso that, where prudent, they can include these in their planning. In some casesit will
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make sense to build sea walls to fend off high sea levels and stormsnalmost always, the cases
where such investments make sense are those where such investments would be wise even
without the risk of rising sea level. Where we have already spent tens of billions of dollars on
buildings near the coastline it makes, sense to protect them, rather than retreat.

I would also like to outline some things that my administration won’t do. For too long
the policy response to global wamaing has been painted in stark, black and white terms. The
threat industry has manufactured the terms of debate, and the noise has drowned voices of
reason. In that polarized environment, analysts and politicians with special interests have
brewed up steep potion of mischief. My administration won’t be serving that up.

I won’t scare you with wild scenarios. Analysts have claimed that global warming will
threaten America’s security by spreading disease. Some claim, for example, that global warming
will make Malarial breeding grounds in the US, implying that we will see a resurgence of that
deadly disease here. The fact is that technology and policy are what determine the threat of
malaria, not climate. During the Civil War the U.S. south was racked with malaria, driving up
the world price for quinine--the only reliable cure for the ailment. Programs to eradicate
mosquitoes and control the disease explain why the south has long been malaria-free. The threat
industry has concocted an endless array of otherterdfying scenarios. I can’t tell you that all are
impossible. But I can say that the threat of climate changenlike so many other policy
challenges today--will require that we think in terms of probabilities. And the probabilities of
these terror storylines are exceedingly low.

I won’t re-engage with Kyoto. The problems with the Kyoto system are so severe that no
amount of tinkering at the margins will fix them. It is hardly clear that substantial, coordinated
reductions in emissions are needed. Nor is it clear that the cost of meeting Kyoto’s targets is
commensurate with the benefits. The most useful aspects of the Kyoto system envision
engagement with developing countries; yet that system, known as the Clean Development
Mechanism, has virtually no achievements to its credit. Environmentalists and European nations
have burdened that Mechanism with a plethorh of special roles and procedures that make it
difficult, if not impossible, for private f’Lrms to make the most sensible emission-reducing
investments in developing countries. It is no wonder that developing countries have
unanimously viewed this issue with suspicion. Moreover, Kyoto offers no vision for
intemational investments in new technology. It does include some useful ideas about the need to
promote adaptation, but the method for encouraging adaptation is the creation of a ;
bureaucratized international fund--a sure loser. As a global strategy for tackling the problem of
climate change, Kyoto is a backwater of paralysis and irrelevance.

Finally, I won’t substitute g~,emment for your good common sense. We will not
construct elaborate government programs based on the idea that government is a nanny who
must instruct you on the proper use of energy. Americans are smart; armed with real information
about real risks and rewards they will make sound choices. I view the role of government as
helping, in those limited cases where markets fail, but leaving you--the consumer, parent, and
steward--the freedom to choose.
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In many ways the hypothetical dangers of climate change are, of course, quite different
from the environmental problems that America has confronted in the past. The time scales are
long; the causes are global; solutions are much more costly than anything else we have
contemplated. But the global nature of climate change is not a reason for catharsis. In fact, we
can handle these risks in our stride. In the near future we have little control over the emissions
that contribute to a changing climate, not least because most emissions already come from other
nations that are steadfast in their desire not to alter their behavior.

We must adapt and learn. The effects of a changing climate, if evident at all, will unfold
on the same time scale that we will make many other changes in our society aiad technology. We
must invest in better understanding the science of climate change and in improving energy
technologies that might be needed to control emissions. You wouldn’t know it from the crisis
atmosphere that surrounds media reporting of this issue, but we are doing all that already.
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SPEECH #2: "Beyond the Kyoto Protocol"

Location: Special Address to the United Nations General Assembly.

Mr. Secretary-General, distinguished delegates, and my fellow Americans,

Today I speak with you about a grave threat to our prosperity. Addressing this challenge
will tax our ability to work in unison as a community of nations. But we must prevail, and time
is short.

The danger is global climate change, and I come today to speak about why it is different
from anything we have addressed beforepand what it demands of us, the community of nations.

Climate change is unlike the threat of global nuclear war, a subject that occupied this
body throughout the cold war, because its solution does not lie merely in the hands of a few
powerful states. Nor is this challenge like the gripping fear of the 1970spthat swelling human
population would outstrip our ability to feed itself. That problem we solved, in part, by
inventing new technologies and practices--the "green revolution" that have allowed rich and
poor farmers alike to grow more food. Nor is climate change like most environmental problems
in our past, which we have solved mainly by inventing new devices to bolt on our tail pipes and
smoke stacks. And the challenge of climate change is unlike terrorism, which we are addressing
by working together to isolate and extinguish a few rogue elements.

Global climate change is different because it is intrinsic to the metabolism of our modem
economy--it is a byproduct, mainly, of burning fossil fuels that power our prosperity. Fixing
this problem requires a transformation in our industrial engine. That transformation must be
complete and global, because all nations cause the emissions that lead to climate change. We
should not underestimate the challenge. Not only must we sustain unprecedented international
cooperation, but the models we have for planning industrial transformation are not encouraging.
In the last century, the only experience with active industrial planning on a large scale was the
Soviet Union--a colossal failure. We must find ways to make this transformation in a manner
that is compatible with the markets and institutions that are intrinsic to our industrial society.

The challenge is grand, but we can meet it.

First, we must understand why the challenge of climate change merits a response. One of
many areas where the United Nations system has provided leadership on this issue is in its
,::-~ation, in 1988, of the Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). The IPCC follows
a long and distinguished tradition in the UN system of applying science to modem problems.
IPCC doesn’t do the science, nor should it--the world’s nations already amply fund and
coordinate an impressive program of scientific research. This nation alone spends nearly $2b per
year on climate science, and we will continue to increase our investment. IPCC’s contribution is
to supply a neutral assessment that involves scientists from all nations. It has done that
admirably through three intense rounds that have involved thousands of scientists, all of them
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volunteers. The present head of the IPCC is an Indian economist; before him was an American
atmospheric chemist, and the f’ust head was a Swedish geochemist. The IPCC flies the UN flags;
it not only supplies the most sophisticated assessments of climate science, but it also ensures that
all nations are part of the process.

The IPCC reports are technical and not easy to read, but their message is unmistakable.
The problem of climate change is real. Temperatures are rising. 2003 was the third hottest year
on record; the 1990s the hottest decade, by far, of the last one thousand years. 1998 was the
hottest year on record. Although climate change that year was attributable both to man and a
strong E1 Nino, the human f’mgerpdnt is almost certainly evident. 1998 was still significantly
warmer than 1983, the last time we were subjected to a strong E1 Nino.

It’s not just temperature. Most other indicators of changing climate are also moving as
the theory would expect. Satellites that are monitoring northern countries find that in just a
decade the spring thaw has arrived a full week earlier on average. Studies that have carefully
culled the reports from thousands of amateur birdwatchers show that migratory birds arrive in
their summer grounds earlier and leave later. In northern Alaska, the tundra once remained
frozen solid for 200 days per year; now that figure has dropped in half. Of course, we must be
mindful of flaws and critiques--although most indicators of a changing climate are moving as
expected, some are not. We must be careful not to silence the skeptics--their criticism will
make the theory better. But we must also not ignore the mounting evidence. The theory is
sound, and its implications are ominous.

The IPCC reports, corroborated by many other studies, suggest that sea levels will rise,
areas prone to drought will become drier, extreme storms may become more common. Natural
ecosystems such as wetlands and forests will be under stress.

In the past, many in the United States have shrugged off these likely effects. They say
that we can adapt by changing our crops, shifting our houses inland away from the approaching
sea, and building dikes to channel flood waters and irrigation to quench the parched. I say that
view is dangerously mistaken and I intend to take action to combat the threat of climate change

It is true that Americans can probably adapt to most of the likely short-term effects of
climate change. Just west of here city planners in Philadelphia are planning for the possible need
to relocate intake pipes for the city water supply. Builders of new power plants near the coast
have, in some cases, installed the intake pipes for coolant water a few feet higher than ~ormal--
in anticipation of higher future sea levels. But it is a stretch to say that merely moving a few
pipes will make us immune to climate change. Our coastal zones are already battered by storms;
rising sea level will make matters worse. In the barrier islands off ¢~-~; Carolinas and Florida, big
storms already cause billions of dollars of property damage. And in most of the rest of the world
such adaptation is not so easy. In Bangladesh alone nearly [10] million people live within three
vertical feet of sea level; Bangladeshis already suffer floods and devastation from coastal storms.
Elsewhere in the developing world, societies that are least able to adapt to a changing climate are
those that are most on the front lines. These problems are serious for these societies, and they
will affect us in the industrialized world as well---by creating environmental refugees, breeding
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grounds for climate-related diseases, and other stresses that will contribute to the same despair
that has animated terrorists who have struck the United States.

While I am confident that we can protect much of the built environment from changing
climate, what will we do about Nature? For many ecosystems the rate of change that is likely to
occur as the world warms will be much more rapid than Nature’s ability to adapt. Scientists
studying unique [butterflies] that have adapted to mountainous cloud forests in Costa Rica have
shown that as temperatures rise the clouds, too, will move higher up the mountain. What
happens when they reach the top--when the clouds no longer shroud the forest? The ecosystem
disappears and the butterflies go extinct. Ecologists are uncovering similar, detailed stories of
stress and extinction everywhere that they look. Some have even suggested that perhaps one-
third of species worldwide could go extinct in the coming century from the effects of global
warming alone. That sounds abstract until you realize that coral reefs, wild forests, and many
other gems of nature hang in the balance.

How should we evaluate such evidence? I worry that too many have focused on the
integrity of the evidence itself. They have picked apart the studies by asking questions whose
answers are not knowable. How do we know that the butterflies extinct on one mountain do not
survive on tenterhooks somewhere else? Are we certain that exactly these effects will unfold in
50 years? What if some bird gets to the weakened butterflies first--are we, then, to blame for
extinction? How do we know that future generations won’t invent some clever device that will
let us move the butterflies to other mountains?

These are important questions. The nature of science is skepticism, and we must
encourage scientists to turn every stone, question every fact, and re-question every hypothesis.
But we, as global citizens, must also recognize the cost of indecision. Information is not free,
and in this case the cost of waiting until all the facts are in is very high indeed. The very nature
of the climate problem is one of uncertainty; the best information that we can expect is not
declarative but a matter of probabilities. Climate change shifts the odds, but we will never be
able to say that a particular hot summer or a particular dead bird is the victim of changing
climate.

Even more important is that the effects are irreversible. Not only are we are saddling
future generations with our effluent, but if they decide that they would have liked a world in
which we did not run to extinction one-third of Nature’s diversity there is nothing they can do to
reverse what we have imposed. It isn’t right to impose those costs on the future. God’did not put
us on Earth to play dice with his legacy.

Taken together these factors---~e vulnerability of the world’s poorest, the risk of
catastrophic change, and our unfortunate legacy--are why we must eliminate the threats of
climate change at their root. Adaptation--"rolling with the punches," as we often say, is not an
option. We must slow and stop climate change beginning now.

From this realization, other maxims follow. The principal human cause of climate
change is the emission of carbon dioxide. Today, world emissions of CO2 are about [XX] tons
per year, and they have been rising at about [XX]% per year. As emissions rise, so does the
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concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. Today the atmosphere has about 370 parts
per million of CO2--already one-third higher than the level at the onset of the industrial era. A
growing chores of analysis suggests that the world should aim to stabilize the concentration at a
level no higher than 500 to 550 parts per million. To meet that goal we must not just slow the
rise in emissions, we must actually reverse course--emissions must eventually be 60% lower
than they are today. And we must do that while allowing enough space in the global emission
budget for the needs of developing countries. Nations such as the United States, which have
already amply used their shares of this budget, will have to do proportionately more than the
developing world. But we must all do our part.

550 parts per million seems a long way off, but it is closer than you think. The climate
system and the industrial energy system both have enormous inertia. To hit the 550 target our
trajectory of emissions must start shifting today--a little bit now, and a lot by 2020 and beyond.
For the United States and other countries that must take the first steps, that means acting now--
we must start by improving the efficiency of our existing energy system and investing in low-
carbon options where they exist. None of these will be easy choices. We must have debates
about nuclear power--do we want more reactors, and where? Do we want more windmills? If
we build more gas-f’tred power plants in countries like the United States where gas is already
scarce, where will we get the gas? Obtaining politically viable answers to these questions takes
time.

Every year that we wait to confront these questions is another year we lock ourselves into
the old paradigm. Yet we know that business as usual is not sustainable. In 2003 the United
States commissioned [354] power plants with a total capacity of [42] gigawatts. The largest of
those plants will operate for 30 years; many will probably last even longer. The oldest grid-
connected fossil fuel power plant in the United States was commissioned in the 1920s, and many
small hydro dams date even earlier. We must be mindful of the durable consequences of our
actions even today, and we must promote a similar awareness elsewhere in the world. Last year,
China built [20] gigawatts of new power plants, and India built [7] gigawatts. As the world
economy regains its stride, the building will accelerate even further. The International Energy
Agency’s authoritative World Energy Outlook suggests that two-thirds of the coal-fired electric
power capacity that will exist in 2030 has not yet been built. Although we are locking in long-
lived capital equipment, we still have room to maneuver if we act quickly.

Our response must be twofold. We must create a viable international institutio.n for
addressing the climate problem. And, within each nation, we must begin to implemenf concrete
actions.

At the international level, I ~:;’: mindful that my nation met a firestorm of criticism for
leaving the Kyoto system. In our defense, the targets that we had accepted in Kyoto were not
achievable by the United States, and our domestic political debate--Democrats and Republicans
alike had placed inordinate emphasis on setting binding limits for developing countries.
Neither the last administration nor mine could have submitted Kyoto to our Senate for successful
ratification, and it was better not to pretend that Kyoto was viable. We bit off more than we
could chew, and in that respect the United States was not alone. All nations have learned from
the Kyoto experience, and whether our first try at creating an effective global institution to
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address one of the most complex issue on the international agenda today was successful is less
important than our continued effort in good faith.

Looking to the future, we know that Kyoto is important for many other nations. We also
know that Kyoto is the only established institution for addressing the climate issue. Thus today I
am instructing our diplomats to engage more fully with the Kyoto Process, with the aim of
achieving a viable plan for the United States to re-enter the Kyoto system.

Let me underscore, however, that the United States will not attempt to rejoin the original
Kyoto accords, which focused on the period 2008-2012. 2012 is just eight years away; there is
not much that can be done to alter the American emission trajectory over such a short period.
Several other nations will meet their Kyoto commitments, but we must not confuse lucky
accidents of history that put some nations fortuitously on track to meet their Kyoto commitments
with the type of serious long-term strategy that no nation has yet to implement.

America’s re-engagement with Kyoto comes with strings attached. We will demand
solutions to the flaws in the original Kyoto accords, and w~e will work aggressively and
constructively with all nations to f’md fair and effective remedies.

In f’Lxing Kyoto, we will be mindful that well-meaning diplomats tried to achieve too
much in the short-term even as the Kyoto framework has proved to be woefully inadequate for
the long-term. We must rectify that imbalance. We must set meaningful but modest goals for
the short-term but send credible and demanding signals for the distant future. We are lucky that
the consequences of climate change will unfold over decades--giving us time, if we start now, to
transform the global economy with the normal pace of technological change.

America will rejoin the Kyoto process only with solutions in hand for Kyoto’s three
deficiencies.

First, the new Kyoto must contain realistic targets with no free rides. The United States
accounts for one-quarter of global emissions and therefore must do its share. Many, especially in
this august body, have criticized America for its large environmental footprint, claiming that our
consumer culture guzzles energy and intrinsically harms the environment. The reality is that
America’s emissions normalized for economic output what is often called "emission
intensity"--is in line with that of most other nations. It is a bit higher than that of Fra4ace and
Japan, mainly because we use less nuclear power. It is lower than China and India. L~ke most
nations, U.S. emission intensity is declining steadily over time.

The U.S. emits one-quarter of the world’s CO2 because we account for one-quarter of the
world’s economic activity; we buy nearly [one-third] of the world’s traded goods and services.
Economic activity is not the enemy; it is essential to human welfare. It is the bedrock of
development. What matters here is the trajectory of emissions--the path of emissions over time,
and our success in decoupling emissions from economic growth. Every nation on Earth must
strive for a low---eventually zero~emission intensity. We must have vibrant economies without
harmful emissions.
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We recognize that part of the trouble with Kyoto stems from the method for expressing
commitments. Kyoto’s architects focused on the total quantity of emissions. That approach
seemed to make sense because the climate problem is caused by emissions, and simple measures
of responsibility (it was thought) would make it easy to measure progress. We must explore
alternative measures, and it may be necessary to build the new Kyoto on packages of measures
and metrics rather than a single, simple set of emission targets. We should explore using
emission intensity as the measure, since that would help nationsmincluding the United States m
demonstrate to their publics that the central goal is to decouple emissions from the economy, not
to shut down the economy. We must also explore mechanisms that allow countries to cap the
cost of compliance. Fear that the cost of meeting Kyoto targets could prove to be much higher
than expected has been one reason why it has been hard to build strong domestic support for the
Kyoto system in many nations, including here in the United States. We must have credible
answers for those who question the economics. We must move beyond simply branding people
who worry about costs as enemies of the environment.

In the new Kyoto we must also confront, head on, a subject that has been taboo:
commitments for developing countries. So long as the community of developing nations is
unified in rejecting any limits on emissions there will be no substantial progress in addressing the
climate problem. And I warn that that is bad news especially for developing countries as theym
like most nations--stand to lose from unchecked global warming. Back in 1997 the U.S. Senate
voted 95-0 to signal its rejection of any pact that did not include meaningful participation of
developing countries. Now,as then, that standard must be met.

Second, the new Kyoto must ~et realistic and meaningful long-term goals. No firm or
government can plan a rational investment strategy without a compass--a star on the horizon.
Over the last few months my administration has undertaken a comprehensive review of its policy
strategy on global warming, and I have met personally and confidentially with the leaders of
major energy companies. Most have expressed to me the need for clarity about goals. They say
that if our climate policy consists of cutting emissions by possibly a few percent every five years
then they will not much alter their business plans. They will install technologies that are a bit
more efficient; they will invest in projects overseas where substantial reductions in emissions are
achievable at very low cost. But if our goal is a radical reduction in emissions then business
plans would be different. Even today, if our aspirations were clear, some utilities would build
new nuclear plants and invest in larger wind farms. A clear vision would uncork innovation in
zero-carbon energy systems, such as the elements of a hydrogen-based energy system. Some
f’n’ms are investing in these futures, but the effort is much more tentative than if a cle~ goal for
radically decarbonizing the economy were set.

We must send a clear and unambiguous message. Our goal is nothing less than radical
decarbonization of the word economy. We will need 50 years or longer to achieve that goal.
And we need a target for stabilizing the atmosphere, so that we can measure and assess the pace
of our immediate actions. I propose that we start with 550 parts per million as a goal; we should
write that number prominently into the new Kyoto agreement, and we should also create a
process for evaluating that goal regularly. I know that this statement will be seen by many,
especially in the scientific community, as foolhardy. How do we know that 550 parts per million
is safe’? We don’t, and we may never know what is safe. But we do have a good idea about the
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rates and magnitude of change implied by this target, and I am confident that the 550 goal is
achievable. We will not lock this goal into place, but we should set it as a starting point. I can
assure you that having set this number a flood of studies will follow to show why it is deficient.
That, exactly, is the dialectical process that we must inspire.

Third, the new Kyoto must inspire action far beyond the mere cutting of emissions to
meet targets. The only viable way to decarbonize the economy is to develop and install new
technologies. Even with a credible long-term goal, the needed investment will not flow
automatically. Many of the new ideas that will be needed to decarbonize the economy are public
goods---everyone in the world will benefit from these new ideas, but no single f’n’m or
government can justify the costly "investment on its own. We know that society tends to under-
invest in knowledge, and in this case the under-investment is truly global. I commend the good
work that the United Nations has done on global public goods, and I challenge the leaders of all
other nations to rise to the occasion and find ways to solve this problem.

In the present Kyoto regime there is no reward for nations that invest in technology.
Indeed, a system that sets new targets every five years actually discourages some technological
investments because a nation that lowers its emission trajectory puts itself at a disadvantage for
later round of negotiations. We must eliminate these perverse incentives and create a strong,
direct incentive for productive investment in new technology.

The exact form of this technology investment program still must be negotiated. At
minimum, governments should focus on a wide package of measures as their contribution to
addressing the problem of climate change, not merely compliance with emission goals. We must
establish a process of government peer review that encourages each nation to look closely at the
technology investment plans in the private and public sectors of other countries. We must create
international mechanisms for collaborative research on new large scale technologies, such as a
future generation of commercially viable and safe nuclear reactors as well as strategies for
making renewable power widely available.

In addition to invigorating a new Kyoto, my administration is also committing the United
States to a more aggressive course of domestic policy. We will demonstrate our dedication to
creating an effective international response through our own substantial response at home. Our
policy will include five major elements.

First, we will complete the installment of an effective voluntary registration system. This
system has been in place since 1992 and has achieved mixed results. The reforms that we have
already adopted will address many of the criticisms that the system had inadequate accounting
and was rewarding f’n’ms with recognition for projects they would have undertaken anyway. A
voluntary approach is not enough, but it is what we have right now--available immediately to
help jump-start a mandatory, economy-wide response. My administration has already proposed
new procedures for strengthening our register of voluntary reductions, and we will also examine
ways to award credits for these reductions in a future emission trading system.

Second, my administration will introduce legislation to create a binding emission trading
system for all significant sources of carbon dioxide in the United States. We will start with CO2
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because it is the easiest to measure, but we will create provisions for the inclusion of other gases
in the future, exactly as the EU is doing in its own emission trading system, as it becomes easier
to monitor these other gases reliably. Until then, we will regulate these other gases through other
voluntary and mandatory programs, such as the Environmental Protection Agency’s programs to
encourage capture of methane from landfills, its partnership with the aluminum industry for
reducing emissions of perfluorocarbons, and a number of other programs.

Third, the U.S. government will encourage where it canmthe many special programs
that encourage low-cost ways to control emissions. I am always amazed when I hear stories such
as the ability of BP to cut its emissions of CO2 by [20] million tons per year at no cost to the
company. In economics you learn that there aren’t any $100 bills lying on the street because if
there were, people would pick them up. From my experience talking with industry leaders, the
street is filled with $100 bills, and we just need to learn how to f’md and grab them. Firms are
already doing this--at least some of them. Government can help with informational programs
that aid other firms in starting the search. Government, including local government, can also
help households with the search. About one-third of the energy consumed in the United States is
used in households, and a plethora of studies has shown that homeowners are typically unaware
of how they can save money (and cut emissions) through more efficient appliances, upgraded
insulation, low-energy lighting, and other simple changes.

Fourth, we will redouble our investment in new technology. My administration has
launched programs to develop the technologies that will be needed for a zero-carbon hydrogen
energy system, and we welcome the many private initiatives in this area as well. From India to
Iceland we have found enormous interest in joint international exploration of this promising
energy future. Last fall the U.S. government hosted a major international conference on the
hydrogen economy; high level delegations from [33] countries attended. It is a sign that this
conference attracted much larger representation from the highest levels of government than any
so-called "conference of the parties" convened since adoption of the Kyoto Protocol.
Governments that are serious about addressing the climate change problem know that technology
is the key. With industry, the U.S. government is also supporting the demonstration of an
advanced coal gasification power plantmwhat we call FuturGen~that will make it possible to
generate electricity from coal while capturing and sequestering the CO2 underground. These are
a. start; we will do more. We also expect that the private sector will do more~much more~
when they see a credible signal that the world and the United States are serious about cutting
carbon. We expect to spend $4 billion on climate technologies this year and more in the future.

Fifth, we will continue to invest in scientific research on the causes and consequences of
climate change. Already the United States spends about $[2] billion per year on climate science.
We fly satellites and plumb the depths of the oceans for dues about past, current and future
climates. Nearly all that work is done in parmership with other nations. We contribute mightily
to the IPCC process. Sound science is essential to sound policy. While sustaining and
increasing this investment, we must also be sure that the many uncertainties that are inevitable in
this issue do not become an excuse for inaction. We must look at the likely.effects of climate
change, and we must be especially mindful of the extreme effects---outcomes that may be
unlikely but, if they occur, could be catastrophic. More work is needed to understand and predict
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those effects, as they will dominate our attempts to set a safe level of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere.

Finally, I must emphasize that climate change is not a political island. We are rising to
this challenge even as we in the community of nations address many other matters of energy
policy. Energy efficiency makes sense for many reasons. Almost every strategy for cutting
carbon will also cut the emissions of other pollutants. Many have said that the transition away
from fossil fuels will be bad news for oil rich nations. But the reality is that oil revenues have
not created wealth--rather, a "resource curse" has befallen so many oil exporters. It has come
back to hurt us as wellmin the form of Saudi support for Sept 11. All nations must decouple
their prosperity from the vagaries of natural resources; we must embrace the post-industrial
future that lifts welfare even as we tread more lightly on Earth.

Two decades ago, this body--the United Nations General Assembly---created a
commission to study the fate of the global environment. The result--chaired by Norwegian
Prime Minister Gro Brundtland--was an impressive report that bears revisiting. The Assembly
created a vision for improving human welfare while also protecting the environment, and they
called it "sustainable development." The Brundtland Commission argued that the two~
environment and economic growth--were complementary, not contradictory. "Our common
future," they said, required assuring that each generation pass the planet to the next with its vital
resources intact.

We must reaffirm the Brundtland vision by addressing the danger of climate change with
a truly global and long-term strategy that befits the problem at hand. If we are to assure our
prosperity and a cleaner environment we must not wait. Our efforts must begin now and gather
steam in the coming decades. I stand before you to assure that when focused on effective
solutions to climate change, the United States will be at the forefront in reviving that global
effort.
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SPEECH #3: MAKING A MARKET

Location: Portland, Oregon

My Fellow Americans,

I have spent the day traveling the Columbia river--meeting small business owners and
citizens here in Oregon and in Washington. They have shared with me their aspirations and
visions; many have discussed their fears as well. Quite often they have expressed worries about
the environment. Many have told me that environmental quality is why they are here. For a
large fraction, the environment is their livelihood. They are outfitters and innkeepers and
farmers. The environment, they say, is luxury and necessity all in one.

Over the last two centuries our modem society has confronted and solved many
environmental problems. Nearly all these have been local or regional in nature. About 100 years
ago this great nation faced a terrible timber crisis. Railroads and farmers, especially in the East,
were cutting trees much more rapidly than the forests could recover. We created the forest
service and helped farmers learn to grow more food on less land and solved the crisis. Similarly,
we have largely solved the local pollution problems that, until recently, bedeviled city life.
From mud and dung in the streets to killer smog we have risen to the challenge. Today, we are
cutting emissions of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides and mercury from power plants. For those
who claim that environmental quality is in perpetual decline, I say look at the record. It is quite
impressive. We have caused real harm, but we have also found real solutions.

Now we confront the problem of climate change. I am not exaggerating when I say that
this is today’s most serious long-term threat to environmental quality. I will not recount the
evidence in detail, but you have all heard it. Global temperatures are rising now and will rise
further. Weather patterns will change. Sea level is likely to rise, at least a bit, and storms may
become more intense. The stress of a changing climate will alter natural ecosystems, driving
some (perhaps many) species into extinction.

You will see the effects of climate change fight here. Warmer temperatures are likely to
reduce snowpack, which will change the annual cycle on the Columbia fiver. More water will
flow in wintermwhen it otherwise would have been locked up in snow and ice on the mountains.
Electricity prices may rise since the water for Bonneville and other dams along the dvdr is much
more valuable in summer, when demand for electricity is growing as more people install air
conditioners. Hot summer temperatures will probably affect fish in rivers and the rest of nature.
Such effects, though varied, will be felt anywhere and everywhere on Eaz~;’. i7or the first time in
history, there is no place on Earth where the signature of mankind’s pollution---carbon dioxide
and other greenhouse gases--is not measurable.

It is safe to say that we don’t know the exact consequences of a changing climate. But it
is also safe to say that we know enough to be worried and to take prudent actions now.
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Today, I’d like to outline the response that we--as Americans and as citizens of the
Earth--should pursue.

We will be successful in solving the problem of climate change only with new thinking
about the role of government in the economy. We will never f’md cost-effective solutions if we
think about carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases the way we have traditionally thought
about pollutants--with mandates for end-of-pipe technologies. We must create economic
incentives for private firrns and individuals to re-invent the economy with a new metabolism--
new methods for carrying and supplying energy that don’t emit greenhouse gases. It probably
means, over fifty years, building a new economy that does not require fossil fuels. To
understand the magnitude of the task, imagine your day without fossil fuels. No car; no
electricity in most of the country; no air travel; no gas for cooking and heating.

There are great dangers in undertaking this transformation of our economy. The costs
could be enormous if we adopt foolish policies, such as regulations that require strict fuel
economy standards or mandates for firms and households to adopt particular technologies. Some
say that we should not pay attention to cost because the urgent needs of planet Earth must come
fn’st. I don’t think that is realisticmwe must pay attention to cost because a program that
imposes an excessive burden will not be supported by the voters. For those who care most
passionately about solving the global warming problem, I warn you: ill-conceived remedies that
are not politically sustainable can cause even more harm than inaction.

The only way to make thi~ transformation is through the market itself. The market must
reflect the real cost of carbon dioxide. Today, the price of gasoline made from oil or electricity
made from coal does not reflect the burdens of global warming. Except for altruism, the
consumer has no incentive to seek out the less carbon-intensive products and services---~ey
have no incentive to select hydropower from the Pacific Northwest rather than coal-fired power
imported from Nevada. They have some incentive to demand that Detroit sell them a car
powered by an ultra-efficient hybrid engine, rather than a gas guzzler; if the price of gasoline
reflected the real cost of action more fully then the incentive would be stronger. And most
important:, inventors see few rewards from dreaming up new schemes to get the carbon out of the
economy. America is a nation of invention. Our economy is strong because our productivity is
high. If we guide the gale force winds of invention to the problem of global warming, solutions
will be at hand sooner than we think. To do that requires getting prices right.

Already there is much that we can do. We can start by not getting prices wrong. The
energy industry is second only to agriculture in the level of subsidy that youmthe taxpayers and
citizens--deliver. [add 1-2 sentences on the nature of current subsidies.] Because of those
subsidies we have succumbed to pressure to subsidize new entrants as wellmin a fake effort to
level the playing field. Thus today we not only subsidize fossil fuels but also wind and solar and
nuclear energy. We invent reasons for still more subsidies--we subsidize ethanol, a liquid fuel
made from corn, in part on the fiction that ethanol blended fuels are a cost-effective way to clean
the air. We need to stop the subsidy spiral. Our government can’t afford it. It undermines the
principle of free market environmentalism. It is bad policy, and it must stop. We must also
work with other countries to end all subsidies for fossil fuels.
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To go further beyond removing insidious subsidiespwe must create new policy
instruments. The model is the highly successful program that we adopted in 1990 to control
emissions of sulfur dioxide, the leading cause of global warming. In that case, we cut emissions
in half by imposing a cap on all the major sources and then letting firms trade emission credits.
Some f’m’ns found inexpensive ways to apply new technology, giving them surplus credits to sell
or bank for the future. Others elected to buy credits rather than install costly technologies. The
incentive to control emissions spurred innovation, which is evident in the large number of
patents for sulfur control technology issued during the periodmproof, again, that
environmentalism can go hand in hand with innovation and strong economies. Today, U.S. firms
are among the leaders in world pollution control technology; our exports create jobs and wealth
here at home. My administration is making much greater use of markets for controlling many
other forms of pollution as well. We have new proposals for a market in nitrogen oxides and a
new market in mercury pollution. Although much of the federal government’s efforts to protect
the environment still employ traditional "command and control" methods--where government,
in essence, tells you which technologies and processes are best--we are making progress in
introducing market-based strategies. You may not know it, but the results are visible all around
and even in your pocketbook. Good studies by serious economists have shown that market-
based systems typically achieve the same result as a command-and-control system for about half
the cost. That leaves more resources for the environment and the economy.

We must create an emission trading system for carbon. Since1992 we have had a
voluntary program in place--firms have been able to register reductions in emissions. The
program has revealed some important information about the range of options available for
reducing emissions. It has probably encouraged some firms to act early. But the program has
also had severe deficiencies. Accounting standards have been lax; my administration recently
introduced new rules to tighten them up. But the key problem is that the program is voluntary.
Firms that participate are mainly those that would have implemented reductions anyway. The
full power of the economypthe full range of possible reductionsmremains untapped.

We must create a binding system. We must include all sources, so that no firm or family
is disadvantaged. We must be careful in the design of this system because we do not know
exactly what it will cost to cut carbon. It might turn out that cutting carbon swiftly is very
inexpensive. That was the lesson from the sulphur trading program, in part because reforms in
railroad pricing that were adopted at about the same time had the unanticipated effect of making
it easier to deliver low-cost, low-sulfur coal from the West to markets in the East. But carbon
may prove more difficult to control, and overly ambitious targets could impose a severe cost on
the economy--if new technologies are not available on the expected schedule, if new power
plants prove difficult to site, if the chips don’t fall in just the right way. We must protect
ourselves against that nasty outcome, and d"~;.,’es are available to do that.

That logic is f’me enough, but global warming is a global problem. We can make some
first steps to demonstrate that the United States is serious about controlling emissions. Oregon is
at the forefront of those efforts. You have set voluntary targets for reducing emissions. You
have formed a pact with Washington and British Columbia to pursue a regional strategy for
controlling emissions, and complementary efforts in California are leading to a western states
approach. Several states in the Northeast are developing a trading system for emissions of C02
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from power plants. Auto makers are exploring hydrogen-powered vehicles, in part because they
are concerned about possible future limits on CO2. Big utilities are putting big money--along
with the support from the federal government--in an innovative program called FutureGen that
explores ways to bum coal for electricity while sequestering the CO2 safely underground. Such
programs are examples of a better way to conduct research--through public-private partnerships.
They envision the federal government exiting once the commercial potential of a radical new
technology is proven; they avoid creating a steady stream of subsidy that has characterized many
past federal efforts to support new technology. Japan, Canada and the European Union all have
credible programs to cut emissions under way..These are a start; we will do more.

But how will the incentive to cut carbon spread worldwide? We must not have any
illusions. If we do not have a credible answer to this question we are unlikely to solve the
problem of global warming.

The only viable answer to this question leads us down a path that is very different from
today’s conventional wisdom. For the last decade the countries that have cared most about
solving the global warming problem have tried to create a global regime for capping the
emissions of greenhouse gases, as well as an international system for emission trading. They
have worked "top down"--focusing their efforts on the Kyoto Protocol.

The Kyoto vision has not worked. For one, it is not possible to set strict caps in an
international treaty that does not have fair and strong enforcement provisions. In the case of the
United States, the caps were set at a time when America’s diplomats were unaware of how
rapidly our emissions would rise. We sought special rules to make it easier to meet our
objectives, but we only got so much. Others in the Kyoto negotiations refused U.S. demands for
more lenient and achievable targets." Faced with this onslaught we couldn’t just walk away
because everyone including the U.S. government--had trumped Kyoto as the only way to
solve the problem of global warming. But when you look at this system from the distance of
history its wrongheadedness appears in stark relief. Trading emission quotas at midnight just to
get a-deal of symbolic importance is no way to protect our economy. Taken at face value the
emission credits allocated at Kyoto could be worth trillions of dollars. Yet some countries--
notably Russia--received obscenely generous allocations. The goal of Kyoto---to slow global
warming--is admirable. But the method was so flawed that f~ilure was inevitable.

To f’md an effective solution we must return to fundamentals. Our goal is to get the
market to reflect the real costs of carbon. We seek that solution by putting a cap on erfissions
and then letting the market discover the price of action. In other terms, we create these caps and
emission credits so that the market reflects the limited ability of the climate system to absorb all
the CO2 that we are emitting.

For too long we have thought about this task as an environmental problem. The real
nature of our challenge is little different from inventing a new form of money--a carbon
currency. Eventually, holdings of these carbon credits will be important, strategic assets.
Everyone in the market will examine the carbon consequences of their actions, just as everyone
today thinks about the capital requirements of their behavior--whether it is building a new
factory, buying a car, or constructing a home.
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The reason that Kyoto will not work as the central strategy for solving the carbon
problem is that new currencies are not created from the top down. Rather, they establish value
from the bottom up---through the millions of transactions that determine the real need for a
currency. When Lewis and Clark traveled down the Columbia River and spent the winter of
1805-1806 at Fort Clatsop they traded in currency that was valuable at the time--medals,
jackets, fish hooks, roots, and lynx skins. Values were established by need and ability to pay.
One day, Clark traded a portfolio of six fishooks, a file and some fish for a panther skin. The
next day, prices rosemtwo files were demanded in exchange for some rootsmand Clark did not
trade. Thomas Jefferson, way back in Washington, did not set the price when he sent Lewis and
Clark on their journey two years e.arlier. Rather, he endowed them with a collection of
potentially valuable items; their real value fluctuating with the interests and terms of trade as the
expedition made its 4000 mile journey west.

So too we are at the early stage of a journey. We will have success if we focus on
assuring that carbon emission credits have real value~that they represent real reductions--and
that the government does its best to stay out of the way as markets find their prices. We can start
that process by establishing a trading system here in the United States. Europe has started that
process by creating their own trading system. Canada is exploring a similar move; we should
urge Japan, also, to look at using markets rather than the inefficient and probably ineffective
collection of partial measures and "voluntary" commands that the government is crafting.

We have an interest in other countries establishing effective trading systems, and they
have an interest in us doing the same. As each creates its own sound trading system the zone for
trading will grow--and so will the gains from trade. Exactly that logic--open trade for goods
and services---has underpinned the remarkable economic growth that we have seen ever since
the Second World War. The failure of governments to support that logic explains why the
economic crises of the early 1930s rippled through to create a deep global recession.
Governments raised the barriers and each nation became an island.

We will not succeed in creating this global system by ordaining all countries equal and all
emission credits equal, which is largely the approach taken in Kyoto. Rather, the emergence of
different zones is a healthy and welcome outcome. It allows us to discover which countries are
managing their new currency well. We will trade with them. It also allows us to spot those that
are printing extra permits and adopting procedures that undermine the strong currency: We will
allow them to trade credits only at a discount. In extreme cases, we may bar them frorfi our
markets altogether. The values that markets discover will reflect the integrity of each system--
each currency.

How will we move from the system that is emerging today--where each trading zone is
largely an island--to one where emission credits have greater mobility between markets?
Kyoto’s answer to that question is to create, in big bang style, an international trading system. In
fact, the Kyoto targets were so demanding for most industrialized countries that few nations,
including the United States, could meet their Kyoto targets without engaging in international
trading. But that answer--a top-down, big bang system--has led us down a dead end.
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The right answer is to build an intemational trading system from the ground up. We must
start with bilateral agreements in which one trading zone recognizes the permits of the other.
This arrangement keeps the tools of enforcement--the control over the value of our new
currency--in the hands of the countries that have the greatest interest in assuring that this system
really works. In the Kyoto system, by contrast, enforcement is the function of an international
body that has no real powers and whose membership is stacked with countries--notably
developing countries--that don’t have an immediate economic incentive to get prices fight.
Through bilateral arrangements we can assure fair terms of trade.

This view will be controversial. For too long those of us who have accepted the need for
serious action to slow global warming have also accepted the conventional wisdom that a top-
down international treaty was the best solution. Having accepted that conventional wisdom we
then built a top-down treaty that incorporated the sound logic of emission trading. The result
was a system that has drifted ever further from the real lessons of history. Consider the World
Trade Organization--today’s most effective and successful example of international regime
building. The WTO did not spring forth from a top-down vision for international trade. Rather,
it was built up through a series of bilateral agreements through the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (the GATT) that were packaged together into a truly multilateral approach. In the first
decades of the GATT, from the 1940s through the 1960s, there was essentially no international
enforcement mechanism--rather, reciprocal tariff agreements were self-enforcing. Countries
that didn’t f’md they got a fair deal could withdraw other tariff concessions. Later, as the number
of countries and the complexity of trade commitments grew, a more effective enforcement
mechanism was put into place. Today, we have the WTO--the result of more than fifty years of
patient multilateralism, constructed from the ground up. That is a good model for what we must
do to combat climate change.

This alternative vision helps us to focus on what we must do now. In the Kyoto system,
most experts have anticipated that trading would begin with Russia and the developing countries.
Those countries offer the greatest opportunity for low cost emission controls. But these
countries are also least likely to create a sound currency--in general, they do not have the legal
and regulatory institutions in place to assure adequate enforcement. In the case of developing
countries, the Kyoto approach doesn’t even cap emissions, making it essentially impossible to
know whether emission reductions are genuine. A much better strategy would create a zone of
trust first with the countries that we know share our interests and have the capacity to support
sound money.                                                         ,

Some will criticize this vision as too slow and too small. We must start with all
nations---especially developing nations--and we must move rapidly, they will say. But we must
not underestimate the difficulty of the task in front of us. There are few examples of
international currencies created by consent. The European Union has recently created a new
international currency, the Euro. That has been a long and arduous process; enforcement has
proved difficult when powerful countries such as France and Germany violate the rules; keeping
the system on keel has proved difficult, despite the fact that Europe has. strong institutions and
created a new central bank especially to manage the Euro. We must not underestimate the risk to
our prosperity and to our success in slowing global warming if we get this wrong. We cannot
afford to include in our new currency nations and markets that will undermine integrity, just as
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we do not toleratethose who counterfeit our dollars. As a businessman I learned the importance
of credibility and confidence. I can assure you that there is no faster way to erase, with great
pain, our diligent efforts at slowing global warming than to hurriedly create a system that will
come unraveled when some unscrupulous trader in a distant land is given the opportunity to
attack.

Just because we start constructing this new currency by working with our allies in the
industrialized world does not mean that we should ignore the opportunities for controlling
emissions worldwide. Indeed, the stronger the effort we make in our currency zone the greater
the need for those outside the zone--notably Russia and the developing countries--to make
comparable efforts. Certainly we must take the lead, and certainly we must make a greater
effort, for we in the industrialized world care most about this issue and we have also caused most
of the problem. But we must also be vigilant in ensuring that the playing field does not tilt too
sharply against us, as that will make it harder to sustain the political will needed for this great
transformation in our economy.

We can work with these other countries on broad programs for controlling emissions.
Already there are many opportunities for controlling emissions that are in these countries’
interest and could be pursued more rapidly. They include plugging the holes in the Russian gas
pipeline network. They include the efforts in most countriesmincluding China and India--to
make greater use of natural gas instead of Coal. Gas emits just half the CO2 per unit of useful
energy as does coal. When China builds its gas network it will lock itself into a future energy
system that is cleaner. That is good for China, good for the world, and good for the nations--
from Australia to Indonesia and Russia--that sell the gas. We can encourage that by sharing
information about gas networks and ensuring that private investors in the gas business have fair
access to the Chinese market.

We must not pretend that such efforts will advance by awarding China, Russia or any
other nation that is not part of our currency zone a pile of emission credits. How many credits
should China get because it builds its gas network? Should we reward Russia just because its
economy has collapsed and it is investing in projects, such as energy efficiency, that make sense
anyway? These difficult questions have been a mainstay of debate in the Kyoto system, and they
lead to a trading mechanism that will be tied in red tape. Already Kyoto has created something
called the Clean Development Mechanism that had sought to award emission credits project-by-
project for investments in developing countries that would reduce emissions to a level lower than
would have occurred otherwise. That was an admirable idea at the time, but it has pro#ed
unworkable because the most important investments for reducing long-term emissions--such as
building gas networks to displace coal--are not discrete activities for which it is possible to
make an unambiguous determination of credits. It is telling that the Clean Development
Mechanism, while slated to start four years ago, has made barely any progress in awarding real
credits.

¯ These programmatic efforts--in cooperation with governments as well as business,
including our firms interested in promoting exports--will help put these countries on better
pathways. They will work only if they rest on sound economic principles. And they must be
viewed as interim measures. We must also be clear to these countries that we expect them to
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implement meaningful limits on their emissions--to create their own emission trading systems
and to join, eventually, the growing trading zone. Many of these countries will object to this
requirement because they have steadfastly opposed limiting their emissions through the Kyoto
process. To overcome this opposition we must work with finance, industry and energy ministers
in these countries, who understand often better than their environment and diplomatic
counterparts the need to transform energy systems. And we must be prepared to make the other
benefits of citizenship in the global community contingent upon determined progress in
addressing a problem that affects us all.

As I see it, we are lucky because the time scales involved with the climate change
problem are long. The effects that. should worry us will not appear in the next decade or two.
Rather, the risks will accumulate slowly. They are acceptable if we act now, but they will grow
more urgent--and more expensive--the longer that we fail to create a credible incentive to
change our energy System. Our task as policy makers and citizens is to create those incentives
and then to let our market-based economy do what it does best--invent and apply solutions.

Along the way, we must stay focused on our challenge. Most of what we read in the
newspapers and see on telev.ision about the climate change problem focuses on the scientific and
technological questions. Is climate change real? What will it cost to control emissions7 Is
cheap nuclear power finally a reality? These are important questions, but the most difficult
challenge is institutional. Our task is no less complicated than inventing a new form of money.
If we are successful then every f’Lrrn and household will have an incentive to cut emissions, and
new businesses with new jobs emerge around the mission of supplying low-carbon energy here
and abroad.

We can be successful in. this effort, but only if we do not tilt at false windmills. With
Kyoto we have tried both too much and too little. We have not paid close enough attention to
assuring the integrity of our new currency. We have not explored adequately ways to work with
our allies--especially in Europe--to create a system here that links with the trading system that
is already taking shape over there. And we must ensure that we do not frustrate these fragile but
important efforts by loading ever larger subsidies on the already grossly distorted economics of
energy.

I am confident that when we get the incentives right that solving the climate problem will
be much easier and less expensive than we think. Lewis and Clark may have been surprised as
winter set in and prices for food shot up. But they responded--they hunted elk, they found new
things to trade. And most important, their descendents--successful generations of settlers--
found new and more productive ways to catch and grow food. In the winter of 1806 food was
the biggest expenditure; securing its supply was the main subject of conversation. Today,
Americans spend about [121% of their incomes on food, and most of that is in restaurants where
variety and entertainment rather than sheer nutrition are the attraction. Today we are concerned
about greenhouse gases that are the consequence of practically every economic activity--a
problem, like the food problem, that seems daunting. But with the incentive and time for change,
we will reorganize ourselves and our descendents will remark on our determination, efficiency
and success.
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C LI MATE
LEADERS
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Climate Leaders Launch
February 20, 2002
The Rachel Carson Room
1:00-2:00 PM

DRAFT

1:00 -1:05 Welcome and Introduction
JeffHolmstead, Assistant Administrator,
Office of Air and Radiation

1:05 -1:15

1:15 - 1:25

1:25 - 1:40

1:40

Remarks
Christie Whitman, Administrator
United States Environmental Protection Agency

Recognition of Climate Leaders Charter Partners
JeffHolmstead announces Charter Partners
Administrator Whitman presents certificates to companies

Company Remarks
JeffHolmstead introduces all 4 company representatives and calls Fisk Johnson to the podium.

H. Fisk Johnson, Chairman, S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc.

Elizabeth Lowery, Vice President, Environment and Energy, General Motors Corporation

Lewis Hay [I1, Chmrman and CEO, FPL Group Inc.

James Rogers, Chairman, President & CEO, Cinergy Corp.

Closing
¯ JeffHolmstead thanks speakers and closes event
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

EPA’s NEW CLIMATE LEADERS PROGRAM

Q. What is Climate Leaders?

¯ Climate Leaders is a new partnership program that works with companies to develop
long-term comprehensive climate change strategies.

Climate Leaders Partners agree to:
-- Develop a corporate-wide greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions inventory
-- Work with EPA to set a corporate-wide GHG emission reduction goal
-- Report their progress toward their goal annually.

Q. Why is EPA Launching Climate Leaders?

This program offers companies an opportunity to demonstrate their leadership in
addressing the climate change issue. It also helps companies effectively manage their
greenhouse gas emissions and reduce their climate footprint by providing them with new
management tools and recognizing them for their success.

Q. How do Companies Benefit from Climate Leaders?

Partners benefit by identifying themselves as environmental leaders, receiving technical
assistance in the development of their GHG emissions inventory, improving their
understanding of their greenhouse gas emissions, and creating a lasting record of their
accomplishments.

Q. Why Does EPA Need Another Voluntary Program?

Climate Leaders encourages companies to think more comprehensively about th6ir
climate footprint. Through Climate Leaders, companies measure their total greenhouse
gas emissions using a new EPA-approved greenhouse gas inventory protocol.
Companies then set aggressive, long-term emissions reduction goals at a corporate level.
Participation in EPA’s other voluntary programs, such as ENERGY STAR, can help a
company to reach its climate goal.

Q. What is Climate Leaders’ Relationship to 1605b?
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Climate Leader Charter Partner Attendees:
The most current list of Charter Partner company representatives attending is below.

Bethlehem Steel Corp -- Richard Fillman, Energy and Environmental Regulatory Affairs
Cinergy Corp.             -- James E. Rogers,Chairman, President & CEO

-- William F.Tyndall,Vice President, Environment & Federal Affairs
-- Mary Doyle Kenkel,General Manager, Federal Affairs

FLP Group, Inc. -- Lewis Hay III, Chairman and CEO
-- Randall LaBauve, Director, Environmental Services
- Mary Lou Kromer, Vice President, Corporate Communications
- Christopher Chappel, Manager, Governmental Affairs

General Motors Corp -- Elizabeth Lowery, Vice President, Environment & Energy
--Terry Pritchett, Director, Energy and Global Climate Issues

Holcim (US) Inc.    -- Gary Sauer, Senior Vice President Manufacturing
Interface Inc.

- Dr. Michael Bertolucci, Senior Vice President of Interface Inc. and
President of Interface Research Corporation

Lockheed Martin
Health

Miller Brewing

PSEG
S.C. Johnson
& Son, Inc

-- Kenneth Meashey, Vice President, Energy, Environment, Safety &

-- Gail Rymer, Director, Community Affairs
- Robert McMullen, Director, Energy Management
- Marty Quinton Hancock, Corporate Environmental Planning Engineer
-- Timothy Scully, Vice President, Government Affairs
- Harry Keiser, CNO and President, PSEG Nuclear, PSEGTBD

- H. Fisk Johnson Ph.D., Chairman
- Nico Meiland, Sr. Vice President, Worldwide Manufacturing &
Procurement
-- Scott Johnson, Director, Global Environmental & Safety Actions
- Cynthia Georgeson, Director, Worldwide Corporate Public Affairs
-- Lewis Falbo, Director, Safety~ Health & Environment Operations
- Franklyn Ericson, Environmental Operations Manager
- Nancy Levenson, Director, U.S. Governmental Relations
- Michael Torpey, Government Relations Consultant to SC Johnson
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U.S Env,ronmental Protection

Climate Leaders Fact Sheet
Quote From EPA
Administrator
Christie Whitman

What is Climate
Leaders?

Why is EPA
Launching
Climate Leaders?

How do
Companies
Develop a GHG
Emissions
Inventory?

How do
Companies Set
Their G~G
Emissions
Reduction Goal?

How do
Companies
Benefit from
Climate Leaders?

What companies
are participating
in Climate
Leaders?

For More
Information

’ LThe companies that participate in this program - promising to meet a higher standard than
other companies in their sector - are showing true leadership as environmental stewards.
They are proving that doing what is good for the environment, is also good for business.

n

Climate Leaders is a new voluntary EPA industry-government partnership that encourages companies
to develop long-term comprehensive chmate change strategies. A Climate Leader will:
¯ Develop a corporate-wide greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions inventory
¯ Work with EPA to set a corporate-wide GHG emissions reduction goal
¯ Report thetr progress toward their goal annually.
This program offers companies an opportunity to demonstrate leadership m addressing the climate
change issue. It also helps companies effectively manage their greenhouse gas emissions and reduce
their climate footpnnt by providing them with new management tools and recognizing them for their
slaccess.

Partners develop their GHG emissions Inventory using the Climate Leaders’ GHG Emissions
Inventory Protocol. Companies are required to include their emissions of the six major greenhouse
gases (CO2, CH4, N20, I-[FCs, PFCs, SF6.) from the following activities:
¯ On-site energy use ¯ Industrial processes
¯ On-site waste disposal ¯ On-site air conditioning/refrigeration
¯ Purchased electricity
They also may include emissions and reductions from a number of other activities if they choose,
including investments m offset projects. The Climate Leaders Protocol is based on an existing
protocol developed by the World Resource Institutes and the World Busmess Council for Sustainable
Development (WRI-WBCSD). The WRI-WBCSD GHG Protocol was developed through a
collaborative process involvirig representataves from industry, government, and NGOs.

Climate Leaders offers flexibility in goal setting because every company has a unique set of GHG
emissions sources and reduction opportunities. EPA worlcs with Climate Leader Partners to develop
customized corporate-wide GHG reduction goals based on a Parmer’s operational history and
projected growth. Compames’ 5- to 10- year goals may be in absolute CO2 equivalent emissions or
normalized for production. Every Climate Leader goal must exceed business-as-usual performance
for the Partner’s sector.
Partners benefit by identifying themselves as environmental leaders, receiving technical assistance in
the development of their GHG emissions inventory, improving their understanding of their
greenhouse gas emissions, and creating a lastmg record of their accomplishments.

Climate Leaders is working with a diverse group of energy-~ntensive and service-oriented companies,
including: Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Cinergy Corp., E1 Paso Energy Corporation, FPL Group,
General Motors Corporation, Holclm (US) Inc., Interface Inc., Lockheed Martin Corporation, Miller
Brewing Company, Norm Thompson Outfitters, PSEG, S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc.

Cynthia Cummis, Chmate Leaders
(202) 564-3480
cummas.cynthia@epa.gov
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FOR RELEASE: TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 2002

EPA ADMINISTRATOR TO LAUNCH NEW CLIMATE LEADERS
PROGRAM

Contact: Steffanie Bell 202-564z6. 976
Dave Ryan 202-564-7827

EPA Administrator Christie Whitman tomorrow will launch a new EPA program,
Climate Leaders. Climate Leaders is part of the Administration’s climate change strategy
announced last week by President Bush. Whitman will launch the program while recognizing
charter members. The program challenges business to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions and
provides a significant opportunity to achieve the greenhouse gas intensity reductions set forth in
the Administration’s new policy. Whitman will be joined by representatives fi-om the charter
members of the Climate Leaders program.

Whitman on Thursday will travel to Wisconsin to tour SC Johnson’s Waxdale

Manufacturin9 Plant. SC Johnson is one of the charter members in the Climate Leaders
program.

WHO:

WHAT

EPA Administrator Christie Whitman

Launch Climate Leaders Program

WHEN: 1:00 p.m.
Wednesday, February 20

Environmental Protection Agency
Green Room
Ariel Rios Building
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue

NOTE: Press must have media credentials to get into the event.

R-029
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Climate Leaders Charter Companies
Bethlehem Steel Corporation
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania

Bethlehem Steel is the nation’s second largest integrated steel producer with revenues of about $4.2 billion
and shipments of 8.5 million tons of steel products in 2000. Bethlehem Steel produces a wide variety of
steel mill products and its principal markets include automotive, construction, machinery and equipment,
appliance, containers, service centers, rail and pipe. Bethlehem Steel has a long history of protecting the
environment, and its commitment continues today. Bethlehem recognizes that environmental protection is
an ~ntegral part of doing business.

"Measuring and tracking greenhouse gas emissions is the first step for companies interested in assessing and
mitigating their climate footprint."

- Richard L. Fillman, Director, Energy & Environmental Regulatory Affairs

Cinergy Corp.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Cinergy Corp. was created on October 24, 1994 from the combination of The Cincinnati Gas & Electric
Company and PSI Energy, Inc., the largest electric utility in Indiana. Cinergy Corp. has a balanced, integrated
portfolio consisting of two core businesses: energy merchant and regulated operations. Cinergy’s Environm.e,ntal
Leadership pledge establishe.~ corporate benchmarks for continually reducing the impact the company’s
operations have on air, water, and land. It emphasizes energy conservation, pollution prevention, emergency
preparedness and response, open and honest communication with communities, research and development, and
corporate and personal accountability.

"Cinergy Corp. strongly supports Governor Whitman’s Climate Leaders Partnership Program. Industry and
government must together start to develop both long-range technological solutions and prudent short-term
actions that will reduce the greenhouse gas footprint of the economy. We look forward to making this program a
real success."

- James E. Rogers, Chairman, President and CEO, Cinergy Corp.
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FPL Group, Inc.
3uao ]]each, Florida

FPL Group, Inc., with annual revenues of more than $8 billion and a growing presence in more than a dozen
states, is focused on energy-related products and services. Its principal subsidiary, Florida Power & Light
Company, serves approximately 3.9 million customer accounts in Florida. FPL Energy~ LLC, a FPL Group
energy-generating subsidiary, is proud of its action to produce electricity from clean and renewable fuels and is

the number one provider of wind energy in the U.S.

"FPL Group is an industry leader in using clean fuels such as natural gas, nuclear, wind, hydro, and solar to
generate electricity. Over the past decade, we voluntarily have made significant reductions in plant emissions,
and today we’re among the lowest emitters of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxide and carbon dioxide in the industry.
Parmering with the EPA in Climate Leaders is an important next step for FPL Group to take along our journeyto assess and reduce emissions at our power plants in Florida and throughout the country."

- Lewis Hay Ill, Chairman and CEO

General Motors Corporation
Detroit, Michigan

General Motors is the world’s largest vehicle manufacturer. With 375,000 employees on six continents and
manufacturing operations in 30 countries, GM sells its cars and trucks in some 200 nations. For more than
four decades, GM has focused on incorporating environmental considerations and principles into its
products and facilities. GM is now in the midst of an aggressive program employing EPA’s Energy Star
principles to reduce energy usage at its North American facilities by 25% by the end of 2005. After six
years, GM is squarely on target, having already reduced energy consumption by over 16% from 1995 levels.
GM, as a founding partner with EPA’s Climate Leaders Program, has committed to a reduction in CO2 from
¯ 2000-2005. GM’s Partnership with the Department of Energy’s FreedomCar Program makes a commitment
toward creating a future where the vehicle’s impact is lessened in the energy and environmental debate.

"Working with EPA through Climate Leaders is a way for GM to demonstrate our commitment to reducinggreenhouse gas emissions, and is an excellent example of a collaborative public-private partnership."

- Eizabeth A. Lowery, Vice President, Environment and Energy
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Holcim (US) Inc.
Dundee, Michigan

Holcim 0_IS) Inc. is one of the nation’s leading manufacturers and suppliers of cement and mineral
components. Headquartered in Dundee, Michigan, the company is a subsidiary of Holeim Ltd., of
Switzerland, one of the world’s leading suppliers of cement, aggregates, concrete and construction-related
services. Holeim (US) Inc. supplies approximately 15 million metric tons of cement and mineral
components annually. Through its use of mineral components and cement blends, I-Iolcim offers several
climate-friendly products that result in less CO2 generated during the manufacturing process when
compared to traditional portland cements. The company takes its environmental responsibilities seriously
and has internal policies reflecting its commitment to conducting its operations in a manner that balances
environmental, social and economic needs.

"Holcim (US) is committed to reducing CO2 emissions generated during cement production. Our use of
alternate fuels and raw materials, and mineral components has already led to significant reductions of CO2
per ton of cement. Climate Leaders is an opportunity to partner with EPA, share our resources and achieve a
common goal of mitigating greenhouse gases while encouraging economic growth."

- Ajay Kumar, Manager, Environmental Affairs

Interface, Inc.
Atlanta, Georgia

Interface is a resource-intensive company whose largest divisions - commercial carpet and fabrics - are
petroleum dependent. With sales irt more than 100 countries and manufacturing facilities at 26 sites on four
continents, the company impacts global commerce and ecology. Interface considers climate change to be
one of, if not the most pressing enviromnental issue it faces. Participation in EPA’s Climate Leaders is
helping Interface to understand, quantify and eventually lessen its impact or[ climate change.

"Climate Leaders is a natural fit for Interface. We are committed to reducing our impact on global climate
change and this is one of a variety of ways in which we are learning how best to accomplish our goals."

- Michael D. Bertolucei, Ph.D., Senior Vice President
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Lockheed Martin
Bethesda, Maryland

Headquartered in Bethesda, Maryland, Lockheed Martin is a global enterprise principally engaged in the
research, design, development, manufacture and integration of advanced-technology systems, products and
services. The Corporation’s core businesses are systems integration, space, aeronautics, and technology
services. Lockheed Martin had 2000 sales surpassing $25 billion.

"Chmate Leaders is an excellent strategic fit with Lockheed Martin’s energy and environmental programs. For
over a decade, Lockheed Martin and its predecessor companies have supported EPA’s voluntary environmental
protection programs including ClimateWise, Green Lights and the "33/50" toxic chemical reduction program. In
each case, the wirming formula has involved voluntary reduction targets...allowing business to have the
flexibility and innovation to produce cost savings while benefiting the enwronmen ¯

- Kenneth H. Meashey, Vice President, Energy, Environment, Safety & Health

Miller Brewing Company
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Miller Brewing Company adheres to the environmental strategy of its parent, Philip Morris Companies, Inc.
Miller is committed to reducing the environmental impact of its activities and promoting the sustainability
of the natural resources upon which it is depends, while providing quality beverages that meet the needs of
its customers. Miller’s results are measured by environmental performance indicators, which include
electrical and fuel consumption, wastewater discharges, and waste recycling.

"Miller Brewing Company’s participation in this voluntary program to inventory and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions is consistent with our principle to reduce, wherever practicable, the environmental impact of our
operations in the communities where we have facilities."      - Jim Surfus, Senior Environmental Engineer
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Norm Thompson Outfitters
Portland, Oregon

Norm Thompson Outfitters is a 52-year old catalog ret~filer founded and headqnartered in Portland, Oregon.
Under the titles biotin Thompson, Solntions, Ear|y Winters and Water#ont Living, the company sells a wide
range of merchandise, including apparel, gifts, travel items, food, household goods and outdoor gear. At
$200 million in annual sales volume, Norm Thompson is among the top 1% in the catalog industry. Norm
Thompson integrates sustainability throughout every facet of its operations and has a five-year goal to
achieve a zero net greenhouse gas and forestry impact, eliminate identified toxins f~om products and
processes, and achieve zero waste.

"’The Climate Leaders program is exciting because it demonstrates that government and industry can partner
to create constructive solutions to global challenges."

- John Emrick, Ctiairman & C£O, Norm Thompson Outfitters

PSEG
Newark, New Je.rsey

PSEG is a diversified energy company based in Newark, NJ (NYSE:PEG) with assets of more than $25 billion and annual revenues of nearly $10 billion. Among its subsidiaries are: PSEG Power, an

with more than 11,400 megawatts of generation
unregulated independent power provider in the US, fleets in terms of both technology and fuel
capacity and one of the most diversified generation
source; Public Service Electric and Gas Company (PSE&G), New Jersey’s largest and oldest
regulated gas and electric utility, with more than 3.5 million customers; and, PSEG Global, an owner
and operator of electric generation and distribution facilities in U.S. and international markets, with
more than 8000 megawatts in operation, construction or advanced development. PSEG Global also
delivers e~ectricity to more than 3.6 million customers in South America.

"PSEG is pleased to be a part of this initial leadership group. We look forward to working with the Bush
Administration and EPA Administrator Whitman on developing tools and techniques for effective action on
climate change."                              - E. James Ferland, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
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S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc.
Racine, Wisconsin

SC Johnson is a 116 year-old family company marketing such wel|-know~ household products as WindexTM,

ZiPl°cTM, EdgeTM, GladeTM, Shout~M, VanishTM, RaidTM, OFF! T~, Pledge~M, FantastikT~ and Scrubbing
BubblesTu. SC Johnson’s vision is that every p|ace it operates should be a better place for them having been
there. The company, which markets products in over 100 countries around the world, seeks to create
shareholder and societal value while decreasing its footprint alon8 the value chain.

"Climate Leaders is a win-win partnership where EPA and conc¢rn¢d, knowledgeable companies work
together to design greenhouse gas reduction efforts that will benefit the environment and sustain the
economy. This is the kind of solution SC Johnson wants to be a part of."

- Scott Johnson, Director Global Environmental & Safety Actions
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Partners in the Pilot Phase

El Paso Energy Corporation
Houston, Texas

El Paso Energy Corporation has core businesses in natural gas production, gathering and processing, and
transmission, as well as international project development, energy financing, power generation, liquefied
natural gas transport and receiving, and merchant energy services. A continuing commitment to the
environment is a fundamental value for El Paso. El Paso believes firmly that outstanding business
performance must go hand in hand with outstanding environmental performance.

"We are pleased to be participating in the Climate Leaders Pilot Program. El Paso actively participates in
programs that promote source reduction and efficiency controls to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. As part
of the Climate Leaders program, we are monitoring for potential methane losses at four locations along our
pipeline. This effort and our participation in Climate Leaders make perfect environmental and business
sense."

- Greg Odegard, Vice President of Environmental, Health and Safety

Verizon Communications
New York, New York

Verizon Communications (NYSE:VZ) is one of the world’s leading providers of commtmications services.
Verizon companies are the largest providers of wireline and wireless commtmications in the United States
and the largest directory publisher in the world. A Fortune 10 company with approximately $67 billion in
annual revenues and 247,000 employees, Verizon’s global presence extends to more than 40 countries.
Verizon supports initiatives to reduce the emission of greenhouse gases.

"Verizon is committed to minimizing the impact of its operations on the environment. Vedzon is recognized
as an environmental leader and an energy champion. Verizon chose to participate in EPA’s Climate Leaders
because it viewed participation as consistent with its environmental policy and as an opportunity to partner
with and learn from EPA regarding climate improvement strategies."

- Christopher Lloyd, Director, Safety, Health and Environment
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Climate Leaders Fact Sheet
Quote From EPA
Administrator
Christie Whitman

What is Climate
Leaders?

Why is EPA
Launching
Climate Leaders?

How do
Companies
Develop a GHG
Emissions
Inventory?

How do
Companies Set
Their GHG
Emissions
Reduction Goal?

How do
Companies
Benefit from
Climate Leaders?

What companies
are participating
in Climate
Leaders?

For More
Information

The companies that participate in this program - promising to meet a higher standard than
other companies in their sector - are showing true leadership as environmental stewards.
They are proving that doing what is good for the environment, is also good for business.

Climate Leaders is a new voluntary EPA industry-government partnership that encourages compames
to develop long-term comprehensive chmate change strategies. A Climate Leader will:
¯ Develop a corporate-w~de greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions inventory
¯ Work with EPA to set a corporate-wide GHG emissions reduction goal
¯ Report thetr progress toward their goal annually.
This program offers companies an opportunity to demonstrate leadership m ad&essing the chmate
change issue. It also helps companies effectively manage their greenhouse gas emissions and reduce
thetr chmate footpnnt by providing them w~th new management tools and recognizing them for their
SUCCESS.

Partners develop their GHG emissions inventory using the ClLmate Leaders’ GHG Em~sstons
Inventory Protocol. Companies are required to include their emissions of the six major greenhouse
gases (CO2, CH4, N20, HFCs, PFCs, SF6.) from the following activities:
¯ On-site energy use ¯ Industrial processes
¯ On-site waste disposal ¯ On-site air conditioning/refrigeration
¯ Purchased electricity
They also may include emissions and reductions from a number of other actiwties if they choose,
including ~nvestments m offset proJeCts. The Climate Leaders Protocol is based on an existing
protocol developed by the World Resource Instatutes and the World Business Council for Sustainable
Development (WRI-WBCSD). The WRI-WBCSD GHG Protocol was developed through a
collaborative process involving representatwes from industry, government, and NGOs.

Climate Leaders offers flexibility in goal setting because every company has a unique set of GHG
emtssions sources and reduchon opportunities. EPA works with Climate Leader Partners to develop
customized corporate-wide GHG reduction goals based on a Partner’s operational history and
projected growth. Compames’ 5- to 10- year goals may be in absolute CO2 equwalent emissaons or
normalized for production. Every Climate Leader goal must exceed business-as-usual performance
for the Partner’s sector.
Partners benefit by ~dentifying themselves as environmental leaders, receiving technical assistance in
the development of their GHG emissions inventory, improving their understanding of their
greenhouse gas emissions, and creating a last:ng record of their accomplishments.

Climate Leaders is working with a diverse group of energy-intensive and service-oriented companies,
including: Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Cinergy Corp., E1 Paso Energy Corporation, FPL Group,
General Motors Corporation, Holc~m (US) Inc., Interface Inc., Lockheed Martin Corporation, Miller
Brewing Company, Norm Thompson Outfitters, PSEG, S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc.

Cynthia Cummis, Chmate Leaders
(202) 564-3480
cummls.c .~thm@epa.gov

M ;E~
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

EPA’s NEW CLIMATE LEADERS PROGRAM

Q. What is Climate Leaders?

¯ Climate Leaders is a new partnership program that works with companies to develop
long-term comprehensive climate change strategies.

Climate Leaders Partners agree to:
-- Develop a corporate-wide greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions inventory
-- Work with EPA to set a corporate-wide GHG emission reduction goal
-- Report their progress toward their goal annually.

Q. Why is EPA Launching Climate Leaders?

This program offers companies an opportunity to demonstrate their leadership in
addressing the climate change issue. It also helps companies effectively manage their
greenhouse gas emissions and reduce their climate footprint by providing them with new
management tools and recognizing them for their success.

Q. How do Companies Benefit from Climate Leaders?

Partners benefit by identifying themselves as environmental leaders, receiving technical
assistance in the development of their GHG emissions inventory, improving their
understanding of their greenhouse gas emissions, and creating a lasting record of their
accomplishments.

Q. Why Does EPA Need Another Voluntary Program?

Climate Leaders encourages companies to think more comprehensively about their
climate footprint. Through Climate Leaders, companies measure their total greenhouse
gas emissions using a new EPA-approved greenhouse gas inventory protocol.
Companies then set aggressive, long-term emissions reduction goals at a corporate level.
Participation in EPA’s other voluntary programs, such as ENERGY STAR., can help a
company to reach its climate goal.

Q. What is Climate Leaders’ Relationship to 1605b?
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1605b is a greenhouse gas reporting mechanism managed by the Department of Energy.

A number of the Climate Leaders Partners have reported to 1605b and will likely
continue to report to 1605b in the future.

As part of the Administration’s new climate policy, the President has asked DOE in
consultation with EPA and other agencies to propose a plan within 120 days to make
1605b more reliable and verifiable.

EPA will provide as much help as possible to the DOE during this period to improve the
1605b reporting system.
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U.S. Environmental P~otectiQn Agency

Climate Leaders Launch
February 20, 2002
The Rachel Carson Room
1:00-2:00 PM

DRAFT

1:00 -1:05

1:05 -1:15

1:15 - 1:25

1:25 - 1:40

1:40

Welcome and Introduction
Jeff Holrnstead, Assistant Administrator,
Office of Air and Radiation

Remarks
Christie Whitman, Administrator
United States Environmental Protection Agency

Recognition of Climate Leaders Charter Partners
Jeff Holmstead announces Charter Partners
Administrator Whitman presents certificates to companies

Company Remarks
JeffHolmstead introduces all 4 company representatives and calls Fisk Johnson to the podium.

H. Fisk Johnson, Chairman, S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc.

Elizabeth Lowery, Vice President, Environment and Energy, General Motors Corporation

Lewis Hay III, Chatrman and CEO, FPL Group Inc.

James Rogers, Chairman, President & CEO, Cinergy Corp.

Closing
Jeff Holmstead thanks speakers and closes event
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Climate Leader Charter Partner Attendees:
The most current list of Charter Partner company representatives attending is below.

Bethlehem Steel Corp -- Richard Fillman, Energy and Environmental Regulatory Affairs
Cinergy Corp.            -- James E. Rogers,Chairman, President & CEO

-- William F.Tyndall,Vice President, Environment & Federal Affairs
-- Mary Doyle Kenkel,General Manager, Federal Affairs

FLP Group, Inc. -- Lewis Hay IIl, Chairman and CEO
-- Randall LaBauve, Director, Environmental Services
- Mary Lou Kromer, Vice President, Corporate Communications
- Christopher Chappel, Manager, Governmental Affairs

General Motors Corp -- Elizabeth Lowery, Vice President, Environment & Energy
--Terry Pdtchett, Director, Energy and Global Climate Issues

Holcim (US) Inc.    -- Gary Sauer, Senior Vice President Manufacturing
Interface Inc. - Dr. Michael Bertolucci, Senior Vice President of Interface Inc. and

President of/nterface Research Corporation

Lockheed Martin
Health

Miller Brewing

PSEG
S.C. Johnson
& Son, Inc

-- Kenneth Meashey, Vice President, Energy, Environment, Safety &

-- Gail Rymer, Director, Community Affairs
- Robert McMullen, Director, Energy Management
- Marty Quinton Hancock, Corporate Environmental Planning Engineer
-- Timothy Scully, Vice President, Government Affairs
- Harry Keiser, CNO and President, PSEG Nuclear, PSEGTBD

- H. Fisk Johnson Ph.D., Chairman
- Nico Meiland, Sr. Vice President, Worldwide Manufacturing &
Procurement
-- Scott Johnson, Director, Global Environmental & Safety Actions
- Cynthia Georgeson, Director, Worldwide Corporate Public Affairs
-- Lewis Falbo, Director, Safety, Health & Environment Operations
- Franklyn Ericson, Environmental Operations Manager
- Nancy Levenson, Director, U.S. Governmental Relations
- Michael Torpey, Government Relations Consultant to SC Johns.on
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~l~llington, DC

FOR RELEASE: TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 2002

EPA ADMINISTRATOR TO LAUNCH NEW CLIMATE LEADERS
PROGRAM

Contact: ’ Steffanie Bell 202-564-.6976
Dave Ryan 202-564-7827

EPA Administrator Christie Whitman tomorrow will launch a new EPA program,
Climate Leaders. Climate Leaders is part of the Administration’s climate change strategy
announced last week by President Bush. Whitman will launch the program while recognizing
charter members. The program challenges business to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions and
provides a significant opportunity to achieve the greenhouse gas intensity reductions set forth in
the Administration’s new policy. Whitman will be joined by representatives from the charter
members of the Climate Leaders program.

Whitman on Thursday will travel to Wisconsin to tour SC Johnson’s Waxdale
Manufacturing Plant. SC Johnson is one of the charter members in the Climate Leaders
program.

WHO:

WHAT

EPA Administrator Christie Whitman

Launch Climate Leaders Program

WHEN: 1:00 p.m.
Wednesday, February 20

Environmental Protection Agency
Green Room
Ariel Rios Building
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue

NOTE: Press must have media credentials to get into the event.

R-029
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Climate Leaders Charter Companies
Bethlehem Steel Corporation
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania

Bethlehem Steel is the nation’s second largest integrated steel producer with revenues of about $4.2 billion
and shipments of 8.5 million tons of steel products in 2000. Bethlehem Steel produces a wide variety of
steel mill products and its principal markets include automotive, construction, machinery and equipment,
appliance, containers, service centers, rail and pipe. Bethlehem Steel has a long history of protecting the
environment, and its commitment continues today. Bethlehem recognizes that environmental protection is
an zntegral part of doing business.

"Measuring and tracking greenhouse gas emissions is the first step for companies interested in assessing and
mitigating their climate footprint."

- Richard L. Fillman, Director, Energy & Environmental Regulatory Affairs

Cinergy Corp.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Cinergy Corp. was created on October 24, 1994 from the .combination of The Cincinnati Gas & Electric
Company and PSI Energy, Inc., the largest electric utility in Indiana. Cinergy Corp. has a balanced, integrated
portfolio consisting of two core businesses: energy merchant and regulated operations. Cinergy’s Environmental
Leadership pledge establishes corporate benchmarks for continually reducing the impact the company’s
operations have on air, water, and land. It emphasizes energy conservation, pollution prevention, emergency
preparedness and response, open and honest communication with communities, research and development, and
corporate and personal accountability.

"Cinergy Corp. strongly supports Governor Whitman’s Climate Leaders Partnership Program. Industry and
government must together start to develop both long-range technological solutions and prudent short-term
actions that will reduce the greenhouse gas footprint of the economy. We look forward to making this program a
real success."

- James E. Rogers, Chairman, President and CEO, Cinergy Corp.

i
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FPL Group, Inc.
Juno Beach, Florida

FPL Group, Inc., with annual revenues ofmore than $8 billion and a growing presence in more than a dozen
states, is focused on energy-related products and services. Its principal subsidiary, Florida Power & Light
Company, serves approximately 3.9 million customer accounts in Florida. FPL Energy~ LLC, a FPL Group
energy-generating subsidiary, is proud of its action to produce electricity from clean and renewable fuels and is
the number one provider of wind energy in the U.S.

,, " leader in usin clean fuels such as natural gas, nuclear, wind, hydro, and solar to
FPL Group is an tndustry _ g ........ .~^ ~;~,;fie t reductions in plant emissions,

generate electricity. Over the past decade, we vommanty nave
and today we’re among the lowest emitters of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxide and carbon dioxide in the industry.
Partnering with the EPA in Climate Leaders is an important next step for FPL Group to take along’our journeyto assess and reduce emissions at our power plants in Florida and throughout the country."

- Lewis Hay III, Chairmanand CEO

General Motors Corporation
Detroit, Michigan

General Motors is the world’s largest vehicle manufacturer. With 375,000 employees on six continents and
manufacturing operations in 30 countries, GM sells its cars and trucks in some 200 nations. For more than
four decades, GM has focused on incorporating environmental considerations and principles into its
products and facilities. GM is now in the midst of an aggressive program employing EPA’s Energy Star
principles to reduce energy usage at its North American facilities by 25% by the end of 2005. After six
years, GM is squarely on target, having already reduced energy consumption by over 16% from 1995 levels.
GM, as a founding partner with EPA’s Climate Leaders Program, has committed’ to a reduction in CO2 from
2000-2005. GM’s Partnership with the Department of Energy’s FrcedomCar Program makes a commitment
toward creating a future where the vehicle’s impact is lessened in the energy and environmental debate.

"Working with EPA through Climate Leaders is a way for GM to demonstrate our commitment to reducing
greenhouse gas emissions, and is an excellent example of a collaborative public-private partnership."

- Eizabeth A. Lowery, Vice President, Environment and Energy
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Holcim (US) Inc.
Dundee, Michigan

Holcim (US) Inc. is one of the nation’s leading manufacturers and suppliers of cement and mineral
components. Headquartered in Dundee, Michigan, the company is a subsidiary of Holcim Ltd., of
Switzerland, one of the world’s leading suppliers of cement, aggregates, concrete and construction-related
services. Holcim (US) Inc. supplies approximately 15 million metric tons of cement and mineral
components annually. Through its use of mineral components and cement blends, Holeim offers several
climate.friendly products that result in less CO2 generated during the manufacturing process when
compared to traditional portland cements. The company takes its environmental responsibilities seriously
and has internal policies reflecting its commitment to conducting its operations in a manner that balances
environmental, social and economic needs.

"Holcim (US) is committed to reducing CO2 emissions generated during cement production. Our use of
alternate fuels and raw materials, and mineral components has already led to significant reductions of CO2
per ton of cement. Climate Leaders is an opportunity to partner with EPA, share our resources and achieve a
common goal of mitigating greenhouse gases while encouraging economic growth."

- Ajay Kumar, Manager, Environmental Affairs

Interface, Inc.
Atlanta, Georgia

Interface is a resource-intensive company whose largest divisions - commercial carpet and fabrics - are
petroleum dependent. With sales in more than 100 countries and manufacturing facilities at 26 sites on four
continents, the company impacts global commerce and ecology. Interface considers elimate change to be
one of, if not the most pressing enviromnental issue it faces. Participation in EPA’s Climate Leaders is
helping Interface to understand, quantify and eventually lessen its impact on climate change.

"Climate Leaders is a natural fit for Interface. We are committed to reducing our impact on global climate
change and this is one of a variety of ways in which we are learning how best to accomplish"our goals."

- Michael D. Bertolucci, Ph.D., Senior Vice President

M FA,s                                       T ,,,--
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Lockheed Martin
Bethesda, Maryland

Headquartered in Bethesda, Maryland, Lockheed Martin is a global enterprise principally engaged in the
research, design, development, manufacture and integration of advanced-technology systems, products and
services. The Corporation’s core businesses are systems integration, space, aeronautics, and technology
services. Lockheed Martin had 2000 sales surpassing $25 billion.

"Climate Leaders is an excellent strategic fit with Lockheed Martin’s energy and environmental programs. For
over a decade, Lockheed Martin and its predecessor companies have supported EPA’s voluntary environmental
protection programs including ClimateWise, Green Lights and the "33/50" toxic chemical reduction program, ha
each ease, the winning formula has involved voluntary reduction targets...allowing business to have the
flexibility and innovation to produce cost savings while benefiting the environment."

- Kenneth H. Meashey, Vice President, Energy, Environment, Safety & Health

Miller Brewing Company
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Miller Brewing Company adheres to the environmental strategy of its parent, Philip Morris Companies, Inc.
Miller is committed to reducing the environmental impact of its activities and promoting the sustainability
of the natural resources upon which it is depends, while providing quality beverages that meet the needs of
its customers. Miller’s results are measured by environmental performance indicators, which include
electrical and fuel consumption, wastewater discharges, and waste recycling.

"Miller Brewing Company’s participation in this voluntary program to inventory and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions is consistent with our principle to reduce, wherever practicable, the environmental impact of our
operations in the communities where we have facilities."     - Jim Surfus, Senior Environmental Engineer

M E
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Norm Thompson Outfitters
Portland, Oregon

Norm Thompson Outfitters is a 52-year old catalog retailer founded and headquartered in Portland, Oregon.
Under the titles Norm Thompson, Solutions, Early Winters and Waterfront Living, the company sells a wide
range of merchandise, including apparel, gifts, travel items, food, household goods and outdoor gear. At
$200 million in annual sales volume, Norm Thompson is among the top 1% in the catalog industry. Norm
Thompson integrates sustainability throughout every facet of its operations and has a five-year goal to
achieve a zero net greenhouse gas and forestry impact, eliminate identified toxins from products and
processes, and achieve zero waste.

"The Climate Leaders program is exciting because it demonstrates that government and industry can partner
to create constructive solutions to global challenges."

- John Emrick, Chairman & CEO, Norm Thompson Outfitters

PSEG
Newark, New Je.rsey

PSEG is a diversified energy company based in Newark, NJ (NYSE:PEG) with assets of more than $
25 billion and annual revenues of nearly $10 billion. Among its subsidiaries are: PSEG Power, an
unregulated independent power provider in the US, with more than 11,400 megawatts of generation
capacity and one of the most diversified generation fleets in terms of both technology and fuel
source; Public Service Electric and Gas Company (PSE&G), New Jersey’s largest and oldest
regulated gas and electric utility, with more than 3.5 million customers; and, PSEG Global, an owner
and operator of electric generation and distribution facilities in U.S. and international markets, with
more than 8000 megawatts in operation, construction or advanced development. PSEG Global also
delivers electricity to more than 3.6 million customers in South America.

"PSEG is pleased to be a part of this initial leadership group. We look forward to working with the Bush
Administration and EPA Administrator Whitman on developing tools and techniques for effective action on

climate change."                             - E. James Ferland, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
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S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc.
Racine, Wisconsin

S¢ Jolmson is a 116 year-old family company marketing such well-known household products as Winde×ru,

Ziplocr~,, Edger~, GladerM, ShoutrM, VanishrM, RaidrM, OFF! r~, Pledge~M, FantastikrM and Scrubbing
Bubblesr~. SC Johnson’s vision is that every place it operates should be a better place for them having been
there. The company, which markets products in over 100 countries around the world, seeks to create
shareholder and societal value while decreasing its footprint along the value ehaln.

"Climate Leaders is a win-win partnership where EPA and concerned, knowledgeable companies work
together to design greenhouse gas reduction efforts that will benefit the environment and sustain the
economy. This is the kind of solution SC Johnson wants to be a part of."

- Scott Johnson, Director Global Environmental & Safety Actions
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Partners in the Pilot Phase

El Paso Energy Corporation
Houston, Texas

El Paso Energy Corporation has core businesses in natural gas production, gathering and processing, and
transmission, as well as international project development, energy financing, power generation, liquefied
natural gas transport and receiving, and merchant energy services. A continuing commitment to the
environment is a fundamental value for El Paso. El Paso believes firmly that outstanding business
performance must go hand in hand with outstanding environmental performance.

"We are pleased to be participating in the Climate Leaders Pilot Program. E1 Paso actively participates in
programs that promote source reduction and efficiency controls to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. As part
of the Climate Leaders program, we are monitoring for potential methane losses at four locations along our
pipeline. This effort and our participation in Climate Leaders make perfect environmental and business
sense."                           -Greg Odegard, Vice President of Environmental, Health and Safety

Verizon Communications
New York, New York

Verizon Communications (NYSE:VZ) is one of the world’s leading providers of communications services.
Verizon companies are the largest providers of wireline and wireless communications in the United States
and the largest directory publisher in the world. A Fortune 10 company with approximately $67 billion in
annual revenues and 247,000 employees, Verizon’s global presence extends to more than 40 countries.
Verizon supports initiatives to reduce the emission of greenhouse gases.

"Verizon is committed to minimizing the impact of its operations on the environment. Verizon is recognized
as an envirorunental leader and an energy champion. Verizon chose to participate in EPA’s Climate Leaders
b~cause it viewed participation as consistent with its environmental policy and as an opportunity to partner
with and learn from EPA regarding climate improvement strategies.

- Christopher Lloyd, Director, Safety, Health and Environment
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8. Cm-bon sequestnstion
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9. Mandatory Carbon Dioxide Contro.~
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Phil Cooney
02/10/2003 08:52:02 AM

Record Type: Record

To:
cc:
bcc:
Subject:

Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

Re: CLIMATE SECTOR EVENT -- CONFERENCE CALL TOMORROW - 9:30 AM ~

Group, we will hold a conference call tomorrow at 9:30 AM to go over any remaining details for our event
on ~ participate, please dial 202~ if you can not get through on that line, please
dial 202 The Code number for the call is 3414 and I am the host. I expect this to be a short
call. Thanks Phil

Messaqe Copied To:

seidel.stephen~
lad.~

b~
pembe~on.

kameran I.
kathl,

@EOP
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"Reifsnyder, Daniel A (OES)" <ReifsnyderDA@state.gov>
02/21/2002 02:09:09 PM

Record Type’ Record

To.

CC:

Subject:

Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Kameran L. BadeytCEQ/EOP@EOP

"Watson, Hadan L (OES)" <WatsonHL@state.gov>, "Mclntyre, Beverly D (OES)"
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Introduction
By early 2001, global climate policy a
ppeared to be in an awkward spot. The Kyoto Protocol appeared headed towards ra
tification by the EU and its member states, a wide range of other wealthy count
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ries (including Japan, Canada, and Australia), and the Russian Feoeration and o
ther industrialized countries with economies in transition (EIT). If all of th
ese jurisdictions ratified Kyoto, it would enter into force. Yet the United St
ates, responsible for about 25% of all greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, remained
on the sidelines, with no present intention of ratifying the Protocol and few

signs of engaging in global climate policy; in February, President Bush propose
d a set of tax credits and voluntary measures intended to reduce future emissio
ns intensity (emissions per dollar of GDP) but not emissions. Further, the Kyo
to Protocol included no emissions limitations on developing countries, whose GH
G emissions are increasingly rapidly and will surpass those of the industrializ
ed countries by 2020 or so; Chinas emissions already account for about 13% of t
he world total. Developing countries have staunchly opposed any assumption of
limitations obligations, asserting (with considerable justification) that the c
urrent buildup of GHGs in the earths atmosphere is largely the responsibility o
f the wealthy countries, who have emitted much larger amounts of GHG in the cou
rse of industrialization and who currently maintain more GHG-intensive lifestyl
es.
But with neither the participation of the u.s. nor major emitting develop
ing countries, Kyoto (or any other international effort to address the risks of
climate change by curbing GHGs) is doomed to fail. Ratification of Kyoto will
be a largely symbolic victory unless all major GHG emitting countries ~oin in

some form of effective international GHG regulatory regime in the relatlvely ne
ar future.
In this article we examine how the present situation in climate poll
cy arose and the potential pathways forward from the current impasse, we summar
ize the current state of information regarding the extent of warming that will
be caused by increasing uncontrolled GHG emlssions, the impacts of warming, and
the costs of GHG emissions limitations. We explain why participation by all m

ajor GHG emitting countries is essential in order to curb rising global GHG emi
ssions, and also note the significant obstacles to obtaining such participation

we argue that it is in the national interest of the u.s. to participate in s
uch a regime, provided that it is well-designed. We then discuss the elements
of sound climate regulatory design, and we evaluate the successes and failures
of Kyoto (and some noteworthy alternatives) relative to that design. Finally,
we propose a series of U.S. initiatives at the international and domestic level
s, with the aim of correcting the remaining defects in the Kyoto design and en
gaging the U.S. and major developing country emitters such as China in the glob
al GHG regulatory effort. We argue that the best approach for surmounting the
current global climate policy impasse is a new strategy for simultaneous access
ion by the u.s. and china (and other major developing country emitters) to a re
constructed version of the Kyoto agreement.
In short, we urge that climate ch
ange and climate policy are important enough that the u.s. should certainly not
do nothing, we offer a new strategy to improve Kyoto and attract participatio

n by the u.s., China, and other major emitters in environmentally and economica
lly sensible global emissions limitations.

climate Policy Today
The Kyoto Prot
ocol was negotiated in December 1997. Responding to a 95-to-0 vote in the U.S.
senate against ratifying any climate treaty lacking meaningful participation b

y developing countries, the clinton administration never submitted the Kyoto Pr
otocol to the senate. Further multilateral negotiations on implementing Kyoto
hit a stalemate at The Hague in late 2000. In March 2001, President Bush annou
nced that the u.s. would no longer pursue the Kyoto Protocol; so far, he has no
t proposed an alternative. By June 2001, many informed observers expected ~he
Kyoto process to fall apart. Yet it did not At the 2001 negotiating sessions
in Bonn and Marrakech, the other countries ~f the world reached a compromise t

o enable implementation of the Kyoto regime, without U.S. participation and wit
hout emissions limitations on developing countries. In February 2002, Presiden
t Bush reiterated his decision to stay out of the Kyoto Protocol, and proposed
a set of tax credits and voluntary measures intended to reduce future u.s. GHG
emissions intensity (GHG emissions per dollar of GDP), but not to reduce emissi
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ons overall, what should the U.S., and the world, do now?
Ironically, the agre
ements reached at Bonn and Marrakech in 2001 to implement the 1997 Kyoto Protoc
ol were in important respects a victory for U.S. climate policy. For both envi
ronmental and economic reasons, the U.S. has long advocated two key elements:
a comprehensive approach to limiting net GHG emissions (including methane and a
ll other major GHGS, not just C02, and also sinks such as forests); and interna
tional GHG emissions tradlng. These two ideas were proposed in the first Bush
administration and championed in the Clinton administration, often against oppo
sition from Europe. At U.S. insistence, the Kyoto Protocol adopted both of the
se ideas, and in Bonn and Marrakech the participating countries agreed on rules
to implement them (subject to certain restrictions) despite u.s. rejection of

the treaty as a whole, so why would the u.s. not sign on? Although further li
beralization of emissions trading and wider authorization for sink credits are
important, the major stumbling blocks to u.s. participation were the absence of
any emissions limitations obligations for major developing countries and the a

rbitrary character of the Kyoto emissions limltation targets, set without adequ
ate consideration of the costs and benefits of alternative emissions limitation
s pathways. In this article we propose steps to solve these defects and thereb
y to enable accession by the u.s. and major developing countries to an efficien
t cap-and-trade regime.
Even as the Bush administration has dramatically distan
ced itself from the Kyoto Protocol, the U.S. Senate has recently begun to move
slightly closer. In 1997, the senate had voted 95-0 in favor of a resolution no
t to ratify any climate treaty that omitted meaningful participation by develop
ing countries. In light of that vote, the clinton administration never even su
bmltted the Kyoto Protocol (which addresses only industrialized country emissio
ns) to the Senate for ratification. If the Bush administration had let the Kyo
to process plod along, the treaty might well have lingered indefinitel without
ever reaching ratification. But by announcing u.s. withdrawal loudl~ killing
what seemed to have been a quietly dying duck the Bush administration seemed

to have awakened moderates in the senate. Bills are being developed by several
Senators of both parties, including Byrd, Brownback, Murkowski, Smith, and McCa
in and Lieberman, to move the U.S. closer to GHG emissions reductions.
Meanwhil
e, the terrorist attacks of september 11 seem likely to have conflicting influe
nces on the climate treaty process, on one hand, they are reminders of the int
erconnectedness of u.s. and international affairs, and have spurred new enthusi
asm for multilateral strategies to address common global ills. (They may also
encourage moves to reduce u.s. dependence on foreign oil, which might or might
not mean reductions in GHG emissions.) On the other hand, the terrorist attack
s have raised a new threat that is more immediate than climate change, and this
may understandably divert the attention of governments and the public from cli

mate protection, at least for a while.
It remains unclear where the u.S. will g
o in the climate policy arena, we suggest that the two most frequently heard r
esponses join Kyoto in its current form now, or stay out for the foreseeable f
uture are both unsatisfying. Instead we suggest a ~roactive but alternative a
pproach: the u.s. should engage china (and other major developing countries) a
nd seek to enter a suitably modified version of Kyoto together. The modificati
ons to Kyoto should also include removal of unjustified restrictions on the co
mprehensive approach and international emissions trading, and the adoption of e
missions limitation pathways based on maximizing net societal benefits.

Kyotos
Persisting Flaws

AS originally negotiated in 1997, the Kyoto treaty contained
several salutary features but also three basic flaws: it set emissions limitati
ons for the industrialized countries without clarifying the means for achieving
them; it failed to provide any emissions limitation obligations for developing
countries, even in principle; and the limitations that it established for the

industrialized countries were short-term and arbitrary. The negotiations at Bon
n and Marrakech have substantially remedied the first flaw, but the second two
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flaws remain and must be addressed in order for the u.s. to participate and bui
Ida sound global climate regime.
First, Kyoto established emissions limits wit
hout clarifying the means (and hence the costs) of compliance, including the ro
le of sinks and the scope of emissions trading. For example, Kyoto Artlcle 17
authorized emissions trading in two short sentences that left many open questio
ns. In the post-Kyoto negotiations, countries and interest groups who opposed
these flexibility mechanisms sought to block their elaboration, deriding every
attempt to implement flexibility as a loophole or a weakening of the treaty. I
f the flexibility mechanisms had been well defined at the outset, such obstruct
ionism would have been deflected, and countries would have been better able to
forecast the actual costs of agreeing to targets. Authorizing wider use of the
flexibility mechanisms would substantially reduce the costs of compliance, the

reby attracting participation. European opposition to U.S. advocacy of sinks a
nd emissions trading was the main reason for the deadlock in the talks at The H
ague, after which the U.S. was understandably dubious about joining Kyoto. Sur
prisingly, however, at Bonn in July 2001 (with the U.S. on the sidelines) the E
U and developing countries gave Japan and canada much of what they had refused
to ~ive the U.S. at The Hague: broader use of sinks (although subject to quanti
tatlve restrictions) and of emissions trading (with no quantitative restriction
on supplementarity, but with a new reserve requirement on sellers). In octobe

r 2001, the EU proposed to create its own GHG emissions trading system. And at
Marrakech in November 2001, the EU agreed to give Russia almost twice as large
a quantity limit on credit for sinks as Russia had requested in Bonn. what ex

plains the EUs shift toward accepting sinks and trading? Does it reflect a new
found appreciation for flexibility, or does it reveal a consistent symbolic pol
itics of using the climate issue to shame the u.s. first criticizing u.s. advo
cacy of flexibility as a loophole, and then quietly embracing cost-saving flexi
bility once the U.S. could be denounced for staying out of the treaty altogethe
r~ whatever the explanation for belated European openness to flexibility, it b
ears reminding that the Bonn/Marrakech accords retain some restrictions on both

sinks and trading.
Bonn and Marrakech failed to address the second basic flaw
in Kyoto: the omission of developing country participation in emissions limits
and trading. The U.S. has long sought to include major developing countries in
the global emissions limitations regime, on both environmental and economic gr

ounds. All major emitting countries must participate for the treaty to address
climate change effectively, and to avoid merely shifting emissions from partic

ipants to non-participants. The full cost sawngs to be gained from internatio
nal emissions trading also depend on the inclusion of major developing countrie
s such as china. Further, competitiveness concerns in U.S. politics the fear
that u.s. firms subject to emissions limitations will be undercut by developing

country firms not subject to any controls make meaningful participation by ch
ina and other major developing countries a prerequisite to u.s. treaty ratifica
tion. Yet, unlike prior global environmental agreements, Kyoto provides no reg
ulatory obligations for developing countries, now or in the future. Marrakech
agreed only to consider in a years time how to frame the issue for discussion a
year after that hardly progress, worse, the u.s. is now out as well. Thus, K

yoto now omits the U.S. and China the worlds two largest GHG emitters -- as we
ll as other major developing countries. That is, Kyoto now omits more than hal
f of global GHG emissions, and this omission will worsen over time because it o
mits the countries whose emissions are growing fastest. If these omissions are

not repaired, Kyoto will prove a costly enwronmental failure. A better appro
ach would create incentives to engage participation by major developing countri
es (on terms they find attractive) and, correlatively, to engage the u.s.
Third
, Kyoto a~pted and Bonn/Marrakech accepted a single, short-term set of emissio
ns limita_’on targets established on an essentially arbitrary basis. The treat
y calls for industrialized countries to reduce their aggregate emissions by the

first commitment period (2008-2012) to an average of 5.2% below their 1990 le
vels. 1990 was the base year selected in the 1992 Framework Convention on clim
ate change, but does not correspond to an efficient target-setting or equitable

burden-sharing calculus. Due to economic growth, business as usual (BAU) emis
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sions (emissions in the absence of regulatory controls) are projected to grow s
ubstantially between 1990 and 2010 (and much more for some countries than for o
thers). As a result, the Kyoto targets would require industrialized countries t
o cut their aggregate emissions by 16 to 24% below BAU in 2010. If these very
sharp reductions were based on an analysis of how much emissions control would
be needed or desirable to achieve the socially desirable level of climate prote
ction, they might be defensible; but they were not. As discussed below, they a
re more stringent than either the restrictions implied by the least-cost path t
o stabilize global GHG concentrations at various plausible levels, or the restr
ictions implled by an emissions limitations pathway that balances regulatory co
sts and benefits and maximizes net benefits to society.
The EU has nonetheles
s accepted the Kyoto targets, in part because of the availability of unrestrict
ed internal EU emissions trading and the fact that the UK and Germany have expe
rienced dramatic reductions in c02 emissions since 1990 for non-environmental r
easons: changes in UK energy policies and the economic rationalization of the
Eastern sector of Germany following reunification. Thus, compared to BAU, the E
U faces much lower emission reductlon burdens than those on the u.s. and a numb
er of other industrialized countries under the Kyoto targets. For example, the
u.s., whose Kyoto target is 7% below its 1990 level by 2008-12 ~seemin~ly only
slightly more stringent than the average required reduction of ~.2% below 1990

~ forecasts high emlssions growth over 1990-2010 (and has admittedly has done
ittle to curb GHG emissions); as a result, the u.s. would be required to reduc

e its emissions below BAU in 2010 by a whopping 31 to 33%, and the u.s. share o
f all Annex B reductions under Kyoto would be Between 50 to 80%. This high rel
ative burden helps explain u.s. doubts about joining Kyoto. Further, the Kyoto
Protocol says nothing about emissions after 2012 (negotiations on which are su

pposed to begin in the next few years), nor about developing country emissions.
A better approach would be to endorse the principle of setting emissions limi

tations based on maximizing the net social benefits of climate regulation (bala
ncing costs and benefits). This principle would then be used to develop an~ re
fine appropriate time paths of global emissions over several decades, starting
gradually and tightening over t~me, and adopting and adjusting regulatory targe
ts in relation to those pathways and new information¯ That is, targets would b
e set sequentially to bend down gradually the curve of actual emissions below B
AU, rather than pegging all countries to an arbitrary base year.

The Ways Forw
ard: A Third option
The persisting flaws in Kyoto do not mean that no climate p
olicy is worth pursuing. Yet instead of proposing an alternative, the present
Bush administration seems to have embraced a strategy of benign neglect, hoping
perhaps that Kyoto will collapse when the time comes to implement it, or that

the climate change issue will just go away. It wont. Unchecked increases in G
HG emissions appear highly likely to cause global warming that will, on balance
, adversely affect ecology and human welfare and also pose some uncertain risk
of triggering fundamental and potentially catastrophic changes in basic climate
-related natural systems. These risks warrant a well-designed global regulator
y response. The U.S. has significant economic and strategic as well as environ
mental interests in helping to shape and participate in an effective internatio
nal GHG regime that includes full use of the comprehensive approach and emissio
ns trading, that includes developing country participation, and that proceeds t
oward well-reasoned targets.
Attention has focused on two options: Amerlca cou
ld stay out of the Kyoto regime altogether, thereby thwarting any effective glo
bal climate policy, or America could join Kyoto/Bonn/Marrakech as currently dr
afted, and then work within the treaty group to promote developing country part
icipation and better-reasoned target-setting as well as to remove restrictions
on the comprehensive approach and trading¯ The first option is unrealistic and
, we argue, contrary to the interests of the U.S. as well as those of the world

The second option would require an unlikely about-face by the Bush administr
ation (but might well be pursued by his successor), and is unlikely to result i
n developing country participation any time soon or to bring about a reconsider
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ation of the Kyoto targets and strictures.
Here we urge attention to a third op
tion: the U.$. would take serious domestic actions to prepare to join the cap-a
nd-trade regime, while insisting that it will join only when restrictions on si
nks and trading are eased and when major developing countries join as well (tho
ugh on differentiated terms), and while seeking to engage major developing coun
tries in a parallel regime that would later merge with Kyoto. The U.S. could s
eek to implement this strategy by reaching an agreement with china for joint en
try into the cap-and-trade regime, possibly bringing in other developing countr
ies as well. China already emits 13% of global GHGS; other major developing co
untry GHG emitters include India (5%), Brazil (1.5%) and Indonesia (1%). Thus,
the u.s., China and other major developing countries could, within several yea

rs, join a global emissions limitation and trading regime together, under the
consent rule for international treaty law, accession would have to interest eac
h country. Neither the U.S. nor china would likely join without the other. Chi
nas accession would satisfy domestic u.s. political requirements of meaningful
participation by developing countries (especially if other developing countries
follow chinas lead), improve the environmental effectiveness of the treaty, an

d reduce global costs through wider emissions trading, when coupled with the o
ther improvements to Kyoto that we propose, this step would meet the stated u.s
¯ objections to Kyoto in its present form and politically enable the Bush admin
istration (or successor) to join the international GHG regulatory effort. At t
he same time, China, by joining alongside the U.S. (and with an assignment of h
eadroom GHG emissions allowances substantially in excess of its current emissio
ns), would gain a huge market for lucrative allowance sales, a net increase in
national income, and additional first-world prestige akin to its recent entry i
nto the WTO. Further, we suggest that the Kyoto Parties would want the u.s. a
nd China to join together, once an emissions trading system begins operating a
mong the Kyoto group of the EU, Russia, Japan, Canada, and others, there will b
e strong incentives within that.g~o~p to favor joint accession by the u.s. and
china and to oppose either one 3o~n~ng on its own. The entry of the u.s. alone
would drive up the market for GH~ emissions allowance prices sharply, to the d

etriment of ot~er OECD countries. The entry of China alone would flood the allo
wance market, harming Russia and the Ukraine, the principal sellers under exist
ing arrangements. The joint accession of a major buyer and a major seller (or m
ajor sellers) would ensure a degree of continuing balance in the allowance mark
et.
As we envision the process, the U.S. might initially approach China alone;
if the prospects were favorable, the effort should become multilateral, engagin
g the other industrialized countries and, if feasible, other major developing c
ountries such as India, Brazil and Indonesia. The inclusions of these developi
ng countries and the other improvements that we propose could be accommodated w
ithin the basic framework of the FCCC and the Kyoto Protocol. Thus, we propose
that Kyoto be improved through an evolutionary strategy, rather than scrapped

and replaced.
Is this strategy realistic? The U.S. faces both costs and benefi
ts from joining Kyoto. At present, those costs and benefits are closely balanc
ed; the case for joining Kyoto as is is too marginal to overcome the current op
position to participation in the administration and Congress. with the additio
n of china and the other changes to Kyoto that we propose (including adoption o
f a rational long-term process for setting regulatory targets based on societal
costs and benefits and removal of restrictions on trading and the comprehensiv

e approach), we suggest that the net benefits would become strong enough to mak
e the case for entry. (The addition of other major developing countries would
make the case for us participation even stronger.) The U.S. could take advanta
ge of the low cost abatement opportunities in (i.e., allowance sales by) develo
ping countries, could develop business opportunities for GHG-efficient teChnolo
gies and services in these countries, and could play a significant role in the
development of the international trading system and attendant commercial opport
unities for u.s. firms. Because it would require a number of years of negotiat
ion and lead time before the u.s. and china (plus others) could join a modified
form of Kyoto together, our scenario would almost certainly mean that the U.~
could not be held to its Kyoto limitations targets for the First Commitment ~
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riod in 2008-2012; they would have to be relaxed or postponea, with the U.~. an
d China joining the cap-and-trade regime under second commitment Period targets
and beyond. Europeans and environmental advocacy groups might resist and deno

unce such special treatment for a laggard u.s., but our approach would be far m
ore environmentally progressive than the current posture of permanent u.s. non-
participation. In the end the environmental, economic, and competitiveness adv
antages of joint accession by the u.s. and china would likely be so overwhelmin
g as to carry the day. Indeed, in our view, the EU has made a strategic error
over the last several years by focusing its efforts on cajoling the u.s. into j
oining Kyoto but leaving china and other major developing countries out, when i
t was clear that the U.s. would not join without significant developing country
participation. The EU should have been working to attract china, and thereby

to engage the U.S.
china, ~owever, may well perceive only costs from joining, n
ot only because abatement obligations would be perceived as costly but also bec
ause many forecasts of the impacts of global warming suggest that China would o
n balance benefit from a warmer world. If so, china will have to be paid to pl
ay. The most cost-effective way to attract China to join the abatement regime
will be through assignments of headroom allowances that China can then sell to
industrialized countrles just as was done in Kyoto, Bonn and Marrakech to enga
ge Russia. We believe that, with chinas accession to the WTO and its continued
development of a market-based economy, together with the very large profits it
could make from selling headroom emissions allowances, the prospect for chinas
participation are good.

If china joins there will be both political precedent
and strong economic incentives for other major developing countries to join. B
ecause emlssions limitations may impose significant social costs on these count
ries, and provide only modest benefits, they will also probably have to be paid
to play via headroom tradeable allowance allocations.

such allocations of head
room allowances pose potential political problems on several fronts. Environme
ntal interests may decry the legitimization of large increases in GHG emissions
in developing countries, but that would be ironic since the current Kyoto Prot

ocol condones unlimited increases in developing country emissions; our approach
would imply at least some upward limit, while also compensating developing cou

ntries for their abatement efforts, critics may also dispute the expanded oppo
rtunities for firms in industrialized countries to avoid costly domestic emissi
ons limitations by resorting to emissions trading, but of course by doing so th
ese firms would be accomplishing equal or greater emissions abatement at lower
global cost (and thereby enabling their governments to join the treaty), other
constituencies may resist the slgnificant resource transfers to developing cou

ntries that are involved, yet the alternatives are either far more costly domes
tic abatement, far more costly methods of financing abatement in developing cou
ntries, or else abandonment of any international GH6 limitations effort. The a
lternatives are far inferior to the course that we propose.
GHGs are generated
globally by many different human activities in many different sectors through t
~e use of more or less deeply embedded technologies and practices. Although so
me substantial limitations in GHG emissions may be achieved in the near term at
low (or perhaps even negative) cost, significant limitations will require majo

r changes in production and consumption technologies, investments, and practice
s; these structural changes can only be accomplished over a longer time scale.
The transition from a high- to a 1Ow-GHG economy will not be a free lunch. But
if the transition is managed wisely, enlisting all major emitting countries and
using the most cost-effective and efficient means (including comprehensive cov

erage, sinks, and global emissions trading) over appropriate time scales, there
should be no significant adverse effects on the growth of prosperity in either
the developed or the developing countries. Successful technological innovatio

ns and institutional reconstruction will allow high standards of lifestyles to
be maintained, over the longer term prosperity does not require ever expanding
use of fossil fuels and ever rising GHG emissions. Indeed if the adverse effe

cts of climate change are or may be large, then intelligent climate policy alon
g the lines we advocate will greatly enhance overall prosperity by avoiding sig
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nificant climate damages at low cost.
The remainder of this paper is organized
as follows: Part II explains why the planet-wide risks of climate change justi
fy a prudent, cost-effective global regulatory program to limit the global grow
th of GHG emissions. Part III shows that it is essential to include all major G
HG-emitting countries in such a program, and also points out the significant ob
stacles to securing inclusive participation. In Part IV we argue that it is in
the U.S. national interest to participate in a global GHG regulatory regime, p

rovided that the regimes design is sound. Part v summarizes the key elements o
f a sound regulatory design for global climate policy. In Part vI we evaluate
the Kyoto Protocol relative to these elements and argue that it must be modifie
d to include major developing county emitters, to establish sound emissions lim
itations pathways, and to remove restrictions on the comprehensive approach and
trading. In Part vii we present the details of our proposed strategy, which i

ncludes u.s. initiatives at both the international and domestic levels to corre
ct Kyotos existing flaws and to engage not only the U.S. but also major develop
ing countries such as china in a mutually beneficial climate policy regime. Pa
rt viii provides a brief conclusion.

climate Risks Justify Prudent Investment
in cost-effective GHG Regulation
Looking at the matter from a global perspecti
ve, rather than in terms of the national interest of any given country, the ri
sks of climate change due to uncontrolled increases in GHG emissions are suffi
ciently serious to justify initiation of a well-designed global regulatory pro
gram to limit GHG emissions. Global investment in llmiting GHG emissions growt
h through such a program represents prudent, well-justified insurance against t
he risks of climate change, such a program should use strategies to minimize t
he costs of limiting emissions and set realistic emissions pathway goals, balan
cing the costs of emissions limitations against the benefits. In this section
we briefly summarize the available information on the contribution of uncontrol
led GHG emissions increases to global warming, the resulting risks of climate c
hange, and the costs of emissions limitations. Further details regarding these
matters are provided in the Appendix. we then summarize the essential implic

ations of this information for climate policy: balancing the risks of climate c
hange and the costs of GHG regulation, the global community should begin GHG re
gulation now based on sound long-term GHG emissions pathway goals.

The Current
science Indicates That Uncontrolled GHG Emissions Will Cause Significant, Rapi

d Global warming
At present, the atmosphere is being treated as an open-access
resource for disposal of GHG residuals, including CO2, methane, (CH4), Nitrous
oxides (NO2), hydroflurocarbons, perflurocarbons, and sodium hexaflouride (SF6)

Atmospheric concentrations of these gases have increased substantially over
the past century, andbusiness-as-usual (BAU) emissions (those that will occur

in the absence of regulatory measures) are projected to increase dramatically
with global economic development, increasing atmospheric concentrations further

Significant uncertainties attend efforts to predict the impacts on global a
tmospheric temperatures of current and future GH~ emissions from human activiti
es. Nonetheless, even taking into account such uncertainty, understanding has
advanced sufficiently to sustain general but not unanimous agreement among know
ledgeable scientists on two basic conclusions, which are reflected in recent re
ports by the Intergovernmental Panel on climate change (IPCC) and a National Ac
ademy of Sciences panel convened at the request of the white House.
First, th
e IPCC and NAS reports express the judgment that rising GHG atmospheric content
rations due to human activities are already causing the earths atmosphere to wa
rm. Second, with respect to the future (and even If present warming is not att
ributable to human activities), the NAS panel and the IPCC concluded that the r
ate and extent of warming will increase significantly over this century and bey
ond if steps are not taken to limit the growth in net GHG emissions that will o
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therwise occur. Baseline forecasts suggest that under BAU, net GHG emissions w
ill increase dramatically over the next several decades. The IPCC p~oj~cted th
at if measures are not taken to limit the projected growth in GHG emlss~ons, su
rface temperatures will rise between 1.4 and 5.4 degrees celsius from 1990 leve
Is by 2100. while somewhat more tentative in the strength of its conclusions,
the NAS committee found that a 3 degree Celsius increase in surface temperature
by 2100 is consistent with current understanding about the intricacies of clim

ate change. The NAS panel also cited two other well regarded climate change mo
dels that forecast 2.7 and 4.4 degree celsius rises by the end of the century.
The IPCC found that warming at the rate and magnitude projected is, based on t

he available data, very likely without precedent during at least the last 10,00
0 years.
In considering the policy significance of these findings, which will u
ndergo modification as scientific understanding increases, it should be emphasi
zed that global temperature is not a function of current emissions but of the t
otal stock (concentration) of GHGs in the atmosphere. All GHGS stay in the atm
osphere for substantial, but varying, periods of time. Methane, for example, r
esides in the atmosphere for an average of about 10 years, whereas co2 can res
ide in the atmosphere for centuries. Emissions represent a flow into the atmos
pheric stock, and sinks represent a flow out. The emissions from human activit
ies that occur during a single year or even a decade are small relative to the
total stock in the atmosphere. Moreover, it will be difficult to alter these e
missions very much in a short period of time. These circumstances have several
policy implications. Given past emissions, we are probably locked into some s

ignificant warming trend for the future, regardless of what we do now or in the
future. Accordingly, investment in adaptation measures to limit adverse impac

ts from war~ing is advisable. Also, immediate steep cuts in current GHG emissi
ons will not immediately bring about a commensurate reduction in warming becaus
e they will have only a small effect on the overall stock. Earlier emission re
ductions will have more impact on future GHG buildup than later emission reduct
ions, but lesser reductions in the short run can, to a substantial extent, be c
ompensated by greater reductions later. Accordingly, decisions about the timin
g and magnitude of emissions limitations should be made within a longer-term pe
rspective, based on balancing the relative costs and benefits of reductions in
different periods. Further, effective policies to limit warming should concent
rate on a strategy and institutional design that is sustainable and effective o
ver the long run.
Additional ~nformation is presented in the Appendix, Section
A.

Global warming will Have Substantial Net Adverse Impacts
Global warming a
t the pace predicted by the IPCC and NAS is likely to cause a variety of impact
s that, on balance and in the aggregate, will be adverse and will become increa
singly significant and adverse over decades. These impacts, however, will vary
over space and time.

Limited understanding of ecosystem dynamics, the potentia
l synergistic effects of climate change (including carbon fertilization), and d
iffering impacts by region, time frame, and geographical scale complicate the p
rediction of warming impacts. Different countrles will be affected in differen
t ways and to differing extents, some countries may benefit from warming in th
e short run, which complicates the possibility of global agreement on GHG limit
ation meas’ures. The IPCC, the u.s. National Assessment proJect, and several ind
ependent researchers have attempted to forecast the global and regional impacts
of climate change, typically based on models that assume a 2 to 5 degree celsi

us rise in temperature by 2100.
Although initial (gradual) warming and CO2 fe                                .
rtilization seem l~kely to help agriculture in some areas, the impacts in other
regions will likely be adverse, and the impacts of more rapid or severe warmin

g are likely to be adverse worldwide, shifts in temperatures and rainfall patt
erns will affect crop yields and growth cycles. Impacts on human health are a
particularly uncertain issue. Heat stress due to increased temperatures can pr
eclpltate death and illness (although cold weather is also associated with sign
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ificant morbidity). Higher populations and lengthened life cycles of disease-c
arrying agents such as mosquitoes could result In increased levels of disease,
includlng through the spread of tropical diseases into temperate areas. Some e
cosystems, including wetlands, grasslands, forests, rivers and lakes are threat
ened areas because of their limited ability to adapt to the projected rate.and
magnitude of climate change, leading to the loss of biodiversity, ocean r~se a
nd increases in tropical storm intensity will cause increases in flooding and s
torm surges in low-lying coastlines. These harms and their severity will grow
as both warming and the rate of warming increase.
There is also the possibility
of non-linear effects that might occur when rapid warming triggers thresholds

in natural systems, resulting in sudden, far-reaching, potentially catastrophic
changes. Possibilities include the collapse of the western Antarctic ice shee

ts, melting of Arctic tundra, and shifts in ocean currents. The likelihood of
these events occurring and what temperature changes might cause them are not kn
own, although the probabilities are thought to be low by most scientists, some
of the more likely adverse ecological effects of warming, while more gradual,

could be widespread and irreversible.
These impacts from climate change will in
turn affect various sectors of the economy. Agriculture and forestry will be

the most strongly impacted. Electricity supply, water supply, construction ins
urance and tourism will be significantly affected. The impacts of climate chan
ge will vary widely among different countries and regions. The most severe phys
~cal impacts will be in developing countries because of their global location,
climate, environment, and lack of resources and capacity for adaptation measure
s. such measures can reduce the adverse impact of climate change can be reduc
ed by adaptation measures. For example, developments can be relocated form low
-lying coastal areas; drought-resistant crops can be developed and water storag
e and supply systems upgraded; public health measures can be taken to address a
irborne diseases. These adaptation measures will, of course, consume societal
resources.
Quantifying the damages due to climate change in economic terms is d
ifficult. In addition to sorting out uncertainties and making some simplifying
assumptions, quantitative estimates of the benefits of preventing climate chan

ge must assign economic values to assets traditionally lacking market value, su
ch as ecosystems. Several studies have tried to quantify the adverse economic
effects within certain industries; few have examined aggregate damages. Most o
f the latter have focused on the united States. A recent synthesis by Tol of t
he literature on global climate change impacts addressed several key end~oints:
agriculture, forestry, water resources, energy consumption, sea level r~se, ec

osystems, and human health. Tol finds that some initial warming (1 degree cels
ius) and co2 fertilization would likely help agriculture and human health in so
me areas (including the OECD, Russia and China, which enjoy an early gain of 1
to 3% of GDP), but would have adverse impacts in poorer areas (especially Afric
a and southeast Asia, which would lose 1 to 4% of GDP). And he finds that the
impacts of greater than 1 degree celsius warming will become adverse worldwide
over time, including losses of 1 to 2% in OECD countries and 4 to 9% in ~uss~a
and developing countries (except for china, which exhibits persistent galns fro
m climate change of about 2% of GDP).
With specific respect to the U.S., a co
mparison of studies suggest the total adverse impact on u.s. GDP to be about 1
to 2 percent, based on a 2.5 to 4 degree celsius change in temperature over thi
s century. Regional impacts within the U.S. varied wldely. A more recent stud
y by Nordhaus found about a 0.5 percent loss in u.s. GDP based on a 2.5 degree
Celsius rise in temperature.
Some critics argue that such numbers should not b
e relied upon because they do not adequately or properly value reductions in ec
osystem s~rvices, many of which we do not know. others argue that estimates ma
y be exaggerated because autonomous adaptation (e.g. farmers changing their pla
nting patterns) may offset much of the adverse impact of climate change and do
so at low cost. In considering the policy significance of these risks, it must
be emphasized that adverse affects will most likely occur gradually, although

at an increasing pace, and over a long time period. The discount rate used whe
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n aggregating impacts over time is important. And the possibility of sudden an
d hlghly disruptive shifts in natural systems at some point along the way canno
t be entirely ruled out, but the conditions under which any such effects might
occur is unknown.
Additional information on the impacts of global warming is su
mmarized in Section B of the Appendix.

The Costs of GHG Emissions Limitations
Can be Dramatically Reduced by Sound Regulatory Design.
There are also signifi
cant uncertainties in estimating the costs of GHG limitations, depending on the
methodology used and the assumptions made about matters such as technological

innovation and discount rates. For example, the cost of meeting the Kyoto targ
ets through wholly domestic measures to reduce CO2 emissions has been estimated
to range from substantially less than 1 to more than 3 percent of GDP in the U

.S. and a number of other industrialized countries.
sound regulatory design, in
cluding the use of a comprehensive approach and worldwide emissions trading, c
an greatly reduce the costs of achieving GHG limitations and make the price of
climate insurance reasonable and justifled in relation to the benefits. Global
warming is caused by increasing emissions of a variety of different GHGS, all

of which trap solar energy. GHGs can also be sequestered in sinks, such as for
ests. These circumstances invite use of a comprehensive approach to GHG emissi
ons regulation, under which countries (and firms) enjoy flexibility in meeting
their overall GHG limitations burdens by concentrating efforts on those GHG red
uction or sink enhancement opportunities which, in their particular circumstanc
es, cost the least. In order to provide this flexibility at equivalent environ
mental impact, a cross-gas index can be developed to translate each GHG emissio
n or sink removal into a unit of co2 equivalent; emissions limitations obligati
ons are then defined in terms of units of co2-equivalent, based on the index.
Because of varied GHG abatement opportunities across gases and sectors, the com
prehensive approach would reduce costs by up to 60 percent (even more if enhanc
ement of forests and other sinks that sequester GHGS are counted) compared to r
egulating co2 alone. Furthermore, GHGs are emitted throughout the world and mi
x g!obally. Accordingly, in order to limit GHG concentrations in the atmospher
e, it does not matter where on the earth limitations on net emissions are achie
ved. This feature invites the use of economic incentive systems, such as emiss
ions trading, to ensure that emissions reductions are carried out wherever in t
he world they can be achieved at lowest cost, regardless of the initial assignm
ent of abatement responsibilities. Because of large variations in abatement co
sts across countries, international emissions tradlng (involving all major emit
ters, including chin~) would reduce costs by up to 75 percent compared to wholl
y domestic CO2 emisslons limitations.
combining the comprehensive approach and
global emissions treading would reduce regulatory costs dramatically. As noted
, the costs of meeting the Kyoto targets through wholly domestic measures to re
duce co2 emissions has been estimated at 1 to 3 percent of GDP in the U.S. wit
h the 60 percent savings from the comprehensive approach (plus more from sinks)
and the 75 percent savings from international emissions trading, the combined

cost savings could be 90 percent compared to an energy-co2-only policy with nat
ional caps and no trading. Although this figure overstates the savings because
it assumes perfect implementation, additional cost savings can be obtained thr

ough wise policies relating to the timing of emissions reductions, countries c
an be given flexibility in the timing of achieving their limitation obligations
, through measures such as banking of emissions reductions for application to f
uture obligations, multi-year compliance periods, and compliance mechanisms for
purchasing additional allowances to compensate for past excess emissions. Als

o, as discussed below, costs can be reduced not only by affording flexibility i
n meeting limitations targets but also by setting targets in accordance with lo
nger term emissions pathways set by balancing the costs and benefits of differe
nt levels of reductions in different time periods, of course, the choice of di
scount rates can also significantly affect cost estimates.
Apparently, when the
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Bush administration decided in March 2001 not to pursue the Kyoto Protocol, it
relied on a study by the u.s. Energy Information Administration (EIA) that for

ecast high costs of u.s. compliance with Kyoto. Yet the EIA study assumed CO2-
only controls and no international emissions trading. If incorporating these t
wo core ideas (advocated by the u.s. since 1989) into the analysis would togeth
er reduce the estimated costs by about 90 percent (say, to 0.3% of GDP), they c
ould substantially influence the u.s. decision whether to participate in global
climate protection.

Additional information regarding emissions limitation cost
s is summarized in the Appendix, Section C.
of course, the fact that regulato
ry costs can be greatly reduced by using cost-effective regulatory strategies d
oes not necessarily mean that regulation is justified, much less that any given
level of regulatory stringency is appropriate. Although reducing costs makes i

t more likely that regulation may be appropriate, especially in cases of seriou
s market failure such as open access use of the atmosphere for GHG emissions, r
egulation must be justified by balancing its costs against the benefits provide
d by regulation.

The Risks of climate change Justify a Global GHG Limitations
Regime; Regulatory Targets should Be Based on Emissions Pathways set by Balanci
ng Regulatory Costs and Benefits
The r~sks of climate change are significant.                                 .
These include not only the harms predicted to occur from average warming and av
erage ecological sensitivity, but the risks associated with high warming (e.g.,
5 degrees Celsius over this century) and high climate sensitivity, which toget

her could produce much more serious harms, and the risk of catastrophic harms d
ue to non-linear changes in natural climate-related systems. There are two bas
ic means of reducing the harms associated with these risks, one is through ada
ptation measures to avoid or mitigate adverse impacts by, for example, relocati
ng development away from low-lying coastal areas or developing drought-resistan
t crops. The other is to limit GHG emissions to reduce warming. Both types of
measures must play a role. Emissions limitations, must, however, play a major
part and are the focus of regulatory policy. The costs of GHG limitations on
the scale required to reduce warming appreciably from BAU levels are large. I

f, however, regulatory costs are reduced by adopting cost-effective regulatory
design and well-chosen emissions pathway targets., the costs become sufficiently
reasonable in relation to the benefits (reductions in risks of harm) of emissi

ons limitations to justify making a beginning regulatory investments in climate
insurance now.

The climate change impact studies reviewed above suggest that
harms due to unchecked climate change could, as a best estimate, cost the u.s.
from 1 to 2 percent of GDP by the m~ddle to the end of this century, and the wo
rld as a whole even more (not counting the risks of high warming/climate sensit
ivity and possible non-linear catastrophes). Kyoto (with all Annex B countrie
s participating, including the u.s.) is predicted to slow warming by 4 to 14% b
elow BAU, which translates into reductions of 0.04 to 0.10 degrees celsius belo
w the 1 degree of BAU warming forecast for 2050, and 0.08 to 0.28 celsius below
the 2.5 degrees of BAU warmlng forecast for 2100. These benefits might be wor

th roughly 0.1 to 0.3% of global GDP, and about 0.1% of u.s. GDP .or perh.aps_up~
to 0.2% with non-market benefits included. Marginal benefits might be about }a
5 per ton of carbon emissions avoided. In calculating benefits, we should also
include a risk premium to reflect the value to society of avoiding risks of ve

ry large harms, including the risks associated with high warming and ecosystem
climate sensitivity and the risk of catastrophic non-linear consequences. The
studies reviewed above also suggest that the climate protection delivered by K

yoto (without emissions trading, comprehensive coverage, or temp.oral flexibilit
y) might cost the u.s. from 1 to 3 percent of GDP. But with emissions trading,
comprehensive coverage, and temporal flexibility, the cost of the Kyoto limit

~ti~Svi~ht fall to 0.1 to 0.3 percent of GDP, within the range of the benefit
Selecting ~ise emissions limitation targets (in addition to allowi
ng cost-effective flexibility in the means of achieving targets) would reduce c
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osts in relation to benefits even further. The FCCC states in Article 2 that i
ts Objective is the stabilization of atmospheric GHG concentrations at a level
that will avoid dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate. But suc
h a stabilization objective (defined as achieving a specified GHG concentration
by a given year, such as 550 or 650 ppm by 2100) can be achieved through many

different time paths of abatement, some of which are much less costly than othe
rs. For example, compared to .the targets in Kyoto (which require dramatic redu
ctions within a short time, requiring a 16 to 24% reduction in BAU emissions by
Annex B countries by 2010), a strategy of requiring no abatement for some year

s (at least beyond 2010 and perhaps 2050 or later) and then reducing emissions
sharply would dramatically reduce the cost of stabilization by allowing for cap
ital turnover, new technologies, and discounting.
On the other hand, the stab
ilization objective neglects the interim damages resulting from climate change
as it occurs. An alternative approach, which we favor, is to set emissions pat
hways and limitations targets by balancing the costs and benefits of emissions
limitations so as to maximizes the net benefits to society, or, put another way
, to minimize the sum of abatement costs and climate change costs, using this
approach, which takes into account the adverse effects of near-term warmlng, an
d assuming average climate sensitivity and damage, Hammit found that net societ
al benefits would be maximized by reducing global emissions 3% below BAU by 201
0, 5% below BAU by 2025, and 20% below BAU by. 2100 greater near-term abatemen
t than implied by the least-cost path to stabilization, but less near-term abat
ement than required by Kyoto. of course, to achieve this time path, one would
need to start building the institutional structure for climate policy some time
before the dates at which emissions reductions would be achieved, in order to

send credible policy signals that will in turn stimulate the needed shifts in i
nvestments, practices and technologies that is, roughly, now.
Thus, a cost-ben
efit balancing approach indicates that that well-targeted and well-designed GHG
regulation is justified. This approach provides the appropriate framework for
setting regulatory objectives, and is embraced by the Bush administration. So

me proponents of the precautionary principle reject the use of cost-benefit bal
ancing in environmental regulatory decisionmaking under conditions of uncertain
ty. The basic version of the precautionary principle instructs that the absenc
e of scientific certainty regarding the extent of warming and its effects shoul
d not preclude the adoption of GHG regulations, and that appropriate precaution
ary measures should be adopted taking into account societal aversion to the ris
k of very large harms and the ability to make improved regulatory decisions in
the future with additional information developed in the interim, with these pr
opositions we fully agree. But beyond this, the precautionary principle provid
es little helpful guidance on setting regulatory objectives, particularly where
precautionary measures themselves could induce new environmental risks. Thus

we do not ground our advocacy of climate protection policy on the precautionary
principle. An approach that balances costs and benefits, broadly defined, in

setting emissions pathway goals is far superior to setting arbitrary, ad hoc ta
rgets. The European Commission has articulated a view of the precautionary pri
nciple that embraces (indeed requires) cost-benefit balancing. At the very lea
st, we urge that well-targeted and well-designed climate policy would pass a co
st-benefit test not because cost-benefit analysis is perfect but because passin
g such a test should help persuade those who are skeptical of climate policy.
An aggressive version of the precautionary principle might call for more string
ent efforts at climate protection, but such an approach would not be persuasive
to the decisionmakers currently declining to pursue climate protection policy.

GHG Regulatory Efforts should Begin Now
AS described above, the adverse env
ironmental risks of climate change seem likely to build gradually over time. B
ecause GHGs are a stock pollutant, immediate measures to curb current emissions
will have relatively little immediate impact on warming trends. These factors

, plus the potential for future development of new, cost-effective technologies
for limiting net GHG emissions, and the advantages of matching adoption of maj

or new requirements with turnover of the capital stock, seem to argue in favor
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of postponing regulatory action to limit GHG emissions until later, when the pr
oblem is more serious and controls may be cheaper. On closer examination, howe
ver, these factors and others argue for beginning regulatory action now. The s
tock character of GHG pollutants means if we wait until adverse effects are acu
te, immediate drastic cuts in emissions will come too late. Also, time will be
needed to build the international and domestic GHG regulatory institutions and
to implement limitations measures. Furthermore, GHG-efficient technologies wi

ll not be developed unless there is a price signal encouraging investment in su
ch technologies, and as long as the atmosphere is treated as an open-access res
ource such a price signal is unlikely to arise. The incentive for GHG-efficien
t technologies will have to come from a credible GHG regulatory program that li
mits emisslons (either through price or quantity measures) and thereby creates
market demand for application of such technologies. There is also a need for e
xtensive learning-by-doing in order to evolve successful policies and instituti
ons to deal with a regulatory challenge of such daunting complexity. These fac
tors reinforce the lessons of the cost-benefit analysis summarized above: begin
now with a comprehensive and flexible institutional framework that delivers mo

derate regulatory limitations on GHG emissions and builds them gradually over t
ime.

A Global GHG Regulatory Regime Must Include All Major GHG Emitting Nation

~ sound global climate regime must involve limitations obligations by all nat
ions with significant sources and sinks, including the u.S. and major developin
g countries, in order to ensure that the climate is actually protected. If maj
or emitters such as the u.s., China, and other major developing countries, such
as India, Brazil and Indonesia, do not agree to join the global emissions limi

tations regime, the limitations efforts of the Kyoto participants will be swamp
ed by the unchecked emissions increases of the non-participants.
while the need
for an inclusive global GHG regulatory regime is clear, there are at the same

time significant obstacles to achieving it. under the basic rules of internati
onal law, nations are bound by international agreements only if they consent to
join. Each nation generally makes the decision whether or not to join based o

n judgments about its national interest. In the climate change context, such j
udgments will, in the absence of specific inducements to join, turn to a large
extent on the climate regulatory costs and benefits to that country of particip
ating in Kyoto or a similar international agreement. Thus far, the u.s. and th
e developing countries have determined that it would not be in their respective
national interests to join.

All Major Emitting Countries Must Participate in
order to Make GHG Regulation Effective
It is obvious that any climate protectio
n regime that does not include the U.S. the worlds largest GHG emitter will b
e ineffective. But the participation of major developing countries is also ess
ential. A number of developing countries, including china, India, Brazil, and
Indonesia, are already major GHG emitters; China already accounts for 13% of gl
obal emissions, and India about 5 percent. Developing countries as a group acc
ount for about 30% of global emissions (about 2 billion out_of, th~ roughly 6 bi
Ilion tons of carbon emitted in 2000). The BAU emissions ot t~e ~evelop~ng cou
ntries are projected to increase sharply in the future with economic growth, so
that somewhere around 2020, projected BAU developing country GHG emissions wil

loequal and thereafter surpass the emissions of the ~ndustrialized countries. 6
7% of the growth in c02 emissions between 1999 and 2020 is forecast to come fro
m developing countries; china, the worlds most populous country and the worlds
largest producer and user of coal, alone will produce 28% of the forecast incre
ase in carbon emissions over the next twenty years, china also currently produ
ces 25% of the worlds black carbon, a substance that may play a key role in glo
bal warming. (china reported a decline in C02 emissions in 1997-2000, but that
appears to be a temporary and overstated event.) Developing countries are als

o likely to be a major source of C02 emissions and sink contraction due to land
use change (forest conversion) and a major source of methane emissions as well
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Because of the fast-growing importance of developing country emissions, an i

nternational agreement that restricts emissions limitation obligations to the i
ndustrialized countries, as Kyoto does, will have only a very modest impact on
limiting global emissions.

unchecked emissions by major non-participating coun
tries will not only swamp the limitation efforts of Kyoto participants, but gre
atly discourage those participants from maintaining or implementing their commi
tments. Because of the global character of the GHG problem, steps by some nati
ons to limit their emisslons benefit everyone, regardless of whether or not oth
ers join the control effort. This circumstance makes nations and businesses re
luctant to assume the burdens of limitations measures unless they are assured t
hat others will do likewise and bear an appropriate share of the burdens of pro
ducing the global public good of reduced warming. In economic terms, a success
ful international GHG regulatory agreement requlres that free riding be discour
aged.
Inclusion of all major emitting countries is also necessary to prevent cr
oss-border leakage of emissions. Leakage describes the process that occurs whe
n a subset of countries adopt regulations to limit their emissions, and emissio
ns-intensive industrial activities, driven by global economic competition and c
hanges in relative prices, shift to unregulated countries in order to avoid the
costs of emissions limitations. As emissions-intensive activity shifts to cou

ntries without GHG limitations, the emissions of those countries will grow even
faster (so that, under Kyoto, developing country emissions would rise even fas

ter and would surpass industrialized country emissions even sooner than under B
AU). Leakage may be small when emissions limitations are modest, but as emissio
ns limitatlons become more stringent (and as world trading markets become more
integrated), the prospects of leakage (and its competitiveness effects) become
more significant. Recent studies suggest that Kyoto-type emissions limitations
adopted in industrialized countries would be offset by somewhere between 5 to

30 % as a result of leakage of emitting activities to developing countries and
a consequent increase in emissions in those countries above what they otherwise
would be. Such leakage has at least three implications. First, it undercuts

the effectiveness of the GHG limitations. Second, by making unregulated countr
ies economies even more emissions-intensive, it further raises the costs to the
m of joining the treaty as time goes on. Third, the mere fear of leakage, comp
etitive disadvantage, and shifts of economic activity to other nations, discour
ages ratification or implementation by major emitting countries unless all othe
r such countries participate, worries by countries and firms about their vulner
ability to competition by others who are not subject to equivalent regulatory b
urdens are a powerful element in the politics of international environmental ag
reements.
Inclusion of all major emitting countries is also necessary in order
to ensure the widest scope for international emissions trading and achieve the
maximum cost savings in limiting GHG emissions. The cost savlngs from emission
s trading will be greatly impaired if the low-cost abatement opportunities in C
hina and other developing countries are not available. Compared to meeting the
Kyoto Protocol targets wlth no trading, Annex B trading is estimated to reduce
total costs by over 50%, but full global trading is estimated to reduce total c
osts by over 90%.
Expanding participation is also important to constrain the m
arket power that may be exercised in an allowance trading market. The omission
of major developing countries may confer market power on Russia and the Ukrain

e, the largest allowance sellers among industrialized countries.

There Are Non
etheless Significant obstacles to obtaining wide Participation by Nations in G1
obal GHG Regulation
Despite the imperative need for a system of global cooperat
ion among all nations and sources to achieve GHG limitations wherever they can
be achieved at least cost, there are at the same time important obstacles to ac
hieving global participation. Although prudent regulatory limitations on GHG e
missions are justified from a global perspective, individual countries may conc
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lude that it is not in their national self-interest to agree to sucn ~imitation
s. Because international agreements operate on the voting rule of consent by e
ach nation, the national calculus of interest is pivotal. In economic terms, i
nternational treaties, like contracts, must be Pareto-improving for all signato
ries; treaties must not only be collectively beneficial but also individually b
eneficial. Moreover, even countries that would enjoy net benefits from joining
an international GHG regulatory regime may avoid joining and seek to free ride
on other countries efforts, thereby reaping most of the benefits of participat

ion while avoiding all of the costs. Similarly, countries may not comply with
their agreed treaty obligations; there may be cheating and defection.
Even if t
he free rider and compliance problems can be solved, many individual countries
may still judge that it would not be in their national interest to join in a gl
obal emisslons limitations effort because the costs to them of limitations exce
ed the benefits to them of reduced warming. The costs and benefits of GHG abat
ement vary widely across countries, some countries see strong net environmenta
I benefits from GHG abatement, while others may regard the net environmental im
pact of warming as neutral or unclear, still other countries may believe that
they will benefit from warming, for example, through enhanced agricultural yiel
ds from a warmer world. The costs of emissions limitations also have to be wei
ghed in the balance in determining national interest. As discussed above, the
EU has already made substantial progress towards Kyoto targets due to fortuitou
s post-1990 reductions in CO2 emisslons in the UK and Germany. other industria
lized countries, including the u.s. and Japan, must make much sharper reduction
s in order to meet the Kyoto targets. Thus it is not surprising that the EU is
a strong advocate of the Kyoto targets, while the U.S. and Japan have been muc

h more reluctant or opposed.
There are also vast differences among developing c
ountries. The FCCC and the Kyoto Protocol effectively treat as developing all
nations other than OECD members and EIT countries. Some countries thus categor
ized as developing already have high per capita incomes, higher even than that
of some of the industrialized countries that are subject to Kyoto limitations o
n emissions; but many others are quite poor. As a group, the developing countr
ies will likely suffer significant.adverse en.vironmental impacts as a result of
global warming. But some developlng countries, such as the small island state

s and those located in dry tropical regions, will be much more significantly ha
rmed than others, some developing countries such as china may even benefit fro
m warming over the next several decades because of longer growing seasons, carb
on fertilization, and thus enhanced agricultural productivity. Meanwhile, most
developing countries fear that limits on their own GHG emissions would inhibit
their economic growth. Even limits on industrialized country emissions are li

kely to affect developing country economies: reduced economic growth in industr
ialized countries will mean reduced imports of goods made in developing countri
es, but at the same time leakage of emissions-intensive activities into unregul
ated developing countries may bolster developing country economies. Developlng
countries which are particularly dependent on GHG-related exports to industria

lized countries, such as the OPEC countries, appear likely to suffer high incom
e losses from the Kyoto limits on GHG emissions.
Many developing countries are
likely to view the costs of GHG regulation as quite high and the benefits as re
latively low. They typically have quite limited resources, and more immediate
and pressing societal priorities than long-term climate protection. Poverty fo
rces them to put a relatively low value on long-term environmental quality, corn
pared to immediate problems such as hunger, disease, illiteracy and violence.
Moreover, the developing countries also have strong equity arguments against as
suming emission limitation obligations: the industrialized countries, they poi
nt out, got rich by burning massive amounts of fossil fuels, and the long atmos
pheric residence time of co2 and some other GHGS means that many of the emissio
ns generated by the industrialized countries are still in the atmosphere and co
nstltute the principal proportion of the current warming effect. The developin
g countries argue, understandably, that they are entitled to the same freedom t
o develop as the industrialized countries have enjoyed. They oppose GHG emissi
ons limitations obligations as a trap that will shackle them in poverty. They
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say that, accordingly, they. are totally unwilling to accep.t GHG limitations obl
igations that will compromise their economic development ~n order to address a
problem for which the industrialized countries are principally responsible. (s
ome developing countries that make such assertions, however, may enjoy net bene
fits from limltations but simply wish to free ride on others efforts, or voice
o position as a negotiating tactic.)
T~us, a number of major emitting countries
, including China, India, Brazil, and even possibly the U.S. may, for a variety
of reasons, perceive GHG abatement as offering few or even negative national n

et benefits, we argue in the next section that in fact it is ~n the overall na
tional interest of the u.s. to join a well-designed global GHG regulatory progr
am. Enlisting U.S. participation will nonetheless be a challenge. The challen
ges to enlisting developing country participation are even greater. In order t
o attract the participation of developing countries, the industrialized countri
es must, we believe, provide them with s~de payments such as financial induceme
nts to help underwrite the costs of emissions limitations. As explained more f
ully in Part v, the most efficient and effective method for providing such indu
cements is an international emissions trading system that assigns developing co
untries allowances above their existing emissions, providing headroom for futur
e growth and profitable allowance sales, while also reducing the costs of emiss
ions limitations to industrialized countries.

The U.S. Cannot Afford Climate I
solationism; It should Join the Global Effort to Build a Sound GHG Regulatory R
egime
TEe U.S. cannot afford to ignore climate issues, do nothing about GHG emi
ssions, and sit on the sidelines while other countries design and implement a g
lobal regime that the u.s. will later wish that it had helped shape. The U.S.
has strong environmental, commercial and strategic interests in the adoption of
a responsible, well-designed global regime for GHG limitations, that includes

major developing country emitters, makes full use of international missions tra
ding and the comprehensive approach, and includes prudent emissions limitation
pathways. The participation of key developing countries such as china is espec
ially important, both for the environmental effectiveness of the treaty and to
prevent leakage and the fear of leakage. Moreover, china and other developing
countries would be large net sellers of emissions allowances, helpfully counter
balancing the additional demand that would result from u.s. accession.

Adver
se Environmental Effects From Warming will Harm U.S. welfare
The adverse enviro
nmental effects of global warming will adversely affect the welfare of U.S. cit
izens through a variety of mechanisms. Some of the environmental harms caused
by rapid climate change would occur in the u.s., directly causing welfare loss

es to u.s. citizens. In the near term, these adverse effects will probably not
be severe, and may to some extent be counterbalanced by beneficial effects, su

ch as increased agricultural productivity. But the adverse effects are expecte
d to increase over time and dominate. These impacts include the impairment of
major forests in the northern U.s., the erosion of many heavily settled coastli
nes, and the intrusion of tropical diseases such as malaria in the southern u.s

There is also the possibility that warming may trigger cataclysmic disruptio
n of basic climate-sensitive natural systems. Further, the welfare of u.s. cit
izens will to some extent be adversely affected even where the adverse environm
ental effects of warming occur elsewhere in the world. Many U.S. citizens are
concerned about the adverse ecological and welfare impacts of climate change, w
hether they occur in the U.S. or elsewhere. In addition, the impact of warming
in other regions of the world could threaten political and economic destabiliz

ation that would be contrary to U.S. global interests. Moreover, if the U.S. i
s perceived as the lone outlaw causing global warming, then it is conceivable t
hat adverse weather events, coastal flooding and crop losses in desperately poo
r countries, alleged (accurately or not) to be caused by u.s. GHG emissions, ma
y become flashpoints for anti-American backlashes and, perhaps, acts of terrori
sm. And in an interconnected global economy, the U.S. economy will be harmed i
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f other countries incomes falter due to climate change damage.

U.S. Non-Parti
cipation in Global GHG Regulation will Harm U.S. Businesses.
At least in the s
hort run, U.S. industry would escape regulatory burdens if the u.s. refuses to
subscribe to GHG emissions limitations, and could thereby enjoy a competitive a
dvantage over firms in other industrialized countries that are subject to such
burdens. (some business leaders and thinkers believe that the spur of GHG limi
tation measures would enhance U.S. firms overall efficiency and competitiveness

our argument in favor of u.s. participation in global climate protection pol
icy does not rely on this view.) But despite the initial cost savings, there w
ill be other consequences of u.s. non-participation that will harm U.S. busines
ses (in addition to the environmental harms felt by the u.s., discussed just ab
ove), and these harms to business may well outweigh the benefits to business of
avoiding GHG regulation.

U.S. buslnesses will suffer economically if the u.s.
is excluded from the design and operation of international emissions trading.
Many U.S. firms have the technology and know how to achieve GHG limitations thr
ough products, processes, and techniques that improve energy efficiency, enhanc
e sinks, and otherwise reduce net GHG intensity. A well-designed international
GHG emissions trading system would provide these firms with enormous business

opportunities. Also, many u.s.-based services businesses, including financial
products, project finance, consulting, accounting, law, and insurance and other
forms of risk management, have the technology and expertise to help run and us

e emissions trading markets and profit from the administration of such a regime
These opportunities for U.S, business are likely to be foreclosed or sharply

restricted if the u.S. remains on the sidelines. London, not New York, will b
ecome the center of global emissions trading. Also, U.S. businesses subject to
eventual u.S. domestic emissions with operations abroad in industrialized coun

tries that ratify Kyoto will be unable to enjoy the-compliance cost savings pro
vided by international trading.
The U.S. has championed emisslons trading and
the comprehensive approach for the last 12 years but is now standing aside whil
e others move first, without u.s. participation, there is a danger that the in
ternational GHG trading system will be designed and implemented ~n ways that ar
e adverse to u.s, interests, for example by restricting full scope for emission
s trading and use of sinks. The UK, Denmark, and others are already launching
their own domestic co2 emissions systems, and the European commission has propo
sed an EU-wide emissions trading system, also limited to Co2 emissions, withou
t U.S. leadership, these European systems may become the models for the global
trading system, disadvantaging the u.S. if it decides to join much later, vest
ed interests will arise in the initial system that will make it difficult to ac
hieve future changes later, such path dependence in the design of emissions tr
ading will not only deprive u.s. businesses of market opportunities, but may al
so restrict the availability of cost-effective means by which the u.s. could ac
hieve future emissions limitations through international trading.
There is also
the lurking possibility of carbon trade wars if the u.s. does nothing to regul

ate GHGs wh~le others move ahead, competitiveness concerns may well lead the E
U or other OECD countries with domestic emissions limitation systems to impose
trade measures on the u.s., such as countervailing duties on imports of America
n goods in proportion to the amount of GHG emissions associated with the produc
tion of those goods; under the WTO shrimp-turtle precedent these measures might
be upheld against WTO challenge, carbon trade wars could disrupt internationa

I trade relations that benefit the u.s., adversely affect u.s. firms, and creat
e domestic political turmoil, u.s, firms would be caught in the crossfire.
I
n addition, u.s. firms are likely to be targeted for aggressive environmental g
roup and consumer publicity and boycott efforts aimed at major multinational GH
G emitters who are not subject to or do not otherwise adopt and implement limit
ation programs. This could hurt u.s.-based multinationals, who will face press
ure for llmitations without any assurance that they will get credit for reducti
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ons against future regulations and may be subject to competition from other u.s
.-based companies who are not targeted for boycotts.
If the u.s. participates i
n an international GHG emissions trading regime, U.S. firms with the capital an
d the right technology and know-how would partner with ventures in other countr
ies, including china and other developing countries, to achieve GHG limitations
and to obtain valuable emission allowances as a part of the return on their in

vestments. They would use these allowances to meet domestic regulatory obligat
ions and/or casn them in by selling them.
u.s. accession would also reduce the
business risks currently faced by u.s. firms that must make major investment de
cisions in facilities and products that generate or use energy or that would ot
herwise be affected by GHG regulation. Uncertainty in GHG regulatory policies
will create a bind for utilities and other businesses that are already being fo
rced by U.S. environmental regulations aimed at air pollutants, including parti
culate matter, SO2, and NOx generated by sources that also generate GHGS as co-
pollutants, capital investments needed to comply with these regulations may be
rendered obsolete by the subsequent adoption of GHG regulatory controls that w

ill require additional and different investments to limlt C02 or other GHG emis
sions from the same facilities. Unless GHGs are added to the regulatory mix so
oner rather than later, these businesses will face a period of substantial unce
rtainty and regulatory risk. If the u.s. is going to go ahead with a new round
of Clean Air Act legislation addressing three major pollutants (a 3P bill cove

ring sox, NOx, and Hg), it may well be more cost-effective for the u.s. to adop
t a four-pollutant strategy (4P, including c02) or even a five- or more-polluta
nt strategy (including CH4 and other GHGs) rather than following a piecemeal ap
proach over time. Many in industry might prefer a single integrated multipollu
tant regime to a sequence of separate fragmented and potentially inconsistent s
ingle-pollutant regulations, especially if a comprehensive statute provided for
interpollutant trading.

At the same time, the absence of credit for early in
vestments in abatement means that U.S. firms may be holding back on abatement i
nvestments, including investments they would have made irrespective of climate
policy but are withholding in order to be able to claim credits when the credit
s become available. This drag on investment may be undermining u.s. economic g
rowth.

u.s. Strategic Interests Will be Harmed if the u.s. spurns Global clima
te concerns
In addition to environmental and commercial rationales, a third se
t of reasons for u.s. action relate to u.s. strategic interests across a broade
r range of global issues. Especially after the terrorist attacks of September 1
1, the u.s. needs the cooperation of many other countries across the globe to h
elp achieve its interests in national security (including fighting terrorism an
d avoiding escalating regional conflicts) and global economic and political sta
bility. Many other countries upon whose cooperation the u.s. depends are also d
eeply concerned about climate change; they will bridle at u.s. indifference or
intransigence regarding climate issues. The U.S. cannot easily aspire to be an
effective leader and persuade others to follow its views on other subjects whi

le refusing any engagement on a major global issue that is of great and legitim
ate concern to other major powers. If the U.S. sits out the climate change iss
ue without respecting and giving serious attention to the climate change positi
ons and interests of other countries ma~or OECD countries who see climate as a
global security issue; Russia, the Ukralne, and other impoverished industriali

zed countries who will be deprived of the opportunity to sell emissions allowan
ces to the u.s.; and developing countries who may be harmed by climate change
the u.s. is likely to engender widespread resentment and anger. This distrust
will make it much more d~fficult to achieve their cooperation on other issues o
f concern to the u.s. On the other hand, if the u.s. successfully engages chin
a and other major developing countries and helps secure their participation in
international GHG regulation, the u.s. will gain leadership on an important glo
bal issue and help strengthen multilateralism in ways that will benefit it in o
ther areas of international policy.
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A final strategic concern might relate to e
nergy security. Especially after September 11, there are economic and strategi
c reasons to reduce U.S. dependence on foreign sources of energy. Yet it is fa
r from clear that reducing u.s: purchases of Middle Eastern oil would reduce fu
ture terrorist attacks: terrorlsm may arise for other reasons, and reduced oil
purchases may undermine the prosperity that enables social stability in exporti
ng countries. And reducing oil imports would not necessarily reduce GHG emissi
ons in the u.s.; that depends on what mix of conservation and other fuels (e.g.

coal) are used to replace the foreign oil.

u.s. Accession to A Sound Climate
Regulation Regime is Justified But Involves Significant Challenges.
without the
changes to Ky?to that we propose, the costs and benefits to the u.s. of joinin

g Kyoto as is in the near future appear to us to be fairly closely balanced, al
though the benefits may slightly outweigh the costs. The changes that we propo
se, however, tip the scales decisively in favor of participation. These change
s would help ensure that the benefits of emissions limitation obligations justi
fy the costs, that the u~s. has available an abundant supply of relatively inex
pensive emissions allowances in a fully international allowance trading market,
that u.s. firms enjoy significant business opportunities, and that u.s. global
leadership is enhanced. There are, nonetheless, great political challenges in
getting the American people and government to support measures to address GHG

emissions, especially given the long time horizon and international dimensions
of the problem. In the near term the u.s. is expected to enjoy net agricultura
l benefits from warming and carbon fertilization~ and the ecological effects of
warming in the u.s. are expected to be less serious than in many other regions

There are also a number of important and well organized economic interests,
~articularly firms and workers in the coal industry and certain other energy se
ctors, that would be adversely affected by GHG regulation and have strongly and
successfully opposed it.

Beyond public acceptance and perceived national net b
enefit, which are the primary factors in national choices to join a treaty or n
ot, special features of the u.S. legal system may make ratification of internat
ional environmental treaties more difficult than in Europe or other countries.
The U.S. has a long history of ambivalence toward international treaties, whic

h may in part reflect longstanding structural features of American law rather t
han a distaste for multilateralism. First, the separation of powers between th
e President and the congress adds a hurdle to international treaty accession no
t found in parliamentary systems, second, the u.s. is often regarded as having
a more adversarial and rigid domestic legal system, meaning that laws are more
vigorously implemented via a litigation system in which citizens can sue to en

force the law. This domestic legal system may lead u.S. treaty negotiators to
regard as binding what other countries might see as hortatory, making the u.s.
more reluctant to enter into treaties that it fears would be rigorously applied
in the U.S. but honored only fitfully elsewhere. These and other features of

legal and political systems may explain part of the story of Kyoto, the Hague,
Bonn and Marrakech, and the challenge of leadership involved in securing u.S. e
ngagement in global and domestic GHG regulation.
Nonetheless, broader u.s. econ
omic interests as well as the general public seem likely to support a responsib
le approach to climate change, as they have with respect to other international
and environmental problems, especially when well informed by forward-thinking

leaders. As previously noted, both the first Bush and clinton administrations
advocated global climate policy incorporating the two key design features of co
mprehensiveness and emissions trading; and there have been a number of recent i
nitiatives in the Senate to move the U.S. towards GHG regulation. A strategy s
uch as we propose, to bring major developing countries into a global GHG regime
at the sah~e time as the U.S., together with other suitable modifications in Ky

oto, could provide a further significant impetus to u.s. participation.

The E1
ements of sound Regulatory Design for climate Policy
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In this section we set fo
rth the elements of a sound GHG emissions limitation strategy, whether at the d
omestic or international level. It should include legally binding and sanction
able regulatory requirements. It should maximize net benefits, and achieve emi
ssions limitations at the lowest cost by providing maximum flexibility in the m
eans of reducing net emissions. It should provide strong incentives for innova
tion in low-GHG-emitting technologies. It should set emlssions limitations pat
hways based on a balancing of the costs and benefits for both the level and tim
ing of the limitations. At the international level the regulatory regime shoul
d be participation efficient, designed to attract the widest possible participa
tion of major GHG emitting countries, including developing countries, subject t
o the cost of securing such participation. In order to achieve these objective
s, the regulatory program should make maximum use of economic incentive instru
ments for achieving llmitations, in particular, tradable permit systems.

serio
us Market Failures Resulting from Using the Atmosphere as an Open-Access Resour
ce Require Adoption of GHG Regulatory Measures
An effective climate policy wil
1 involve government policies that gradually reduce the GHG-intensity of produc
tion and consumption over time. Thls will require legal rules and regulation.

Kyoto critics have questioned whether legal measures to limit GHG emissions ar
e necessary or appropriate, at least at the present time. They maintain that w
e should rely on (unmodified) markets and on voluntary measures by firms, we d
isagree. Just as property rights and nuisance law are necessary to regulate co
nflicting land uses, so rules backed by the force of law are needed in order to
prevent wasteful overuse of atmospheric resources. Legal rules backed by comp

liance assurances are needed internationally to cement cooperation and police f
tee riding and defection among countries.
Today the global atmosphere is being
treated as an open-access resource, with no constraints on its use as a dispos
al site for GHG emissions, the atmosphere is being overused in a classic traged

~lOf the commons. Because those who generate GHGS bear only a fraction of the
imate risks that they generate, but would bear the full costs of their own ab

atement efforts, the atmosphere will be overexploited and climate risks will be
greater than they would be if their social costs were appropriately reflected

in the decisions of those using the atmosphere for GHG disposal. This is a cla
ssic market failure, and one that ordinary market operations and voluntary firm

behavior will not correct. But because government regulation is also costly,
not all market failures necessarily justify a regulatory response. In the case

of climate change, the risks are sufficiently great and the costs of policy ca
n (through sound regulatory design) be made sufficiently low that some form of
restriction is warranted to prevent collective harm. such a restriction could
take the form of centralized commands on conduct, or emissions taxes designed t
o limit emissions, or capping emissions to limit use of the atmosphere ana allo
cating transferable use rights. The latter approach -- globally agreed recogni
tion and parceling of property rights -- is the foundation of current global cl
imate policy. In that light, the Bush administration and others should see the
basic design of the FCCC and Kyoto -- a framework of tradable property rights -
- not as an intrusion on economic growth, but rather as a kindred effort to the

familiar parceling of property rights in land, oil, and other resources that e
nabled prosperity and stability to thrive in the American West. If properly a
nd fairly designed, such systems are the most efficient and effective means to
promote overall economic welfare by addressing the significant externalities th
at occur under open-access arrangements, such systems, like all property right
s systems, depend on law and on the enforcement machinery that backs it up.
Le
gal regulation of emissions is, to be sure, only one tool among several in a so
und climate policy. Thus, investment in IOW-GHG technology R&D innovation need
s to start now in both the public and private sectors. There is wide scale for

international cooperation in this effort. The emphasis of government spending
should be on basic science and transformative new technologies in which privat

e markets would not yet invest, such as hydrogen-based technologies. Governmen
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t must also identify and correct existing governmental policies and institution
al failures that blunt the economic incentives that producers and consumers wou
ld otherwise have to conserve energy and economize on net GHG emissions. These
include perverse government subsidies that exacerbate fossil fuel extraction a

nd clearing of forests. They also include reforms to regulatory regimes, such
as New Source Review under the clean Air Act, which inhibit firms flexibility t
o invest in GHG abatement options. Information-based strategies, including man
datory reporting by firms of net GHG emissions, may also be useful, especially
in the early years before a full-fledged regulatory system is implemented. Pub
lic visibility of this information would encourage firms to reduce net emission
s, and the information would also be useful for developing the national GHG inv
entory and methods of measuring sources and sinks. Further, governments should
invest in adaptation assistance, especially for vulnerable and poor areas of t

he world which lack affordable insurance or access to adaptive technologies.
su
ch measures, however, will not be enough. Technology R&D, subsidy reforms, publ
icity, and adaptation assistance may help, but seem likely to make a modest and
potentially belated dent in the GHG externality problem, voluntarism and exis

ting market incentives will not be sufficient to deal successfully with the cli
mate change externalities resulting from the common pool character of the atmos
phere. For example, although energy intensity has declined with economic devel
opment, co2 emissions have still increased because of the increase in overall e
conomic activity. Moreover, the appropriate new technologies will not be devel
oped and used unless market actors, including both producers and consumers, hav
e an incentive to demand and adopt them. Regulation is needed to provide such
incentives at an adequate level. The essence of externalities is that they are
not taken into account in market transactions. Although large insurance compa

hies may adjust premiums (such as on coastal real estate) to reflect increased
risk of losses from adverse weather events, that move would influence the behav
ior of climate change victims rather than emissions sources. In general, the t
ransaction costs of Coasean bargains between those adversely affected by climat
e change and GHG emission sources who are separated by great distances and by
uncertainties about specific causes and specific impacts are far too high to e
xpect much market-driven abatement. (The same transaction costs inhibit the us
e of liability litigation to internalize the costs of GHG emissions.) Incorpor
ating climate protection into market-based decisions and transactions will ther
efore require new legal rules.
critics of Kyoto are often also skeptics of regu
lation, and of international law in general. But such critics should actually
take comfort in the differences between national and international law that mak
e international law less subject to the standard critique of government regulat
ion. National law is often plagued by rent-seeking distortions (a key concern
of critics of regulation) because it is adopted by majority vote, through which
organized special interests can extract rents from the general public. Intern

ational treaty law, by contrast, is based on consent; no country can be compell
ed to be bound by a treaty. Hence rent-seeking is more difficult under interna
tional law; in an important respect, internatlonal treaties are more like the
tortoise than the hare: slower and steadier than national legislation, more dif
ficult to bring to fruition, but more insulated against the distortions of spec
ial interest politics.          ~

sound climate Regulation Requires Maximum Flexibility
of Means for Achleving GHG Limitations in Order to Minimize Costs
climate polic
y must, as discussed below, set sensible GHG limitations objectives and pathway
s; it must also embrace the most cost-effective means for achieving emissions 1
imitations goals. Because the costs of achieving significant limitations on ris
ing GHG emissions are large, it is especially important to design GHG regulatio
n ~n order to minimize those costs and avoiding wasting scarce societal resourc
es. Minimizing costs will also help to attract wider global participation in G
HG regulation.
Cost-effectiveness requires flexibility in how, what, where, and
when emissions are reduced. How flexibility relates to the choice of technica
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I measures to reduce net emissions of the several GHGs, such as fuel switching
(e.g. from coal to gas or nuclear or solar), energy conservation, process and m
aterials changes in manufacturing, improved agricultural practices, sequestrati
on in GHG sinks such as forests and soils, removal and storage of carbon from f
uel inputs or emissions, and other options. What flexibility involves the flex
ibility to achieve limitations benefits by limiting net emissions of any or all
of the several GHGs, weighted by their relative contribution to adverse climat

e change, rather than restricting reductions one or a few gases. In other words
, it requires a comprehensive approach, where flexibility denotes the ability
to choose the locations where emissions reductions can be achieved at least cos
t. Because the cost of abatement varies significantly across locations both wi
thin a given nation and among nations, while the global climate impact of GHG e
missions is essentially equivalent regardless of location, allowing where flexi
bility domestically or internationally through instruments such as emissions tr
ading and off-site abatement credits can achleve the same climate protection at
much less aggregate cost than one which allocates limitations targets to sourc

es or nations but does not allow such flexibility.
when flexibility pertains t
o the timing of abatement. Because of technological change, capital turnover,
and other variables, investments in a given unit of abatement may be more cost-
effective at some points in time than at others, one form of when flexibility
is provided by the right to bank extra emissions abatement credits achieved tod
ay for use to satisfy emissions limits in the future. A converse form, borrowi
ng~ involves the right to emit extra emissions in the present in return f~r ~ss
umlng the obligation to achieve extra abatement in the future, settlng emission
s targets for a nation or a firm as cumulative limits over multi-year periods (
for example summed emissions over ten years) rather than annually g~ves the nat
ion or firm the flexibility to allocate limitations, and thereby bank or borrow
, across the more extended time period. The flexibility in the timing of limita
tions investments thus provided can provide significant cost savings.
In the f
ollowing two sections, we discuss more fully two key mechanisms for achieving c
ost-effective flexibility in GHG limitations, the comprehensive approach and em
issions trading. These mechanisms have been at the centerpiece of u.s. policy
for the last 12 years and have spurred some international controversy and debat
e over climate regulatory design, and therefore justify more extended considera
tion.

A Comprehensive Approach to Limiting Net GHG Emissions is Essential On B
oth Environmental and Economic Grounds
On both environmental and economic groun
ds, it is imperative that a comprehensive approach that includes all gases, sou
rces and sinks be adopted in strategies to limit GHG emissions. The comprehens
ive approach has been advocated by the united states since 1989 and is embodied
in both the FCCC and the Kyoto Protocol. under the comprehensive approach, em

issions limitation targets are defined in terms of a common unit of measurement
that includes all the GHG. This unit is typically expressed as a tonne of car

bon or equivalent. The equivalencies among the various GHG are determined by t
heir relative contribution to atmospheric warming, based on their heat trapping
power (radioactive forcing) and residence time. Emissions of different GHG by
different sources and the contributions of sinks in requesting GHG can be esti

mated and compared, under the comprehensive approach, emissions limitation tar
gets are expressed in tonnes of carbon equivalent. A nation or source may choo
se whatever mix of limitations of different GHG emissions or sink enhancements
it chooses in order to achieve its net GHG emissions limitation target.
Because
there is so much variety in GHG limitation opportunities across gases and sect

ors, the comprehensive approach would yield large cost savings up to 60% or mo
re relative to an approach that fixes limits for CO2 alone. The comprehensive
approach is also environmentally necessary to prevent perverse shifts in emiss

ions from regulated gases (such as CO2) and sectors to unregulated ones (such a
s CH4), which could unintentionally exacerbate climate change. And it yields v
aluable side benefits in reduction of other pollutants. Criticisms of the comp
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rehensive approach as too complex and difficult to implement and are misplaced.

simplified, conservative default rules can be adopted to deal with cross-gas
comparison indices and difficult-to-measure GHGs such as agricultural CH4 and C
02 sinks; these rules can be revised as monitoring and measurement techniques i
mprove.
Environmental Benefits of the Comprehensive Approach
The comprehensive
approach provides significant environmental benefits by avoiding the perverse
shifts in emissions that would arise from piecemeal regulatory approaches. Th

e essence of the environment is its interconnectedness. But the complexities o
f policymaking often push decision-makers toward narrow, piecemeal solutions th
at address one obvious symptom or cause of an environmental problem. Advocates
of narrow solutions claim that limited incremental steps are easier to accompl

ish than broader comprehensive approaches. Piecemeal regulatory strategies, ho
wever, may ignore the full scope of a problem, miss lower-cost options to achie
ve better results, and produce unintended side effects that confound well-inten
tioned policies. The broader, more comprehensive approach takes into account t
he complex nature of environmental issues. It seeks to match, to the extent pr
acticable, the regulatory design to the complex environmental system being regu
fated.
Discussions about global climate change policy in the late 1980s centere
d on reducing the amount of fossil-fuel co2 emitted from the energy sector, bec
ause co2 was the most plentiful greenhouse gas and the energy sector was the la
rgest source of co2. The initial negotiating positions of the EU and a number
of major countries proposed a treaty calling for cuts in energy-sector co2. Bu
t at the same time, scientists were demonstrating that co2 was only one of seve
ral important GHGS. Although the volume of CO2 emitted far exceeded that of ot
her GHGs, each CO2 molecule is a relatively weak absorber of infrared radiation

other GHGs, such as methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N20), are important con
~ributors to global warming potential because they are roughly 20 and 300 times
more potent per unit of emissions, respectively, than co2 at retaining heat in
the atmosphere over time, even though their quantities are far less. overall,
anthropogenic emission of CO2 make a greater contribution to atmospheric warmi

ng then the other GHG, but the role of GHG other than CO2 is far too important
to ignore. Furthermore, the relative influence of CH4 and N20 is expected to in
crease in the future as the concentration of co2 in the atmosphere rises and mo
re and more of the infrared radiation at the wavelength blocked by co2 molecule
s is being absorbed. Because of this saturation effect, additional emissions o
f abundant atmospheric gases such as co2 will have decreasing marginal warming
impacts relative to those of less abundant gases such as methane. Thus, narrow
ly targeting a GHG regulatory program solely at fossil fuel CO2 emissions and o
mitting the other sallent GHGs would seriously undermine its effectiveness in a
verting climate change.
Furthermore, painful experience teaches that pieceme
al approaches tend to be self-defeating because efforts to solve one aspect of
a problem often intensify other, neglected aspects. Thus, during the 1970s the
u.s. enacted, piecemeal, separate environmental regulatory laws addressing di

scharges of residuals to the air, the water, and land. But restrictions targete
d on one medium induced disposal into other media. Like squeezing one end of a
balloon, this approach shifted the problems elsewhere and delayed the attainme

nt of the primary goal of a clean and safe environment.
similarly, focusing so
lely on energy sector co2 would induce perverse shifts in GHG emissions. For e
xample, controlling energy sector co2 alone would invite fuel switching from co
al to natural gas, because burning coal emits about twice as much co2 per unit
of energy produced as does natural gas. But natural gas is almost pure methane

(CH4), and methane is roughly 20 tlmes more potent than co2 per mass at causin
g global w~rming. Hence as little as a 6 percent rate of fugitive methane emis
sions from natural gas systems would be enough to fully offset the Co2-related
benefits of this fuel switching. In the u.s., natural gas systems rarely relea
se more than 2 percent of their methane, but in Europe the methane leakage rate
has been much higher; it has exceeded often 6 percent, especially in Russia wh

ere much of the natural gas to replace European coal would come from. Thus a C
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o2-only policy in Europe could actually yleld a net increase in the contributio
n to global warming. Another example of the adverse environmental side effects
of co2-only regulation is provided by replacement of fossil fuels with biomas

s fuels, such as ethanol made from corn.
In order to prevent such perverse cons
equences, GHG limitations programs must be comprehensive, encompassing all the
major GHGs (including methane and nitrous oxide as well as CO2) and all sectors
(including agriculture and forests as well as energy). A comprehensive approac

h would also give sources the incentive to find ways to reduce all of these
s across all sectors. And, sources would invest in conserving and expanding si
nks such as forests to sequester carbon, potentially aiding biodiversity conse
rvation as well as climate protection.
Economic Benefits of the Comprehensive A
pproach
In addition to its important environmental benefits, the comprehensive
approach also provides significant economic advantages through the cost-savings
afforded by what flexibility. Because there is so much variety in GHG limitati

on opportunities across sectors and nations, the comprehensive approach would
ield large cost savings as compared to a piecemeal approach that fixes limits
or co2 alone or for each gas separately.
For example, the U.S. Department of
Energy estimated that meeting an emissions target for the u.s. of 20% below 199
0 levels by the year 2010 by comprehensively addressing all 6HGs, instead of ju
st controlling energy sector CO2 alone, would reduce costs by 75%; adding the o
ption of sink enhancement would reduce costs by 90% c~mp~red.to, the e~rgy s~t
or co2 emissions policy, similarly, a world Bank stuay ~ouna that Ina~a coulo
reduce its costs 80% by controlling all GNGs instead of energy sector co2 alone

The most recent and thorough study confirms these results, using an integra
ted assessment model of the world economy, a research team at MIT found that a
comprehensive approach to all GHGs and sectors reduces the global costs of meet
ing the Kyoto Protocol targets by at least 60%.__The MIT study al~? no~d t~t
the multi-gas approach could actually be more effective at protecting tne c~ma
te than the co2-only ~pproach, for two reasons. First, as explained above, the
relative global warming impact of the non-cO2 gases is expected to increase in
the future, second,CO2 emissions fertilize plants growth and hence stimulate

carbon storage, reducing global warming. Because emissions of other gases do n
ot have this climate-beneficial feedback loop, it would, other things being equ
al, be preferable to target reduction on them. A new study by NASA climate sci
entist James Hansen and colleagues offers further support for the comprehensive
approach, showing that control of non-Co2 GHGs would be cost-effective and wou

Id yield significant side benefits to human health from the reduction of local
air pollutants.
The comprehensive Approach is Practical
Some observers have wor
ried about the administrative practicality of the comprehensive a~proach, parti
cularly uncertainty in the GHG equivalence index, in measuring emlssions of non
-CO2 GHGs, and in measuring sink uptake of co2. They have proposed that a narr
ow regulatory program, addressing only to fossil fuel co2 emissions (which are
relatively easy to determine based on fuel inputs to combustion processes), be
adopted initially, and then be expanded into a more comprehensive instrument ad
dressing additional GHGs and sinks sometime later on. The asserted uncertainti
es in measuring 6HG sequestered by sinks was repeatedly invoked by EU represent
atives and other Parties in the international negotiations on the Kyoto impleme
ntation rules as a justification for sharply limiting any recognition of carbon
sequestration by LUCF (land use change and forestry~ measures, at least until

each uncertainties are resolved. Although the EU grudgingly receded part way on
this issue, the Bonn/Marrakech implementation rules retain limits on the use o

f LUCF measures to reduce net GHG emissions.
A piecemeal strategy focussed, for
example, on fossil fuel CO2 emissions is, for a number of reasons, seriously f

lawed. First, it would initially forfeit the environmental and economic advant
ages of the comprehensive approach; it would invite perverse emissions shifts~
and it would cost much more. while the comprehensive approach involves addit~o
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the domestic level with u.s. emissions trading programs, including most notably

the clean Air ACt 502 emissions trading program, shows that they have cut cos
ts by up to 20 to 50% compared to ~niform emissions limits and even. more compa
red to technology standards, use of economic incentive systems at the internat
ional level to address.global pollution problems including GHG would similarly
~rovide large cost savlngs relative to command regulatory approaches. Because t
e range of GH~ abatement costs across countries is so wide, the cost savings f

or international 6HG emissions trading (compared to fixed national targets) wou
ld be quite large, studies have consistently found that international emissions
trading (involving all major emitters, including china) would reduce costs by

up to 75 percent compared to wholly domestic 6HG emissions limitations. One re
cent estimate finds that the costs of the Kyoto Protocol target to the u.s. in
2010 would be about $80 billion (just under 1% of forecast GDP) without emissio
ns trading, and about $20 billion with full global emissions trading, for a cos
t savings of 75%.
second, incentive instruments such as emissions trading and t
axes are also more effective than command regulation in stimulating technologic
al and other innovation. Economic incentive systems give sources a continuous
motivation to improve abatement methods, sources can increase profits and gain
competitive advantage by devising or adopting new abatement methods that are 1

ess costly than pa~ing the tax, or buying emissions permits, under trading, fi
rms that reduce emlsslons can sell surplus allowances at a profit, providing a
powerful incentive to innovate. Technology-based command requirements, by contr
ast, generally provide no incentive for a firm to invest in improved abatement
methods beyond what the regulator requires.
Third, incentive instruments do not
require undue administrative costs. Technology standards require detailed en

ineering choices and monitoring of devices installed, but incentive methods on~

~ need to measure actual emisslons. Monitoring actual emissions can sometimese costly, but it can be worthwhile if it improves environmental effectiveness;
si~pl~ monitoring the technology installed at a source does not measure actual
eml ss] ons.

Emissions Trading should Be Used for International GHG Regulation
T
here has been significant debate among policy analysts as to which of the two
major economic incentive instruments, tradable emissions allowances and emissio
ns taxes, should be used to regulate GHG emissions at the international level.
In principle, these two instruments can yield identical outcomes, but under un

certainty about actual abatement costs, taxes limit cost escalation (but may al
low emissions to rise) while tradable allowances (which generally involve a fla
t cap on emissions) limit emissions escalation (but may allow costs to rise).
This implies that the choice between the instruments depends on which error one

fears more: cost overruns or emissions exceedances, some analyses have found
that, for climate change, because greenhouse gases are a stock pollutant (annua
l emissions affect atmospheric concentrations only gradually), the marginal dam
ages from additional emissions rise more slowly than the marginal costs of tigh
ter restrictions on emissions, such that the risk of cost overruns is more seri
ous than the risk of emissions exceedances and therefore taxes should be prefer
red to emissions trading.
This consideration, however, is hardly decisive. Fir
st, the marginal damage function may not be flatter than the marginal cost func
tion, especially if non-linear surprises are lurking beyond certain thresholds.

second, tradable GHG allowances, especially at the global level, have several
important and ultimately compelling advantages over GHG taxes. Accordingly, g

lobal GHG regulation should be based on emissions trading.
First, there are sig
nificant political and institutional obstacles to international administration
of GHG taxes. A system of GHG taxes levied and collected by an international i
nstitution would cut sharply against traditional principles of national soverei
gnty and would not be accepted. National administration of GHG taxes would hav
e to be harmonized to impose the same, or at least mutually agreed, taxes on do
mestic emissions, in the context of widely differing tax systems and economic s
tructures across countries. There is no precedent for such a system or an inte
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itional costs are amply ~ustified by the enormous environmental and economic be
nefits of the comprehenslve approach., second, the piecemeal strategy is illog
ical; it reflects a precautionary paradox. Advocates of aggressive climate pro
tection often invoke the precautionary principle, which states that scientific
uncertainty is no justification for inaction agalnst serious risks. But then t
hese same advocates assert that scientific uncertainty precludes addressing non
-C02 GHGs and sinks in a climate protection regime° Ignoring parts of the prob
lem through adoption of a piecemeal approach w111 not make them go away and, fo
r reasons already discussed, are like to make them worse. Third, the politics o
f international competitiveness would likely delay or thwart the promised subse
quent expansion from piecemeal to comprehensive. The countries and interest gr
oups enjoying a relative advantage by reason of the initial narrow design would
become entrenched in their favored positions and would resist expansion to a m

ore comprehensive approach later. The EU has, for example, opposed credits for
LUCF measures in part because the EU has much fewer opportunities to use such

measures than the u.s. and other global economic rivals.
A final problem with t
he piecemeal strategy is that it would fail to provide the incentives for innov
ation in the monitoring and abatement methods for emissions of GHG other than f
ossil fuel co2 and for sink enhancement. As a result, the promise of including
the excluded activities at the point when such methods are developed may be a

mirage. The better route is to begin with conservative default factors for emi
ssions other than fossil fuel CO2 and for sink uptake, and invite sources to se
cure more credit for their abatement efforts by developing and demonstrating im
proved measurement methods. Practicable default values that take appropriate ac
count of monitoring uncertainties can be developed for the major sources of all
the ~H~ and for most sinks; the measurement of non-co2 gases and non-energy se

ctors would improve in response to incentives. Ignoring the non-co2 gases and
the role of sinks does not make them go away. It is far better to use the best
available index, making appropriate adjustments for monitoring uncertainties a

nd continue updating it over tlme.
For these and other reasons, it is crucial t
o get the institutional design right at the outset. The comprehensive approach
is not impractical. Some additional administrative costs in devising and impl

ementing the comprehensive approach is well worthwhile in order ensure that the
regulatory design matches the problems being regulated.

~HG Regulatory Program
s Should Maximize Use of Economic Incentives, specifically Emissions Trading
S
ound climate policy also requires maximum use of economic incentive systems (EI
S) such as emissions trading and taxes rather than command and control regula
tory instruments to limit GH~ emissions. EIS will promote mitigation at least
cost and promote essential low-6HG technology development and investment. Furth
er, in the international context, the use of emissions trading provides the bes
t means for enlisting the participation of developing countries in the global G
HG r~gu!atory effort. Emissions trading also has other important advantages ove
r em~sslons taxes.
Economic Incentive Systems Enjoy Significant Advantages Over
Command Alternatives for Regulating GH6

The choice among policy instruments d
epends on several contextual factors, that influence their environmental effect
iveness and their cost in achieving any given level of protection. In the case
of GH~ abatement, economic incentive instruments are strongly superior to comm

and and control regulatory approaches, whether at the domestic or international
level.

Because incentive-based instruments such as taxes and tradable allowanc
es provide how and where flexibility, they are far more cost-effective than tec
hnology standards or fixed performance standards. If abatement costs vary sign
ificantly across sources as they do for GH6s then cost-effectiveness can be i
mproved by using regulatory mechanisms such as tradable emissions allowances an
d emissions taxes that let firms choose their best, least-cost abatement method
s and obtain relatively more abatement from lower-cost abaters. Experlence at
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rnational agreement that requires nations to impose new taxes on their citizens
¯ cap and trade systems, on the other hand, bear a much closer resemblance to t
raditional environmental regulatory agreements.
second, the effectiveness of an
international system of GHG taxes would be severely compromised by fiscal cush

ioning games undertaken by participating nations. Countries would attempt to s
often the impact of GHG taxes on domestlc industries and consumers by adjusting
their other taxes and subsidies. These strategies would reduce the effective

GHG tax rate and increase actual emissions. The same cushioning games could be
played under emissions trading to ease the burden on domestic industries, but

these strategies could not affect actual emissions because of the quantity cap.
Hence GHG taxes (whether administered internationally or by each national gov

ernment) are likely to achieve much less in actual climate protection than are
tradable allowances. Furthermore, these tax-and-cushion games will distort fis
cal policy i n i neffi ci ent ways.
Third, and perhaps most important, GHG emission
s trading has significant advantages over GHG taxes in promotin~ an inclusive a
nd effective global GHG regulatory effort by facilitating transfers of capital
and technology to developing countries in order to attract their participation.

The private sector would play a major role, identifying the most promising an
d cost-effective GHG reduction opportunities throughout the world and mobillzin
g its resources and know-how to achieve those reductions with local partners.
These investments would further sustainable development in the host countries.
In order to accomplish these objectives,, emissions trading systems can be stru

ctured to assign developing countries emissions rights in excess of their curre
nt emissions, perhaps u to or even above their forecasted BAU emissions (somet
i mes called a no harm a~l onThis provisi nocation), of headroom i their allowan
ce endowments would enable poorer countries to grow economically through severa
I means: undertaking economic activities that emit GHG; hosting GHG-reducing pr
ojects funded by investments and technologies from abroad in exchange (in part)
for a portion of the allowances that become surplus as a result of the reducti

ons achieved; revenues from selling allowances to others. At the same time it
would cap emissions and thereby deal with the problem of leakage. This approac
h is far more effective and participation efficient than pure financial payment
s (which are subsidies for abatement and invite perverse increases in aggregate
emissions), or GHG taxes (which offer no incentive for nonbeneficiary countrie

s to join), or taxes coupled with financial payments (which would undermine the
incentive effect of the tax).

This system would benefit poorer societies by gi
ving them a revenue stream of several billion dollars per year, even while it w
ould save wealthier countries on the order of 75% of the cost of purely dome.sti
c abatement. This system would benefit poorer countries (or at least make them
no worse off) while obliging richer countries to take the lead by financing em

issions reductions worldwide (yet in a way that is also economically preferable
to them to purely domestic abatement). Moreover, the basic logic of voluntary
exchange contracts (i.e. market trading) means that allowance sales would not

occur unless both parties view the trade as desirable; emissions trading could
not be forced on a disinclined party, on the other hand, insisting that indust
rialized countries must control their emissions primarily at home (as proposals
for supplementarity ceilings on use of trading or allowance reserves imply) wo

uld increase global costs substantially and would deprive developing countries
of the benefits of investments in GHG-reducing projects and an allowance-sale r
evenue stream. It would be like insisting that rich people must only spend the
ir money in rich neighborhoods.
It is important to emphasize that the extra all
owances used to deliver side payments should be seen as headroom, not hot air.
They represent the necessary price to engage participation by major emitting c

ountries who perceive no net benefit to participation. This was the approach ta
ken to engage participation by Russia and the ukraine in the Kyoto Protocol: as
signing extra headroom allowances to those countries which they could then trad
e or sell subject to an aggregate cap on emissions, without these headroom all
owances, Russia and the ukraine would likely have stayed out of the agreement,
leaving their potential emissions even higher. Trying to restrict allowance sa
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les by countries whose emissions limitation obligatlons exceed their current or
near-term emissions (as is suggested in the name of outlawing hot air) could m

ean that no developing countries, or major EIT countries such as Russia and the
Ukraine, would participate. This would cripple the environmental effectivenes

s of the treaty. Moreover, it would increase the abatement cost to the remaini
ng signatories and could in turn induce them to relax their targets, further we
akening the treaty. Looking ahead, using headroom allowance allocations to eng
age developing countries in global emisslons trading will lower global abatemen
t costs and thus invite more stringent targets than would otherwlse be possible

~ecause it involves significant transfers of resources to developing countrie
s, adoption of national caps plus emissions trading raises issues of domestic
political feasibility for participating industrialized countries, including the
united states. These transfers, however, are simply a part of the costs that

must be incurred in achieving GHG limitations; as discussed previously, in deci
ding whether or not to participate in a global GHG regulatory effort, countries
must decide whether or nor such costs are justified In relation to the benefit

s obtained. Emissions trading significantly reduces those costs relative to co
mmand alternatives. It also prowdes markets for the export by developed count
ry businesses of 6HG technologies and services to developing countries, creatin
g domestic political constituencies in favor of participation. By promoting en
vironmentally sustainable economic development in developing countries, emissio
ns trading can also serve the broader strategic interests of the u.s. and other
industrialized nations.

Emissions taxes are far inferior to emissions trading
in securing an inclusive and effective global GHG regulatory effort. Developin
~nations would never agree to adopt GHG tax rates at the same level as those a
opted by the developed countries; at best, they might agree to adopt taxes at

sharply lower rates, significantly lower tax rates in developing countries wou
Id, however, result in s~gnificant investment leakage and consequent increases
in developing country emissions, undermining the global regulatory regime. A t
heoretical alternative is to adopt uniform rates and channel the major share of
all proceeds to developing countries. But, there is no prospect that the indu

strialized nations would agree to taxation by an international authority which
would dispose of the proceeds through payments to developing countries. Nation
al systems of taxation and redistribution would encounter the problem of fiscal
cushioning games, and, potentially, revenue diversion games. Also, trying to

couple side payments with taxes will undermine the incentive effect of the taxe
s on emissions, because the side payment must compensate the country for both i
ts net cost of abatement and its net incremental cost of paying the tax.
Anothe
r option for inducing participation by relevant countries is use of pure financ
ial subsidies for abatement in the form of a cash side payment to non-beneficia
ry countries. The Kyoto Protocol CDM resembles this approach, unfortunately,
subsidies for abatement, even assuming that they would be politically feasible
at the levels required, generate ~erverse incentives for countries to increase
aggregate emissions. Some countries would also posture as cooperative losers i
n order to demand greater side payments, potentially decreasing the degree of c
ooperation enough to result in higher total emissions. Emissions trading surmou
nts these problems by coupling side payments with a quantity constraint on aggr
egate emissions.
A conceptually elegant approach has been suggested by Bradford
: countries interested in preventing climate change would contribute sums of m
oney to a central fund, and this fund would then purchase abatement worldwide.
countries would not adopt quantity limits on emissions~ all the abatement woul

d be accomplished through the central funds purchases of abatement efforts. He
nce the total quantity of abatement would depend on the total amount of money c
ontributed to the fund, and the price of abatement. This approach nicely illus
trates how a beneficiaries pay model could work. And it shows how the total am
ount of abatement (resource allocation) can be distinguished from each countrys
degree of contribution (distributional equity). But the Bradford approach has
certain difficulties. First, the administration of a huge central fund would

raise concerns about national sovereignty, international organizational power,
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and corruption, second, the central fund would act as a monopsonist; with no c
ompetition in the market to purchase abatement efforts, it might fail to find t
he most cost-effective abatement opportunities and/or might seek to depress pur
chase prices. Third, the central fund would act as a pure subsidy for abatemen
t, which, as discussed above, can have the perverse effect of increasing aggreg
ate emissions.

Issues in Implementing GHG Emissions Trading
Despite its over
all superiority to emission taxes and other alternatives, GH6 emissions trading
faces some potential implementation difficulties. These include the risk (pre

viously noted) that quantity limits on emissions could result in unexpectedly h
igh compliance costs, potential problems of market power and transactlon costs,
and the compatibility of international emissions trading with domestic regulat

ory systems that rely on other instruments, while these issues need attention,
reasonable means for addressing them are available.

cap and trade allowance tr
ading systems, like all quantity-based regulatory systems, create the risk of e
xcessive costs when compliance with the quantity limit proves more expensive th
an expected. This problem can be addressed in several ways. Most obviously, k
eeping the targets modest in the near term will keep costs down while allowing
the development of more information useful for setting future targets so as to
avoid costly surprises. Second, ensuring’wide particlpation by developing coun
tries in a global GHG trading system will help ensure a large supply of allowan
ces at low costs. Third, when flexibility through banking and borrowing can ea
se risks of cost overruns.
A fourth means of avoiding excessive costs with emi
ssions trading is use of the flexibility afforded by a hybrid system, dubbed a
safety valve, in which governments supplement an emissions trading system with
a promise to sell unlimlted additional allowances at a predetermined trigger pr
ice. In effect, the safety valve converts a quantity-based allowance trading s
ystem into a trading system that becomes a tax once the price of allowances ris
es to the trigger price. Equivalently, the safety valve price can be viewed as
the penalty (a fine per ton of emissions) for noncompliance with the allowance
limits. Critics of the safety valve concept fear that it would open the clima

te policy to unlimited increases in emissions. A better depiction is that it w
ould act as a tax, discouraging emissions by imposing a price (but without the
quantitative assurance provided by a cap), while avoiding the risk of cost esca
lation implicit in a pure cap and trade allowance system. Another question abo
ut the safety valve is whether it would be administered by national governments
or by an international institution. If the former, revenue-seeking government

s might compete to sell the extra allowances, such as by setting lower trigger
prices, thereby contributing to emissions escalation. If the latter, the probl
ems associated with international taxation and handling of revenues arises anew

still, the notion of a safety valve is intriguing and deserves further consi
deration.
A fifth way to moderate the stringency of quantity caps is to set tar
gets in terms of emissions intensity, or emissions per unit of economic output
(GDP), rather than in terms of emissions per se. For example, all countries co
uld be required to reduce their emissions per GDP by a designated percentage by
a designated year. This kind of approach has recently been advocated by the B

ush admlnistrations economic advisers, and it was proposed by President Bush in
February 2002, along with a set of tax credits and voluntary measures intended
to reduce u.s. emissions by 500 million metric tons of carbon-equivalent by 20

12. This approach has the advantage of encouraging gradual reductions in the t
rajectory of emissions, and of being flexible to allow increased emissions when
the economy grows rapidly. But th~s approach also has difficulties, clearly,
it could allow emissions to grow rapidly as the economy grows, potentially fai

ling to protect the climate efficiently. That is, depending on the stringency
of the emissions intensity target, it could let emissions grow even when cost-b
enefit analysis would counsel greater restraint. In addition, it could provide
incentives to countries to exaggerate their GDP in order to satisfy their emis

sions intensity target; monitorlng compliance would be more complicated than un
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der a quantity limit where one need only measure emlssions. Further, it is con
ceivable that an emissions intensity target could encourage countries to overhe
at their economies in order to increase 6DP faster than emissions are growing a
nd thereby reduce their intensity ratio; the analogous incentive can lead firms
to overproduce output when constrained by an emissions-per-unit-of-output stan

dard. Another difficulty is the particular measures suggested by the Bush admi
nistration to reduce emissions intensity, including tax breaks and a voluntary
emissions reduction registry: they are wholly domestic (failing to engage deve
loping countries) and do not address the full domestic economy (indeed, volunta
ry registrants could claim to reduce emissions while spinning off emitting unit
s into separate corporations which are unmeasured by the reglstry), on the oth
er hand, if these problems can be addressed in the design of an optimal emissio
ns intensity standard, then there seems no reason that such a standard could no
t be made compatible with the principles we advocate here: it could be compreh
ensive (covering net emissions of all 6HGs), and there could a be system of int
ernational emissions intensity allowance trading.
A system of tradable allowanc
es, like any market in commodities, also faces the potential problem of market

~ower, For exampley a country could try to amass enough allowances to corner t
e market on emissions allowances, create an artificial shortage and exact mono

polistic rents. This is a particularly knotty problem at the international sca
le, where there is no antitrust law and where large emitters like Russia or Chi
na might act as monopoly sellers of GH~ allowances. Indeed, under the Kyoto Pr
otocol, Russia and the ukraine might be the only major sellers of allowances; o
ne estimate suggests that this kind of situation would raise costs to the u.s.
by 25% compared to full global trading with competition among several sellers..
Enlisting most or all of the major developing countries in participation ~s tn

e most obvious solution to this problem.
Another potential problem for a GHG al
lowance market, like any market, is transaction costs. The costs of finding tr
ading partners, negotiating deals, monitoring and enforcing performance, and in
suring against non-performance can hinder efficient transactions. Formal allow
ance trading seeks to reduce transaction costs by making allowances fungible an
d enforcing aggregate performance through national emissions reporting and enfo
rcement against non-complying sellers rather than through regulatory review of
each individual trade. The U.S. experience with so2 allowance trading shows th
at the transaction costs of a system of formal allowance trading can be quite 1
ow. But case-by-case emissions credit trading systems, such as those contempla
ted by the Kyoto Protocol provisions for Joint Implementation (JI) and the Clea
n Development Mechanism (CDM) may face high transaction costs.
Some critics hav
e asserted that negotiating the assignment of 6HG emissions allowances (and the
corresponding allocation of abatement burdens) among countries would be so dif

ficult that the system would never get off the ground. But this concern applie
s to any regulatory instrument: all forms of regulation allocate burdens among
those regulated, and all require a burden-sharing negotiation under the consen

t voting rule for international treaties, of course a climate agreement will i
nvolve difficult negotiations over burden sharing or asset distribution, but so
do many other successful negotiations such as corporate mergers, arms control

talks, and international monetary policy accords. If the joint gains are large
enough, the distributional issues can generally be worked out. The real quest

ion for climate policy is the relative difficulty of negotiating the initial as
signment using the alternative policy instruments, given the consent framework
for international treaties. In the global GHG regulatory context, use of trad
able allowances should ease the problem of initial negotiations. As Coase taug
ht, the lower the impediments to subsequent reallocat~ons of entitlements among
the parties, the less the risk that an initial assignment will lock the partie

s into an inefficient situation that reduces the welfare of one or all the init
ial assignment is binding. Technology standards and taxes provide no flexibili
ty for subsequent reallocations of entitlements. But allowance trading both al
lows and facilitates post-agreement reallocations, reducing the risk of ineffic
ient lock-ins and enhancing the prospect of mutual gain.
A further potential ob
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stacle to international GHG regulatory agreements is that developing countries
may fear that agreeing to any quantitative limitation on emissions will constra
in their long-term ability to develop economically. This concern is best addre
ssed by structuring the emissions trading system, as described above, so that d
eveloping countries receive extra headroom allowances, perhaps up to their BAU
forecast, such an arrangement leaves developing countries no worse off than th
e status quo ante, and makes them better off because the tradable allowances ar
e a new asset which they can trade or sell at a profit (though still at prlces
attractive to industrialized countries). Put another way, future economic grow
th on a lower-GHG path can be financed by allowance trades or sales, so an emis
sions trading system can enhance rather than limit developing countries growth
prospects. These still may be concerns with long-term lock-~n. The practical a
nswer is that allowance allocations will be renegotiated from time to time; the
pace of renegotiations must balance investment and other interests in stable e

xpectations w~th the need to respond to new information and changed circumstanc

~S~inal issue is the compatibility of international emissions trading with
the domestic policy instruments adopted in each country. If countries adopt te
chnology standards, fixed performance standards, or taxes rather than emissions
trading to achieve domestic abatement, the cost-savings expected under full gl

obal trading could be reduced. Interested allowance buyers and sellers from ab
road would not have transaction partners within the country, or at least the tr
ansaction costs will be higher. One solution is for the international treaty t
o provide that signatories must employ emissions trading domestically. An alte
rnative is to rely on gains from compatibility with international emissions tra
ding to motivate countries to adopt emissions trading domestically. Countries
with domestic emissions trading systems will stand to benefit more from interna
tional emissions trading both the gains from selling and buying than those wi
th alternative domestic policies.
GHG Limitations Pathways and Regulatory Targe
ts should Balance Regulatory Costs and Benefits
wise GHG limitations policies
must not only use the most cost-effective means for achieving GHG emissions lim
itations, but must also set sensible limitations objectives, balancing relevant
costs and benefits. They must strike a cost-effective balance between prevent

ion measures and adaptation measures. They must time investments in GHG emissi
ons limitations appropriately, taking into account the relation between the str
ingency and timing of emissions limitations and the atmospheric GHG stock, the
damages associated with changing atmospheric temperatures, and the differences
in the costs of achieving different levels of emissions reductions at different
time periods, depending on abatement measures in the context of capital stock

turnover and technological innovation.
several efforts have been made to quanti
fy the path of emissions reductions over time implied by such a climate policy.

These efforts, of course, involve very large.uncertainties but the results pr
ovide helpful choices on the appropriate emlss~ons limitations strategy. A par
ticularly useful synthesis is offered by Hammitt (1999), who compares (1) the e
missions reductions involved in the least-cost path to stabilize atmospheric GH
G concentrations at designated levels (as suggested by the objective in Article
2 of the FCCC), with (2) the emissions reductions involved in the net benefits
maximizing path to prevent unreasonable climate change. Interestingly, he fin

ds that the net benefits maximizing path involves more stringent near-term emi
ssions reductions below the business as usual (BAU) emissions forecast than doe
s the least-cost path to stabilize atmospheric GHG concentrations at 750, 650,
or even 550 ppm by the period 2100 to 2150 (current atmospheric CO2 concentrati
ons are at about 375 ppm.). Thus the optimal path in Hammitts analysis calls f
or some near-term emissions reductions roughly 3% below BAU by 2010, 5% below
BAU by 2025, and 20% below BAU by 2100 while the least-cost stabilization pat~
for hitting 750, 650 or 550 ppm calls for near-term emissions essentially uncn

anged from BAU until around 2070, 2050, and 2010, respectively, and then much s
teeper declines in emissions thereafter (beginning about 2025 in the cases of t
he 550 ppm target, for example). The least-cost stabilization path exhibits th
is rising-and-then-sharply falling emissions profile for several reasons inclu
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ding the neglect of the damage caused by near-term emissions prior to stabiliza
tion; technological progress enabling less costly abatement further in the futu
re; avoidance of premature retirement of capital stick; and discounting of futu
re costs. The ~ath that maximizes net benefits exhibits a more smoothly but s
lowly rising emlssions profile which is about 2 to 5 % below the least-cost sta
bilization profile in the near term (through about 2025) because it takes into
the damage caused by near-term emissions, but eventually exceeds the least-cost
stabilization emissions profile after 2107, 2069, and 2024 for stabilization a

t 750, 650, and 550 ppm, respectively, we believe that Hammitts approach, whic
h minimizes overall costs in relation to benefits, is conceptually preferable t
o the stabilization strategy, which is based on an arbitrarily chosen stabiliza
tion target timetable. Notably, the cost-minimizing approach requires that lim
itations efforts begin in the near future, under plausible alternative assumpti
ons of significant climate sensitivity to increasing emissions, the least cost
-path requires even greater near-term emissions reductions; as discussed below,
however, this path does not call for near term emissions reductions as drastic
as those required by Kyoto.

Assessing Kyoto: Its Persisting Flaws Require Cor
rection
How well does the design of the Kyoto Protocol accord with the principl
es, outlined above, for the design of a sound GHG regulatory system? what are
the successes and failures of Kyoto, and how do the failures relate to the u.s.
repudiation of Kyoto? what lessons does the Kyoto experience provide for the

development of new and more successful agreements for global cooperation in GHG
limitations? In this section we address these questions, concluding that the K

yoto Protocols basic regulatory design, including in particular its incorporati
on of emissions trading and the comprehensive approach, are sound, but that the
Protocol has suffered from three basic flaws. They include the adoption at Ky

oto in 1997 of limitations obligations without deciding the means for achieving
and assuring compliance (including in particular the role of sinks and the sco

pe for emisslons trading and remedles or sanctions for non-compliance); the tot
al omission of any developing country limitations obligations, now or in the fu
ture; and the selection of arbitrary emissions limitation targets. The first o
f these flaws has been to a considerable extent addressed and remedied by the B
onn-Marrakech accords, although unjustified restrictions on the use of the comp
rehensive approach and emissions trading remain. And, many issues related to c
ompliance assurance remain unresolved. The delay and acrimony that has occurre
d in the process of addressing this flaw has, however, been quite costly. The
second flaw, the omission of developing county obligations, and the third, arbi
trary targets, persist and must be remedied.
Kyotos Basic Regulatory Design, In
cluding The comprehensive Approach and Emissions Trading, Is Sound
K~otos ba
slc regulatory design is sound. It embraces the comprehensive approach and pro
vides for international trading in GHG emissions allowances, limited to Annex B
countries, as well as two proJect-based credit trading systems, joint implemen

tation (JI) among Annex B countries and the clean Development Mechanism (CDM),
in which developing countries may participate); as discussed below, however, th
e Bonn/Marrakech implementation measures impose some unjustified limitations on
the use of the comprehensive approach and the trading mechanisms. Another ben

eficial feature of the basic Kyoto design is providing for intertemporal flexib
ility in limiting emissions by defining limitations obligations for the initial
compliance period in terms of the average of a countrys emissions over a five

-year period; this feature allows countries the flexibility to balance higher e
missions in some years with lower emissions in others. These ideas have been e
spoused consistently by the united states across administrations of both partie
s. They were advanced in the first Bush Administration, by us and others. The
y are nonpartisan ideas for good policy.
As described above, the comprehensive
approach improves environmental effectiveness while cutting costs compared to a
C02-emissions-only policy by 30-90%; and emissions trading cuts costs compared
to fixed limits by 50-75%. If the 60% savings from adoptlng the comprehensive
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approach is additive, which is plausible because the models of emissions traai

ng assume C02-only policies, then the combined cost savings from both comprehen
slveness and trading could be 90% compared to a co2-only policy with national c
aps and no trading. Even adjusting for the fact that these numbers are based o
n studies that unrealistically assume perfectly efficient implementation, these
two design features make quantitative emissions limits dramatically less costl

y than if such limits were adopted as fixed national co2-emissions-only targets
, which is the model that Kyoto critics often attack.
Thus, reducing U.S. emiss
ions to 7% below 1990 levels the Kyoto target could cost not 1 to 4% of GDP b
ut something less than 0.5% of GDP. The large costs savings achieved through u
se of emissions trading and the comprehensive approach do not, however, mean th
at the Kyoto targets, or any other specific targets, are automatically justifie
d. Although the comprehensive approach and emissions trading are desirable at
virtually any level of emissions limitation, the stringency of the emissions ta
rget is a choice distinct and separable from the regulatory means used to achie
ve targets. It is not legitimate to rely blindly on the cost reductions achiev
ed by these approaches as justifying stringent targets; such reasoning risks ta
king a fast train to the wrong statlon. Emissions targets must be selected and
justified by a balancing of regulatory costs against the benefits provided. As
we discuss below, under this analysis the Kyoto targets can not be justified;

even with the reductions achieved through sound regulatory design, the costs of
abrupt short-term GHG emissions reductlons are too large relative to the benef

its to justify the Kyoto targets.
The comprehensive approach and emissions trad
ing have been attacked as too complex and difficult to implement and enforce.
As discussed above, this criticism is misplaced. Simplified default rules can
be adopted to deal with difficult-to-measure GHGS such as agricultural CH4 and
CO2 sinks. As the U.S. SO2 experience shows, emissions can work very well if r
egulators adopt simple, straightforward, transparent rules, while it is more d
ifficult to establish the institutional arrangements for successful emissions t
rading at the international than at the domestic level, it should be quite feas
ible to build, with appropriate participation from the business and NGO sectors
, the basic arrangements to implement the international emissions trading progr
am authorized under Article 17 of the Kyoto Protocol. Emissions credit trading
programs like the joint implementation (JI) program authorized under Article 6
of the Protocol and the clean Development Mechanism (CDM) authorized under Art

icle 12 pose greater difficulties, but these can be managed by default rules of
thumb that are gradually made more sophisticated over tlme. Monitoring and im

plementation and enforcement problems are significant at the international leve
l, but that would be true of any regulatory strategy that might be adopted. A1
ternative regulatory instruments, such as taxes, would be more complicated to i
mplement and enforce at the global level than trading systems (because, for e~a
mple, of fiscal cushioning games), and would fail to engage developing countr~e
s. command and control standards would be even more complex and unwieldy.
Kyot
o Mistake #1: Failure TO Set Ground Rules For Implementation and Compliance sim
ultaneously with Regulatory Targets
Although Kyotos basic regulatory design was
sound, the Protocol as negotiated and signed in 1997 was seriously flawed beca

use it set quantitative emissions limitations obligations without agreement on
the ground rules for measuring reductions of GHG emissions, enhancement of GHG
sinks, and emissions trading and JI/CDM projects, and arrangements to ensure co
mpliance. It made many countries, including the u.S., unwilling to ratify the
Protocol, because the ultimate costs of compliance remained highly uncertain, h
ampered the requisite plans for national implementation, and lead to several fu
rther rounds of acrimonious negotiation that left the u.s. on the sidelines. T
his approach was a serious mistake that should not be repeated in future agreem
ents. Ends (emissions targets) and means (methods of assuring compliance) shou
ld be negotiated simultaneously, at least in cases such as thls where the costs
of achleving the ends depends critically on the means allowed.

The piecemeal
strategy embraced at Kyoto gave free rein to the EU and others who opposed full
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scope for international emissions trading and use of sinks under the comprehen

sive approach to obstruct the negotiation on implementing means, claiming that
the demands of the u.s. and others in favor of such measures amounted to a weak
ening of initial targets notwithstanding the broad text of the Kyoto Protocol o
n these points. In the post-Kyoto negotiations, the EU sought to restrict emis
sions trading at the international level while simultaneously proceeding with p
lans for emissions trading within Europe. At the Hague in December 2000, the E
U balked at minor increases in sink options claiming that it could not accept
the risk of increased emissions while refusing to take steps to bring major em
itting developing countries into the treaty. These paradoxes demonstrate that
the EUs objections to the comprehensive approach and to global emissions tradin
g were strategic in character, aimed at least in part in securing relative comp
etitive advantage over the u.s. and other international economic rivals.
The Uo
S. must bear a share of the blame for creating this situation, by not insisting
that the means for achieving compliance be resolved simultaneously with the ad

option of the quantitative emissions targets. Furthermore, the absence of any
u.s. policies to manage domestic emissions between 1997 (or even 1992) and 2001

the result of continuing impasse between the Presidency and the congress has
let U.S. emissions grow rapidly over the period. The U.S. ambivalence about K

yoto (in both Clinton-Gore and Bush-Cheney administrations) is partly due to u.
S. fear that international GHG limitations obligations will be more effectively

implemented and enforced in the u.s. and in other countries that are its trade
rivals, a fear exacerbated by the failure of the Kyoto Protocol to specify.com

pliance arrangements. The U.S. government has long been concerned that climate
treaty provisions will be rigorously enforced in the u.s. legal system, where

citizen groups (NGOs) have the power to bring litigation to force regulatory ag
encies to impose controls and compel private firms to comply with them, while t
he same treaty provisions will be treated as much more flexibly in Europe and J
apan. This concern makes the U.S. skittish about agreeing to notions like the
Precautionary Principle in international treaties. This concern may be so alie
n to European and Japanese legal cultures that they perceive it only as U.S. un
willingness to step up to its global responsibilities, a depiction that u.s en
vironmental groups are happy to reiterate.
After years of contentious ne~otiati
on, agreement on some of the important issues left open at Kyoto was eventually

reached at Bonn/Marrakech, which established some basic ground rules for emiss
ions trading and the use of sinks, and some (but far from all) compliance arran
gements. These arrangements, however, impose a number of unjustified limitatio
ns on the use of emissions trading and the comprehensive approach, which should
be removed. The Kyoto Protocol does not give credit for conservation of exist

ing forests. Appendix Z to the Bonn accord listed specific quantitative limits
on the use of sinks by each Annex B country to meet its Annex B targets under

Article 3 ( At Marrakech, Russia negotiated an increase in its Appendix Z limit
from 17 to 33 mtons of sink enhancement). Marrakech prohibited the banking of
sink enhancement credits (RMUS) o It also limited to 1 percent of its base yea

r emissions the amount of CDM credits that a selling country can derive from si
nk activities. Further, Bonn limited trading by imposing a sellers reserve req
uirement that restricts the amount of emissions allowances that a country can s
ell. Furthermore, compliance arrangements are incomplete and inadequate. The cu
rrent authorized penalty for a country that exceeds its First Commitment period
emissions limitation targets is a reduction in its Second commitment Period al

lowances in an amount 1°3 times the First Commitment Period exceedance (these a
llowances, however, are not yet negotiated, and could be adjusted to vitiate th
e effect of this sanction), and loss of eligibility to partlcipate in flexibili
ty mechanisms. Further, application of these sanctions is in the facilitative
branch of Compliance Committee. The enforcement branch of the compliance commi
ttee has n~ powers yet; they are to be discussed in future coPs.
Finally, the d
elay and controversy involved in the process of filling in the gaps in the Kyot
o agreement has been costly in several ways. Protracted rearguard opposition b
y the EU and others to full scope for emissions trading and the comprehensive a
pproach was undoubtedly one factor in the eventual u.5. refusal to continue eng
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agement in the Kyoto process. And, the delay in filling the Kyoto gaps has del
ayed the process of implementing the Protocol and actually beginning serious ef
forts to limit emissions. For example, the Protocol envisaged that the CDM, wh
ich allows voluntary participation by developing countries in project-based GHG
credit trading, would be open to business by 2000. But the year 2000 has come
and gone as the design and ground rules of the CDM have been mired in bickerin

g. while opponents of full scope for emissions trading and the comprehensive a
pproach justify their positions by the need to ensure that emissions are actual
ly reduced, their actions have only succeeded in postponing the achievement of
that goal.
Ky.oto Mistake # 2: Ducking the Issue of Developing Country Participa
tlon
Kyotos failure to face more squarely the issue of developing country emiss
ions limitations was a second major flaw. The complete omlssion in the Protoc
ol of any developing country obllgations, now or in the future, is contrary to
the approach taken ~n prior global environmental treaties, including the Montre
al Protocol and the Convention on Biodiversity, and to the principle of common
but differentiated responsibility in the FCCC. The Kyoto Protocol does not ju

st omit the developing countries from initial emissions limitations¯ It absolv
es them of any meaningful substantive responsibilities, even in principle, no.w
or in the future. In this respect the Kyoto Protocol is at odds with all prior
global environmental treaties, including CITES, the Ramsar Convention, Basel C

onvention, Montreal Protocol, Biodiversity Convention and most notably the Fram
ework convention on climate change itself, to which the Kyoto Protocol must ost
ensibly conform. The FCCC obligates all parties to common but differentiated r
esponsibility, which envisages that all parties will assume some similar obliga
tions, even if the specifics of magnitude and timing differ¯
Omitting developin
g countries from any emissions limitation commitment drastically undermines Kyo
to in several ways. First, given the significant forecasted growth in developi
ng country GHG emissions, their omission means that the treaty will hardly affe
ct global emissions at all, and will certainly not achieve stabilization of atm
ospheric concentrations. Second, omitting developing countries means forfeitin
g the opportunities they offer for low-cost abatement, which if employed could
markedly reduce the cost of climate protection and facilitate broad commitment
to the global limitations effort¯ Third, omitting developing countries while c
onstraining industrialized country emissions will give rise to cross-border lea
.kage. of GHG emissions¯ such leakage will increase the amount of unregulated em
~ss~ons, further undermining the environmental effectiveness of the treaty. I
t will render the developing countries economies more GHG-intensive over time,
thus making it more costly and less attractive for them to join the treaty in t
he future¯ Also, such leakage -- or even just the fear of it -- may raise conc
erns about competitiveness wlthin industrialized countries, thereby reducing th
e likelihood that industrialized countries will effectively implement the treat
y. Fourth, the absence of developing countries from the emissions trading syst
em raises the risk that the remaining allowance sellers (chiefly Russia and the
Ukraine) will exercise market power, raising allowance prices and global costs

In short, the omission of developing countries makes the treaty much less (i
f at all) environmentally effective and much more costly.
To be sure, the devel
oping countries have strong equity arguments, reinforced by practical economic
and political considerations, that the industrialized countries should take the
lead and the principal burden of limitations. They have many other urgent pri

orities for use of their limited resources, including imp. roving the health and
welfare of their populations¯ The industrialized countries are largely respons
ible for the anthropogenic GHG currently found in the global atmosphere, and pl
ace a higher priority on avoiding many of the environmental impacts of climate
change¯ Further, under international law there is no way to compel or require
developing countries (or any country) to participate in a collective internatio
hal effort. Participation in international treaties must be attracted¯ These
considerations mean that the developed countries must, to a large extent, finan
ce emissions limitations efforts in developing countries in order to enlist the
ir cooperation. The industrialized countries incentive to do so lies in their
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desire to insure against climate change risks and the cost savings that can be
achieved by securing reductions in developing countries rather then at home. T
he developing countries will benefit significantly from an influx of c~pital an
d technology that will promote development; they will also benefit envlronmenta
lly from reduced warming and from cleaner production and consumption technologi
es that will reduce local pollution.
In these circumstances, international law
can develop techniques for addressing the developing countries concerns while

still including developing countries in the framework of obligations, and on te
rms that are affirmatively attractive for developing countries. The Montreal Pr
otocol, for example, has used a combination of carrots, in the form of side p
ayments and technical assistance, and sticks in the form of potential trade sa
notions, to enlist developing country participation in the global regulatory ef
fort to limit or phase out ozone-depleting substances. The Biodiversit~ Convert
tion also provides for assistance grants by developed countries to developing c
ountries to enlist their participation. Under both treaties, the developing cou
ntries discharge of their treaty obligations is contingent on the provls~on by
the industrialized countries of such assistance. A similar quid-pro-quo contra

ctual approach is feasible and desirable in the context of climate change. For
reasons explained previously, the best way to implement such a strategy for e

nlisting developing country participation in the global GHG regulatory effort i
s to arrange for transfers of capital and technology from the ~ndustrialized to
the developing countries through international GHG emissions trading, an arran

gement in which the private sector would play a major role. In order to accompl
ish these transfers on the scale required, developing countries should be indu
ced to join a global cap and trade system by assigning them headroom allowance
s over and above their existing emissions..
At present, the only Kyoto Protocol                           . ~
mechanism for developing country participation in international GHG emissions

trading is the clean Development Mechanism (CDM), established in Article 12 of
the Kyoto Protocol. Article 12 provides for certification of emissions reducti
on credits for investments in projects in developing countries that reduce emis
sions below what they otherwise would be. such credlts can be used by industria
lized countries to help meet their Kyoto limitations obligations and, pursuant
to domestic legislation, can also be used by private firms to meet domestic reg
ulatory obligations. Article 12 explicitly provides for a private sector role
in the CDM. Examples of CDM credit projects include investments in energy effi
ciency, fuel switching (e.g., conversion of urban buses from diesel fuel to nat
ural gas) and afforestation measures. The CDM is a potentially constructive ar
rangement for involving developing countries in the global GHG limitations effo
rt by helping them make investments in technologies and practices that will ena
ble them to shift to an economic growth path that involves lower GHG emissions.

Yet, the CDM suffers from a number of inherent limitations and other drawback
s, and should be regarded as a transitional measure towards full developing cou
ntry involvement in an international GHG cap and trade systems.
Although the CD
M was supposed to be up and running by 2000, it has been hindered by squabbling
over ground rules, by opposition from those opposed to emissions trading and t

he comprehensive approach, and by some developing countries who view it as the
opening wedge of GHG limitation obligations. Also, the CDM could well be overl
y centralized and politicized in its administration, in contrast to a decentral
ized market in GHG allowances. The CDM is tO be governed by an executive board
, accountable to the conference of the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol, which wil
1 set policies for determining which CDM credits can count and, perhaps, which
investments and individual projects may go forward. These arrangements could b
og down the CDM in political battles over the allocation of projects and underm
ine the economic advantages of trading. Further, the CDM is likely to involve
high transactions costs, because of the need for project-by-project administrat
ive determinations of project eligibility, baselines, and credits. Transaction
s costs would be much lower in a global cap and trade program, which does not r
equire such determinations.
Another fundamental problem with the CDM is that it
accords regulatory credit for abatement projects in countries without overall
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emissions caps, a structure which risks being ineffectual because of unintended
but predictable side-effects. Because it is solely a project-based credit pro

gram, the CDM runs the risk of cross-project leakage, as some GHG emissions aba
tement in one location such as a new forest stand on what was previously farml
and may be offset by increases in emissions at other locations within the same
country such as clearing of forest at other locations, spurred by the market

response to the use of farmland for forests at the CDM project. In the aggrega
te, the CD~ risks the fate of subsidies for abatement: reducing marginal emissi
ons at specific firms or locations, but reducing the average cost of operating
in the emitting sector and thereby inducing an increase in the overall size of
the emitting sector in the recipient country.
A further drawback of the CDM is
that it may well have the effect of dissuading developing countries from joinin
g an international cap and trade system. If developing countries can sell emi
ssion reduction credits through the CDN at a price close to the price they woul
d receive for selling formal allowances under a cap and trade system, the major
attraction of the cap and trade system to developlng countries would be served
by the CDM. Yet the CDM fails to impose any caps on overall developing countr

y emissions; as a result, it would fail to protect the climate effectively as d
eveloping country emissions rise, and potentially ~nvite perverse increases in
the size of emitting sectors as a result of the subsidy for abatement that it p
rovides. In order to avoid these results, the price for CDM credits ought to
be significantly lower than the price for formal allowances, reflecting the dif
ference in real environmental value of the two commodities; a CDN ton Is not eq
ual to an allowance ton. Perhaps the higher transaction costs of the project-b
ased, centrally supervised CDM relative to a decentralized emissions allowance
market will achieve this price differential anyway. A better approach would be
explicit incorporation in the CDM certification system of a sliding scale of p

artial credit value based on the partial environmental effectiveness of CDM cre
dits. In the absence of such an approach, proposals to make the CDM competitiv
e and fully compatible with Annex I emissions trading run the risk of undermini
ng the ability to attract developing countries to the cap and trade system in t
he future.
Accordingly, while the CDM can play a useful transitional role in in
troducing developing countries to a limited form of emissions trading, it is no
t a long-term viable means for enlisting developing country participation in an
effectlve global climate regulatory effort. As developed in section vii, sign

ificant changes in the current Kyoto arrangements will be necessary in order to
accomplish this objective.

Kyoto Mistake #3: Arbitrary Choice of short-Term T
argets
From the perspective of 1997, and assuming full scope for the flexibili
ty mechanisms, Kyoto may have looked achievable at reasonable cost. But from t
he perspective of 2002, compliance by the U.S. and many other OECD countries se
ems far more problematic, even (or especially) if the U.S. were to join the cur
rent Kyoto arrangements tomorrow. As noted previously, Kyoto requires the Anne
x B industrialized countries to reduce their emissions by an average of 24% bel
ow projected 2010 BAU emissions. The U.S. would be required to make a 31% redu
ction A number of other major Annex I emitting countries, including Japan, f
ace t~e need to make similar large reductions, and even the EU faces a substant
ial challenge despite the fortuitous GHG reductions that it has enjoyed since 1
990. The only means for achieving full compliance by all of the Annex I countr
ies would be massive purchases of headroom allowances by OECD countries from Ru
ssia and the ukraine. The emissions trading systems to make these transfers, a
s well as the monitoring and other machinery to determine and ensure compliance
, have yet to be set up. Russia and the ukraine could seek to exercise the sig
nificant market power that they would enjoy under such circumstances, provoking
potentially serious conflicts. Thus, even with the enhanced flexibility in th

e means of achieving compliance authorized by the Bonn/Marrakech accords, the K
yoto targets probably demand too much in the way of emissions reductions too so
on to be feasible.
The more fundamental flaw in Kyoto, however, is that the emi
ssions reduction targets that it set were arbitrary, established without refere
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nce to any articulated, sustainable climate policy, and were set for only one i
nitial compliance period without any guidelines or principles for establishing
subsequent limitations objectives. As a result, the negotiation of future limi
rations targets is likely to be as unprincipled and ad hoc as the Kyoto negotia
tions.
In Part V.E, we summarized two alternative long term p.ath.ways for establ
ishing international regulatory limitations on GHG emissions, a least-cost stab
ilization path, and a net benefits maximizing (sum of costs minimizing) path de
veloped by Hammitt. The Kyoto Protocol requires that participating countries a
chieve much sharper (and costly) near-term emissions reductions than those requ
ired by either Hammitts net benefits maximizing path (which requires global emi
ssions to be 3% below BAU by 2010, 5% below BAU by 2025, and 20% below BAU by 2
100) or the least-cost path to stabilize emissions at 750, 650 or 550 ppm (all
of which require essentially zero reduction below BAU through 2025, but steeper
reductions later). The Kyoto targets also require much steeper near-term redu

ctions than the net benefits maximizing path that results from conservative ass
umptions of high climate sensitivity or high damages, and is correspondingly mo
re costly.
We believe that the soundest approach in principle for establishing
international emissions limitations obligations; and the one most likely to win
wide and lasting adherence by different countries, is by reference to a pathwa

y that seeks to maximize net global benefits; the international distributional
and equity issues involved should be addressed through the allocation of allowa
nces. Judged by this principle, Kyoto requires reductions that are too steep t
oo soon and therefore too costly to be justified in relation to the benefits af
forded. The proper alternative to Kyoto is not, however, to postpone regulator
y action to the distant future. Hammitts net benefits maximizing approach, whi
ch we favor, involves initial emissions reductions over the next twenty years.
Also, as Hammitt notes, we will need to start building the international and d

omestic institutional structures for climate policy some time before the dates
at which emissions reductions would occur, in order to send credible policy sig
nals that will in turn stimulate the needed shifts in private and public sector

investments, practices and technologies and thereby affect future emissions.
Hence, just to be on Hammits net benefits maximizing path of 3% below BAU in 20
10, 5% below BAU in 2025, and 20% below BAU in 2100, (without assuming either h
igh climatic sensitivity or high damages, which would require steeper reduction
s), we will need to begin constructing and implementing the institutional desig
n well before 2010 that is, now.
of course, specific emissions limitations obl
igations will inevitably be the product of difficult, contingent political nego
t~ations. But these negotiations should take place in the context of a clearly

acknowledged, basic long-term principle emissions pathways based on net benef
its maximization. The fact that emissions allocations can be negotiated to dea
l with distributional issues and allowances are subsequently transferable shoul
d further the attractiveness of the net benefits maximization principle for est
ablishing overall limitations obligations. This principle is itself imprecise
and will give rise to various interpretations and applications. But it will se
rye to guide current negotiations, and expectations regarding future negotiatio
ns, in the appropriate direction. As developed in Part vii, the Kyoto Protocol

should be modified to incorporate this principle as the fundamental lodestar a
nd its initial targets modified accordingly.

Reconstructing Climate Policy
In
light of the shortcomings as well as successes of the Kyoto-Bonn-Marrakech arra
ngements and the united States strong national interest in a sound internationa
1 climate regime, the u.s. should lead a reconstruction effort to build and par
ticipate in an improved international climate regime. The role of the United S
tates is pivotal because of its large share of global emissions and of global e
conomic activity (about 25% of each). Its efforts should proceed simultaneousl
y at the international and national levels.
As noted in the Introduction, atten
tion has focused on two paths from Bonn and Marrakech. The U.S. could stay out
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of the Kyoto regime and international climate agreements altogether, thereby t

hwarting any effective global climate policy, or, the U.S. could join Kyoto/Bo
nn/Marrakech as currently drafted, and then work within the treaty group to pro
mote the comprehensive approach and trading, developing country participation,
and optimal target-setting. The first optlon is unrealistic and contrary to th
e interests of the u.S. as well as those of the world. The second option would
require an unlikely about-face by the Bush administration (but might be pursue

d by his successor), and is unlikely to result in developing country participat
ion or other fundamental improvements any time soon.
Here we urge examination o
f a third option, a proactive reconstruction of the climate treaties that would
involve u.s. accession, together with china (and additional developing countri

es) within a number of years. The U.S. would take serious domestic actions to
prepare to join the global cap-and-trade regime, while insisting that it will j
oin only when major developing countries joln as well (though on differentiated
terms),when a sound longer-term basis for emissions targets is developed, and

when restrictions on sines and trading are eased., on t~is path of Kyoto enlar
gement, the u.s. and China (and perhaps other major emitting developing countri
es) could join a global cap and trade regime together, yielding a much greater
collective contribution to climate protection than would the Kyoto/Bonn/Marrake
ch accord without the u.s., or even with the U.S. As previously explained, thi
s third path is likely to be of interest not only to the u.s. and china, but al
so to the Kyoto parties themselves the EU, Japan, Russia, Canada, and others
who will have important reasons, based on the price of tradable allowances, to
prefer accession by the u.s. and china together over accession by either on it

s own. This third path strategy can be accomplished on a multilateral basis th
rough evolutionary changes in the current Kyoto arrangements.
If the u.s. pursu
es such a third path strategy, the events of 2001 could pave the way for joint
accession by the u.s., china and other non-participating major emitters to a gl
obal cap-and-trade regime, without emissions limits on the u.s. and china the
worlds two largest emitters Kyoto will amount to little. Indeed, in our view
, the EU made a strategic error over the last several years by focusing its eff
orts on cajoling the U.S. into joining Kyoto while leaving china out, when it w
as clear that the u.s. would not join without china. Likewise, U.S. administra
tions intent on creating a viable international climate protection regime erred
in focusing their negotiating efforts on the EU while neglecting china, India,
Brazil, and other ma~or emitting developing countries. The EU (and the U.S.)

should have been worklng to attract china et al., and thereby to engage the u.s
¯ as well.
we recognize that for the u.s. to join the global regime down the ro
ad will require special terms to enable accession without meeting the requireme
nts just agreed in Marrakech for the First Commitment Period. But better late
than never. Moreover, better later with substantive improvements than either n
ever, or than now without such improvements. Further, the u.S. and China (and
perhaps others) would, together, represent such an overwhelming share of global
emissions and global economic activity that they would undoubtedly have suffic

ient influence to persuade the EU, Japan, Russia, and others to revise the trea
ty regime as a condition of full participation.
The hardest part in this third
path will not be persuading the u.s. (provided that the basic elements of a sou
nd global climate regime, summarized a~ove, are satisfied) but attracting parti
cipation by the major emitting developing countries. The best way to attract c
hina and others to join the abatement regime will be through assignments of hea
droom allowances that china can then sell at a profit just as was done in Kyot
o, Bonn and Marrakech to engage Russia. We emphasize that we are not suggestin
g that the U.S. demand that china limit its economic growth, we recognize that
such a demand would be fatal to chinas participation. Rather, we are suggesti

nga plan for mutual benefit, under our proposal, the u.s. and other industria
llzed countries would, through the assignment of headroom tradable allowances t
o china, finance chinas GHG abatement and its transition toward a lower-emittin
g growth path. china would thereby reap significant net benefits from joining
the cap and trade system.
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By taking this path, the u.s. can exercise real leade
rship in global environmental affairs: leadership viewed not just as aggressive
ness or flrst mover prominence, but as wisdom, judgment, and resolve. The U.S.
and China could lead the world toward a more effective, efficient treaty frame

work, along the lines recommended by the U.S. (both Bush and Clinton) for the 1
ast 12 years: a comprehensive cap and trade system with full participation by a
ll major emitting countries, and with a more optimal time path of emission targ
ets. such a strategic collaboration with china could also be helpful in improv
ing u.s. - China relations.
International Components of U.S. Strategy
Enlarging
Partlcipation in Global GHG Regulation

AS detailed above (see Part III.A), par
ticipation of all ma~or emitters is crucial to ensuring the effectiveness of th
e global climate pollcy regime. The non-participation of the UoS., China, India
and other developing countries together constituting over 50% of global emiss

ions, and growing renders the Kyoto emissions limitation regime qu~te feeble.
Also, as previously noted, emissions intensive activities w111 leak from parti

cipating to non-participating countries, further increasing unregulated emissio
ns and undermining the incentives of countries to join or to continue to partic
ipate in the international regulatory regime. Expanding participation reduces
actual leakage and moreover reduces the fear of leakage that deters participati
on. Expanding participation also means greater cost-saving gains from allowanc
e trading (because of greater diversity in marginal abatement costs), compared
to meeting the Kyoto Protocol targets with no trading, Annex B trading is esti

mated to reduce total costs by over 50%, but full global tr~din~ is.estimated t
o reduce total costs by over 90%. Expanding participation ~s also ~mRortant To
constrain the market power that may be exercised in an allowance traaing marKe

t.
Insti tuti onal Evol uti on
In addition to more inclusive participation, other f
eatures of international regulatory design are critical: inclusion of all GHG
(both to prevent perverse cross-gas shifts and to reduce costs), inclusion of s
inks (both to reduce cost and to encourage conservation of biodiversity), and
basing regulatory targets on emissions pathways designed to maximize net social
benefits. Accordingly, the existing climate treaty system should be modified

to accomplish these goals. One cannot insist on an idealized regulatory system
; and we do not propose abandoning Kyoto. The objective should be evolution fr
om the current Kyoto/Bonn/Marrakech arrangements. We know that such evolution
is possible. For example, at Marrakech in November 2001, Kazakhstan proposed

to join Annex B and hence to join the cap and trade system. And at Marrakech t
he conference agreed to consider a process at COP 8 (November 2002) to evaluate
commitments by developing countries a preliminary move, but in the direction

of more global participation in the cap and trade system.
There is a rich liter
ature on the evolution of law and institutions. But this literature is largely
retrospective and descriptive, showing how legal systems did evolve, our curr

ent challenge is prospective and prescriptive: to design institutions so that t
hey will evolve in the future in a sound manner. Especially given the character
of the GHG problem, where any annual changes in GHG emissions has a quite smal

l effect on the global stock the key is not near-term targets, an evolutionary
approach is especially appropriate. The Montreal Protocol provides an example
of successful evolution in global environmental regulation; it provided for par
ticipation by china and India and other developing countries in regulatory limi
tations through a phased approach and by providing various inducements for thei
r participation.
Paths to Expanded Participation
Assuming that the Kyoto Protoc
ol is ratified by a sufficient set of countries (though not the u.s.) and enter
s into force in 2002 (probably at the Rio + 10 conference in Johannesburg in Se
ptember), what then? New entrants must consent to join, which means they must
perceive net gains to joining (as compared to not joining -- not as compared to
no treaty at all). And existing parties may have the power to block new entra
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nts, either by refusing to consent to treaty amendments (veto) or by forming co
alitions that block the (super)majority vote required to amend the treaty or ad
d to Annex B. New limitations targets must be set in the context of new entran
ts; existing targets may need to be revised. The potential disincentives to de
veloping country participation in a global cap and trade regime, which the avai
lability of the CDM may pose, will have to be addressed, consequently, Kyoto e
nlargement will require a combination of net benefits, both to attract prospect
ive entrants and to mollify those already participating who could block entry.
An individual countrys accession may not satisfy both of these criteria, but j

oint accession by appropriately matched sets of countries might.
Parti ci pati on
by the u.s.
First, we start from the premise that the u.s. will not join an i
nternational cap and trade regime (or adopt serious domestic controls) until at
least china, and perhaps other major emitting developing countries as well, do
so also (though on differentiated terms). This is clearly the position of the
current Bush administration, but it was also the position of a unanimous u.s.

senate which in 1997 voted 95-0 (including, among others, Joseph Lieberman) to
announce that it would not ratify a treaty omitting meaningful participation by
major developing countries. Further, this view was buttressed by the stance o

f the Clinton/Gore administration, which stated the day after the Kyoto talks e
nded that it would not even submit the treaty until the participation of develo
ping countries was obtained (clinton never did send the treaty to the senate).

The reason for this consistent position is often professed to be fairness.
It is claimed, for example, that it would be unfair to impose costs on American
s if Chinese and Indian citizens do not also shoulder a burden, we find that c
laim unpersuasive Americans are far better off economically than citizens of C
hina or India, and it is a weak position to insist that similar burdens be impo
sed on all three groups. If fairness means the Rawlsian version, then the clim
ate regime ought to help elevate the least-well-off, not add to their burdens.
If falrness corresponds to causal responsibility, there is a better argument t

hat historically the U.S. and Europe have contributed an even greater share of
the buildup of current atmospheric GHG concentrations than they contribute to a
nnual emissions today, so fairness seems to imply much greater abatement action
by the U.S. and Europe than by china and India whose emissions are more recent

¯ Reflecting perhaps the Rawlsian and perhaps the causal notion of fairness, t
he Framework Convention on climate Change (which the u.s. has fully ratified) c
alls on wealthier countries to take the lead in preventing future climate chang
e.
whatever the potency of these fairness claims, we doubt they explain the r
eal basis of the American stance. (And a good argument can be made that relati
ve future net benefit, not historical causal responsibility, should determine c
ountries relative contributions to climate protection.) A more plausible expla
nation for the U.S. position is the fear of leakage the fear of competitivenes
s impacts, both nationally and in the electoral dlstricts of key members of Con
gress. This fear stems from cost (which can be reduced through emissions tradi
ng and comprehensiveness), and from the non-participation by major developing e
conomies, especially china, whose economies may be feared to grow at the expens
e of Americas under the Kyoto targets. The 1997 Senate resolution expressly no
ted cost and competitiveness as the basis for its position. If this analysis i
s correct, then it has been a strategic error for the EU to try to cajole U.S.
participation and limit emissions trading, while neglecting China, because thes
e positions have pushed the u.s. away from rather than toward ratification of K
yoto.
A different view is that the u.s. simply stays out of many international
treaties, including the Law of the Sea, the Biodiversity Convention, the Landmi
nes Ban, the International Criminal Court, the treaty on childrens Rights, and
soon the ABM treaty, as well as Kyoto. This broad pattern can not be explained
by fear of competitiveness costs. The reasons may derive from longstanding u

.s. isolationism (though one wants to know why); from the u.S. posit~on as lone
superpower after the cold war while Europe is geared toward building internati

onal institutions to redress the power imbalance; from the American separation
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of powers; from the u.s. system of adversarial legalism ensuring strict domesti
c implementation in the u.s. as compared to more flexible approaches in the EU
and Japan; and other political and institutional factors. If these forces are h
elping to account for U.S. non-participation in Kyoto, they imply that the EU -
if it actually wants an effective climate protection regime - will need to wor

k harder to help fashion a treaty system that makes partlcipation sufficiently
net beneficial for the u.s., for example by including major emitting developing
countries, to overcome these domestic institutional and restraints. Merely br

owbeating the u.s. seems futile. Our proposal would significantly enhance the
benefits to the u.s. of participation in order to provide a favorable decision.
Participation by China and other major developing countries.
As long as the

S. is out of the Kyoto Protocol, major developing countries will be much less
Uiikely to join. The flip side of the fairness concerns voiced by U.S. politic
ians is that china, India and other developing countries will surely perceive g
reat unfairness to being asked to limit their emissions if the u.s. does not.
Moreover, because international treaty law requires consent, these countries wi
ll not participate unless doing so yields net benefits (compared to not partici
pating while others do). If chinas or Indias costs of participation exceed tha
t countrys environmental benefits (both global and local co-benefits) and other
benefits of participation, then that country, will need to receive side payment

s to attract its participation. This situatlon is plausible because the cost o
f abatement to china or Tndia, albeit low in monetary terms compared to margina
1 abatement costs in the OECD countries, may represent a high social opportunit
y cost to china or India in terms of the investments foregone in other more pre
ssing priorities such as poverty alleviation, education, nutrition and health
care. Moreover, at least in china, higher GHG concentrations and global warmin
~ could yield benefits to agriculture (extended growing seasons and carbon fert
~lization), so that the global environmental benefits of GHG abatement could be
negative.

The side payments necessary to attract developing country particip
ation would need to cover at least their net costs of abatement: its cost of ab
atement, plus any foregone benefits of warming, plus the costs of foregone leak
age to the country; but minus the other benefits of participation, including en
hanced inflows of investment and technology, allowance trades and sales, the lo
cal environmental co-benefits of abatement (such as reducing other pollutants a
nd their associated adverse health effects), and the gain in export sales of or
dinary goods to industrialized countries as wider emissions trading reduces aba
tement costs and raises import demand in industrialized countries.
Economic mod
els developed at MIT suggest that under Annex B emissions trading, the major ne
t beneficiary is Russia, while under global emissions trading, china would prof
it even more than Russia. In the MIT model, under Kyoto with global trading, i
n 2010 China would abate 437 mtons (24 percent of its forecast BAU emissions of
1792 mtons in 2010), at a cost of $4.22 billion (just under $10 per ton) and a

t an allowance sale price of $24 per ton, such that china would earn $10.4 bill
ion in revenues for a net gain from trade of $6.17 billion; similarly, India wo
uld abate 102 mtons at a cost of $0.95 billion, revenues of $2.44 billion, and
net gains from trade of $1.49 billion. The net profits to China and India coul
d expand as the global emissions trading system operates beyond 2010 under tigh
tening limits on emissions. China could be assigned allowances up to its BAU (
i .e., no restriction on forecast emissions) as assumed in the MIT model, or per
haps even extra headroom above its BAU as well (as Russia received in its Kyoto
assignment).

with these considerations in mind, it is curious that china and I
ndia, who would be two of the primary beneficiaries of a global emissions tradi
ng system, have been its stated opponents in the climate treaty negotiations.
why do china and India, and other developing countries who could slmilarly bene
fit economically by participating, resist emissions trading? Several hypothes
es seem relevant. These countries may feel as a matter of fairness that indus
trialized countries should take the lead but under our scenario they would, by
financing abatement through allowance purchases. For a variety of reasons, de

veloping countries may doubt that emissions trading will work in practice to th
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eir advantage, u.s. advocacy of emissions trading derives in part from its dom
estic experlence with such policies, an experience base other countries may not
share, china and India may doubt the real success of emissions trading. Also,
because of their relative inexperience with trading, they may face higher cost

s of learning how to operate successfully in such a system. They may fear bein
g out-negotiated by savvy emissions traders from the industrialized nations (a
fear that may be linked with the historical experience of developing countries
with expropriation of resources by colonial powers). These fears suggest that
transparency and competition (antitrust) rules should be applied to global emis
sions trading (e.g. through the WTO), and that the industrialized countries and
multilateral financial institutions (e.g. the world Bank) should assist develo

ping countries with capacity building efforts to help the developing countries
participate effectively and confidently in a global emissions trading system.
C
hina and India may also fear that adopting any cap on GHG emissions will inhibi
t their economic growth, even if the cap is at BAU, because BAU can be difficul
t to forecast and actual growth might be turn out to be higher. This fear, how
ever, should be allayed by allowance assignments at or even above their BAU, an
d by the profit from allowance trades and sales, which imply that the revenues
received are worth more than the foregone opportunity to emit. That evaluation
of course would be up to the selling country and its business firms and other

legal entities involved in emissions trading and related transactions; if they
thlnk that the allowance price is too low, they need not sell. Further economi
c growth can occur with less than proportionate growth in GHG emissions, especi
ally through inputs of GHG efficient investments and technologies under the tra
ding system, china and India may fear selling low-cost abatement options now,
and then needing them later; but if so, sellers should charge a price that refl
ects the net present value of the allowance, including the future option value
of the allowance (and one might expect poorer countries, with higher discount r
ates due to more immediate priorities, to prefer cash now to distant options).
china and India may decline to join a cap and trade system because they believe
that the CDM will provide them with similar revenues without a cap. If so,.th

e CDM may turn out to thwart the adoption of limits on developing country emlss
ions under a cap and trade system, hurting rather than helping the cause of cli
mate protection. But CDM sales are unlikely to yield revenues as high as would
formal allowance sales in a cap and trade regime, because of the higher transa

ction costs of CDM transactions and perhaps because of the surcharge for adapta
tion to be imposed on the CDM. Also, the CDM should be viewed as a transitiona
1 measure, to be phased out as developing countries graduate to national caps a
nd emissions trading.
Finally, the very public opposition of china, India and o
ther developing countries to emissions trading may be part of a negotiating tac
tic of holding out for a better deal. If so, the u.s. decision to stay out of
Kyoto opens the door for direct negotiations between the u.s. and India and Chi
na on what a deal would involve.
certain recent developments may affect chinas
willinBness to participate in a GHG cap and trade system. The apparent decreas
e in Chinas CO2 emissions over 1997-2000 may indicate the Chinese governments w
illingness to restrain emissions, although more likely that decline was not for
emissions reduction purposes and instead indicates the effects of other econom

ic changes (not climate policy), e.g. slowdown in economic growth over these ye
ars, restructuring of economy, reduction of coal subsidies, and other changes.
still, this experience may foster a new realization in China that decreases in
emissions below BAU can be accomplished without hindering economic growth as m

uch as might have been feared, and thus could give china greater confidence tha
t allowance sales could be profitable and not hinder economic development. On
the other hand, the emissions decline may mean that chinas marginal abatement c
ost curve is rising, as the lower-cost abatement options such as reduced subsid
ies are being used and only more costly abatement options remain; if so, this c
ircumstance m~y discourage chinese accession to a cap, or imply that a greater
side payment is needed to secure chinese participation.
chinas move to embrace
markets, both domestically and through its entry into the WTO, may make it more
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receptive to market-based environmental policies. And, it may bring.greater c

onfidence that WTO rules will shield China from industrialized countries market
power or sharp dealing in a GHG allowance market. Further, the Chinese governm

ents assessment of the impacts on china may be changing; instead of perceiving
gains, china may now be worrying more about the harms of warming.
Our expectat
ion is that china and India (and other major developing countries) will come to
appreciate the benefits to them of j?ining a cap and trade regime in which the

y can trade or sell allowances and enjoy other economic and enwronmental benef
its at a profit. But such a view depends on u.s. participation as well, not on
ly for reasons of fairness but also because the profits from allowance trades a
nd sales will be much diminished of the U.S. does not add its demand for allowa
nces to the global market.
Interests of the Initial Kyoto Parties.
The argument                                         . .         .
s just offered for joint accession by the U.S. and China, India, et al., could
have been made in 1997 as well as today, but they would probably have been less
persuasive to the EU and other Annex B parties then than they would be today.
After the u.s. withdrawal in 2001 and the likely ratification of Kyoto by othe

r Annex B countries in 2002, the situation has changed, we believe that now the
Kyoto Protocol parties the EU, Japan, Canada, Russia, and others will not w

ant the u.s. or major developing countries to join alone, and will strongly pre
fer the u.s. and china (and/or India and others) to join together.
The Kyoto Pa
rties are implementing an international emissions trading system without the U.
so or china but with the headroom allowances assigned to Russia. Now that the
U.S. is staying out, the price of allowances within this Annex B trading system
can be expected to be lower than had the u.s. stayed in. In the MIT model of

emissions trading among Annex B countries (including the U.S., and with no CDM)
, Russia and the ukraine (FSU) sell 111 mtons of headroom (hot air), plus 234 m
tons of reductions below BAU (total: 345 mtons), and Eastern Europe sells a to
tal of 6 mtons (total: 351 mtons). The other Annex B countries buy 351 mtons o
f allowances, of which 106 mtons are bought by the u.s., 106 mtons by the EU, 9
5 mtons by Japan, and 43 mtons by other OECD. The price of an allowance is $12
7 per ton.
without the u.s. demand for the 106 mtons of allowances, the FSU wou
ld presumably sell its 111 mtons of headroom (above BAU) but only 128 mtons of
reductions below BAU (total: 239 mtons; this subtracts the 106 mtons that the U
.S. would have purchased, but does not account for changes in others demand for
allowances), with u.5. deman removed from the market, presumably allowances w

ould sell at a lower price. New model runs are necessary to gauge the effects
of such a change on the supply, demand, and price of allowances, but interpolat
ing from the MIT study, a fall in demand of 106 mtons (from 351 to 245 mtons so
Id) would intersect the supply curve somewhere near $60 per ton. Thus, without
the u.s. participating, FSU stands to sell fewer allowances at a lower price a

nd the EU, Japan and others stand to pay less for allowances. It is accordingl
y conceivable that the EU and Japan decided to go ahead at Bonn because they re
alized that their costs would be lower with Russian allowances (headroom / hot
air) but without the u.s. in as a buyer.)
Recent analyses support these conject
ures. Nordhaus estimates that under the Kyoto Protocol with u.s. participation
the price of an allowance in 2010 would be about $55 per ton of carbon, but un

der Kyoto without U.S. participation the price would fall to about $15. Manne
& Richels project that allowance prices under Kyoto with full Annex B particip

ation (including the u.s.) would be about $140 in 2010, and that without U.S. p
articipation the price in 2010 would drop drastically. As a result, they find
that costs to the EU and other Annex B parties would fall significantly, and co
sts to Russia would rise (from net benefit to net cost). But Manne & Richels n
ote that if Russia anticipates U.S. accession in a Second Commitment Period, Ru
ssia may withhold most of its allowances in 2010 and bank them for later sale w
hen the u.s. enters the market; if so, the allowance price in 2010 would drop v
ery little. (On the other hand, they do not model the possibility of chinese a
ccession in the second commitment Period, which would presumably reduce allowan
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ce prices and therefore lead Russia not to bank so many allowances, i.e. to sel
1 more in 2010.) A further consideration is that if Russia could exercise mark
et power in the Annex B trading system, it might maintain relatively high price
s for allowances even without u.s. participation.
Assuming that the allowance p
rice in an Annex B trading system would be at least somewhat lower without u.s.
participation, if the u.s. then joined the Annex B trading system alone, its d

emand would raise the allowance price, perhaps back to $127 (or even higher dep
ending on its international emissions limitations target and its demand for all
owances). This would clearly harm the EU, Japan and others who were buying all
owances for much less. Alternatively, if China joined alone (or with India, Br
azil, et al.), it would flood the market with low-cost allowances (as low as $2
4 per ton in the NIT model). This would harm Russia and the ukraine, who had b
een selling allowances for much more. Accordingly, taken together, once the An
nex B Partles have been participating in emissions trading under Kyoto, they wi
ll have strong incentives to avoid accession by the u.s. or china alone. They
will be highly likely to prefer joint accession by the u.s., china, and such ot
her countrles as would be necessary to keep allowance prices stable, so that ne
ither the Annex B sellers (FSU) nor the Annex B purchasers (EU, Japan et al.) a
re seriously harmed by changes in prices.
The influence of U.S. and chinese acc
ession needs to be assessed through new model runs that take account of u.s. wi
thdrawal, banking, CDM sales, Chinas apparent emissions decline in 1997-2000, a
nd various scenarios for individual or combined accession with different target
s and at different points in time. such scenarios should be modeled and compar
ed in terms of their effects on emissions, temperature change, cost, and other
outcomes.
Despite the ~ncentives for the Kyoto Parties to favor combined access
ion in any Kyoto enlargement in order to maintain stable allowance prices, they
might have reasons to resist such a step if it meant allowing the u.s. to sign
on to targets less stringent than those accepted by the initial Parties or dem

ands for other changes the provisions of the Kyoto/Bonn/Marrakech accord. Also
, other developing countries, less well equipped to participate in internationa
I trading than chlna or India, might resist their accession and the precedent t
hat it would set for developing country caps. But with the U.S., china, India
and other developing countries accounting together for 50 percent of global emi
ssions and growing, their leverage to obtain joint accession and changes in the
current agreement would be high.

components of a u.s. strategy for the Evoluti
on of Global climate Policy
The need to correct Kyotos omission of developing c
ountries is compelling. But any approach to engaging developing countries must
be sensitive to their economic, political and ethical concerns and to the pos

itions of other industrialized countries, we cannot say here exactly how much
in the way of commitments from developing countries would be appropriate or rea
listic to expect in the near future, and what in the way of headroom allowances
or other inducements might be necessary to secure their participation, we do,
however, believe that principles could be devised to attract sufficient develo

ping country participation over time, provided that the industrialized countrie
s also make credible international commitments to emissions limitations and beg
in to implement them.
what we can foresee is that several major emitting devel
oping countries (such as China, India, and Brazil) will see climate protection
as a low domestic priority, and will require side payments in one form or anoth
er in order to secure their participation. This was the experience with Russia
and Ukraine under the Kyoto Protocol, and with china and India under the Montr

eal Protocol regarding CFCs.
In addition to taking initiatives to enlist partic
ipation by major developing countries, the U.S. should also promote an evolutio
n of the current Kyoto arrangements to address their other defects: including
the remaining restrictions on the comprehensive approach and emissions trading,
incomplete compliance arrangements, and arbitrary, ad hoc emissions limitation

s targets. In order to accomplish these objectives, u.s. policy at the internat
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ional level (matched by domestic initiatives discussed below) should seek to pr
omote reconstruction of global climate policy along the following lines:
Indiv
idual Country Accession, A modified Kyoto agreement should explicitly adopt a
principle of voluntary accession to internatlonal commitments and participation
in a cap and trade system by any interested country, including developing coun

tries, such action would remove the implicit obstacle to such accession create
d by the omission of any such provision in the Kyoto Protocol and by the politi
cs of the 6-77 negotiating bloc. The agreement could go further, to adopt quan
titative emissions limitation criteria ~or accession, but this shodld probably
be avoided as too contentious in advance of individualized negotiations over ac
tual quantitative emissions limits and associated headroom allowance assignment
s for individual developing countries. The agreement could also allow for a co
untrys participation in emlssions trading on a sector-based approach that would
permit participation at scale without the full adoption of overall national ca

~duation. A modified agreement would also adopt the principle that devel
oping countries will automatically but incrementally join the cap and trade sys
tem once their per capita income passes certain agreed levels, This principle
of graduation will help bring developing countries into the regime on a fair ba
sis, while addressing their concern that poorer countries not be subject to obl
igations to correct a problem originally caused by and of primary concern to we
althier countries. The specific emissions limitations taken on by developing c
ountries through this graduation process could include headroom to grow further
¯ The specific income levels at which graduation would be triggered and the det
ails of allowance allocations could be left for future negotiation. The main p
oint here is to agree on the principle of graduation.
Joint Accession by the u.
S. and Major Developing Country Emitters. The U.S. and china (and perhaps Indi
a, Brazil, and others) would join the cap and trade regime together. Most like
ly they would join on a time frame to meet emissions llmitations in the second
commitment Perlod (perhaps around 2018-2022). The U.S. might also meet interim

limitations targets. These new parties would begin to participate in emission
s trading prior to the time when they must achieve limitations under the agreem
ent. For china, India, Brazil, et al., caps would be at or near their BAU (per
haps with some headroom above their BAU as a side payment); for the u.s., the c
ap would be below its BAU (though not necessarily with reference to 1990 levels

~pacity-building. Arrangements should be adopted to help developing countri
es participate in emissions trading, without fear of being disadvantaged by mor
e knowledgeable market participants from industrialized countries. This could
involve the creation of a new fund, or additions to the capacity-building fun
ds established under Kyoto/Marrakech, for the specific purpose of supporting
training and other capacity building to help developing countries participate e
ffectively in emissions trading. The world Bank, regional development banks, an
d UN agencies could play a role in implementing these efforts.
Emissions Pathwa
ys and Regulatory Targets. The agreement should set a time path of emissions r
eductions based on net benefit maximizing criteria, not an arbitrary basis such

as reductions from a given base year, or a pure cost-effectiveness criterion s
uch as the least-cost path to stabilizing GHG concentrations at a given level.

For example, the optimal path might call for global emissions reductions of ro
ughly 3% below BAU by 2010, 5% below BAU by 2025, and 20% below BAU by 2100. T
he pathway would be revised from time to time in light of new information. The

emissions pathway would provide the basis for setting (and revising) a schedul
e of step-wise emissions limits over time, rather than (as in the Kyoto Protoco
l) one target with no future path indicated. Ambitious targets set too close t
o the present are too difficult to achieve, and therefore invite repeated viola
tion and deferral in a process that makes the initial targets lack credibility
and inculcates public cynicism about the regulatory regime. A similar cycle of

unrealistic targets followed by deferral and cynicism has characterized severa
1 major U.S. enwronmental laws, such as the national ambient air quality stand
ards (NAAQS) under the clean Air Act amendments of 1970, 1977 and 1990, and the
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best technology standards under the clean water Act amendments of 1972, 1977,

and 1987. On the other hand, targets set too many years hence may fail to moti
vate changes in business investments and may themselves lack credibility becaus
e there is so much time available to debate and revise them. A middle course i
s to set not a single target for one out-year or period, but a stepwise schedul
e of emissions limltation targets, beginning with smaller reductions from busi
ness-as-usual and tightening over time. Thls approach was successful in the le
ad phasedown from the 1970s through late 1980s, and was approximated in the aci
d rain title of the 1990 clean Air Act and in the Montreal Protocol on CFCS. I
n the climate context, such targets could be set in accordance with emissions p
athways developed under net benefits maximizing criteria. Both pathways and mu
ltiple targets would be revised from time to t~me in light of new information a
nd changed circumstances.
Regulatory targets and obligations should not be adop
ted without simultaneous agreement on implementation and compliance methods, in
cluding flexibility mechanisms, at the time that emissions limitations are agre
ed, so that implementation costs and assurances of mutual commitment to recogni
ze flexibility mechanisms would be known. The circumstance that no limitations
commitments could be made until implementation and compliance matters were res

olved would provide a strong impetus for prompt resolution of those matters.
Re
lax the emissions trading reserve requirement. The Marrakech emissions tradin
g reserve requirement prevents an Annex B country from selling emissions allowa
nces or credits if by doing so it would retain less than 90 percent of its assi
gned amount for the five-year commitment period, or 100 percent of five times i
ts most recently reviewed emissions inventory, whichever is lower. This requir
ement will limit abatement by countries with low marginal abatement costs and ~
end to inhibit aggressive investment in abatement technology innovation. It w~
ll also raise the transaction costs of all allowance sales, which will all need
to be checked against the treaty systems transaction log to ensure that the re

serve requirement is not violated. The reserve requirement is clearly intended
to prevent selling of hot air allowances in excess of current emissions, but

that goal is dubious; it limits the value of headroom allowance assignments, in
effect preventing the delivery of the side payments necessary to attract parti

cipation, and thereby curtailing the evolution toward global participation. Fu
rther, if Russia and the ukraine do not sell their hot air, they will use it do
mestically, perhaps by increasing coal combustion to replace natural gas that i
t exports to Europe, ~n which case limiting sales of hot air will not reduce gl
obal emissions; emissions in Europe will be reduced, assisting the EU in meetln
g its international obligations, but emissions in Russia and the Ukraine will i
ncrease. The prospect of this parochial benefit for Europe may help explain th
e adoption of the reserve requirement. The effort to limit Russian and ukraini
an hot air may also be a move by non-Annex B countries to gain a greater share
of sales revenue for the CDM. If the concern motivating the reserve requiremen
t is that unscrupulous government officials might oversell allowances and pock
et the revenues (in official or underground bank accounts) while the country co
ntinues emitting (hence failing to comply), or that governments are excessively
optimistic about their ability to make up current sales of emissions allowance

s with future reductions, the better solution is more stringent consequences fo
r such noncompliance, not an arbitrary limit on allowance transfers.
simplify a
nd strengthen the International Trading System. The current trading system cre
ates four different types of tradable units: assigned amount units (AAUS) for
emissions trading under Articles 3 and 17; emission reduction units (ERUs), whi
ch are project-based emissions credits recognized under the JI provisions in Ar
ticle 6; certified emission reduction credits (CERS), which are project-based e
missions c~edits recognized under the CDM provisions in Article 12; and emission removal ~nits (RMUS) for sink activities. Marrakech treats these as fully fu
ngible, so it is unclear why they should be denominated separately, certainly
AAUs and ERUs should be merged. CERs could remain distinct commodities (althou
gh traded in markets with AAUs and ERUS) tO recognize differential pricing of c
DM credits (CERS should be worth less than AAUs, because of CERs lesser environ
mental effectiveness in countries without caps, because CERs are subject to a 2
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% surcharqe to fund adaptation measures in developing countries, and because eq
ual pricing would undermine the incentive for developing countries to join the
cap and trade system). Further, 3I and the CDM would be phased out as the form
al cap and trade system expands. To reduce transaction costs, the global emiss
ions trading system would employ formal allowances traded on accredlted organiz
ed exchanges. Parties would agree not to interfere with international trade in
allowances. Allowance trading would also be governed by WTO rules, perhaps as
goods, services, or investments. Parties would agree not to exercise market p

ower in the allowance trading market, and to be subject to remedies for market
power, either under a special antitrust/competition agreement for the GHG cap a
nd tra~e regime, or under an emerging generic international antitrust/competiti
on regl me.
Reform the CDM. A number of modifications to the CDM should be adop
ted. First, it should allow (host country) d~signation of sector-wide programs
as CDM projects, such as all electric power In a country. This would improve

the basis for certifying emission reduction credits under the CDN, reduce the p
otential for delays due to CDM project reviews, reduce transaction costs, reduc
e the risks of project failure by diversifying risk across a broader portfolio
of abatement investments, reduce the likelihood of leakage as emissions rise ou
tside the CDM project~ and reduce the potential for the CDM to function as ape
rverse subsidy for abatement that increases aggregate emissions. A sector-wid
e approach could also set the stage for large scale bilateral or multilateral a
ssistance agreements between a developing country and one or more industrialize
d countries and their firms who would provide capital and technology to reduce
GHG on a sector or sub-sector level in exchange for credits. The CDN should be
decentralized to avoid exercise of market power; its Executive Board should ac

credit monitoring and certification entities (probably NGOs), but otherwise res
ist directly managing CDM investments. A further issue is that the CDM could u
ndermine developing countries incentive to join a formal cap and trade regime,
if CDM credits would sell at the same price as formal allowances. But compared
to Article 17 formal emissions trading, the CDMs likely higher transaction cos

ts and the 2% adaptation fund surcharge should keep CDM profits below.the profi
ts from selling formal allowances. (under Marrakech, 2% of CDM proceeas, except
for projects ~n the least developed countries, will go to fund adaptation purs

uant to Kyoto Protocol article 12.8.) A further discount could be applied to r
eflect the risk of within-country leakage when credits are purchased from non-c
apped countries, such discounts, surcharges and transaction costs would make j
oining the cap and trade regime look more attractive to developing countries.
E
liminate unjustified Restrictions on Use of Sinks. Existing restrictions on th
e use of sinks to meet Kyoto emissions limitations obligations should be remove
d. These include the Bonn Appendix Z country-by-country limits on credit for si
nks; the denial of credits for conservation of existing forests (at least until
such time as emissions from forest removal or alteration are included in emiss

ions inventories and reporting); and the Marrakech prohibition on banking of si
nk credits, consideration should also be given to removing the Marrakech restri
ction on sale of sink credits under CDM (no more than 1%o of selling count~ys ba
se year emissions) Appropriate default sequestration factors and accounting ru
les should be adopted to address s~ecial uncertainties in determining the effec
ts of such activities on net emisslons.
Improve the comprehensive approach. In
order to include all emissions that affect global warming, international arran

gements should build on the multigas approach adopted in the FCCC and in Kyoto
by include black carbon, SO2, P~, and other relevant emissions, at least in rep
ortin~ and possibly in abatement/credit provisions. The IPCC should be asked t
o rewse or replace the GWP index to account for changing marginal impacts unde
r future atmospheric concentrations (saturation and inter-gas effects), discoun
ting, the damages associated with the rate of warming as contrasted with the le
vel of warming, and non-warming impacts (such as local health effects and co2 f
ertilization of plant growth), uncertainty-weighted abatement credits (for bot
h domestic abatement and international trading) should be adopted, employing co
nservative default factors for measuring source reductions and sink enhancement
s, with an opportunity for countries (and, domestically, for sources) to justif
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y greater net emissions reductions by developing and demonstrating more accurat
e measurement methods.
Improve the compliance assurance regime. The current Ky
oto compliance arrangements should be strengthened by giving authority to the e
nforcement branch of the Compliance committee to impose financial penalties and
adverse publicity (shaming sanctions) for emissions exceeding allowances. The

se could include a fine per ton of exceedance set at a rate higher than the exp
ected market price for allowance purchases. Consideration should be given to r
equiring advance posting of assurance bonds to secure penalty payments. Financ
ial penalties for exceedances could be dedicated, in whole or in part, to abate
ment investments, in the form of allowance purchases; this could be one means o
f implementing the safety valve concept. These and other measures, which are e
ssential to ensure the environmental and economic integrity of tradable allowan
ce rights, should be designed to ensure a comparable degree of compliance by Pa
rties to overcome u.s. fear of differential commitment.
Adaptation assistance.
The developed countries should provide for assistance for poorer countries to t
ake adaptive measures against adverse climate effects, whether due to anthropog
enic global warming or due to natural variability, with no need to admit causal
responsibility.

Mechanisms to foster evolution/adaptation of the climate treat
y system over time. The participants in the global climate regime should conti
nue investment in the IPCC, and link its findings to treaty talks through perio
dic updating of emissions pathways and regulatory targets, GWP indices, and mon
itoring and accounting procedures and rules. Adaptive management is particular
ly valuable in cases such as climate change regulation that involve fundamental
uncertainty about how the system works, climate policy should be based on an

evaluation of multiple scenarios, rather than the choice of a single best scena
rio. one approach is to use a collage of several conceptually different models
, with predictions weighted by experts relative confidence in the different mod
els. Further, in the face of uncertainty, policy should begin by instituting m
easures that would be desirable under all of these scenarios, either for reason
s of climate protection or otherwise, such measures could include reducing sub
sidles for energy use, reforming incentives for forest clearing, supporting bas
ic research into low-GHG energy systems, improving the capacity for technology
diffusion and application in developing countries, reducing emissions of air po
llutants in ways that both protect human health from local and regional air pol
lutants and helPiPreventl climate change, and making social and environmental sy¯ ent against climate change impacts.stems more res~
In order to carry out this
agenda, support should be sought from the market sector and its political alli

es within developing countries and from international development, poverty reli
ef, and forest conservation organizations who may not worry primarily about cli
mate change but who could see major benefits from GHG abatement investment flo
ws to developing countries.
Domestic Components of U.S. strategy
We propose a t
wo-step process for the adoption of domestic u.s. measures in tandem with the u
.S. approach at the international level. The domestic first step would not imp
ose binding GHG limitations but would lay the groundwork for adoption of such m
easures in the near future, encourage voluntary emissions limitations and tradi
n~, and launch some of the non-regulatory elements of a serious u.so climate po
llcy. At the second step, the U.S. would adopt domestic GHG limitations utiliz
ing the comprehensive approach and domestic and international trading to the ma
ximum feasible extent. These limitations would only be adopted in conjunction
with u.s. accession to an international climate agreement with binding limitati
ons, maximum scope for flexibility, developing country participation, and a sen
sible incremental time path to net GHG emissions reductions. A U.S. commitment
to adopt domestic limitations is essential for its international credibility a

nd ability ~o promote a sound global climate regime. Emissions trading and the
comprehensive approach require emissions caps at some level. The U.S. cannot

persuasively advocate these flexibility mechanisms unless it eventually adopts
caps itself. Nor, for similar reasons, can it persuade developing countries to
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join the emissions limitation effort unless it does so itself.

Domestic Step
One: Goals, Monitoring, and Early ACtion Incentives
The first step in the domes
tic components of a u.s. climate policy would undertake measures to jump start
emissions limitations and emissions trading, using the power of information and
the prospect of second-stage regulation to provide incentives for early limita

tions efforts, step one measures would include the following:
organization and
Planning

Establishment of a government-wide Climate Policy office, headquarter
ed in the white House, that would lead an intensive program of information gath
ering and policy analysis on policies to limit net GHG emissions, including nee
ded changes in exiting federal agencies authorities and programs and the potent
ial creation of new agencies, authorities and programs, such an office has alr
eady existed for several years (in both the Clinton-Gore and senior Bush admini
strations) under the rubric of a Task Force or Working Group.
Adoption of a Nat
ional Plan for limiting U.S. net GHG emissions with quantitative goals and time
tables, for example over a ten year period.. This plan would form the basis f
or the U.S. proposals on its international emissions limitations commitments.
c
reation of a National Climate Protection Scorecard. once a National Plan with
~oals for limiting U.S. net GHG emissions have been set, a year-to-year nationascorecard would be created by the white House climate Policy office and publi
cized by the President. The scorecard would rate progress in light of fluctuat
ions in the level of economic activity and other major variables.
Restructuring
of the Administrations National Energy Strategy to address GHG limitations goa

Is and means. The country may need to expand the supply of energy, especially
cleaner energy, by freeing up regulatory bottlenecks and other steps, but at th
e same time It needs to redirect energy supply and demand towards lower GH6 int
ensity, at least or especially where private markets lack the long-term plannin
g horizon and collective action to invest in such long-term collective goods.
Greater GHG efficiency will require both more energy efficiency and greater use
of cleaner energy.

Fiscal
Development of a program of low-GHG technology R&D,
with an emphasis on basic science projects with long-run benefits and coordina
tion hurdles that would not otherwise be undertaken by the private sector, inc
luding both publicly funded programs, tax and other incentives for the private
sector initiatives, and private-public partnerships.
Federal and state governme
nt development of programs to reduce net GHG emissions by the government sector

Removing Barriers
Identify and correct market barriers and non-market barrier
s (including existing government programs and policies) to adoption of measures
to reduce energy use and otherwise reduce GHG emissions, including barriers th

at blunt market incentives that would otherwise operate to promote adoption of
such measures. Examples could include reducing government programs that subsid
ize excess energy consumption; easing Clean Air Act New Source Review restricti
ons on modifications of facilities that would reduce ~HG emissions; and devisin
g a pay at the pump method for collection of automobile insurance premiums.
Inf
ormational
Establish comprehensive GHG emissions monitoring, record keeping, an
d reporting procedures for domestic sources and sinks. Include conservative de
fault values for hard-to-measure gases, sources, and sinks, and a procedure for
private entities to demonstrate more accurate measurement methods. Phase-in m

andatory monitoring and reporting for domestic sources and sinks.
create a cl
imate Release Inventory, akin to the Toxics Release Inventory, to record and pu
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blicize net emissions of 6HGs by U.S. entities.
Voluntary Private-Sector Limita
tions Programs
Establish subsidiary goals for net GHG limitations by industry s
ector.
The President would be authorized to contract with business and other p
rivate entities to achieve reductions in net GHG emissions relative to specifie
d baselines, in return for certified reduction credits that could be applied ag
ainst future emissions limitation regulations. Credits would be accorded to act
ions taken outside as well as within the u.s., and be recorded in a central rep
istry, on terms consistent with the Kyoto emissions trading systems. A major cn
allenge in such a system of credit for early action is how to establish the bas
eline for credits and prevent gaming of the baseline. The credit system should
award credit only to early abatement actions that meet exacting criteria for a

dditional, verified, actually achieved reductions below baseline net emissions.
Accord favorable government publicity/recognition for those who make and meet
voluntary limitatlons commitments.
seek to accord cost-saving regulatory flex
ibility to voluntary actions that go beyond compliance by reducing air pollutan
ts (including GHGs as co-pollutants) more than required by existing law. If su
ch regulatory flexibility is restricted by law, seek the statutory authority fo
r according such flexibility.
3P, 4P or 5P Regulatory Legislation. Potentially
adopt integrated multipollutant legislation now being considered to control se

veral major pollutants in concert such as SOx, NOx, Hg, CO2, and CH4 in the u
tility and industrial sectors, thereby improving environmental effectiveness an
d reducing costs compared to piecemeal legislatlon. This legislation would mak
e a beginning on GHG regulation, limited to a few sectors, wlth the expectation
that ~t would be followed by more comprehensive legislation at a later stage.
Current bills in congress would enact a new 3P (SOx, NOx, Hg) or 4P (those thr

ee plus CO2) law. If 3P legislation were enacted, a separate law for CO2 and o
ther GHGs might be adopted only a few years later, such a 3P plus CO2 later ap
proach threatens to be inefficient; it requires investments to reduce sox, NOx,
and Hg that may later need to be undone or retrofitted to reduce co2. Also, s

ome efforts to reduce SOx and NOx may increase CO2, e.g., scrubbers that requir
e more fuel combustion to yield equal energy output (a risk-risk tradeoff). Th
us an earlier 4P bill may be more efficient by giving industry a consistent, si
ngle set of regulatory requirements to guide investment in measures that reduce
all four pollutants in concert. It may be a risk-superior move: reduce multip

le risks in concert, at less cost. Indeed, legislation should probably be at
east 5P including CH4 and other GHGs, or at least the option to offset CO2 emi
ssions with CH4 and other GHG reductions. Another option might be a 3-1/2 P bi
II that sets limits on sox, NOx and Hg, and imposes informatlonal requirements
on CO2. At the least, these scenarios need to be carefully analyzed and evalu
ated before a 3P or 4P bill is enacted. Any legislation addressing CO2 and oth
er GHGs domestically should provide maximum scope for sink enhancement and allo
wance trading, both domestically and internationally.
Initiatives to Promote Do
mestic and International Emissions Trading
TO help establish a sound infrastruc
ture for international emissions trading, the u.s. should encourage internation
al emissions trading by U.S. firms and support the development of international
monitoring protocols, accounting rules, and registries to support internationa

l trading ~nvolving participants in domestic trading. In stage one, the u.s. c
ould:
Allow certified early reduction credits to be traded domestically and int
ernationally.
Establish a Registry for all net GHG emissions and reductions, in
cluding reductions achieved abroad as well as domestically.
Establ~ sh comprehen
sive GHG monitoring, record keeping and reporting procedures for projects finan
ced outside the u.s. (building on 3I/AIJ experience and CDM discusslons, and in
cooperation with evolving international arrangements).
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Extend credit recogniti
on (good against future u.s. GHG emissions limitation regulation) to allowances
/credits generated by the domestic regulatory systems of other countries, inclu
ding developing countries, on a mutual recognition principle (i.e., if other co
untries commit to recognizing u.so credits/allowances).
Coordinate the u.s. Reg
istry to record credits, trades and holdings with other governments, internatio
nal organizations, toward establishing an international registry. Actively supp
ort the development of an international registry for emisslons credits and allo
wances.
Planning a U.S. GHG Regulatory Program
Design a domestic u.s. cap and t
rade system, including consideration of sectoral design (e.g. electricity, tran
sportation); point of application (upstream, downstream, mixed designs); and ot
her regulatory/incentive measures for sectors and activities where trading may
not be feasible.
study the design and feasibility of a hybrid trading/fee syste
m, in which target exceedances invoke a noncompliance penalty that is equivalen
t to a price at which price the government will sell extra allowances (safety v
alve) and use the revenue to invest in abatement efforts both domestically and
internationally.
study options for incorporating sink enhancement credits in an
allowance trading system.

study the design, equity.and efficiency characterist
its of programs to ease impacts on sectors and localities that will be hard hit
by GHG regulation.

Stage Two: U.S. GHG Cap and Trade Program
Building on the ~                                    .
roundwork established in step one of domestic GHG policy, and in conjunction wi
th accession to an international GHG emissions limitation and trading system th
at incorporates the basic elements discussed above, the u.s. would take the fol
lowing measures:
Adopt domestic regulatory net emissions limitations, with prim
ary reliance on cap and trade using a comprehensive approach to all GHGs, plus
other supplemental regulatory measures, caps would be set as cumulative limits
for a substantial period (e.g., five or ten years), based on meeting national

/sectoral emissions limitation targets. Maximum opportunities for internationa
1 trading should be incorporated into the system. Allocation of allowances cou
Id be by auction or government issuance without charge, or a combination; issua
nee by government without charge has potential efficiency drawbacks but can con
tribute significantly to securing legislative adoption.
GHG regulation could be
phased in by sector -- e.g., utilities, transportation might go first. But th

ere. should be opportunities for opt in by other sources (as in the U.S. SO2 tra
ding program), and purchase of external credits by covered sources, both from d
omestic and international sellers.
Maximum opportunities for international trad
ing should be built into the system.
Penalties for noncompliance with net emiss
ions reductions targets set by federal government could include financial penal
ties, debiting of future allowance allocations, tightening of caps, raising saf
ety valve (excess allowance purchase) price, and other measures.
Possibly adopt
programs (beyond issuance of allowances without charge) to ease the impact of

GHG emissions limitations on the most adversely affected sectors, including esp
ecially workers and localities; funds might be provided by recycling of revenu
es from sales of excess permits.
Concl usion
The real chips left on the table af
ter Bonn and Marrakech are the potential participation of the u.s., China, and
other major emitting developing countries, as well as further improvements in K
yotos regulatory design and the development of a rational target-setting proces
s. unexpectedly, the gaps in the Kyoto/Bonn/Marrakech accord set the stage for
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an even better result: the simultaneous accession of the u.s. and china (and o

ther major developing country emitters) to a global cap and trade regime, and o
ther improvements in the existing international climate regulatory regime.
Th
ese changes will not be easily accomplished. The U.S. government and people mu
st take an appropriately broad view of the national interest. The U.S. must ta
ke account of the cost savings from the comprehensive approach and emissions tr
ading, and the benefits of securing participation by china, India and other dev
eloplng countries. The EU and other current participants in the Kyoto regime m
ust give priority to the steps needed to ensure that the planets health and wel
]-belng is protected at reasonable cost, and recognize the necessity of engagin
g partlcipation by the UoS., and therefore by china and other major developing
countries as well.
Meanwhile, participation in a cap-and-trade regime by chin
a, India and other major developing countries will only occur if participation
appears to them to be in their interest. The climate regime must be structured
to engage participation by major developing countries by making participation

attractive from their point of view. The most efficient way to do so, we have
argued, is through assignment of headroom tradable allowances to the major deve
loping countries.
we recognize that our proposed strategy might yield two paral
lel climate regimes: the Kyoto regime, and a second regime involving the u.s.
and major developing countries. If such a dual track system operated for a whi
le and then merged into one global trading system, the results would likely be
far superior, on both economlc and environmental grounds, to the present prospe
ct of a limited Kyoto regime. If a dual track system persisted indefinitely, h
owever, it would inhibit allowance trading across the two regimes. Precisely t
he interest in such trading is likely to lead the two parallel regimes to inter
connect and ultimately to merge into a global trading system.
The present situa
tion poses a moment of truth for those advocating global climate protection. T
he easy route is to lambaste the u.s. for its current stance, but do nothing to
bring the U.S. on board. In our view, jawboning will have very limited impact

The more serious route is to design a strategy that will engage the U.S. In
our view, that means an approach that will also engage china and other major d

eveloping countries in a cap-and-trade regime, for without them, the u.s. will
not join. And it means a modified version of Kyoto, with wider scope for emiss
ions trading, sinks, and more sensible target pathways. Meanwhile, we urge tha
t the u.s. not do nothing about climate. The U.S. should undertake the strateg
y we have suggested toward a fully global climate protection regime.

APPENDIX:
GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS, COSTS OF GHG EMISSIONS CONTROL, AND REGULATORY

EMISSIONS PATHWAYS
unchecked Growth in GHG Emissions will Accelerate climate C
hange
several GHGs which trap solar radiation and warm the earths atmosphere ar
e emitted by human activities, including C02, CH4, N20, HCFCS, PFCS, SF6, tropo
spheric ozone and its precursors (vocs and NOx), and dark soot. only the first
six gases are regulated under the Kyoto Protocol. other emissions exert a ref

lective cooling effect, including sulfur aerosols created by emissions of so2 a
nd particulate matter. The various GHG gases reside in the atmosphere for diff
erent lengths of time and have different relative impacts on atmospheric temper
ature. T~ey arise from many diverse sources and human activities, including fo
ssil fuel extraction, distribution and combustion, manufacturing, agriculture,
and forestry, some of these gases also have important sinks; for example, c02
is removed from the atmosphere by plant photosynthesis and is stored in forests
, grasses, agricultural soils, and oceans.
There are significant and pervasive
uncertainties in predicting the impacts of current and future GHG emissions fro
m human activities on global atmospheric temperatures, one basic set of uncert
ainties revolves around estimating future GHG emissions trends in the absence o
f abatement measures (business as usual or BAU); these trends are affected by e
conomic growth, population growth, technological changes, energy alternatives,
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land uses, and other variables¯ The other set of uncertainties revolves around
the impacts of changes in atmospheric GHG concentrations on global temperature

In estimating these impacts, climate models must deal with many complexities
including natural variabilities in climate, the roles of oceans and terrain, t

he impacts of co-pollutants emitted by the same activities that emit GHGS (incl
uding formation of aerosols and clouds which have a cooling effect), and increa
sed growth of vegetation in the presence of increased CO2 levels (which results
in additional carbon uptake).

Notwi thstandi ng these si gni fi cant uncertai nti es
and complexitles, our understanding has advanced sufficiently to sustain gener

al but not unanimous agreement among knowledgeable scientists on two basic conc
lusions, which are reflected in recent reports by the Intergovernmental Panel o
n climate Change (IPCC) and a National Academy of sciences panel convened at th
e request of the white House.
First, the IPCC and NAS reports confirm that risi
ng GHG emissions due to human activities are already causing the earths atmosph
ere to warm. The NAS Report (p.1) concluded that: Greenhouse g~ses are accumul
ating in Earths atmosphere as a result of human activities causlng surface air
temperatures and subsurface ocean temperatures to rise. Temperatures are in fa
ct rising.
The IPPC Report concluded not only that the Earths atmosphere is cu
rrently warming as a result of GHG emissions from human activity, but that most
of the observed warming over the last 50 years is likely to have been due to s

uch emissions. (Report, p.m). The NAS panel, which stated (Report, p.1) that
it generally agrees with the assessment of human-caused climate change presente
d in the IPCC Report, found that the increases in global temperatures observed
over the past several decades are likely mostly due to human activities, althou
gh the possibility that a significant portion of this past warming was due to n
ational variability cannot be ruled out (Report, p.1).
second, with respect t
o the future, the NAS panel and the IPCC concluded that the rate and extent of
warming will increase significantly over this century and beyond if steps are n
ot taken to limit the growth in net emissions that will otherwise occur. Baseli
ne forecasts suggest that under BAU conditions, i.e. without new policy measure
s, net GHG emissions will increase dramatically over the next several decades.
(see IPPC Report p. 16.) The IPCC projected that if measures are not taken to
limit the projected growth in GHG emissions, surface temperatures will rise fr

om between 1.4 and 5.4Celsius from 1990 levels by 2100. while somewhat more ten
tative in the strength of its conclusions, the NAS committee found that a 3Cels
ius increase in surface temperature by 2100 is consistent with current underst
anding about the intricacies of climate change. The NAS panel also cited two ot
her well regarded climate change models that found 2.7 and 4.4celsius changes b
y the end of the century. The IPCC found that warming at the rate and magnitud
e projected is, based on the available data, very likely without precedent duri
nB at least the last 10,000 years. (Report p. __.)
Thus, the uncertainties over
climate change no longer focus on whether or not warming is already occurring

and will occur in the future as a result of human activity. The primary uncert
ainties concern the extent and rate of warming.
some actions being taken for o
ther reasons may have the effect of reducing the growth of GHG emissions. For
example, market-driven incentives for resource efficiency, in both industrializ
ed and developing countries, are causing some reduction in GHG/GDP intensity.
And existing and future regulatory measures aimed at environmental problems oth
er than global climate change, including performance-based regulation of so2 a
nd NOx emissions from fossil fuel combustion, may have the side effect of reduc
ing co2 and other GHG emissions by inducing fuel conservation and fuel switchin
g (although they may at the same time contribute to warming by limiting air pol
lutants such as S02 that exert a reflective cooling effect). Anticipation of p
ost-2012 emissions limits may also affect present Investment decisions enough t
o reduce u.s. emissions in 2012 below the BAU forecast even without u.s. ratifi
cation of Kyoto, although the extent of such anticipatory abatement depends in
part on the likely availability of allowances from other countries to meet the
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post-2012 target. Notwithstanding these influences, continued economic growth
in both developed and developing countries is expected to cause large increases
in overall GHG emissions. Unless steps are taken by governments to limit the

growth of net GHG emissions, these increases will cause the atmosphere to warm
at a rapid rate, unprecedented in human history, over the current century and b
eyond.
In considerin the policy significance of these findings, which will und
ergo refinement and modification as our understanding increases, it should be e
mphasized that global temperature is not a function of current emissions but th
e total stock (concentration) of GHG in the atmosphere. All GHGs stay in the a
tmosphere for substantial, but varying, periods of time. Methane, for example,
resides in the atmosphere for an average of about 10 years, whereas co2 can r

eside in the atmosphere for centuries. Emissions represent a flow into the arm
ospheric stock, and cycling processes (including sequestration in sinks such as
forests) represent a flow out. The emissions from human activities that occur
during a single year or even a decade are small relative to the total stock i

n the atmosphere. [cite]
climate change Poses significant Risks of Harm
Global
warming at the pace predicted by most scientists is likely to cause a variety o
f impacts that will, on balance and in the aggregate, be adverse, but that will
vary over space and time and that will include some positive impacts on human

welfare. The limited understanding of ecosystem dynamics, the potential synerg
istic effects of climate change, and differing impacts by region, time frame, a
nd geographical scale complicate the prediction of warming impacts. Nonetheles
s, groups such as the zPCC, the National Assessment team in the united States,
and several independent researchers have investigated the underlying issues. T
hese findings are typically based on models that assume a 2-5 degree Celsius rl
se in temperature over the next century.
Although some warming and co2 fertil
ization may help agrlculture in some areas,the impacts in other regions from sh
ifts in temperatures and rainfall patterns will be adverse. Alteration of crop
yields and growth cycles will also affect the agricultural sector, zmpacts on
human health are a particularly uncertain issue. Heat stress due to increased
temperatures can precipitate death and illness. Higher populations and length

ened life cycles of disease carrying agents such as mosquitoes could result in
increased levels of disease, including through the spread of tropical diseases
into temperate areas. Some ecosystems, including wetlands, grasslands, forests
, rivers and lakes are threatened areas because of their limlted ability to ada
pt to the projected rate and magnitude of climate change, leading to the loss o
f biodiversity, ocean rise and increases in tropical storm intensity will caus
e increases in flooding and storm surges in low lying coastlines. These harms
and their severity will grow as both warming and the rate of warming increase.

There is also the possibility of non-linear effects that might occur if rapid
warming triggers thresholds in natural systems, resulting in sudden, far-reach

ing, potentially catastrophic changes. Possibilities include the collapse of t
he western Antarctic ice sheets, melting of Arctic tundra, and shifts in ocean
currents. The likelihood of these events occurring and what temperature change
s might cause them are not known, although the probabilities are thought to be
low by most scientists. Some of the adverse ecological effects of warming, whi
le more gradual, could be widespread and irreversible.
These impacts from cli
mate change will in turn affect various sectors of the economy. Agriculture an
d forestry will be the most strongly impacted. Electricity supply, water suppl
y, construction insurance and tourism will be significantly affected. T~e impa
cts of climate change will vary widely among different countries and regions. T
he most severe physical impacts will be in developing countries because of thei
r global location, climate, environment, and lack of resources and capacity for
adaptation measures. Most less developed regions are especially vulnerable bec

ause a larger share of their economies are in climate-sensitive sectors such as
agricltreand because of their limited ability to invest in and take adaptation
measures. Small island states are perhaps the most vulnerable due to rising s
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eas and limited supplies of water. Africa will also be among the hardest hit.
It is threatened with large decreases in grain yield rates. Many of Africas r

ivers are highly sensitive to climate variation. Africa also faces a higher pr
obability of increased infectious disease and severe droughts and floods. Asia
also faces graver consequences then other regions, especlally in the temperate
and tropical zones. Agricultural yields are projected to decrease. Sea level
rise and severe weather patterns would have a higher impact compared to other

parts of the world. Latin America faces decreases of especially important crop
s. comparatively, the threats to Europe, North America, Russia and Japan are m
ore limited. These regions are not as climate sensitive.
The impact of adver
se effects from climate change can be reduced by adaptation measures. For exam
ple, developments can be relocated form low-lying coastal areas; drought-resist
ant crops can be developed and water storage and supply systems upgraded; publi
c health measures can be taken to address airborne diseases. These adaptation
measures will, of course, consume societal resources. Regions with a high stan
dard of living and a high level of scientific and technological knowledge are i
n a much better position to cope with climate change than are other reglons of
the world. These advantages provide the ability to adapt to changing condition
s which may mitigate many of the potential effects discussed above. Adaptation

studies have focused primarily on the agricultural, timber, and water resour
ces sectors. Most studies on adaptation and the impacts of climate change net o
f adaptation measures have focused on the u.s. It is, however, accepted that a
daptation will likely play only a limited role in unmanaged ecosystems and in 1
ess developed countries. Developing countries will be d~sproportionately affec
ted by climate change, but countries often lack the knowledge, information, and

resources to adequately adapt to climate change.
Quantifying the damages due
to climate change in economic terms is uncertain and contentious. Along with t
he uncertainty and simplifying assumptions, quantitative estimates must assign
values to assets traditionally lacking market value, such as ecosystems. Sever
al studies have tried to quantify the effects within certain industries; few ha
ve examined aggregate costs. Most of the latter have focused on the united sta
tes.
A recent synthesis by Tol of the literature on global climate change impac
ts addressed several key endpoints: agriculture, forestry, water resources, ene
rgy consumption, sea level rise, ecosystems, and human health. Tol finds that
some initial warming (lc) and CO2 fertilization may help agriculture and human
health in some areas (including the OECD, Russia and China, which enjoy an earl
y gain of 1 to 3% of GDP) but have adverse impacts in poorer areas (especially
Africa and Southeast Asia, which would lose 1 to 4% of GDP); and that the impac
ts of greater than lC warming will become adverse worldwide over time, includin
g losses of 1 to 2% in OECD countries and 4 to 9% in Russia and developing coun
tries (except for China, which exhibits persistent gains from climate change of
about 2% of GDP). Tols synthesis makes some assumptions (such as zero damages
from malaria in countries with per capita GDP exceeding $3300), and does not a

ccount for other adverse impacts, such as fisheries losses, extreme weather eve
nts, and the possibility of catastrophic changes in ocean currents or other cri
tical natural systems.
Earlier work was largely in line with than Tols new syn
thesis. For developing countries, a 1997 IPCC report estimated that the losses
due to global climate change associated with a doubling of pre-industrial GHG

concentrations may range from 2% to 9% of GDP. The expected losses would vary
widely by region; for example, one study suggested that while the loss in indus
trialized countries would be roughly 1.6% of GDP, the loss in other countries w
ould range from roughly zero in the Former soviet upion to 4% in Fat~ ~mer~ca,
5% in china, and almost 9% in both Africa and Southeast Asia. The n~gqer iRss

es in developing countries arena consequence of their greater poverty, ~epenaen
ce on agriculture and other climate-sensitive sectors, large populations close
to coasts, and other factors. The major difference in Tols newer estimates is
the persistence of gains from warming in china. This prediction has direct im

plications for the treaty negotiations: if china sees itself as gaining from gl
obal warming, it will be even more reluctant to join abatement efforts.
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with re
spect to the u.s., a comparison of studies suggest the total impact on u.s. GDP
to be about 1 to 2 percent based on a 2.5 to 4c change in temperature over thi

s century. Regional impacts within the U.S. varied widel    ~ more recent study
by Nordhaus ~ound about a 0.5 percent loss in u.s. GDP ~se on a 2.5C rise in
temperature. Few models have attempted to translate the aggregate effects to

the entire world. Nordhaus recently offered figures between about 1 or 2% of t
otal would output over this century which fits with IPCC findings from 1996.

~ critics argue that such numbers should not be relied upon because they do no
t adequately or properly value reductions in ecosystem services, many of which
we do not know. others argue that estimates may be exaggerated because adaptat
ion may offset much of the adverse impact of climate change and do so at low co
st. In considering the policy significance of these risks, it must be emphasiz
ed that adverse affects will most likely occur gradually, although at an increa
sing pace, and over a long time period. The possibility of sudden and highly d
isruptive shifts in natural systems at some point along the way cannot be entir
ely ruled out, but the conditions under which any such effects might occur is u
nknown. The fact that different countries will be affected in different ways a
nd to differing extents, and that some may benefit in the short run, complicate
s the possibillty of global agreement on GHG limitations measures. Also, despit
e their greater estimated losses, developing countries may tend to value climat
e protection less than do industrialized countries: Many in developing countri
es will not, at least in the foreseeable future, pay any attention to [climate
change, because it is] an issue that may.cause a problem for the sustenance of
life in the distant future when their prlncipal concern is the preservation of
life today. Populations under severe stress from poverty understandably focus
their priorities on near-term necessities and steeply discount losses that woul
d only occur long into the future. Thus, developing countries are most likely
to be engaged in climate protection by a combination of the near-term co-benefi
ts of cllmate policy (e.g. reduced air pollution), the near-term development be
nefits of side payments (including technology flows) from industrialized countr
ies to finance GHG abatement in developing countries, and the discounted expect
ation of the future losses due to climate change.
The Costs of Prevention Depen
d Critically on Regulatory Design
what are the costs of the regulatory and othe
r governmental measures that will be needed to achieve significant GHG emission
s limitations? Taking the first step~ in a tra~sitio~ fr~ a. hi~h-.to a. lo~TG~
economy will not be a free lunch. The costs ot meetlng tne Kyoto targets tnr

gh wholly domestic measures to reduce c02 emissions had been estimated at 1 to
4% of GDP in the u.s. and other industrialized countries (Manne & Richels 2000;
Shogren 2000). But as we reconstruct climate policy, these costs can be reduc

ed substantially -- perhaps up to 90% -- by intelligent regulatory design, usin
g the most cost-effective means over appropriate time scales, including use of
the comprehensive approach, international emissions trading, and flexibility in
the timing for meeting targets.

The cost of greenhouse gases is also dramatica
lly affected by the path of emissions reductions, other things being equal, re
ductions will become cheaper if made in later years, as the capital stock turns
over and if technological innovations reduce the costs of limitations. To th

e extent that costs are ad’usted by a discount rate depending on where they are
incurred, future costs will also be less for this reason.

Estimating the costs
of GHG emissions abatement is an extremely complex undertaking. Different met

hods of modeling the issues can be used. Models require different judgements a
bout the emissions paths in the absence of regulation, the nature and performan
ce of regulatory measures to limit emissions growth, the future trajectory of t
he economy, the development of technology, and the characteristics of markets.
It is thus not surprising that estimates of the costs of achieving a given lev

el of emissions limitation vary widely. A brief review of various reports illu
strates the complexities presented in predicting the costs of GHG limitations.
A recent study conducted by the Energy Modeling Forum (EMF) employed the use o
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f 13 different climatic models to estimate the costs of meeting the Kyoto targe
ts for the united States. Each model used similar assumptions. The results of
fered a wide range of the marginal costs of controlling a ton of carbon ranging
from $70 to more than $400 in 1999 dollars. Those figures translate to a 2010
GDP loSS of 0.2% to 2.0%. This wide range of costs characterizes the nature o

f several other studies that attempt to attach a numerical value to meeting Kyo
to targets. In 1998, the clinton administrations Council of Economic Advisors (
CEA) set forth a very optimistic assessment which assumed full use of Kyoto fle
xibility mechanisms (global emissions trading), efficient implementation strate
gies, and a high rate of technological advance. C~A reported that compliance w
ith Kyoto would require a drop in annual GDP of less than 0.5%, with gas prices
rising about 5 cents, a drop in electricity prices and no significant impacts

on unemployment or trade. The marginal costs under this scenario were $10 to $
20 per ton of carbon. A study offered by the Interlaboratory working Group, a
consortium of five federal lab groups in 1997, also found that Kyoto could be m
et at low costs through widespread adoption of more efficient energy systems by
consumers and industry. In stark contrast, estimates generated by the private
economic consulting firms of WEFA, Inc. and DRI/Mc6raw Hill suggested that mee

ting Kyoto would entail a 6DP reduction of 3% or $250.billion per year (assumin
g intra-national emissions trading). It also estimated the loss of 2 million jo
bs and a 50% increase in the price of gas. A 1998 report by the u.s. Departmen
t of Energy, Energy Information Agency (DOE/EIA) put the cost at $348 per ton o
f emitted carbon (assuming no international emissions trading). A report by Ro
nald sutherland found GDP declines of 4.9% per year. Meanwhlle, Resources for
the Future (RFF) and charles River Associates found costs falling somewhere in
the middle of the range° RFF estimated impacts at 1% of GDP or 2% at worst. T
hose losses however, include a 25% increase in energy costs and a 30 cent rise
in the price of gas. Charles River put the estimates at 1.4 to 2.0% reduction i
n 6DP in 2020. overall, the world wide costs of compliance are even more shaky.

one study found that stabilizing emissions at 1990 levels over the next fifty
years would require a few percent of world economic output, or 100 trillion do

llars, assuming world output grows at 3%. [citation] But with all of ~he unce
rtainties presented, the mar~n of error in such a figure is almost as ~arge as
the original cost estimate Itself.

such differences in estimations largely r
eflect differences in assumptions and methodologies used in different studies.
Important assumptions relate to future levels of emissions, projected populati

on and economy growth, consumption patterns, effects of revenue recycling, impl
ementation and transaction costs, effectiveness of flexibility mechanisms, effi
ciency of policies chosen, rate of technological advance, alternative energy so
urces, and a host of other factors. Assumptions about the development and adop
tion of new technologies vastly affect alternative estimates of the costs of Ky
oto compliance and other cost estimation studies.
underlying the debate about t
he role of technology is a rift between engineers and economists in the methodo
logies employed to estimate costs. Economists tend to favor a macroeconomic to
p-down approach that extrapolates behavior in relation to changes in relative p
rices. It assumes consumers and firms are rational and therefore operate effic
iently under each set of incentives, students of the engineering school, on th
e other hand, favor a bottom-up approach that identifies abatement options avai
fable to specific consumers and firms. Researchers using this methodology typi
cally envision market barriers which prevent consumers and firms from making ef
ficient choices. They insist that steps can be taken to address these market b
arriers and trigger ready adoption by market actors of new technologies that wi
II make huge contributions to reducing carbon emissions. Bottom-up approaches
generally produce lower cost estimates than top-down approaches, one 1997 stud
y using such an approach found that $300 billion of energy costs could be saved
annually in the united states alone through the increased use of energy effici

ent technologies, other studies suggest that 20-25% of existing carbon ~miss~o
ns could be eliminated by switching to more efficient technologies. Eng~neer~n
g methodologies frequently reject many of the factors used in economic models.
They also typically use a much lower market discount rate and are more optimist
ic in their predictions of technological advance, critics say that many of the
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se models fail to include costs that need to be incurre~ to inauce aaoption of
advanced technologies, such as rebates or subsidies, currently, researchers are
making efforts to integrate the two approaches. Methodological advancements in
this area could prove to be one of the keys to creating more consistent, relia

ble cost estimates.
As noted above, the costs of greenhouse gas emissions li
mitations vary greatly depending on the design of the regulatory program for ac
hieving limitatlons, including the availabillty and scope for emissions trading
; whether a comprehensive or piecemeal approach is followed; the degree of inte
rtemporal flexibility afforded in meeting regulatory objective; and the ambitio
n and shape of the emissions limitation pathway.
Emissions Trading . AS develo
ped more fully in Part III B, the costs of achieving greenhouse gas limitations
vary dramatically depending on the scope for emisslons trading, domestic or in

ternational. The EMF studies concluded that global trading would reduce costs
to the united states by 53 to 90% and that trading between Annex I countries al
one would reduce costs between 21 to 65% with more than half of the models fall
ing in the 50 to 60% range, similarly, a recent study by Nordhaus and Boyer fo
und that costs of Kyoto under a no trade abatement policy were 15 times the cos
ts of policies allowing for global trade. The Clinton Administration CEA study
was based on a vary optimistic scenario that assumed the smooth and full imple

mentation of all flexibility measures including international trading. Costs w
ould go up four times in the CEA estimate if only domestic rather than global t
rading was assumed. The extremely high costs found by the EIA and the WEFA StU
dy assumed domestic trading only. Even the engineering-based Interlaboratory s
tudy found that deeper cuts were available under a regime that allowed domestic
emissions trading versus one without trading. At least one study also found t

hat policies limiting the percentage of the Kyoto target that could be met thro
ugh the purchase of emission permits would also raise costs significantly.
As f
urther illustrations of the benefits of emissions trading, one recent analysis
shows the cost to the U.S. in 2010 of the Kyoto target to be about 1% of GDP wi
th no emissions trading (with a marginal cost per ton of carbon emissions avoid
ed of about $240), about 0.5% of GDP with full emissions trading among indus~ri
alized (Annex 1) countries plus the CDM (and a marginal cost of $100 per ton);
and about 0.25% of GDP with full global emissions trading (marginal cost of $70
per ton). Several studies suggest that the costs of Kyoto in 2010 to the u.s.
would be on the order of 2 to 3% of GDP without flexibility mechanisms, but do

wn to 0.5% of GDP or below with full flexibility mechanisms (the comprehensive
approach and global emissions trading).
Comprehensive Approach. Additional cos
t savings can be obtained by encompassing all GHGs rather than just c02. As di
scussed below in Part III.C., the comprehensive approach has both environmental
and economic advantages; on the economic side, studies suggest it reduces the

cost of abatement by 60% below a c02-only policy, and even more when sinks are
included.
Flexibility in Timing of Limitations. Further cost savings may be of
fered by allowing emitters when flexibility, such flexibility includes the opp
ortunity to bank early abatement (freed up allowances) for later use, and possi
bly to borrow future allowances for current use (ideally at an interest rate re
flecting the environmental cost of earlier emissions). It also includes settin
g targets as cumulative emissions over multi-year periods, rather than for one
specified year, so that sources have more flexibility in attaining targets.
Emi
ssions Limitation Pathways. Finally, a review of abatement studies reveals that
most integrated assessment models have shown policies whose aim is sharp reduc

tions today involve high costs. Instead, regulatory limitations on GHG emissio
ns should De phased in, quite modest at first and then tightening over time. Th
is strategy accords with the GHG stock/flow structure, the fact that it will be
less costly to achieve limitations in the future with the benefit of new techn

ologies and turnover of the capital stock, and the gains from incurring costs 1
ater rather than sooner. Attempting sharp cuts now will be quite costly and do
little to contribute to reducing emissions growth in the long run. substantial
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lead times are also required to construct the institutional and technological

foundations of a sound emissions limitations program. In determining costs, th
e pathway used to reach emissions control may be as important as the ultimate l
evel of control. From this perspective, the Kyoto targets and timetables, whic
h require Annex B countries to achieve, on average, a 24% reduction from BAU e
mission levels in 2010, call for early reductions that appear to be excessively
costly in relation to the benefits. Indeed a Canadian study found that regard

less of costs it would be virtually impossible for the North American electrici
ty sector to meet its Kyoto target because it could never adapt fast enough. A
1997 study demonstrated that in theory alternate strategies calling for a grad

ual phase-in of reductions could cut costs in excess of 50%. A recent study by
Nordhaus and Boyer concluded that the optimal pricing of carbon in the near te

rm is around $5-10 a ton while Kyoto type strategies place that cost at around
$100. This cost becomes even more pointed when considering two further finding
s offered by the Nordhaus study. First, Kyoto would have vlrtually no effect on
projected global warming trends because of its failure to include developing n

ations, a flnding replicated in other studies, second, the losses from waitlng
ten years before taking any action are relatively small if appropriate action

is taken in the future. It should be clarified that such a finding is reliant
on precautionary steps being taken now in order to assure that institutions and
plans including significant research and development of low-GHG technologies a

re in place to take the appropriate actions in the future. And these cost savi
ngs estimates do not account for the benefits of avoiding interim GH6 accumulat
ion; see further discussion in Part III.E. These analyses point to the need to
get regulatory targets based on longer-run emissions pathways, constructed so

as to maximize the net social benefits from GHG regulation.
In sum, ~H~ emissio
ns limitations can be achieved at low cost if intelligent regulatory design is
adopted. Together, emissions trading, the comprehensive approach, flexible tim
ing of emisslons limits, and an efficient abatement pathway could reduce costs
by over 90% compared to policies lacking those features. Yet many policy propo
sals focus on a sharp CO2-only limitation for a specified near-term year, witho
ut considering emissions trading and sinks. The 1988 Toronto target took this
form, as did many of the early versions of what became Kyoto. when the Bush ad
ministration decided to withdraw from Kyoto, it evidently relied on the 1999 DO
E/EIA study, which assumed co2-only reductions and no international emissions t
rading, and yielded cost estimates near the high end of the EMF range. Europea
n opposition to emissions trading and sinks, at least through the meeting in Th
e Hague in November 2000, surely contributed to these high-cost assumptions, an
d hence to the Bush decision to withdraw. Full scope for cost-saving regulator
y design would, however, imply a much lower cost of Kyoto and hence a more pers
uasive case for joining.
Prudent Investment in climate Insurance warrants start
ipg~to Build a well-Designed GH6 Limitations Regime
Wnlle many uncertainties re
main regarding the future rate of warming and its impacts, based on what we kno
w now, the risks of climate change are sufficiently serious to justify a reason
able investment in insurance, at least against very rapid or large changes, so
und policy design, including the adoption of the most cost-effective regulatory
approaches, can assure that the costs of such insurance will be reasonable and
j usti fi ed.

Both as individuals and as societies we often invest in preventive
measures against uncertain future risks (e.g. the Bush Administrations new pla

ns for a missile defense), waiting for definltive evidence of harm can mean wai
ting until it is too late to do anything about the problem. At the same time, i
nsurance is not free, and policy should react responsibly to risk. The costs of
prevention could also be significant. The question is whether the expected da

mage, discounted by its uncertainty, warrants some preventive (insurance) inves
tment, and what kind.
The available evidence on climate risks justifies an in
itial investment in insurance against these risks. It includes investments in s
ound institutional design that will allow the insurance strategy to be successf
ully implemented and adJusted over time in light of new information, and in mod
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erate initial steps to begin limiting the growth of 6HG emissions. The studies
reviewed above suggest that unchecked climate change could cost the u.s. from

1 to 2 percent of GDP by the middle to the end of this century, and the world a
s a whole even more (not counting the risk of non-linear catastrophes). The be
nefits of Kyoto are predicted to include slowing warming by 4 to 14% below BAU,
which translates into reductions of 0.04 to 0.10 degrees Celsius below the 1 d

egree of BAU warming forecast for 2050, and 0.08 to 0.28 celsius below the 2.5
degrees of BAU warmlng forecast for 2100. These benefits might be worth roughl
y .1 to .2% of global GDP, and about .1% of U.S. GDP or perhaps up to .2% with
non-market benefits included. Marginal benefits might be about $25 per ton of
carbon emissions avoided [in what year?]. These estimates do not include the r
isks of high climate sensitivity or non-linear catastrophic changes in natural
systems, which may well justify a risk premium. The studies rewewed above als
o suggest that the climate protection delivered by Kyoto (without emissions tra
ding, comprehensive coverage, or temporal flexibility) might cost the u.s. from
1 to 3 percent of GDP, although those costs might be incurred earlier than the
benefits. But with emissions trading, comprehensive coverage, and temporal fl

exibility, the cost of prevention might’fall to only 0.1 to 0.3 percent of GDP,
within the range of estimated beneflts from emissions limitations. Moreover,

basing regulatory targets on an emissions pathway that maximizes net benefits
rather than the arbitrary Kyoto targets, would significantly improve the net ~e
nefits. See Part III.Eo
The nature of climate change risks does not demand or
justify immediate crash efforts to be undertaken at all costs, on the other h

and, because of the long residence time of GHGs in the atmosphere, a long lead
time is needed to slow and eventually reverse the growth in global GHG net emis
sions caused by human activity. Substantial lead times are also required to co
nstruct the institutional foundations for the necessary shift in economic activ
ities: (1) it will take substantial time to develop the domestic and internatio
nal institutional arrangements to limit GHG emisslons; (2) lead time is needed
for technological innovation and investment, including private sector innovativ
e and investment which will not occur without credible incentives; (3) industry
needs firm and predictable signals to plan investment cycles in accordance wit

h capital stock turnover; and (4) there is a need for learning by doing in deve
loping policies and institutions to deal with a regulatory challenge of dauntin
g complexity. In keeping with the emerging understanding of adaptive managemen
t, the stringency of regulatory measures for GHG emissions should be moderate a
t the outset and should be adjusted on an iterative, rolling basis in light of
developing information on science, impacts, adaptation, abatement options, and
progress in policy design.
The long-run character of the problem is not a justi
fication for postponing any action; indeed, it underscores the need to begin wo
rk now, including adoption in the near future of domestic and international GHG
regulatory measures. On the other hand, it would also be a mistake to rush to
implement whatever measures might contribute to limiting GHG emissions. An in

discriminate scattershot approach is almost worse than doing nothing. The key
challenge today is getting the institutional design right. Getting the institu
tional design wrong, out of haste or inattention, woul~ be far worse than delay
ing specific measures by a few years, once adopted, the institutional design m
ay be very difficult to revise; there will be high costs of undoing early m~sta
kes (as the current outcry over even modest improvements to the Kyoto Protocol
suggests). Thus, getting the institutional framework wrong now will have major
costs both economic and environmental.
Richard B. Stewart is Emily Kempin P

rofessor of Law, New York University. Jonathan Bo wiener is Professor of Law a
nd Professor of Environmental Policy, Duke university, and university Fellow, R
esources for the Future (RFF), The authors thank Tyler Roozen and zheng zhou f
or research assistance, and David Bradford, Robert Hahn, Benedict Kingsbury, R
ichared Revesz, Richard Richels, Philippe Sands, william schlesinger, and Jane
stewart for helpful comments. [others to ask: experts on climate & china incl
uding william Alford, Daniel Dudek, Henry Jacoby, James Li, Jonathan ocko]

Ca
Iculated from the Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center at Oak Ridge Natio
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nal Laboratory, HYPERLINK http://cdiac.esd.ornl.gov/trends/emis/tre_coun.htm
http://cdiac.esd.ornl.gov/trends/emis/tre_coun.htm , visited February 8, 2002 (
showing data on fossil fuel CO2 emissions in 1998). The united states share of
the world~ total GHG emissions may be somewhat different [check], and its shar

e may change over time. [Compare other data, e.g. WRI, world Bank.]
See Andr

ew C. Revkin, Bush offers Plan for voluntary Measures to Limit Gas Emissions, N
.Y. Times, February 15, 2002, p. A6; office of the white House Press secretary,
President Announces Clear skies & Global climate change Initiatives, February

14, 2002, available at    HYPERLINK "http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/20
02/02/20020214-5.html" http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2002/02/20020214
-5.html (visited February 14, 2002).

calculated from the Carbon Dioxide Infor
mation Analysis Center at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, HYPERLINK http://cdi
ac.esd.ornl.gov/trends/emis/tre_coun.htm http://cdiac.esd.ornl.gov/trends/emis/
tre_coun.htm , visited February 8, 2002 (showing data on fossil fuel CO2 emissi
ons in 1998). Chinas share of the worlds total GHG emissions may be somewhat
different [check], and its share may change over time. [compare other data, e.
g. WRI, World Bank.]
According to the MIT model (which addresses only co2 emis

sions), if the U.S. joins all other industrialized (Annex B) countries in the K
yoto Protocol, total Annex B emissions of CO2 would decline from 3957 mtons of
carbon in 1990 to 3754 in 2010 (a 5.2% decrease below 1990), instead of rising
to 4956 under business-as-usual (BAU) (a 25% increase from 1990). The reductlo
n from 4956 to 3754 under Kyoto is a 24% reduction from BAU. But if the U.S. s
tays out of Kyoto while all other Annex B countries comply with Kyoto, U.S. emi
ssions would grow from 1362 in 1990 to its BAU of 1838 in 2010 (that is, it wou
Id not abate the 572 needed to meet its Kyoto target), hence total Annex B emis
sions would rise from 3957 in 1990 to 4326 in 2010 (a 9% increase from 1990, an
d a 13% reduction from the BAU of 4956 in 2010). The reduction in global emiss
ions by 2010 due to Kyoto would be smaller, perhaps only 6% below BAU, because
developing country emissions would continue to grow unabated, see A. Denny Ell
erman, Henry D. Jacoby & Annelene Decaux, The Effects on Developing Countries o
f the Kyoto Protocol and carbon Emissions Trading, MIT Joint Program on the sci
ence and Policy of Global change, Report 41 (Dec. 1, 1998), Table 1. still, Ma
nne & Richels forecast that us emissions might decline somewhat below BAU by 20
10 even without us ratification of the Kyoto Protocol, if US sources anticipate
future emissions controls and begin to abate in response, see Alan S. Manne &
Richard G. Richels, US Rejection of the Kyoto Protocol: The Impact on Complia

nce Costs and CO2 Emissions, working Paper 01-12, AEI-Brookings Joint Center fo
r Regulatory studies, october 2001.

see, e.g., David Victor, The collapse of
the Kyoto Protocol (2001).

For summaries of the decisions made at Bonn-Marrak
ech, see                    ¯

See Andrew C. Revkin, Bush offers Plan for voluntary
Measures to Limit Gas Emissions, N.Y. Times, February 15 2002,    A6; office o
f the White House Press Secretary, President Announces C~ear ski~ & Global cli
mate change Initiatives, February 14, 2002, available at    HYPERLINK "http://w
ww.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2002/02/20020214-5.html" http://www.whitehouse.
gov/new§/releases/2002/02/20020214-5.html (visited February 14, 2002).

See RI
chard B. Stewart & Jonathan B. wiener, A Comprehensive Approach to climate Chan
ge, American Enterprise, Nov.-Dec. 1990, pp.75-80; U.S. Department of Justice,
A Comprehensive Approach to Global climate change (1991); Richard B. Stewart &
Jonathan B. wiener, A Comprehensive Approach to climate change Policy: Issues
of Design and Practicality, 9 Arizona J. Intl & Comparative Law 85 (1992).

Th
e history is detailed in Jonathan B, wiener, Something Borrowed for somethin~ B
lue: Legal Transplants and the Evolution of Global Environmental Law, 27 Ecolog
y L.Q. 1295 (2001).

[citations ?]
See Ellerman, Jacoby and Decaux, supra, at
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4 & Table 1 (indicating that Kyoto would require 24% reduction below BAU in 20

10 for all Annex B); Richard Richels, personal communication, January 27, 2002
(using Manne & Richels MERGE model to estimate that Kyoto would require 17% red
uction below BAU in 2010 for all Annex B). A key difference between the Ellerm
an et al. and the Manne & Richels estimates is that the Manne & Richels forecas
t lower BAU in 2010 for Russia (and Eastern Europe) and therefore a greater qua
ntity of allowances available to Russia to sell (294 mtons compared to Ellerman
et al.s 111 mtons), hence diminishing somewhat the aggregate emissions reducti

on required of all Annex B.
Richard Richels, personal communication, January

27, 2002; Ellerman, Jacoby and Decaux, supra, at 4 & Table 1. The Ellerman et
al. forecast of the U.S. share of total Annex B reductions below BAU in 2010 is
lower (just under 50%) than the Manne & Richels forecast (81%) because Manne &
Richels forecast lower BAU in 2010 for Russia (and Eastern Europe) and therefo

re a greater quantity of allowances available to Russia to sell (294 mtons inst
ead of Ellerman et al.s 111 mtons), hence diminishing somewhat the aggregate em
issions reduction required of all Annex B and in turn raising the percentage of
that aggregate reduction represented by the u.s. see also william Do Nordhaus

, Global Warming Economics, 294 Science 1283 (9 November 2001), Figure 3 (findi
ng that almost 100% of the net costs of the Kyoto Protocol, and about 70% of th
e costs to OECD countries, would be borne by the u.s.).
calculated from the c

arbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center at oak Ridge National Laboratory, H
YPERLINK http://cdiac.esd.ornl.gov/trends/emis/tre_coun.htm http://cdiac.esd.or
nl.gov/trends/emis/tre_coun.htm , visited February 8, 2002 (showing data on fos
sil fuel co2 emissions in 1998). shares of the worlds total GHG emissions may
be somewhat different [check], and shares may change over time. [compare other
data, e.g. WRI, World Bank.]
For a more detailed discussion of the design of

cost-effective side payments to engage partlcipation in an effective multilate
ral climate change treaty, see Jonathan Baert wiener, Global Environmental Regu
lation: Instrument Choice in Legal Context, 108 Yale Law Journal 677-800 (1999
).

The Kyoto Protocol regulates these six gases. As discussed below, other ga
ses, including so2, particulate matter, and black carbon (dark soot), are also
relevant for climate policy.

summary for Policy Makers, climate change 2001,
The Third Assessment Report of working Group I of the Intergovernmental Panel o
n climate change (2001); committee on the science of climate change, climate ch
ange science, prepublication copy, National Academy Press, washington, D.C. (20
01).

[ci tati on]
The National Assessment Synthesis relied on two models: one

supposed 2.7 degree celsius change while the second model considered a 4.4 de~
ree celsius change. See Committee on the science of climate change, climate ch
ange Science, prepublication copy, National Academy Press, washington, D.C. (20
01), at 19.

See Jonathan Baert Wiener, Protecting the Global Environment, in
John D. Graham & Jonathan Baert Wiener, eds., Risk vs. Risk (Harvard university
Press, 1995); Robert Mendelsohn, The Greening of Global warming, American Ente

rprise Institute (1999).
charles D. Kolstad and Michael Toman, The Economics

of Climate change, Resources for the Future Discussion Paper 00-40REV, June 200
1, p.23. For examples of the difficulties in generating aggregate damage estim
ates, see william cline, The Economics of Global warming (1992).

Richard Tol,
Estimates of the Damage Costs of climate Change, Part I: Benchmark Estimates.

Environment & Resource Economics, forthcoming 2001; Richard Tol, Estimates of t
he Damage Costs of climate change, Part II: Dynamic Estimates. Environment & Re
source Economics, forthcoming 2001.
Id. Tols synthesis does not account for o

ther adverse impacts, such as fisheries losses, extreme weather events, and the
possibility of catastrophic changes in ocean currents or other critical natura
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l systems.

[citation shogren in Carrarro book ?] at 24.
See Nordhaus [full

citation] at 91.
See Richard Newell & william Pizer, [get title], RFF paper

for Pew Center, November 2001 (showing that uncertainty about discount rates c
an significantly affect benefits calculation).

[Citations shogren in Carraro
book? Toman & Shogren RFF paper?] A figure of 4% is cited by the Council of

Economic Advisers, Economic Report of the President 2002, p.247, indicating tha
t the present Bush administration believes the costs of joining Kyoto would be
quite high.

See Stewart & wiener (1990), supra; us DOJ (1991), supra; Stewart
& Wiener (1992), supra; wiener (2001), supra.
One such index is the Global Wa

rming Potential index created by the IPCC. For suggestions of improvements on
the GWP, see US DOJ (1991), supra; Stewart & Wiener (1992), supra; John Reilly.
& Kenneth Richards, climate change Damage and the Trace Gas Index Issue, 3 Envl
ronment and Resource Economics 41 (1993); James K. Hammitt et al., A welfare-Ba
sed Index for Assessing Environmental Effects of Greenhouse-Gas Emissions, 381
Nature 301-303 (1996); Alan Manne & Richard Richels, An Alternative Approach to
Establishing Tradeoffs Among Greenhouse Gases, 410 Nature 675 (2001); John Rei

lly, Mustafa Babiker and Monlka Mayer, Comparing Greenhouse Gases, Report 77, J
oint Program on the science and Policy of Global change, MIT (July 2001). [See
note 107, infra - - same points.]
See John Reilly et al., Multigas Assessmen

t of the Kyoto Protocol, 401 Nature 549 (1999).
See Ellerman et al. (1998), s

upra; Manne & Richels, working Paper 01-12 (October 2001), supra.
See Newell

& Pizer, supra.
See Letter from President George W. Bush to Senator Chuck Ha

gel, March 13, 2001.
See Tom wigley, The Kyoto Protocol: CO2, CH4 and climate

Implications, 25 Geophysical Research Letters 2285-2288 (1998), cited in shogr
en, supra, at 24 & n.lO.

See shogren, supra, at 24.
David Pearce, Economic

Development and climate Change, 3 Environment & Development Economics 389-392 (
1998), cited in Shogren, supra, at 24 & n.13. [need to specify year]

See Tom
Wigley, Richard Richels and Jae Edmonds, Economic and Environmental choices in
the Stabilization of Atmospheric CO2 Concentrations, 379 Nature 240-243 (19~6).

cf. Stephen H. Schneider and Lawrence H. Goulder, Achieving LowCost Emissions
Targets, 389 Nature 1314 (1997).

James K. Hammitt, Evaluation Endpoints and
Climate Policy: Atmospheric Stabilization, Benefit-Cost Analysis, and Near-Term
Greenhouse-Gas Emissions, 41 Climatic Change 447-468 (1999). A similar resul

t is reached by William D. Nordhaus, Global Warming Economics, 294 Science 1283
(9 November 2001), Figure 1 (showing that an efficient climate policy, balanci

ng costs and benefits, would involve less abatement than under Kyoto with full
participation but greater abatement than under Kyoto with the u.s. not particip
ating). Additional details can be found in the Appendix, Section C.
Hammltt fi
nds that several alternative assumptions a higher climate sensitivity (4.5 deg
rees Celsius increase in temperature due to a doubling in GHG concentrations, r
ather than 2.5 degrees), a higher damage function (15% of world GDP rather than
2% lost due to a warming of 2.5 degrees), a damage function related to the rat

e of climate change rather than to the level of climate change, and earlier tec
hnological innovations that significantly reduce abatement costs each call for
even greater near-term emissions reductions to achieve the optimal (net benefi

ts) path. with high climate sensitivity, Hammitts optimal path requires an 8% r
eduction in emissions below BAU in 2010, yet remains 40% above 1990 levels thro
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ugh 2100 before declining¯
In Hammitts model, the marginal abatement costs as
sociated with the optimal path are $10/ton of carbon in 2000, $40 in 2050, $110
in 2100, and $190 in 2150. The marginal abatement costs associated with the 1

east-cost stabilization paths are close to zero through 2070, 2050, and 2010, f
or stabilization at 750, 650, and 550 ppm, respectively, and then rise steeply
from zero to over $300 per ton of carbon within about 50 years after those date
s in order to accomplish stabilization. Marginal abatement costs in the high s
ensitivity case are $25 per ton of carbon in 2000, $90 in 2050 and $230 in 2100

with high damages, Hammitts optimal path requires emissions equal to 1990 le
vels through 2050 and then declining: Marginal abatement costs in the high dam
ages case are $70 per ton of carbon ~n 2000, $220 in 2050 and $500 in 2100. [T
hese points repeated below in notes 154, 157, 172, etc.?]

see John D. Graham
, Presidential Management of the Regulatory State, December 17, 2001.

See Ric
hard B. Stewart, Environmental Decisionmaking under Uncertainty, ~ Research i
n Law & Econ. ~ (2001).

See Jonathan B. Wiener, Precaution in a Multirisk W
orld, in Dennis Paustenbach, ed., Human and Ecological Risk Assessment (John wi
ley & Sons, 2002).
European Commission, Communication on the Precautionary Pri

nciple, February 2000.
See carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center at Oak R

idge National Laboratory, HYPERLINK http://cdiac.esd.ornl.gov/trends/emis/tre
_coun.htm http://cdiac.esd.ornl.gov/trends/emis/tre_coun.htm , visited February
8, 2002 (showin~ data on fossil fuel CO2 emissions in 1998); Kevin A. Baumert

and Nancy Kete, The U.S., Developing countries, and Climate Protection: Leader
ship or stalemate? Issue Brief, world Resources Institute, June 2001, p.2 & Tab
le 1.
Ellerman, Jacoby and Decaux, Report 41, MIT, supra, p. B3 & Table 1.

Se
~, e.g¯, Manne & Richels, Working Paper 01-12 (october 2001), supra, at Figure

(showing developing countries accounting for about 2 billion out of the total
6 billion tons of carbon emitted in 2000, and about 5 billion out of the 10 bi

llion tons projected for 2020).
Energy Information Agency, International Energ

y outlook 2001, at 160 (March 2001).
See David Streets et al., Black carbon Em

issions in china, 35 Atmospheric Environment 4281, 4293 (2001) (noting that rai
sing the profile of black carbon in the climate change debate could draw countr
ies like china closer to joining a global commitment to the reduction of greenh
ouse gas emissions because they would simultaneously accrue significant local a
nd regional air quality benefits¯).
Baumert & Kete, supra, p.3, Figure 2. The

re was an apparent decrease in chinese co2 and black carbon (soot) emissions du
ring 1997-2000, see Baumert & Kete, supra, p.7 & Figure 6; David G. Streets et
al., Recent Reductions in chinas Greenhouse Gas Emissions, 294 science 1835 (30
November 2001) (finding that reduced coal use and other changes in china over

1995-2000 reduced chinas co2 emissions by 7¯3 %, its CH4 emissions by 2.2%, its
black carbon (soot) emissions by 32%, and its so2 emissions by 21% over this p

eriod); NRDC, Second Analysis confirms Greenhouse Gas Reductions in china, Otto
ber 2001, available at www.nrdc.org/globalwarming/achinagg.asp (visited Decembe
r 19, 2001) (finding that Chinas CO2 emissions fell by 6% to 1~% over 1996T99).

But this decrease is likely due to a temporary slowdown in c~inas economic gr
owth in the late 1990s associated with the Asian financial crisis, and due to p
olicy changes that reduced chinese coal subsidies. Streets et al., supra, 294
science at 1835-36. And the size of the 1997-2000 emissions decrease may have
been overstated; a report issued by the u.s. Embassy called the statistical cla
ims greatly exaggerated and concluded that chinas GHGS have dropped little, if
at all. U.S. Embassy Beijing , The Controversy Over chinas Reported Falling Ene
rgy Use (August 2001), available at: www.usembassy-china.org.cn/english/sandt/e
nergy_stats_web.htm . A Japanese scientist, funded by the world Bank, also qu
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estioned the claims, observing that coal mines ordered shut down by the central
government often either remaln open or reopen soon thereafter. John Pomfret, R

esearch Casts Doubt on chinas Pollution claims, The Washington Post, August 15,
2001, at A16. In sum, Chinas C02 emissions seem likely to grow again as china

s economic growth rebounds. And even in 1997-2000, as china reduced its co2 an
d black carbon emissions, it also reduced its emissions of SO2 (a gas which ten
ds to cool the atmosphere) so much that the net effect was to increase, not dec
rease, chinas net contribution to global warming. See Streets et al., 294 scie
nee 1835, supra.
see Philip M. Fearnside, The Potential of Brazils Forest Sect

or for Mitigating Global Warming Under the Kyoto Protocol, 6 Mitigation and Ada
ptation strategies for Global Change 355, 358 (2001); Duncan Austln et al., Con
tributions to climate change: Are Conventional Metrics Misleading the Debate?
world Resources Institute (200_).

See Jonathan Baert Wiener, Global Environme
ntal Regulation: Instrument choice in Legal Context, 108 Yale L.J. 677, 694-697
(1999).
See Wiener, 108 Yale LJ at 695 & n.70 (citing studies showing leakag

e rates from 4 to 100%); Alan S. Manne & Richard G. Richels, The Kyoto Protocol
: A Cost-Effective Strategy for Meeting Environmental Objectives?, in Carlo Ca
rraro, ed., Efficiency and Equity of climate Change Policy 43, 52 (Kluwer Acade
mic Publishers, 2000) (reprinted from The Energy Journal, 1999) (finding roughl
y 10% aggregate GHG. emissions leakage ~n 20!0 f~om.indu~rial~zed~o develo~lqg
countries due to the Kyoto Protocol, put also Tinoing that the eTTects on lnou

stries in individual countries would be larger and would plausibly spur acrimon
ious conflicts).
see Richard schmalensee, Greenhouse Policy Architectures and

Institutions, in Economics and Policy Issues in climate change 137, 146 (willia
m D. Nordhaus, ed., 1998).

see Richard B. Stewart Environmental Regulation and International Competitiveness, 102 Yale 2039 (1993). As this article points
out, the extent of such worries is often not justified by the facts, but the w

orries remain a politically potent force.    [see infra note 169 ? quoting Robe
rt Byrd ]

A. Denny Ellerman, Henry D. Jacoby and Annelene Decaux, The Effects
on Developing Countries of the Kyoto Protocol and carbon Dioxide Emissions Tra

ding, Report 41, Joint Program on the science and Policy of Global Chan~e, MIT
(December 1, 1998), at 7. This study examines the costs of reduction of co2 em
issions, disregarding other GHGS and sinks and the benefits of the comprehensiv
e approach.

For example, Russia may act as a monopolist in Annex B trading.
In the MIT model, Russia sells 98% of the allowances traded in Annex B trading
(of which only a third or 111 Mton are from hot air; the other 234 Mton are new
abatement be}ow BAU), at $127; but in full global trading, Russia sells only 2

3% of allowances traded, China sells 47%, India 11%, and others 19%, at $24. s
ee Ellerman et al., supra, at 5, 7.

with respect to adaptation measures, nat
ions probably have a sufficient individual incentive to avoid harm, but there i
s scope for global cooperation in sharing adaptation technologies and in offeri
ng financial assistance to developing countries.

see Wiener, 108 Yale LJ 677
(1999), supra.

Noncompliance is equivalent to partial withdrawal from the tre
aty, so that deterring free riding will deter most noncompliance as well. see
scott Barrett, A Theory of International Cooperation (Fondazione Eni Enrico Mat
tei Working Paper No. 43-98, 1998), pp.20-26. But there might be silent noncom
pliance without withdrawal, in which case the other parties to the treaty might
not realize that partial free riding is occurring and might not take the steps
that would be necessary to deter the free riding. This emphasizes the need fo

r transparent reporting, monitoring and review o~ countries compliance with the
ir abatement commitments. It also underscores the importance of fashioning an
institutional design which reduces noncompliance. A design which makes complian
ce much less costly (such as emissions trading) can be expected to reduce nonco
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mpliance.

some studies show that the EUs marginal costs of achieving Kyoto co
mpliance (absent trading) are higher than those of the U.S., although less than
those of Japan. E.g. Ellerman et al. (1998). But the much greater size of th

e reduction below BAU required of the u.s. by Kyoto still leaves the U.S. beari
nga heavier total burden than the EU. Id.
Compare the annual per capita GDP

(in purchasing power parity terms) in 2000 of several prominent developing (non
-Annex B) countries, such as Brazil ($7,320), Chile ($9,110), Costa Rica ($8,25
0), Korea ($17,340), Mexico ($8,810), Saudi Arabia ($11,050), singapore ($24,97
0) and south Africa ($9,180) with the figures for several industrlalized (Annex
B) countries, such as Bulgaria ($5,53~), Latvia and Lithuania (both $6,960), P

oland ($9,030), Romania ($6,380), Russla ($8,030) and ukraine ($3,710) (the fat
ter even lower than Chinas $3,940, Irans, $5,900, and Kazakhstans $5,490). see
world Bank, Building Institutions for Markets, world Development Report 2002,

at 232-233 & Table 1.
See Ellerman et al. (1998). OPEC countries have been s

eeking financial assistance through the Kyoto talks, under Article 3(14) and Ar
title 4(8) and 4(9); and Decision -/CP.7 at Marrakech proposed Decision -/CMP.1
for the COP/MOP to move ahead on such funding (as part of funding for various

developing country needs). But note that in the MIT model, under global tradin
g, even the energy exporting nations are net gainers (they sell 51 mtons of all
owances, at a net gain of $0.68 billion). Ellerman et al., at B3 & Table C.

[citation]
See Randall Lutter, Developing Countries Greenhouse Emissions: Unce

rtainty and Implications for Participation in the Kyoto Protocol, 21 The Energy
Journal 93, 94-115 (2000) (finding that even emissions limits set at BAU could
be costly for a country whose economy subsequently grows faster than expected)

See Tol, supra
See EPA Nationai Assessment 2001.
For example, Manne &

Richels estimate that participation in Kyoto (with full emissions trading amon
g Annex B countries, but not global trading) would cost the u.s. about 0.7% of
GDP in 2010, whereas not partlcipating in Kyoto would cost much less, perhaps 0
.1% of GDP in 2010 (the positive number is explained by abatement in anticipa~i
on of future emissions controls). Manne & Richels, working Paper 01-12 (OCtODe
r 2001), at 8-9 & Fig. 5. similarly, Nordhaus finds that participation in Kyot
o would cost the U.S. about $125 billion per year ~or more than $2 trillion ove
r the next 300 years, assuming the Kyoto caps remain in place indefinitely), wh
ereas nonparticipation would save the u.s. essentially all of that cost. see No
rdhaus, supra, 294 science at 1284 & Fig. 3.

See European commission, Propo
sal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the council Establishing
a Framework for Greenhouse Gas Emissions Trading within the European Community
and Amending Council Directive 96/61/EC, COM(2001)581, Brussels, 23 October 200
1.

See Howard F. Chang, An Economic Analysis of Trade Measures To Protect the
Global Environment, 83 Geo. L.J. 2131 (1995).

[Citations to studies on poten
tial cost savings of 4P now, vs. 3P + CO2 later] on the economic benefits of i
nterpollutant trading, see Randall Lutter, Policy Matters, AEI-Brookings, Decem
bet 2001. There are also environmental advantages from an integrated multipoll
utant approach. See Lakshman Guruswamy, The Case for Integrated Pollution cont
rol, $4 Law & Contemp. Probs. 41 (1991); Integrated Pollutlon control (Nigel Ha
igh & Irene Erwin eds., 1990); John D. Graham & Jonathan Baert wiener, Risk vs.

Risk (Harvard univ. Press, 1995).
See recent articles on compensating parti

cularly affected industries - - Dick Morgenstern, Larry Goulder.
Across both

Democratic and Republican administrations (and senate majorities), the u.s. has
stayed out of several treaties, including the Law of the sea, the Landmines Ba
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rum of potential conseguences for nonperformance.

see Jonathan Baert wiener,
On the Political Economy of Global Environmental Regulation, 87 Geo. L.J. 749,
769-771, 782-794 (1999).

[cite Grubb, which develops this terminology? or is
this generic enough? Manne & Richels have used this terminology for years, to

o.]
On the other hand, the intertemporal flexibility to borrow heightens the

need for effective compliance assurance measures in order to deter a nation or
firm from doing little to reduce emissions in the early years and then failing
to accelerate limitations in the later years in order to meet the aggregate 11

mit. Appropriate use of when flexibility also implies that units of abatement
can be compared over time; for example, in terms of its effects on climate prot
ection, a ton of GHG abatement today may be roughly equivalent to a ton of GHG
abatement ten years from now but more valuable than a ton of GHG abatement fift
y years from now. when flexibility, if it stretches over large enough time per
iods, will require some metric for measuring relative abatement equivalence acr
oss time. In principle, banking of emissions allowances (early abatement) shou
Id earn, and borrowing of emisslons allowances (deferred abatement) should be c
harged, an interest rate that renders equivalent the abatement occurring at dif
ferent times.

In addition to the six sets of GHGs already controlled in Kyoto
, there is growing evidence that additional substances affecting net global war
ming should be included, at least for reporting if not for full regulatory cont
rol and tradeable abatement credit. These include black carbon (soot) and sulf
ate aerosols, see James E. Hansen et al., Global warming in the Twenty-First C
entury: An Alternative Scenario, 97 Proceedings of the National Academy of scie
nces 9875 (2000). For example, omitting black carbon can neglect the dominant
cause of reduced global warming due to reducing coal combustion, and omitting t
he cooling effect of SO2 can y~eld perverse policies that would increase net wa
rming at least in the near term (the first 50 to 100 years), see David G. Stre
ets et al., Recent Reductions in Chinas Greenhouse Gas Emissions, 294 science 1
835 (30 November 2001) (finding that reduced coal use and other changes in Chin
a over 1995-2000 reduced chinas CO2 emissions by 7.3 %, its CH4 emissions by 2.
2%, its black carbon (soot) emissions by 32%, and its so2 emissions by 21% over
this period, thereby yielding a projected reduction in global mean temperature

s over a 100-year period of -0.028 degrees celsius due to the combined reductio
ns in CO2, CH4 and black carbon (with black carbon accounting for 0.026 of this
0.028 decline), but also yielding a projected increase in global mean temperat

ures over this 100-year ~eriod of 0.040 degree celsius due to the reduction in
so2, for an overall net ~ncrease in global mean temperature of 0.012 degrees Ce
Isius (+ 0.020) due to the combined emissions reduction of all four gases over
1995-2000). (Most reports of Chinas emissions reductions over 1995-2000 have f
ocused on co2 and omitted the other gases.) If over the 1995-2000 period the u
.s. has increased co2 emissions by 6.3%, Street et al., supra., while also redu
cing so2 emissions sharply under the 1990 clean Air Act acid rain title, then t
he U.S. has contributed much more to increasing future global warming than its
co2 emissions alone would imply.
There may be good reasons to leave SO2 and ot
her sulfate aerosols out of the climate change treaties. In light of its signi
ficant hazards to human health and acid deposition, it is probably not desirabl
e to increase emissions of sulfur aerosols in order to obtain their net cooling
effect. If Chinas and other developing countries interest in GHG abatement is
largely due to the local environmental co-benefits of SOx, NOx, and PM, but if
those reductions would exacerbate global warming, then including the cooling e

ffect of these reductions in GHG abatement project evaluations could steer GHG
abatement to other projects that do not yield these local co-benefits, and coul
d necessitate higher s~de payments to attract developing countries participatio
n. on the other hand, if the local effects of these aerosols were.cou~ted in a
full effects trace gas index (including both warming and non-warmlng impacts w

eighted for their relative importance), this index would help guide more optima
l policy, including directing more financing to the projects that reduce the lo
cal pollutants (sulfur et al.) even if they increase projected warming on net.
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Also, it may be that targeted policies could control the most toxic aerosols/p

articulates while allowing less toxic aerosols/particulates to exert their cool
ing effect. At least countries net emissions of sulfur should be reported to t
he climate change regime so that the decreased cooling effect can be taken into
account in policy choices about GHGS.
See Stewart & Wiener, American Enterpr

ise, 1990, supra; U.S. DOJ 1991, supra; Stewart & wiener, Arizona J., 1992, sup
ra; Wiener, Ecology LQ 2001, supra.

Reilly et al., Nature (1999), supra.
W

iener, Protecting the Global Environment, in Risk vs. Risk (1995), supra.
Han

sen (2000), supra.
Stewart & Wiener , Arizona J., 1992, supra.
The classic

case for narrow incrementalism is Charles E. Lindblom, The science of Muddling
Through, 19 Public Admin. Rev. 79 (1959).

See Jonathan Baert wiener, Managing
the Iatrogenic Risks of Risk Management, 9 Risk: Health Safety & Environment 3

9 (1998).
On regulatory matches and mismatches, see stephen Breyer, Regulatio

n and Its Reform (1982).
[Insert summary of contributions of different GHG]
See John D. Graham & Jonathan Baert wiener, eds., ~isk vs. Risk: Tradeoffs in

Protecting Health and the Environment (Harvard university Press 1995).
See W

inston Harrington, Acid Rain: A Primer ~19~9) (describing increase in solid was
te due to restrictions on sulfur air emlsslons).

Guruswany, The Case for Inte
grated Pollution control, 54 Law & Contemporary Problems, supra.

see Henn~ng
Rodhe, A Cgmparison of the contribution of various Gases to the Greenhouse Effe
ct, 248 Sclence 1217-1219 (June 8, 1990).

See Jonathan Baert wiener, Protecti
ng the Global Environment, in Risk vs. Risk, supra, at 209-212.

At first gla
nee replacement of fossil.with biomass fuels seems attractive, because it would
reduce energy-sector CO2 emissions, while the emissions of co2 from burning th

e biomass fuels would, one might presume, be at least partly offset by the sequ
estration of that same co2 from the atmosphere by the corn as it grew. This aria
lysis, however, neglects three important categorles of emissions. First, the c
02 emissions from the ancillary agricultural operations needed to farm the corn
, manufacture fertilizer, irrigate the land, and convert the corn into fuel wou
Id likely be very large, second, growing corn employs large quantities of nitr
ogen fertilizer, which release nitrous oxide (N20) emissions -- a GHG almost 30
0 times more potent per mass than co2. Third, if the corn is grown on cleared
forest lands, the carbon liberated from the forest ecosystem (trees, plants and
soils) and the reduced ability of the unforested land to sequester carbon (com

pared to the corn field) must be counted as well. Together, these three side e
ffects could make biomass fuel much less attractive, and possibly even perverse
, as a climate protection strategy. [citation]

Potentially because, although
conserving forests would protect biodiversity, new afforestation projects to se
quester carbon might replace biodiverse mature forests with monoculture plantat
ion forests. See wiener, Protecting the Global Environment, in Risk vs. Risk,
supra note 3, at 218-219. Meanwhile, some emissions of GHGs could aid forests

: CO2 emissions help fertilize plant photosynthesis, a beneficial effect that
the other GHGS do not offer. See id. at 214-218 (detailing plant fertilization
effect of elevated co2); Evan H. DeLucia et al., Net Primary Production of a F

orest Ecosystem with Experimental CO2 Enrichment, 284 science 1177-1179 (May 14
, 1999). Thus, in order to be fully environmentally comprehensive, a comprehe
nsive climate policy would need to be broadened or accompanied by biodiversit~
protections and by gas-comparison weights to reflect the GHGs full ecosystem ~m
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n, the International Criminal court, the treaty on Childrens Rights, the Biodiv
ersity Convention, and others.

See Robert Kagan and Lee Axelrad, Regulatory E
ncounters (2000); Richard stewart & Eckard Rehbinder, Environmental Protection
Law (1985) [check title].

[cite Robert Keohane on Commitment Paradox ?] Effo
rts by EU delegates during the climate negotiations to reassure the u.s. that t
he treaty was just a bold statement or only aspirational had the opposite of th
e intended effect: far from reassuring the U.S., they gave credence to the u.s.
fear of differential domestic implementation and thus further discouraged UoS.
adoption. [cf. Lisa Martin on credibility of commitments within EU ?]

Otne
r factors include the following: (a) u.s. negotiating delegations may be compr
ised of a broader set of agencies than other countries delegations; the inclusi
on of economic and energy ministries as well as environmental and foreign affai
rs ministries may lead u.s. delegations to take costs more seriously, whereas o
ther countries delegations may negotiate without much regard for cost or feasib
ility. (b) Different electoral systems may favor different types of political
leaders. In the U.s., the winner-take-all electoral rule inhibits influence by
third parties and keeps presidential control over treaties in the hands of mod

erates. In Europe, the proportional representation system fosters third partie
s; the Green Parties have been especially successful of late, and Green ministe
rs are often appointed Environment Minister, with responsibility for climate tr
eaty negotiations. These Green ministers respond more directly to domestic Gre
en constituencies and more to the symbolic politics of looking more Green than
other countries -- than do American (unelected) negotiators appointed by moder

ate Presidents. This difference may help explain the EUs opposition to flexibi
lity mechanisms, and then acceptance of those approaches once the U.S. had with
drawn. (c) Rent-seeking may explain some opposition to flexibility mechanisms.

Europe may have opposed flexibility because it wanted to raise rivals costs°
See wiener, 87 Geo LJ 749 (1999). Developing countries may oppose flexibility
because, despite the large potential gains to their societies from selling emi

ssions allowances, the negotiators for developing countries represent governing
elites whose power base would be threatened by the enrichment of the merchant

class through emissions trading. Ido
[citations - - ? ]
Garrett Hardin, Th

e Tragedy of the Commons,      science ~ (1968).
see wiener, Something Borro

wed, supra, 27 Ecol LQ 1295 (2001); Jonathan Baert Wiener, On the Political Eco
nomy of Global Environmental Regulation, 87 Georgetown LoJ° 749 (1999).

See Wo
rld Bank, world Development Report 1992; Norman Myers, Perverse subsidies (1996
?).
See Howard Gruenspecht & Robert Stavins, A Level Field on Pollution at P

ower Plants, Boston Globe, January 26, 2002 (op-ed page).
Data ?
See Dennis

Mueller, Public choice II (1989); william Eskridge, politics without Romance, 7
4 Va. L. Rev. 275 (1988).Thus, in the international context, the dichotomy o
f mandatory versus voluntary measures is overdrawn. All international treaty c
ommitments are voluntary in the very real sense that each sovereign country mus
t assent to a treaty to be bound by its provisions; there is no such thing as a
mandatory treaty (although, as in any contractual bargain, assent may be induc

ed both by the prospect of attractive gains and by the desire to avoid undesira
ble consequences of not joining). The real question is not whether a commitmen
t is mandatory or voluntary, but the consequence of failing to perform it. A v
oluntary environmental protection measures typically has some non-zero conseque
nce for nonperformance, such as the reputational costs of adverse publicity. A
nd mandatory environmental protection measures typically have some non-infinite
consequence for nonperformance, such as a finite financial penalty (or, ~n ext

reme cases, imprisonment) The real question is the selection along the spect
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Development Report ~992: Devel
see prinn, et al., Multi-Gas Assessment of the Kyoto protocol, 401
j. Reilly, R.
Nature 549-555 (october 7, 1999).
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d Richard B. Stewart, Economics, Environment, and sustainable Oevelopment ~
(2001)
Maximizing cost-effectiveness is important because it saves resources t

hat can be used to increase the amount of environmental protection undertaken o
r for other important social goals, see Baumol, william J. & wallace E. Oates.

1988. The Theory of Environmental Policy, 2nd edition, cambridge university
Press, Cambridge MA. 21-22, 29.

See Richard B. Stewart, supra note __. For e
xample, before 1990, the primary approach to controlling acid rain was a techno
logy-based scheme to require the installation of scrubbers that remove sulfur d
ioxide (so2) from electric power plant smokestacks. That uniform conduct instr
ument proved costly, and discouraged electric utilities from alternative abatem
ent methods such as switching to lower-sulfur fuels or conserving energy. In 1
990 congress adopted a new approach, employing tradable allowances. Each elect
ric utility was assigned so2 emissions allowances, amounting in total to about
a 50% aggregate reduction in national so2 emissions. Firms could reduce their
emissions to meet their allowance limits, or go further and sell extra allowanc
es, or do less and buy additional allowances. Abatement methods could include
scrubbers, lower-sulfur fuels, energy conservation, or other innovations. The
result has been an even greater natlonal reduction in so2 emissions than requir
ed, at roughly half the cost of the prior uniform approach. See Paul L. Joskow
et al., The Market for sulfur Dioxide Emissions, 88 American Economic Review 6
69 (1998).

See Manne & Richels, working Paper 01-12 (october 2001), supra; J
ohn P. weyant & J. Hill, Introduction and overview, The Energy Journal, Special
Issue, vii (1999); Ellerman Jacoby & Decaux (1~98), supra; Peter Bohm, Joint I

mplementation as Emission Quota Trade: An Experlment Among Four Nordic Countrie
s, Nord 1997:4, Nordic Council of Ministers, copenhagen (1997); Alan Manne & Ri
chard Richels, The Berlin Mandate: The Costs of Meetlng.Post- 2000 Targets and
Timetables, 24 Energy Policy 205 (1996); Jean-Marc Burnlaux et al., The Costs o
f Reducing CO2 Emissions: Evidence from GREEN, OECD Economic Department working

Paper No. 115 (1992).
Alan S. Manne & Richard G. Richels, The Kyoto Protocol:
A Cost-Effective Strategy for Meeting Environmental objectives? In Carlo carr

aro, ed., Efficiency and Equity of Climate change Policy 43, 49 (Kluwer Academi
c Publishers, 2000) (reprinted from The Energy Journal, 1999).

See Adam Jaffe
& Robert N. Stavins, Dynamic Incentives of Environmental Regulation: The Effec

ts of Alternative Policy Instruments on Technology Diffusion, 29 Journal of Env
ironmental Economics and Management S-43 (1995).
See Breyer, supra note __, at
278-279 (noting that monitoring the actual environmental performance of techno

logy-based standards is quite d~fficult).
Martin L. weitzman, Prices vs. Quart

tities, 41 Rev. Econ. Stud. 477 (1974).
See William Pizer, Prices vs. Quantit

ies Revisited: The Case of Climate change, Discussion Paper 98-02, Resources fo
r the Future, washington DC, 1997.; Richard Newell and william Pizer, Regulatin
g stock Externalities under uncertainties, Discussion Paper 99-10, Resources fo
r the Future, washington DC, 1998.
See wiener, Yale LJ 1999, supra.
See Wiene

r, Yale LJ 1999, supra; Adam Rose and Brandt Stevens, A Dynamic Analysis of the
Efficiency and Equity of Tradable Greenhouse Gas Emissions Permits, in Carlo C

arraro, ed., Efficiency and Equity of climate change Policy 247, 251, 263 (Kluw
er Academic Publishers 2000).
See Wiener Yale LJ 1999, supra.
See william Bau

mol & Wallace Oates, The Theory of Environmental Policy (2d ed. 1988), at 211-2
8 (noting that abatement subsidies would reduce emissions at each firm but incr
ease the size of the polluting industry and observing that using subsidies coul
d conceivably increase net emissions); wallace E. Oates, Economics, Economists,
and Environmental Policy, 16 Eastern Economic. Journal 289, 290 (1990) ("[I]n
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d Richard B. Stewart, Economics, Environment, and Sustainable Development __
(2001)
Maximizing cost-effectiveness is important because it saves resources t

hat can be used to increase the amount of environmental protection undertaken o
r for other important social goals. See Baumol, william J. & wallace E. Oates.

1988. The Theory of Environmental Policy, 2nd edition, cambridge university
Press, cambridge MA. 21-22, 29.

See Richard B. Stewart, supra note __. For e
xample, before 1990, the primary approach to controlling acid rain was a techno
logy-based scheme to require the installation of scrubbers that remove sulfur d
ioxide (s02) from electric power plant smokestacks. That uniform conduct instr
ument proved costly, and discouraged electric utilities from alternative abatem
ent methods such as switching to lower-sulfur fuels or conserving energy. In 1
990 Congress adopted a new approach, employing tradable allowances. Each elect
ric utility was assigned SO2 emissions allowances, amounting in total to about
a 50% aggregate reduction in national so2 emissions. Firms could reduce their
emissions to meet their allowance limits, or go further and sell extra allowanc
es, or do less and buy additional allowances. Abatement methods could include
scrubbers, lower-sulfur fuels, energy conservation, or other innovations. The
result has been an even greater national reduction in $02 emissions than requir
ed, at roughly half the cost of the prior uniform approach. See Paul L. Joskow
et al., The Market for sulfur Dioxide Emissions, 88 American Economic Review 6
69 (1998).

See Manne & Richels, working Paper 01-12 (october 2001), supra; J ’
ohn P. weyant & J. Hill, Introduction and overview, The Energy Journal, Special
Issue, vii (1999); Ellerman Jacoby & Decaux (1~98), supra; Peter Bohm, Joint I

mplementation as Emission Quota Trade: An Experiment Among Four Nordic Countrie
s, Nord 1997:4, Nordic Council of Ministers, copenhagen (1997); Alan Manne & Ri
chard Richels, The Berlin Mandate: The Costs of Meeting Post- 2000 Targets and
Timetables, 24 Energy Policy 205 (1996); Jean-Marc Burniaux et al., The Costs o
f Reducing C02 Emissions: Evidence from GREEN, OECD Economic Department working
Paper No. 115 (1992).
Alan S. Manne & Richard G. Richels, The Kyoto Protocol:
A Cost-Effective Strategy for Meeting Environmental objectives? In Carlo Carr

aro, ed., Efficiency and Equity of Climate Change Policy 43, 49 (Kluwer Academi
c Publishers, 2000) (reprinted from The Energy Journal, 1999).

See Adam Jaffe
& Robert N. Stavins, Dynamic Incentives of Environmental Regulation: The Effec

ts of Alternative Policy Instruments on Technology Diffusion, 29 Journal of Env
ironmental Economics and Management S-43 (1995).
See Breyer, supra note __, at
278-279 (noting that monitoring the actual environmental performance of techno

logy-based standards is.quite difficult).
Martin L. Weitzman, Prices vs. Quan

tities, 41 Rev. Econ. stud. 477 (1974).
see william Pizer, Prices vs. Quantit

ies Revisited: The Case of climate Change, Discussion Paper 98-02, Resources fo
r the Future, washington DC, 1997.; Richard Newell and william ~izer, Regulatin
g Stock Externalities Under uncertainties, Discussion Paper 99-10, Resources fo
r the Future, washington DC, 1998.
See Wiener, Yale LJ 1999, supra.
See Wiene

r, Yale LJ 1999, supra; Adam Rose and Brandt Stevens~ A Dynamic Analysis of the
Efficiency and Equity of Tradable Greenhouse Gas Emissions Permits, in carlo C

arraro, ed., Efficiency and Equity of Climate change Policy 247, 251, 263 (Kluw
er Academic Publishers 2000).
see wiener Yale LJ 1999, supra.
See William Bau

mol & wallace oates, The Theory of Environmental Policy (2d ed. 1988), at 211-2
8 (noting that abatement subsidies would reduce emissions at each firm but incr
ease the size of the pollutin~ industry and observing that using subsidies coul
d conceivably increase net emissions); wallace E. Oates, Economlcs, Economists,
and Environmental Policy, 16 Eastern Economic. Journal 289, 290 (1990) ("[I]n
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a competitive setting, [abatement] subsidies will lead to an excessively large
number of firms and industry output .... [I]t is even conceivable that aggregate
industry emissions could go up!" (citations omitted)); Robert E. Kohn, when Su

bsidies for Pollution Abatement Increase Total Emissions, 59 S. Econ. 3. 77, 84
-85 (1992); Stuart Mestelman, Production Externalities and Corrective subsidies
: A General Equilibrium Analysis, 9 J. Envtl. Econ. & Mgmt. 186, 191 (1982).
S

ee wiener, Yale LJ 1999, supra
Joaquim oliveira-Martins et al., The Costs of R

educing CO2 Emissions: A Comparison of Carbon Tax Curves with GREEN, OECD Econo
mics Department working Paper No. 118 (1992).
Thus, an appropriately designed

emissions trading system would meet developing country arguments that they shou
ld not be burdened with solving a problem created by the rich countries, see J
ose vargas, Resources for the Future weathervane Webpage (visited Dec. 1, 1997
) http://www.weathervane.rff.org. Vargas, then the enwronmental minister of B
razil, argued that it is unfair to ask the developing countries to sacrifice in
order to address a problem caused by industrialized countries.
Although the E

U complains about the u.s. buying allowances backed by Russian hot air, if the
u.s. does not buyt these allowances from Russia then the EU will be using Russi
an hot air itself -- by reducing European coal emissions and replacing its coal
with natural gas imported from Russia, so that EU emissions are lower but Russ

ia emits more when it burns coal to replace the natural gas it sold. Banning R
ussian sales of headroom allowances would increase the costs of the treaty, enc
ourage Russia to withdraw, and/or encourage Russia to use its headroom allowanc
es at home by emitting more -- thus achieving zero climate protection at great
cost. Perhaps for these reasons, the Bonn/Marrakech accords did not ban sales
of Russian headroom allowances.
Peter Bohm, International Greenhouse Gas Trad

ing B with Special Reference to the Kyoto Protocol, in Carlo Carraro, ed., Effi
ciency and Equity of climate change Policy 93, 108 (Kluwer Academic Publishers
2OOO).
Id.
Baumol & Oates, supra, at 279-281.
Id at 281; see oates, supra; K

ohn, supra.
DArge & Kneese, Supra note 51 at 428, 436-437° This ~osturing mig

ht involve threatened or actual increases in GHG emissions.
Hoel & Schneider,

supra, at 165 of course, under an international emissions trading program coun
tries could aiso posture as cooperative losers in an effort to obtain large amo
unts of headroom allowances.

David Bradford, paper presented at the conferenc
e on climate Policy Do We Need a New Approach?, Venice International universit
y, september 6-8, 2001.
See Wiener, Yale LJ 1999, supra, at 750-754.
See Piz

er, RFF 1999, supra.
For example, in the MIT model, moving from no tradihg to

full global trading reduces the price per ton of abatement from $127 to $24.
Ellerman Jacoby & Decaux (1998), supra.
See Rose & Stevens, in Carraro (2000),
supra, at 261, 269.
See Richard Morgenstern, Ray Kopp, and        , Resources

for the Future, washington DC, 2000; Joseph E. Aldy,Peter R. Orszag, and Jose
ph E. stiglitz, climate Change: An Agenda for Global collective Action, Pew Cen
ter on Global Climate change, october 2001; David Victor, The Collapse of the K
yoto Protocol (2001).
Some advocates of the safety valve respond to the fear o

f emissions escalation by earmarking the safety valve revenues for investment i
n abatement efforts overseas. But if such abatement opportunities were availab
le at or below the safety valve trigger price, presumably private actors would
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already have made such purchases through emissions trading or the CDM. If abat
ement opportunities would cost more than the safety valve trigger price, then t
he safety valve would be allowing emissions to rise by selling allowances at th
e trigger price and then purchaslng less-than-offsetting units of abatement ove
rseas.

see council of Economic Advisers, Economic Report of the President 200
2, at 246-247.

see Andrew C. Revkin, Bush offers Plan for Voluntary Measures
to Limit Gas Emissions, N.Y. Times, February 15, 2002, p. A6; office of the wh

ite House Press Secretary, President Announces Clear Skies & Global Climate Cha
nge Initiatives, February 14, 2002, available at    HYPERLINK "http://www.white
house.gov/news/releases/2002/02/20020214-5.html" http://www.whitehouse.gov/news
/releases/2002/02/20020214-5.html (visited February 14, 2002).

See Gloria Hef
land, standards versus standards, __American Economic Review__ (1993).

Hahn,
Robert W. 1984. Market Power and Transferable Property Rights. 99 Quarterly
Journal of Economics. 753.
See Manne & Richels in Carraro (2000), supra, at

51-52.
Dudek, Daniel J. & Jonathan Baert wiener. 1996. Joint Implementation,
Transaction Costs, and climate change. OECD/GD (96) 173, 20-21. Transaction

costs under a tradable allowance system would involve searching for trade partn
ers, negotiating the transaction, monitoring performance, enforcing the deal a
mong other things. Taxes have some transaction costs as well, but they are ~ik
ely to be lower.

For discussion, See stewart, supra note _.
see Richard Coo

per, Toward a Real Global Warming Treaty, Foreign Affairs, March-April 1998, pp
.66, 70-72, 74, 78; David victor, The Collapse of the Kyoto Protocol (2001).

See Robert W. Hahn, The Economics & Politics of Climate Change 43 (1998).
See

Ronald H. Coase, The Problem of social Cost, 3 J. Law & Econ. 1 (1960).
Of c

ourse, the visibility of wealth transfers involved could create neg?tiation pro
blems where players are nations with domestic political constituencles. But a
system of direct financial assistance to developing countries (or through a cen
tral fund) would entail even more visible wealth transfers (and out of taxpayer
s pockets) than an emissions trading system in which allowances are allocated a
nd then the wealth transfer occurs through myriad individual, decentralized, co
mpetitive allowance ~urchases.

A related concern is that developing countrie
s may sell their low-cost abatement opportunities to industrialized countries a
nd then have only more expensive abatement opportunities left in the future. B
ut developing countries would not irrationally sell allowances at a price lower
than the value to the developing country of retaining the allowance. In other
words, developing countries would only sell allowances at prices which earned

a profit, taking into account the option value of retaining the allowance for t
he future. The risk can be addressed by issuing allowances for only limited per
iods, preventing such leaders from doing long-term harm.

See wiener, Yale LJ
1999, at 788; Robert W. Hahn and Robert N. Stavins, What Has Kyoto wrought? Th
e Real Architecture of International Emissions Trading, AEI, 1999.

See Anne s
mith, Implications of Inconsistent and Non-Market Domestic GHG Strategies, Char
les River Associates May 2001.

The consoquences o~ climate change can be see
n as falling along a spectrum from pure adaptation (no preventive action to lim
it emissions or climate change; investment entirely in adaptive measures such a
s relocation of development from low lying areas, development of drought-resist
ant crops, public health measures to combat airborne disease) to pure preventio
n (relying totally on actions to curtail emissions with the ultimate goal of el
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iminating any risk of future climate change)¯ Either end of the spectrum would
be too costly in relation to marginal benefits¯ The optimal policy will fall

somewhere in the middle ground, minimizing the sum of adaptation costs plus pre
vention costs, thus maximizing net benefits¯

James K. Hammitt, Evaluation End
points and climate Policy: Atmospheric stabilization, Benefit-Cost Analysis, an
d Near-Term Greenhouse-Gas Emisslons, 41 climatic change 447-468 (1999)¯ See al
so [other cites].

Article 2 of the FCCC provides: OBJECTIVE: The ultimate
objective of this convention and any related legal instruments that the confere
nce of the Parties may adopt is to achieve, in accordance with the relevant pro
visions of the convention, stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in th
e atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference
with the climate system¯ such a level should be achieved within a time-frame s

ufficient to allow ecosystems to adapt naturally to climate change, to ensure t
hat food production is not threatened and to enable economic development to pro
ceed in a sustainable manner.

The marginal abatement costs associated with th
e optimal path are $10/ton of carbon in 2000, $40 in 2050, $110 in 2100, and $1
90 in 2150. The marginal abatement costs associated with the least-cost stabil
ization paths are close to zero through 2070, 2050, and 2010, for stabilization

at 750, 650, and 550 ppm, respectively, and then rise steeply from zero to ove
r $300 per ton of carbon within about 50 years after those dates in order to ac
complish stabilization.

Alternative assumptions that use a higher climate se
nsitivity (4.5 degrees celsius increase in temperature due to a doubling in GHG
concentrations, rather than 2.5 degrees), a higher damage function (15% of wor

ld GDP rather than 2% lost due to a warming of 2.5 degrees), a damage funct!on
related to the rate of climate change rather than to the level of climate chang
e, or technological innovations that significantly reduce limitations costs, ca
II for even greater near-term emissions reductions to achieve the optimal (net
benefits) path. Marginal abatement costs in the high sensitivity case are $25 p
er ton of carbon in 2000, $90 in 2050 and $230 in 2100. with high damages, Ham
mitts optimal path requires emissions equal to 1990 levels through 2050 and the
n declining: Marginal abatement costs in the high damages case are $70 per ton

of carbon in 2000, $220 in 2050 and $500 in 2100.
The Kyoto target of 5% bel
ow the 1990 level (25% below BAU) by 2012 appears to lie somewhere between the
high damages case just described, and the even more extreme case of both high c
limate sensitivity and high damages, which requires about a 20% reduction below

1990 levels through 2020. Marglnal abatement costs in the high sensitivity, h
igh damages case are $170 in 2000, $400 in 2050, and $500 in 2100.

In addit
ion, under Articles 3.1 and 4.1, two or more countries may choose to fulfill t
heir obligations jointly, which could provide the foundation for emissions trad
ing among the countries participating in such an arrangement.

see Jonathan Bae
rt Wiener, Something Borrowed for Something Blue: Legal Transplants and the Evo
lution of Global Environmental Regulation, 27 Ecol. L.Q. 1295 (2001) (describin
g evolution of these ideas in U.S. and international climate policy). The earl
y documents advocating these ideas include Memorandum from Assistant Attorney G
eneral Richard B. Stewart to chairman of the Domestic Policy Council working Gr
oup on Global change D. Allan Bromley (Dec. 18, 1989); U.S. Submission to IPCC
Working Group III (Dec. 29, 1989); Richard B. Stewart & Jonathan B. wiener, A C
omprehensive Approach to Climate change, 1 Am. Enterprise no. 6, 75 (1990);
¯ Dept of Justice, Task Force on the Comprehensive Approach to climate change,
A Comprehensive Approach to Addressing Potential climate change (1991); Richard

B. Stewart & Jonathan B. Wiener, The Comprehensive Approach to Global climate
Policy: Issues of Design and Practicality, 9 Ariz. J. Intl & Comp. L. 83 (1992)

"The Montreal Protocol is sometimes invoked as a successful example of a com
mand and control regulatory strategy for global atmospheric pollution.. The Mort
treal Protocol is not, however, an apt precedent for GHG regulation. The ozone-
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depleting substances regulated under that Protocol were emitted by a very few i
ndustrial sectors. GHG are emitted by virtually the entire range of human activ
ities throughout a dynamic global economy. The effort to regulate such a vast a
rray of activities through a command system of central planning would collapse
of its own weight.

see e.g., Kenneth Richards [articles on sink measurement]
see wiener, 87 Geo. L3 at 778-780. The EU stance seems to reflects a classic B

aptists and bootleggers alliance to distort regulatory policy for parochial end
s. see Bruce Yandle, Bootleggers and Baptists in the Market for Regulation, in
The Political Economy of Government Regulation 29-54 (Jason F. Shogren ed., 198
9)(the label Baptists and bootleggers comes from the odd bedfellows who support
a ban on sunday liquor sales: moral purists who seek to prevent sin and alcoh

ol producers whose sales will rise from suppressing their competitors.). Enviro
nmental absolutists (in NGOs and in the Green Parties helping to make up the ru
ling coalitions of some key European governments) could denounce the flexibilit
y mechanisms as lacking environmental integrity, while European and developing
country representatives piously endorsed that view because it served their ~nd~
rlying economic interest in imposing higher costs on their trade rivals, prlncl
pally the u.s., Japan and canada, Developing countries have opposed emissions
trading and their own accession to such a system in part because they fear the
costs of emissions caps (even with substantial headroom to grow and to sell all
owances at a profit), in part because they fear being at a competitive disadvan
tage when participating in emissions trading markets, and in part because their
domestic politics may pit political elites against the market sector so that t

he revenues from market-based emissions trading look like a bane rather than a
boon to the officials who negotiate the climate treaties, see wiener, 87 Geo L.
J. at 775-781.

Marrakech Accords, Draft Decision -/CMP.1, Modalities for the
Accounting of Assigned Amounts under Article 7, Paragraph 4, of the Kyoto Proto
col, para. 16, p.107.

The Marrakech Accords, Part J.3, Modalities and procedu
res for a clean development mechanism as defined in Article 12 of the Kyoto Pro
tocol, Decision -/CP.7 (Article 12), para. 7(b), p.70.

Article 12(3)(b) provi
des that CDM credits earned beginning in 2000 may be used by Annex I countries
against their first commitment period limitations obligations.

see Manne & Ri
chels, supra, in Carraro (ed.) 2000, at 54; Nordhaus & Boyer 2000 [ citation];
TAN __, supra.

See TAN ~, supra.
See Richard schmalensee, Greenhouse Polic

y Architectures and Institutions, in Economics and Policy Issues in climate cha
nge 137, 146 (william D. Nordhaus, ed., 1998).
see Manne & Richels, supra, in

Carraro (ed.) 2000, at 52-53; Byrd-Hagel Resolution, So Res. 98 (1997); Stateme
nt of Sen. Robert Byrd, Cong. Rec., June 8, 2001, pp.S6000, S6001 (pont sign it
; dont sign that protocol until the major emitters among the developing nations
of the world have also signed on and have come into the boat with us .... we

all have a responsibility .... we want the developing.countries to get in the s
ame boat with us ... we are not saying they have to s~gn up for precisely the s
ame limits we place on ourselves ... but they do need to sig~ on ... we dont w
ant our industries to go overseas as a result of an unwise s~gning.of the proto
col that would require us to continue to strongly limit ourselves ~n ways that
would encourage manufacturers in this country to go abroad and to establish the
mselves in the developing countries. Lets all get into the same boat together.

There must be a level field insofar as our industries are concerned. Lets do
nt drive American industries overseas.).
see Jacob werksman and James cameron,
The Clean Development Mechanism: The Kyoto Surprise, in Luis Gomez-Echeverri,

ed., climate change and Development 249, 257 (UNDP & Yale SFES, 2000).
See wie

ner, 108 Yale L3 at 726-727, 755-757.
For example, with high climate sensitivi
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ty, Hammitts ~ptimal path requires an 8% reduction in emissions below BAU in 2
010, and remains 40% above 1990 levels through 2100 before declining -- well ab
ove the Kyoto targets.

[A] U.S. demand for imposing a cap on chinas future em
issions is absolutely unacceptable for china, at least until its per capita inc
ome catches up with the level of middle-developed countries, zhongxiang zhang,
can china Afford to Commit Itself an Emissions Cap? An EConomic and Political
Analysis, 22 Energy Economics 587, 606 (2000).

For discussion of this literat
ure and its application to the climate change treaties, see Jonathan B. Wiener,
Something Borrowed for Something Blue: Legal Transplants and the Evolution of

Global Environmental Law, 27 Ecology Law Quarterly 1295, 1296-1371 (2001).
Se

e wiener, Global Environmental Regulation, supra, 108 Yale Law Journal at 743-5
5; Lloyd Gruber, Ruling the world (2000).

we worried about this problem of bl
ocking new entrants in R. Stewart, J. Wiener & P. Sands, Legal Aspects of an In
ternational Greenhouse Gas Emissions Trading System (UNCTAD 1996). See also zh
oing xiang zhang, The Design and Implementation of an International Trading sch
eme for Greenhouse Gas Emissions, 18 Environment and Planning c: Government and
Policy 321, 332 (2000) (advocating enlargement of the emissions trading system
to include developing countries, but worrying that Annex B parties might try t

o block developing country accession in order to preserve market power in allow
ance sales). For example, one can envision that Russia might vote to block Chi
nas accession lest china compete with Russian allowance sales.

s. Res. 98 (By
rd-Hagel), 143 cong. Rec. $8113-05 (July 25, 1997). See climate change: Senate
Approves Resolution To Require Binding Controls on Developing Nations, 28 Envt
Rep. (BNA) at 621 (Aug. 1, 1997).
See John M. Broder, clinton Adamant on Third world Role in climate Accord, N.Y. Times, Dec. 12, 1997, at A1. Opined the

New York Times a year later: IT]he giant developing countries like India and
china have yet to be brought on board, until that happens, senate ratification
is out of the question. Remember Global Warming?, Editorial, N.Y. Times, Nov. 1
1, 1998, at A26.

See Wiener, Global Environmental Regulation, supra, 108 Yale
Law Journal 677.
See S. Res. 98, supra, similarly, The fear of leakage to d

eveloping countries in response to the Montreal Protocol made it a high priorit
y for the industrialized country parties to secure the participation of china,
Russia, and India. See Tony Brenton, The Greening of Machiavelli 142 (1994).
S

ee Note R, supra.
[See Chichilnisky.] zhang finds that a carbon tax of $18/ton in 2010 would reduce chinas emissions in 2010 by 20% (in his forecast, from

the BAU of 1441 mtons by 288 to 1152 mtons), and a carbon tax of $35 would red
uce chinas emissions in.2010 by 30% (from the BAU of 1441 mtons by 432 to 1009)

. Zhang, supra, 22 Energy Economics at 599. zhang finds that these taxes wou
ld impose welfare losses of 1.1% and 1.8%, respectively, on china, id. at 601.

See Tol 2001, supra (finding china would reap a benefit from moderate ~lobal
warming of approximately 2 percent of GDP over the next century); Zhou xln, The
Beneflts of climate change? Chinas Take on Global warming (Feb. ~, 19~) <http

://www.weathervane.rff.org/features/feature012.html> (reporting that cblnese re
searchers have concluded that a warmer climate will benefit china and other dev
eloping countries). A similar perception may be held in Russia, which helps ex
plain why Russia needed to receive extra headroom allowances in order to attrac
t Russias participation in the Kyoto Protocol. See Michael Hoel, How should In
ternational Greenhouse Gas Agreements Be Designed?, in The Econgmics o~.Transna
tional Commons 172, 181 (Partha Dasgupta et al. eds., 1997) ([oJne coula argue
... that significant parts of the former U.S.SR would benefit from a warmer cli
mate.); A.L. Hollick & R.N. Cooper, Global Commons: Can They Be Managed?, in Th
e Economics of Transnational Commons, supra, at 141, 168 ([S]ome countries may
be expected to benefit from at least a modest amount of warming (e.g., ... the
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[former] soviet union), and this possibility may also induce reluctance to cont
ribute to an international [[abatement] effort.); oran R. Young, The Politics o
f International Regime Formation: Managing Natural Resources and the Environmen
t, 43 Intl Org. 349, 367-68 (1989) (similar).

Ellerman, Jacoby & Decaux, supr
a, at B3 & Table C. These estimates do not account for allowance sales based o
n sink enhancement or abatement of non-CO2 GHGs. These figures assume that the
U.S. participates under its Kyoto target; the MIT model shows the U.S. purchas

ing 390 mtons of allowances in the global allowance trading market (almost half
of the 935 mtons traded). If the U.S. did not participate, presumably chinas

allowance sale revenues would be significantly lower. This reinforces our beli
ef that china would not join the cap and trade regime without the u.s..

see
scott Barrett, Transfers and the Gains from Trading carbon Emission Entitlemen

ts in a Global warming Treaty, in combating Global Warming: study on a System o
f Tradable Carbon Emission Entitlements (1992); Joaquim oliveira-Martins et al.
, The Costs of Reducing CO2 Emissions: A Comparison of carbon Tax Curves with G
REEN (OECD Econ. Oept Working Paper No. 118, 1992) (finding that under a policy
capping global aggregate c02 emissions at their 1990 levels by the year 2050,

by cuttlng emissions sharply in the OECD member states while letting emissions
grow (though more slowly than in the baseline forecast) in developing countries
, allowance trading would yield resource flows (in constant 1985 dollars) to Ch
ina, India, and the former U.S.SR of about $14 billion in 2000, about $86 billi
on in 2020, and about $206 billion in 2050, while also reducing global costs an
d OECD-member costs by about 50% or more compared to a no-trading regime).

se
e zhang, supra, 22 Energy Economics 587 (2000); Lutter, supra, 21 Energy Journa
l 93 (2000).
See Jayant sathaye et al., costs of Reducing Carbon Emission from
the Energy Sector: A Comparison of China, India, and Brazil, 25 Ambio 262 (Jun

e 1996) (finding that technological change and energy policy in both India and
Brazil can maintain or even increase the nations GDP while simultaneously reduc
ing carbon emissions); Madhu Khanna & David Zilberman, Adoption of energy effic
ient technologies and carbon abatement: the electricity generating sector in In
dia,.23 Energy Economics 637 (2001) (finding that policy reforms that introduce
energy efficiency in the electricity generating sector in India can reduce car

bon emlssion by 6% while allowing aggregate electricity output to increase 9% r
elative to the base level in 1990 even In the absence of an emissions tax).

Another factor may be domestic rivalry within developing countries, such that a
Ithough emissions trading would benefit-their economies as a whole, it would be
nefit the market class at the (relative) expense of the (rival) governing class
, and the representatives of these countries in the climate treaty negotlat~ons
may represent the governing class which would prefer to receive direct governm

ent-to-government flnancial transfers, see wiener, supra, on the Political Eco
nomy of Global Environmental Regulation, 87 Georgetown Law Journal 745. If so,
advocates of global emissions trading will need to help foster the transition

to market economies and pro-market government policies in developing countries,
and help publicize the net benefits of participation to government officials.
See note xxx, supra [currently note 48].
Such optimism should nit be exagg

erated, see william P. Alford & Yuanyuan shen, Limits of the Law in Addressing
chinas Environmental Dilemma, 16 Stan. Envtl. L.J. 125, 136-37 (1997) (IT]he e

stablishment of a workable system of tradable discharge permits [in china] pres
ume[s] more in the way of market mechanisms ... than is now available in China
or likely to be in the foreseeable future .... [M]any chinese economic entities
continue to operate in ways inconsistent with such market principles. Large nat
ional state-owned enterprises still occupy a prominent role in the economy [and
] such enterprises include many of chinas biggest polluters.). Likewise, the m
ass privatization announced at the Fifteenth Communist Party Congress in Septem
ber of 1997 may have accelerated the transition to markets, but ~t remains to.b
e seen whether this privatization will include sectors relevant to global enwr
onmental problems, such as the energy sector, see china: Power sector Regulatio
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n in a socialist Market Economy at xiii, 3-6 (world Bank Discussion Paper No. 3
61, 1997) (noting that the chinese electric power sector remains centrally o.rga
nized and state-run, and lacks well-defined property rights or market incentlve
s for efficiency).

see Agriculture and Meteorology Institute, Chinese Acad
emy of Agricultural science, Impact of climate Change on chinese Agriculture an
d Possible Adaptive Measures, http://www.ami .ac.cn/climatechange2/85/crop/pref
ace_2.htm , visited December 23, 2001, last updated February 2001 (translated b
y zheng zhou, Duke university) (Line 6, Last sentence: Agriculture is going to
be the hardest hit sector by climate change (in china). 7th paragraph, first s
entence: Considering the expansion of desert and semi-desert areas due to glob
al warming, the productive potential of agricultural crops will be lowered by a
n average of 10% as a result of climate change. But the highest production can
still reach 720-930 million tons and may st111 satisfy the peak demand for foo

d (650 Million tons), with much greater difficulties of course. The difficulti
es need to be overcome by an increased governmental investment in agriculture.)

¯ Ellerman et al., supra, MIT Report 41, p. B3 & Table B. Put another way, t
o meet Kyoto targets from BAU in 2010, the U.S. would abate 572 mtons (466 mton
s domestically, plus 106 mtons allowance purchases), FSU would be allowed to in
crease 111 mtons (headroom/hot air), rest of Annex B would abate 740 mtons (495mtons domestically, plus 245 mtons allowance purchases). Id., Tables 1 and B.

There is still domestic abatement: 466 mtons by u.s., 201 mtons by EU, 49 mto
ns by Japan, 128 mtons by other OECD, and 124 mtons by Eastern Europe. Id.

Ellerman et al., supra, Figure 8.
On the other hand, allowance prices in Anne

x B trading may not fall that much due to U.S. withdrawal, if Russia decides to
bank its allowances to have them to sell to the u.s. in the Second commitment

Period. see Alan S. Manne & Richard G. Richels, u.s. Rejection of the Kyoto Pro
tocol: The Impact on Compliance Costs and c02 Emissions, AEI-Brookings Joint Ce
nter for Regulatory studies, Working Paper 01-12, October 2001. such a move wou
ld depend on Russias prediction that the u.s. would join in the Second commitme
nt Period, and also that china would not ~oin the cap and trade regime. If the
U.S. failed to join, or if china also jolned (or sold large numbers of CDM cre

dits), Russia would gain much less from banking allowances to sell in the secon
d commitment Period.

without the U.S. in the market, the supply of excess emi
ssion reductions (hot air) from the Annex I countries with economies in transit
ion (EIT) could be equal to most or all of the remaining demand for emission re
ductions by the other Annex I countries. Ned Helme, The Marrakech Accords: wher
e will the Trade winds Blow? In the Air, Center for Clean Air Policy, Washingto
n DC, December 2001, p.1.

See Nordhaus, supra, 294 Science at 1284.
See Man

ne & Richels, supra, working Paper 01-12, October 2001, at Figs. 4-5.
See Ma

nne & Richels, supra, working Paper 01-12, October 2001, at Fig. 4.
See Manne

& Richels, supra, working Paper 01-12, October 2001, at 10 & Fig. 8.
In the

MIT model, the move from full Annex B trading [including the u.s.] to full glob
al trading reduces the allowance price from $127 to $24, and reduces Russias ga
ins from trading from $34 billion to $4 billion, so presumably Russia would pre
fer joint accession by the u.s. and china but not all developing countries, or
developing countries with restrictions on their sales, in order to keep the pri
ce above $24 and closer to the roughly $60 or so envisioned under AnDex B tradi
ng without the U.S..

[citation - -william Pederson?]
see The Marrakech Acco

rds, Decision -/CP.7 (Article 17), Part J.4 (Modalities, rules and guidelines f
or emissions trading) & its Annex paragraphs 6-10, pp.96-100 (unedited version
of 10 November 2001, downloaded from www.unfccc.int on 14 November 2001). This
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restriction applies to AAUs, ERUS, CERS, and RMUs.

The Marrakech Accords, Par
t J.3, Modalities and procedures for a clean development mechanism as defined i
n Article 12 of the Kyoto Protocol, Decision -/CP.7 (Article 12), Para. 7(b), p
.70. The only justification for retaining this restriction would be to create a
n incentive for developing countries to join the international cap and trade sy
stem.

See Robert J. Lempert and Michael E. 5chlesin~er, Adaptive Strategies f
or Climate Change, in Innovative Energy Strategles for co2 stabilization (cambr
idge University Press, forthcoming 2001).

such a method would be revenue-neut
ral -- no increase in cost to the average motorist. It would shift insurance p.
remiums from a fixed annual cost to a variable cost, thereby discouraging margl
nal driving. It would also capture uninsured motorists in the insurance system
, thereby potentially reducing costs to insured motorists.

See Ray Kopp, Rich
ard Morgenstern, william Pizer and Michael Toman, A Proposal for credible Early
Action in U.S. Climate Policy, Discussion Paper , Resources for the Future, Wa

shington DC, 1999~ Axel Michaelowa and Marcus Stronzik, Early Crediting of Emis
sions Reductions -- A Panacea or Pandoras BOX?, in carlo Carraro, ed., Efficien
cy and Equity of climate Change Policy 18S (Kluwer Academic Publishers 2000).

[[Check IPCC WG I 2001, Kyoto Protocol Annex, and Hansen 2000 for list.J]
[[

see IPCC WG I 2001, Hansen 2000 for relative GWP.]]
Summary for Policy makers

, climate Change 2001, The Third Assessment Report of working Group I of the In
tergovernmental Panel on climate Change (2001), p13. Committee on the Science o
f climate Change, climate change Science, prepublication copy, National Academy
Press, washington, D.C. (2001), p. ~.
Alan S. Manne and Richard G. Richels

, U.S. Rejection of the Kyoto Protocol: The Impact on Compliance Cost and CO2
Emissions, working Paper 01-12, AEI-Brookings Joint Center for Regulatory studi
es, october 2001.

The National Assessment Synthesis relied on two models: One
supposed 2.7 degree celsius change while the second model considered a 4.4 deg

ree celsius change, at 19, committee on the Science of climate Change, climate
change science, prepublication copy, National Academy Press, washington, D.C. (
2001).

See ]BW 1995; Mendelsohn AEI paper
[ci tations]
Michael A. Toman, E

conomic Analysis and the Formulation of U.S. climate Policy, at 6-7, Resources
for the Future, May 2~01, available at ww~.rff.org ; Robert Mendelsohn, The Gr
eening of Global Warmlng, washington D.C.:AEI Press 1999.

See Pierre Croson,
Agriculture and Climate change, at 61 in, climate Change Economics and Policy:
An RFF Anthology, ed. Michael Toman, Resources for the Future, washington D.C
2001.

See Roger A. sedjo and Brent sohngen, Forests in climate change, at 75
in, climate Change Economics and Policy: An RFF Anthology, ed. Michael Toman, R
esources for the Future, washington D.C. 2001.

See IPCC, climate change 2001:
Impacts, Adaptation, and vulnerability at 8. See also MINK study by Norm Rose

nberg et al; early Ddek paper.
charles D. Kolstad and Michael Toman, The Econ

omics of climate change, at 23, Resources for the Future Discussion Paper 00-40
REV June 2001.

Richard Tol, Estimates of the Damage Costs of climate change,
Part I: Benchmark Estimates. Environment & Resource Economics, forthcoming 2001
; Richard Tol, Estimates of the Damage Costs of climate change, Part II: Dynami
c Estimates. Environment & Resource Economics, forthcoming 2001.

See Robert T
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¯ watson et al., eds., The Regional Impacts of Climate Change: An Assessment of
vulnerability: A Special Report of HPCC working Group II (cambridge univo Pres

s 1997) (available at http://www.ipcc.ch/pub/sr97.htm ).
see Richard Tol, The

Damage Costs of Climate Change Towards More comprehensive Calculations, 5 Env
ironment & Resource Economics 353-374 (1996), cited in David Pearce, HOW Develo
ping Countries can Benefit from Policies to Control climate change, in Luis Gom
ez-Echeverri, ed., climate change and Development 213, 215 (UNDP & Yale SFES, 2
000).

Jason shogren and Michael yoman, How Much Climate change is Too Much?,
Resources for the Future, climate Change Issues Brief # 25. At 10, September 20
00.

Id. at 24.
see Nordhaus ~ at 91.
Ibid.
See shogren supra at 10;

Nordhaus supra at 163
Luis Gomez-Echeverri, Most Developing Countries are Ne

ither Prepared to Address nor Interested in climate change, in Luis Gomez-Echev
erri, ed., climate Change and Development 309, 315 (UNDP & Yale SFES, 2000),

Jason Shogren and Michael Toman, How Much climate Change is Too Much?, Resource
s for the Future, climate Change Issues Brief # 25, at 12, September 2000.

Id

Jason shogren, The Benefits and costs of The Kyoto Protocol, 19 The AEI Pre
ss, washington DoC. 1999.

Interlabrotory working. Group. Scenarios of carbon R
eductions: Potential Impacts of Energy by 2010 and Beyond, office of Energy Eff
iciency and Renewable Technologies, Department of Energy, washington D.C. Septe
mber 1997.

WEFA: 1997, Global warming: The Economic Cost of Early Action: Nat
ional Impacts, Eddystone, PA WEFA inc. [add MrGraw-Hill]

U.S. Energy Informat
ion Administration, Impacts of the Kyoto Protocol on U.S. Energy Markets and Ec
onomic Activity (washington D.C.: Government Printing office, october 1998).

Ronald sutherland, Achieving the Kyoto Protocol in the u.s.: How.Great are the
Needed changes?, 123-142 in Mitigation and Adaptations Strategies for Global ch
ange, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Netherlands 2000.

see shogren, supra at 20

Id.
Hd.
william D. Nordhaus, Assessing the Economics of climate change:

An Introduction, at 13 in Economics and Policy Issues in climate change, Resou
rces for the Future, Washington D.C. (1998). (Nordhaus is summarizing a piece t
hat appears in the book by John weyant entitled, The Costs of carbon Emissions
Reductions at 191).

Ronald J sutherland, No Cost efforts to reduce carbon em
issions in the u.s.: an economic perspective, 21 The Energy Journal 89.

char
les D Kolstad and Michael Tolman, The Economics of Climate change, at 17, Resou
rces for the Future, Discussion Paper 00-40REV, June 2001.

Id.
See sutherla

nd supra at 89. (citing a study from Amory B Lovins and L Huner Lovins, climate
: Making Sense and Maklng Money, Rocky Mountain Institute, Old Snowmass, CO Nov
ember 1997.

see shogren supra at 13¯ (citing ~)
see Sutherland supra

Td.
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Id.
sarah A. Cline, The Costs of the Kyoto Protocol, in climate Change

Economics and Policy: An RFF Anthology, ed. Michael Toman, at 55, RFF 2001. (C
iting Weyant and Hill, 1999 The Energy Journal, Special Issue: The Costs of the
Kyoto Protocol: A Multi Model Evaluation), at vii-xiiv.)
william D. Nordhaus

and Joseph Boyer, Warming the world: The Economic Models of Global warming, at
177, The MIT Press 2000.
See Shogren supra at 19.
Rob coppock, Internatio

nal Treaties as Possible Alternatives to Kyoto, page 2, 2001.Available at weath
ervane at www.weathervance.rff.org/features/feature128.html

Alan S. Manne and
Richard G. Richels, The Kyoto in Protocol: A Cost Effective Strategy for Meeti

ng Environmental Objectives?, at 59 in Efficiency and Equit~ in climate Change,
C Carraro ed., Kluwer Publishing 2000. (Originally appeare in The Energy Jour

hal in 1999.)
Alan S. Manne & Richard G. Richels, The Kyoto Protocol: A COSt-

Effective Strategy for Meeting Environmental objectives? In carlo carraro, ed.
, Efficiency and Equity of cllmate change Policy 43, 48 (Kluwer Academic Publis
hers, 2000) (reprinted from The Energy Journal, 1999).

See Jason Shogren, Ben
efits and Costs of Kyoto, in Carlo Carraro, ed., Efficiency and Equity of Clima
te Change Policy 17, 28 (Kluwer Academic Publishers 2000).

See Manne & Richel
s papers cited in JBW Yale nn. 11,155.

Wigley et al., Economic and environmen
tal choices in the stabilization of atmospheric CO2 concentrations, 379 Nature
240-243. January 1996.

[Discuss Grubb]
christiane Jacques et al., Inertia

in the North American electricity industry: is it realistic to think that the K
yoto Protocol objectives can be met?, 29 Energy Policy 453 (2001).

Alan Manne
and Richard Richels, On Stabilizing CO2 Concentrations Cost Effective Emissio

n Reduction Strategies, 2 Environmental Modeling and Assessment, December 1997.
See Nordhaus supra note 22 at 175.
Id. at 152.
See Manne supra note 25 a

t 59.
see Nordhaus supra note 22 at 127.
[See Hammitt, supra.]
U.S. Energ

y Information Administration, super
See Tom wigley, The Kyoto Protocol: CO2,

CH4 and climate Implications, 25 Geophysical Research Letters 2285-2288 (1998),
cited in shogren, supra, at 24 & n.10.
see shogren, supra, at 24.
David Pe

arce, Economic Development and climate change, 3 Environment & Development Econ
omics 389-392 (1998), cited in Shogren, supra, at 24 & n.13.
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NO. 4236 P. 1

501 Pennsylvania Avenue, N,W.
Washington, D.C. 20001

UNCLASSIFIED

February 22, 2002

If there is ~y problem upon rvovipt of this fax, plea,so call (202) 682-7722
des probl~mcs ~ la r~eption de ccttv t~l~pie, pri~re d’appeler:

To/
Dcstinataire

From/

CEQ/Offl~ of/’amvs Comzaughton/ Tel
Bobbi Condo Fax
co. Kameran L. Bailey Tel

Fax
Timothy J. Hodges Tel
Counsellor and Head of $~tion Fax
(Environment and Fisheries)

No of pages including this page / Nombrv do pages aveo cetto feuille: 3

COMMENTS/COMMENTAIRES:

Ms Condo,

Pless~ find attached a meeting rvquest.

456-5147
456-2710
456-5141
456-2710

(202) 682-7757
(202) 682-7792

Timothy J. Hodges
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FE8.22.2002 4:40PM CDN EMB GR N0.4236

501 Pennsylvania AV~a,,m, NW
Washington, DC 20001

February 22, 2002

Ms Bobbi Conde
Council on Environmental Quality
The White House
722 Jackson Place, NW
Washington, DC 20503

I am writing to you on behalf of the Honoumble David Anderson, Canadian Minister of the
Environment. As discussed this week with Kam~m Bailey, the Minister is shortly tmvdling to
Washington~ D.C., to pursue a proposal I~ made last October to Mr. Connaughtoa and othe~s in
the Administration for a formalised U.S.-Canada bilateral coop~ative m¢c, hanism on climat~
change,

With the rec,~t release of President Bush’s Climat~ Chang~ Action Plan, and with a mor~
detailed proposal for bilateral cooperation b~ing finalised in Ottawa, the ~ is committed to
discussions with the White House as soon as possible.

As the Minister is interested in a me~dng with both Mr. Connaughton and Mr. Hubbard of th~
CHA) Kamcran sug~st~ that the most ~,q~ici~nt approach might be to sot up a joint meeting.
This is entirely acceptable to us, but we would be pleased to approach CEA and arrange a
separate muting if this is your preference.

NSC has also recommended that Minister Anderson make a call on Gary Edson. Again, we
would be happy to s~arat~ly arrange a me~ing with Mr. Edson, but would be equally
comfortable with one m~eting involving CEQ, C~ and NSC.                 ~

In terms of timing, we propose the morning of 07 March, for one to two hours beginning as early
as practicable/reasonable, but ending no later than 12:30 (as the Minister has a flight to catch).

CEQ 000826CEQ 000826
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-2-

Finally, as Kamerau will bv away for the bctt~ part ofnext w~k, the Embassy would be pleas~
to provide Mr. Cooney o~ others in CEQ with more details ofo~ proposal for bi]at~vl
coop~-~tion prior to th~ Minister’s visit.

Ambassador Kergin
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F~-25-2002 16=22         OES/EGC
\

202 64? 0191 P,01/02

phone #:

From:

Subject:
Date:
Pages: ~..~__, including cover sheet

Review I-1 please Comment
I-~ Ple=~se R~p|Y

00:!.730

and~Sdgnt~fie’~ffal~
’?.2.0-1".C Street, ,Room4330;

Washingtqn, DC 20520"
tel.: (202) 647-4069"
fax: (202) 647-0191
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-EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT-

COUNCIL ON
ENVIRONMENTAL

QUALITY

730 Jackson Place, Arw
Washhzgton, DC 20503

(202) 456-6224
(202) 456-2710

TO:

FROM:

DATE: PAGES:
0"NCLUDING COVER SHEET)

COMMENTS:

The document(s) accompanying this FAX transmission may contain information, which is confidential and/or
sensitive. The information is intended only for use by the individual or entity named on this transmission sheet.
If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distr~ution, or the
taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this faxed information is strictly prohibited, and that the
documents should be returned to this office immediately. In this regard, if you have received this FAX in error,
please notify us by telephone immediately so that we can arrange for the return of the original documents(s) to

0019.38
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0053_f_u3vn5003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL      (NOTES MALL)

CREATOR:"Reifsnyder, Daniel A (OES¥’ <Reifsn~d~rDA@state.gov> ( "Reifsnyder, Daniel
A (OES)" <ReifsnyderDA@state.gov>L UNKNOWN J )

CREATION DATE/TIME:25-FEB-2002 19:22:21.00

SUBJECT:: climate Change: Joint climate Action Partnership with Australia

TO:Michael J. Green ( CN=Michael J. Green/OU=NSC/O=-EOP@EOP [ NSC ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:OES Team climate-DL <OTC@state.gov> ( OES Team climate-DL <OTC@State.gov>¯. [
UNKNOWN ] )                                                        -
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Turner, John F (OES)" <TurnerJF@state.gov> ( "Turner, John F (OES)"
<TurnerJF@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Margolis, Jonathan A (OES)" <MargolisJA@State.gov> ( "Margolis, Jonathan A
(OES)" <MargolisJA@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Povenmire, Susan L (OES)" <PovenmiresL@state.gov> ( "Povenmire, Susan L (OES)"
<PovenmireSL@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Kozelka, Paul R (OES)" <KozelkaPR@State.gov> ("Kozelka, Paul R (OES)"
<KozelkaPR@State.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Koenig, Steven F (OES)" <KoenigSF@state.gov> ( "Koenig, Steven F (OES)"
<KoenigSF@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Nall, Tracy A (OES)" <HallTA@state.gov> ( "Hall, Tracy A (OES)"
<HalITA@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Biniaz, Susan (Internet)(L-OES Room 6420)" <BINIAZSN@ms.state.gov> ( "Biniaz,
Susan (Internet)(L-OES Room 6420)" <BINIAZSN@ms.state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Maher, Kevin K(Tokyo)" <MaherKK@state.gov> ( "Maher, Kevin K(Tokyo)".
<MaherKK@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Murphy, Joseph P(Tokyo)" <Mgr~hyJP@State.gov> ("Murphy, Joseph P(Tokyo)"
<MurphyJP@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN J )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Gordon, Susan C (OES)" <GordonSC@State.gov> ( "Gordon, susan C (OES)"
<GordonSC@State.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"(RIA) Nyman, Elisha E" <e.nyman@state.gov> ("(RIA) Nyman, Elisha E"
<e.nyman@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Page 1
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CC:"(RIA) Manning, Robert A" <r.manning@state.gov> ("(RIA) Manning, Robert A"
<r.manning@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"(RIA) Peel, Kenneth L" <k.peel@state.gov> ("(RIA) Peel, Kenneth L"
<k.peel@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:

Page z
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR: "Kol evar, Kevi n" <Kevi n. Kol evar@hq, doe. gov> ( "Kol evar, Kevi n"
<Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:26-FEB-2002 17:59:50.00

SUBJECT:: RE: climate change: Request clearance ASAP on Draft Joint Statement
(U.S.-Australia)

TO:"’Reifsnyder,,,,            . Daniel A (OES)’"_<Relfsnydgr~A@state.gov>" (                                                                "’Reifsnyder, Daniel A
(OES) <RelfsnyderDA@state.gov> L UNKNOWN J )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’david.evans@noaa.gov’" <david.evans@noaa.gov> ( "’david.evans@noaa.gov’"
<david.evans@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )                                           .-
READ:UNKNOWN                                                                -

CC:"’louisa.koch@noaa.gov’" <louisa.koch@noaa.gov> ( "’louisa.koch@noaa.gov’"
<louisa.koch@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Cc:Michael J. Green ( CN=Michael J. Green/OU=NSC/O=EOP@EOP [ NSC ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEOYO=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
DOE concurs with the language.

Kevi n

original Message
From: Relfsnyder, Daniel A (OES) [mailto:ReifsnyderDA@State.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2002,5"23. . PM                       ,
TO: ’kevin.kolevar@hq.doe;goy’; davld.evans@~oaa.gov    ,
cc: ’louisa.koch@noaa.gov ; michael J. green~nsc.eop.gov ;
’Phil_Cooney@ceq.eop.gov’
subject: climate change: Request Clearance ASAP on Draft Joint statement.
(U.S.-Australia)

Further to my conversation with Kevin Kolevar and with Louisa
Koch’s
~caretary, attached is the draft ~oint statement between the united States
and Australia concerning a new cllmate Action Partnership. The language
has
been cleared by the Australian side and includes changes requested by the
white House. To make sure that all affected agencies are consulted and
concur, we are requesting your clearance of the statement asap. we are
separately requesting EPA’S clearance. The intention is that.it be
released
by the State Department and by the Australian Environment Ministry prior to
Minister Kemp’s departure from washington tomorrow. If you have any
questions, please call me at: (202) 647-3935. Thanks for your help.

Page I
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0054-f-qqw°5003-ceq. txtDan Rei fsnyder
Director, Office of Global Change
Department of State (OES/EGC)
202-647-3935 (di rect)
202-647-4069 (office)
202-647-0191 (fax)
e-mail : reifsnyderda@state.gov

PRESS RELEASE. doc>>
- attl htm-~_~_=____~=====~nn_~ AI-~ACHMENT

<<CLIMATEA1-F CR~T];ON TTME/DATE. 0 00. O0

TEXT;
<!DOCI~PE HTHL PUBL%C "-//W3C//DTD HTHL 3.2//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<META H1-FP-EQUIV="Conte
<META NAME="Gener=÷ .... ’_’k.-.’YPe CONTENT=’,~v~/L=_~ .
<TITLE>RE: Climate chan~e:     - ,.,o =xcnange Se~ ........ --_-~o-~CT)~ >

Request Clearance ASAP"-AUStralia)</TTTLE> - --~- v~rS~on 5-5.265~.12">
</HEAD> "
<BODY>

on Draft 3oint statement (U.S

<P><FONT SIZE=2>DOE concurs with the language. </FONT>

<P><FONT SZZE=2>Kevin</FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT SIZE=2> .....
Original Message .....

< FO
<BR><FONT ,S, IZE-2>From R--" = -

. / NT>@state.for >ma~__ ~_ e,~.snyoer, Dani
<BR><FON~ ~ ~u_:~e~snyaerDA@~÷~_ el
~ ...... ~ ~==z>sent. Tue ~=~’gov~/~]</F0 ..... ’"~’~O:Reifsn de.... --ruN/ 7E=~.~_. ;, . sday, F .= ......... N~ Y rDA

g    , ==v. u. evansunoaa, gOV’</FONT>
~<FONT S~ZE=2>Cc: ’l°Uisa.koch@noaa.gov,; ’michael_3._green@nsc eop ov’

<B~<FONT SIZE=2> ’ Phi 1 Co
<B~<FONT SZZE=2>c,,~=_~7 onpy@ceq.eoo nov’~ ..... " "g ;</F
S~atement</F N~==uJucz: Cl]ma~ech~. ~{~uN=> _                            ._ O_._ a_=_. ~equest Clearance ASAP on Draft 3oin~

<B~<FONT SIZE=2>(U
</p> . S. -AUS tra ] i a) </FONT>
<B~

<P>~nbsp;&~bsp;&nbsp;&nbsargon with    ¯ sp;&nbs "&n ¯
<BR><FONT SZ~s~le~ar and w~h ~;b;~h~;~N~o~E=2>Further to my conver

ucre~ary, attached ~s /nited States</~N- " =~"~. - .F> one draft joint statement between the u<BR><FONT SIZE=2>and Austral
P; The langua-e L-- - ia concerning
--- ~ "~</FONT> a new Climate Action Partnership.&nbs<uK><FONT S~ZE=2>been cl

sted by the</FONT> eared by the Australian side and includes changes reque
<BR><FONT SZZE=2>White HOUse.&nbsp; To make sure

consulted and</FONT>                             that all affected agencies are
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>Concur, we are requesting your clearance

Page 2 of the statement asap
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¯ &nbsp; we are</FONT>
<BR><FONT SZZE=2>separately requesting EPA’S clearance.&nbsp; The intention is
that it be released</FONT>
<BR><FONT SlZE=2>by the state Department and by the Australian Environment Mini
stry prior to</FONT>
<BR><FONT SlZE=2>Minister Kemp’s departure from washington tomorrow.&nbsp; If y
ou have any</FONT>
<BR><FONT SlZE=2>questions, please call me at:&nbsp; (202) 647-3935.&nbsp; Than
ks for your hel p . </FONT> -
</P>

<P><FONT SlZE=2>Dan Reifsnyder</FONT>
<BR><FONT SlZE=2>Director, Office of Global Change</FONT>
<BR><FONT SZZE=2>Department of State (OES/EGC)</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>202-647-3935 (direct)</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>202-647-4069 (office)</FONT>.                             .-
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>202-647-0191 (fax)</FONT>
<BR><FONT SZZE=2>e-mail:&nbsp; reifsnyderda@state.gov</FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT SiZE=2>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb
sp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&~bsp;&~bsp~&pbsp~&pbsp~&~bsp~&pbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n~sp;~n~sp;~nosp;~n~sp;~n~sp
;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsR;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; &lt;&lt;CLIM
ATE</FONT>                                                                         "
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>PRESS RELEASE.doc&gt;&gt; </FONT>
</P>

</BODY>
</HTML>

END AI-FACHMENT

Page 3
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"Reifsnyder, Daniel A (OES)" <ReifsnyderDA@state.gov>
02/27/2002 01:32:53 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Michael J. Green/NSC/EOP@EOP

cc: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Subject: Couple items

Mike,

Dan
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CHAIRMAN

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

Febmary25,2002

MEMORANDUM TO:

FROM:

RE:

SECRETARY DONALD EVANS
SECRETARY SPENCER ABRAHAM
SECRETARY COLIN POWELL
SECRETARY, ANN VENEMAN
SECRETARY GALE NORTON
SECRETARY TOMMY THOMPSON
SECRETARY DONALD RUMSFELD
SECRETARY NORMAN MINETA
ADMI~STRATOR CHRISTINE TODD WHITMAN
DIRECTOR MITCH DANIELS
DIRECTOR LARRY LINDSEY
DIRECTOR JOHN MARBURGER
ADMINISTRATOR SEAN O’KEEFE
DIRECTOR RITA COLWELL

JAMES L. CONNAUGHTON~~I’~,,

COMMITTEE ON CLIMATE CHANGE ’SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION

Pursuant to the recommendation made at the February 4, 2002 cabineMevel Climate C
Working Group and accepted by the President, I am pleased to inform you of your memb~
on the new Committee on Climate Change Science and Technology Integration. Its funct~
include providing recommendations to the President concerning climate science and techn
the movement of funding and programs across agency boundaries and coordination with (
on implementing recommendations. Secretary Evans will initially chair the Committee, v
Secretary Abraham as the Vice Chair. Science Advisor Marburger will serve as the Exect
Director. The Committee will report periodically to the existing Climate Change Review
(Attachment).

hange
:rship
ons

ology,

ith
five
’anel.

An Interagency Working Group on Climate Change on Climate Science and Technolog~� will
provide support to this effort and its work should commence immediately to ensure that pl~mning
for the Fiscal Year 2004 budget reflects a base review of the existing federal science and ~
technology research programs. This review would culminate in the acceptance of related
recommendations by the Climate Change Review Panel later this year.

You should expect to hear from Secretary Evans shortly about next steps.

Attachment

cc: Dr. Condoleeza Rice, National Security Advisor

Recycled Paper
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Description: Clirnate Change Science and Technology Structure

The following is a description of the President’s Combined National Security Council, E
Policy Council and National Energy Council Climate Change Panel. The Chair of this p
the National Security Advisor or other Presidential Appointee and is responsible for pro!
policy review and reports to the President. Policy and program reviews will be provided
Committee on Climate Change Science and Technology Integration.

Committee on Climate Change Science and Technology Integration (CCCSTI)
The Committee on Climate Change Science and Technology Integration (CCCST1) cons
the Secretaries of Commerce, Energy, State, Agriculture, Interior, Health and Human Se.
Defense, and Transportation, EPA Administrator, OMB Director, NEC Director, NASA
Administrator, NSF Director and CEQ Chairman. The Chair and Vice Chair of this corn
are the Secretaries of Comrneree and Energy and the chair of this Committee will rotate ~
The first Chair will be the Secretary of Commerce. The Executive Director of the conm
will be the Director of the Office of Science and Technology Policy. The Committee eh.~

report directly to the National Security Advisor or other Presidential Appointee.

Functions: The functions of the Committee on Climate Change Science and Technoloff.
Integration include but are not limited to 1) providing recommendations concerning dim
science and technology to the President 2) recommending the movement of funding and
programs across agency b,0undaries and 3) coordination with the Office of Management ~
Budget on the Committee s recommendations. The Chair of CCCSTI is responsible for
review of recommendations to the Climate Change Panel.

The Inter Agency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology
The Inter Agency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology will be C
by the Deputy or Under Secretaries of the Departments of Energy and Commerce and wi!
rotate annually and will report to the CCCSTI. The first chair will be the Deputy or Und,
Secretary of Energy. The group consists of the Deputy/Under Secretaries of DOS, DO’I
USDA, I-H-IS, DOD, EPA, CEQ, NEC, OMB, NASA, and NSF..The Secretary of this g~
be the Assistant Director for Climate Science and Technology from the Office of Scienc~
Technology Policy, a position that the Administration intends to be create.          ~

Functions: The functions of the Inter Agency Working Group on Climate Change Sciem
Technology include but are not limited to 1) reviewing all programs that contribute to clh
change science and 2~. "_" .. oviding recommendations to the CCCSTI concerning funding an
program allocations in order to implement a climate science change program that would
contribute to the basic understanding needed for policy development. Additionally, the Ix
Agency Working Group will accept and act on recommendations by the Joint Climate Re
Program O,ffiee and the Climate Change Technology Program Office.
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¯ U3/U41UZ ii:19 FAX ZUZ ZU0 9005 EPA 0AR INNER OFFICE W001

Env’=ortmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Office of Air & Radiation

1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, 1N"W
Washington, DC 20460

Main Telephone # 202/564-7400
Fax #: 202/501-0394.

TO:

FROM

DATE:

SUB!ECT:           ,.

PAGES ( including ~arsmit~l she~0

COMMENTS:

Office
Immediate Ore.
OAQPS-DC
OPMO
OMS
ORIA
OAP
OPAR
OAQPS-NC

Office of Air & Radlaiton F~g snd Ph,o, ne Numbers.

FAX Phone Maileode
202/501-0394 202/564-7400 6101
202/564-1543 202/564-1657 6101
202/564-1327 202/564-1234 6102
2021564-1686 202/564-168 6401
202/565-2043 202/564-9701 6601
202/565-2149 202/564-9081 6201
202/564-1554 202/564-. ! 677 6103
9191541-2464’ 919/541-5616 IVlD-10
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501 t’eamsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washingtorh D.C. 20001

UNCLASSIFIED

March 4, 2002

 _rr 1507(x /93)          FACSIMILE / TI LI COPIE
If there is any probl~:m upon receipt of this fax, please call       (202)
S’il y a des probl~mlls ii la r6cepfion de eette t61~eopie, pri~re d’appeler:

682-7722

To/ Mr. John Cloud Tel
Destinataire e/o Ms Adams Fax

456-9281
456-9280

Fmrrg
De

Timothy J. Hodges Tel
Counsellor and Head of Section Fax
(Environment and Fisheries)

(202)682-7757
(202) 682-7792

No of pages includinj; th~s page / Nombre de pages avec eette feuille: 2
I

~COMMENTS/COMMENTAIRES.

Please find attached ~ copy of a proposed draft statement on US-Canada bilateral climate change, We are
requesting the Administration’s support for releasing such a statemmat during Minister Anderson’s visit to
Washington, D.C., ~,s week.

Copies of the draft h~ve been passed to Governor Whitman and Under Secre~try Dobriar~ky, in addition to th~
Ct~Q and CEA.

I would very much aFpreeiate hearing from you regarding the attached as well as on the Ministeds request for a

ms,in "r~ely, ~ ~"    ’ :h Mr. Ed~, on on March 07, 2002.

and Fi

OVP/Llmdqu~ st
CEQ/Bailey
CEA/Pizer

I
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"DeRosa-Joynt, Barbara M (OES)" <DerosaBM@state.gov>
03/06/2002 02:56:34 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc: "Reifsnyder, Daniel A (OES)" <ReifsnyderDA@state.gov>.
Subject: language for U.S.-Canada climate change agreement

Hi--

Dan and I are about to head up to Paula’s office to sit in on the Anderson
meeting with her (at 3), so if you can respond in the near term you can also
get word to Dan there.

Thanks!

Barbara De Rosa-Joynt

<<Canadian Joint Statement Mar 02 - 230pm.doc>>

> Barbara M. De Rosa-Joynt
> Office of Global Change, OES/EGC
> U.S. Department of State
> Washington, D.C. USA
> phone [001] (202) 647-4511
> fax [001] (202) 647-0191
> email: derosabm@state.gov

>

I~-~ - Canadian Joint Statement Mar 02 - 230pm.doc
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Record Type:

"Reifsnyder, Daniel A (OES)" <ReifsnyderDA@state.gov>
03/07/2002 01:42:32 PM

Record

To: See the distribution list at the b.ottom of this message
cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of th’is message
Subject: Final (no kidding!) Version of U.S.-Canada Joint Press Statement

Apologies for putting all of you through so many drafts...but this
is indeed the final version of the U.S.-Canada Joint Press Statement.
Thanks to all who got back to me quickly with clearances. We are now asking
our public affairs people here to have this issued (today if possible) as a
press release from State. Minister Anderson is meeting here in Washington
with Canadian press even as I write and referencing the agreement. Dan
<<Final Final US-Canada Joint Press Statement.doc>>

l l--~ _ Final Fin, al US-Canada Joint Press Statement.doc

Message Sent To:

"Povenmire, Susan L (OES)" <PovenmireSL@state.gov>
"Kozelka, Paul R (OES)" <KozelkaPR@state.gov>
’"tim.hodges@dfait-maecl.gc.ca"’ <tim.hodges@dfait-maeci.gc.ca>
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Kameran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP@EOP
William A. PizedCEA/EOP@EOP
"harlan_.watson@hotmail.com"’ <harlan_watson@hotmail.com>
"kdegerjackie@epamail.epa.gov’" <kdeger.jackle@epamail.epa.gov>
"’ferrante.joe@epa.gov’" <ferrante.joe@epa.gov>
"gibson.tom@epa.gov’" <gibson.tom@epa.gov>

Message Copied To:

"(RIA) Nyman, Elisha E" <e.nyman@state.gov>
"(RIA) Manning, Robert A" <r.manning@state.gov>
"(RIA) Peel, Kenneth L" <k.peel@state.gov>
"Rock, Anthony F (OES)" <RockAF2@state.gov>
"Turner, John F (OES)" <TurnerJF@state.gov>
"Koenig, Steven F (OES)" <.KoenigSF@state.gov>
OES Team Climate-DL <OTC@state.gov>
"Huffaker, Thomas K(Ottawa)" <huffakertk@state.gov>
"Running, Eric W(WHA/CAN)" <RunningEW.@State.Gov>
"Biniaz, Susan (Internet)(L-OES Room 6420)" <BINIAZSN@ms.state.gov>
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Office of the Spokesman

For Immediate Release March 7, 2002

STATEMENT BY RICHARD BOUCHER, SPOKESMAN

Climate Coordination Announced between the United States and Canada

Following is the text of a joint press statement released today by the United States and
Canada:

Begin Text:

The governments of the United States and Canada today announced an agreement to
expand and intensify their existing bilateral efforts to address global climate change.
This initiative will involve many U.S. agencies and Canadian departments and agencies
which are already actively engaged in this issue. Agreement was reached following two
days of meetings held in Washington this week by David Anderson, Canadian Minister of
the Environment, with several senior members of the U.S. Administration, including:
EPA Administrator Christine Todd Whitman, Chairman of the White House Council on
Environmental Quality James Connaughton, Chairman of the President’s Council of
Economic Advisers Glenn Hubbard, and Under Secretary of State for Global Affairs
Paula Dobriansky.

Under the policy announced by President Bush on February 14, the United States is
taking action to address climate change to achieve a new and ambitious national goal for
reducing projected emissions growth in the next decade. Canada is reducing emissions
under measures announced in Action Plan 2000 and Budget 2001, and will be considering
ratification of the Kyoto Protocol later this year. There are many measures that are common
to these respective approaches and this initiative will enhance the two countries’ existing and
future efforts, especially in the energy area.

Both countries have agreed to pursue increased bilateral cooperation that will focus
on such issues as climate change science and research, technology development, carbon
sequestration, emissions measurement and accounting, capacity building in developing
countries, carbon sinks, targeted measures to spur the uptake of cleaner technology and
market-based approaches.

Examples of opportunities for cooperation that may result "in significant greenhouse
gas reductions include, but are not limited to, clean coal technology and carbon dioxide
capture and storage technology development, expanded use of cogeneration and
renewable sources of energy, as well as concrete ways of reducing greerthouse gas
emissions through sustainable agriculture and forestry management practices.
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End Text.
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AGENDA
brrERAGENCYWORK~G GROUT ON 1605

MARCH 7, 2002

Welcome and introductions

Reviewing President’s mandate

o

5.

6.

7.

Purpose of interagency group

Proposed process (handout)

Proposed objectives (handout)

Agency views

Issues that will need discussion, analysis, and options:

a. Baselines (direct versus indirect)
b. Ownership of reduction
c. Verification
d. Credit for current and future reductions            .

(including EPA and Climate Leaaer~, oo~-, -

8. Outreach (Larisa Dobriamky)

USEFUL DOC~

President’s announcement:

http://www.whitehouse, gov/news/releases/2002/02/20020214"5"html

EIA 1605 (b) information

http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/1605/1605b.html
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ReinsteinB@:
03/13/2002 12 44-35 PM

Record Type. Record

To Kameran L, Bailey/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc:
Subject: IPCC chairmanship

Dear Kameran,

This is a message for both you and Phil Cooney. Last time we met, Phil didn’t
have email. You may remember me as the former chief US negotiator for climate
change and former chair of two different working groups in the
Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).

The issue is the chairmanship of the IPCC, which will be decided in the next
week or two. The current chair, Bob Watson, is seeking to retain the position
for the next cycle, about five more years. Watson was handpicked for the IPCC
job by AI Gore and clearly represents that philosophy. If the US says nothing
in the next week or so, he will probably continue, since he has strong
backing from the EU.

I earlier sent email to Bob McNally on this issue, which I repeat below. I
met with him this morning and he said I should touch base with you folks as
well. Time is of the essence. If the US wants Watson out (and there are many
reasons why it should), the State Department needs to send a cable to our
embassies quickly, indicating clear (but diplomatically, of course) that we
think it’s time for a change at IPCC. Failure to send such a signal will
probably mean Watson will continue, and will be around for several more years
criticizing the US publicly and working to discredit the US approach to
climate change.

Take care,

Bob Reinstein

Messages to Bob McNally:

Dear Bob,
I guess we are scheduled to meet next week, Wednesday, March 13, 10 AM. There
is one item, however, that is time-sensitive that I thought I should alert
you to. That is the decision on the chairmanship of the IPCC that is to be
decided formally next month, but in practice will get wired in the next few
weeks.

Bob Watson is seeking to retain the chairmanship and has been campaigning
openly here in Europe, where he has considerable support because his approach
of selective presentation and hyping of the facts has helped support EU
political positions.

I personally strongly believe he needs to be replaced. He has done much to

|

I
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discredit the IPCC and undermine its scientific credibility by the way he has
shamelessly presented the IPCC results in a distorted manner, while
politicizing the IPCC both internally and in its relation to the outside
wodd. The NAS review of the IPCC did not find basic fault with the overall
results, which were propedy caveated in the underlying full report, but did
acknowledge that the summaries and oral presentations by IPCC leadership
(read Watson) may have lacked balance and appropriate references to the
uncertainties.

Watson has also expressed disregard and even hostility toward US views and
the US approach to climate change, even under the late Clinton days. His
public remarks have been dismissive and sometimes insulting, and his private
remarks (I have reports of meetings he had recently here in Europe) even
worse. There was one public World Bank seminar last year where Watson
remarked, "lf.__G .eorge Bush thinks the science of climate chan(~~d,
he mu..st be one of only t~n people or less in the wodd who think so" (I tried
"to find my record of the actual quote but can’t lay my hands on it). He’s got
to go.

The other candidate, as I mentioned in an eadier message, is Dr. Rajendra
Pachauri of India. I know Pachy faidy well and have worked with him in the
past. He is highly qualified and knowledgeable and holds two doctorates. He
has a good background in energy technology and economics. The EU doesn’t like
him and thinks the chair should be an expert in climate science (i.e.,
atmospheric chemistry). However, they had no problem with Watson, an
atmospheric chemist, chairing the IPCC working group dealing with energy
technology and economics, of which he knew nothing. While Pachauri may not be
ideal from the US perspective, he would be a vast improvement over Watson.

The EU doesn’t think the US will oppose Watson (and some, unbelievably,
thought the US might even PROPOSE him for another term), thanks to Watson
reassuring them that he has "broad" support to continue. The US needs to send
a signal quickly that we think it’s "time for new leadership" in the IPCC and
would favor a "suitably qualified" developing country chair at this stage.
This is not an outright rejection of Watson or endorsement of Pachauri but
would give the right tilt away from Watson and help to mobilize developing
countries behind Pachauri. They should be able to do the rest. And if the EU
doesn’t like Pachauri, it would put the onus on them to identify another
"qualified" developing country candidate at this very late stage.

One idea floated as a "compromise" would be to have both Watson and Pachauri
as "co-chairs." This wouldn’t work, as Watson would simply push Pachaud
aside and continue with the same old unbalanced presentation of the science.
He needs to be out of the IPCC leadership 100%.

Unfortunately, some of my old friends and colleagues at the State Department
do not feel as strongly. Some view Watson, in spite of his known flaws, as
the least of various evils. They need to be told that the US cannot remain
neutral on this question and needs to get a message out to the rest of the
world, as soon as possible, that the US is not backing Watson for a new term.

See you next week.

Bob

Date: 3/5/2002 2:39:44 AM FLE Standard Time
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Thanks Bob, what is the timeline and process for deciding upon the next chair?
Bob

Dear Bob,
The "official" timeline is that the new leadership is to be chosen, or
confirmed, at an IPCC plenary meeting starting on April 15. In fact, these
meetings usually confirm results that have been vetted and negotiated behind
the scenes politically. Thus, my advice to get a message out quickly via our
embassies that the US would like to see new and fresh leadership in the IPCC
and a more important (and real) role for developing countries. This would
accomplish two things: (1) Signal that we want Watson out, without explicitly
opposing him, and (2) encourage greater involvement by the developing
countries, which would bring much better balance to the overall process and
further the US interest of bringing developing countries on board for
whatever approach is taken under the UNFCCC. It also helps bolster our
political alliances in the developing world, not only for countering the
green ideology coming out of Europe but also in relation to our larger agenda
(trade, terrorism, Middle East, etc.).

The guy who is probably on top of the current situation is Dan Reifsnyder at
State (647-3935 direct or 4069 secretary). Dan is more favorable toward
Watson than I am, but is a loyal soldier and will do what is needed if the US
decides it wants Watson replaced.
Take care,
Bob
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March 13, 2002

Mr. James Conr
Chairman
Council on Env
7~0 Jackson Pla
Washington, D{

American Public Power Association

2301 M Street, N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20037-1484
202/467-2900
202/467-2910 (fax)
www.APPAnet.org

Dear Jim:

I am writing to thank you again for letting me know about the announcement of the
Administration’s "Clear Skies" and climate change initiatives. I would also like to take this
opportunity to reiterate APPA’s support of the climate change initiative as well as our
desire to work with the Administration to achieve the demonstrable reductions in
greenhouse gases (GHGs) envisioned by the proposal.

In a recent meeting, APPA’s Energy and Air Quality Task Force was able to review the
Administration’s climate change initiative in detail and determine an appropriate course
of action for APPA. In addition to working with other stakeholder groups, we intend to
identify various programs and potential partnerships in which public power systems can
help to maximize GHG reductions. For example, public power systems are uniquely
suited to help reduce methane emissions through landfill-gas-to-energy projects. As with
most sources of renewable e.nergy, however, landfill-gas-to-energy projects are still
significantly more expensive than traditional facilities. The Administration’s climate
change initiative recognizes that renewable energy production needs to be encouraged
through appropriate tax incentives. While APPA supports the use of the tax code to
provide incentives for the use of renewable energy facilities, our not-for-profit member
utilities are currently unable to utilize traditional tax credit incentives.

Given the Administration’s 10-year, $7.1 billion commitment of tax incentives to "spur
investments in renewable energy and landfill gas conversion," we would encourage you to
include the entire electric utility industry in your plan by promoting the inclusion of a
"tradable" tax credit wherever an equivalent production tax credit exists. Under this
concept, when a not-for-profit electric utility builds a qualifying energy facility, it would be
authorized to receive a federal tax credit based upon energy production comparable to
the amount that is available to a private counterpart for production from a similar facility.
The utility would be permitted to transfer or sell the credit to a taxpayer, such as a private
entity partner in the project, equipment supplier, or customer. Projects receiving funding
under the Renewable Energy Production Incentive program would not be eligible for
tradable tax credits.
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Page 2 of 2
Richardson
Tradable Tag

As is demonstrated in the attached environmental profile, public power systems lead the
industry in the use of renewable resources. These renewables, however, amount to less.
than one percent of our aggregate generation portfolio. We could be doing more with
the help of a tradable tax credit mechanism. In so doing, we would be better situated to
make the significant and vitally important reductions in GHGs envisioned by the
Administration’s extremely encouraging climate change initiative.

Thank you again for your efforts. Please don’t hesitate to call me if you have any
questions about this or any other issue involving public power.

SinceyS

~. ~g~chardson

President & CEO

AHR/JD/GO

Attachment

cc: Marcus Peacock, Associate Director for Natural Resource Programs
Office of Management and Budget
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"(RIA) Nyman, Elisha E" <e.nyman@state.gov>

Record Type: Record

To:

Subject.

Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Kameran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP@EOP
"Daniel A Reifsnyder" <grappa@mindspring.com>, "Rock, Anthony F (OES)" <RockAF2@state.gov>,
"Talley, Trigg (OES)" <TalleyT@state.gov>, "Watson, Harlan" <WatsonHL@state.gov>
IPCC Qs As - 3-14-02

<<IPCC Qs As - 3-14-02_.doc>>

Phil/Kameran - Jim last night asked Paula what are the Q’s and A’s if we
support neither candidate for the IPCC. Paula asked me to pass these to

you.

Still no answer from the IPCC Secretariat, re the 3/15 deadline. No-one ~s
home

Ned

I~ - IPCC Qs As - 3-14-02_.doc
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~hatrman James Laurence Connaughton
Council on Environmental Quality

tINIVERSITY CORPORATION FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH
’NATIONAL CENTER FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH ¯ UCAR OFFICE OF PROGRAMS

IUcha~d A. Anlfie$
P~esident
12,O. Box 30~0 ¯ Boulder. CO 80307
303/497.165Z * fa~: 303/497- ! 654
anther~ucar.edu March 14, 2002

The Honorable Donald L. Evans
Secretary of Commerce
Department of Commerce
14"’ Street and Constitution Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20230

Dear Secretary Evans:

Climate change poses important challenges to our nation’s economy, environment, national security,
and public safety and health. The President’s Committee on Climate Change Science and
Technology Integration (CCCSTI) is taking important steps to prepare our country for climate
change issues. On behalf of the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research’s 66 member
universities, I would like to thank you for your leadership in this area and willingness to take on the
chairmanship of the CCCSTI, and associated Climate Change Research Initiative (CCRI) and
Climate Change Technology Initiative (CCTI).

Climate change presents complex science and management challenges. Over the past decade,
extending back to the first Bush Administration, the U.S. Global Change Research Program
(USGCRP) has made significant progress in addressing many of the key climate change science
questions. It continues to bring nine agencies’ resources to bear on this problem (see enclosed
tables on the CCRI and USGCRP), including the four focus areas of the CCRL in a tightly
coordinated, effective way. The USC-CRP provides a vital foundation on which the CCRI and
CCTI can build. It is important to maintain this momentum by making sure the USGCRP and
CCRI are tightly coupled, and by leveraging the resources and scientific advancements of the
existing USGCRP Program and its office.

Again, we would like to thank you for your leadership and wish you the best in this critically
important effort. Please don’t hesitate to call upon UCAR for assistance.

cc: Members of the CCCSTI v/

enclosure as noted above

Sincerely,

Richard A. Anthes
President of UCAR

This document faxed 3-15-02.
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CCRI Component

Policy and FY03 Budget. On June 11. 2001, the
President announced a new commilment to developing a
science-based climate change policy, and a new
commitment to funding research on "breakthrough
technologies" that will help meet the long-run climate
change challenge. To study areas of scientific
uncertainty and identify priority areas where
investments can make a difference, the President created
the Climate Change Research Initiative (CCRI). The
CCRI promotes a vision focused on the effective use of
scientific knowledge in policy and management
decisions, and continued evaluation of management
strategies and choices. The President’s FY ’03 budget
requested $40 million for CCRI to be shared among five
agencies (NOAA, NSF, NASA, DOE, and USDA). This
investment will focus on answering key questions
recently identified by the National Academy of Sciences
in its 2001 report, "Climate Change Science: An
Analysis of Some Key Questions." The CCRI will
improve the integration of scientific knowledge,
including measures of uncertainty, into effective
decision support systems and will adopt performance
metrics and deliverable products useful to policymakers
in a short time frame (2-5 years).

Specific priorities identified for FY 2003 include:

Understanding the North American Carbon
Cycle. An intensive research effort will be focused
on understanding Noah American terrestrial and
oceanic carbon sources and sinks, to improve
monitoring techniques, reconcile approaches for
quantifying carbon storage, and elucidate key
controlling processes and land management
practices regulating carbon fluxes between the
atmosphere, land, and the ocean. This effort will
develop automated carbon dioxide and methane
sensors, and improve ground-based measurements
and inventories of forest and agricultural lands.

¯ Developing Reliable Representation of the Global
and Regional Clhnatic Forcing by Atmospheric
Aerosols. Aerosols and tropospheric ozone play
unique but poorly quantified roles in the
atmospheric radiation budget. CCRI investments
will implement plans developed by the interagency
National Aerosol-Climate Interactions Program to
define and evaluate the role of aerosols that absorb
solar radiation, such as black carbon and mineral
dust. Proposed activities include field campaigns
(including aircraft fly-overs), in situ monitoring
stations, and improved modeling and satellite data
algorithm develo ment.

I

Comments Relative to the USGCRP and CCRI

It is encouraging that the Administration is focused on
climate change policy issues. It is appropriate that some part
of this effort focus on metrics and deliverables that are
consistent with the policy needs foreseeable for the next 2-5
years.

The NAS Key Questions report outlined 14 questions and
what we know about them. Addressing these questions with
$40 million will be a significant challenge. There are many
programs in the USGCRP that are directly focused on these
questions and it would be regrettable if those effoas weren’t
integrated into the CCRI effort in some fashion.

It is important to remember that much of today’s economic
health and our nations’ ability to respond (e.g., war of
terrorism) are the results of decades of investment in basic
research, We need both short- term investments focused on
policy needs and longer-term basic research investments to
prepare our nation for the future.

As mentioned, in the CCRI, the USGCRP will invest
roughly $1.7B in these and other critical areas required to
fully understand the climate system, including a broad range
of carbon cycle and aerosol research, climate related
observing systems, and climate modeling and assessment
efforts beyond what is proposed at GFDL.
To date, the USGCRP has made significant progress in these
areas and could be invaluable to the CCRI effort, including:

Carbon Cycle. The USGCRP has an active interagency
working group that has assembled a detailed science plan,
including recent efforts focused on the Noah American sink.
In FY2002, approximately $220 million in research and
observations in seven agencies was coordinated through this
existing effort.

Aerosols. The USGCRP atmospheric composition program
includes work that will develop more credible representation
of the global distributions and chemical/radiative properties
of atmospheric aerosols. The total budget (research and
observations) for atmospheric composition work in FY2002
was approximately $310 million. This included not only the
aerosols program, but additional work on stratospheric
ozone depletion, UV-B monitoring and effects, research on
other radiatively active greenhouse gasses (e.g., methane),
and research to link global and regional/local issues (e.g.,
climate change and air quality links).
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Investing in Computer Modeling. The continued
development and refinement of computer models
that can simulate the past and future conditions of
the Earth’s climate system is important for
providing more accurate projections of future
climate change. NOAA will establish a Climate
Modeling Center within the Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics Laboratory(OFT)L) at Pdnceton, New
Jersey, to focus on model product generation
research, assessment, and policy applications,

Ensuring High-Quality, Long-Term Climate
Data Records. This is a long-term effort to develop
high fidelity climate data records from satellite
observing systems. Initial work will target
calibration and validation of instruments planned for
the National Polar-orbiting Operational
Environment Satellite System (NFOESS) to ensure
a smooth transition and guarantee climate-quality
data.

Modeling. Over the last several years, the USGCRP
commissioned several NRC and internal reports on
improving US modeling capacity. These reports reaffirmed
US leadership in basic climate science and proposed a
number of steps to improve our modeling program,
including upgrading of facilities, development of common
modeling frameworks, and work to improve the
effectiveness of distributed memory computers for climate
modeling. The USGCRP has coordinated efforts in NSF,
DOE, NOAA, and NASA to respond to these challenges,
and efforts are beadng fruit in modeling such as
advancements achieved through the Community Climate
System Model (CCSM). The CCSM is a community effort
involving some 50 National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) scientists and 200 scientists from the
community. It is among the best climate models in the
world, as validated by climate observations. NCAR works
closely with GFDL and the efforts ale strongly
complementary. Information on the CCSM may be found at
http://www.cgd.ucar.ed.u/csrn~.. The University Corporation
for Atmospbedc Research (UCAR) manages and operates
the NCAR on behalf of and with the support of the National
Scienc~ Foundation.

Observations, The past decade of the USGCRP has seen a
fundamental increase in our knowledge of global change
through vastly improved observational capabilities covering
the oceans, the atmosphere, polar regions, and continental
land surfaces and vegetation, The USGCRP has developed
mechanisms to integrate what have been separate systems
run by independent agencies for a variety of purposes.
Current efforts focus on pfioritizing observational needs to
address key uncertainties not just in climate, but in other
areas that are also crucial for understanding the long-term
trajectory of the Earth’s environment.
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Management. The President has established the
Committee on Climate Change Science and Technology
Integration (CCCSTI). This Committee consists of the
Secretaries of Commerce, Energy, State, Agriculture,
Interior, Health and Human Services, Defense, and
Transportation, EPA and NASA Administrators, NSF
Director, OMB Director, NEC Director, and CEQ
Chairman. The Executive Director of the committee will
be the Director of the Office of Science and Technology
Policy. CCCSTI functions include:

1. providing recommendations concerning climate
science and technology to the President;

recommending the movement of funding and
programs across agency boundaries;

coordinating with the Office of Management and
Budget on the Committee’s recommendations;

taking responsibility for delivering the Chair’s final
review of recommendations to the Climate Change
Panel; and

coordinating research through the National Science
and Technology Council in accordance with the
Global Change Research Act of 1990.

Because of the scope of this policy and research probleni
~nd the existence of the USGCRP, it would make sense to
ensure that these two efforts are integrated in an effective
manner. Most of the agencies involved in the CCCSTI
bring significant resources to this important policy issue,
have long-term involvement in the USGCRP research
partnership, and have missions that are impacted by climate
change. Thus, the CCCSTI needs to reflect these different
perspectives to ensure that U.S. policy is effective and
capitalize on each agency’s capabilities. The USGCRP also
has an interagency network of researchers and program
managers and a program office with resources that could
help staff the CCCSTI process. That program and office
need direction regarding its role in the CCRI era and how
the CCRI effort relates to relevant legislation (e.g., the
Global Change Research Act of 1990).
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Other Aspects of the USGCRP Important to Climate and CCRI

The USGCRP includes research on many other issues that do not appear to be addressed by the CCRI but that
are important for developing information to reduce uncertainties and support more effective decision-making.
Some of the topics covered by the USGCRP but not explicitly included in the CCRI are listed below.
Continuation of these efforts is an essential component of our Nation’s investment in research.

Atmospheric composition:
¯ Evaluate and project the "rehabilitation" of the stratosphere ozone layer--important to make sure that

existing policy mechanisms such as the Montreal Protocol and its amendments are in fact working to reverse
this dangerous environmental problem

¯ Monitor UV-B penetration and continue to improve our understanding of dose-effect relationships for
individuals and infrastructure exposed to increased radiation levels

¯ Quantify the atmospheric budgets of a growing suite of chemically active greenhouse gases (e.g., methane,
troposphere ozone) to improve precision in estimates of their effects on the Earth’s energy balance and thus
to examine their contribution to future reductions in GHG forcing

Climate variability and change:
¯ Improve detection, attribution, and projections of climate change (e.g., paleoelimate, coordinated field

studies and modeling) across the atmospheric, oceanic, and terrestrial components of the Earth system.
¯ Improve prediction of variability on seasonal to decadal time scales, improve estimates of the probability of

abrupt climate change, and improve application of climate forecasts and information by user groups.

Global water cycle:
¯ Project changes in the-intensity, location, and duration of hydrologic events, including determining the

causes of these changes, for improved modeling of climate and other processes, as well as for water
resources management

¯ Quantify interactions between the global water cycle and atmospheric composition (including aerosols),
climate, land use, biogeochemical cycles and ecological processes

Terrestrial and Marine Ecosystems:
¯ Characterize and quantify the structure and functioning of ecosystems, biogeochemical cycles, and physical

processes to improve estimates of the potential for ecosystem feedbacks to changes in climate
¯ Estimate the vulnerability of ecosystem goods and services to changes in climate and other environmental

systems (e.g., direct effects of atmospheric composition) and evaluate the effectiveness of options for
increasing the resilience of natural resources

Land Use and Land Cover Change. Project how land use and cover may change under different socio-
economic futures and integrate this information with other areas of research for improved models of climate
change (e.g., surface roughness, albedo), carbon sequestration (emissions and uptake of carbon and nitrogen),
the water cycle (e.g., runoff, evapotranspiration), and ecosystems (e.g., fragmentation).

Human contributions and responses to global change:
¯ Identify, quantify, evaluate, and project the primary human drivers of change in the global environment,

including those that influence climate, air quality, land cover, water resources, ecosystems, and carbon
stocks; develop improved scenarios of change.

¯ Characterize the factors affecting vulnerability and capacity to enhance resilience of communities, regions,
sectors, and nations to global environmental variability and change.

¯ Enhance the methods and capabilities available for societal decision-making under conditions of global
environmental variability and change.
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Regional Science and Decision Support:
¯ Develop an understanding of how global change impacts regional and local scales and how human actions at

these scales in turn influence global change; and
¯ Provide the best available, timely and usable integrated scientific information to decision makers on issues

of critical interest over short and longer-term timescales (such as on drought and flood impacts, changes in
water resources supply and demand, and changes in air and water quality, in different regions).

Observations:
¯ Complete the development and deployment of systematic space-based and in situ global observational

components that are needed for long-term climate change research and the accurate characterization of
global change and its causes and consequences.

¯ Assess the observational priorities of the program’s research elements on a regular basis and respond to the
scientific community. The draft strategic plan (see below) contains a preliminary list of observational needs
from the other program elements.

¯ Develop more effective cooperation with operational observing programs that are not part of the USGCRP,
including high-level agreements and a process for effective transition of research measurements to
operational status.

Modeling Capabilities. Develop two complementary climate-modeling activities: 1) a research
activity that incorporates new knowledge rapidly into a comprehensive climate and Earth-system
modeling capability; and 2) closely associated with this, but distinct from it, a prediction capability for
sustained and timely delivery of model products required for assessment and other needs.

Data and Information Management. Develop a data and information framework that provides flexible, on-
line access to the full range of global, regional, and local environmental data and information. Data will be
collected and managed in multiple locations; users will access these data with new systems for data search and
retrieval; and new techniques will support research and practical applications related to environmental and
resource management, disaster mitigation and emergency response, and other data-dependent activities.

Strategic Plan for the USGCRP. The Subcommittee on Global Change Research has prepared a draft strategic
plan. The plan is required under the provisions of PL 101-606, the Global Change Research Act of 1990. The
draft was prepared with the close collaboration with the research community, which prepared several relevant
reports under the auspices of the National Research Council (NRC) and which participated in an open meeting
held to comment on a preliminary draft. We have been told that the draft is awaiting clearance for release to the
NRC for review.
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Un.iversity Corporation for Atmospheric Research
National Center for Atmospheric Research

Richard A. Anth~
Pre~denI
P.O. Box 3000s Boulder, CO 80807-3000
(303) 497-1652 fax: (303) 497-2634

FACSIMILE COVER

DATE:

TO:

March 15, 2002

Chah~an James Laurence Connaughton
Council on Environmental Quality

FROM: Rid~ard A. Anthes

SUBJECT: Clk--nate Change Research Initiative

Se. ven (7) pages transmitted, including this cover sheet. Please call Gloria Kelly
(303) 497-2102, if you do not receive all pages.

Plea~ see the attached letter and attachment. Thank you.

Copies o~ t~ letter artd attachment have been faxed to the CCC.b~I Committee.
(Hard copy in the mail.)
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 RA ON FOR  OSPH UC I SEARC

3000 ~ 5uulder. ~;~ 80307
Merci

The Honorablr Donald L. Evans
Secretary of Commr.rc~
D~)atlmemt of ~er~
14~ S~t ~d Condition Avenue,
W~on, ~ 20230

Sincc~ly,

Richard A. Amh~
lh~e.sid~nt of UCAR

cc: Membexs c,f ths CCCSTI

e~nclosu~ as nomd above
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Policy and FY03 Budget. On June 11, 2001, the
Pr~sldeat arunounecd a new commitment to developing a
s~i~n~-b~ed climate chang~ policy, a~d a
�ommi~vt to ~nding ~h on "b~ugh
t~clmologies" ~hat will help m~t thv Iong-~n climate
ch~gc chalivagc. To study ~ of ~i~tific
unce~inty ~d id~nfi~ pfiori~ ~s wh~
inws~en~ ~n m~e a diffe~n~, th~ Pr~idvnt
¯ e Cl~at~ Ch~g~ Re~mh l~fiatlve (CC~).
CC~ pmmot~ a vision focused oR the effective use of
selcntific ~owledge in policy m~d maa~ement
d~isions, and continued evaluation ofm~ag~ent
s~tegies and choices. ~e President’s FY ’03 budget
~ques~d $40 million for CC~ ~o be sh~ed among five
ageoeies ~O~, NSF, NASA, ~E, ~d USDA).
iave~em will f~us on ~swedng key questions
r~fly idemifi~ by the National A~demy of Scions
in l~ 2001 ~poR, "Climate Change Soiree:
~al~[s of Some Key Qu~ions." ~e CC~ will
impure ~e intention of scientific ~owl~ge~
~eluding m~ures of un~, into ~iw
decision supra ~stems ~d will ~opt ~fo~ce
meWies ~d delivembls pmduc~ use~l to ~lic~akers
in a shoo time f~me (2-5

¯ Understanding tile North Amer;can Carbon
Cycle. An intensive research effort w!ll be foousad
on understanding North Amerlzan terrestrial
ocenulic varbon sources aJ~d sinks, to improve
monhoring te~zhnlqucs, reconcile approaches for
q~tifying carbon storage, and ducldat~ key
controlling processes and, land management
practices regulating casbon fluxes b~tween
atmosphere, land, and the ocean. This effort will
develop automated carbon dioxide and methane
sensors, and improve ground-based measurements
~md inventories of forest mad agrleulturai lands.

¯ Developing Reliable Reprt.-~¢n~ation of the Global
and R~ional Climatic Forcing by Atraospheric
Aerosols. Aerosols and lropospheric or.one pray
uniqu~ but poorly quantified roles in the
atmospherit; radiation budget. CCRI inwst~aeuts
will implement plans developed by the interageney
National Aerosol-Climate Interactions Program to
define and evaluate the role of aerosols that absorb
solar radiation, such as black carbon and mineral
dost. Proposed activities include field campaigns
(including aircraf~ !ly-overs), In situ aaonitortng
stations, and improved modeling and satellit~ data

Comments Rel~’tive to ~e USGCRP an!

It is en~ottraging that the Admini.s’tratioo i:
climate change policy issues, It is appropr.
of this effort focus on meWlcs and deliwr~
consistent with the poli~y needs foreseeab
years.

Th~ NAS Key Questions report outlined 1
what v¢� know about them. Addressing th
$40 million will b~ a significant challenge
programs in the USGCRP th~ are dir~tl)
questions and it would be r~gr~l,~ble ifth~
integrated into the CCRI effort in some fa

It is lmpor~at to r~member that much of 1
health and our nations" abilhy to r~spond
terrorism) am ~he results Of d¢~adcs of im
r~search. We need both short- term laves
policy needs and long, r-term basic reseat
prepare oar nation for the future.

As mentioned, in the CCRI, the USGCR~
roughly $1.7B in these and other crltleal ~
fully understand the climate system, lack
of carbon cycle and a~msol research, olin
observing ~,stzms, and climate modeling
efforts b~yoad what is proposed at GFDl

To date, the USGCRP has made signifier
areas a~d could be invaluable to thu CCP
Carbon Cycle. ’l’b~ USGCILP has an ao
working group that h~ assembled a deta
including recent efforts foeus~l on the lq
In FY’2002, approximately $220 million
observations in s~van agencies was cone
exi~ing effort.                    "
Aerosols, The USG42RP atraosphertc c~
~eludes work that will develop more eo
of the global dis~’ibutions and chemieal1
of atmospheri~ aerosols. The total budgl
observations) for atmospheric compositi
was approximately $310 million. This ir
aerosols program, but addltio~al work o.
ozone depletio~ I.JV-B monitoring and
other radiatiwly active greenhouse gass
and regeareh to link global and r~gionah
climate ehauge and air quality linkg).

003

, fo~us~ on
ate that some part
bl=s that arc
e for the next 2-5

~ questions and
age questions with
, There ar~ many
focused on these
~s¢ ~ffork~ w~ren’t
~hion.

oda);’s economic
’,e.g., W~ of"
!e~neat in basic
haunts foouscd on
:h investments to

re.as required to
ding a broad range
tare rdat~!
and as.~ssment

nt progress in these
effort, including:

ve in, crag�hey
i1~ scicnc~ plan,
~rth Amcriema sink.
n t~qe~reh and
inat~l through this

mposRion program
diblc retneset~tation
-adiatlve properties
t (research and
m wor~ in FY2002
eluded not only the
~ stratospheric
:ff~ts, research on
:s (e.g., mcthatae),
local issue~ (e.g.,
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Investing in Computer Modeling. The continued
devclopmemt and refine, ax~nt of computer models
tha~ can simulat~ the pasx and future conditions of
the Earth’s climate system is Lmportant for
providing more accurate projections of futnre
climate chm~ge. NOAA will establish a Climate
Modeling Center within the Geophysioal Fluid
Dynamics Laboratory(GFDL) at Princeton, New
Jersey, to focuz on model product generation
re.search, assessment, and policy applications.

Ensuring High;Quality, Long-Term Climate
Data Records. This |~ a long-term �ffort to dvvclop
high fidelity climate dam records from sa~llite
observing systems. Initial work will target
calibration and validation ofinstrument.q plan~ed for
the National Polar-orbiting Operational
Environment Satellile System 0qPOESS) to ensure
n smooth transition and guarantee climate-quality

Modeling. Owr the last several yvars,
commissioned ~veral NKC and internal r~
improving US mod~ling capacity. These
US leadership in basic climate ~ience and
number of st~ps to improv~ our modeling 1
incl,~ding upgrading of facilitic, s, d~velop~
modeling frameworks, m~d work ~o improv
~tTectlveness of distributed memory eompt
modeling. The USGCRP has coordinated
DOE~ NOAA, and NASA to r~spond to Lht
and efforts arc bearing fruit in modeling
advancemon1-~ achieved ttLrough the Conm
System Model (CCSM). The CCSM is a
involving some 50 National Center for
P, esear¢h (NCAR) ~clentists and 200 seien
community. It is among the best climate n
world, as validated by �llmat¢ observation:
closely with GFDL and the efforts are stro
oomplementary. Information on the CCSIS
http;//Www.c~d.uear,ed~. Th¢ Unive
for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) mana~
the !qCAR on behalf of and with the supp~
Science Foundation.

Observations. The past d~cxle of the US
fundamenlal increase in our knowledge of
through vastly improved observational ~
the oceans, the atmosphere, polar regions,
land suneaecs and wg~tion. The USC.~-~
mec ’hanisms to integrate what lmve been s
run hy independent agcnci~ for a variety
Current efforts focus on prioritizing obser
addre.g~ key uncertainties not.lust in dima~
areas that are also eruclal for understandin
tcajectory of the Earth’s environment.
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Management- The Presidcm h~q established the
Commlu~ on Clim~ C~ge Science m~d Tec~olo~
~te~don (CCCSTI). ~is Co~iE~¢ ~is~q of ~�
S~cm~ics of Comm~�, Encr~, S~te, A~cultum,
Inmdor, H~ith ~d H~an S~i~, D~, ~d
T~spo~fion, ~A and N~A Admini~or$, NSF
Director, O~ Dir¢c~L ~C Director, mtd CEQ
Chai~. ~o ~ecutive Dk~tor of~¢ co~i~ will
b~ the Di~=or of fl~e O~ of Scion~ and Technolo~
Policy. CCCSTI ~nctioas include:

I. providing re~ommendatlons concerning climate
science and technology to the president;

4o

recommending the movement of ftmdlng and
programs across agency boundaries;

coordinating whh the O~ce of Management and
Budget on the Committee’s recommendations;

taking responsibility for delivering the Chair’s f’mal
review of recommendations to the Climate Change
Panel; and

coordinating research through the National Scicnce
and T~olmology Council in acoordan~ with the
Global Change Research Act of 1990.

UCAR L~ 275

Bec.aus= of the scope of this policy .and re.s
and the exlstcnce of the USGCRP, tt woul,
ensure that these two vffort~ arc integrated
manner. Most of the agcnoie~ involved in
bring significant r~ources to this importm
have long-t¢rm involvement in the USGCI
partnership, and have missions that are
change. Thus, *,,he CCCSTI needs to
pcrspe~ivcs to ensure that U.S. policy is
capitalize on each ageavy’s capabilities.
has an in,regency network of researcher*
managers and a program office with resou
help staff the CCCSTI process. That pros
need di~ctlon regarding its role in the CC
the CCPd effort relates to relovant legislati
Global Change Keseamh Act of [990).

I
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Ōther Aspects of the USGCRP Important.to Climate a.d

Th~ USGCKP inclt~des r~--scafch on many oliver issues that do not e, ppear to be addrcse~l by the CC]~I lut that
are important for developing information to reduce uncenalnties add support more effective decision- ,~aki~g.
Some el" the topics �~wered by the USGCPJ~ but not explicitly included tn the CCR.I ar~: listed below.
Continuation of’d~ese efforts is an essential component o£our ~]atio~’s investraent in mseamh.

Atmospheric composition:Evaluate and proj¢:~ the "rehabilitation" of the stratospheric ozone layer---important to make sure hat¯
cxist~B policy mechanisms such as the Monlreal Protocol and its amendments a.m in £act workin~ ~ reverse
this dangerous etwironm~ntal problem :for

¯ Monitor UV-B penetration and continue to improve our under.~anding of dose.off’act r~lationship=
individuals and infr,astructur~ exposed to increased radiation levels

¯ Quantify the atmospheric budgets era growing sult~ ofehemically active greenhouse ga.~es (e.g., methane,
~.opospheric ozone) to improve precision in estimates of their ~ffects on the F_.arth’s ener~-y balam and thus
to examine their con,xibution to future reductions in GHO forcing

Climale variability and change:
¯ Improve detection, ~ttribadon, and pcojecdons of climate change (e.g., paleoclimate, coordinatr.cl ~Idstudies and modeling) acros~ the atmospheric, oceanic, and terre.~’ial components of the Earth sy: era.-

¯ Improve prediction of variability on sea~onal to decadal time scales, improve estimates of the pro’ ~ability of
abn,pt climate change, and improve application of climate forecasts and i,~-ormation by user gruu

Global writer cycle:¯ Proj~c~ changes in the intently, location, and duratiod ofhydrol0gic events, including det~rmln|r the
cavses ofth~sc cha~es, for improved mode:ling of climat~ and other processes, as well as for-wzt’
resources management

¯ Qusntify interactions between th~ global water cycle and atmospheric composition (including a~, >sols),
climate, land u.~e, biogeoclmmical cycles and ecolosical processes

Terrestrial and Marine Ecosystems:
Characmriz¢ and qu~mtify the structure a~d Funcdonin[ of ecosystems, biogeoch=mical cycles, =u d physical
precedes to improve estimates of the potential t~r ecosystem fe~Ibacks tO changes in climate
Estimate the vulnerability of ecosystem goods and servlccs to changes in �]tmate a~d other envir, nmental
systems (¢.8-, direct effects of atmospheric composition) and evaluate the effectiveness of option for
incr~sLng the r~ilience of" na~’ural resoumes

Land Use and Land Cover Change. Project how la~d use a~d cover may change u~der different s~ aio-
~cot~omic futures and integrate this information with other areas of research for improved models of
chan~e (�.~., su~ace roughness, aibedo), carbon sequestration (emissions a~d uptake of carbon and t itrog~n),
the water cycle (e.g., nmoff, evapotranspiration), and ecosystems (e.g., fragmentation).

B;uman contHbutlons nnd r~pons~ to glvbal change:
¯ ldcnti~, quantify, evaluate, and project the primary human drivers of change in the global envir

including those that influence ciimat% air quality, land cowr, water resourcu.% ecosystems, and .axbon
stocks; d~welop improved scenarios of change.~ Characterize the fa~tors affecting vuln~rabillty and c~pacity to enhance resilience of commtmiti

s~ctors, trod nations to globa! environmental variability and chan~e.
¯ Enhance the methods and capabilities available for societal decision-making tmd~r conditions o1’ global

envirortmentalvaiiability and change.

4
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Regional Science and Dccislon Support:
¯ Develop an under~tanding of how global change impacts regional and local scales and how hurnax

~ese scales in turn influence global change; and
¯ Provide the best avnilable, time.ly and usable intcg~ted scientific information to d~cision makers

of critical interest over short and Ioager-t~rm timescales (such as on drought and flood impacts, c~
water resources supply and d±mand, and ehangv~ in air and water quality, in diff’emnt regions).

Obscrva~on~;
Complete the development and deployment of ~t~atio spaoo-~vd and ~ sire global
c~m~nen~ ~at ~ needed for loag-t~ climate ch~g~ ~s~ch and ~� acc~ ch~ati~
global ch~ and i~ ~u~ ~d ~ns~uvnces.
As~s the obsc~afioaal prioriti~ of the p~’s ~¢~oh �iom,n~ on a ~lar b~ ~d
soi~atifi¢ communi~. ~� dr~ ~tegio plan (so, below) �onChs a p~limin~ llst ofobsc~afit
~om ~e other pm~z elements.
D~v¢lop mo~ �ffective ~op~ation ~tb op,rational obeying ~o~s ~at ~o ~ot p~ of
~cludlng high-lcv~i agre~cn~ ~d a pro~ss for effective ~sifion of ~s~ch m~m~n~ to
op~onal s~ms.

Modeling Capabilities. Develop two complement~,y climatc-mod¢ling activities: 1) a
activity that incorporates new knowl¢dge rapidly into a ¢omprehc~asive climate and Earth-syst
modeling capability; trod 2) clo:~ely associated with this, but distinct ~ron.~ it, a prediction capa
sustained and timely deliver~ of model products required for ass,ssmcnt and oth¢r

Da~a and Information Management Develop a data and information fi-amvwork that provides
line access to the full ravgv of global, regional, and local evvh-onmental data and in|brraation. Data
collected and managed in multiple locations; usera will access these data with new systems for data so
retrieval; and n¢w techniques will support r~seareh and practicM applications related to envlrotaltental
r~sourco management, disaster mitigation and emergeacy r, sponso, and other data-dep¢ndent acdviti~

Strategic’Plan for the IISGCI*.P. Th~ Subcommitte~ on Global Change R.e.search has p~opar~d a dr~
plan. The plan is r~quired under the provisions of PL 101-606, the Global Change l~.~search Act of
draft was prepared with the close collabotatlon with ~e reaearch community, which prepared several
reports under lhe auspices of tlie Natiorml Research Council (NP.C) and which particlpat~d in an
held to eorament on a preliminary drafL We have been told that the dra~ is awaiting clearance for
NP, C for review.
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"Watson, Harlan L (OES)" <WatsonHL@state.gov>
03/16/2002 09:20:59 PM

Record Type:    Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Kameran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc: "Reifsnyder, Daniel A (OES)" <ReifsnyderDA@state.gov>
Subject: Climate Change Collaboration with Russia

Phil and Kameran,

Harlan
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Phone: (202) 466-4604
Fax: (202) 467-6225

2002

GHG ASSOCIATES
1401 H. STRUT, NW

SUITE 220
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005

Robert H. McFadden

Hon. James L. Connaughtoa
Chair,
Council on Environm~n~l Query
722 Jackson Place, NW
Wa~hingto~ D.C. 20503

Mr. Chah-man:

Enclosed are two items of possible iuterest,with respect to clknate change policy
and s~i~nee:

A letter to the F~ra~hing~on Post rcgm’di~g th~ misuse of the t~-m ’~prediction"
with r~g~.d to th~ r~-ports ofth~ Intergov~amental Panel o~ Climat~ Change,

Comments submitted to EPA concerning the dra~ inventory on greenhouse
gases expressing ~ about the inappropriate a~d misleading presentation
ofU.S, and gtobal growth ~te data.

~ ly,

Robert FL McFadd~

Internet: www.climateclearinghouse.com
Email: mcfadden-ghg~worldnet-att-.n et
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Phone: (202) 466-4604
Fax: (202) 467-6225

Robert H. McFadden

GHG ASSOC TES
1401H STR~T, NW

Sur~ 220
WA$1tlNffroN, D.C. 20005

Letters to the Editor
Thv Washington Post
Washington, D.C.

The March 4, 2002 Post reports the latest predicted catastrophe claimed for
global warm, g, "A Baltimore without Orioles". A National Wildlife Federation vx-p~rt
is quoted a~ basing the threat oft.he d~arture of certain bird species in our area on the
"predictiort" by the ON sponsored Int~rgnvemm~tal Panel on Climate Change (IPCC0
that global average t~es will rise an additional 2.5 to 10.4 degrees Fahrenheit by
2010.

As an observer of the IPCC process for some ten years, I would point out that it’s
reports periodically assessing the state of the science of climate change do not claim to
make "predictions". They make ’~l~rojeetions", based on a limited set of assumptions of
different paths of future emi~ions, which are turned into projections of future climate
scenarios, e.g., tempemta~ changes. Nor does the latest IPCC report assign
probabilities as to which projection is most likely, although some IPCC contributors, like
Stephan Schneider of Stanford, wish that it did. For analytical purposes, each projection
or scenario is eonsldemd equally sound.

The difference between "prediction" and ’ttrrojection" is not a semantic nicety, a
"happy" to "glad" choice. It goes to the heart of what an IPCC report is and is not_ The
eonfttsed, interchangable use of terms like ’~prediction", "projection", "forecast",
"scenario" moved Michael MeCraeken of the U.S. Global Change Research Program to
pick up his pen ( WeatherZine, Febmat3r, 2001). A member of the U.S. delegation to the
meeting in Shanghai of the IPCC Working Group that cleared the latest science report,
Mac Cracken states that the temperatttre range cited above, "is clearly a projection of
what could happen if certain assumed conditions prevailed in the futme - it is neither a
prediction nor aforecast of what will happen independent of future conditior~". If such a
statement aFpeared as a warning label on the cover of the ]:PCC report, perhaps there
would be a little less confusion in the press and the public.

Deducing the future from the past in terms of "laws of nature" has been the
assumed goal of modea-n science from its earliest days; that is, to replaee "prophecy"
with "prediction". What MacCraeken is also saying is that climate science, given all the
tmeertainties, hasn’t yet moved from "projection" to "prediction". Unfortunately, some
people are tempted to leap from "projection" to "prediction" to "prophecy~’ while still
calling it "science".

Internet: vvww.ellmatecIearinghouse.com
Email: mcfadden-ghg@worldnet.att,net
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Phone: (202) 466-4604
Fax: (202,) 467-6225

GHG ASSOCIATES
1401 H STttEET, NW

SUITE 220
WXSHINGTON, D.C. 20005

Robert H, McFadden

Curiously, the IPCC leadership itself has rarely, if ~vvr, made an effort to ~orrect
this key confusion oftexms about its ,work even though it appears, almost routinely, in
the m~li~

5 March 2002

Iuternet: www.climateclearinghouse-com
Email: mcfadden-ghg~orlduet.att.net
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Public-Private Weather Debate              *

www.nwseo.org/hrlSS3.html *
www.nwseo.org/mccain.html
www.nwseo.or~/lobbyl.html *
www.esig.ucar.edu/~ocasp/zine/19/~est.h~ml *
www.house.gov/science/myers_03-25.h~m *
www.nwseo.or~/amspol.html *

Climate Services *

Regional Climate Ce~Uers
www.ncdc.noaa.gov/regionalclimatecenters.html

climate Prediction Center
www.cpc.ncep.noaa.~ov/

¯ Nanional DroughU Mitigation Center
,    enso.Dill.edu/ndmc/
: National Climatic Data Center
r    www.ncdc.noaa.gov
, State Climatologists
,    www.ncdc.noaa.gov/sUatecli~atolo~ists.html
~    www.ncdc.noaa.~ov/aasc.html
, Regional AsSessments
~    cires.colorado.edu/wwa/
,    www.ispe.arizona.edu/swcli~ate/
~ I~Uernational Research Centers
~    iri.ldeo.columbia.edu
*    www.iges.org
* Other University C~nters
* ecpc.ucsd.ed~
* www.�oaps.fs~-edu
* O~her Government Effol’tS
* www.earth.nasa.sov/apps/
x www.ogp.~oaa.gov/mpe/cdep/arcs.htm
* www.wcc.nrcs.u~da.gov
* www. fema. gov/nfip/
= www. ~ema. ~ov/hazus/
* Private Sector ExaTnples
~ www.air-bos~on.co~
* www.riskinc.com
x www.i-wex.com

Comments

-- Roger A. Pielke, Jr-
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Prediction versus Projection -Forecasc versus Possibilicy
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n public discussion about weather and climate, ~he words scenarios,
rojections, predictions, and forecasts are often used interchangeably, as
f they are completely synonymous. I believe that important distinctions
ust be recognized if scientists are to talk clearly among themselves and
omm~nicate effectively with the media and, through r_hem, the public. The
ntergovernmental Panel on climate Change (IPCC) and the U.S. National
ssessmen~ have tried to recognize the distinctions° in keeping with
istinctions that ~Ich of society accepts in other areas of plannin~ for
he future. However, much confusion is being created by some in ottr field
~o are not always as precise as they should be in using these terms.

~ere are my views of how w~ should be using the various terms:

’ A prediction is a probabilistic statement that something ~dll happen in
:he future based on wha~ is known today. A prediction generally assumes
~ha~ future ch~n~es in related conditions will not have a significant
.nfluence. In this sense, a prediction is most influenced by the "initial
:onditi~ns" - the curren~ situation fro~ which we predict a changm. For
~xampls. a weather prediction indicating whether tomorrow will be clear or
)tormy is based on the state of the atmosphere today (and in the recent
~as~) and not on unpredictable chan~es in "boundary conditions" such as
xow ocean temperatures or even society may change between today and
~omorrow. For decision makers, a prediction is a statement about a~ event
;hat is likely to occur no matter what they do.

~ Related to a prediction is a forecast, which ~ wo~id suggest is a "best"
~rediction made by a partic~/lar person or with a particular technique or
~epresentatlon of current conditions. An example of a forecast is a
statement by a weather forecaster that it will rain at 3:30 PM ~ommrrow -
~hat is that individual’s best judgment, perhaps drawn from a prediction
chat there is a 70% chance of rain tomorrow afternoon. For a decision
taker, the credibility of the forecast depends critically on the
:redibility of the forecaster (or forecasting t~chnique) as well as on the
inmvitability of the ~vent. The recent deve!opment of "ensemble forecasts"
(i-e., assembly of a set of forecasts that are each based on a separate
technique or set of initial conditions) can be considered a step toward
transforming forecasts into predictions.

* In contrast to a prediction, a projection specifically allows ~or
signi£icant changes in the set of -boundary conditions" that might
~nfluence the prediction, creating "if this, th~n that" types of
statements- Thus, a pro~ecUion is a probabilistic statement that it is
possible that something will happen in the future if certain conditions
develop. The set of bc%uldary conditions that is used in conjunction with
making a projection is often called a scenario, and each scenario is based
on assumptions about how the future will develop. For example, the IPCC
recently projected a range of possible temperature chen~es that would
likely occur for a range of plausible emissions scenarios and a range of
m~del-deriv~d estimates o~ climate sensitivity (the temperature change
that would result from a C02 doubling). This is clearly a projection of
what could happen if certain assumed conditions prevailed in the future -
it is neither a prediction nor a forecast of what will happen independent
of futur~conditions. For a decision maker, a projectisn is an indication
of a possibility, and normally of one that could be i~fluenced by the
actions o~ the decision maker.

* The Na~onal Assessment was even mor~ cautious im its statements, very
carefull~ labeling the climate results that it used to investigate
potentia~ v~Inerability as climate scenarios from the Canadian and Hadley
models. ~his was done because the climate results were drawn from only two
climahe models (so did not represent the full possible range of climate
sensitivities) and each model had treated only one particular e~issions
scenario.: Scenarios are best thought of as "plausible alternative ~utures
- e~ch a~ exemDle of what might haDDen ~__~er partic~la~ assumptions" [as
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xplained in t~ National As~essme~ report]; scenarios are
redictions or forecasts because they depend on assumed changes in key
oundary conditions (like emissions) and scenarios are not fully
rojections of what is likely to happen because they have considered only

limited set of possible future boundary conditlons (e.g., emissions
cenarios). For the decision maker, scenarios provide an indication of
ossibillties, but not definitive probabilities.

believe that much of the confusion a~d debate about global war~ing is
rising because ~ot ~nou~h care is being taken in u~derstanding these
is~inctions. For example, a Gallup survey of scientists about a decade
go is still cited as indicating that many scientists have low confidence
n predictions for the 21st c~ntury. Such a result is not at all
urprisi~ given how sclenuists define and understand predictions. Of
ourse, we cannot offer a confident prediction for the 21st century
ecause it depends on energy technologies and political decisions as well
s how the climate will respond. However, without contradicting the survey
esults, the IPCC can report international consensus on its projections of

temperature rise during the 21st century if emissions follow
¯ eported emissions sce.na~ios. Similarly,.the NatloD~l Assessment is not
~tking forecasts or predictions of what’will happen during the 21st
’entury (either nationally or regioDmlly), hut is using model results to
xplore the possibilities and implications of what types o£
.ould occur (and it develops a lex-icoh o£ relative likelihood for these
,utcomes).

~ile these nuances easily can get lost in public discussion, I think that
is nonetheless incumbent on all of us to make sure we use the terms

,reclsely, carefully explaining (and re-explaining) what is being done,
,nd the limits of what conclusions can a~d cannot be drawn. Elsewhere in
,ocie~y - for ~xample, ~nmilitary a~zd fina~Icial plannin~ - sce~zario-based
,rojec~ions are widely used and it is u~Iderstood (except perhaps by naive
.nvestors) that these are projections of what could happen and not
,redi�~ions of what will happen. Although we might all wish we could
,rovide reliable (and verified) predictions, the comple~_ities of society
~d the climate are such that we are forced to rely on projections if we
~nt to use our understanding to look forward into the future; otherwise

are limited to advancing blindly because we can rely only on mindless
:xtrapola~ions of changes that have been observed in the past.

-- Mike MacCracken
u.s. Global Change Research Program

mma~crac~usqcr~.g0v

:omments? thunder@~car.edu

............... [3] Correspondence

encourage your correspondence, and although we canno~ print all that we
~eceive, we will include at least one short, perhaps edited, letter per
~ssue.

)ear WeatherZine,

cannot resist the temptation to comment on Weatherzine # 25
(www.esig~ucar.edu/socasp/zine/25/editorial-h~ml), which ventures into
L~ngerously troubled waters.

first, the basic problem with U.S. politics is that there is no such thin~
¯ s i~dependent oversight of the election process at any level. It has
)een a highly politicized process in the past ("s~oke-filled rooms" is a
petter guide to the process than "Dewey defeats Truman") and there is
:he slightest evidence this is going to change. Jimray Carter noted
~ecently r_hat the Carter Center would ~0~ have been able to certify the

://webm@l.a .nedwmWv/van? nd=Show a 0=2 6& d= 1 8 & d=cO 2D_.2/01
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Phone: (202) 466-4604
Fax: (202) 467-6225

Robert H. McFadden

GHG ASSOCIATES
1401 H STREET, NW

SUITE 220
WASHr~GTON, D.C. 20005

15 Ma~h 2002

Mr. Michael Gillenwater
U.S. Envi~nment~l Protection ~mcy
1200 P~lv~a A~ue. ~ (6204~
W~~ D.C. 2~0
~w~ch~l@~gov)

Comments _on draft Im~entorT of U.S. Greenhouse_GaS Emissions and 8in~ : 1990-

With respect to the following:

Executive Summary, P. 8, Table ES-5, ’~cent Trends in Variotm U.S. Data"
Introduction. P. 13, Table 1-6

General Comments

V~’sions of this table have al~eamd in pr~wious emissions inventory re~rts.
The n~w draft contains updat~ information about individual growth rates for a limited
number of factom over a very limited period of time, and th~ made~, in
ac~mpanying rex’t, is invited to calculate hh own gr~nhouse gas inte~ty U’end. ht
President Bush, although the draR fails t~ mention it, has now chosen to do this in his
February 14, 2002 statement on Global Climate Change Initiatives, with resp~t to
focusing on greenhouse gas intensity as per unit of G’DP.

Howev~’, taking these seven growth rotes together, does this ~able have a "message"?
The title of the table suggests there is no message, and yet to the reader, the table serans
to imply that the U.S. growth rates of six listed items am somehow nearly con-elated in
some fashion to the last item, global atmosphere CO2 cone.cntrations. However, it takes
morn than merely putting these social and econorfliG data side by side with emissions and
conc~utmfions data to e~tablish such a relationship. In this regard, the table can be said to
insinuate simplistic councctions that are not supported. At the same time, table ignores

Internet: www.climateclearinghouse.eom
Emafl: mdadden-ghg@worldnet.att.uet
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other rclvvant tr~ds. There[ore, tha table, as a whole, is ruislvading and should be
rev~se, d or deleted.

Specific Comments

1. The growth rate for "GHG emissions" is misleading in that it claims to deal
with aI1 greenhou..~ gases, while it rvf~s only to the six ’~Kyoto gases", It does
not include other greenhouse gases of significance, such as CFCs, carbon soot,
and tropospheric ozone, on the grounds that they are not covered by the
Framework Convention on Climate.Change (FCCC). A!though this inventory is
submitted in restmns¢ to th¢ FCCC, this ~’¢port serves a broader public as well and
in the interest of simply clarity and scientific crcch~ility this table should make
clear that th~u’~ are other greenhouse ga~, consistent with the text of the
"Introduction" chapter.

2. The inclusiou of the growth r~te of atmospheric CO2 conc~tra~ions, as is, is

There is no growth rate for CO2 emis~io~ shown to make a logivvJ
comparison with CO2 concentrations. Why shottld we company GHG
emissions with CO2 concentrations ? On its face, it is an inexplicably
oversimplification and is misleading.

B. By showing orfly a growth rate for CO2 concentrations, wv arc led to
assume that the growth rates of all other grecmhouse gases arc tither
similar or unlmport-~at. Why?

The table includes emissions and concentrations growth rates, but not
climate forcing growth ram. This cau give the impre~ion that
atmospheric concentrations are synomyons with clim~ ~cing, which is,
of cot~se, another calculation aitoge~t~r, and one that is subject to an
added range of uncertainty. A footnote to this effect ahould clarify that
point. Moreover, Hansen and Sate (see below) a~gue that the "growth rate
of climate forcing by measured grvemhous¢ gases peaked near 1980 at
almost 5 watts per sqvarv meter per c~mtury ... and has declined to (about)
3 watts per sq~meter...". This "trend" is no where suggested in this table.
In fact, quite the opposite is implied.

Showing the CO2 concentration growth rate for only the period of 1990-
2000 (0.4%) is by itselfmisleading, in that, according to Hansen and Sate
(Trends of mea~rred climate forcing agent~, Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences, December 18, 2001), the growth rate trend between
1940-1980 rose to more than 4% per year but that since 1980 it has been
relatively flat at about 1.5 ppm per year even though emissions continued

CEQ 000895CEQ 000895
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to climb. Simply r~fcrring vaguely to "many complex anthropog~ni~ and
natural processes", fails to adcquamty convey th~ d~gr~ of variability that
has occurred and has yet to be fully ac.countcd for. The tremd "story",
according to Hans~ and Sato, is that while emissions have gon~ up,
concentrations lmve not followed along, ~ for C02 or m~&an~. The
t~l~ su~s th~ opposite. (See attachn~mts)

The tifl~ of the tabl~ is in ~cror. The CO2 concentrations dam is, of course,
"global", only the rest of the data in the t~blc is U.S. data. To su_ggc~t that
~ GHG emissions, GDP, energy consumption, etc. m’~ the sole connexion ¯
to ~ C02 concemtr~ions is outrageously misleading and sci~ntificalIy
dishonest.
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Carbon Dioxide Measurements
NOAA C MDL Carbon Cycle Greenhouse Gases
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Methane Measurements
NOAA C1V~DL Carbon Cyde Greenhouse Gases
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¯ ~PA Oloba~ Warming Site: Emissions ...: ~a~ 2002 ~vcntory ofU.S. C_~ecvthous~ ~ F.miss~ons a~d Sink Page 1 of ~

The Draft 2002 Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas
Emissions and Sinks (1990 - 2000)

Draft for Public Comment

From the Federal Reaister (6SK
February 21, 2002 (Volume 67, Number 35), Page 8018

[FRL-7146-2]

AGENCY: E’nvironmvn’l~. Protection Agency (EPA).

ACTION: Notice of document availability and re, quest for com.~ntm.

SUMMARY." The Dra~ Inventory ofU.S. Grezmlmuse G-~as Emissions and Sinks: 1990-
2000 is avai]abl, f~r public r~riew. AnnuaiU~S. emissions fd~ tlm period of time fzom
1990-2000 tin: summarized attd Fr~e.ttted by source cat~ory and sec~.r.
comaim estimates of carb~ diox~ (CO2), tmtlm~ (Ca~), nitrous oxid~
hydroftuoroc~bons 0~c). perO~rocarbot= (P~C). and suk’~ ~d~ (SF6)
cn~sioos. Tl~ invemmy includes estitmtrs of carbon sequ,strltlon in U.S. forests and,
n~w this year, an ~1_ ass~_~m.rnt of~,~-~ fro~, rite elec~c TS~Wrr inan’~n"F-Tb.�

gases is consist~n~ ~ tim methodologies t~comm~d~l by tim Intrrg~vcrnmental Pane
on Climate Change (IPCC) and mpo~d in a format consistcm with ttm Unit~
Franmwo~k Conv~tlon on Climate Change (LrNFCCC) reporting guld~lin~. The
Inventory ofU.S. (3x~-uhouse Gas ]~isslom and Sinks is tim lamst in a svri~s of annual
g.S. submissions to the Secretariat of the UNYCCC.

FOP. tCLVRTH~R INFORIVukTION CONTACT: Mr. Michael Gilltmwamr, Environmental
Protection Ag=acy, ~ of Air and P, adiation, Offic¢ ofAmmsplmri¢ l~ograms, CIe~
Air Markets Division, (202) 565-4092, GiIlen-water._Michar.l@,epa.gov.

SUPP~ARY INFORMATION: Thv draft r~ports can be obtaintml by visiting tl~
U.S. EPA’s global warming site at
[Li]’pdlwww. t:pa.~ovl~lobalwamim~/publica.dous/errfission~.

Datrd2 Febxuary 11, 2002.
Robert Brelmer,
Acting Assistant Administrator, Ofticc of Air and Radiation.
~ Doc. 02-3772 Filed 2-15-02; 8:45 am]

Home II Publications [[ GFIG Emissions II DraCt 20.02 lmvemto~

p.://www.epa.gov/globa.lwanning/publications/rmissions/us2002!fz-notic¢.h~ 2/26/02
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1 Box F.S-I: Remaut Treads in V~wious U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emi~sions-ReAalz~i Data

Them am sm, eral ways to assess a nadon’s grccz~us~ gas ~mitdn8 lmeasity. The basis for measm’es of intensity can"
be 1) per unit of ag~zegam ~nergy consun~don, beeau~ ene.r~,-mlated activities am tim largest sources of
emissions; 2) per unit of f~ssi[ farl ronsumI~on, becaus~ almost an ~netgy-rrJamd emissions ~nvolv¢ the ¢x~mbu~on
of fossil f~ls; 3) l~r unit of �l~ri~W const~xlpdon, be~ II~ elec~ic power ~ ha~ been the largest source
of U.S. gme~hou.~ ges emissions in thv Unit~l St~t~; 4) p¢~ trait of total gross domed� prodm:t as a ~ of
nadonal economic activity;, or 5) on n per capita basis. Depending upon the measure used, tim U~ited Stares could
appear to lmv¢ rexlnced or increased its na~onal gmcnho~e gas intendW during th~ 1990s.

1994 1995 ~ 19@7 1998 1999 2000 GruwthR~td’"
I01 103 105 I06 109 I I0 110 I I I 114 1.3%

~ ~ti~n~ 100 101 104 106 108 111 112 112 115 117 1_6%
Fossil Fuel Consumptions 99 101 103 105 107 111 112 112 114 117 1.6%
FJ~ Consumpfi~rab 102 102 105 108 III 114 116 120 122 125 2.3%
GDp¯ 100 103 105 1 I0 112 116 122 127 132 138 3.2%
Population~ I01 103 104 105 107 108 109 I I0 112 113
.._A.tm¢~_~ I~sic CO~ C~-e-,mtr’~_~nn’ 100 101 101 I01 102 102 103 104 104 104 0.4%

18
19 t, ~ cont~n~ wdgitted values (EIA 200 I)
20 ~ Gro~ Donmstie Product in chained 199~ doIl~ss (BEA 2000)
21 ~ (U.S. Ce~n~ Bureau 2000)

223 ~ Avet’a~ mmual growth ram

25
26
27

~gure F_S-5: U.S. Gmenhous¢ Gas Emissions Per Capita and Per Dollar of Gross Dome.sdc Product
Source: BEA (2000), U.S. Census Bureau (2000), mad emission ¢stlmams in this report.

2s [F.ND BOX]

29 The following sections de.scribe the concept of Global Warming Potentials (GWPs), present tlm anthmpog~nic
30 sour~s and sink~ of ~.ts~ gas e~issions in ~h~ Unbind Stares, briefly discuss emission pad~ways, further
31 summarize [he ~aission ~stimate~ and explain th~ relative h-npoztanc¢ of emissions from each sourco cal~gory,

Global Warming Potentials

33 Gascs in the an’nosphem can conn’ibot¢ to the gr~nhotme effect both direly and indiracfly. Direct effects occur
34 when tt~ gas i~elf is a greenhouse gas. Indira~ radiative fo~ing occurs when chemical transformations of the

U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions end Sinks: 1990-2000 DRAFT 1/11/02 Page ES-8
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MAR~OT WALI..STRO M

1~002

Bn.tr~¢Is, 6 Ma~’ch .2002
H/./md/(O2)D O o

Ms Paula I. Dobfi~
Under S~.c~¢a~ of Sta~ for Global Affaks .
U.S. I~partm~at of St~
2201 C Str:¢t NW
USA - WashinK~on DC

De~ IvIr~

Allow me to ~t~n to your phone call on 14 Febn~y when you,tnform~l me about the
climate change plan that Pre.~ideI%t B~.~ amnounc~1 that same d~y, I aplcfe~iat~l yo.~
initiative and the first-hand in_Commfion flint you gave me on that occaxiom We agr~.d at the
time that I would send you in wridag ou~ comm~t~ on the US clh~at~, change plea ai~r
havins studied it co.fully.

In the meaufime, as you ~ll know, th= EU Council al~mvcd the ra~i~cation of the Kyoco
Protocol on behalf of thd Eu~olxRm Community l~st Monday. In th~-c~nfext the European :
Community and the Member States have commiued, themselves to .deposit thdr rat~icafion
instmmen~ not latsr thou 1 Iuae 2002- The B~opeau Union is thin,by con~."bufiag to the
obj~five o[ bdaging the Kyoto l~otocol tuto fo~e befot~ the World Summit on
Development tn the summer. We see tke Kyoto Protocol a~ an ~mp~rt~.t step ~n ~u effective
international ~spon~� co this global th~at to .su~t~mbI¢ davdopmdnt. 1’ am eacou~ed that
other Pa~e.s co t~e IR~ Framework Conv~afion on Clhnate’Chau~e ~ a~o l~epm-i~ to
~afify ~e l~otocol.

After the United $~ates de~ded last ~ to le.ave the Kyoto p~’oc~ I w~lcom~l
Bush’s ~absequent confim~afion tha~ c1~� change was an import~at is.~- and looked
fo~d with g~eat ~utece, s¢ to the condus~oa of ~ou~ Govemmeat’s f~view of dhnat~
pol[~y. Foll~win~ tB~ pubEcatio~ of the IPPC’s Third .Asse.~m~nt Rep.o~ th~
evidence for human-h~duced ¢Ik~at~ chan~ ~s indeed st~onBe¢ a~d a~o~ compeIIh~g than
~ver- I now canno~ h~de my alL, appointment a~ the d|ma~ clmu~e p~m p~ese.ut~ .by
Bush tl~e~ w~e~ks a~o. I appt~.-iate that th~ plau L~ m~ awa~e~ess on clkna~¢ c .haa~e.i~ th~
Urdted State~ and may i~�~ea~e the ~volvem~nt of the b~h~s" cow,muSty ~u effor~ to
reduce em~ss[oas. However, I am coaccme.d that the plan w~l allow US en~s.~o~ to
rather than decre~e. CIimat~ etma~e ca~ot b~ ~ddr~sed without ab~olut~ ~ducfia~s |n
~eenhouse gas emissions.

I am mo~e specL~cally coacemed bN ~stimate~ that und~l" the em~s~[om-k~te.nsity target set
~ plan the US m~y h~c~e.ase ~ absolute e~d~s[on~ by 33% ~bove 1990 levels by 2012 - that
~s, by around 1.6 b~[Hon to[me~ of c~bo~ d~ox~da e~ulvalen~ per yaaf. ]. would be keen to
your estimates ~n th~ respc~t. A~ the ~Iobal commuIdty work~ tow~d~ ~. s~tainabl=
e.quitabl= global eudssio~s path, gre.cahouse g~ emissions Lutens£1y in ~[atioa to GDP may

00  90
&O/KO"d TGTO L~9 ~0~ D~B/SBO ~0:9T ~00~-TT-~dU
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be a useful benchmark. But it should not be usrd to allow the high.cst emitting countries tO
continue incruasing the’Jr emissions. I am troubled by the extent to" which the plan’s tm~gct
appears to fall short of the objective of the UN Framrwork Convention on.Climate Change, to
which the US is a Pm~y, to stabilise greenhouse gas concea~trations in-.the atmosphere.

I fear that progress in. Stl~ngthening the intemafiomtl climate change ~amework could b~
hampcre, d by the decision to review the US policy on climate change o~y in 2012. By 2005,
all other countries - both h~du.~-ialised and developing - will bc considering taking on morn
~unbitinus legally binding [arRas for emission redtmtions beyond 2012- If the US continues to
stand aside fi’om thee efforts, it will be morn diflisult for the rear o~ the industriaKsed world
m nmko the greater emission rrAuction ~ffoz~s ttmt are so urgently n~ed. It will also be mor~
d~ffl~ult to convince other, less w~althy nations to take on targets for .emission reductions,

The domastic initiatives includrd in your plar~ including the encouragement of renewables
and cogenerafion and the promotion of more ~uel-efticlent trm~portatio~ am cr.dah~y
welcome. However, they appear to build nearly ~xclusively on volunun’y measur~ and
incentives and their up-take and hence emission r~tuction effect is therefore uncertain. A
comprehensive and systematic recording of ~ "miss’tons from comp .anies, which could form the.
basis for monitoring and for other emission reduction measures, is missing..

I am Lute.rested ~o s~¢ that the US plans to implement cap-and-~ads programm~ for pollutants
f~m the power s~tor, other than c~rbon dioxide.. As you m~y know, th~ ELI is planning to
implant a c~p-and-trad~ programme for greenhouse gas emissions f~om the power sector
and other major emitters by 2005. Like you, I consider marke1-b~sr-d.m~u’~s to be e. cost-
effective way to reduce emissions, and I am keen to discuss their application to gre~ohouse
gases with you.

The EU and its Member States haw alrrady implemented a v~.¢ry of measures to saw .
energy and reduce gre~nhouso gas emissions including under tho Euro, p~ Climate Cl~nge ¯
ProEz’amme. Ftu-ther polioies are undor pzeperatioa suoh as the promotioa of renewables and
energy efficiency, improved ~mudards and charging in ar~s such ~s.:~nergy, ind~rY and load
transport. We are convinced rha~ emisslon rrductlons and economic growth can go lmud-in-
h~n& An enhanced effort for energy effioie.noy and renewable soh~ccs of energy will spur
techuolog|c~l progress and economic compefitivert~ss.

Overall, the~fore, I regret to s~y that the climate changr p.lan announced by your
Administration falls sho~ in my eyes, of .th~ challenge of climate change to sustainable.
development and of the responsibility of the UnR~d States ~ the ~vorld’s. biggest ~mitter of
greenhouse gas~s. We continue to hope tl~ the United Stat~ will:rc-jqin the KYOto process
and want to co-operate with you in the future. I am interested to explore our common.Lutcav.sts
and conc~’ns, as well as the differences betweea our approachcs~ a~ a matter of prlorRy. The
EU-U8 High Level Group on climate change could be an appropriate ~amowork for doing so
and we should arrange a first meeting in the coming weeks.

Yours sincerely, 001701

&O/PO"d TSTO &P9 ~OE ~00E-TT-~dU
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Kameran L. Bailey ( CN=Kameran L. Bailey/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:19-MAR-2002 11:42:54.00

SUBJECT:: Climate News - 18 March 2002

TO:William A. Pizer ( CN=William A. Pizer/OU=CEA/O=EOP@EOP [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Paul T. Anastas ( CN=PauI T. Anastas/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Samuel A. Thernstrom ( CN=Samuel A. Thernstrom/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
A collection of recent climate articles. Kam

Forwarded by Kameran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP on
03/19/2002 11:42 AM

Chad carpenter <ccarpenter@iisd.ca>
03/18/2002 05:53:18 PM

Please respond to chad carpenter <ccarpenter@iisd.ca>
Record Type: Record

To: climate Change Info Mailing List <climate-l@lists.iisd.ca>
cc:
Subject: climate News - 18 March 2002

1) JAPAN-PANEL REDRAWS OUTLINE ON CO2 CUTS (Yomiuri Shimbun)
2) EU AGREES TO BE BOUND BY KYOTO PROTOCOL (Financial Times, BBC)
3) CANADA PONDERS KYOTO PROTOCOL (CNN, MSNBC, Toronto Star)
4) CANADA-O1-FAWA SLAMS OVER KYOTO ESTIMATES (Globe & Mail)
5) US-SENATE DELETES MILEAGE STANDARD IN ENERGY BILL (NY Times)
6) US-SENATE REJECTS RENEWABLE ENERGY PUSH (MSNBC, LA Times)
>
7) AUSTRALIA WELCOMES BUSH CLIMATE PLAN, SIGNS PACT (NY Times)
8) INDIA TO RATIFY KYOTO PROTOCOL BEFORE OCTOBER (Economic Times)
9) BRAZIL’S CARDOSO TO RATIFY KYOTO PROTOCOL (Kyodo)
10) S. AFRICA-MINISTER WELCOMES PROTOCOL RATIFICATION (BUa News)
11) S. KOREA TO SEEK RATIFICATION OF KYOTO PROTOCOL (Korea Herald)
12) UGANDA TO RATIFY KYOTO PROTOCOL (New vision Kampala)

13) UK-COMPANIES BID FOR EMISSIONS MONEY (Financial Times)
14) JAPAN-EMISSIONS TRADING SCHEME POSSIBLE IN FUTURE (Kyodo News)
15) PROTOTYPE CARBON FUND CAP INCREASED TO $180 MILLION (WB)
16) SINKING ISLANDS FLOAT LEGAL CHALLENGE (CNN)
17) EPA BACKS VOLUNTARY POWER PLANT EMISSIONS CUTS (NY Times)
18) CONFERENCE: GLOBAL WARMING THREATENS FORESTS (CNN)

19) BP EMISSIONS CUT AHEAD OF TARGET (The Scotsman, ENN)
20) JAPAN IN RACE TO COMMERCIALISE NEW FUEL BY 2006 (Reuters)
21) HYDROCARBON FRIDGES HIT ENVIRONMENT-SAVVY JAPAN (Japan Times)
22) SWEDEN APPROVES 4 PERCENT REDUCTION OF EMISSIONS (AP)
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23) UK ’NEEDS MORE NUCLEAR STATIONS’ (BBC News)
24) THAI ACTIVISTS-DON’T RUSH INTO SIGNING ACCORD (Bangkok Post)
>
25) GRACE SPACE TWINS TEAM UP TO TRACK EARTH’S WATER (NASA)
26) DROUGHT SPARKS FIRES, WATER RATIONING IN MALAYSIA (Reuters)
27) AUSTRALIA-SOUTHWEST IN LONG TERM DRY SPELL (Sunday Times)
28) CHINA-DEVELOPMENT LEAVES ENVIRONMENT IN THE DUST (china Daily)
29) US-WHEN GOOD WINTERS GO BAD (NY Times)
30) US-A BALTIMORE WITHOUT ORIOLES? (washington POSt)

ON THE WEB
31) GRIST MAGAZINE-REACTION TO THE BUSH PROPOSAL
32) US STATE DEPT-BUSH PROPOSAL ’A BIG DISAPPOINTMENT’ OVERSEAS

COMMENTARY AND ANALYSIS
33) AGNOSTIC OIL PATCH SEEKS KYOTO CLARITY (Globe & Mail)
34) US KYOTO ALTERNATIVE-A SAUDI VIEW (Middle East ECOn. Survey)
35) CONGRESS IS GIVING CARMAKERS A FREE RIDE ~Business week)
36) COMPENSATION FOR ABSORBING EMISSIONS (Buslness Times Malaysia)
37) MEMO TO BUSH (The Guardian-UK)
>
38) O1-FAWA AND PROVINCES MUST ACT ON KYOTO (Toronto Star)
39) KYOTO-AUSTRALIA’S SHAME (The Age)
40) BUSH FIDDLES FIGURES AS THE GLOBE WARMS UP (Japan Times)
41) CLIMATE PLAN IS CRITICIZED AS OPTIMISTIC (NY Times)
42) LINKS TO MORE COMMENTARY AND ANALYSIS

1) TIME OF ESSENCE FOR KYOTO PROTOCOL-
GOVT PANEL REDRAWS OUTLINE ON ACHIEVING CARBON DIOXIDE CUTS BY
2008-12
Yomiuri Shimbun
18 March 2002
Internet: http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/newse/20020318wo42.htm

Signatories to the Kyoto Protocol on curbing global warming have
entered the final stage of negotiations on ratifying the pact in
time for the world summit on sustainable Development that will be
held in south Africa from August to September. Tokyo is pulling
out all the stops to see that the necessary requirements are met
so the protocol can go into effect.

In a similar move, the European Union decided earlier this month
to urge its member countries to ratify the treaty as soon as
possible. Ratification by Russia is also vital, but less than
certain. The larger nations and territories are also under
pressure to hammer out domestic measures to achieve emission
reduction targets for greenhouse gases as specified in the
protocol.

observers agree that the coming months will be critical for the
future of the protocol. In November, a government panel on
combating global warming chaired by Prime Minister Junichiro
Koizumi began laying the ground for ratification after the seventh
session of the conference of the Parties (coPT) to the convention
held in Morocco reached agreement on rules to implement the
protocol after a series of rough negotiations.

For the pact to come into effect, it must be ratified by more than
55 countries. Furthermore, the total amount of carbon dioxide
emissions from the industrialized countries ratifying the protocol
must exceed 55 percent of the total amount of gasses emitted by
all industrialized nations in 1990. once this requirement is met,
the protocol will come into force after 90 days. There should be
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no problem meeting the requirement on country number, with the 15
nations of the EU planning to join the 49 countries that have
already ratified the pact.

Japan, EU, Russia must ratify
More delicately poised is the requirement on carbon dioxide
emissions. The withdrawal of the united states, which accounted
for 36 percent of the 1990 levels of carbon dioxide emissions,
means the EU, Japan and Russia must ratify the pact if it is not
to go up in smoke. The World Summit is scheduled to end sept. 4.
For the protocol to activate before then, ratification must be
achieved by June 6. Koizumi made it clear in a policy speech last
month that he would push for ratification. This makes a cabinet
meeting scheduled for June 4 Japan’s last chance to approve
ratification.

In reality, though, the Diet would have to give the go-ahead prior
to the cabinet meeting. Adding two to three weeks to complete the
paperwork, the real deadline for Diet approval would be from mid-
to late May. with Japan having given the pact the name of one of
its most famous cities, pride is at stake. The government, trying
to keep pace with other countries, had been working hard readying
bills on ratification and revisions to the law to promote measures
to combat global warming. The plan was to submit the bills in the
middle of the month. However, some Liberal Democratic Party
members said earlier this month that they wanted more discussion
time, and the government has had to work hard to knit together a
consensus withln the ruling parties that would see the b111s
submitted by the end of thls month.

Reduction goals hard to achieve
The protocol calls for different emission reductions from each
ratifying nation--in Japan’s case, a 6 percent cut in annual
carbon dloxide emissions from 1990 levels by 2008-12. working
toward this, the government panel is expected to approve Tuesday a
proposal to review an outline for promoting anti-global warming
measures aimed at achieving the target.

The proposal includes concrete targets--a 7 percent reduction of
industrial carbon dioxide emissions from 1990 levels by 2008-12; a
2 percent cut in household and office emissions; and a cap on
increased emissions in the transport sector of 17 percent. But
carbon dioxide emissions in 1999 were 6.8 percent above 1990
levels. If we break this figure down by sector, we find that
emissions were 17.5 percent higher in households and offices and
23 percent higher in the transport sector. Projected increases for
2010 put emissions at 8 percent above 1990 levels. This would mean
carbon dioxide emissions would have to be cut by 14 percent to be
compliant with the protocol.

To be in compliance, the proposal suggests a raft of measures, one
would oblige companies planning to construct office buildings to
submit detailed accounts of what energy-saving measures they
intended to incorporate into the buildings before they would
obtain approval for construction. The proposal also calls for the
promotion of eco-friendly automobiles and energy-saving machines
and tools, as well as the reduction of the public’s use of heaters
and lights. However, some government officials are concerned that
reductions targets will prove extremely difficult to achieve

see also-
Financial Times:
http://globalarchive.ft.com/globalarchive/article.html?id=020318001636&quer
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y=%22global+warming%22

"GOV’T TO SUBMIT 2 ENERGY BILLS TO FIGHT GLOBAL WARMING~" Kyodo:
http://home.kyodo.co.jp/all/display.jsp?an=20020315003

"NEW KYOTO GUIDELINES PROPOSE ~POLICY NIX’ APPROACH," Kyodo:
http://home.kyodo.co.jp/all/display.jsp?an=20020314015

"JAPAN-GUIDELINES SEEK 7% CUT BY INDUSTRY," Japan Times:
http://www.japantimes.co.jp/cgi-bin/getarticle.p15?nn20020311a2.htm

"ECO-FRIENDLY SCHOOLS URGED IN WAR ON CARBON DIOXIDE EMISSIONS,"
Japan Times:
http://www.japantimes.co.jp/cgi-bin/getarticle.p15?nn20020315c1.htm

"JAPAN URGES U.S. TO SET OVERALL GAS-EMISSION CUT TARGETS~" Kyodo:
http://home.kyodo.co.jp/all/display.jsp?an=20020304137

"TOKYO IRKED BY US STANCE ON KYOTO~" CSM:
http://www.csmonitor.com/2002/0312/p07s01-woap.html

2) EU AGREES TO BE BOUND BY KYOTO PROTOCOL
Financial Times
Mar 5, 2002
Internet:
http://globalarchive.ft.com/globalarchive/article.html?id=020305001520&quer
y=kyoto

The 15 members of the Euro-pean union yesterday agreed to be
legally bound by the terms of the Kyoto protocol on climate
change, backing plans to ratify the agreement before the end of
May. Margot Wallstrom, the EU environment commissioner, said the
decision gave credibility to the EU’s claims to be world leader in
the fight against global warming and would act as a spur to other
big industrlal powers to follow suit. Ms wallstrom repeated her
call for the US to re-enter the Kyoto process and urged countries
such as Japan and Russia to ratify quickly so that the 1997
protocol could enter into force in time for the world summit on
sustainable Development in Johannesburg in September.

"This is a historic agreement to ratify the Kyoto Protocol, which
is the best instrument to fight against climate change," said
Jaume Matas, the environment minister of spain, current holder of
the EU’s rotating presidency. "Global warming is the greatest ,
environmental problem facing humanity. Once they have completea
their individual ratification procedures, EU member states will be
formally obliged to adhere to previously agreed targets for
emissions of the gases - primarily carbon dioxide - widely blamed
for the so-called greenhouse effect.

The EU as a whole is committed to cutting emissions by 8 per cent
from 1990 levels over the period between 2008 and 2012, a target
that the European Commission believes can be reached at a cost of

~ust 0.06 per cent of pro~ected 2010 GDP. Kyoto will enter into
orce only once it is ratlfied by 55 countries, representing at

least 55 per cent of the industrialised world’s 1990 emissions.
The US, which produces about one-third of those emissions,
withdrew from the protocol last year, making it imperative for
Kyoto’s survival that most developed countrles follow the EU’s
lead. some 47 nations have ratified the protocol so far, the
European Commission said.

The US last month unveiled its own domestic plan to deal with
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climate change. It is largely voluntary and incentive-driven -
seeking to link the reduction of emissions to the us economic
growth rate - and sets a target for reducing the annual growth in
carbon dioxide emissions by nearly 18 per cent by 2022. "This is
not very much beyond a business-as-usual scenario," Ms wallstrom
claimed yesterday. "It won’t allow the us to meet its obligations
under the protocol. In fact, its greenhouse-gas emissions would
rise by about 33 per cent by 2020."

* EU environment ministers yesterday gave strong initial backing
to plans for tough new regulations to make companies cover the
costs of cleaning up environmental damage they cause. However,
ministers said the commission’s proposals 9ffered compaqies too
many exemptions and might leave public authorities - and taxpayers
- to foot the bill. For regional reports, www.ft.com/europe

See also-
Kyodo: http://home.kyodo.co.j~l~~£~~2~/1854038.
BBC: http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi stm
Guardian:
http://www.guardian.co.uk/globalwarming/story/O,7369,661904,00.html
Independent:
http://globalarchive.ft.com/globalarchive/article.html?id=020305001134&quer
y=kyoto
Irish Times:
http://www.ireland.com/newspaper/breaking/2002/O304/breaking46.htm
Radio Free Europe:
http://www.rferl.org/nca/features/2002/O3/O4032002095547.asp
SMH: http://www.smh.com.au/news/O203/O5/world/world9.html
ENN: http://enn.com/news/wire-stories/2002/O3/O3052002/ap-46578.asp
Asia Times: http://atimes.com/global-econ/DC06DjOl.html

Also see-
EURACTIV:
http://www.euractiv.com/cgi-bin/cgint.exe/339262-769?2100=l&204&OIDN=2S0306
4

EU WEB SITE:
http://europa.eu,int/rapid/start/cgi/guesten.ksh?p-action.gettxt=gt&doc=IP/
02/355101RAPID&Ig=EN&display

"BRITAIN TO RATIFY KYOTO," Times of London:
http://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/0,,2-229701,00.html

"UK TO RATIFY KYOTO SOON, A1-FACKS U.S. REJECTION," CNN:
http://www.cnn.com/2OO2/TECH/science/O3/O8/britain.kyoto.reut/index.html

"DUTCH SET PACE ON KYOTO TREATY RATIFICATION," Reuters:
http://www.planetark.org/dailynewsstory.cfm/newsid/14841/story.htm

3) CANADA PONDERS KYOTO PROTOCOL
CNN
March 16, 2002
Internet:
http://~mq.cnn.com/2002/NORLD/americas/O3/16/canada.kyoto.ap/index.html

VANCOUVER, British columbia (AP) -- canada is in the uncomfortable
position of choosing between its pledge to ratify the
international agreement to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and its
allegiance to a key oil and gas customer -- tee united States --
which rejects it. Prime Minister Jean Chretien says his government
intends to ratify the 1997 agreement negotiated in Kyoto, Japan,
which commits industrialized nations to reduce emissions to 1990
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levels. But there is growing support from business interests to
help Canada’s largest trade partner formulate an alternate plan
for reducing the industrial gases blamed for contributing to
global warmlng.

The Kyoto protocol was signed by the Clinton administration, but
never ratified by the senate. President Bush backed out of it last
year, saying it would be too costly for the U.S. economy, and has
since presented an alternative plan. The premiers of Alberta and
Ontario -- provinces involved in major trade with America -- said
Canada should reject the Kyoto treaty, too, because it might stop
canadian industry from competing with rivals with less stringent
requirements.

A survey by Canadian Manufacturers and Exporters, an industry
group, claimed the agreement would wipe out 450,000 manufacturing
jobs and cost the economy up to $25.6 billion by 2010. Environment
Minister David Anderson called those figures "absurd" and said
they represented a worst-case scenario. But other members of
chretlen s cablnet are expresslng reservatlons. We have to mae
sure we do it right and that’s what the government’s intention is,
to make sure we have all the information, have an analysis and
work with the ~,rovinces and then make a decision on whether we can
ratify or not, Natural Resources Minister Herb Dhaliwal said
Thursday.

The issue is prominent in Canada because of its huge Arctic
territory, which scientists say is being affected by warming
temperatures, some scientists believe global warming is part of a
natural cycle of temperature change, while others blame emissions
as significant contributors. Negotiators from more than 100
countries, including the united States and Canada, wrote the Kyoto
agreement, under the agreement, the treaty must be ratified by at
least 55 countries, including those responsible for 55 percent of
the world’s emissions in 1990. so far, 49 nations have signed the
protocol, but its rejection by the united states -- responsible
for about one-fourth of the world’s man-made carbon dioxide
emissions -- means virtually every other industrial country must
agree to meet the threshold.

Europe’s environment ministers agreed that all 15 European union
nations should adhere to the Kyoto agreement, chretien said Canada
wants to ratify Kyoto by June, when the G-8 summit will be held in
Alberta, but Anderson suggested that an August U.N. summit in
South Africa might be a more realistic target. "I don’t think the
American actions are a total bar to us considering ratification. I
think we should consider ratification despite the close connection
with the united states," Anderson said Wednesday, speaking before
delegates from 65 countries at the Global 2002 conference on
business and the environment.

Bush rejected the Kyoto agreement because he said it would have
cost the u.s. economy $400 billion and 4.9 million jobs. Bush’s
alternative plan~ presented to the Senate last month, uses
voluntary incentives to lure the energy industry into reducing air
pollution. It has not reached a vote. with the united states
i~lementing an energy policy emphasizing continued reliance on
o~i and natural gas -- both canadian resources _ chretien’s
government wants to avoid creating trade obstacles with the
world’s largest economy. Anderson, however, called Bush’s
rejection of the Kyoto agreement a mistake and said the u.s.
alternative proposal does not go far enough. Environmental groups
say canada is sending mixed signals. Greenpeace activists
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protested outside the meeting where Anderson spoke. "Get your act
together and ratify Kyoto," Greenpeace’s Gavin Wilson said.

Phil Austin, chairman of the Atmospheric Sciences Program at the
University of British columbia, criticized the U.S. position as
being out of date. "Europe has a more accurate understanding of
the risks of business-as-usual that the United States has
adopted," Austin said.

See also-
MSNBC:
http://famulus.msnbc.com/FamulusIntl/ap03-16-005040.asp?reg=AMERICAS

See also on canada-
"DISCUSS KYOTO PROTOCOL: BRITISH DEPUTY PM, Toronto Star:
http://www, thestar, com/NASApp/cs/ContentServe r?pagename=thestar/Layout/Arti
cl e_Pri ntFri endl y&c=Arti cl e&ci d=1016233362434

"OI-FAWA PROPOSES EMISSION TRADING PACT WITH U.S., National Post:
http://www, national post. com/search/story, html ?f=/stori es/20020308/276404, ht
ml &qs=kyoto

"KYOTO LIKELY TO COST BILLIONS, CHAMBER SAYS," Globe and Mail:
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/servlet/RTGAMArticleHTMLTemplate/C,C/2002030
3/wkvot0303?hub=businessBN&tf=tgam%252Frealtime%252Ffullstory-Bus.html&cf=t
g~m/~ealtime/config-neutral&vg=BigAdvariableGenerator&slug=wkyot0303&date=2
0020303&arc
hive=RTGAM&sit

"WE’LL SIGN KYOTO: ANDERSON," Vancouver Sun:
http://~Avw.canada.com/vancouver/news/story.asp?id={C18BCFFA-4605-45BS-B6D2-
424DF9B92497}

"KYOTO’S LEAKAGE PROBLEM," Montreal Gazette:
http://www.canada.com/montreal/montrealgazette/editorials/story.asp?id={B87
8E363-E15F-4B74-B339-648C956485AS}

"DHALIWAL BACKS AWAY FROM KYOTO RATIFICATION," Toronto Star:
http://www.thestar.com/NASApp/cs/ContentServer?pagename=thestar/Layout/Arti
cle_PrintFriendly&c=Article&cid=1016104S77127

"MEETING KYOTO TARGETS WILL COST FAR LESS THAN CRITICS PREDICT-
REPORT," Globe & Mail:
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/servlet/GIS.Servlets.HTMLTemplate?tf=tgam/co
mmon/FullStory.html&cf=tgam/common/FullStory.cfg&date=20020313&cache-key=na
tional&current_row=2&start_row=2&num_rows=l

"CANADA WON’T SIGN KYOTO: IMPERIAL OIL," National Post:
http://www.nationalpost.com/home/story.html?f=/stories/20020313/319694.html

"KYOTO FEAR MONGER," National Post:
http://www.nationalpost.com/home/story.html?f=/stories/20020314/330313.html

4) O1-TAWA SLAMS OVER KYOTO ESTIMATES
Globe & Mail
March 15, 2002
Internet:
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/servlet/ArticleNews/printarticle/gam/2002031
S/UKYOTN

OTTAWA -- The federal government has assembled a new report to
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debunk dire forecasts by Alberta and business groups that the
Kyoto Protocol will devastate the canadian economy and eliminat~
hundreds of thousands of jobs. "costs of Kyoto -- what We Know,
scheduled to be released shortly, rejects Kyoto opponents’
predictions that committin9 canada to the global deal to reduce
greenhouse-gas emissions w111 cost the economy as much as $30-
billion or $40-billion and as many as 450,000 jobs.

"The $40-billion estimate . . . is based on a worst-case and
unrealistic scenario that assumed that canada was the only country
in the world that took action to reduce emissions," says the
Environment Canada document, obtained by The Globe and Mail. "This
would never be the case in reality, as Kyoto can onl~ be brought
into force when a minimum of 55 countries ratify it," the report
continues. "The 450,000 job-loss estimate is based on the same
scenario." The report, dated March 4, 2002, also reveals that the
latest available forecasts predict the economic impact on canada
will be far less than opponents suggest, falling between $300-
million and $3.3-billion.

The new Environment Canada report has emerged several weeks after
a succession of attacks on the Kyoto accord by oil-rich Alberta,
the canadian chamber of commerce, the canadian Association of
Petroleum Producers and the association canadian Manufacturers &
Exporters. The estimates in the report, which take into account
negotiations last year that watered down the Kyoto Protocol, show
that costs to countries such as canada are dropping because the
united states pulled out of the deal in 2001.

canada and other countries hope to meet as much as half of their
Kyoto greenhouse-gas-reduction targets by buying the credits for
emission-abatement measures taken elsewhere under what is being
called an emissions-trading system. The premise underlying sucn
trading is that canada and canadian companies can avoid curtailing
industrial production to meet emission targets by instead buying
what amounts to environmental brownie points from those who have
managed to cut or displace such pollution.

The new federal report cites studies showiDg that the u.s.
rejection of Kyoto could drive down the prlce of those emission
permits by more than 70 per cent because the Americans won’t be in
the market trying to buy them too. Prices per tonne of carbon
dioxide, the unit of measure in an emissions-tradin~ system, could
fall as low as $11 (U.S.), compared to $40 a tonne if the united
States were to be in the market.

The report arrives as Ottawa faces increased lobbying from both
Kyoto supporters and opponents to decide whether it will ratify,
and therefore be legally bound by, the 1997 accord. The Kyoto
Protocol requires industrialized countries to reduce greenhouse-
gas emissions to a level 3.5 per cent below 1990 levels by the
year 2012. In practice, that means greenhouse-gas emissions --
produced by business, government and consumers -- will have to be
reduced by between 20 per cent and 30 per cent from the levels
they will have reached by 2012 if action isn’t taken.

The pressure on Canada to decide intensified last week after the
15 European Union members, including Britain, agreed to ratify the
Kyoto deal. Yesterday, John Prescott, Britain’s deputy prime
minister and a vociferous backer of the Kyoto Protocol, flew to
Ottawa for a quiet meeting with Environment Minister David
Anderson. A Canadian official rejected the suggestion that Mr.
Prescott urged canada to ratify the Kyoto deal.
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5) SENATE DELETES HIGHER MILEAGE STANDARD IN ENERGY BILL
New York Times
March 14, 2002
Internet: http://www.nytimes.com/2002/O3/14/politics/Z4ENER.html

WASHINGTON, March 13 - The Senate rejected a measure today to
stiffen fuel-efficiency requirements for cars and trucks, once
again resolving the perennial battle between environmentalists and
the automobile industry in favor of the industry. Instead, the
senate voted to give the Transportation Department two years to
study the need for new efficiency standards and how they would
affect safety and employment. Federal gasoline-use standards have
not changed since 1985. The average mileage of vehicles sold in
the united states, now about 24 miles per gallon, has been falling
for years, largely because of the increasing popularity of sport
utility vehicles. They use more fuel and are subject to less
stringent standards than cars.

A bipartisan team of senators led by John Kerry, Democrat of
Massachusetts, and John McCain, Republican of Arizona, argued that
toughening the standards would reduce the nation’s reliance on
foreign oiI and protect the environment. But they were overwhelmed
by senators from rural states and states with automobile factories
- backed by an expensive advertising campaign by carmakers and the
united Automobile Workers, who argued that congress had no right
to tell Americans what kind of vehicles they should drive.

On the showdown amendment, the senate voted 62 to 38 to delete
specific mileage requirements from the comprehensive energy bill
under consideration this month and to turn the matter over for
study to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. On
the vote, 43 Republicans and 19 Democrats were in favor of the
study; 31 Democrats, 6 Republicans and the independent, James M.
Jeffords of Vermont, wanted to keep tougher standards in the bill.
The Senate then voted 56 to 44 to exempt pickup trucks from any
higher mileage rules the safety administration might recommend.

The issue of requiring cars and trucks to get better gasoline
mileage arises almost every year, and the debate always follows a
pattern similar to the one on gun control. Politicians mostly from
the East and West coasts declare it ludicrous for Americans to
drive gas-guzzling behemoths, just as they say it is for them to
have free rein to own firearms. But big cars and pickup trucks are
a way of life in rural America, treasured like shotguns, and
politicians from those areas do not want to offend their
constituents.

AS usual, ferocious lobbying and expensive advertising campaigns
were mounted by both sides this year. But just as the gun control
lobby is usually no match for the National Rifle Assoclation, so
the environmentalists do not have the deep pockets of the
carmakers and the unions representing auto workers, standin~ at
his front-row seat on the senate floor before an enlarged pnoto of
a tiny, purple, one-seat European car, Senator Trent Loft,
Republican of Mississippi, asserted thls morning,    don’t want
Americans to have to drive this car." Americans are interested in
fuel efficiency, Mr. Lott, the minority leader, said, but they are
even more concerned about automotive safety, comfort and
performance.

senator christopher S. Bond, Republican of Missouri, said stiffer
mileage requirements would make golf carts the dominant means of
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transportation. "z don’t want to tell a mom in my home state that
she should not get an s.u.v, because congress decided that would
be a bad choice," Mr. Bond said. Senator Kerry tried to counter
this argument with the assertion that Detroit was capable of
making more fuel-efficient cars, vans, trucks and sport utility
vehicles without sacrificing safety.

one version of the measure he and Mr. McCain wrote would have
raised the corporate average fuel efficiency, or CAFE, standards
to 36 miles per gallon for all vehicles by 2016. Proponents say
that could save up to 2.5 billion ~arrels of oil a day, about what
is imported from the Middle East. No American will be forced to
drive any different automobile," he said, pointing to an
advertisement for a sport utility vehicle the Ford Motor Company
plans to market next year that is much more fuel efficient than
current models. The issue, he said, was whether the united States
could "save a significant amount of oil that we import from the
Persian Gulf from countries that have the ability to dictate our
future and simultaneously contribute to the effort to.improve
global warming problems as well as health in America.

But those in favor of stronger fuel- economy requirements could
not muster the same passion as the opponents. "American women love
S.U.V.’s," said senator Barbara A. Mikulski, Democrat of Maryland,
who lives in Baltimore, where there is a large General Motors
plant. "when you are a soccer mom and you are picking up kids or
you are car-pooling or have kids with gear, you need large
caoacitv " senator zell Miller, Democrat of Georgia, who sponsored
th~ amendment exempting pickup trucks from higher standards,,,s~id
he was protecting hard-working people with calloused hands. As
the pickup goes, so goes the heart and muscle of our country," Mr.
Miller said, and he concluded, "Don’t pick on the pickups."

Environmentalists lost on fuel efficiency, but they were likely to
prevail later in the month by blocking a proposal to allow oil and
gas exploration in the Arctic National wildlife Refuge in northern
Alaska. Senator Tom Daschle, Democrat of south Dakota, the
majority leader, has promised that the Alaska drilling measure
will be filibustered, and the proponents apparently do not have
the 60 votes necessary to bring the matter to a vote. This would
mean that the two measures that could do the most to make the
country less dependent on imported oil - stronger fuel efficiency
and tapping oil in the Alaskan wilderness - would not be in the
Senate’s f~nal enerqv legislation, what would remain would be more
modest measures, in~uding tax breaks to encourage alternative
sources of fuel like wind and solar power and the imposition of
tougher efficiency standards for air-conditioners and home
appliances. The measure will then go to conference with the House,
which passed its energy bill last year. The House also rejected
new mileage standards, but it approved oil and gas exploration in
the wildlife refuge.

See also-
washington Post:
http://www.washingtonpost,com/wp-dyn/articles/A23674-2002Mar13.html
MSNBC: http://www.msnbc.com/news/721318.asp?cp1=Z
LA Times:
http://www.latimes,com/news/nationworld/politics/la-OOOO18798mar14.story?co
ll=la%2Dnews%2Dpolitics%2Dnational
Financial Times:
http://globalarchive.ft.com/globalarchive/article.html?id=02031400184S&quer
y=%22global+warming%22
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see also-
"ADS ON BOTH SIDES OF FUEL STANDARDS," NY Times:
http://www.nytimes.com/2002/OJ/12/business/12ADCO.html

"SENATE DEFEAT FUEL ECONOMY STANDARDS DRAWS IRE OF ALLIANCE"
http://www.eyeforenergy.com/content.asp?news=26723

"TOP E.P.A. OFFICIAL QUITS~ CRITICIZING BUSH’S POLICIES," NY
Times: http://www.nytimes.com/2OO2/O3/O1/politics/OiRESl.html

"ENERGY FIRMS WERE HEARD ON AIR RULES, A CRITIC SAYS," NY Times:
http://www.nytimes.com/2OO2/O3/O2/politics/O2ENER.html

6) SENATE REJECTS RENEWABLEENERGYPUSH
MSNBC
15 March 2002
Internet: http://www.msnbc.com/news/724527.asp

WASHINGTON, March 15 - The Senate rejected a proposal Thursday to
require utilities to produce as much as a fifth of their
electricity from wind, solar and other renewable energy sources. A
more modest fuels requirement, calling for up to 10 percent of
electricity from renewable sources, remained in a broad energy
bill being debated by the senate, but opponents said they would
try to delete it next week.

THE VOTE on renewables was the second setback for
environmentalists in two days as the Senate considers a broad
blueprint that would set the nation’s energy policies. On
wednesday, it defeated steep increases in auto fuel economy. A
proposal by Sen. James Jeffords, I-Vt., that would require 20
percent of electricity come from non-hydro renewable sources by
2020 was rejected 70-29 as critics called it too ambitious,
unachievable and too expensive. The amendment would have started
at 5 percent in 2005.

Currently less than 2 percent of the electricity generated comes
from renewable sources: solar panels, wind turbines, geothermal
sources or,,biomass such as wood waste, grasses or agrlcultural
residues. Let’s not fool the public into thinking r~newable ,,
energy can replace coal, gas, or nuclear energy anytlme soon,
said sen. Frank Murkowski, R-Alaska. Sen. Jon Kyl, R-Ariz., said
the proposal amounted to an energy tax on electricity users
because renewables would be more expensive than other energy
sources. He said states should be left to decide whether they want
to require renewables to be used by utilities. "It isn’t necessary
to mandate it" from Washington, Kyl said. At least a dozen states
already require a minimum amount of power be produced from non-
fossil or non-nuclear sources.

The energy bill before the Senate already includes language by
sen. Jeff Bin~aman, D-N.M., to set a renewable generatlon standard
of 1 percent ~n 2005, and then increase 0.6 percentage points
yearly until reaching 10 percent in 2020. But Kyl wants to cut the
renewable standard altogether, and has offered an amendment to do
so. The Senate postponed a vote on that amendment. Jeffords
disputed~claims that his proposal would result in higherelectricity costs. He said meeting the 20 percent requirement was
"achievable, good for the economy and good for the environment."
"We must level the playing field for the renewable industry,"
Jeffords said. He said his proposal would lead to jobs, reduce air
pollution and provide a more balanced energy policy, separately,
the senate agreed to let the industry regulate itself to assure
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reliability of the power grids. By a 60-40 vote, it created a new
industry organization on electricity reliability, rejecting a
proposal to give the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission new
authority over power grid reliability.

See also-
LA Times:
http://w~w.latimes.com/news/science/la-000019090mar15.story?coll=la%2Dnews%
2Dscience

7) AUSTRALIA WELCOMES BUSH CLIMATE PLAN, SIGNS PACT
New York Times
February 28, 2002

CANBERRA (Reuters) - Australia said Thursday it welcomed President
Bush’s plan to tackle global warming and had signed a partnership
with washington to find practical approaches to dealing with
climate change, while several developed nations have slammed the
U.S. leader’s rejection of the Kyoto protocol and his proposed
alternative announced two weeks ago, Australian Environment
Minister David Kemp said Australia was pleased.

"’It’s a statement that clearly recognizes the importance of
taking action in a way that does not undermine the economies of
countries like the united states and Australia,’’ Kemp told a news
conference in washington, according to a statement. Kemp said the
U.S.-Australia partnership would focus on harmonizing industry
regimes and developing systems for carbon accounting and the
trading of renewable energy credits. "’Kyoto unfortunately is not
a proposal which is going to involve all countries... We need to
recognize that if we’re going to get global action, ~e need to see
action obviously on the part of tee united states ana action on
the part of developing countries," Kemp said.

The Kyoto protocol, signed in the old Japanese capital in 1997,
committed developing nations to cutting emissions of carbon
dioxide, the main so-called greenhouse gas, by an average of 5.2
percent from 1990 levels by 2012. Greenhouse gases are believed to
contribute to rising global temperatures, which may cause sea
levels to rise, wiplng out low-lying islands, and lead to more
dangerous weather conditions, water shortages, epidemics and
soclal strife.

REDUCTION TARGETS
A key U.S. and Australian criticism of the K¥oto treaty is that it
does not impose reduction targets on developing nations. Kemp said
that while Australia had not abandoned the Kyoto protocol, it had
a lot in common with Washington in wanting to find practical
approaches to climate change which will not harm developed
nations’ economies. Bush presented a voluntary plan in mid-
February to slow the growth of heat-trapping gases blamed for
global warming, in contrast to the mandatory limits sought in the
Kyoto treaty, which Bush shunned last year saying it would hurt
the economy.

Australia, the world’s largest coal exporter, won the right to
increase its emissions by eight percent above 1990 levels. But
Australian opposition politicians and environmentalists said the
Australia-U.S. partnership was another example of Australia’s
unwillingness to crack down on its own rising greenhouse gas
emissions.

"’Australia’s greenhouse gas emissions are rising and the
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government doesn’t want to take serious action to deal with that
and is just trying to hide behind Bush’s coat tails,’’ Greenpeace
spokeswoman Frances MacGuire told Reuters. "’(The partnership) has
nothing very concrete on actually bringing about real emission
reductions," she said. Greens Senator Bob Brown dismissed the
Australia-U.S. partnership as a blatant concession to industry.
"’Kemp’s first big act as minister for the environment is to
endorse the Australian coal and u.s. oil industry opposition to
mandated pollution control laws," Brown said in a statement.

see also on Australia--

"BLAIR, HOWARD IN GREENHOUSE DISPUTE," AAP:
http://news.com.au/common/story_page/O,4057,3867663%255E1702,00.html

"GOVT ACCUSED OF CLIMATE SELL-OUT," AAP:
http://news.com.au/common/story_page/0,4057,3867623%255E1702,00.html

"AUSTRALIA ANNOUNCES AGREEMENT WITH U.S. ON CLIMATE CONTROL,"
Kyodo: http://home.kyodo.co.jp/all/display.jsp?an=20020228071

"INDUSTRY WANTS GOVT CLIMATE POLICY," Nine MSN News:
http://news.ninemsn.com.au/national/story_8840.asp

"NEW GLOBAL WARMING DEAL BLASTED," The Age:
http://www.theage.com.au/articles/2002/O2/28/1014704981462.html

"DOWNER DEFENDS KYOTO SNUB," AAP:
http://news.com.au/common/story_page/O,4057,3872992%255E1702,00.html

"AUSTRALIA UNDER SCRUTINY OVER GLOBAL WARMING," CNN:
http://europe.cnn.com/2OO2/WORLD/asiapcf/auspac/O3/O3/chogm.globalwarming/i
ndex html

"AUSTRALIA DENIES DEAL WITH US RISKS KYOTO PACT," Reuters:
http://www.planetark.org/dailynewsstory.cfm/newsid/14833/story.htm

8) INDIA TO RATIFY KYOTO PROTOCOL BEFORE OCTOBER
Economic Times
MARCH 15, 2002
Internet:
http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/articleshow.asp?art_id=3807299

NEW DELHI: India is likely to ratify the Kyoto Protocol before
october this year, according to official sources, which will bring
the Protocol closer to becoming operational - 55 countries have to
ratify it and 49 have already ratified the Protocol that seeks to
reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Once the Protocol comes
into force, the pollution abatement industry will be galvanised
into higher levels of activity in the developing world, as well as
in the developed world.

The Protocol sets clear emission targets for developed countries
to be reached over a five-year period, between 2008 and 2012, with
1990 emissions levels as the base. while the overall reduction
aimed at is 5.2 per cent, the specific limits vary from country to
country. For developing countries including India and china, there
are no commitments for quantified reduction. For the US, the
largest producer of GHGs, the target was set at 7 per cent below
1990 levels. The US had earlier slgned the Protocol. The Bush
administration has, however, refused to ratify it.

with the spadework for inter-governmental consultations and
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approval already on, government sources told ET that if all goes
well, a ratification was expected much before the 8th conference
of Parties (coP 8) - to the united Nations Framework Convention on
climate Change - to be held in India between October 23 and
November 2.

"We have always been in favour of the structure and principles of
the Kyoto Protocol and there is no change in stance," sources said
while pointing out that Prime Minister Atal Bihari vajpayee had
said as much during his recent trip to Japan.

while the Kyoto Protocol will not resolve the global warming
problem altogether, it is seen as a significant step towards it.
Government officials have been reiterating India’s support at
various consultative fora, the latest being the high-level South
Asia-Canada Regional Initiatives on Climate Change meeting held in
the capital yesterday.

The reiteration assumes significance in the light of the statement
made by the Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) welcoming US
President George Bush’s policy statement on February.14~op his
government’s approach to environmental protectiop ana global    ~
climate change. President Bush while rejecting the Kyoto Protocol
came up with his own formula to reduce "intensity" of GHG levels
by 18 per cent over the next 10 years.

Simply put: the reduction is not in absolute terms but in terms of
GHG per unlt of economic output (obtained by dividing GHG by Gross
Domestic Product), meaning a reduction in intensity may not
necessarily mean reduction in emission levels. In the Bush
~roposal, absolute emission levels actually go up. Though the MEAas reiterated India’s stance that "it is not the aggregate
national value but the per capita level which correctly, defines a
country’s contribution to the global greenhouse gas emlssions",
its initial welcoming remarks have been variously interpreted.

while sources were dismissive of the MEA response as an "over-
enthusiastic response" to be judged more in the context of post-
september 11 Indian attitude, it is apparent that the statement
has caused some confusion. "Since President Bush has specifically
said that India and china should not be absolved of their
responsibilities, there was no need to welcome his statement,"
sources added.

while the matter is being taken up at the ministerial level, the
government is clear that there has been no conflicting signals on
~ts stance on the Kyoto Protocol. To be fair, MEA has said that
"India’s per capita GHG emission is very low compared to developed
countries. Nevertheless, we are fulfilling the commitments that we
have accepted under the UN Convention on Climate change, and we
will continue to work with the international community on this
issue". The last can only be interpreted as a commitment to Kyoto
Protocol, sources pointed out.

see also--
"NO POLICY TURNAROUND ON CLIMATE CHANGE," Hindustan Times:
http://www.hindustantimes.com/nonfram/140302/dLNAT11.asp

9) BRAZIL’S CARDOSO TO RATIFY KYOTO PROTOCOL
Kyodo News
12 March 2002
Internet: http://home.kyodo.co.jp/all/display.jsp?an=20020313040
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RIO DE JANEIRO, March 12, Kyodo - Brazilian President Fernando
Henrique Cardoso will sign an official memorandum wednesday,
sending the Kyoto Protocol on global warming to the National
Congress for ratification, the Environment Ministry said Tuesday.
A special foreign affairs committee will examine the protocol both
at the upper and lower houses before the official endorsement is
announced, but politicians committed to environmental matters do
not expect delays in the approval process.

cardoso has been a defender of the Kyoto Protocol since
representatives of 160 countries signed it in Japan in 1997 in an
effort to reduce the emissions of greenhouse gases, which have
raised the average global temperature. Cardoso has said recently
the most significant achievement of his administration has been
the decision to support the Kyoto Protocol. ’’The issue of
atmospheric warming is a global one and its solution must be found
in a multilateral manner," Science and Technology Minister
Ronaldo sardenberg said. ’’Ratifying the protocol is Brazil’s way
of contributing to its entering into effect.’’

As head of South America’s largest country, which often plays a
leading role among developing countries at international forums,
cardoso has sought a global leadership role amidst international
pressure for the ratification of the treaty, cardoso criticized
u.s. President George W. Bush last July for abandoning the
protocol. The Bush administration at that time said committing to
the targets set by the Kyoto Protocol could harm the U.S. economy.

The Brazilian president also sent a letter to Japanese Prime
Minister Junichiro Koizumi urging Tokyo to ratify the treaty.
Environmentalists say Japan has become pivotal to the protocol’s
survival after washington rejected it. The Brazilian branch of the
environmentalist organization world wide Fund for Nature (WWF) has
welcomed the cardoso administration’s decision to ratify the
protocol. ’’WWF acknowledges and applauds Brazil’s efforts (toward
the Kyoto Protocol) and appeals for the country to take a
leadership role and encourage friendly nations to ratify it,"
General Secretary of WWF-Brazil Garo Batmanian said.

The Kyoto Protocol, which establishes preset goals for reducing
greenhouse-gas emissions, initially sought a 5.2% reduction of the
emission of six pollutants by 2012, but has faced opposition from
developed countries. Besides Japan and the united states, Germany,
France, Italy, Russia and Britain stand among the 25 developed
countries which have not ratified the protocol so far.

10) MINISTER WELCOMES RATIFICATION OF KYOTO PROTOCOL
BuaNews (Pretoria)
March 14, 2002
Internet: http://allafrica.com/stories/200203140742.html

Environmental and tourism affairs minister Mohammed valli Moosa
has welcomed the ratification of the Kyoto Protocol by Parliament
yesterday. This to further enhance the effectiveness of south
Africa’s environmental legislation. According to the ratification,
countries have to develop a legal instrument through which
greenhouse gas emissions can be monitored and reduced. Present to
observe the ratification was special Envoy of the united Nations
and secretary-general for the world Summit on Sustainable
Development (WSSD), Jan Pronk, who was instrumental in the
development and international negotiation for the Protocol.

Commenting on this process, Mr Moosa said the ratification was
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important for south Africa, particularly as host of the WSSD, to
be held in 3ohannesburg later this year. Mr Pronk said this
demonstrated the country’s seriousness to deal with environmental
issues. The Protocol forged by 167 nations in December 1997,
marked the first international attempt to place legally binding
limits on greenhouse gas emissions from developed countries.

’Greenhouse gases’ are those gaseous constituents of the
atmosphere that absorb and re-emit infrared radiation that
increases global warming. The finalised Kyoto rulebook specifies
how to measure emissions and reductions; the extent to which
carbon dioxide absorbed by carbon sinks can be counted towards
Kyoto targets; how the joint implementation and emissions trading
systems w111 work; and the rules for ensuring compliance with
commitments.

11) GOVERNMENT TO SEEK RATIFICATION OF KYOTO PROTOCOL IN FIRST
HALF
Korea Herald
2002.03.06
Internet:
http://~w.koreaherald.co.kr/SITE/data/html_dir/2OO2/O3/O6/2OO20306OOO5.asp

The government said yesterday that it will step up efforts to
ratify the Kyoto global warming accord in the first half of this
year. with yesterday’s launch of the "Kyoto Protocol Task Force,"
chaired by Prime Minister Lee Han-dong, officials said an early
ratification of the global treaty to curb greenhouse gas emissions
will have a positive effect on the agreement. The government will
also strengthen international efforts with other countries obliged
to ratify the treaty, such as Mexico and Brazil, by exchanging
ideas and information on measures for reducing carbon dioxlde
emissions, the officials said.

Efforts between developed and developing countries will include
recruiting experts on climate change, developing energy-saving
technologles and environmentally friendly automobiles. As South
Korea is defined as a developing country under the Kyoto Protocol,
it is expected to enforce the treaty as of 2005. But the
government will delay plans to reduce carbon dioxide emissions, as
~t may damage the nation’s economy.

In preparation of the environmental agreement, the government will
supply about 20,000 compressed natural gas (CNG) buses by 2007 and
expand 50 percent of the nation’s highways to more than four lanes
by 2010, officials said.
south Korea’s economy heavily relies on fossil fuels that produce
carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases and is the world’s 11th
largest c02 polluter.

see also-
BBC Monitoring Service:
http://globalarchive.ft.com/globalarchive/article.html?id=020305003083&quer
y=%22global+warming%22

12) KAMPALA TO RATIFY KYOTO PROTOCOL
New vision (Kampala)
March 4, 2002
Posted to the web March 4, 2002
Internet: http://allafrica.com/stories/200203040211.html
UGANDA is to ratify the Kyoto Protocol in a bid to conserve the
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environment and attract investment for tree planting projects. Dr.
Kezimbira Miyingo, the State Minister for Environment said at the
closing of a three-day consultative conference on uganda’s forests
that the Cabinet recently approved signing of the global treaty.
The Kyoto Protocol, negotiated in Kyoto, Japan in 1997 as a
mechanism for encouraging polluters to reduce carbon-dioxide
emissions into the atmosphere.

Accumulation of carbon-dioxide in the atmosphere is dangerous
because it traps the heat escaping from the earth surface, thereby
causing global warming and climate change. Miyingo said the most
industrialised countries, which are the biggest polluters, are
obliged by the Kyoto Protocol to invest in p~ojects that sink or
reduce carbondioxide. "United States of America (USA) pulled out
of the negotiations last year, but the ratification can take place
even without them," he said. However, he said they were still
persuading USA to come back to the negotiations. "carbon trading
in Uganda is being handled by the Department of Meteorology," he
said.

13) COMPANIES BID FOR EMISSIONS MONEY
Financial Times
Mar 12, 2002
Internet:
httpi//globalarchive.ft.com/globalarchive/article.html?id=020312001134&quer
y=emlsslons

Several dozen companies yesterday started bidding for up to Pounds
200m in government incentive money that will reward them for
voluntarily reducing greenhouse gases. In what is believed to be
the first of its kind, the government auction of incentive money
will leave companies with pollution allowances that they can then
buy and sell in the new UK emissions trading system starting on
April 2.

The point of emissions trading is to allow companies with
relatively high costs of emission reduction to buy pollution
permits off companies with lower relative costs in cutting
greenhouse gases. In this way the goals of the Kyoto climate
change protocol can be met more efficiently. The UK is not the
first to introduce emissions trading - the European Commission has
proposed an EU-wide system to begin in 2005. But the UK scheme is
the first voluntary one, and requires government money to entice
companies to take part.

The government originally set an upper limit of Pounds 215m in
incentives, but last week set an "indicative budget range" of
Pounds 150-200m. The starting price, was set at Pounds 100 per
tonne of carbon dioxide equivalent. But such a high price was
considered likely to attract such a large volume of emission-
cutting commitments that it would bust the budget range. So the
government will use the auction to lower the price until both it
and the volume of reductions come within its budget range.

See also-
"34 FIRMS JOIN BRITAIN’S CO2 EMISSIONS TRADING SCHEME," Kyodo:
http://home.kyodo.co.jp/all/display.jsp?an=20020314096

14) OKI SUGGESTS EMISSIONS TRADING SCHEME POSSIBLE IN FUTURE
Kyodo News
14 March 2002
Internet: http://home.kyodo.co.jp/all/display.jsp?an=200203141S8
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TOKYO, March 14, Kyodo - Environment Minister Hiroshi oki told the
upper house Thursday that Japan has no immediate plans to
implement an emissions trading scheme to reduce emissions of
carbon dioxide (co2) and other greenhouse gases as part of efforts
to meet the 1997 Kyoto Protocol to curb global warming. ’’There is
no plan for a cap and trade (system) in the first two years"
starting 2003, Oki told the House of Councillors Budget Committee,
but his remarks could be taken as indicating the possibility of
introducing such a system in the future.

The minister was responding to a question by Yosuke Tsuruho, an
upper house member of the New Conservative Party of the tripartite
ruling coalition. On its current position, the Japanese government
has said it will not establish for the time being a "cap and
trade" emissions scheme which involves trading emission
allowances that are limited or capped. The Kyoto Protocol requires
industrialized countries to reduce their greenhouse-gas emissions
by at least 5%, compared with 1990 levels, from 2008 to 2012.

15) PROTOTYPE CARBON FUND EXPANDS ITS REACH: FUND CAP INCREASED TO
$180 MILLION
world Bank News Release
27 February 2002
Internet:
http://lnweb18.worldbank.org/news/pressrelease.nsf/673fa6c5a2d50a67852565e2
00692a79/f9b0el22b3a3edac85256b6d005e31e8?OpenDocument

WASHINGTON, February 27, 2002-The world Bank’s Prototype carbon
Fund (PCF) is expanding its carbon emissions reduction reach in
developing countries by increasing its subscribed capital from
$145 million to $180 million. Launched in January 2000 to transfer
finance and technology to developing countries to help them reduce
greenhouse gas emisslons, the PCF has elicited more financial
resources and shareholder interest than originally anticipated.
This decision to expand PCF’s capital to $180 million, agreed to
in a recent Participants Meeting, will allow the current PCF
shareholders of 17 companies and six governments to increase their
headroom, allowing more projects to be done in the developing
countries and transition economies.

"This is well in excess of the initial $100 million funding target
and original $150 million legal cap placed on the fund by the
Bank’s Executive Board," according to Ken Newcombe, Prototype
carbon Fund Manager. "This outcome is a.vo~e of ponfidenc~ by the
shareholders in the PCF as a product and the Bank as its hOSt. It
reinforces our view that learning-by-doing plays a vital role in
early carbon market development and provides ~n impetus for us to
expand and diversify this role in the future.

The Participants also agreed to a fourth year of investment in PCF
operations, beyond the three years originall lanned. The PCF
expects to.place all its funds by mid-2004, ~n~ is scheduled to
terminate in 2012. The Prototype Carbon Fund, established in the
world Bank with contributions from governments and companies, is a
first attempt to experiment with the creation of a market in
emissions reductions under the Kyoto Protocol’s "flexibility"
provisions. It will invest in cleaner technologies in developing
countries and transition economies, thus reduclng their greenhouse
gas emissions. These emissions reductions will be independently
verified and certified, and then transferred to the Fund’s
contributors in the form of emissions reduction certificates
rather than cash. The primary focus is on renewable energy
technologies - such as wind, small-hydro, and bio-mass energy
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technology - that would not be profitable without financial
support trom the PCF,

see also-
The Prototype Carbon Fund website:
http://ww~.prototypecarbonfund.org/

16) SINKING ISLANDS FLOAT LEGAL CHALLENGE
CNN
March 5, 2002
Internet:
http://~.cnn.com/2OO2/WORLD/asiapcf/auspac/O3/O5/pacific.sealevel/index.h

SYDNEY, Australia -- The chief U.S. climate negotiator has said
that the Kyoto Protocol on climate change abandoned by his country
would not save tiny Pacific islands from rising sea levels. This
came as low-lying nations such as Tuvalu, who says it is sinking
beneath the waves, may use lawsuits as the next weapon against
~lobal warming, chief u.s. climate negotiator Harlan Watson castoubt on the degree of importance put on greenhouse gases for
rising sea levels saying it was likely regional volcanic
instability was playing just as big a part. Law experts and
environmentalists say that suing the u.s. and Australia over their
failure to ratiTy the 1997 Kyoto Treaty would be prohibitively
expensive, drawn out and hard to win.

The Prime Minister of Tuvalu, Koloa Talake, told media at the
commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting Monday that his country
was exploring this and other legal options for his low-lying
Pacific nation, watson has argued that rising temperatures are
inevitable and that no amount of de~ate over the Kyoto protocol or
the U.S. position would stop that. I would say to them that if
they do have a problem with sea levels rising, Kyoto will not stop
that," watson said. "The overall temperature of the Earth has been
warming for the last 10,000-plus years...Kyoto will not slow that
down one whit," he told Reuters news agency. Talake has already .
disputed scientific studies, supported by Australia and the unite~
States, which suggest there had, as yet, been no discernible rise
in sea levels. He said the hard fact of life in Tuvalu disproved
this alternate theory.

seeking ways to fight
In response, desperate Pacific states are seeking ways to fight
back against rich polluting nations and multinatlonal concerns
whose emissions of greenhouse gases they say are wiping them out.
Already the Tuvalu government has said it is working wlth a united
States law firm on how it could take legal action in the
International court of Justice to force nations to reconsider
their position on greenhouse gas emissions. The island leaders are
believed to have voiced concerns over Australia’s scientific
agreement with the united states on global warming, while not
expecting to win, observers say that Tuvalu would at least draw
global attention to its plight.

However, Watson said it would be impossible to prove that other
factors were not involved in rising sea levels. "The south Pacific
is very volcanically unstable on tee sea floor...so you have some
natural subsidence occurring anyway. Islands are appearing and
disappearing all the time, he told Reuters news agency.
Environmental groups like Greenpeace argue that the Kyoto protocol
might at least slow the pace of climate change so that low-lying
nations might have more time to react and adapt. Talake said he
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was disappointed that Australia was not championing the cause of
the small Pacific nations and instead siding with the united
states on the greenhouse issue.

However Australian Prime Minister John Howard said the agreement
with the u.s. was not designed to undermine the Kyoto Protocol on
greenhouse gas emission. We are a net exporter of energy and our
view remains very strong that unless you have the Americans and
the developing countries in, you will not have an effective
arrangement," Howard told Reuters. Tuvalu, a string of nine coral
atolls five meters (16 feet) above sea level at their highest
point, fears its last palm tree could sink beneath the Pacific
within 50 years, other threatened Pacific islands include
Kiribati, Niue and the Marshall Islands and the Maldives in the
Indian ocean.

17) EPA BACKS VOLUNTARY POWER PLANT EMISSIONS CUTS
New York Times
March 18, 2002
Internet:
http://www.nytimes.com/reuters/politics/politics-environment-cleanair.html

WASHINGTON (Reuters) - U.S. environmental regulators are proposing
letting utilities make voluntary cuts in air emissions at aglng,
coal-fired power plants, abandoning the clinton administration’s
policy of vigorous enforcement, green group sources said on
Monday. The plan, outlined by the Environmental Protection Agency
in documents submitted to the white House’s office of Management
and Budget, marks a shift away from aggressive prosecution of
utilities that refuse to install costly new anti-pollution
equipment.

It is the latest in a series of environmental actions by the Bush
administration which included easing limits on road building in
national forests, giving mining firms more flexibility to dig for
gold and copper on publlc lands and cutting ba
ck energy efficiency
standards for air conditioners. The EPA s new plan for coal-fired
utilities emphasizes voluntary cooperation to fight air pollution,
the environmental sources said. An EPA spokesman was not
immediately available to comment.

The washington Post reported on Monday the administration wanted
to encourage voluntary action, but would seek legislation to force
cuts in pollution at plants that do not cooperate. At issue is how
far a U.S. utility can go to enlarge or upgrade an old coal-fired
plant before it must invest in expensive new air pollution
technology to control smog, acid rain and soot. The clinton
administration sued nine Midwestern and Southern utilities in
November 1999 to enforce the so-called "’new source review" rule
of the Clean Air Act. utilities complain that the current rule is
unfair and would require new investments of billions of dollars.

PART OF ENVIRONMENTAL ROLL BACK?
Green groups see the proposed rule change as part of a larger
administration agenda to roll back protection for air, land and
water in the 1970 clean Air Act. unchecked emissions from coal
plants mean people with asthma and other respiratory illnesses are
likely to get sicker, they s~y. "’The EPA may have split the new
source rewew cha~ges into p~eces," said Frank O’Donnell at the
Clean Air Trust. It may be trying to dribble out the changes in
sequence to avoid the appearance that they’re gutting new source
review". The EPA was under orders from the Bush administration to
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submit at least some of its planned changes to the new source
review rule to the office of Management and Budget last Friday,
environmental sources said.

The OMB could spend several weeks reviewing the EPA proposal
before it is released for public comment. Environmental sources
said the changes proposed by the EPA included creating a plant-
wide applicability limits program, which would allow power plant
owners to take voluntary action to reduce emissions. The EPA plan
would also create a "’clean-unit exemption" to give a 15-year
break from emission regulations to power plants that upgraded
their pollution controls over the last 15 years.

POLITICAL ISSUE IN MINING STATES
The Bush administration ordered a review of the new source review
program as part of a national energy plan it unveiled last May.
The new source review rules were bitterly contested by several
utilities as costly and unfair. President Bush has repeatedly
called for the united States to boost its use of domestically
produced coal, a position popular among such politically crucial
mining states as Kentucky, Tennessee and west virginia.

white House officials denied that a final decision on new source
review rules had been reached. "’we have not received any final
reports (from EPA). The administration continues to pursue
enforcement actions,’’ an administration source told Reuters. In
February, the administration announced its so-called "Clear
skies" initiative which calls for utilities to cut emissions of
three major pollutants by 70 percent by 2018 using a cap-and-trade
system. The rule exempts power plants and oil refineries built
before 1977 from installing modern pollution controls unless major
modifications are made to the plants. The industry, which has
bitterly opposed the pollution rule, claimed the regulations
prevented power plants from being expanded and limited energy
supplies.

A senior EPA official said last week the administration would veto
any legislation to control power plant emissions that does not
eliminate the new source review rule. Jeff Holmstead, EPA
assistant administrator for air, made the remarks at an American
Bar Association conference in Colorado. "’The Bush administration
has finally revealed their intentions: to repeal clean Air Act
protections,’’ said John Stanton, vice president of the National
Environmental Trust.

See also--
washington Post:
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A42310-2002Mar17.html

18) CONFERENCE:GLOBAL WARMING THREATENSFORESTS
CNN
March S, 2002
Internet:
http://www.cnn.com/2OO2/WORLD/americas/O3/O5/canada.forest.reut/index.html

WINNIPEG, Manitoba (Reuters) -- Global warming is becoming an
increasing threat to forests in much of the world, paving the way
for fires, droughts and pest infestations, officials told an
environmental conference Tuesday. Ola ullsten, former swedish
prime minister and co-chairman of the world commission on Forests
and Sustainable Development said the latest evidence indicates
that over half the world’s boreal forest could disappear due to
the effect of climate change as conditions shift. "It’s a very
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severe problem," ullsten told Reuters ahead of a conference in
winnipeg attended bx timber industry representatives and
environmentalists. If you want to illustrate the environmental
dilemma the world is in, I think what has happened to the boreal
forest in Manitoba, or you can probably take some other provinces
as well, is a very good or tragic example of what might happen if
actions aren’t taken."

Boreal, or northern, forests are a belt of mostly coniferous trees
running through much of canada, the united states, Russia,
Scandinavia and parts of Mongolia and China. They make up about
one-third of the Earth’s forests and form the basis for the global
timber industry. Trees found there, including aspen, spruce, fir
and pine, are uniquely adapted to cold northern climates, and
experts say they are far more sensitive to temperature
fluctuations than temperate or tropical species, ullsten said that
the main way to combat the threat is to reduce the burning of
fossil fuels, one of the main contributors to global atmospheric
warming, and focus on alternative energy sources.

"when you think about what is likely to be done to make a real
difference, then you have to turn to governments and then ask
them, what do they want to do and what do they dare to, and then
you get more pessimistic," said ullsten. He said many scientists
believe that a winter temperature rise of as little as 3 degrees
celsius (5 degrees Fahrenheit) over the next half century could
destroy half the world’s boreal forests. A United Nations ~anel on
climate chan~e has predicted that the most rapid and sweeplng
changes to the boreal belt will be from more climate-driven
natural disturbances, notably increased forest fires and pest
outbreaks, as trees become more vulnerable and conditions more
conducive to certain beetles and insects.

19) BP EMISSIONS CUT AHEAD OF TARGET
The Scotsman
13 March 2002
Internet:
http://www.business.scotsman.com/news/headlines_specific.cfm?id=278392002&s
ection=bus%2Dutil

OIL giant BP has reduced its greenhouse gas emissions eight years
ahead of target, chief executlve officer Lord Browne cla~med
yesterday. Browne pledged to peg the emission of gases believed to
cause global warming at that level for the next decade - despite
expecting a 5.5 per cent yearly increase in production until 2005.
Four years ago, BP vowed to cut the emission of carbon dioxide and
other greenhouse gases by 10 per cent from 1990 levels by 2010.

Browne revealed yesterday that BP had cut its gas emissions by
more than nine million tonnes to 80 million. He added: "This
achievement is the product not of a single magic bullet but of
hundreds of different initiatives by tens of thousands of people
over the last five years." He said the company had adapted in
order to achieve the target by utilising efficiency, technology
and better management of energy used by BP.

At BP’S Texas city refinery, the firm reduced the amount of energy
used, saved $5 million (e3.5 million) and reduced the amount of
greenhouse gases produced by 300,000 tonnes. The savings have
offset the $100 million (e70.6 million) a year it has cost to
implement the initiatives. Browne said the company had also
reduced the flaring of natural gas on its platforms. In the North
Sea, BP has reduced emissions from flaring by 250,000 tonnes, with
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increased production, Browne said gas emissions would rise by 63
per cent to 130 million tonnes by 2005 but the company aims to
hold emissions level until 2012.

See also-
"WRI WELCOMES MAJOR REDUCTIONS OF BP’S CARBON EMISSIONS," ENN:
http://www.enn.com/direct/display-release.asp?id=6375

"REACTION MIXED AS OIL GIANT CUTS GREENHOUSE GASES," IPS:
http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&u=/oneworld/20020313/wl-oneworl
d/1032_1016043892

20) JAPAN IN RACE TO COMMERCIALISE NEW FUEL BY 2006
Reuters
March 14, 2002
Internet:
http://~.planetark.org/dailynewsstory.cfm/newsid/15004/story.htm

TOKYO - Japan is racing to commercialise a new generation of fuel
by 2006 to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and to rely less on
Middle East energy imports. Two separate Japanese joint ventures -
one led by Mitsubishi Gas chemical Inc and another by Japanese
steel maker NKK Corp - are aiming to begin mass production of
dimethyl-ether (DME), which is commonly found in hair sprays. DME,
made from natural gas, emits no sulphur oxide or particle matter
and only small amounts of carbon dioxide, currently, Japan
produces about 10,000 tonnes of DME a year, mostly for use in hair
sprays.

Backers of DME say it could eventually replace liquefied petroleum
gas (LPG) or gas oil as the main fuel for some vehicles and power
generators. M1tsubishi Gas plans to build a $500-$600 million
plant in western Australia by the end of 2003 with annual capacity
of 1.7 million tonnes of DME by 2006. NKK is considering building
a DME plant in gas producing countries such as Indonesia,
Australia or the Middle East.

"In the near-term, the most likely user for DME is the LPG
industry in Japan," said Yotaro Ohno, NKK’S general manager of
environmental solutions. He said about 20 percent of Japan’s
imported LPG - enough to meet demand in the industrial sector -
could be initially replaced by DME. "I can easily see pME
replacing about 20 perce~t pf Japan’s imports ot. LPG when ~E.
imports begin in 2006. It that takes place, LPG buyers coula nave
a bargaining-power to LPG producers," ohno told Reuters in a
recent interview. LPG is used to heat Japanese homes in winter or
to run power-hungry machinery at factories - for example, melting
steels at metalworks companies.

DME is of a similar quality to LPG, allowing it to replace LPG
without too many adjustments td infrastructure. Japan imports
about 15 million tonnes of LPG a year, the bulk from the Middle
East. Japan’s government said in a recent report that it expects
initially to import between 1.4 million and 2.4 million tonnes of
DME a year from offshore Japanese plants from 2006. The search for
cleaner fuels has been a part of Japanese government policy since
1997 when industrialised nations agreed in the Japanese city of
Kyoto to c~t carbon dioxide emissions by an average 5.2 percent
from 1990 levels by 2012.

Greenhouse gases, which come mainly from burning fossil fuels, are
thought to cause rising global temperatures. U.S. President George
W. Bush has rejected the Kyoto pact and instead outlined a
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voluntary plan to slow the growth of global-warming gases.

REDUCE PRICES
Yet some industry sources say several hurdles need to be overcome
before DME can be widely used, including cutting its cost and
getting regulatory approval in the auto industry. "we have the
necessary technology to produce DME," Norio Konishi, general
manager at Mitsubishi Ga~ Chemical’s planning development
division, told Reuters. We are confident that if we start mass
production, we could offer DME at much lower prices than that of
LPG," he said. Japanese prices for LPG are set by producer saudi
Arabia, often making them less competitive than other fuels.
Rising demand for LPG in Asia is also expected to push up prices
over the longer-term, causing many companies to hunt out
alternatives.

NKK and Mitsubishi Gas both targeting DME production costs similar
to those for production of liquefied natural gas (LNG), also a
clean fuel which currently costs about two yen per megacalorie to
produce. About 129 yen equals one U.S. dollar. Although DME is
expected to gain widespread use, sources say it will take some
time before taking ro?t in the automobile industry because of
costs and regulatory issues. Yuji Morita, senior analyst at
Japan’s Instltute of Energy Economics, said DME makers must prove
to automakers that DME has high fuel efficiency and is cost-
effective. They must also overcome regulatory hurdles and convince
the government to promote and mass-produce DME-power cars, engines
and batteries.

21) HYDROCARBON FRIDGES HIT ENVIRONMENT-SAWY JAPAN
Japan Times
March 19, 2002
Internet:
http://www.japantimes.co.jp/cgi-bin/getarticle.p15?nn20020319c2-htm

Electrical machinery makers Toshiba Corp. and Matsushita Electric
Industrial Co. have introduced refrigerators that use hydrocarbons
as a cooling medium, marking further progress in efforts to move
away from chlorofluorocarbon- and hydrofluorocarbon-based
appliances. Toshiba began selling the environmentally friendly
refrigerators in January. Matsushita followed a month later. It
took Matsushita and Toshiba nearly 10 years to come up with their
Earth-friendly products after Greenpeace, a global environmental
protection group, and a German maker jointly developed hydrocarbon
refrigerators aimed at taking some of the load off the global
environment.

The sale of CFC- and HFC-free refrigerators by the two Japanese
manufacturers comes 15 years after the creation of the 1987
Montreal Protocol, designed to control ozone-destroying
substances. The use of CFCs, a known ozone-depleting substance, as
refrigerants for refrigerators was abolished in 1995. In the past,
CFCs were utilized to clean precision machinery parts, as well as
for making styrofoam and housing insulation. They were also used
as propellant gas in aerosol cans.

currently, HFCs are being used as an alternative to CFCs in the
productior of refrigerators. But HFCs are also said to cause
global warming. Germany, which has also lead the world in research
unto hydrocarbon refrigerators, has reportedly almost succeeded in
completely ridding refrigerators of CFCs. Scandinavia is said to
be close to Germany in this area. The first hydrocarbons that
Germany adopted as refrigerants had a problem with flammable
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vapors.

Germany and other nations then turned to isobutane, utilizing it
as a cooling medium for CFC- and HFc-free refrigerators. Japanese
refrigerator makers ~ook time to study isobutane because there was
no safety standard, we knew isobutane had a high rate of
efficiency as a cooling medium," said Shinji Hirai, chief
specialist in Toshiba’s refrigerator engineering department.
Isobutane’s refrigeration power is 1.8 times that of HFC. However,
at that rate of cooling capacity, the pressure is as low as about
one-third that of propane gas when a "leakage" in one case in a
million is factored into the equation. The problem that confronted
engineers was how to deal with the ignition point of the gas at
494 c.

Refrigerators used at present are equipped with automatic
defrosting heaters that are covered by glass cylinders. The
defrosting temperature exceeds the ignition point, according to
refrigerator manufacturers. European-made refrigerators do not
carry automatic defrosters due to the lower humldity ~n those
countries. In order to increase the efficiency rate of heat
extraction and combat high humidity, Japanese refrigerator
manufacturers install automatic defrosters in their refrigerators
and adopt an indirect, forced-cooling circulatory system.

According to an industry source, to do away with CFC-reliant
refrigerators, Japanese engineers had to come up with
refrigerators capable of defrosting automatically at low
temperatures. Rather than using glass tubes, Toshiba engineers
opted for a system in which the hea=er ran as if it was embracing
the condenser, reining in temperatures at 60 c to 90 c. Matsushita
engineers used a double-cylinder glass radiant defrosting heater
to keep temperatures low.

It also took steps to ensure there are no problems if there is a
~as leakage inside its refrigerators by preventing all parts,
including refrigerator-door switches and electric lamps, from
causing sparks. "Actually, only 48 grams of isobutane is used for
even a large refrigerator," Hirai said. "In addition, we took
extra care so that even if pipes in it are ruptured it can detect
it swiftly and keep the volume of leakage to a minimum." Although
the price of the CFC-free products can be about 10 percent higher,
Hirai said CFC-free refrigerators provide the best performance.

22) SWEDISH PARLIAMENT APPROVES 4 PERCENT REDUCTION OF GREENHOUSE
EMISSIONS
Associated Press
Mar 6, 2002
Internet:
http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&u=/ap/2OO20306/ap-wo-en-bu/swed
en_environment_l

STOCKHOLM, Sweden - The Swedish parliament on Wednesday approved a
government plan to apply stricter controls on greenhouse emissions
than required by the Kyoto Protocol (news - web sites) on climate
change. The plan aims to cut sweden’s emissions by 4 percent of
1990 levels by 2012 through improved energy efficiency, increased
use of alternative fuels and a public information campaign.

The plan, presented last fall by the ruling social Democratic
Party, passed 185-74 in the 349-seat Riksdag with 52 abstentions
and 38 lawmakers absent. The center-right Moderate Party opposed
the plan saying it wasn’t cost-effective, while the Green Party
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abstained from voting, calling for an even sharper cut in
emissions.

under the 1997 Kyoto international agreement, Sweden, which has
some of the lowest emission levels in Europe, could increase
emissions by 4 percent. Heat-trapping gases like carbon dioxide
are considered the prime causes of global warming (news - web
sites), sweden has kept emission levels low by relying more on
nuclear and hydroelectric power than the burning of fossil fuels.
The Scandinavian nation of 9 million people also was the first
country to introduce a tax on carbon dioxide emissions.

sweden and the 14 other members of the European union (news - web
sites) agreed on Monday to ratify the Kyoto treaty by June 1,
despite its rejection by the united states. The EU has pledged to
cut its combined emission levels by 8 percent of 1990 levels by
2012 through legislation to promote cleaner energy and shift
traffic to less polluting transportation like rail or water.

23) UK ’NEEDS MORE NUCLEAR STATIONS’
BBC News
7 March 2002
Internet:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/sci/tech/newsid_1859000/1859057.stm

Environmental groups are against the proposals
The UK’s nuclear power station building programme should be
revived, according to the government’s chief scientific adviser.
Professor David King told the BBC that restarting the programme
would help meet international targets to reduce carbon dioxide
emissions. In a speech to launch National science week at the
Albert Hall on Thursday, Professor King explained why he felt
renewable energy sources on their own would fail to meet the UK’s
targets.

The call for a shift in government thinking is somewhat
remarkable. Until now, Professor King has been a sceptic of
nuclear fission power - sharing concerns with environmental groups
about the disposal and storage of radioactive waste. After a
detailed review he has now concluded that the contribution from
renewable energy sources, such as wind, wave and solar power,
should be greatly boosted - to provide 20% of the UK’s electricity
by 2020. But he says these sources will not provide enough power
to make a dent in the UK’s reliance on fossil fuels on their own.
This is because the contribution from the UK’s aging nuclear power
stations will decline from the present 27% to less than 4% as they
are decommissioned.

Difficult balance
Professor King told the BBC Radio 4 Today pTogramme
decommissioning existing nuclear power stations over the next 20
xears would leave us at a standstill regarding co2 emissions.
Dependence on fossil fuels would be unchanged unless there is new

nuclear b~ild at least to replace existing nuclear power
stations, he said. Professor King said more advanced research was
needed into treating and disposing of nuclear waste - the legacy
of the long.cold war period, we have to deal with that whether or
not we continue with nuclear power," he said. "Those who are
opposed to nuclear power on environmental grounds have to weigh up
this difficult balance.., are we going to continue with global
warming or are we going to mitigate it."

Difficult route
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If cutting emissions were the priority, he added, then we needed
to continue "our dependence on nuclear power at least in the
intermediate phase at least until renewables come on stream
substantially". Professor Kind is therefore suggesting that the
government kick-starts the UK~s nuclear power station building
programme - a move he describes as a politically difficult but
envlronmentally necessary route. Environmental groups reject this
view, 9rgu~ng the UK could meet its carbon dioxlde targets by
investing in energy efficiency technologies.

A report by the Cabinet office Performance and Innovation unit
(PIU) released in February said greater energy efficiency was the
cheapest way of keeping security of supply and meeting climate
change targets. But the review of the nation’s future energy
prospects left open the question of nuclear fuels, raising
concerns among environmental groups.

24) ACTIVISTS: DON’T RUSH INTO SIGNING ACCORD
Bangkok Post
11 Mar 2002
Internet:
http://www.wn.com/?action=display&article=12396191&template=worldnews/searc
h.txt&index=recent

Environmental activists have urged the government not to rush into
ratifying the Kyoto Protocol, a blueprint for the reduction of
greenhouse gases worldwide. The activists’ released a statement on
Saturday in response to the office of Environmental Policy and
Planning’s announcement it would ratify the climate pact at the
world conference on Sustainable Development, better Known as
Rio+10, to be held later this year in 3ohannesburg.

srisuwan Kuankachorn, director of the Project for Ecological
Recovery, recommended the OEPP exercise caution over the pact’s
Clean Development Mechanism, which allows developed countries to
claim "’carbon credits." He said the pact was controversial
because of its reliance on carbon sinks _ the use of forest and
agricultural land to store carbon dioxide. Mr Srisuwan said the
agency should consult the public before ratifying the accord,
which he said would increase land conflicts as most of the
country’s forest reserves are occupied by villagers.

"’Ratification in the absence of a fair land-management policy
would simply not be acceptable," he said during a seminar
organised by Sustainable Energy Network of Thailand, Greenpeace
and the world wildlife Fund. Mr Srisuwan said the public should be
informed further about the protocol and its consequences, and
should be given a say in whether the nation was ready for carbon
sinks.

Larry Lohmann, environmental activist, criticised the mechanisms
of the protocol, saying they allowed developed countries to avoid
reducing greenhouse-gas emissions. He said the protocol was a
licence for developed countries to emit more greenhouse gases
while exploiting natural resources. "’carbon credits have no
merit," Mr Lohmann said. "’They will lead to more inequalities in
access to natural resources."

Asdaporn Kraipanon, a senior OEPP official, conceded the protocol
was not perfect. "’However, it is the first step of action toward
greenhouse gas reductions." She said more negotiations would be
conducted before the protocol took effect.
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25) GRACE SPACE TWINS SET TO TEAM UP TO TRACK EARTH’S WATER AND
GRAVITY
NASA
March 7, 2002
Internet:
http://~ww.earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Newsroom/NasaNews/2002/200203077838.ht
ml

NASA and the German Space Agency are preparing to launch the
Gravity Recovery and climate Experiment (GRACE), a scientific
pathfinder mission that will test a novel approach to tracking how
water is transported and stored within the Earth’s environment.
The mission will precisely measure the planet’s shifting water
masses and map their effects on Earth’s gravity field, yielding
new information on effects of global climate change.

The twin GRACE satellites are set to launch March 16, 2002, from
Russia on a five-year mission that will revolutionize
understanding of changes in the Earth’s gravity field over time
and space. The mission will provide measurements of the gravity
field that are far more accurate and sensitive than any that can
be obtained by ground-based observations or single remote-sensing
spacecraft.

"GRACE marks the first launch of NASA’S Earth System Science
Pathfinder program, designed to develop new measurement
technologies for studying our Earth system," said Dr. Ghassem
Asrar, associate administrator for NASA’S Earth Science
Enterprise, NASA Headquarters, washington. "Through NASA’S
continuing investment in technology development, we’ve been able
to create an innovative mission at a fraction of the cost of
missions formulated just a decade ago. GRACE will provide us with
a new view of our home planet and help us to better understand
climate change and its global impacts such as changes in sea level
and the availability of water resources," Asrar sald.

A more precise gravity map of Earth is expected to increase the
accuracy of many techniques used by scientists who study Earth
with space-based instruments. These techniques -- ranging from
satellite altimetry and radar interferometry to digital terrain
models covering large land and ice areas -- provide critical input
to many scientlfic models used in oceanography, hydrology,
glaciology, geology and related disciplines. As they race around
the globe 16 times a day, the satellites will sense minute
variations in the Earth s surface mass below and corresponding
variations in the Earth’s gravitational pull. Regions of slightly
stronger gravity will affect the lead satellite first, pulling it
slightly away from the trailing satellite. By measuring the
constantly changing distance between the two satellites and
combining that data with precise positioning measurements from
Global Positioning system instruments, scientists will be able to
construct a precise Earth gravity map.

GRACE is the first Earth-monitoring mission in the history of
space flight whose key measurement is not derived from
electromagnetic waves bounced off the Earth’s surface. Instead,
the misslon will use a microwave ranging system to accuratel Y
measure changes in the speed and distance between two identical
spacecraft flying in a polar orbit about 220 kilometers (137
miles) apart, 500 kilometers (311 miles) above Earth. The ranging
system is so sensitive it can detect separation changes as small
as 10 microns -- about one-tenth the width of a human hair over a
distance of 220 kilometers. An additional instrument aboard the
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satellites called an atmospheric limb sounder will measure the
amount by which the Global Positioning system satellite signals
are distorted by Earth’s atmosphere, scientists will use these
data to improve the accuracy of key atmospheric observations,
which serve as input for weather forecast models.

GRACE is a joint partnership between NASA and the German Center
for Air and Space Flight (Deutsches Zentrum fur Luft und Rumfahrt,
or DLR). The U.S. portion of the project is managed for NASA’S
office of Earth Science, Washington, by NASA’S Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL), Pasadena, Callf. science data processing,
distribution, archiving and product verification are managed under
a cooperative arrangement between 3PL and the university of Texas’
Austin-based Center for Space Research in the united states and
Germany’s Earth Research Center (or GeoForschungsZentrum).

More information about the GRACE program is available on the GRACE
web site at:
http://www.csr.utexas.edu/grace
Information on NASA’S Earth System Science Pathfinder Program may
be found at:
http://essp.gsfc.nasa.gov

26) DROUGHT SPARKS FIRES, WATER RATIONING IN MALAYSIA
Reuters
March 14, 2002
Internet:
http://www.planetark.org/dailynewsstory.cfm/newsid/15007/story.htm

KUALA LUMPUR - As Malaysian firefighters battle to douse fires in
a mountain forest near the Thai border, severe drought has
prompted authorities to ration water in the western state of
Malacca, officials said yesterday. Malaysia’s F~re and Rescue
Department said firefighters had put out most ot the blazes in the
ulu Muda reserve in the northern state of Kedah, but added the dry
spell had triggered fresh fires near the capital Kuala Lumpur. "At
least 50 hectares (125 acres) of forest are still on fire in Ulu
Muda," one official told Reuters by telephone.

"The fires affect some 400 hectares of forests there, but there
are no reports the blazes are spreading to Thailand," he said. In
the state of selangor, firefighters are struggling to put out
fires on 361 hectares of land, which have sent haze and acrid
smoke across the capital, reminiscent of the thick smog which has
veiled the city several times in recent years. Meteorology
officials, however, said heavy rains were expected in Malaysia in
mid-March, which could soothe fears for local crops and help douse
the fires.

Malaysia is the world’s largest palm oil producer and the third
largest rubber grower. It also farms cocoa and rice. The fires
come as Southeast Asia nations prepare for a possible El Nino
weather phenomenon this year which may aggravate smoke pollution
in the region.

PACIFIC SEA SURFACE WARMS
The Association of South Eeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) said its
singapore-based meteorological centre reported ~radual warming of
surface sea temperatures in the Pacific, a possible signal for the
onset of a weak-to-moderate El Nino weather system later in the
year. E1 Nino can bring droughts to some parts of the world and
prolonged downpours in others. ASEAN 9roups Brunei, cambodia,
Indonesia, Laos, Myanmar, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and
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Malaysia has banned open burning, even barbecues, because of the
fires, allowing the practice only to destroy infected animal
carcasses or for cremations and religious purposes. In Malacca,
low water reserves prompted the local government to impos~
rationing in some parts of the state starting this week. we have
to impose rationing because of the long drought that we have been
experiencing since early this year," chief Minister Mohamed Ali
Rustam was quoted by the official Bernama news agency as saying
this week.

Mohamed Ali said capacity of the Durian Tunggal dam had dropped by
50 percent, and urged locals to pray for ralns. Bernama said water
rationing would not affect hotels, tourist and industrial areas.
Malaysia has predicted palm oil production to fall to as low as 11
million tonnes this year, down from 11.8 million tonnes last year,
due to E1 Nino.

27) AUSTRALIA-SOUTHWEST IN LONG-TERM DRY SPELL
sunday Times Australia
15mar02

GLOBAL warming may already be making south-western western
Australia drier, a new study has found. Compiled by CSIRO
scientists, the study has found rainfall in the south-western
corner of WA has dropped around 20 per cent. A 27-year dry spell
is now affecting Perth’s water supplies, with run-off into the
city’s major water supply dams down in some cases by 40 per cent.
CSIRO Land and water scientist Bryson Bates said there was also
evidence other parts of southern Australia, including western
victoria and Tasmania, had become drier over the past three
decades.

Dr Bates said although the research had yet to prove the dry spell
was the result of global warming, the changes in weather were in
line with greenhouse predictions. "These changes have occurred
from the same starting point of the mid-1970s," he told AAP. "They
don’t prove global warming, but they are in line with the
projections, but the problem is that they’re happening 25 to 75
years ahead of those projections."

The area most affected by the decline in WA’s rainfall is situated
between cape Naturaliste and Albany. Dr Bates said the fall in
rainfall affected the crops farmers could grow, and also the
amount of run-off to dams and water storages. He said there were
fewer frontal weather changes coming through the area. The south-
western corner of the state now has more dry days than in the past
due to an increase in the number of high pressure cells over the
area. This has also pushed moisture-bearing air streams further
south, missing the continent.

"with fewer fronts coming through, it means it takes longer for
the soil to get saturated so it takes longer To get run-off," h~
said. "That has a substantial impact on Perth s water storages.
The scientists are exploring a link between changes in the
behaviour of the E1Nino cllmatic condition and the Antarctic
oscillation index. Prior to the 1970s, the index was negative but
it is now positive with higher than usual air pressure forming
over the southern Indian and Pacific oceans.

Dr Bates said similar findings have been made by scientists in New
zealand, suggesting the problem is affecting the southern
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hemisphere. This is not something that appears tohave affected
southern WA only, it is a hemlspherlc change, he sald. CSIRO Lan
and water is hoping to win funding to conduct similar long-term
studies into the southern areas of eastern Australia.

See al So-
ENS : http ://ens. I ycos. com/ens/mar2002/2002L-03-14-03 ¯ html

28) DEVELOPMENT LEAVES ENVIRONMENT IN THE DUST
china Daily
5 March 2002
Internet: http://www1.chinadaily.com.cn/bw/2002-03-05/60554.html

The worsening ecological conditions in western china, which
occupies over 70 per cent of the country’s total area, have
sounded alarm bells for both central and local governments. An
authorized report based on investigations of the ecological
conditions in 12 provinces and autonomous regions in the western
part of china was recently completed by the state Environmental
Protection Administration, chinese Academy of Sciences, the state
Bureau of Surveying and Mapping and related local research
institutes.

The results of the investigation, which began in March 2000, show
that serious ecological problems exist in the western areas and
that the situation is getting worse. According to the report, at
the end of 1999, 104.37 million hectares of land in the western
area had been affected by soil erosion, accounting for 62.5 per
cent of the total eroded land in china. In some ~rovinces and
regions, over half of the land suffered from soil erosion, and the
acreage of such land is increasing, the report said.

Desertification is another serious problem hampering the economic
development of the western area of china. The investiBation shows
that 162.56 million hectares of sandy land exist in the provinces
and regions of western china, accounting for over 90 ~er cent of
the total sandy land area in china. Despite a respective increase
of 8.27 per cent and 12.75 per cent of land covered by trees and
forestry compared with those a decade ago in the area, the live
timber stock declined 25 per cent per hectare.

The report also shows that areas covered by planted trees have
increased about 63 per cent over the last 10 years, while the
acreage of natural forests and shelter forests has dropped 15 per
cent and 51 per cent respectively, when analyzing reasons for the
deterioration of ecological conditions in the western area,
experts said global warming has, to some degree, accelerated
environmental devastation. "However, the man-made factor is the
most important reason which has caused the environmental problem,"
said Yang zhaofei, an official of the State Environment Protection
Administration.

For instance, many grasslands and forests have been developed into
farmland in the western part of china. Moreover, large plots of
land cultivated in the past 10 years have been left idle due to
their low yield, construction of water projects is another reason
for the worsened environment, Yang said. The implementation of
water projects which do not take resource conservation into
account has depleted river and lake areas and resulted in drops in
the water level.

For instance, to aid agriculture efforts, many dams have been
built to store water, and numerous ditches have been constructed
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for irrigation in zhangye District in the middle reaches of the
Heihe River. The excessive usage of water in the middle reaches of
the river has dried up the lower reaches. The excessive
development of the mining industry has also damaged the
environment, Yang said. At the end of 1999, mining excavations had
resulted in the damage of over 1.81 million hectares of land, 1.2
times that in 1986. Gold and oil exploration also has polluted
underground water.

"If the damage of the environment cannot be stopped effectively,
the deterioration will continue at a high-speed with the
development of the local economic construction," experts warn.
They propose that in the western area, environmental protection
and economic construction should be carried out simultaneously.
solving the poverty problem is the key to stopping the damage. It
is a way which can, from the root, stop ecological damage caused
by excessive exploration of natural resources, experts say.

29) WHEN GOOD WINTERS GO BAD
New York Times
March 10, 2002
Internet: http://www.nytimes.com/2OO2/O3/lO/nyregion/lOWARM.html

Mike Sterling, an accountant from Staten Island, very much enjoyed
his lunchtime stroll through Midtown Manhattan on a late winter’s
day last week when the temperature was drifting languidly past 60
degrees. Lovely, he said. Beautiful. "But I’m sure we’ll have to
pay for it somewhere down the line," he said. Mr. Sterling’s
sentiment captures some of civilization’s - not to mention the
accounting trade’s - oldest and biggest discontents: there is no
free lunch; anything that feels good will have its comeuppance;
beware of easy credlt.

winter never really came to New York this year. so was that good,
or bad? The lack of rain and snow made the living easy, but it
delivered the region onto the threshold of a severe drought.
Climate scientists say that the cumulative strangeness of the
season - the warmest and second-driest winter ever recorded in New
York City through March 1 - advanced their case that climate
change, caused by the buildup of industrial-era gases in the
atmosphere, is real and is happening now. But they fret that
people might in fact grow to like the idea of climate change,
having breezed through a winter like this one.

Even some people who have dedicated their professional lives to
the reduction of these so-called greenhouse gases quietly admit
that they enjoyed the winter. "It’s very seductive," said Dr. Eric
Chivian, a psychiatrist and director of the center for Health and
the Global Environment at Harvard Medical school. "I feel it in
~yself, especially as I get older. I love a balmy early-spring day
in February."

For most of human history, it didn’t much matter what people felt
about the weather - they simply had to deal wi~h what it brought
them. But now it does matter, scientists say. How people relate to
climatic events and unusual seasons has become part of the global
dynamic of environmentalism, because perception and feeling can
translate into politics. And by those lights, much of the Eastern
united states has become a giant psychology experiment. For people
like Dr. Chivian, enjoying the winter became almost a guilty
pleasure. For many others, it was a complicated one.

Psychiatrists say, for example, that the number of cases of
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wintertime depression - known as seasonal affective disorder -
caused by light deprivation from short, gloomy days spent indoors
- was down sharply this year because of the abundance of sun and
fine weather in which to enjoy it. But in the aftermath of
september’s terrorist attack, they say, new depression cases more
than made up the difference.

climate researchers like Dr. Chivian say that the unusual weather
and drought gave them added credibility. Politicians and business
leaders returned their phone calls. But the cost of that was the
feeling, to their immense dread, that they’d actually been proven
right.

Dr. Cynthia Rosenzweig, a senior research scientist at columbia
university’s Earth Institute and co-leader of a multiyear study
into the effects of climate change on the New York City region,
stepped out into the yard of her home in Tarrytown, N.Y., last
month, for example, and found that her quince tree had blossomed
two months early, she loves her quince tree and its dark-pink
blossoms. But the time was wrong. The quince tree was out of sync.

"We didn’t really want this to be coming tFue," she said: wha~ .
complicates the winter-that- never-was, making it more than slmply
nice or not, is that it was both a startling weather event in its
own right and a cause of future disruption at the same time. The
very hot summer of 1999, by contrast, also broke weather records,
but it was, in a way, self-contained in that it did not leave
lasting imprints on the seasons that followed. This winter was not
like that By its very dry balmy beauty it altered the future by
not adequately filling the reservoirs that supply the region’s
water. It forced people, or at least politicians, to think beyond
the immediate season.

And that, in turn, scientists say, is what starts to connect the
dots between day-to-day weather and the broader question of
climate, and then beyond that to things like changing habitats and
endangered species. A recent report by Dr. Rosenzwei~’s group at
Co]umbia said, for example, that New York’s climate in tee middle
of the 21st century might be drier, with more frequent droughts,
or that it might be wetter, with more rainfall, but that in any
case traditional seasonal cues and rhythms would likely be the
first casualty.

william Solecki, a professor of geography at Montclair State
university in New Jersey and co-leaaer of the regional climate-
assessment project with Dr. Rosenzweig, said that an absence of
winter heightened for him the strangeness of life after the
terrorist attack. "sept. 11, if you remember, was a cry~tal-clear-
blue, dry day, and now the whole season has been like that over
and over again. It’s like being stuck in a time warp - time isn’t
moving forward the way it normally does."

For other people, it’s that very sense of altered time since the
attacks that made a beautiful winter even more precious. Mr.
Sterling, the accountant who works in Midtown, said the heightened
sense of uncertainty about life and the future made it imperative
to him to seize each day as it comes. "You have to enjoy life
wherever you can," he said. climate scientists see a dark cloud
behind that kind of reaction to the weather, too. Dr. chivian at
Harvard said that on one level, he thinks the reassessments that
people like Mr. Sterling have made about priorities and values are
generally positive. But in thinking about human responsibility for
future generations and ecosystems, the spirit of living for today
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can lead to a sense of acceptance and passivity, Dr. Chivian said,
and that could have disastrous consequences.

"It illustrates a kind of helplessness, that there’s nothing we
can do about this, the best we can do is count our blessings and
enjoy life as it comes," he said. "Yes, it’s nice to enjoy every
day, but these are things we can control, and that we’ve got to
control, or people coming after us will say we squandered an
opportunity."

other researchers say that the ethos of American life, hammered
into people’s heads by credit card companies, carmaker~ apd.fast-
food sellers, is to buy now, consume now, ~ive now, ana whatever
you do don’t put off the gratification. Asking pepple ~o ~hink
beyond the current season, indeed to generations beyond the
current season, runs counter to those very powerful forces. Even
asking people whether a pleasant winter alters their thinking
about climate makes some scientists uncomfortable. A changed
climate will in fact have winners and losers, those scientists
say, and New York, in some ways, might well benefit. But to think
only of the parochial consequences is exactly the sort of self-
centered short-term thinking, they say, that created the problem,
especially from the burning of fossil fuels in cars and electric
power generators.

"As we’re enjoying consumer society, most of us don’t think about
the negative consequences of having too much enjoyment in life,"
said Dr. Dan A. Oren, an associate professor of psychiatry at Yale
university school of Medicine. "I su~peFt that ~h~ average,
citizen, including you and me most ot t~e time, ne saiQ, Qoes not
feel "the guilt that ought to be there."

somewhere in the middle of all that, real life went on in New York
this winter, and people like Cynthia Ruiz were able to hold two
very conflicting ideas in their heads. "It’s beautiful. It’s
scary," said Ms. Ruiz, a member-services representative for a
labor union, who was taking her lunch hour in Bryant Park on
Thursday, when the temperature reached 65. "I worry about the
~lobal warming thing. The drought, yeah, too. other than that,
lt’S great."

30) A BALTIMORE WITHOUT ORIOLES?
washington Post
Monday, March 4, 2002; Page A03
Internet:
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A32862-2002Mar3.html

Maryland’s population of. Baltimore o~ioles, long in declipe, could
vanish altogether late this century because of dramatic cnanges ~n
migration patterns and declining habitats strongly influenced by
global warming. A new study to be released this week by the
National wildlife Federation and the American Bird Conservancy
suggests that the effects of global warming may be robbing
Maryland and a half-dozen other states of an important piece of
their heritage by hastening the departure of their state birds.
The report says the Earth’s rising temperature, which scientists,
attribute to carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases, is a~reaay
shifting songbird ranges, altering migration behavior and perhaps
diminishing some species’ ability to survive.

The ranges of some state birds could shrink or shift entirely
outside the states they represent. That could mean Iowa and
washington state would eventually lose the American goldfinch, New
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Hampshire would say goodbye to the purple finch, california would
lose the california quails, Massachusetts’ b~ack-capped chickadee
would vanish, Georgia would lose the brown thrasher and Maryland
would lose ~ts beloved Baltimore oriole, according to the study,
which was provided to The washington Post.

"Imagine Baltimore without the Baltimore oriole," said Mark Van
Putten, president of the National wildlife Federation. "Left
unchecked, global warming could cause the birds we love to watch
and even celebrate on s~ate emblems to disappear from places
they’ve lived for eons. Peter schultz, a global-warming expert
with the nonprofit National Research Counc11, cautions that long-
term forecasts of disruptions in bird migration patterns are
difficult to do. "I would be surprised if,the distribution of
state birds is not changed down the road, he said. But
predicting precisely where they’l~ b~ 50 years from no~ is very
difficult, if not impossible, with t~e current state o~
knowledge."

Baltimore orioles (Icterus galbula) were once so numerous that
famed naturalist painter JohnJ. Audubon wrote about the delight
of hearing "the melody resulting from thousands of musical .v?ices
that come from some neighboring tree." The bird, a Marylana ~con
whose namesake is Baltimore’s major league baseball team, was ,
officially designated the state bird in 1947. The female oriole s
feathers are brownish-olive and dull orange, but the male’s
plumage is black and golden orange. According to legend, George
Calvert, the first baron of Baltimore, fancied the oriole’s
plumage and took its colors for his coat of arms.

ornithologists and u.s. Fish and wildlife service officials have
warned for decades that many common songbird species, including
blue jays, wood thrushes and Baltimore orioles, were steadily
declining, scientists have blamed the Baltimore oriole’s gradual
decline largely on the destruction of breeding habitat and forests
both in North America, where the bird spends ~ts summers, and in
Central and South America, where it winters. Now some scientists
are shifting their attention to the long-term effects of global
warming on the migratory patterns of the oriole and other popular
songbirds.

"climate change on top of fragmented habitat is the straw that
breaks the camel’s back," said Patricia Glick, an expert on
climate change with the National wildlife Federation. The Earth’s
surface temperature warmed more during the last century than any
other century during the last thousand years, the study says.
climate models used as part of a United Nations-sponsored
international climate change study predict that average surface
temperatures will rise an additional 2.5 to 10.4 degrees
Fahrenheit by 2100.

That’s more than 10 times the average rate of global t~mpe~at~re
change since the Ice Age. Like those of many plants and animals,
birds’ life cycles and behavior are closely ~inked. to t~e.changing
seasons. For Neotropical migrant species such as the Baltimore
oriole, warblers and other songbirds, changes in the weather help
signal when they should begin their long flights southward in the
fall and back again in the spring, variables such as temperature
and precipitation also affect the timing and availability of
flowers, seeds and other food sources for the birds when they
reach their destination.
studies in the united States and Europe have found that some
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songbirds are migrating earlier in spring months, corresponding
with warmer temperatures. For example, research on migrat.ory blrds
in North America shows that the arrival dates of 20 specles were
up to 21 days earlier in 1994 than in 1965, while only a few
species were later. The new study asserts that as regional
temperatures rise, the climatic ranges of a number of species in
the Northern Hemisphere could shift north as they seek habitat and
food to which they have adapted. In the ranges they leave behind,
these birds may be replaced by species from the south.

Moving to a new range can be tricky, because the birds face new
~rey, predators and competitors, as well as different habitats. Toetermine how the future summer distributions of birds might
change, Jeff Price, director of climate change for the American
Bird Conservancy, developed large-scale statlstical models of the
association between current bird distributions and a number of
significant variables, such as temperature and precipitation.

According to the study, the eastern Midwest and Great Lakes region
could be the hardest hit by the long-term effects of global
warming, with up to a 30 percent net loss in the number of
Neotropical migrant species summering in the region. Affected
species include olive-sided flycatchers, solitary vireos and cape
May warblers, which are important in controlling insects in
forests and agricultural areas. AS many as 33 states could see a
significant reduction in American goldfinches in the summer. In
addition, some migratory bird species, such as the endangered
golden-cheeked warbler in Texas, could face extinction.

Environmentalists stress that although the long-term forecast is
gloomy, the loss of the birds could be averted if government and
~ndustry agree on policies for reducing greenhouse-gas emissions
and improwng the energy efficiency of cars, homes and offices.
"This is happening to species of birds we care about, but there’s
something we can do about it," said Jamie Rappaport Clark, a
senior v~ce president of the National wildlife Federation.

ON THE WEB
31) GRIST MAGAZINE-REACTION TO THE BUSH PROPOSAL
Leonie Haimson’s latest column, with more on the reaction to the
Bush proposal both in the US and abroad, which countries are
likely to ratify Kyoto in the near future, and whether this will
be sufficient to bring the treaty into effect, see "This Just In"
at:
http://www.gristmagazine.com/grist/heatbeat/thisjustin030802.asp

32) US STATE DEPT-BUSH CLIMATE PROPOSAL ’A BIG DISAPPOINTMENT’
OVERSEAS
The US Department of State has provided a review of global
reaction to Bush’s plan at:
http://usinfo.state.gov/admin/005/wwwh2f21.html. The key findings
state that President Bush’s new climate change plan received, ?n
the whole, a cool r~ception am?ng ?pinign-makers in Europe, .ASla

support, however, appeared in a few conservative and center-right
papers in Germany, Denmark and Canada, which praised the Bush plan
for offering "realistic long-term goals" and advised the European
"climate heroes" to keep an open m~nd toward the u.s. approacn.
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COMMENTARY AND ANALYSIS
33) ’AGNOSTIC’ OIL PATCH SEEKS KYOTO CLARITY
Globe & Mail
March 16, 2002 - Page B1
Internet:
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/servlet/GIS.Servlets.HTMLTemplate?tf=tgam/co
mmon/FullStory.html&cf=tgam/common/FullStory.cfg&date=20020316&cache_key=na
tionalTheNationHeadline&current_row=l&start_row=l&num_rows=l

By LILY NGUYEN

oil patch old-timer John Shiry is experiencing an unsettling sense
of d,j.., vu. Alberta is riding a wave of prosperity, largely
because of resource revenue. There’s a sense that the rest of the
country wants Alberta to share the wealth. And Ottawa appears to
be unilaterally mulling over a federal policy that could have a
profound, negative impact on the province’s energy sector. "The
KyOtO Protocol is the major cloud over the industry’s future. It’s
a replay of the National Energy Program," Mr. Shiry said darkly.

An independent oil and gas analyst, he arrived in Alberta in 1979,
just in time to witness the birth of the notorious policy
Albertans blame for bringing an industry to its knees. The NEP was
dismantled several years later, in the latter part of the 1980s.
"The human toll of the NEP on the oil patch, on calgary, was
catastrophic . . . There were people whose wealth was blown away
in a matter of weeks or months. The stresses on them caused family
breakups. It caused people to commit suicide," he said. But
despite a sense of impending doom among some still bearing the
scars of the NEP, Alberta’s energy sector does not view ~he ~yoto
climate change treaty to curb global warming gases as a deat~
knell for the industry.

Rather, many of the sector’s major players, which include some of
Canada’s largest emitters, view Kyoto as a m~na~eable ~isk that
probably can be contained given the right policles. Ano some are
even leading the charge to find solutions to high emissions. The
main problem, they say, is that the lack of clarity on how the
federal government intends to reduce emissions is forcing them to
consider all the scenarios.

The latest report from Ottawa, reported by The Globe and Mail
yesterday, estimates the Kyoto accord will cost as little as $300-
million to implement, on the other end of the spectrum, the
government of Alberta pegs the cost at as much as $40-billion with
untold industry upheaval. The canadian Association of Petroleum
Producers (CAPP), the industry’s most influential lobby group,
takes a softer stance than other business organizations, sucn as
the Canadian chamber of Commerce and the canadian Manufacturers &
Exporters, which have rejected the treaty outright, arguing that
it will cripple the canadian economy.

By contrast, CAPP ~resident Pierre Alvarez said he is not opposed
to Kyoto. "We remain agnostic on the questiop of Kyoto, per se,"
Mr. Alvarez said. Governments are going to have to make a
decision on whether they should proceed or not and whether Kyoto
is the right mechanism. That’s not for industry." But without a
detailed plan from ottawa, Mr. Alvarez said, the energy sector is
operating under a dark cloud. "The fear is unknown."

The federal government has said it hopes to ratify the 1997 Kyoto
accord as early as this year, but in the four years since signing
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the treaty it has yet to release a detailed plan on how Kyoto
targets can be met. While most European countries have signed on,
the united states, in a huge blow to the treaty, opted out last
year. President George W. Bush has said the country will take its
own path to reduce emissions, but it will not submit to a specific
target. The United states produces fully one-quarter of the
world’s emissions.

Negotiated in Japan by 150 countries, the accord requires
industrialized nations to cut emissions of greenhouse gases by 6
per cent from 1990 levels during the 2008-to-2012 period. That
means reducing carbon dioxide, methane, ozone and a host of other
gases produced by business and consumers by about 20 to 30 per
cent from projected levels. The energy sector, as the largest
emitter in Canada, is expected to be especially hard hit, which is
why it has become such a hot-button issue in the oil patch.

Matthew Bramley of the Pembina Institute for Appropriate
Development, an environmental and energy watchdog, said that
contrary to popular perception, the oil and gas sector actually
has taken a moderate stance on climate change. "People tend to
assume the oil industry is necessarily rabidly against any of
this," the ottawa climate change specialist said. In fact, he
said, the views of the industry are diverse.

who is doing what?
some petroleum producers, most notably Imperial Oil Ltd. and
Talisman Energy Inc., vigorously oppose Kyoto. Talisman chief
executive officer Jim Buckee insists that man-made global warming
is merely a red herring for larger atmospheric factors. Imperial
oil CEO Bob Peterson mlnced no words this week when he said
climate change is still unproven, and therefore implementing
measures that carry economic risk is unwise. Kyoto is "a wealth-
transfer scheme between developed and developing nations. And it’s
been couched and clothed in some kind of environmental movement.
That’s the dumbest-assed thing I’ve heard in a long time," he
said.

But other companies take a different tack. Large oil sands
producer suncor Energy Inc. argues on its web site: "we believe
there is a need to take precautionary action now, not because it
is certain climate change is happening, but because we believe we
must not ignore the possibility it may occur." In 2000, suncor
committed to invest $100-million in developing renewable energy
over five years, and since then has partnered with renewable
energy firms and made small but significant investments in wind
power, solar energy and biomass.

calgary-based power generator TransAlta Corp. has a love-hate
relationship with environmentalists, fuelled by the company’s huge
emissions from coal plants and its many attempts to counter those
emissions. Producing 6 per cent of the country’s emissions, it is
the No. 2.emitter behind ontario Power Generation. Like Suncor,
TransAlta has earmarked $100-million for investments in renewable
energy. And earlier this month, it and other major coal producers
in Canada announced a $1-billion research project over 10 years to
devel?p ~ clean coal demonstration power plant that would produce
no emissions,

3im Dinning, TransAlta’s executive vice-president of sustainable
development and external relations, said he believes the Kyoto
target is achievable. The company has pledged to bring its
emissions to zero by 2024. Many other companies, including Petro-
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canada and shell Canada Ltd., have submitted their emissions to
tracking at the voluntary challenge & Registry, a national, not-
for-profit agency created by government and industry in 1997 to
promote and assess industry efforts to reduce emissions.

"we’re not only talking, we’re leading in areas like this," said
CAPP’s Mr. Alvarez. CAPP has its own blueprint for how canada can
meet the Kyoto targets. The group wants Ottawa to promote energy
conservation, support research and development for cleaner
technologies and build up carbon sinks -- forest and ground cover
that absorbs and holds carbon dioxide, for example. Industry
should use the "best practices" for clean production and adopt
cleaner technology as old equipment and capital stock is retired.

If those measures aren’t eno
ugh to reduce emissions to Kyoto
target levels, Ottawa should then purchase emissions credits from
countries that have reduced emissions to below Kyoto-specified
levels to close the gap, CAPP says. But it does not want specific
emissions targets imposed. But Gerry Scott, d~rector of climate
change of the David Suzuki Foundation in Vancouver, said Canada’s
industrial sector, including the oil patch, has already wrung out
generous provisions in Kyoto negotiations to help them meet
targets. These include unlimited use of international emissions
credits, agricultural and forest carbon sinks and the clean
development mechanism, which allows companies to get credits at
home for initiatives undertaken abroad.

To ask to be exempt from any emissions targets is ridiculous, he
said. "Having gained all those provisions that undermine.the.
integrity of Kyoto, now they’re pretendlng they don t exlst, he
said indignantly.

How much will it cost?
while many energy companies are actively controlling their
emissions, most are hesitant about coming out in favour of Kyoto
ratification. Mr. Alvarez said that’s because Ottawa has not
~rovided enough clarity for the sector to assess the costs andetermine if they are manageable. He pointed to the widely
divergent cost estimates from the federal and Alberta governments.
Ottawa now says Kyoto will cost between $300-million and $3.3-
billion to meet targets for the 2008-to-2012 period. The Alberta

~overnment predicts Kyoto will cost between $23-billion and $40-
illion by 2010. (Alberta Environment Minister Lorne Taylor

mistakenly told reporters the study estimated costs of $40-billion
a year.) "That’s a huge gap," Mr. Alvarez said.

A study by the canadian Manufacturers & Exporters -- titled Pain
without Gain: canada and the Kyoto Protocol -- predicted
ratification would cost the economy 450,000 jobs. And the canadian
chamber of commerce said it expects Kyoto will cost $30-billion to
meet. "what that illustrates to me is . . . nobody knows what the
costs are going to be," Mr. Alvarez said. A report prepared for
the Pew center on Global climate change details why estimates can
range so widely. The 2000 report, by John weyant of Stanford
university, said there are five determinants of climate change
cost estimates. These are:

Assumptions of how much emissions will grow if no emissions limits
were in place. The larger this number, the more efforts would be
needed to reduce emisslons and the higher the costs.

Assumptions about how countries implement climate change policy.
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Flexible policies that allow for emissions credits, carbon sinks
and other measures would be cheaper. Inflexible policies that
require offenders to reduce emissions internally -- even if it
means shutting down -- would cost more.

Expectations of energy substitution possibilities. Emissions can
be lowered by replaclng older equipment, such as an inefficient
furnace, with newer equipment. But models differ on how quickly it
must be done, and therefore the cost involved.

Assumptions about technological change. Low-cost models assume
innovation will be rapid, while high-cost models assume the
opposite. How benefits are characterized, some models focus solely
on the costs of climate change. Lower-cost models may take into
account offsetting benefits such as improved efficiency, improved
human health and increased productivity from agriculture,
fisheries and forestry.

Environmental non-government organizations such as the Pembina
Institute and the David suzuki Foundation argue that forecasts
from the Alberta government and the Canadian Chamber of commerce
are alarmist projections that assume the worst-case scenario on
all five points. For example, the Alberta government, in reaching
its cost estimate of $40-billion, drew a cost curve that showed
emissions reductions would cost $25 a tonne for the first 25
million tonnes, but rise to more than $200 for anything over 55
million tonnes and then soar to unknown levels.

The aan between canada’s current emissions and the Kyoto target is
about 240 m~ll~on tonnes. The federal government latest report
counters that U.S. withdrawal from Kyoto will make international
emissions credits much cheaper than previously thought -- $11
(U.S.) instead of $40 a tonne of carbon dioxide had the Americans
still been in the emissions market. The biggest buyer has
effectively exited the market, lowering demand, it argues.

since current Kyoto negotiations allow for unlimited purchase of
credits, that would constitute the upper limit of costs for
emissions reductions strategies.

Douglas Russell, president of ottawa-based energy consultant
Global change strategies International, said the latest studies,
including ones from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Rice University and groups in Australia and Norway, echo the
federal government’s finding. Those studies predict the cost of
emissions credits will be between $1 and $23 a tonne, compared
with $15 to $42 a tonne when the united States was expected to be
involved, he said. options to buy compliance credits currently
ring in at 50 cents to $1 a tonne.

what’s at stake?
CAPP’S Mr. Alvarez said his organization does not believe the true
cost will be as bad as the pessimists suggest. However, he added,
there is simply too much at stake to sit back and rely on ottawa
to find easy solutions. Mr. Alvarez said heavy-handed measures to
bring emissions down could drive costs in the Canadian industry to
the point where it is no longer competitive and investors will
flee the country because they can’t make adequate returns. That’s
a bigger concern now that the united States ~s out of Kyoto, and
u.s. producers don’t have to bear the same costs, he said.

The irony, he added, is that capital investment will likely be
diverted to developing countries that are exempt from the
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emissions requirements outlined in Kyoto, such as Mexico and
venezuela. Projects in those countries to meet market demand would
likely use less-efficient technologies than those employed in
canada.

"ultimately, you could stall projects, divert investments outside
of canada, for no net environmental emissions reductions," he
said. Mr. Alvarez said the projects that are especially vulnerable
are some of the ones that are most vital to the future of Canada’s
oil and gas industry -- the oil sands, East Coast oil projects
such as Terra Nova, and Arctic oil and gas exploration. The oil
sands alone are expected to make up more than half of the
industry’s output by the next decade, he said.

These projects are already marginal, he said. And while producers
are constantly improving technology to lower emissions on a per
unit basis, total emisslons will probably rise, simply because the
projects are growing so rapidly. "They cannot stand additional
economic burdens, he said. Andr, Plourde, an energy economist
with the university of Alberta, agreed the oil sands are
vulnerable.

one avenue open to the government to lower emissions from the
energy sector without driving large parts of it out of business is
to adopt a neutral tax regime that encourages cleaner production -
- for example, lowering royalties to free up money for reduction
strategies. But he noted that the oil sands already enjoy
favourable tax treatment. The province of Alberta levies a 1-per-
cent gross revenue royalty on new developments, compared with
royalty rates of 10 to 20 per cent on conventional oil projects,
he said.

In the end, ottawa may have to exempt the oil sands from some
emissions targets if it wants to ensure their survival, Mr.
~lourde said, adding that is not entirely out of the question.
The federal government has.always said no region of the country

will bear an unfair burden, he said. But Mr. shiry, who saw the
effect of relying on ottawa in the early 1980s, is not satisfi
with that. "Nobody in the oil patch trusts Ottawa bureaucrats,~dhe
said.

34) THE US KYOTO ALTERNATIVE-A SAUDI VIEW
Middle East Economic Survey
4 March 2002
Internet: http://www.mees.com/news/a45n09d01.htm

By Dr Mohammad s Al sabban

Dr Mohammad s A1 sabban is senior Economic Advisor to saudi
Arabia’s Minister of Petroleum and Mineral Resources, Head of the
Saudi Delegation to climate Negotiations.

The recently announced US Kyoto alternative plan to reduce its
greenhouse gas (GHGs) has not only been welcomed by many
countries, but it has also triggered many developed countries to
reconsider whether or not to go ahead with ratifying the Kyoto
Protocol. They are faced with the fact that the Protocol has
become worthless as far as its effectiveness in reducing total
GHGs emiss;ons or even in slowing their growth are concerned. At
the same time, they know that achieving their commitments under
the Protocol entails huge economic costs, and therefore many of
these countries are assessing whether the us approach might be the
right one to address potential climate change.
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saudi Arabia is not only joining other countries in welcoming the
us proposed alternative to Kyoto, but we also think it is the
right approach to deal with the potential problem for the
following reasons: It acknowledges the fact that sustained
economic growth is crucial and that environmental protection can
be achieved through it - not vice versa. Therefore, the proposal
sets a target for GHGs intensity in every unit of the gross
domestic product (GDP), allowing the total GHGs emissions to grow
as long as the economy grows. It calls for an 18% improvement in
GHGS intensity over the next decade and uses tax incentives as a
means to encourage industries and individuals to achieve this
target. This will not only allow the US economy to grow, but also
greatly reduce the economic impact of emission control measures.

The voluntary nature of this target is consistent with the state
of climate change science. The world community recognizes the huge
area of scientific uncertainties that continue to surround the
issue of potential climate change. As a number of scientists from
the us and Europe recently pointed out, the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate change (IPCC) failed in the conclusions of its
three assessment reports "to convey the underlying unc~rtaiptie~ .
that are important in policy considerations, addlng that they nao
"become politicized." They continued: "The IPCC simulation of
surface temperature appears to be little more than a fortuitous
bit of curve-fitting rather than any genuine demonstration of
human influence on global climate."(see the European science and
Environment Forum, and the American George C Marshal Institute
Reports, 2002.)

It is true that the world community applied the precautionary
principle by initiating action to address climate change through
the adoption of the Unlted Nations Framework Convention on climate
Change (UNFCCC) in 1992. However, the Convention states very
clearly that policies and measures to deal with climate change
should be "cost-effective so as to ensure global benefits at the
lowest possible cost." we think that the US proposal is c~nsist~t
with the UNFCCC in this regard, and in its calls for modifying tne
long-term trends in emissions, taking into account differing
national circumstances.

The US proposal calls for a review of the implementation of its
soft target in 2013, with further action - if necessary - based
not only on the progress made, but also on the level of the
scientific certaintles of climate change that prevails at that
time. So, it is no surprise that we hear intensive national
debates going on these days in the industrialized countries,
especially in the non-European countries since they are:

In the process of preparing their respective parliaments to
consider the possibility of ratifying the Kyoto Protocol. worried
about endangering their trade competitiveness with the US and
other trade partners once they put into action the required
policies and measures to implement their commitments under the
Protocol. They know that these policies will affect domestic
energy prices and consequently the prices of many goods and
serwces - in particular, their energy intensive commodities. This
may result in the migration of some ~ndustries to other countries
in their region (carbon leakage), and affect their trade
competitiveness through a ser~es of spillover impacts resulting
from these policies and measures.
Australia has already indicated that it might not ratify the Kyoto
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Protocol, and we would not be surprised to see other
industrialized countries such as canada, New Zealand, and even
Japan doing the same. The Kyoto Protocol is a political and
economic game and it has very few, if not zero, environmental
benefits. This may explain the EU insistence on getting the US
back to Kyoto since economic leverage could be achieved over the
us and other industrialized countries whose economies are heavily
dependent on the exportation, processing, and consumption of
fossil fuels. The Kyoto targets are polltical, and they have been
negotiated and adopted without a full assessment of the costs and
benefits. It has been discovered subsequently that they are very
difficult to achieve since they require a structural change in all
economic sectors and in particular the energy and industrlal
sectors, shifting from fossil fuels will be extremely difficult
since they will continue to dominate the world energy mix, and
there seems to be no replacement in the foreseeable future.

canada, on the other hand, appears to see great economic
difficulties in joining the Protocol. This is why it is initiating
a process of conditionlng its ratification of the Protocol with
the approval of an added provision that would allow canada to get
credit for its GHGs emissions associated with its energy exports,
including natural gas, to the us. canada’s move is one that many
countries are likely to reject since it opens the door for more
amendments, and most important of all, it adds to the already
major loopholes in the new version of the watered-down Protocol
after the Marrakish agreement.

Russia may also be reviewing its stance since it sees little
advantage in joining the Protocol. It previously looked at Kyoto
as a way to achieve economic gains through selling its ’hot air’,
but now with the us out of the Protocol, the price of the emission
permits will be very cheap. At the same time, accepting Kyoto
while its economy is flourishing somewhat, or at least on the
right track, means that it will gradually have very little hot air
to sell, and the situation will be even more difficult in the
second commitment period that starts in 2013 where it needs to
implement stringent measures to reduce its growing GHGs emissions.

One might ask: where do developing countries stand? The answer is
that they supported Kyoto Protocol for two reasons:

The Protocol exempts developing countries from any new commitments
other than those stated in the convention (UNFCCC).

It is a potential window for financial assistance and transfer of
technologies, through its established funds.

Developing countries in the coming years will not accept
commitments other than those stated in the UNFCCC, especially with
the absence of the us from Kyoto. They may propose in the eighth
session of the conference of Parties (coP8) which will convene in
New Delhi, India later this year, that Parties should concentrate
in the years to come on the efforts to promote the adaptation
programs in the developing countries - particularly the least
developed ones - and that industrialized countries meet their
financial obligations stated under the convention, coP8 may also
answer the question of whether to stick to the Protocol or adopt
the us approach in addressing climate change, especially if by
that time the Protocol has not entered into force.

In the meantime, oil exporting developing countries such as saudi
Arabia call upon industrialized countries, in their efforts to
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reduce their GHGs emissions whether under the Kyoto Protocol or
outside it, to do the following:

Remove the existing direct and indirect subsidies provided to
their domestic energy producers, especially coal and nuclear
producers. An OECD study shows that removing these subsidies alone
would greatly help in reducing GHGS emissions and achieving the
Kyoto targets.

Initiate measures to reflect the right GHGs content in the
existing taxes in all GHGs-emitting sectors through restructuring.
Building on the already heavy taxes on petroleum products will not
only have few environmental benefits, but also greatly impact our
oil revenues. Kyoto ~rovisions commit industrialized countries to
minimizing the negatlve economic impact on developing countries
that are highly dependent on the exportation of fossil fuels (see
Articles 2.3 and 3.14 of the Protocol.)

Explore and develop co2 sequestrati6n technologies to make them
economically viable, since it is one of the win-win options that
allows the world to continue and sustain economic growth and meet
future energy demands by having clean fossil fuels.

support oil producing developing countries in their efforts to
diversify their economies to be less dependent on the income
generated from exporting crude oil. More investments and
technology transfers from industrialized countries are needed to
achieve this goal.

35) CONGRESS IS GIVING CARMAKERS A FREE RIDE
Business Week
Mar 16,12:01
Internet:
http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&u=/bw/20020316/bs-bw/congress-i
s_giving_carmakers_a_free_ride

By Laura cohn

Here’s the scene: Congress is edging toward making ca~§ a~d light
trucks more fuel-efficient as a way to reduce u.s. pollUtlon ana
dependence on Mideast oil, while also increasing the nation’s
global competitiveness. But Detroit doesn’t see it that way. A top
auto exec warns lawmakers that enacting tough fuel-economy
standards will "’restrict the [auto] industry to producing
subcompact-size cars."

sound familiar? It should. Anyone who has been following t~e fuel-
economy debate on capitol Hil~ in recent weeks has heard the same
thin~ countless times from the auto makers. But the scene
mentloned above actually occurred in 1974, when chrysler exec Alan
Loofburrow testified before Congress. Industry has been making the
same false claims about the dangers of strict fuel-economy
requirements for nearly three decades. Listening to the debate in
washington these days is like being in a time warp.

Consider how far off Loofburrow’s dire prediction turned out to
be. After lawmakers ignored his warning and established the
corporate Average Fuel Economy [CAFE] program in 1975, the U.S.
auto industry d~d not halt production of big cars. Instead,
innovation took off. Manufacturers used new structural
technologies such as front-wheel drive and lighter materials to
build large cars with better gas mileage.
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MISSED OPPORTUNITIES. The Senate missed a major opportunity on
Mar. 13, when it approved a measure that gives the industry-
friendly Transportation Dept. the authority to change CAFE
standards instead of leaving it up to Congress. Now, the
department has two years to consider raislng fuel-efficiency
standards and force the nation’s biggest energy consumer -- the
transportation sector -- to use less gasoline. A hike in standards
could have a big effect: Existing CAFE rules have cut U.S.
gasoline consumption by one-third over the past quarter-century,
according to the National Academy of Sciences (news - web sites).
Even so, U.S. use of foreign oil has soared. According to the
Energy Dept., the country ~mports 51%o of its oil, up from 31%o in
the 1970s. The percentage is expected to leap to 64% by 2020.

stricter CAFE standards not only would have helped curb oil
imports they also would have reduced hydrocarbon emissions -- a
big source of smog -- and curbed greenhouse gases, as well. "’The
Senate ignored a chance to make real progress in reducing our oil
dependence, saving consumers money, and cutting global-warming
pollution," says carl Pope, executive director of the sierra club
(news - web sites).

SPECIAL INTERESTS FIRST. unfortunately, an intense lobbying effort
by the auto industry and the united Auto Workers (news - web
sites) union persuaded a majority of Senators to kick the issue
back to Transportation. David M. Nemtzow, president of the
Alliance to Save Energy, a broad-based washington group that
promotes energy efficlency, contends that "’a majority of senators
put special interests over national interests."

Adds senator John Kerry [D-Mass.], who authored an amendment that
would have jacked up CAFE standards to 36 miles-per-gallon by
2015: "’Few industries can match the auto companies when it comes
to fighting to kill even modest energy, consumer, environmental,
and safety protections." The mileage of the fleet of vehicles a
carmaker sells now must average at least 20.7 mpg for trucks and
27.5 mpg for cars. In geopol~tlcal terms, the auto industry
timing couldn’t be much worse. That’s because the nation,s t~irst
for imported oil is making it ever more reliant on supp~les from
the volatile Persian Gulf region, where disruptions are always a
distinct possibility. At the moment, the u.s. imports about 25% of
its oil from the Gulf. By 2020, that figure is expected to hit
41%o. Passing Kerry’s Senate amendmeqt would have ~av~d 2 million
barrels of oil a day by 2020, according to an analys~s by the
Natural Resources Defense Council.

STILL TIME. Luckily, the senate’s move on Mar. 13 isn’t set in
stone, championed by Democratic Senator Carl Levin of Michigan and
Republican Senator Kit Bond of Missouri, the amendment could still
be changed as the senate debates the energy bill over the next few
weeks. In addition, the provision will have to be reconciled with
a measure passed by the House last summer before it becomes law.
otherwise, the best hope for change will be if new lawmakers come
into power in the November elections and choose a different path.
one can only hope they will. America’s energy security depends on
it.

See also-
"FLAG WAVING AND PICKUPS WIN THE FUEL DEBATE," CNN:
http://www.cnn.com/2002/ALLPOLITICS/O3/15/pol.play.suv/index.html

36) KL MAY SEEK COMPENSATION FOR ABSORBING CARBON DIOXIDE
EMISSIONS
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Business Times (Malaysia)
Feb 26, 2002
Internet:
http ~//gl obal archive, ft. com/gl obal archi ve/arti cl e. html ?i d=020226001578&que r
y=eml ssl on

MALAYSIA will look into the possibility of seeking compensation
from industrialised countries for its role in absorbing harmful
carbon dioxide emissions and other greenhouse gases (GHG). Primary
Industries Minister Datuk Seri Dr Lira Keng YaiE said for the past
20 years, Malaysia’s natural forest ha,s, be.en absorbing t.h.e~gase.s
generated by the developed countries. Maybe it is time Malaysla
through plantation companies sell its services in the absorption
of carbon dioxide generated by consumption of fossil fuels," he
told reporters in Bangi yesterday.

Dr Lira said Malaysia is 62 per cent covered by natural forest (or
33 million hectares of forest cover) and together with planted
areas such as oil palm and rubber the total covered area comes to
74 per cent. "Maybe it is time for Malaysia to get earnings for
carbon dioxide sequestering because our natural forest has been
doing it for free all this while," said Dr Lim. He earlier opened
a seminar on carbon financing which was also attended by Malaysian
Palm oil Board director-general Datuk Dr Yusof Basiron.

Dr Lim said carbon emission trading started on an international
scale at the Earth Summit in Rio, Brazil in 1992 when 137
countries signed the united Nations Framework Convention on
climate Change (UNFCCC). UNFCCC whereby the industrialised
countries agreed to work towards achieving a binding target
emission level of GHG at 5.2 per cent below the 1990 level. Their
commitment in reductions of emission levels to be achieved durng
the first compliance period between 2008 and 2012 opens up GHG
trading to the making of a global business practice.

"Emission trading is economically efficient because emitters have
the choice of making the reduction themselves or paying someone
else who might be in the position to reduce the same quantity of
emission at a lower cost," said Dr Lim. For this year, he added,
carbon emission trading is expected to be worth between us$250
million and us$1 billion (us$1 = RM3.80~. "Carbon emission trading
can be a profitable venture for plantatlon companies but the
venture will need further and a more indepth study," said Dr Limo
He added that matters such as pricing, measurement and trade
mechanism must be studied first should Malaysia charge the
industrialised countries in using its sequestering services.

Among the disadvantage, Dr Lim said, is that plantation companies
may not want to replant their trees because they know the very
same trees can be a source of income by absorbing GHG. He also.
said carbon emission trading is conducted only on an exchange in
costa Rica.Zaidi Isham Ismail

37) MEMO TO BUSH
The Guardian-uK
Mar 16, 2002
Internet:
http://globalarchive.ft.com/globalarchive/article.html?id=O20316000789&quer
y=kyoto

supporters of the Kyoto Protocol on climate change have despaired
of the us signing up even though George Bush no longer disputes
the phenomenon. So while 170 states are on board the country which
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is responsible for more than one third of the industrialised
world’s carbon dioxide emissions remains off message. Pressure may
yet come on the Americans from an unlooked for source, however.
This week the giant German insurance group Munich Re put out its
annual review of 2001’s natural catastrophes. As a document it
makes grim reading and it contains a passage the Bush
administration would do well to consider. It notes that, even if
Kyoto is implemented in full the world will still be facing the
impact of climate change in ~he form of more frequent and more
destructive natural catastrophes.

since insurers have to pick up a huge chunk of the financial cost
of an increasing number of weather related disasters Munich Re
reckons it will have to adopt a different approach to the way it
prices its policies. Traditionally premiums have been based on
what the industry has had to pay out in the past. Munich Re
reckons that, in a warming world, premiums are lagging behind what
is actually happening, leaving the insurers nursing losses.

It reckons the industry "must think about how risk-commensurate
fluctuation loadings can be calculated for the risk inherent in
climate change and must at long last adopt a policy of adequate
prospective underwriting."_In other words premiums will have to go
up. For everyone. Are you listening Mr Bush?

38) OI-FAWA AND PROVINCES MUST ACT ON KYOTO
Toronto Star
Mar. 3, 2002
Internet:
http://www.thestar.com/NASApp/cs/ContentServer?pagename=thestar/Layout/Arti
cle_PrintFriendly&c=Article&cid=1015023665218

It is nothing short of a disgrace that ottawa, the provinces and
canadian buslness are still debating the merits of the
international agreement on global warming that canada signed
nearly five years ago. But it’s not surprising, because the
chr,tien government has done nothing to prepare canadians for the
challenges ahead. For two decades, canadians have been told that
if something isn’t done, global warming could cause economic and
political havoc throughout the world. Rising seas could destroy
coastal cities, prime agricultural land could turn into wasteland
- the risks were high enough to prompt the u.s. Energy Department
to issue this warning in 1986: "Human effects on atmospheric
composition may yet overwhelm the life-support system crafted in
nature over billions of years."

canadians have clearly come to understand the need to curb the
emissions of greenhouse gases. But Ottawa has yet to tell them
about the changes in thelr lifestyles that will be required. The
government should have started to draw up an action plan right
after it signed the 1997 Kyoto protocol, which required canada to
cut its emissions to a level 6 per cent below its 1990 level. But
the federal Liberals have done nothing to prepare for the Kyoto
agreement’s actual start-up in 2008.

Meanwhile, Canada’s emissions have continued to increase. This
means we have less time to meet our target and more ground to
cover, while other countries started experimenting w~th carbon
taxes, wind farms and other clean energy sources, ottawa simply
stood by, as gas-guzzling SUVs and mln~vans became canada’s most
popular cars. That suggests that the starting point for ottawa
should be a massive education campaign that tells canadians what
they can do to conserve energy, and spells out the penalties that
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will have to be imposed if they don’t.

But telling Canadians who live in cities that they should take
mass translt and leave their cars at home would be a lot more
effective if Ottawa also invested in our transit systems to make
them a more attractive choice, ottawa must also tell canadian
industry the part it must play in curbing emissions. That Ontario
Power Generation - Ontario’s biggest polluter - still hasn’t begun
to convert its dirty coal-fired plants to natural gas speaks not
only to Ottawa’s failure to initiate change, but to the ease with
which some of the changes could actually ~e made.

ottawa should also be actively encouraging the development of
clean power technology in canada. If it invested just a fraction
of the money it has spent on atomic energy, we might now be
producing wind turbines on an economically feasible scale, instead
of importing them from Denmark. If Ottawa is sincere about
ratifying Kyoto, it should stop making its own hot air, and start
talking about the real options we have for meeting our commitment.

39) KYOTO AUSTRALIA’S SHAME, SAYS SUZUKI
The Age
March 12 2002
Internet: http://www.theage.com.au/articles/2002/O3/ZZ/lO1536S767733.html

Australia’s refusal to ratify the Kyoto protocol on greenhouse gas
reductions was a humiliating decision for a country that should be
a leader in developing non-polluting energy, environmentalist
David Suzuki said yesterday. In an address to the National Press
Club, Dr Suzuki urged Australia to pour billions of dollars into
clean energy research. "Every time I come to Australia I’m
overwhelmed by your good luck .o. Canadians would kill to have the
sunlight you have," he said.

"I look to Australia to be the world leader in solar energy in the
coming years.’ He was surprised that the Howard Goye~nme~t ha~ not
changed its mind about ratifying the Kyoto protocol in wew oT the
mounting scientific data on the effects of-climate cha~ge.
Businesses could make and save large amounts of money ~n their
attempts to reach Kyoto targets by becoming more efficient, he
said. Dr Suzuki also urged caution on the recent calls by business
leaders to markedly increase Australia’s population by 2050.

Australia’s ecosystem could not support the present population’s
large consumption, he said. The canadian environmentalist is in
Australia to promote his new book, Good News for a change - Hope
for a Troubled Planet. He and co-author Holly Dressel spent a year
travelling the world and found that growing numbers of groups and
businesses had changed their ways to help the environment. Dr
suzuki is calling for a radical change in modern thought in order
to save the planet.

Economics and a reliance on science and technology to solve our
problems had led to an unsustainable situation where continued
~rowth in consumption was required for governments and business toe considered successful. "This is a form of insanity," he said.
"Economics is at the heart of our destructive ways and our faith
in it has blinded us." while there were examples of some people
changing their ways, Dr Suzuki was pessimistic about the ability
of governments and corporations to change their minds on .the
env~ ronment.
The vision of political leaders had shrunk over the past few
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decades, with most focused only on the next election, he said.
This had led to shortsighted thinking on the environment.

40) BUSH FIDDLES FIGURES AS THE GLOBE WARMS UP
]apan Times
Feb. 28, 2002
Internet:
http://www.japantimes.co.jp/cgi-bin/getarticle.p15?fe20020228sh.htm

By STEPHEN HESSE

Last June, in the Rose Garden of the white House, President George
W. Bush declared the Kyoto Protocol "fatally flawed in fundamental
ways," and dubyaed it "unrealistic, arbitrary and not based on
scl ence."
He ave assurances, though, that he was serious about dealing with
cllmate change, our admlnlstratlon w111 be creative, h
promised. "TBis is an administration that will make commitments we
can keep, and keep the commitments that we make."

This valentine’s Day, Bush revealed his "Global climate change"
initiative -- and proved just how committed and creative he can
be A government fact sheet (on the u.s. state Department Web site
at’www.usinfo.state.gov) introduces this as a "bold new strategy
for addressing global climate change." Being a sucker for boldness
in environment policy, I read on.

The Global climate change plan, I discovered, calls for "cutting
greenhouse gas intensity by 18 percent over the next 10 years.
The fact sheet explains: "The president’s goal seeks to lower our
rate of emissions from an estimated 183 metric tons per $1 million
of GDP in 2002, to 151 metric tons per $1 million of GDP in 2012."
Not bad, I thought. An 18 percent cut in greenhouse gases sounds
pretty darn good for a Texas oilman, still, despite the
government’s enthusiastic praise for Bush’s program, something
seemed amiss. After all, the plan doesn’t say the u.s. will reduce
greenhouse gases that pollute and contribute to climate change.
Rather, it promises to cut "g~eenhouse gas intensity," or "the
ratio of greenhouse gas emisslons to economic output."

Greenhouse gas intensity wasn’t a term I’d seen, so I checked on
what others were saying about the plan. on the state Department
web site there was a copy of a story run by The New York Times on
Feb. 15,’written by R. Glenn Hubbard, chairman of President Bush’s
Council of Economic Advisers. Not surprisingly, Hubbard praises
the plan, while also hinting that some fudglng of the figures is
going on; as he explains: "An 18 percent decline.in greeDhouse g~s
intensity over 10 years implies a 4.5 percent re~uctlon in annua~
greenhouse gas emissions relative to what they would be if we
moved ahead according to current forecasts."

If that sounds fiddled, it is. since "current forecasts" predict
that U.S. greenhouse gas emissions will continue to rise steadily,
the implied relative reductions are far less substantial than the
president’s 18-percent figure suggests. Here is a ~ush insider
admitting that the promised 18-percent cut is, in tact, a ~.)
percent reduction in the growth of greenhouse gas emissions.
Apparently, emissions of greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide
and methane will continue to rise under the plan -- just not as
quickly.

New York Times reporter Paul Krugman, writing on the same day,
said as much. "To the unwary, yesterday’s pledge by the Bush
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administration to reduce ’greenhouse gas intensity’ by 18 percent
may have sounded like a pledge to reduce greenhouse gases, t~e
emissions that cause global warming." No such pledge has been
made, he writes. Krugman defines greenhouse gas intensity as "the
volume of ~reenhouse gas emissions divided by GDP. He then
explains: The administration says it will reduce this ratio by 18
percent over the next decade. But since most forecasts call for
GDP to expand 30 percent or more over the same period, this is
actually a proposal to allow a substantial increase in emissions"
(italics added).

Steve cochran and Joe Goffman of the washington-based grou~
Environmental Defense peel off the final layer of obfuscatlon.
"while u.s. emissions nave grown by a hefty 12 percent in the past
decade," they write, "the greenhouse gas intensity of our u.s.
economy -- its emissions per unit of GDP -- has actually declined
by 15 percent. "This improyement in greenhouse gas intensi~ has
occurred under existing voluntary programs t~at are virtually no
different from what the president outlined today. The U.S. is
already doing -- and has been doing for nearly 10 years --
essentially what the president is claiming is a ’new’ initiative."

cochran and Goffman -- whose work can be found at
www.environmentaldefense.org -- conclude that, "Even under the
most optimistic pr?jections from the administration proposal,
total actual emisslons of greenhouse gases will increase by at
least 12 percent over the next decade." That’s the same rate of
increase as since the early 1990s.

As promised, the Bush plan is creative: an imaginative repackaging
of the status quo "as a bold new strategy." It is committed as
well. A wholehearted commitment to carbon-based business-as-usual.
Last spring, I was not particularly surprised to hear Bush call
the Kyoto Protocol "flawed." As a lawyer familiar with the process
of drafting international environmental agreements, I know most
treaties are, to some extent, flawed. In order to reach a
consensus among countries with widely divergent interests, it is
inevitable that simplistic, lowest common denominators will be
adopted in the early stages of nurturing multinational
cooperation.

Thus America is not alone. Every nation that signed the Kyoto
Protocol, and must cut greenhouse gas emissions, is unhappy.
Nevertheless, these same nations have committed themselves to the
spirit of the protocol. As members of a robust community of
nations, they have agreed to work together to clarify the science
and implement the protocol to forge an effective international
agreement from one that was once "flawed."

The U.S., however, has never been much of a team player in the
arena of international law. Add to that its addiction to oil, and
it is clear why Bush has spurned international community efforts
to move beyond fossil fuels. "This is an administration that will
make ~ommitments we can keep, and keep the commitments that we
make, he promised. And he has kept his word. After all, making a
commitment to do nothing at all is the easiest of all commitments
to keep.

stephen Hesse welcomes comments at stevehesse@hotmail.com

41) CLIMATE PLAN IS CRITICIZED AS OPTIMISTIC
New York Times
February 26, 2002
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Internet:
http://www.nytimes.com/2002/O2/26/science/earth/26CLIM.html

By ANDREW C. REVKIN

The White House statement on climate change read: "President Bush
announced today that the united states has agreed with other
industrialized nations that stabilization of carbon dioxide
emissions should be achieved as soon as possible. The united
States also agreed that it is timely to investigate quantitative
targets to limit or reduce carbon dioxide emissions."

That was Nov. 7, 1989, one year after a global heat wave made the
environment a top political issue and ralsed the prospect that
people might be affecting the climate by adding carbon dioxide and
other heat-trapping gases to the air, warming the planet as if it
were inside a greenhouse.

Twelve years later, under a new President Bush, the urgency has
evaporated, on Feb. 14 the president articulated a new approach to
what has become a lingering, complicated, politically charged
scientific issue. It relies on voluntary efforts to slow, buT not
halt, the growth in emissions of greenhouse gases. Progress is to
be measured by tracking the growth of emissions relative to the
growth of the economy. For nea~ly a year, the president has been
saying there is no scientific justification for the specific
emissions targets set forth in the Kyoto Protocol, the climate
treaty that would require participating industrialized countries
to cut emissions by 2012 below their level of 1990. The
administration says that when it comes to carbon dioxide, the main
greenhouse gas, no one has yet determined how much is too much.

But after analyzing details of Mr. Bush’~ new plan, many
scientists and economists who study climate data and policy say
the scientific ambiguity that the administration used to justify a
limited response certainly exists, but cuts both ways. "what

~eople sometimes forget is that the uncertainty in the science is
ouble-edged," said Dr. Ronald G. Prinn, the director of the

department of earth, atmospheric and planetary sciences at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

"In our own studies, we estimate about a chance in 20 that the
warming in the next 100 years will exceed eight degrees
Fahrenheit," he said. "There’s no doubt in my mind that eight
degrees is something to deeply worry about. The target set by the
president’s policy to me looks inadequate in the face of that
risk."
under the administration’s plan, carbon dioxide emissions would
rise about 14 percent over the next decade - the same increase
that took place over the last decade. "can’t we do maybe twice
what we did in the last 10 years?" Dr. Prinn asked, suggesting
that the white House should move more aggressively against
emissions. "Then you’d have much more of a chance of real
reductions."

Moreover, magy climate experts said, rising productivity and
energy efficiency have been slowing the growth of emissions
compared with economic growth for more than a decade - at the same
pace Mr. Bush is proposlng. Simply continuing this course, many
said, is inadequate to promote the changes needed to flatten the
curve of growth - and eventually turn it downward. The debate over
the new plan should reach capitol Hill this week, when the senate
is expected to consider an energy bill with contentious provisions
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on oil drilling, gas-mileage standards and other policies that may
affect emissions rates.

critics of the Bush approach include several members of a
scientific committee assembled last year at the behest of the
white House by the National Academy of sciences to assess
questions about climate change. Dr. Ralph J. cicerone, chairman of
the academy panel and chancellor of the University of California
at Irvine, said the Bush administration was mistaken to view
uncertainty as a cause for comfort. He said there was no longer
any ambiguity about whether humans were significant contributors
to global warming, and he noted that in the opening line of its
report to the whlte House, the panel stated plainly that
"greenhouse gases are accumulating in E~rth’s atmosphere as a .
result of human activities, causing surface air temperatures ana
subsurface ocean temperatures to rlse.

Last week, Dr. cicerone said continued growth in emissions would
make things worse. "This situation is not sustainable, and its
trajectory is toward dangers," he said, adding that the white
House proposal "lacks ambition and foresight" and "sets goals that
are too timid." The goals were far from modest when Mr. Bush’s
father signed the first climate treaty, in 1992. under that
treaty, industrialized nations agreed to strive to reduce their
greenhouse emissions to 1990 levels by the year 2000. Instead,
however, global emissions continued to rise. American releases of
greenhouse gases rose more than 12 percent in that period.

Last fall, most industrialized nations rallied around a new
treaty, the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, though they have et to ratify
it. That treaty, which the clinton administration ~ad signed,
would require participating industrialized countries to cut
emissions by 2012 below where they stood in 1990. ~r..Bush
rejected the Kyoto treaty last year, saying the emlsslons targets
were not scientifically justified. He said that the treaty
unfairly required no emissions cuts of fast- growing countries
like China and that it would harm the American economy.

Last week, Dr. Conrad C. Lautenbacher Jr., a mathematician and
retired Navy vice admiral, who is the under secretary of commerce
for oceans and atmosphere, said Mr. Bush’s new plan struck a
reasonable balance between economic and environmental concerns.
"You’re playing with a $12 trillion economy here," Dr.
Lautenba~her said. "There’s such a large connection with our¯ ’deconomy based on what we do and to what degree we do It that we¯ " er "be foollsh not to try to understand the basic processes bett .

The new policy is also attracting support from scientists who are
skeptical that global warming is a serious long-term threat. More
aggressive moves, they say, would harm the economy and waste
resources that could be used to solve other problems. Indeed, some
skeptics say Mr. Bush’s policy concedes too much by even
acknowledging that voluntary changes are needed. "voluntary has a
nasty habit of turning mandatory," said S. Fred singer, a
climatologist, who has long criticized the consensus view on
warming and who heads the science and Environmental P?licy
Project, a research and advocacy group financed by private
contributions. Dr. Singer says recent studies have steadily
whittled away at the d~rest predictions for warming.

"Every bit of data," he said, "seems to confirm that the climate
hesensitivity is well below even the lowest value g~ven by t

Intergovernmental Panel on climate Change, an international
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scientific group that has issued three assessments of climate
science over the last 10 years. But the lead author of one of the
new studies, Dr. ]ames E. Hansen, the director of NASA’S Goddard
Institute for space studies, says there is a difference between
refining projections of change and saying global warming is not a
serious problem.

In a paper in a recent issue of The Proceedings of the National
Academy of sciences, Dr. Hansen and a Goddard colleague~ Dr.
Makiko sato, plotted the changing concentrations of varlous
greenhouse gases and predicted that the average global temperature
would rise 1.3 degrees over the next 50 years. That is at the low
end of predictions for warming generated by most computer models
of climate, but more than temperatures rose over the last 100
years. The paper concluded that the warming trend was likely to be
substantially slower than previously thought, given the slowing
buildup of greenhouse gases other than carbon dioxide. For
example, Dr. Hansen sa~d, methane, a potent greenhouse gas that
was once rapidly building in the atmosphere, has shown a sharp
decline in its growth rate since 1980, for reasons scientists
cannot explain.

The scientists also calculated that a concerted effort to raise
fuel efficiency and find ways to remove carbon dioxide from the
air could well cause emissions to stop growing altogether later in
the century and, eventually, to decline. But over all, Dr. Hansen
said, the Goddard analysis still means that temperatures by 2050
will be more than two degrees warmer than they were at the
beginning of the 20th century, when the accelerating Industrial
Revolution began transforming vast stores of coal and oil into
carbon dioxide.

"I could see keeping the warming relatively moder.ate,.but I point
out that even a two-degree warming is going to make the eartn very
warm compared to the h~story of the last m~lllons of years, D .
Hansen said. And, he noted, if emissions continue to rise just 1
percent a year - the current rate, and the rate that would result
under the policies proposed by Mr. Bush - that adds up to a lot of
greenhouse gases by later in the century, still, Dr. Hansen said
he remained optimistic that societies would rise to the challenge,
adding that natural evidence of a strong human contribution to
global warming was likely to pile up in the next ,few years - along
with a consensus for more action to counter it. ’we’ll be seeing
how things are going well before 10 years are out," Dr. Hansen
said.

42) LINKS TO MORE COMMENTARY AND ANALYSIS

"FIGHTING GLOBAL WARMING WITHOUT AMMO," Baltimore Sun:
http://www.sunspot.net/news/opinion/oped/bal-op.warminguzmarum.st°ry?c°ll=b
al%2Doped%2Dheadlines

"BUSH SAW THROUGH KYOTO SMOKE," Miami Herald:
http://www.miami.com/mld/miamiherald/2002/O3/OT/news/opinion/2806541"htm

"WHAT’S AT STAKE IN THE ENERGY DEBATE?," TomPaine.com:
http://~w.tompaine.com/feature.cfm/ID/5217

"U.S. BACKS KYOTO LITE," washington Times:
http://www.washingtontimes.com/op-ed/20020304-4505844.htm

"RELIGION MEETS ENVIRONMENTALISM OVER ENERGY POLICY," christian
science Monitor:
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http://www.nandotimes.com/politics/story/280867p-2495343c.html

"COUNT BENEFITS, NOT COSTS, OF KYOTO," Toronto Star:
he*n.ll~ eH~f~r rnm/NA~Ann/rs/ContentServer?GXHC QX session_id_=d5e3c0ea
659~5388&pagename=thestar/Layout/Artlcle_PrlntFrlendly&c=Artlcle&cld=101S
0200220

"GOODBYE CRUEL WORLD-A REPORT BY TOP US SCIENTISTS ON CLIMATE
CHANGE SUGGESTS THAT CATASTROPHE COULD BE IMMINENT," The Guardian:
http://www.guardian.co.uk/globalwarming/story/0,7369,659892,00.html

"BUSH FAILS TO PROTECT CLIMATE," Seattle Post:
http://seattlepi.nwsource.com/opinion/60023_climated.shtml

"GORBACHEV SEEKS CLIMATE SOLUTIONS," LA Times:
http://~.latimes.com/news/science/la-000019169mar16.story?coll=la%2Dnews%
2Dscience

"BOTH HARD-LINERS AND COOLER HEADS WANT COMMON SENSE ON KYOTO,"
Globe & Mail:
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/servlet/GIS.Servlets.HTMLTemplate?tf=tgam/se
arch/tgam/searchFulIStory.html&cf=tgam/search/tgam/SearchFullStory-cfg&c°nf
igFileLoc=tgam/config&encoded_keywords=Kyoto&option=&start-row=l&current-r°
w=1&start_row_offsetl=&num_rows=l&search_results-start=l

chad Carpenter
International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD)
New York, NY
Tel: + 1 (212) 673-1818
Fax: + 1 (309) 419-8814
IISDnet: http://www.iisd.org
E-mail: ccarpenter@iisd.ca or
chad_carpenter@hotmail.com

You are currently subscribed to climate-1 as: kbailey@ceq.eop.gov
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-climate-l-68928R@lists.iisd.ca
visit IISD’s WSSD Portal at http://www.iisd.ca/wssd/portal.html
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"Watson, Harlan L (OES)" <WatsonHL@state.gov>
¯ ’~ ~,~,~,~- ,,       03/19/2002 12-08:57 PM

Record Type: Record

To:

Subject"

"(RIA) Nyman, Elisha E" <e,nyman@state.gov>

Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
IPCC Election Rules

FYI--Paper on IPCC Election Rules

<<3-18-02.1PCC ELECTION RULES.doc>>

I~ - 3-18-02.1PCC ELECTION RULES.doc
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"Fendley, Edward J(OES)" <FendleyEJ@state.gov>
03/20/2002 09:34:35 AM

Record Type: Record

To: ’Katherine Buckiey’ <Buckley.Kathedne@epa.gov>, "(RIA) Nyman, Elisha E" <e.nyman@state.gov>, Phil
Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, "(RIA) Figueroa, Richard A" <r.figueroa@state.gov>

CC.                                         °
Subject: Clear PIs: US-EU Climate Change Dialogue Inwtation Cable

Phil, Katherine, Ned, Richard,

I request your clearance on the attached draft cable inviting F= ~
representatives to the April 23 U.S.-EU H~gh Level Dial,
Change.

Thanks,
Ed

Ed Fendley
Foreign Affairs Officer
Office of Global Change
U.S. Department of State
tel: 1-202-647-2764
fax 1-202-647-0191
fendleyej@state.gov

<<cable us eu hid 3-02.doc>>

I1-~ _ cable us eu hid 3-02.doc
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Record Type.

"Watson, Harlan L (OES)" <WatsonHL@state.gov>
03/20/2002 04:27:46 PM

Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Kameran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc:
Subject: Info on Yamaguchi

Yamaguch~ was one of 10 lead authors of the WGIII TAR Chapter 6-Policies,
Measures, and Instruments (Note: The WGIII TAR includes a Summary for
Policymakers, a Technical Summary, and 10 chapters.)

Mitsutsune Yamaguchi
Professor,
Department of Economics
Keio University, Tokyo, Japan
Facs=m~le. +81-3-5427-1578
E-mad myamagu@econ keio.ac.jp

-/
to
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"Watson, Harlan L (OES)" <WatsonHL@state.gov>
03/21/2002 07:40:46 AM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP. "(RIA) Nyman, Elisha E" <e.nyman@state.gov>

cc’
Subject: UN pokes holes in Kyoto plan

National Post (f/k/aThe Financial Post), Wednesday, March 20, 2002, p. A1
UN pokes holes in Kyoto plan
’1 can’t see how it would work for Canada’: Lead scientist says Bush’s
rejection of treaty annuls Liberal plan to trade credits with U.S.
By Alan Toulin

OTTAWA - Canada cannot expect to get pollution credits under the Kyoto
Protocol for selling clean energy to the United States because the Americans
will not ratify the treaty, the chief United Nations scientist on climate
change says, contradict!ng a strenuous promotion campaign by Ottawa that
touts the benefits of the scheme.

Kyoto is also unlikely to have much =mpact in stopping the effects of global
warming, but nations should sign it anyway, says Dr. Robert Watson, chairman
of the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and the chief spokesman
on climate change for the World Bank.

"Kyoto, as it is currently constructed, does send an important signal to
governments and industry that there is a market for more energy-efficient
... technologies," Dr. Watson said yesterday in Ottawa.

But without the United States as a signatory, it is difficult to see how the
emissions-credit scheme might work for Canada, he said. "1 can’t see how
Canada can help meet its obligation by selling anything to the U.S., if the
U.S. isn’t part of the protocol." David Anderson, the Environment Minister,
and Jean Chretien, the Prime Minister, have said Canada is still negotiating
on Kyoto to get recognition for the sale of clean power, such as natural gas
and hydroelectricity, to the United States as a way to meet its
greenhouse-gas reduction targets.

A framework plan released this month outlined an emissions-trading scheme
that would allow Ottawa to buy international credits it could allocate to
industries or regions that are having trouble meeting the Kyoto targets.

-’,’A trading scheme can be the most effective [in reducing greenhouse gases]
and, theoretically, from an economic point of view, gives you the cheapest
possible cost of achieving these goals," Mr. Anderson said.

But Dr. Watson, who was also associate director in the Office of Science and
Technology Policy during the Clinton administration, insisted that "if the
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U S, is not party to Kyoto, no one can try and sell carbon to the U.S. for
credit. By definition, you have to be part of the Kyoto Protocol mechanism
in order to trade carbon. I can’t see how it would work for Canada."

If Canada ratifies the treaty, the nation will be required to reduce
greenhouse-gas emissions to 6% below levels produced in 1990.

Overall, however, the Kyoto treaty will not have much effect in reducing
greenhouse gases - believed by some scientists to be a factor in global
warming - because the initial targets are so low, Dr. Watson said, and
because developing countries are not facing the same restrictions as
industrial countries in reducing their use of fossil fuels.

"If one wants to meet the ultimate goal of the convention - that is,
stabilization of greenhouse-gas concentrations - it would require far more
than K, yoto. It would require emissions reductions not only in
industrialized countries but also in developing countries," he said.

Dr. Watson acknowledged there is still much to learn about climate change,
but said the world cannot wait for perfect knowledge before taking action.

"There are scientific uncertainties, but the weight of evidence suggests
that we humans are responsible for most of the observed warming in the last
50 years. We believe that future climate change is inevitable and for most
people in the world the impact will be negative."

The cost of implementing the Kyoto Protocol would be in the range of .2% to
2% of gross domestic product for the OECD (Organization of Economic
Co-operation and Development) countries, Dr. Watson said. Business groups
and provinces have argued that, with the Americans out, Canada will be
rendered uncompetitive because of costs not faced by American industry.

But these costs, Dr. Watson believes, can be mitigated by the domestic and
international trading of carbon credits. Less industrialized countries
below the Kyoto targets can sell their right to produce greenhouse gases to
countries such as Canada that may not be able to meet the Kyoto targets.

The process of global warming is underway and the consequences will be felt
more in countries in the northern latitudes such as Canada, Dr. Watson said.
Based on economic modelling for the UN, some of the negative impacts include
more droughts and rising sea levels and more exposure to tropical and
sub-tropical diseases such as malaria and cholera. The Kyoto Protocol is an
international agreement negotiated under the auspices of the UN.

The impact of global warming in Canada is already apparent in the Arctic
where ice thickness and coverage is being reduced, Dr. Watson said. Earth’s
mean average temperature is expected to rise 1.4 degrees Centigrade to 5.8
degrees Centigrade by 2085.

"For many parts of Canada, the change in temperatures could be towards the
upper 5, 6 to 7 degrees Centigrade - there is a huge amplification [in
temperature effect] as you go north into the Arctic area," Dr. Watson said.

Water resources, already under pressure, could be under more strain.
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"We already have a major water crisis looming. Probably by 2025, half of
the wodd’s population will live in an area that is significantly water
scarce," he said.

Measuring the costs of doing nothing to mitigate climate change is a
difficult exercise, he added. "The economic evaluation is very tough and
uncertain. People have guessed it might cost 1% to 2.5% in world GDP for a
3 degree Centigrade increase [in temperature]. But those numbers are very
uncertain."
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E onMobil
March 18, 2002

VIA FACSIMILE - #202,456.6021

Dr. John H. Marburger
Assistant to the President for Science and Technology
Eisenhower Executive Office Bldg, Room 424
17th Street and Pennsylvania Ave, NW
Washington, DC 20502-0001

Dear Dr. Marbuger:

We understand that the administration is considering ways to improve the U.S. approach to
scientific research on climate change. In that respect ! would like to share recommendations
that ExxonMobil developed and communicated to a number of people and institutions in
discussions to improve USGCRP last year.

As background to our recommendations, note that ExxonMobil has been involved in scientific
research on climate change for over 20 years. This involves support for and development of
research at leading institutions (such as MIT, Carnegie Mellon, Stanford and the Bermuda
Biological Station for Research). We also conduct our own research, often in collaboration with
leading academic scientists. For example, Dr. Haroon Kheshgi and I participated as lead
authors in the intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, and have published over 45 papers
(30+ in peer-reviewed journals) on a range of climate topics. These include detection and
attribution of human induced change, transient climate models, the carbon cycle, the role of
methane and aerosols. From this engaged perspective we have developed the attached
recommendations.

Fundamentally, the proposals contain three elements:

Focussed research to address known key areas of scientific uncertainty with quantitative
deliverables and an assessment of their policy relevance,
A U.S. assessment process that would augment and contribute to the IPCC, and
Increased US capacity in climate modelling and monitoring.

We hope that these recommendations will be of value to you as the administration addresses
this important task. As we have offered, I hope that we might have an opportunity to discuss
these recommendations directly with you in Washington.

Sincerely,

c: A.G. Randol

Attachment
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Recommendations to Improve U.S. Global Climate Change Research and
Assessment Capabilities (June 15, 2001|

A programmatic approach to assess and reduce uncertainty in climate
prediction
Gaps and uncertainty in observations and scientific understanding of critical
climate processes limit current ability to predict the rate and consequences of
future climate change. For climate change policy consideration the most critical
scientific issues concern:

The extent of natural variability as a contributor to current and past climate
changes.

Detection of climate change from human influences: with what confidence
can science confirm that climate changes have occurred that can be
attributed to human influence, and that allow Us to gain confidence in
predictions of human influences on future change.

Ability to predict future consequences of climate change: with what
confidence can science predict: 1) future emissions and concentrations of
greenhouse gases and aerosols, 2) associated changes in climate, and 3)
the impacts of climate change on humans and natural ecosystems.

The natural science of climate change is limited today by:

Lack of knowledge of key climate processes that must be incorporated in
climate models both to predict future climate change and its impacts, and
to explain past natural variability.

Limited availability of data required to calibrate and validate climate
processes and models and to provide a basis for tests of the ability of
models to match natural climate variability and to distinguish what
influence humans may be having on climate today.

¯ Limited computer capac’rty to represent climate processes at the
necessary level of complexity and spatial and temporal resolution.

Forecasts of climate change and its impacts depend also on improvements in
other areas of social and natural science that are required to predict future
emissions of greenhouse gasses (especially technological forecasts of future
energy supply and end use), and the implications of climate change on so~:iety
and ecosystems. Many of these research areas involve integrated application of
knowledge from natural scientists, economists, technologists, and other social
scientists.
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To promote better public policy it is important to understand the complexity and
linkages among these scientific issues, and to develop

Focussed research programs with tangible deliverables that address
specific significant, known scientific uncertainties,

Improved scientific assessments,

Enhanced technical and management capacity for an improved
national infrastructure to observe, analyze, understand, and predict
future climate change and its impacts.

Such an integrated program would more accurately portray current scientific
understanding including uncertainty, how available information aids and limits
policy choices today, and put in place quantifiable programs and capacity
building to improve understanding.

Focussed Research Programs on Known Areas o.f.Si.qnifi~.ant Unce.rtainty
The central idea is to focus a defined part of taxpayer funded research on
programs to improve the basis for prediction of climate change through creation
of dedicated, stewarded programs that improve understanding of known, key
areas of uncertainty.

Each specific program should include elements that:
Identify and quantify those areas of science that pose major limitations to
climate predictions today

¯ Explain why these areas are important for public policy
¯ Propose dedicated, stewarded research initiatives in critical areas aimed to

progress scientific understanding, including quantifiable measures of progress
¯ Propose a process for periodic scientific feedback and assessment to

measure progress in scientific understanding, and evolve research support

Management of both the specific targeted programs and the entire package
should involve periodic review by scientific experts to assess progress and
redefine programs and priorities. For instance this could mean sunsetting of
programs where issues have been satisfactorily resolved or where no progress
has occurred, as well as establishment of new initiatives.

An essential element of the proposal is the need to define guanfifiable measures
of r~ro#m, ss. For example, for natural temperature variability this might involve a
~uantification of the amounts of variability over a range of scales in time and
space. For factors that affect radiative forcing it might be measured in watts per
square meter.

Much work has already been done to identify key areas of uncertainty and
research opportunities (Global Environmental Change: Research Pathways for

2
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the next Decade, NRC 1999). However, those discussions have not sought to
place the uncertainty in the context of why it is important to public policy and how
it might limit current ability to detect climate change, to attribute climate change
to human activity, or how it might limit the ability to predict future climate change
and its impacts.

I attach a list of natural science areas that are both important sources of
uncertainty in climate change forecasts and where research advances could be
made. Advances in some areas (e, go regional climate change forecasts) depend
on advances in other areas (e.g. ocean/climate interactions). This is especially
true for model/data intercomparisons, which will depend on characterization bf
climate change forecasts.

Each of these, and perhaps others, should become the focal point for a specific,
agency-managed program with deliverables and scientific review and feedback
to guide the project at periodic intervals.

if the U.S. establishes a climate research agenda focussed in part on
understanding and resolving well-known, significant scientific uncertainties that
currently limit understanding, the results of such programs would provide
powerful, objective information for future IPCC assessments. Anyone who has
been involved with the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),
recognizes its limitations and politicization. This occurs at many levels and
involves the fundamental framing of issues, tensions between various national
and regional views, tensions between different disciplines, and on and on. Many
scientists are no longer willing even to become involved with IPCC. While no
assessment in an area this complex can be without political differences, a key
matter of some urgency for the United States is why should we as a nation rely
solely on the IPCC as a source of information to frame U.S. policy.

Lmproved National and Internatio,n. al Assessments of Climate Chan~;te
The U.S. should establish its own assessment process: one that more cleady
defines terms of reference relevant to U.S. issues and needs. Such a U.S.
process might share and contribute to the IPCC, but other aspects, for example
concerning assessments of impacts and options to address climate change could
be far better focussed in a U.S. process.

In addition the U.S. should seek to improve the IPCC process. The most
significant issues concern preparation and approval of the Summaries for
Policymakers that result from government negotiations. However, there are also
opportunities to improve development of the terms of reference and procedures
for selection of authors of chapters in the underlying reports and the development
of their summaries. A major frustration to many is the all-too-apparent bias of
IPCC to downplay the significance of scientific uncertainty and gaps, and the role
that future research might or might not play in resolving them. These could be
prescribed as important areas to assess.
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If the U.S. established its own assessment process it would contribute important
information that could help shape improvements in future IPCC assessments.
Improved National Research Cal~acity
This has been the subject of numerous studies by the National Research Council
that point out sedous limitations in our nation’s observational and computational
capac’Ky (see The Science of Regional and Global Climate Change Putting
Knowledge to Work, NRC 2000). In turn these deficiencies limit our ability to
resolve significant uncertainties. It is not just hardware that causes these limits.
Our outstanding academic research community dghtly thrives and plays its most
important role in curiosity ddven, fundamental and applied research. Many of the
most critical gaps that have been identified require institutions and personnel with
the. capability to undertake long-term, routine and operational programs. These
are not the forte of universities. They require dedicated staff and resources.

In closing these three proposals are not intended to be the basis for the entire
portfolio of research to address this topic of enormous national importance.
Resources must also be available to fund curiosity and technology driven
fundamental research that may generate unanticipated breakthroughs and new
leads that could be decisive to our understanding of climate change.

However, in an area of such importance, where well known scientific gaps and
uncertainty limit knowledge and prevent prediction, the three elements of this
proposal could improve long-term national capac’~ to address climate change:

Focussed research programs on known areas of uncertainty: develop
specific, targeted programs with measurable deliverables and scientific oversight.

National and International Assessments: Create a U,S, assessment process
that serves the needs of our nation and that can allow us to make an enhanced
contribution to an improved international process.

Infrastructure: enhance national computational and observational capabilities in
this area, and establish an improved management framework for more routine
and operational activities.
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A,r.~as for p__o_tential I~provements in the Science Of Climate_
Chan~e

The following is a list of science areas that are primary sources of uncertainty in
climate change forecasts. Each area is followed by a list of researchers who
would be useful in future research planning.

Climate ModellData Intercomparisons (Detection of Climate Change): What
have we learned, and what do we expect to leam about global climate change
from climate change data? This is a general question is often improperly
encapsulated in the question: have we detected greenhouse warming from
human activities? Of course the more important question is: have we detected
human induced climate change that leads us to believe that future climate
change will have serious negative impacts? These questions require climate
data, predictions of how climate should behave (both the climate change signal
and variability including characterization of uncertainty), and methods to compare
predictions to data, including their uncertainty. To date, in the idealized studies of
climate change detection, uncertainties in climate data and predictions have not
been fully included. There is a near-term potential to advance this area by better
representation of data and predictions, and by inclusion of types of data.

Natural climate variability: The ability to detect a human influence on climate
depends critically on the ability to isolate any signal of human induced change
from the noise of natural variability. This requires improved quantitative
understanding of the temporal and spatial distribution of natural variability,
especially over time scales from decades to centuries, and the factors and
processes that contribute to natural variability. As well, it requires scientifically
justified statistical methods to describe natural variability and to distinguish
human influences objectively.

Regional Climate Change: While there has been continued debate on the
characterization of uncertainty of equilibrium climate sensitivity, there has been
limited discussion of uncertainty in the regional patterns of climate change.
Current information is primarily from GCM intercomparisons. Better
understanding of the potential causes of different patterns of warming is needed
in order to represent our expectation of climate change for use in detection
studies, and for assessment of potential impacts of climate change. In the near-
term, uncertainty in regional patterns could be characterized.

Chaos and Limits to Predictability: Many aspects of climate and weather are
known to behave in chaotic fashion. The future state of the system depends so
strongly on specific initial conditions that detailed deterministic predictions are not
possible. Rather, outcomes can only be described in terms of distributions of
probable states. This has important implications for prediction of regional climate
change and its impacts, as well as for quantitative detection of climate change in
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the presence of natural variability in climate and in the predictions of climate
models.

Cloud Feedbacks: Observations demonstrate that models of current climate do
not adequately describe the role of clouds in today’s climate. Improving the
ability of climate models to describe clouds today is a major challenge. An even
greater challenge is to predict how clouds may differ if climate changes, Cloud
feedback is considered to be the largest contributor to uncertainty of climate
sensitiv’~:y. This uncertainty has been represented using different parameter-
izations in climate models where plausible ranges of cloud treatment lead to
factors of three differences in estimates of climate sensitivity. There are ongoing
campaigns to measure clouds by satellite and aircraft. Implications of these
measurements remain unclear. Key issues to be resolved: what is the current
distribution of clouds? How well do climate models represent today’s cloudiness?
What factors might alter the effects of clouds in changed climate? How does this
knowledge limit predictive capabilities? This program must be closely linked to
the next one on aerosols.

Aerosol Effects: Aerosol effects play an important role in comparison of climate
data and models. Through their direct effect aerosols both scatter and absorb
sunlight, and through their indirect effect they may alter radiative properties of
clouds. Aerosols are thought to be the largest uncertainty in climate forcing. To
date, uncertainties in the regional and historical patterns of aerosol forcing have
not been considered in climate change detection studies. Indirect aerosol effects
should have a different regional pattern than direct effects, since cloud
prevalence has a different pattem. There is potential for narrowing uncertainty of
direct effects of aerosols by direct measurement campaigns. In the near term, the
potential for narrowing uncertainties in indirect effects is limited. Key issues
concern the actual distribution, composition and radiative effects of aerosols in
today’s atmosphere; regional and time dependent distribution of aerosol sources
in the past; improved models to represent the radiative and chemical effects of
aerosols on the atmosphere; and improved assessment of the importance of
aerosol effects on studies of detection of a human influence on climate.

Global Carbon Cycle: There is uncertainty in projections of future sinks of CO2
by the oceans and biosphere. Clues to the mechanisms that drive these sinks
come from estimates of the current locations of sinks, Measurements of the ~
atmospheric field of CO2, isotopes and oxygen remain a good prospect for
estimating the location of sinks. Improved modeling, mathematical inversion
approaches designed for this problem, and further measurements are needed.

OceanlClimate Interactions: Shifts in ocean circulation are one mechanism that
influences the regional pattern of climate change, and uptake of heat by oceans
plays a dominant role in establishing the rate of climate change with time. Ocean
circulation may well be a complex system in which changes might not be
predicted from past behavior. Global ocean circulation models currently differ
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-. ¯ "Kolevar, ~<evin" <|{e~dnJ.f.olevar@hq.do~.gov>
~~-,m’--~~’ 03/26/2002 03:30:24 PM

Record Type:    Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc:
Subject: FW: AEP meeting with Frank Blake on Sequestration Research Pmposal

Phil, here is the view as it comes from the trenches.

Kevin

..... Original Message .....
From: Rudins, George
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2002 11:41 AM
To: Kolevar, Kevin
Cc: McCutcheon, John; Carter, Douglas
Subject: RE: AEP meeting with Frank Blake on Sequestration Research
Proposal

..... Original Message .....
From: Kolevar, Kevin
Sent: Tu.esday, March 26, 2002 9:11 AM
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To: Carter, Douglas; Rudins, George
Cc: Kripowicz, Robert
Subject: RE: AEP meeting with Frank Blake on Sequestration Research Proposal

Thanks, Bob. Doug/George is this familiar to you?

Kevin

.... Original Message----
From: Kripowicz, Robert
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2002 7:20 AM
To: Kolevar, Kevin
Cc: Carter, Douglas; Rudins, George
Subject: RE: AEP meeting with Frank Blake on Sequestration Research
Proposal

Bob

..... Original Message .....
From: Kolevar, Kevin
Sent: Monday, March 25, 2002 3:57 PM
To: Kripowicz, Robert
Subject: FW: AEP meeting with Frank Blake on Sequestration Research
Proposal

Bob, does this ring any bells with you?

Kevin

..... Original Message ....
From: Phil_Cooney@ceq.eop.gov [mailto:Phil_Cooney@ceq.eop.gov]
Sent: Sunday, March 24, 2002 10:49 AM
To: Kevin.kolevar@hq.doe.gov
Cc: Kameran L. Bailey@ceq.eop.gov; panastas@ostp.eop.gov
Subject: AEP meeting with Frank Blake on Sequestration Research Proposal
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SUBJECT:: whitman’s Earth Technologies speech, FYI

TO:3ames Connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Remarks of Governor christine Todd whitman,
Administrator of the u.s. Environmental Protection Agency,
at the
2002 Earth Technologies Forum
washington, D.C.

March 25, 2002

Thank you for that introduction.

It is a pleasure to be with you to today and to be a part of a great
partnership that brought this conference together for the 11th time. The
many faces, the many languages ) and probably the jetlag ) in this
audience shows the global nature of this challenge. And the groups that
have joined together to sponsor this event show how important global
partnerships w111 be to solving it.

I am pleased that EPA has gotten involved with our colleagues throughout
the u.s. government, our counterparts from Australia, Canada, Japan, The
Netherlands, and the united Nations, and interested partners from around
the world to address global climate change in this forum.

As you know, the struggle to halt the effects of climate change does not
recognize political boundaries, we must all work together if we are going
to effectively stop and reverse the growth of greenhouse gas emissions,
and discussions like this one are a great place to start. By sharing
ideas, exploring innovations, and evaluating technologies, we can bring
the future of environmental protection to bear on the challenges we face
today ) and we can do so together.

of course, discussions can only take you so far ) actions are what get
results, we can discuss process forever, but it is the progress we make
that truly matters to the world. I am pleased to have this opportunity to
discuss with you some of the actions the united states has taken recently
as members of this global effort to reduce the human impacts on climate
change.

As you may know, President Bush recently announced that the united States
would reduce its greenhouse gas intensity by 18 percent over the next
decade. This goal will help put the united States on course to address
this issue of global concern in a manner that is consistent with our
overall environmental philosophy and fair to American workers.

By making our environmental goals consistent with our economic prosperity,
America will slow the growth of greenhouse gas emissions and then ) as the
science justifies ) stop and reverse that growth in the future, president
Bush ,s proposal calls for voluntary actions across the country and will
re-evaluate the effectiveness of this approach in ten years.

This proposal is supported by the President ,s budget request. In it, he
provides $4.5 billion for global climate change activities ) a $700

Page 1
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million increase ) which includes an unprecedented commitment to tax
credits for renewable energy. This proposal give businesses the incentive
to make long-term investments and develop new technologies to combat
climate change. As importantly, baseline protection will be put in place
for those companies that choose to take early actio6.

One of the ways they can take early action is through voluntary programs.
we have found that voluntary programs can be incredlbly effective, and I
have every confidence that they will continue to lead us toward our goals
for emisslons reductions.

EPA ,s climate protection programs work in partnership with businesses,
organizations, and consumers to engage in voluntary practices that reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. Along with our partners, this past year was the
most successful to date for protecting the environment through voluntary
programs ) most of which exceeded their goals for the year. In 2001 alone,
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions totaled 38 million metric tons of
carbon equivalent ) that is the same as eliminating 25 million cars from
America ,s roadways.

The future looks just as bright. Taking into account only those
investments already made by our partners, we have already locked in
emissions reductions averaging more than 35 million metric tons every year
between now and 2010. of course, as our current programs expand and new
programs are added ) that number will continue to rise.

one of the largest contributors to this success is EPA ,s Energy Star
program. This comprehensive effort to encourage businesses and consumers
to voluntarily make choices that will increase energy efficiency saved 80
billion kilowatt hours of energy last year alone. It does so by
benchmarking the energy efficiency of everything from light bulbs and
washing machines to office buildings and grocery stores.

This program has shown that people want to make the right choices for the
environment. In the past decade, more than 750 million Energy star
products have been purchased across more than 30 categories and already
the new rating system for buildings has been used to evaluate 10,000
buildings across our country.

The results have been incredible. Energy Star alone accounted for
emissions reductions equivalent to that of 10 million cars last year ) and
at the same time saved businesses and consumers $5 billion on their energy
bills. In fact, for every federal dollar spent on Energy star ) and other
voluntary partnership programs ) we leverage $15 dollars in private
investment, save our partners and consumers $75 dollars on their energy
bills, and eliminate 3.7 tons of carbon dioxide gases.

EPA is also proud of our efforts to address non-CO2 gases ) methane, PFCs,
SF6, and HFCs. The achievements of our global industry partners are quite
impressive, our voluntary Aluminum Industry Partnership exceeded their
2000 goal by reducing emissions 45 percent below 1990 levels, similarly,
the world semiconductor Council Partners eliminated 25 percent of their
emissions and will reduce PFC emissions by 100 million metric tons by
2010. At this conference, EPA, the Alliance for Responsible Atmospheric
Policy, and the fire protection industry are announcing new HFC
responsible use principles that will dramatically decrease emissions.

Just as important, they are doing so without harming their ability to stay
competitive. Companies participating in the voluntary HCFC-22 Partnership
increased production by 35 percent, but were able to reduce emissions
below 1990 levels at the same time. And later this week, the Building Air
Conditioning Summit will be able to promote strategies that allow owners
to make a profit by replacing old CFC air conditioners.

Page 2
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we have already gotten great results for climate change through voluntary
programs, which Is why I am so proud of our new climate Leaders program at
EPA that will build on those successes. I launched this exciting program
in February with 11 charter partners that included Bethlehem Steel,
Interface, Lockheed Martin, cinergy, and others.

companies who participate in Climate Leaders will work with EPA to
inventory their greenhouse gas emissions, set aggressive reduction goals,
and report their progress each year. In addition, interested companles can
report these reductions to a registry that we will develop along with the
Department of Energy, and get credit for emissions reductions in the
future.

This is not an easy exercise, but an essential one ) and it is what makes
the climate Leaders program so unique. These companies are voluntarily
evaluating their impact on the environment and then acting to change for
the better. They are setting an example for the rest of us to follow ) and
many are. we get calls every day from companies looking to get involved,
showing that voluntary stewardship is alive and well among u.S.
businesses.

In fact, since we announced it just over a month ago, six new partners
have already joined the program. It is my pleasure to welcome Alcan
Aluminum, Johnson & Johnson, the u.s. National Renewable Energy
Laboratory~ International Paper, BP, and Alcoa and thank them for their
participation in climate Leaders.

Meanwhile, our charter partners have been hard at work evaluating their
current emissions and establishing ) with the help of EPA ) their targets
for reduction of greenhouse gases. Two of our climate Leaders just
announced their pledges today ) and they are setting the highest standards
for their sectors.

Miller Brewing Company will be reducing emissions by 18 percent per barrel
of production by 2006 and General Motors will reduce total emissions by 10

~ercent for all of their North American facilities by 2005. As you can
magine, each of these targets is significantly better than business as

usual, and will help lead us toward the goals that President Bush has set
for the Nation.

By working to develop long term reduction strategies that are
cost-effective, climate Leaders are establishing themselves as good
corporate neighbors and proving that what ,s good for the environment is
also good for business. Their participation in this program will let
citizens and consumers know which companies are doing their share and will
allow them to use that knowledge to make informed decisions.

of course, we are also looking beyond our borders to address this
challenge. Last month, the u.s. and Australia agreed to a climate Action
Partnership which will focus on practical and economically efficient
solutions to the climate issue, including common approaches for emissions
measurements, climate change science, and collaboration with developing
countries for capacity building.

similarly, the u.s. and canada announced an agreement that will strengthen
existing areas of cooperation between our countries such as research and
science, technology development, carbon sequestration, and market-based
approaches, we have also identified similar areas for collaboration with
Japan and Italy ) specifically on the development of climate science and
technology.
At EPA in particular, our stratospheric ozone and climate Protection
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Awards ) which will be presented tonight ) show the global nature of this
problem and the breadth of solutions being developed around the world, we
will be honoring 48 winners that represent 12 different countries and 6 of
the 7 continents. I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate )
in advance ) all of the winners.

They have helped show that effectively managing this environmental
challenge will require help from everyone. After all, since each of us
contributes to global climate change, it only makes sense for everyone to
be involved in eliminating it. That means that individuals, corporations,
and governments from around the world must all take a close look at their
behaviors that contribute to this problem.

If we do so ) and then share what we find in forums such as this ) I am
confident that we can solve it together. For the sake of our children and
grandchildren, we must.

Thank you.
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~ THE EUROPEAN INSTrrUT~

5225 WiscoNsin A,~’~m. N.W., Sta’m 200, W~mr,,~’ro~, D(2 20015-2014
’I’m.m~ONm: (202) 895-1670 ¯ F,~.. (202) 362o1088 ¯ E,-MAm: n,~o@l~tm,~m~r~s’tr~rl~oRo

March 26, 2002

Mr. Philip Cooney
Chief of Staff
Council on Environmental Quahty
722 Jackson Place, NW
Washington, DC 20503

Dear Mr. Cooney:

The European Institute will convene a special seminar on "Comparison and Coordination of US and EU
EnvironmentalPolicies" on April 25. This meeting will bring together key deeislon-makers from both sides of the
Atlantic in order to open a dialogue on critical environment issues. The overall goal is to discuss the possibilities for
the US and Europe to fruitfully exchange best practices in enviroment and energy as well as coordinate
preparations for the Johannesburg Summit on Sustainable Development.

The Honorable Margot Wallstrllm, European Commissioner for Environment will present luncheon remarks on
"US and EU Approaches to Environment Policy: Are we Converging or Diverging?" and will lead the discussion on
ways to coordinate our approaches to environmental protection.

The second morning panel will address US and EU preparations for the Johannesburg World Summit en Sustainable
Development, and the WTO negotiations on trade and the environment. It will also look at some of the unique
challenges facing this global effort and encourage diseussiorm about possible solutions. Dr. Paula& Dobriansky,
Under Secretary of State for Global Affairs, will present the US position in this discussion.

The In’st morning panel will focus on the lessons that can be drawn from the transatlantic exchanges of European
and American best practices, with specific attention on urbanization, transportation, water and air policies. The
Honorable Christine Todd Whitman, Administrator of the Environment Protection Agency, has been invited to
present keynote remarl~s for this panel and to set the tone for the discussion that follows.

I cordially inviteyou to participate in thts event. The seminar will take place on April 25 in the Colonial l~om of
the Mayflower l~otel, 1127 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Washington DC. We will convene at 8:30 a.m. and the
luncheon will conclude by 2:00 p.m. Please confirm your participation by returning the enclosed response form to
the attention of Kerry Molinelli no later than April 22.

I hope to see you on the 25th.

Attachment
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 THE EUROPEAN INSTITUTE

Roundtable on Environment and Energl~
"Comparison and Coordination of US and EU Policies"

Thursday April 25, 2002
8:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

Colonial Room
Mayflower Hotel

1127 Connecticut Avenue, NW

NAME

TITLE

Please t:ax y~u~response-to the~attention of Kerry Mohnelh at
<’~02) 362-1088 hy n...n~]ater than April 22.

ORGANIZATION

PHONE and FAX 1~’: ~

E-MAIL

Please check here if your contact information has changed, and provide new information above:

~Yes, I will attend both morning Sessions ~nd the Luncheon from 8:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

[] Yes, I will attend Session I from 8:45 a.m. to 10:15 a.m.:
Lessons from Transatlantic Exchanges of Best Practices

[] Yes, I will attend Session II from 10:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.:
Preparations for Johannesburg

[] Yes, I will attend the Luncheon from 12:00 to 2:00 p.m.
US and EU Cooperation on Environment

[] No, I am unable to attend the Seminar.

5225 WIscoNsn~ Av~ru~ N.W., Surm 200, WASH~GTON, DC 20015-2014
"l’m~Ho~m: (202) 895-1670 [] F~uc (202) 362-1088 [] E-MAre: ~-O@L~mOP~,a~sTrrtrm.oRo

WW~’. EUROPEANINSTITU’f~ ORG
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"Anderson, Margot" <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov>
03/27/2002 04:07:15 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc: "Karpoff, Peter" <Peter.Karpoff@hq.doe.gov>
Subject: EIA International Report and National Communications

Peter Karpoff report the following from reviewing the new EIA report/ Call
if questions. Feel free to contact Peter directly at 586-5639

The two reports use the same US carbon projections from energy activities as
their bases. Both reports use a carbon intensity of 463 kg. of carbon per
$1000 of GDP in 2020. The numbers appearing in each report, both text and
tables are different because of different presentation procedures. When EIA
prepares the International report they simply flow the AEO numbers in as the
US part. The same AEO was used as the projection source for our CAR work.

The CAR uses the UNFCCC convention of reporting carbon dioxide weights
instead of the customary US practice of reporting carbon weights. The EIA
work reports carbon weights. In addition, the International Energy Outlook
focuses on regional groupings moreso than National numbers. The US is part
of the developed world group. Although some US parameters are reported, the
presentation is mostly in terms of regional measures. Where the US numbers
are presented they do track to those used in the CAR because of their common
source in the Dec. 2001 AEO. The carbon numbers can be compared via .the
2020 level of carbon relative to GDP of 124 kg per $1000 as reported in the
International Energy Outlook (or as in the CAR, 463 grams or carbon dioxide
per dollar of GDP).

The two reports are on the same basis, but there is little opportunity for
direct comparisons.

Margot
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OS: ~Sp Meridian Institute

-- Meeting Announcem.ent --oo, o, ooouo,,o  om:
TAKING STOCK AND PRIORITIZING ACTI01 

June 4-5, 2002

Purpose and Objectives of the Forum       ;~v~;~

Meridian Institute, a non-profit, multi-party mediation and facilitation organizatio~n, will
conduct a Forum on June 4-5, 2002 in Washington, D.C to take stock and prioritize
actions for establishing a Carbon Accounting Systeni. Numerous, but separate, efforts
are underway to address one or more of the components of a credible and reliable carbon
accounting system. Even more activities will be taking place in the future. These efforts
could serve as the foundation for a credible, reliable carbon accounting system, but they
must be coordinated. These activities would benefit from broader discussion of a
"system" of carbon accounting in the U.S.

Thus, a working premise of the Forum suggests that more coordination of activities and
programs is needed to establish a reliable, credible entity-level carbon accounting system.
Another working premise of the Forum is that this system must be both applicable in the
U.S. and be linked to the emerging international carbon accounting system to be of
greatest value to all stakeholders.

Objectives of the Forum include:
1) Understanding the major greenhouse gas (GHG) inventory, accounting, and

registry systems under development in the U.S.;
2) Determining the need for a more coordinated approach to the development

of a credible Carbon Accounting System for auditing and verifying a
company’s carl~on emissions, offsets or credits; and                ~-

3) Prioritizing actions that could lead to a more coordinated approach to
establishing a Carbon Accounting System In the U.S. that is linked to the
emerging international carbon accounting system.

The Forum will provide policy makers and leaders of key stakeholder groups with an
opportunity to build upon the now widespread acknowledgement that a credible, reliable
carbon accounting system is needed under any future scenario - regardless of whether
emissions reductions are accomplished through voluntary efforts or mandatory
requirements. The Bush Administration has clearly indicated that a reliable and credible
carbon accounting "system" will be necessary under its proposed voluntary program in
order to avoid penalizing entities that take early action. In addition, such a system is also
a necessary precursor to a GI-IG emissions trading regime.
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Buildinfl on Onfloin.q and Related Efforts

The Forum on a Carbon Accounting System will include discussion of a variety of
important efforts such as the GHG Protocol Initiative of the World Resources Institute
(WlLI) and the World Business Council on Sustainable Development (WBCSD), the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency’s Climate Leaders Program, the Department of
Energy’s "1605b" Program, State registries, proposals for establishing a national registry,
and several other voluntary private sector initiatives. Forum participants will address
crucial questions such as:

>, How do or should these various activities relate to each other?
~ What type of carbon accounting system should be established in the U.S.?
>" How will the system that emerges in the U.S. connect to the emerging

international carbon accounting system?

Takin.q Stock and Prioritizinq Action

Thus, the aim of this Forum is to take stock of these various activities and initiate a
dialogue among U.S.-based stakeholders on the priority actions for establishing the
foundational infrastructure for a credible, reliable and enduring carbon accounting
system. Possible components of a carbon accounting system include:

" Generally accepted principles, standards, procedures, and methodologies
needed to audit and verify GHG emissions reduction and offset performance;

¯ Accreditation requirements for auditing and verifying entities and
professionals; and
Institutional arrangements that will allow both the carbon accounting
standards and verifier accreditation requirements to be updated periodically
to account for new knowledge, more efficient approaches, etc.

Future Dialo~que

The Forum will have immediate value to participants and policy makers who are
addressing the design of federal and state programs and private sector initiatives. In
addition, the Meridian Institute intends to use the outcome of the discussions to build
momentum for and determine the focus of an ongoing multi-stakeholder dialogue aimed
at establis.hing the infrastructure for a broadly accepted carbon accounting system .
applicable in the U.S. and internationally.

Forum Participants and Meetin.q Location

The Forum will be attended by leaders from the numerous industry sectors of the U.S.
economy that are affected by climate change policies, environmental and other non-
governmental organizations, Congressional staff, state and federal agencies, and the
organizations that provide carbon accounting services. The June 4-5, 2002 Forum on a
Carbon Accounting System will be held at a location to be announced, but in the
Washington D.C. area. If you are interested in pm~icipating in the Forum please contact
Barbara Stinson (970-513-8340 x203, bstinson@merid.org), or Tim Mealey (202-354-
6454, tmealey@merid.org) of Meridian Institute. To learn more about Meridian Institute,
visit our website at www.merid.org.
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Sent:

Cc:

Reifsnyder, Daniel A
Thursday, March 28, 2002 10:25 AM
Nyman, Elisha E(G)
Rock, Anthony F; Watson, Harlan L; Peel, Kenneth L(S/P); OES "ream Clima[e; Biniaz,
Susan; Gordon, Susan C
Climate Change. Problem with K~wis at WSSD
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Csble Text:
LrNCLASSIFI~D February 16, 2002

AM EMBASSY !qAIROBI - ROUTINE

From:

TAGS:

OES

SECSTATE WASI-~C (STATE 31158 - ROUTINE)

AORC, SEN-V, KSCA

Captions: None

Subjeot: CLIMATE CHANGE: USG BID FOR IPCC WORKING GROUP I CHAIK

GENEVA 5380

1. THIS IS AN ACTION CABLE FORNAIROBI AND GL:R~VA ]]q RESPONSE TO A
REQUEST BY GENEVA (5380); O~ ~ ~PO O~Y. P~B S~ P~ 2.

2. POSTS
S~T~Y OF STA~ FOR GLOB~ ~F~ PA~ L DOB~S~ TO ~P
~~ D~OR ~EPF~ ~ ~O SEnTrY ~~ OB~I ~TH A
COPY TO D~ S~~
~L FO~W. ~~T POC AT ~ST TO ~OM ~ C~ ~ A CO~ OF D~
SO~MON’S ~~~ V~ FOR ~CLUSION ~ ~~"

BEGIN TEXT OF LETI"ER.

Dear S~r:

I’am writing to submit the name of Dr. Susan Solomon for Co-Chair of IPCC Working Crroup
L Dr. Solomon is well known intem~onally for her work on the ozone hole over the Anta~c.
She is a membm ofthe U.S. Natioual Aeadea’ny of S~icmees, the European Academy of Soiene~,
and tho Academie des Sciences de Fran~.

::In 2000 sh~ received both the National Medal of Science and the American Meteorological
Society% prestigious Carl-GustafRossby Medal. Dr. Solomon is currently senior soientist in the
Ae~onomy Laboratory of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
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"Reifsnyder, Daniel A (OES)" <ReifsnyderDA@state.gov>
03/29/2002 03:55:33 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc:
Subject: FW: Draft Text of Response to Commissioner Wallstrom’s letter of March 6

Phil,

Here is the current draft of our proposed response to Wallstrom, as
noted in the voicemail message I left you just now. We are also faxing the
incoming. If you have any comments or concerns, please let us know asap.
Thanks, Dan

Original Message .....
> From: Talley, Trigg (OES)
> Sent: Friday, March 29, 2002 3:40 PM
> To: Reifsnyder, Daniel A(OES)
> Subject: Draft Text of Response to Commissioner Wallstrom’s letter of
> March 6
>
> <<l-g-wallstrom 3-06-revhighlights3__.doc>>

I D - I-g-wallstrom 3-06-revhighlights3__.doc

OO_1707
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"Watson, Harlan L (OES)" <WatsonHL@state.gov>~ 04/02/2002 12:40:13 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc:
Subject: Cleared Q’s & A’s and One-Pager on Qualifications

<<4-02-02 Final IPPC Chair Q’s & A’s.doc>> <<4-02-02 Alternate Final
IPPC Chair Q’s & A’s.doc>> <<4-2-02 FINAL ANNOUNCEMENT.doc>> <<4-2-02
Alternate FINAL ANNOUNCEMENT.doc>>

I~ - 4-02-02 Final IPPC Chair Q’s & A’s.doc

I~ - 4-02-02 Alternate Final IPPC Chair Q’s & A’s.doc

I ~ . 4_2_02 FINAL ANNOUNCEMENT.d°c

I~ . 4.2_02 Alternate FINAL ANNOUNCEMENT’d°c
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Q1.

AI.

Q2:

A2:

Q & A Concerning IPPC Chair--April 2, 2002

Isn’t it unusual for the U.S. to be supporting an Indian candidate for the IPCC
Chair? Why didn’t the U.S. support the U.S. candidate, Dr. Robert Watson?

The U.S. decision of whom to support for IPCC Chair involved consideration of many
factors, including 4 key factors: (1) the scientific, technical, and managerial background
of the candidates; (2) IPCC experience; (3) the important role of developing countries in
addressing climate change; and (4) the U.S.-India relationship.

Dr. Rajendra K. Pachauri has Ph.D.’s in both economies and engineering, and two of the
three IPCC working groups play an important role in assessing the economic and
engineering literature related to the impacts of climate change and of response and
adaptation options. Dr. Pachuari has strong managerial skills, as evidenced by his role as
Director-General of the Tara Energy Research Institute (TERI) in New Dehli, India, a
unique developing-country institution committed to every aspect of sustainable
development.

Dr. Pachauri also has had considerable IPCC experience. He currently serves as one of
the five co-chairs of the IPCC Bureau and as-Chairman of the lt~CC Ad-Hoc Group on
Communication Strategy. He was also a member of the "Core Writing Team" of the
IPCC "Climate Change 2001 Synthesis Report," which was part of the four-volume IPCC
Third Assessment Report and which specifically addressed issues of concerns to
policymakers. He was also the lead author of one chapter in each of the Working Groups
II and III contributions to the IPCC 1995 Second Assessment Report.

If successful in his candidacy, Dr. Pachauri would be the first IPCC chair from a
developing country (the EU and the US have held the IPCC chair since its inception in
1988). The election of Dr. Pachauri as IY’CC Chair would send a strong signal about the
important role of developing countries in addressing climate change.

Finally, the Govenunent of India strongly supports Dr. Pachauri’s Eandidacy and the
importance of the U.S.-India relationship was also a key factor.

If the U.S. didn’t want to support Dr. Watson, why didn’t they support another U.S.

candidate?                                                      "

Since the IPCC’s establishment in 1988, the IPCC Chairmanship has been held by
individuals from developed countries-- first by Swedish meteorologist Dr. Bert Bolin
from 1988 to 1997, and =..a~ by Dr. Watson of the U.S. since 1997. It is now appropriate
that the next ~CC Chairman to be from a developing country. Developing countries
have a critically important role in addressing climate change, iMa 1PCC Chairman from a
developing country will send an important signal of that role, and will help promote

developing country engagement.
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A3:

Q4:

A4:

Q5:

A5:

Q6:

We have nominated a highly qualified scientist -- Dr. Susan Solomon, currently senior
scientist in the Aeronomy Laboratory of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration -- to serve as Co-Chair of the IPCC’s Working Group I on the science of
climate change. Dr. Solomon is world-renowned for her work on the ozone hole over the
Antarctic. She is a member of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, the European
Academy of Sciences, and the Academic des Sciences de France. In 2000 she received
both the National Medal of Science and the American Meteorological Society’s
prestigious Carl-Gustaf Rossby Medal. If successful in her candidacy, Dr. Solomon
would be also be the first woman to chair an IPCC Working Group.

The U.S. commitment to climate change research is unmatched by any other nation--the
U.S. currently spends $1.7 billion annually on climate change research through the multi-
agency U.S. Global Change Research Program, which is more than the rest of the world

combined. In addition, on June 11, 2001, President Bush announced the establishment of
the Climate Change Research Initiative (CCRI) to set priorities for additional investments
in climate change research in order to address key uncertainties identified by the National
Academy of Sciences in its Jtme 2001 report, "Climate Change Science: An Analysis of
Some Key Questions." President Bush’s FY 2003 budget request includes nearly $1.8
billion for climate change research, of which $40 million is for CCRI activities.

What is your view of Dr. Watson? Hasn’t he done a good job as IPCC Chair? Is
the U.S. failure to renominate Dr. Watson is a reflection that he has not done a good

job at the IPCC?

No, we have no reason to criticize the work that Dr. Watson has done as IPCC Chair.

Dr. Watson had strong ties to the Clinton-Gore Administration. To what extent was
that a factor in the U.S. decision to support Dr. Pachauri?

Obviously, all factors were considered, but, as mentioned earlier, the 4 key factors
included: (1) scientific, technical, and managerial skills of the candidates; (2) ~CC
experience; (3) the important role of developing countries in climate change; and (4) the
U.S.-India relationship.

Who made the decision to support Dr. Pachauri instead of Dr. Watson? What was

the White House role?

The ultimate decision to support Dr. Pachauri was made by the State Department. The
State Department did keep the White House and Secretary of Conmaerce Evans, the Chair
of the new Committee on C|imate Change Science and Teclmology Integration, infomaed
about the decision-making process, but the State Department had the final word.

Dr. Watson is an atmospheric chemist, whereas Dr. Pachauri is an economist and
industrial engineer. Don’t you think it important for the IPCC Chair to be a
scientist with substantial background in the scientific issues related to .climate

change?
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A7:

Q8:

A8:

Q9:

A9:

Hundreds of natural scientists, economists, engineers, and other technical experts from
many disciplines take part in the work of the IPCC. Only one of the IPCC’s three
working groups is devoted to assessing the science of climate change. In addition, the
IPCC pays an important role in assessing the economic and engineeri~g literature related
to the impacts of climate change and of response and adaptation options--and Dr.
Pachuari has Ph.D.’s in both economics mad engineering. This makes it less vital for the
IPCC to be chaired by a natural scientist. In addition, it is important that the IPCC be
chaired by a good manager who is able to motivate and provide direction to the large
groups of scientists (natural and social) from all parts of the world that carry out the
scientific and technical assessment work of the IPCC.

Isn’t the United States trying to undermine the work of the IPCC by not supporting
Dr. Watson to continue as IPCC Chair?

Absolutely not. The United States is and has been one of the strongest supporters of the
IPCC since its inception in 1988. The work of the IPCC does not rise or fall with one
individual. The IPCC worked well under the chairmanship of Swedish meteorologist Dr.
Bert Bolin from 1988 to 1998. It has also worked well under the chairmanship of Dr.

Watson since 1998, and it should work well with a new Chair.

We have nonainated a highly qualified scientist -- Dr. Susan Solomon, currently senior
scientist in the Aeronomy Laboratory of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration --to serve as Co-Chair of the IPCC’s Working Group I on the science of
climate change. Dr. Solomon is world-renowned for her work on the ozone hole over the
Antarctic. She is a member of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, the European
Academy of Sciences, and the Academic des Sciences de France, and in 2000 she
received both the National Medal of Science and the American Meteorological Society’s
prestigious Carl-Gustaf Rossby Medal. If successful in her candidacy, Dr. Solomon
would be also be the first woman to chair an IPCC Working Group.

We continue to believe that the IPCC fulfills a vital function in providing credible and
objective scientific and technical assessments related to global climate change. We are
convinced that the IPCC will select the best possible candidates to serve on its bureau as
it undertakes its Fourth Assessment Report.

If Dr. Watson is re-elected as IPCC Chair, will the United States object?

No. All participants in the IPCC must decide on the new Bureau, and we will abide by
their decision.

If Dr. Watson is re-elected as IPCC Chair, will U.S. support for the IPCC diminish?

No. It is vital for the IPCC to provide credible and objective scientific and technical
assessments of climate change to serve as a basis for rational policy decisions. Provided
that the IPCC fulfills this purpose, the United States will continue strongly to support it.
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The April 2, 2002 New York Times article entitled "Dispute Arises Over a Push to
Change Climate Panel" states that "Some climate panel scientists said that other
countries were planning to push for Dr. Watson to remain, and that it might be
possible to craft a compromise in which the two scientists served as co-chairmen."
What is the U.S. position with respect to such a compromise, whereby both Dr.
Pachauri and Dr. Watson could serve as IPCC Co-Chairman?

The [PCC rules do not provide for IPCC Co-Chairmen, and the U.S. would oppose any
change in the rules that would dilute the authority of the IPCC Chairman.

What is the IPCC, and what is its role?

Recognizing the problem of potential global climate change, the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) and the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
established the Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in 1988. It is open to
all members of the UNEP and WMO. The role of the IPCC is to assess the scientific,
technical and socio-economic information relevant for the understanding of the risk of
human-induced climate change. It does not carry out research nor does it monitor
climate-related data or other relevant parameters. It bases its assessment mainly on peer
reviewed and published scientific/technical literature.

The IPCC has three Working Groups mad a Task Force:

¯ Working Group I assesses the scientific aspects of the climate system and
climate change.

¯ Working Group II addresses the vulnerability of socio-economic and natural
systems to climate change, negative and positive consequences of climate
change, and options for adapting to it.

¯ Working Group III assesses options for limiting greenhouse gas emissions and
otherwise mitigating climate change.

¯
The Task Force on National Greenhouse Gas Inventories is responsible for the

IPCC National Greenhouse Gas Inventories Programme.               ~

The Panel meets in plenary sessions about once a year. It accepts/approves/adopts IPCC
reports, decides on the mandates and work plans of the Working Groups and the Task
Force, the structure and outlines of its reports, the IPCC principles and Procedures, avd
the budget. The Panel also elects the IPCC Chairman and the rest of its Bureau.

The IPCC completed its First Assessment Report in 1990. The Report played an
important role in establishing the Intergovemmental Negotiating Committee for a UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change (INC) by the UN General Assembly. The
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UNFCCC was adopted in 1992 and entered into force in 1994. It provides the overall
policy framework for addressing the climate change issue.

The IPCC has continued to provide scientific, technical and socio-economic advice to the
world conur~unity, and in particular to the 190-plus Parties to the UNFCCC through its
periodic assessment reports on the state of -knowledge of causes of climate change, its
potential environmental and socio-economic impacts and options for addressing it. Its
Second Assessment Report, Climate Change 1995, provided key input to the
negotiations, which led to the adoption of the Kyoto Protocol in 1997. The IPCC also
prepares Special Reports and Technical Papers on topics where independent scientific
information and advice is deemed necessary and it supports the UNFCCC through its
work on methodologies for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories. The Third Assessment
Report, Climate Change 2001, has been published in English by the Cambridge
University Press.
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April 2, 2002
U.S. Announces Support of Dr. Susan Solomon of NOAA as Co-Chair of IPCC Working

Group I and Dr. Rajendra K. Pachauri of India as IPCC Chairman

Today, the United States announced its support of Dr. Susan Solomon of NOAA as Co-Chair of
IPCC Working Group I and Dr. P~ajcndra K. Pachauri of India as IPCC Chairman.

Dr. Susan Solomon is currently senior scientist in the Acronomy Laboratory of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Dr. Solomon is world-renowned for her work on the
ozone hole over the Antarctic. She is a member of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, the
]=~uropean Academy of Sciences, and the Academic des Sciences de France, and in 2000 she
received both the National Medal of Science and the American Meteorological Society’s
prestigious Carl-Gustaf l~ossby Medal. if successful in her candidacy, Dr. Solomon would be
also be the first woman to co-chair an IPCC Working Group.

Dr. Rajendra K. Pachauri is Director-General of the Tara Energy P~esearch institute (TERI) in
New Dehli, India, a unique deve|oping-country institution committed to every aspect of
sustainable development. He has Ph.D.’s in both cco~omics and industrial engineering, and
currently serves as one of the five co-chairs of the IPCC Bureau. He was also a member of the
"Core Writing Team" of the IPCC "Climate Change :~001 Synthesis P~eport," and was a lead
author of one chapter in each of the Working Groups II and III contributions to the ]:PCC 1995
Second Assessment l~eport. If successful in his candidacy, Dr. Pachauri would be the first IPCC
chair from a developing country (the EU and the US have held the IPCC chair since its inception
in 1988). The election of Dr. Pachauri as IPCC Chair would send a strong signal about the
important role of developing countries in addressing climate change.
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FISH AND WILDLIFE
SOUTHEAST REGION

1̄875 Century Boulevard
Atlanta, Georgia 30345

FAX # 404/679-4006
VOICE # 404/679-4000

SERVI CE

DATE: April 1, :ZOO2

TO: Jim Conaugton~ CEQ

FROM: Sam Hamilton

SUBJECT: ESI News Release

NUMBER OF PAGES TO FOLLOW: 2
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Carbon Sequestration through Reforestation: ES! Plants 15 Million Trees

Environmental Synergy, Inc. (ESI), an Atlanta based environmental services company, has this

month planted its 15 millionth tree in the Lower Mississippi River Valley under a mission to
restore bottomland hardwood habitat and remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.

Carbon sequestration through reforestation is one of several stratagies to which industrial

companies are turning in an effort to reduce the accumulation of carbon dioxide in the

atmosphere which has been linked to global climate change. Healthy, growing, new forests

are highly effective at naturally removing carbon dioxtcle and sequestering it as carbon in forest

biomass.

ESI{s reforestation program, implemented on behalf of companies and organizations like

Dynegy Inc., American Electric Power (AEP), ChevronTexaco~ the UtilWree Carbon Company,

Prima Klima (a German non-governmental organization), and Future Forests (a U.K.-based
organization), has restored 55,000 acres to forest over the past three years. ESI designs and

implements both the planting regime and the lop’g-term carbon monitoring program - the

former in cooperation with vadous federal and state conservation agencies that will serve as

beneficiaries and stewards of the reforested sites, and the latter with Winrock Intamational, a
nonprofit organization recognized for their work in carbon sequestration science.

While the Bush administrationis new global climate change initiative does not call for
mandatory measures to reduce or offset emissions that are believed to contribute to global

warming, many companies are undertaking such measures on a voluntary basis. The U.S.

Department of Energy, through its Voluntary Reporting of Greenhouse Gases Program,

provides companies the opportunity to establish a public record of emissions reductions or

sequestration achievements in a national database.

"AEP has been planting trees for decades as part of its surface mining reclamation and land
stewardship practice,l said Gary Kaster, AIEP Eco-Assets Manager. "Since the mid-1990s as
concerns about climate change have risen, AEP has been involved in reforestation and forest

preservation projects to Capture and store carbon to offset emissions of carbon dioxide. These
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ars voluntary efforts with an aye to using the verified .tons of sequestered carbon to comply
with smission limits under a future carbon cap program,"

ESI concentrates its reforestation initiatives in the Lower Mississippi River Valley (LMRV), an

alluvial plain stretching from Illinois to Louisiana. The LMRV has suffered severe habitat

destruction over the past 50 years, losing 80 percent of its original 22 million acres of

bottomland hardwood ecosystems to intense but often marginally successful agricultural

development.

Sam Hamilton, Southeast Regional Director for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, believes

iCarbon sequestration through reforestation offers the greatest opportunity of our lifetime to

restore biodiversity back to the Lower Mississippi River Valley. Restoring bottomland

hardwood habitat will help endangered species, declining populations of Neotmpical migratory
songbirds and resident wildlife.$

The LMRV plays a critical role as stopover and replenishing grounds for songbirds migrating
between their winter homes across the Gulf of Mexico and their summer habitats throughout

North America. Because much of l~e remaining forested area is fragmented rather than in

large blocks, many bird and wildlife species have either disappeared from the region or
experienced significant declines. Reforesting to native tree species will stabilize and ultimately
resto~ wildlife populations such as the Louisiana Black Bear and Rorida Parl~er, both

federally protected species, iln addition to habitat restoration and carbon sequestration

benefits, there are other collateral benefits to reforestation,~ Hamilton added, iSoil

conservation, enhanced water quality, improved recreational opportunity anti reduction in the

Hypoxia zone of the Gulf of Mexico are all positive outcomes of this reforestation program3

ESI CEO, Dr. Joe VV~sniewski, agreed: iWe see this work as a win-win situation for industry,

government, the local environment and global climate.[

Conta~:

Dr. Joe Wlsniewsld, ESI
(703) 734-6e88
jw@environmental-synergy.com
www.environrnental-synergy.com
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Samuel A. Themstrom
04102/2002 09:19:41 AM

Record Type:    Record

To: Scott McClellan/~NHO/EOP@EOP

cc: Phil Cooney,/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Subject: Re: IPC~ ’~

some additional points:

1)
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Samuel A. Themstrom
04/02J2002 10:05:46 AM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

Subject: WTO clip reformatted

INDUSTRY FEARS EU MAY USE TRADE PACT TO FORCE CLIMATE RULES ON U.S.

Date: March 29, 2002 -

Industry officials and conservative activists are raising concerns that European Union (EU) member states may
use a series of recent World Trade Organization (WTO) rulings to force the United States into modifying domestic
law to comply with the Kyoto Protocol or face trade restrictions on a host of consumer products, ranging from
automobiles to air conditioners.

The WTO ruled last year that while countries cannot impose sanctions on others for not having identical
environmental protections, they can if a nation’s laws do not have an equivalent effect, so long as those sanctions
are imposed evenly against all countries.

Although there have been nagging concerns within industry, particularly amongst multinational corporations, that
Bush’s decision not to participate in Kyoto would trigger a possible trade war, businesses have generally kept
those worries to themselves.

But a number of industry officials attending the Earth Technologies Forum conference on climate change and
ozone protection in Washington, DC this week voiced concerns over the issue, questioning whether the U.S.
stance on climate change combined with recent trade disputes will touch off a major trade battle between the
Bush administration and the EU. "1 can’t imagine for the life of me that there won’t be a proposal within
12 months," on the issue, one industry source says.

For instance, during a panel discussion on Kyoto ratification by other nations, Thomas Jacob of Dupont
Corporation, said the current lack of U.S. participation raises questions about how U.S. trading partners will
respond, noting that the WTO’s decision last year -- the so called =shrimp/turtle decision" -- underscores the
potential problems that the U.S. faces.

In its June 15, 2001 decision, a WTO panel upheld U.S. restrictions against certain shrimp products from other
nations due to concerns about how harvesting practices affected marine life, specifically sea turtles. Despite
protests by Countries such as Malaysia that the restrictions were an unfair trade practice, a WTO panel issued
a lengthy decision noting that countries "may I~gitimately require, as a condition of access of certain products
to its market, that exporting countries commit themselves to a regulatory programme deemed comparable to
its own." The decision is available on InsideEPA.com.

Jacobs and others say this reasoning has ramifications for the United States, if similar reasoning is used to
uphold restrictions or taxes on U.S. products to correct for alleged competitive advantage gained by U.S. firms
not subject to Kyoto targets.

Industry sources also say recent U.S. announcements of voluntary climate change programs establish little in
the way of concrete obligation on U.S. firms to reduce emissions and are unlikely to ally the concerns of many
other countries who are poised to adopt mandatory measures.
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Some industry sources also say the situation has not been helped by a recent controversy between the United
States and European Union this month over a U.S. move to impose tariffs as high as 30 percent on steel products
from Europe and Asia.

However, most sources agree any use of WTO trade rules in the Kyoto context would be more about environmental
policy than trade. One source explains because there is a limited set of products which are produced by
carbon-intensive industries, or which emit carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, the economic effects would likely be
relatively small.

Rather, these sources argue a WTO battle would be a political move on the part of the EU to bring economic
pressure on the U.S. to either ratify Kyoto or implement a mandatory domestic CO2 reduction strategy. One
conservative observers note EU officials and environmentalists are still extremely angry with Bush’s rejection
of Kyoto, and warn their desire to force the treaty on the U.S. could lead to possible sanctions on U.S. goods.
A second observer agrees, noting "They want us in Kyoto."

However, officials at the conference also said that there are a number of factors that could counter pressures
by other countries to proceed against the United States, including the possibility that differing emissions reduction
obligations within the EU itself could preoccupy EU countries with their own intemal squabbles. In addition, ".d: the
United States stays out of Kyoto, prices for emissions credits to comply with the treaty will likely be lower on world
markets, meaning that countries may not feel a severe economic impact from the treaty’s obligations. This could
somewhat lessen economic and political pressure to place restrictions on U.S. goods, the sources say.

Source: Inside EPA via InsideEPA.com
Date: March 29, 2002
Issue: Vol. 23, No. 13
© Inside Washington Publishers
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"Reifsnyder, Daniel A (OES)" <ReifsnyderDA@state.gov>
04/02/2002 12:18:25 PM

Record Type: Record

To:

cc:

Subject:

See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

Boer, Nell A(<M~roeTW@state.gov>, "Watson, Hanan L
<e.nyman@state.gov>

Attached is draft press guidance regarding the IPCC Chair issue.
Request clearance of addressees immediately. Thanks. Dan <<IPCC Press

Guidance 4_2-02.doc>>

I~ - IPCC Press Guidance 4-2-02.doc

Messa e Sent To:
"Zweiben, Beverly(Main State Rm 5333)" <ZweibenB@state.gov>
"Andrews, Theodore H" <AndrewsTH@state.gov>

Ga o,
"tRIAl Martlnez, t::lizaDem L ~.’"’= ....... "="
~ii ~oone~ICEOJEOP@EOP
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NRDC

T-140 P.02/02 Jo5-350

NATURAl. RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL

www, nrdc.org

April 2, 2002

Paula Dobriansky
Undcxsccr~apJ of Sl~te for Global Affairs
220I C Str~, NW, P~om.# 7250
Wu~dngton, DC 20520

Dear Ms. Dobr~ky:

The lntorgovemmetltal Pal;el on Climate Change (IPCC) plays a viral role in intcm~tiona! ¢ffort~ to
addr~s elhnat~ change by providing obj~tive asse~.~men~s of scientific and t~chnical issues. ~ United
S~ ~ long ~i~d ~o ~~ ofso~d ~l~ ~ ~v und~ ~r ~uod policy ~nd
pl~ed ~ k~ mlo ~ ~ablid~g ~� I~C ~g ~e ~rst B~ ~mi~on. It b ~erefo~ deeply
disUSing m le~ Sat ~ Uni~ 5~ ~s @~n~y deot~, ~ ~h~ b~�~ ~lobbyb~ ~r
~Mob[! ~on, �1�~c power ~du~, ~om~o~, ~d o~er indu~, no~ m suppo~
~ppo~t of Dr. ~K T. Wa~on as chai~ of~e

Under Dr. Wa~son’s leadership ~he IPCC produced l~s Third Asse~sm~-nt ]~"po~ a comp~hvn~ivo
~cnt of~e ~te of �l~e science, ~ well ~ ~ely spechl reports on ~pice of panicul~
i~~, su~ ~ ~d U~, L~d-Us¢ ~ge ~d Fo~. ~ese d~um~ a~ widely ~�o~i~ed
~ ~ ~, obj~ve, ~nd of Se hight qu~iW. In,d, ~ ~ to a ~que~ by P~sident G~rg0
W. Bu~, ~H~o~ A~emy of Sclen~s e~ ~e IPCC Wo~8 Group I ~o~ and ~n¢inded
¯ at i~ is ~ "~i~le ~mmaw" of cllm~e science ~ ac~ra~ly refle~ ~e ~inking of~e scientific
~mm~W. ~e Natio~l Ac~y ~ reje~ ~mpl~n~ about ~e IPCC’s Summa~ for
Polic~e~ ~ were voi~ by some ~d~ ~p~senta~v~. The NAS ~ncluded ~at no changes
w~e m~e ~out ~v ~ns~t of~e conven~g l~d ~o~ and ~at "most chang~ thnt did o~ur
la~ ~ifi~ impa~"

As a l~d auger of~e I~C ~ci~ rv~ on I~d u~ i~es. 1 h~ ~e oppo~iW to wime~ fi~t hand
Dr. W~on’s s~ll as ~1~. Al~ou~ I did not a~ wt~ all ofh~ dc~i~ion$, his abili~ to ~hepherd
~mpl~ ~i~fle ~ments ~rou~ ~e pros of ~ing, revt~, ~lon, ~d
~p~aHeled.

~e ~d~ e~ ~ bl~k ~e ~in~t o~. W~on Is n~ing mo~ ~ ~ ~inly wiled a~pt
W ~d~e ~e ~ectiven~ of the IPCC ~ a ~y ~ prices high qu~lW, obj~ive
~~. I ~e you ~0 rejects ~palgn ~d m ~ve Dr. Wa~on ~e Uni~
p~le sup~ ~r ~p~i~ent ~ cha~ of~e ~.

Daniel A. Lasher’, Ph.D.
Science Director
NRDC Climate Center

Cc: James Connaughton, Chairman of the Council on Environmental Quality.

~oo New York Avenue, ttW, Suite 40o
Washington, DC =OOO5

202 289-6868 FAX 207 289"1060

NEW YORK ’ LOS ANGI~LE5 ’ SAN FRANCISCO
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO
UCSD

P~ 81

CAL~ORNIA SPACE INSTITUTE

Date 4/3102
Number of pages includ.{ng cover
sheet

TO:

Phone
Fax

James L. Connaughton
Chairman~ Council on Environmental
Quality,
The W~te House

202-456-5147

202-456-~ ~-.-96f

FROM: Wolf Berger

California Spece I~stitute

Phone (619) 822-2545

Fax (619) 534-7840
e-mail wberger@ucsd.edu’

Remarks:

It is reported that representatives of the fossil fuel industry are offering guidance to the administration on
s~lecting the leadership of the IPCC.

I believe it is important to avoid all semblance of indus~cy influence on the nomination or appointment of
1PCC members. The members should be selected strictly on the basis of scientific competency. Whether
the advice of the IPCC prevails or not, it is important that the advice be the best science can offer.

Sincerely,

W. H. Berger
Professor of Oceanography
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THIRD PLANET

Ms. Paula Dobriansky
Under Secretary for Global Affairs
Department of State
F,ax: 202 647 0753

April 2, 2002

Dear Under Secretary Paula Dobdansky,

Third Planet urges you strongly to recommend tO the United States
Administration that Dr. Robert Watson be re-nominated for the post of
Chairman of the Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change, as he is,
according to expert climate scientists, the best qualified person for the job,
and he has been able to lead the organization so that it works, by
consensus. Indeed, Dr. Raiph J. Cicerone, the atmospheric scientist that
was chairman of the’N.A.S, p~nel that assessed the IPCC’s work at the
behest of the Bush administration, has stated in public that it not to ,
withdraw it’s support for Dr. Watson.

It,is important for the future of American business that the 190 some
nations of,the wodd all are party to the same, e~forceable agreement, and
that this agreement lead us to not overstepping the bounds of 450 ppm.
atmospheric carbon. By all accounts, Dr. Watson is that scientist that
continues to lead the panel so that it always retains the mantle ofabsolute
impartiality and good science. This is vital if we are to expect ag the Third
Woitd nations to go along with these agreements..

Finally, American business has the capital and knowledge, capacity to take
advantage of tough and fair climate agreements that apply to the polluter

¯ nations. The IPCC must remain’strong and led by a scientist if
business co ,mmunity i.s going to continue to have confi~lence in the
pronouncements of this body.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely, , "
David Benjamin

~to °CC: James L. Connau n . 000786
John H. Marbbrger

1100.LEE WAQENER BOULEV/~D, SUITE 304 " FORT L~uOEF~O.~LE, FLORID~ 33315 U.S.A.
TELEPHONE: 954.359.6350 FACStM~LE: 954.359.4913

email: info @ thethtrdplanet-org " Websit~: wWw.thethlrdplanet.org, CEQ 001048CEQ 001048



Hampshi re College School of Nahzral ScLen~
Amherst, MA 01002

413-559-5~7~
fax 413-559-5448

02 April 2002

James L. Connaughton
Chairmen, Council on Environmental Quality, White House
Phone: 202-456-5147
Fax: 202-456-2710

Dear James Counaughton,

I am deeply disturbed by media reports that the Bush Administration is filing to nominate
Robert Watson as Chair of the Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change.

I am a g~osci~nfist actively involved in climate change research and I r~co~Fhze that Dr Watson
has done an excellent job as chair in the past, and his expertise is needed to guide the [PCC in the
future. The scientific integrity of the IPCC must not be comprised by special interests and
partisan politics!

Today’s NY Times report suggests the Bush Administration is once again listening only to fossil
fuel industries and car manufacturers, and failing to givert, equal weight to experts outside of
these special interest groups. I hope this is not true.

Please do not undermine the scientific integrity of the IPCC by opposing Robert Watson’s
reelection to the IPCC Chair. Dr. Watson is highly regarded in the climate science community
and is doing ma excellent job of leading th~ IPCC.

Sincerely,

voice: (413) 559-5667
fax: (413) 559-5448
mail: sroof@hampshire.edu

Steven Roof
Assistant Professor of Earth and

Environmental Science
School of Natural Science
Hampshire College
Amherst, MA 01002
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~ University of Colorado at Boulder

TO: 202 4~6 ~710 PAGE: 01

(.’"mpu.,, B~’,,X ")18
R.uldcr. C*~h~r~u
~.’q|31 ~92-114.3

2 April 2002

Jam~s L. Connaughton
Chairman, Council on Environmental Quality, White House
Phone: 202-456-S 147
Fax: 202-456-2710

Dear Chairman Connaughton:

I am writing to express my concern that th~ Bush administratbn is actively soliciting
guidan~ from the fossil fuel industry on the lw, utership of the [PCC. The 1PCC is an
important entky that monitors and r~gularly updates the scientific community about
global warming. As a scientist at th¢ Universky of Colorado, l have conduct~l resaarch
on trac~ gas emissions from alpine and tropical e~osystems, and I respect the I.l~C’s
guidance. Please do not undermine the scienti.f’u: integrity of th~ IPCC by opposing
Robert Watson’s re~lectioa to th~ IPCC Chair. Watson is highly regarded in the climate
science community and is doing an exc.~llem job of I~Bding the IPCC.

The US has thus far tailed to nominate Watson for the position of chah of th~ IPCC, and
scientists throughout the world are waiting for the Bush administratk~n to nominate Dr.
Watson. Today, the New York Timzs indicated that fossil fuel industry lobbyists are
actively encouraging the US to oppose Watson. Dr Watson is widely regarded as having
done an outstanding job in guiding and maintaining the scientific focus and integrity of
thv ]PCC. I urge you to shed the enormous influence of industry lobbyists in shaping the
administration’s e=mrgy policy and nominate Robert Watson for the positron of chair of
the IPCC.

~S’mcTly,

R¢scarch Scientist
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2002

Under ~ for Global Affairs, D~partmem of State
Fax’. 202 ,-~47-0753

I am sumithat you ~ heard frow many mgmbers of the scientific _com~mity prorating th~
reAuctanc~ of the Admh~tration to re-appoint Robert Watson as CImir of the lntergovernmental
Panel on ~limatc Change.

At this la~ dv~ you haw ~ be~n ~p~ of many environmental concerns exP~
why Rot~ Watson should b~ r~appoint~d. I would h’ke to commem on a ~ issue which

demo~ onc~ more th~ uggrvssivv d~t~mnat~on to .ngm mno~ ~m cn~ti~
productio~n technologies. Th~ might well manage to deprive fhe U.~ of~lmn~ a compett ~
ad~n~g~ t~ th~ #nportant cbange~ which will sm-dy dominate energy production in the next
centmT. :

whovoieedtheksuppor~ofRolx~Watson. ! haveaPh.D, m rnymcm ~u ~., ~, and l worked
for the D~ Pont company for 36 years. In addition to sorr~ involvement with ~ production
issues in ~ny business experience~ i had a strong avocational interest in this f�eld for many years.

Denis G. Kelcme, n

copi~.’ to"
Ch~rm~m~ Council on Envirozm~emtal ~, White House
Fax:. 202.-456-2710

m
Dim~r, Office of Science a~l Technology Policy
Fam 202.456.6021
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Uniworsity at Buffalo
The State University of New York

Department of

Paul H. Reitan
Professor Emeritus

002

April 3, 2002

Paula Dobriansld
UndgrscxTetary for Global Aft-airs
Department of State

Dear Ms. Dobrianski:
Dr. Robert Watson, a distinguished atmospheric and climate scientist, has done axi

outstanding job as Chair ~ t~ aoa-i~li~cal: Iatte~govemmetmfl-Pane~ ot~ Oimate Clum~o
0PCC). The U.S. should b~y.proud~)f~s (xmtn’buCiens to �.I~ global u~derstandi~g
of climate science and of his skilled admiai~athm ofthe LPCC the pa~ si~ yeaxs.
Recognizing this th~ U.S. ~hould make ~v~o~ �~ s~u~s ~ as Chak
ofthe tt~C.

The IPC<: is the v,~rki’s-mogt o~libi~.org~nizat~n d~wgted to darkryi~ ~-sues of
science that can and should-be used- as flr~ bmfis fm-~ ~ n~uu~dty aa~

of:the ~ Statu~ m~ aru~ l~r ~h:,~t4~,~ ~h,uughu~ the world. Dr. Watson has

A~ a~ Ear~ Sci~st with ~s ranging to clirnat~ s~ienc~ an~ who c~es

comm~o:i~t or partis~n-i~, ~ ~ yo~ to du. all.in yore- power to keep ~ics" ang
indastry.lobbyists from ~-~ U.S. d~-ision. ~ hope~u.wil~ ~’~ndthat
the U.S. nominate Dr. goban Watson for a second tman as Chair of the IPCC.

Sincerely,

James L. Connaughton, Chairman,
Council on Environmental Quality

John FI. Marburger ITf, Director
Of~ce of Science and Teolmology Policy

876 N~turel ~(;enc~ Complex. 8u~alo, NY 147ro0"~050

Tel: (716) 645 6809 r=t. ~100 Fax: (716) 64~-3999 F. mad..qeology@acsu.buffalo ~du
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¯ Apra 2, 2002

Unde~ Se~r=e~,-y for Global Affa~ D~paztment of Sta~
Fax: 202 ,-~647-0753

My purp~. ~s¢ i~ sending this letter is to add my name to the "haadcount" of quaJified individuals
who voiced their support of Robert Watson. I have a Ph.D. in Physical Chemistry, and I worked
for the I~ PoRt comtmm] for 36 yea~ In addition to some involv~mgnt with eaaergy production
issues in ~y business eg~,rignc¢, 1 had a strong avooatio~al interest in this fidd For many years.

Sinccrdy;

D~s G. Kelcmon

Copie~. to"
,.

lames L. Conmughtoa
C~rm~. Council on Env~ronnumtal Qualm, White House
Fax: 202-456-2710

so~ i-x M~burg~ m
~r, O~co of S~ienc¢ and Technology Policy
Fax: 202.456.6021
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MEDICAL CENTER

DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY AND BIOPHYSICS

April 3, 2002

Paula Dobriansky

Under Secretary of Global Affairs

State Department

Dear Ms. Dobriansk’y,
I am outraged that the administration is actively soliciting guldanoe from the fossil fuel industry

on the leadership of the IPCC. It is critically important that the scientific integrity of the IPCG be
maintained and the fossil fuel industry is not noted for its interest in scientific Integrity when it
comes to climate change. If the administration follows the lead of the fossil fuel industry and
supports the nomination of Dr. Rajendra K. Pachauri, the scientific integrity of the commission will
be compromised because Dr. Pachaud is an engineer and economist, not an atmospheric

sclentlsL If the administration declines to nominate Dr. Robert Watson, it should nominate another
atmospheric scientist.

A strong climate scientist with excellent management skills is needed as chair of the IPCC. The
current chairman, Dr, Robert Watson has these skills and is highly regarded in the climate science
community. Dr. Watson is a highly regarded atmospheric chemist, Is the chief scientist at the
.World Bank, and has held the unpaid position of chair of the IPCC since 1996.

The credibility of the IPCC’s findings were strongly affirmed by a report by the National Academy
of Sciences (NAS) published in response to President Bush’s request for an independent
assessment on the state of climate science. The NAS report confirms once again the broad
scientific consensus that has emerged over the last decade, namely that humen-c~used climate
change is underway and, if ignored, could have severe impacts on natural and managed
ecosystems and human systems as well, such as health and water resources.

Sincerely yours,

Professor Karlene Gunter

cc: James L. Oonnaughton, Chairman, Council on Environmental Quality

John H. Marburger IlL Director, Office of Science and Technology Policy

York 1~642
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Jean LABROUSSE
19, rue de Versailles
78150 LE CHESNAY
FRANCE
TellFax: +00331 39 55 74 32
email: re~ga e~¢lub-|nternet- fr

Le Chesrmy 4th May 2002

Mrs. Paula Dobriarmky
Under Secretary for Global Affatr~, Department of State

Mr. James L Connaughton
Chairman, Council on Environmental Quahty, Whatc House

Mr John H. Marburger rrr
D~rector, Office of Science and Technology Poli6~5’

I understood that the Adm,nlstrat,on ts act~\’ely sohcit~ng guidance from the fossil fuel mdu.~try on the leadership
of the IPCC

1 would ltkc to urge the adrnm~stratton not to follow industry advice and undermine the scientific integrity of the
IPCC by following mdustry advice to oppose Robert Watson’s re-electron to the [PCC Chair

Robert Watson has pro~nded the leademh~p necessary to ensure the mtegraty of sctence during the IPCC process
and an individual ofh~s calibre is needed to continue the process

He is l’ughly regarded as an atmospheric chemtst, ~s chief scientist at the World Bank, and has held the unpaid
potation of chart of the IPCC smee 1996

He ~ done an outstanding job in upholding the integrity of the I~PCC and producing the I~PCC Third Assessment
Report (TAR). Influential climate experts, including Ralph J. Cicerone, have already vouched their support for
Watson’s re-nomination as chair

The credibd~ty of the [PCC’s fmdm.gz were strongly affirmed by a report by the National Academy of Scienoes
(NAS) published in response to President Bush’s request for an independent assessment on the state of climate
SCI~Ce

The NAS report confirms once again the broad scientific consensus that has emerged over the last decade - that
human-caused climate change is underway and, tf ignored, could have severe impacts on natural and managed
ecosystems and human systems, such a.~ health and water resources

Now retired, I met Bob Watson many tune during my active hfe and I regard hun as one of the most outstanding
scmntist in the field of atmospheric science

Jean Labrousse
Now retired
Pre~5ously:
Director of the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts
Director of the French Meteorological Office
Director of the Research and development Programme at the World Meteorological Organisation
Director of the Earth, Oeeart, Atmosphere, Environment Department at the French Ministry of Space, technology
and Research
Executive Director of the French Intematmnal Geosphere Bmsphere Programme
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4259 Woodland Park Ave N #I
Seattle, WA 98103

April 3, 20O2

Paula Dobriansky
Undgr Secretary for Global ~, Drpartm~at of State
Phon~: 202-64%6240

Dear Dr. Dobriansky,

As a scientist, I feel it is essential that tlm scientific integrity of the IPCC be m~int~ned and that it
should be chaired by a well regarded climate scientist. I beligve that Dr Kvbc~ Watson, who
himself is an atmosphvric chemis~ and who has chaired the ]:PCC for th¢ last svvvral yva~s has done
an excellent job as chair and someon~ of his cah’bcr is n~edezl to keep the sci~atific k~t~grity of the
IPCC at its highast level. I also beHcv¢ the attempts by the fossil fu~l i~dustry m discr~lit Dr.
Watson’s le~l~a~Mp are unfounded. ’

Sinc~ly,

J’effi’ey J. Posakony, Phi)

Cc: ]’ames L. Connaughton, Ch.lrma., Council on Enviromnenlal Quality, White House
John H. Marburger IXI, Director, Offi~ of Science and Technology Policy
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Office of the S okesmau ~

For Immediate Release

Media Note

U.S. Announces Noudnatiou Of Dr. Susan Solomon As Co-Chair Of UN
Climate Change Panel And Support Of Dr. Ra|endra K. paehauri Of India

panel Chairman

Today, the United States azmotmces its nomination of Dr. Susa~ Solomon of the
Administration (NOAA) as C~r of

National ~e~c ~d A~o~he~c
~terg0v~¢n~ p~oI on C~ate ~8
suppo~ of Dr. Raj~dra ~ P=ha~, the c~didate pm~ by the ~vemm~t 0f

pm¢l on C~ate Ch~ge will hold i~ 19*~ pl~n~ meeting

including its ~a~.
.    ¯ ¯ ¯

Nation~ Oce~c ~u ~ ~v
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Record Type: Record

To:
Scott McClellan/WHO/EOP@EOP, Phil CooneylCEQ/EOP@EOP, James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP

CC:
Subject: MSNBCon IPCC

................... Forwarded by Samuel A. Themstrom/CEQ/EOP on 0410312002 06:43 PM

"Koenig, Steven F (OES)" <KoenigSF@state.gov>
04/03/2002 06:21:40 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Samuel A. ThernstrorlVCEQ/EOP@EOP

Subject: FW: Calls as of 6 p.m

> <<IPCC queries.doc>>

Here’s the MSNBC story which ran this afternoon:

U.S. Burns Chairman Of U.N. Climate Panel; Criticized By Industry,
Scientist Doesn’t Get Bush Administration’s Blessing
MSNBC

> By Miguel Llanos
> MSNBC
>
> April 3 - It might seem like inside baseball: the Bush administration
> withdraws its support for the American who chairs the U.N. panel dealing
> with climate change issues. But the move, quietly announced Tuesday, comes
> with allegations that the administration sold out to industry lobbyists,
> who for the last year had been seeking the ouster of Robert Watson.
>> THE CHAIRMANSHIP is now held by Watson, a U.S. citizen and recognized
> expert on climate change. But he’s also been criticized by some in
> industry as pursuing the Clinton-era policies rejected by the Bush
> administration.> That criticism includes a letter sent by ExxonMobil to the White
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House Council on Environmental Quality soon after the Bush administration
took office in January 2001.

" " "~’rit, Rand Randol, ExxonMobil’s sen,or e.n..v, ro_nme, n,t_a/,a,d~’
notelsnthat Wa~en was "hand picked by (then vice e, resloem/~ ,.~ e and
served in the Clinton/Gore White House Office of Science and Technology
policy."Randol accused Watson of pushing a "personal agenda" and said he

> had criticized the United States for not doing more to reduce emissions of
> carbon dioxide and other gases associated with global warming. Many of
> those gases are emitted by power plants, refineries and vehicles.
> Sent on Feb. 6, 2001, the letter was released this week by the
> Natural Resources Defense Council, an environmental group that seeks
> tougher U.S. policies to deal with global warming. Randol did not respond
> to requests for comment.

> Watson’s five-year term as chairman of the intergovernmental
> Panel on Climate Change expires later this month. He’s indicated he would
> like to be re-elected, though this time India has nominated one of its
¯ scientists, Rajendra Pachauri.                               issued
¯    The State Department, without mentioning Watson, on Tuesday
¯ a brief statement announcing its support for Pachauri.
¯ The administration noted that Pachauri, currently a vice chairman
¯ of the U.N. panel,
¯ "would be the first panel chair from a developing country" if
> elected.¯ Watson told MSNBC.Cem that he had known for the past month of the
> Bush administration’s intention not to support him. ’I was hoping they
> would at least stay neutral" by not endorsing anyone, he added.
¯ Watson said he did not know what motivated the decision, but he
¯ noted there had been "intense lobbying from some parts of the oil industry

¯ against me."
¯ He was aware of a report that the State Department was describing
¯ the decision as a way to improve ties with India, not an attempt to
¯ undermine his role. But Watson wasn’t convinced of that explanation,
¯ saying he didn’t think India would view the panel as a high pdority test
¯ for bilateral ties.
¯

> ’NOT A POLITICAL BODY’
¯
¯ The climate change panel issues a major report every five years,
¯ the last one in 2001, as well as many interim reports that influence
¯ international talks on implementing the Kyoto climate change protocol.
¯ The Bush administration has rejected the Kyoto treaty, saying it is
¯ too hard on U.S. industry, but promised not to interfere with countries
¯ intending to implement it.
¯ The U.N. panel next meets in Geneva on April 17-20, when members
¯ will choose a new chair and other positions.

man said it was unusual for a chairmanship like this
¯    A U.N. spokes ........ I1" in U N -related bodies, a
¯ one to become a contesteo position. =-~ul=~,,= x    ¯ ¯
> great deal of effort goes into achieving a consensus, and only if there is
¯ not a consensus does one vote," said Michael Williams of the U.N.
> Environment Program.
¯ He also noted that the climate change panel "is a technical
> network, not a political body. Until now there has only been one
¯ candidate" for the chairmanship.
> "1 don’t think the U.S. can block a nomination," Williams added,
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> noting that chairmen don’t represent their countries of origin. "But of
> course the U.S. is a major player and its views count."
>
> CO-CHAIRS?
> Watson, whose paid job is environment director for the World Bank,
> said that ha still intends to run for re-election. "1 believe there are a
> significant number of both developed and developing countries that want to
> re-elect me," he said.
¯ But he said his priority is to avoid a "divisive vote" and that one
> way around that scenario would be if member countries were to agree to
¯ create two co-chairmanship positions.
> Watson called Pachaud a "world-class economist" who’d bring a
¯ "different dynamic" to the panel. In any case, he said, there’d "clearly
¯ be a learning curve" of dealing with hundreds of scientists from a
> leadership position.
> As for criticism of a personal agenda, Watson said his "only agenda
> is to make sure the best scientists in the world are involved and that we
> do a dispess=onate jo without political influence.
> That work, he said, includes peer reviewing every report three
¯ times.
>

> Climate concerns by region
> Scientists working with the U.N. climate change program in 2001 reported
¯ on potential impacts worldwide. Click on a region for details.
¯ AfricaAsiaAustralia & New ZealandEuropeLatin AmericaNorth AmericaNorth,
> south polesSmall island states
> *Adaptive capacity of humans is low and vulnerability high.
> *Food security would diminish if, as projected, grain yields decrease.
> *Major rivers are highly sensitive to climate variation. Average runoff
> and water availability would decrease in Mediterranean and southern
> countries of Africa.
¯ *The range of infectious diseases would spread.
> *Desertification would be exacerbated.
¯ *Increases in droughts, floods and other extreme events would add to
¯ stresses on water and health.
¯ ~Significant extinctions of species are projected,> Coastal settlements would be adversely impacted by sea level dse.
¯ *Adaptive capacity of humans is low and vulnerability high in Asia’s
> developing countries.
¯ *Arid, tropical and temperate areas face reduced food security if
¯ agricultural productivity falls. Northern areas would see more
> agricultural opportunities.
> *Runoff and water supplies would decrease in arid and semi-arid Asia, but
> increase in northern Asia.
> *Health would be threatened by possible increased exposure to vector-borne
¯ diseases in some areas.
¯ *Sea level rise and more tropical cyclones as well as rainfall would
¯ displace tens of millions of people.
¯ *Adaptive capacity of humans is high except for some like indigenous
¯ groups, who face high vulnerability.
¯ *Water is likely to be a key issue due to projected drying trends.
¯ *Increases in the intensity of heavy rains and cyclones would raise the
¯ risks to life and property.
> *Coral reefs, wetlands and alpine systems are among the habitat
¯ particularly vulnerable to climate change.
>
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/~.’~ Phil Cooney
" 04/02/2002 07:13:15 PM

Record Type:    Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc: James ConnaughtonlCEOJEOP@EOP
Subject: CLIMATE CHANGE-- US SUPPORT FOR IPCC CANDIDATES

Group, Attached are background materials (prepared by the State Department) on the US government’s
support for two candidates to assume leadership positions on the intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC). The State Department released a media note this evening that I will also forward to you
separately. If you receive press inquiries on this, please refer them to Susan Povenmire at the State
Department (202) 647-3486. Thanks,

Phil Cooney, White House Council on Environmental Quality (202) 456-6531

I~ - 4-02-02 Final IPPC Chair Q’s & A’s.doc

Gibson.Tom@epa.gov @ inet
Kevin.kolevar@hq.doe.gov @ inet
dwm@usda.gov @ inet
watsonhl@state.gov @ inet
conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.g°v @ inet
Tim.Adamas@do.treas.gov @ inet
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U.S.DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Office of the Spokesman

For Immediate Release
2002/280

April 2, 2002

MEDIA NOTE

U.S. Announces Nomination Of Dr. Susan Solomon As Co-Chair Of UN
Climate Change Panel And Support Of Dr. Rajendra FL Pachauri Of India As

Panel Chairman

Today, the United States announces its nomination of Dr. Susan Solomon of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration as Co-Chair of the UN
Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Working Group I, and its
support of Dr. Rajendra K. Paehauri, the candidate proposed by the government of

India, as Panel Chairman.

The Intergovernmental panel on Climate Change will hold its 19th plenary meeting
in Geneva from April 17-20, 2002, where it will elect a new 30-person Bureau,
including its Chair.

Dr. Susan Solomon is currently senior scientist in the Aeronomy Laboratory of the
National Oceanic mad Atmospheric Administration. Dr. Solomon is world-renowned

for her work on the ozone hole over the Antarctic. She is a member of the U.S.
National Academy of Sciences, the European Academy of Sciences, and the

Academic des Sciences de France, and in 2000 she received both the National Medal
of Science and the American Meteorological Society’s prestigious Carl-Gustaf
Rossby Medal. If successful in her candidacy, Dr. Solomon would be the first
woman to co-chair a UN Climate Change Panel Working Group.

Dr. Rajendra K. Pachauri is Director-General of the Tata Energy Research
Institute in New Dehli, India, a unique developing-country institution committed to
every aspect of sustainable development. He has Ph.D.’s in both economics and
industrial engine.ering, and currently serves as one of the five co-chairs of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Bureau. He also was a member of the
"Core Writing Team" of the UN Climate Change Panel "Climate Change 2001
Synthesis Report," and was a lead author of one chapter in each of the Working
Groups II and III contributions to the Panel’s 1995 Second Assessment Report. If
successful in his candidacy, Dr. Pachauri would be the first Panel chair from a
developing country (the EU and the U.S. have held the Climate Change Panel chair

since its inception in 1988.)

###
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Q1.

AI.

Q2:

A2:

Q & A Concerning IPPC Chair--April 2, 2002

Isn’t it unusual for the U.S. to be supporting an Indian candidate for the IPCC
Chair? Why didn’t the U.S. support the U.S. candidate, Dr. Robert Watson?

Thc U.S. decision of whom to support for IPCC Chair involved consideration of many
factors, including 4 key factors: (1) the scientific, technical, and managerial background
of the candidates; (2) IPCC experience; (3) the important role of developing countries in
addressing climate change; and (4) the U.S.-India relationship.

Dr. Rajendra K. Pachauri has Ph.D.’s in both economics and engineering, and two of the
three IPCC working groups play an important role in assessing the economic and
engineering literature related to the impacts of climate change and of response and
adaptation options. Dr. Pachuari has strong managerial skills, as evidenced by his role as
Director-General of the Tara Energy Research Institute (TERI) in New Dehli, India, a
unique developing-country institution committed to every aspect of sustainable
development.

Dr. Pachauri also has had considerable IPCC experience. He currently serves as one of
the five co-chairs of the ~CC Bureau and as Chairman of the IPCC Ad-Hoc Group on
Communication Strategy. He was also a member of the "Core Writing Team" of the¯ " " rt" part of the four-volume IPCC
IPCC "Climate Change 2001 Syntlaesls wepo , which was
Third Assessment Report and which specifically addressed issues of concerns to
policymakers. He was also the lead author of one chapter in each of the Working Groups
I1 and III contributions to the IPCC 1995 Second Assessment Report.

If successful in his candidacy, Dr. Pachauri would be the first IPCC chair from a
developing country (the EU and the US have held the IPCC chair since its inception in
1988). The election of Dr. Pachauri as ~CC Chair would send a strong signal about the
important role of developing countries in addressing climate change.

Finally, the Government of India strongly supports Dr. Pachauri’s candidacy and the
importance of the U.S.-India relationship was also a key factor.

If the U.S. didn’t want to support Dr. Watson, why didn’t they support another U.S.
candidate?

Since the IPCC’s establislunent in 1988, the IPCC Chairmanship has been held by
individuals from developed countries-- first by Swedish meteorologist Dr. Bert Bolin
from 1988 to 1997, and then by Dr. Watson of the U.S. since 1997. It is now appropriate
that the next IPCC Chairman to be from a developing country. Developing countries
have a critically important role in addregsing climate change. An IPCC Chairman from a
developing country will send an important signal of that role, and will help promote
developing country engagement.
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Q3:

A3:

Q4:

A4:

Q5:

A5"

Qr:

We have nominated a highly qualified scientist -- Dr. Susan Solomon, currently senior
scientist in the Aeronomy Laboratory of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration -- to serve as Co-Chair of the IPCC’s Working Group I on the science of
climate change. Dr. Solomon is world-renowned for her work on the ozone hole over the
Antarctic. She is a member of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, the European
Academy of Sciences, and the Academic des Sciences de France. In 2000 she received
both the National Medal of Science and the American Meteorological Society’s
prestigious Carl-Gustaf Rossby Medal. If successful in her candidacy, Dr. Solomon
would be also be the first woman to chair an IPCC Working Group.

The U.S. commitment to climate change research is unmatched by may other nation--the
U.S. currently spends $1.7 billion annually on climate change research through the multi-
agency U.S. Global Change Research Program, which is more than the rest of the world

combined. In addition, on June 1 l, 2001, President Bush announced the establishment of
the Climate Change Research Initiative (CCRI) to set priorities for additional investments
in climate change research in order to address key uncertainties identified by the NationalAcademy of Sciences in its June 2001 report, "Climate Chmage Science: An Analysis of

includes nearly $1.8
¯

ns" -Some Key Questlo . President Bush’s FY "~003 budget request
billion for climate change research, of which $40 million is for CCRI activities.

What is your view of Dr. Watson? Hasn’t he done a good job as IPCC Chair? Is
the U.S. failure to renominate Dr. Watson is a reflection that he has not done a good

job at the IPCC?

No, we have no reason to criticize the work that Dr. Watson has done as 1PCC Chair.

Dr. Watson had strong ties to the Clinton-Gore Administration. To what extent was
that a factor in the U.S. decision to support Dr. Paehauri?

Obviously, all factors were considered, but, as mentioned earlier, the 4 key factors
included: (1) scientific, technical, and managerial skills of the candidates; (2) IPCC
experience; (3) the important role of developing countries in climate change; and (4) the
U.S.-India, relationship¯

Who made the decision to support Dr. Paehauri instead of Dr. Watson? What was

the White House role?

The ultimate decision to support Dr. Pachauri was made by the State Department. The
State Department did keep the White House and Secretary of Commerce Evans, the Chair
of the new Committee on Climate Change Science and Technology Integration, infom~ed
about the decision-making process, but the State Department had the final word,

Dr. Watson is an atmospheric chemist, whereas Dr. Pachauri is an economist and
industrial engineer. Don’t you think it important for the IPCC Chair to be a
scientist with substantial background in the scientific issues related to climate

change?
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A6:

Q7:

A7:

Hundreds of natural scientists, economists, engineers, and other technical experts from
many disciplines take part in the work of the IPCC. Only one of the IPCC’s three
working groups is devoted to assessing the science of climate change. In addition, the
IPCC pays an important role in assessing the economic and engineering literature related
to the impacts of climate change and of response and adaptation options--and Dr.
Pachuari has Ph.D.’s in both economics and engineering. This makes it less vital for the
IPCC to be chaired by a natural scientist. In addition, it is important that the IPCC be
chaired by a good manager who is able to motivate and provide direction to the large
groups of scientists (natural and social) from all parts of the world that carry out the
scientific and technical assessment work of the IPCC.

Isn’t the United States trying to undermine the work of the IPCC by not supporting
Dr. Watson to continue as IPCC Chair?

Absolutely not. The United States is and has been one of the strongest supporters of the
IPCC since its inception in 1988. The work of the IPCC does not rise or fall with one
individual. The IPCC worked well under the chairmanship of Swedish meteorologist Dr.
Bert Bolin from 1988 to 1998. It has also worked well under the chairmanship of Dr.
Watson since 1998, and it should work well with a new Chair.

We have nominated a highly qualified scientist -- Dr. Susan Solomon, currently senior
scientist in the Aeronomy Laboratory of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration -- to serve as Co-Chair of the IPCC’s Working Group I on the science of
climate change. Dr. Solomon is world-renowned for her work on the ozone hole over the
Antarctic. She is a member of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, the European
Academy of Sciences, and the Academie des Sciences de France, and in 2000 she
received both the National Medal of Science and the American Meteorological Society’s
prestigious Carl-Gustaf Rossby Medal. If successful in her candidacy, Dr. Solomon
would be also be the first woman to chair an ~CC Working Group.

We continue to believe that the IPCC fulfills a vital function in providing credible and
objective scientific and technical assessments related to global climate change. We are
convinced that the IPCC will select the best possible candidates to serve on its bureau as
it undertakes its Fourth Assessment Report.

Q8: If Dr. Watson is re-elected as IPCC Chair, will the United States object?

AS: No. All participants in the I:PCC must decide on the new Bureau, and we will abide by
their decision.

Q9: If Dr. Watson is re-elected as IPCC Chair, will U.S. support for the IPCC diminish?

A9:
No. It is vital for the IPCC to provide credible and objective scientific and technical
assessments of climate change to serve as a basis for rational policy decisions. Provided
that the IPCC fulfills this purpose, the United States will continue strongly to support it.
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QlO:

AIO:

Qll:

All-

The April 2, 2002 New York Times article entitled "Dispute Arises Over a Push to
Change Climate Panel" states that "Some climate panel scientists said that other
countries were planning to push for Dr. Watson to remain, and that it might be
possible to craft a compromise in which the two scientists served as co-chairmen."
What is the U.S. position with respect to such a compromise, whereby both Dr.
Pachauri and Dr. Watson could serve as IPCC Co-Chairman?

The IPCC roles do not provide for IPCC Co-Chairmen, and the U.S. would oppose any
change in the rules that would dilute the authority of the IPCC Chairman.

What is the IPCC, and what is its role?

Recognizing the problem of potential global climate change, the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) and the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
established the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in 1988, It is open to

all members of the UNEP and WMO. The role of the IPCC is to assess the scientific,
technical and socio-economic information relevant for the understanding of the risk of
human-induced climate change. It does not carry out research nor does it monitor
climate-related data or other relevant parameters. It bases its assessment mainly on peer

reviewed and published scientific/technical literature.

The IPCC has three Working Groups and a Task Force:

Working Group I assesses the scientific aspects of the climate system and

climate change.

Working Group II addresses the vulnerability of socio-economic and natural
systems to climate change, negative and positive consequences of climate
change, and options for adapting to it.

~ Working Group III assesses options for limiting greenhouse gas emissions and
otherwise mitigating climate change.

o The Task Force on National Greenhouse Gas Inventories is responsible for the

IPCC National Greenhouse Gas Inventories Programme.

The Panel meets in plenary sessions about once a year. It accepts/approves/adopts IPCC
reports, decides on the mandates and work plans of the Working Groups and the Task
Force, the structure and outlines of its reports, the IPCC principles and Procedures, and
the budget. The Panel also elects the 1PCC Chairman and the rest of its Bureau.

The IPCC completed its First Assessment Report in 1990. The Report played an
important role in establishing the Intergovemmental Negotiating Committee for a UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change (INC) by the UN General Assembly. The
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April 2, 2002
U.S. Announces Support of Dr. Susan Solomon of NOAA as Co-Chair of IPCC Working

Group I and Dr. Ra]endra K. Pachauri of India as IPCC Chairman

Today, the United States announced its support of Dr. Susan Solomon of NOAA as Co-Chair of
IPCC Working Group I and Dr. Rajendra K. Pachauri of India as IPCC Chairman.

Dr. Susan Solomon is currently senior scientist in the Aeronomy Laboratory of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration- Dr. Solomon is world-renowned for her work on the
ozone hole over the Antarctic. She is a member of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, the
European Academy of Sciences, and the Academic des Sciences de France, and in 2000 she
received both the National Medal of Science and the American Meteorological Society’s
prestigious Carl-Gustaf Rossby Medal. If successful in her candidacy, Dr. Solomon would be
also be the first woman to co-chair an IPCC Working Group.

Dr. Ra]endra K. Paehauri is Director-General of the Tara Energy Research Institute (TERI) in
New Dehli, India, a unique developing-countrY institution committed to every aspect of
sustainable development. He has Ph.D.’s in both economics and industrial engineering, and
currently serves as one of the five co-chairs of the IPCC Bureau. He was also a member of the
"Core Writing Team" of the IPCC "Climate Change 2001 Synthesis Report," and was a lead
author of one chapter in each of the Working Groups II and III contributions to the IPCC 1995
Second Assessment Report. If successful in his candidacy, Dr. Pachauri would be the first IPCC
chair from a developing country (the EU and the US have held the ~CC chair since its inception
in 1988). The election of Dr. Pachauri as IPCC Chair would send a strong signal about the
important role of developing countries in addressing climate change.
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UNFCCC was adopted in 1992 and entered into force in 1994. It provides the overall
policy framework for addressing the climate change issue.

The IPCC has continued to provide scientific, technical and socio-economic advice to the
world community, and in particular to the 190-plus Parties to the UNFCCC through its
periodic assessment reports on the state of knowledge of causes of climate change, its
potential environmental and socio-economic impacts and options for addressing it. Its
Second Assessment Report, Climate Change 1995, provided key input to the
negotiations, which led to the adoption of the Kyoto Protocol in 1997. The IPCC also
prepares Special Reports and Technical Papers on topics where independent scientific
information and advice is deemed necessary and it supports the UNFCCC through its
work on methodologies for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories. The Third Assessment
Report, Climate Change 2001, has been published in English by the Cambridge
University Press.
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i’":’" ~... Samuel A. Themstrom
0410412002 09:50:35 AM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil CooneylCEQ/EOP@EOP

cc:
Subject: AFP: Scientist Angers Bush Overglobal Warming

................. Forwarded by Samuel A. ThemstromlCEQ/EOP on 0M0412002 09:57 AM

"Koenig, Steven F (OES)" <KoenigSF@state.gov>
04/04/2002 09:25:15 AM

Record Type: Record

To:

cc’.
Subiect:

OES-IHA-DL <,,OESIEID"@state.gov>

Samuel A. ThemstromlCEQ/EOP@EOP
AFP: Scientist Anger~ Bush Overglobal Warming

(on the Web site of Pakistani newspaper "Dawn").
Scientist Angers Bush Overglobal Warming
AFPWASHINGTON, April 3: The United States is opposing the reappointment of a

scientific panel on global warming
leading US expert to head the UN’s top officials said on
and is instead backing a candidate proposed by India, US
Wednesday.

They said the White House was dissatisfied with Robert Watson, current
chairman of the UN intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), who has
loudly spoken out on global warning and cdticised President George W.
Bush’s response to it. "This guy (Watson) is up and we’re supporting the
Indian candidate," one official said. "The administration is unhapPY with

I~    eWatson, th official said.

The panel meets in Geneva between April 1"{-20 to elect a new 30-person
bureau, including a new chairman.

~ A second US official confirmed a report in the New York Times that said
Watson, the chief scientist at theWorld Bank who was nominated to the UN
post by former president Bill Clinton, had clashed with Bush on a number of

issues.

That officia| declined to comment further and referred questions to White

House spokesmen.
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Late Tuesday, the State Department issued a short statement saying that
Washington was supporting the Indian candidate as well as nominating an
American to be the co-chair of one of the panel’s working groups. The
statement made no mention of Watson.

"Today (’ruesday), the United States announces its nomination of Dr. Susan
Solomon of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration as co-chair
of the UN Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change Working Group I, and its
support of Dr. Rajendra Pachaud, the candidate proposed by the government
of India, as panel Chairman," the statement sald.-AFP

Steven Koenig
Department of State
Bureau of Oceans and International Enviommental & Scientific Affairs
Public Outreach
Phone: (202) 647-1169
Fax: (202) 647-1636
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Samuel A. Themstrom
04/04/2002 04:28:24 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc:
Subject: Today’s State Dept Guidance on IPCC Chair

..................... Forwarded by Samuel A Themstrom/CEQ/EOP on 04/04/2002 04:35 PM ...........................

"Povenmire, Susan L (OES)" <PovenmireSL@state.gov>
0410412002 04:20:22 PM

Record Type: Record

To: OES Team Climate-DL <OTC@state.gov>, Samuel A. Themstrom/CEQ/EOP@EOP, "Rock, Anthony F
(OES)" <RockAF2@state.gov>

cc:
Subject: Cleared Press Guidance on IPCC Chair

<<IPCC Press Guidance FINAL.doc>>

Attached please find the final, cleared version of press guidance on the
IPCC Chair. The first answer was used by Phil Reeker, on the record, with
at a press briefing at around 4:00 PM. Journalists were invited to call me
with further questions that I will answer on a background basis.

The text of the on-the-record briefing comments will be prepared by the
Press Office and I will circulate that as soon as it become available.

Susan

I~ - IPCC Press Guidance FINAL.doc

Messa e Sent To:
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Scott McClellanNVHO/EOP@EOP
Claire E. Buchan/WHO/EOP@EOP
James ConnaughtordcEQ’tEOP@EOP

Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
David R. AndersordCEQ/EOP@EOP
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OES PRESS GUIDANCE
April 4, 2002

U.S. Position on Chair of UN Climate Change Pane)

Q~

A~
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Context.:

The UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change will hold its
19th plenary meeting in Geneva from April 17 - 20, 2002, where it
will elect a new 30--person bureau, including its chair. On April 2,
the Department of State released a media note announcing the U.S.
nomination of Dr. Susan Solomon as co-chair of one on the UN
Panel’s Working Groups, and its support of Dr. Pachauri, the
candidate proposed by the Government of India, as the Panel
Chairman.
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Drafted: OES/EGC:DAReifsnyder: 647-3935

Cleared: OES:BRock        ok
OES:HWatson ’subs
OES:SPovenmire ok
G:NNyman subs
P:DGatto ok
D:LMartinez info
L/OES:SBiniaz info
SA/INS:TMonroe ok
IO:BZweiben ok
WH/CEQ:SThernstrom
pA/Press          ok

ok
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Samuel A. Thernstrom
04/05/2002 10:06:03 AM

Record Type:    Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc:
Subject: FW: 04-04-02 Remarks by Deputy Spokesman to Press

...................... Forwarded by Samuel A Thernstrom/CEQ/EOP on 04/05/2002 10:13 AM ..........................

"Povenmire, Susan L (OES)" <PovenmireSL@state.gov>
04/05/2002 10:03:38 AM

Record Type: Record

To: OES Team Climate-DL <OTC@state.gov>, Samuel A. Themstrom/CEQ/EOP@EOP

CC:
Subject: FW: 04-04-02 Remarks by Deputy Spokesman to Press

The attached transcript includes on-the-record remarks by Phil Reeker
concerning the IPCC chair issue. The remarks will be posted on State’s Web
site (I don’t see them there yet), as is the media note about the U.S.
position re: IPCC chairmanship.

Susan

Original Message .....
> From: Koch, Eliza K
> Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2002 9:22 PM
> To: PA Journalists Group; PA Releases - EXTERNAL Group
> Subject: 04-04-02 Remarks by Deputy Spokesman to Press

> for posting
> <<Reeker (04-04-02) Remarks to the Press.doc>>
> / release

I~ - Reeker (04-04-02) Remarks to the Press.doc

Mes a e Sent To:
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Scott McClellardWHOIEOP@EOP
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James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP
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Kameran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP@EOP
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Office of the Spokesman

For Immediate Release
2002/286

REMARKS TO THE PRESS
BY DEPUTY SPOKESMAN PHILIP T. REEKER

April 4, 2002
Washington, D.C.

April 4, 2002

(3:45 p.m. EST)

QUESTION: These are phone calls since the White House background briefing?

MR. REEKER: Let’s see. At the White House background briefing it was noted that the
Secretary had spoken to Crown Prince Abdullah, King Abdallah of Jordan, Egyptian
President Mubarak, and since that time spoken to the Netherlands -- I don’t see Norway
on here. We’ll double-check for you on Norway.

QUESTION: Why the Netherlands?

MR. REEKER: Foreign Minister Van Aartsen is one of the European foreign ministers
with whom he talks fairly regularly. That’s the only one I’ve got, and we’ll double-check
to see if there was another, just because I think that was probably a typo in my phone
message.

QUESTION: He called -- so he talked to Sharon this morning?

MR. REEKER: Right.

QUESTION: Has he talked to Arafat?

MR. REEKER: Still trying. You’ll recall the senior official said a call was in, and I just

don’t think they had hooked up.

Any other things on that? I just don’t have a lot more to add.

Let me mention just a couple things that I wanted to point out, because I promised folks I
would. We did put out a statement on yesterday, which I hope you all noted, about our
contribution of $22.5 million to various international organizations, UN-related
organizations, to assist with the recovery of Afghanistan. That just outlines where that
money had gone, and it was tied in with our now postponed briefing on reconstruction in
Afghanistan, but I did want to call it to your attention in case anybody missed it. There’s
always some interest in that.
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And another thing I did want to raise to correct some reports that are just simply wrong,
or at least suggest something that was wrong. Actually, we put out a Media Note on this
subject a couple of days ago, and that is the climate change panel. Tuesday, we

announced that we had nominated Susan Solomon, an American, as co-chair of [a
working group of] the climate change panel and that we were supporting Rajendra
Pachauri of India as the panel chairman. So you have the Media Note on that.

Some of the reporting that came off that, at least left a wrong impression suggesting that
nobody in the Bush administration -- I’m quoting from one article here -- would comment
on the issue, flatly -- would flatly deny that industry influence played a role in the State
Department’s decision to make this choice.

And that I want to flatly deny and say is absolutely wrong. The administration’s decision
to support Dr. Rajendra Pachauri of India as the next chair of the UN Inter-governmental
Plan on Climate Change, known as the IPCC, came, as we indicated in our Media Note,
after careful consideration within the administration, a weighing of many factors. We
support Dr. Pachauri based on his qualifications for the position, and particularly on what
we see as the value of having, for the very first time, a panel chair from the developing

world, that is, from India.

He is an outstanding candidate. His qualifications, just to highlight some of them,
include currently being one of the five vice chairs of the panel, and as chair of the panel’s
ad hoe group on communications strategy. He has two Ph.D.’s, one in economics, one in
industrial engineering. And two of the three working groups from the panel play an
important role in assessing the economic and engineering literature related to the impacts
of climate change response options. So his background is highly suited to that. He has
strong managerial skills, which we think are very important. He was Director General of
the Tara Energy Research Institute in New Delhi.

The Indian Government supported his candidacy, and, as I said, he’ll be the first panel
chair from a developing country, and it reinforces what we think is a very important role
for developing countries in addressing climate change. That’s been an aspect of our look

at climate change all along.

So I hope that that serves to correct some of those ideas. I guess some reporters writing
on this subject had just not gotten through to the right people to ask about this, and
consequently --

QUESTION: But, nevertheless, I mean, the announcement that you put out did happen
to neglect a large portion of the story, which is that the Bush administration does not
support the reappointment of Dr. Watson to be the chair of the panel.

QUESTION: -- Can you say why you do not support Dr. Watson?
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MR. REEKER: Because we support this person [Dr. Rajendra Pachauri]. That’s the
person we support. We’ve weighed all of the factors, and considering candidates for the
job to be the next chair of the panel, and if you look at --

QUESTION: So it’s not a question of not supporting Watson; it’s only a question of
supporting --

QUESTION: You will acknowledge that you did not mention Dr. Watson at all in the
statement that --

MR. REEKER: I don’t know why we would.

QUESTION: Well, considering the fact that he’s an American and he’s been the chair of

the panel since 1996 --

MR. REEKER: I think the purpose of our note, our Media Note, was to announce the
action that we were taking; that is, a nomination of an American to be co-chair of the
climate change panel, and support of Dr. Pachauri as the panel chairman. Decisions that
were made -- I mean, usually we don’t discuss all the -- all the people that may have been
considered. We discuss the decisions that we have made in terms of who we support and

the nomination we’re making.

QUESTION: Unless they’re head of the OPCW.

MR. REEKER: That’s a different situation. And once again, the ability to understand
the differences in situations, even in international organizations, is vitally important to

covering this.

QUESTION: Is that the only other announcement you had, or can I --

MR. REEKER: That was the only thing I wanted to do. I had had several calls upon
that because of the mistaken reports, and did want to clear that up.

QUESTION: Can I ask you about --

MR. REEKER: Yes, he [the Secretary] did talk to Foreign Minister Petersen. Let’s
confirm that, too. So Foreign Minister Petersen of Norway is the additional one to add to

QUESTION: So, do you have anything on the documents that the Israelis have been
releasifig every day since, I guess, Wednesday or Tuesday?
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MR. REEKER: Documents that the Israelis have been releasing every day. These are
these alleged official Palestinian documents that the IDF has posted on the websites?

QUESTION: Yes.

MR. REEKER: Those are the ones you’re talking about?

QUESTION: Yes.

MR. REEKER: As I think we told you earlier, we’ve seen reports of these documents.
We’ll be looking into the issue, and at this point obviously it’s premature to speculate on it

until we know more about the documents. But we will look into that.

QUESTION: The Israelis say that they’ve given them to you and they’ve given you a lot

of information along these lines.

MR. REEKER: And we’ll look into it.

QUESTION: Okay.

MR. REEKER: Yes, Matt.

QUESTION: Can I change the subject to a different continent?

MR. REEKER: Sure.

QUESTION: ’The Angolan peace treaty was officially signed. Do you have anything to

say about that?

MR. REEKER: You will recall that we welcomed that. I think -- did I do a statement a
couple days ago? But it was --

QUESTION: There hasn’t been a formal --

MR. REEKER: We think it was an important step, and obviously with other news in the
world it didn’t perhaps get as much attention as it deserved. We welcome the news that
the Angolan Government and UNITA rebels have formally signed the preliminary cease-
fire that had been reached on March 30th. We look forward to the full completion of the
agreement and subsequent national reconciliation steps.

You will recall that we are part of the troika of observer states to the peace process, along
with portugal and Russia, and so in that capacity we stand ready to assist the Angolan
national reconciliation efforts, including taking a place as an observer on a Lusaka

Protocol Joint Commission.
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Alan Hecht
04/05/2002 09:32:00 AM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc:
Subject: Climate and WSSD

Thi is a little long, but see paragraph on climate change on page 2

Below please find an informal summary from Day 7 of WSSD PrepCom 3

ID -04.03.02 WSSD PC3 Day 7 Informal Summary (final).doc
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Alan Hecht
04/04/2002 06:42:17 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

co:
Subject: Revised Ministerial Statement for the G8 Just In -- Need Comments by COB tomorrow

Thi is incoming on the second draft.
.................... Forwarded by Alan HechtJCEQ/EOP on 04/04/2002 05:53 PM .........................

Morant.James@epamail.epa.gov
04/04/2002 07:18:01 AM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject: Revised Ministerial Statement for the G8 Just In - Need Comments by COB tomorrow

! [--t~ _ g8DRAFT#2 APRIL 3 (Clean).doc

Group of Eight (G8)
CEQ: GEA 2001-2004 CEQ 001097CEQ 001097



I~:’~ - g8DRAFT#2 APRIL 3 (Revisions).doc

Messaqe Sent To:
Beal.Diane@epamail.epa.gov
Ferrante.Joe@epamaii.epa.gov
LeggetLJane@epamail.epa.gov
Steele.Doug@epamail.epa.gov
Hoffer.Ron@epamail.epa.gov
Whiting.Patricia@epamail.epa.gov
Spitalnik.Ellen@epamail.epa.gov
Rowley.Anne@epamail.epa.gov
Freedman.Joseph@epamail.epa.gov
Berger.Martha@epamail.epa.gov
Dieu.Martin@epamail.epa.gov
Almeida.Paul@epamail.epa,gov
Allen.Catherine@epamail.epa.gov
Henderson.Latanya@epamail.epa.gov
Herman.Chris@epamail.epa.gov
Cough.Paul@epamail.epa.gov
Koshel.Pat@epamail.epa.gov
Correa.Sylvia@epamail.epa.gov
Fidler.Joan@epamail.epa.gov
Koehler.Jamie@epamail.epa.gov
Medeads,Dale@epamail.epa.gov
hallta@state,gov
fordrj@state.gov
Alan Hecht/CEQ/EOP@EOP
BUCKLEY.KATHERINE@epamail.epa.gov
MOSS.JACOB@epamailoepa.gov

Messaqe Copied To:

Ayres.Judith@epamail.epa.gov
Clifford.J erry@epamail.epa.gov
Beale.John@epamail.epa.gov
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Samuel A. Thernstrom ( CN=Samuel A. Thernstrom/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 5-APR-2002 ii:25:39.00

SUBJECT:: climate management structure, FYI

TO:Kathryn M. Harrington ( CN=Kathryn M. Harrington/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Paul T. Anastas ( CN=Paul T. Anastas/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James Connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( ON=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOPgEOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kameran L. Bailey ( CN=Kameran L. Bailey/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:jordan.st.john@noaa.gov ( jordan.st.john@noaa.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:jill.schroeder@hq.doe.gov ( jill.schroeder@hq.doe.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
WHITE HOUSE CLIMATE REORGANIZATION TARGETS TECHNOLOGY, SCIENCE

Inside EPA, April 5, 2002 -

white House science officials have launched a major restructuring of the
federal government’s climate change
policy and technology development system, reorganizing its management
structure to place a greater emphasis
on scientific research and technology development, administration sources
say.

The reorganization, conducted by the white House office of science &
Technology Policy and the departments
of Commerce (DOC) and Energy (DOE), is aimed at &identifying where funding
needs to go 8 to fill key research gaps,
one source says. Sources say the restructuring is part of the
administration’s decision to focus more on technology
development and scientific research into the causes of climate change
rather than on specific measures to reduce
emissions.

since the bulk of the climate change research and technology development
programs are centered in the National
Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration --a section of DOC -- as well as DOE,
Bush last summer directed Commerce
Secretary.Donald Evans and DOE Secretary Spencer Abraham to lead the
reorganlzlng push. An outline of the new
structure is on InsideEPA.com.

The administration’s science and technology development will be overseen
by a cabinet level committee, chaired by
Evans and vice-chaired by Abraham. Abraham and Evans will rotate their

Page 1
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positions every year, as will their deputies,
who will chair an interagency work group on climate change science and
technology.

An administration source says the reorganization was undertaken in
response to a National Academy of Sciences
review of federal climate change science and research, which identified
significant gaps in research and funding.
The source explains that while there is an enormous amount of funds
available in the federal budget for climate
research programs, previous administrations have lacked the ability to
properly target resources to those areas
most in need.

Administration officials also note the management reorganization will not
result in funds being shifted between
programs. Instead, one source says, the new system will aid the white
House in developing a coordinated climate
spending strategy for future fiscal years.

The white House is currently conducting a review of the federal
government’s key climate research and development
programs to identify where funding should be routed. At press time, no
declsion had been made as to whether the results
of that review will be released.

Source: Inside EPA via InsideEPA.com
Date: April 5, 2002
Issue: Vol. 23, No. 14
¯ Inside washington Publishers

Page 2
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Maureen R. O’Bden
04108/2002 07:33:35 PM

° t

Record Type: Record

To: Maureen R. O’Brien/OSTPIEOP@EOP .....
cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message ~. ,..- .......=~p,~,~.~.~ ¯ - ~r -
bcc:
Subject: Re: House Science Cmte Staff Brief ~                                              I

The House Science Committee staff briefing is scheduled for WEDNESDAY, April 10 @ 3:30 p=
Room 2318. Attached are talking points to prepare for this meeting. Agencies will be included in
briefing.

Please join a conference call tomorrow, Tuesday, April 9 @ 4:30 pm to discuss the Wed bdefinl
anyone has suggested changes to these talking points, please mark up and e-mail back. Otherwi=
use the time during the telecon to discuss briefing logistics and message. Thanks, Maureen 6-60:

Call in # -- 456-2565
Code - 1153
Host - Maureen O’Brie~..

HSCl Bdef- Climate Talking Points.

Maureen R. O’Brien

i.-:i"’’’ "~,,,,, MaureenR. O’Bden
04108/2002 12:40:33 PM

Record Type: Record

To:
cc:
bcc:
Subject:

Maureen R. O’Bden/OSTP/EOP@EOP
See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

Re: House Science Cmte Staff Brief

Sorry to do this, but there was a conflict I was unaware of at 2:00 pm on Wednesday, so the staff b
has been changed to 3:30 pm on Wednesday, April 10.

Additionally, David Goldston wants to break this meeting into two separate meetings -- first, to mee
White House (CEQ, OSTP, OVP, etc) and then to meet w/agencies later. I apologize for the chan,
apparently there was a mix up with the request. So, we won’t need the DOC, DOE reps on Wed af
although we’ll keep you in the loop on how it goes ....

Thanks, Maureen

i, in
his

I- If
;e, we’ll
~7

"iefing

I w/the
]e;
:er all,
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Maureen R. O’Brien

Maureen R. O’Bden
04/08/2002 10:14:12 AM

Record Type: Record

To. Maureen R. O’Bden/OSTP/EOP@EOP
cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
bcc: Records Management@EOP
Subject: Re: House Science Cmte Staff Brief ~

House Science Committee staff briefing on Climate S&T is set for 2:00 pm on Wednesday,
We are developing talking points that I will send around this afternoon. I’d also like to have a quic
telecon tomorrow afternoon (Tue, 4/9 @ 4:30 - 5:00 pro) to discuss talking points and general me=
for the briefing. Will send telecon number w/talking points later today.

For the Wednesday briefing, I have RSVP’s for:

Cliff Gabriel, Paul Anastas & Maureen O’Brien -- OSTP
Phil Cooney - CEQ
Craig Montasano & Mary Beth Nethercutt -- DOC/NOAA
Steve Ruhlen - OVP

Please let me know asap if you or someone from your office will attend. Thanks, Maureen 6-6037

Maureen R. O’Brien

Maureen R. O’Brien
04/05/2002 04:03:59 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject: House Science Cmte Staff Bdef

I’ve left messages or talked to most of you, but to repeat, OSTP was asked to brief the House Scic
Committee staff on the Administration’s climate science and technology policy organization next Ti
Wed.

***Please let me know ASAP if you can make a meeting on Tuesday (4/9) at 11:00 am or Wed (4/"
2:00 pm, probably in the House Science hearing room (2318 Raybum).*****

Boehlert’s committee is planning to mark up climate legislation in June and they’re holding a hearir
April 17 w/outside witnesses, which will be followed by a government witness hearing in May.

We’d like to get everyone together in the same room for the staff brief, with a single coordinated m
to try and avoid some of the confusion we experienced in the Senate on the climate structure.

il 10.

;sage
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OSTP will, tal~e the lead to brief, but would like CEQ, DOC and DOE at a minimum to be present f.~
backup. III also try to schedule a telecon pdor to the meeting to touch base on strategy, but want t~ get
the briefing date nailed down first, so please let me know asap.

Thanks, Maureen 456-6037

Messaqe Sent To:

David R. Anderson/CEQ/EOP@EOP
MaryBeth.Nethercutt@noaa.gov @ inet
Krenik.Ed@epa.gov @ inet
Kevin.kolevar@hq.doe.gov @ inet
Paul T. Anastas/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Clifford J. Gabdel/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Kathie L, Olsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP

Messaqe Copied TO:

Christine CicconeNVHO/EOP@EOP
Candida P. Wolff/OVP/EOP@EOP
Karen Y. KnutsordOVP/EOP@EOP
Roland N. Litterst/WHO/EOP@EOP
Robert Marsh/WHO/EOP@EOP
Phil Cooney/CEQiEOP@EOP

Messaqe Copied To:
david r. anderson/ceq/eop@eop
marybeth.nethercutt@noaa.gov @ inet
krenik.ed@epa.gov @ inet
kevin.kolevar@hq.doe.gov @ inet
paul t. anastas/ostp/eop@eop
clifford j. gabdellostplaop@eop
kathie I. olsen/ostpleop@eop
christine ciccone/who/eop@eop
candlda p. wolff/ovp/eop@eop
karen y. knutson/ovpleop@eop
roland n. litterst/who/eop@eop
robert marsh/who/eop@eop
phil cooney/ceq/eop@eop
Stephen S. Ruhlen/OVP/EOP@EOP
craig.rnontasano@noaa.gov
haggins.madetta@epa.gov
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Kameran L. Bailey ~ CN=Kameran L. Bailey/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ]

CREATION DATE/TIME: 8-APR-2002 09:51:33.00

SUBJECT:: climate management structure, FYI

TO:Paul T. Anastas ( CN=Paul T. Anastas/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:

04/08/2002 09:51 AM
Forwarded by Kameran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP on

Samuel A. Thernstrom
04/05/2002 11:25:30 AM
Record Type:    Record

TO: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc:
Subject: climate management structure, FYI

WHITE HOUSE CLIMATE REORGANIZATION TARGETS TECHNOLOGY, SCIENCE

Inside EPA, April 5, 2002 -

white House science officials have launched a major restructuring of the
federal government’s climate change
policy and technology development system, reorganizing its management
structure to place a greater emphasis
on scientific research and technology development, administration sources
say.

The reorganization, conducted by the white House Office of Science &
Technology Policy and the departments
of Commerce (DOC) and Energy (DOE), is aimed at &identifying where funding
needs to go 8 to fill key research gaps,
one source says. sources say the restructuring is part of the
administration’s decision to focus more on technology
development and scientific research into the causes of climate change
rather than on specific measures to reduce
emissions.

since the bulk of the climate change research and technology development
programs are centered in the National
Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration --a section of DOC -- as well as DOE,
Bush last summer directed commerce
secretary.Donald Evans and DOE Secretary Spencer Abraham to lead the
reorganlzlng push. An outline of the new
structure is on InsideEPA.com.

The administration’s science and technology development will be overseen
by a cabinet level committee, chaired by
Evans and vice-chaired by Abraham. Abraham and Evans will rotate their
positions every year, as will their deputies,
who will chair an interagency work group on climate change science and
technology.

Page 1
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An administration source says the reorganization was undertaken in
response to a National Academy of Sciences
review of federal climate change science and research, which identified
significant gaps in research and funding.
The source explains that while there is an enormous amount of funds
available in the federal budget for climate
research programs, previous administrations have lacked the ability to
properly target resources to those areas
most in need.

Administration officials also note the management reorganization will not
result in funds being shifted between
programs. Instead, one source says, the new system will aid the white
House in developin~ a coordinated climate
spending strategy for future fiscal years.

The white House is currently conducting a review of the federal
government’s key climate research and development

~rograms to identify where funding should be routed. At press time, no
eclsion had been made as to whether the results

of that review will be released.

source: Inside EPA via InsideEPA.com
Date: April 5, 2002
Issue: Vol. 23, No. 14
, Inside washington Publishers

Message Sent
TO:
Kathryn M, Harrington/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Paul T. Anastas/OSTP/EOP@EOP
James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Kameran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP@EOP

i ordan.st.john@noaa.gov @ inet
illoschroeder@hq.doe.gov @ inet
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Paul T. Anastas ( CN=Paul T. Anastas/OU=OSTP/O=EOP [ OSTP ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:10-APR-2002 18:06:11.00

SUB3ECT:: NCCTI & Hill briefing

TO:Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov ( Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN
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READ:UNKNOWN
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READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Kevin:
I suggest these talking points. Let me know if we’re in agreement.

l
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Paul
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MARGOT WALL-STRO M
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Brussels, 6 Mar~h 2002
HA/md/(O2) D

D~ Mrs

Allow me to ~¢tu~n tO ~ pho~
cl~ate c~gc p]~ ~ Pr~ B~ ~o~ ~at
i~fi~iw ~ ~ ~-~ i~on
t~ ~at I ~d ~nd you in
~8 smdi~ it ~Y-

~ ~e m~fim~, m you ~ ~ow, ~� EU Co~cil a~mv~ ~ ~d~csfion of ~e KyoW

i~en= not l~=r ~ 1 1~e 200~ "    8~blo
obj~ve o[b~g ~ K~m ~o~t ~to fom~ befo~ ~e World Su~t on

o~=r ?~= m &= ~ F~ Co~m~on on ~e’~ ~ ~o ~ m .
md~ ~= ~m=l.

policy. FoEo~g ~= pubH~o~

U~ S~ ~d may in~e
r~uc= e~sslo~. Ho~v~, I

~ous~ g~ emi~[ons.

I ~ more sp~ly co~
~� p[~ ~ US may ~cr~� i= absolute ~io~ by 33% ~w I990 [~Is by 2012 - ~at
is, ~y ~o~d 1.6 billion to~= of

~uitable glo~ e~io~ pa~, ~ouse g~ emisslo~ ~t~ty in ~[afion to GDP may
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be a us*ful benchmark. But it should not be used to allow the highest cm.i1~g countri~ to
continue increesing their v~issioss. I am ~oublvd by the extem to which ~e plan’s 1~get
appears to fall short of the objective of the UN Framework Convention on Climat~ C__.ban~e, ~
which the US is a Party, to stabilise greenhouse gas cun~tration~ in.the atmo~phe~.

I fear that progress in. stl~ngthrning fit= inteznafional climate change fiarnework could be
hampered by the deeL~ion to rvvi~w the US polioy on climate- change oMy i.rt 2012. By 2005,
all other cotmttlea - both industrialised and developing - will be considering taking on mor~
ambitious legally binding targets for emission reducfio~ beyoad 20!2. If the US continue* to
~and aside from theav efforts, it will be more difficult for the rest of the industrialL~i world
to make the greater emission reMuction efforts that are ~o urgently ne~ed. It will abe be more
difficult to convince other, less wealthy nation* to take on targets for emission Ieduction~,

The domes~dc initiatives included in your plan, including the encourageaxaemt of rertewables
and eogmaeratiotx and the promotion of more ftml-effieient ttm~poltation, are ¢eaC~ainly
welcome. However, they appear to build nearly exclusively on voluntary measures and
incentives trod their up-take and hence emission reduction effect is therefore uncertain. A
comprehensive and systematic recording of emisMons from ¢ompani~, which could form the
basis fez monitoring and for other emls~ion redu,tion measures, i~ missing..

I am interesmd to so~ that the US plans to implem~mt cap-and-trade pmglamm¢* £or pollutmats
from the power s~tor, other than carbon dioxide. As you ~aay lo~ow, the EU is plmming to
impl~a~nt ~ cap-and-trade programm~ for greeahouse gas emissiom f~otn the power seetox
and other major emlttets by 2005, Like you, I consider market-based measu~ to be ¯ eo~t-
ei:£e~tive way to reduce emissions, mad I am keen to discuss their apphcation to greenhouse

gases with you.

The EU and its Member Stat~ have already implemented a variety of measares to saw ,.
energy and reduce gre.nhouso gas emissions including under the Euro.pe~u Climam Change
prvgramms- Further policies ar~ under pzeparation such as the promotion of renewables and
energy efficiency, improved standards and charging in areas such as.energy, industry and ~ad
transport. We are ~nvinced that emission reduraions and economic growth can go hand-in-
hand. An enhanced effort for energy effiricnoy and runewabl* sources of energy will spur

technological progress and economic competitiven~s.

Overall, therefore., I regret to s~y that the climate change p.lan mmounced by your
Administration falls short, in my eyes, of the cAzllonge of climate chang~ to sustainable
dcveioplacnt und of the responsibility of the United States as the ~vorld’s. biggest emitter of
gr~altouse gases. We continue to hope that the United Stares wilrrc-joln the Kyoto process
and wmxt to co-operate with you in the future. I am interested to explore our common.lntcreats
and concza-ns, as wsll as the differences betwe~a our approaches, a~ a matter of Ixlor~ty. The
EU-US I~gh Level Croup on climate chmago could be an appropriam fi-amework for doing so
and we should arrange a first meeting in the coming weeks.

393/$30 S0 : 91
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UI~DI::R SE~;RETARY OF STATE

WASHINGTON.
¯

April B, 2002
P II’ 35’

~OOl

In advance of the Albr~L 23 m~ ofr~u:ltatiy~s
Di~o~a on CI~ ~ge, I ~u~ it would b~
~u ~7~ ~s~ ~ do~ ~, I ~ ~ fost~ a b~
~11 h~p ~ ~ ~~t of~ r~
@~t of~e ~or~ U.S.-~ ~L

Thc Kyoto Protocol’s quentitafivo t~rgets do not account for ~or~e~m (~nd
u~orcsee.able) r~tes.ofpopulstion m~.’d economic ~rowth- In ~ ~g .a~i, I would note tt~t t~
U.8. population grew at mor~ then thr~e timed Ll~ra~¢ of E~-ope:s population dur~ th~ 199,3s,
and U.S. GDP grow nearly 70 percene fast=.         ..

De~pit~ this ~rowth of th~ U.S. economy, t~� United States ~lii~vcd stsady ~d
subs~’~p~ ~ ~ ~ ~o~e g~ intuit. F~m 1990-2012, {~
"p~jcct~ ~at ~a U.S. economy ~I d~bl= ~ s~ - yet, ~s~o~ ~ in~= by o~y 3 I%.
We ~p~ favo~bly ~ Eu~¢ in ~s ~g~. D~g ~e 1990~, U.S. ~o~ ~ GHG

~¢~ ~ f~t ~ ~ ~ EU (ev~ ~g ~ a~t ~uc~ons due to ~ ~fi~on ~d
~ u~ o~H~ Sea n~ g~ in ~� ~to r~l~= co~ £or el~ci~ g~¢~.)

001702

M~b~of~uE~pe~Commi~on.

,’.O/SO"d T6TO LI:’9 ~0~                                      39-~/SB0          $0:9T
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Maureen R. O’Brien
04109/2002 06:30:31 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc: Richard M. RusselI/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Subject: HSCl staff bdef CHANGED to Thurs

Per our telecon agreement today, the House Science Committee staff briefing has been changed

accommodate Adm. Lautenbacher’s schedule. The briefing will now be on Thursday, April 11 @ ~1:31
pm. Room tbd, but will probably be 2318 Rayburn.                                       |

Please review talking points I sent earlier and send any updates to me by 1:00 pm tomorrow (Wed. I’1
send final copy out, along with the paper Cliff is working on, on USGCRP Act, asap.

Expected staff attendance at this point:
Repub o- David, John, Marty, Eric, Peter and Gabe
Dem -- Bob, Mark and Jean

Call if you have questions. -Maureen 6-603~"

Messa.qe Sent To:
david r. anderson/ceq/eop@eop
marybeth.nethercutt@noaa.gov @ inet
krenik.ed@epa.gov @ inet
kevin.kolevar@hq.doe.gov @ inet
paul t. anastas/ostp/eop@eop
clifford J. gabdel/ostp/eop@eop
kathie I. olsen/ostp/eop@eop
chdstine ciccone/who/eop@eop
candida p. wolfflovp/eop@eop
karen y. knutson/ovp/eop@eop
roland n. litterst/who/eop@eop
robert marsh/who/eop@eop
phil cooneylceq/eop@eop
stephen s. ruhlerdovp/eop@eop
cralg.montesano@noaa.gov @ inet
Robert J. TucclIIo/OMB/EOP@EOP
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UI~DER S~RETARY OF STATE
¯ FOR GLOBAL AFFAIRS

WASHINGTON¯

April B, 2002
¯ 200Z ~R-8 P I1~ 35’

~00i

D.a~ Mad~n Co~on~r:

Di~o~ on Cl~ate ~e, I ~ou~t R would be ~ to re~ond to ~ sp~c ~nc~
~u ~yc ~s~ ~ do~ so, I ~ ~ fost~ a b¢~ ~d~8 of ~e U.S. p~. 1 hope

"~o~ l~tt~ sugg~-a specific conc~ over mc pEe~d~nt"s y~ouse 8~ (GHG)
~t~iW r¢duc~on t~gct. ~ f~s ~ on ~io~ ~te~W be~e it p~d~ a pr~is~

accost for ~ ~d ~cipat~ fluc~o~ ~ ~e economy.

~ K~ ~otocol’s qu~w ~g~ do not ~cco~t for ~o~es~ (~d

~d U.S- GDP ~ ne~ly 70 p~t f~.          -.

D~ite ~s ~o~ of~¢ U.S. ~nomy, ~ U~d States ~vcd steady md

We co~p~e favo~bly ~ ~u~P~ in ~s reg--. D~ng ~� 1990~, U.S. ~uc~o~ ~ GHG

~e u~ of Ho~ Sea n~ g~ in ~� ~ to r~l~e coal for el~ci~ g~ra~.)

00i702
Mat~ot W~m,

M~rnb~r of~ Em’opc~n Comn~ssion.

~O/Sg’d T6T8 &~9 FOE Og~ISBO $0:9T EeoE-TT-~dU
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You express concern that our plma will lead to continuing ~re~e,s in emissions, wher~s
absolute reductions are required. I am aware, however, that under th~ ]~yoto Protocol and under
the ~EU’s burden-sharing agregment a numbgr of counU’i~ - Gmeco,
Sw~en, Australia, Icelaufl, and Norway- ~ve targets that allow their GHG ernissiom to grow
from 1990 levels, in recognition of wha.t is realistic and achievhblefor th~n..-.

We bdieve that the r~luctions we auticlpat~, achieving in th~ United St~tas compare
favorably to the mdu~tions that will b~ undo’taken at home b~twe~ now and 2012 by Par~i.’es
with Kyoto commitments. E~onomic modeling b~ this out. Th~ U.S, Energy Infof-ma~on
Adminish:atiun ~tim~t~ that countri~ with.targets under Kyoto ~,~11 make no dome~c
reductions relative to th~ "Busin~s As Usual" (SALT) s~nario ov~ th’-. ngxt ~e~ year~. The ¯
Mas~a~hu~.e:tts Institute.of T~hnol.ogY.. e~limatea~ .that th~ c~un~s will r~iuce domestic
emissions by 7.2% rela~iv~ to BAU oV~ th~ same p~r~od.

The U.8. r~duction is in the mid-rgnge ofthas~ estimates, md ~.~p~sent~ wlmt w~ be/i~v~
can be ~..complished with reasonable effort in a period oftu-n y~ar,~. Notably, this amount is also
comparable to the level that the previous ~dministration indicatd it would achieve through
domestic measures under its "r~asonable-cost" scgnarios for impl~m~ntin.g the I~yoto Protocol,

We believe that our approach is consistent with the long-term goal of stabilizing
~tmospheric GHG concentrations, sine= the first step toward achi .’.~ing .that goal is’~e reduction
from BAU in the.growth of GHG emissions:

Thus, contrary to your assertion that th.~ United States is standing aside from international
effort~ r~ address elii~at~ ~hange, our efforts will compl~ment (agdbe comparable to) tho-~e
bring tak~ by othrr .industri.al’.m..ed countries under th~ Kyoto Pro.ioeol. pmgess b~ond 2012
will depend on progress up to that’time, as well as on our ability to promote a more global
approach that ~s not seen to threaten economic d~vclopment and ~rosperity, in accorflauce with
evolving scientific knowledge.                           :

You note that the volunfiary nature of the measures w~ will undertake as wall as the
iucentives proposed make their up-take and hence.their emission.~’eduetion effect un~.
our view it is most impoxtartt, at this point, to send the right signals to industry, and~to work ~xSth
the private sector towazd the achievement of our gozl. We beli~ that our initiatives, wJaich vcill
include’both finn- and s~tor-sp~eific actions, as well as a meeh".anism for providing recognit~an
for such a~dons, send such signals for the first time in the United. States.

Voluntary programs l~ave had great success both in the U:.S. and abroad, and    ~:""
relying on them to meet. a targ~ portion of thdr Kyoto commitm~ts: l~or example, my
understmading is that in Germany, the most maportant eomportrn of the govenmaen.t’s current
approach to emissions mitigation is a voluntary OHG intensity agreement with Gin-minx indzu.’try.
TI~ Gin-man industrial association has told U.S, representatives that by virtue of this agreem~mt,
C-ennm industw/zlon~ wiil’aeeount for 30% of the entire EU K.yoto t~rget- Simil~ly, I
understand that a major part of Dutch and Iapanese GHG mitigation efforts involves a sezles of
voluntary agre, emen.ts with menufac.turing industries rsgardin~ ~HG intensity,
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I hope that my comm~r~t~ ~re of use to you in butter uhderst~uding the Administration’s
~fforts on olimatu change. ¯ 1 look ~or~vard to working with you bilkt~rally and in a m~ltLlatcra~
~ontcxt. As.you noted in your luite, r, th~ Uni~e.d Status is a Party to’:lh~ FPam~wotk Co~ve~tion
on Clh~at~ .~.,hau~e, and we ruma~n ~mmitt=d to its obj~tive~. At thu sam~ th-ne,, wu ar~
mit!.dful that ttm negotiatinf~ pro~ess both prior to md following Ky~oto ~¢sultext in an agraement
that wa~, frankly spe, ekina, ~xce~ix~gly unrealis.tic for th~ United S..’tabs, mcl which will not:

cover the majority ofth~ ,,~orld’s GHG ~mlssio~.

Future ~proachea need ~o ba both realistic and practical .if ~w~ ~ to get ba~k on track
and ultimately to .~u~1 in achieving the obj~tiw of th~ Convention, Pm.ddgnt Bush ha~
eznphasized the tmpm-tanc¢ of �~s~’ing that our eiTogs to protect ~ e~v~o~mmt m~ cox~Lstcn~.
w~th o~ ~o~tmeat to l~ovid~ o~ cifiz=as wit~ continued’ecoa~o pmspe.rity. I hope we c.u.
work togethc: ~operatively .tOwa~’d th~s. goal..                :,

Bast regards:

l~ula Dobri~sk’y
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Mc, Int~re, Beverly/O
Wlckwire.Susan@epamail.epa.gov

From; Friday, April 12, 2002 9:16 AMSent: -
To: m~int~ebd@stata.gov
Subject: Pachaud interview

Beverly - In case you haven’t seen this yet - it’s from the T~es of India.

TODAY’S INTERVIEW
A Charged Climate

[ FRIDAY, APRIL 12, 2002 12:46:08 AM ]

He is the high priest 6f environmentalism in India. As head
of Tara Energy Research InsUtute, he is aguably one of
india’s foremost policy-makers in the envlronment~d field.

Today, in the running for r..hairmanship of the Intergovemmental
Panel on Climate Change. (IPCC), R K Pachaud finds himself
facing allegal~ons that he,is being backed by a powerful oi] lobby
In the US. Speaking to Lalita Panicker, he counters these
charges and speaks of the lack of environmental awareness In
India:

How confident are you of;winning this closely contested
election?

I h~w been nominated by the Indian govemmenL I am already
vice-president of the IPCC. The US has refused to support the
present incumbent Robert Watson. I am quite ~L

You have been dism~sed as a weak candidate by your
critics. They say that this is why the US is supporting you.

The U8 is bac~ng me because it does not want Watson there.
But I see no reason why the developed world should monopolise
this pOst, I have been quite critical of the Bush admlnir,~’ation’s
energy polities, so ! ~n 9n the same side ~s Watson, But he
first went ~round telling i~dust~ that I would be even worse than
him for business. Now, h~ say~ I am a stooge of industry. Please
note. the IPCC is a purely scientiflo body. It is not supposed to
go Into politics. Its reports are all scientific. Watson crit~sed the
Bush administration. I would conside~ myself weak only if I don~t
get the support of the scientific community. I have never been
cowed down by anycne.

What ex3cfly has been Watson’s.crttk~m of Bush?

He has said that Bush has not done enough to ml~fy the Kyoto
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protocol. He has ctitidsed be US administration’s position on
climate change. I would not do that. If you wan~ to keep the
credibility of the IPC~., yo~ have to steer clear of thts sort of
controversy. I want to’do i~olicy-relevant research, not policy-
prescriptive research.

Don’t you think that bodies like the IPCG have been
reinventing the wheel for years, telling us what we already
know?

We don’t know enough- If, for example, global warming causes
the sea level to rise, how Wlil it m’feot Bangladesh? We have to
assess such problems, s .tpdy their impact.

The other critidsm against you is that you ate an engineer
and economist, unlike Watson, who is an atmospherics
soientist. How valid is this?

When you ate cooking a meal, anyone oan prepare the masaias.
But If the mesala maker actually cooks the meal, you are in
trouble. Atmospheric~ is only a part of environmental
management. You need to focus on energy choices, the kind of
clean technologies that we need to employ,, public
administration, economic=, impact on agrioultute, ocean
sciences, forest management, health, disease-ca,’ry~g species.
The field has been dominated by atmospherics people and other
areas of crucial importance have been ignored. I am far better
quardied than an atmospl~edcs scientist to head this body. By
the way, all the criticism ~igalnst me is coming from atmospheric
scientists.

Do you think the US is playing a responsible rote in these
climate change meets and discussions?

No, but the world is clear that countries have a common but
differentiated responsibility In clima~ chatKje. The US has to do
more than India.

What has been the ,--eaction of the auto fuels industry to
.developments since Rio?

The industry ls a bit of a mixed bag really. Bill Ford of Ford
Motor, for example, has said that his company has to change,
become more environment-friendly if it does not want to go the
way of the tobacco indusu~, BP and Shell are trying to change,
but companies like Exxon are totally resistant to change. Clvll
so~ety has to bestir ttsel[ morn. Whet the IPCG must do is to
disseminate all its findings more actively. The IPCC gets inputs
from more than 1,000 scientists all over the world. These are
top-class research findings, people must know about these.

How much has changed owing to all the conferences after
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Rio? Has enough been done?

In terms of adJon, n~ mt~cti has happened. But there has been a
dea~ change in perception,’. There.is a realisation that poverty is
everyone’s problem. Lo~.~of companies have become con~cious
of their responsibilities to Society as a whole. Rio did this. But,
no I am not happy with the a~on.

Closer home, do you third, the Supreme Court’s order on
compressed natural gas (CNG) is doing more harm than
good?

Our views at TERI are dilfemnt from those of the ~uprerne Court.
We favour ultra low sulphur diesel (ULSD), the preferred option all
over Europe. It is, in fact,’cleaner than CNG.

Then why Is CNG being spoken of as the only option here?

Well, some people got this bee in their bonnet, Over the last six
to seven years, there have been so many new developments.
After the Euro II engine and the advent of the pa~culate t~p,
ULSD has an edge over CNG.

Surely all this Is known, then why the preference for CNG?

Well, many people acted on old information. They took a
position and did not want to res~ from it. All that mattered
was ego. Some people, for example, said we were taking
money from the Tatas. We have not got a penny, though
the people who accuse us have cornered crores for
themselves, With the push for CNG, certain bus and
three-wheeler manufacturers are making a killing,
charging much more than for diesel vehicles. We have
been very incompetent In countering all this.

Are you saying that one committee, the Bhure Lal
committee, decided on such a momentous change on its
own?

Yes, the Supreme Court did not consult people like us on
such a sophisticated, decision. Only the opinion of one
ramsl~dde committee was heeded as the fountainhead of
wisdom. If the court decides that ~11 dtlzens must only
breathe air as pure as it ~s in the Himalayas, w~ the
government pipe it downfor them? Was a feas~oillty study
done on CNG? What about safety standards?

What can be done now ..So common people don~ suffer?

Let the CNG buses run, but experts must come up with
other solutions for the remaining buses and public
transport.
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Reifsn~/der, Daniel A IOES) ,,.

From: Mclntyre, B~ver~ D (OES)
Sent: Friday, Pkorg 12, 2002 2-.21 PM
.To: Relfsnyder, Daniel A (OES)
Subject: FW: Baffle OvertPCC Chair Renews Debate on U.S, Climate Policy ( Science, t2 Aprg 2002)

Importance: High

http,J/www.sobncemag,org/cgi/contenblull/296/5566/232a

CLIMATE CHANGE:
Baffle Over IPCC Chair Renews Debate on U.S. Climate Policy
Andrew l.avder*

Global organiza~ons rarely rea~ meank~gflJ| consensus. That makes even more
remarkable the deoade-iong success of the l~tergovemmentel Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) in forging a common position on the science of global warming.
But when sciontists from around the world meet next week in Geneva to elect
a new chair of the onganlzation, that spi~.~ of �~nsensus ~q]l be sorely

The challenge comes from the U.S. government’s decision to back an Indian
engineer-economist rather than renominate an Am~ atmosphedo chemist.
That action sets the stage for an intema~ion~l referendum on the Bush
Administration’s posit]on on climate change.

Senior researchers around the world fear that the U.S. move Is part of a
~inlpaign to undermine the scientific credib~ty of IPCC, whose reports ha~e
shaped the global agenda on d.imate change,. ,..W.h..i~ ~ and .S_~._t~D_epartment
officials strenuously deny that charge, not~;~ mat mey nave nom~nam~ a
respected U.S. s~lerttist to lead a key IPCC working group. They say that the
move to replace Robert Watson after one 5-year term (Science, 26 September
1997, p. 1916) Is designed to improve relatk~, s with India and elevate a
researcher from a developing country. Thelr.candidate is RaJendra Pachauri,
now vice chair, ~ has headed New Delhi’s; private nonixofit Tata Energy
Resean:h Institute for 20 years. He was nominated by the Indian govemmenL

The U.S. ac~on has alarmed othe=’ member ~atlons already trfitated with

from a consortium of European counmes as..,well as uraz~, ~:~oum
several Island nations say they will suppc,-t.Watson atthe Geneva meeting,
which begins 17 April. "A lot of governments, say they wil! support me," says
Watson, tiller scientist fo~’the World Bank a.hda top enwronmantal adviser
in President Bile Clinton’s White House.

If Watson were reelected, it would be an em~anaSsing defeat for beth the
Bush Administration and the Indian gov .er~enL To avoid a divisive vote,
leading delegates are floating a cornprom~sel to split the unpaid position
between the two men. Watson backs the idd.e, but Pechaurl is having none of
it. =1 totally reject this proposal," he says.. ~1"~o co-chairs Is an
unwod~able concept except for someone ~ is desperate to keep the title of
chairman in any form."

The controversy shines a spotlight on IPCC,!set up in 1988 by the World
Meteorological Organization and the United Nations to assess the scientific,
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social, and er, onomio issues related to human-induced climate change. The
organization-which includes members from more than 170 ~untdes-pulis
together climate dala and other information in comprehensive reports
paklstaidngh] reviewed and publislled roughly every 5 years. IPCC has
profoundly altered the climate change debate; the t995 report, for example,
led to the 1997 Kyoto protocol in which political leaders acknowledged the
need to address global warming.

Unlike many international bodies, IPCC is small, enormously influential, and
mostly run by volunteers. A small Genev~-ba~ed bureau, led by a chair and
five vice chairs, oversees the panel’s work. Working groups examine climate
change s~lence, the Impacts of dlmate change, and ways to mitigate and
adapt to the problem, Includlng reducing greenhouse gaS emissions. Eaoh
group has two O:~chalm, ona from a developed country and one from the
developing wodd. and each report is (:;artfully. vetted and then approved by
IPCC membem..Although eaCh member technically has a vota, the chair
typically is elected by ~mation.

Resea~’chers attribute much of IPCC’s sc~entir~ credibility to Watson and
Bert Bolin of ~weden, the panel’s founding chair. "[Watson] has been
absolutely extmord’mmy," says W,liam Moomaw, a chemist .and e.nv~, nm.ental
policy p~ofessor at Tufts University in Medford, Massachusetts, who a~so
a Iongttme aC~luaintan~e of Pachaud. "He’s taken on the toughest issues and
gotten the best people." Ad.ds Michael e
U.S. global change researc~ program: L"= . ~
ability to encourage a wide range of information, and knows how to push
toward consensus,* A host of other researchers echo that praise. "He’s been
an Impartial and driving force," says Bolin, who served two terms as IPCC
Chair.

The physical solentists who form the core of IPCC worry that a chair without
a track record of research In the field could weaken the organization’s
mloutation. WVIthout a strong leader, you won’t draw the best sclantlsts,"
word= James M~_,arthy, a Harvard Unt.versSy. ocean, ogr-~_he~...,~_ __h~_, ..
co-chaired an IPCC working group. But nuclear eng=nee¢/om~iro
head of nuclear safety at the International Atomio Ene~gy Agency (IAEA) in
V’~na and a former vice chair of IPCC, says that Pachauri’s skills as an
economist will be valuable because "the.discussion on climate change is
moving from the science, which is now well accepted, to the more complex
aspects of susta  abalty."

on his qualiftcatlo~ and the vmue ot having a pan~
developing world. Privately, however, Administration of T~dals say that
Watson’s o<:~asional criticism of the U.~ stance on dlmate change and his
role in the first Clinton Admlnistt~ion made it impossible to renominate
him. Watson is also a I~te nolre to U.S. energy lobbyists./~t~ugh Reeker
denies that Industry played a KAe in the decision, a February 2001 memo to
the White House Council on Environmental Quality from ExxonMobtl lobbyist
Randy Randol claims that Watson was "handpicked by AI Gore" and should be

rOTlt tJ’l:~t 0 S~3 me .~:lmtrli~u~u~ ~Council, a New York City-based nonp " PPO
views on global change.

Pachaud, however, may be less sympathetic to the Bush Administration’s
stance than Watson is. "1 am not a toady of the U.S.," he says, adding that
"1 was very critical of the U.S.° for opposing the limits on greenhouses
gases laid out in the Kyoto protocol. He alsois a strong opponent of
concepts favored by dev ...e~. n_at!o~. ~, sU_~ as emissions t~d]ng.
"Free-market solutions w~li no~ worK, n~

Many rese.m~ers see the move as part of a wider campaign by Industry and
the White House to attack IPCC’s credibility. "It is s~andalous," says

2
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Princeton University atmospherio scientist Michael Oppenheimer. ~rhis is an
invasion of narrow political considerations into., a scientifi;

But pnasldenUalsdence adviser John Ma~burger rejects that idea. "There Is

attended several meetlngs devoted to the IPCC dection.
cites the U.S, decision to back Susan Solomon, an atmospheric chemist at the
National Oceanic and Atmospherio Administration’s lab in Boulder, Colorado,
as co-ch~tr of the science working group. "That’s where lhe science needs to
be focused, and shell do an excellent job for’us," he adds. Solomon would
be Itte ~st ~ to lead lhat group,

Climate change s¢ie~ltlsts wt{I be watching the Bush Administration’s every
move to judge the accuracy of Marbu~ge~’s statement, In the meantime, a big
part of the Job facing the Geneva delegates ~’11 be to show that ~e damage
to the usual spirit of ~;onsensus can be repaired.

With r.eporting by Pallava Bagla and Richard.Stone.
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i~’.;:"! ~P~. Alan Hecht
04/15/2002 01:52:21 PM

Record Type: Record

To: "

cc: Madelyn E. Spimak/NSC/EOP@EOP
Subject: G-8

Adam R. Isles/NSC/EOP@EOP, Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Kameran L. Bailey/CEOJEOP@EOP,
Samuel A. Themstmm/CEQ/EOP@EOP
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._ 04~16/2002 ~2.’20~84 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribul~on list at the bottom of this message

cc: Madelyn E. Spimak/NSC/EOP@EOP
Subject: G8 Statement

We asked for one page and got five and half. Final statement attached.

BANFF MINISTERIAL STATEMENT O

Messaqe Sent To:

Adam R. Isles/NSC/EOP@EOP
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Kameran L. Ba!Iey/CEQ/EOP@EOP
John L. Howard Jr./CEQ/EOP@EOP
Samuel A. Thernstrom/CEQ/EOP@EOP

Group of Eight (G8)
CEQ: GEA 2001-2004
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BANFF MINISTERIAL STATEMENT ON
THE WORLD SUMMIT ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

April 13 & 14, 2002

We, the Environment Ministers of the eight major industrialized countries, and
the European Commissioner responsible for the Environment, met in Banff,
Canada, from April 12 to 14, 2002, to advance preparations for the upcoming
World Summit on Sustainable Development to be held in Johannesburg, South
Africa, from August 26 to September 4, 2002. Discussions focused on
environment and development, environment and health, and environmental
governance.

Since the 1992 Rio Summit, we have witnessed a growing awareness of the
need to manage the environment in a sustainable manner to promote human
dignity and well-being. We commend progress in managing environmental
resources in a sustainable manner at the local, national, regional and
international levels, and the commitment to sustainable development shared
by all levels of society and the intemational community. We also recognize
that more action is required. The state of the environment world-wide
continues to degrade. In order to reverse environmental degradation, we must
attain more sustainable patterns of consumption and production, alleviate
poverty, further improve domestic and international institutions, resolve conflict
and curtail pollution. To secure global prosperity, stability and security, all
these issues require urgent attention.

Toward A Successful World Summit on Sustainable Development

The World Summit must arrive at action-oriented outcomes, effectively
responding to the new challenges that have arisen since the Rio Summit. It
should strongly reinfome Agenda 21 and help deliver the positive outcomes
achieved at the Millennium Summit in New York, World Trade Organization
Ministerial Conference in Doha and the Financing for Development Conference
in Monterrey. The goals of the World Summit will also be advanced by a
positive outcome from the next World Food Summit. The World Summit must
be about implementation. It must build upon the active engagement of all
stakeholders and must seek ways to develop active and effective partnerships
among them.

We are committed to continue to demonstrate leadership in implementing
sustainable development, at home and globally, working with the international
community to further implement Agenda 21. We are making every effort to
ensure the early entry into force and implementation of multilateral
environmental conventions and protocols

We reaffirm the need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to meet the
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pressing global environmental challenge of climate change with global
participation. We are determined to take the lead by taking strong actions, in
fulfillment of our commitments under the UN Framework Convention on ¯
Climate Change and in furthering its ultimate objective. For most countries,
this means timely entry into force of the Kyoto Protocol, with many
ratifications by the World Summit; for other countries, it means taking strong,
realistic domestic actions. We agree to reinforce our exeb~uge of information
and best practices, in particular in the field of research and development.

The World Summit must show renewed political commitment resulting in a
Plan of Action, and deliver partnerships, to achieve sustainable development,
producing tangible results and mobilizing action at all levels. A successful
World Summit requires leadership and engagement at the highest possible
levels. We will work together with governments and other partners to develop
concrete proposals in specific key sectors including, among others, i)
strategic partnerships to promote sustainable water resource management,
including access to safe water and sanitation; and i.i) building on work already
done by G8 countries, actions in the field of energy such as substantially
reducing the number of people without access to energy supplies, increasing
energy efficiency, improving conservation of energy resources, developing new
technologies mid promoting the use and share of renewable energy sources in
all countries. Among others, attention should also be given to continuing to
enhance the protection and sustainable management of forests, including
action to combat illegal logging and related trade. We look forward to the 6th
Conference of the parties of the Convention on Biological Diversity making
constructive progress in this area.

Environment and Development

Better integration of the environmental dimension into economic and social
development policies remains a challenge and is crucial for the achievement of
Agenda 21 and of the internationally agreed development goals and targets,
including those contained in the Millennium Declaration. We are committed to
work with our respective domestic and international partners to ensure that
globalization promotes sustainable development for the benefit of all. We
acknowledge the important contributions of multilateral environmental
agreements to advance global sustainable development. These agreements
have proven to be effective tools to shape national sustainable development
policies and programs, and frame concrete action at all levels. We resolve to
work with our partners at all levels to enhance their effectiveness. In this
regard, we stress the need for adequate resources to the third replenishment
of the Global Environmental Facility, taking into account the broadening of its
mandate. We underscore the contribution to poverty alleviation that is made
through community-based conservation and sustainable use of biological
diversity.
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We recognize the pressing need to continue to improve coherence among
different policies such as international development, social, trade, finance
(including export credits), investment and bilateral and multilateral
environmental assistance, and the mechanisms and tools that support
development objectives. We welcome the innovative approach to sustainable
development put forward in the New Partnership for Africa’s Development by
our African partners, and intend to work with them to advance its goals.

Environment and Health

The connection between health and the quality of our environment has become
a key driver of environmental protection in both developed and developing
countries. We underscore the importance of working in partnership with our
health colleagues to strengthen efforts toward sustainable development. There
is also a growing appreciation of the linkages between environment, health and
poverty. We are especially concemed about children and other particularly
vulnerable populations, in our own countries and globally, in the face of
growing environmental pressures, notably fi:om polluted air, water and soil, and
the effects of climate change, growth of the transportation sector, chemical
use and urban development. Our policies should continue to be based on the
precautionary approach, as set forth in Principle 15 of the Rio Declaration.
Contaminated water and inadequate sanitation cause a large proportion of ill
health and disease in the developing world, leading to millions of deaths each
year, particularly among children.

Progress has been made through initiatives such as the 1997 G8 Miami
Declaration on Children’s Environmental Health, the programs developed by
the European Environment and Health Committee, and flae recent meeting of
Health and Environment Ministers of the Americas. We welcome the
convening of Health and Environment Ministers of African countries and
strongly encourage other regions in the world to follow in this direction. Among
the most important instruments for the sound management of chemicals are
the Rotterdam Convention on the Prior Informed Consent procedure for Certain
Hazardous Chemicals and Pesticides in International Trade and the
Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants .and we support their
early entry into force and implementation by member parties. We also note
the effective steps taken by organizations such as the Arctic Council in
addressing health and environment challenges for northern people.
Collectively, we Will consider further areas of collaboration such as review of,
and action towards, providing safe drinking water and sanitation, and improved
air quality in urban areas through advanced technology and clean fuels.

Children’s environmental health is of particular concern to G8 Environment
Ministers. In 2002, we have taken stock of our collective and individual actions
to implement the 1997 Miami Declaration on Children’s Environmental Health
and reaffirm our commitment to its implementation. Recognizing that the task
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of protecting children’s health from environmental threats is ongoing, we agree
to collectively advance work on the development of children’s environmental
health indicators as a means for monitoring progress, in consultation with
relevant multilateral organizations.

We see the World Summit as a key opportunity to mob~li~.e concrete actions
to address environmental issues that threaten human health. We see a clear
need to further the science base in order to underpin action on environment
and health issues and to build capacity to address them in an integrated way
at all levels. We resolve to work with partners throughout the international
community, and with key international organizations, particularly the United
Nations Environment Programme and the World Health Organization to
develop and implement constructive approaches to meet environment, health
and poverty challenges. We agree to early discussions by experts to
determine how we.can further advance G8 thinking on the World Summit
initiatives related to human health and environmdnt in the context of
sustainable development. In this regard, we call for the launch, in
Johannesburg, of an international initiative to synthesize and exchange
existing information on environment and human health linkages, including the
evaluation of best practices and the identification of barriers to action and
focus actions and funding on the identified priorities with a view to
strengthening pohey responses.

National and Intemational Environmental Governance

Solid policy, legal, regulatory measures and measures promoting voluntary
initiatives are required to enhance sustainability and improve environmental
performance. Each of our countries has taken important steps in this
direction, and has made gains in terms of institution building, resource
efficiency, citizen involvement, and cooperation with communities of interest,
including local authorities and the private sector. We note in particular the
critical role that those private sector players committed to sustainable
development can play through investment, technology and corporate social
responsibility. We need to explore ways to create opportunities for these
leading companies and to facilitate their ability to play an active role in
recruiting a greater number of private sector entities to adhere to the principles
of sustainable development. Voluntary codes of conduct and initiatives like the
OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, the Global Compact, the
Global Reporting Initiative and the proposed London Principles can play an
important role in promoting sustainable corporate practices. The G8
Environmental Futures Forum on the Role of Government in Advancing
Corporate Sustainability, held in March 2002, was an egcellent step forward
for coordinated efforts by G8 countries. We will promote proposals and ideas
that encourage foreign investment to make a greater contribution to
environmental protection and sustainable development.
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We are committed to continue to improve our respective domestic
environmental governance and to further engage civil society on the merits of
sustainable development. We underline the need to integrate environmental,
social and economic policy making, including, for example, through the
elaboration and implementation of national sustainable development
strategies. We will continue to share with the international community our
successes mad lessons-learned on environmental governance. We stress the
importance of effective national governance to achieve sustainable
development in all countries.

In the context of the overall discussion of sustainable development
governance, we welcome the recommendations emerging from the
Intergovemmental Group on International Environmental Governance, under the
leadership of the United Nations Environment Programme. These
recommendations are essential to a strengthened international environmental
regime, and as such represent an important contribution to the World Summit.
We are "committed to take concrete, steps at the World Summit to ensure their
full implementation and the enhancement of linkages between the
strengthening of international environmental governance and the other aspects
of sustainable development governance. We underline the urgent need to
improve the fmmacial situation of UNEP, which remains hampered by
insttfficient and unpredictable resources, by such ways as providing UNEP
with more predictable funding, a broadened base of contributions, more
efficient mad effective use of available resources, and greater mobilization of
resources from the private sector and other major groups. We also note the
importance of strengthening UNEP, including as regards its coordinating role,
and will consider the important but complex issue of tmiversal membership of
the Global Ministerial EnvironmentForum/Goveming Council in the context of
preparations for the World Summit. We will continue to collaborate with the
international community mad UN bodies to enhance the effectiveness of
international governance, including multilateral environmental governance,
governance at the regional and subregional level (e.g. UN regional
commissions) conducive to sustainable development so as to enhance the
coordination of our respective environmental, economic and social objectives.

Conclusion

Our commitment to sustainable development remains strong, and we will
pursue that commitment through ftn-ther action. Local, national, regional, and
global environmental challenges are growing in se,Cerity and complexity, and
their resolution requires leadership, innovation and investment. We look
forward to the World Summit in Johannesburg as a timely occasion to
galvanize the international community and make further progress towards
sustainable development. It is a unique chance to reverse the current trend in
the depletion and degradation of environmental resources, contribute to
poverty alleviation, promote equity, and make globalization work for
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sustainable development. We will do our part, and welcome the opportunity to
work in partnership with the global community to shape a prosperous, secure
and sustainable future for generations to come.
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~ Conrad C Lautenbacher <Conrad.C.Lautenbacher@noaa.gov>
04/15/2002 06:35:20 PM

Record Type:    Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc:
Subject: IAWG Meeting Attendee List

TO: Inter Agency Working Group (IAWG) Meeting Attendees

Thank you for your participation in today’s meeting of the Inter Agency
Working Group (IAWG) on Climate Science and Technology. I have attached
an attendee list with contact information for you use. I look forward
to working with all of you on climate science issues in the days to
come.

Thanks,
Conrad

I~ - Phone Numbers of IAWG Attendees (4-15-02).wpd

Messa e Sent To:
Sam Bodman <sbodman@doc.gov>
"mleinen@nsf.gov" <mleinen@nsf.gov>
Kevin Kolevar <kevin.kolevar@hq.doe.gov>
Scott Rayder <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov>
"Conrad.C.Lautenbacher" <Conrad.C.Lautenbacher@noaa.gov>
Whohenst <Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov>
tspence <tspence@nsf.gov>
"slimak.michael" <slimak.michael@epa.gov>
"Craig.Montesano" <Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov>
Kbailey <Kbailey@ceq.eip.gov>
Kbernard <Kbernard@OSOPHS.DHHS.gov>
Watsonhl <Watsonhl@state.gov>
"James.R.Mahoney" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
"Jack.Kaye" <jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov>
Richard M. RusselIIOSTP/EOP@EOP
"Kyle.McSlarrow" <Kyle.McSlarrow@hq.doe.gov>
John H. MarburgedOSTP/EOP@EOP
Kathie L. Olsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP
"d.nelson" <d.nelson@state.gov>
Mcleave < Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov>
rambers <rambers@onr.Navy.mil>
Marcus PeacocldOMB/EOP@EOP
Phil Cooney/CEQIEOP@EOP
"Beale.john" <Beale.john@epa.gov>
"Robert.Card" <Robert.Card@doe.hq.gov>
jrm <jrm@usda.gov>
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F~X ~0,

HOUSE OF REPRFS

Dear £eoretatT Rva~s:

=rs ozmc ~c]tmce umm’mtt=� on the organization and plsm~ for global �limat~
oImage s~c’nce and t~tmology tnJdat~vcs. I~ lil~t of:your l~ad role in t]~s~ activities, w= ,~ou]d
ask that you provido th= ibHowm.g in~rrr~fion to the CommJtz~e:

We have sc3aeduletd two Committee h~arings on thes,- matters, beginning on ATril 17, 2002.
Given the mraightforward natttr= offlxis request, we would ask flint you provide ths matexials
noted above by ~los= ofbttsiness, April ! 6, 2002.

Thatfl¢ 7ou for yore- attention to this matt=r.

Sincerely,

MINORITY

000730
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Committee on Climate Change Science and Technogy
Integration Meeting

Monday, April 15, 2002
10:15-11:30

U.S. Department of Commerce
Room 5215

Department of Energy
Under Secretary Robert Card

Kevin Kolevar

National Aeronatics. and Space

DR. MARY CLEAVE
DR. JACK KAYE

National Science Foundation
DR. MARGARET LEINEN

Administration

Deparment of State
PAULA DOBRAINSKY
HARLAN wATSON

Department of Agriculture
DEPUTY SECRETARY JIM MOSELEY
BILL HOLTENSTEIN (economics office)

Department of Defense
DR. STEVEN RAMBERG

Office of Management and Budget
MARCUS PEACOCK

Office of Science and Technology Policy
DR. JOHN MARBURGER
RICHARD RusSELL

Council on Environmental Quality
pI-I]L cooNEY
KAMERON BAILEY

Department of the Interior
STEVE GRILES
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Department of Transportation

Environmental Protection Agency
DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY JOHN BEALE
MIKE sHIMAK
JACKIE KRIEGER

Department of Health and Human Services
DR. KENNETH BERNARD
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Interagency Working Group on Climate Science and’
April 15, 2002 Meeting Agenda

Purpose of today’s meeting:

To begin the formal interagency process approved by the President to provide a slience

based response to Global Climate Change

Expected Results:

Understanding of the process for the interaction of the different groups
Agreement on an initial sehedule and plan ofaetion

To agree on short-term deliverables and a schedule for those deliverables
Individual and department/agency commitments to a successful final outcome

Background:

¯ President’s June 11 Rose Garden Speech

"The issue of climate change respects no ~order".
"That is why I am today committing the United States of America to wor
within the United Nations framework and elsewhere to develop with our,
and allies and nations throughout the world an effective and science-bas
response to the issue of global warming".

CCRI and NCCTI Reviews

¯ The President tasked the Secretaries of Commerce and Energy to le~d a
review of climate science and technology respectively and make
recommendations on future science and technology programs.

The Climate Change Research Initiative (C~RI) and the National Climate
Change Technology Initiative (NCCTI) reviews were developed by ~e
nation’s leading scientists and experts from the Departments of ~ !
Commerce, Energy, Agriculture, State, EPA and NASA, and the W. aite
House offices (OSTP and OMB).

l~uties
1. To study areas of scientific uncertainty and to identify priori y

areas where investments can make a difference.
2. To implement this part of the CCRI, President Bush directe( the

Secretary of Commerce, working with other agencies.

000830
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To set priorities for additional investments in climate chan
research, to review such investments, and to improve coor~
amongst federal agencies.
To provide resources to build climate observation systems,
To develop state-of-the-art climate modeling that will imp~
understanding of the causes and impacts of climate change
exploring a joint venture among the European Union, Japa
others.

CCRI and NCCTI Work Together The science and technology in
are complementary and will work together..

President’s February 14 Speech

Approved Organization and process outline
SEE ATTACHED ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

~e
tination

md
ove our

and

itiatives
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Interagency Working Group on Climate Science and Technology
April 15, 2002 Meetihg Agenda

Purpose of today’s meeting:

¯ To begin the formal intemgency process approved by the President to provide a science
based response to Global Climate Change

Expected Results:

¯ Understanding of the process for the interaction of the different groups
¯ Agreement on an initial schedule and plan of a~tionTo agree on short-term deliverables and a schedule for those delivembles

¯     Individual and department/agency commitments to a successful final outcome

Background:

¯ Pr~ident’s June 11 Rose Garden Speech

"The issue of climate change respects no bet ¯
"That is why I am today committing the United States of America to work
within the United Nations framework and elsewhere to develop with our friends
and allies and nations throughout the world an effective and science-based
response to the issue of global warming".

CCRI and NCCTI Reviews

The Presid~at tasked the Secretaries of Commerce and Energy to lead a
review of climate science and technology respectively and make
recommendations on future science and technology programs.

The Climate Change Research Initiative (CCRI) and the National Climate
Change Technology Initiative (NCCTI) reviews .were developed by the
nation’s leading scientists and experts from the Departments of
Commerce, Energy, Agriculture, State, EPA and NASA, and the White

House offices (OSTP and OMB).

Duties
1. To study areas of scientific uncertainty and to identify priority

areas where investments can make a difference.
To implement this part of the CCRI, President Bush directed the
Secretary of Commerce, working with other agencies.

000 56
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3. To set priorities for ~ldition~l investments in climate change
research, to review such investmvnts, and to improve coordi~tion

amongst f~leral agencies. obsei-vation systems, and
4. To provide resources to build climate
5. To develop state-of-the-art clinic modeling timt will improve our

understanding of the causes and impacts of climate change,
exploring a joint venture among the.European Union, Japan and

others.

_CCRI and NCCTI Work Togeth~ The science and technology initiatives
are complementary and will work together.

President’s Februaxy lzt Speech

Approved Organization and process outline
SEE ATTACHED ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

Future Path:

~t
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proposal Strawman Schedule
Must be comvatible with bud~,et t..v~.l~

Tasks:
¯ Appoint rgpresontatives to the Climat~ Change Science Program Office and Climate

Change Technology Program. USGCRP staff can be folded into these groups and/or new
representatives will nominate~i.

¯ Convene Meetings of the Climate Change Science Program Office and Climate Change
Technology Program within the next 2 weeks.

¯ Rapid update of the CCRI and NCCTI reports will be done in the next 2 weeks.
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NAME

Interagency Working Group on Climate Science
and Technology Meeting
Monday, April 15, 2002

10:15-12:00
5215/HCHB

DEPT/AGENCY

Scott Rayder       DOC/NOAA
Conrad Lautenbacher DOC/NOAA

Kevin Kolevar DOE

Bill Hohenstein USDA

Tom Spence NSF

Mike Slimak EPA
Craig Montesano NOAAJLA
Kameran Bailey CEQ

Kenneth Bernard HHS

Harlan Watson DOS

Jim Mahoney NOAA/DOC

Jack Kaye NASA

Richard Russell NEC

Kyle McSlarrow DOE

John Marburger OSTP

Kathie L.Olsen OSTP
Paula Dobriansky DOS

Margaret Leinen NSF

Mary Cleave NASA

Steve Ramberg DOD/DON

Marcus Peacock ONR

Phil Cooney CEQ
John Beale EPA
Bob Card DOE
Jim Moseley USDA
Steve Griles DOI

PHONE FAX EMAIL

202-482-3436 202-408-9674 Scott.Rayder@,noaa.~-ov
202-482-3436 202-408-9674

Conrad.C.Lautenbacher~n°aa’G°v-

202-586-7131 ~.02-586-7169 Kevin.Kolevar@,hq.doe-~°v
202-720-6698 202-401-1176 _Whonenst@OCE.USDA.~ov
703-292-5078 703-292-9042 tspence(ii~nsf.~ov
202-564-3324 202-565-0066 slimak.miehael@epa.~ov
202-482-4981 202-482-2247 _Craig.Montesano@~aoaa.~ov
202-456-5141 Kbaile¥@ceq.eip.~ov

202-690-7439 Kbem~OSOPHS-DHHS’~°v

202-647-3489 202-64%3970 Watsonhl@state. o~oY-
202-482-3567 202-482-6318 Jarnes.Mahonev -(/~°aa’-~°v
202-358-0757 202-358-2770 Jack.Ka¥@~aq.nasa.~ov
202-456-6014 202-456-6021 Rrussell@OSTP.EOP.g°v
202-586-6210 202-586-7644 Kyle.McSlarrow@~q.doe.gov-
202-456-7116 202-456-6021 Jmarburg@,ostp.eop. o~-~-
202-456-6009 202-456-6027 Kolsen~OSTP.EOP.~zov
202-647-6241 202-647-0753 d.nelson~,state.~ov
703-292-8500 703-292-9042 Mleinen@nsf" °~’°y-
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CLIMATE CHANGE: Euro enviro ministers blast U.S. Kyoto
rejection at summit

European environment ministers used the final day of the G-8 environment ministers meeting in
Banff, Canada, yesterday to criticize the United States for rejecting the Kyoto Protocol on
greenhouse gas emissions.

’The basic problem ts that the United States has chosen to stand outside the protocol," said
tO, argot Waltstrorn, the European Commission environmental commissioner. "It makes the protocol
weaker, that’s for sure." German environmental minister Jurgen THttin rebuffed American
concerns that greenhouse gas emissions would harm the economy and suggested the Bush
administration caved to political pressure to reject Kyoto (Tom Cohen, AP/San Francisco
Chronicle online, April 14).

U.S. EPA Administrator Christie Whitman defended the administration’s environmental policy ~ind
said the U.S. is not getting enough credit for environmental achievements. "The thing that is sb
frustrating to me is that we’ve never done a very good job of talking about" American successes,
Whitman said. ’3Nhen I get in these discussions in the international community, it very often
seems at times as if they think the United States has done absolutely nothing." Whitman point~l
to the Energy Star program as an example of a U.S. program that has successfully cut greenho6se
gas emissions at a level equal to removing 10 million cars from the road (David Ljunggren,
Reuters/Philadelphia Inquirer).

Meanwhile, the European environmental ministers rejected talk of additional concessions to
entice Canada to ratify the Kyoto Protocol. Some Canadian ministers are seeking Kyoto credits!
for natural gas and hydroelectric exports to the United States, which results in reduced
greenhouse gas emissions in America. But the European ministers say that request is too much.i
"We will not accept that Canada now comes back saying aNe want even more,’" said Wallstrom.

Alberta Environment Minister Lorne Taylor said the issue may be the breaking point on whether,
Canada ratifies the treaty. "rhat’s the deal breaker," Taylor said. "If we’re shipping clean natural
gas down so they can replace coal, it reduces the world’s CO2s, why shouldn’t we get credit for’,
it?" (Kelly Cryderman, Edmonton J_ournal).

The Kyoto Protocol dominated the summit meeting, much to the annoyance of Canadian
Environment Minister David Anderson, who had hoped to discuss the upcoming World Summit on
Sustainable Development in Johannesburg, South Africa, at a press conference yesterday.
Anderson: "A child dies every 10 secondsl Every 10 seconds! Think how many children have died
since we began this press conference and then say to me, keep talking about only one subject,
only one subject, only one subject -- ignore anything else, including those children who are dying.
I am saying to you it is very important to have a successful WSSD and we have to concentrate on
issues that aren’t always climate change. I don’t think that’s an extreme position. Please, let’s
focus a bit on what the meeting here was all about" (Toulin/Remington, _T__o_rgnto National Post).

An Edmonton Journal editorial: ’q-o listen to posturing Canadian politicians, and to pious
European leaders in Banff on the weekend, one gets the impression the document itself is a
magic talisman that can wipe out thousands of jobs or save the planet" (All cites April 15 unless
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~ :t~rmw’~i~n~td’Chan~e Science Program Office Meet

April 19, 2002
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

U.S. Department of Commerce, Room 5215

Contact: Dr. James Mahoney or Ms. Vicki Horton at 202-482-3567
James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov and Vicki.Horton@noaa.¢ov

AGENDA

(Note: this meeting was called on short notice to initiate action promptly. We anticipat
for agency review of some of the discussion items after the meeting, before decisions at,

Purpose of the Meeting:

To begin the formal interagency process, as directed by the President, to implemer
Climate Change P, esearch Initiative (CCI~I), i.e., to enhance the research and mon
information available to support global climate change policy development.
To initiate the work of the Climate Change Science Program Office in support of
lnteragency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology.
To agree on certain short-term plans and deliverables for the Climate Change Scie
Program Office

Topics:

1) Discussion of the President’s direction to the Committee on Climate Change Science
Technology Integration.

2) Examples of possible short-term (2 - 5 years) enhancements to research and monitori
illustration.

3) Discussion of the proposed CCKI process of enhanced information development (Th~

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

a need
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Examples of possible short-term (2-5 years) enhancements to research and mol

Opportunity (and challenge)

titoring

Process for developing and implementing the CCRI

Achieving the balance between the base program and the CCRI

Richard H. Moss
USGCRP Office
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NEWS RELEASE

021069 For immediate release

FORD MOTOR COMPANY LIM1TED SELLS ITS FIRST EMISSIONS ALLOWANCES

BRENTWOOD, 18 April, 2002 - Ford Motor Company Limited today sold its first

emissions allowances using the United Kingdom’s recently introduced Emissions

Trading Scheme.

To gain early experience and demonstrate the trading scheme in action, Ford

sold carbon allowances to Shell UK in one of the first transactions of its kind in
the UK. The electronic transfer was witnessed by The Rt. Hon. Margaret
Beckett, MP, Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs.

Roger Putnam, chairman, Ford Motor Company Limited, said: "Ford believes the
UK’s Emissions Trading Scheme is a unique, innovative, market-driven

mechanism for encouraging emissions reductions. Emissions trading may

present a cost-effective and workable method of reducing g.reenhouse gas
emissions."

Ford considers climate change to be a serious environmental concern and

regards it as one of the most important issues facing industry. By entering this
voluntary scheme and selling allowances early on, Ford is further demonstrating

its on-going commitment to improving energy efficiency at its production and
other facilities in the UK as part of the company’s overall strategy to tackle
climate change.
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Ford is committed to continuing to reduce its COz emissions, and in Europe is a
signatory to the ACEA agreement to reduce CO2 emissions f~om Ford products

by 25 percent by the year 2008.

In addition, Ford offers a wide range of alternative fuelled vehicles, and is the

world’s market leader in the sale of such products. In the UK, Ford already sells

LPG versions of the Ford Transit and other LPG-powered vehicles are set to

follow this year, including Ford Focus and Ford Mondeo models.

Ford is also committed to continuing its development of innovative technological
solutions, such as the TH!NK city which is available for private and company

lease in London, in order to minimise the impact of its products on the

environment.

Ford’s participation in the UK scheme will help the company understand how
emissions trading between production and other facilities will reduce the

emissions of greenhouse gases in a cost effective way.

###

Photographs of Ford’s range of alternative fuelled vehicles, including

the THINK city, are available on www.ford.media.com

Editors’ note:
The UK Government is introducing an Emissions Trading Scheme to reduce

greenhouse gas emissions as part of the UK Climate Change Programme. The scheme is
the world’s first economy-wlde greenhouse gas trading system, and has been developed
by the government in close co-operation with the business-led Emissions Trading Group.

One carbon allowance equals one tonne of carbon dioxide emissions.

Contact: John Gardiner
01277 253265
i~ardin2@_.ford.com
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change. Fourth, but importantly, carbon sequestration is not controversial, and because
of its other benefits can reflect favorably on the company taking the action.

A number of non-profit conservation organizations, including The Conservation Fund
(TCF), have begun to work with companies to facilitate their efforts to implement
projects designed to sequester carbon. Building upon its strength in designing market-
based approaches to land conservation, TCF has instituted a program in partnership with
sc~.~-,:-7.-: organizations to demonstrate that land conservation and carbon sequestration are
compatible and achieve public benefits beyond what any of the partners could have done
acting on its own. One such project is described later in this paper.

Considerations for Project Implementation

Companies considering whether and how to offset their carbon dioxide emissions face a
confusing regulatory.and legal environment where the easiest response is to do nothing
until the situation is clearer. Currently there is no Federal regulation dealing with carbon
dioxide as a pollutant, and there is not likely to be a mandatory requirement in the
immediate future. Whether or not some sort of a voluntary program is instituted, and
what the requirements for crediting might be, remain to be seen. Furthermore, states are
acting independently in approaching regulation of carbon dioxide emissions. At this time
only two states (Massachusetts and Oregon) have regulations requiting offsets to carbon
dioxide emissions from power plants consuming fossil fuel. Additionally, rules
governing the assignment of credit for early actions in the carbon dioxide management
arena have not been officially adopted, adding further to the tendency for paralysis. We
believe a unique opportunity exists during the present U.S. policy uncertainty to initiate
joint venture partnerships among the non-profit, private, and government sectors to test
sequestration projects as a means of achieving multiple natural resource conservation
objectives.

A number of nations participating in the Kyoto Protocol believed that it was important to
include land use, land use change, and forestry activities as permissible actions to take in
limiting greenhouse gas emissions. The role of these activities and whether and how they
would be included in the Protocol was the subject of complex and difficult negotiations
throughout the process. Though they were included in the final protocol, significant
controversy still surrounds issues of implementation. Thus it is important for voluntary
actions in the United States to address the critical questions that can arise during
implementation.

The three important issues that must be addressed in the planning and implementation
phase of a carbon sequestration project are the concepts of leakage, additionality and
permanence. Leakage refers to the potential of a project to merely displace an activity
from one location to another. That is, a reforestation project occurring on agricultural
land must demonstrate that removing those lands from agricultural production does not
stimulate the cleating of forest elsewhere for an activity similar to that previously
occurring on the reforested land.



Additionality addresses the necessity for the project to demonstrate that the activity
claimed in carbon sequestration is additional to what would have occurred in the absence
of the project. P~eforestation projects must demonstrate that they are reestablishing forest
cover on lands that would not have otherwise been actively reforested by their owners or
passively through natural processes.

Since human actions are potentially reversible, the concept of permanence is important.
The project must incorporate steps that will lead to its becoming an enduring part of the
landscape. Such issues as long-term management by a qualified entity, management
planning, and project accounting are activities that can help assure the permanence of the
project. It is crucial that all projects inehide a plan for monitoring and allow for
independent verification of benefits claimed from a project

The credibility of projects rests upon how we deal with the above issues. In an effort to
incorporate the those concepts and to encourage companies to undertake early carbon
sequestration projects (aimed specifically at the Mississippi Delta), a number of
representatives from a diverse array of governmental, non-governmental, and business
organizations (with leadership provided by The Conservation Fund) have worked to
exchange ideas on the interplay among ecosystem restoration, carbon sequestration, and
forestry. Business representatives note that the lack of certainty as to what kinds of
activities are likely to produce carbon credits, should a formal program of carbon
crediting be adopted in the future, is a significant barrier to increased participation in
land-based projects designed to sequester carbon from the atmosphere. The participants
agreed that if projects subscribed to a set of principles that were simple, logical, and
defensible, project credibility would increase. Subsequently, such credible projects could
be supported by state and Federal agencies in their application for carbon credit. In
addition to supporting the overall environmental benefits of carbon sequestration
projects, the principles are designed to support claims that such projects are permanent,
additional to what might otherwise have occurred without the project, and do not merely
displace the previous activity. The effort to develop and refine the principles is not
complete; the principles currently agreed upon follow:

1. The project is designed to restore fully-functioning natural systems.
2. The project does not displace a productive land use activity, and is undertaken on

lands that were cleared of their forest cover prior to 1990 (a significant date in the
Kyoto Protocol) and converted to other uses that proved marginally productive.

3. The project results in additional carbon capture compared to that which would
otherwise have occurred.

4. The project reflects efforts to withstand natural and human-induced threats to its
permanence.

5. The project establishes a carbon baseline and a defined monitoring system so that
carbon dioxide removals can be independently verified.

6. The project is reported to the Energy .Information Administration of the U.S.
Department of Energy under a provision of the 1992 Energy Policy Act designed
to account for the voluntary reporting of emissions and reductions of emissions of
greenhouse gasses.
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7. The project provides demonstrable long-term management by. a qualified entity to
ensure the full range of benefits.

8. A project plan incorporates the above principles.
The emphasis on restoring natural systems is intentional, and embodies the tenet that
projects that are designed to sequester carbon should not simply replace one kind of
pollution with another. The laudable purpose of removing carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere through carbon sequestration should not be compromised by projects that
serve as stimuli for planting monoeultures of fast-growing exotic species, or
monocultures of any other species planted solely for carbon management. This obviously
would not include attempts to reestablish systems dominated by a single tree species (e.g.
longleafpine, ponderosa pine). A natural system that rebuilds and maintains an optimum
level of organic carbon is a more sustainable, higher quality system capable of providing
a broader range of enviroumental benefits than an artificial one.

The Conservation Fund, with its partners, has recently implemented a demonstration
project that conforms to these principles. A brief review of that project will serve to
illustrate how these multiple objectives can be accomplished. American Electric Power
(AEP) is one of the nation’s largest consumers of coal, and as such is a major carbon
dioxide emitter. That company decided to undertake a series of actions to offset some of
its emissions by joining into a partnership with The Conservation Fund, Environmental
Synergy, Inc. 0SSI), and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to undertake the largest
carbon sequestration project yet implemented in the U.S.

In this project, The Conservation Fund acquired 18,372 acres of marginal agricultural
land from the Tensas Delta Land Co. The Fund in turn conveyed 10,257 of these acres to
AEP and 8115 acres to the Fish and Wildlife Service. AEP, acting through ESI, is
restoring bottomland hardwood habitat by planting native tree species on its property and
a portion of that owned by the Service. The entire 18,372 acres will be managed by the
Fish and Wildlife Service as part of the Catahoula National Wildlife Refuge in Louisiana.
It is expected to sequester 5,100,000 U.S. tons of carbon dioxide (4.6 million metric tons)
over its 70 year span at a cost of $1.22 per U.S. ton. The Conservation Fund has
implemented a similar project with Texaco, Inc. and is in partnership with several other
companies to help them fulfill their wishes to undertake early actions to offset carbon
dioxide emissions.

The Conservation Fund, with its partners, is cm-rying out a full-service carbon
sequestration program with industrial firms to achieve the multiple goals of carbon
sequestration, enhancement of fish and wildlife habitat, protection of water quality,
.increasing flood storage, and increasing the area available for public outdoor recreation.
As currently designed, this carbon sequestration program provides a new source of
conservation capital to advance America’s land and water conservation agenda while
improving air quality. The latest results from the creation of carbon sinks are promising
and represent an important contribution to ameliorating global climate change.

Emerging Issues
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The history of carbon sequestration through projects such as that described above is
relatively short. Nevertheless, as innovators accumulate experience, policy questions are
emerging. First among these is the extent to which agroforestry activities should be
encouraged and credited, in contrast to the approach taken here. Single species
plantations can undoubtedly sequester more carbon at a higher rate, but they may not
carry the concomitant other environmental benefits that are described here. To what
extent should these important other benefits be taken into account in determining what
projects should be undertaken and how should they be credited? Should government be
involved in establishing policies that encourage one choice of project type over another?

The question of time is frequently raised as a limitation to carbon sequestration projects
as described here. Some will argue that project life is limited to the lifetime of the tree
species involved. Though management of growing or mature forests can extend the
useful life of biological sequestration projects, the benefits of forests to continuing to
sequester carbon are limited in time. It is argued that alternative fuels, energy
conservation, and technological solutions are more permanent and should be preferred to
the temporally limited projects. Frequently lost in the discussion is the fact that we
understand how to plant trees and their growth is automatic with reasonable stewardship,
whereas we currently do not have the technology or political will to accomplish other
actions.

Other policy issues, not specific to carbon sequestration but genetic to carbon
management, will also influence the nature and extent of carbon sequestration activity.
As projects will be dealing with biological systems with their inherent variability, how
will project accounting and auditing be handled and independently verified, and what will
the "rules" be? Most U.S. actions are voluntary at this time. Will the voluntary program
be formalized, and what entity will keep the "official" records? And, importantly, will
there be an officially sanctioned market in this country for carbon offsets? The future of
carbon sequestration as a carbon-management activity in the U.S. will depend on how
each of these issues is addressed.

Conclusion

Even with all of the uncertainties about what should be done, carbon dioxide
concentrations in the atmosphere are increasing, and there is strong evidence that this is
contributing to global climate change. Concerted acfioi~ by all to reduce or offset carbon
dioxide emissions is going to be required to reverse or stabilize this trend. Carbon
sequestration through reforesting marginal agricultural lands is increasingly being seen as
one alternative in achieving this end. While not constituting a panacea to cure all the
problems, carbon sequestration, like balance in an investor’s portfolio, can be an
important component of a company’s carbon management plan. It can help mitigate
marginal increases and can provide other important environmental benefits while at the
same time constituting an asset for the future.

Corporate/non-profit partnerships as described in the TCF/AEP example can be
productive for the country and provide a competitive advantage for the corporate partner.

.6
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Through such partnerships the project can be completed at lower cost, the risk can be
spread and insured against, chances for a long-term public steward of the lands in the
project arc enhanced, the chances of credit for early action are increased, and public
recognition of the company’s action is heightened.

The ultimate solutions to the problem of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gasses
accumulating in the atmosphere lie in large part in the arena ofteehuology. Yet, at a
relatively low cost per ton of carbon, carbon sequestration can play an important role in
long-term carbon management, and it can be started quickly. Though brief in geological
time, the 60-70 year life of a carbon sequestration project can help provide a wider
window ofoppommity in which to develop technological approaches to atmospheric
carbon reduction. At the same time carbon sequestration projects can make permanent
contributions to water quality, fish and wildlife habitat, and outdoor recreation. Today
carbon sinks represent a potential source of new conservation capital to achieve multiple
air, land, and water conservation benefits.
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Discussion draft. Do not quote or copy.

The Century-Long Challenge of Fossil-Carbon Sequestration

Robert Socolow

The Time Scale Is a Century

The time scale of the Greenhouse problem is a century. This is an unfamiliar time scale
for political action.

The Greenhouse problem arises if the global energy system is dominated by fossil fuels
throughout this eenttwy. Such dominance is likely. But there is a fossil-fuel-based
solution. It is conceivable that most of the carbon in the next hundred years of fossil fuels
can be prevented from reaching (can be "sequestered" from) the atmosphere.

Fossil-carbon sequestration is conceptually entirely different from biological-carbon
sequestration, yet, unfortunately, both kinds of sequestration are usually called, simply,
"sequestration." Biological carbon sequestration removes carbon from the atmosphere.
Fossil-carbon sequestration redirects carbon not yet in the atmosphere.

The polities of fossil-carbon sequestration are unlike the polities of carbon management
strategies designed to bring the fossil fuel era to a rapid close. The fossil fuel industries
are willing participants, and they are showing leadership. So are many countries and
portions of countries rich in fossil fuel resources. The result should be new coalitions
supportive of policies intended to mitigate climate change.

Why is the time scale a century, not a decade or a millennium?

I recommend committing two numbers to memory:.

1) Six billion metric tons of carbon are in the fossil fuels used currently each year.

2) . One thousand billion metric tons of carbon extracted from the ground as fossil
fuels, i_fused as today, will produce, approximately, a doubling of the carbon
content of the atmosphere.

(A metric ton is ten percent larger than a U.S. ton.)
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From these two numbers one sees why, given modest growth in global use of fossil fuels,
the greenhouse problem has a century time scale. A century is the time associated with a
doubling of the amount of carbon (or, equivalently, CO2) in the atmosphere. And
doubling is the most widely used boundary between acceptable and unacceptable
greenhouse-related environmental disruption. Doubling is roughly where thresholds for
serious damage are thought to be.

Complications being swept under the mg include: carbon sinks, greenhouse gases other
than CO2, and the reference atmosphere in discussions of doubling -- usually the pre-
industrial atmosphere, not today’s (already containing a third more carbon).

There is lots of room to argue about whether doubling is the appropriate reference ratio.
Here is where the important scientific uncertainties and human judgments are found. But
it will take decades to understand climate change substantially better than we do right
now. We should expect the focus on doubling to be robust, and therefore the century-
scale of the Greenhouse problem to be robust.

Why must century-scale solutions focus on coal?

Coal is at the root of the Greenhouse problem. Conventional oil and gas are not
sufficiently abundant to generate a serious Greenhouse problem on their own. Well
before their cumulative carbon Content reaches 1000 billion metric ton~, both are
expected to become non-competitive as a result of growing costs of access (costs related
to resources being very deep underground, or below very deep water, or very remote, or
very small.).But the carbon content of coal is many times larger than 1000 billion metric
tons. The world will not be saved from a serious greenhouse problem by fossil fuel
depletion, if energy f~om coal remains competitive with energy from non-fossil sources
for a century. Fossil-carbon sequestration will initially target conventional oil and gas as
well as coal, but the centuvfs assignment is to capture and store the carbon in coal.

I am oversimplifying. Non-conventional oil and gas may compete with coal throughout
the century. Non-conventional off is off in tar sands and oil shales. Non-conventional gas
is gas in methane clathrates u methane trapped under pressure below the permafrost or
at the ocean floor. All these are also abundant. The eentury’s assignment may also be to
capture and store their carbon.

Fossil-carbon sequestration has two elements: carbon capture and carbon storage. Work
is under way on both fronts, with an emphasis on understanding costs and risks. The
issues are new, recruits are pouring in, fresh ideas are sprouting everywhere. Below, I
give a quick tour.

Carbon Capture

Nearly all of the industrial experience with the capture 0fthe carbon in fossil fuels is in
applications unrelated to global climate and without accompanying storage. The
carbonated beverage industry uses CO2 produced from fossil fuels. There are ammonia
plants in Trinidad that sell byproduct C02 to nearby methanol plants.

2
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The cost of capture is strongly dependent on the concentration of CO2 in the gas stream
from which it is s~parated. Much of the early analysis of carbon capture assumed that
s~paration would occur at low concentrations in flue gases, atter combustion in air.
Capture costs are reduced if combustion is done in oxygen instead of air, or if capture
occurs as an accompaniment to the production of synthesis gas prior to energy extraction.

A significant fraction’of the cost of electricity from coal is attributable to the avoidance
of emissions of pollutants containing sulfur, nitrogen, chlorine, mercury, and other
elements originally in the fuel. Co-sequestration (co-capture plus co-storage) of one or
more of these pollutants with the CO2 may be a cheaper alternative. Savings resulting
from discarding some conventional pollution controls may offset costs of restricting
carbon emissions. Co-sequestration won~ be easy:, along the way, the gas mixtures must
not create cosily complications -- within the plant (degradation of turbine blades,
contamination of catalysts), in pipelines, or below ground.

I am assuming here that the carbon in fossil fuels must be captured within the fossil fuel
system -- at some facility where fuel is handled. Note, however, that schemes to capture
atmospheric CO2 in dedicated industrial facilities are being investigated. If carbon capture
in such facilities can be done cheaply, perhaps the fossil energy system would need much
less change. We would put carbon in the air at one place and take it out at another. Of
course, that is also the appeal of biological carbon sequestration.

The hydrogen economy

Two thirds of carbon from fossil fuels that is emitted to the atmosphere has first been
distributed to small users -- mainly to buildings and vehicles. The costs of retrieval of
such highly dispersed carbon are likely to be prohibitive. To capture most of the centurfs
fossil fuel carbon cost-effectively, the energy system must evolve into one that distributes
energy largely in forms free of carbon. Electricity and hydrogen are fine, but only a small
fraction can be natural gas, gasoline, and diesel. Electricity and hydrogen must be
produced and carbon captured at facilities comparable in size totoday’s refiu~ies and
power plants. An all-electric economy is one possibility. The other is an economy in
which both electricity and hydrogen are used, each where it is best suited. If the latter, an
entirely new fuels infrastructure for hydrogen production, distribution, and end use must
be created.

This past year colleagues at Princeton and Milan have been analyzing one of the many
ways that hydrogen might be produced from coal, while most of the carbon in the coal is
captured as CO2. First, coal is gasified in a small amount of oxygen to produce synthesis
gas. Then the synthesis gas is processed so that nearly all becomes either hydrogen or
co2, and most of the hydrogen is separated from the CO2 using a membrane permeable
only to hydrogen. The CO2 is extracted from the residual gas that has not gone through
the membrane ~ after the residual gas (which has some of the hydrogen) has passed
through a turbine and produced electricity.. The hydrogen-separation membrane, today
still in the laboratory, is the novel element here. Design variables include the fraction of
the hydrogen sent through the membrane, various temperatures and pressures at
intermediate stages, and clean-up strategies for the contamiuants inevitably present in the
coal.
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The purpose of this analysis is to arrive at estimates oft.he cost of hydrogen, given
specific costs for fuel and the components of the plant. One critical assumption is that all
technologies are mature; the costs of learning have somehow been absorbed, and
estimation focuses on the cost of the ’~Nth unit" (with N, in practice, being perhaps 10).
My colleagues will r~port that their approach has the potential to produce hydrogen under
carbon emission constraints more cheaply than all otb~ ~-)proaches, fossil-fuel-based or
non-fossil-fuel-based. Critical to their result is a cost credit for the sale of the byproduct
electricity. Their work can be expected to stimulate both government and industry to
increase their research on hydrogen-separation membranes.

Hydrogen is a secondary fuel. It has to be made from something else. Hydrogen has such
broad political support because advocates of each primary energy source -- wind,
photovoltaie cells, hydropower, nuclear fission, natural gas, coal m persuade themselves
that theirs is the preferred route to hydrogen.

Today, when hydrogen is made in large quantities, in petroleum refineries and ammonia
plants, it is almost always made from fossil fuels m not from renewable or nuclear
energy. Production from fossil fuels does not require the costly intermediate step of
electrolysis of water. The route from fossil fuels to hydrogen is cheaper today, and will
remain cheaper for a long time.

Hydrogen can be converted to energy either in combustion devices or in fuel cells.
Because hydrogen fuel is carbon-free, no hydrocarbon or carbon monoxide emissions
result in either case. Although fuel cell energy conversion is cleaner from other
perspectives, the first hydrogen-powered cars on the road will probably have internal
combustion engines.

Hydrogen is used safely by trained workers in industry. One of the most important open
questions that will determine the practicability of globally significant carbon capture is
whether hydrogen can be used safely by ordinary people.

Carbon Storage

Ketaining our century-long perspective, we ask where one can credibly put 1000 billion
metric tons of carbon. There appear to be only two destinations: the deep ocean and deep
underground saline aquifers.

Deep ocean storage

Those who wish to develop the oceans option explain that the oceans already receive a
portion of the carbon extracted in fossil fuels. Add CO2 to the atmosphere and some will
move to the oceans, as equilibrium is sought at the ocean surface. Additional CO2 in the
near-surface ocean has its own impacts - for example, on coral reefs. Why not use
technology to put CO2 deep in the ocean, directly, and thereby disturb the near-surface
ocean less? At present, the environmental community is not finding such arguments
persuasive. It is weighing in to prevent even small studies of enviroumental impacts (on
fish, for example). It perceives too slippery a slope.

4
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Saline aquifer storage

At least for now, that leaves deep aquifers. The world’s first large aquifer storage project
has been undenvay since 1996 in the North Sea in Norwegian territory at the Sleipner gas
field 200 kilometers offshore. There, Statoil, a Norwegian oil company, is producing
natural gas that contains 90% combustible gases and 10% C02. The maximum allowed
concentration of CO2 in the European natural gas grid is about 2.5%, so Statoil must
"strip" CO2 fl:om the Sleipner gas before sending it to the grid. Normally, stripped CO2 is
vented to the atmosphere, but Norway has imposed a tax on such CO2 emissions. Statofl
has responded, by injecting the stripped CO2 into a deep ~quifer, and it has convinced the
Norwegian government that the stripped CO2 will remain in the aquifer indefinitely. The
Norwegian government is exempting Statoil ~om the tax.

Sleipner has made many issues vivid that any permitting regime must confront:

Public approval. How can a permitting regimebe designed that the public
accepts? To what extent can openness, lack of bias, fairness, and vigilance be
achieved?

Storage integrity. Staying below some maximum rate of escape averaged over all
storage sites is required to achieve the ~ceenhouse objective. Escape of CO2 ~om
a few sites is inconsequential. How can the permitting process include permission
to fall?

Goals. What constitutes a victory?. Is removal from the atmosphere for 500 years,
for example, good enough?

Property rights to storage space. The Sleipner CO2 is not being stored on private
property, but other CO2 will be. Are ownership rights below ground clear? What
about below the ocean floor? And in the ocean7

Site-specific risl~. Concentrations of more than a few percent of CO2 in air are
dangerous, so bulk releases of CO2 must be avoided. Upward migration of
injected CO2 could contaminate hydrocarbon reservoirs or surface drinking water
supplies, so certain slow releases may also be of concerto How can such risks be
minimized? What additional risks will experts dismiss but others insist on
addressing?

Infrastructure. Who will create the COz pipeline infrastructure to connect large
numbers of capture and storage sites? Will a combined C02 -plus-hydrogen
infrastructure evolve?

Monitoring. Can infrastructure and storage be designed in ways that facRitate
monitoring (e.g., by adding a tracer to the injected gas)? How can long-term
monitoring be institutionalized?
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Uncertainties in storage costs implicit in these questions are probably the largest cost
uncertainties of fossil-carbon sequestration.

Storage in hydrocarbon reservoirs and coal seams

Oil and gas reservoirs and coal Reamsare below-ground alternatives to aquifers, available
at much smaller scale but with potentially favorable economics for the next decade or
two. Storage in oil and gas rese~oirs builds on extensive experience with enhanced oil
recovery (EOR) using CO2, by far the largest industrial use of CO2. EOR provides an
economic return on separated CO2. To date, EOR has not been a carbon storage strategy;,
it ~ not mattered whether the CO2 remained below ground after it did its work. Once
CO2 emissions have costs, EOR will be reoptimized, and carbon will be stored at EOR
sites.

Storage of COz in deep coal seams is another way to use and store carbon at the same
time. The key idea is to produce coal-bed methane by a displacement process, where
CO~ dislodges methane adsorbedbn coal. The target coal is "unminable," too deep ever
to be commercially attractive. However, the hundred-year perspective is not always
adopted when unminable is defined. If new technology someday makes such coal
minable, there will be additional Costs to manage the adsorbed CO~.

Biological carbon sequestration ...

Biological carbon sequestration r~moves carbon from the atmosphere by photosynthesis.
On land, storage will usually take.place at the same site as capture -- for example, in a
tree. In the ocean, capture is at the surface and storage is in the deep ocean, with an
intermediate step where the organism falls by gravity. Initial costs of biological carbon’
sequestration on land are small, and the vision of joint gains (land improvement plus
carbon storage) is seductive. Yet, biological carbon sequestration on land is not a
century-scale strategy. The stock of carbon above-ground in terrestrial vegetation is
roughly the same size as the stock of carbon in the atmosphere. So if future carbon (now
in fossil fuel resources below ground) that would otherwise double the atmospheric
carbon stock were to end up, instead, in forests and grasslands, their carbon stock would
become double what it is today. Ecologists warn that such a change is too big and too fast
to be consistent with the retention of ecosystem quality. At the local level, it is quite easy
to invent ecologically disastrous Ways of storing carbon that a poorly designed incentive
system would elicit.          ~

Table 1 e.ompares geological and terrestrial biological sequestration strategies.
"Geological" strategies, here, a~.e~ underground strategies. I measure "storage capacity"
in units of time: a decade of storage capacity means the capacity to store all the carbon in
a decade of global fossil fuel pr0duetion. For biological strategies, I claim only "decades"
of"time until escape," because i"~.expect sites of storase, on average, to be put to new uses
within a few decades -- perhaps :a forest will be cleared, for agriculture or a grassland will
give way to a suburb. The time until escape is not the lifetime of a tree, beeanse a
managed forest can be replanted~:’~ "

6
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TABLE 1 Geological vs. Terrestrial Biological Strategies

Geological Strategies Terrestrial Biological Strategies

Coal, oil, gas sectors
Large unit scale, point source
Storage capacity. Centuries
Time until escape: Millennia
Even first storage is expensive.
Benefits: Enhanced oil recovery
Risks: Reservoir contamination
Measurement of injection is eas~.
Measurement of escape is daunting.

Forestry and farming
Large or small scale, non-point source
Storage capacity:. Decades
Time until escape: Decades
First storage is cheap.
Benefits: Land restoration
Risks: Ecological abuse
Measurement of storage is daunting.
Measurement of escape is daunting.

Why Start Now On A Century-Long Challenge?

Even if it will take the better part of a century to change the global energy system, why
start now? Postponement of action, say for a generation, seems to have in its favor that
general learning in the meanwhile will improve the understanding of risks and benefits of
each option now known and will add new items to the list of options. The greenhouse
challenge itself could be recast within a generation, if global lifestyle choices evolve in
some unexpected direction.

I come out in favor of early action (and not just because I find the whole enterprise of
fossil-carbon sequestration intellectually irresistible). The Greenhouse problem has
thresholds, yet we know little about their proximity and importance. If we delay action
for a generation and in the interim learn that action is urgent, catching up could be costly.

Early action carries low costs and low risks. The first steps involve combining already
commercialized technologies in new ways. And there are willing actors: Many fossil fuel
companies currently see a competitive advantage accruing fi~om early experience. They
see good will to be earned.

The goal of early action should be to gain experience with both carbon capture and
carbon storage. Because of economies of scale, learning will entail costs that come in
large increments m a well known and difficult challenge to public policy. Cost savings
can be achieved via global thinking about where investments are best done. Developing
countries are targets for early investments in advanced above-ground infrastructure where
energy conversion facilities and transportation infrastructure are being built from scratch.
Industrialized countries are targets for early below-ground investments where geology is
especially well understood and lowest-cost production oppormuities for fossil fuels have
already been exhausted.
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Learning about capture can be made less cosily by well designed subsidies that promote ¯
the incorporation of not fully proven technological components into new facilities and
systems. Similar recommendations apply to subsidies to learn about hydrogen production,
distribution and use.

Ledming about storage will require early experiments with institutions. Moving early to
develop the permitting of storage facilities should generate constructive debate about
goals, division ofrespons~ility, and verification.

We mustnot expect perfection. All of the carbon in fossil fuel entering an individual
facility caunot be captured. Nor can all the fossil fuels in the economy be treated in
facilities designed to capture carbon. Neither carbon capture nor carbon storage can be
achieved without using more energy than would be required if these activities were not
attempted. Thus, the quantities of carbon reaching the atmosphere will still be large.

The consequences of learning are unpredictable. In particular, we may learn that we are
underestimating the cost of avoiding carbon emissions, by every option, because we
discover a new way to provide some product or service with COs emissions. We may also
discover some aspect of fossil carbon sequestration, in particular, that creates costs that
reduce its appeal.

As a carbon managementstrategy, fossil-carbon sequestration is in competition with the
substitution of renewable energy for fossil fuels and with the substitution of nuclear
energy (fission and fusion) for fossil fuels. At this time, one can only guess how the three
strategies will compete. My guess is that for the next hundred years all three will co-exist,
each of them contributing substantially to carbon management. The sooner we come to
grips with the costs and risks of fossil-carbon sequestration, the sooner we will be able to
place this strategy properly in the portfolio of options for addressing the Greenhouse
problem.
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Discussion draft. Do not quote or copy

TOWARDS A LOWER CARBON FUTURE

Charles Nicholson

Introduction
Much has happened since 1988 when the Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change
(-[PCC) was jointly established by the World Meteorological Organization and UNEP.
There is increasing support for adopting a precautionary approach to climate ehange. The
international process adopted at Rio in 1992 has led to a eommitment by the developed
nations to develop lower carbon pathways; and the mechanics of co-operation and
delivery have progressed through the annual COP meetings to a point of substantive
agreement.

There has been a continuing de-coupling of energy intensity from GDP growth, and
concerns about energy security and economic waste arising from poor energy efficiency
are acting to diversify the energy supply in favour of lower carbon alternatives. This
continues a 100 year trend towards lower carbon sources of energy. In 1860 the world
was, powered by wood (73%) and coal (27%) whereas today wood has declined to 10%
and oil and natural gas have grown to --60%.

But with demand for primary energy growing at between 2% and 3% a year, a context for
the climate issue is that energy access and security are now of increasing concern to
governments both in US and Europe. This is less a question about the remaining global
reserves of fossil fuels but more about local security of supply in regions that currently
depend upon energy imports. The oi! dependence (net imports as a share of total demand)
of OECD countries is expected to grow from 56% in 1996 to 72% in 2010. If no
measures are taken, in the next 20 to 30 years the European Union’s dependence on
imported energy will increase from 50% to 70% exposing many sectors of the European
economy to price instability.

In response Government actions indicate their engagement in both domestic and
international actions to address the climate issue. Arguably early certainty on the
appropriate policy responses has given way to a greater recognition of the complexities of
finding answers which do not carry an unacceptable economic or social risk, and which
will meet with at least a measure of support by those affected.

With the climate issues now moving clearly to an implementation phase Business and
Industry are proving to be the principal focus for Government initiatives. Many leading
businesses have chosen to introduce programmes to reduce their emissions of greenhouse
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gases, principally CO2. and there is a recognition by growing numbers of the need for
future action with the likelihood of carbon emissions becoming a real cost of doing
business.

But although it is customers use of products which has the greatest impact on emissions
levels, at the consumer level it is di~eult to see the advantages of moving to a lower
carbon energy supply, particularly when fossil fuels are readily available, relatively clean
and cheap. There is clearly eoneem about climate change judging by the .attention fi~m
the press and media but it does not readily translate into changes in personal attitudes to
energy use. SUVs, for example, are now the most popular form of personal transport in
the US, more and more electrical equipment is let~ on standby (8 power stations in the US
are devoted to providing electricity to equipment that is switched off] )and buildings
continue to be 20- 30% inefficient in their use of space heating and cooling.

So, in sum the main challenges would seem to be.

¯ To devise and implement au energy supply policy which meets the twin
objectives of climate mitigation and national security

¯ To agree a suite of policies and measures which facilitate a lower carbon pathway
while engaging support and participation ~om all sectors

¯ To recognise the international dimensions of the issue by pursuing the
mechanisms for engaging the Annex II countries in active steps to contribute to
climate mitigation.

Energy Supply Options

It is clear that there has been much change and innovation in the energy field over the last
few years. P~ates of discovery and recovery have increased dramatically and natural gas
with its lower carbon content has moved to take a growing share of the world’s energy
demand. And this is in spite of a decade of declining investment in energy R&D in US
(declined by 23% between 1985 -98) and Europe (80%). Although Japan actually
increased its spend on energy I~&D by 1%, it devoted 75% of this to nuclear technology.
The energy map now eontaim many options for capturing energy, conversion, storage
and distribution (figl).

The technical feasibility of a wide range of options has led to a large number of scenarios
that if implemented would lead to a low carbon future. One of the divisive issues remains
the cost or benefit of these. Although costs are highly uncertain several studies, including
those for the low carbon energy scenarios of the IPCC, conclude that stabilisafion
scenarios do not lead to significant declines in GDP growth rates over this century. In a
recent study, Anderson et al show that the effect of adopting low carbon technologies and
practices (including energy efficiency) in the UK would be to reduce the long term.
growth rate by about 0.02 percentage points - about 6 months loss of output growth over
the next 50 years.
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There is no shortage of evidence to suggest the potential for both carbon and cost saving,
through focus on energy management and the sources of GHG emissions.

Fig 1. The Energy Chain

I

In their approach to policy making countries have tended to adopt a range of instruments,
taking into account cost, feasibility, capacity to implement, as well as national
circumstances and culture. Broadly these fall into regulation, fiscal policies, market based
instrttments, and processes such as consultation and awareness raising. The role and fit
for each is becoming dearer with a recognition that each has a part to play. It is too early
to judge their relative effectiveness, but what will be critical are the lessons and
experiences which will guide judgement on what programmes will best deliver.. In
Europe at least; the driver is the commitment under Kyoto which, following the
agreement at Marrakesh, it is now assumed will be ratified.

In political terms the Climate Change debate al~penas to have expanded into a more
general discussion regarding energy supply security, job creation and sustainable
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economic growth. Whilst it may be theoretically possible to re-engineer the existing
fossil fuel dependent energy infrastructure to both reduce greenhouse gas emissions by
the 50% or so required, as well as satisfy the enormous increase in demand for energy
from the developing world the logistical challenges of this task are colossal. Industry and
governments must work hand in hand to demonstrate options, create demand for change
and implement innovative financing to overcome the capital cost barriers of moving to
the next generation of clean energy technologies. ’

Although the options for energy supply are increasing and governments are facilitating
the implementation of renewable energy, coal is likely to continue to supply 40% of
electricity and nuclear around 16%. Moreover in spite of an apparent move towards
’clean’ energy there appears to be considerable reluctance to implement innovative coal
and nuclear technology. The US DoE Vision 21 programme is based on gasification
technology that was first developed in the late 1970s and has been heralded ever since as
the future for clean coal yet only ~4 -5 coal fired IGCC plants are currently in commercial
operation world wide. Similarly, there are many new designs for generation 111+ and 1V
nuclear power plants yet new build is almost exclusively restricted to the Far East. Aside
from the ’dash for gas’ appetite for material change in the electricity generation industry
is slow to appear.

One way of reducing dependence on energy imports and also reducing CO2 emissions is
to focus on energy resource productivity and renewable energy. The cheap price of
energy has led to considerable inefficiency in energy generation, transmission and use.
The potential for reducing dependence on energy imports through conservation and
renewable energy has prompted many governments once again to seek policy measures to
stimulate energy efficiency improvements and develop renewable energy generation
capacity. The UK recently announced support packages for wind, biomass and solar
energy amounting to £100million. Recent increased support for coal research in the US
whilst increasingly defended in terms of developing ’clean energy’ is also indicative of
the need to retain strategic energy supply and technology.

Domestic Policies

The UK government is searching for policy instruments that will drive greater resource
productivity into the economy to’ sustain growth whilst protecting the environment1°.
However, improving energy efficiency across all sectors of the economy is more diftieult.
According to the Royal Commission the economic potential for energy efficiency
improvement by 2010 across the IUK economy is between 12 and 24% .Over the next 20
years the amount of primary en~.gy required for a given level of energy services could be
cost-effectively reduced by 25-35% in industrialised countries. And according to a new
study ordered by European Co~ssion’s environment directorate, the EU could cut
greenhouse gas emissions from its .households and service industries by some 30% from
1990 levels by 2010. It also reveals that half to two-thirds of the reduction could be
achieved at no cost by improving cboling systems and energy performance in buildings.

4
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The temptation for governments is to address the complex issue of reducing demand is
through taxation. The OECD Environmental Outlook describes simulations that show
that a harmonized end to subsidies and the introduction of green taxes could cut C02
emissions by 15% and methane emissions by 3% over business as usual in 2020. The
study assumed taxes on fossil fuels that would rise anuually by 2%, 1.6% and 1.2% for
coal, off and gas. The overall impact these measures would have on world GDP would be
less that 1%.

The USA is not certainly not immune from concerns about energy supply and although
adopting a rather traditional approach of securing more reserves from within its national
boundary, the current 1.5c/kWh tax credit for wind and biomass energy will remain for 3
more years to 2004. In addition president Bush has proposed a new tax credit of up to
$2000 for individuals purchasing PV or thermal solar energy in homes and will increase
funding by $120 million for home ~weatherization’ for low-income families.
A recent study by five US National labs concluded that a govermnent led efficiency
programme emphasizing research and incentives to adopt new technologies could reduce
the growth in electricity demand by the equivalent of between 265 and 610 big 300MW
power plants. The same article from the NYT (6/5/2001) refers to a Pacific Northwest
National Lab study showing that the federal government, the largest energy user in the
US with some 500,000 buildings could reduce its own energy consumption by 20% at an
annual saving of $1bn and payback of 5 years. In a recent analysis ADL estimate that
energy efficiency could reduce the growth in US electricity demand from 30% down to
17% over the next 20 years. It is unlikely that electricity commodity suppliers will
actively work to reduce consumption but by moving closer to their customers and adding
value through the provision of energy services it might be possible to capture a higher
return.

It should be clear that there are considerable advantages to governments in having a
vigorous energy services sector operating to drive energy and resource efficiency into the
economy through competition in the market place rather than having to rely on direct ¯
consumer demand side controls. The market is beginning to develop through the
emergence of integrated suppliers of electricity, gas and tel~hone to domestic
consumers. This should produce dramatic savings in the cost of customer invoicing and
could set the scene for further customer offers based round energy and communication
services. For example Credit Suisse recently concluded that energy efficiency was a
major business opportunity where they needed to actively seek opportunities to invest and
venture capital is moving into the energy sector at an increasing rate with an increase in
2000 of 165% over 1999.

Whilst it is tempting to think that new low carbon energy supply options will be
implemented in the near future, inertia and existing capital infi-astructure coupled with the
enormous demand for low cost energy by the developing countries act as a considerable
barrier to a material move away fi’om traditional fossil fuels. Each year aggregate
capacity increases in developing countries are about the same as the entire UK capacity,
which took 70 years to build. By 2050 China alone may exceed the combined capacity of
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Europe, the US and Japan combined ~l.Smillion MW. The required pace of economic
growth in the developing world may preclude adoption of low carbon technologies.
This is particularly tree in the case oftrausport fuels. Transport fuels account for 48% of
oil consumption and there is still considerable potential to improve efficiency and hence
reduce CO2 emissions per km though new engine and drive train technology. The
European Automotive Manufacturers Association has committed to reduce average C02
emissions from its new car fleet from 186g/kin in 1995 to 140g/km by 2008 with review
of possible 120g/kin by 2012. This will contribute 15% of total emissions reductions
required by EU under Kyoto.

The use of biofuels, as a blended component has recently been proposed by both the
European Commission and US government as a way of leading to rapid.reductions in
CO2 emissions. However, there is a great deal of uncertainty surrounding this alternative
in terms of actual life cycle emissions reduction and cost. It can also be argued that this is
at best a temporary solution since the land and water demands of a significant switch to
biofuels for transport would be prohibitive. For example, to offset the CO~ emissions that
result from 10% of the 1995 US gasoline consumption using currently available
technology, would require an area equivalent to 48% of current US cropland16. About ½
million hectares of UK arable land would be required to provide 10% of the UK’s diesel
pool"

Hydrogen offers a potential solution tO many of the issues surrounding energy storage,
clean transport fuels and diversity of supply and is a key feature of many low carbon
future scenarios e.g. Batelle, Shell, UK Royal Commission. Vehicle OEMs and fuel
suppliers have developed hydrogen powered cars and buses and are in the process of
implementing projects to demonstrate the advantages and practicality of rtmuing and
fuelling hydrogen powered vehicles in urban environments. Schemes have been proposed
to transport hydrogen mixtures (up to 20% volume hydrogen often referred to as hythane)
through existing natural gas infrastructure and store hydrogen in disused natural gas
reservoirs.

The advantages of moving to hydrogen as a clean fuel and energy storage medium are
that it can be made in a variety of ways. The cheapest source of hydrogen, at least in the
near term is likely to be syn gas derived from natural gas ($3.75/GJ compared to $15.93 /
GJ from electrolysis). Syngas in turn can be produced from natural gas, coal, oil or
biomass and is a precursor of a large range of chemicals and fuels as well as a source of
hydrogen. However, hydrogen from syngas cannot be regarded as a ’clean’ fuel in terms
of greenhouse gas emissions unless the CO2 generated in the process is captured and
stored.

Although several technical options are available e.g. amine scrubbing, oxygen supported
combustion or pre-eombustion deearbonisation, the costs are similar at about $30-
50/toune CO2 avoided plus a further $20/tonne for tr.~.nsport and storage~1. These costs.
are likely to decrease to some extent as technology improves. It is also possible that
combined hydrogen and electricity production with carbon capture and storage may
increase the competitiveness of coal as a source of hydrogen.
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Best available estimates suggest that we will see tens or even hundreds of hydrogen fuel
cell vehicles (buses and passenger cars) on the roads of Europe, Japan and USA before
the end of 2005. It is claimed that mass production of public transport vehicles will begin
before the end of the decade with passenger car production soon after. Toyota claim that
they will have a commercial fuel cell available by 2003.

Policy and Trading

While governments are still searching for the fight combination of levers to meet their
policy objectives in the climate area, it seems clear that at some point they will need to
face the issue of mandatory targets, as business and others need to prepare themselves for
the time when carbon has an economic value, and so a real cost or benefit. This
underscores the need both to recognise the benefits of treating the issue as a global one,
and to experimenting with the means’to do so.

Whilst it is not the only solution, carbon emission Wading could create a value for carbon
that will increase the competitiveness of low cm’bon technologies with respect to
established fossil fuel derived energy. A recent study suggests that the average marginal
abatement cost in EU member states with an Annexe B wide trading system would be
32.6 euros ($29). However, commodities must have a value before a market will operate.
Since greenhouse gases have no intrinsic value (except in cases where carbon dioxide can
be used to enhance oil or coal bed methane production) a value needs to be imposed by
governments in the form of penalties that will be incurred for exceeding the level of
permitted emissions. Although the issue of compliance is still under discussion some
progress was made at Bonn and at COP7 in Marrakeeh.

Surprisingly some trades have already taken place in anticipation of a formal agreed
carbon emissions market. For example the Australian electricity generation company
Macquarie generation sold 2000t of emissions savings to Chubu Electric Power of Japan
in April and Edmonton-based Epeor, a Canadian utility company and power producer
purchased 50,000t of CO2 credits from Finland’s Fortum Corporation for US$0.95/t in
January 2001.

The UK based CO2e.com (Cantor Fitzgerald in association with Price Waterhouse) have
a 24 hour Intemet market place for Wading GHG emissions offsets. Trading was around
70m tonnes last year growing to 100-150 m tonnes in 2001. Prices are around $2/tonne
CO2 equivalent in 2001, rising to $6-7 in 2012 (30).

In Europe national trading schemes are under discussion or development with the UK
scheme due to commence in April. The EU Commission has issued a blueprint for an EU
wide scheme to start in 2005.

In addition to Carbon emissions trading there are several regional initiatives to develop
markets in renewable energy certificates. In Europe for example, RECS is a voluntary

7
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initiative of 50 power companies in Sweden, Norway, Germany, Netherlands, UK and
Italy. Generators of electricity from renewable resources are awarded a certificate for a
predetermined unit of energy produced. Each unique certificate is concrete evidence of
renewable energy production. Certificates have a market value, meaning that renewable
generators can obtain additional money for their power, in addition to straight electrical
power sales.

The International Issue

It is not surprising that reaching agreement on such a complex issue with its implications
ofright~ and obligations should prove so challenging, but perhaps some recognition is in
order for the progress which has been achieved. While the framework of Kyoto is not the
end game, it does, in the three mechanisms of Emissions Trading, the CDM and JI,
provide a framework for reducing the cost of climate mitigation, and for engaging the
non Annex I countries. The signals of the latter’s willingness to participate maybe
mixed, but their assent to the recent agreement at Marrakesh is hopeful.

While domestic policies will be the underpinning of success, those who would ratify
Kyoto need to find a route to re-engage with the USA, and collectively they need to
prepare for the 2"a Commitment Period and beyond.

The Role of Business & Industry

Against this background where does industry position itself and what is its contribution ?
Apart from the obvious fact that there is no unique answer to this, the following
observations illustrate the response of the author’s company BP for which, as an energy
company, climate change is a strategic issue. But the position and the actions apply to
many other companies, and indeed one of the features of the issue is the range of
collaborations it has spawned, national and international, within and between sectors, and
on technical and policy matters.

As one of the world’s largest suppliers ofoil and gas accounting for about 3% of the
world’s primary energy supply, BP is active in most parts of the ’energy chain’.
Since declaring it’s target of reducing internal emissions of greenhouse gases by 10%,.
and implementing a focus on carbon management, BP has been acknowledged as a
leading player in the climate change debate and is therefore an active participant and
asked to provide practical examples of what can be done commercially to move forward
the lower carbon agenda.

The following are some examples of initiatives implemented by BP which reeognise both
the internal and extemal dimensions of the issue

Energy efficiency in Industry. Since 1998, in our own operations, we have
substantially reduced methane losses through flaring and venting. We have also
implemented improvements in energy efficiency resulting in a sustainable reduction in
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greenhouse gas emissions of 5 million C02 equivalent tonnes. The capital cost of this
programme was modest and will return an npv of $650 million over the next 10 years
demonstrating the ’hidden value’ in loss recovery energy efficiency improvements. A
further 2-3 MT of revenue positive emissions reduction have been identified and will be
implemented over the next 2 years.

It is clear that more efficient use of energy in the industrial, commercial and domestic
sectors Could make a substantial difference to greenhouse gas emissions by saving fuel.
However, the low cost of energy and distributed customer base have made it very
difficult to develop profitable business models in any other than the industrial sector. Our
own experience with BP Energy which provides energy services to the industrial sector
has proved the difficulty of penetratingthe commercial and domestic market.

The recent step towards emissions trading created at Marrakech may help but the material
value of improved efficiency will only be seen at the aggregated level rather than the
customer level. Innovative business models and/or regulation will be required to unlock
the potential added value of energy services in the domestic, commercial and imtitutional
markets.

Clean Fuels and Transport efficiency improvements; Transport accounts for a
significant and growing share of GHG emissions. Despite significant improwments in
efficiencyoverall, that of most automotive drive trains is still only c 20%; consequently a
2% improvement would lead to a 10% reduction in GHG emissions. BP is already
working with OEMs to provide the clean fuels required for next generation Internal
Combustion engines and is also actively participating in conjunction with manufacturers
of fuel cell powered transport in a number of joint industry demonstration projects
designed to develop a hydrogen supply and distribution capability. We have recently
created a technology collaboration with the Chinese Academy of Science to develop
clean energy technologies including hydrogen.

Given also that comurner emissions are heavily influenced by behaviour there is
considerable scope for stimulating enstomer awareness and responsibility with a focus
on changing driver behaviour. Some form of reward or incentive would need to be
created.

Renewable Energy: BP has examined a large number of renewable energy technologies
and conclude that Solar PV and Wind have the best fit for the group. Already one of the
major players in the Solar PV market, the plan is to achieve $1bn sales by 2007 and we
are exploring the potential to use wind generated electricity as a source of power in some
of our large operating sites.

The expanding renewable energy industry enables individual countries to capture freely
available solar, wind and perhaps wave and tidal energy whilst at the same time
generating jobs in indigenous engineering service companies. The European Wind
Energy Association estimate that installing 40GW of wind energy in Europe by 2010
would create between 190,000 and 320,000 jobs9. In particular the growing attraction of

9
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biomass as a source of future energy, appears to have as much to do with creating jobs in.
the rural economy as with reducing ghg emissions. Experience ~rom Northern Europe
(Denmark, Germany) and Japan shows that creating the right market incentives and
stability can stimulate the implementation of renewable energy technology and the
growth of manufacturing capability.

Energy efficiency in buildings -~.Energy use in building accounts for about 1/3 of energy
use. The grid connected Solar PV business now accounts for nearly 50% of all solar PV
and is expected to grow rapidly as the cost decreases. BP Solar is already veuz active in
this area as well as supplying integrated solar PV energy systems for non-grid
applications. We are also supporting research programmes at Imperial College on next
generation organic solar PV and sustainable energy in buildings. The latter programme
will be closely linked with the Cmnbridge MIT programme on architectural design for
sustainable buildings.

Carbon management aud tradii~g,- BP has pioneered carbon trading by implementing a
trading scheme between the 160 business units throughout the company. The scheme has
been critical to raising awareness and developing focus on innovative solutions. We have
learned a number of lessons and now have considerable experience in the boundm3z
delineation, banking and credit allocation. BP also leads perhaps the largest carbon
capture and storage technology joint industry research and development project currently
underway. We are also sponsoring a major research initiative at Princeton, the Carbon
Mitigation Institute. We have e ~at~i..’ed out a number of studies in our operations in the N
Sea, Alaska and US Mid West lobking at the possibility of using CO2 captured from flue
gas for EOR projects or for enhanced coal bed methane recovery. The study examining
the potential for capturing CO2 from the Grangemouth refinery and piping it offshore to
the Forties field has created considerable interest in the UK and has prompted a
commercial pipeline operator (I~iinder Morgan) to examine the commercial possibility of
creating a N Sea CO2 and power reticulation system.

The potential business options in the area of carbon management based around the
storage capacity in our declining gas fields and oil reservoirs, our technical expertise in
handling large volumes of gas together with our experience in all aspects of trading
including carbon should make this an attractive potential business for BP in the event of
the creation of anintemational carbon market.

Conclusion

Whilst there are considerable logistical barriers to be overcome in moving to a lower
carbon future, technology already exists to substantially reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. Deeper cuts in emissions approaching the 60% believed to be necessary to
stabilise atmospheric CO2 leveld at 550ppm, will require cost effective solutions to
energy storage, transmission and CO2 capture and storage. However, the world must
demonstrate the will to move t6wards a low carbon future through the implementation of
policies and market based meehahisms to create incentives to mitigate the cost and risk of
implementing low carbon optio .ns, on the scale required.
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Discussion draft. Do not quote or copy.

Climate Change:
A Common Sense View From The Forest

George H. Weyerhaeuser, Jr.

The fact that negotiators at the recent meetings in Bonn were able to agree on so many of
the Kyoto Protocol’s contentious issues was a surprise to many. But for some, the fact
that emission offsets fi:om forest-based sinks will continue to be a part of the process was
not a surprise at all. Sinks, particularly forest-based sinks, will inevitably play both a
long and short-term role in global society’s efforts to address the challenge of climate
change.

The climate change debate has been and - notwithstanding the Bonn agreements - will
continue to be fi:aught with the politics of environment, global trade, developing country
economics, and international hemispheric power politics. But if you step away from all
the posturing or "noise," three fundamental realities remain:

1. Addressing the challenges of the global warming problem will take decades, not
years;

2. In the short term, there are no technological quick fixes or cheap "’silver bullets" that
will take care of this problem; and

3. No sovereign national government is going to ignore its own short-term economic
interests, no matter what its officials claim!

Let me quickly add that the issues just agreed in Bonn - and the ones remaining - are
significant, and are not to be dismissed. They are also very complex~ and deserving of
serious attention and debate. For example, the need for "good science" should not simply
be discarded in favor of a carte-blanche endorsement of the precautionary principle. Nor,
conversely should we fail to move forward because we don’t have all the scientific proof.

The concerns about how the Protocol’s implementation will affect developed and
developing country economies - and "who gets the trade advantage" - is also no trivial
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matter. (This last, by the way, is looking less clear with some voices on both sides now
claiming they will be disadvantaged.) And perhaps most important, if the world is to
address the long-term challenge of global warming, we will have to decrease our
dependency on fossil fuels. This is not an easy task, especially when you consider that
the Kyoto Protocol’s nominal 5 percent average reduction in greenhouse gas emissions
really means much more when increases in energy use since 1990 are factored in.

So, where does this leave us? I believe there is sufficient scientific evidence to warrant
going ahead. And there are actions we can take now that make near term economic sense
in their own fight - s0-called "no regrets" steps. For example, last year, Weyerhaeuser
Company replaced an old oil-fueled energy system in one of our major Canadian pulp
and paper mills with a modem biofuel (wood waste) boiler system. This one project
effectively reduces our annual carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions at that site by an
estimated half million metric tons. We are also investing for the long term by supporting
the development of even more efficient biomass energy technology, discussed below.
But even these efforts are not enough. We need to do more - and we need to have ways
to do it that won’t undermine our economic viability over time and our ability to go the
distance.

_T~achi-ev~e-theseg~als-we-need-t~-us~zery-reas~nab~e-~pti~n~at-~ur..~disp~sa~One-~ f-
those options, particularly for the near and intermediate term, is the use of forest-based
sinks to generate tradable greenhouse gas emission offsets. Granted, forest-based sinks
do not reduce carbon dioxide emissions, but they do offer a proven, natural and
economically viable means to begin chipping away at the net effect of greenhouse gas
emissions so we can lower their concentration - carbon dioxide in this instance - in the
. atmosphere.

The balance of this paper will expand on three points: 1) Why the Bonn agreements on
the use of forest-based sinks is a move toward quality, 2) how the forest products industry
is moving towards a more fossil fuel-free future, and 3) how we can act collaboratively
with others to advance our shared goals.

1. Forest-Based Sinks: A Move Toward Quality

Over the long term, real additional increments of CO2 removed from the atmosphere
through forest-based sinks should be allowed not just on a limited basis, but on an
unlimited basis. This will require, however, internationally agreed forest sequestration
accounting protocols and verification mechanisms to avoid game playing. Given that we
do not yet have these accounting capabilities in place, it is appropriate, perhaps even
prudent, to proceed cautiously in the short term. In this regard, the Bonn agreements
concerning forest-based sinks should heighten the quality of forest based sinks that are
developed in the near and intermediate term. They will do this by limiting the "supply"
of and "demand" for forest-sequestered CO2 that can be traded or used to offset
greenhouse gas emissions in three ways:

2
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¯ Allowing, but limiting, the amount of domestic credits (or offsets) from ongoing
domestic "forest management" activities that can be "sold" via the Joint
Implementation, and emissions lxading mechanisms;

¯ Restricting the expected supply of forest derived sequestration credits during the first
commitment period by limiting Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) sink projects
to afforestation and reforestation investments based on changes in land use;

Limiting the use of CDM forest sink-based credits by Annex I developed countries to
no more than 1 percent of their respective base year emissions allotment. In effect -
if I’m interpreting the Bonn language correctly - Annex I countries can only use
CDM sink project credits for one fifth or less of their base year emissions reductions
obligations. And, the fi’action is even smaller if you include energy use growth since
1990.

Indeed, these limitations, when coupled with the Protocol’s sustainable development
requirements, should go a long way toward avoiding investments in poorly planned and
managed tree-growing projects. In fact, they should encourage high quality, ecologically
healthy forests capable of providing long term carbon storage. This outcome is an
example of what I meant earlier when I stated that the Bonn agreements governing sinks
should move us towards quality:

One other note of concem: The Protocol’s sustainability requirement, raises a critical
issue, and a somewhat controversial and complex one. The Bonn negotiators also agreed
that "sustainability" would be determined by a CDM project’s host country. The
potential for abuse of this sovereign right to local sustainability determination is a
legitimate concern. One has only to read industry and environmental trade journals that
cover forestry practices around the word to learn how poorly the forest resources are
managed in some countries, and of the many reasons - or excuses - as to why this occurs.

We can assure ourselves that we will see a move to quality forestry by requiring that
CDMforest sink projects be thirdparty certified under one of the emerging sustainable
forest management certification programs - preferably one that is acceptable to both the
investor and the project’s host country. These certification programs vary in their scope,
with some addressing social and other non-forest matters per se. However, there are at
least four major programs with which I am familiar - there may be more- that have
credible requirements for ensuring that the forests themselves are managed sustainably.
(These are the Canadian CSA/SFM standards, the Pan European Forest Certification
system; the US’s Sustainable Forestry Initiative, and the Forest Stewardship Council’s
Criteria and Standards.)

Forest-based sinks raise two other critical issues: additionality and permanence. On
additionality, the only way we are going to resolve this element of the "leakage" debate is
to ensure that we have a globally accepted set of greenhouse gas accounting rules. Once
we have these accounting rules, they should be used byAnnex I (developed) countries
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and CDM project host countries alike to prepare their annual national greenhouse gas
inventories.

On the issue of permanence, there is far too much fear and a lack of understanding of
how well traditional market mechanisms can readily address this area of risk. Many
individuals are looking at forests fi:om only a biodegradable point of view, and not as a
risky asset that can be man~..’-~,~.

Yet managing risky, perishable assets - trees in this instance - is something the forest
products industry does every day, and has been doing quite successfully using
management practices and market mechanisms. All we are really doing is substituting
one commodity - wood - with another - sequestered carbon dioxide. I believe that these
traditional methods are inherently transferable to the world of CO2 emissions trading, and
can be used to shore up the "permanence" of forest-based sinks.

Conceptually, the sale of forest-based COz offsets is equivalent to setting aside a tree.
This tree acts like a sealed container, holding the CO2. This tree is no longer a source of
timber. Rather, itis a "COz container tree" that can be certified by a third party as’ to its
condition. We refer to these "COa container trees" as certified tradable offsets of
sequestered carbon dioxide - or a "CTO" for short. (This compares to a certified
emissions reduction, or "CER.")

The "tree" and the "CTOs" are inextricably intertwined. The tree cannot be harvested,
but the CTOs can be sold to someone else, presumably at a price that is cheaper than
what it would cost the buyer to capture or eliminate the same amount of CO2 from the
buyer’s own factory or power plant. If the tree is harvested, or is otherwise destroyed,
the value of the CTO is also lost. It would be the equivalent of the container’s seal being
broken, allowing all the CO2 gas to escape.

In a sustainably managed forest, trees are harvested and more are grown all the time.
Since the forest and the "sink" are physically one and the same, if the sink is sustainably
managed, the total volume ofbiomass and sequestered carbon will stay constant over
time. So it is really the risk of over-harvesting or other physical damage that might
deplete the sink’s biomass volume that we are managing.

At Weyerhaeuser, and at other world class forest companies, this is accomplished by
employing well developed sustainable forest management practices to ensure that our
timber - actually the total biomass - of the forest - is continuously m~intalned. Simply
stated, we harvest what we grow, and when necessary, adjust our harvest and
regeneration rates to compensate for losses due to external events, such as fire, pest
damage, wind blow down, and drought.

Going back to the conceptual model with the "container tree," from a financial value
point of view, this broken CO2 container tree would have to be written off as a total loss,
resulting in a debit on the buyer’s greenhouse gas emissions accounting books. The
buyer would now have to replace the CO2 container tree’s CTOs with others of equal
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value. Because a buyer cannot wait 20, 40 or 60 years to grow another tree, a smart
buyer will require the CTO seller to be liable for replacing the broken CO2 container tree.
Otherwise the buyer will pay a lot less for the C.TO and own the responsibility of paying
for replacement CTOs.

A smart seller, however, seeking the highest possible price, will look to enhance the
CTO’s value by reducing the risk that the buyer will have to replace it due to loss of
value. There are a number of ways for the seller to do this. For example, recall that the
value of the CTOs and the trees from which they come are inextricably intertwined.
Thus, the seller can obtain a third party certification - an assurance of sorts - that the sink
(the forest) is being protected through the use of state-of-the-art sustainable forest
management practices.

The seller can also use several traditional market mechanisms to further manage or
eliminate the buyer’s risk, adding to the "credit worthiness" or quality of the CTOs. It is
here that the greenhouse gas emissions trading concepts embraced by the Kyoto Protocol
are very helpful. For example, a CTO seller could hold some additional trees in reserve,
creating a form of self-insurance. Or, the seller could buy a greenhouse gas emissions
insurance policy backed by a like-kind risk management pool - basically a third party
owned forest reserve. The seller, or for that matter, even the buyer - may elect to
purchase CTO futures or options to cover any potential losses.

In short, sellers - and buyers - of CTOs from forest-based sinks can use a combination of
traditional sustainable forest management practices and greenhouse gas emissions
trading, market-based risk management tools to "enhance" the "permanence" of a CTO.
And in doing so, the sink owner is likely to get a better price for this less risky, more
"permanent" CTO from a buyer who will be more willing to buy this "insured"
greenhouse gas emissions offset.

To producers of forest products~ commodity traders, or others familiar with the financial
and commodities markets, there is nothing very new here. In fact, Weyerhaeuser
Company, as do most of our major competitors, regularly manages its risks through the
use of all these financial market tools. We use state-of-the-art sustainable forest
management methods to ensure that our forests - and the carbon dioxide they sequester -
are, relatively speaking, permanent. We have been doing this with great success for years
- in Weyerhaeuser’s case, for over 100 years!

As we evaluate the opportunities in the emerging greenhouse gas emissions trading
market, Weyerhaeuser Company is encouraged by the fact that major international firms
such as AON Insurance, Swiss Re and Cantor Fitzgerald are already developing these
risk management instruments for the greenhouse gas emissions trading market. The
extent to which all of this will come to pass will, of course, depend on the final emissions
trading rules, future forest sequestration accounting methodologies and the degree of
interchangeability among the different types of emissions credits and debits - something
the Wall Street types call "fungibility." It will also depend on the extent to which the
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emerging emissions aceotmting and trading rules can be met without having overly
burdensome trading transaction costs.

I believe forest based sinks and emissions trading can work at the global level. Rather
than criticizing the use of sinks and emissions trading, we should support efforts to test
these concepts and develop the needed tools and protocols. Given the enormity of the
climate change problem, it is worth taking the risk.

2. Towards A More Fossil Fuel-Free Future

The forest products industry can:be a contributor to climate change mitigation not only
through establishment and maintenance of sinks. It can be a contributor by investing -
now - in the development of new technologies that will reduce our fossil fuel emissions.
In this regard, Weyerhaeuser Company is involved with some of our competitors and the
U.S. Department of Energy in a project called the "Forest Products Industry
Gasification-Combined Cycle Initiative." This initiative is a longer-term option based on
dramatically improving the amount of energy we derive from biomass byproducts at pulp
mills. This initiative is not an attempt to avoid doing what we need to do by arguing that
we need to study the issue. In fact, the basic technological elements involved - there are
several - have been under development for over 25 years. And, we have already moved
into the "doing" stage.

Pilot operations of this technology - including one at our New Bern, North Carolina mill
- have generated thousands of hours of operating data. More recently, the first large-
scale demonstration plants are being engineered, and in some cases built, l_fwe are
successful - and we believe we will be - the Gasification-Combined Cycle Initiative will
allow the industry to replace all its fossil fuel-based furnaces and even its current wood-
waste boilers with this innovative technology. The electrical power production capability
of this technology is estimated to be two to three times that achieved from the
conventional processes we now use. In the U.S., our industry would change from buying
some 6 to 8 billion watts of electric power from utility companies to selling 22-24 billion
watts of electric power to them. This gain- a total of approximately 30 billion watts - is
enough to supply two thirds of the electric power needs of the world’s fifth largest
economy: the state of California. It would come, moreover, from a high energy-use
industry that would be essentially fossil fuel independent!

From a global climate change perspective, in the U.S. alone, we could generate
something in excess of 145 million metric tons of C02 emission reductions annually.
This would be equivalent to meeting almost a quarter of the United States’ annual 600
million metric ton CO2 reductith obligation under the Kyoto Protocol. And this is just
from one segment of one industi:ial sector.

This won’t happen tomorrow or~hathe next couple of years. But it is not a very long-term
solution so much as it may be -~iii intermediate-term solution, perhaps over the next 15 to
20 years. It will take a tot of work, investment and some risks by those who are
supporting its development and ~I1 be the first .to test it at commercial scale. The risks
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are significant, even with government support. But the pay-off for the entire industry- ¯
and society- are enormous. We are also carefully monitoring similar initiatives in other
industries, initiatives that have names such as Brightstar, which uses municipal solid
waste as a fuel, Dynamotive, which involves the use ofbio-oils and Ensyn, a project that
uses organic resins. These and other technology-based initiatives are sure to appear in
the years ahead if given the chance and the support needed.

3. Moving Beyond Collaborative Talk To Collaborative "Doing"

The forest products industry has a lot to contribute to the sustainability agenda in general,
and the global climate change challenge in particular. Over the past half-century, most, if
not ~all of the major firms in the industry have undergone considerable change in the way
we do business. These are changes that cause us to be ever more careful and prudent
managers of forest resources, changes that continue to force us to think and act outside
the box. The industrial forest of today is not the industrial forest of a century ago, or
even a few decades ago, and it will not be same as the industrial forest that our children’s
children will see at the beginning of the next century. But they will see forests, for this is
a very renewable resource.

As the Gasification-Combined Cycle Initiative demonstrates, the forest products industry
has long been committed to making the investments in technology and science that can
truly bring about benefits not just to our industry, but to society as a whole. In fairness, it
also needs to be said that we did not do all of these things entirely of our own volition. A
share of the credit must go to the environmental and social activist community, who have
pushed and prodded our industry, and who have raised their voices to point out things
that they felt were - and perhaps may still be - unacceptable. For this these activists --
past and present - are to be commended. Where these debates have been responsible,
they have contributed to change. I know we will see more of this, as this is the mark of a
healthy democratic society.

But there is a downside to this approach. It is a downside of unintended consequences,
where all the members of an industry often are deemed to be at fault for the tmacceptable
practices of the few who have yet to change and improve their practices. It leads
responsible firms to leave a region or market in frustration. It leads less reputable fimas,
and even responsible firms, to shift their sourcing and manufacturing to developing
countries that often lack the institutional capacity - or will - to protect their forests. The
results are often the antithesis of what was being sought in the first place: better forest
management and more healthy ecosystems.

It is far too easy for the industry vs. environment debate to turn into a way of being, with
both sides seeing each other as the perennial enemy, never to be trusted. Instead of
constructive debate and dialogue leading to awareness and change, we end up with an
endless stream of single-issue politics, strident demands, and forced remedies that all too
often lead to sub-optimal solutions and slower progress - if any. There is a need for all
of us to renew efforts to work more collaboratively, and to take a more balanced, and
multi-faceted approach. Single-issue politics and hostile campaigns may well have been
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needed to kick start real environmental change some 30 years ago. But it won’t help us
achieve the types of technological successes we need to address global climate change
and other long-term sustainability issues.

Dialogue and transparency, while a good start toward changing this situation, are not
enough. We cannot expect to bring about lasting changes in societal behavior - and avoid
unintended negative consequences - unless we are even more innovative in our
approaches. Somehow we need to find ways to actually work together to "do" the things
we talk about. The challenges we face with climate change are a good example. If we
are to succeed in the long term, we will need to work together to advocate and support
rules that will encourage fundamental changes in societal behaviors. We will need to
work together to bring about social and economic changes that support real investment in
and use of "greenhouse gas neutral" technologies and lifestyles. We will also have to.
work together to develop and support interim options that may not be "perfect" or
"permanent" from a purely environmental point of view, but are capable of making a
positive difference in the interim.

There are instances where the less than "perfect" option may help us capture more
improvement in the interim than we will capture by endlessly arguing about the "right"
way to do something. Forest-based sinks are one of these interim options. Financial
incentives to encourage more investment and greater use of existing alternative energy
technologies such as our Canadian mill’s woodwaste boiler system is yet another.

The opportunity to develop these types of cooperative "doing" relationships isn’t limited
to global climate change. It’s not too late to move to this collaborative "doing" approach
on the climate change issue, or for that matter, other global sustainability issues. Indeed,
the time is just beginning.
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Discussion draft. Do not quote or copy.

Global Warming from the Perspective of a Coal Burning Utility

Kristine M. Krause

Global warming is a topic of discnssion today in the media, in corporate boardrooms and
around dinner tables. Electric utilities, specifically ones that produce electricity from coal,
are in the spotlight.

Wisconsin Electric is a traditional vertically integrated gas and electric utility. Our
customers are all people in our "service territory". We are required to serve everyone
including those who don’t have the means to pay and those on a fixed income who
experience real problems with even the smallest rate increase. Our operations can’t pick up
and move.

Fuel diversity is necessary to protect our customers from rapidly escalating or, at least,
volatile and uncertain prices. Wisconsin Electric’s plants currently deliver energy that is
about 65% fi:om coal, 25% nuclear and the balance from natural gas and renewable sources.
We have recently announced plans to construct 2,800 megawatts (rows) of new generation
over the next ten years, 1,800 rows of coal and 1,000 rows of natural gas. The plan also
includes retiring old coal plants, upgrading remaining coal plants, providing additional
renewable resources and significantly upgrading the distribution system. This plan is
intended to insure a reliable supply of electricity to our customers along with significantly
improved environmental performance and price protection.

If planned correctly, the key to achieving emission reductions is improvements in efficiency.
These can occur in generation, transmission and distribution.

Opportunities For Efficiency Gains In Delivery Systems

Distribution systems, the wires that connect homes to power plants, are in some cases over
100 years old. Aging urban infrastructure is complicated and expensive to replace and
upgrade, and is invisible until a failure occurs. With customers now expecting a level of
power quality not anticipated at the time the systems were designed and installed, more
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attention is being focused on these areas. The advent of the digital clock and the drop in
price of consumer electronics has changed the way the average customer views their
electricity provider. Capital investment in distribution systems can lead to better efficiency.
It is estimated that in this case, as much as a three percent improvement could be gained.

Transmission is another challenge. Wisconsin has become transmission constrained as native
load grows within the state. On January 1, 2001, the major utilities iv. 3:.-~ .~tate pooled their
transmis.~ion assets and formed a new company, the American Transmission Company
(ATC). The Wisconsin electric utilities are now completely independent of their surrounding
transmission system. This restructuring has not changed the fact that, due to overloaded
transmission line conditions, additional lines will be needed if the state is to return to a
supply plan that includes 15-20% importation of supply without interruption due to
overloaded transmission line conditions. New construction and technology for transmission
systems also holds potential for gains in efficiency. It is not clear under the current
"tmbundled" structure how the ATC would be rewarded for designing the new system
upgrades to maximize efficiency.

The Power Plant - Regulatory Uncertainty And Environmental Frustration

The supply side of the system is similarly creaky. For example, all of the coal fired power
plant capacity in Wisconsin is more than 15 years old. More than half is greater than 30
years old, and there are some plants that have been in operation more than 60 years. Long
service has provided benefits to customers enjoying some of the lowest rates in the country.
However, it is also the source of what some environmentalists feel is the broken promise of
the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977 and 1990.

A complex series of events moved the power supply situation in the United States from one
that was largely fueled by coal and oil to one in which announcing a supply plan that
includes new coal looks almost radical. As utilities developed compliance plans in response
to the Clean Air Act Amendments, it soon became obvious that many systems could achieve
compliance by switching from high to low sulfur coal, which lowered sulfur dioxide (SO2)
emissions and effectively kept many older plants economically viable. Increases in
productivity in western mines producing low sulfur sub-bituminous coal led to coal switching
and contributed to lowering costs. This helped justify some reduction in capacity in boilers
designed to bum eastern bituminous higher sulfur coal. Had these plants been forced to
install expensive scrubbers, the choice might have been to retire them. While the decrease in
sulfur emissions was impressive, many fewer inefficient "grandfathered" plants were retired
than some had anticipated.

Some smaller units on the margin were "mothballed." They were essentially paid for, and
there was little cost in keeping them available for emergency situations. They stayed on the
books as available capacity, and as a result, the supply situation in most of the United States
looked comfortable.
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In the last ten to fifteen years, deregulation, rather than supply or reserves of supply, captured
the attention of regulators and utility management. New capacity was not built as uncertainty
crept in, and the traditional "regulatory compact" between federal, state and local agencies
and the regulated utility companies came under fire from those promoting economic benefits
of deregulation. Prior to discussion about deregulation, there were fairly clear relationships
between regulatory agencies that had been developed over many years. Utilities tended to do
planning openly with regulators and each other. While some have argued that this process
did not produce the lowest costs, it did create a climate of low risk for investment.
Stockholders expected a return on their investment commensurate with that level of risk.

At the same time, complete overhaul of regulation of the natural gas industry was taking
place. Suppliers, transporters and users of natural gas focused on sorting out the new rules,
and both supply and transportation became real commodities, allowing the opportunity for
radical price fluctuations. Natural gas distribution utilities and utilities using natural gas for
electricity generation started developing competency in hedging and other financial
instnmaentsdesigned to protect customers from price swings. Even in states where
electricity deregulation was not being openly contemplated, there were major changes in the
way utility business was conducted,

Utility chief executives watched their stock prices plunge ~s Wall Street responded to
uncertainty in an industry that previously had the risk PrOfile of a high rated bond. The
investor profile changed from one of many smaller private investors to a higher percentage of
institutional investors with vastly different expectations.

Lacking a national energy policy, an aggressive environmental agenda stepped in to fill the
vacuum. Environmental regulators looked for other means to retire old coal plants. The
international community started looking at global warming. In the meantime, population
and the economy kept growing, with resulting load growth occurring even as gains in
demand side efficiency were realized. The electricity use per capita actually declined in some
areas of the country. In Wisconsin, peak summer demand for electricity has grown 2.3%
annually during the last five years.

Competition took another step forward with the deregulation of the transmission system by
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. The pinch started. As load grew, the lack of
construction of new generation and transmission lines started to reveal weaknesses and
constraints in some parts of the country. The result was creeping system isolation in a time
when markets for trading supplies of electricity were supposed to be opening. Some of the
"mothballed" coal units were pressed back into service on high load days. Reserve margins
evaporated.

In some parts of the country, independent power producers stepped in to fill the gap. In other
areas, utilities scrambled to build natural gas fired combustion turbines. These machines
were the logical choice as they represented the smallest and least risky capital investment.
And even though the fuel was expensive and subject to wildly fluctuating price relative to
coal or nuclear, it was still a relatively small part of the average energy portfolio. Still, load
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continues to grow and requires the construction of additional large baseload power plants.
This fact became painfidly obvious with the situation in 2000-01 -- supply shortages, price
increases, and blackouts in Califomia.

In the generation portion of the supply equation, Wisconsin imports virtually all of its fuel.
As a result, the state is vulnerable~to outside market forces driving fuel prices. Technology
converting biomass from dairy he’."." ;~-’,nure has recently been put into service successfully,
and thisrenewable resource looks like a promising source of electricity that will also address
water quality and odor problems on large dairy farms. "Cow power", although with potential
for only about one percent of total supply in Wisconsin, is still another way of reducing
greenhouse gas.              .~

Relatively little new generation has been built in the U.S. over the past two decades. New
plants have been almost exclusively fueled by natural gas because they benefit from shorter
permitting and eoustruction times. This lowers the capital investment required for
construction and the associated financial risk. The only major new power plant fueled with
coal to go into service in the last:10 years was the replacement of a unit in Kansas City
destroyed in an accident.

As can easily be imagined basedon all of these issues, the industry is surrounded by
uncertainty. Yet regulatory predictability over a relatively long time horizon is needed to
accomplish the goals of meeting the climate challenge and other environmental objectives,
providing a continuing reliable and affordable supply of electricity to customers, and
satisfying the need for fair retun~ on investment for shareholders.

What is the strategy for creating predictability where only uncertainty exists today? Our
approach is to anticipate change.and make it predictable.

This generation has seen the world get smaller with the advent of technologies such as
improved transportation and communication systems. This change has brought a new

¯ awareness of the effects of emissions such as carbon dioxide (CO2) and mercury, which are
orders of magnitude more complicated in terms of both effect and control than previously
regulated emissions. For example, virtually every lake in Wisconsin has a fish advisory due
to mercury. This has been blamed on the fact that about 65% of the electricity produced in
Wisconsin comes from coal combustion. Unfortunately, the most current science on the
matter indicates that less than orle percent of the mercury in Wisconsin’s lakes comes from
those power plants, and more than half comes from sources outside of North America. Still,
Wisconsin utilities have agreed.~o :take a first step in reducing mercury emissions. Wisconsin
Electric believes it is not reasonable to expect others to act if we are not willing to step
forward and make a start.     ¯ : "

The easiest answer to reducing greenhouse gas emissions, and for that matter, all emissions,
is to have less. While the debate on the science of climate change may not be resolved in our
lifetime, it is a fact that impro~g efficiency in power plants and in other areas of the electric
system would be a big step forward in reducing these emissions. Rather than spend more
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time and energy arguing about global warming, some companies, including ours, have taken
the position that starting down a path toward greenhouse gas reductions integrated with other
controls is the most cost effective way toward a better solution.

Voluntary Efforts

A start was made in the Energy Policy Act of 1992. The Voluntary Reporting of Greenhouse
Gas Program, required by Section 1605(b), was specifically designed to demonstrate how
reductions could be accomplished, and to ultimately provide "credit for early action." In
1994, the first reporting year, Wisconsin Electric and 94 other electricity providers
voluntarily reported greenhouse gas emissions and supplied plans for further reductions. In
1999, the most recently reported period, it is expected that this number will grow to over 115.
In addition, the number of companies in businesses other than electric supply that are now
reporting has grown to more than 100. It is clear that regardless of the political rhetoric both
here in the U.S. and around the globe, companies in the U.S. understand the benefits of early
participation in reduction of emissions. According to the Energy Information
Administration, the total reduction in CO2 emissions reported by electricity providers in 1999
was 171.4 million metric tons. While this is a self reporting program, and the reductions were
less than eight percent of the approximately 2,252 million metric tons total emitted by the
electricity sector, the participants do not now and are not likely to get any direct "credit" for
these actions and hopefully will not be penalized due to lack of baseline protection.

Another part of the Energy Policy Act, the Joint Implementation process, was designed to
demonstrate how the U.S. could work with other cooperating countries to achieve these
reductions in the most cost-effective way. Wisconsin Electric took a lead role in two of the
first seven of these projects to be approved. One project involved replacing a boiler burning
brown coal with virtually no pollution controls in the Czech Republic with modem gas-fired
engines. The second involved a project in Belize, where 14,400 acres ofrainforest were
protected along with creating a center to train the local community in ways to use forest
products sustainably for income.

The reason Wisconsin Electric and other participating companies choose to spend significant
dollars on essentially an experiment is a belief that regulations will be more effective with
the participation of the regulated. In order to earn the right to participate in the process, there
is an obligation to come to the table with ideas and experience. There should be a
commensurate willingness by regulators to follow through and act on information gained as a
result of these efforts.

The most recent example of Wisconsin Electfic’s efforts to utilize innovative regulatory
programs was a proposal submitted jointly with the Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources (WDNR) to the EPA. It was submitted as part of Project X:L, EPA’s pilot
program to encourage innovation and efficiency by allowing more regulatory flexibility to
companies that agree to go beyond mere compliance with environmental standards. The
WDNR is one of the few state enviroument~ res,latory agencies with the delegated
authority to issue a full range of permits. This proposal, covered all of Wisconsin ElecWic’s
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fossil generating facilities in two states. It offered significant early reductions of SOx, N0x,
particulates and mercury along with targets for carbon dioxide (CO2) in exchange for the
regulatory certainty that these reductions could take place without the threat of second-
guessing interpretations of the Clean Air Act’s New Source Review requirements. This
proposal has languished at the EPA since being submitted in June, 2000, and is just now
gaining some renewed attention with the discussions of a multi-pollutant approach to
emissions reductions and the increase of federal legislative activity.

Wisconsin Electric has also signed on to participate in a recently announced project to study
the formation of a "Chicago Climate Exchange." This project brings together 33 leaders in
the ’Midwest from energy, industry, transportation, farm and forest sectors. It is anticipated
that by taking a diverse group from a fixed geographic region, a model can be developed to
provide useful information on how an effective mechanism for trading carbon can be
developed across sectors.

Next Steps

Eventually a limit is reached in how much time and resources a company can invest to study
an issue, even one so central to its future. In all of the examples above, the same theme is
present. What is needed now is action. All of the parties participating in the discussion of
the energy future in the United States must come to grips with the fact that in order to make
progress in ensuring a sound energy future, a first step must take place. This step must
provide an opportunity for companies to demonstrate significant progress toward
environmental goals without the cloud of recrimination. Utilities must be allowed enough
time to replace aging assets to produce the significant gains in efficiency required to reduce
greenhouse gas and other emissions in a way that customers can afford.

This plan should allow companies to reach beyond just coal-fired power plants. Credit for
efficiency gains in distribution and other operations should be counted. Programs to
encourage customers to invest in end use efficiencies similar to the days of demand side
management should be encouraged. For example, generators could buy CO2 reductions from
customers willing to retire their old appliances and replace them with new. The role that
nuclear generation plays in providing emission-flee energy also cannot be ignored or
penalized.

In order for progress to begin, there has to be a mechanism for those already working on
solutions to be assured they will not be penalized for early action. A starting line must be
defined so those wanting to run the race can line up and begin. As much of the rest of the
world starts to implement agreements for greenhouse gas reductions, and as environmental
regulation in the United States takes place in the courts, the environment, electricity :
customers and utility stockholders all lose.

The slow pace at which federal legislation is enacted can protect citizens, but it will make it
difficult to provide a timely solution to the greenhouse gas dilemma. Through the leadership
of the EPA, states, and companies working together, a reasonable parallel path program with
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sufficient regulatory safeguards can provide part of the answer. Companies could choose to
"opt in" to a program of reductions early to gain certainty but have a longer time period to
achieve required reductions. Those choosing to wait would ultimately have to achieve the
same required reductions, but they could select a path with a later start and no opportunity to
bank. There have been some encouraging statements coming from Washington recently
indicating a general recognition that the nation will lose if it cannot take part in a global
market for low-cost greenhouse gas reductions.

A Framework Proposal

Four elements are required for success. First, reductions from all sources must be counted to
insure the least cost solution is achieved. For example, in the utility sector, a mechanism
should be in place to encourage investment in improvements in efficiency in delivery
systems as well as power plants. In other sectors, examples such as appliance standards and
building code upgrades have been shown to be successful in improving efficiency, and have
significant potential for wider application. This will ensure the broadest opporttmity for
participation.

Second, enough time for the turnover of generation and utility assets must be allowed so that
capital investment is not prematurely written off and customers can continue to afford the
electricity they need and expect. The timeline is also a factor for investment. Investors must
be able to evaluate a company’s ability to plan and execute the reductions so that they will be
willing to provide the huge amount of capital needed and gain a fair return. A phased
reduction period over fifteen to twenty years, with progress requirements and the ability to
bank early reductions could allow for orderly conversion of the vast majority of older coal
burning power plants in the United States to advanced coal technology. In this way, fuel
diversity could be preserved with the added benefit of less reliance on natural gas and foreign
oil. A longer timeline will also allow for promising alternate technologies, such as fuel cells,
to develop and become more affordable. While the timeline is likely one of the most
controversial components, it is also the one the drives the ultimate cost.

Third, some room for sequestration must be included so that the forestry and agricultural
industries can play a role. The amount and type of sequestration has been the subject of
much debate internationally. More than any other element, the United States stands to lose
out here by not engaging in the international discussion.

The first three enable the last element, a mechanism for trading, between sectors and
globally. With sufficient flexibility and time, it should be possible for a cap to be established
in such a way that that it will achieve the reductions demanded by the international
community and not have an adverse impact on the United States economy. Only when all of
these elements are provided will we be confident that the United States will have a secure
energy future while achieving the significant environmental improvements of which we are
capable.
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Discussion draft. Do not quote or copy.

Climate Change and Technology:
An Auto Perspective

Thomas G. Marx

I. U.S. Policy On Climate Change

After nearly a decade of challenging negotiations to reach consensus on an international
treaty on climate change, events are moving. Following a failure to reach final agreement
on the elements of the Kyoto Protocol at The Hague in November 2000, President
George W. Bush announced in March that the United States would not ratify a "fatally
flawed" Protocol. Contentious issues such as limits on the use of emissions trading,
credits for carbon sequestration, the operation of the Clean Development Mechanism,
compliance and penalties, harm to the U.S. economy, and the vexing issue of global
participation could not be resolved satisfactorily.

The United States stated that it took climate change seriously; that it would not interfere
with efforts by other nations to implement the Protocol; and that it would stay engaged in
the Framework Convention process. The United States also said it would demonstrate
the leadership in addressing climate change that is expected from the world’s largest
economy.

Some view the U.S. withdrawal from the Kyoto Protocol with great alarm and
pessimism; others are optimistic that it represents a much-needed new and more
pragmatic approach to concerns about climate change. The case for optimism is strong.
Henry Jacoby and David Reiner at the M1T Joint Program on the Science and Policy of
Global Change stated in their review of the actions taken at The Hague: "It is not clear
that short-term failure is irreversible, however-- or even undesirable, if what replaces
the grand deal is a period of national experimentation that can then be knit back together
into a more effective international system. Progress might well be found in a transitional
period of modest domestic actions among the major developed-country emitters rather
than in an effort to resolve all the outstanding issues of the Kyoto process."

It is thus important that the United States implement effective domestic actions to address
concerns about climate change during this period of transition. The seven fundamental
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principles set down by the United States in June for addressing climate change provide a
solid foundation for effective domestic action:

¯ The goal is long-term stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the
atmosphere.

¯ Policies for achieving this goal must be science-based.
¯ Policies must be flexible,
¯ Policies must utilize market’based incentives.
¯ Policies must spur technological innovation.
¯ Policies must provide for continued economic growth.
¯ A global effort is needed to address climate change effectively.

These seven basic principles provide bases for both effective domestic actions, and for
effective future global accords that will benefit greatly from demonstrated success at the
domestic level.

Climate change is a century-long issue that requires a long-term focus and long-term
goals. Much of the debate over targets, timetables, and short-term actions has only
distracted the world communityfrom the sustained, long-term effort needed to address
climate change.              ~

Advancing the science of climate,: change broadly and resolving uncertainties about the
impacts of natural variation on climate, future changes in climate, what constitutes a
dangerous change in climate, and even how policy actions affect climate are essential to
formulating effective long-term policies. Flexible policy formulation and implementation
are needed to enable us to respond and adapt continuously to new scientific knowledge as
it is generated.

The private sector can play a key role in meeting the challenges of climate change.
Tapping the power of markets is thus essential. Market signals provide powerful
incentives to those in the private sector to conserve energy and to use it efficiently.
Market incentives are also essential to spun-ing the technological innovations that will
enable us to meet the challenges of climate change while maintaining the economic
growth that is essential to any effort to address greenhouse gas emissions.

Energy is critical to the economic growth that is essential to meeting environmental,
health, and social needs. Econt~mic development and population growth, especially in.
developing countries, will double the demand for energy by 2030. Despite. alarms that
we were muning out of oil four: ~(ears after Colonel Drake drilled the first oil well in
Pennsylvania, there are no signsSof shortage. Forecasts of oil prices for the next 15-20
years are in the $20 a bah’el rang~ (after inflation). As a result, fossil fuels, which
account for 85 percent oftoday~’s world energy supplies, are forecast to account for 87
percent by 2030, with some shift~g from coal to natural gas.

Despite the abundance ofoil, ove~r two billion people today lack access to commercial
energy, and the number could reach three billion over the next several decades.
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Continued reliance on traditional forms of energy in developing countries (wood, and
coal for cooking) is a serious threat to human health, and the environment. Economic
growth and access to commercial energy would improve human health, relieve many
stresses on the environment, and generate the wealth, demand, and technology needed to
address climate change.

Finally, an effective long-term effort to address climate change must truly be global. It
must include actions to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the United States and
actions to reduce or limit the growth in GHG emissions in China, India and other
developing countries where emissions are growing rapidly with economic development
and population growth.

H. The Role Of Technology

Supporting the development, commercialization, and global diffusion of advanced
technologies is essential to the success ofU.S, domestic actions, and to international
accords to address climate change. Eileen Claussen of the Pew Center writes: "Climate
change policy analysis is fraught with uncertainty and controversy, but at least one thing
is perfectly clear, technological innovation is the key to addressing climate change."

Some estimates of the returns on investments in advanced technology are enormous. Jae
Edmunds of Battelle writes: "It is hard to overestimate the importance of developing and
commercializing new and improved energy technologies over the course of this century.
The value of future improvements in GHG related technologies, relative to the present set
of technologies, has been estimated to be in the trillions of dollars."

One of the main issues with the Kyoto Protocol was always its inadequate trealment 6f
technology and insufficient focus on policies to stimulate the development of new
technologies. Technology cannot simply be mandated. A study by The Business
Roundtable concluded, "The Kyoto Protocol provides neither the time nor the appropriate
policy environment to develop, commercialize on a large scale and disseminate
worldwide the innovative energy technologies that would be needed to make such large
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions without serious harm to the world’s economy."
Indeed, the short-term focus of the Protocol impedes the development of needed
technologies by forcing a myopic search for short-term fixes that come at the expense of
true innovation.

The Protocol does not speak directly to the essential role the private sector plays in the
development, commercialization, and global diffusion oftechuology. Discussions of
technology transfer, the Clean Development Mechanism, emissions trading, and other
mechanisms are focused on government-to-government interactions. The role of the
private sector is unclear despite the fact that it is primarily the private sector that will
develop, finance, and implement the technologies that are needed to address climate
change..
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Climate change is a classic problem of the global commons. A lack of private market
demand for climate-friendly technologies requires government support for technology
development across a broad front, including mitigation, carbon sequestration, capture and
storage, and adaptation teehuo!ogies. Supportive government policies are essential when
lead times are long, risks are high, market pull is weak, and social benefits ~re thought to
be great. It is thus essential that what c:.:::..:..’-, next are policies that promote the
development, commercialization, and global diffusion of new and breakthrough
technologies for addressing climate change. Some specific, important policies that would
encourage technological innovation include the fol!owing:

Government should increase funding for energy research and development to a
level commensurate with the challenge. The federal government spent over $83
billion on research in fiscal year 2000. A greater portion of these funds needs to
be foensed on energy and climate change challenges. Increased funding is
especially critical given declining public and private expenditures for energy
research in recent years throughout most OECD nations. The research agenda
should be foensed more on long-term technological development and
breakthrough technologies. This long-term orientation requires continuity and
sustained funding. There also should be a broader and more balanced research
agenda because innovation often occurs at the boundaries of emerging
technologies. For example, support is needed for automotive research for clean
diesel and lean-bum technologies, lightweight structures, on-board hydrogen
storage, and for a hydrogen re-fueling infrastructure.

Governments should stimulate private demand for advanced technologies with
consumer incentives such as tax credits for the purchase of hybrid and fuel cell
vehicles.

The federal government can play an important direct role in creating markets for
new technologies as major purchasers of goods and services. Government
purchases of innovative technologies can stabilize emerging companies, facilitate
scale economies, and stimulate broader private market demand.

Government should accelerate the transfer of technology fi:om the National Labs
to the private sector by increasing their orientation towards the commercialization
of cost-effective energy technologies. These Labs spent $25.7 billion dollars for
research in 1995 -- 14 percent of total U.S. P~&D expenditures. Importantly, the
National Labs allocated 23 percent of their budget to basic research compared
with 4 percent in the private sector.

Government should foster the development of public-private research
partnerships, domestically and internationally, as key tools for moving promising
technologies to the marketplace.

¯ Government should increase input from the private sector into the national
research agenda to help ensure that input is received from experts in the private

4
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sector, and that the needed focus on effective and practicable energy and
environmental technologies is maintained.

Government should reinstate investment tax and energy credits, and shorten the
period for depreciating investments in climate-related and energy-efficient
investments in vehicles, plants, and equipment.

Government should begin planning for the considerable infrastructure needed to
support advanced technologies, e.g., a hydrogen re-fueling delivery system.

Government should eliminate regulatory, tax, and trade impediments to the
development and global deployment of advanced energy technologies. U.S.
regulatory, tax, and trade laws make important contributions to a cleaner and
healthier environment, facilitate an effectively functioning economy, and an
efficient global trading system. Too often, however, these policies "lock-in"
current technology rather than support innovation. They unintentionally
discourage research, innovation, and capital investment by increasing uncertainty,
risks, and costs. One environmental organization concludes: "The current
legislative framework represents the biggest obstacle to a coherent, vigorous
environmental technology policy." Statutory reforms are needed to "turn
environmental law’s pervasive bias against innovation into a demand pull for new
technology." A recent study by The Business Roundtable identifies thirty-eight
specific regulatory, tax, and trade impediments to innovation and proposes
concrete solutions to each. Among them are the following:

Interpretation of the Clean Air Act’s New Source Review (NSR)
provisions discourages improvements in energy efficiency because
changes trigger permitting reviews, require the installation of additional
pollution control equipment, and can invoke additionalemissions
reductions. The EPA should implement NSR in ways that avoid triggering
permitting requirements for changes necessary to maintain and repair
existing facilities, and for changes that do not increase emissions.

The nan’ow focus of technology-specific standards such as best available
control technology (BACT) or reasonably available control technology
(PACT) often forces manufacturers to use technologies that result in
greater overall costs, wastes, and energy consumption. Government
should establish performance standards and allow companies to select
appropriate technologies.

o Reduce delays and uncertainties resulting from multiple layers of permit
reviews under the Clean Air Act.

o. Reform antiquated standards, building codes, and zoning ordinances that
discourage improvements in energy efficiency.
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o Make the R&D tax credit permanent, and allow credits for every dollar of
research expense rather than for the increment over an arbitrary base
amount.

o Eliminate taxation on international, intm-firm transfers of environmental
and energy-efficient technologies.

Lessen restrictions on the export and import of advanced energy and
environmental technologies. Reduce tariff and non-tariff barriers to
energy-efficient technologies in future WTO negotiations.

Accelerate the global diffusion ofteclmology to developing countries where the
biggest environmental gains can be achieved. There are commercially available
technologies that could reduce greenhouse gases cost effectively in developing
countries today. Improve the financial, physical, technical, legal, and regulatory
infrastructuresin developing countries to encourage innovation and to allow these
countries to assess, implement, operate and maintain advanced technology
systems. We should press international financial institutions to provide special
focus on energy technologies and supporting investments. Numerous trade
policies also impede the transfer of state-of-the-art environmental technology to
developing nations. Tariffs imposed by foreign governments, restrictions on
market access, closed government procurement practices, and inadequate
enforcement of intellectual property rights all impede global technology diffusion.
Excessive U.S. controls on the export of technology and restrictions on
immigration also impede international technology transfer.

Accelerate research to resolve uncertainties in climate change science. Improve
the science of climate change, the accuracy of GCM models, long-term
monitoring of the climate, and our ability to forecast future changes in climate and
their environmental, health, and social impacts.

In the long term, technological innovation requires strong Federal, state, and local
support for education in math, science, and engineering. Our education system
must produce the inventors of tomorrow’s technologies and the skilled work_force
that can work with increasingly sophisticated technologies.

HI. Technology In The Auto Industry

The development of advanced technology vehicles is certainly the key to responding
effectively to concerns about climate change in the automotive industry, which is a
critical sector for both the environment and the economy. Cars and light-duty trucks
account for 20 percent of U.S. man-made emissions of carbon dioxide. Highway
vehicles, worldwide, account for about 11 percent of man-made CO2.

The automotive industry is a powerful engine for economic growth. The U.S. auto
industry accounts for nearly 4 percent ofU.S. GDP and about 10 percent of U.S.
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manufacturing output. More than 600,000 people are employed in the auto industry.
Related employment at upstream suppliers and downstream sales and service facilities
adds mother 1.8 million workers for a total of 2.4 million jobs. In 1998, average
compensation (wages plus benefits) in the auto and parts manufacturing industry was
$65,000 per worker compared with $48,000 for all manufacturing and $38,000
nationwide. With R&D expenditures exceeding $18 billion in 1997, the motor vehicle
and equipment industry ranked first in the nation.

Over the past 30 years, fuel economy has improved 130 percent in passenger cars and 75
percent in light-duty trucks, while emissions of hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and
oxides of nitrogen have been cut dramatically. Additional gains in fuel economy were
offset by consumer demands for larger vehicles that provide greater performance, safety,
mad convenience.

General Motors is fully committed to improving the energy efficiency of its plants and
vehicles while continuing to produce a broad line of cars and trucks that meet customers’
needs for safety, performance, and reliability. It is necessary to develop a broad portfolio
of convention.al and advanced technologies because the future success of competing
technologies is uncertain, and because significant regional and international differences
in infrastructure, road conditions, performance requirements, fuel prices and government
transportation and environmental policies create demands for alternative technologies in
different geographical or niche markets around the globe.

We at GM see hydrogen as the long-term solution to climate change in the transportation
industry. We also envision a period of transition characterized by continuous
improvements in conventional vehicle technologies, modem diesel technology, and the
.introduction of a variety of hybrid vehicles for different consumer and commercial
markets.

Conventional vehicles are continuously being improved, and will co-exist with advanced
technology vehicles for many years. Lean burn technologies like clean diesel and direct
injection gasoline, displacement on demand, continuously variable tmusmissions,
lightweight structures, and mass reduction are important conventional technologies for
increasing energy efficiency.

Displacement on demand, which GM will introduce in 2004, saves fuel by using only
half the engine cylinders during normal driving conditions. The system automatically
reactivates the other cylinders when full power is needed for acceleration or for carrying
heavy loads. Continuously variable transmissions save fuel by providing an infinite set
of gear ratios so that the engine always operates at its most efficient speed.

Diesel engines, which account for about a third of new car sales in Western Europe, can
improve fuel economy 30 percent over comparable gasoline engines and reduce carbon
dioxide emissions. Sales of diesel engines and lean-burn technologies in high volumes
are not feasible in the United States, however, without some adjustments to forthcoming
requirements for nitrogen oxide emissions under U.S. clean air rules.
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Electric drive technology is the foundation for all advanced vehicle technologies,
including battery, hybrid electric, and fuel cell vehicles. GM introduced a battery electric
concept car in 1990, the first modem, production electric vehicle in 1996, an electric
pick-up truck in 1997, and a second-generation electric drive vehicle in 1999 that is half
the size and cost of its predecessor.

Hybrid technologies can improv.q energy efficiency and lower emissions without
sacrificing the vehicle performance consumers expect. GM’s Precept, developed as part
oft he public-private research P .a~nership for a New Generation of Vehicles, employs a
four-wheel drive parallel hybrid diesel propulsion system. The Precept met the program’s
fuel-economy target of 80 mpg. ~he Precept uses lightweight components such as carbon
fiber bumper impact beams, and weighs only 2,600 pounds. It has zero drag brakes and
is the world’s most aerodynamic vehicle. The Precept is not an affordable vehicle, but
the technological advances in this vehicle are critical to the development of future
advanced technology vehicles that are commercially viable.

The benefits from hybrid electric vehicles are maximized by producing these vehicles for
high-volume rather than niche markets. GM is therefore developing a broad range of
hybrid vehicle systems for commercial vehicles, for rear-wheel drive applications, and
for front-wheel drive vehicles.

GM’s hybrid system for commercial applications is already in service on urban transit
buses in California. It is estimatOr:that replacing the 13,000 metro buses in service in the
nine largest cities in the United S~ates with hybrid systems would save as much fuel as
,500,000 small hybrid electric car~.

GM’s hybrid system for rear-whEel drive applications will be offered as an option on
2003 full size, extended-cab, pick-up trucks, and a hybrid system for ~ont-wheel vehicles
is expected to be available on a sport utility vehicle in 2004. It will get about 20 percent
better fuel economy and have 20 percent fewer emisgions while delivering the power and
performance customers expect.

Hydrogen is expected to be the fuel of choice for the long term. Fuel cell vehicles fueled
by hydrogen are more than twice as energy efficient as internal combustion engines, are
quiet, and produce zero-emissions -- only heat and water leave the tailpipe. Fuel cell
vehicles can also provide distributed electric power to homes and worksites.

The fuel cell supplies electricity t’0~an electric motor that powers the wheels. It produces
electricity by stripping electrons from hydrogen that passes through a membrane,
combines with oxygen and form~water. The transition to a hydrogen economy will
likely be led by on-board reformulation of gasoline, which utilizes the existing re-fueling

To accelerate the development Of fuel cell technology, GM employs over 250 fuel cell
experts and is investing over $100 million annually. GM is also engaged in numerous
strategic alliances, collaborations, ~ud partnerships (e.g., the California Fuel Cell
Partnership) to hasten the developn~ent and commercialization of this exciting new
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technology. GM is also working with fuel suppliers to develop super clean and sulfur-
free (a sulfur content of less than 10 PPM) gasoline and diesel fuels.

A hydrogen vehicle poses a number of significant technical challenges. On-board
hydrogen storage requires a completely new type of fuel tank that can store enough
hydrogen for normal driving ranges. A second challenge is clean and efficient methods
of producing hydrogen. Hydrogen is an energy carrier not a source. It takes energy,
ideally from a renewable source, to release hydrogen. A third critical issue is the need for
a hydrogen re-fueling infrastructure. Affordability is also a major challenge that must be
overcome to produce commercially viable fuel cell vehicles by 2010, and sell them in
large numbers by 2020.

GM has a company-wide effort to find innovative ways to reduce its energy bill and its
greenhouse gas emissions fi-om its plants. In 2000, GM produced 9.8 million metric tons
of CO2 from its operations in the United States, down 14.6 percent from 1990 levels, and
down 15 percent on a per-vehicle-produced basis.

The GM plant in Orion Township, Michigan provides an example of an innovative way
to reduce emissions. This plant lies between two public landfills that produce large
amounts of methane gas. The Orion plant is now recovering methane from the landfills
that was vented into the air and using it as a source of power for its boilers.

IV. Summary And Conclusions

The development, commercialization, and global diffusion of advanced technology is the
key to responding effectively to concerns about climate change. It is certainly the key in
the motor vehicle industry that is investing heavily in advanced teelmology vehicles.
Technological innovation is at the core of both the success of the twentieth century and
the promise of the twenty-first. It is easy to exaggerate its importance in the short term,
but difficult to overestimate it in the long term. And the technological potential in the
United States has never been greater. Exciting new teetmologies are on the horizon in
every sector of the economy from smart buildings to smart ships to smart automobiles
and smart highways to drive them on. Public policy for addressing concerns about global
climate change should be inspired by this enormous technological potential.

The focus of U.S. climate change policy on market incentives, flexibility, science, and on
unleashing the innovative spirit is thus cause for great optimism. We do not need to
choose between the environment and the economy if what comes next are policies and
actions, such as those outlined here, that will turn the promise of technology into reality.
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Discussion draft. Do not quote or copy.

An Integrated, Four-Pollutant Approach
To Power Plant Emissions

Frank Cassidy

Rationale For An Integrated Policy

Fossil-fueled power plants are the nation’s largest source of sulfur dioxide (66%) and
carbon dioxide (36%) emissions; the largest industrial source of nitrogen oxide emissions
(29%); and a sigaifieant source of mercury emissions (21%). While the electric power
industry has made progress in reducing environmental impacts in the 30 years since the
Clean Air Act became law, it’s clear that continued progress toward achieving national
clean air goals and health-based clean air standards will require further significant
reductions in power plant emissions.

As the national debate over energy policy proceeds, a key task will be to ensure that the
effort to provide safe, secure, reliable and affordable energy supplies does not
compromise environmental progress and public health. The requirement to reconcile
energy policy and environmental policy is especially critical for the electric power
industry because of its significant impact on air quality. A comprehensive solution to
energy supply issues related to growing demand and the need to rebuild an aging electric
power infrastructure must recognize that energy and environmental policy issues are
interdependent and must include a long-term strategy for reducing the air quality impacts
associated with the industry.

The public policy debate over energy policy also comes during a period in which the
economic rules governing the electric industry are undergoing fundamental change. The
energy production component of the industry is now a highly competitive business in
which participants must respond to the rigors of the marketplace and the scrutiny and
judgment of financial markets.
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These factors highlight the strong business rationale for an integrated approach that
complements the environmental and public health considerations. The electric power
industry needs to know now what the future environmental performance requirements
will be. We do not want to cord~ont a situation in which large amounts of capital
investment predicated on one set of requirements is put at risk or wasted by short-term
s’hiRs and turns in public policy. It is important to recognize that public policy outcomes
will affect the lives and livelihoods of millior,:, ~i" :~nergy industry employees and
investors, the financial health of American families, and the ability of American
businesses to compete in international markets.

The best way to meet these challenges - assuring reliable and affordable energy supplies;
attracting the capital necessary to rebuild infrastructure; and reducing environmental
impact - is through an integrated, multi-pollutant apl~roach that sets out uniform and
unambiguous targets and timetables for reducing emissions of nitrogen oxide (’NOx),
sulfur dioxide (SO2), mercury, and carbon dioxide (CO2), the pollutants most associated
with the generation of electricity. This strategy should include cost-effective, market-
based compliance mechanisms and streamlining of existing regulatory programs in a
manner that removes impediments to investment without compromising environmental
efficacy. This long-term, integrated strategy for addressing power plant emissions will
provide energy companies and the financial markets on which they depend a clear
understanding and a high degree of certainty about environmental regulatory
requirements. The industry will bebetter equipped to make critical decisions about
allocation of capital because investment strategies will be based on a clear understanding
of future environmental compliance obligations. This is a fi’amework that reduces the
risks associated with the current system of piecemeal, pollutant-by-pollutant regulation.
The industry will respond by building new power plants, refurbishing existing electric
generating capacity, and creating new markets and new opportunities for emerging
technologies and products that increase the diversity and improve the reliability and
environmental performance of the nation’s electric supply system. The result will be an
increased supply of energy and significant reductions of emissions.

The Need For Federal Legislation

The Clean Energy Group1 (CEG) is a coalition of electric generating and distribution
companies that has developed a specific legislative proposal for implementing an
integrated multi-pollutant strategy for the electric power industry.

CEG member companies have been actively involved in the public policy debate on
energy and environmental policy and have brought to these deliberations a perspective
forged fi:om a number of shared attributes and principles. Member companies operate and
are developing power plants in almost every region of the United States; they operate
coal, gas, and oil-fired generating plants and nuclear powered facilities; and they are
committed to working cooperatively with government, the environmental community,
and other stakeholders to promote adoption of progressive policies that provide
meaningful environmental improvements on an economically sustainable basis.

2
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The legislation CEG is now proposing would implement, over a reasonable time period, a
tonnage cap on emissions of the four major pollutants (NOx, SO2, mercury, CO2)
associated with fossil-fueled power plants. The caps would deliver significant reductions
in power plant emissions of NOx, SO2, and mercury and implement mandatory CO2
reductions in a manner that will not compromise the reliability, fuel-diversity, or
affordability of the nation’s electric energy supply.

The legislation also would reform elements of the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA) New Source Review (NSR) program that have proven to be an
impediment to investment in new generation and environmental control technology.

The pollutants targeted for reduction under this program contribute to various health and
environmental problems, including fine particulate exposure, ground-level ozone (smog),
acid rain, regional haze, and climate change. In addition, mercury exposure is a growing
health concern.

It is clear that any meaningful approach to addressing the issue of climate change must
include mandatory participation by the electric power industry. There is no question that
the issue of CO2 reductions presents a real and significant challenge especially in relation
to continued use of coal as an electric generation fuel. However, scientific evidence on
climate change has progressed to the point where prudent action on reducing greenhouse
gas emissions is warranted. The CO2 emissions reductions targets, the flexibility
mechanisms for compliance, and the compliance timetable included in the CEG
legislation would begin the transition to a less carbon-intensive energy future for the UIS.
without bankrupting the economy or eliminating coal as a viable fuel for electric power
generation.

The following table outlines the proposed caps, emission reduction targets and timetables
called for in the CEG legislation. These targets provide deeper reductions for NOx and
SO2 than called for under existing regulations now in place and begin the process for
reducing mercury and COs which are currently unregulated.
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Mercury

CO~

2.11 million
tons

4.5 million tons

3.58 million
tons

Roughly 26
tons

Roughly 5-16
tons

Roughly a 50% reduction from current
commitments (including implementation
of the NOx SIP Call in the eastern U.S.)2

50% reduction beyond Phase II Acid
Rain3 requirements

60% reduction beyond. Phase II Acid
Rain requirements

50% reduction from existing levels
70%-90% reduction from existing levels

Stabilization at 2000 emission levels (plus flexibility
mechanisms)

Stabilization at 1990 emission levels (plus flexibility
mechanisms)

Stabilization at 1990 emission levels (only
intemationally agreed upon flexibility measures)

2008

2008

2012

2008

2012

2008

2012

2015

Key elements of this proposal are the market-based, cap-and-trade regulatory approach,
NSR reform, and flexibility mechanisms for implementing the CO2 cap that will ensure
cost-effective emissions reductions.

Benefits Of A Cap-and-Trade Approach

The cap-and-trade program establishes a national limit - an emissions cap - for the
pollutants. Allowances - the fight to emit one ton (or, in the case of mercury, one pound)
- are provided to each power plant based on the overall limit of the cap and the electrical
output of the facility. Power plant operators can then decide how best to use allowances
to meet regulatory requirements~ For example, an operator of an older facility might
decide to purchase allowances from another source rather than incur the costs of reducing
emissions. An operator of a low..’-~missions facility might decide to sell allowances or
bank them for future use. And ~ operator might decide to create an additional business
opportunity by installing emissions control technology that will deliver marketable
allowances.

The benefits of a cap-and-trade:system have been clearly demonstrated by the Acid Rain
program established under TitIdIV of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments. The program
introduced an allowance trading ’..sy.stem as a compliance mechanism for reducing the SO2
emissions that are a major contributor to creation of acid rain. The program has been an
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environmental and economic success. Emissions reductions are being achieved at costs
75% less than originally estimated by EPA. Because cap-and-trade systems take
advantage of market forces, direct capital investment to least-cost control opportunities,
and minimize total pollution reduction costs across all regulated sources, there is no
reason to believe national cap-and-trade programs for NOx and CO2 won’t replicate the
success of the Acid Rain program.

There are various options available for allocating allowances under a cap-and-trade
system. Traditionally, NOx and SO2 power plant allowances have been based on
historical heat input (fuel usage) expressed in terms of million British thermal units
(mmBtu). In Phase 1 of EPA’s Acid Rain program, for example, EPA allocated
allowances to each participating power plant at an emissions rate of 2.5 pounds of SO2
multiplied by the unit’s baseline mmBtu (the average amount of fossil fuel used in a year
from 1985 through 1987).

The Clean Energy Group legislative proposal, however, uses an allowance allocation
system based on the power plant’s electrical output. Recent analysis by EPA indicates
that an output-based system will produce more megawatts of generation with fewer
emissions, which, in turn, mitigates potential increases in compliance costs.

Reforming NSR

EPA’s NSR program is the component of the Clean Air Act designed to ensure that new
power plants or existing units that undergo significant modification or expansion would
be equipped with the latest and most effective emissions control technology. There has
been much discussion and debate about NSR and its future role in relation to cap-and-
trade methodologies for emissions reductions. CEG’s proposed legislation would
preserve most of the NSR requirements for new facilities. However, routine maintenance
and modifications that improve the performance and efficiency of existing facilities
would be exempt from NSR consideration unless such work creates significant changes
to the output and nature of the facility.

More specifically, the legislation would reform the NSR program in these primary areas:
Existing power plants would not be subject to NSR unless the physical modifications to
the facility qualify as a reconstruction under EPA regulatory guidelines or result in an
increase in emission rates (measured in pounds per megawatthour); the criteria for
determining "Lowest Achievable Emissions Rate" technology would be changed so that
clean generating sources would not be required to make disproportionately large
investments in pollution control equipment that produce minor incremental reductions in
emissions; and the emissions off-set requirement for new generating facilities located in
non-attainment areas, which has been an impediment to the siting and construction of
new, clean generating plants, would be eliminated because all facilities would be subject
to the more stringent emissions caps called for in the legislation.
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An Industry Approach to Climate Change

There has been extensive discussion and debate about climate change and a national
policy for reducing greenhouse gases that contribute to globaI~warming. Much of the
debate has centered on the emissions reductions framework included in the Kyoto
protocol and whether the U.S. should ratify the international agreement that codifies the
Kyoto reductions.

The economic costs associated with meeting the Kyoto targets and in reducing carbon
emissions in general and the impact on energy supply, energy reliability, and continued
use of coal are legitimate and worthy concerns. However, the science of climate change is
robust enough and the evidence for potentially serious environmental consequences is
strong enough to make greenhouse gas reductions a component of national environmental
policy.

Carbon dioxide, however, unlike NOx, SO2, and mercury, is an inevitable product of
fossil fuel combustion. It can’t be scrubbed from flue gas or eliminated through other
control technologies. Responding to the climate change threat by reducing CO2 emissions
requires complicated strategies implemented over the long-term. It makes economic and
environmental sense to start this process now.

Implementing a prudent CO2 reduction program now also reduces the risk that costlier
and more dramatic action will be required at a later date. The CEG proposed legislation
calls for a number of compliance options and flexibility mechanisms that will insure cost-
effective reductions. These include credit for early reductions; CO2 allowance trading;
allowance allocations for nuclear and renewable sources; an investment credit program
for renewable energy sources and energy efficiency projects; domestic and international
projects that effectively sequester carbon; and credit for greenhouse gas reductions
achieved outside of the electric power industry.

These provisions provide strong incentives for immediate investment in the new
technologies - renewable energy sources and efficiency improvements - that will begin
the long-term transition to an energy system much less dependent on carbon-based fuels.
The early credit and investment credit mechanisms included in the legislation should
provide attractive options for energy companies because it allows investment in domestic
projects that contribute to electric system reliability.

The ongoing debate over the Kyoto Accord should not be an excuse for inaction or policy
paralysis on climate change and CO2 emissions reductions. We can and should start
taking positive, prudent, and achievable actions to reduce emissions.

Conclusion

The integrated, comprehensive, coordinated approach to meeting the environmental
challenges facing the electric power industry represents sound environmental, energy,

6
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and economic policy that will reduce emissions of harmful pollutants while encouraging
investment in the nation’s electric energy infrastructure.
This is an approach that will:

¯ Provide the industry and the capital markets with clear direction and business
certainty about future enviromental requirements. It will avoid the risks and the
financial uncertainties associated with a piecemeal,, pollutant-by-pollutant
regulatory regime.

¯ Support energy reliability by reducing risk and implementing an emissions
reduction program that is reasonable and achievable.

¯ Remove barriers to building new electric generation facilities by applying the
same environmental standards to all generation sources, providing allowance
allocations to new sources, and stre~g existing regulations that create
barriers to siting and construction.of new facilities.

¯ Support fuel diversity through cap-and-and trade mechanisms that allow power
plant operators the option to meet compliance obligations through least-cost
options.

¯ Maintain energy security by creating flexible compliance options that allow
continued use of coal as an electric generating source.

¯ Protect public health and environmental quality by delivering real, substantial,
and measurable reductions in emissions of pollutants on established compliance
timetables.

Endnotes

~ The Clean Energy Group was founded in 1997. Member companies are Conectiv; Comolidated Edison,
Incorporated; Exelon Corporation; KeySpan Corporation; Northeast Utilities; PGE National Energy Group,
Public Service Enterprise Group Incorporated (PSEG); and Sempra Energy.
2 The NOx SIP Call refers to a regulation promulgated by EPA in 1997 requiring 22 states in the eastern

half of the U.S. to produce State Implementation Plans or "SIPS" outlining programs to reach mandatory
(up to 80%) nitrogen oxide emissions reductions.
3 Title IV of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments established the Acid Rain Program which included

mandatory sulfur dioxide reductions in two phases (1995 and 2000) and established an allowance trading
system as a compliance mechanism.
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Discussion draft. Do not quote or copy.

Reducing Carbon Emissions and Limiting Costsi

By Richard D. Morgenstern

I. Introduction

Emissions trading works. Domestic emissions of both CFCs and S02 have been
dramatically reduced, at lower than expected costs, by establishing strict and enforceable
emissions caps combined with tradable allowances. So, why are similarly fixed
emissions caps not suitable for near term control of greenhouse gas emissions (GHG)? In
fact, a fixed cap and trade approach for domestic emissions failed to gain more than
rhetorical support in the last Administration and, apparently, is faring even worse in the
present one. While some may attribute that failure to a lack of political will, others see it
as at least partially related to the design of the policy itself. Arguably, great policy
triumphs like the Montreal Protocol or the Clean Air Act can be dangerous if they
.establish policies and perspectives that get uncritically applied to other situations.

While the successes of reductions in SO2 and CFC are important, it is clear that GHGs
pose fundamentally broader challenges. The pollutants involved in these earlier trading
programs were limited in scope and sources to a few materials in specific sectors or
industries with a relatively small number of producers. In contrast, those involved in
decisions affecting GHG emissions extend throughout the economy. Thus, many fear
that any effort to rigidly cap emissions in the near term could result in unpredictable
shortages and/or unacceptable price hikes. Several of my colleagues at Resources for the
Future (RFF) and I have proposed to modify the standard cap and trade approach when
applied to GI-IGs to eliminate the chance of any major economic disruption. We do this
by introducing a relief mechanism or "safety valve" which stipulates that if the price of
the permits rises above a set amount, additional permits will be provided at a
predetermined price, thereby capping the costs of the policy.

The safety valve approach has been embraced by a newly formed environmental
organization, Americans for an Equitable Climate Solution, also known as Skytrust, and
has been favorably reviewed by some segments of the environmental and business
communities. The proposal received high marks in a recent study by the Congressional
Budget Office, and has been endorsed by a number of prominent commentators,
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including Gregg Easterbrook, writing in The New Republic. It is also being favorably
considered by Senators McCain and Lieberman. An intemationa! version incorporating
the principles of the domestic policy was actively discussed, at the Hague, in November
2000.

This paper describes our proposal~ for reducing U.S. emissions of CO2 and, ultimately,
other GHG-s, that modifies the cap and trade approach successfully used in other arenas,
taking into account the complexities of controlling GHGs. Section II presents the
conceptual background on the safety valve. Section III describes the basic RFF/Skytrust
proposal for domestic action. Section IV summarizes the recent CBO analysis and
considers a number of the argumdnts that havebeen raised both for and against the
proposal. Section V offers overall conclusions and briefly considers how the ffglicy
might eventually be integrated into an international mitigation regime        ~

II. Background

The age-old conflict over binding targets (quantity instruments) vs. emissions taxes
(price instruments) has re-appeared in the climate debate. A key question is
whether quantity and price instruments yield the same environmental results and, if
so, is there any reason to prefer one over the other? Most of the current discussion
concerning the choice of policy ins .1guments has focused on political, legal, and
revenue concerns. In the United.~.,tates, environmentalists’ desire for fixed
emissions targets have combined..,With a broad political aversion to energy taxes to
give the rhetorical edge to pure qhantity-based instruments as the leading method
for implementing climate policies...

In a tradable permit system wher~ each permit gives the holder the right to emit a
specified amount of GHGs into the atmosphere one can, in principle, precisely
control GHG emissions. However, the cost of control, in terms of higher prices for
fuel and reduced productivity, is uncertain under a permit system. While the recent
experience with SO2 trading suggests that the costs are lower than expected, the
fear that carbon mitigation policies will be cosily has become a deterrent to action.

Part of the cost uncertainty arises from uncertainty about the level of future baseline
emissions, i.e., emissions tliat would occur even in the absence of new policies. In
addition, there are also uncertainties about the cost of reducing emissions below baseline,
and about the overall efticiency_& ,f the emissions trading system. For example,
simulations developed by the Sta~tford Energy Modeling Forum suggest that, depending
on the particular models used, the.. posts of the Kyoto Protocol may vary by almost an
order of magnitude. ~:

In general, ffthe cost of limitingemissions is known with certainty and the benefits of
reduced emissions are similarly ~.knpwn, the price a~d quantity approaches are perfect
policy substitutes. However, as Martin Weitzman of Harvard University pointed out a
quarter century ago, when abatement costs are uncertain the situation can be quite
different. On the one hand, quantity restrictions can be beneficial when incremental
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damages increase rapidly with the level of emissions or when marginal costs are
relatively fiat and predictable. In that case quantity restrictions are preferred because
they prevent emissions from rising above a "safe" level and don’t risk cost surprises. On
the other hand, when health or environmental damages are not very sensitive to short
term emission levels or when concerns exist about potentially high costs, the undesirable
side effects of quantity restrictions may dominate. In that case price based instruments
are preferred.

Which of these situations applies to greenhouse gases? The first observation is that
GHGs represent a canonical example of what is known as a "stock pollutant," one in
which the damages are a function of total accumulation in the environment and annual
emission flows are a relatively small part of the total stock. Thus, there is little basis to
believe that short term increases in emissions cause large environmental damages.

What about the longer-term damages as concentrations rise over time? A great deal of
attention has been given to the possibility of some "extreme event" (like major sea level
rise from melting polar ice caps or a shift in the Gulf Stream that destabilizes global
temperature and weather). Many scientists believe that climate change will occur
gradually in response to growing atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases, and
most evaluations of potential consequences of climate change are based upon this
assumption. However, the potential clearly exists - with unknown probability - for
disproportionately large responses to even small disturbances in the climate system.

Using broad economic criterion (sometimes referred to as social welfare criterion), my
R.FF colleague William Pizer demonstrated that price instruments are preferable to
¯ quantity targets for the abatement of GHG emissions. Following from Weitzman’s
intuition that relatively fiat marginal benefits/damages favors taxes, Pizer finds that an
optimal tax designed to control GHGs yields gains significantly higher than the optimal
permit policy.

It is, of course, possible to combine price and quantity policies in a hybrid approach
that establishes binding emissions targets as long as costs remain reasonable and
allows the target to rise somewhat if costs are unexpectedly high. What is needed is
a penalty, specified in advance, and paid by the source in case its emissions exceed
the quantity restrictions set for that source. One way to achieve this goal is to
establish a penalty per unit of emissions in excess of the quantity restriction. Such
a hybrid policy (1) fixes emissions targets that are binding as long as costs remain
reasonable and (2) allows the target to rise somewhat if costs are unexpectedly
high. In practical terms the hybrid or "safety valve" would involve an initial
allocation of permits followed by the subsequent sale of additional permits to be
made available at a fixed trigger price.

For the ordinary citizen, the ideal climate policy is one that sets an upper limit on climate
related expenditures. Most consumers are interested in reducing their out-of-pocket
expenditures for energy and goods and services, while most businesses are interested in

3
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maintaining a stable environment for planning and investment. The risk of unexpectedly
high compliance costs under a strict permit system thwarts that stability.

The hybrid approach guarantees that emissions will not exceed the target as long as
the price of the tradable permits (i.e., the marginal cost of GHG control) does not
rise above the trigger price. For environmental advocates who believe that the cost
of reducing GHG emissions is low, the permit price will never reach the trigger
level and emissions will remain capped if their belief is borne out.

El!., The Proposal

Building on the theoretical analyses developed more than two decades ago, the proposal
developed by researchers at Resources for the Future and advanced by Skytrust has three
key features: broad coverage, a modest target, and equitable burden sharing. Such a
policy would create genuine incentives to look for emission reductions now and to
develop new technologies for the future.

Energy producers would be required to obtain permits equivalent to the volume of carbon
dioxide eventually released by the fuels they sell. By collecting permits at the mine
mouth for coal, the refinery gate for crude oil, and at the initial point of distribution for
natural gas, virtually all domestic emissions are covered by roughly two thousand
collection points. This is then augmented by a permit requirement on imported fuels
along with exemptions for non-combustion use or export. The key point is that this
approach provides the same incentives as a more complex, more expensive, and legs
comprehensive program focused on end-users.

The "upstream," broad coverage guarantees that all sources of carbon dioxide emissions
face the same incentive to cut back. Therefore, aggregate reductions are obtained at the
lowest possible cost. This should be tree regardless of whether those reductions occur
among electric utilities, in the transportation sector, or elsewhere.

To prevent the program from becoming too expensive, it is proposed to cap the price of
permits at a predetermined level. As long as the price remains below the safety valve
level, emissions are strictly limited to the number of permits in the initial distribution --
the target. If the permit price reaches the safety valve level, extra permits are offered for
sale and emissions are allowed to rise in order to contain compliance costs.

Although permits will be freely tradable, it is proposed that ordinary permits expire after
two years and permits sold at the ceiling price expire after one year. Since future climate
change goals are uncertain, it is necessary to preserve the option of lowering emission
targets in the future. This option could be thwarted if there is an excessive accumulation
of valid but unused permits in the system. To avoid this risk limits are placed on permit
banking. With large, sophisticated markets for carbon, firms will be able to efficiently
sell excess permits and purchase options on future permits, thereby eliminating the need
for long-term of banking.

4
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It is also proposed that steps should be taken to broaden the program to include other
greenhouse gases, sinks, and international joint implementation or CDM-type projects.
These sources represent additional opportunities for effective and potentially low-cost
reductions in net greenhouse gas emissions. Yet, they also pose greater challenges to
monitoring and enforcement. While the original RFF proposal did not envision the early
incorporation of these broader mechanisms, international discussions on these matters
have progressed over the past several years. Accordingly, it now seems appropriate to
incorporate these mechanisms in any domestic program, to the extent that practical and
enforceable implementation mechanisms are available.

The final cornerstone of the proposal is the sale of permits via an auction. Auction
revenues, may be: (a) used to reduce existing tax burdens, (b) distributed to households to
lessen the burden of higher household energy prices, or (c) distributed to states to address
special hardships and the vulnerability of industry. In the original RFF proposal a
specific formula was advanced for the initial allocation: 75 percent to be returned
directly to households on a per capita basis and 25 percent to be returned to the states to
distribute to adversely affected parties. Originally, it was proposed to reduce the share
that accrues to states in subsequent years (by 2.5 percent annually) as the special
hardships are successfully addressed. Revenue generated by extra permit sales at the
specified ceiling price would follow the same allocation as auction revenues. Other
formulations are clearly possible, as is the notion ofretuming to households and the
states the actual permits rather than the revenues from the sale of the permits. This
would encourage more widespread participation in permit trading and potentially mitigate
concerns that the program was too heavily administered in Washington, D.C.

IV. Analysis and Critique

The RFF/Skymmt proposal has been widely discussed inside and outside the beltway.
This section presents the results of the recent CBO analysis of alternative proposals to
reduce domestic carbon emissions along with other arguments that have been raised by
critics of the proposal.

In their report, the Congressional Budget Office examined four different proposals for
domestic action. Option I is the RFF/Skytmst proposal outlined herein. Option II
resembles the KFF/Skytmst proposal with two important differences: there is no safety
valve or price cap, and all the auction revenue would be used to offset corporate income
taxes rather than be (partially) returned to households. Options ll/and IV options are
based on so-called downstream systems. Option I~ similar to a proposal by the
Progressive Policy Institute, would initially cap emissions at large sources at the current
level and then decrease that cap by one percent each year. Allowances would be given to
the sources, based on their emissions in the initial year of the program. Option IV,
similar to three bills that were introduced in the 106th Congress (H.K. 2569, H.R. 2980,
and S. 1369), would limit emissions only from the el -- clricity-generating sector. A
generation performance standard (GPS) would be determined each year by dividing the
chosen cap by the expected electricity generation. As in option Ill, allowances would be
given away gratis to the sources.
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CBO analyzed these four options according to a number of specific evaluation criteria:

¯ Ease of implementation. Would the policy be easy to carry out and enforce?
¯ Carbon-Target Certainty. Would the policy achieve the target level of carbon

emissions?
¯ Incremental Cost Certainty. Would the policy place an upper limit on the cost

the U.S. economymight bear?
¯ Cost-Effectiveness. Would the policy reduce carbon emissions at the lowest

possible cost to society?.
¯ Distributional Effects. How would the costs and financial benefits of the policy

be distributed among U.S. households of different incomes and among U.S.
producers?

The results of the CBO analysis are shown in the accompanying table. While no one
proposal stands out in terms of all the edtetia, Option I (RFF/Skytrust) received the most
favorable rankings of any of the options. Like several of the other options, RFF/Skytrust
is both cost-effective and relatively easy to implement. Unlike the others, it is the only
one that places an upper limit on incremental cost and the only one that yields an overall
progressive effect on households. Not surprisingly, the major criterion on which the
RFF/Skytrust proposal falters is its failure to provide certainty about meeting a carbon
target. Interestingly, as CBO notes, neither of the downstream options provide such
certainty either once one looks beyond the covered sector(s).

Because of the absence of certa.inty about meeting the target, a number of influential
environmental organizations have expressed strong reservations about the RFF/Skytrust
approach. Yet, given the obvious concerns about the potentially high costs of action, it
seems unlikely that a proposal without some limit on costs, such as a safety valve, is.
achievable in the near term. Arguably, if the goal is near term emissions reductions, the
RFF/Skytrust approach represents a critical first step in what will inevitably be a long
process. Over time, particularly if it turns out that emissions control is cheaper ~an
forecast, the U.S. will be in an even stronger position to take additional actions and to
press others to do so as well.

Apart from the claim that it fails to provide certainty about meeting a carbon target,
several other critiques of the RFF/Skytrust proposal have been advanced and are
addressed below.

The supply of cheap tons (e.g., 17 cents per ton)from developing countries will disappear
iftheprice cap is imposed. The basic idea is that current contracts, allegedly involving
the purchase of low cost offsets in developing countries, would be undermined if a price
cap or safety valve were formally introduced into the system.
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Table 1
How Various Cap-and-Trade Options Measure Up Against CBO’s Evaluation
Criteria

Criterion
Is Relatively E~y ~,)

Implement
Provides Certainty About

Meeting Carbon Target

Ups2eam Trading         Downstream Trading
Option Ia Option 1/~ Option I~ Option

Yes Yes No Yes

No Yes Yes for large
emitters, No for

the economy

Yes for the
electricity

sector,~ No for the
economy

Places Upper Limit on
Incremental Cost

Cost-Effectiveness
¯ Creates incentives for

least cost emission
reductions

Yes No No No

Yes Yes Yes for capped No
sources, No for
other sources

¯ Uses revenue to offset
tax-interaction effect

Distributional Effects
C̄reates regressive price
increases

¯Creates windfall gains
for selected industries

¯ Overall effect on
households

No Yes No No

Yes Yes Yes Yes

No No Yes Yes

Progressive RegressiveRegressive Regressive

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office.
a. Similar to the "Sky Trust" proposal by Resources for the Future and Americans for
Equitable Climate Solutions. Suppliers of fossil fuels would be required to hold emission
allowances, which the government would sell by auction with the price per allowance
capped. Auction revenue would be distributed evenly to all U.S. residents and to some
companies hurt by the policy.
b. Similar to the previous option except that allowance prices would not be capped and
auction revenue would be used to cut corporate income taxes.
c. Similar to a proposal by the Progressive Pohcy Institute. Large sources of carbon
emissions would receive allowances flee of charge on the basis of their current emissions.
Their allocations would shrink by 1 percent per year.
d. Similar to three bills introduced in the 106th Congress (H.R. 2569, H.R. 2980, and S.
1369). Only carbon emissions from electricity generators would be capped. Generators
would receive free allowances on the basis of their annual production multiplied by a
generation performance standard.
e. Assuming that the government could adjust the generation performance standard each
year to maintain the target level of emissions.
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Presumably, anyone who is selling carbon rights for 17 cents per ton believes they are
getting good value for their tons. In 1997, before the Kyoto Protocol was drafted, 17
cents was probably a fair price. Today, carbon credits are selling for more, although still
below a likely safety valve price. Few doubt that once a serious international effort is
mounted to constrain carbon emissions, a robust international market will be established.
At that time, the proverbial 17 cent tons will vanish with or without a safety valve. In all
likelihood, the safety valve would serve to lower rather than raise the price of carbon
credits.                    ’

RFF!Skytrust is really a carbon tax in disguise and, as such, it is politically
unacceptable. Of course, any policy which leads to an increase in the price of carbon-
intensive goods could be labeled a tax. Higher electricity prices resulting from the SO2
cap-and-trade program or higher pump prices resulting from the phase-down of lead in
gasoline can also be construed to be a tax.

The principal difference between ~e RFF/Skytmst proposal and others is that the former
recycles the money to those hardest’ hit. No other proposal mitigates the associated
energy price hikes. The government is simply serving as a mechanism for offsetting the
regressive impacts..Certainly, if all the GHG permits were given away gratis to the
companies (as is the case of the SO2 program) and the government played no role at all,
then the tax argument would disappear. But such a policy would, in fact, be regressive.
Thus, the tax issue really arises from the progressive nature of the program, not from the
safety-valveper se. For those wlib-~ee the refund checks from Washington as the
problem, it may be preferable to disiribute GHG allowances rather than checks back to
U.S. households and the states - or at least create the option to do so. Thus, anyone
choosing an allowance over a check would be able to sell directly to the energy
producers, thereby avoiding the need for the money to pass through the federal
government.

Setting the level of the safety valve is an intractable problem. Setting the level of the
safety valve, i.e., the price, is a difficult issue. It is even more difficult if one starts with
the proposition that without the safety valve people will believe that the cost of carbon
mitigation is negligible. In my view, such a proposition is highly unlikely. Certainly
organized interests -- using humorous TV characters like Harry and Louise -- are well
positioned to argue that the costs )gill not be negligible.

The key point is that the level of:the safety valve needs to be set initially and then
allowed to increase gradually ov_er time. Research shows that both individuals and firms
making decisions about long-lived capital focus as much on future energy prices, as they
do on current ones. The original:.RFF/Skytrnst proposal set the initial price at $25 per ton
and allowed annual escalations of seven percent per year in real terms. At current rates

’ of inflation, that is about nine or.ten.percent per year.

In my view, too much unproductive debate has focused on the initial level of the safety
valve. As long as the price of carbon emissions remains virtually zero we are missing
opportunities for low cost emission reductions. More importantly, we are not sending the
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necessary signals to capital markets. The key to long term progress on GHG reduction is
to set the carbon price above zero, and then continue to impose additional increases over
time, as a signal that carbon use is not free.

Overall, the proposal is politically unrealistic because it is not widely supported in either
the environmental or business communities. It is true that while there is some support for
RFF/Skytrnst in the environmental and business communities, there is also significant
opposition in both communities. The first question to ask, of course, is what other policy
that achieves real reductions is more widely embraced by both communities? Surely a
cap and trade policy without a safety valve is not more popular in both communities.
And a sectoral approach that targets utilities, for example, would inevitably face serious
opposition if there were an attempt to achieve serious emission reductions. Perhaps a
cap and trade system -- either or economy-wide or utilities only-- whiehallocated
permits gratis would be more acceptable to business, but it seems unlikely that a multi-
billion dollar transfer would be politically acceptable in the U.S., at least once the
magnitude of the transfer became apparent. Not surprisingly, orgauized labor along with.
some segments of the environmental eommtmity are already focused on the transfer
issue. Interestingly, recent research by my RFF colleagues Dallas Burtraw, Karen Palmer
and others suggests that taken as a group, electric utilities might be better offwith an
auction system as opposed to a gratis allocation of permits when those permits are
allocated on the basis of each facility’s share of total generation- the so-called
generation performance standard (GPS) or "output based allocation."

The real answer is that any serious climate policy -- involving a safety valve or not -- is
politically difficult to advance in the United States. To date, remarkably little effort has
been made to develop grass roots support for specific policies. Instead, most of the
public discussion has been conducted in very general terms. Until specific policies are
advanced -- and debated in the public arena -- little progress will be made on obtaining
real reductions.

The safety valve is not readily transferable to an international regime.
In fact, incorporating the safety valve concept into some future agreement is fairly
straightforward. Under such an approach countries with excess emissions would be
permitted to pay a fixed per ton amount in order to come into compliance. This payment
would be made shortly after the initial budget period.

Such a compliance payment would create significant economic incentives for countries to
undertake domestic mitigation activities. Under this option, the failure to undertake
domestic mitigation activities costing up to the level of the fixed per ton amount would
oblige countries to make more expensive extra-territorial payments.

The sum of compliance payments by all countries would constitute a ’virtual’ fund that
could be used to acquire additional permits worldwide. Using a reverse auction
approach, the Parties, or their designated agent, couk’- solicit bids for additional permits
from around the world. A single price, reflecting the highest selected bid, could be paid
to all successful bidders. Funds would be disbursed by the countries choosing to make
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compliance payments directly to the successful bidders, thereby avoiding the financial
and bureaucratic issues associated with using an international organization to transfer the
funds. Adoption of such a system could greatly increase the likelihood of successful
implementation of an international agreement, despite the potential for a slight relaxation
of the stated limits for a first budget period.

V. Conclusion

It is clear that both the domestic and the international debates on climate change have
shifted. The question is no longer whether action should be taken but what practical steps
can ’be mounted in the near term. The more flexible and cost-effective the means
pursued of achieving a long-term goal, the more likely that it is achieved.
Notwithstanding the extensive flexibility contained in the standard cap and trade system,
such an approach is inflexible with respect to both the timing and specificity of the
emissions targets. Recognizing that a strict quantity-based system is not achievable in
the near term, many are looking for other options. Literally, we are at a point where
doing something is far better than doing nothing. Domestically, the safety valve
represents a practical means of starting down the long road of reducing GHG emissions.

i The ideas in this piece are shamelessly drawn fromthe pool of knowledge developed jointly with my RFF

colleagues--Raymond Kopp, William Pizer. and Michael Toman.
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Discussion draft. Do not quote or copy.

The Massachusetts Approach to Power Plant Clean-up

Bob Durand and Gina McCarthy1

Introduction

On April 23~d, 2001, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts announced the release of final
regulations to direct the clean up of six old and high pollutant-emitting power plants. For
the first time in the history of the Commonwealth’s air quality protection efforts, this
regulation targets multiple pollutants and focuses on setting output based facility-wide
emissions staudards. This includes, for the first time nationally, carbon dioxide. These
regulations are the beginning of a new approach to improve environmental quality in our
state and establish a national model for four- pollutant power plant clean up.

This integrated, multi-pollutant approach to regulating power plants makes
environmental, public health, and economic sense. The strategy will reduce the pollutants
that cause acid rain and that cause the fish in Massachusetts lakes and ponds to be
contaminated by mercury. The rule also focuses on energy efficiency and on slowly
reducing the gases that cause global warming. This long-term pollution prevention
strategy supports our energy deregulation efforts by leveling the playing field between
older and new plants. Finally, the regulations require changes at power plants to be
phased in over several years to avoid any economic disruption and provide regulatory
certainty to our electricity generators.

The Commonwealth’s Air Quality Strategy

Massachusetts is concerned about the public health and environmental effects of acid
deposition, nitrogen deposition, and mercury emissions. Over the years, we have been
involved in a number of initiatives to study the effects of these pollutants on the
environment and toxeduee emissions of these pollutants. In fact, Massachusetts has one
of the most comprehensive and stringent ~r pollution control programs in the country.

Throughout the 1990s, the state required nitrogen oxide (NOx) emission reductions of
more than 60% (since 1990) and has committed, along with other Northeastern states, to
a 75% emission reduction by 2003. In addition, in June 1998, the New England

1
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Governors and Eastern Canadian Premiers signed an agreement to significantly reduce
mercury emissions and the precursors of acid deposition in New England and in Eastern
Canada.

In 1999, Massachusetts announced its coordinated air quality pollution prevention
strategy. The goals of the strategy are to reduce smog, acid rain, global warming
pollutants, mercury and other air toxics, and improve public health and environmental
quality. Our four-pollutant approach to reducing emissions from fossil fuel-fired
generating facilities will further this strategy by: reducing ozone (smog) formation in the
summer; reducing the impact of acid deposition year round on Massachusetts forests,
wildlife, water, aquatic, and cultural resources; protecting the Commonwealth’s water
resources and reducing mercury deposition and the accumulation of mercury in the food
chain; reducing emissions of global warming pollutants; and reducing the amount of
particles in the air that are dangerous to breathe and effect visibility.

The Four Pollutants and their Effects

Massachusetts is faced with significant pollution problems and health threats that are
caused by air emissions of SO2, NOx, Mercury and carbon dioxide (CO2). Though there
are many effects from these pollutants, this paper focuses on three main ones: climate
change, acid rain, and mercury contamination.

Climate change

Climate change has a number of direct impacts on Massachusetts. For example, we are
already seeing changes in the patterns of migratory birds and the timing of their

¯ migrations. In some areas, geese have become year-round residents owing to the milder
winters. We are seeing increasing incidence of diseases like West Nile Virus, Eastern
Equine Encephalitis, and Lyme disease - tropical diseases previously unknown in our
area. The rate of climate fluctuations we are now just beginning to experience will be so
severe that many animals and plants will be unable to respond fast enough to survive.
The make-up of our forests will change as the range of certain species, like the sugar
maple, shifts to the north. The biodiversity that makes our lives so rich and that allows
our many ecosystems to thrive is suffering.

For a coastal state such as Massachusetts, the danger from sea level rise is both direct and
severe. We are already seeing damage from coastal storms as sea levels rise and the
resulting storm surges pose greater danger to our coastal communities. In Boston, sea
level has already risen -- by 11 inches last century -- and a rise of another 22 inches is
predicted by 2100. Already at this rate, an average of 65 acres of upland is being
submerged each year by a combination of rising seas and subsiding land. Much of this
loss occurs along the south-facing coast between Rhode Island and the outer shore of
Cape Cod, including the islands of Nantucket and Martha’s Vineyard.

Trying to respond to sea level rise is costly. Ocean front properties are very expensive
and seawalls cost more than $2 million per mile. The cumulative cost of sand
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replenishment to protect the coast of Massachusetts from a 20-inch sea level rise by 2100
is estimated at $2.6 billion. For those who may argue that the cost of addressing climate
changes is too high -- they need only take a look at the costs of dealing with the
devastation that results from rising temperatures.

Climate change is a global problem. But that does not mean we must sit around and wait
for global solutions. It means that each and every one of us -- every citizen, town, city,
state, province and country-- must do their part and take action. The balance of nature
is being tipped.

Acid Rain/Regional Haze

Acid rain continues to have sigttifieaut effects in Massachusetts. The acidic precipitation
causes acidification of lakes and streams and contributes to damage trees at high
elevations. Acid deposition affects the ability of certain areas to maintain healthy species
biodiversity. Acid deposition can be especially harmful in the Northeast in the
springtime, when the acid-laden snow pack melts. This shocks the ecosystem with a
large load of acidic water, which leaches toxic metals (such as mercury and aluminum)

¯ from the soil and introduces them into the ecosystem. In addition, the acidic water may
directly harm small spring creatures during critical phases of their reproductive cycles.
Acid deposition also damages man-made materials, including historical buildings and
statues, and affects crops and other vegetation.

Recent evidence indicates a slower-thau-expeeted recovery of these ecosystems in the
Northeast, despite reductions achieved under the Federal and State Acid Rain Program.
Massachusetts, along with other Northeast states, is petitioning to set secondary National
Ambient Air Quality Standards for NO2, SO2, and flue particles to further reduce acid
deposition.

The human health effects of SO2 and Nox are well documented. Fine particles of SO2
combine with water vapor to form acidic aerosols harmful to the respiratory tract, and
~at aggravate symptoms associated with lung diseases such as asthma and chronic
bronchitis. NOx is also known to aggravate symptoms associated with asthma and
bronchitis, and has been shown to lower resistance to respiratory infections and increase
respiratory illnesses in children.

Finally, prior to falling to the earth, SO2 and NOx gases and their particulate matter
forms, sulfates and nitrates, contribute to visibility degradation and impact public health.
For a state where our rolling countryside and scenic vistas are an important part of our
quality of life, regional haze is a continuing concern.

.~Iercury Contamination

Mercury is a toxic metal that exists naturally as a trace metal in the earth’s crust.
However, in other forms and amounts it is a dangerot’.s pollutant. Mercury is a powerful,
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persistent pollutant that can damage the brain, impair the human nervous system, reduce
or limit kidney function, and cause tingling in the limbs. Exposure to methylmercury in
utero can cause neonatal brain damage, and cause developmental effects in children.

Worst of all, small amounts of mercury can cause extensive contamination. One
seventieth of a teaspoon can mal~e the fish in a 20-acre lake unsafe for eating. A
comparison of historical record~ and more recent measurements suggests that the total
global atmospheric mercury bu~len has increased since the beginning of the industrial
age by a factor of two to five. Concern about mercury contamination has led to a range
ofregnlatory initiatives in the Northeast and in Canada aimed at reducing mercury
emissions.

In the Northeast, we have some of the highest levels of mercury deposition in the
country. In Massachusetts alone, more than 80 water bodies have health advisories
warning against consumption offish species due to mercury pollution. In fact,
Massachusetts Department of Public Health has issued a statewide advisory that cautions
pregnant women against eating ~ny freshwater fish caught in Massachusetts, and it
recommends eating saltwater fish only rarely.

The Problem with Older "Grandfathered" Power Plants

Despite the work that had already been done to clean up all of the power plants in the
state, concern about the above issues led a coalition of Massachusetts public health,
environmental, community, and:consumer organizations to raise concerns about the
disproportionate public health and environmental impacts of the larger, older power
plants in Massachusetts. These are the plants that were built before the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1977. Congress expected that these plants would soon be retired and
replaced with newer, cleaner, more efficient combustion and generation technologies.
Instead, many older plants have been maintained for years beyond their anticipated useful
life.

Specifically, although these plants have made some improvements, they still use more
outdated generating and emission control technologies. In addition, they are not required
to meet the same stringent regulations as more recently permitted power plants. As a
result, their energy efficiencies are lower and their emission rates are higher than newer
plants.

It follows that these older power’plants represent a disproportionate part of our climate
change, acid rain, regional haze: and mercury contamination problems. The six oldest
facilities provide 25% of the power generated in Massachusetts but are responsible for:

¯ approximately 48% of the SO2 emissions in the state and 99% of the SO2
emissions fi:om power plants;

¯ 50% of the NO~ ~missions and 80% of the NOx emissions from power
plants;       . .~

¯ 87% of the CO~ 8missions from power plants in Massachusetts; and
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¯ 30% of all of the mercury emissions in the state.

The Massachusetts Four-Pollutant Solution

In 1998, in response to the concerns and initiatives described above, a coalition of public
health, environmental, consumer, and community orgauizations, supported by Governor
Cellucci, submitted .-. i;,c~tion to the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP)
seeking emission reductions from the largest and oldest power plants in Massachusetts.
DEP proposed regulations to lower emissions of SO2, CO2 and NOx from certain power
plants, and to establish a framework that will also lead to reductions in emissions of
mercury and particulate matter.

These comprehensive, multi-pollutant power plant regulations require the six highest-
polluting power plants to reduce the pollution that causes acid rain, regional haze,
mercury emissions and global climate change through a major upgrading of the pollution
control technology or a major repowering at each plant. The rule also creates a
significant incentive for companies to repower their plants to use a cleaner fuel or a more
efficient technology. We are the first state to level the environmental playing field
between old and new power plants by regulating them for these four pollutants.

Historically, air emission control requirements have been issued for individual pollutants
in response to federal requirements and state policies to address health and environmental
threats stemming fi:om single pollutant emissions. However, fossil fuel powered electric
generating facilities emit several pollutants that are associated with adverse health and
environmental impacts. This rule establishes, in a single regulation, environmental
performance standards that address four pollutants at once. This integrated approach
enables facility owners to make emission control decisions while considering several
standards at once and to make more comprehensive assessments of pollution control
strategies and find integrated approaches that can reduce costs.

Energy Deregulation and a Level Playing Field

The four-pollutant regulation supports the Commonwealth’s new approach to regulating
the electric power plant sector. In 1997, the Legislature passed a law restructuring the
state’s electric industry. This law, and similar laws and regulations passed in other
Northeast states, set in motion several significant changes to the framework of the
industry in the region. The goal was to implement restructuring without environmental or
public health impacts.

The promise of lower electricity prices without adverse environmental impact through
industry restructuring will be realized if all generators are subject to the same market
rules, there are no unf~r advantages to incumbent generators, and there are no barriers to
entry in the generation market. A significant competitive inequity that exists among
electricity generators in Massachusetts is that the largest; oldest fossil fuel fired plants are
subject to emission standards that are much less stringent than the newer plants that are
their direct competitors within Massachusetts. These higher emissions rates can lead to
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unacceptable public health impacts. Therefore, this rule seeks to protect public health
and provide the greatest level of competitive parity feasible among in-state facilities.

Output-Based Standards

It is may be hard to believe, but the historic way the electricity industry has been
regulated is to allow emissions based on the historic level of fuel input. That is to say, if
you have a very old and inefficient plant that uses large qualifies of coal, it would be
permitted higher levels of emissions than a more efficient plant, in perpetuity. This

¯ embeds the economic advantage to the older, dirty plants, which tend to use the least
expensive fuels. By moving to standards based on net output we have made a conscious
effort to close this loophole, which allows a high polluting plant to remain untouched. We
believe that this will encourage the plants to increase generating efficiency and minimize
the facility’s internal power use. This is the type of policy decision which we believe
will set a level playing field and will encourage environmentally sound decision making
overall.

1That do the regulations require?

The regulations require facilities to meet overall limits of 1.5 lbs./MWh for NOx and 3.0
lbs./MWh for SO2. These caps will require approximately a 50% reduction in NOx
emissions over current requirements and a 53% to 74% reduction in SO2 over the
emissions limitations in the current rules. These benefits will be obtained while the total
electrical generating capacity of these six facilities will increase by almost 50% through
the addition of several new units at these locations (to approximately 2200 MW). The
Commonwealth’s efforts to prevent pollution will encourage companies to reach
emissions targets by investing in cleaner, more efficient energy generation in
Massachusetts. The regulations require:

¯ Reductions of NOx beginning as early as 2003 and being completed at all plants
by 2008.

¯ Reductions in mercury by the maximum amount feasible with state of the art
equipment

¯ A cap on CO2 emissions today and a 10% reduction in CO2 emissions through
efficiency changes or the purchase of offsets by 2006, for plants putting on
control equipment, or by 2008, for plants being rebuilt.

Table I summarizes these requirements. Companies on a standard control equipment
path will meet dates in the first columu. If a facility chooses to repower, the second set of
timelines will apply because of the more complex processes for engineering design,
permitting and construction.
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Table 1: Summary of Compliance Paths and Dates

Emission Standard

NOx 1.5 Ibs.
SO2 6.0 lbs.
SO2 3.0 lbs.
CO2 1800 lbs./MWh annual
average 2006 2008

Standard Pathway
Compfiance Dates

2004
2004
2006

Repowering Pathway
Compliance Dates

2006
2006
2008

C02 Emissions and Clean-up Requirements

The six facilities covered under the regulation are responsible for 87% of the C02
emissions from in-state power plants. While the average annual CO2 emission rate for a
new power plant is 760 lbs. per megawatt hour; the average annual CO2 emission rate
from the six facilities is nearly 2,000 lbs per megawatt hour. The rule will both cap total
CO2 emissions and create an emission standard of 1,800 pounds of carbon dioxide per
megawatt-hour for these old plants. The standard represents a reduction of 10% below
the current average CO2 emissions rate (as measured by the average of 1997-99 output).

The new standards can be met either by increased efficiency at the plant or by the
purchase of credits from other CO2 reduction programs, provided that the DEP
determines that such reduetious are real, surplus, verifiable, permanent, and enforceable.

Mercury Clean-up Requirements

Beginning immediately, the plant owners must begin stack testing for mercury and
reporting flaese results to the DEP. By December 1, 2002, the DEP will complete an
evaluation of technology options for mercury control, in accordance with the regional
Mercury Action .Plan. Within six months of completing this feasibility evaluation, the
DEP will propose emissions standards for mercury, to be met by October 1, 2006.

Power Reliability and the Four-Pollutant Regulations

During the fall of 2000 and the winter of 2000-2001, power shortages started to arise in
California and industry opponents to the four-pollutant rule started to sound the aJarm of
power shortages in Massachusetts. Luckily, the content and the timing of the energy
restructuring bill had already solved this problem for the most part.

According to the New England Independent System Operator 0SO), the private
consortium of utilities responsible for dispatching electricity in the region, Massachusetts
will be a net exporter by the year 2005. There are 14 l~lants (ten new and four voluntarily
repowering) under construction that will come on line by 2005. SIX more plant proposals
have begun the siting process, all are striving to be complete by 2005. None of these
last six were factored into the ISO study. The energy supply picture was sufficient to
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permit these plants to be taken out of service for upgrades in an organized manner,
allowing the Commissioner of Energy Resources to confirm that supply concerns did not
provide a reason to delay the much-needed dean-up.

Emissions Trading for C02

To encourage and recognize the actions of companies that reduce their emissions of CO2
and other greenhouse gases, the Commonwealth of Massachnsetts will establish a
Massachusetts Greenhouse Gas Reductions Registry. The Registry will provide a record
of emissions reductions to facilitate their creation and ease of purchase by companies
needing them. The location of CO2 emission reductions is irrelevant in reducing global
emissions of this pollutant, and DEP will offer the affected facilities the widest possible
set of 0ptions for complying with this emission standard. The registry will:

¯ record emissions and reductions in a consistent format, supported by third-
party verification;

¯ encourage and support the mandatory and voluntary reduction of greenhouse
gas emissions by Massachusetts sources;

¯ recognize, publicize and promote registrants making reductions; and
¯ recruit broad participation from all economic sectors and regions of the state.

To encourage early reduction and allow flexibility at individual sources, each facility can
generate Early Reduction Credits by operating below its historical average emission rate
in advance of their compliance date. For SO2, there are also emissions trading
provisions. All facilities must meet the 6.0 lbs SO2/MWh emission standard; the credits
will allow a facility more flexibility and time in making the final choice as to its ultimate
compliance method.

Costs to Massachusetts Ratepayers

All projected plant costs, if evenly spread, would not exceed $2.40 per month for the
average residential electricity customer. However, since customers now have the
freedom to choose alternative electricity suppliers, not all of this cost can be passed on to
mtepayers. Compared with the maximum cost estimate discussed above, we expect the
human health and environmental benefits to exceed costs by a ratio of about eight to one.

Recommendations for Other States

In addition to emissions from Massachusetts sources, every summer the Commonwealth
suffers from about 500,000 tons of smog producing pollutants (such as NOx) per year
entering our state from Midwestern power plants on the prevailing winds. Air pollution
does not respect pohtical boundaries.

It is, therefore, essential that in addition to the regulations on the grandfathered power
plants in-state, regional and national strategies continue to force clean up at the dirty mid-
western power plants. To reach this end, we have pursued a joint strategy of cleaning up
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our own plants and working with the U.S. EPA to require the dirtiest Midwestem plants
to clean up. We have filed petitions and legal suits to expedite this action. For example,
the 40 sources named in our lawsuit emitted, in 1990, roughly as much NOx as all 225
power plants from Northern Virginia up to Maine. We have instituted controls on
emissions, in our state and in the Northeast region, and it is time to extend those controls
across the borders to the Midwest. We now challenge other states across the country to
follow Our lead. Such changes are also likely to reduce CO2 emissions as plants are
upgraded for efficiency or repowered.

Conclusion

The Massachusetts four pollutant approach targets the cause of three key long-term
environmental and public health issues facing the Commonwealth - acid rain, climate
change and mercury contamination. The rule was developed in way that supports our
energy deregulation efforts by leveling the playing field between older and newer power
plants. By removing the incentives that favored our older, less efficient and more
polluting power plants we are able to provide reliable, sufficient energy in a manner that
is protective of public health and the environment.

~ Bob Durand is Massachusetts Secretary of Enviromental Affairs, and Gina McCarthy is Assistant
Secretary for Pollution Prevention, Environmental Business and Technology.
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">(Attending Principals and accompanying participants MUST respond to Nell Kins
ey @ 202-586-7700 in Bob Card’s office, with RSVP to get cleared into the Forre
stal Building, ~r RSVP her email, at nell.pinkney@hq.doe.gov).&nbsp;</FONT> <FO
NT SIZE=2 FACE= Arial">Thank you.&nbsp; Bob Marlay&nbsp; 202-586-3949.</FONT></
P>
<BR>
<BR>

</BODY>
</HTML>

END A1-FACHMENT    I
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:"Marlay, Robert" <Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov> ( "Marlay, Robert"
<Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:30-AUG-2002 15:05:37.00

SUBJECT:: Sept. 12-Mtg. of IWG on Climate Change Science and Technology

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kevin Carroll ( CN=Kevin Carroll/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Jeffrey S. Kieft ( CN=Jeffrey s. Kieft/ou=osTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP 3 )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Michael J. Holland ( CN=Michael J. HolIand/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’M.LEINEN@NSF.GOV’" <M.LEINEN@NSF,GOV> ( "’M.LEINEN@NSF.GOV’" <M.LEINEN@NSF.GOV>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’gpaules@hq.nasa.gov’" <gpaules@hq.nasa.gov> ("’gpaules@hq.nasa.gov’"
<gpaules@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’jkaye@hq,nasa.gov’" <jkaye@hq,nasa.gov> ( "’jkaye@hq.nasa.gov’"
<jkaye@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Kruger.dina@epa.gov’" <Kruger.dina@epa.gov> ("’Kruger.dina@epa.gov’"
<Kruger.dina@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

~o:"’james.shrouds@fhwa.dot.gov’" <james.shrouds@fhwa.dot.gov> (
"james.shrouds@fhwa.dot.gov’" <james.shrouds@fhwa.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN

READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’alan.shaffer@osd.mil.g~v’" <alan.shaffer@osd.mil.gov> (
"’alan.shaffer@osd.mil.gov" <alan.shaffer@osd.mil.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’WHOHENST@OCE.USDA.GOV’" <WHOHENST@OCE.USDA.GOV> ( "’WHOHENST@OCE.USDA.GOV’"
<WHOHENST@OCE.USDA.GOV> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’kbarrett@usaid.gov’" <kbarrett@usaid.gov> ( "’kbarrett@usaid.gov’"
<kbarrett@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’reifsnyder@state.gov’" <reifsnyder@state.gov> ( "’reifsnyder@state.gov’"
<reifsnyder@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’r.manning@state.gov’" <r.manning@state.gov> ( "’r.manning@state.gov’"
<r.manning@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov’" <James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> (
"’James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov’" <James,R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
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TO:"’esheffne@hq.nasa.gov’" <esheffne@hq.nasa.gov> ( "’esheffne@hq.nasa.gov’"
<esheffne@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Robert Sandoli ( CN=Robert Sandoli/ou=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Marcus Peacock ( CN=Marcus Peacock/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Paul T, Anastas ( CN=Paul T. Anastas/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’TCHAPMAN@NSF.GOV’" <TCHAPMAN@NSF.GOV> ( "’TCHAPMAN@NSF.GOV’" <TCHAPMAN@NSF.GOV>
[ UNKNOWN-] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’GRECK@hq.nasa.gov’" <GRECK@hq.nasa.gov> ( "’GRECK@hq.nasa.gov’"
<GRECK@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’MCLEAVE@HQ.NASA.GOV’" <MCLEAVE@HQ.NASA.GOV> ( "’MCLEAVE@NQ.NASA.GOV’"
<MCLEAVE@HQ.NASA.GOV> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Seidel.Stephen@epa.gov’" <seidel,stephen@epa.gov> ( "’seidel.stephen@epa,gov’"
<seidel,stephen@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’grambsch.anne@epa.gov’" <grambsch.anne@epa.gov> ( "’grambsch.anne@epa.gov’"
<grambsch.anne@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

~O:"’LINDA.LAWSON@OSt.dot.g~v’" <LINDA.LAWSON@Ost.dot.gov> (
’LINDA.LAWSON@OSt.dot,gov" <LINDA.LAWSON@Ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’mmoore@OSOPHS.DHHS,gov’" <mmoore@OSOPHS.DHHS.gOv> ( "’mmoore@OSOPHS.DHHS,gov’"
<mmoore@OSOPHS.DNNS.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’jhrubovcak@oce.usda.gov’" <jhrubovcak@oce.usda.gov> (
"’jhrubov a @ ....c k oce.usda.gov <3hrubovcak@oce.usda.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’emsimmons@usaid.gov’" <emsimmons@usaid.gov> ( "’emsimmons@usaid.gov’"
<emsimmons@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’talleyt@state,gov’" <talleyt@state.gov> ( "’talleyt@state.gov’"
<talleyt@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

~O:"’Craig.Montesano@noaa,gov’" <Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov> (
"Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov’" <Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN

READ:UNKNC~N

TO:"Garman, David" <David.Garman@hq.doe.gov> ("Garman, David"
<David.Garman@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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CC:Kevin D. Hurst ( CN=Kevin D. Hurst/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP 3 )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"’Sam. Baldwin@ee.doe.gov’" <sam. Baldwin@ee.doe.gov> ("’sam. Baldwin@ee.doe.gov’"
<sam.Baldwin@ee.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Stamos, John" <JOHN.STAMOS@hq.doe.gov> ( "Stamos, John" <JOHN.STAMOS@hq.doe.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Kane, Robert" <Robert. Kane@HQ.DOE.GOV> ( "Kane, Robert" <Robert. Kane@HQ.DOE.GOV>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC: "’ ari patri nos@sci enceo doe. gov’" <ari patri nos@sci ence. doe. gov> (
"’aripatrinos@science.doe.gov’" <aripatrinos@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ : UNKNOWN

CC:"Anderson, Margot" <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> ( "Anderson, Margot"
<Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’chris_kearny@ios.doi.gov’" <chris_kearny@ios.doi.gov> (
"’chris_kearny@ios.doi.gov’" <chris_kearny@ios.doi.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Cook, Trevor" <TREVOR.COOK@hq.doe.gov> ( "Cook, Trevor" <TREVOR.COOK@hq.doe.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Marcus, Gail" <GAIL.MARCUS@hq.doe.gov> ( "Marcus, Gall" <GAIL.MARCUS@hq.doe.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’braitsch@hqodoe.gov’" <braitsch@hq.doe.gov> ( "’braitsch@hq.doe.gov’"
<braitsch@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"Dobriansky, Larisa" <Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.gov> ("Dobriansky, Larisa"
<Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Kolevar, Kevin" <Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov> ( "Kolevar, Kevin"
<Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
All: Joy viars, in Under secretary Bob Card’s Office, suggested that I
send
this out as a reminder. Bob Card plans to Chair the next meeting of the
Interagency working Group on Climate change science and Technology,
sometimes referred to as the "Deputies Group", of the Cabinet-level
Committee on climate change science and Technology Integration (CCCSTI), on
Wednesday, September 12th, 3:00 - S:00 p.m., at the u.s. Department of
Energy, Forrestal Building, Room 5E-069, 1000 Independence Avenue, SW,
washlngton, DC. Bob is currently out of the country. Upon his return, he
intends to send a personal invitation, with an agenda, to all Principals.
Please pass this note to the appropriate EAs in your organization to ensure
that the date, time and place of this meetin9 is known to those who would
would like to participate. (Attending Princlpals and accompanying
participants MUST respond to Nell Kinsey @ 202-$86-7700 in Bob Card’s
office, with RSVP to get cleared into the Forrestal Building, or RSVP her
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email, at nell.pinkney@hq.doe.gov). Thank you. Bob Marlay 202-586-3949.

- attl.htm:
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE:

ATTACHMENT    i
0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
<!DOCl~PE Hl~4L PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD Hl~L 3.2//EN">
<Hl~L>
<HEAD>
<META H1-FP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1">
<META NAME="Generator" CONTENT="MS Exchange Server version 5.5.2653.12">
<TITLE>Sept. 12 Mtg. of IWG on Climate Change Science and Technology</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>

<P><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">All:&nbsp; Joy Viars, in under Secretary Bob card’
s office, suggested that I send this out as a reminder.&nbsp; Bob Card plans to
Chair the next meeting of the Interagency working Group on Climate Change Sci~

nce and Technology, sometimes referred to as the &quot;Deputies Group&quot;, ot
the cabinet-level committee on climate change science and Technology Integrati

on (CCCSTI), on wednesday, september 12th, 3:00 - 5:00 p.m., at the u.s. Depart
ment of Energy, Forrestal Building, Room 5E-069, 1000 Independence Avenue, SW,
Washington, DC.&nbsp; Bob is currently out of the country.&nbsp; upon his retur
n, he intends to send a personal invitation, with an agenda, to all Principals.
&nbsp; Please pass this note to the appropriate EAs in your organization to ens
ure that the date, time and place of this meeting is known to those who would w
ould like to participate.&nbsp; </FONT><FONT COLOR="#FF0000" SIZE=2 FACE="Arial
">(Attending Principals and accompanying participants MUST respond to Nell Kins
ey. @ 202-586-7700 in Bob Card’s Office, with RSVP to get cleared into the Forte
stal Building, or RSVP her email, at nell.pinkney@hq.doe.gov).&nbsp;</FONT> <FO
NT SlZE=2 FACE="Arial">Thank you.&nbsp; Bob Marlay&nbsp; 202-586-3949.</FONT></
P>
<BR>
<BR>

</BODY>
</HTML>

END ATTACHMENT    1
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:30-AUG-2002 15:09:46.00

SUBJECT:: Sept. 12 Mtg. of IWG on climate Change science and Technology

TO:Roberta L. Conde ( CN=Roberta L. Conde/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT :
please print out for meeting file on this, Phil

Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 08/30/2002
03:08 PM

"Marlay, Robert" <Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov>
08/30/2002 03:03:$3 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc: see the distribution list at the bottom of this message
subject: Sept. 12 Mtg. of IWG on Climate change science and Technology

All: Joy Viars, in Under secretary Bob Card’s office, suggested that I
send
this out as a reminder. Bob card plans to chair the next meeting of the
Interagency working Group on Climate Change science and Technology,
sometimes referred to as the "Deputies Group", of the cabinet-level
Committee on climate Change science and Technology Integration (CCCSTI), on
wednesday, september 12th, 3:00 - 5:00 p.m., at the u.S. Department of
Energy, Forrestal Building, Room 5E-069, 1000 Independence Avenue SW
asnlngton, DC. Bob IS currently out of the country. Upon his return, he

intends to send a personal invitation, with an agenda, to all Principals.
Please pass this note to the appropriate EAs in your organization to ensure
that the date, time and place of this meeting is known to those who would
would like to participate. (Attending Princlpals and accompanying
participants MUST respond to Nell Kinsey @ 202-586-7700 in Bob Card’s
office, with RSVP to get cleared into the Forrestal Building, or RSVP her
email, at nell.pinkney@hq.doe.gov). Thank you. Bob Marlay 202-586-3949.

- attl.htm

Message Sent
To:
"Garman, David" <David.Garman@hq.doe.gov>
"’3ames. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov’" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
"’Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov’" <craig.Montesano@noaa.gov>
"’r.manning@state.gov’" <r.manning@state.gov>
"’talleyt@state.gov’" <talleyt@state.gov>
"’reifsnyder@state.gov’" <reifsnyder@state.gov>
"’emsimmons@usaid.gov’" <emsimmons@usaid.gov>
"’kbarrett@usaid.gov’" <kbarrett@usaid gov>
"’jhrubovcak@oce.usda.gov’" <jhrubovca~@oce.usda.gov>
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"’WHOHENST@OCE.USDA.GOV’" <WHOHENST@OCE.USDA.GOV>
"’mmoore@OSOPHS,DHHS.~OV’" ffmmoore@OSOPHS.DHHS.gov>
"’alan.shaffer@osd.mi~.gov’’ <a~an.shaffer@osd mil.gov>
"’LINDA,LAWSON@ost,dot,gov’" <LINDA,LAWSON@ost.dot.gov>
"’james.shrouds@fhwa.dot.gov’" <james.shrouds@fhwa.dot.gov>
"’grambsch.anne@epa.gov’" <grambsch.anne@epa.gov>
"’Kruger.dina@epa.gov’" <Kruger.dina@epa.gov>
"’seide~.Stephen@epa.gov’" <Se~del.Stephen@epa.gov>
"’jkaye@hq.nasa.gov’" <jkaye@hq.nasa.gov>
"’MCLEAVE@HQ,NASA,GOV’" <MCLEAVE@HQ,NASA.GOV>
"’gpaules@hq.nasa.gov’" <gpaules@hq.nasa.gov>
"’GRECK@hq.nasa.gov’" <GRECK@hq.nasa.gov>
"’M,LEINEN@NSF,GOV’" <M.LEINEN@NSF,GOV>
"’TCHAPMAN@NSF.GOV’" <TCHAPMAN@NSF,GOV>
Michael ~. Holland/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Paul T. Anastas/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Jeffrey s. Kieft/OSTP/EOP~EOP
Marcus Peacock/OMB/EOP@EOP
Kevin Carroll/OMB/EOP@EOP
Robert Sandoli/OMB/EOP@EOP
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
"’esheffne@hq.nasa.gov’" <esheffne@hq.nasa.gov>

Message copied
To:
"Kolevar, Kevin" <Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov>
"Anderson, Margot" <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov>
"Dobriansky, Larisa" <Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.~ov>
i"aripatrinos@science.doe.gov’" <aripatrinos@sclence.doe.gov>
,i’braitsch@hq.doe.gov’" <braitsch@hq.doe.gov>
Kane, Robert" <Robert. Kane@HQ.DOE.GOV>

"Marcus, Gall" <GAIL.MARCUS@hq.doe.gov>
"Stamos, John" <JOHN.STAMOS@hq.doe.gov>
"Cook, Trevor" <TREVOR.COOK@hq.doe.gov>
"’Sam.Baldwin@ee.doe.gov’" <Sam. Balawin@ee.doe.gov>
"’chris_kearny@ios.doi.gov’" <chris_kearny@ios.doi.gov>
Kevin D. Hurst/OSTP/EOP@EOP

A1-FACHMENT    I
AI-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00,00

TEXT:
<!DOCl~fPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<META Hl-I’P-EQUZV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1">
<META NAME="Generator" CONTENT="MS Exchange Server version 5,5.2653,12">
<TITLE>Sept. 12 Mtg. of IWG on Climate Change science and Technology</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>

<P><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">All:&nbsp; Joy Viars, in Under Secretary Bob card’
s office, suggested that I send this out as a reminder.&nbsp; Bob Card plans to
Chair the next meeting of the Interagency working Group on climate Change Scie

nce and Technology, sometimes referred to as the &quot;Deputies Group&quot;, of
the Cabinet-level Committee on Climate Change science and Technology Integrati

on (CCCSTI), on wednesday, September 12th, 3:00 - 5:00 p.m., at the u.s. Depart
ment of Energy, Forrestal Building, Room 5E-069, 1000 Independence Avenue, SW,
washington, DC.&nbsp; Bob is currently out of the country.&nbsp; upon his retur
n, he intends to send a personal invitation, with an agenda, to all Principals.
&nbsp; Please pass this note to the appropriate EAs in your organization to ens
ure that the date, time and place of this meeting i~ known ~o those who w~uld w
ould like to participate.&nbsp; </FONT><FONT COLOR= #FF0000 SIZE=2 FACE= Arial
">(Attending Principals and accompanying participants MUST respond to Nell Kins
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ey @ 202-586-7700 in Bob Card’s office, with RSVP to get cleared into the Forre
stal Building, or RSVP her email, at nell.pinkney@hq.doe.gov).&nbsp;</FONT> <FO
NT SIZE=2. FACE="Arial">Thank you.&nbsp; Bob Marlay&nbsp; 202-586-3949.</FONT></
P>
<BR>
<BR>

</BODY>
</HTML>

END A1-FACHMENT I
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I N S T I T U T E

Board of Directors

Chairman
Robert ]a strow

Mount Wilson Institute

University

President
William O’Keefe

Sotutlons Consultin~

Horv’ard.$rn Rhsonian

T~omas L dlan¢-3~, |r.
Au thor

Will Happct
Princeton U~ iver~Jry

Willis M. Hawkins
Lockheed Martin

Charles K~ authamm~r
Syndicated Columr, ist

|ohn II, Moore
Gr¢t~ C~ ry Co liege

R~bert L. Sproul|
University uf Roche=t~r leer.)

Chaunc©y 5ta, r
~,lectric Power

Research hl~ritut~.

Executive Director

le[[r~)" KLlerer

"/’he Ylonorable Georh~ W. Bush
President of the U~t~ States
The White House
W.mlington, DC 20500-0’001

Au~,st 14, 2002

Dear Mr. President:

I ant writing on behalf of the sdendsts listed in the attachment. They
have closely/oI]owed the debate over actions to address the Hs~ of human
induced dima~e change. In February, you announced a -climate poe .cy that strikes
a bAance between responsible action and the current stare o~ knowledge. Your
policy cornmks to greater research to reduce the uncertainties in our knowledge
of the climate system and human influence on it. In recent weeks, ~here have
been conunents in the media ,’rod by some environmental groups and members
of Congress that your policy does not go ~ar enough. We are concerned by the
continued mhcharacterizadons of the state of sciend{ic knowledge and .the
assertions dtat human ~n{luenc~ is known to be the primary cause of global
wanning, especially over the past 20 years.

iV[r. President, yours is a sound policy and we urge y~u m stay the course.
There is ao compelEng scientific basis for adopting actions that would damage
our economy. An£yses of past cSmaze change, including natural vafiabilky, and
forecasts about the ~uture rely heavily on models dominated by assumptions
instead of robust observations. The National Academy o£ Sciemces has issued a
series of reports stressing that the science of c!imare change is far from seeded.
These reports identified major scientific uncertahtties and s~cps to reduce thcm-
The research program being pursued by your administ’radon can mxke an
important contribution in that regard.

We applaud )’our commitmea~t to a science-based policy. We also
reiterate that the ove.rwhehuing balance of evidence shows no appreciable
w-arming trend attributable to carbon dioxide from hunmn activity. The tell-ta!e
sign of a signific,’mt human influence on climate-- a warning of the lower
atmosphere-- does not exist. Contrary to £1 computer model forecasts £or
global warming, n¢id,er satcRites nor weather balloons can find an), net warming
trend in the lower atmosphere fnr over two decades.

\Vi~am O’Keefe
President

The Marzhall h~z;tuta - Selene*for Better Public Policy

|6Z5 K SrreeL NW. Suite ToSo ¯ Washingtom D.C z~oh
Phone (~o:)296"9655 " ~x IlO~) a96"q7t4 " E:nad: inh.amarshall org - Web,ire: ~w m~rsha!l.org
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On behalf of the following scientists who agreed to attach their names to the letter;

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr,
Dr.
Dr.
D~.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr,
l~r.
Dr.

Frederic]~ Seilz - Rockefeller University
Robert Jastrow- M~. Wilson Institute
Sallie Baliunas - Flaruard UnJuersity
Will I-lapper - Princeton Uniuersity
Chauncey Start - Electric Power Researct~ Institute
Rober~ K. Adair - Yale Uniuerist~,)
Sidney Benson - Uniuersity of Southern California
Ernest Beutler - Scripps .~e~earch Institute
David A. Bromley- Yale Uniuersity
Robert F. Doolitt]e -astrophysicist
Howard Evans - Cornell Uniuersity
Sherwood Idso - U.S. Water Con~eruation Laboaratorp
Arthur Kanfrowitz - Dartmouth College
David Legates - Uniuersi~y of Delaware
Philip Majerus - Washington Uniuersity ~n St, [_ouis
Patrick Michaels - Virginia State Climatologist
John L. Moll - Hewlett Packard
Albert Overhauser- Purdue Uniuersitp
Fludi ,Schmid - Uniuer3ity of ~alifornia, San Francisco
James B, Serrin - University of Minnesota
Fred Singer -- Science and Enuironment Policy Project
Edward Teller - Hoover Institute
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(:h,lirmall

l’rodorlck Se=lz

Thoma.~ I.. Cla, ncy. It.

Will

Charh.s Klaulharnmm

loire II. Moo~l:

llolmrt I.. Sproull

Augusl 16, 2002

Ph,lip (
(’hlcl’ol
( ’~ m llC i l on Environmental
lhc Whik. I louse
722 .!;icksorl Place, NW
Washmgton. l)(" 20503

Dear Mr. (’ooney:

In anticipation of tt+c World Summit on Sustai|mblc l)evdopment in
Johannesburg, I am pleased to provide you with copies uf an important new
Marshall Institute study, (Thnatt, { ’llttng+, and [~+’o.~)wh’ntx. The sludy challenges
claims Ihal humall-Illduc!d climate change will have severc illlpacls On
eco@slcms and concludes that the m~l)aCts of a changing climate on ecosystems
Call hi" Ic~sened by adopllOll of ilCW tcclmoh)gies, lllanag~llt~lll teClllliques, and
utlaplatlon,

ihc overwhelmi|~g balance of .~clCnlific evidence shmvs no appreciable warming
trend atinbulahle fiom human aclJvlly.    Ncx’erlheless. Ihe conlmued
m~schawactcriz~tion of ~l~e slal¢ of scicntifi~ knoxx ledge is tts~d Io advance clmms
lhal warming will occur and will adversely al’tk’cl ccosyslems.

th~s rcporl does llOt review lhg slrong evidence agamsl a hunlan cause lbr global
~-amfing: rather it calcl~lly assesses lhe claims of ecosystem impacl. After
examining the available scientific evidence, il conchldCS thai nlosl ecosystems
arc lcs~ x, uhlcriiblc Ihan suggested, are highly adaptive, and have lhe cap:Icily tbr
lllCl’ciist’tl itdalllillllJll m’cr [Jill,.

"lim l icor,_.!¢ Marsh:ill Institute ((iMIl is at 501lcB3l ilon-prl~lil orgaiu/.atioll
l,~illllll’ll Ill 1984 hi c’iltglltii-ii,ge ilw tisC of <lliiild SC’ll~ii~:c" m m:lking public pohey.
Ihc h~.,qlllilc ~i’mlih’~ unbi;l~cd iilld sclei~llt’ically acctii’ale a.’,i.q¢.%lFlCilts, tl[
llll:Hlllll,i2 Ill" scicnlific iltliiillccs fill" ptlhhc pohcy.

Pit’|iS!.’ ill) Ilill hesilalc Ill trlilllal.:l 111e li)r illtwe Jllli’tHlliilillil ilt’/lltll |his inlportanl
\vl/rk or olhc’r atilt|lies lif itm Mar.~hall Irisliltih.’. I call he reacked a!

202o29(I.g/155 i!r kileler,’it,:rllal-Silail.lirg.

Sincerely,

,Itq’h cy I ). K uelt:l"
l;t~.’Cllillc I )lrector

1.-no ( "liin~ th’ { ’hangs" and l’.’~~ t.~] "a &’m ~" ( 9( to9 )
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Kameran L. Bailey ( CN=Kameran L, Bailey/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 6-SEP-2002 09:22:07.00

SUBJECT:: more info on climate change

TO:brian.yablonski@myflorida.com @ inet ( brian.yablonski@myflorida.com @ inet [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Brian,
I don’t want to overwhelm you with information on the issue, but if you
send me your mailing address, I’ll put together a packet of information
that will include the environmental policy briefing books and a report we
put together on the President’s environmental record for the first year.
It is good summary of all that we are doing.

In the meantime, the following climate change talking points are basically
a repeat of what is said in the fact sheet I sent, but these are boiled
down a bit more. Also, I have attached our chairman’s testimony to the
commerce committee which is a good snapshot of our climate change policy
along with the rationale behind our policy and a fact sheet on the Bush’s
environmental record that I mentioned above.

Kameran

President Bush has repeatedly indicated that he considers global
climate change to be an important issue that warrants a serious response.
us climate change policy and programs appropriately reflect President Bush ,
s commitment to working on this issue with the American people and the
international community of developed and developing nations.

President Bush has been a strong leader on climate change.

o       No previous Administration has devoted as much cabinet-level
attention to climate change policy, or provided such significant resources
to our climate change science, technology, and mitigation programs.
o       America. has never before engaged in so many bilateral climate
change partnerships with both developed and developing nations.
o       For the first time, America has a specific and realistic goal: to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions relative to the size of our economy bY 18
percent over the next decade. This is the equivalent of taking 70 million
cars off the road, or avoiding roughly 500 million metric tons of
greenhouse gases.
o       The President ,s 2003 budget provides $4.5 billion for climate
related programs, a $653 million ) or 17 percent ) increase in funding.
This includes $1.7 billion for basic research on climate change and $1.2
billion for research on advanced energy generation and carbon "
sequestration technologies. This fundlng is unmatched in the world.

ATTACHMENT 1
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STATEMENT OF

JAMES L. CONNAUGHTON, CHAIRMAN

WHITE HOUSE COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

FOR THE HEARING BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION

UNITED STATES SENATE

ON

UNITED STATES GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE STRATEGY

JULY 11, 2002

Mr. Chairman, Senator McCain and Members of the Committee:

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the Committee today to discuss the Bush

Administration’s strategy to address the important, long-term, and highly complex challenge of

global climate change. I am pleased to share this panel with my colleagues Dr. Hubbard, Dr.

Marburger, and Dr. Mahoney.

President Bush has committed the nation to ambitious, focused and meaningful goals,

programs and initiatives that provide a sensible and constructive path forward. The President’s

strategy is predicated on ensuring the strength and growth of the American economy, building on

our nation’s tremendous and demonstrated record of leadership in science and the promise of

continued American technological innovation. As the President stated over a year ago: "We will

act, learn, and act again, adjusting our approaches as science advances and technology evolves."

He elaborated on this point this past February: "[G]lobal climate change presents a different set

of challenges and requires a different strategy [from policies designed to reduce air pollution].
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The science is more complex, the answers are less certain, and the technology is less developed.

So we need a flexible approach that can adjust to new information and new technology." The

fiexible path toward long term progress that I will outline for you today sharply contrasts with

the view of some that the only acceptable policy approach is near term, legislated restrictions that

will needlessly hurt our economy and cost American jobs.

The President committed the nation to an immediate goal of reducing America’s

greenhouse gas emissions relative to the size of our economy by 18% in the next ten years. This

will set America on a path to slow the growth of our greenhouse gas emissions and, if science

justifies, to stop and then reverse the growth of emissions. Dr. Hubbard will speak in detail

about the compelling advantages of this national goal and how it will be measured. I would

emphasiz+ that achieving this ambitious, yet realistic, national goal will require a sustained

commitment and significant investment and effort from our nation’s farmers, small businesses,

workers, industries, and citizens that rivals the hard gains in efficiency and productivity we have

earned over the last several decades.

To achieve this goal, the Administration is actively engaged and moving forward on

many fronts, looking at every sector of our economy, with the recognition that meaningful

progress depends on the development and deployment of new technology. With the continued

support of Congress, we are advancing climate science, developing and promoting energy

efficiency, conservation, and sequestration technologies and practices, pursuing near term

greenhouse gas mitigation programs and expanding international cooperation.

The President has reaffirmed America’s commitment to the goal of stabilizing

atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations at a level that will prevent dangerous interference

with the climate. At the same time, the President noted that given current scientific
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uncertainties, no one knows what that level is. This underscores the importance of the

President’s focus on science and technology.

The President has called for nearly $700 million in additional funding for the federal

government’s commitment to climate change in Fiscal Year ’03 - a 17 percent increase from last

year -- to support a $4.5 billion program of research on climate science and energy technology,

mitigation incentives and programs, and international technology transfer and outreach. This

commitment is unmatched in the world. The President’s recent Report to Congress on Federal

Climate Change Expenditures details the numerous programs that this funding will support. Dr.

Marburger and Dr. Mahoney will describe for you our Cabinet-level effort to bring more

effective, high level management and focus to this significant investment of public resources.

Importantly, the President’s request includes $555 million in clean energy tax incentives,

the first part of a $4.6 billion commitment over the next five years, reaching $7.1 billion over the

next 10 years. These incentives will spur investments in and purchases of renewable energy --

including solar, wind, and biomass - as well as advanced hybrid and fuel cell vehicles,

cogeneration, and landfill gas conversion. We also are promoting clean coal technology, as well

as nuclear power - which produces no greenhouse gas emissions - and are working to safely

improve fuel economy for our cars and trucks. And we are advancing the prospect of

breakthrough technologies, such as the promise of zero-emission fuel cell vehicles through the

Department of Energy’s Freedom Car Initiative.

Under the recently-enacted Farm bill and existing authorizations, we will invest up to $47

billion in the next decade for conservation on our farms and forest lands. Not only will this

partnership with farmers and small land owners help protect the water and air, and secure and
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enhance habitat for wildlife, it will also provide opportunities to store significant quantifies of

carbon in trees and the soil, and promote other activities to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions.

We also are making substantial progress on the effort to create world-class standards for

measuring and registering greenhouse gas emissions reductions, with organizations receiving

transferable credits for the reductions in emissions they secure. At the same time, we are making

progress on the President’s challenge to businesses to further reduce their emissions. EPA’s

Climate Leaders Program is well underway. We look forward to seeing new commitments and

even greater reductions.

These are simply a few significant examples of more than 60 federal programs - some

mandatory, some incentive-based, some voluntary - that will help to slow the growth in U.S.

greenhouse gas emissions over the next decade and beyond.

The President’s strategy has also created a new framework for expanding international

cooperation. We are investing $25 million in climate observation systems in developing

countries, increasing funding for tropical forest conservation to $50 million, and providing $178

million for the Global Environmental Facility next year, which includes a substantial $70 million

payment for arrears incurred during the prior administration. The President’s FY’03 budget also

requests $156 million in funding for USAID climate change programs. And in the past year

alone, the Administration has entered into bilateral agreements with Japan, Australia, Canada,

Italy, the European Union, CONCAUSA, China and India on climate change science, energy and

sequestration technology, and policy approaches.

The President’s climate change strategy is the product of an ongoing, combined working

group of ~he National Security Council, the Domestic Policy Council and the National Economic

4
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Council. Our actions have been and will continue to be guided by the six principles that the

President outlined last June:

1. Consistency with the long-term goal of stabilizing concentrations of greenhouse gases

in the atmosphere at a level that will prevent dangerous interference with the climate

system, recognizing that we currently do not know what that level is;

2. Measured actions, as we learn more from science and build on it;

3. Flexibility to adjust to new information and take advantage of new technology;

4. Ensuring continued economic growth and prosperity for the United States and the

world;

5. Pursuing market-based incentives and spurring technological innovation; and

6. Globalparticipation, including developing countries.

The Bush Administration’s strategy for action and progress -- a solid policy framework, a

meaningful national emissions reduction goal, and a suite of policies to achieve that goal - is

calibrated to the actual state of scientific knowledge and guards against costly and misdirected

policy errors. Commentary that continues to equate action on climate change with acceptance of

the Kyoto Protocol ignores the bipartisan record of opposition to its approach. The Kyoto

Protocol would have cost our economy up to $400 billion and caused the loss of up to 4.9 million

jobs, risking the welfare of the American people and American workers. And without the

participation of the world’s developing countries, many of which will experience rapid growth in

coming decades, it represented an ineffective policy response to this global challenge.

President Bush’s philosophy - which ties our benchmark for progress with economic

growth - represents a careful balancing that promises significant emissions reductions over the

course of the next decade, while preserving the strength of the American economy. Only
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sustained economic growth, both here and abroad, will allow for the significant new investments

in energy and sequestration technologies that will be needed to address this long term challenge.

Again, thank you for inviting me today. I would be pleased to answer any questions that

you may have and ask that the written material accompanying my testimony be entered into the

record.

Appendices:

1. Statement of President George Bush (June 11, 2001)

2. Policy Book Accompanying Presidential Statement (June 11, 2001)

3. Statement of President George Bush (February 14, 2002)

4. Policy Book Accompanying Presidential Statement (February 14, 2002)

5. Report of Federal Climate Change Expenditures (July 9, 2002)

6. Review of Bilateral Agreements and Initiatives
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0351_f_kn9x9003_ceq. txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL CNOTES MAIL)

CREAT3R:Genene Fisher <Genene. Fisher@noaa.gov> (Genene Fisher
<Genene. Fisher@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 6-SEP-2002 12:40:08.00

SUBJECT:: climate change science Planning workshop Announcement

To:shorrig@omb.eop.gov ( shorrig@omb.eop.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Paul T. Anastas ( CN=Paul T. Anastas/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:vicki Horton <vicki.Horton@noaa.gov> ( vicki Horton <vicki.Horton@noaa,gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:James R Mahoney <James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( James R Mahoney
<James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Dr. James Mahoney would like your comments on the attached draft
announcement for the u.s. climate change science Planning workshop
(December 3-5, 2002).
Please send me your comments as soon as possible.

Thank you,

Genene Fisher
climate change science Program office
202-482-2146

- workshop announcement draft 6sept02.doc - Genene. Fisher.vcf
A1-FACHMENT    1
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

unable to convert NSREOP0101:[ATTACH.D46]SREOP013009X9NK.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

END ATTACHMENT    1

A1-FACHMENT    2
ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00,00

TEXT:
begin:vcard
n:Fisher;Genene
tel;work:202-482-2146
x-mozilla-html:FALSE
org:;climate change Science Program office--HCHB/Rm. 5811
adr:;;;;;;
verslon:2.1
email;internet:genene.fisher@noaa.gov
fn:Genene M. Fisher, Ph.D.
end:vcard

END ATTACHMENT        2
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0352_f_mmax9003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MALL)

CREATOR:Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> ( stephanie Harrington
<Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 6-SEP-2002 Z2:58:44.00

SUBJECT:: CCSPO meeting - Tuesday, September 20

TO: "sl i mak. michael" <sl i mak. mi chael@epa, gov> ( "sl i mak. mi chael"
<slimak.michael@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ])
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Paul T. Anastas ( CN=Paul T. Anastas/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mmoore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov> ( mmoore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gasrar <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> ( gasrar <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"David. Evans" <David. Evans@noaa.gov> ( "David. Evans" <David. Evans@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:cgroa~ <¢groat@usgs.gov> ( cgroat <cgroat@usgs,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov> ( mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:andrewj <andrewj@onr.navy.mil> ( andrew~ <andrew~@onr,navy.mil> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Sarah G. Horrigan ( CN=Sarah G. Horr.igan/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Ari.Patrinos" <Ari.Patrinos@science.dOe.gov> ( "Ari.Patrinos"
<Ari.Patrinos@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Wa~sonhl <watsonhl@sta~e.gov> ( watsonhl <watsonhl@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov> ( gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:neale <neale@serc.si.edu> ( neale <neale@serc.si.edu> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Whohenst <whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov> ( whohenst <whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC’’Mar.    9arita Gregg ’ <Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov> ( ’Margarita Gregg ’
<Margarlta.Gregg@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"’ Chester 3. Kobli nsky ’" <chester. ]. kobli nsky@noaa.gov> ( "’ chester 3. Kobli nsky
’" <chester.3.koblinsky@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
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READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"ericolocklear" <eric.locklear@noaa.gov> ( "eric.locklear"
<eric.locklear@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC: "leslie. runion" <leslie. runion@science.doe.gov> ( "leslie, runion"
<leslie. runion@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

CC:Phil Decola <pdecola@hq.nasa.gov> ( Phil Decola <pdecola@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ]
)
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:stephen s. McMillin ( CN=Stephen S. MCMillin/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"Jerry.Elwood" <Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov> ("Jerry. Elwood"
<3erry.Elwood@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] .)
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"parker.kathryn" <parker.kathryn@epa.gov> ( "parker.kathryn"
<parker.kathryn@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Jeffrey S. Kieft ( CN=Jeffrey S. Kieft/ou=osTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Linda. Lawson" <Linda.Lawson@ost.dot.gov> ( "Linda. Lawson"
<Linda. Lawson@ost.dot-.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:fisher <fisher@dc,ametsoc.org> ( fisher <fisher@dc.ametsoc.org> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:David P. Radzanowski ( CN=David P. Radzanowski/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"James. R.Mahoney" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( "James.R.Mahoney"
<James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:NelsonDJ2 <NelsonDJ2@state.gov> ( NelsonDJ2 <NelsonDJ2@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"hratch.semerjian" <hratch.semerjian@nist.gov> ( "hratch.semerjian"
<hratch.semerjian@nist.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC : "Beal e. john" <Beal e. john@epa, gov> ( "Beal e. john" <Beal e. john@epa, gov> [ UNKNOWN

READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"David.Goodrich" <David.Goodrich@noaa.gov> ( "David.Goodrich"
<David.Goodrich@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC: "Ti m. Keeney" <Tim. Keeney@noaa. gov> ( "Tim. Keeney’.’ <Tim. Keeney@noaa. gov> [ UNKNOWN
l)
READ: UNKNOWN

cc:Gbecker <Gbecker@OOC.gov> ( Gbecker <Gbecker@DOC.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN
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cc:Pthorne <Pthorne@doc.gov> ( Pthorne <Pthorne@doc.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:jrm <jrm@usda.gov> ( jrm <jrm@usda.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:rmoss <rmoss@usgcrp,gov> ( rmoss <rmoss@usgcrp.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jack.Kaye" <Jack. Kaye@hq.nasa.gov> ( "Jack.Kaye" <Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ])
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Kyle.McSlarrow" <Kyle.Mc~larrow@hq:d~e.gov> ( "Kyle.McSlarrow"
<Kyle.McSlarrow@hq.doe.gov> L UNKNOWN J )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"ray.orbach" <ray.orbach@science.doe g~v> ( "ray.orbach"
<ray.orbach@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN i
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"Robert.card" <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov> ( "Robert.card" <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:rcolwell <rcolwell@nsf.gov> ( rcolwell <rcolwell@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:James connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Marcus Peacock ( CN=Marcus PeacoGk/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:3ohn N. Marburger ( CN=John H. Marburger/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’genene.fisher ’" <genene.fisher@noaa.gov> ( "’genene.fisher ’"
<genene.fisher@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Patel-weynand Toral O (OES)" <Patel-weynandTo~a.state-gov> ( "Patel-weynand Toral
O (OES)" <Patel-weynandTO@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN J )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC~mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov> ( mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC" ’Laboratory Directors office’ <aldiroff@al .noaa,gov> ( ’Laboratory Directors
office’ <aldi roff@al, noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN l )
READ : UNKNOWN

CC:"scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov> ( "scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jeff.Amthor" <jeff.Amthor@noaa.gov> ( "Jeff.Amthor" <jeff.Amthor@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:esundqui <esundqui@usgs.gov> ( esundqui <esundqui@usgs.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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CCijfein <jfein@nsf.gov> ( jfein <j.fein@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

CC:artusiocf <artusiocf@state.gov> ( artusiocf <artusiocf@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

CC : "Joanne. R. Potter" <Joanne. R. Potter@fhwa. dot. gov> ( "Joanne. R. Potter"
<Joanne.R.Potter@fhwa.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

CC:"Jeff.Amthor" <Jeff.Amthor@science.doe.gov> ( "jeff.Amthor"
<jeff.Amthor@science~doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

CC : "Louisa. Koch" <Louisa. Koch@noaa. gov> ( "Louisa. Koch" <Louisa, Koch@noaa. gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

CC:Emmy Simmons <emsimmons@usaid.gov> ( Emmy Simmons <ems~mmons@usaid.gov> I" UNKNOWN
])
READ : UNKNOWN

CC:Erin wuchte ( CN=Erin wuchte/OU=OHB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov> ( kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Pat.A.simms" <Pat.A.Simms@noaa.gov> ( "Pat.A.Simms" <Pat,A.Simms@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Ants. Leetmaa" <Ants. Leetmaa@noaa.gov> ("Ants. Leetmaa" <Ants. Leetmaa@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"conrad.C.Lautenbacher" <conrad.c. Lautenbacher@noaa.gov> (
"conrad.C.Lautenbacher" <conrad.c. Lautenbacher@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:TKassinger <TKassinger@doc.gov> ( TKassinger <TKassinger@doc.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:sbodman<sbodm~n@doc.gov> ( sbodman <sbodman@doc.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:jhren <jhren@usgs.gov> ( jhren <jhren@usgs.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kathie L. Olsen ( CN=Kathie L. OIsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] ).
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Mcleave <Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> ( Mcleave <Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"kevin.kolevar" <kevin.kolevar@hq.doe.gov> ( "kevin.kolevar"
<kevin.kolevar@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"stephanie.harrington" <stephanie.harrington@noaa.gov> ( "stephanie.harrington"
<Stephanie,harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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CC:tspence <tspence@nsf.gov> ( tspence <tspence@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kameran L. Bailey ( CN=Kameran L. Bailey/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Gary C. Reisner ( CN=Gary C. Reisner/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Rrussell <Rrussell@OSTP.gOV> ( Rrussell <Rrussell@OSTP.gOV> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

C~:"vicki.horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> ( "vicki.horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

There will be a Climate change science Program agency representatives
meeting next Tuesday afternoon (l:00-3:00pm) at the Department of
Commerce, Rm B841A (in the basement of DOC) to discuss the (1) FY04
criteria, (2) process and schedule for drafting the strategic Plan, and
(3) December workshop. An agenda is attached. If the lead agency
representative cannot attend, please have a backup present.

stephanie Harrington
climate change science Program
202-482-1944
- ccsPo Agenda 10Sep02.doc---

AFT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00
AI-£ACHMENT    1

TEXT :
unable to convert. NSREOP0101: [ATFACH. D8] SREOP013009XAMM. 001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:
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"Gordon, Susan, C (OES)" <GordonSC@state.gov>
09/06/2002 02:47:46 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc:
Subject: RE: Bilat Agenda 7-8-02.doc

> In preparation for the September 10th 10:30 a.m. Sub-PCC meeting we are
> forwarding below the six unclassified attachments referenced in a
> classified Issue Paper on Canada’s Clean Energy Export Credit proposal.
> The Issue Paper is being faxed to agency principals separately this
> afternoon using either your Wash-fax or classified fax. We suggest you
> contact your principals to receive copies of the fax. Please contact
> either Robert Scott 202-647-4688 or Barbara DeRosa-Joynt 202-647-4511 if
> you have any problems in receiving the materials.
>
>

<<Attachment 1-- 6-5-02.Canadian Cleaner Energy Export
Proposal.pdf>> <<Attachment 2--6-02 EU Statement at Bonn on Canadian
Proposal.doc>> <<Attachment 3--6-7-02.ECO.An Exported Issue.pdf>>
<<Attachment 4-6-12-02.(3-77 on Canadian Cleaner Energy Export
Proposal.pdf>> <<Attachment 5--6-3-02.UNFCCC Secretariat Report on May 7-8
Whistler Workshop on Canadian Proposal.pdf>> <<Attachment
6--7-22-02.National Post.PM plans to sign Kyoto - but with ’an
asterisk’-Credits for clean energy.doc>>

!~ - Attachment 1-- 6-5-02.Canadian Cleaner Energy Export Proposal.pdf

I D - Attachment 2--6-02 EU Statement at Bonn on Canadian Proposal.doc

I D - Attachment 3-6-7-02.ECO.An Exported Issue.pdf

I~ - Attachment 4--6-12-02.G-77 on Canadian Cleaner Energy Export Proposal.pdf

I D - Attachment 5--6-3-02.UNFCCC Secretariat Report on May 7-8 Whistler Workshop on Canadian
Proposal.pdf

I [:’-’~1- Attachment 6--7-22-02.National Post.PM plans to sign Kyoto- but with ’an asterisk’-Credits for

clean energy.doc

Messa.qe Sent To:

00 .G78
CEQ 002892CEQ 002892



"’Robert.Card@hq.doe.gov" <Robert.Card@hq.doe.gov>
"’Ladsa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.gov" <Ladsa.Dobriansky@hq.doe,gov>
"Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov" <Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov>
"’Robert.Dixon@hq.doe.gov’" <Robert.Dixon@hq.doe.gov>
"’Chds_Keamey@ios.doi.gov" <Chds_Keamey@tos.doi.gov>
,,,Lynn_Scadett@ios.doi.gov~ <Lynn_Scadett@ios.doi.gov>
" Kelly.A.Johnson@usdoj.gov" <Kelly.A.Johnson@usdoj.gov>
"’Jim.Rubin@usdoj.gov’" <Jim.Rubin@usdoj.gov>
"’Beale.John@epa.gov" <Beale.John@epa.gov>
"Bowie.Cynthia@epa.gov’" <Bowie.Cynthia@epa.gov>
"’Krieger.Jackie@epa.gov" <Kdeger.Jaclde@epa.gov>
"Bill.Brennan@noaa.gov" <Bill.Brennan@noaa.gov>
"James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
"Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov" <Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov>
"Linda.Moodie@noaa.gov’" <Linda.Moodie@noaa.gov>
"’Susan.Ware-Harris@noaa.gov" <Susan.Ware-Hards@noaa.gov>
"’MLeinen@nsf.gov’" <MLeinen@nsf.gov>
"qSpence@nsf.gov" <TSpence@nsf.gov>
"’Kevin.Doxey@osd.mil" <Kevin.Doxey@osd.mil>
"’Bruce.Harding@osd.mil" <Bruce.Harding@osd.mil>
"John.Woodley@osd.mil" <John.Woodley@osd.mil>
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Caroline BoeckeI/OPD/EOP@EOP
Karen Y. Knutson/OVP/EOP@EOP
"’Richard.Cladda@do.treas.gov" <Richard.Cladda@do.treas.gov>
"adele.mords@do.treas.gov’" <adele.mords@do.treas.gov>
’"Mark.Warshawsky@do.treas.gov" <Mark.Warshawsky@do.treas.gov>
"Barrett, Ko" <KBarrett@usaid.gov>
"Moore, Franklin" <FMoore@usaid.gov>
"Simmons, Emmy B." <EmSimmons@usaid.gov>
"~N Hohenst@oce.usda.gov"’ <WHohenst@oce.usda.gov>
"’J Hrubovcak@oce.usda.gov" <JHrubovcak@oce.usda.gov>
"’shelia.trollinger@usda.gov’" <shelia.trollinger@usda.gov>
John A. List/CENEOP@EOP
Betty J. Fountain/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Paul T. Anastas/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Kathie L. Olsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP
"’jhaverkamp@ustr.gov" <jhaverkamp@ustr.gov>
"joel.szabat@ost.dot.gov’" <joel.szabat@ost.dot.gov>
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0354_f_xcgx9003_ceq
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:"Card, Robert" <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov> ( "Card, Robert"
<Robert.card@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 6-SEP-2002 14:48:56.00

SUBJECT:: Sept 12 Inter Agence working Group Meeting

TO:"Steve Griles (E-mail)" <steven_griles@ios,doi,gov> ("Steve Griles (E-mail)"
<steven_griles@ios.doi.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Rita colwell (E-mail)" <rcolwell@nsf,gov> ( "Rita Colwell (E-mail)"
<rcolwell@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Marcus Peacock ( CN=Marcus Peacock/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Lawrence B. Lindsey ( CN=Lawrence B. Lindsey/OU=OPD/O=EOP@EOP [ OPD ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Jim Moseley (E-mail)" <jrm@usda.gov> ( "Jim Moseley (E-mail)" <jrm@usda.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Ghassen Asrar (E-mail)" <gasrar@hq,nasa.gov> ( "Ghassen Asrar (E-mail)"
<gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Emil Frankel (E-mail)" <emil,frankel@ost.dot.gov> ( "Emil Frankel (E-mail)"
<emil.frankel@ost,dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Steve Ramberg (E-mail)" <rambers@onr.Navy.mil> ( "Steve Ramberg (E-mail)"
<rambers@onr.Navy.mil> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Sam Bodman (E-mail)" <sbodman@doc,gov> ( "sam Bodman (E-mail)" <sbodman@doc,gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Paula Dobriansky (E-mail)" <d,nelson@state,gov> ( "Paula Dobriansky (E-mail)"
<d.nelson@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Linda Fisher (E-mail)" <fisher.linda@epa,gov> ("Linda Fisher (E-mail)"
<fisher.linda@epa,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:John H, Marburger ( CN=John H, Marburger/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:James connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Eve slater (E-mail)" <eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov> ( "Eve Slater (E-mail)"
<eslater@osophs,dhhs.gov> .[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Conrad Lautenbacher (E-mail)" <conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov> ( "Conrad
Lautenbacher (E-mail)" <conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
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READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Simmons, Emmy" <emsimmons@usaid.gov> ("Simmons, Emmy" <emsimmons@usaid.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:U~!KNOWN

CC:Robert c. McNally ( CN=Robert C. McNalIy/OU=OPD/O=EOP@EOP [ OPD ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Reifsynder, Daniel A. " <reifsnyderDA@State.gov> ( "Reifsynder, Daniel A. "
<reifsnyderDA@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Melinda Moore <mmoore@OSOPHS.DHHS.gOv> ( Melinda Moore <mmoore@OSOPHS.DNNS.gOv> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Margaret Leinen (E-mail)" <Mleinen@nsf.gov> ( "Margaret Leinen (E-mail)"
<Mleinen@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Linda Catlett (E-mail)" <catlettla@state.gov> ( "Linda Catlett (E-mail)"
<catlettla@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kathie L. olsen ( CN=Kathie L. Olsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"John Beale (E-mail)" <Beale.john@epa.gov> ( "John Beale (E-mail)"
<Beale.john@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN.] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Harlan Watson (E-mail)" <watsonhl@state.gov> ( "Harlan Watson (E-mail)"
<watsonhl@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Bill Hohenstein (E-mail)" <whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov>( "Bill Hohenstein (E-mail)"
<whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Marlay, Robert" <Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov> ( "Marlay, Robert"
<Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"viars, Joy" <Joy.viars@hq.doe.gov> ( "viars, Joy" <Joy.viars@hq.doe.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Dobriansky, Larisa" <Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.gov> ( "Dobriansky, Larisa"
<Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Garman, David" <David.Garman@hq.doe.gov> ( "Garman, David"
<David.Garman@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Yvonne Brown (E-mail)" <yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov> ( "Yvonne Brown (E-mail)"
<yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"SCOtt Rayder (E-mail)" <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov> ( "Scott Rayder (E-mail)"
<Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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CC:"Richard Spinrad (E-mail)" <spinrad.richard@hq.navyomil> ( "Richard spinrad
(E-mail)" <spinrad.richard@hq.navy.mil> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Mary Cleave (E-mail)" <Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> ( "Mary cleave (E-mail)"
<Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Linda Lawson (E-mail)" <linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov> ( "Linda Lawson (E-mail)"
<linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Kevin Kolevar (E-mail)" <Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov> ( "Kevin Kolevar (E-mail)"
<Kevin. Kolevar@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Karen Y. Knutson ( CN=Karen Y. Knutson/OU=OVP/O=EOP@EOP [ OVP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"James Mahoney (E-mail)" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( "James Mahoney (E-mail)"
<James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Granville Paules (E-mail)" <gpaules@hq.nasa.gov> ( "Granville Paules (E-mail)"
<gpaules@hq.nasaogOV> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Ann Klee (E-mail)" <ann_klee@ios.doi.gov> ( "Ann Klee (E-mail)"
<ann_klee@ios.doi.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Kinsey, Nell" <NELL.PINKNEY@hq.doe.gov> ( "Kinsey, Nell"
<NELLoPINKNEY@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Knox, Eric" <Eric.knox@hq.doe.gov>.( "Knox, Eric" <Eric.knox@hq.doe.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Kolevar, Kevin" <Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov> ( "Kolevar, Kevin"
<Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Anderson, Margot" <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> ( "Anderson, Margot"
<Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
This is a reminder that we have scheduled the next meeting of the
Interagency wa:i.~.~ng Group on Climate change science and Technology for
Thursday, september 12 from 3:00 to 5:00 at the Department of Energy, room
5E-069. Please e-mail or phone building clearance info to Nell Kinsey
(formerly Nell Pinkney) at nell.kinsey@hq.doe.gov .
<mailto:nell.kinsey@hq.doe.gov> , phone 202/586-7700.

The proposed agenda topics for the meeting include the following:

WSSD debrief and COP viii strategy (US State,.Dobriansky)
.Science update (us Commerce, Lautenbacher)
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*        Technology update, request for interest publication, and
~equestration proposal (US Energy, Card)Roll out plan for public involvement for the 1605(b) registry
update
(us Energy, card and Deputy Administrator EPA, Fisher)
*       Voluntary programs update (CE~, DOE, EPA, USDA, etc.)

This will likely be the last meeting before cop viii and the public launch
of both the Greenhouse Gas Emissions RFI and the 1605(b) Registry public
involvement process so your attendance would be most welcome to ensure we
capture your value added insights for these events. see you there.

Bob Card, undersecretary, Department of Energy.
- attl.htm:                      AI-FACHMENT 1

END A1-FACHMENT i
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL CNOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP ,[ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 6-SEP-2002 16:53:16.00

SUBJECT:: Sept 12 Inter Agence Working Group Meeting

TO:Roberta L. Conde ( CN=Roberta L. Conde/OU=CEQ/~-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kenneth Lo Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kameran L. Bailey ( CN=Kameran Lo Bailey/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Bobbi, please print out for Jim’s meeting folder on this -- also, please
call Nell and give her clearance info for me, Ken, Kameran and Jim. (we
will attend with Jim). Phil

Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 09/06/2002
04:50 PM

"card, Robert" <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov>
09/06/2002 02:46:30 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc: see the distribution list at the bottom of this message
subject: sept 12 Inter Agence working Group Meeting

This is a reminder that we have scheduled the next meeting of the
Interagency working Group on climate change science and Technology for
Thursday, september 12 from 3:00 to 5:00 at the Department of Energy, room
5E-069. Please e-mail or phone building clearance info to Nell Kinsey
(formerly Nell Pinkney) at nell.kinsey@hq.doe.gov
<mailto:nell.kinsey@hq.doe.gov> , phone 202/586-7700.

The proposed agenda topics for the meeting include the following:

* WSSD debrief and coP viii strategy (uS State, Dobriansky)
* science update (us commerce, Lautenbacher)       ¯
* Technology update, request for interest publication, and
sequestration proposal (uS Energy, Card)
* Roll out plan for public involvement for the 1605(b) registry update
(us Energy, Card and Deputy Administrator EPA, Fisher)
* Voluntary programs update (CEQ, DOE, EPA, USDA, etc.)

This will likely be the last meeting before coP viii and the public launch
of both the Greenhouse Gas Emissions RFI and the 1605(b) Registry public
involvement, process so your attendance would be most welcome to ensure we
capture your value added insights for these events, see you there.

Bob card, undersecretary, Department of Energy.

- attl.htm
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Message Sent
TO :
"conrad Lautenbacher (E-mai l)" <conrad. c. I autenbacher@noaa, gov>
"Emil Frankel (E-mail)" <emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov>
"Eve Sl ater (E-mai l)" <,e, sl ater@osophs, dhhs. gov>
"Ghassen Asrar (E-mail) <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov>
James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP
"Jim Moseley (E-mail)" <jrm@usda.gov>       ¯
John H. Marburger/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Lawrence B. Lindsey/OPD/EOP@EOP
"Li nda Fisher (E-mai l)" <fi sher. li nda@epa, gov>
Marcus Peacock/OMB/EOP@EOP
"Paul a Dobri ansky (E-m,a,i 1)" <d. nel son@state, gov>
"Rita colwell (E-mail) <rcolwell@nsf.gov>
"Sam Bodman (E-mail)" ,<,sbodman@doc. gov>
"steve,, Gri I es (E-mai 1 ) ,,<steven_gr1" les@1" os. doi. gov>
steve Ramberg (E-mail) <rambers@onr.Navy mil>

Message copied
To:
"Anderson, Margot" <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov>
"Garman, David" <David.Garman@hq.doe.gov>
"Kolevar, Kevin" <K~vin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov>
"Dobriansky, Larisa’ <Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.gov>
"Knox, Eric" <Eric.knox@hq.doe.gov>
"viars, Joy" <Joy.viars@hq.doe.gov>
"Kinsey, Nell" <NELL.PINKNEY@hq.doe.gov>    ¯
"Marlay, Robert" <Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov>
"Ann Klee (E-mail)" <ann_kl ee@ios, doi. gov>
"Bill Hohenstein (E-mail)" <whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov>
"Granville Paules (E-ma~l)" <gpaules@hq.nasa.gov>
"Harlan Watson (E-mail) <watsonhl@state.gov>
"James Mahoney (E-ma~l)" <James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
"John Beale (E-mail) <Beale.john@epa.gov>     ¯
Karen Y. Knutson/OVP/EOP@EOP
Kathie L. OIsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP
"Kevin Kolevar (E-mail)" <Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov>
"Linda Catlett (E-mail~" <catlettla@state.gov>
"Linda Lawson (E-mail) <linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov>
"Margaret Leinen (E-mRil)" <Mleinen@nsf.gov>
"Mary Cleave (E-mail) <Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov>
Melinda Moore <mmoore@OSOPHS.DHHS.gOv>
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
"Reifsynder, Daniel A. " <reifsnyderOA@state.gov>
"Richard spinrad (E-mail)" <spinrad.richard@hq.navy.mil>
Robert C. McNally/OPD/EOP@EOP
"ScOtt Rayder (E-mail)" <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov>
"Simmons, Emmy" <emsimmons@usaid.gov>
"Yvonne Brown (E-mail)" <yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov>

A1-FACHMENT 1
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE:        0 00:00:00.00

<!DOCTYPE HIlML PUBLIC "-//WJC//DTD HTML 3.2//EN">
<Hl$4L>
<HEAD>
<META HTTP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html ; charset=iso-8859-1">
<META NAME="Generator" CONTENT="MS Exchange Server version 5.5.2653.12">
<TITLE>Sept 12 Inter Agence working Group Meeting</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
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<P ALIGN=LEFT><FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">This is a reminder that
we have scheduled the next meeting of the Interagency working Group on climate
Change science and Technology for Thursday, september 12 from 3:00 to 5:00 at

the Department of Energy</FONT><FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">, room
5E-069</FONT><FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">.&nbsp; Please</FONT> <

FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">e-mail</FONT> <FONT COLOR="#000000" SI
ZE=2 FACE="Arial">or phone</FONT> <FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">bui
Iding clearance info to Nell Kinsey (formerly Nell Pinkney) at</FONT> <A HREF="
n~ai I to: nel I. ki nsey@hq, doe. gov"><U><FONT COLOR="#0000FF" SIZE=2 FACE="Ari al ">nel
1. kinsey@hq.doe.gov</FONT></U></~<FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2 FACE="Ari al">, p
hone 202/586-7700</FONT><FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2 FACE="AriaI">.</FONT><FONT

COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2 FACE="Arial"> </FONT></P>

<P ALIGN=LEFT><FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">The proposed agenda top
ics for the meeting include the following:</FONT></P>

<P><FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2 FACE="Symbol">&#183 ;<FONT FACE="Courier New">&n
bsp; &nbsp ; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp ; &nbsp; </FONT></FONT> <FONT COLOR="#O00000" SIZE=2 F
ACE="Arial">WSSD debrief .and COP VIII</FONT><FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2 FACE="
Arial"> strategy (US State, Dobriansky)</FONT>                            ,,
<BR><FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2 FACE="symbol">&#183;<FONT FACE="Courier New >-&
nbsp ; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; </FONT></FONT> <FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=Z
FACE="Arial">Science update (US Commerce</FONT><FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2 FAC
E="Arial ">,</FONT><FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2 FACE="Arial"> Lautenbacher)</FON
T>
<BR><FoNT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2 FACE="symbol">&#183;<FONT FACE="Couri,e,r New">_&
nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</FONT></FONT> <FONT COLOR="#O00000 SIZE=Z
FACE="Arial">Technology update , </FONT> <FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2 FACE="AriB1
">request for interest publication</FONT><FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2 FACE="Ari
aI">,</FONT><FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2 FACE="AriaI"> and sequestration propos
al</FONT> <FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2 FACE="Ari aI">(US</FONT> <FONT COLOR="#00
0000" SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">Enerqy</FONT><FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE--2 FACE="Arial
">,</FONT><FONT COLOR="#000000n SIZE=2 FACE="Arial"> Card</FONT><FONT COLOR="#0
00000" SIZE=2 FACE="AriaI">)</FONT>
<BR><FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2 FACE="Symbol">&#183 ;<FONT FACE="Couri,e,r New">_&
nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</FONT></FONT> <FONT COLOR="#O00000 SIZE=Z
FACE="Arial">Roll out plan for public involvement for the 1605(b) regist,r,y up.d,a,
te (us Energy, Card and Deputy</FONT> <FONT COLOR="#O00000" SIZE=2 FACE=" Ari a/
>Administrator</FONT><FONT COLOR="#O00000" SIZE=2 FACE="Arial"> EPA, Fisher)</F
ONT></P>

<P><FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2 FACE="Symbol">&#I83;<FONT FACE="Courier New">&n
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</FONT></FONT> <FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2 F
ACE="Arial">voluntary programs update (CEQ, DOE, EPA,</FONT> <FONT COLOR="#O000
00" SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">USDA,</FONT> <FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">
etC.)</FONT>
</P>

<P ALIGN=LEFT><FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE~2 FACE="Arial">This will likely ~e the
last meetingbefore cop viii and the public launch of both the</FONT> <FONT CO

LOR="#000000" SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">Greenhouse Gas Emissions RFI and the 1605(b)
Registry public involvement process so your attendance would be most welcome to

ensure we capture your value added insights for these events.&nbsp; see you th
ere.</FONT></P>

<P ALIGN=LEFT><FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">Bob Card, undersecretar
y, Department of Energy.</FONT></P>

</BODY>
</HTML>

END A1-FACHMENT i
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W. Jackson Bhtd. Chicago, IL 60604
(312) 5.FA.33~ Fax: (3~2) .5.64-3373

To:    Phil Cooney Fro~ Rafae] Marques

Fax~ 202-456-2710 Pa~i~ 5

Phone= Bate: 9/6/2002

¯ R~ Ar~des of interest CC=

~) g~lent    ~) For Re~iew ~) Please Comment (~ Please Reply ~) Please Recycle

~ ~,omments:

Thought you’d find this recent coverage of the CCX of interest. Please conl~ct Al-~e LeBlanc at

212-5gg-0851 for further details.

Thank you.
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"Two offers at 150."
"Where was the last trade?"
"147."
~640 for NOx 2002~,"
"75 c~nts for 165s in September."
"Anyone want Texis Grill?"
Ids the conventional chatter of a trading

desk, this one at the offices of commodkics
broker Natmurce in downtown Manhattan.
But these brokers~-.~ostly young, mostly

Why_enVironmental
markets are becoming
a very big deal.
gy Cait Nurphy
commodity: pollution. Or mor~ .precisely,
the right to emit pollutimts like sulphur di-
oxide (SO-_~, niuogen Oxide (’NOx), pa~dc~
ulate matter (PM~, and th~ ev4r pOpuLar.

me1% m0~tly dre~e.d in jeans or khakis-- ¯ volhtile organic co,~po~nds (VOC~). :
buying 8~d selling an unconventional     Is rids some shady ~nrormsqu~ dove[-

’September 2, 2002 F 0 RT U NE ° I.~7
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.trading .at Atlanta-b~s~d’:Southem.Co
"-But if you glvc an i~c~nd~9~pdople

¯ .~e su~e~s~ qf ~hc SO~.pro~ has
’ ~O~v~ac~d a~o~t dve~bhe- ~hfit Wang
d~ bs bseful
U,S. ~keady ~des wetN~nd~ ~e~ po~u-

h~ge e~fofi.0~ the
kb~ the. Bush admi~st~on’s pro~ed .
ciear-s~es ld~is~fib~ woOld s~en re-.
qni~men~ for S~ e~sio~ ~d
~ational mark¢~ for me¢c~ and NOx
(~hcre are alreadyzegional NOxpro-.

ida. ~a ~d Slo~a ~ve

pended p~lat~, A~a h~ a
newaMe ~dlng m~ket. ~nada t~des

~t it MI roge~er, .~ough, and pollu-
tion ~ still a ~uH~e m~L ~h’s sma~
compared with almost ~y other corn-
meaty," ~ys Jack Cogen, p~esident of
NaBouree. "But ~ is gong to g~v ~d
~w. I ~k it will be ~c do~nt t~g
we do ~ ~s yea~." ~fs be~e there
is about to ~ a ~t new
the fieM: ~eenho~e ~s~ (GH~).

Under ~e 1997 Kyoto ~tocol, most de-
veloped ~ a~ to
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MEMORANDUM

Meridian Institute

To: Participants in the Forum on a GHG Accounting System

From: Barbara Stinson, Tim Mealey, John Ehrmann, Rex Raimond, and Heather Arnold

Subject: GHG Accounting .Forum Summary and Meeting Documents Now Available

Date: September 6, 2002

We have completed the final summary of the Forum on a Greenhouse Gas Accounting System: Taking Stock and
Prioritizing Action. The summary as well as copies of the~, p~st, presenta____.._~tions and h~nkoround
documents are now aVailable for downloading from the Forum website; http’/Iwww2.merid,or_.LglGHGaccounting. If
you would like to have relevant documents added toi-l-ie w’~5~ease send us an electronic copy for review.

We are currently exploring follow-up activities to the Forum on a GHG Accounting System, and we will keep you
informed of our next steps.

Our special thanks to those who commented on the draft summary for their constructive suggestions. Thanks to
all of you for your participation and for making this a successful event.
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MerJcb’an Institute
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Forum on a Greenhouse Gas Accounting System

On July 23-24, Meridian Institute convened the Forum on a Greenhouse Gas
Accounting (GHG) System: Taking Stock and Prioritizing Action. The Forum
brought together 86 participants representing five federal agencies, U.S.
Congress, six state governments, seven, major industry sectors, a broad range of
environmental nomgovernmental organizations (NGOs), a number of
experienced service providers, and other important national and international
organizations.

Participants in the Forum examined the numerous efforts underway in the United
States (U.S.) to develop one or more of the components of a GHG accounting
system, and engaged in a dialogue on the priority actions for establishing a
credible, reliable, and enduring GHG accounting system in the U.S. They
discussed these issues with a particular focus on the U.S., while recognizing the
international scope and dimensions associated with these issues.

I~otum::.Obie:cti~es

Building:.::on:.a!~::understanding :of!thevarie~. of a~tigitieS :taking.place in the U
r~lated, to d:eVel~pmei~t of aG HG.aCCOU ntii’i~.:S~tem! .....

1)- iDeterrnine.the need~ifoi;:i,:.m0ieco"sisterlt andc0or~dinated approach.to

accounting sys~em::in ith~e:U!Sii:~i~at~iS:iin~edto e~rgi:tig :GHGaccounting
sys{ems;.internation~ily.. ..... " " "

Participants engaged in a series of presentations and discussions on policy
decisions that will impact GHG accounting requirements. Armed with a shared
understanding of different perspectives on GHG accounting issues and
information on existing governmental and non-governmental programs,
participants met in smaller groups to conduct in-depth discussions on how to
move forward on developing a more consistent and coordinated GHG accounting
system. There was a general understanding that a consistent and coordinated
approach to the development of ;.~ ~’,-IG accounting system in the U.S. would be
beneficial, but a broad array of views as to if, how, and when this could occur.

The following document provides a summary of presentations that were made at
the Forum, the ensuing discussions, as well as a summary of the in-depth
discussions that took place in breakout groups and during the final plenary
session. This summary is based on the notes taken by Meridian Institute
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Forum on a Greenhouse Gas Accounting System

facilitators during the Forum and will be made publicly available. The
discussions were of an exploratory nature and, unless expressly stated,
statements contained in this summary do not reflect a consensus opinion among
participants. The Forum was not a stakeholder input session for the U.S.
Department of Energy’s (DOE) 1605(b) program, but provided an opportunity for
participants, including representatives from DOE, to discuss the 1605(b) program
in the broader contextof the development of a consistent GHG accounting
system in the U.S.

The Forum was convened and facilitated by Meridian Institute. Meridian
Institute’s mission is to help people with diverse interests solve problems and
resolve conflicts arising from the integration of environmental, economic, and
social issues. For more than two years, Meridian Institute has been engaging
with key stakeholders on the issues relating to the development of a GHG
accounting system in the U.S. and internationally. Meridian Institute extends its
thanks to the Rockefeller Brothers Fund and the Wallace Global Fund for their
generous support for this event.
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Forum on a Greenhouse Gas Accounting System

Five prominent individuals from different backgrounds opened the Forum by
commenting on the following questions:

¯ How can a credible U.S. GHG accounting system best be achieved?
¯ What are the objectives that such a system should seek to accomplish?
¯ Is a broadly supported, more coordinated approach to the developing

system needed?

Following their comments, they engaged with forum participants in an open
discussion of these issues. The presenters were:

¯ James Connaughton, Chairman of the Council on Environmental Quality,
The White House

¯ Bruce Braine, Vice President, Strategic Policy Analysis, American Electric
Power

¯ Annie Petsonk, International Counsel, Environmental Defense
¯ Billy Pizer, Fellow, Resources for the Future
¯ Kristin Zimmerman, Manager, Public Policy Center, General .Motors

These presentations and discussions were followed by overview presentations of
existing programs relevant to a GHG accounting system. Margot Anderson,
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of International Affairs and Environment, U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE), presented information on DOE’s current efforts to
improve the voluntary registry under section 1605(b) of the 1992 Energy Policy
Act [1605(b)]. Chris Loreti, Battelle Memorial Institute, presented key findings
based on his summary of governmental and non-governmental programs in the
U.S. and internationally that address GHG accounting issues.

Following is a summary of each presentation and the ensuing discussion.
Copies of the presentations are available onthe Forum website at:
www.merid.or.q/GHGaccountinq.

James Connaughton, Chairman of ~;,e Council on Environmental Quality,
White House

Mr. Connaughton suggested that GHG accounting is an issue where common
ground can be found among stakeholders affected by climate change policy.
GHG accounting plays an important role in climate change policy. The
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Forum on a Greenhouse Gas Accounting System

information flow resulting from GHG acco.unting also plays an important r01e in
enabling free trade.

Mr. Connaughton acknowledged the important work done by many organizations,
including: Environmental Defense, Resources for the Future, several leading
companies, state governments and foreign governments.

He stated that openness, accuracy, and continual improvement are key aspects
of the developing GHG accounting system. There isa need to narrow, refine and
standardize GHG accounting approaches. The conversation at this Forum and
several conversations that will follow will help the system evolve towards greater
accuracy. It is also important to follow the international dialogue, which will move
forward on this subject. The Administration is engaged in the international
dialogue and is also discussing relevant issues with a number of individual
countries.

Mr. Connaughton stated that the Administration has committed to enhancing the
federal GHG registry (the 1605(b) program), and wants to enable the
development of tradable credits. Across the globe, different approaches are
being implemented. For instance, the United Kingdom and Australia have
developed emissions trading systems for GHGs. This web of GHG accounting
systems is essential to all of us.

Mr. Connaughton highlighted that DOE, supported by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), the U.S. Department of Commerce (Commerce), and
the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), has been charged with the task of
maintaining and improving the information flows on GHG emissions and
reductions. On July 8, 2002, the Secretaries of the Departments and the EPA
Administrator sent a letter to the president containing nine recommendations for
enhancing the registry:

1. Develop fair, objective and practical methods for reporting baselines,
reporting boundaries, calculating real .results, and awarding transferable
credits for actions that lead to real reductions.

2. Standardize widely accepted, transparent accounting methods.     ~
3. Support independent verification of registry reports.
4. Encourage reporters to report greenhouse gas intensity (emissions per

unit of output) as well as emissions or emissions reductions.
5. Encourage corporate or entity-wide reporting.
6. Provide credits for actions to remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere

as well as for actions to reduce emissions.
7. Develop a process for evaluating the extent to which past reductions may

qualify, for credits.
8. Assure the voluntary reporting program is an effective tool for reaching the

18 percent goal.

4
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Forum on a Greenhouse Gas Accounting System

9. Factor in international strategies as well as state-level efforts.

Mr. Connaughton pointed out that these recommendations take into account the
fact that we need to experiment and gain experience with a number of important
issues. For instance, we need to gain experience with different methods for
independent verification; approaches to reporting on GHG intensity in order to
enable organizations to manage themselves to effi,ciency; protocols for carbon
dioxide sequestration and crediting carbon dioxide sequestration; and methods
for crediting past reductions. Furthermore, in order to enable broadest possible
participation in this voluntary reporting program, we need to explore both project-
based and entity-wide reporting. Several state-level and international initiatives
are relevant to the efforts to enhance the registry, including the efforts by the
International Standards Organization (ISO) to develop a GHG accounting
standard.

Finally, the Secretaries and the Administrator recommend that transaction costs
for reporters and administrative costs for the government should be minimized,
where possible, without compromising these recommendations.

Discussion Summary

Following the presentation, the meeting was opened to questions and comments
from participants. Participant comments included the following:

A meeting participant asked if there is a need for a legislative apparatus to
assure credits for early action as opposed to future action.

Mr. Connaughton responded that any assurance that early action will be
credited is as good as the word of the President. Some of the bills in
Congress contain aspects of the President’s approach. He was not sure if
there was a need for legislation.

In response to the question, where do the Secretaries and the Administrator
go from here, Mr. Connaughton indicated that they will seek broad public t
input and that a calendar for public meetings has been developed.

Another participant asked which countries the U.S. is engaging in bilateral
dialogue.

Mr. Connaughton stated that they include Japan, Australia, and the United
Kingdom. Each of these countries is using different policy tools to design and
implement GHG accounting standards.
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A participant asked what discussions are going on between the U.S. and
Canada?

Mr. Connaughton replied that both the U.S. and Canada are part of the
Conference of the Parties (COP) Umbrella Group. In addition, we have
ongoing bilateral discussions on the advancement of science, and other
issues relevant to GHG accounting. Much remains to be done, but Canada
and the U.S. are engaging on all these issues.

A participant asked how the credits for emissions reductions or carbon
dioxide sequestration would be created? Will they be subtracted from a
future cap or will they be added to a future cap?

Mr. Connaughton answered that the administration has no opinion on this
topic yet. There is a need to experiment and learn from our experiences. He
responded that we should attempt to get some of the basics aligned absent
agreement on the more policy related issues.

A participant pointed out that the recommendations mention that credits
should be provided for emissions reduction activities and sequestration
activities. He asked if this wording means that the administration is excluding
energy efficiency, and other efficiency projects.

Mr. Connaughton suggested that it is worth taking up this issue in the policy
discussion.

A participant asked if the ISO process offers opportunities in the context of
this discussion on a GHG accounting system.

Mr. Connaughton reacted that ISO has the capacity to deliver a useful
product, if participants in the process have a common goal. However,
political issues can complicate the process and its ~)utcome. ISO can lead the
way by cataloguing experience, and provide an international forum to discuss
these issues on neutral ground.

Another participant stated that the GHG Protocol (developed by the Worlc~
Resources Institute and the World Business Council on Sustainable
Development through a stakeholder process) has experience with and has
done good work in developing GHG accounting rules. Reporting on GHG
emissions and verification of reports needs to be consistent with accounting
rules. However, accounting rules are not always comprehensive, which
allows companies to not report fully. The development of accounting
principles may help guide companies in addressing issues for which there are
no specific rules.
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In his reaction, Mr. Connaughton stated that if we draw a parallel with the
corporate accounting scandals that are getting so much press, we need to
realize that the scale of information flows in relation to GHG accounting is
quite different from that of financial reporting. Regarding GHG emissions, it
should not be as difficult to develop a system that achieves openness and
accuracy.

A participant asked if the administration would address issues related to
ownership of emissions reductions that are achieved by electricity end-users:

The administration has a strong interest in that issue, and is building on years
of experience with the 1605(b) program. As a matter of pure economics, the
regulated market does not care who owns a credit, as long as the ownership
is clear. It is important to place the credit in the hands of the actor who
makes the difference.

In response to a question about the White House’s support for Congressional
bills, Mr. Connaughton replied that the White House wants to engage with the
public and with the legislature in a conversation on the registry and a crediting
system.

Bruce Braine, Vice President, Strategic Policy Analysis, American Electric
Power

Following is a brief summary of Mr. Braine’s presentation, and of the ensuing
discussion with forum participants. The PowerPoint slides Mr. Braine used in his
presentation are available on the Forum website at:
www.merid.or.q/GHGaccountin.q.

Mr. Braine provided an overview of American Electric Power (AEP), a leading
multinational energy company. AEP has multiple natural gas holdings, is a
leading producer of sustainable energy and has invested in many carbon
sequestration projects.                                           ~

Mr. Braine presented AEP’s perspective on GHG accounting. After outlining the
preferred objectives for and elements of a GHG accounting system, Mr. Braine
discussed two key issues that need to ;-,,.", :.,ddressed by a GHG accounting
system. The primary issue is whether accounting should only focus on direct
emissions or if it should also include indirect emissions. AEP prefers that the
system only include direct emissions because of the problems associated with
measuring, double counting, and control of indirect emissions. The other
important issue is that of accounting for forestry projects and carbon
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sequestration. AEP is of the opinion that reforestation and avoided deforestation
should be accounted for but on a project-by-project basis.

Mr. Braine summarized AEP’s perspective on GHG accounting as follows:

AEP reports 99%+ of its emissions to EPA. Therefore, mandatory versus
voluntary reporting is not an issue for AEP.

Reporting requirements.should focus on "big Picture" emissions and should
be low cost.

Accounting should help not hinder the development of a GHG market, so
keep it simple~a common metric (for example, carbon equivalent tonne) and
common factors to translate to carbon equivalent terms.

The accounting system should focus on direct emissions, rather than indirect
emissions.

Accounting for early action is essential!

All GHG reductions should be treated alike.

Discussion Summary

Following the presentation, the meeting was opened to questions and comments
from participants. Participant comments included the following:

> A participant asked Mr. Braine’s opinion on whether all the issues, especially
those regarding reporting for GHG emissions markets, are relevant to
voluntary systems.

Mr. Braine suggested that the full context of CO2 reporting becomes relevant
under a mandatory system but that the issues he addressed should be
considered in the voluntary context with an eye towards possible future po.licy
choices.

With regard to accounting of indirect emissions, a participant asked for Mr.
Braine’s thoughts on creating incentives for end-users to be more energy
efficient.

Mr. Braine suggested that costs of programs that focus on end-users and that
stimulate energy efficiency are relatively low and should be preferred to
including indirect emissions in a GHG accounting system.
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A participant asked how AEP handled verification of sequestration when it
invested in carbon sequestration projects (for example, Noel Kempff Mercado
Climate Action Project; Guaraquecaba Climate Action Project; Catahoula
National Wildlife Refuge Project).

While AEP did have these projects independently verified (Organizations
involved in verification included; the Nature Conservancy, Winrock
International and Environmental Resources Trust), Mr. Braine suggested that
you don’t necessarily need independent verification for all emissions,
especially when data are only used for measuring and reporting to a
voluntary, government program. In case of special projects, you may need
verification, but it will depend on the nature of the project and the purpose of
the investment.

Annie Petsonk, International Counsel, Environmental Defense

The following is a brief summary of Ms. Petsonk’s presentation. For the PowerPoint ’
slides Ms. Petsonk used in her presentation, see the Forum website at:
www.merid.orq/GHGaccountin.q.

Ms. Petsonk argued that an effective, incentive-based policy requires a cap on total
GHG emissions, monitoring of actual emissions, and tracking and reporting of
allowance transactions.

Ms. Petsonk focused her presentation on GHG accounting requirements in the
context of a possible future GHG trading scheme. She argued that, partly as a result
of recent corporate accounting scandals, the GHG market will require: measurement
of total, entity-wide emissions performance; avoidance of double counting of
emissions reductions; transparent accounting, and avoidance of "Special Purpose
Entities"; and, independent verification of emissions reports. She stated that so-
called "dual engagements" would be suspect.

Ms. Petsonk concluded that, in light of expected market requirements, the 1605(5)
registry does not provide a durable registry to support trading. She pointed out that
the longer we avoid taking action to curb GHG emissions, the stricter action will be
needed to avoid catastrophic harm. She sugp=.~t~.d that, as a consequence, it might
not be possible for a future Congress to give credit for early action.

Discussion Summary

Following the presentation, the meeting was opened to questions and comments
from participants. Participant comments included the following:

9
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A participant asked what requirements a credit-based system would need in
order to become acceptable?

Ms. Petsonk indicated that, at a minimum, any GHG accounting system
should avoid conflicts of interest and double counting of emission reductions.
It needs to include total emissions and adequately address baseline issues.
Data accuracy and management are important. It should also address
additional sets of issues, including the management of uncertainty in the
context of credit trading. She mentioned that the International Panel on
Climate Change’s (IPCC) guidelines for national inventories are not directly
applicable to company-level accounting.

Billy Pizer, Fellow, Resources for the Future

The following is a brief summary of Mr. Pizer’s presentation and the ensuing
discussion. For Mr. Pizer’s speaker’s notes, see the Forum website at:
www.merid.orq/GHGaccountinq.

Mr. Pizer provided an economist’s perspective on GHG accountingmhow to
achieve the most environmental protection for the least amount of money. He
suggested that the development of a GHG accounting system should take
possible future policy decisions into account, so that a system is developed that
can support, for instance, a cap and trade system. He also suggested that
decisions on emissions reductions would be driven by the price that is put on
emissions.

Mr. Pizer commented that, in order to support a GHG market, GHG reporting
needs to be standardized, transparent and verifiable. The accounting system
needs to include all GHGs and should also allow for carbon sequestration to be
accounted.

He also stated that closely related is the issue of developing an early credit
system. A credit system can provide an incentive for reductions and build
experience with a GHG market in advance of a possible cap and trade system.
A credit system needs to address issues related to indirect emissions, baseline
protection, and credit "overhang". In the SO2 program, a credit system was
developed in advance of a cap and trade system. An early credit system does
not have to be perfect, but it needs to be consistent with the accounting system
and should put some limit on the number of credits created in order to create real
value. Companies should report at an entity-level and should report on both
direct and indirect emissions.

10
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Mr. Pizer further discussed that one of the issues regarding indirect emissions is
that of double counting. He stated that you could avoid double counting by
focusing on an intensity approach for producers. A producer would get credit for
greater intensity of production but not for a change in use that results in reduced
emissions. The credit for a change in use would accrue to the user. With regard
to baseline protection, he stated the downsides are that it tends to encourage
"grand fathering", locking in current market conditions and becoming politically
irrelevant by picking a single year for baseline protection.

Discussion Summary

Following the presentation, the meeting was opened to questions and comments
from participants. Participant comments included the following:

A participant suggested that it is very difficult to resolve issues surrounding
credits as long as we don’t know where credits will come from. In looking at
possible approaches to resolving crediting issues, one alternative to examine
is Senator Jeffords’ bill (S. 556), which proposes specific emissions caps for
the four main power plant pollutants and establishes emissions allowances for
them. The bill then allocates some of those allowances, from within the caps,
to promote emissions-reducing investments in energy efficiency,, renewable
power, and cleaner fossil-fuel power plants.

Mr. Pizer suggested that an early crediting scheme, even though the rules are
not worked out, could still be useful because it helps development of an
institutional framework in advance of legislative action. Legislative action may
still take years. In an early crediting scheme, peoples’ expectations of what is
going to come will play an important role in determining the value of credits in
the absence of a mandatory regime. Standardized rules for accounting GHG
emissions will help create value. The value will undoubtedly increase if a cap
and trade scheme were to be announced.

One participant responded to a comment made by Mr. Pizer regardingthe~
difficulty of measuring non-CO2 emissions. He suggested that these
emissions could be measured if they come from industrial processes. He
further suggested that there are opportunities for cost-effective reductions of
non-CO2 GHGs, but uncertainty abo,.;t f,,ture recognition limits willingness to
invest in emissions reductions.

Mr. Pizer suggested that it might be possible to measure non-CO2 emissions;
however, it complicates the crediting system. For instance, how do you make
nitrous oxide tradable with CO2? He agreed that people who have invested
in early reductions need to get some credit but emphasized his point that

11
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picking a point in time for baseline protection should not overly reward those
who take early action and overly burden those who need to catch up.

Kristin Zimmerman, Manager, Public Policy Center, General Motors

Following is a brief summary of Ms. Zimmerman’s presentation. For Ms.
Zimmerman’s PowerPoint slides, see the Forum website at:
www.merid.orq/G HGaccou ntin.q.

Ms. Zimmerman presented General Motors’ (GM) position on GHG reporting.
After providing a brief overview of GM’s organization, as well as GM’s approach
to evolving the 1605(b) registry into GM’s Global GHG Reporting Protocol, she
stated GM’s position on GHG reporting: "GM supports voluntary reporting of
GHG emissions and endorses the DOE’s 1605(b) system as a proven protocol
for voluntary reporting of GHG emissions. GM opposes mandatory reporting at
the state or federal level."

Ms. Zimmerman outlined GM’s position on a number of specific GHG accounting
issues:

GM believes a coordinated National Reporting System should be developed.
A National Reporting System could disaggregate the company data totals to
represent state-level data by expanding the existing tools within the data
reporting spreadsheets to collect state-level information.

Internal verification and certification of data by a registered Professional
Engineer (P.E.) or an officer of the company should continue to be permitted.
Third party certification should not be required at the time of reporting. GHG
reporting under the existing DOE 1605(b) Protocol should remain ’verifiable’.

Regarding fungible credits/emissions trading, GM believes third party
certification should occur at the time when the reporting company wants the
credits to become fungible; baseline protection for credits achieved by early
action should be ensured; and seller liability for any credit traded should be
ensured.

Regarding organizational boundaries, GM believes GHG emissions should be
reported for facilities under management control. Management control means
at least a 50% equity position, management of the operation, and/or at least
50% representation on the board. This means that in cases of full ownership,
there is management control and GHG emissions should be reported. In
cases of joint ownership, emissions should be reported if the ownership or

12
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board representation is greater than 50%. In cases of leased facilities,
emissions should, be reported if they are greater than 0.1% of the annual
facility total CO2 emissions (or more than 0.03 million metric tons per year).

Further, GM supports that emissions from mobile sources should be reported
only if the source is under management control and accurate, verifiable data
are both available and proven to be above 5% of annual facility-level
emissions.

Indirect electricity emission should be reported based on a weighted average
of state electricity usage and state electricity emission factors for a
designated year.

GM supports the use of the Energy Information Administration’s (EIA)
emission factors for all direct and indirect fuels used in the U.S., and chooses
to use an emissions factor of zero for landfill gas and other renewable energy
sources to reflect the effect of offsetting emissions from conventional energy
sources.

GM supports the reporting of refrigerant usage in its operations.

GM suggests that Global Warming Potential (GWP) factors be included in the
EIA 1605(b) guidelines (IPCC data are appropriate).

The registry system must be flexible to allow a reporting company to submit
either absolute or normalized data.

Reductions and carbon sequestration from projects should be allowed, and
companies should be allowed to report on all national and international
projects achieving emission reductions and carbon sequestration.

Discussion Summary

Following the presentation, the meeting was opened to questions and comments
from participants. Participant comments included the following:           ~

In response to a question from one of the participants, Ms. Zimmerman
confirmed that there are tools for measuring non-CO2 CHGs.

A participant pointed out that very limited tests have been carried out for
methods to measure non-CO2 emissions from mobile sources. Some tests
were carried out in Europe and some in the US.

Ms. Zimmerman indicated that GM performs tests for non-CO2 emissions
from mobile sources.
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A participant asked if GM will move from facility to entity-level reporting, and
what approach it will use to set organizational boundaries.

Ms. Zimmerman responded that GM is moving to entity-level reporting but
that the many uncertainties about future policy decisions require it to use
multiple approaches. For instance, since it is unknown what the basis for
accounting under a future cap will be, companies should report on both a
control and an equity basis. She also pointed out that in the future,
international standards may become more prominent and indicated that U.S.
standards should be compatible with international standards. Furthermore,
different programs have different geographic scope. For instance, the
1605(b) program requires reporting on US emissions, but the Climate
Leaders Program allows regions outside of the U.S. to be included in the
Corporate Commitment. GM’s Climate Leaders Commitment includes GM’s
North American Facilities, including U.S., Mexico and Canada. This requires
companies to collect information at-an international level.

A participant asked why GM opposes mandatory reporting if it already
provides comprehensive reports of both direct and indirect emissions under
the 1605(b) program and the GHG Protocol.

Ms. Zimmerman pointed out that mandatory reporting is binding. It therefore
requires additional resources (people and dollars) and legal compliance.
Mandatory programs do not "learn" due to the nature of their reactive design.
Voluntary programs "learn" and allow more flexibility to grow and evolve over
time.

A participant pointed out that GM is a large company with operations in 30
different states. In that situation, it may be appropriate to report indirect
electricity emissions based on a weighted average of electricity emissions per
state. Should this approach be different for a company that only has facilities
in, for instance, two states?

Ms. Zimmerman suggested that a weighted average be used whether a ~
company has operations in 2 or 30 states.

Mr. Pizer added that credits for indirect emissions should be based on
emissions reductions, but the credit a company gets could be influenced by
the intensity of the electricity provided.

A panelist asked how GM has prevented double counting of emissions
reductions, pointing out that some of GM’s electricity suppliers also participate
in other voluntary programs, including the Climate Leaders program.
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Ms. Zimmerman explained that GM continually discusses what to report and
why with its electricity providers. Those discussions also touch upon the
different programs in which they are involved.

A representative of the Climate Leaders program explained that the program
advocates complete transparency between its partners. Further, the program
is designed to help companies prepare for the future by encouraging GHG
emissions reductions. However, it is not a crediting system. Each company
that participates in the program sets its own goals, and a lot of reductions are
achieved through increased energy efficiency.

A participant asked how GM deals with absolute vs. normalized emissions
data in goal-setting programs.

Ms. Zimmerman suggested that both be reported, although an absolute value
can be directly applied to the numerator of the administration’s CO2 intensity
goal. Companies also have to be very creative in achieving reductions after
the "low-hanging fruit" has been pulled.

Another participant asked how GM addresses different future-based
information in developing targets for Climate Leaders and other goal-setting
programs.

GM’s Worldwide Facilities Group (WFG) coordinates all of its global energy
information. The GHG reduction goals that GM sets are both regional and
global.

Summary of Discussion Between Full Panel and Forum Participants

Panelists and forum participants concluded the panel session with an open
discussion. Following the discussion, Meridian Institute invited Congressional
staff to make some final comments before introducing the next speaker.

A participant wondered why it would be necessary to start building an
infrastructure for a future system and make decisions about baseline
protection and other controversial issue.~;: !.-.. the absence of clarity on what the
future GHG policies and rules may be. Instead, we may want to focus on
collecting information, so that we have the information to create a fair system
in the future.

One panelist responded that it would be more efficient to design an
accounting system up-front. He expected that the discussions over
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baselines, for instance, would become more difficult the longer we wait. The
next step would be to develop an early crediting system. By developing such
a system, we can deal up-front with issues such as: what is a ’real’ reductioh.
This will help create clarity about what actions result in credits, and how to
compare credits. The value of credits will become known in the future as
relevant policy decisions are made. Experience with the SO2 program shows
that credits will have value. Under that program, allowances were traded up
to 10 years into the future, which resulted in pressure to honor prior
commitments.

A panelist added that developing a single reporting entity now would reduce
resources needed by states to develop and maintain their own entities.

Another panelist concurred with that opinion and suggested that a priority is to
decide on how we do GHG accounting and resolve issues that are still open
to debate.

A panelist mentioned a bill introduced by Senator Chafee (S. 547) that would
provide early regulatory credit to industry for voluntarily reducing GHG
emissions. She also reminded participants that ultimately we are talking
about molecules that go into the atmosphere.

Several Congressional staff took time out of their busy schedules to attend
the Forum. One commented that the discussion had been very informative
and would help staff identify approaches that will be beneficial in the long run.
Another added that the Energy Bill being debated in Congress is of course
significant to this debate, but that the Agriculture Bill also has many important
implications. The Agriculture Bill includes a large amount of conservation
expenditures. Agriculture in general covers relevant issues such as carbon
sequestration, rural energy use and non-CO2 emissions.
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Margot Anderson, Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of International
Affairs and Environment, U.S. Department of Energy

Ms. Anderson presented the current status of the process to improve the voluntary
emissions reduction registration program under section 1605(b) of the 1992 Energy
Policy Act. She also addressed the context in which this is taking place, especially
the relevant Presidential initiatives and Congressional activities. The full text of Ms.
Anderson’s presentation is available on the Forum website at:
www.merid.or.q/GHGaccountin.q.

Ms. Anderson described the outreach and analysis that has taken place as part of
the efforts to improve the 1605(b) program. Information on the outreach program,
including copies of the comments received, is available at:
http:llwww.pi.ener.qy.,qovlinitiatives.html. This public input, combined with analysis of
options for improving the program, analysis of guidelines for agriculture and forestry
projects, and legal analysis, has resulted in the 9 recommendations that were sent to
the President on July 8, 2002 by the Secretaries of the Department of Energy,
Department of Commerce, Department of Agriculture and the Administrator of the
Environmental Protection Agency. These recommendations provide the basic
structure for revising the 1605(b) program. As part of improving the 1605(b)
program, an accounting system is needed that provides clear guidelines and enables
transparent reporting.

Ms. Anderson elaborated on several specific GHG accounting issues. With regard
to verification, she suggested that cost issues would have to be balanced with the
need for credibility. She highlighted that the program will encourage companies to
report emissions related to growth. In order to encourage positive action,
measurement of and credits for sequestration actions should be allowed under the
program. The program will recognize and complement international and state
initiatives.

Ms. Anderson highlighted the possibilities for public input in the revision process.
Over the next four months, four workshops will be organized to discuss improvement
of the 1605(b) program. Following this public input period, the Office of InternatiOnal
Affairs and Environment will update technical reporting guidelines. Each phase of
the process of revising the guidelines will be associated with opportunities for public
comment.

Discussion Summary

Following Ms. Anderson’s presentation, the meeting was opened to questions
and comments from participants. Participant comments included the following:
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A participant suggested that guidelines for entity reporting should be separate
from guidelines on project reporting. For instance, the GHG Protocol contains
international guidelines on entity emissions, and guidelines for project-level
reporting are being developed. However, there are many issues left to
resolve for project-level reporting.

Ms. Anderson indicated that (re)writing the guidelines might take up to 10
months. She also suggested that, even though companies will be encouraged
to report entity wide emissions, project based actions are very important.

Another participant asked how the link would be made between the 1605(b)
registry and a transferable credit system.

Ms. Anderson responded that many questions have to be answered with
regard to a transferable credit system; including how they may protect
companies that take early action and what attributes are needed to give
credits value. Once these answers have been developed, we will know how
that influences what should be measured and reported.

In response to the question whether it might be necessary to develop different
reporting systems for different policy purposes, Ms. Anderson indicated that it
may be possible to develop a reporting system with different tiers: a tier for
trading, other tiers with different reporting requirements for other purposes.
The program will probably be a hybrid program that is flexible enough to
adjust to the requirements of future policy requirements.

A participant asked what aspects of the Conference Bill being debated in
Congress would be supported by the Administration.

Ms. Anderson answered that the recommendations to the President explicitly
mention a voluntary (not a mandatory) registry. Many provisions in the
Conference Bill deal with research, which is an area of common interest. In
other areas, the recommendations do not go as far some aspects of the
Congressional Bill. The recommendations support a basic architecture for the
1605(b) program.                                            ~

In response to the question, how will the 1605(b) program deal with indirect
emissions, Ms. Anderson indicated that decisions will have to be made
regarding the ownership of reductions. These are difficult decisions, and are
inherently policy decisions. It is not clear how these issues will be dealt with.

Another participant asked if there is a timeline for conclusion of the scientific
and legal analysis.
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Ms. Anderson indicated that DOE is still working on the analyses of issues
such as defining transferable credits. It will take more time to complete these
analyses.

In response to one participant’s suggestion that section 1605(b) does not
provide legal authority to grant transferable credits, Ms Anderson answered
that the Departments and Agency are using the working assumption that they
do have that authority.

In response to the question whether the nine recommendations represent
administration policy, Ms. Anderson stated that the recommendations provide
the basis for further work and discussion that may influence how the details of
those recommendations will be worked out.

A participant suggested that companies still have the flexibility to choose
which voluntary program(s) to participate in. Will companies be allowed to
report under a different program and use that to report to the 1605(b)
program?

Ms. Anderson indicated that different agencies and organizations should be
able to develop their own agreements with stakeholders, but that it would be
beneficial to work towards consistency with regard to GHG accounting issues.
DOE, Commerce, USDA and EPA are looking at other programs and are
using that information to improve the 1605(b) program.

A participant asked how the transferable credit program would deal with
credits from states that have cap and trade systems. Will they be treated
differently?

Ms. Anderson answered that the Departments and Agency have not looked at
that issue yet. This question regards regulatory programs at the national and
state level. Another dimension of this question is w.hether credits should be
recognized at the international level or vice versa.
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Chris Loreti, Battelle Memorial Institute

In preparation for this Forum, Meridian Institute asked Chris Loreti to compile and
summarize key features and different approaches taken in existing and planned
state registries, and other governmental and non-governmental program
initiatives relevant to the U.S. GHG accounting system. Mr. Loreti’s report is
available on Meridian Institute’s website (www.medd.or,q/GHGaccountin.q). Mr.
Loreti presented the key findings in his report. His presentation is also available
on the Forum website at: www.merid.or.q/GHGaccountin,q.

Mr. Loreti summarized the different approaches taken by 18 different programs
with regard to:

Scope of reporting;
GHGs included;
Means of quantifying and reporting emissions;
Establishing operational and organizational boundaries;
Setting baselines;
Determining reductions; and,
Approaches to verificationl

Mr. Loreti explained that programs that involve greenhouse gas (GHG)
accounting serve a range of purposes, including: baseline protection; public
recognition; acquisition of emission reductions and emissions trading. He
concluded that these differing purposes, and differences in legislative
requirements underlying certain programs, lead to varying approaches to
accounting. He also pointed out that even programs with similar purposes vary
in how they approach specific accounting issues. He suggested that the
challenge in designing any GHG accounting system is :to ensure that it serves all
of its intended purposesBand possibly others.

Discussion Summary

Following the presentation, the meeting was opened to questions and comments
from participants. Participant comments included the following:

One participant suggested that, regarding the scope of reporting required by
programs, a taxonomy of reporting metaphors works well if it distinguishes
between 3 ’scopes’: facility (air pollution), entity and project (project analysis,
EIA).
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A participant added that countries participating in the Prototype Carbon Fund
were reluctant to approve projects before they had national emissions
registries in place.

A participant mentioned that the state of New Jersey has a proposal for a
mandatory registry for stationary sources, and the state of Maryland and other
states are also developing proposals for mandatory registries.

Another participant highlighted the ISO has a subgroup that is beginning work
on GHG accounting standards. The process is likely to be modeled after the
ISO 14000 program.

A final comment was made about the purpose of the GHG protocol, which is
also to allow for learning and to inform other GHG accounting initiatives.
There is no doubt there is much variation, but it is important to have some
level of commonality among programs. Opportunities to develop commonality
can be found especially in defining the basic concepts of a GHG accounting
system--a common definition of direct and indirect emissions, control and
equity to determine organizational boundaries, etc.
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Building on the discussions of policy issues and a review of existing programs
and initiatives, forum participants continued their discussions in diverse breakout
groups of about 20 individuals each. Each group took its own approach to
identifying and discussing issues they thought were most important with regard to
a consistent and coordinated GHG accounting system in the U.S. However, the
groups arrived at a discussion of several common themes. Some of the themes
discussed included: the interrelationship between different purposes for a GHG
accounting system and the system’s requirements; increasing coordination
between existing programs; definitions for key terminology; the level of rigor
expected of verification/certification of emissions reductions or offsets; the
interaction between U.S.-based and international efforts; accounting of emissions
intensity; and management and public access to emissions data.

Following are summaries of the discussions that took place in the four breakout
groups.
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Following introductions, Group A reviewed the issues that were articulated in the
agenda for working group focus. It was determined to begin the discussion with
a focus on the components that should be incorporatedin a credible GHG
accounting system. The following summary points are intended to capture the
key findings of the group’s discussion:

The work group proceeded based on the assumption that it would be wise to
create an accounting system that is robust enough to accommodate a range
of alternative futures. Many (but not all) in the group assumed that there
would be some type of cap and trade system in place within 10 years. It was
acknowledged that different people in the group have differing views as to the
goals of the GHG accounting system - and that in this "design" process it is
important for people to think back and forth between the design parameters
and their sense of goals and objectives so as to be able to test a range of
assumptions and design characteristics.

System Components: A reporting approach emerged from the discussion
that described three possible types of reporting approaches:

A. Entity-wide emissions reporting
B. Entity-wide reductions
C. Project level reductions

~ An alternative way of presenting the options was with a matrix:

EMISSIONS
REDUCTIONS

ENTITY
Baseline and over time
Year to year against a
pre-set target

PROJECT
N/A
Project registered by a
certified registrant or
project conducted by an
entity not participating in
entity registration

Participants noted that a system will most likely need to have the capacity~to
deal with both entity and project level reporting, though some were more
comfortable with these dual objectives than others. Those that have
concerns regarding project-level reporting want t~ ..~ake sure that a number of
very important "integrity" issues are addressed so as to avoid double counting
and the possibility of credits being taken in the future for actions that they do
not think should merit credits. This concern applies to entity-level reporting as
well. At the same time, it was acknowledged that people did not want the
accounting system to unintentionally discourage entities from doing the "right
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thing" as related to emission reductions. A concern was also noted regarding
the potential that a large number of "early actions" could swamp the system.

The group discussed the fact that one important function of the accounting
system was to serve as a "gate keeper"- making certain that accounting is
done in a manner that ensures that any later credit/trading system maintain its
integrity.

Another important component of a system is the ability to establish credible
baselines. It was agreed that there were differing implications regarding
baselines depending upon whether one is dealing with reporting approaches
A, B or C (described above).

It was noted that a system needs to be able to recognize the difference
between baseline adjustments and organic growth. There may be situations
where changes are made to operational assets held by an entity and
situations where an aspect outside the direct control of the entity (e.g.,
weather changes) lead toa decrease in emissions - it was the sense of the
group that appropriate steps are being taken to address both of these types of
situations.

Certification and Verification: It was noted that it was desirable to look for an
objective way to verify reductions. The group wants to ensure that the fact of a
reduction not just be a matter of judgment that could not be verified quantitatively
by others. It was agreed, therefore, that it will be very important for there to be
clear guidelines regarding what will need to take place in the accounting system
to prepare for verification later on.

Some in the group held the view that verification should take place prior to a
tender for compliance - prior to a transaction taking place - others felt it
would be more appropriate if the verification took place at the time that the
reduction (credit) is issued.

The group agreed that, if a reduction is going to be utilized in a financial
transaction at whatever point in time, there needs to be third party certification
of the reductions in some fashion. It was acknowledged that there could 15e
different certification processes in place for different types of reporting. For
example, emissions that are already reported to a government agency such
as EPA could be handled differently than a category C project.

There was a concern expressed that in a "non cap and trade world" there
would be incentives for entities who are selling credits to overstate them and
there also could be an incentive for the buyers to accept such
overstatements.
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It was clarified that DOE has determined that false reporting under 1605(b)
would be a violation of the federal "records falsification statute".

It was noted that it should be a priority to keep costs low in whatever
approach is developed. There are also many tradeoffs that need to be
considered in the development and implementation of the overall system and
the certification and verification approaches (e.g., time and resources vs.
accuracy, etc.).

Should verification focus on the "numbers" or on the process? The initial
sense of the group was that it should focus on both.

Who should NOT do verification? Those who have a stake in the outcome:
¯ Should not be involved in any directly related transaction
¯ Should not have both auditing and brokering responsibilities

On the second day of the Forum, Group A focused its attention on several other
issues that will be important in the design and impleme~ntation of a GHG
accounting system:

Issues Associated with Consideration of Direct or Indirect Reductions

In a system where there is not going to be any crediting/trading then it would
be OK to collect information regarding direct and indirect reductions.
However, many people are very concerned about the implications of counting
indirect reductions in the context of a future trading system. They believe that
if there is a trading system and the direct reductions are accounted for in that
way, then the indirect reductions will be addressed through price signals.
Others want to collect the information regarding indirect reductions and
believe that any potential double counting can be accounted for later if and
when a trading system is put in place. They also believe that, for
management purposes, having a measurement of indirect reductions would
be very helpful.

The group agreed that it would be very important to develop clear decisio0
rules regarding what types of reductions go where - this will be particularly
critical if both direct and indirect reductions are being accounted for in the
system.

It was noted by some that if only direct reductions are accounted for, that
approach will appeal primarily to those with large emissions and much of the
rest of the economy might be looking for their role - to get broader
involvement, one might need to tolerate a certain amount of double counting.
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It was mentioned that one could define appropriate methods of counting
reductions for each major sector by first seeking to define tl~e point at which
to measure direct emissions as close to the "source" as possible. If that was
not possible, then one would work to find the best place to collect the
information given the dynamics of that particular sector - the goal being to
always collect information as close to the source as possible - acknowledging
that it may not be possible in every instance.

It was noted that it is important to remember that there are other policy and
management tools that Can be used to provide incentives for affecting indirect
emission reductions other than the accounting system itself. These should be
explored if indirect reductions are not being adequately affected through the
market and the system of reporting direct reductions.

Public Participation Issues

The question was raised regarding who has standing to get information about
the accounting system and the data in it. This is not strictly a private
transaction - there is a public good (the atmosphere) involved. Where do
NGOs get to participate, how do their views get considered and what
information is out there to support that involvement? How much information is
publicly reported and at what point in the process does that reporting occur?

It was mentioned that the experience in Canada would support the benefits of
public sharing of information. Research has shown that this process has
assisted in increasing the value of credits in Canada.

It.was noted that current 1605(b) reporting is very open and very detailed -
though the quality of information does span a wide range.

Because the information that is being collected in the accounting system may
some day be used to translate into financial units of value, it is very important
that the system be broadly credible and more publicly available information
will assist in establishing this credibility.

It was acknowledged that firms want to protect data at. the facility-level and
that there are areas where protection of confidential business information
might be appropriate.

It was noted that there would be differences with respect to public access and
participation that might come into play.depending upon whether one is talking
about a voluntary or a mandatory system.

~. In those situations where there is an existing agency and regulatory process
in place that is overseeing and managing the collection of relevant
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information, there would not be a need to develop new protocols. However, in
those areas where this will be new information collection activity, it will be very
important to have appropriate protocols in place to guide information collection.

Role of State and Private Registries

Reality is that if there is an enhanced federal system that will probably mean less
desire on the part of states and private entities to create new systems. It is also
true, however, that in those states where accounting systems exist and they are
tied to trading systems, they will probably be less willing to give up their systems.

There are equity issues associated with situations where states have established
requirement and then a federal system comes into existence - these will need to
be negotiated out on a case-by-case basis.

It was noted that in many of the state systems that are currently in place, they are
counting both direct and indirect reductions in their systems.

In the international context, more of a direct concern about avoiding double
counting will be a question of how the U.S. should match up with the international
system.

Accounting for Growth

The group agreed that absolute numbers need to be collected in the accounting
system.

There were a number of questions raised about how to collect intensity
information/data. What is the nature of the denominator if intensity is
measured? General sense of the group was that it would not be good to have too
many different denominators. Some in the group were less concerned about this
and believe those issues can be addressed later if/when a trading system is put
in place. Generally, people were relatively more comfortable with intensity
measures in homogeneous industries, but there were’some in the group who did
not favor intensity measures regardless of where they were being applied.

Management Control vs. Equity

The issue was raised regarding whether reductions should be accounted for °
based on management control or equity stake. It was noted that there are
reasonable rationale to go either direction. It was a~:.~d that regardless of the
approach that is chosen, it is extremely important that there be clear rules to
guide decision making in this realm.
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Following introductions, Group B reviewed the issues that were articulated in the
agenda for working group focus. It was determined to begin the discussion with
a focus on the characteristics of a credible GHG accounting system. The group
also looked at gaps in existing programs to help guide the discussions. The
following summary points are intended to capture the key findings of the group’s
discussion.

Credibility of a GHG Accounting System

The group suggested that, in light of the many existing programs, coherence
between programs on GHG accounting requirements needs to be promoted.
A coherent system needs to be credible to all stakeholders.

The group indicated that the content of a credible system depends on the
purpose of the system (for example, public recognition, baseline protection, or
trading). They felt that the most far-reaching purposes are trading and
baseline protection. Despite the practical difficulties surrounding these
purposes, group B adopted as a working assumption that a GHG accounting
system would be developed for trading and baseline protection.

Basic Principles of a Credible System

The group discussed several basic principles of a credible system.

The system should be as close to perfect as possible. We should learn and
improve as we go along.

The system needs to be flexible to allow organizations to do more than strictly
required, and encourage participation by as many players as possible.
Flexibility is also needed to allow for the possibility .of including data on
emissions by small players (individuals) to support efforts encouraging
individuals to reduce emissions.

The system should be complete, transparent and clear. Reporters need tO
know what to report and others need to be able to reproduce the numbers
reported. In order to achieve transparency and clarity, the system needs to
set guidelines for reporting scope, GHGs included, reporting metrics,
operational boundaries, organizational boundaries, quantification, and
verification. The system should require reporting of a broad array of data so
that a database is built up that can support multiple policy directions.
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Issues relating to additionality and baselines are controversial and very
complex. A credible system needs broadly supported solutions to these
issues.

Elements of a Credible System

The group discussed several specific elements of a credible GHG accounting
system.

Regarding scope, the system should provide a comprehensive picture of a
company’s emissions and should require entity-wide reporting. Ideally it
should require reporting of global emissions. It should be flexible to take into
account the complexity of corporate structures. One of the complexities
mentioned was the fact that companies outsource parts of their (production)
activities.

The system should cover the 6 GHGs covered by the Kyoto Protocol.

Regarding operational boundaries, the system should cover all direct
emissions. If the system allows indirect emissions and reductions to be
counted, it should prevent double counting of emissions reductions. This
could be achieved by clearly assigning ownership and responsibility for
indirect emissions. The system should encourage (reward) activities that
reduce emissions. It should address accounting issues relating to indirect
emissions, and projects (an issue of reporting scope) in a way that
encourages emissions reductions.

A more detailed issue that will have to be addressed is whether projects that
involve emissions reductions resulting from a switch from fossil fuels to
nuclear fuels are eligible for some sort of credit or acknowledgement in the
GHG accounting system.

Participants agreed that if a credit-based system is developed, a clear
definition of what is "creditable" should be developed. The system should
also ~ddress legal questions regarding the ownership of credits resulting from
emissions reductions. What a credible accounting system is may differ
depending on whether an individual is a buyer, seller, or broker of credits.
For the seller, the system will be credible if, at the point of sale, the credit is
clearly defined and the value can be established.

For many participants, baseline protection and recognition of early action are
very important. However, one participant wondered if a workable credit and
trading system could be developed that protects baselines and credits early
action. A system with "grand fathered" allocations may be very difficult to
implement due to the extensive administration it would require.
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Definitions of Verification and Certification

It is important to develop clear definitions of terms used in the context of a
GHG accounting system. Key terms to define include: monitoring,
verification, certification, and auditing. Multiple definitions exist for each, and
the terms "verification" and "certification" are being used interchangeably. For
example, certification may refer to a rigorous process of checking whether a
project meets a set of specific standards. In other cases it may mean the
attestation by the reporter that emissions data are correct.

Some of the problems associated with the vocabulary used, are related to the
fact that divergent definitions are laid down in state and federal statutes.
Furthermore, definitions are also being developed in the international arena,
and the definitions used in the U.S. need to be consistent with the
international system.

The group suggested that further discussions on a GHG accounting system
would benefit from common definitions and a hierarchy of terminology for
assurance-related activities. They suggest the following basis for defining key
terms:

1. Verification - this is the least rigorous approach and includes any system
for double-checking the numbers by the reporter or by a third party.

2. Certification - this approach requires a company or third party to attest
that the data meet a specific set of criteria.

3. Auditing - this is the most rigorous approach. It requires that a third party
perform an independent check of the data reported. It should go beyond
certification and includes a system for auditor accreditation.

Assurance - What Level of Rigor is Required

Several participants suggested that it would be important to set high
standards for assurance of reported data on emissions and reductions.
However, many also indicated that the system should not be so rigorous that
it would make reporting unduly resource intensive. The system should ~
encourage companies to report. A balance has to be found between the level
of rigor required and the cost of reporting and assuring the correctness of the
reported data.

Participants discussed the possibility of developing a GHG accounting system
that would accommodate multiple tiers of reporting requirements depending
on the purpose for which reports are submitted. For instance, a system with
two tiers of reporting requirements could be developed, with the following
characteristics:
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Register Emissions, Reductions,
and Offsets

Provide Credit for Clearly Defined
Reductions and Trading

Companies report their
emissions and reductions
based on specific
guidelines.
Specific guidelines for
reporting and rigorous
certification or auditing
requirements.

Other tiers could be added or tiers could be divided to accommodate for the
different requirements resulting from different purposes of the system. Some
participants suggested that some tiers may include reports on intensity
measures, others may not.

The question was raised whether the 1605(b) program could be designed to
have multiple tiers of reporting requirements. Some participants suggested
that this might be a possibility.

A participant raised the question whether validation of projects should be
required. Validation is required under the Kyoto Protocol. Validation is often
distinguished from verification, certification and auditing because it involves
seeking approval for a project before it is implemented. Several participants
felt that validation would make the system too cumbersome, and that
concerns regarding the validity of data could be addressed in a different way.

Data Collection and Management

Several participants emphasized the need for a data collection system that
allows companies to collect and store data in such a way that it allows them
to target data to specific programs, whether at the i.nternational, national,
state, facility or project level. One participant developed a matrix to illustrate
how this might be achieved (see Appendix B1 at the end of this section). The
system illustrated by the matrix would focus on entity-level reporting subject
to rigorous requirements. It would be up to the companies to determine ~
whether they would disclose detailed information on state-level, and facility or
project-level emissions. Documentation on the calculation of the entity-wide
emissions data would be publicly available.

Participants discussed the notion of companies primarily reporting entity-level
data and not making data on facility-level emissions available. Several
companies feel a need to keep facility-level data confidential, at least as long
as the data is not used for credits or trading purposes.
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Participants discussed the need to keep this information confidential. One
participant suggested that the data could be subject to random verification by
a government agency that would keep the information confidential.

Other participants argued that facility-level data should be accessible, and
drew a parallel with the SO2 emissions trading system and the Toxics
Release Inventory (TRI) that require companies to report certain data for each
facility. For instance, the SO2 program requires reporting of fuel data by type,
and the TRI requires reports on emissions from stationary and mobile
sources.

One participant also pointed out that facility-level data is required before an
offset can be created under the SO2 program.

Several participants indicated that, even though they supported entity-wide
reporting, detailed data on emissions from facilities outside the U.S. is not
always available. Current practice is that companies that do report global
emissions use a "rolled up" number for their emissions outside the U.S. if
detailed information is not available.

Accounting for Growth

The group touched on the topic of measuring and reporting intensity data
throughout the discussions. They felt that absolute emissions should be
measured. The group felt that it would be useful to make a distinction
between three levels of reporting:

¯ Absolute emissions;
¯ Efficiency (CO2 per unit); and
¯ Intensity (some financial metric).

Several asked if reporting emissions efficiency and/or intensity would be a
necessary middle step to get there in order to get to eventual reductions in
absolute emissions.

Some felt that growing companies should not be excluded from a credit
system, and that measuring and reporting efficiency and/or intensity, and
assigning credits for efficiency gains will be necessary to allow those
companies to become players.

Several participants suggested that intensity measures are very difficult to do
for vertically integrated companies. DOE is working on defining efficiency and
intensity metrics by sub-sector and activity.
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Possible Next Steps

Before adjourning, the group briefly discussed some possible next steps to
furthering the dialogue on the development of a GHG accounting system. Some
possibilities include:

Any further dialogue should be distinct from the public input process
regarding the 1605(b) program.

A discussion of broader climate change policy issues, including a discussion
of credit trading vs. allowance based trading (a carbon tax), and the interplay
between policy decisions and a GHG accounting system.

Further the discussion by developing a strawman proposal for a GHG
accounting system that takes a range of policy choices into account and can
be discussed by this same group of stakeholders that attended the Forum.
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Overview and Introduction of a Matrix to Show the Relationship between
Different Policy Objectives and the Design of a GHG Accounting System

Group C began its deliberations by determining what is the most important and
pressing question or questions that need to be addressed in order to go about
the task of developing the ideal GHG accounting system in the U.S. The group
determined that the most important question to address is: What are (or what
should be) the purpose or purposes that should be served by the GHG
accounting system?

Building on this, the group brainstormed a list of purposes. Upon reviewing this
list, the group discussed the possibility that there may be a hierarchy to those
purposes (which also were referred to in the group as goals and/or objectives).
One of the participants proposed a framework for such a hierarchy. The
hierarchy of the purposes/goals/objectives that could be served by a GHG
accounting system (as amended by the group through subsequent discussion) is
as follows:

1. Internal Assessment and Risk Management;
2. Voluntary Public Reporting without Baseline Protection;
3. Voluntary Public Reporting with Baseline Protection;
4. Regulatory / Mandatory Reporting; and
5. Emission Trading.

a. Allowance-Based Cap & Trade
b. Credit-Based Trading

The group tasked the facilitator with placing the items contained in the
brainstormed list of purposes under one of the five items of the hierarchy with the
notion that the group might develop a matrix to further discuss what are the
attributes and approaches to GHG accounting that flow from these
purposes/goals/objectives. The group preliminarily idehtified the level or scope
of coverage (i.e., project-level, facility-level, and/or entity-level) as being one
important attribute to look at.

In presenting the draft matrix to the group at the start of the second day of the
group’s deliberations, the facilitator explained that he had placed an item from
the group’s brainstormed list of purposes into the lowest level of the hierarchy
that he felt it was associated with. Thus, by implication tnose purposes that are
associated with the lower level of the hierarchy could be achieved by a GHG
accounting system designed to meet the needs of the upper levels of the
hierarchy. At the same time, the reverse would not be true - that is, purposes
associated with the upper levels of the hierarchy could not be served by a GHG
accounting system designed to meet the needs of the lower level of the
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hierarchy. (The matrix that emerged from this effort is attached hereto as
Attachment Cl .)

Key Terms & Phrases Requiring Clarification and Definition

During the course of its deliberations, the group identified several key terms and
phrases that should be clarified and defined more precisely. In a couple of
instances (e.g., project-level, facility-level, and entity-level accounting) the group
spent some time developing a common understanding of a definition of these
critically important terms of reference. The list and preliminary definitions
include:

Emissions reductions
Baseline
Baseline Protection
Credit for early action (not necessarily transferable/tradable)
Credit (in general)
Emissions Trading

Allowance-based (cap & trade)
Credit-based (inclusive of "transferable credits")

Offsets - purchased emissions reductions from somewherelsomeone else
Proiect-Level = Project-by-project (action taken) reporting, both
sequestration/offset projects and emission reduction projects that are within
"boundaries" (i.e., entity exercises control even when purchased)
Facility-Level = Sum of emissions from sources at a facility that are within
"boundaries" (reflects emission reduction projects within facility boundary, but
not purchased sequestration/offset projects outside facility boundary)
Entity-Level = Sum of all facility-level reporting that are within "boundaries"
Use of Average Emission Factors vs. Marginal Emission Factors
"Removals" at the entity level needs to be addressed
Facility Boundaries
Entity Boundaries

Need to resolve choice between ownership and~or control as the basis for
definition

AttributeslCharacteristicslQualities of the Results (Outputs/Outcomes) of a
GHG Accounting System and of the System Itself

The group identified the attributes or characteristics and qualities of a GHG
accounting system. In so doing, the group came to realize that there was an
important distinction to be made about the qualities, characteristics, and
attributes of the outputs or outcomes of the system, as compared to the qualities,
characteristics, and attributes of the system itself.
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System Outputs/Outcomes:

- Accuracy
- Completeness
- Transparency (recognize, understand double counting).
- Reliability (avoid, understand double counting)
- Verifiability
- Consistency
- Relevance (appropriate boundaries for purposes)
- Additionality (for credit-based systems)
- Ultimately, Credibility

System Attributes:

- Structural integrity (how often does it need to be changed/updated)
- Transparency (how the system is designed, operates, etc.)
- Information requirements

o Ease of contribution of inputs
Cost effectiveness
Avoid double counting
Additionality

The Road to StandardizationlConsistencylEfficiency

The group recognized that there are tradeoffs between the policy goals and
objectives contained within the hierarchy of purposes set forth in the first column
of the matrix in Attachment Cl and degree of rigor of the GHG accounting
system that would be developed to achieve those goals and objectives.

Subnational

The less rigorous the federal program is the more demand there will be for
state and non-governmental programs to achieve the desired degree of rigor,
and the further removed we are from thegoal of standardization

International

Importance of the International Standards Organization (ISO) GHG
accounting standard setting process for entities & projects:

DOE efforts on 1605(b) program need to be solidly linkud and coordinated
to thisDthe more consistency the better.
ISO participants from the U.S., commenting on the vote to establish the
effort, stated that the WRI/WBCSD GHG Protocol is the right starting point
for the ISO discussions (recognizing that choices will need to be made
regarding options in the protocol to achieve the desired degree of
standardization).
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Need for a strong, diverse and balanced U.S. delegatio.n to participate and
influence the outcome of the ISO process, through the U.S. Technical
Advisory Group and, as appropriate, at the international level.

The role of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) visa vis ISO effort - Are
these in competition? Is there cooperation between GRI and ISO? Can there
be greater cooperation in the future?
Suspicion of ISO process.among NGOs will need to be addressed.

Timing Issues

The group grappled with some of the timing issues associated with how to go
about the complex task of developing a U.S.-based GHG accounting system in a
manner that moves down the road toward standardization. In so doing, the
group identified the following processes and milestones that would likely need to
be coordinated:

WRI/WBCSD mid-2003 release of a project accounting standard and revised
corporate accounting standard.
DOE 1605(b) intended to be ready for data collection by January 2004 and
prepared to collect data for 2003.
ISO will take two or more years.

The group summarized its discussion of timing issues with the following question:

What do we want, when do we want it, and how to develop it in a manner that
can preserve options for later evolution into a more robust GHG accounting
system (i.e., how can step A lead to step B while avoiding foreclosing options
that may be important to preserve for later evolution of a U.S.-based GHG
accounting system)?

Issues Raised by Secretaries Letter Regarding Recommendations for
Revising the 1605(b) Program in Contrast to WRIANBCSD GHG Protocol

Toward the end of the group’s discussion, the ENGO participants in the group
were asked to identify any issues or conflicts they saw in comparing the
recommendations of the Secretaries of Energy, Commerce, Agriculture, and the
EPA for revising the 1605(b) program and the current and future direction of the.
WRI/WBCSD GHG Protocol. They identified the following items:

Inclusion of entity-level reporting - this may be OK because the
recommendations for improving 1605(b) encourage it.

Transparency of GHG emissions if a GHG emission intensity is used as the
basis of reporting - if the reporting is. transparent about emissions there
should not be a problem.
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Transferable credits - under what circumstances will this be acceptable?
This was seen as perhaps the biggest impedime.nt to accepting the revisions
to the 1605(b) program. In particular, in order to issue transferable credits
and avoid any perceived problems with entity-wide reporting, there was a
concern that the 1605(b) program would only measure emissions reductions
while avoiding measuring overall emissions or both emissions reductions and
overall emissions.

Will 1605(b) accounting rules b.e consistent with higher-level accounting
principles, not just accounting rules? There was a concern about the
potential for a gap between accounting principles and accounting rules and
desire for more elaboration on this point.

Possible Next Steps

Before adjourning, the group, briefly discussed some possible next steps to
furthering the dialogue on the development of a GHG accounting system. Some
possibilities include:

Further development of the matrix so as to illuminate the relationship between
various policy objectives and the implication that would have for the degree of
rigor and other attributes of a GHG accounting system that is designed to
achieve those objectives.

Develop a list of definitions of key terms and phrases, including but not limited
to those listed above.

Encourage more coordination between the various efforts related to
standardization of GHG accounting standards including, but not limited to
DOE 1605(b), WRI/WBCSD GHG Protocol, ISO, GRI, and state-level
initiatives.
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Overview of Discussion

The members of Work Group D shared a variety of perspectives on the
challenges of creating a credible GHG accounting system that would serve the
interests of the types of stakeholders represented by the meeting participants,
and for the various governmental entities. A variety of points were made during
the two breakout discussions and are summarized below. The group noted that
none of the issues were fully discussed or resolved, and that this document does
not represent a consensus view on any issue.

Through the course of discussions, members of this work group acknowledged
that all parties shared an interest in developing an accounting system that has
the integrity intended by the financial accounting system in the U.S. This
includes accuracy in reporting emissions and project reductions, with comments
offered that both overstatements and understatements are undesirable.
Members commented on the variety of accounting systems that could be
developed, ranging in the level of rigor from reporting to verification and
certification to crediting and transferring credit. Some members expressed their
desire for a system for reporting on both entity-wide and facility emissions.
Discussion included the view that if reports are to be verified, the data must be
collected appropriately so that it can later be verified. Discussion also included
that issues of leakage, estimation, and double counting would need to be
addressed from the outset.

Members of the workgroup differed on the desirability of establishing a
transferable credit system, and on whether DOE has a legal basis for so doing
under Section 1605(b). One participant suggested that there is the potential
consensus and progress in the area of better emissions accounting, but that
there was no potential for consensus on issues of transferable credit.

Discussion sought to clarify the difference between a national inventory and a
coordinated reporting system. Some felt that future discussion would need to
address how corporate level reporting could impact the national inventory; while
others felt that there should be no impact. Through the discussion periods, the
work group echoed other groups and the belief that different purposes of a
system suggest different levels of rigor, verification, and expense (increasing with
a system going from public reporting and basic recognition of action to obtaining
and transferring credits). Ultimately, the group discussed issues related to the
purpose of an accounting system, possible incentives for different systems,
degrees of rigor of different systems, the need for increased coordination, and
the activities of existing institutions. These items are reviewed below.
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Purpose of an Accounting System

Discussions continuously reflected that reporting systems serve different
purposes. A range of purposes could include: internal GHG tracking and
management, public reporting and recognition, baseline protection, obtaining
credits, and possible offsets. The group noted a particular demamation between
reporting activities for public recognition and reporting for the purpose of
obtaining and transferring credit. These purposes of an accounting system lead
to different, probably increasing, degrees of rigor for an accounting system.

There was some agreement on the value of improving emissions accounting, but
there was not agreement on whether emissions reporting should be mandatory
or voluntary, on how to reconcile project and entity-wide reporting, or on whether
a revised 1605(b) system should or could recognize transferable credits.

At least two levels of emissions reporting were discussed. First, reporting can be
conducted to gain recognition and experience in reporting, and in some instances
to share innovative ideas. This type of reporting serves a useful purpose for
establishing a track record, keeping reporting flexible, and avoiding the obstacle
and expense of verification. A second level of reporting includes more detailed
project reporting that usually involves independent, third party verification. Some
suggested that more rigorous reporting would be required for any type of credit
system.

Participants reflected on the value of entity and facility level reporting. One
member commented that an entity-level report is partly built from the ground, and
is based on facility-by-facility reports. Some offered that it is best to report
projects, establish general accounting practices, gain experience, and then move
to entity-wide reporting. On the other hand, entity-wide reporting gets at total
emissions and a corporate baseline, and some might argue that it should come
first. Others argued that project-by-project reporting does not translate into
counting actual emissions. Regardless, some members of the Work Group
pointed out that reporting on projects creates an incen(ive for innovation, and
project reporting probably will not hurt a company’s entity-wide reporting. The
group also discussed and differed on the potential impact on a system of
reporting project level reductions if a company’s overall emissions increase in" a
given period. Some noted that many factors will affect a company’s overall
emissions, including acquisitionsldivestitures, changes in product mix and market
share, and others. Because of this, those members of the group took the view
.that one cannot simply look at year-to-year changes in overall emiss=ons to
determine whether real reductions had occurred. Other members of the group
expressed the view that entity-wide reporting built up from facility-by-facility
accounts would adequately reflect facility- or project-level actions in overall totals.
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The discussion considered that there are distinctions between alterations to a
National Inventory and alterations to 1605(b); the discussion of this workshop
was focused on the DOE 1605(b) program. Some queried how comprehensive
corporate level reporting would impact the National Inventory. Some participants
also commented that an "emissions intensity" measure adds to the complexity of
the system. In any case, absolute emissions remain part of the calculation of
emissions intensity, and will be measured by companies. Some concluded that it
is important to count and report absolute emissions and reductions at a site, or
entity-wide, and not to rely on a company’s intensity level reports.

Incentives

Work Group D addressed a number of issues related to creating incentives for
emitters to report, and to ultimately reduce emissions. It was noted that reporting
systems face tension between encouraging participation and establishing stricter
standards for verifiable reporting to create credits. Some suggested that a more
flexible system brings in more participation, and that this is critical at this phase
of the system. Some likened the GHG reporting system to Phase 1 of the Acid
Rain Program in the U.S. One member remarked on the important incentive of
corporate recognition on projects for encouraging reporting, such as with EPA
Region l’s Merit Award. Other participants questioned the value of lowering
accounting standards in order to encourage broader participation, noting that
information collected under the current 1605(b) system is widely recognized as
being of very low quality.

Some participants suggested that DOE should define the incentives needed to
attract more reporters for 1605(b). Some suggested that consistency between
1605(b) and other corporate reporting models was essential. Others argued that
companies should be able to deviate from the "cookbook" recommendations of
other voluntary systems for some transactions to create incentives for reporting.

Degrees of Rigor

The group acknowledged throughout the discussion that there are degrees of
rigor possible in a GHG accounting system, depending on the intent and purpose
of the reporting program. Some suggested that any "creditable" system would
require a higher level of rigor and third-party verification. This was thought to be,
in general, a more extensive and expensive process. The results of a creditable
system are actual, fungible credits and greater recognition for the company than
a more flexible reporting system. Some participants offered that if 1605(b) is not
generating credits, but is instead meant to document emissions, it is a much
easier discussion. Others offered that even for measuring and reporting
emissions, a robust system is necessary where companies count actual
emissions, as well as "estimate" emissions (some companies estimate their
emissions all the time for the purposes of other types of reporting).
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Some noted that regarding verification of emissions or reductions, a significant
level of rigor is required from the outset. A company cannot go back and later
create the system that will result in a verifiable report.

The group addressed the issue of measuring direct vs. indirect emissions. To
the question "Why count direct emissions?" some answered that some investors
want to assess mass emissions. Companies provide information to either show
their good deeds, to obtain baseline protection, or to own actual emission
reductions. To the question "Why count indirect emissions?" some answered
that investors are demanding it, as well. Others suggest that counting indirect
emissions is the major incentive for industrial energy consumers to embrace
conservation measures. It was noted that the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)
maintains a work group to address these issues.

The group raised the question of where to count the end-user emissions? Some
participants expressed concern for double counting emissions while others
suggested that it was not that much of a problem in indirect emissions. This is a
key question for discussion, especially in the transportation sector where the
emissions are so dispersed.

Increased Coordination

The Work Group discussed the need for increased coordination between the
WRI/WBCSD GHG Protocol, DOE’s 1605(b) program, State Registries, non-
governmental registries, and the ISO 14001 standard in development in context
of the varying purposes for these different systems. These organizations already
have widely different reporting requirements. A common purpose or set of
objectives between programs would be necessary before increased coordination
could be accomplished.

Some suggested a need for a common currency among systems, if ultimately
one is trying to unify the systems for potential future transactions. /k common
currency presumably becomes less important if one is just trying to make
systems more understandable for the purposes of a public reporting function.
Generally, the group concluded that coordination and consistency are helpful’in a
public recognition-based reporting system, and more imperative for a transaction-
based reporting system.

Can one system be created for all purposes? Several discussants alluded to the
difficulty of a single system for all purposes. As the extreme example, in an
international context, the information needed for "Kyoto" countries is different
than the information needed to focus on improvements in emissions intensity.
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It was noted that companies are doing transactions for "credit" now, and are
doing their own due diligence in establishing emission reductioh units. Also,
credit-based trading Systems have struggled in the past over how to measure
emissions. One participant suggested that an allowance-based system has a
better architecture for addressing many of the issues. Also, a review should be
conducted to determine how a GHG accounting system would fit with existing
accounting systems at EPA. The SO2 monitoring system is highly rigorous, but
different accounting methods are allowed and used. Companies are allowed to
switch between them. This participant reminded the group that DOE’s 1605(b)
program was not yet the "decided" reporting system of choice.

It is important to note that the DOE 1605(b) is a U.S. national registry that
includes GHG reporting guidelines. The WRI Protocol is a set of GHG reporting
guidelines and is not a registry. Neither one is or even should become a credit
transferring mechanism.

Participants pointed out the potential value of a manual or guidance document
that could be handed to an auditor or others to verify any transferable "credit."
Some expected a shakedown in the number of registries, based on what works
and what doesn’t, and some convergence of opinions about what is needed in
the future. Companies need to know what to document, what the tie is to
verification, and how much detail should be gathered and maintained. While a
guidance document could be most useful, it is difficult to develop guidance for
establishing credits, which requires definition of a norm to determine the amount
of the credit.

The group discussed the need for verification protocol, and the potential to build
on the California Registry’s recently released verification protocol. The California
certification protocol also is now available. The Registry intends to convene
meetings for discussing transfer of credits and "principles" for it. The process will
also define parameters of general "contracts." It was iterated that registries could
serve the purpose of encouraging early reductions and action. It is not clear how,
or if, state registries could be aggregated up into the National DOE 1605(b)
Registry.

Some participants believe that the ISO standard for entity-level reporting will -
provide clear guidance on estimation, and monitoring/reporting through the Kyoto
process. Provision of a "transparent inventory" leaves flexibility for participating
countries.

One participant mentioned that the 1605(b) program might provide to each
company filing the ’Long-Form’ a "Requirements Met" receipt. This receipt could
then be handed to a 3r~ party certifier at the point when the company wishes to
transfer CO2 credits. ISO could be one of many 3rd party certifiers of the
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"requirements met," and would work directly with the company that filed the
1605(b) report.

Participants discussed the sensitive issue of public availability of data. Currently,
1605(b) protects confidential business information from public disclosure. Some
participants noted that DOE had raised the question whether companies would
need to waive confidentiality of information if the program becomes a credit
system. One participant queried whether there could be agreement that under
certain conditions information should be public. The group concluded that there
was not agreement on this issue at this time, but further discussion was
warranted.

Group members asked whether, in the interest of coordination and streamlining,
states could wait for Federal guidance before taking further action? While this
was doubtful, it was iterated that some State coordination was happening, but the
track record for regional solutions is not good. Some participants expressed that
States should be involved in assisting companies in achieving GHG reductions,
not the development of independent registries. Coordination between Federal
agencies on these issues is seen as most important, and most difficult.

Some participants felt that considerable progress has been made on terminology,
reporting and other actions through the DOE 1605(b) Notice Of Inquiry, which
requested updates to the existing GHG reporting guidelines and clarification of
terminology, through the WRI/WBCSD GHG Protocol, with GRI, and for the
California Registry. Some coordination between these non-governmental
organization efforts is proceeding and some feel that it is much needed.

It was mentioned that, to some degree, an accounting system has to anticipate
the development of a regulatory system. This results in much of the call for
increased coordination of programs, or at least a system that helps companies
deal with differences.

Existing Institutions

Work Group D discussed the new work order for a GHG accounting standard
under the International Standards Organization (ISO). The purpose of the new
standard is to allow a ton of GHG emissions to have some transparency. The
impetus for the standard is the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM). The ISO
standard might have the following characteristics:

Utilize various GHG reporting guidelines.
- Define a level of accuracy.
- Create a common currency.
- Allow for entity and project reporting.
- Allow companies to identify their own baseline.
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- Use verifiers to examine the basis of it and comment on accuracy.
- Require verification.
- Use ANSI as the institution for verifier certification.
- Require reporting on an emissions basis.

It was pointed out that the task is difficult in that ISO will have to be responsive to
Kyoto, to the U.S. intensity target, and to the CDM. The ISO process offers an
opportunity for bringing together existing protocol, 1605(b) intentions, and
companies impacted by CDM, this will be extremely challenging.

Participants noted that the DOE 1605(b), the EPA’s Climate Leaders (which
allows for the use of either the DOE 1605(b) GHG reporting guidelines or the
WRI reporting guidelines), and the California Registry assist companies in
reviewing reports, and that it is important to build on experience of the California
Registry, ERT and many other organizations in examining the features of an
accounting system.

Next Steps

The Work Group discussed a number of potential next steps, with individual
members offering the following variety of ideas:

~ In structuring next steps, don’t duplicate upcoming DOE 1605(b) workshops.

Conduct detailed discussions on three aspects of an accounting system:
Standards (building on WRI/WBCSD and other programs), Verification
Protocol, and Accreditation.

Develop accounting system scenarios for the possible policy objectives of
reporting emissions and crediting them, for the sake of analysis and
information. Get to the "common ground" accounting discussion referred to by
Jim Connaughton of CEQ. Focus on technical issues and improve the
accounting system. Understand and address the bt~rden of corporate GHG
reporting.

Because broader policy issues infused these discussions, conduct     -
discussions of different policy options and how they would impact accounting.
For example, what would a credible accounting system look like in, for
example, scenarios such as:

Rigorous trading system,
Crediting system,
Emissions intensity approaches,
Baseline protection, and
Corporate reporting.
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The concluding discussion focused on the key actions regarding the need for a
more coordinated approach to developing a GHG accounting system in the U.S.,
and the components of a GHG accounting system that require coordinated
efforts. Participants were also asked to identify the key actions needed to ensure
development of the appropriate components, institutional arrangements, and
international linkages. The following is a summary of the comments made by
participants with regard to these questions.

One participant stated that the financial accounting rules were not developed
by the Securities and Exchange Commission and asked if it would be
possible to get non-government people together and reach agreement on
entity-level reporting.

Another participant pointed out that forums exist for the development of GHG
accounting standards, and creating an additional forum for the standards will
be confusing and is unnecessary.

A participant observed that during this Forum we made progress in an open
discussion on GHG reporting. One complication that became clear is the
implication of future decisions about a regime focused on trading reductions.
It would be useful to have a discussion on alternative regulatory and trading
systems and their implications for accounting.

Another suggested that it would be interesting to have a discussion on credit
based vs. allowance based systems (including, baseline protection and "non-
grand fathered allocation"), and have a more proactive exploration of
accounting issues in the context of different credit and transferable credit
scenarios.

A participant indicated that it might be useful to hav~ a dialogue specifically.
focused on improving the synergy between state programs and a federal
reporting and crediting system. Global programs should also be included in
this dialogue.                                                ~

One final reminder to participants was to keep in mind what it will take to
reduce GHG emissions. A system should promote the ultimate reduc.fi~n of
GHG emissions.
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Alcan Aluminum Corporation

6060 Parkland Boulevard
Cleveland, OH 44124-4185

Mailing Address:
Box 6977
Cleveland, OH 44101-1977

Tel: (440) 423-6994
Fax: (440) 423-6673

September 7, 2001

James L. Connaughton
Council on Environmental Quality
722 Jackson Place, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20503

Dear Mr. Connau

As a global aluminum and packaging company with facilities located in 38 countries,
Alcan is interested in the development of international climate change policy. We share a
common interest in creating an environment in which firms are encouraged to take action
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. We believe that market based policies can achieve
both environmental and economic objectives. Alean has been reducing greenhouse gas
emissions for several years, and we have spent significant time developing a proposal that
ensures      ~~t>ns.~ promotes e~ly aCfiOn;~ ~more

We share the views incorporated in Senate Resolution 98 which expressed the sense of
the Senate that the U.S. should not become a signatory to any international agreement
that does not also include developing countries participation nor should the agreement
"result in serious harm to the economy..." Similarly, the recent bill which passed the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee also expressed that the U.S. should put forward a
proposal at the next Conference of the Parties meeting that "protects the economic
interests of the United States, and recognizes the shared international responsibility for
addressing climate.~gnge~ !n~!~g. ~vel0ping country participation." Like many

~!~~~C ~0~ we oelieve mat
e~l]~i6ns trading systems, when used with aiiernative poliey hi~i:0aches can achieve
cost-effective reductions. Such approaches include indifidUa!!y;~tiacgxl agreemcals
~h as eownaats.

000769
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The attached document, developed by a diverse group of stakeholders including industry,
government and environmental representative, outlines an approach founded on

. individual agreements. The document tiffed, ~lopiag Cmdi~ ~ ~.iv~
~t~ for t,.h~ ~ Of~ ~ Emissiong’ outlines the following key
coml onents of vacua an

¯ Baseline/Performance Targets - adjustments for changes in production and indirect
emissions

¯ Transparency - monitoring and reporting emissions inventory
¯ Accountability - verification and reconciliation of commitment
¯ Incentives - recognition of reductions made, banking and trading permitted

We appreciate the leadership you have shown in increasing the visibility of the climate
issue. We would welcome the opportunity to discuss this proposal with you in the near
future.

Sincerely,

Vice President, Corporate and Government Affairs

Attachment: NDG paper
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATIONDATE/TIME: 8-SEP-2002 11:02:27.00

SUBJECT:: Re: climate Change science Planning Workshop Announcement

TO:Genene Fisher <Genene. Fisher@noaa.gov> (Genene Fisher <Genene.Fisher@noaa.gov>
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kameran L. Bailey ( CN=Kameran L. Bailey/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Cc:vicki horton <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> ( vicki horton <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:shorrig@omb.eop.gov ( shorrig@omb.eop.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O~EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:james r mahoney <james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov> ( james r mahoney
<james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:paul t. anastas ( CN=paul t. anastas/OU=ostp/O=-eop@eop [OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Genene, thank you for the opportunity to review this brochure. It looks
excellent. Two comments on the workshop itself: (1) there should be
ample, planned time each day for members of the general public to offer
comments to the plenary sessions; (2) we should consider publishing a
Federal Register Notice of the workshop with all info on the workshop,
that could include an invitation for those who seek an opportunity to
address the workshop plenary to make any related requests by two weeks
before the meeting -- so you get a sense of the extent of public
participation that will be sought and can manage/plan for it accordingly.
Just a few ideas. Again thanks, Phil cooney

Genene Fisher <Genene.Fisher@noaa,gov>
09/06/2002.12:32:43 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Paul T. Anastas/OSTP/EOP@EOP, shorrig@omb.eop.gov, Phil
Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
cc: James R Mahoney <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>, vicki Horton
<vicki.Horton@noaa.gov>
subject: climate change science Planning workshop Announcement

Dr. James Mahoney would like your comments on the attached draft
announcement for the u.s. climate Change Science Planning workshop
¯ (December 3-5, 2002).
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Please send me your comments as soon as possible.

Thank you,

Genene Fisher
climate Change science Program office
202-482-2146

- workshop announcement draft 6sept02.doc
- Genene. Fisher.vcf

AI-I-ACHMENT i
AI-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

unable to convert NSREOP0103:[AI-FACH.D81]SREOP013009Y2FC.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

END A1-FACHMENT    1
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ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
begin:vcard
n:Fisher;Genene
tel;work:202-482-2146
x-mozilla-html:FALSE
org:;climate change science Program office--HCHB/Rm.
adr:;;;;;;
verslon:2.1
email;internet:genene.fisher@noaa.gov
fn:Genene M. Fisher, Ph.D.
end:vcard
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RECORD TYPE:    FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:James R Mahoney <James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( James R Mahoney
<James. R.Mahoney@noaa,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 9-SEP-2002 14:36:42.00

SUBJECT:: Re: Climate Change Science Planning workshop Announcement

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kameran L. Bailey ( CN=Kameran L. Bailey/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:vicki horton <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> ( vicki horton <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Paul T. Anastas ( CN=Paul T, Anastas/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> ( stephanie Harrington
<Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:shorrig@omb.eop.gov ( shorrig@omb.eop.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Genene Fisher <Genene. Fisher@noaa.gov> ( Genene Fisher <Genene. Fisher@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Thanks for your good suggestions, Phil. They are consistent with our
plans, and we will implement.
Jim

any
.e

/
/

(Embedded
image moved
to file:

~gain thanks, Phil Cooney

Genene Fisher <Genene. Fisher@noaa.gov>
09/06/2002 12:32:43 PM
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> <vicki.Horton@noaa.gov>
> subject: Climate Change science Planning workshop Announcement

> Dr. James Mahoney would like your comments on the attached draft
> announcement for the u.s. climate Change science Planning Workshop
> (December 3-5, 2002).
> Please send me your comments as soon as possible.

> Thank you,

> 6enene Fisher
> climate Change Science Program office
> 202-482-2146

> Name: Workshop
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie,Harrington@noaa,gov> ( stephanie Harrington
<Stephanie,Harrington@noaa,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:10-SEP-2002 10:42:38.00

SUBJECT:: FYI - CCSPO documents for meeting today

TO:"slimak,michael" <slimak,michael@epa,gov> ( "slimak,michael"
<slimak,michael@epa,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Paul T, Anastas ( CN=Paul T, Anastas/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mmoore <mmoore@osophs,dhhs,gov> ( mmoore <mmoore@osophs,dhhs,gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gasrar <gasrar@hq,nasa,gov> ( gasrar <gasrar@hq,nasa,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"David,Evans" <David,Evans@noaa,gov> ( "David,Evans" <David,Evans@noaa,gov>
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:cgroat <cgroat@usgs,gov> ( cgroat <cgroat@usgs,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mleinen <mleinen@nsf,gov> ( mleinen <mleinen@nsf,gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:andrewj <andrewj@onr,navy,mil> ( andrewj <andrewj@onr,navy,mil> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP[ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Sarah G. Horrigan ( CN=Sarah G. Horrigan/OU=OMB/O=-EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO: "Ari. Patri nos" <Ari, Patri nos@sci ence. doe. gov> ( "Ari. Patri nos"
<Ari,Patrinos@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN l )
READ: UNKNOWN

TO:Watsonhl <watsonhl@state,gov> ( watsonhl <watsonhl@state,gov> [.UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gant <gant@niehs,nih,gov> ( gant <gant@niehs,nih,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:neale <neale@serc,si,edu> ( neale <neale@serc,si,edu> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Whohenst <whohenst@OCE,USDA,gov> ( whohenst <whohenst@OCE,USDA,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:’Mar~arita Gregg ’ <Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov> ( ’Margarita Gregg.’
<Margarlta.Gregg@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’chester J, Koblinsky ’" <chester,J,koblinsky@noaa,gov> ( "’chester J, Koblinsky
’" <Chester.J.koblinsky@nuaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
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cc:"eric.locklear" <eric.locklear@noaa.gov> ( "eric.locklear"
<eric.locklear@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"leslie.runion" <leslie.runion@science.doe.gov> ( "leslie.runion"
<leslie.runion@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Phil Decola <pdecola@hq,nasa,gov> ( Phil Decola <pdecola@hq,nasa,gov> .[ UNKNOWN ]

READ:UNKNOWN

cc:stephen s. McMillin ( CN=Stephen S. McMilIin/ou=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jerry,Elwood" <Jerry,Elwood@science,doe,gov> ( "Jerry,Elwood"
<Jerry,Elwood@science,doe,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"parker.kathryn" <parker.kathryn@epa.gov> ( "parker.kathryn"
<parker.kathryn@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Jeffrey S. Kieft ( CN=Jeffrey S. Kieft/ou=osTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Linda. Lawson" <Linda. Lawson@ost.dot.gov> ( "Linda. Lawson"
<Linda. Lawson@ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:fisher <fisher@dc,ametsoc,org> ( fisher <fisher@dc,ametsoc,org> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:David P. Radzanowski ( CN=David P. Radzanowski/ou=oMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"James.R.Mahoney" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( "James.R.Mahoney"
<James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:NelsonDJ2 <NelsonDJ2@state,gov> ( NelsonDJ2 <NelsonD32@state,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"hratch.semerjian" <hratch.semerjian@nist.gov> ("hratch.semerjian"
<hratch.semerjian@nist.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Beale,john" <Beale,john@epa,gov> ( "Beale,john" <Beale,john@epa,gov> [ UNKNOWN ]
)
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"David.Goodrich" <David.Goodrich@noaa.gov> ( "David.Goodrich"
<David.Goodrich@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC: "Tim, Keeney" <Tim, Keeney@noaa, gov> ( "Tim, Keeney" <Tim. Keeney@noaa, gov> [ UNKNOWN
])
READ : UNKNOWN

cc:Gbecker <Gbecker@DOC.gov> ( Gbecker <Gbecker@DOC.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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cc:Pthorne <Pthorne@doc.gov> ( Pthorne ~Pthorne@doc~gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:jrm <jrm@usda.gov> ( jrm <jrmQusda.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:rmoss <rmoss@usgcrp.gov> ( rmoss <rmossgusgcrp.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jack.Kaye" <Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov> ( ")ack.Kaye" <Jack. Kaye@hq.nasa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Kyle.Mcslarrow" <Kyle.McSlarrow@hq.doe.gov> ( "Kyle.McSlarrow"
<Kyle.McSlarrow@hq.doe.gov>[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"ray.orbach" <ray.orbach@science.doe.gov> ( "ray.orbach"
<ray.orbach@science.doe.gov> [.UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"Robert.card" <Robertocard@hq.doe.gov> ( "Robert.card" <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
REAO:UNKNOWN

cc:rcolwell <rcolwell@nsf.gov> ( rcolwell <rcolwell@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:James connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Marcus Peacock ( CN=Marcus Peacock/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:John H. Marburger ( CN=John H. Marburger/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’genene.fisher ’" <genene.fisher@noaa.gov> ( "’genene.fisher ’"
<genene.fisher@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Patel-weynand Toral O (OES)" <Patel-weynandTO@state.gov> ( "Patel-weynand Toral
O (OES)" <Patel-weynandTO@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov> ( mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:’Laboratory Directors office’ <aldiroff@al.noaa.gov> ( ’Laboratory Directors
office’ <aldiroff@al.noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov> ( "scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jeff.Amthor" <Jeff.Amthor@noaa.gov> ( "~eff.Amthor" <Jeff.Amthor@noaa:gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:esundqui <esundqui@usgs.gov> ( esundqui <esundqui@usgs.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN
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cc:jfein <jfein@nsf.gov> ( jfein <jfein@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:artusiocf <artusiocf@state.gov> ( artusiocf <artusiocf@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"3oanne.R.Potter" <Joanne.R,Potter@fhwa.dot.gov> ( "Joanne.R.Potter"
<Joanne.R.Potter@fhwa.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jeff.Amthor" <Jeff.Amthor@science.doe.gov> ( "Jeff.Amthor"
<Jeff.Amthor@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ]
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Louisa. Koch" <Louisa.Koch@noaa.gov> ( "Louisa. Koch" <Louisa.Koch@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC: Emmy Simmons <emsimmons@usai d. gov> ( Emmy Simmons <emsimmons@usaid. gov> [ UNKNOWN
])
READ: UNKNOWN

CC:Erin wuchte ( CN=Erin wuchte/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov> ( kbarrett <kbarrett@usaidogov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Pat.A.simms" <Pat.A.simms@noaa.gov> ( "Pat,A.simms" <Pat.A.Simms@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Ants,Leetmaa" <Ants. Leetmaa@noaa.gov> ("Ants. Leetmaa" <Ants. Leetmaa@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"conrad.c. Lautenbacher" <conrad.c. Lautenbacher@noaa.gov> (
"conrad.c.Lautenbacher" <conrad.C.Lautenbacher@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:TKassinger <TKassinger@~oc.gov> ( TKassinger <TKassinger@doc.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:sbodman <sbodman@doc.gov> ( sbodman <sbodman@doc,gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:jhren <jhren@usgs.gov> ( jhren <jhren@usgs.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kathie L. Olsen ( CN=Kathie L. Olsen/OU=OSTP/O=-EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Mcleave <Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> ( Mcleave <Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"kevin.kolevar" <kevin.kolevar@hq.doe.gov> ( "kevin.kolevar"
<kevin.kolevar@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"stephanie.harrington" <stephanie.harrington@noaa.gov> ( "stephanie.harrington"
<stephanie.harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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cc:tspence <tspence@nsf,gov> ( tspence <tspence@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kameran L. Bailey ( CN=Kameran L. Bailey/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Gary C. Reisner ( CN=Gary c. Reisner/OU=OMB/O=-EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Rrussell <Rrussell@OSTP,gov> ( Rrussell <Rrussell@OSTP.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"vicki.horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> ( "vicki.horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXII.
FYI - I have attached the draft workshop announcement and documents
related to the strategic planning process that will be handed out at
this afternoon’s ccsPo meeting,

stephanie Harrington
climate Change science Program
202-482-1944

- workshop Draft 9-10-02.doc - REVISED OUTLINE8Sep02.pdf -
Strat_Plan_Process_gseptO2.pdf                      A1-FACHMENT 1

A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0102:[A1-FACH.D97]SREOP01300A07HI.001 to ASCII,

The following is a HEX DUMP:
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Mark Whitvnton
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mwhitcnton@nam.org
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Message: See letter attached.
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NA~ECON POL DEPT

~larshall E. Wlfftenton

lqce President

Re.~’vurccs and ’Environmental Policy

of Manufacturers

September 10, 2002

Kathleen B. Hogan
Director, Climate Protection Partnerships Division
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, 4th Floor
Washington, DC 20460

Dear Ms. Hogm.~:

On behalf of the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM), I want to express our
appreciation to you for yottr Climate Leaders presentation at the August 21, 2002, meeting o£ the
NAM Climate Change Task Force, and your responsiveness to our questions. As you are aware,
several members of the HAM are already involved in the Climate Leaders program, and a
number of others are considering participation in the program. And, as yol, saw during our
meeting, many NAM members are interested in the relationship of the EPA’s Climate Leaders
Program to the Presidentially directed reforms of the Energy Policy ACt (EPAet) section 1605(b)
guidelines now underway at the Department of Energy (DOE).

Accordingly, we want to take this opportunity to explore further wit1 you some of the
issues raised during the question and answer period concemi~g the development of the "Climate
Leaders GHG Inventory Protocol." As part of the President’s February 14, 2002, climate
initiative, a sigrtifieant process has been undertaken at the Department of Energy to improve the
current voluntary reporting program under EPAct section 1605(b). However, parallel to the
EPAct section 1605(b) guidelines improvement process, the EPA Climate Leaders Web site
indicates that EPA is developing its own GHG reporting guidelines for reporting in the Climate
Leaders program. The Web site indicates that the EPA is basing its Climate Leaders reporting
guidelines on the protocol now being developed by the World Resources l~sfitute (WRl).and the
World Busin~s Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) through a eollaborati.ve process
that apparently involves industry, government .and environmental organizations. The
WR.I/WBCSD protocol (Protocol) is also being ’h’nodified" by EPA. to fit more "precisely into
what is needed tbr Climate Leactcrs?" The Web site adds that "’EPA is building offthe Protocol
and providing more detailed guidelines, calculation tools, and reporting forms." Thus, it appears
that EPA ultimately will adopt a modified version of the l~rotocoI to test its Climate Leaders
reporting program. However, this effort raises questions o ~’possible inconsistency with the
single reporting approach under Epact administered by the Secretary of Energy in accordance
with the Presidential directive. Without closer cooperation between the two agencies, NAM

Matlt~faet, rlng Makes America Strung

1331 Pennsylvania Avenue. NW. Wa.qhington. DC 20004-1790" (202) 637-.3157. Fax (202) 637-3182
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member companies and others interested in reporting to both programs will have to submi.t to
two different reporting protocols. This should be avoided if maximum company participation in
the two programs is to be achieved.

As you will recall, at our August 21 meeting at least one of our members expressed
concern that in W1LI’s June 5, 2002, comments to the DOE on EPAet section ~ 605(b) reforms,
W’R.I recommended that the DOE registry be "redesigned to transition into a mandatory reporting
program." That recommendation for mandatory reporting is inconsistent with the
Administration’s stated views -- which the NAM slkares -- and with the provisions of EPAct.
The WR.I comments also included a recommendation that the DOE reforms "build on and be
consistent with" the WRJ!WBCSD Protocol that it is in the process of being developed. We do
not know it" WRI’s recommendation would extend to the Protocol as modified by EPA, Since
our August 21 meeting,, the WBCSD joined in a call for action with Greenpeace at the World
Conference of Sustainability in Johannesburg urging governments to reach agreement on the
institutional legal framework for combating climate change on the basis ofthe Rio Coxavention
and the Kyoto Protocol. These WRI and W’BCSD statements raise concerns that the
WR.I/WBCSD Protocol may not be consistent with the Adrojnistratlon’s rejection of the Kyoto
Protocol and mandatory GHG reporting.

In their letter of July 8, 2002, to the President, the Secretaries of Energy, Commerce and
Agriculture and the BPA Administrator jointly recommended a number of improvements to the
EPAet section 1605(b) guidelines as part of an "expedited process" that includes workshops;
time-to-ttpdate tcelmieal guidelines; development ofreportir~g forms, software and a public-use
database; review and clearance of the forms by the Office or’Management and Budget (OMB);
and public comment periods. In the ease of Climate Leaders, apparently a different process is
underway, because on August 20, 2002, EPA advised the NAM by Climate Leaders’ �-mail that
the first drat~ Climate Leaders GHG Protocol module "is available for comment." The e-mail
added that over the "next few months, EPA will be seeking comment on the draft Climate
Leaders GHG Inventory Protocol documents" to be "released in stages" on the EPA Web site as
h~dividual modules are "completed.’" While it could be useful to review modules as they are
developed, that procedure makes ---~aluation difficult because it is a piecemeal approach. In
addition, such module-by-module releases.would not explain how, to what extent and why
private-sector Protocol module of the WIUiWBCSD has been "modified" by EPA, nor would it
allow the public to comprehend the entire picture.

As we are uncertai~ what statutory provisions apply to Climate Leaders, we do not know
what public process is required regarding this Protocol and EPA’s modification of it. However,
it is clear that dissemination of a notice using an agency Web site is not the same as publication
era notice in the Federal Register. This disparity is exacerbated by the EPA’s proposal lo reveal
pieces of the modified Protocol sequentially, without formal schedules for notice and comment
for even the parts, much less the whole. Moreover, the Web site approach does not include an
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open EPA docket of all comments that could be periodically reviewed by the respondents, such
as the one established by the DOE in May for its EPAct section 160S(b) Notice of Inquiry. h~
contrast, the Federal Regisler notice-and-docket approach has merit. We would respectfully
remind you in passing that the Congressional Review Act of 1996 (5 U.S.C. sec. 801 et seq.)
applies to any agency statement of general "applicability and future effect.., describing the
organization, procedure, or practice requircrnents of an agency...," ilmspective of whether that
rule or procedure was published in the Federal Register.

Moreover, on June 18, 2002, EPA armolmced that it is "plmming to submit" an
"lhformation Collection Rg’port" (ICR) to OMB "’to ensure the Partners are meeting GHG goals.’"
(67 fled. Reg. 41415). That Federal Register notice solicited comments on specific aspects of
the ICR and said that interested parties "can obtain a copy of ICR’" from EPA. While we
welcome publication of the notice of these forms as required by the Paperwork Reduction Act,
d~4 U.S.C. see. 3501 et seq., it turns out that the ICR is not now available sad thus not
reviewable at this time. Such a review is important in order to understand the relationship of
these forms to those developed in the 1990s pursuant to EPAct section 1605(19)(2) and likely to
be developed under the process referred to in the July 8 intemgency letter. Furthermore, we are
concerned about a proliferation of forms, particularly if they are duplicative of what the Energy
Information Administration is seeking. Such unnecessary and duplicative paperwork would be
burdensome on those NAM members who wish to participate in both the Climate Leaders
program and the EPAct section 1605(19) program, and is not in keeping with the goals of the
Paperwork Reduction Act.

Some of these issues were discussed briefly when you made yourself available for a Q&A
period. Unfortu).~ately, due to our time constraints, there was not a comprehensive and thorough
discussion. Nevertheless, these issues of statutory authority; lack of Federal Register notice and
comment; and proposal of new reporting forms are important in understanding the EPAct section
1605(b) process as outlined by the four agencies and the relationship of the evolving Climate
Leaders Program to that process. Therefore, we would appreciate EPA’s response to these
matters as soon as it is reasonably possible.

Sincerely,

Marshall E. Whitenton
Vice President
National Association of Manufacturers

Margot Anderson, DOE
Paul Nee, OIRA
Phil Cooney, CEQ
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0369_f_clpla003_ceq. txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Stephanie Harrington <stephanie.harrington@noaa.gov> ( Stephanie Harrington
<stephanie.harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:11-SEP-2002 11:42:32.00

SUBJECT:: Action items - FolloW-up from 10Sept02 CCSPO meeting

TO:andrewj <andrewj@onr.navy.mil> ( andrewj <andrewj@onr.navy.mil> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Sarah G. Horrigan ( CN=Sarah G. Horrigan/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Ari.Patrinos" <Ari.Patrinos@science.doe.gov> ( "Ari.Patrinos"
<Ari.Patrinos@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:watsonhl <watsonhl@state.gov> ( watsonhl <watsonhl@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:cgroat <cgroat@usgs.gov> ( cgroat <cgroat@usgs.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov> ( mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Ants.Leetmaa" <Ants.Leetmaa@noaa.gov> ( "Ants.Leetmaa" <Ants.LeetmaaLanoaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"slimak.michael" <slimak.michael@epa.gov> ( "slimak.michael"
<slimak.michael@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Paul T. Anastas ( CN=Paul T. Anastas/OU=OSTP/O~-EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mmoore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov> ( mmoore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gasrar <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> ( gasrar <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov> ( gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:neale <neale@serc.si.edu> ( neale <neale@serc.si.edu> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:whohenst <whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov> ( Whohenst <whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’genene.fisher ’" <genene.fisher@noaa.gov> ( "’genene.fisher ’"
<genene.fisher@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"Patei-weynand Toral o (0ES)" <pat~l-weynand~o~state.gov> ( "Patel-weynand Tora]
O (OES)" <Patel-weynandTO@state.gov> L UNKNOWN J )
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READ:UNKNOWN

CC:mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov> C mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] }
READ:UNKNOWN

CC: ’ Laboratory Di rectors office’ <al di roffQal, noaa. gov> ( ’ Laboratory Di rectors
office’ <aldi roffLaal, noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

CC:"scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov> ( "scheraga.joel" <scheraga.jo~l@epa.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jeff.Amthor" <Jeff.Amthor@noaa.gov> ( "Jeff.Amthor" <3eff.Amthor@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:esundqui <esundqui@usgs.gov> ( esundqui <esundqui@usgs.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Cc:jfein <jfein@nsf.gov> ( jfein <~fein@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cC:artusiocf <artusiocf@state.gov> ( artusiocf <artusiocf@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"3oanne.R.Potter" <3oanne.R.Potter@fhwa.dot.gov> ( "3oanne.R.Potter"
<3oanne.R.Potter@fhwa.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CO:David P. Radzanowski ( CN=David P.. Radzanowski/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"3ames.R.Mahoney" <3ames.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( "3ames.R.Mahoney"
<James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:NelsonDJ2 <NelsonDJ2@state.gov> ( NelsonDJ2 <NelsonDJ2@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"hratch.semerjian" <hratch.semerjian@nist.gov> ("hratch.semerjian"
<hratch.semerjian@nist.gov> [UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Beale.john" <Beale.john@epa.gov> ( "Beale.john" <Beale~john@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ]
)
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"David.Goodrich" <David.Goodrich@noaa.gov> ( "David.Goodrich"
<David.Goodrich@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Conrad.C.Lautenbacher" <conrad.c.Lautenbacher@noaa.gov> (
"conrad.c.Lautenbacher" <conrad.C.Lautenbacher@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:TKassinger <TKassinger@doc.gov> ( TKassinger <TKassinger@doc.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:sbodman <sbodman@doc.gov> ( sbodma~ <sbodman@doc.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:rmoss <rmossQusgcrp.gov> ( rmoss <rmoss@usgcrp.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
Page 2
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READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jack.Kaye" <3ack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov> ( "Jack.Kaye" <Jack.Kaye@hq,nasa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"Kyle,McSlarrow" <Kyle,McSlarrow@hq,doe,gov> ( "Kyle.Mcslarrow"
<Kyle,McSlarrow@hq,doe,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ;UNKNOWN

cc:"ray.orbach" <ray.orbach@science.doe.gpv> ( "ray.orbach"
<ray.orbach@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Robert.Card" <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov> { "Robert.card" <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:rcolwell <rcolwell@nsf,gov> ( rcolwell <rcoiwell@nsf,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ;UNKNOWN

CC:3ames connaughton C CN=3ames Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Marcus Peacock ( CN=Marcus Peacock/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:3ohn H. Marburger ( CN=3ohn H. Marburger/OU=OSTP/O=-EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:’Mar~arita Gregg ’ <Margarita,Gregg@noaa,gov> ( ’Margarita Gregg ’
<Margarlta,Gregg@noaa,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"’Chester J, Koblinsky ’" <chester,J,koblinsky@noaa,gov> ( "’chester J. Koblinsky
’" <chester,J,koblinsky@noaa,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC: "eri c,lockl ear" <eric, lockl ear@noaa, gov> ( "eri c,lockl ear"
<eric.locklear@noaa,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

CC: "lesl i e, runion" <l esl i e, runion@science, doe, gov> ( "l esli e, runion"
<l esl i e, runi on@sci ence, doe, gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

CC: Phil Decola <pdecol a@hq, nasa,gov> ( Phil Decol a <pdecola@hq, nasa,gov> [ UNKNOWN ]
)
READ: UNKNOWN

cc:stephen s. McMillin ( CN=Stephen S. McMillin/OU=OMB/.O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"3erry,Elwood" <Jerry,Elwood@science,doe.gov> ( "3erry,Elwood"
<3erry.Elwood@science.doe,gov>.[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"parker.kathryn" <parker.kathryn@epa.gov> ( "parker.kathryn"
<parker.kathryn@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Jeffrey S. Kieft ( CN=Jeffrey S, Kieft/OU=OSTP/O=-EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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CC:"Linda.Lawson".<Linda.Lawson@ost.dot.gov> ( "Linda.Lawson"
<Linda.Lawson@ost.do~.gov> [.UNKNOWN ~ ~
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jeff.Amthor" <Jeff.Amthor@s¢ience.doe.gov> ( "Jeff.Amthor"
<3eff.Amthor@s¢ience.doe,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"LOuisa,Koch" <Louisa,Koch@noaa,gov> ( "Louisa,Koch" <Louisa.Koch@noaa,gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Emmy simmons <emsimmons@usaid~gov> ( Emmy simmons <emsimmons@usaid,gov> [ UNKNOWN
])
READ : UNKNOWN

CC:Erin wuchte ( CN=Erin wuchte/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

cc:kbarrett <kbarret~@usaid,gov> ( kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

CC:"Pat,A,simms" <pat,A,simms@noaa,gov> ("Pat,A,Simms" <Pat,A,simms@noaa,gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

CC: "Tim, Keeney" <Tim. Keeney@noaa. gov> ( "Tim, Keeney" <Tim, Keeney@noaa, gov> [ UNKNOWN
])
READ: UNKNOWN

CC:Gbecker <Gbecker~DOC,gov> ( Gbecker <Gbecker@DOC,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

cc:Pthorne <Pthorne@doc,gov> ( Pthorne <Pthorne@doc.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ ; UNKNOWN

cc:jrm <jrm@usda.gov> ( jrm <jrm@usda.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kathie L. olsen ( CN=Kathie L. OIsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Mcleave <Mcleave@hq,nasa,gov> ( Mcleave <Mcleave@hq.nasa,gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"kevin.kolevar" <kevin.kolevar@hq.doe.gov> ( "kevin,kolevar"
<kevin,kolevar@hq,doe,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"S~ephanie,harrington" <steph~nie.harriDgTon@noaa,gov> ( "stephanie.harrington"
<stephanie,harrington@noaa,gov> [ UNKNOWN J )      .
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:tspence <tspence@nsf,gov> ( tspence <tspence@nsf,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kameran L, Bailey ( CN=Kameran L, Bailey/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Gary C. Reisner ( CN=Gary C. Reisner/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OM~ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Page 4
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CC:Rrussell <RrussellLaOSTP.gOv> ( Rrussell <Rrussell@OSTP.gOv> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"vicki.horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> ( "vicki.horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
The following two action items came out of yesterday’s ccsPo meeting:

1) Individual Aaencv FY04 Budoet Reauest discussions

9r

Point o~ Contact

2) Interagency.Steering Committee for December 2002 workshop
Please nominate an agency representative for the December Workshop
Steering committee. This
Committee will be responsible for decisions about all workshop matters and
will be expected to
keep each agency Deputy Secretary-level representative advised on
important matters as
appropriate. Please send your nomination to Genene Fisher
(Genene.Fisher@noaa.gov) by COB,
september 13, 2002.

Page 5
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RECORD TYPE:    FEDERAL      (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Kenneth Green <kenneth.green@reason.org> ( Kenneth Green
<kenneth.green@reason.org> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:ll-SEP-2002 11:51:19.00

SUBJECT:: Climate Change Tidbits

To:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Dear Philip,

As you know, I work the Climate Change Science and Policy beat for Reason
Foundation, and in the course of my daily reading, I come across some
interesting articles about climate change. I thought I’d share a couple
of the more recent ones with you, along with the exciting news (to me at
least!) that my middle-school textbook on global warming is avaible for
ordering! More on that below.

First though, there’s a commentary by my good friend (and ex-Reasoner)
Marlo Lewis that everyone should read. Marlo cogently explains the danger
in seemingly harmless "voluntary action crediting," as proposed by the
Bush administration. You can find Marlo’s commentary at:
http://www.techcentralstation.com/1051/envirowrapper.jsp?PID=1051-450&CID=1
051-091002C

For the sake of contrast, compare Marlo’s reasoned approach to the issue
with the tactics of the anti-energy cabal promoting mandatory greenhouse
gas controls, unable to come up with any meaningful real-world climatic
events, meaningful scientific findings, or logical argumentation, the san
Francisco Chronicle’s editorial board has taken to publishing straight
fiction, giving us a speech by future-president John McCain on his plucky
attempts to deal with the horrible future left him by George Bush’s
climate change policies. You can read that article here:
http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/chronicle/archive/2002/08/2
5/IN86873.DTL

Finally, about that textbook. Thanks to my work at Reason, I came to the
attention of Enslow Publishers, and was asked to write a textbook for
middle-school students about global warming. The publishers wanted a
balanced view of the science, with coverage of both sides of the debate
over whether or not humanity is dangerously heating the planet. To make
the subjec~ palatable for the kids, I treat the subject of global warming
as an ongolng detective story, an attempt to pierce the mystery of the
unusual weather of 1988. Naturally, I put in all the caveats that most
climate change alarmists leave out of such discussions, and though I’m
biased, I thlnk it makes for good reading! I believe that Enslow
distributes to most middle-school libraries, but if you have kids in
middle school, and want to make sure they get the straight scoop on global
warming, you might call your school and find out if they plan to get this
book and use it! check it out at
http://www.enslow.com/displayitemoasp?type=1&item=1237

Best,

Kenneth Green

Dr. Kenneth Green
Chief Scientist

Page
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Reason Foundation
254-690-7674 I kenneth.green@reasonoorg
Promoting liberty-friendly health-risk policy based on sound science.
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RECORD l~fPE: FEDERAL     (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Sarah G. Horrigan ( CN=Sarah G. Horrigan/OU=OMB/O=EOP [ OMB ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:ll-SEP-2002 11:55:11.00

SUBJECT:: Re: Action items - Follow-up from 10Sept02 CCSPO meeting

TO:Stephanie Harrington <stephanie.harrington@noaa.gov> ( Stephanie Harrington
<stephanie.harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
REA~:UNKNOWN

CC:"’genene.fisher ’" <genene.fisher@noaa.gov> ( "’genene.fisher ’"
<genene.fisher@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"patel-weynand total o (oes)" <patel-weynandto@state.gov> ( "patel-weynand toral
o (oes)" <patel-weynandto@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cC:mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov> ( mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CO: ’ Iaboratory di rectors offi ce’ <al di roff@al, noaa. gov> ( ’ Iaboratory di rectors
office’ <aldi roff@al .noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

CC:"scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov> ( "scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"jeff.amthor" <jeff.amthor@noaa.gov> ( "jeff.amthor" <jeff.amthor@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:esundqui <esundqui@usgs.gov> ( esundqui <esundqui@usgs.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:jfein <jfein@nsf.gov> ( jfein <jfein@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:artusiocf <artusiocf@state.gov> ( artusiocf <artusiocf@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN ¯

CC:"joanne.r.potter" <joanne.r.potter@fhwa.dot.gov> ( "joanne.r.potter"
<joanne.r.potter@fhwa.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

co:david p. radzanowski ( CN=david p. radzanowski/ou=omb/o=-eop@eop [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"james.r.mahoney" <james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov> ( "james.r.mahoney"
<james.r,mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:nelsondj2 <nelsondj2@state.gov> ( nelsondj2 <nelsondj2@stat~.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"hratch.semerjian" <hratch.semerjian@nist.gov> ( "hratch.semerjian"
<hratch.semerjian@nist.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"beale.john" <beale.~ohn@epa.gov> ( "beale.john" <beale.john@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ]
Page 1
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READ!UNKNOWN
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CC:"david.goodrich" <david.goodrich@noaa.gov> ( "david.goodrich"
<david.goo~rich@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"conrad.c.lautenbacher" <conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov> (
"conrad.c.lautenbacher" <conrad.¢.lautenbacher@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:tkassinger <tkassinger@doc.gov> ( tkassinger <tkassinger@doc.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:sbodman <sbodman@doc.gov> ( sbodman <sbodman@doc.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cC:rmoss <rmoss@usgcrp.gov> ( rmoss <rmoss@usgcrp.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"jack.kaye" <jack.kaye@hq.nasa.gov> ("jack,kaye" <jack.kaye@hq.nasa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"kyle.mcslarrow" <kyle.mcslarrow@hq.d~e.gov> ( "kyle.mcslarrow"
<kyle.mcslarrow@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ]
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"ray.orbach" <ray.orbach@science.doe.gov> ( "ray.orbach"
<ray.orbach@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"robert.card" <robert.card@hq.doe.gov> ( "robert.card’" <robert.card@hq.doe.gov> [
UNKNOWN.] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:rcolwell <rcolwell@nsf.gov> ( rcolwell <rcolwell@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:~ames connaughton ( CN=james connaughton/ou=ceq/o=-eop@eop [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:marcus peacock ( CN=marcus peacock/ou=omb/o=eop@eop [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:john h. marburger ( CN=john h. marburger/OU=ostp/o=-eop@eop [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"ants.leetmaa" <ants.leetmaa@noaa.gov> ( "ants.leetmaa" <ants.leetmaa@noaa.gov~ [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC: "sl i mak. michael" <sl imak, michael ~e~a. gov> ( "sl i mak. mi chael"
<slimak.michael@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWNj )
READ: UNKNOWN

CC:paul t. anastas ( CN=paul t. anastas/OU=ostp/O=eop@eop [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC: "ari. patri nos" <ari. patri nos@sci ence. doe. gov> ( "ari. patri nos"
<ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] ) .
READ: UNKNOWN
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cc:watsonhl <watsonhl@state.gov> ( watsonhl <watsonhl@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:cgroat <cgroat@usgs.gov> ( cgroat <cgroat@usgs.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov> ( mleinen <mleinenQnsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:’margarita gregg ’ <margarita.gregg@noaa.gov> ( ’margarita gregg ’
<margarlta.gregg@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

~:"’chester j. koblinsky ’" <ches~er.j.koblinsky@noaa.gov> ("’chester j. koblinsky
<chester,j,koblinsky@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"eric.locklear" <eric.locklear@noaa.gov> ( "eric.locklear"
<eric.locklear@noaa,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"les]ie.runion" <leslie.runionQscience.doe.gov> ( "leslie.runion"
<leslie.runion@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:phil decola <pdecola@hq.nasa.gov> (
)
READ:UNKNOWN.

phil decola ~pdecolaQhq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN

cc:stephen s. mcmi~lin ( CN=stephen s. mcmillin/ou=omb/o=eop@eop [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"jerry.elwood" <jerry.elwoodQscience.doe.gov> ( "jerry.elwood"
<jerry.elwood@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"parker.kathryn" <parker.kathryn@epa.gov> ( "parker.kathryn"
<parker.kathryn@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:jeffrey s. kieft ( CN=jeffrey s. kieft/ou=ostp/o=eop@eop [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"linda.lawson" <linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov> ( "linda.lawson"
<linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"jeff.amthor" <jeff.amthor@science.doe.~ov> ( "jeff.amthor"
<jeff.amthor@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ]
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"louisa.koch" <louisa.koch@noaa.gov> ("louisa.koch" <louisa.koch@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:emmy simmons <emsimmons@usaid.gov> ( emmy simmons <emsimmons@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN
l)
READ: UNKNOWN

CC:erin wuchte ( CN=erin wuchte/Ou=omb/o=eop@eop [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov> ( kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
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READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"pat.a.simms" <pat.a.simms@noaa.gov> ( "pat.a.simms" <pat.a,simms@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

co: "tim. keeney" <tim. keeney@noaa, gov> ( "tim. keeney" <tim. keeney@noaa, gov> [ UNKNOWN
])
READ: UNKNOWN

CC:gbecker <gbecker@doc.gov> ( gbecker <gbecker@doc.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:pthorne <pthorne@doc.gov> ( pthorne <pthorne@doc.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:jrm <jrm@usda.gov> ( jrm <jrm@usda,gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cC:kathie I. olsen ( CN=kathie 1. olsen/ou=ostp/O=-eop@eop.[ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:mcleave <mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> ( mcleave <mcleave@hq,nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"kevin.kolevar" <kevin.kolevar@hq.doe.gov> ( "kevin.kolevar"
<kevin.kolevar@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"stephanie.harrington" <stephanie.harrington@noaa,gov> ( "stephanie.harrington"
<stephanie.harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:tspence <tspence@nsf.gov> ( tspence <tspence@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:kameran 1. bailey ( CN=kameran l. bailey/Ou=ceq/o=eop@eop [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:gary c. reisner ( CN=gary c. reisner/OU=omb/O=eop@eop [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:rrussell <rrussell@ostp.gov> ( rrussell <rrussell@ostp.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"vicki.horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> ( "vicki.horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cC:andrewj <andrewj@onr.navy.mil> ( andrewj <andrewj@onr.navy.mil> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:phil cooney ( ON=phil- coone~/OU=ceq/O=-eop@eop [ CEQ.] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:mmoore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov> ( mmoore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:gasrar <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> ( gasrar <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov> ( gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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CC:neale <neale@serc.si.edu> ( neale <neale@serc.si.edu> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:whohenst ~whohenst@oce.usda.gov> ( ~hohenst <whohenst@oce.usda.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Kameran L. Bailey ( CN=Kameran L. Bailey/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:11-SEP-2002 17:34:15.00

SUBJECT:: climate change Tidbits

To:Phil cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEOatO=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Thought you might find Marlo’s piece interestig-     Kameran
Forwarded by Kameran L.nBailey/CEOYEOP           on

09/11/2002 05:35 PM

Kenneth Green <kenneth.green@reason.org>
09/11/2002 11:49:43 AM

Please respond to kenneth.green@reason.o~g
Record Type: Record

To: Kameran L. Bailey/CEOYEOP@EOP
CO:
subject: climate change Tidbits

Dear Kameran,

As you know, I work the Climate Change science and Policy beat for Reason
Foundation, and in the course of my daily reading, I come across some
interesting articles about climate change. I thought I’d share a couple
of the more recent ones with you, along with the exciting news (to me at
least!) that my middle-school textbook on global warming is avaible for
ordering! More on that below.

First though, .there’s a commentary by my good friend (and ex-Reasoner)
Marlo Lewis that everyone should read. Marlo cogently explains the danger
in seemingly harmless "voluntary action crediting," as proposed by the
Bush administration. You can find Marlo’s commentary.at:
http://w~.techcentralsta~ion.com/1051/envirowrapper.Jsp?PID=1051-450&CID=1
051-091002C

For the sake of contrast, compare Marlo’s reasoned approach to the issue
with the tactics of the anti-energy cabal promoting mandatory greenhouse
gas controls, unable to come up with any meaningful real-world climatic
events, meaningful scientific fihdings, or logical argumentation, the San
Francisco Chronicle’s editorial board has taken to publishing straight
fiction, giving us a speech by future-president John Mccain onhis plucky
attempts to deal with the horrible future left him by George Bush’s "
climate change policies. You can read that article here:
http://~, sfgate, com/cgi -bi n/arti cl e. cgi ?fi I e=/ch roni cl e/archi ve/2002/08/2
5/IN86873. DTL

Finally, about that textbook. Thanks to my work at Reason, I came to the
attention of Enslow Publishers, and was asked to write a textbook for
middle-school students about global warming.. The publishers wanted a
balanced view of the science, with coverage of both sides of the debate
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over whether or not humanity is dangerously heating the planet. To make
the subject palatable for the kids, I treat the subject of global warming
as an ongoing detective story, an attempt to pierce the mystery of the
unusual weather of 1988 Naturally, I put in all the caveats that most
climate change alarmist~ leave out of such discussions, and though I’m
biased, I think it makes for good reading! I believe that Enslow

distributes to most middle-school libraries, but if you have kids in
middle school, and want to make sure they get the straight scoop on global
warming, you might call your school and find out if they plan to get this
book and use it! check it out at                                       .
http://www.enslow.com/displayitem.asp?type=l&item=1237

Best,

¯ Kenneth Green

Dr. Kenneth Green
chief Scientist
Reason Foundation
254-690-7674 I kenneth.green@reason.org
Promoting liberty-friendly health-risk policy based on sound science.
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAZL)

CREATOR:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:11-SEP-2002 19:19:28.00

SUBJECT:: Climate change Tidbits

TO:kenneth.green@reason.org @ inet ( kenneth.green@reason.org @ inet [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Ken,

Did I ever give you my onward? Meant to. I’m over here (as well as at
NSC) doing international environmental stuff. Marlo is an old friend.
Thanks for passing on.

Ken Peel

Kenneth L. Peel
NSC Director for International Environmental Affairs
CEQ Associate Director, Global Affairs
202-456-3885 direct
202-456-0753 fax
kpeel@ceq.eop.gov

07:09 PM
Forwarded by Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP on 09/11/2002

Kameran L. Bailey
09/11/2002 05:32:33 PM
Record Type:    Record

To: Kenneth L, Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
CC:
subject: Climate change Tidbits

Thought you might find Marlo’s piece interesting. Kameran
Forwarded by Kameran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP on

09/11/2002 05:35 PM                          -

Kenneth Green <kenneth.green@reason.org>
09/11/2002 11:49:43 AM

Please respond to kenneth.green@reason.org
Record Type: Record

To: Kameran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP@EOP
co:
Subject: Climate change Tidbits

Dear Kameran,

As you know, I work the Climate Change science and Policy beat for Reason
Foundation, and in the course of my daily reading, I come across some
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interesting articles about climate change. I thought I’d share a couple
of the more recent ones with you, along with the exciting.news (to me at
least!) that my middle-school textbook on global warming is avaible for
ordering! More on that below.

First though, there’s a commentary by my good friend (and ex-Reasoner)
Marlo Lewis that everyone should read. Marlo cogently explains the danger
in seemingly harmless voluntary action crediting, as proposed by the
Bush administration. You can find Marlo’s commentary at:
http://~.techcentralstation.com/1051/envirowrapper.jsp?PID=1051-450&CID=1
051-091002C

For the sake of contrast, compare Marlo’s reasoned approach to the issue
with the tactics of the anti-energy cabal promoting mandatory greenhouse
gas controls, unable to come up with any meaningful real-world climatic
events, meaningful scientific findings, or logical argumentation, the san
Francisco chronicle’s editorial board has taken to publishing straight
fiction, giving us a speech by future-president John Mccain on his plucky
attempts to deal with the horrible future left him by George Bush’s
climate change policies. You can read that article here:
http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/chronicle/archive/2002/08/2
5/IN86873.DTL

Finally, about that textbook. Thanks to my work at Reason, I came to the
attention of Enslow Publishers, and was asked to write a textbook for
middle-school students about global warming. The publishers wanted a
balanced view of the science, with coverage of both sides of the debate
over whether or not humanity is dangerously heating the planet. To make
the subjec~ palatable for the kids, I treat the subject of global warming
as an ongolng detective story, an attempt to pierce the mystery of the
unusual weather of 1988. Naturally, I put in all the caveats that most
climate chan~e alarmists leave out of such discussions, and though I’m
biased, I think it makes for good reading! I believe that Enslow
distributes to most middle-school librarles, but if you have kids in
middle school, and want to make sure they get the straight scoop on global
warming, you might call your school and find out if they plan to get this
book and use it! Check it out at
http://www.enslow.com/displayitem.asp?type=1&item=1237

Be~t,

Kenneth Green

Dr. Kenneth Green
chief scientist
Reason Foundation
254-690-7674 I kenneth.green@reason.org
Promoting liberty-friendly health-risk policy based on sound science.
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIF)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:I2-SEP-2002 14:43:45.00

SUB3ECT:: Re: Nat, climate change Tech. Initiative

TO:Richard M. Russell ( CN=Richard M. Russell/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:sarah G. Horrigan ( CN=Sarah G. Horrigan/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kathie L. Olsen ( CN=Kathie L. olsen/OU=OSTP/O=-EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TF_~:
F’YI, . PHIL

02:41 PM
Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 09/12/2002

Phil cooney
08/27/2002 09:02:12 AM
Record Type:    Record

To:      "Marlay, Robert" <Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov>
cc:
bcc: Records Management@EOP
subject:        Re: Nat. climate change Tech. Initiative

EIA.    Phi I

"Marlay, Robert" <Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov>
08/27/2002 08:23:11 AM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc: see the distribution list at the bottom of this message
subject: Nat. climate change Tech. Initiative

All: At the request of Bob card and Dave Garman, we are preparinga
proposed plan for establishing an more formal means for supporting the
long-term continuation ofthe President’s National climate Change
Technology ~      ~. ’ ....
Initiative. ~
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<<OCCTI Org Chart revl 8-26.ppt>>

- attl.htm
- OCCTI Org Chart revl 8-26.ppt

Message sent
TO :
"Garman, David" <David. Garman@hq. doe.gov>
"’ James. R. Mahoney@noaa. gov’" <James. R. Mahoney@noaa. gov>
"’ Craig. Montesano@noaa. gov’" <Crai g.Montesano@noaa, gov>
"’ r. manni rig@state, gov’" <r. manni rig@state, gov>
"’ tal I eyt@state, gov’" <tal I eyt@state, gov>
"’j h rubovcak@oce, usda. gov’" <j h rubovcak@oce, u sda. gov>
"It WHOHENST@OCE. USDA. GOV’" <WHOHENSTCaOCE. USDA. GOV>
"’ al an. shaffer@osd, mi I. gov’ ’,’, <al an. shaffer@osd, m.i I. gov>
"’ LINDA. LAWSON@oSt. dot. gov’ , ,<,LINDA. LAWSON@OSt. dot. gov>
"’ j ames. shrouds@fhwa, dot ;,gov <james. shrouds@fhwa, dot. gov>
"’ grambsch, anne@epa, gov’ <grambsch. anne@epa, gov>

Kruger. di na@epa, gov <Kruger. dl na@epa, gov>
"’ sei del. stephen@epa ;gov’" <sei del. stephen@epa, gov>
"’ j kaye@hq, nasa. gov" <j kaye@hq, nasa. gov>
’it ’ MCLEAVE@HQ. NASA. GOV ~" <MCLEAVE@HQ. NASA. GOV>
"’, gpaul es@hq, nasa. g,o,v, ’" <gpaul es@hq, nasa. gov>
" GRECK@hq. nasa. gov <GRECK@hq. nasa. gov>
"~ M. LEINEN@NSF. GOV~ " <M. LEINEN@NSF. 6OV>
"It TCHAPMAN@NSF. GOV It ’It <TCHAPMAN@NSF. GOV>
Michael 3. Holland/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Paul T. Anastas/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Jeffrey S. Kieft/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Marcus Peacock/OMB/EOP@EOP
Kevi n Carroll/OMB/EOP@EOP
Robert sandoli/0MB/EOP@EOP
phi I Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP              -
"’ esheffne@hq, nasa. gov’" <esheffne@hq. nasa. gov>

Message copied
TO:
"Kolevar, Kevin" <Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov>
"Marlay,’Robert" <Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov>
"Anderson, Margot" <Margot.~nderson@hq.doe.gov>
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"Dobriansky, Larisa" <Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.gov>

ampatrlnos@sc~ence.doe.gov <arlpatr~nos@sc1ence.doe.gov>
"’braitsch@hq.doe.gov’" <braitsch@hq.doe.gov>
"Kane, Robert" <Robert. Kane@HQ.DOE.GOV>
"Marcus, Gail" <GAIL.MARCUS@hq.doe.gov>
"Stamos, John" <JOHN.STAMOS@hq.d0e.gov>
"cook, Trevor" <TREVOR.C,C~.K@hq.doe.gov>
"’Sam.Baldwin@ee.doe.gov’ <Sam.Balawin@ee.doe.gov>
"’MCLEAVE@HQ.NASA.GOV’" <MCLEAVE@HQ.NASA.GOV>     ¯
"’EdmondsJae@pnnl (E-mail)’" <Jae@pnl.gov>
"’ chri s_kearny@i os. doi. gov’" <chri s_kearny@i os. doi. gov>

A1-FACHMENT    1
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE:        0 00:00:00.00

<!DOCl~’PE Hl~L PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<META H1-FP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html ; charset=iso-8859-1">
<META NAME="Generator" CONTENT="MS Exchange Server version 5.5.2653.12">
<TITLE>Nat. Climate change Tech, Initiative</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>

></P>

<P><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2 COLOR="#000000"> &lt;&lt;OCCTI Org Chart revl 8-26
¯ ppt&gt ;&gt; </FONT><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Ari al">&nbsp ; </FONT>
</P>

</BODY>
</HTML>

END ATTACHMENT        i

A’rI’ACHMENT    2
AFT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
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unable to convert NSREOP0103:[A1-FACH.D8]SREOP01300A36F5.002 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:
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RECORD I~PE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Ken Green <ken_g@earthlink.net> ( Ken Green <ken_g@earthlink.net> [ UNKNOWN
])
CREATION DATE/TIME:12-$EP-2002 15:40:08.00

SUBJECT:: RE: climate change Tidbits

TO:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT :
Ken -

Thanks for the contact info! I’ll have some new contact info myself in
October, since as of the 1st, I’ll be living in vancouver, directing the
Risk and Regulation Centre for Fraser Institute.

I’m still going to cover climate/air/sound science/risk and such from
there,
with a Canadian / North American / Global perspective, and hopefully, I’ll
be staying involved with some things in DC.

Good luck at CEQ!

Best,

Ken Green

.Origina] Message
From: Kenneth_L._Peel@ceq.eop.gov [mailto:Kenneth_L._Peel@ceq.eop.gov]
Sent: wednesday, September 11, 2002 6:11 PM
TO: kenneth.green@reason.org
Subject: Climate change Tidbits

Ken,

Did I ever give you my onward? Meant to.
NSC)
doing international environmental stuff.
for
passing on.

Ken Peel

I’m over here (as well as at

Marlo is an old friend. Thanks

Kenneth L. Peel
NSC Director for International Environmental Affairs
CEQ Associate Director, Global Affairs
202-456-3885 direct
202-456-0753 fax
kpeel@ceq.eop.gov

07:09
PM

Forwarded by Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP on 09/11/2002

Kameran L. Bailey
Page 1
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Record Type: Record

0384_f_nu93a003_ceq

To: Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

CC:
subject: Climate change Tidbits

Thought you might find Marlo’s piece interesting. _Ka~eraq
Forwarded by Kameran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP on 09/11/2002

05:35 PM

(Embedded
image moved
to file:
pic05673.pcx)

Kenneth Green <kenneth.green@reason.org>
09/11/2002 11:49:43 AM

Please respond to kenneth.green@reason.org

Record Type: Record

To: Kameran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc:
Subject: Climate change Tidbits

Dear Kameran,

AS you know, I work the climate Change science and Policy beat for Reason
Foundation, and in the course of my daily reading, I come across some
interesting articles about climate change. I thought I’d share a couple of
the
more recent ones with you, along with the exciting news (to me at least!)
that
my middle-school textbook on global warming is avaible for ordering! More
on
that below.

First though, there’s a commentary by my good friend (and ex-Reasoner)
Marlo
Lewis that everyone should read. Marlo cogently explains the danger in
seemingly harmless "voluntary actio~ crediting," as proposed by the Bush
administration. You can find Marlo s commentary at:
http://~q.techcentralstation.com/1051/envirowrapper-jsp?PID=1051-450&CID=1
0
51-091002C

For the sake of cont6ast, compare Marlo’s reasoned approach to the issue
with
the tactics of the anti-energy cabal promoting mandatory greenhouse gas
controls. Unable to come up with any meaningful real-world climatic
events,
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meaningful scientific findinps, or logical argumentation, the san Francisco
chronicle’s editorial board has taken to publishing straight fiction,
giving
us
a speech by future-president John McCain on his plucky attempts to deal
with
the
horrible future left him by George Bush’s climate change policies. You can
read
that article here:
http://www, sfgate, com/cgi -bi n/arti cl e. cgi ?fi I e=/ch roni cl e/archi ve/2002/08/2
5
/IN86873. DTL

Finally, about that textbook. Thanks to my work at Reason, I came to the
attention of Enslow Publishers, and was asked to write a textbook for
middle-school students about global warming. The publishers wanted a
hal anted
view of the science, with coverage of both sides of the debate over whether
or
not humanity is dangerously heating the planet. To make the subject
~al atabl eor the kids, I treat the subject of global warming as an ongoing detective
story, an attempt to pierce the mystery of the unusual weather of 1988.
Naturally, I put in all the caveats that most climate change alarmists
Ieave
out
of such discussions, and though I’m biased, I think it makes for good
reading !
I believe that Enslow distributes to most middle-school libraries, but if

ou
~ave kids in middle school, and want to make sure they get the straight
scoop on
global warming, you might call your school and find out if they plan to get
thi s
book and use it! Check it out at
http://www, ensl ow. com/di spl ayi tem. as p?type=l&i tem=1237

Best,

Kenneth Green

Dr. Kenneth Green
chief scientist
Reason Foundation
254-690-7674 1 kenneth.green@reason.org
Promoting liberty-friendly health-risk policy based on sound science.
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0385_f_yhj3a003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL CNOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney C CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATZON DATE/TZME:12-SEP-2002 18:17:29.00

SUB3ECT:: CEQ Comments: Re: Draft letter from Sec. Evans to President, for review

TO:Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.gov @ Jnet ( Larisa.DobrJansky@hq.doe.gov @ inet [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:3ames.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov @ inet ( 3ames.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN ]
READ:UNKNOWN

assume~. Phil

05:59 PM
Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 09/12/2002

Phil cooney
07/29/2002 12:08:02 PM
Record Type:    Record

To: stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
bcc: Records Management@EOP
subject: CEQ comments: Re: Draft letter from Sec. Evans to
President, for review

stephanie,

Page 1
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Stepnanie Harrington <Stephanle.Harrington@noaa.gov>
07/26/2002 02:36:40 PM

Record Type: Record

TO: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc" "James.R.Mahoney" <3ames.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>, "craig.Montesano"
<c~aig.Montesano@noaa.gov>, "MaryBeth.Nethercutt"
<MaryBeth.Nethercutt@noaa.gov>
Subject: Draft letter from Sec. Evans to President, for review

program.

Please review this draft and provide any comments to me by COB Monday,
29 July 2002.

Thanks,
stephanie Harrington
climate change science Program office
202-482-1075

- Evans to President Letter Draft 7-26-02.doc

Message Sent
To:
"Conrad Lautenbacher (E-mai l)" <conrad. c. I autenbacher@noaa, gov>
"Emil Frankel (E-mail)" <emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov>
"Eve Sl ater (E-mail)" <esl ater@osophs, dhhs. gov>
"Ghassen Asrar (E-mail)" <gasrar@hq. nasa. gov>
James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP
"Jim Moseley (E-mail)" <jrm@usda.gov>
John H. Marburger/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Lawrence B. Lindsey/OPD/EOP@EOP
"Linda Fisher (E-mail)" <fisher.linda.@epa.gov>
Marcus Peacock/OMB/EOP@EOP
"Paul a Dobri ansky (E-m,a,i 1)" <d. nel son@state, gov>
"Rita colwell (E-mail) <rcolwell@nsf.gov>
"sam Bodman (E-mail)" ,<,sbodman@doc. gov>
"steve Griles (E-mail) <steven_griles@ios.doi .gov>
card Robert <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov>
",, steve Rambe rg (E-mai. 1 ),," <rambe rs@on r. Navy. m1" l >
Scott Rayder (E-ma~l) <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov>

Phi I Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

Message copied
TO:
"conrad lautenbacher (e-mail)" <conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov>
james connaughton/ceq/eop@eop
john h. marburger/ostp/eop@eop

Page 2
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marcus peacock/omb/eop@eop
card robert <robert.card@hq.doe.gov>
"scott rayder (e-mail)" <scott.rayder@noaa.gov>
"james.r.mahoney" <james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov>
"craig.montesano" <craig.montesano@noaa.gov>
"maryEeth.nethercutt" <marybeth.nethercutt@noaa.gov>
Karen Y. Knutson/OVP/EOP@EOP
Kenneth L. Peel/CEO/EOP@EOP
Robert C. McNally/OPD/EOP@EOP
Kathie L OIsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP

ATTACHMENT
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

unable to convert NSREOPO102:[A1-FACH,D72]SREOP01300A3JHY.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:
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0385_f_yhj3a003_ceq
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:12-SEP-2002 18:17:29.00

SUBJECT:: CEQ Comments: Re: Draft letter from Sec. Evans to President, for review

TO:Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.gov @ inet ( Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe:gov @ inet [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:]ames.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov @ inet ( ]ames.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

05:59 PM

Phil
Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 09/12/2002

Phil cooney
07/29/2002 12:08:02 PM
Record Type:    Record

To: stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
cc: see the distribution list at the bottom of this message
bcc: Records Management@EOP
Subject: CEQ Comments: Re: Draft letter from Sec. Evans to
President, for review
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stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
07/26/2002 02:36:40 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc: "James. R.Mahoney" <3ames.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>, "craig.Montesano"
<craig.Montesano@noaa.gov>, "MaryBeth.Nethercutt"
<MaryBeth.Nethercutt@noaa.gov>
Subject: Draft letter from Sec. Evans to President, for review

On behalf of Dr. James Mahoney, Assistant Secretary of Commerce for
Oceans and Atmosphere and Director of the climate Change Science Program
of the Interagency working Group on climate Change Science and
Technology, I have attached a copy of a draft letter to be sent from
secretary Evans to the President. This letter will update the President
on progress being made in the following a~eas related to climate chanae:

Please review this draft and provide any comments to me by COB Monday,
29 July 2002.

Thanks,
stephanie Harrington
Climate change Science program office
202-482-1075

- Evans to President Letter Draft 7-26-02.doc

Message Sent
To:
"Conrad Lautenbacher (E-mail)" <conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov>
"Emil Frankel (E-mail)" <emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov>
"Eve Slater (E-mail)" <eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov>
"Ghassen Asrar (E-mail)" <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov>
~ames Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP
’Jim Moseley (E-mail)" <jrm@usda.gov>
John H. Marburger/OSTP/EOP@EOP
~awrence B. Lindsey/OPD/EOP@EOP
Linda Fisher (E-mail)" <fisher.linda@epa.gov>

Marcus Peacock/OMB/EOP@EOP
"Paula Dobriansky (E-mail)" <d.nelson@state.gov>
i’Rita Colwell (E-mail)" <rcolwell@nsf.gov>
’sam Bodman (E-mail)" <sbodman@doc.gov>
"Steve Griles (E-mail)" <steven_griles@ios.doi.gov>
Card Robert <Robert.Card@hq.doe.gov>
ilsteve Ramberg (E-mail)" <rambers@onr.Navy.mil>
Scott Rayder (E~mail)’’ <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov>

Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

Message copied
To:
"conrad lautenbacher (e-mail)" <conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov>
james connaughton/ceq/eop@eop
john h, marburger/ostp/eop@eop
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marcus peacock/omb/eop@eop
card robert <robert.card@hq.doe.gov>
"scott rayder (e-mail)" <scott.rayder@noaa.gov>
iljames.r.mahoneyll <james.r,mahoney@noaa.gov>
craig.montesano <craig.montesano@noaa.gov>

"marybeth.nethercutt" <marybeth.nethercutt@noaa.gov>
Karen Y. KnUtSOn/OVP/EOP@EOP
Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Robert C. McNally/OPD/EOP@EOP
Kathie L. OIsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP

AI-FACHMENT    1

END ATTACHMENT 2
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0386_f_0kj 3a003_ceq. txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (:NOTES MATL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:12-SEP-2002 18:17:35.00

SUBJECT:: CEQ Comments: Re:Draft letter from Sec. Evans to President, for review

TO:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kameran L. Bailey ( CN=Kameran L. Bailey/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

FYI, Phi 1

06:12 PM ---
Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 09/12/2002

Phil cooney
09/12/2002 06:09:19 PM
Record Type:    Record

To:     James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov @ inet, Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.gov @
inet
cc:
subject:         CEQ Comments: Re: Draft letter from Sec. Evans to
President, for review

05:59 PM
Forwarded by Phil Cooney/.CEQ/EOP on 09/12/2002

Phil cooney ¯
07/29/2002 12:08:02 PM
Record Type:    Record

TO: Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
bcc: Records Management@EOP
subject: CEQ Comments: Re: Draft let!:~ from Sec. Evans to
President, for review
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stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
07/26/2002 02:36:40 PM

Record Type: Record

TO: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc: "James.R.Mahoney" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>, "Craig.Montesano"
<Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov>, "MaryBeth.Nethercutt"
<MaryBeth.Nethercutt@noaa.gov>
subject: Draft letter from Sec. Evans to President, for review

Please review this draft and provide any comments to me by COB Monday,
29 July 2002.

Thanks,
stephanie Harrington
climate change science Program office
202-482-1075

- Evans to President Letter Draft 7-26-02.doc

Message Sent
TO:
"Conrad Lautenbacher (E-mail)" <conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov>
"Emil Frankel (E-mail)" <emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov>
"Eve Slater (E-mail)" <eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov>
"Ghassen Asrar (E-mail)" <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov>
James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP
"Jim Moseley (E-mail)" <jrm@usda.gov> "
John H. Marburger/OSTP/EOP@EOP            "
Lawrence B. Lindsey/OPD/EOP@EOP
"Linda Fisher (E-mail)" <fisher.linda@epa gov>
Marcus Peacock/OMB/EOP@EOP
"Paula Dobriansky (E-mail)" <d.nelson@state.gov>
"Rita Colwell (E-mail)" <rcolwell@nsf.gov>
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"sam Bodman (E-mail)" <sbodman@doc.gov>
"steve Griles (E-mail)" <steven_griles@ios,doi.gov>
~ard Robert <Robert.car~@hq.doe.gov>
steve Ramberg (E-mail) <rambers@onr.Navy.mil>

"Scott Rayder (E-mail)" <Scott.Rayder@noaaogov>
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

Message copied
TO:
"conrad lautenbacher (e-mail)" <conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov>

i ames connaugh~on/ceq/eop@eop
ohn h. marburger/ostp/eop@eop

marcus peacock/omb/eop@eop
card robert <robert.card@hq.doeogoV>
"scott rayder (e-ma~l)" <scott.rayder@noaa.gov>
"james.r.mahoney" <james.r.mahoney@noaa,gov>
"craig.montesano" <craig.montesano@noaa.gov>
"marybeth.nethercutt" <marybeth.nethercutt@noaa.gov>
Karen Y. Knutson/OVP/EOP@EOP
Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Robert C. McNally/OPD/EOP@EOP
Kathie L. OIsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP

A1-FACHMENT 1
ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
Unable to convert NSREOP0102:[ATTACH.D46]SREOP01300A3JK0.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:
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Prebrief for the CCCSTI Deputies Group Meeting
September 12, 2002

Meeting Agenda (Bob Card will chair)

WSSD debrief and COP VIII strategy (Oct. 23 - Nov. 1, 2002 in New Delhi) (US
State, D.obriansky)

Science update (US Commerce, Lautenbacher)
Technology update, request for interest (RFI) publication, and sequestration proposal

(US Energy, Card) - see July 25 mtg minutes
Roll out plan for public involvement for the 1605(b) registry update (US Energy,

Card and Deputy Administrator EPA, Fisher)
Voluntary programs update (CEQ, DOE, EPA, USDA, etc.)

National Climate Change Technology Initiative (NCCTI)
1. Definition of NCCTI
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INTERAGENCY WORKING GROUP ON CLIMATE CHANGE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Meeting #5

Thursday, September 12, 2002, 3:00 to 5:00 PM
Department of Energy, Conference room (#5E-069)

3:00- 3:05

3:05 - 3:35

3:35 - 3:50

3:50- 4i20

4:20-4:50

4:50 - 5:00

II Will II II
Introductions

International
¯ WSSD conclusions and lessons learned
¯ COP VII1 preparations
¯ Thoughts on the structure for implementing the US sponsored

parmerships

Science Update

Technology Update
¯ NCCTI office / OMB discussion
¯ RFI for technology solicitation
¯ Sequestration partnership
¯ Sequestration project

/"!
Registry (1605(b)) and Voluntary Pi/ograrns

¯ Registry public involve~nt program

/
Next meeting plans and sched/dle contingency

. Next meeting - proposed for Thursday, November 21 (last one of
CY 02) /

/

US Card, DOE

US’ Dobriansky, State

Dpty Bodman, / Asst ~"

See Mahoney, ~
Commerce

US Card / Asst Sec
Garman, DOE

US Card, DOE

US Card, DOE
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MALL)

CREATOR:James R Mahoney <James,R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( James R Mahoney
<James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:13-SEP-2002 07:28:53.00

SUBJECT:: Re: CEQ Comments: Re: Draft letter from Sec. Evans to President, for
review

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Phil - Thanks very much for your kind note.
time - we want an across the board
win-win on this program!

I look forward to seeing you this afternoon.

I pledge to do better next

Jim

Phil’_cooney@ceq.eop.gov wrote:

Forwarae~ ~y P~il cooney/CEQ/EOP on 09/12/2002
05:59 PM

-

> Phil Cooney
> 07/29/2002 12:08:02 PM

> Record Type: Record

> TO: stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
> cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
> bcc: Records Management@EOP
> subject: CEQ Comments: Re: Draft letter from Sec. Evans to President,
for
> review (Document link: Phil Cooney)

> SteDhanie. _
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"Eve Slater (E-mail)" <eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov>
"Ghassen Asrar (E-mail)" <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov>
Rames Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Jim Moseley (E-mail)" <jrm@usda.gov>

John H. Marburger/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Lawrence B. Lindsey/OPb/EOP@EOP
"Linda Fisher (E-mail)" <fisher.linda@epa.gov>
Marcus Peacock/OMB/EOP@EOP
ilPaula Dobriansky (E-mail)" <d.nelson@state.gov>
Rita colwell (E-mail)" <rcolwell@nsf.gov>

"sam Bodman (E-mail)" <sbodman@doc.gov>
"steve Griles (E-mail)" <steven_griles@ios.doi.gov>
~ard Robert <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov>
,,steve Ramberg (E-mail)" <rambers@onr.Navy.mil>
Scott Rayder (E-mail)" <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov>

Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EO~

> Message copied
To ;

"conrad lautenbacher (e-mail)" <conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov>

~ames connaughton/ceq/eop@eop
ohn h. marburger/ostp/eop@eop

marcus peacock/omb/eop@eop
card robert <robert.card@hq.doe.gov>
"scott rayder (e-mail)" <scott.rayder@noaa.gov>
::james.r.mahoney" <james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov>
,craig.montesano" <craig.montesano@noaa.gov>
marybeth.nethercutt" <marybeth.nethercutt@noaa.gov>

Karen Y. Knutson/OVP/EOP@EOP
Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Robert C. McNally/OPD/EOP@EOP
Kathie L. Olsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP

Name:
Type:

Evanstopotus702.doc Encoding:
Description:

Download Status:

Name:
Type:

pic31678.pcx Encoding:
Description:

Download Status:
3ames. R.Mahoney.vcf

A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE:

Evanstopotus702.doc
WINWORD File (application/msword)
BASE64
Microsoft word 4
Not downloaded with message

pic31678.pcx
WINWORD File (application/msword)
BASE64
Microsoft word 4
Not downloaded with message

AI-]ACHMENT i
0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
begin:vcard
n:Mahoney;James
x-mozi I I a-html : FALSE
org:National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
version:2.1
email;internet:James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov
title:Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere
adr;quoted-printable:;;u.s. Department of Commerce,=OD=OARoom 5804,

=0D=0A14th Street & Constitution Avenue, NW;Washington;DC;20230;
fn:James R. Mahoney, Ph.D.
end:vcard
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END A1-FACHNENT    1
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0388_f_1524a003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL CNOTES MALL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney C CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:13-SEP-2002 08:56:43.00

SUBJECT:: Re: CEQ Comments: Re: Draft letter from Sec. Evans to President, for
review

TO:Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov @ inet ( Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

Phil

08:46 AM
Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 09/13/2002

James R Mahoney <James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
09/13/2002 07:26:17 AM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
CC:
subject: Re: CEQ Comments: Re: Draft letter from Sec. Evans to President,
for review

Phil - Thanks very much for your kind note.
time we want an across the board
win-win on this program!

I look forward to seeing you this afternoon.

Jim

Phil_Cooney@ceq.eop.gov wrote:

I pledge to do better next

Page 1
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Forwarded by Phil ¢ooney/CEQ/EOP On 09/12/2002

05:59 PM

> Phil Cooney
> 07/29/2002 12:08:02 PM

> Record Type: Record

> To: Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
> co: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
> bcc: Records Management@EOP
> subject: CEQ Comments: Re: Draft letter from Sec. Evans to President,
for
>       review (Document link: Phil cooney)

>

> (See attached file: Evanstopotus702.doc)

> (Embedded
image moved stephanie Harrington
to file: <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
pic31678.pcx) 07/26/2002 02:36:40 PM

~t. Thanks,-P~il ~ooney

> Record Type: Record
>
> To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

> cc: "James.R.Mahoney" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>, "Craig.Montesano"
> <Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov>, "MaryBeth.Nethercutt"
> <MaryBeth.Nethercutt@noaa.gov>
> subject: Draft letter from Sec. Evans to President, for review

>
> Please review this draft and provide any comments to me by COB.Nonday,

Page 2
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> 29 July 2002.
>
> ~Fhanks,
> stephanie Harrington             ~
> Climate Change science Program office
> 202-482-1075

President Letter Draft 7-26-02.doc

File (application/msword)
>    Evans to President Letter Draft 7-26-02.doc

word 4
>
downloaded with message

Name: Evans to

Type: WINWORD

Encoding: BASE64
Description: Microsoft

Download Status: Not

> Message Sent
To:

"conrad Lautenbacher (E-mail)" <conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov>
"Emil Frankel (E-mail)" <emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov>
"Eve Slater (E-mail)" <eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov>
"Ghassen Asrar (E-mail)" <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov>
James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP
"Jim Moseley (E-mail)" <jrm@usda.gov>
John H. Marburger/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Lawrence B. Lindsey/OPD/EOP@EOP
"Linda Fisher (E-mail)" <fisher.linda@epa.gov>
Marcus Peacock/oMB/EOP@EOP
"Paula Dobriansky (E-mail)" <d.nelson@state.gov>

"Rita colwell (E-mail)" <rcolwell@nsf.gov>
"Sam Bodman (E-mail)" <sbodman@doc.gov>
"steve Griles (E-mail)" <steven_griles@ios.doi.gov>
card Robert <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov>
"steve Ramberg (E-mail)" <rambers@onr.Navy.mil>
"Scott Rayder (E-mail)" <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov>
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

> Message copied
To:

"con rad I autenbacher (e-mai l)" <con tad. c. I autenbache r@noaa..gov>

iames connaughton/ceq/eop@eop
ohn h. marburger/ostp/eop@eop

marcus peacock/omb/eop@eop
card robert <robert.card@hq.doe.gov>
"scott rayder (e-mail)" <scott. rayder@noaa.gbv>
"’ames r mahoney" <james rmahoney@noaa gov>
"cral g. montesano" <cral g. montesano@noaa, gov>
"maryBeth. nethercutt" <marybeth. nethercutt@noaa, gov>
Karen Y. Knutson/OVP/EOP@EOP
Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Robert C. McNally/OPD/EOP@EOP
KathieL. O1 sen/OSTP/EOP@EOP
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Name: Evanstopotus702.doc
Type: WINWORD File (application/msword)

EvanstopotusT02.doc Encoding: BASE64
Description: Microsoft word 4

Download Status: Not downloaded with message

Name: pi c31678, pox           .
Type : WINWORD Fil e (appli cati on/msword)

pi c31678, pcx Encoding: BASE64
Description: Microsoft word 4

Download Status: Not downloaded with message

- James.R.Mahoney.vcf

AI-FACHMENT    i
ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
begin:vcard
n:Mahoney;James
x-mozi I I a-html : FALSE
org: ~ational Oceani c and Atmospheri c Admi ni stration (NOAA)
verslon:2.1
email;internet:James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov
title:Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere
adr;quoted-printable:;;u.s. Department of Commerce,=0D=0ARoom 5804,

=0D=0A14th Street & Constitution Avenue, NW;Washington;DC;20230;
fn:James R. Mahoney, Ph.D.
end:vcard

END Al-rACHMENT 1
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL      (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:13-SEP-2002 09:02:37.00

SUB3ECT:: Re: CEQ Comments: Re: Draft letter from .Sec. Evans to President, for
review

TO:Clifford J. Gabriel ( CN=Clifford J. Gabriel/OU=OSTP/O=-EOP@EOP [ OSTP] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kathie L. olsen ( CN=Kathie L. olsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
- Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 09/13/2002

09:00 AM

James R Mahoney <James.R.Mahoney@noaa,gov>
09/13/2002 07:26:17 AM

Record Type: Record

TO: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
cc:
subject: Re: CEQ Comments: Re: Draft letter from Sec. Evans to President,
for revi ew

Phil - Thanks very much for your kind note.
time we want an across.the board
win-win on this program!

I look forward to seeing you this afternoon.

Jim

Phil_cooney@ceq.eop.gov wrote:

I pledge to do better next

05:59 PM

> Phil cooney
> 07/29/2002 12:08:02 PN

> Record Type: Record

- Forwarded by Phil Cponey/CEQ/EOp on 09/12/2002

Page 1
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> To: stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
> cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
> bcc: Records Management@EOP
> subject: CEQ Comments: Re: Draft letter from Sec. Evans to President,
for
>       review (Document link: phil Cooney)

> stephanie,.

f

S

> (See attached file: EvanstopotusT02.doc)

> (Embedded
> image moved stephanie Harrington
> to file: <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
> pic31678.pcx) 07/26/2002 02:36:40 PM

> Record Type: Record
>
> To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
>
> cc: "James.R.Mahoney" <James.R.Mahoney@n9aa.gpv>, "c~aig.Montesano"
> <craig Montesano@noaa.gov>, "MaryBeth.Nethercutt’"
> <MaryBeth.Nethercutt@noaa.gov>
> subject: Draft letter from sec. Evans to President, for review

,,,anKs, Phi I Cooney

> Please review this draft and provide any comments to me by COB Monday,
> 29 July 2002.

> Thanks,
> stephanie Harrington
> climate Change science Program office
> 202-482-1075

Page 2
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President Letter Draft 7-26-02.doc

File (application/msword)
>    Evans to President Letter Draft 7-26-02.doc

word 4

downloaded with message

Name: Evans to

Type: WINWORD

Encoding: BASE64
Description: Microsoft

Download Status: Not"

> Message Sent
To :
>

>
>
>

>

>
>

>

"conrad Lautenbacher (E-mail)" <conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov>
"Emil Frankel (E-mail)" <emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov>
"Eve Slater (E-mail)" <eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov>
"Ghassen Asrar (E-mail)" <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov>
James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP
"Jim Moseley (E-mail)" <jrm@usda.gov>         "
John H. Marburger/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Lawrence B. Lindsey/OPD/EOP@EOP
"Linda Fisher (E-mail)" <fisher.linda@epa.gov>
Marcus Peacock/OMB/EOP@EOP
"Paula Dobriansky (E-m~il)" <d.nelson@state.gov>
"Rita colwell (E-mail) <rcolwell@nsf.gov>
"sam Bodman (E-mail)" <sbodman@doc.gov>
"steve Griles (E-mail)" <steven_griles@ios.doi.gov>
~ard Robert <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov>
’steve Ramberg (E-mail)" <rambers@onr.Navy.mil>
"Scott Rayder (E-mail)" <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov>
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

> Message copied
TO :

>

">
>.

"conrad lautenbacher (e-mail)" <conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov>
~ames connaughton/ceq/eop@eop
john h. marburger/ostp/eop@eop
marcus peacock/omb/eop@eop
card robert <robert.card@hq.doe.gov>
"scott rayder (e-mail)" <scott.rayder@noaa.gov>
"james.r.mahoney" <james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov>
"craig,montesano" <craig.montesano@noaa,gov>
"marybeth.nethercutt" <marybeth.nethercutt@noaa.gov>
Karen Y. Knutson/OVP/EOP@EOP
Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Robert C. MCNally/oPD/EOP@EOP
Kathie L. OIsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP

Name: EvanstopotusTO2,doc
Type: WINWORD File (application/msword)

EvanstopotusTO2.doc Encoding: BASE64
Description: Microsoft Word 4 ’

Download Status: Not downloaded with message

pic31678.pcx

Name: pic31678.pcx
Type: WINWORD File (application/msword)

Encoding: BASE64
Page 3
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Description: Microsoft Word 4

Download status: Not downloaded with message

James.R.Mahoney.vcf

A1-FACHMENT i
AI-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

begin:vcard
n:Mahoney;James
x-mozi 11 a-html : FALSE
org: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admi ni strati on
version:2.1
email;internet:James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov
title:Assistant Secretary of Commerce for
adr;quoted-printable:;;U.s. Department of

=0D=0A14thStreet & Constitution
fn:James R. Mahoney, Ph.D.
end:vcard

CNOAA)

oceans and Atmosphere
Commerce,=0D=0ARoom 5804,
Avenue, NW;Washington;DC;20230;

END AI-I’ACHMENT I
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL CNOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:"Marlay, Robert" <Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov> ("Marlay, Robert"
<Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:13-SEP-2002 09:32:20.00

SUB3ECT:: RE: CEQ Comments: Re: Draft letter from Sec, Evans to President, for
.review

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] ).
READ:UNKNOWN

n

original Message .....
From: Ph11_cooney@ceq.eop.gov [mailto:Phil_cooney@ceq.eop.gov]
sent: Friday, September 13, 2002 8:55 AM
To: Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov
subject: Re: CEQ Comments: Re: Draft letter from Sec. Evans to
President, for review

Page
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AM
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- Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 09/13/2002 08:46

(Embedded
image moved
to file:
pic22554.pcx)

James R Mahoney <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
09/13/2002 07:26:17 AM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

CC:
subject: Re: CEQ Comments: Re: Draft letter from Sec. Evans to President,
for

review

Phil - Thanks very much for your kind note.
time

we want an across the board
win-win on this program!

I look forward to seeing you this afternoon.

Jim

Phil_cooney@ceq.eop.gov wrote:

I pledge to do better next

05:59 PM

> Phil cooney.
> 07/29/2002

Page 2
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>
> Record Type: Record
>
> To: Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
> cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
> bcc: Records Management@EOP
> subject: CEQ Comments: Re: Draft letter from Sec. Evans to President,
for
> review (Document link: Phil Cooney)
>
> stephanie,

as
¯

> (See attached file: Evanstopotus702.doc)

> Record Type: Record

(Embedded
image moved stephanie Harrington
to file: <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
pic31678.pcx) 07/26/2002 02:36:40

> To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
>
> cc: "James.R.Mahoney" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gpv>, "¢raig.Montesano"
> <Craig. Montesano@noaa. gov>, "MaryBeth. Nethercutt"
> <MaryBeth. Nethercutt@noaa. gov>
> subject: Draft letter from sec. Evans to President, for review

> Please review this draft and provide any comments to me by COB Monday,
> 29 July 2002.

> Thanks,
> Stephan~e Harr~ngton

Page 3
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> climate change Science Program office
> 202-482-1075

President Letter Draft 7-26-02.doc

File
(application/msword)
>    Evans to President Letter Draft 7-26-02.doc

word
4

downloaded
with message

Name: Evans to

Type: WINWORD

Encoding: BASE64
Description: Microsoft

Download status: Not

Message Sent

"conrad Lautenbacher (E-mail)" <conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov>
"Emil Frankel (E-mail)" <emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov>
"Eve Slater (E-mail)" <eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov>
"Ghassen Asrar (E-mail)" <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov>
James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP
"Jim Moseley (E-mail)" <jrm@usda.gov>          ,
John H. Marburger/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Lawrence B. Lindsey/OPD/EOP@EOP
"Linda Fisher (E-mail)" <fisher.linda@epa.gov>
Marcus Peacock/OMB/EOP@EOP
"Paula Dobriansky (E-m~il)" <d.nelson@state.gov>
"Rita colwell (E-mail) <rcolwell@nsf.gov>
"sam Bodman (E-mail)" ~sbodman@doc.gov>
"steve Griles (E-mail) <steven_griles@ios.doi.gov>
card Robert <Robert.card@hq.doe,gov>
"steve Ramberg (E-mail)" <rambers@onr.Navy.mil>
"Scott Rayder (E-mail)" <Scott.Rayder@noaa gov>
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

> Message Copied
To:

>
>

>

"conrad lautenbacher (e-mail)" <conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov>
~ames connaughton/ceq/eop@eop
john h, marburger/ostp/eop@eop
marcus peacock/omb/eop@eop
card robert <robert.card@hq.doe.gov>
"scott rayder (e~mail)" <scott.rayder@noaa.gov>
"james.r.mahoney’ <james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov>
"craiq.montesano" <craig.montesano@noaa.gov>
"maryBeth.nethercutt" <marybeth.nethercutt@noaa.gov>
Karen Y. Knutson/OVP/EOP@EOP
Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Robert ~. McNally/OPD/EOP@EOP
Kathie . Olsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP

Name" EvanstopotusT02.doc
Page 4
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Type: WINWORD File (application/msword)

EvanstopotusT02.doc Encoding: BASE64
Description: Microsoft Word 4

Download Status: Not downloaded with message

Name: pic31678.pcx
Type: WINWORD File (application/msword)

pic31678.pcx Encoding: BASE64
Description: Microsoft Word 4

Download Status: Not downloaded with message

- attl.htm - Marl ay Bio May 2002.rtf- AI-FACHMENT i

ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<META H1-FP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html; charset=US-ASCZI">
<META NAME="Generator" CONTENT="MS Exchange Server version 5.5.2653.12">
<TITLE>RE: CEQ Comments: Re: Draft letter from Sec. Evans to President,for rev
ieW</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>Phil:&nbsp; ~

Bob

<P><FONT SIZE=2>&nbsp; </FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT SIZE=2> ..... Original Message ..... </FONT>       ,,
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>From: Phil_cooney@ceq.eop.gov [<A HREF= mailto:Phil_cooney@ceq
.eop.gov">mailto:Phil_cooney@ceq.eop.gov</A>]</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>Sent: Friday, SeptemBer 13, 2002 8:55 AM</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>TO: Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>Subject: Re: CEQ Comments: Re: Draft letter from Sec. Evans to
</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>President, for review</FONT>
<!P>
<BR>

<P><FONT, SIZE=2>Bob, I send the attached so that you will understand my perspec
tive a bit more,</FONT>

Page 5
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13/2002 08:46 AM</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>.
</P>
<BR>

rufw~fuuu uy Fnl= ~uuney/CEQ/EOP on 09/

</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>Record Type:&nbsp;&nbsp; Record</FONT>
</P>
<BR>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>To:&nbsp;&nbsp; Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP</FONT>
<IP>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>CC:</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>subject:&nbsp; Re: CEQ Comments: Re: Draft letter from Sec. Ev
ans to President, for</FONT>
<BR><FONT SlZE=2>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; review</FONT>
</P>
<BR>
<BR>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>Phil - Thanks very much for your kind note.&nbsp; I pledge to d
o better next time -</FONT>
<BR><FONT SlZE=2>we want an across the board</FONT>
<BR><FONT SlZE=2>win-win on this program!</FONT>
<IP>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>I look forward to seeing you this afternoon.</FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>Jim</FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>Phil_cooney@ceq.eop.gov wrote:</FONT>
</P>

Pa~e 6
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<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt; - Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP o
n 09/12/2002 05:59 PM</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt; - </FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt; Phil Cooney</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt; 07/29/2002 12:08:02 PM</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt; Record Type:&nbsp;&nbsp; Record</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt; To:&nbsp;&nbsp; stephanie Harrington &lt;Stephanie,Harrin
gton@noaa,gov&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt; cc:&nbsp;&nbsp; see the distribution list at the bottom o
f this message</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt; bcc:&nbsp; Records Management@EOP</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt; subject:&nbsp; CEQ Comments: Re: Draft letter from Sec. E
vans.to President, for</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; review&nbsp; (Documen
t link: Phil Cooney)</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&at: Steohanie.</FONT>

<BR><FONT S~ZE=2>&g~;</FONT>
<BR><FONT $~ZE=2>&gt; ~see attached file: EvanstopotusTO2.doc)</FONT>
<BR><FONT $~ZE=2>&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT S~ZE=2>&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT S~ZE=2>&gt;&nbsp; ~Embedded</FONT>
<BR><FONT S~ZE=2>&gt;&nbsp; image moved&nbsp;&nbsp; stephanie Harrington</FONT>

<BR><FONT sIzE=2>&gt;&nbsp; to file:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; &lt;stephani
e,Harrington@noaa.gov&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt;&nbsp; pic31678.pcx) 07/26/2002 02:36:40 PM</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt;</FONT>
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<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt; Record Type:&nbsp;&nbsp; Record</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt; To:&nbsp;&nbsp; See the distribution list at the bottom o
f this message</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt; cc:&nbsp;&nbsp; &quot;3ames,R,Mahoney&quot; &lt;3ames,R.M
ahoney@noaa.gov&gt;, &quot;Craig.Montesano&quot;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; &lt;craig.Montesano@n
oaa.gov&gt;, &quot;MaryBeth,Nethercutt&quot;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; &lt;MaryBeth.Nethercu
tt@noaa.gov&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt; subject:&nbsp; Draft letter from Sec. Evans to President,
¯ for review</FONT>
<~_R><FONT SIZE=~>~gt;</FONT>                                           .

reduction</FONT>
<BR><FONT SlZE=2>&gt; program.</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt; Please review this draft and provide any comments to me b
y COB Monday,</FONT>                                                                    /
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt; 29 July 2002.</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt; Thanks,</FONT>
<BR><FONT SlZE=2>&gt; Stephanie Harrington</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt; Climate change science Program office</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt; 202-482-1075</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;

</FONT>

<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt; Message Sent To:

K/FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt;</FONT> ~                   "     .
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; &quot;Conrad Lautenbacher (E-mail)&quot; &lt;conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov&
gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; &quot;Emil Frankel (E-mail)&quot; &lt;emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT slzE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; &quot;Eve slater.(E-mail)&quot; &lt;eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; &quot;Ghassen Asrar (E-mail)&quot; &It;gasrar@hq.nasa.gov&gt;</FONT> .
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP</FONT>
<BR><FONT sIzE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; &quot;Jim Moseley (E-mail)&quot; &lt;jrm@usda.gov&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
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p; ]ohn H. Marburger/OSTP/EOP@EOP</FONT>
<BR><FONT SiZE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; Lawrence B, Lindsey/OPD/EOP@EOP</FONT>
<BR><FONT SiZE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; &quot;Linda Fisher (E-mail)&quot; &lt;fisher,linda@epa,gov&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SiZE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; Marcus Peacock/OMB/EOP@EOP</FONT>
<BR><FONT SiZE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; &quot;Paula Dobriansky (E-mail)&quot; &lt;d,nelson@state,gov&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SiZE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; &quot;Rita colwell (E-mail)&quot; &lt;rcolwell@nsf,gov&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SiZE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; &quot;sam Bodman (E-mail)&quot; &lt;sbodman@doc,gov&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SiZE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; &quot;steve Griles (E-mail)&quot; &lt;steven_griles@ios,doi,gov&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SiZE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbspi&nbsp;&nbs
p; card Robert &lt;Robert,Card@hq,doe,gov&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SiZE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; &quot;steve Ramberg (E-mail)&quot; &lt;rambersQonr,Navy,mil&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SiZE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; &quot;scott Rayaer (E-mail)&quot; &lt;Scott,Rayder@noaa,gov&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SiZE~2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt; Message copied</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>TO:
__</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SiZE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; &quot;conrad lautenbacher (e-mail)&quot; &lt;conrad,c,lautenbacher@noaa,gov&
gt;</FONT>                  "
<BR><FONT SiZE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; james connaughton/ceq/eop@eop</~ONT>                                     ¯ ~
<BR><FONT SiZE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; john h, marburger/ostp/eop@eop</FONT>                                        .
<BR><FONT SiZE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; marcus peacock/omb/eop@eop</FONT>                                       . .
<BR><FONT SiZE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; card robert &lt;robert,card@hq,doe,gov&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT SiZE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; &quot;scott rayder (e-mail)&quot; &lt;scott,rayder@noaa,gov&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT sizE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; &quot;james,r,mahoney&quot; &It;james,r.mahoney@noaa,gov&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT slzE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
b; &quot;craig.montesano&quot; &lt;craig.montesano@noaa,gov&gt;</FONT>
<BR><FONT slzE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; &quot;marybeth,nethercutt&quot; &It;marybeth,nethercutt@noaa,gov&gt;</FONT>

<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs~;&nbs
p; Karen Y. Knutson/OVP/EOP@EOP</FONT>
<BR><FONT sIzE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP</FONT>                    .~
<BR><FONT sIzE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; Robert C. McNally/OPD/EOP@EOP</FONT>
<BR><FONT slzE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; Kathie L. OIsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&gt;</FONT>
<BR>~FONT SIZE=2>&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;

</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2
</P>

<P><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2 COLOR="#000000"></FONT>&nbsp;
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</BODY>
</Hll4L>

END A1-FACHMENT    i

A1-FACHMENT 2

Dr. Robert C. Marlay, Ph.D., P.E.
\par office of Science and Technology Policy
\par office of Policy and International Affairs
\par U.S. Department of Energy
\par }\pard \qj \liO\ri0\nowldctlpar\faauto\rinO\lin0\itap0 {\fs24
\par Dr. Marlay is a career member of the Federal Government\rquote s Senior
Executive Service. He has more than 30 years of Federal Service and has been w
ith the u.s. Department of Energy and its predecessor agencies since 1974. He
has worked primarily in areas of national energy policy, science policy, and ma
nagement of resear
ch and development programs¯ He is currently serving as Director, officeof Sc
ience and Technology Policy, office of Policy and International Affairs¯

~par
par Dr. Marlay holds a Ph.D. from the Department of Nuclear Engineering, Massa

chusetts Institute of Technolo
gy. His doctoral studies emphasized nuclear physics, thermodynamics and reacto
r engineering¯ His interdisciplinary dissertation research was in energy techn
ology and policy. His Ph.D. thesis, entitled }{\i\fs24 Industrial Energy Produ
cti vi ty} {\fs24
, illuminated the quantitative methods for distinguishing between technical cha
nge and the changing composition of industrial output in shaping u.s. industria
1 energy demand¯ His research led to a 5,000-word research article in }{\i\fs2
4 science}{\fs24

He also holds two Masters Degrees from            -
MIT, one in civil Engineering, with an emphasis on operations research, and ano
ther in city Planning¯ His has a Bachelor of science in Engineering from Duke
university. He is a licensed Professional Engineer in the District of columbia

~par
\par In his present position, Dr. Marlay heads an office that conducts policy s
tudies and advises the secretary on matters concerning the Department\rquote
s science, research and technology development programs. His office also organ
izes and leads, on behalf of the secretary, a num
berof science and technology-related national policy initiatives, agency-wide
projects, and inter-agency or inter-lab coordination efforts. He serves as Exe
cutive Secretariat to the Department\rquote s R&D Council, a body comprised of
the heads of DOE
\rquote s major R
&D programs. He currently leads an interagency effort .in support of a Presiden
tial Initiative on Climate change Technology. He chairs agency-wide groups cha
r~ed with developing policies on R&D management, portfolio analysis, intellectu
al property, use o               .
f peer rewew, foreign company participation in national laboratory research, a
nd technology transfer¯ He orchestrates internal and external reviews of R&D p
rogram investments, assessing linkages to strategic goals. He is chair of DOE\r
quote
s laboratory-wide Technology Transfer working Group; the agency\rquote s repres
entative to the Federal Laboratory Consortium; and DOE\rquote
s liaison to its National Laboratory Energy R&D working Group. He represents t
he U.S. at the International Energy Agency meetings, and is vice-chair of IEA\r

~uote s 24-country Energy R&D Experts Group.
par

\par His recentpublications include reviews of the Department\rquote s $7 bil
lion R&D portfolio, entitled }{\i\fs24 DOE Research and Development Portfolio~
for Energy, Environmental Quality, National Security, and science}{\fs24 ; and
}{\i\fs24 E                       Page 10
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nergy Resources R&D Portfolio Analysis}{\fs24 . He contributed to the recent R
eport to Congress on }{\i\fs24 Partnering for Success: A Review of DOE Technolo
gy Transfer Policies and Procedures}{\fs24

In october 2001, he authored a paper for the International Energy Agency on
}{\i\fs24 Restructuring of the Electric Power Industry in the u.s.: The Need fo
r New Technology and Supporting ~&D}{\fs24 . In May 2001, he authored an IEA
paper on the }{
\i\fs24 Long-Term vision of the Built Environment in the united States.}{\fs24

In October 2000, he authored a paper on }{\i\fs24 u.s. Experience with Energy
Technology R&D and Demonstration Policies: A Historical Retrospective}{\fs24

¯ In June 2000, he lead contributor to IEA\rquote s publication, }{\i\fs24 Ene
rgy Technology and climate change \endash A Call to Action}{\fs24 .
\par
\par In 2001, DOE\rquote s under secretary presented Dr. Marlay two personal aw
ards fo.r his leadership in reforming the Department\rquote
s technology transfer and partnering policies, and for applying portfolio analy
ses and related approaches to agency-wide R&D management. He was also honored
by Duke University\rquote s                                        .
Pratt school of Engineering as its Distinguished Alumnus for the Year 2001.

\par
\par Over the years, Dr. Marlay has led, on behalf of the Department\rquote s s
enior leadership, a number of initiatives affecting agency-wide R&D investment
decisions, national energy policy legislation, and Feaeral rules governing the
De~artment\rquote
s Interactions with private partners and states. Examples include his leadersh
ip on }{\i\fs24 Fuels Decarbonization and CO2 sequestration}{\fs24 ; }{\i\fs24
Innovative Financing of R&D in the Public Interest}{\fs24 ; }{\i\fs24 cutting c
osts an
d Reducing Burdens: opportunities for Improving Departmental R&D Management}{\f
s24 ; and a Department-wide policy on}{\i\fs24 Recoupment of Federal Investmen
ts in cost-shared, Commercialized Technologies}{\fs24
¯ He recently led a DOE-wide process that resulted in the }{\i\fs24 DOE order
on Technology Partnering}{\fs24
¯ He provided, with assistance of others, staff support to Dr. Holdren’s (Harv
ard) Energy R&D Panel of the President’s council of Advisors on Science and Tec
hnology, which published }{\i\fs24 Federal Energy R&D for the Twenty-First Cent
ury.}{\fs24.            "                        ¯

\par
\par In 1994 and 1995, in addition to his regular office Director duties, Dr.
arlay served as Director of a Task Force on strategic Energy R&D, formed under
the auspicesof the secretary of Energy Advisory Board. Pulitzer Prize winner
Dr. Daniel Yergin, aut

hor of the }{\i\fs24 Prize}{\fs24 , chaired this body, composed of 31 distingui
shed members}{\i\fs24 . }{\fs24 After nine public meetings in nine months, the
Task Force published its report, }{\i\fs24

Energy R&D: Shaping Our Nation’s Future in a Competitive world}{\fs24 . .This r
eport is still widely credite.                         ¯
d for renewing political interest in and bolstering public support for Federal
leadership in the field of energy R&D and related advanced technology developme
nt programs.
\par
\par In 1993, Dr. Marlay served as the Director of the office of Science Policy
, where hi
s office focused on R&D strategy and portfolio development, Department-wide R&D
management issues, budget formulation, and national laboratory issues. His of

fice published }{\i\fs24 success stories: The Energy Mission in the Marketplace.
}{\fs24
, conducted public hearings on and promulgated a Federal Rule on }{\i\fs24 Fore
ign Participation in U.S. Government Sponsored R&D}{\fs24 , and developed DOE-w
ide policies on the use of}{\i\fs24 }{\fs24
peer review in research award and evaluation processes. His paper on }{\i\fs24

Page 11
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Peer Review at the Department of Energy}{\fs24 was published as part of the F

inal Report of the Secretary of Energy Advisory Board’s }{\i\fs24
Task Force on Alternative Futures for the National Laboratories}{\fs24 , chaire
d by Mr. Robert Galvin, chairman and CEO of Motorola, Inc.
\par                              ,
\par From 1991 to 1992, while working directly for t
he Deputy Under secretary, Dr. Marlay served as Director, office of Program Rev
iew and Analysis. In this capacity, under the auspices of the secretary, and w
orking with the Controller, Dr. Marlay’s office conducted independent policy an
d strategy reviews
of all of the Department’s $20 billion in major programs and budg.et.ary issues.
working with senior Departmental officials, his office developeH the Secretar

y’s annual Program Guidance Memoranda for the entire Department\rquote
s budget. During this period, his
office, with the controller, was responsible for identifying, analyzing, and br
iefing policy and strategic summaries of key budget issues to the Department’s
senior leadership at a series of Internal Review of the Budget (TRB) meetings.

Dr. Marl ay
\rquote soffic
e organized and briefed these meetings, designed to evoke key budget decisions,
engaging all Departmental Principals, including the Secretary and Deputy secre

tary, and affected Assistant Secretaries and Directors of major Departmental of
fi ces.
\par
\par In 1989, Dr. Marlay become the senior career official who coordinated DOE-
wide activities for the secretary\rquote s }{\i\fs24 National Energy Strategy}{
\fs24

He chaired the weekly meetings of the 85-member National Energy Strategy Dev
~lopment Committee and directed staff and related cont
ractor support. ¯ After two-years of nation-wide policy debate, 18 public hearin
gs, 30,000 pages of public comment, and five cabinet meetings involving both th
e President and vice President, the }{\i\fs24 National Energy Strategy}{\fs24

was published in February 1991, at the height of the Persian Gulf War.. The }{
\i\fs24 Strategy}{\fs24 formed the basis for, and was followed 20 months later
by the passage of, the }{\i\fs24 Energy Policy Act of 1992}{\fs24

¯ The Secretary of Energy presented Dr. Marlay with the Department’s prestigio
us }{\i\fs24 Meritorious Service Award}{\fs24 (silver Medal) for his leadershi

~and contributions to this sustained two-year effort.
par

\par From 1985 to 1989, Dr. Marlay worked in the Department’s o~fice of Energy
Research (now office of Science), in its Germantown facility, where
he conducted research needs assessments and formal reviews of various basic and
ap@lied research programs. He published a number of papers on research progre

ss in Basic Energy Sciences, Fusion Energy, and High Energy and Nuclear Physics

~
Early in 1989,

e returned to the Department’s Forrestal building, and worked as an Executive A
ssistant to the Director of Energy Research on various budget and strategic pla
nning issues. During this period, on behalf of the Director, he played a key r
ole in the Departm
ent\rquote s review of, and failed attempts to replicate, various research clai
ms regarding the "cold fusion" phenomena.
\par
~par From 1983 to 1985, Dr. Marlay served in the office of conservation and Env
ironment, what is now known as the office of Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Energy, as Special Assistant to the Deputy Assistant Secretary for E

nergy Conservatlon R&D. There, he directed strategic planning and helped manag
e the $300 million R&D program focused on cross-cutting basic.research and appl
led R&D on technol
og~es to increase efficiency in transportation, industry, residential and comme
rclal buildings, and utility systems.
\par
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\par From 1977 to 1983, Dr. Marlay served in the office of Policy of the then n
ewly established u.s. Department
of Energy. Early in 1977, he had joined President carter’s 90-day task force o
n energy policy, which resulted in the passage of the Energy Production and con
servatlon Act and the organization of the Department in october 1977. During t
his period of nati
o
nal energy crises and rapidly evolving energy policy development, Dr. Marlay he
lped write several National Energy Policy Plans and contributed to the passage
of major pieces of energy policy legislation, including the Energy Conservatlon

and Policy Act.
H
e specialized in policy analyses of issues relating to industrial energy effici
ency, industrial equipment efficiency labeling and standards, and investment ta
x credits and related financial incentives. In 1979, at the time of the Three
Mile Island nuclea
r

reactor incident, he worked in the office of civilian Nuclear Energy Policy.
In 1981, he published a several policy papers on the steel industry, the impact
s of Federal energy conservation and R&D programs, and on the changing structur
e of u.s. industri
al production, all of which drew national attention in press articles and congr
essional Hearings.
\par
\par In 1974, in the Ford Administration, Dr. Marlay joined the Federal Energy
office and the Federal Energy Administration, where he worked in the office of
conse
rvation and Environment. He manaoed the aaencv’s energy conservation research
programs in agricultural production, indus~ria~ electr]~ motor efficiency, and
waste oil recycling. He organized, led and published the first comprehensive n
ational energy-rel
ated data bases in all three areas and laid the groundwork for several national

programs. His by-state-by-commodity energy data bases for agricultural produc
tion, developed with USDA, still serve as the baseline reference work mobe than

25 years later.

\par
\par From 1971 to 1974, Dr. Marlay served on active duty as an officer in the N
avy\rquote
s civil Engineer Corps. He was first stationed in Port Heuneme, California, an
d was then ordered to washington, D.C. There he led the development of large-s
cale, nation-wide comp
uter management and information systems, supporting the design, execution and f
inancial control of $3 billion in annual military construction projects. He wo
rked at Chesapeake Division, Naval Facilities Engineering command, in the washi
ngton Navy Yard.
He traveled extensively throughout the Navy\rquote
s U.S. construction project areas, briefing new system developments and .impleme
ntation. Since leaving active duty in 1974, Dr. Marlay remained active in the
Naval Reserve, for a total of 32 years of Naval service

(since retired), and rose to the rank of Rear Admiral (two stars}.
\par
\par Dr. Marlay began his Federal career in 1966 as a GS-3, Engineering Aid, wo
rking summer jobs between college years at the Naval Air Rework Facility in Nor
folk, virginia, upon graduation i                                  .
n 1969 from the civil Engineering Department at Duke university, be accepted hi
s first full-time engineering position as a GS-7 civil Engineer with the Public

works Department, at the Naval Air Station, Patuxent River, Maryland, where he
worked in the Des

ign Division.
\par
\par In .1980, Dr. Marlay married Ms. Nancy E. Tare, formerly of Atherton, calif
ornia, and a graduate of stanford University. Ms. Tare is currently the Execut
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ive Director of the League of Women Voters of the united states. They have two
daughter

s, Jennifer and sarah, and a beagle, Toby.
\par
\par Dr. Robert C. Marlay, Director
\par office of Science and Technology Policy (PI-25)
\par office of Policy and International Affairs
\par U.S. Department of Energy
\par 1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
\par washington, D.C. 20585
\par
~par }\pard \qj \fi-1~40\li1440\ri0\nowidctlpar\tx720\tx1440\faauto\rin0\lin144
J\itap0 {\fs24 Room: \tab \tab DOE Forrestal Building, Room 7H-085
~paF }\pard \qj \li0\ri0\nowidctlpar\faauto\rfn0\lin0\itap0. {\fs24 office Tel:
\tab 202-586-3900             ¯
\par voice Mail: \tab 202-586-3949
\par Fax: \tab \tab 202-586-5342         ,                   ,,
\par Email:\ta~ \tab }{\field{\*\fldinst {\fs24 HYPERLINK mailto:Robert.Mar
lay@hq.doe.gov }{\fs24 {\*\datafield
00d0c9ea79fgbacell8c8200aa004ba90b0200000003000000e0c9ea79f9bacell8c8200aa004ba
90b400000006d00610069006c0074006f003a0052006f0062006500720074002e004d0061007200
6c00610079004000680071002e0064006f0065002e0067006fO076000000}}}{\fldrslt {\fs24
\ul\cf2
Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.~ov}}}{\fs24    }{\fs24\ul
\par }{\fs24Alt. Ema11:\tab }{\field{\*\fldinst {\fs24 GOTOBU1-FON BM_2_ Marla

~RC@msn.com}}{\fldrslt }}{\fs24 }{
par }}

END AI-I’ACHMENT    2
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES ~AIL)

CREATOR:Stephanie Harr~ngton <stephanie.harrington@noaa.gov> ( stephanie Harrington
<stephanie.harrington@noaa.gov> E UNKNOWN 3 )

CREATION DATE/TIME:17-SEP-2002 16:15:02.00

SUB3ECT:: For Your Review: Request to the National Academy

TO:"Ants. Leetmaa" <Ants,Leetmaa@noaa.gov> C "Ants. Leetmaa" <Ants. Leetmaa@noaa,gov> [
UNKNOWN 3 )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ])
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:sarah G. Horrigan ( CN=Sarah G. Horrigan/OU=OMB/O=-EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Ari.Patrinos" <Ari.Patrinos@science.doe.gov> ( "Ari.Patrinos"
<Ari.Patrinos@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Watsonhl <watsonhl@state,gov> ( watsonhl <Watsonhl@state,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:cgroat.<cgroat@usgs,gov> ( cgroat <cgroat@usgs,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mleinen <mleinen@nsf,gov> ( mleinen <mleinen@nsf,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:andrewj <andrewj@onr,navy,mil> ( andrewj <andrewj@onr,navy,mil> [ UNKNOWN ]
READ:UNKNOWN

TO: "sl i mak, michael" <sl i mak, mi chael@epa, gov> ( "sl i mak, michael"
<slimak,.michael@epa,gov> [ UNKNOWN ])
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Paul T, Anastas ( CN=Paul T, Anastas/OU=OSTP/O=-EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mmoore <mmoore@osophs,dhhs,gov> ( mmoore <mmoore@osophs,dhhs,gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gasrar <gasrar@hq,nasa,gov> ( gasrar <gasrar@hq,nasa,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gant <gant@niehs,nih,gov> ( gant <gant@niehs,nih,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:neaie <neale@serc.si.edu> ( neale <neale@serc.si.edu> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:whohenst <whohenst@OCE,USDA,gov> (.whohenst <whohenst@OCE,USDA,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:’Mar~arita Gregg ’ <Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov> ( ’Margarita Gregg ’
<Margarlta.Gregg@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’chester J. Koblinsky ’" <chester,J,koblinsky@noaa,gov> ( "’chester J, Koblinsky
’" <chester,J,koblinsky@noaa,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
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READ:UNKNOWN

CC: "eri c~ 1 ockl ear" <eric, 1 ockl ear@noaa, gov> ( "eri c. 1 ockl ear"
<eric.locklear@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

cc:"leslie, runion" <leslie. runion@science.doe.gov> ( "leslie, runion"
<leslie.runion@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Phil Decola <pdecola@hq.nasa.gov> ( Phil Decola <pdecola@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ]
)
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:stephen s. McMillin ( CN=Stephen S. McMilIin/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jerry. Elwood" <3erry. Elwood@science.doe.gov> ( "Jerry.Elwood"
<Jerry. E]wood@science.doe.gov> [. UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

~cc:"parker.kathryn" <parker.kathryn@epa.gov> ( "parker,kathryn"
<parker.kathryn@epa gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Jeffrey S. Kieft ( CN=Jeffrey S. Kieft/ou=osTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Linda. Lawson" <Linda.Lawson@ost.dot.gov> ( "Linda. Lawson"
<Linda.Lawson@ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:fisher <fisher@dc.ametsoc.org> ( fisher <fisher@dc.ametsoc.org> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:David P. Radzanowski ( CN=David P. Radzanowski/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"James.R.Mahoney" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( "James.R.Mahoney"
<James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [. UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:NelsonDJ2 <NelsonDJ2@state.gov> ( NelsonDJ2 <NelsonOJ2@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"hratch.semerjian" <hratch.semerjian@nist.gov> ("hratch.semerjian"
<hratch,semerjian@nist.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Beale.john" <Beale.john@epa,gov> ( "Beale.john" <Beale.john@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ]
)
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"David.Goodrich" <oavid.Goodrich@noaa.gov> ( "David.Goodrich"
<David.Goodrich@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"conrad.c. Lautenbacher" <conrad.C.Lautenbacher@noaa.gov> (
"conrad.C.Lautenbacher" <conrad.c. Lautenbacher@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:TKassinger <TKassinger@doc.~ov> ( TKassinger <TKassinger@doc.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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CC:artusiocf <artusiocf@state.gov> ( artusiocf <artusiocf@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Joanne.R.Potter" <Joanne. R.Potter@fhwa.dot.gov> ( "Joanne.R.Potter"
<Joanne.R.Potter@fhwa.dot.gov> [~UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jeff.Amthor" <Jeff.Amthor@science.doe.gov> ( "Jeff.Amthor"
<JeffoAmthor@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"LOuiSaoKoch" <Louisa.Koch@noaaogov> ( "Louisa. Koch" <Louisa.Koch@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC: Emmy Simmons <emsimmons@usaid.gov> ( Emmy Simmons <emsimmons@usaid. gov> [ UNKNOWN
])
READ : UNKNOWN

CC:Erin wuchte .( CN=Erin Wuchte/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov> ( kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Pat.A.Simms" <Pat.A.Simms@noaa.gov> ( "Pat.A.simms" <Pat.A.Simms@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC: "Tim. Keeney" <Tim. Keeney@noaa.gov> ( "Tim. Keeney" <Tim. Keeney@noaa. gov> [ UNKNOWN
])
READ: UNKNOWN

CC:Gbecker <Gbecker@DOC.gov> ( Gbecker <Gbecker@DOC.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Pthorne <Pthorne@doc.gov> ( Pthorne <Pthorne@doc.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:jrm <jrm@usda.gov> ( jrm <jrm@usda.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kathie L. Olsen ( CN=Kathie L. Olsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Mcleave <Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> ( Mcleave <Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"kevin.kolevar" <kevin.kolevar@hq.doe.gov> ( "kevin.kolevar"
<kevin.kolevar@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"stephanie.harrington" <stephanie.harrington@noaaogov> ( "stephanie.harrington"
<stephanie,harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:tspence <tspence@nsf.gov> ( tspence <tspence@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kameran L. Bailey ( CN=Kameran L. Bailey/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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CC:6ary C. Reisner ( CN=Gary C. Reisner/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Rrussell <Rrussell@OSTP.gov> ( Rrussell <Rrussell@OSTP.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ;UNKNOWN

cc:"vicki.horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> ( "vicki.horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
To: Members of the Climate change science Program community

From: Jim Mahoney

I am attaching a copy of my letter sent to Dr. Bruce Alberts, President
of the National Academy of sciences, requesting Academy review of the
strategic plan of the Cimate Change Science Program. we plan to hold a
meeting of National Academy representatives with some of the agency
CCSP0 representatives, to develop a specific statement of work for this
Academy review. The draft statement of work will be subject to review
by the principal representatives of each ccsPO agency before the
assignment is initiated.

Please review the attached letter and advise me if you have any comments
or questions. I prefer to discuss any questions now, rather than at the
time of final review of the work statement.

Thank you for your attention to this.
- Mahoney to Alberts Letter 9-17-02.doc - workshop Announcement

9-16-02.doc~                  A1-FACHMENT 1
ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0102:[ATTACH.D3]SREOP01300A7T72.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

END ATTACHMENT    2
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL CNOTES NAIL)

CREATOR:Stephanie Harrington <stephanie.harrington@noaa.gov> ( Stephanie Harrington
<stephanie.harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:17-SEP-2002 16:16:03.00

SUBJECT:: Climate change Science Program workshop announcement - Please distribute
widely

TO:"Ants. Leetmaa" <Ants.Leetmaa@noaa.gov> ("Ants. Leetmaa" <Ants. Leetmaa@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:sarah G, Horrigan ( CN=Sarah G, Horrigan/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO : "Ari. Patri nos" <Ari. Patri nos@sci ence. doe. gov> ( "Ari. Patri nos"
<Ari.Patrinos@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

TO:Watsonhl <Watsonhl@state.gov> ( watsonhl <watsonhl@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:cgroat <cgroat@usgs.gov> ( cgroat <cgroat@usgs.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov> ( mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:andrewj <andrewj@onr.navy.mil> ( andrewj <andrewj@onr.navy.mil> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"slimak.michael" <slimak.michael@epa.gov> ( "slimak.michael"
<slimak.michael@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Paul T. Anastas ( CN=Paul T. Anastas/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mmoore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov> ( mmoore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gasrar <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> ( gasrar <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov> ( gant <gant@niehs.nih,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:neale <neale@serc.si.edu> ( neale <neale@serc.si.edu> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Whohenst <Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov> ( Whohenst <whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:’Margarita Gregg ’ <Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov> ( ’Margarita Gregg ’
<Margarlta.Gregg@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’chester J. ~oblinsky ’" <Chester,J,koblinsky@noaa.gov> ( "’chester J. Koblinsky
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’" <chester.J.koblinsky@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC : "e ri c. 1 ockl ear" <e ri c. l ockl ear@noaa, gov> ( "e ri co 1 ockl ear"
<eric.locklear@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN l )
READ : UNKNOWN

cc:"leslie.runion’" <leslie.runion@science.doe.gov> ( "leslie.runion"
<leslie.runion@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Phil Decola <pdecola@hq.nasa.gov> ( Phil Decola <pdecola@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ]

READ:UNKNOWN

cc:stephen s. McMillin ( CN=Stephen S. McMillin/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jerry. Elwood" <Jerry.E1wood@science.doe.gov> ("Jerry.EIwood"
<Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"parker.kathryn" <parker.kathryn@epa.gov> ( "parker.kathryn"
<parker.kathryn@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Jeffrey S, Kieft ( CN=Jeffrey S, Kieft/ou=osTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Linda. Lawson" <Linda. Lawson@ost.dot.gov> ( "Linda. Lawson"
<Linda. Lawson@ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:fisher <fisher@dc.ametsoc.org> ( fisher <fisher@dc.ametsoc.org> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:David P. Radzanowski ( CN=David P. Radzanowski/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"James. R.Mahoney" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( "JamesoR.Mahoney"
<James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:NelsonDJ2 <NelsonDJ2@state.gov> ( NelsonDJ2 <NelsonDJ2@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

¯ . ratch.semerjlaCC:"hratch.semerjian" <hratch semerjian@nist gov> ("h "" n"
<hratch.semerjian@nist.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Beale.john" <Beale.john@epa.gov> ( "Beale.john" <Beale.john@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ]
)
READ:UNKNOWN

CC: "David. Goodrich" <David. Goodri ch@noaa, gov> ( "Davi d, Goodri ch"
<David.Goodrich@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

cc:"conrad.C.Lautenbacher" <conrad.C.Lautenbacher@noaa.gov> (
"conrad.C.Lautenbacher" <conrad.C.Lautenbacher@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:TKassinger <TKassinger@doc.gov> ( TKassinger <TKassinger@doc.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
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READ:UNKNOWN

cc:sbodman <sbodman@doc.gov> ( sbodman <sbodman@doc.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:rmoss <rmoss@usgcrp.gov> ( rmoss <rmoss@usgcrp.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jack.Kaye" <Jack. Kaye@hq,nasa.gov> ( "Jack.Kaye" <Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Kyle.McSlarrow" <Kyle.McSlarrow@hq.doe.gov> ( "Kyle.McSlarrow"
<Kyle.McSlarrow@hq,doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"ray.orbach" <ray.orbach@science.doe.gov> ( "ray.orbach"
<ray.orbach@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"Robert.card" <Robert.card@hq.doe,gov> ( "Robert.card" <Robert. Card@hq.doe.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:rcolwell <rcolwell@nsf.gov> ( rcolwell <rcolwell@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:James connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Marcus Peacock ( CN=Marcus Peacock/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:John N. Marburger ( CN=John H. Marburger/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’genene.fisher ’" <genene.fisher@noaa.gov> ( "’genene.fisher ’"
<genene.fisher@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"Patel-weynand Total O (OES)" <Patel-weynandTO@state.gov> ( "Patel-weynand Toral
O (OES)" <Patel-weynandTO@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov> ( mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC: ’Laboratory Directors Office’ <a]di roff@al .noaaogoV> ( ’Laboratory Directors
Office’ <aldi roff@al .noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

CC:"scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov> ("scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jeff.Amthor" <Jeff.Amthor@noaa.gov> ( "Jeff.Amthor" <Jeff.Amthor@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:esundqui <esundqui@usgs.gov> ( esundqui <esundqui@usgs.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:jfein <jfein@nsf.gov> ( jfein <jfein@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
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READ:UNKNOWN

CC:artusiocf <artusiocf@state.gov> ( artusiocf <artusiocf@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Joanne.R.Potter" <Joanne.R.Potter@fhwa.dot.gov> ( "Joanne.R.Potter"
<Joanne.R.Potter@fhwa.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jeff.Amthor" <jeff.Amthor@science.doe.gov> ( "Jeff,Amthor"
<Jeff.Amthor@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Louisa.Koch" <Louisa.Koch@noaa.gov> ( "Louisa. Koch" <Louisa.Koch@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Emmy Simmons <emsimmons@usaid.gov> ( Emmy Simmons <emsimmons@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN
l)
READ: UNKNOWN

CC:Erin wuchte ( CN=Erin Wuchte/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

cc:kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov> ( kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN l )
READ : UNKNOWN

CC: "Pat. A. Si mms" <Pat. A. si mms@noaa, gov> ( "Pat. A. si rams °’ <Pat. A. si mms@noaa, gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

CC:"Tim.Keeney" <Tim. Keeney@noaa.gov> ("Tim.Keeney" <Tim.Keeney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN     ,
l)
READ: UNKNOWN

cc:Gbecker <6becker@DOC.gov> ( Gbecker <Gbecker@DOC.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

CC:Pthorne <Pthorne@doc.gov> ( Pthorne <Pthorne@doc.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

CC:jrm <jrm@usda.gov> ( jrm <jrm@usda.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ : UNKNOWN

CC:Kathie L. Olsen ( CN=Kathie L. OIsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Mcleave <Mcleave@hq,nasa,gov> ( Mcleave <Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"kevin.kolevar" <kevin.kolevar@hq.doe.gov> ( "kevin.kolevar"
<kevin.kolevar@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ;UNKNOWN

CC:"Stephanie.harrington" <stephanie,harrington@noaa.gov> ("Stephanie.harrington"
<Stephanie.harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ;UNKNOWN

CC:tspence <tspence@nsf.gov> ( tspence <tspence@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kameran L, Bailey ( CN=Kameran L, Bailey/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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CC:Gary C. Reisner ( CN=Gary C. Reisner/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Rrussell <Rrussell@OSTP,gOv> ( Rrussell <Rrussell@OSTP.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"vicki.horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> ( "vicki.horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov>
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Announcement and Invitation

U.S. climate change science Program: Planning workshop for Scientists
and stakeholders
Sponsored by the U.S. Climate Change Science Program, Incorporating
USGCRP and CCRI
December 3-5, 2002

Marriott wardman Park Hotel
2660 Woodley Road, NW
Washington, D.C.

THE WORKSHOP

The United States Climat~ change science Program will hold a
comprehensive workshop on the U.S. climate change science Program, from
December 3 to 5, 2002 in Washington, DC to recelve comments on a
discussion draft version of its Strategic Plan for climate change and
global change studies. The U.S. climate change science Program
incorporating the U.S. Global change Research Program (USGCRP) and the
Climate Change Research Initiative (CCRI) is jointly sponsored by 13
u.s. government agencies. The workshop will review the USGCRP/CCRI
plans with emphasis on the development of short-term (2 - 5 years)
products to support climate change policy and resource management
decision-making.

BACKGROUND

The U.S. Global Change Research Act of 1990 initiated the USGCRP that
continues today as a major sponsor of global change research. In June
2001 President George W. Bush directed the USGCRP agencies to develop a
focused climate Change Research Initiative (CCRI) w~th the goal of
accelerating the USGCRP research activities in the next 2 to 5 years, to
assist in the development of public policy and natural resource
management tools related to climate change issues, when finalized, the
draft strategic Plan reviewed during and after the workshop will provide
the principa] guidance for the u.s. global change and climate cba~ge
research programs during the next several years, subject to revlslons as
appropriate to respond to newly developed information and decision
support tools.

PURPOSE OF WORKSHOP

The Workshop responds to the President’s direction that the u.s. global
change and climate change science programs must be objective, sensltive
to uncertainties, and well documented for public debate. The U.S. global
change and climate change research programs must consistently meet the
highest standards of credibility, transparency, and responsiveness to
the scientific community, as well as to all interested user groups, and
our international partners. To assure the continued scientiflc
credibility of the u.s. Climate change Science Program, the workshop
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will provide a comprehensive review of the discussion draft of the
strategic Plan. The workshop discussions, supplemented by written
comments submitted during a 30-day post-workshop period, will be
reflected in the final strategic Plan.

WHO SHOULD AI-TEND

-Members of the scientific community interested in reviewing andcommenting on the
plans and expected deliverables of the USGCRP/CCRI
research program-Members of the climate stakeholder and resource management
communities
interested in commenting on the planned application of the USGCRP/CCRI
scientific, economic, and energy system information to policy and
resource management decisions
-Members of the international climate change community interested inreviewing and
discussing the updated U.S. research and decision support
plans

WORKSHOP TOPICS

The workshop will include a plenary session each day,
following breakouts:
observatlons, Monitoring, and Data Management
Scenario Development and Evaluation
Climate Models: Implementation and Application
Decision Support Tool Development
Atmospheric Composition
Carbon cycle
Water cycle
Climate variability and Change
Ecosystem Interactions: Forclng and Feedbacks
Human Contributions and Responses to climate change
Land Use/Land Cover change
International Scientific Collaboration
Public communication of Information and Findings

as well as the

INVITED KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

Several senior U.S. -based and international science and user group
leaders have been invited to be keynote speakers for the plenary
sessions. A partial list of invited keynote speakers includes:
Dr. Bruce Alberts, President, NAS
HOn. Robert card, undersecretary of Energy
Dr. Rita R. Colwell, Director, NSF
VADM Conrad C. Lautenbacher, Administrator, NOAA
Dr. John H. Marburger, Director, OSTP, EOP
Prof. G.O.P. Obasi, Secretary General, WMO

Hon. Sean O ’Keefe, Administrator, NASA
Dr. R. K. Pachauri, Chairman, IPCC
Hon. Klaus Toepfer, Executive Director, UNEP

WORKSHOP/REVIEWER PROCESS

The Workshop will include daily plenary sessions and several breakout
sessions. Each breakout session will begin with a summary presentation
of an element of the discussion draft of the Strategic Plan, and will
include invited reviewer comments, as well as general attendee comments.
Summary records will be prepared for every session.

PUBLICATION OF THE DISCUSSION DRAFT OF THE STRATEGIC PLAN

The discussion draft of the Strategic Plan will be posted on the web
site www.climatescience.gov by November 11, 2002 for scientific and
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~ublic review. Comments, questions and suggestions are welcomed from
oth scientific and stakeholder communities during and after the

workshop, comments can be posted up to a month after the workshop at
vavw.climatescience.gov .

OVERSIGHT BY THE U.S.    NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

An advisory committee appointed by the u.s. National Academy of Sciences
(NAS) will undertake an independent review of the draft strategic Plan,
and will give consideration to the scientific and stakeholder community
comments during and after the Workshop.

PRODUCT

The U.S. climate Change science Program will be responsible for
preparation of the final version of the strategic Plan, based on its
evaluation of information presented at the workshop and/or posted on its

web site, as well as full review of the recommendations developed by the
NAS. The final Strategic Plan will be published in April 2003.

SPONSORING AGENCIES

Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Energy, Health and Human
Services, the Interior, State, and Transportation; Environmental
Protection Agency; National Aeronautics and Space Administration;
National science Foundation; smithsonian Institution; and u.s. Agency
for International Development.

SCHEDULE

Tuesday, December 3:9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
wednesday, December 4: 8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Thursday, December 5: 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

REGISTRATION AND LOGISTICAL INFORMATION is available at the web site
www.climatescience.gov

QUESTIONS ABOUT WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES AND PRESENTATIONS:

James R. Mahoney, Ph.D.
Assistant Secretary of Commerce for
Oceans and Atmosphere, and
Director, U.S. climate Change Science Program
workshop@climatescience.gov

- attl.htm: A1-FACHMENT 1

END ATTACHMENT 1
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:17-SEP-2002 16:47:30.00

SUBJECT:: Climate Change Science Program workshop announcement - Please distribute
widely

TO:Kameran L, Bailey ( CN=Kameran L. Bailey/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
FYI, PHIL

04:45 PM
Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 09/17/2002

Stephanie Harrington <stephanie.harrington@noaa.gov>
09/17/2002 04:12:18 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
subject: climate change science Program workshop announcement - Please
distribute widely

Announcement and Invitation

u.s. climate Change science Program: Planning Workshop for Scientists
and Stakeholders
sponsored by the U.S. climate Change science Program, Incorporating
USGCRP and CCRI
December 3-5, 2002

Marriott wardman Park Hotel
2660 woodley Road, NW
washington, D.C.

THE WORKSHOP

The United states Climate Change science Program will hold a
comprehensive workshop on the u.s. climate change Science Program, from
December 3 to 5, 2002 in washington, DC to recelve comments on a
discussion draft version of its strategic Plan for climate change and
global change studies. The U.S. Climate change science Program
incorporating the U.S. Global change Research Program (USGCRP) and the
Climate Change Research Initiative (CCRI) is jointly sponsored by 13
u.s. government agencies. The workshop will review the USGCRP/CCRI
plans with emphasls on the development of short-term (2 - 5 years)
products to support climate change policy and resource management
decision-making.

BACKGROUND
Page 1
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The U.S. Global Change Research Act of 1990 initiated the USGCRP that
continues today as a major sponsor of global change research. In June
2001 President George W. Bush directed the USGCRP agencies to develop a
focused climate change Research Initiative (CCRI) wlth the goal of
accelerating the USGCRP research activities in the next 2 to 5 years, to
assist in the development of public policy and natural resource
management tools related to climate change issues, when finalized, the
draft strategic Plan reviewed during and after the workshop will provide
the principal guidance for the u.S. global change and climate change
research programs during the next several years, subject to revisions as
appropriate to respond to newly developed information and decision
support tools.

PURPOSE OF WORKSHOP

The workshop responds to the President’s direction that the u.s. global
change and climate change science programs must be objective, sensltive
to uncertainties, and well documented for public debate. The U.S. global
change and climate change research programs must consistently meet the
highest standards of credibility, transparency, and responsiveness to
the scientific community, as well as to all interested user groups, and
our international partners. To assure the continued scientiflc
credibility of the u.s. climate Change Science Program, the workshop
will provide a comprehensive review of the discussion draft of the
strategic Plan. The workshop discussions, supplemented by written
comments submitted during a 30-day post-workshop period, will be
reflected in the final Strategic Plan.

WHO SHOULD AI-FEND

-Members of the scientific community interested in reviewing and
commenting on the plans and expected deliverables of the USGCRP/CCRI
research program
-Members of the climate stakeholder and resource management communiti
es
interested in commenting on the planned application of the USGCRP/CCRI
scientific, economic, and energy system information to policy and
resource management decisions
-Members of tee international climate change community interested in
reviewing and discussing the updated U.S. research and decision support
plans

WORKSHOP TOPICS

The workshop will include a plenary session each day,
following breakouts:
observatlons, Monitoring, and Data Management
Scenario Development and Evaluation
Climate Models: Implementation and Application
Decision Support Tool Development
Atmospheric Composition
carbon cycle
water cycle
Climate variability and change
Ecosystem Interactions: Forclng and Feedbacks
Human Contributions and Responses to climate Change
Land Use/Land Cover Change
International scientific Collaboration
Public Communication of Information and Findings

as well as the

INVITED KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
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several senior u.s. -based and international science and user group
leaders have been invited to be keynote speakers for the plenary
sessions. A partial list of invited keynote speakers includes:
Dr. Bruce Alberts, President, NAS
Hon. Robert card, undersecretary of Energy
Dr. Rita R. Colwe]l, Director, NSF
VADM Conrad C. Lautenbacher, Administrator, NOAA
Dr. 3ohn H. Marburger, Director, OSTP, EOP
Prof. G.O.P. obasi, Secretary General, WMO
Hon. Sean o ’Keefe, Administrator, NASA
Dr. R. K. Pachauri, chairman, IPCC
Hon. Klaus Toepfer, Executive Director, UNEP

WORKSHOP/REVIEWER PROCESS

The workshop will include daily plenary sessions and several breakout
sessions. Each breakout session will begin with a summary presentation
of an element of the discussion draft ofthe Strategic Plan, and will
include invited reviewer comments, as well as general attendee comments.
Summary records will be prepared for every session.

PUBLICATION OF THE DISCUSSION DRAFT OF THE STRATEGIC PLAN

The discussion draft of the strategic Plan will be posted on the web
site www.climatescience.gov by November 11, 2002 for scientific and
~ublic review. Comments, questions and suggestions are welcomed fromoth scientific and stakeholder communities during and after the
workshop, comments can be posted up to a month after the workshop at
www.climatescience.gov

OVERSIGHT BY THE U.S.    NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

An advisory committee appointed by the u.s. National Academy of sciences
(NAS) will undertake an independent review of the draft Strategic Plan,
and will give consideration to the scientific and stakeholder community
comments during and after the workshop.

PRODUCT

The U.S. Climate change Science Program will be responsible for
preparation of the final version of the Strategic Plan, based on its
evaluation of information presented at the workshop and/or posted on its

web site, as well as full review of the recommendations developed by the
NAS. The final Strategic Plan will be published in April 2003.

SPONSORING AGENCIES

Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Energy, Health and Human
Services, the Interior, State, and Transportation; Environmental
Protection Agency; National Aeronautics and Space Administration;
National Science Foundation; Smithsonian Institution; and U.S. Agency
for International Development.

SCHEDULE

Tuesday, December 3:9:30a- -      - 5:30 p.m.
wednesday, December 4: 8:30ma.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Thursday, December 5: 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

REGISTRATION AND LOGISTICAL INFORMATION is available at the web site
www.climatescience.gov
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QUESTIONS ABOUT WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES AND PRESENTATIONS:

James R. Mahoney, Ph.D.
Assistant Secretary of Commerce for
Oceans and Atmosphere, and
Director, U.S. climate Change Science Program
workshop@climatescience.gov

- attl.htm
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"hratch.semerjian" <hratch.semerjian@nist.gov>
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"Louisa. Koch" <Louisa.Koch@noaa.gov>
David P. Radzanowski/OMB/EOP@EOP
"Jeff.Amthor" <Jeff.Amthor@science.doe.gov>
fisher <fisher@dc.ametsoc.org>
"Joanne.R,Potter" <Joanne.R.Potter@fhwa,dot,gov>
"Linda. Lawson" <Linda. Lawson@ost.dot.gov>
artusiocf <artusiocf@state,gov>
Jeffrey S. Kieft/OSTP/EOP@EOP
jfein <jfein@nsf.gov>
"parker,kathryn" <parker.kathryn@epa,gov>
esundqui <esu~dqui@usgs.gov>
"Jerry. Elwood <Jerry.Elwood@science.doe.gov>
"Jeff.Amthor" <Jeff.Amthor@noaa.gov>
stephen S, McMillin/OMB/EOP@EOP
"scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov>
Phil Decol a <pdecol a@hq. nasa. gov>
’ Laboratory Di rectors Offi ce’ <al di roff@al, noaa. gov>
"leslie. runion" <leslie. runion@science.doe.gov>
mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov>
"eric.locklear" <eric,locklear@noaa.gov>
"Patel-weynand Toral O (~ES)" <Patel-weynandTO@state.gov>
"’chester 3. Koblinsky ’’ <Chester. J.koblinsky@noaa.gov>
"’genene.fisher ’" <genene.fisher@noaa.gov>
’Margarita Gregg ’ <Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov>

Al-~ACHMENT    1

END A1-FACHMENT    1
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CREATOR:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/oU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:17-SEP-2002 17:13:33.00

SUBJECT:: climate change science Program workshop announcement - Please distribute
widely

To:Peelkl@yahoo.com @ inet ( Peelkl@yahoo.com @ inet [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:

05:11 PM
Forwarded by Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP on 09/17/2002

Phil cooney
09/17/2002 04:45:44 PM
Record Type:    Record

TO:     James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Kameran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP@EOP,
Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP
cc:
subject:         climate change science Program workshop announcement -
Please distribute widely

FYI, PHIL

04:45 PM
Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 09/17/2002

stephanie Harrington <stephanie.harrington@noaa.gov>
09/17/2002 04:12:18 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc: see the distribution list at the bottom of this message
subject: climate change science Program workshop announcement - Please
distribute widely.

Announcement and Invitation

U.S. Climate change science Program: Planning workshop for scientists
and Stakeholders
Sponsored by the u.s. climate change Science Program, Incorporating
USGCRP and CCRI
December 3-5, 2002

Marriott wardman Park Hotel
2660 woodley Road, NW
washington, D.C.

THE WORKSHOP

The united States climate Change science Program will hold a
comprehensive workshop on the u.s. climate Change Science Program, from
December 3 to 5, 2002 in washington, DC to receive comments on a
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discussion draft version of its Strategic Plan for climate change and
global change studies. The U.S. Climate change science Program
incorporating the u.s. Global change Research Program (USGCRP) and the
climate Change Research Initiative (CCRI) is jointly sponsored by 13
U.S. government agencies. The workshop will review the USGCRP/CCRI
plans with emphasls on the development of short-term (2 - 5 years)
products to support climate change policy and resource management
decision-making.

BACKGROUND

The U.S. Global change Research ACt of 1990 initiated the USGCRP that
continues today as a major sponsor of global change research. In June
2001 President George W. Bush directed the USGCRP agencies to develop a
focused climate Change Research Initiative (~CRI) with the goal of
accelerating the USGCRP research activities in the next 2 to 5 years, to
assist in the development of public policy and natural resource
management tools related to climate change issues, when finalized, the
draft strategic Plan reviewed during and after the workshop will provide
the principal guidance for the U.S. global change and climate change
research programs during the next several years, subject to revisions as
appropriate to respond to newly developed information and decision
support tools.

PURPOSE OF WORKSHOP

The workshop responds to the President’s direction that the u.s. g~obal
change and climate change science programs must be objective, sensltive
to uncertainties, and well documented for public debate. The U.S. global
change and climate change research programs must consistently meet the
highest standards of credibility, transparency, and responsiveness to
the scientific communit , as well as to all interested user groups, and
our international partners. To assure the continued scientific
credibility of the U.S. climate Change Science Program, the workshop
will provide a comprehensive review of the discussion draft of the
strategic Plan. The workshop discussions, supplemented by written
comments submitted during a 30-day post-workshop period,-will be
reflected in the final Strategic Plan.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

-Members of the scientific community interested in reviewing and
commenting on the plans and expected deliverables of the USGCRP/CCRI
research program
-Members of the climate stakeholder and resource management communiti
es
interested in commenting on the planned application of the USGCRP/CCRI
scientific, economic, and energy system information to policy and
resource management decisions
-Members of the international climate change community interested in
reviewing and discussing the updated u.s. research and decision support
plans

WORKSHOP TOPICS

The workshop will include a plenary session each day, as well as the
following breakouts:
Observations, Monitoring, and Data Management
Scenario Development and Evaluation
Climate Models: Implementation and Application
Decision Support Tool Development
Atmospheric Composition
Carbon cycle
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water cycle
climate variability and Change
Ecosystem Interactions: FoFclng and Feedbacks
Human Contributions and Responses to Climate Change
Land Use/Land Cover Change
International scientific Collaboration
Public Communication of Information and Findings

INVITED KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

Several senior U.S. -based and international science and user group
leaders have been invited to be keynote speakers for the plenary
sessions. A partial list of invited keynote speakers includes:
Dr. Bruce Alberts, President, NAS
Hon. Robert card, undersecretary of Energy
Dr. Rita R. colwell, Director, NSF
VADM ConradC. Lautenbacher, Administrator, NOAA
Dr. John H. Marburger, Director, OSTP, EOP
Prof. G.OoP. obasi, Secretary General, WMO
Hon. Sean O ’Keefe, Administrator, NASA
Dr. R. K. Pachauri, Chairman, IPCC
Hon. Klaus Toepfer, Executive Director, UNEP

WORKSHOP/REVIEWER PROCESS

The workshop will include daily plenary sessions and several breakout
sessions. Each breakout session will begin with a summary presentation
of an element of the discussion draft of the strategic Plan, and will
include invited reviewer comments, as well as general attendee comments.
Summary records will be prepared for every session.

PUBLICATION OF THE DISCUSSION DRAFT OF THE STRATEGIC PLAN

The discussion draft of the strategic Plan will be posted on the web
site www.climatescience.gov by November 11, 2002 for scientific and
~ublic review. Comments, questions and suggestions are welcomed fromoth scientific and stakeholder communities during and after the
workshop, comments can be posted up to a month after the workshop at
www.climatescience.gov .

OVERSIGHT BY THE U.S. NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

An advisory committee appointed by the u.s. National Academy of Sciences
(NAS) will undertake an independent review of the draft strategic Plan,
and will give consideration to the scientific and stakeholder community
comments during and after the workshop.

PRODUCT

The U.S. climate change science Program will be responsible for
preparation of the final version of the strategic Plan, based on its
evaluation of information presented at the workshop and/or posted on its

web site, as well as full review of the recommendations developed by the
NAS. The final Strategic Plan will be published in April 2003.

SPONSORING AGENCIES

Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Energy, Health and Human
Services, the Interior, State, and Transportation; Environmental
Protection Agency; National Aeronautics and Space. Administration;
National science Foundation; Smithsonian Institution; and u.s. Agency
for International Development.
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SCHEDULE

Tuesday, December 3:9:30 a.m. - 5:3~ ~mwednesday, December 4: 8:30 a.m. -~:~v ~.m.
Thursday, December 5: 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

REGISTRATION AND LOGISTICAL INFORMATION.is available at the web site
www.climatescience.gov

QUESTIONS ABOUT WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES AND PRESENTATIONS:

James R. Mahoney, Ph.D.
Assistant Secretary of Commerce for
Oceans and Atmosphere, and
Director, U.S. Climate Change science Program
workshop@climatescience.gov

- attl.htm

Message Sent
To:
Whohenst <Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov>
mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov>
neale <neale@serc.si.edu>
cgroat <cgroat@usgs.gov>
gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov>
watsonhl <watsonhl@state.gov>
~asrar <gasra~@hq.nasa.gov>
Ari.Patrinos’ <Ari.Patrinos@science.doe.gov>

mmoore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov>
Sarah G. Horrigan/OMB/EOP@EOP
Paul T. Anastas/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
"slimak.michael" <slimak.michael@epa.gov>
"Ants. Leetmaa" <Ants. Leetmaa@noaa.gov>
andrewj <andrewj@onr.navy.mil>

Message Copied
TO:
"vicki.horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov>
John H. Marburger/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Rrussell <Rrussell@OSTP.gov>
Marcus Peacock/OMB/EOP@EOP
Gary C. Reisner/OMB/EOP@EOP
James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Kameran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP@EOP
rcolwell <rcolwell@nsf.gov>
Rspence <tsp~nce@nsf.gov>
Robert.card <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov>

"stephanie.harrington" <stephanie.harrington@noaa.gov>
"ray.orbach" <ray.orbach@science.doe.gov>
"kevin.kolevar",,<kevin.kolevar@hq.doe.gov>
"Kyle.McSlarrow <Kyle.McSlarrow@hq.doe.gov>
~cleave <M~leave@hq,nasa,gov>

Jack.Kaye <Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa,gov>
Kathie L. OIsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP
rmoss <rmoss@usgcrp.gov>
j rm <j rm@usda.gov>
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sbodman <sbodman@doc.gov>
Pthorne <Pthorne@doc.gov>
TKassinger <TKassinger@doc.gov>
Gbecker <Gbecker@DOC.gov>
"conrad.C.Lautenbacher" <conrad.C.Lautenbacher@noaa.gov>
"Tim.Keeney" <Tim.Keeney@noaa.gov>
"David.Goodrich" <David.Goodrich@noaa.gov>
"Pat.A.Simms" <Pat.A.Simms@noaa,gov>
"Beale.john" <Beale.john@epa.gov>
kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov>
"hratch.semerjian" <hratch.semerjian@nist.gov>
Erin wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP
NelsonDJ2 <NelsonDJ2@state.gov>
~mmy Simmons <em~immons@usald.gov>

James. R.Mahoney <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
"Louisa. Koch" <Louisa.Koch@noaa.gov>
David P. Radzanowski/OMB/EOP@EOP
"Jeff,Amthor" <jeff,Amthor@science,doe.gov>
fisher <fisher@dc.ametsoc.org>
"Joanne. R.Potter" <Joanne.R.Potter@fhwa.dot.gov>
"Linda. Lawson" <Linda,Lawson@ost.dot,gov>
artus~ocf <artusiocf@state,gov>
Jeffrey S. Kieft/OSTP/EOP@EOP
~fein <jfein@nsf.gov>
parker.kathryn" <parker.kathryn@epa.gov>

esundqui <esu~dqui@usgs.gov>
"Jerry. Elwood’ <Jerry. Elwood@science.doe,gov>
"Jeff.Amthor" <Jeff.Amthor@noaa.gov>
stephen s, NcMillin/OMB/EOP@EOP
"scheraga.joe1" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov>
Phil Decola <pdecola@hq.nasa.gov>
’Laboratory Directors office’ <aldiroff@al.noaa.gov>
"leslie.runion" <leslie.runion@science.doe.gov>
mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov>
"eric.locklear" <eric.locklear@noaa.gov>
"Patel-we nand Toral O (OES)" <Patel-we nandTO@state.gov>
"’chesterYJ. Koblinsky ’" <Chester.J.ko~linsky@noaa.gov>
"’genene.fisher ’" <genene:fisher@noaa.gov>
’Margarita Gregg ’ <Margarlta.Gregg@noaa.gov>

AI-FACHMENT 1

END AI-I’ACHMENT    i
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Stephanle Harrington <stephanle.harrington@noaa.gov>
09/17/2002 04:12:00 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject: For Your Review:. Request to the National Academy

To: Members of the Climate Change Science Program community

From: Jim Mahoney

I am attaching a copy of my letter sent to Dr. Bruce Aiberts, President
of the National Academy of Sciences, requesting Academy review of the
strategic plan of the Cimate Change Science Program. We plan to hold a
meeting of National Academy representatives with some of the agency
CCSPO representatives, to develop a specific statement of work for this
Academy review., The draft statement of work will be subject to review
by the principal representatives of each CCSPO agency before the
assignment is initiated.

Please review the attached letter and advise me if you have any comments
or questions. I prefer to discuss any questions now, rather than at the
time of final review of the work statement.

Thank you for your attention to this.

- Mahoney to Alberts Letter 9-17-02.doc

- Workshop Announcement 9-16-02.doc

Me~a.qo ~ent To;
Whohenst <Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov>
mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov>
neale <neale@sem.sLedu>
cgroat <cgroat@usgs.gov>
gant <gant@nlehs.nih.gov>
Watsonhl <Watsonhl@state.gov>
gasrar <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov>
"Ad.Patrinos" <AdoPatrinos@sclence.doe.gov>
mmoore <mmoore@osbphs.dhhs,gov>
Sarah G. Hordgan/OMB/EOP@EOP
Paul T. Anastas/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
"sllmak.michael" <slimak.michael@epa.gov>
"Ants.Leetmaa" <Ants.Le~, tmaa@noaa.gov>
andrewJ <andrewj@onr.navy.mll>
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"vicki.horton" <vickLhorton@noaa.gov>
John H. Marburger/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Rrussell <Rrussell@OSTP.gov>
Marcus PeacoddOMEgEOP@EOP
Gary C. ReisnerlOMEgEOP@EOP
James ConnaughtordCEQ/EOP@EOP
Kamemn L Bailey/CEQ/EOP@EOP
rcotwell <rcolwellli~nsf.gov>
tspence <tspence@nsf.gov>
"Robert.Card" <Robert.Card@hq.doe.gov>
"Stephanle.hardngton" <Stephanle.hardngton@noaa.gov>
"ray.orbach" <ray.orbach@sdence.doe.gov>
"kevin.kolevar" <keVln.kolevar@hq.doe.gov>
"Kyle.McSlarmw" <Kyle.McSlarmw@hq.doe.gov>
Mcleave <Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov>
=Jack.Kaye" <Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov>
Kathle L. Olsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP
rmoss <rmoss@usgcrp.gov>
Jrm <jrm@usda.gov>
sbodman <sbodman@doc.gov>
Pthome <Pthome@doc.gov>
TKassinger <TKassinger@doc.gov>
Gbecker <Gbecker@DOC.gov>
"Conmd.C.Lautenbacher" <Conmd.C.Lautenbacher@noaa.gov>
"Tlm.Keeney" <TIm.Keeney@noaa.gov>
"David.Goodrich" <Davld.Gooddch@noaa.gov>
"Pat~.Simms" <Pat.A.Slmms@noaa.gov>
"Beale.John" <BealeJohn@epa.gov>
kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov>
"hmtch.semerjlan" <hmtch.semerJlan@nist.gov>
Erin Wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP
NelsonDJ2 <NeisonDJ2@state.gov>
Emmy Simmons <emsimmons@usald.gov>
"James.R, Mahoney" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
"Louisa.Koch" <Louisa.Koch@no~a.gov>
David P. Radzanowskl/OMB/EOP@EOP
"Jeff.Amthor" <Jeff~,mthor@sclence.doe.gov>

fisher <fisher@dc.ametsoc.org>
"Joanne.R.Pottef’ <Joanne.R.Potter@lhwa.doLgov>
"Linda.Lawson" <Unda.Lawson@osLdot.gov>
artusiocf <artusiocf@state.gov>
Jeffrey S. Kleft/OSTP/EOP@EOP
jfein <jfein@nsf.gov>
"parker.kathryn" <parker, kathryn@epa.gov>
esundqul <esundqui@usgs.gov>
=Jeny.Elwood" <Jeny.Elwood@sclence.doe.gov>
"Jeff, Amthor" <Jeff.Amthor@noaa.gov>
Stephen S. McMIIlin/OMB/EOP@EOP
-schemgaJoel= <scheraga Joel@epa.gov>
Phil Decola <pdecola@hq.nasa.gov>
’Laboratory Directors Office’ <aldlroff@al.noaa.gov>
"leslie.runlon" <leslle.runlon@sclence.doe.gov>
mgarcla <mgarcla@usgs.gov>
"edc.loc, klear= <edc, locklear@noaa.gov>
"Patel-weynand Total O (OES)" <Patel-weynandTO@state.gov>
"Chester J. Kobllnsky" <Chester.J.kobllnsky@noaa,gov>
"genene.flsher" <genene.flsher@noaa.gov>
’Margarita Gregg ’ <Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov>
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
The Assistant Secretary of Commerce
for O=eans and Atmosphere
W~shing’t;on, D.C. 20230

September 17, 2002

Dr. Bruce Alberts
President
National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20418

Subiect: Requested Review of the Updated U.S. Climate Change Science Program
Strategic Plan by the National Academies

Dear Bruce:

I am writing in my role as Director of the U.S. Climate Change Science Program, involving the
collaboration of thirteen federal agencies responsible for sponsoring research on climate change
and global change issues. The Climate Change Science Program is responsible for reporting the
results of the sponsored research in a manner that facilitates public debate about climate change
policy issues, and that provides analyses useful for decision-making by natural resource and
infrastructure managers throughout the United States. The Climate Change Science Program
incorporates the work of the U.S. Global Change Research Program (USGCRP) authorized by
Global Change Research Act of 1990 and the Climate Change Research Initiative (CCRI)
launched by President Bush in June 2001.

Thanks very much for taking the time to discuss our plans for the formulation and public review
of an updated strategic plan for the U.S. Climate Change Science Program during our recent
meeting in your office. Confirming my verbal request during our meeting, the thirteen
collaborating agencies in the Climate Change Science Program request that the appropriate
elements of the National Academies appoint a committee to undertake a thorough review of the
Program’s draft strategic plan that is currently in development.

The approach to open scientific and stakeholder review of the Program’s draft strategic plan is
described in the Announcement and Invitation for the U.S. Climate Change Science Program:
Planning Workshop for Scientists and Stakeholders, which is enclosed. This document.describes
a strategic planning process for research and reporting activities built around the following key
dates:

¯ November 11, 2002: Discussion draft of the strategic plan available on the web.
¯ December 3 - 5, 2002: Open workshop held in Washington, DC.
¯ January 8, 2003: End of post-workshop public comment period (for written comments).
¯ April 1, 2003 (approximate): Publication of revised (final) plan.
¯ April 2003 through 2007: Various scheduled dates for publication of findings and related

decision support information (as described in the strategic plan).

THE DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR
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The U.S. Climate Science Program would like to engage the National Academies in a thorough
review of the strategic planning process, with a focus on the following elements:

1. The discussion draft of the strategic plan, as posted on the ~vw.climatescience.gov web
site by November 11, 2002.

2. The comments and questions received at the workshop on December 3 - 5, 2002.
3. The comments received on the web site during the 30-day period after the workshop.
4. The process of publishing a discussion draft strategic plan for comment and discussion by

the scientific and stakeholder communities at an open workshop, followed by a written
comment period.

We would ask the Academy committee to prepare its comments by February 28, 2003, so that
the committee comments can be used as input to the final version of the strategic plan due by
April 1, 2003. Also, we note that the 1990 Global Change Research Act requires that the
strategic plans of the science program be reviewed by the National Academy. Therefore we
suggest that the same Academy committee remain in operation, and report its comments on the
final version of the strategic plan after its publication in April 2003.

The Academy would be requested to comment on all of the topic areas listed in the section
labeled "Workshop Topics" in the enclosed announcement. Noting that the topics "Scenario
Development and Evaluation" and "Decision Support Tool Development" involve technology,
cost, economic and energy supply questions, the coverage of the Academy review would
include:

¯ Climate and ecosystem science questions.
¯ Human interactions questions.
¯ Control technology issues (a limited set)
¯ Cost and economic analyses
¯ Energy analyses
¯ Public communications and education issues

We also request that the Academy comment on additional crosscutting issues in the strategic plan
as well as the individual subsections. For example, is there appropriate balance between short
and long-term goals, and across substantive research areas? Does the plan adequately describe
linkages with the public, private sector, state/local governments, and the international
communities? Is the plan’s approach to management of issues that involve multiple disciplines
and multiple agencies effectively coordinated and integrated?

We look forward to continuing discussions with representatives of the Academy to review this
letter, and to develop a plan for the requested Academy review.

With best regards,

Enclosure
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Stephanle Harrington <stephanle.harrington@noaa.gov>
0911712002 04:12:00 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribut~on list at the bottom of this message

co: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject: For Your Review:. Request to the National Academy

To: Members of the Climate Change Science Program community

From: Jim Mahoney

I am attaching a copy of my letter sent to Dr. Bruce A]berts, President
of the National Academy of Sciences, requesting Academy review of the
strategic plan of the Cimate Change Science Program. We plan to hold a
meeting of National Academy representatives with some of the agency
CCSPO representatives, to develop a specific statement of work for this
Academy review.. The draft statement of work will be subject to review
by the principal representatives of each CCSPO agency before the
assignment is initiated.

Please review the attached letter and advise me if you have any comments
or questions. I prefer to discuss any questions now, rather than at the
time of final review of the work statement.

Thank you for your attention to this.

- Mahoney to Alberts Letter 9-17-02.doc

I!~ . Workshop Announcement 9-16-02.doc

Messa.qe Sent To:
Whohenst <Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov>
mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov>
neale <neale@serc.si.edu>
cgroat <cgroat@usgs.gov>
gant <gant@n|ehs.nih.gov>
Watsonhl <Watsonhl@state.gov>
gasrar <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov>
"Ari.Patdnes" <Ad.Patrinos@sclence.doe.gov>
mmoora <mmoore@os6phs.dhhs.gov>
Sarah G. Hordgan/OMB/EOP@EOP
Paul T. Anastas/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Phil CooneylCEQ/EOP@EOP
%llmak.michael" <slimak.mlchael@epa.gov>
~Ants.Leetmaa" <Ants.L~,. tmaa@noaa.gov>
andrewj <andrewj@onr.naw.mll>
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s~man ~d~@~c.go~
~me <~m~.go~
~lng~ <~l~er@~.go~
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"~nmd,C.~en~e~ <~nmd.C.~enba~er@no~.go~
~m.K~ne~ ~m.~w@~aa.go~
=David.~d~" <Da~d.~dd~@noaa.go~
"Pa~mms" <Pa~Slmms@~aa.go~
"~e.~" <~leJohn~pa.go~
~ff <~a~u~id.go~
"hmt~.semedi~? <hmt~.~medlan@nlsLgo~
Edn Wu~t~OM~EOP@~P
Nel~nDJ2 <Nel~nDJ2@s~.go~
Emmy Simmons <emsimmons@usaid.go~
"Jam~.R.Ma~ne~ ~am~.~Mahoney@~aa.go~
"~u~a.~" <~u~.~@~a.go~
David P. ~n~OM~OP@EOP
"Jeff~ ~eff~~en~.doe.go~
fisher ~sh~dc.~e~.o~>
"Joanne.R.PoReP ~o~ne.~~a.doLgo~
,U~a.~n= <Un~.~n~sLdoLgo~
a~=~ <a~~.~
Je~y S, ~O~OP@EOP

"pa~er.~" <~r.~@epa.go~
~un~ui <~u~qut@u~s.go~
"Je~.E~od" ~e~.E~d@sden~.doe.go~
"Jeff~o~ ~eff~~a.go~
~ephen S. M~ilIINOM~OP@EOP
"~ga.Joel" ~ad~l~pa.go~
Phil D~la <~la@hq.n~a.go~
’~m~W Diem ~’ ~ldimff@al.noaa.go~
q~lle.mn~n" <l~lle.mn~sden~.doe.go~
~a~a <mga~a@u~s.go~
"edc.~lea~ ~~noaa.go~
"Patekwe~and Total O (OES)" <Pa~l-we~an~O@s~te.go~
"Ch~ter J. Kobli~" <Ch~r.J.koblins~@~aa.go~
~genene.fl~er" <genene.flsher@noaa.go~
’Ma~ad~ G~g’ <Ma~a~.Gr~g@~aa.gov>
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MALL)

CREATOR:Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Narrington@noaa.gov> ( Stephanie Narrington
<Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:18-SEP-2002 11:32:40.00

SUBJECT:: CCSPO meeting - FY04 CCRI discussion

TO:"Linda. Lawson" <Linda. Lawson@ost.dot.gov> ( "Linda. Lawson"
<Linda.Lawson@ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Ants.Leetmaa" <Ants. Leetmaa@noaa.gov> ( "Ants.Leetmaa" <Ants.Leetmaa@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Sarah G, Horrigan ( CN=Sarah G. Horrigan/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Ari.Patrinos" <Ari.Patrinos@science.doe.gov> ( "Ari.Patrinos"
<Ari.Patrinos@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Watsonhl <watsonhl@state.gov> ( watsonhl <watsonhl@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:cgroat <cgroat@usgs.gov> ( cgroat <cgroat@usgs.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov> ( mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:andrewj <andrewj@onr.navy.mil> ( andrewj <andrewj@onr.navy.mil> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO: Emmy Simmons <emsimmons@usaid.gov> ( Emmy Simmons <emsimmons@usaid. gov> [ UNKNOWN
l)
READ: UNKNOWN

TO:"slimak.michael" <slimak.michael@epa.gov> ( "slimak.michael"
<slimak.michael@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Paul T. Anastas ( CN=Paul T. Anastas/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mmoore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov> ( mmoore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gasrar <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> ( gasrar <gasrar@hq.nasaogOV> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov> ( gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:neale <neale@serc.si.edu> ( neale <neale@serc.si.edu> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Wh0henst <whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov> ( whohenst <whohenst@OCE.USDA,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
Page 1
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READ:UNKNOWN
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cc:"scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov> ( "scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jerry. Elwood" <3erry. Elwood@science.doe.gov> ("Jerry. Elwood"
<Jerry.Elwood@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"vicki.horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> ( "vicki.horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jack. Kaye" <Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov> ( "3ack.Kaye" <Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"James.R.Mahoney" <James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( "JameS.R.Mahoney"
<James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:jeff.amthor@noaa~gov ( jeff.amthor@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
There will be a ccsPo meeting for the key agency representatives next
wednesday, september 25th, from 11:30am - l:00pm in the DOC Secretary’s
conference room (Rm #5851). We will discuss the FY04 CCRI portfolio that
has come out of the criteria and the agency one-on-one meetings. Because
this information is being treated as close-hold, we will not send out
the information before the meeting, but will handout copies on the
25th.

The Secretary’s conference room is behind a locked door. There will be
somebody at the door from 11:20-11:40am to let you in. If you come after
thi.s time, please see vicki Norton in Rm. #5804 to get in.

stephani e Harri ngton
climate change science Program
202-482-1944
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RECORD I~PE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Adele.Morris@do.treas.gov ( Adele.Morris@do.treas.gov [ UNKNOWN ]

CREATION DATE/TIME:18-SEP-2002 13:11:57.00

SUBJECT:: climate science Briefing -- NOTE TIME CHANGE

TO:Keith. Kozloff@do.treas.gov ( Keith,Kozloff@dootreas.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:whohenst@oce°usda.gov ( whohenst@oce.usda.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:tspence@nsf.gov ( tspence@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:susan.ware-harris@noaa.gov ( susan.ware-harris@noaaogov [ UNKNOWN.] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Sherron R. white ( CN=Sherron R. white/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:r.manning@state.gov ( r.manning@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Robert.Card@hq.doe.gov ( Robert.Card@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO;Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:OESTeamClimate-DL@state.gov ( OESTeamclimate-DL@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ]
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Mark.Warshawsky@dootreas.gov ( Mark.warshawsky@do.treas.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mleinen@nsf.gov ( mleinen@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:lbrown@nsf.gov ( lbrown@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov ( linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kevin F, Neyland ( CN=Kevin F. Neyland/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:kevin.doxey@osd.mil ( kevin.doxey@osd.mil [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:kelly.a.johnson@usdoj.gov ( kelly.a.johnson@usdoj°gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Karen Y. Knutson ( CN=Karen Y. Knutson/OU=OVP/O=EOP@EOP [ OVP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:john.woodley@osd.mil ( john.woodley@osd.mil [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:beale.john@epa.gov ( beale.john@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
Page 1
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READ:UNKNOWN

To:jim.rubin@usdoj.gov ( jim.rubin@usdoj.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:jhaverkamp@ustr.gov ( jhaverkamp@ustr.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:krieger.jackie@epa.gov ( krieger.jackie@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:bowie.cynthia@epa.gov ( bowie.cynthia@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Christine A. McDonald ( CN=Christine A. McDonald/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Caroline Boeckel ( CN=Caroline Boeckel/OU=OPD/O=EOP@EOP [ OPD ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mclean.brian@epa.gov ( mclean.brian@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:KBarrett@usaid.gov ( KBarrett@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Adele.Morris@do.treas.gov ( Adele.Morris@do.treas.gov [.UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Clay. Lowery@do.treas.gov (Clay. Lowery@do.treas.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Gretchen.Biery@do.treas.gov ( Gretchen,Biery@do.treas,gov [ UNKNOWN ]
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:BotetVI@state.gov ( BotetvI@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gibson.tom@epa.gov ( gibson.tom@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:EmSimmons@usaid.gov ( EmSimmons@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:shelia.trollinger@usda.gov ( shelia.trollinger@usda.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:robert.dixon@ee.doe.gov ( robert,dixon@ee.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Richard.Clarida@do.treas.gov ( Richard.Clarida@do.treas,gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Paul T. Anastas ( CN=Paul T. Anastas/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:FMoore@usaid.gov ( FMoore@usaid,gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:margot.anderson@hq.doe.gov ( margot.anderson@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:lynn_scar]ett@ios.doi.gov ( lynn_scarlett@ios.doi.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
Page 2
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READ:UNKNOWN
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TO:linda.moodie@noaa.gov ( linda.moodie@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.gov ( Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov ( Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kathie L. Olsen ( CN=Kathie L. olsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ 0STP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:jfritz@ustr.gov ( jfritz@ustr.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:John A. List ( CN=John A. List/OU=CEA/O=EOP@EOP [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:joel.szabat@ost.dot.gov ( joel.szabat@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:jhrubovcak@oce.usda.gov ( jhrubovcak@oce.usda.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

To:james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov ( james,r.mahoney@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

To:emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov ( emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:craig.montesano@noaa.gov ( craig.montesano@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:chris_Kearney@ios.doi.gov ( chris_Kearney@ios.doi,gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

To:bruce.harding@osd.mil ( bruce.harding@osd.mil [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

To:bill.brennan@noaa.gov ( bill.brennan@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Betty J. Fountain ( CN=Betty J. Fountain/ou=osTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:GordonSc@state.gov ( GordonSC@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Adele C. Morris, Ph.D.

-office of Economic Policy, Room 2445
U.S. Department of the Treasury
1500 Pennsylvania Ave, NW
Washington, DC 20220

Office: (202) 622-1262
Fax: (202) 622-1294
Email: adele.morris@do.treas.gov

Page 3
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Hi all,

The climate change science briefing by Dr. Albritton from NOAA will be one
hour later than originally announced, our apologies for any inconvenience.

Friday september 20
Room 2449, Main Treasury
***** NEW TIME ***** 10:30 to Noon

If you haven’t already provided your clearance information (Date of Birth
and Social Security number), please email me at the address below by 5pm
today, wednesday.

Thank you.

Adele

Adele C. Morris, Ph.D.
Office of Economic Policy, Room 2445
U.S. Department of the Treasury
1500 Pennsylvania Ave, NW
washington, DC 20220

office: (202) 622-1262
Fax: (202) 622-1294
Email : adel e. morri s@do. treas, gov

Page 4
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:18-SEP-2002 28:29:02.00

SUB3ECT:: Action items - Follow-up from lOSept02 CCSPO meeting

TO:Kameran L. Bailey ( CN=Kameran L. Bailey/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 09/18/2002

06:26 PM

stephanie Harrington <stephanie.harrington@noaa.gov>
09/11/2002 11:45:48 AM

Record Type:.Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc: see the distribution list at the bottom of this message
subject: Action items - Follow-up from 10Sept02 CCSPO meeting

The following two action items came out of yesterday’s ccsPo meeting:

Page 1
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,_. , ...... ~ ~ ....... ~

2) Interagency Steering Committee for December 2002 Workshop
Please nominate an agency representative for the December workshop
Steering committee. This                   "
Committee will be responsible for decisions about all workshop matters
will be expected to
~eep each agency Deputy Secretary-level representative advised on
important matters as
appropriate. Please send your nomination to Genene Fisher
(Genene. Fisher@noaa.gov) by COB,
September 13, 2002.

and

- CCRI-Cri teri a-09-11-02, doc

Message Sent
TO:
whohenst <whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov>
mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov>
neale <neale@serc.si.edu>
cgroat <cgroat@usgs.gov>
gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov>
watsonhl <Watsonhl@state,gov>
~asrar <gasrar@hq,nasa,gov>
Ari.Patrinos" <Ari.Patrinos@science,doe.gov>

mmoore <mmoore@osophs,dhhs,gov>
sarah G. Horrigan/OMB/EOP@EOP
Paul T. Anastas/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
"slimak,michael" <slimak.michael@epa.gov>
andrewj <andrewj@onr.navy,mil> ’
"Ants.Leetmaa" <Ants,Leetmaa@noaa.gov>

Message copied
To:
"vicki,horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov>
John H, Marburger/OSTp/EOP@EOP
Rrussell <Rrussell@OSTP,gov>
Marcus Peacock/OMB/EOP@EOP
Gary C. Reisner/OMB/EOP@EOP
James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Kameran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP@EOP
rcolwell <rcolwell@nsf.gov>
tspence <tsp~nce@nsf.gov>
"Robert.Card <Robert,card@hq.doe.gov>
"stephanie.harrington" <Stephanie.harrington@noaa.gov>
"ray,orbach" <ray,orbach@science,doe,gov>
"kevin,kolevar" <kevin,kolevar@hq,doe,gov>.
"Kyle,McSlarrow" <Kyle.Mcslarrow@hq,doe.gov>
Mcleave <Mcleave@hq,nasa,gov>
"Jack.Kaye" <Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov>     "
Kathie L, 01sen/0STP/EOP@EOP
rmoss <rmoss@usgcrp.gov>
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jrm <jrm@usda.gov>
sbodman <sbodman@doc.gov>
Pthorne <Pthorne@doc.gov>
TKassinger <TKassinger@doc.gov>
Gbecker <Gbecker@DOC.gov>         ¯
"Conrad.C.Lautenbacher"<conrad.c Lautenbacher@noaa.gov>
"Tim.Keeney" <Tim.Keeney@noaa.gov>
"David.Goodrich" <David.Goodrich@noaa.gov>
"Pat.A.simms" <Pat.A.Simms@noaa.gov>
"Beale.john" <Beale.john@epa.gov>
kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov>
"hratch.semerjian" <hratch.semerjian@nist.gov>
Erin wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP
NelsonDJ2 <NelsonDJ2@state.gov>
~mmy Simmons <em~immons@usaid.gov>        "
James.R.Mahoney <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>

"Louisa. Koch" <Louisa.Koch@noaa.gov>
David P. Radzanowski/OMB/EOP@EOP
"Jeff.Amthor" <jeff.Amthor@science.doe.gov>
"3oanne.R.Potter" <Joanne.R.Potter@fhwa.dot.gov>
"Linda. Lawson" <Linda. Lawson@ost.dot.gov>
artusiocf <artusiocf@state.gov>
Jeffrey S. Kieft/OSTP/EOP@EOP
~fei n <jfei n@ns~, gov>
parker.kathryn’ <parker.kathryn@epa.gov>

esundqui <esundqui@usgs.gov>
"Jerry.Elwood" <Jerry.Elwood@science.doe.gov>
"Jeff.Amthor" <Jeff.Amthor@noaa.gov>-
Stephen S. McMillin/oMB/EOP@EOP        ’
"scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov>
Phil Decola <pdecola@hq.nasa.gov>
’ Laboratory Di rectors office’ <al di roff@al, noaa. gov>
"leslie. runion" <leslie. runion@science.doe.gov>
mgarci a <mgarci a@usgs, gov>
"eric. l ocklear" <eric. lockl ear@noaa, gov>
"Patel-weynand Toral O (OES)" <Patel-weynandTO@state.gov>
"’chester J. Koblinsky ’" <chester~J.koblinsky@noaa.gov>
"’genene.fisher ’" <genene.fisher@noaa.gov>
’Margarita Gregg ’ <Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov>

ATTACHMENT i.
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
Unable to convert NSREOP0101:[A1-FACN.D43]SREOP01300AgEFS.001 to ASCII,
The following is a NEX DUMP:

END A’I-FACHMENT I
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S~p-2- 11:13am Fr0m-PATTON BOGGS LLP

~TTOi~ItEYS AT LAW

202-457-4470 T-997 P.01/02 F-530
2550 M Street NW
Washington DC 20037
(202) 457-6000

Facsimile (202) 457-o-’315

ANCHORAGE

BOULDER

DALLAS

DENVER

NORTHERN VIRGINIA

WASHINGTON, D,C,

Confidentiality Note: The
documents accompanying this
facslmlle contain information
from the h~ finn of Patton
Bogg$ LIP which is confidential
and/or privileged. The
info~rna~on is intended only for
the use of the individual ot entity
named on this transmission
sheet. If you are not the
intended recipient, you am
hereby notified that any
disclosure, copying, distdbutiDn
orthe taking of any =~on in
re~anca on the contents of this
facsimile is strictly prohibited,
and that the doct~rnents should
be returned to this Fire1
immediately. If you have
received this facsimile in error,
please noisy us by telephone
immediately so that we can
arrange for~e mtum of the
odginal doct4ments to us at no
cost to you.

To."

Company:

Fax Number:

Phone Number:
Total Pages
Including Cover:

From:

Sender’s Direct
Line:

Date:

Client Number:
Comments:

PHIL COONEY

Council on Environmental Quality

(202) 456-27t0

((202) 456-6224

2

DONALD H. PEARLMAN

(202) 457-6512

September 20, 2002

4642.101

Phil: In case the attached was not part of today’s clips, it
is from today’s online version of "Congress Daily."

PLEASE DELIVER THIS. FAX TO MR. COONEY
AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

Thank you.

If you did not receive all of the pages or find that they are illegible, please call
(202) 457-6000.
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House Republican energy conferees voted for an eZecurieity
title .Thursday a£~ernoon and will offer the plan to Senate
counterparts next Wednesday. The move ratcheted this year’s
gian~ energy bill one notch closer to completion.

Earlier Thursday, the House agreed to a Senate counteroffer
~n fuel mileage standards under corporate avarage fuel economy -
CAFE - provisions, putting the first of several of the most
contentious issues in the bill behind the conferees.

But the House failed to build a clear record in favor of the
72-page electricity restructuring title. House Energy and
Co~x~erce Energy ~ndAir Quality Subcommittee chairman Joe
Barton, R-Texas, assembled the title last week, a~ter earlier
proposals failed to pass in contmittee.

During Thursday’s meeting, Democrats fired a fusillade of i~
amendments against Barton’s package, which, together, would have
created a dramatically differenn bill.

But all the proposed changes failed on straight party votes,
leaving the measure a purely Republican product.

Left intact was a requirement for new regional transmission
organizations, or KTOs, to begin taking authority over power
transmission away from states and local entities - where it
mostly resides now_- and which would be governed by Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission rules.

But participation in the new RTOs would not be required, as
Bar£on and Energy and Commerce Chairman Tauzin, the conference
chairman, originally wanted in ~heir push Koward electricity.
deregulation.

Barton and Tauzin had to contend with objections from two
~epublican conferees from Florida, Reps. Cliff Stearns and
Michael Bilirakis. Florida’s power network has few ouK-of-sKate
connections and therefore no interest in having its network
forced open by an RTO.

Stearns told CongressDaily ~hat he and Bilirakis helped
change the language in the bill, making membership in an
voluntary, instead of require~.                                                 "

Democratic Reps. Edward Markey of Massachusetts, John Dingell
of Michigan and Henry Waxman of California reveled in building a
record of Republican votes agains~ renewable ~nergy standards
and keeping authority ~n the sta~es - which, ~hey argued,
protect consumers better now.

A particular tafge£ of their criticism was that the bill
keeps most of the Texas power system from FERC jurisdiction -
meaning much of the measure would not apply to Barton’s home
state.

Tauzin kept saying he agreed with some of the Democrats’
concerns, even as he led votes rejecting all ~heir amendments.

F6r example, on the amounu of renewable fuels utilities must
use in ~heir "portfolio" of power sources, Tauzin told Democrats
he favored advancing these through tax provisions, and would
~a~_~hese up.~i~h the S~nate~.            _                            ..

A~ter t~-final vote, Tauzin~01d reporters that the House
will still push to open the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge to
oil drilling, even though leading senators have said the moye ~s
SO u~d~sirable as ~o be non-negotiable.

"The Senate wants climate change," Tauzin said, referring tothe Senate bill’-s requlremen~ for monitoring greenhouse__S@S_-

emlss~ns. "We want ANWR. Every=hing is on the table.~ey Deborah
Shapley
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Phil Cooney
09/21/2002 08:04:32 AM

Record Type: Record

To: Roberta L. Conde/CEQ/EOP@EOP
co:
Subject: Next Climate Change Meeting

BC, plese put on jim’s calendar and print out for the file, Phil
...................... Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 09/21/2002 08:03 AM ...........................

"Card, Robert" <Robert.Card@hq.doe.gov>
09/20/2002 03:17:50 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject: Next Climate Change Meeting

All,

As discussed at our last Interagency Working Group on Climate Change, our
next and final meeting (this year) is scheduled for Thursday, November 21 st
at 3:00 pm - 5:00 pm at the Department of Energy, Forrestal in Room 5E-069.

Please respond by email to Nell Kinsey (nell.kinsey@hq.doe.gov) with your
name and agency. Nell can be reached on 202 586-7700.

An agenda will be forthcoming closer to the date.

Thanks.

Joy Viars on behalf of Robert Card
Executive Assistant
202 586-9340

I    - attl .htm
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Kenneth L. Peel 09/23/2002 07:33:41 PM

Record Type: Record

To:
CC: .
Subject:

FYI

Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Kameran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP@EOP

Canada Stuff

Forwarded by Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP on 09/23/2002 07:33 PM

"Watson, Harlan L (OES)" <WatsonHL@state.gov>
09/23/2002 07:31;49 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP
cc:
Subject: Canada Stuff

<<9-18-02.Prime Minister Jean Chr~tien Speech on the Occasion of the
Calgary Leader.doc>> <<9-20-02.National Post.PM shifts responsibility in
bid to ease ratification.doc>>

I D - 9-18-02.Prime Minister Jean Chr6tien Speech on the Occasion of the Calgary Leader.doc

I I--~- 9-20-02.National Post.PM shifts responsibility in bid to ease ratification.doc
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Address by Prime Minister Jean Chr~tien on the Occasion of the Calgary Leader’s Dinner
Wednesday, September 18, 2002

Calgary, Alberta

This is my first chance to-be in Calgary since my announcement at our National Caucus in
Chicoutimi. And while I have a lot of work to do in the next 17 months, I eaunot help but reflect with
satisfaction on the fact that my tenure as Leader of the L~eral Party began here in Calgary 12 years ago.

I also want to take this opportunity to thank the people of Calgary for the incredible job you did on
the Kananaslds G8 Summit. You set the standard for balancing civility and security at major international
summits allowing me and my G8 colleagues, and the world, to focus on the important work we did on
behalf of Africa. You did Calgary and Canada proud.

I have always said that a strong economy is the essence, of a strong society. We have worked very
hard as a government since the first day we took office. Who would have said at that lime that today we
would be outperforming the United States.

This is no accident. It is due to the hard work of Canadians.

During the recent global slowdown, our economy experienced only a brief contraction in the summer
of 2000. But the American economy shrank in each of the first three quarters of 2001. Between the
second quarter of 2000 and the end of 2001, our economy grew at a rate five times faster than the United
States. Between the second quarter of 2000 and the second quarter of this year, our standard of living, as
measured by GDP per capita, rose 3.3 % compared to a drop of .5 % in the. United States. In the first
eight months of this year, our economy created 386,000 net new jobs. Even in absolute numbers, more
new jobs have been created in Canada this year than in the United States.

Our budget remains in balance. The United States budget is in deficit. Our current account is in
surplus. The American current account is in deficit.

Impressive statistics. Hard won gains. Made possible by the support and sacrifice of our citizens.
And by our insistence on rock solid fiscal discipline. And I want to assure you tonight that our
government will never make commitments that drive Canada back into the red.

We will continue to balance our budgets. And we will keep the debt to GDP ratio on a firm
downward track.

But we also have to make forward-looking strategic investments. ~Iust as Alberta does. It was Peter
Lougheed, for example, who created the Alberta Heritage Trust Fund to help foster world class research
facilities. And the Alberta government today invests heavily in science, in education, in health.
Albertaus are today reaping the benefits of these wise investments. Indeed, Calgary is not only the off
capital of Canada it has become a magnet for new economy jobs and investment.

Our government is doing the same thing on a national scale with our emphasis on innovation,
research and development, through the Canada Research Chairs, through the Canada Foundation of
Innovation and through the Canadian Institutes of ttealth Research.

But the true test of enduring partnership and public confidence is not the difference we have made but
the difference we will make --that we must make. Not what we have done together, but what we will do.

And, my friends, we still we have a lot more work to do.
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Our agenda for this session of Parliament recognizes that our healthy fiscal and economic balance
sheet will only remain healthy if we continue, as well, to make strategic, long term investments in our
social and economic infi’astmcture: in learning, in children and in the environment.

As soon as we began to balance the books, we began to address other pressing deficits. The social,
environmental and infrastructure deficits that are still very real and are preventing Canada ~om achieving
its full economic and social potential. In our Throne Speech, and in the coming months, we will make
significant commitments to reduce these crucial deficits even further.

My friends, we will make significant new announcements and progress to improve the life chances of
our First Nations. In general, Western Canada, and especially Alberta, may be doing well economically.
But Aboriginal Canadians are not. And they are a fast-growing part of the labour force in Western
Canada. They remain an untapped source of skills and economic potential.

You will see significant additional action on children in poverty and ensuring a good start in life for
all.

You will see significant additional action, within our own jurisdiction, to build an urban infrastmctttre
that makes our cities a magnet for talent and investment.

Jane Stewart and Allan Rock are engaging all Canadians in building our place in the knowledge
economy, in improving our research and development performance and in promoting skills and learning
development. You will see significant additional action in this area.

We will introduce a significant public sector ethics package, which will have transparency as its
watchword and which can serve as an example to the private sector.

Modernizing our health care system remains a major part of our 21~t century agenda.

I appointed Roy Romanow to make recommendations on a high quality public health care system for
all Cauadians for the 21st century. He will make recommendations in November. After that, I will hold a
First Ministers Meeting. And then we will act.

Ralph Klein has always been a positive force in these discussions. Without him, we would not have
achieved a consensus among First Ministers on Health in September 2000. And I know I.will be able to
rely on Ralph Klein -- the dean of the Premiers -- again when we meet in the New Year.

Climate change is a crucial part of our agenda.

I want to address very clearly tonight what our approach to climate change means. And, equally
important, what it does not mean.

I know that some might suggest that the chill in this room produced by the mere mention of the word
Kyoto is powerful enough by itsdf to reduce global warming. But in all seriousness let me start with
some fundamentals with which we all agree.

First, we all agree that the health and well being of future generations requires the world to
collectively address the issue of climate change. How we address it may be open to debate. But not
whether we address it.
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Second, we all agree that it will take �ffort and resources to be successful and that without a strong
economy and a proper climate for investment those resources will simply not bc available. So wc cannot,
must not and will not, put our economic prospects and future at risk.

Third, as Canadians, we all agree that we must act in Canada in a manner that is responsible and
equitable. That distributes the burden and the risk equitably across sectors of the economy and across
regions of the country: between producers and consumers; between individuals and businesses; between
citizens and governments.

Fourth, we all agree that the technologies required to successfully address climate change bring with
them fantastic economic opportunities. We should maximize for Canada the benefits of developing new
environmental technologies.

Let me now turn to some of your concerns in Alberta.

There is a lot of rhetoric that Kyoto is a dagger aimed at the heart of the Alberta economy. That is
simply not true. I know that the so-called heavy emitters in the energy sectors -- in the utilities and in
manufacturing -- have expressed very serious and legitimate concerns.

I brought some of the most senior officials in the government with me today from Ottawa to be part
of a meeting I had this afternoon in Calgary some of the leaders of industry to hear their concerns. I
assured them that our consultations with them over the next several weeks, led by the Deputy Minister of
Natural Resources, will be intense, real and productive. I reaffirmed that we can -- and must ~ work
together in good faith. These consultations will have a major impact in the plan we produce before the
vote in Parliament later this year.

Let me speak personally for a moment.

I take great pride in the economic achievements of Canada since I became Prime Minister. I will not
put them at risk. I take great pride in my personal participation both as a Minister in the 1970s. And as
Prime Minister in the development of the Oil Sands. I will not put that at risk. I take great pride in seeing
a dynamic and growing Alberta economy which is of benefit to all of Canada. I will not put that at risk.

I know that how we approach the implementation of our Kyoto obligations must take into account the
importance of the natural resource sector for the Canadian economy. And it must take into account our
place in the North American economy.

We, as a country, have chosen a multi-lateral approach for addressing climate change, i strongly
believe that in this, as in other areas, the world is less well served by unilateralism. I regret Ihe decision
of the United States not to ratify Kyoto. But the fact that the United States is not ratifying Kyoto does not
mean that the United States is doing nothing. It does not mean that we should do nothing. The
Americans are acting nationally and at the state level. In many respects, California is leading the world in
addressing climate change.

I do not pretend that achieving our climate change objectives will be easy. It will not be. We have
ten years to meet our obligations Under the treaty. But we can make progres.s together. There are many
good ideas: from industry, from provincial governments including the government of Alberta. That will
take us a long way toward meeting our obligations. Technology will take us further.
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We are working very hard to put in place the plan I referred to earlier. A plan that will reduce
uncertainty for business and for investors. A plan that will meet our environmental responsibilities while
taking into account the views of the most affected industries.

The plan may not answer every single question. No plan can do that. It will be adjusted if necessary
as we learn and work together. No business in a market economy operates in a completely risk lSee
environment. I recognize that our Kyoto obligations add to the uncertainty you face. Our job is to work
with you to minimize that uncertainty.

That we will do. We will give assurances as to how much cost and risk each sector of society will be
asked to bear. And we will also address some fears by giving assurances of what actions we will never
take.

My friends, let me draw an analogy with the development of the Oil Sands. The Oil Sands would
never have gone ahead if their developers had been pre-oeeupied only by immediate quarterly earnings.
They had the vision and confidence to look ten, twenty and thirty years ahead. They were prepared to
take risks. They gambled that new technologies would be developed to extract oil profitably.
Technologies that did not exist when they began.

Companies developing the Oils Sands have become world leaders in environmental technologies.
They have made great progress in reducing carbon emissions. And they know they can, and will, do
better.

The Oil Sands are a Canadian success story because their developers took risks, dreamed large and
believed in their responsibility for future generations. And they succeeded beyond their wildest
expectations. What has been achieved in Alberta in Oil Sands production, Canada can achieve in climate
change reduction.

Working together, expanding our horizons, putting aside the rhetoric, I am confident that Canadians
can rise to the challenge. We will meet our targets --responsibly -- in the best interests of the economy,
the environment and future generations.
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0419_f_yggea003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> ( Stephanie Harrington
<Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:24~SEP-200~ 14:24:22.00

SUBJECT:: CCSPO meeting - tomorrow (9/25)

TO:Phil cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

stephanie Harrington
climate change science Program
202-482-1944
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0426_f_cp2ga003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Elizabeth A. stolpe ( CN=Elizabeth A. stolpe/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:25-SEP-2002 20:17:55.00

SUBJECT:: FW: U.S. climate Change science Program workshop

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kameran L. Bailey ( CN=Kameran L. Bailey/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
My sister saw this and thought you might be interested if you don’t know
already, she’s so nice. E.

Forwarded by Elizabeth A. stolpe/CEQ/EOP on
09/25/2002 08:16 PM

Suzanne Bishop <bishop@arcus.org>
09/24/2002 07:05:35 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Elizabeth A. stolpe/CEQ/EOP@EOP
co:
Subject: FW: U.S. Climate Change Science Program workshop

Thought you or someone in your office might find this interesting, if not
already on the agenda...
suzanne

suzanne Bishop
Federal Liaison
Arctic Research Consortium of the u.s.
P.O. Box 41736
Arlington, VA 22204
703.979.7461
703.979.1440 fax

visit us on the web: www.arcus.org .

Home office:
3535 college Road
Suite 101
Fairbanks, AK 99709
907.474.1600
907.474.1604 fax

Forwarded Message
From: "ArcticInfo" <arcticlnfo@mail.arcus.org>
Date: Tue, 24 Sep 2002 18:00:00 -0800
TO: arcticinfo@arcus.orB
subject: U.S. Climate change science Program workshop

workshop Announcement:
U.S. Climate change science Program: Planning workshop for scientists
and stakeholders

Page 1
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washington, D.C.
December 3-5, 2002

For more details including registration information, see:
http://www.climatescience.gov/events/workshop2002/default.htm.

THE WORKSHOP
The united states climate change science Program
(http://www.climatescience.gov) will hold a comprehensive workshop on
the U.S. climate change science Program, from December 3 to 5, 2002 in
washington, DCto receive comments on a discussion draft version of its
strategic Plan for climate change and global change studies. The U.S.
climate change Science Program ~ncorporating the U.S. Global change
Research Program (USGCRP) and the climate c~ange Research Initiatlve
(CCRI) is jolntly sponsored by 13 U.S. government agencies. The workshop
will review the USGCRP/GCRI plans with emphasis on the development of
short-term (2 to 5 years) products to support climate change policy and
resource management declsion-making.

BACKGROUND
The U.S. Global change Research Act of 1990 initiated the USGCRP that
continues today as a major sponsor of global change research. In June
2001President George w. Bush directed the USGCRP agencies to develop a
focused climate change Research Initiative (~CRI) w~th the goal of
accelerating the USGCRP research activities ~n the next 2 to 5 years, to
assist in the development of public policy and natural resource
management tools related tO climate change issues, when finalized, the
draft Strategic Plan reviewed during and after the workshop will provide
the principal guidance for the u.s. global change and climate change
research programs during the next several years, subject to revisions as
appropriate to respond to newly developed information and decision
support tools.

PURPOSE OFWORKSHOP
The Workshop responds to the President’s direction that the u.s. global
change and climate change science programs must be objective, sensitive
to uncertainties, and well documented for public debate. The U.S. global
change and climate change research programs must consistently meet the
highest standards of credibility, transparency,, and responsiveness to
the scientific community, as well as to all interested user groups, and
our international partners. TO assure the continued scientific
credibility of the u.s. climate change science Program, the workshop
will provide a comprehensive review of the discusslon draft of the
strategic Plan. The Workshop discussions, supplemented by written
comments submitted during .a 30-day post-workshop period, will be
reflected in the final strategic Plan.

WHO SHOULD A1-FEND
-Members of the scientific community interestedin reviewing and
commenting on the plans and expected deliverables of the USGCRP/CCRI
research program                      ¯
-Members of the climate stakeholder and resource management communities
interested in commenting on the planned application o~ the USGCRP/CCRI
scientific, economic, and energy system information to policy and
resource management decisions
-Members of the international climate change community interested in
reviewing and discussing the updated u.s. research and decision support
plans

WORKSHOP’ TOPICS
The workshop will include a plenary session each day, as well as the

Page 2
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0426_f_cp2ga003_ceq. txt
fol 1 owing breakouts :
Observations, Monitoring, and Data Management
Scenario Development and Evaluation
Climate Models: Implementation and Application
Decision Support Tool Development
Atmospheric Composi ti on
carbon cycle
water cycle
climate vari abi li ty. and change
Ecosystem Interactions: Forcing and Feedbacks
Human-Contributions and Responses to Climate change
Land Use/Land Cover Change
International sci enti fi c collaboration
Publi c communication of Information and Findings

Registration and logistical information is available at the website:
http://va~w, cl i matesci ence L gov/

For questions about workshoP objectives and presentations contact:
James R. Mahoney
Ph.D. Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere, and
Director, U.S. climate Change Science Program
Email: workshop@climatescience.gov

Arcticlnfo is administered by the Arctic Research Consortium of the
united States (ARCUS). Please visit us on the world wide web at:
http://va~v.arcus.org

At any time you may:
subscribe to ArcticInfo by sending an email to arcticinfo-sub@arcus org

addressInclude your name, affiliation, aadress, phone, fax and email
the body of the email, subscribers to Arcticlnfo will automatically
receive the newsletter, witness the Arctic. If you would prefer not to
receive Witness the Arctic, specify in your e-mail.

unsubscribe by sending an email to arcticinfo-unsub@arcus.org.

subscribe and unsubscribe actions are automatic. Barring mail system
failure you should receive responses from our system as confirmation to
your requests.

If     have information you would like to post to the mailing list send
theY~ssage to list@arcus.org.

You can search back issues of ArcticInfo by content or date at
http://www.arcus.org/ArcticInfo/fr_search.html

If you have any questions please contact the list administrator at:

list@arcus.org
ARCUS
3535 college Road, Suite 101
Fairbanks, AK 99709-3710
907/474-1600
907/474-1604 fax

End of Forwarded Message
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0428_f_d97ga003_ceq.txt
-RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:26-SEP-2002 07:38:37.00

SUB3ECT:: Re: FW: U.S. climate change Science Program workshop

TO:Elizabeth A. Stolpe ( CN=Elizabeth A. stolpe/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
mnay thanks -- I was aware that the announcement was in the works, but
this confirms it’s on the street! Phil

Elizabeth A. stolpe
09/25/2002 08:15:14 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Kameran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
CC:
subject: FW: U.S. climate change science Program workshop

My sister saw this and thought you might be interested if you don’t know
already, she’s so nice. E.

Forwarded by Elizabeth A. stolpe/CEQ/EOP on
09/25/2002 08:16 PM

Suzanne Bishop <bishop@arcus.org>
09/24/2002 07:05:35 PM

Record Type: Record

TO: Elizabeth A. stolpe/CEQ/EOP@EOP
CO:
Subject: ~: u.s. climate change science Program workshop

Thought you or someone in your office might find this interesting, if not
already on the agenda.,..
Suzanne

Suzanne Bishop
Federal Liaison
Arctic Research Consortium of the U.S.
P.O. Box 41736
Arlington, VA 22204
703.979.7461
703.979.1440 fax

visit us on the web:

Home office:
3535 college Road
sui te 101

va~w.arcu~.org

Page 1
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Fairbanks, AK 99709
907.474.2600
907.474.1604 fax
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Forwarded Message
From: "ArcticInfo" <arcticInfo@mail.arcus.org>
Date: Tue, 24 Sep 2002 ~8:00:00 -0800
TO: arcticinfo@arcus.org
subject: U.S. climate change science Program workshop

workshop Announcement:     ¯
U.S. climate change science Program: Planning Workshop for scientists
and stakeholders

washington, D.C.
December 3-5, 2002

For more details including registration information, see:
http://www.climatescience.gov/events/workshop2002/default.htm

THE WORKSHOP
The United States climate Change science Program
(http://www.climatescience.gov) will hold a comprehensive workshop on
the u s. Climate change science Program, from December 3 to 5, 2002 in
washington, DC to receive comments on a discussion draft version of its
strategic Plan for climate change and global change studies. The U.S.
climate change science Program incorporating the u.s. Global Change-
Research Program (USGCRP) and the climate change Research Initiatlve
(CCRI) is jointly sponsored by 13 u.s. government agencies. The workshop
will review the USGCRP/CCRI plans with emphasis on the development ot
short-term (2 to 5 years) products to support climate change policy and
resource management decision-making.

BACKGROUND
The U.S. Global change Research Act of 1990 initiated the USGCRP that
continues today as a major sponsor of global change research. In June
2001 President George W. Bush directed the USGCRP agencies to develop a
focused climate change Research Initiative (~CRI) wlth the goal of
accelerating the USGCRP research activities in the next 2 to 5 years, to
assist in the development of public policy and natural resource     .
management tools related to climate change issues, when finalized, the
draft strategic Plan reviewed during and after the workshop will provide
the principal guidance for the u.s. global change and climate change
research programs during the next several years, subject to revisions as
appropriate to respond to newly developed information and decision
support tools.

PURPOSE OF WORKSHOP                                                        ¯
The Workshop responds to the President’s direction that the u.s. global
change and climate change science programs must be objectiye, sensitive
to uncertainties, and well documented for public debate. The U.S. global
change and climate change research programs must consistently meet the
highest standards of credibility, transparency, and responsiveness to
the scientific community, aswell as to all interested user groups, and
our international partners. To assure the continued scientific
credibility of the.U.S, climate change Science Program, the workshop
will provide a comprehensive review of the discussion draft of the
strategic Plan. The workshop discussions, supplemented by written
comments submitted during a 30-day post-workshop period, will be
reflected in the final strategic Plan.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
Page 2
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-Members of the scientific community interested in reviewing and
commenting on the plans and expected deliverables of the USGCRP/CCRI
research program
-Members of the climate stakeholder and. resource management communities
interested in commenting on the planned application of the USGCRP/CCRI
scientific, economic, and energy system information to policy and
resource management decisions
-Members of the international climate change community interested in
reviewing and discussing the updated u.s. research and decision support
plans

WORKSHOP TOPICS
The workshop will include a plenary session each day, as well as the
fol lowi n~ breakouts :
observatlons, Monitoring, and Data Management
Scenario Development and Evaluation
cl i mate Model s : Impl ementati on and Appl i cati on
Decision Support Tool Development
Atmospheric Composi ti on
carbon cycle
water cycle
climate variability and change
Ecosystem Interactions: Forcing and Feedbacks
Human Contributions and Responses to climate,Change
Land Use/Land Cover Change
International sci enti fi c col I aborati on
Public. communi cati on of Informati on and Fi ndi ngs

Registration and logistical information is available at the website:
http://www, cl i matesci ence. gov/

For questions about workshop objectives and presentations contact:
James R. Mahoney
Ph.D. Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere, and
Director, U.S. climate Change science Program
Email: workshop@climatescience.gov

ArcticInfo is administered by the Arctic Research Consortium of the
united States (ARCUS). Please visit us on the world wide web at:
http://www, arcus, org

At any time you may:
subscribe to ArcticInfo b sendin an email to arcticinfo-sub@arcus.org.
Include your name, affiliation, a~dress, phone, fax and email address in
the body of the email, subscribers to Arcticlnfo will automatically
receive the newsletter, witness the Arctic. If you would prefer not to ¯
receive witness the Arctic, specify in your e-mail.

unsubscribe by sending an email to arcticinfo-unsub@arcus.org.

subscribe and unsubscribe actions are automatic Barring mail system
failure you should receive responses from our s~stem as confirmation to
your requests.

If you have information you would like to post to the mai~ing list send
the message to list@arcus.org.

You can search back issues of Arcticlnfo by content or date at
http://www.arcus.org/ArcticInfo/fr_search.html

If you have any questions please contact the list administrator at:
Page 3
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list@arcus.org
ARCUS
3535 college Road, suite 101
Fairbanks, AK 99709-3710
907/474-1600
907/474-1604 fax
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End of Forwarded Message
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0429_f_uamga003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL CNOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:26-SEP-2002 12:15:51.00

SUB3ECT:: CEQ Comments: Re: Draft letter from Sec. Evans to President, for review

TO:Chris_Kearney@ios.doi.gov @ inet ( chris_Kearney@ios.doi.gov @ Jnet [ UNKNOWN] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:

12:04 PM
FOrwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 09/26/2002

Phil cooney
09/12/2002 06:09:19 PM
Record Type:    Record

TO:     James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov @ inet, Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.gov @
inet
cc:
subject:         CEQ Comments: Re: Draft letter from Sec. Evans to
President, for review

Phil

05:59 PM
--- Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 09/12/2002

Phil cooney
07/29/2002 12:08:02 PM
Record Type:    Record

TO: stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
bcc: Records Management@EOP
subject: CEQ Commeqts: Re: Draft letter from Sec. Evans to
President, for review

stephani e,.

Thanks, P~il cooney
Page 1
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stephani e Harri ngton <Stephani e. Harri ngton@noaa, gov>
07/26/2002 02:36:40

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc: "James,R.Mahoney" <James~R.Mahon~y@no~a.gov>a "Craig.Montesano"
<Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov>, ’MaryBeth.Nethercutt
<MaryBeth.Nethercutt@noaa.gov>
subject: Draft letter from Sec. Evans to President, for review

Please review this draft and provide any comments to me by COB Monday,
29 July 2002.

Thanks,
stephanie Harring~on
climate Change sclence Program office
202-482-1075

- Evans to President Letter Draft 7-26-02.doc

Message Sent
TO:
"Conrad Lautenbacher (E-mail)" <conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov>
"Emil Frankel (E-mail)" <emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov>
"EveSlater (E-mail)" <eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov>
"Ghassen Asrar (E-mail)" <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov>
~ames Connaughton/CEQ~EOP@EOP
JiM ~,~:3eley (E-mail) <jrm@usda.-gov>

John H. Marburger/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Lawrence B. Lindsey/OPD/EOP@EOP
"Linda Fisher (E-mail)" <fisher.linda@epa.gov>
Marcus Peacock/OMB/EOP@EOP
"Paula Dobriansky (E-mRil)" <d.nelson@state.gov>
"Rita colwell(E-mail) <rcolwell@nsf.gov>
"sam Bodman (E-mail)" <sbodman@doc.gov>
"steve Griles (E-mail)" <steven_griles@ios.doi.gov>
card Robert <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov>     ¯
"Steve Ramberg (E-mail)" <rambers@onr,Navy.mil>
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"scott Rayder (E-mail)" <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov>
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

Message copied
TO:
"conrad lautenbacher (e-mail)" <conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov>
james connaughton/ceq/eop@eop
john h. marburger/ostp/eop@eop
marcus peacock/omb/eop@eop
card robert <robert.card@hq.doe.gov>
"scott rayder (e-mail)" <scott.rayder@noaa.gov>
"james.r.mahoney" <james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov>
"craig.montesano" <craig.montesano@noaa.gov>
"marybeth.nethercutt" <marybeth.nethercutt@noaa.gov>
Karen Y. Knutson/OVP/EOP@EOP
Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Robert C. McNally/OPD/EOP@EOP
Kathie L. OIsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP

A1-FACHMENT i
ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT’:
unable to convert NSREOP0102:[A1-FACH.Dg2]SREOP01300AGMAU.001 tO ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL
0432_f_edqha003_ceq.txt

(NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:"Anderson, Margot" <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> ( "Anderson, Margot"
<Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:27-SEP-2002 12:24:13.00

SUBJECT:: USG Climate Calendar, September 27, 2002

TO:"Jackie Krieger (E-mail)" <Krieger.Jackie@epamail.epa.gov> ( "Jackie Krieger
(E-mail)" <Krieger.Jackie@epamail.epa gov> [ UNKNOWN l )
READ: UNKNOWN

TO:"’Yvonne Brown (E-mail)’" <yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov> ( "’Yvonne Brown (E-mail}’"
<yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Scott Rayder (E-mail)’" <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov> ( "’Scott Rayder (E-mail)’"
<Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Richard spinrad (E-mail)’" <spinrad.richard@hq.navy.mil> ( "’Richard spinrad
(E-mail)’" <spinrad. richard@hq.navy.mil> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:’~’Mary Cleave (E-mail)’" <Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> ( "’Mary Cleave (E-mail)’"
<Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Linda Lawson (E-mail)’" <linda.laws~n@ost.dot.gov> ( "’Linda Lawson (E-mail)’"
<linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Kolevar, Kevin" <Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov> ( "Kolevar, Kevin"
<Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Karen Y. Knutson ( CN=Karen Y. Knutson/OU=OVP/O=EOP@EOP [ OVP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’James Mahoney (E-mail)’" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( "’James Mahoney
(E-mail)’" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Gran~ille Paules (E-mail)’" <gpaules@hq.nasa.gov> ( "’Granville Paules
(E-mail)’’ <gpaules@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Susan Gordon (E-mail)" <gordonsc@state.gov> ( "Susan Gordon (E-mail)"
<gordonsc@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’simmons, Emmy’" <emsimmons@usaid.gov> ( "’Simmons, Emmy’" <emsimmons@usaid.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Robert C. McNally ( CN=Robert C. McNally/OU=OPD/O=EOP@EOP [ OPD ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

T0:"’Reifsynder, Daniel A. ’" <reifsnyderDA@state.gov> ( "’Reifsynder, Daniel A. ’"
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<reifsnyderDA@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:’Melinda Moore’ <mmoore@OSOPHS,DHHS.g0v> ( ’Melinda Moore’
<mmoore@OSOPHS,DHHS,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO: " ’Margaret Leinen (E-mail)’" <Mleinen@nsf.gov> ("’Margaret Leinen (E-mail)’"
<Mleinen@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

TO:"’Linda Catlett (E-mail)’" <catlettla@state.gov> ( "’Linda Catlett (E-mail)’"
<catlettla@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kathie L. olsen ( CN=Kathie L. olsen/OU=OSTP/O=-EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’John Beale (E-mail)’" <Beale.john@epa.gov> ( "’John Beale (E-mail)’"
<Beale.john@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Harlan Watson (E-mail)’" <watsonhl@state.gov> ( "’Harlan Watson (E-mail)’"
<watsonhl@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Bill Hohenstein (E-mail)’" <whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov> ( "’Bill Hohenstein
(E-mail)’"<whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"card, Robert" <Robert.Card@hq.doe.gov> ( "card, Robert" <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Kane, Robert" <Robert. Kane@hq.doe.gov> ( "Kane, Robert" <Robert.Kane@hqodoe.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOW~

Bob" <Bob.carey@hq.doe.gov> ( "carey, Bob" <Bob.carey@hq.doe.gov> [cc:"care~,
UNKNOWN J )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Karpoff, Peter" <Peter.Karpoff@hq.doe.gov> ( "Karpoff, Peter"
<Peter.Karpoff@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"oixon, Robert" <Robert.Dixon@hq.doe.gov> ( "Dixon, Robert"
<Robert.Dixon~hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"Dobriansky, Larisa" <Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.gov> ( "Dobriansky, Larisa"
<Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Hanle, Lisa" <Lisa.Hanle@hq.doe.gov> ("Hanle, Lisa" <Lisa.Hanle@hq.doe.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cC:"Marcois, Bart" <Bart.Marcois@hq.doe.gov> ( "Marcois, Bart"
<Bart.MarCois@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
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<reifsnyderDA@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:’Melinda Moore’ <mmoore@OSOPHS.DHHS.g0v> ( ’Melinda Moore’
<mmooreOOSOPHS.DHHS,gOV> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO : "’ Margaret Lei nen (E-mai I) ’" <MI ei nen@nsf, gov> ( "’ Margaret Lei nen (E-mai I) ’"
<Mleinen@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

TO: "’ Li nda catl ett (E-mai 1)’" <catl ettl a@state, gov> ( "’ Li nda catl ett (E-mai l)’"
<catlettla@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

TO:Kathie L. olsen ( CN=Kathie L. Olsen/OU=OSTP/O=-EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’John Beale (E-mail)’" <Beale.john@epa.gov> ( "’John Beale (E-mail)’"
<Beale.john@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Harlan Watson (E-mail)’" <watsonhl@state.gov> ( "’Harlan Watson (E-mail)’"
<watsonhl@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Bill Hohenstein (E-mail)’" <whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov> ( "’Bill Hohenstein
(E-mail)’"<whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"Card, Robert" <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov> ( "card, Robert" <Robert.Card@hq.doe.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Kane, Robert" <Robert.Kane@hq.doe.gov> ( "Kane, Robert" <Robert.Kane@hq.doe.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOW~

Bob" <Bob.carey@hq.doe.gov> ( "carey, Bob" <Bob.carey@hq.doe.gov> [cc:"carey,
UNKNOWN J )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Karpoff, Peter" <Peter.Karpoff@hq.doe.gov> ( "Karpoff, Peter"
<Peter.Karpoff@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN.] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Dixon, Robert" <Robert.Dixon@hq.doe.gov> ( "Dixon, Robert"
<Robert.Dixon@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc: "Dobri ansky, " Lari sa" <Lari sa. Dobri ansky@hq, doe. gov> ( "Dobri ansky, Lari sa"
<Lari sa.Dobri ansky@hq, doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

CC:"Hanle, Lisa" <Lisa.Hanle@hq.doe.gov> ("Hanle, Lisa" <Lisa.Hanle@hq.doe.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Marcois, Bart" <Bart.Marcois@hq.doe.gov> ( "Marcois, Bart"
<Bart.MarCois@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT
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<P><FONT FACE="Times New Roman">Thanks. Have a good weekend, call if questions
or suggestions.</FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT FACE="Times New Roman">Margot</FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE="Times New Roman">586-2589</FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=~ COLOR="#000000"> &lt;&lt;USG climate calendar 9-27
-02. xl s&gt; &gt ; </FONT>
</P>
<BR>

</BODY>
</HTML>

END A1-FACHMENT I

ATTACHMENT 2
ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0103:[Al-rACH.D41]SREOP01300AHQDE.002 toASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Mike MacCracken <mmaccrac@usgcrp.gov> ( Mike MacCracken
<mmaccrac@usgcrp.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:27-SEP-2002 12:25:26.00

SUBJECT:: Change of address, office and personal

TO:mmaccrac@usgcrp.gov ( mmaccrac@usgcrpogoV [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
For your information, as of october 5, the office of the USGCRP is moving
from 400 Virginia Avenue and its name is changing. The move will be taking
place much of the week of september 30 and the following weekend, so
contact with the office and those in it may be a bit interrupted,
especially the latter part of the week.

The new location information is as follows:

us Global change Research Program
Climate change science Program
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
suite 250

¯ washington, DC 20006

This location is near both the Farra~ut West and Farragut North Metro
stops, and about a block from the whlte House toward Georgetown on
Pennsylvania Avenue.

Main Telephone Number: 202-223-6262 (individual numbers will be
available after the move)
Fax numbers: 202-223-3065       and 202-233-3064 (alternate)
Email addresses should remain unchanged.

AS indicated in the earlier email announcement, I will not be making the
move as my assignment with the USGCRP office is ending september 30 and I
am retiring from Lawrence Livermore (thanks to all of you who wrote notes,
etc.--I will be staying active, just in other ways). As of October 1, my
contact information will be changing to:

Michael MacCracken
6308 Berkshire Drive
Bethesda MD 20814-2245

Tel. 301-564-4255
email: mmaccrac@comcast.net

For a variety of reasons, I don’t expect to be as quick to respond to
email, but will try to keep up--at least after a few days rest.

Best wishes to all, Mike
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Michael C. MacCracken, Ph.D.
Senior scientist
office of the U. S. Global change Research Program
Suite 750
400 Virginia Avenue
washington DC 20024

Tel (direct line): (202) 314-2233
Tel (USGCRP office): (202) 488-8630
Fax: (202) 488-8681 or (202) 488-8678
E-mail: mmaccrac@usgcrp.gov
USGCRP Home Page: http://www.usgcrp.gov/

NEW CONTACT INFORMATION AS OF OCTOBER1, 2002

Michael c. MacCracken
6308 Berkshire Drive
Bethesda MD 20814

Tel: 301-564-4255
E-mail: mmaccrac@comcast.net

For your information, as of october 5, the office of the USGCRP is moving
from 400 Virginia Avenue and its name is changing. The move will be taking
place much of the week of September 30 and the following weekend, so
contact with the office and those in it may be a bit interrupted,
especially the latter part of the week.

The new location information is as follows:

us Global change Research Program
Climate Change Science Program
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Suite 250
washington, DC 20006

This location is near both the Farra~ut West and Farragut North Metro
stops, and about a block from the white House toward Georgetown on
Pennsylvania Avenue.

Main Telephone Number: 202-223-6262 (individual numbers will be
available after the move)
Fax numbers: 202-223-3065       and 202-233-3064 (alternate)
Email addresses should remain unchanged.

AS indicated in the earlier email announcement, I will not be making the
move as my assignment with the USGCRP office is ending September 30 and I
am retiring from Lawrence Livermore (thanks to all of you who wrote notes,
etc.--I will be staying active, just in other ways). As of October 1, my
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contact information will be changing to:

Michael MacCracken
6308 Berkshire Drive
Bethesda MD 20814-2245

Tel. 301-564-4255
email: mmaccrac@comcast.net

For a variety of reasons, I don’t expect to be as quick to respond to
email, but will try to keep up--at least after a few days rest.

Best wishes to all, Mike

Michael c. MacCracken, Ph.D.
Senior scientist
office of the U. S. Global change Research Program
suite 750
400 virginia Avenue
washington DC 20024

Tel (direct line): (202) 314-2233
Tel (USGCRP office): (202) 488-8630
Fax: (202) 488-8681 or (202) 488-8678
E-mail: mmaccrac@usgcrp.gov
USGCRP Home Page: http://www.usgcrp.gov/

NEW CONTACT INFORMATION AS OF OCTOBER 1, 2002

Michael C. MacCracken
6308 Berkshire Drive
Bethesda MD 20814

Tel: 301-564-4255
E-mail: mmaccrac@comcast.net
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Congressman Billy Tauzin
2 J.8 3 Raybum House Office BuJldiug
W~shiagtoa, DC 20515

Odober 1, 2002

Dear Cxmgresszmm Tauzin:

I Jaave n~ad that, ~s chairman of ~e Conference comt~ttee on energy, you have expressed a
wflliagaess to accept the Senate’s climate titles in exchange for agreement on a provision to
open ANWR. I am writing to urge you to withdraw any sudz offer and to reject any agreemem
that would include the Seaate’s climate titles or any climat~ provisions based on them.

The Senate’s ctLmate pr~wislxms ,are based on a ftm~menta| misn,.pre~emadon arid
mi.~uaderstandia~ of the state of lmowlcdge about clM~te change and hxm~an influem:e i’m the
dim’ate .system. Those provisions would set the fouadation for actio~ that would suppress
energy use, dama~ge the economy and encourage special interest incentives to use emissions
trad~xag sch-emes and other so ca[ted "flexible: rru. "~h~misms" to subordinate market forces to
governmeat action to promote favored sources of supply and tedmology.

Thei, e is no compcliiag scientific evidence that hurmm activities have had a significant and
adv~e inlk~mce ou the climate system or represeat a "serious threat". The Fmdia~ section
ass~miated with Title X reflects a ttitmaph of speculation over sci-eatiFm observatioa ,arid
seletxive use of a recent reixm by the Natioad Academy of Sd~ces. It "also ~sigris tmjustified
credibility to the work of the Interl~overnmentd Pand on Climate Claaa~ (IPCC) aud its
recent Summary for Policy Mitkers (SPM) Report. ~l~ report was esseridallywritten bythe
LPCC leadership who are govex, imem representatNx_~ and whose governments, to a large
extent, support the Kyoto Protocol The SPM does not closely agree with the uaderlying
scieaace working .Woup r~laort which miflies cle:~ r that. the marly tmcxrtainties in our
understanding of die climate system do not ju~srdf~ actium that wo~dd mandate the sazppression
of eaerg~r use to reduce greenhouse Fax emks~orts. Last year, the Mar~all Itxstitttre conw-med a
work gro, tp under the leadership of for~er Secretary of Eaergy~[ames Schlesiager aad former
Uxiiversity o[Rochester President Robert Spruull to review flxe scientific basis of the IPCG’s
report. We co~cluckM that its findings were pre_sentcd wi~ a degree o~ cerrainwthat was not
justified by the underlying science.

Eneqgy.is the lifeblood of economic grov~x. Forced reductions in ~e ~e of en~ in
respome to an ~p~v~ p~bl~ ~ o~ ~ad to ~ coaxers oa economic a~i~W.
It wo, dd be ~fc,~u~ ~deed ff ps~xdo sd=tce ~c~e ~e law of ~e l~d ~d in doing so
b~ ~e ~inten~d dri~ for ea~ po~w, d~dop~t and te~olo~ derisions.
(~te ~ge policT does not ~vol~ a &ok:e between ac6~ ~d ~a~on ~d ~ld not
involve over reac~on. ~mead, po~ ~d reflect acfi~s ~t ~e con~t ~ ot~ ~ate of
h~e. ~ ~ ~d~e rep~ ¢~tc Sd~e and Po~ Makiag the Cx~nnec~on
(co~ e~closed), id~tifies a sed~s of ~o~ ~t me~ ~

Sincerely,

Williant O’Keefe
Presid¢~at

The MarAhall Itustitute ..- Soil:note.for BaiTer Public Policy

1(,:~5 K Sit’eel, NW, Suite toS,’~ " W;tshington, ILC. Iooo{~
Phon~ (Zo2] x96..q655 ¯ Fax (202) 296"97t4 " Emai]: inl’o@marMt~dl.org - Websilc: www.ma,:d~oll,orgCEQ 003141CEQ 003141
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Mike MacCracken <mmaccrac@usgcrp.gov> ( Mike MacCracken
<mmaccrac@usgcrp.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 2-OCT-2002 07:22:15,00

SUB]EL-F:: CORRECTION-Office Fax number

TO:mmaccrac@usgcrp.gov ( mmaccrac@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ]
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT :
This message corrects the alternate fax number listed for the new
USGCRP/CCSP office.

Mi ke

For your information, as of October 5, the office of the USGCRP is moving
from 400 virginia Avenue and its name is changing. The move will be taking
place much of the week of september 30 and the following weekend, so
contact with the office and those in it may be a bit interrupted,
especially the latter part of the week.

The new location information is as follows:

US Global change Research Program
climate Change Science Program
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
suite 250
Washington, DC 20006

This location is near both the Farra9ut West and Farragut North Metro
stops, and about a block from the whlte House toward Georgetown on
Pennsylvania Avenue.

Main Telephone Number: 202-223-6262 (individual numbers will be
available after the move)
Fax numbers: 202-223-3065       and 202-223-3064 (alternate)
Email addresses should remain unchanged.
This message corrects the alternate tax number listed for the new
USGCRP/CCSP office.

Mi ke

For your information, as of October 5, the office of the USGCRP is moving
from 400 Virginia Avenue and its name is changing. The move will be taking
place much of the week of september 30 and the following weekend, so
contact with the office and those in it may be a bit interrupted,
especially the latter part of the week.

The new location information is as follows:

US Global Change Research Program
Climate change science Program
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
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suite 250
washington, DC 20006

This location is near both the Farra~ut West and Farragut North Metro
stops, and about a block from the whlte House toward Georgetown on
Pennsylvania Avenue.

Main Telephone Number: 202-223-6262 (individual numbers will be
available after the move)
Fax numbers: 202-223-3065       and 202-223-3064 (alternate)
Email addresses should remain unchanged.
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:nick@sundt.org ( nick@sundt.org [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 3-OCT-2002 06:20:25.00

SUB3ECT:: USGCRP web Site Update: 1 October 2002

TO:Climate change Info Mailing List <climate-l@lists.iisd.ca> ( Climate change Info
Mailing List <climate-l@lists.iisd.ca> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:Kameran L. Bailey ( CN=Kameran L, Bailey/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
The US Global change Research Program has just updated its "what’s New"
page with a wide-ranging set of organized links to new online material.
see the additions at:

http://www.usgcrp.gov/usgcrp/new.htm
The page is updated 1-2 times each month and provides an easy way to
monitor important scientific developments -- without having to dig around
dozens of different web sites.

Among the latest highlights are links to:

"u.s. climate Change Science Program: Planning workshop for scientists &
Stakeholders." 3-5 December 2002. washington, DC. Sponsor: United
states Climate Change Science Program. Public workshop to review a new
draft Strategic Plan for the uS Global change Research Program and Climate
change Research Initiative (CCRI)o

"Letter to President Bush on Climate change Science and Technology Plan."
Letter (dtd 9 sep 2002) from Secretary of Energy spencer Abraham and
Donald Evans, Secretary of Commerce.

"Will global warming improve crop production? .... winter temperatures are
on the rise and scientists note this change will actually increase a
plant’s exposure to freezing temperatures." Press release (dtd 18 sep
2002) from Agiculture and Agri-Food canada.

"Potential effect of population and climate changes on global distribution
of Dengue Fever: An Empirical Model." Article (dtd 14 Sept 2002) from The
Lancet.

"Interpreting a Climate Record from 10,000-year-old Migrating Waters."
Article (dtd 12 september 2002) from NASA’S Earth observatory News.

"Into the cold? .... Slowing ocean circulation could presage dramatic - and
chilly - climate change." Article (dtd 26 Sep 2002) from Christian
science Monitor.

"Black carbon contributes to Droughts and Floods in China." Press release
(dtd 26 Sep 2002) from NASA’s Goddard space Flight Center (GSFC).

"Sweating it out: U.S. cities have 10 more hot nights a year than 40 years
ago, Cornell climate researchers discover." Press release (dtd 26 Sep
2002) from Cornell University.

"2 0 " ¯0 2 summer Hot, Dry Across Much of Unlted State; Upper Mid-West
Experiences Wetter-than-Average Summer." Press release (dtd 13 sep 2002)
from NOAA.
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"Climate and water."
0440_f_a2jma003_ceq

Feature (dtd 12 September 2002) from Nature.

...and much more.

Don’t forget many of our regularly updated sections, including:

**Hurricanes. Links to background information on the connection between
climate change and hurricanes, other useful links related to hurricanes
also provided. Available at:
http://www.usgcrp.gov/usgcrp/links/hurricanes.htm

sincerely,
Nick Sundt, USGCRP Information & Outreach
US Global change Research Program
400 Virginia Ave, SW
suite 750
washington, DC 20024
Tel: +1 202 314 2235
Fax: +1 202 314 8681
Email: nsundt@usgcrp.gov

You are currently subscribed to climate-1 as: kbailey@ceq.eop.gov
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-climate-l-68928R@lists.iisd.ca
Visit IISD’s WSSD Portal at http://www.iisd.ca/wssd/portal.html
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0443_f_jcloa003_ceq
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Quesean R. Rice ( CN=Quesean R, Rice/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 4-OCT-2002 10:33:32.00

SUBJECT:: Phone Message from Stephanie Harrington

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Contact: Stephanie NarringtonCompany: office of climate change science ProgramPhone:
202-482-1944FAX: Message: RE: Faxed you comments on US India corporation, Please
call if you have any questions.10/04/02 10:30am
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0445_f_ek8oaOO3_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:"Anderson, Margot" <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> ( "Anderson, Margot"
<Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 4-OCT-2002 12:18:10.00

SUBJECT:: USG climate calendar for 10/4/02

TO:"’Susan Gordon (E-mail)’" <gordonsc@state.gov> ( "’Susan Gordon (E-mail)’"
<gordonsc@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Simmons, Emmy’" <emsimmons@usaid.gov> ( "’Simmons, Emmy’" <emsimmons@usaid.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Robert C. McNally ( CN=Robert C. McNally/OU=OPD/O=EOP@EOP [ OPD ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Reifsynder, Daniel A. ’" <reifsnyderDA@State.gov> ( "’Reifsynder, Daniel A. ’"
<reifsnyderDA@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:’Melinda Moore’ <mmoore@OSOPHS.DHHS.gov> ( ’Melinda Moore’
<mmoore@OSOPHS.DHHS.gOV> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Margaret Leinen (E-mai!)’" <Mleinen@nsf.gov> ( "’Margaret Leinen (E-mail)’"
<Mleinen@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Linda Catlett (E-mail)’" <¢atlettla@state.gov> ( "’Linda Catlett (E-mail)’"
<catlettla@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Karen Y. Knutson ( CN=Karen Y. Knutson/OU=OVP/O=EOP@EOP [ OVP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’James Mahoney (E-mail)’" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( "’James Mahoney
(E-mail)’" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Granville Paules (E-mail)’" <gpaules@hq.nasa.gov> ( "’Granville Paules
(E-mail)’" <gpaules@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Jackie Krieger (E-mail)’" <Krieger.Jackie@epamail e~a.gov> ( "’Jackie Krieger
(E-mai l)’" <Kri eger. Jacki e@epamail, epa. gov> [ UNKNOWN i
READ: UNKNOWN

TO:"’Yvonne Brown (E-mail)’" <yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov> ( "’Yvonne Brown (E-mail)’"
<yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’SCOtt Rayder (E-mail)’" <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov> ( "’Scott Rayder (E-mail)’"
<Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Richard spinrad (E-mail)’" <spinrad.richard@hq.navy.mil> ( "’Richard spinrad
(E-mail)"" <spinrad. richard@hq.navy.mil> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Mary Cleave (E-mail)’" <Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> ( "’Mary Cleave (E-mail)’"
<Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Linda Lawson (E-mail)’" <linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov> ( "’Linda Lawson (E-mail)’"
<linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kathie L. Olsen ( CN=Kathie L. olsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’John Beale (E-mail)’" <Beale.john@epa.gov> ( "’John Beale (E-mail)’"
<Beale.john@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Harlan Watson (E-mail)’".<watsonhl@state.gov> ( "’Harlan watson (E-mail)’"
<watsonhl@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Bill Nohenstein (E-mail)’" <whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov> ( "’Bill Hohenstein
(E-mail)’" <whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"card, Robert" <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov> ( "card, Robert" <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Kane, Robert" <Robert. Kane@HQ.DOE.GOV> ( "Kane, Robert" <Robert.Kane@HQ.DOE.GOV>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Carey, Bob" <Bob.carey@hq.doe.gov> ( "carey, Bob" <Bob.carey@hq.doe.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Karpoff, Peter" <Peter.Karpoff@hq.doe.gov> ( "Karpoff, Peter"
<Peter.Karpoff@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Stamos, John" <JOHN.STAMOS@hq.doe.gov> ( "Stamos’ John" <JOHN.STAMOS@hq.doe.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Dixon, Robert" <Robert.Dixon@hq.doe.gov> ( "Dixon, Robert"
<Robert.Dixon@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"Dobriansky, Larisa" <Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.gov> ( "Dobriansky, Larisa"
<Larisa.Dobbiansky@hq.doe,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Hanle, Lisa" <Lisa.Hanle@hq.doe.gov> (."Hanle, Lisa" <Lisa.Hanle@hq.doe.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Marcois, Bart" <Bart.Marcois@hq.doe.gov> ( "Marcois, Bart"
<Bart.Marcois@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

.TEXT
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All,
0445_f_ek8oaOO3_ceq.txt

Attached is this weeks’ climate calendar, still have not heard from
several agencies. If I have the wrong people on my list, please let me
know
so I can fix it.

For those new to this list: This calendar is at the request of the
Interagency working Group on Climate change Science and Technology (your
Dep
or Under Secretary sits on this group) which meets every few months.
Here’s
how it works. You send items to me every Thursday by COB. Please send new
items, using the format. If you edit old items or send new items added to
those in the attached file, please clearly indicate what you are adding by
highlighting in color or bold. otherwise we cannot tell what’s new. one
set of entries per agency, please (except DOE offices, just send entries to
me). I will not burden you with weekly reminders. Please share the
calendar with whoever needs to see it.

Thanks,
Margot

202 586-2589

<<USG climate calendar 10-04-02.xls>>

- attl.htm - USG climate Calendar 10-04-02.xls AI-FACHMENT

ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

<!DOC-FYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<META Hl-TP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT:"text/html ; charset=iso-8859-1">
<META NAME="Generator" CONTENT="MS Exchange Server version 5.5.2653.12">
<TITLE>USG climate Calendar for 10/4/02</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>

<P><.FONT FACE="Ari al ">A11, </FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT FACE="Arial">Attached is this weeks’ climate calendar.&nbsp;&nbsp; sti
ll have not heard from several agencies.&nbsp; If I have the wrong people on my
list, please let me know so I can fix it.&nbsp;&nbsp;<BR>               .

</FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE="Arial">For those new to this list:&nbsp; This calendar is at th
e request of the Interagency working Group on climate change science and Techno
logy (your Dep or under Secretary slts on this group) which meets every few mon
ths.&nbsp; Here’s how it works.&nbsp; You send items to me every Thursday by CO
B.&nbsp; Please send new items, using the format.&nbsp; If youedit old items o
r send new items added to those in tBe attached file, please clearly indicate w
hat you are adding by highlighting in color or bold.&nbsp; otherwise we cannot
tell what’s new.&nbsp; One set of entries per agency, please (except DOE office
s, just send entries to me). I will not burden you with weekly reminders.&nbsp;
&nbsp; Please share the calendar with whoever needs to see it.</FONT></P>

<P><FONT FACE="Arial">Thanks, </FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE="Ari al">Margot</FONT>
<IP>
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<P><FONT FACE="Arial">202 586~2589</FONT>
<IP>

<P><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2 COLOR="#000000"> &lt;&It;USG climate Calendar 10-0
4-02. xl s&gt ; &gt ; </FONT>
</P>
<BR>

</BODY>
</HTML>

END A1-FACHMENT    i

A1-FACHMENT    2
Al’-r CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
Unable to convert NSREOP0101:[ATTACH.D93]SREOP01300AO8KE.002 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:
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0448_f_i ei sa003_ceq, txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:"Anderson, Margot" <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> ( "Anderson, Margot"
<Margot.Anderson@hq,doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 9-OCT-2002 14:04:37.00

SUBJECT:: 1605(b) workshops: High level involvement

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Jim Mahoney (E-mail)" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( "Jim Mahoney (E-mail)"
<James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"John Beale (E-mail)" <beale.john@epa.gov> ( "John Beale (E-mail)"
<beale.john@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov’" <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov> ( "’Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov’"
<Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO: "Jacki e Kri eger (E-mai l)" <Kri ege r. Jacki e@epamai I. epa. gov> ( "Jacki e Kri eger
(E-mail)" <Krieger.Jackie@epamail .epa gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

TO:"Bill Hohenstein (E-mail)" <whohenst@oce.usda.gov> ( "Bill Hohenstein (E-mail)"
<whohenst@oce.usda.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"Friedrichs, Mark" <Mark. FRIEDRICHS@hq.doe.gov> ( "Friedrichs, Mark"
<Mark. FRIEDRICHS@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"card, Robert" <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov> ( "card, Robert" <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"walters, Logan" <Logan.walters@hq.doe.gov> ( "waiters, Logan"
<Logan.Walters@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"Marcois, Bart" <Bart.Marcois@hq.doe.gov> ( "Marcois, Bart"
<Bart.Marcois@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC: "Oobri ansky, Lari sa" <Lari sa. Dobri ansky@hq, doe. gov> ( "Dobri ansky, La~i sa"
<Lari sa.Dobriansky@hq, doe. gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

CC:"Carey, Bob" <Bob.Carey@hq.doe.gov> ( "carey. Bob" <Bob.carey@hq.do,~=.-~v> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

All ,

At the last Interagency working Group on climate Change science and
Technology on september 12, Bob card provided an update on the 1605(b)
workshops and hoped that each of your principals would be able to be
involved. In particular, we hope to be able to get as many principals as
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0448_f_i ei saOO3_ceq, txt
possible to the DC workshop and we are thinking a panel on first day with
each principal getting 5-10 minutes (DOE, EPA, USDA, EPA, CEQ). This could
be a good opportunity not only to stress the importance of the 1605(b)
registry but to put the registry within the larger context of the
Administration’s overall climate policy. Can you get back to me on this
ASAP? Plus, we also would like to get high level involvement at the
other
workshops as well. My assistant secretary, vicky Bailey will be
participating in one or more.

Thanks,

Margot
(202) - 586-2589

washington DC, November 18-19
Hilton Crystal city at National Airport
2399 Jefferson Davis Highway
Arlington, VA 22202

chicago, December 5-6
Renalssance O’Nare Suites Hotel
8500 West Bryn Mahr Avenue
Chicago, IL 60631

San Francisco, December 9-10
Best Western Grosvenor Hotel
380 south Airport Boulevard
so. san Franclsco, CA 94080

Houston, December 12-13
Houston Airport Marriott
18700 John F. Kennedy Blvd.
Houston, TX 77032

- attl.htm:
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE:

A1-FACHMENT    i
0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<META H]-rP-EqUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/htm] ; charset=iso-8859-1">
<META NAME="Generator" CONTENT="MS Exchange. Server version 5.5.2653.12">
<TITLE>1605(b) Workshops: High ]eve] involvement</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>

<P><FONT FACE="Ari al ">A11, </FONT>
- </p>

<P><FONT FACE="Arial">At the last Interagency working Group on climate Change S
cience and Technology on september 12, Bob card provlded an update on the 1605(
b) workshops and hoped that each of your principals would be able to be involve
d.&nbsp;. In particular, we hope to be able to get as many principals as possibl
e to the DC workshop and we are thinking a panel on first day with each princip
al getting 5-10 minutes (DOE, EPA, USDA, EPA, CEQ).&nbsp; This could be a good
opportunity not only to stress the importance of&nbsp; .the 1605(b) registry but
to put the registry within the larger context of the Administration’s overall

climate policy.&nbsp; Can you get back to me on this ASAP?&nbsp;&nbsp; Plus, we
also would like to get&nbsp; high level involvement at the other workshops as

well,&nbsp; My assistant secretary, vicky Bailey will be participating in one o
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r more.&nbsp; </FONT></P>
0448_f_ieisa003_ceq.txt

<P><FONT FACE="Ari al ">Thanks, </FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT FACE="AriaI">Margot</FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE="Arial">(202) - 586-2589</FONT>
</P>
<BR>

<P><B><FONT FACE="Arial">Washington DC, November 18-19</FONT></B>
<BR><FONT FACE="Ariali’>Hilton Crystal City at National Airport</FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE="Arial ’>2399 Jefferson Davis Highway</FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE="Arial ">Arlington, VA&nbsp ; 22202</FONT>
</P>

<P><B><FONT FACE="Arial">chicago, December 5-6</FONT></B>
<BR><FONT FACE="Ari al ">Renal ssance O’ Hare Suites HoteI</FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE="Arial">8500 West Bryn Mahr Avenue</FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE="Arial">chicago, IL&nbsp; 60631</FONT>
</P>

<P><B><FONT FACE="Arial">San Francisco, December 9-10</FONT></B>
<BR><FONT FACE="Arial">BeSt Western Grosvenor Hotel</FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE="Arial">380 South Airport BoulevardK/FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE="Arial">So. San Francisco, CA 94080</FONT>
</P>

<P><B><FONT FACE="Arial">Houston, December 12-13</FONT></B>
<BR><FONT FACE="Arial">HOUStOn Airport Marriott</FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE=~’Arial">18700 John F. Kennedy Blvd.</FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE="Arial">HOUStOn, TX&nbsp; 77032</FONT>
</P>

</BODY>
</HTML>

END A1-FACHMENT    1
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0451_f_yu6ua003_ceq.txt
RECORD I~(PE: FEDERAL (NOTES

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP E CEQ

CREATION DATE/TIME:IO-OCT-2002 17:42:29.00

SUB3ECT:: USG Climate Calendar for 10/4/02

TO:Debbie S. Fiddelke ( CN=Debbie S. Fiddelke/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP@EOP
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
FYI, PHiL

O5:40PM
- Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 10/10/2002

"Anderson, Margot" <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov>
10/04/2002 12:17:03 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc: see the distribution list at the bottom of this message
subject: USG climate calendar for 10/4/02

All,

Attached is thisweeks’ climate calendar, still have not heard from
several agencies. If I have the wrong people on my list, please let me
know
so I can fix it.

For those new to this list: This calendar is at the request of the
Interagency working Group on climate Change science and Technology (your
Dep
or Under Secretary sits on this group) which meets every few months.
Here’s
how it works. You send items to me every Thursday by COB. Please send new
items, using the format. If you edit old items or send new items added to
those in the attached file, please clearly indicate .what you are adding by
highlighting in color or bold. otherwise we cannot tell what’s new. one
set of entrles per agency, please (except DOE offices, just send entries to
me). I will not burden you with weekly reminders. Please share the
calendar with whoever needs to see it.

Thanks,
Margot

202 586-258~

<<USG climate Calendar 10-04-02.xls>>

- attl.htm
- USG Climate Calendar 10-04-02.xls

Message Sent
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To:
"’Bill-Hohenstein (E-mail)’" <whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov>
"’Granville Paules (E-mail)’" <gpaules@hq.nasa.gov>
"’Harlan Watson (E-mail)’" <watsonhl@state.gov>
"’James Mahoney (E-mail)’" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
"’John Beale (E-mail)’" <Beale.j~hn@epa.gov>
Karen Y. Knutson/OVP/EOP@EOP
Kathie L. Olsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP
"’Linda Catlett (E-mail)~" ~catlettla@state.gov>
"’ Li nda Lawson (E-mai l) ’ <li nda.l awson@ost, dot. gov>
ii’ Margaret Leinen (E-mai 1)’" <M1 ei nen@nsf, gov>

’ Mary cleave (E-mai I)’" <Mcl eave@hq, nasa. gov>
’Melinda Moore’ <mmoore@OSOPHS.DHHS.gov>
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
"’Reifsynder, Daniel A. ’" <reifsnyderDA@state.gov>
"’Richard spinrad (E-mail)’" <spinrad.richard@hq.navy.mil>
Robert C. McNally/OPD/EOP@EOP
"’Scott Rayder (E-mail)’" <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov>
"’Simmons, Emmy’" <emsimmons@usaid.gov>                   "
"’Yvonne Brown (E-mail)’" <yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov>
"’susan Gordon (E-mail)’" <gordonsc@state.gov>
"’Jackie Krieger (E-mail)’" <Krieger.Jackie@epamail.epa.gov>

.Message copied
To:
"Marcois, Bart" <Bart.Marcois@hq.doe.gov>
"Karpoff, Peter" <Peter. Karpoff@hq.doe.gov>
"Hanle, Lisa" <Lisa.Hanle@hq.doe.gov>
"Carey, Bob" <Bob.carey@hq.doe.gov>
"Dobriansky, Larisa" <Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.gov>
i’Kane, Robert" <Robert.Kane@hq.doe.gov>
’Dixon, Robert" <Robert.Dixon@hq.doe.gov>
"card, Robert" <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov>
"Stamos, John" <JOHN.STAMOS@hq.doe.gov>

A1-FACHMENT    1
ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<META Hl-rP-EQUIV="content-Type" CONTENT="text/html ; charset=i
<META NAME="Generator" CONTENT="MS Exchange Server version 5.5.2653.12 ’>
<TITLE>USG climate Calendar for 10/4/02</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>

<P><FONT FACE="Ari al ">A11, </FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT FACE="Arial">Attached is this weeks’ climate calendar.&nbsp;&nbsp; sti
ll have not heard from several agencies.&nbsp; If I have the wrong people on my
!ist, please let me know so I can fix it.&nbsp;&nbsp;<BR>

~/6ONT>
<BR><FONT FACE="Arial">FOr those new to this list:&nbsp; This calendar is at th
e request of the Interagency working Group onclimate Change Science and Techno
1.ogy (your Dep or under Secretary sits on this group) which meets every few mon
ths.&nbsp; Here’s how it works.&nbsp; You send items to me every Thursday by co
B.&nbsp; Please send new items, using the format.&nbsp; If you edit old items o
r send new items added to those in the attached file, please clearly indicate.w
hat you are adding by highlighting in color.or bold.&nbsp; otherwise we cannot
tell what’s new.&nbsp; one set of entries per agency, please (except DOE office
S, jUSt send entries to me), I will not burden you with weekly reminders.&nbsp;
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0451_f_yu6ua003_ceq.txt
&nbsp; Please share the calendar with whoever needs to see it.</FONT></P>

<P><FONT FACE="Arial">Thanks, </FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE="Arial">Margot</FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT FACE="Arial">202 586-2589</FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT FACE="Ari al" STZE=2 COLOR="#000000"> &l t ;&lt ; USG climate Cal endar 10-0
4-02. xl s&gt ;&gt; </FONT>
</P>
<BR>

</BODY>
</HTML>

END A’I-FACHMENT    I

¯ ~- AI-FACHMENT 2
ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0102:[ATTACH.D54]SREOP01300AU6UY.002 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:
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¯ .~’ "_’"i ~...’~... Samuel A. Themstrom
10/11/2002 02:15:38 PM

Record Type: Record

To: James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Debbie S.
Fiddelke/CE .Q/EOP@EOP, Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc:
Subject: wsj

COMMENTARY
The U.S. Should Unsign Kyoto
By HUGO GURDON

Perhaps U.S. President George W. Bush believes it when he says the
United States is free of the Kyoto climate change treaty. But if he does,
he is paying insufficient attention to his anti-capitalist foes. And he is not
doing what it takes to shield the U.S. economy from their predations.

Friends of the Earth (Europe), the environmentalist pressure group, called
on Pascal Lamy, the European Union’s trade commissioner, last week to
impose sanctions on energy-intensive imported American goods. FoE’s
legalargument amounts to this: Because Washington refuses to cut
American C02 emissions to 7% below 1990 levels, as Kyoto requires,
corporate America will not bear the same costs as companies in
signatory nations - ergo, U.S. exporters are engaged in "environmental
dumping." Greens insist that the true cost of production includes the
expense of complying with Kyoto.

’q’he U.S. rejection of the Kybto Protocol is unfair," said FoE in a
statement, "and puts European business at a disadvantage. With Bush’s
increasing rejection of international agreements that are essential to
protect the environment, Europe should have the right to penalize U.S.
goods for the po!lution they cause."

Mr. Lamy is unlikely to do what the Friends want - yet -- because it
would be too provocative. But EU.officials are looking into the concept
of environmental dumping as they ponder ways to shoehorn Mr. Bush
into Kyoto. It’s an odds-on bet that litigation pursued under a grossly
expanded definition of dumping will be in vogue soon among Eurocrats
and corporations that want to make life difficult for anyone defiantly
beyond the Kyoto pale.

This is familiar ground for the EU. In the mid-1990s, Brusselsaccused
Britain of "social. dumping" after the Tory government in London sensibly
opted out of the Maastricht Treaty’s "social chapter" - a mechanism to
impose worker benefits uniformly across the EU. Legal challenges from
Brussels were headed off only by the Tories’ electoral implosion in 1997.
Tony Blair abandoned the ol~t-out the instant he took office.

Brussels sees Kyoto, as it saw the social chapter, as a steamroller with
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which to level the playing field against the more efficient U.S. economy.
When global warming science was crumbling last year, Margot
Wallstrom, the EU’s environment commissioner, retreated to more honest - some would say, brazen -
ground by admitting that Ky0to was "about international relations, this is about the economy, about .t[ying to
create a level playing field for big businesses throughout the wodd."

The EU thus will almost certainly test U.S. defenses against environmental dumping charges. And here we
come to the nub of the issue - the U.S. case is made immeasurably weaker by Mr. Bush’s refusal to
remove Washington’s signature from Kyoto.

Article 18 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties says a state is "obliged to refrain from acts
which would defeat the object and purpose of a treaty when ... it has signed the treaty or has exchanged
instruments constituting the treaty subject to ratification."

So it is no good withdrawing from a treaty only rhetorically, as the president did last year. The White House
announced U.S. withdrawal in March and the President took press questions, but these were news events
not legal defenses. They will have little standing in a trade court. True, the U.S. Senate has not ratified the
treaty, but that does not end all argument, and the Bush Administration knows it.

Why else did the U.S. government unsign the Rome Treaty that established the International Criminal
Court? Because if it had not, Washington probably could not have blocked the extradition of, for example, a
U.S. general facing trumped-up and politically motivated war crimes charges at the ICC.

Failing to unsign Kyoto could .be calamitous. When European plaintiffs go to the WTO, Washington will be
barred from attempting to "defeat the object and purpose of the treaty." What will the U.S. defense be? It
cannot say Kyoto’s emissions standards should not exist because the U.S. signature is there on the dotted
line confirming the opposite.

Nor is the WTO the only forum in which the extant signature could have malign consequences. It is also
likely to facilitate suits in U.S. Courts under the Alien Tort Statute, which can be brought if the tort - such
as an unfair trade practice -- violates the "law of nations." It will be difficult to argue that the treaty is not
generally accepted when there are 84 signatures, including that of the U.S., there to confirm it.

The fact that "environmental dumping" is an inherently ridiculous notion, and that Kyoto is an ideologically
driven document that will inflict great economic damage without any compensating benefits, cannot be
relied on to win the argument. If, as seems likely, Mr. Bush understands that the treaty is not merely
worthless but malignant, he needs to kill it rather than wait for it to metastasize. That means, before
anything else, removing the signature that is giving aid, comfort and weaponry to those whose purpose is to
inflict damage on the U.S. economy.

Mr. Gurdon is the Warren Brookes fellow of the Competitive Enterprise Institute.

Updated October 11, 2002
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0452_f_alxva003_ceq. txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MALL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:14-OCT-2002 12:18:03.00

SUB3ECT:: Re: 1605(b) workshops: High level involvement

TO:"Anderson, Margot" <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> ( "Anderson, Margot"
<Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Roberta L. Conde ( CN=Roberta L. Conde/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Margot, I have blocked off 8 - 9:30 AM, Monday, Nov. 18th on 3im
connaughton’s calendar (Bobbi -- let’s move the staff meeting to Tuesday
Nov. 19 for now). Thanks, Phil

"Anderson, Margot" <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov>
10/09/2002 01:58:29 PM

Record Type: Record

TO: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc: see the distribution list at the bottom of this message
subject: 1605(b) workshops: High level involvement

All,

At the last Interagency working Group on climate change science and
Technology on september 12, Bob card provided an update on the 1605(b)
workshops and hoped that each of your principals would be able to be
involved. In particular, we hope to be able to get as many principals as
possible to the DC workshop and we are thinking a panel on first day with
eachprincipal getting 5-10 minutes (DOE, EPA, USDA, EPA, CEQ). This could
be a good opportunity not only to stress the importance of the 1605(b)
registry but to put the registry within the larger context of the
Administration’s overall climate policy, can you get back tome on this
ASAP? Plus, we also would like to get high level involvement at the
other
workshops as well. My assistant secretary, vicky Bailey will be
participating in one or more.

Thanks,

Margot
(202) - 586-2S89

washington DC, November 18.-19
Hilton Crystal city at National Airport
2399 Jefferson Davis Highway
Arlington, VA 22202

chicago, December 5-6
Renaissance 0’Hare Suites Hotel

Page 1
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8500 West Bryn Mahr Avenue
chicago, IL 60631

San Francisco, December 9-10
Best Western Grosvenor Hotel
380 south Airport Boulevard
So. San Francisco, CA 94080

Houston, December 12-13
Houston Airport Marriott
18700 John F. Kennedy Blvd.
Houston, TX 77032

0452_f_alxva003_ceq.txt

- attl.htm

Message Sent
TO:
"Bill Hohenstein (E-mail)" <whohenst~oce.usda.gov>
"John Beale (E-mail)" <beale.john@epa.gov>
"Jackie Krieger (E-ma~l)" <Krleger. Jackie@epamail.epa.gov>
"Jim Mahoney (E-mail) <James,R,Mahoney@noaa.gov>
"’Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov’" <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov>
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

Message copied
TO:
"Carey, Bob" <B~b.carey@hq.doe.gov>
"walters, Logan <L~gan.walters@hq.doe.gov>
"Dobriansky, Larisa <Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.gov>
"card, Robert",<Robert.card@hq.doe.gov>
"Marcois, Bart’ <Bart.Marcois@hq.doe.gov>
"Friedrichs, Mark" <Mark. FRIEDRICHS@hq~doe.gov>

A1-FACHMENT    1
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

<!DOL-FYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HllML 3.2//EN">
<Hll~L>
<HEAD>
<META HTTP-EQUIV="Content-Type"CONTENT="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1">
<META NAME="Generator" CONTENT="MS Exchange Server version 5,5.2653.12">
<TITLE>1605(b) workshops: High level involvement</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>

<P><FONT FACE="Ari al ">A11, </FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT FACE="AriaI">At the last Inter~.gency working Group on climate change S
cience andTechnology on september 12, Bob card provided an update on the 1605(
b) workshops and hoped that each of your principals would be able to be involve
d.&nbsp; In particular, we hope to be able to get as many principals as possibl
e to the DC workshop and we are thinking a panel on first day with each princip
al getting 5-10 minutes (DOE, EPA, USDA, EPA, CEQ).&nbsp; This could be a good
opportunity not only to stress the importance of&nbsp; the 1605(b) registry but
to put the registry within the larger context of the Administration’s overall

climate policy.&nbsp; can you get back to me on this ASAP?&nbsp;&nbsp; Plus, we
also would like to get&nbsp; high level involvement at the other workshops as

well.&nbsp; My assistant secretary, vicky Bailey will be participating in one o
Page 2
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r more.&nbsp; </FONT></P>
0452_f_alxva003_ceq.txt

<P><FONT FACE="Ari al ">Thanks, </FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT FACE="Arial",>,Margot</FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE="Arial >(202) - 586-2589</FONT>
</P>.
<BR>

<P><B><FONT FACE="Arial">Washington DC, November 18-19</FONT></B>
<BR><FONT FACE="Arial">Hilton Crystal City at National Ai rport</FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE="Arial">2399 Jefferson Davis Highway</FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE="Ari al ">Arlington, VA&nbsp; 22202</FONT>
</P>

<P><B><FONT FACE="Arial">chicago, December 5-6</FONT></B>
<BR><FONT FACE="Arial ">Renaissance O’ Hare suites HOteI</FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE="Arial">8500 WeSt Bryn Mahr Avenue</FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE="Arial">chicago, IL&nbsp; 60631</FONT>
</P>

<P><B><FONT FACE="Arial">San Francisco, December 9-10</FONT></B>
<BR><FONT FACE="Arial">Best Western Grosvenor Hotel</FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE="Arial">380 South Airport Boulevard</FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE="AriaI">SO. San Francisco, CA 94080</FONT>
</P>

<P><B><FONT FACE="Arial">Houston, December 12-13</FONT></B>
<BR>.<FONT FACE="Arial">HOUStOn Airport Marriott</FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE="Arial">18700 John F. Kennedy Blvd.</FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE="Arial">HOUStOn, TX&nbsP; 77032</FONT>
</P>

</BODY>
</HTIVIL>

END A1-FACHMENT    i
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:"Anderson, Margot" <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> ( "Anderson, Margot"
<Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:IS-OCT-2002 08:40:03.00

SUBJECT:: RE: 1605(b) workshops: High level involvement

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEO~/O=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Phil,

Great. Session starts at 8:30. Anyway we c~uld get him until 9:30 so he
could be there as part of an opening panel .

original Message
From: Phll_Cooney@ceq.eop.gov [mailto:Phil_cooney@ceq.eop.gov]
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2002 11:07 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Cc: Roberta_L._Conde@ceq.eop.gov
Subject: Re: 1605(b) Workshops: High level involvement

Margot, I have blocked off 8 - 9:30 AM, Monday, Nov. 18th on 3im
connaughton’s
calendar (Bobbi -- let’s move the staff meeting to.Tuesday Nov. 19 for
now).
Thanks, Phil

(Embedded
image moved
to file:
pic23368.pcx)

"Anderson, Margot" <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov>
10/09/2002 Q1:58:29 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc: see the di.stribut.ion list at the bottom of this message
subject: 1605(b) workshops: High level involvement

All,

At the last Interagency working Group on climate Change science and
Technology on september 12, Bob card provided an update on the 1605(b)
workshops and hoped that each of your principals would be able to be
involved. In particular, we hope to be able to get as many principals as
possible.to the DC workshop and we are thinking a panel on first day with
each principal getting 5-10 minutes (DOE, EPA, USDA, EPA, CEQ). This could
be a good opportunity not only to stress the importance of the 1605(b)
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registry but to put the registry within the larger context of the
Administration’s overall climate policy, can you get back to me on this
ASAP? Plus, we also would like to get high level involvement at the
other
workshops as well. My assistant secretary, vicky Bailey will be
participating in one or more.

Thanks,

.Margot
(202) - 586-2589

washington DC, November 18-19
Hilton Crystal city at National Airport
2399 Jefferson Davis Highway
Arlington, VA 22202

chicago, December 5-6
Renaissance O’Hare Suites Hotel
8500 west Bryn Mahr Avenue
chicago, IL 60631

San Francisco, December 9-10
Best Western Grosvenor Hotel
380 south Airport Boulevard
so. san Francisco, CA 94080

Houston, December 12-13
Houston Airport Marriott
18700 John F. Kennedy Blvd.
Houston, l~X 77032

- attl.htm
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE:

ATTACHMENT 1
0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<META H1-FP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html ; charset=US-ASCII">
<META NAME="Generator" CONTENT="MS Exchange Server version 5.5.2653.12">
<TITLE>RE: 1605(b) workshops: High level involvement</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>Phil,</FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>Great.&nbsp; Session starts at 8:30. Anyway we could get him un
t!l 9:30 so he could be there as pa~t of an opening panel ?</FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT SIZE=2> ..... Original Message ..... </FONT>       ,
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>From: Phil_cooney@ceq.eop.gov [<A HREF=’mailto:Phil_Cooney@ceq
.eop.gov">mailto:Phil_Cooney@ceq.eop.gov</A>]</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>Sent: Monday, October 14, 2002 11:07 AM</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>To: Anderson, Margot</FONT>         ¯
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>Cc:.Roberta_L._Conde@ceq.eop.gov</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>Subject: Re: 1605(b) workshops: High level involvement</FONT>
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<IP>
<BR>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>Margot, I have blocked off 8 - 9:30 AM, Monday, NOV. 18th on Ji
m Connaughton’s</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>calendar (Bobbi let’s move the staff meeting to Tuesday Nov

19 for now).</FONT>
~BP~><FONT SIZE=2>Thanks, Phil</FONT>
</P>
<BR>
<BR>
<BR>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>To:&nbsp;&nbsp; See the distribution list at the bottom of this
message</FONT>

</P>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>cc:&nbsp;&nbsp; See the distribution list at the bottom of this
message</gONT>

<BR><FONT SlZE=2>subject:&nbsp; 1605(b) workshops: High level involvement</FONT
>
</P>
<BR>
<BR>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>AII,</FONT>
</P>

<P>~FONT SlZE=2>At the last Interagency working Group on climate change science
and</FONT>

<BR><FONT SIZE=2>Technology on september 12, Bob card provided an update on the
1605(b)</FONT>

<BR><FONT SlZE=2>workshops and hoped that each of your principals would be able
to be</FONT>

<BR><FONT SIZE=2>involved.&nbsp; In particular, we hope to be able to get as ma
ny principals aS</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>possible to the DC workshop and we are thinking a panel on fir
st day with</FONT>
<BR><FONT SlZE=2>each principal getting 5-10 minutes (DOE, EPA, USDA, EPA, CEQ)
.&nbsp; This could</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>be a good opportunity not only to stress the importance of&nbs
p; the 1605(b)</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>registry but to put the registry within the larger context of
the</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>Administration’s overall climate policy.&nbsp; Can you get bac
k to me on this</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>ASAP?&nbsp;&nbsp; Plus, we also would like to get&nbsp;~ high 1
evel involvement at the other</FONT>
<BR><FONT S~ZE=2>workshops as well.&nbsp; My assistant secretary, vicky Bailey
will be</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>participating in one or more.</FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>Thanks,</FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>Margot</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>(202) - 586-2589</FONT>
</P>
<BR>

Page 3
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<P><FONT SIZE=2>Washington DC, November 18-19</FONT>
<BR><FONT SZZE=2>Hilton Crystal City at National Airport</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>2399 Jefferson Davis Highway</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>Arlington, VA&nbsp; 22202</FONT>
</p>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>chica~o, December 5-6</FONT>
<BR><FONT SZZE=2>Renalssance O’Hare Suites HoteI</FONT>
<BR><FON~ SIZE=2>8500 West Bryn Mahr Avenue</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>chicago, IL&nbsp; 60631</FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>San Francisco, December 9-10</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>Best Western Grosvenor Hotel</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>380 South Airport Boulevard</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>So. San Francisco, CA 94080</FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>Houston, December 12-13</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>HOUStOn Airport Marriott</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>18700 John F. Kennedy Blvd.</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>Houston, TX&nbsp; 77032</FONT>
<IP>
<BR>
<BR>

</BODY>
</HTML>

END ATTACHMENT i
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:15-OCT-2002 08:52:03.00

SUB3ECT:: RE: 1605(b) workshops: High level involvement

TO:"Anderson, Margot" <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> ( "Anderson, Margot"
<Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Roberta L. Conde ( CN=Roberta L. Conde/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

yes -- he could stay until 9:30, Phil

"Anderson, Margot" <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov>
10/15/2002 08:38:11 AM

Record Type: Record

TO: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
co:
Subject: RE: 1605(b) workshops: High level involvement

Phil,

Great. Session starts at 8:30. ADyway we could get him until 9:30 so he
could be there as part of an openlng panel ?

original Message
From: Phil_Cooney@ceq.eop.gov [mailto:Phil_cooney@ceq.eop.gov]
Sent: Monday, october 14, 2002 11:07 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Cc: Roberta_L._Conde@ceq.eop.gov
subject: Re: 1605(b) workshops: High level involvement

Margot, I have blocked off 8 - 9:30 AM, Monday, Nov. 18th on Jim
connaughton’s
calendar (Bobbi -- let’s move the staff meeting to Tuesday Nov. 19 for
now).
Thanks, Phil

(Embedded
image moved
to file:
pic23368.pcx)

"Anderson, Margot" <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov>
10/09/2002 01:58:29 PM

Page 1
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Record Type: Record
0454_f_9p9wa003_ceq.txt

TO: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc: see the distribution list at the bottom of this message
subject: 1605(b) workshops: High level involvement

All,

At the last Interagency working Group on climate change science and
Technology on september 12, Bob Card provided an update on the 1605(b)
workshops and hoped that each of your principals would be able to be
involved. In particular, we hope to be able to get as many principals as
possible to the DC workshop and we are thinking a panel on first day with
each principal getting 5-10 minutes (DOE, EPA, USDA, EPA, CEQ). This could
be a good opportunity not only to stress the importance of the 1605(b)
registry but to put the registry within the larger context of the
Administration’s overall climate policy, can you get back to me on this
ASAP? Plus, we also would like to get high level involvement at the
other
workshops as well. My assistant secretary, vicky Bailey will be
participating in one or more.

Thanks,

Margot
(202) - 586-2589

washington DC, November 18-19
Hilton Crystal city at National Airport
2399 Jefferson Davis Highway
Arlington, VA 22202

chicago, December 5-6
Renaissance O’Hare suites Hotel
8500 West Bryn Mahr Avenue
Chicago, IL 60631

San Francisco, December 9-10
Best Western Grosvenor Hotel
380 South Airport Boulevard
so. San Francisco, CA 94080

Houston, December 12-13
Houston Airport Marriott
18700 John F. Kennedy Blvd.
Houston, l~X. 77032

- attl.htm

A1-FACHMENT    I
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE:        0 00:00:00.00
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TEXT:
<!DOC-FYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD Nl~L 3.2//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<META HTTP-EQUrV="COntent-Type" CONTENT="text/html; charset=US-ASCTT">
<META NAME="Generator" CONTENT="MS Exchange Server version 5.5.2653.12">
<TITLE>RE: 1605(b) Workshops: High level Involvement</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>

<P><FONT SIZE:2>Phi I, </FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>Great.&nbsp; Session starts at 8:30. Anyway we could get him un
til 9:30 so he could be there as part of an opening panel ?</FONT>
</P>

<P><FoNT SIZE=2> ..... Original Message ..... </FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>From: Phil_Cooney@ceq.eop.gov [<A HREF="mailto:Phil_cooney@ceq
.eop.gov">mailto:Phil Cooney@ceq.eop.gov</A>]</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>SentT Monday, October 14, 2002 11:07 AM</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>TO: Anderson, Margot</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>CC: Roberta_L._Conde@ceq.eop.gov</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>subject: Re: 1605(b) Workshops: High level involvement</FONT>

</P>
<BR>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>Margot, I have blocked off 8 - 9:30 AM, Monday, Nov. 18th on Ji
m Connaughton’s</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>calendar (Bobbi -- let’s move the staff meeting to Tuesday NOV
¯ 19 for nOW).</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>Thanks, PhiI</FONT>
</P>
<BR>
<BR>
<BR>

<P><FONT SiZE=2>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb
sp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp~&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&
nbsp;&nbsp;.</FONT>     "
<BR><FONT SlZE=2>&nbsp;(Embedded&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&
nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n‘
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </FONT>

"<BR><FONT S~ZE=2>&nbsp;image moved&nbsp;&nbsp; &quot;Anderson, Margot&quot; &lt
;Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </FONT>                       .
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&nbsp;to file:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 10/09/2002 01:58:
29 PM&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb
sp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </FONT>
<BR><FONT SlZE=2>&nbsp;pi¢23368.pcx)&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&
nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb
sp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp;&nbSp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb
sp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
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p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp; </FONT>
</P>
<BR>
<BR>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>Record Type:&nbsp;&nbsp; Record</FONT>
</P>
<BR>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>To:&nbsp;&nbsp; See the distribution list at the bottom of this
message</FONT>

</P>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>cc:&nbsp;&nbsp; see the distribution list at the bottom of this
message</FONT>

<BR><FONT SIZE=2>Subject:&nbsp; 1605(b) workshops: High level involvement</FONT
>
</P>
<BR>
<BR>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>AII,</FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>At the last Interagency working Group on climate change science
and</FONT>

<BR><FONT SIZE=2>Technology on September 12, Bob Card provided an update on the
1605(b)</FONT>

<BR><FONT SIZE=2>workshops and.hoped that each of your principals would be able
to be</FONT>

<BR><FONT sIzE=2>involved.&nbsp; In particular, we hope to be able to get as ma
ny principals aS</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>possible to the DC workshop and we are thinking a pane~ on fir
st day with</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>each principal getting 5-10 minutes (DOE, EPA, USDA, EPA, CEQ)
.&nbsp; This could</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>be a good opportunity not only to stress the importance of&nbs
p; the 1605(b)</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>registry but to put the registry within the larger context of
the</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>Administration’s overall climate policy.&nbsp; canyou get bac
k to me on this</FONT>
<BR><FONT SlZE=2>ASAP?&nbsp;&nbsp; Pl.us, we also would like to get&nbsp; high l
evel involvement at the other</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>workshops as well.&nbsp; My assistant secretary, vicky Bailey
will be</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>par~icipating in one or more.</FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>Thanks,</FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>Margot</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>(202) - 586-2589</FONT>
</P>
<BR>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>Washington DC, November 18-19</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>Hilton Crystal city at National Airport</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>2399 3efferson Davis Hi.ghway</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>Arlington, VA&nbsp; 22202</FONT>

Page 4
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0454_f_9p9wa003_ceq.txt

<P><FONT SIZE=2>chicago, December 5-6</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>Renalssance o’Hare suites Hotel</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>8500 West Bryn Mahr Avenue</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>chicago, IL&nbsp; 60631</FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT SlZE=2>San Francisco, December 9-10</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>BeSt Western Grosvenor Hotel</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>380 South Air~ort Boulevard</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>So. San Francisco, CA 94080</FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT SIZE=2>Houston, December 12-13</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>HOUStOn Airport Marriott</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>18700 John F. Kennedy BIvd.</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2>HOUStOn, TX&nbsp; 77032</FONT>
</P>
<BR>
<BR>

</BODY>
</HTML>

END AI-FACHMENT    1
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0457_f_q4c~a003_ceq. txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (:NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> ( stephanie Harrington
<Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:15-OCT-2002 09:30:06.00

SUBJECT:: documents for review from CCSPO

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Phil - As we discussed over the phone, several documents will be coming
toCEQ for review from the climate Change science Program. The FY03 Our
Changing Planet (OCP) should be coming to you today or tomorrow. The
10-year Strategic ~lan will be coming october 21.

we would appreciate anything you could do to make the turnaround on
these documents as quick as possible so that they are ready for the
December 3-5 workshop. OCP needs about a month at the printer - so we
would like to see it back in about 2-3 weeks - and the strategic Plan
should be posted by mid-November for the public to get a chance to read
it - this would require about a week for a response from CEQ.

Dr. Mahoney would also like me to confirm that Jim connaughton is aware
that these documents are coming and the tight timeframe we are working
under.

Thanks,
stephanie

Page 1
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0458_f_wqwxa003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MALL)

CREATOR:Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie,Harrington@noaa.gov> ( stephanie Harrington
<Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:16-OCT-2002 11:53:53.00

SUB3ECT:: Our changing Planet for OMB/CEQ/OSTP clearance - unofficial version

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil cooney/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

~ wF-X~a~ted to ive you as much of a lead time as possible, so I am sending
you the drafgt of the FY2003 "Our changing Planet" dire_ctly.. It.wil.1
hopefully be coming to you through the official channels snortly, put I
have been running into one hurdle after the other as several people have
been out of the office, we are asking for comments back by COB Tuesday,
October 22.

Also, as a reminder, the draft 10-year strategic plan should be coming
to you next Monday (10/21) for review, we will also be .asking for your
assistance in getting the plan turned around quickly so it can be posted
for public comment.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks,
stephanie Harrington
climate change science Program
202-482-1944
- 0CP2003_FinaIReview.pdf - Final_OCP_Review_memo.doc=

ATTACHMENT i
AI-F CREATION TIME/DATE:        0 00:00:00.00

Unable to convert NSREOP0101:LAI-FACH.D26JSREOPu1~uuAXWRW-uv~--’^~~~nnl
tO ASCII,

The following is a HEX DUMP:

Page 1
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RECORD l~(PE: FEDERAL (NOTES MATE)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME : 16-OCT-2002 12 : 26 : 59.00

SUB3ECT:: Re: Our Changing Planet for OMB/CEQ/OSTP clearance - unofficial version

TO: stephani e Harri ngton <stephani e.Harri ngton@noaa, gov> ( stephani e Harri ngton
<Stephanie,Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

stephanie, who else are you sending this to in the Executive office of the
President? thanks, Phil

Stephani e Harri ngton <Stephani e. Harri ngtOn@noaa, gov>
10/16/2002 11: 50:58 AM

Record Type: Record

TO: Phil
cc:
Subject :
version

Cooney/CEOj/EOP@EOP

Our Changing Planet for OMB/CEQ/OSTP clearance - unofficial

I wanted to give you as much of a lead time as possible, so I am sending
you the draft of the FY2003 "Our changing Planet" directly. It_wil.l
hopefully be coming to you through the official channels shortly, put I
have been running into one hurdle after the other as several people have
been out of the office, we are asking for comments back by COB Tuesday,
October 22.

Also, as a reminder, the draft 10-year strategic plan should be coming
to you next Monday (10/21) for review. We will also be asking for your
assistance in getting the plan turned around quickly so it can be posted
for public comment.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks,
stephanie Harrington
climate Change Science Program
202-482-1944
- 0CP2003_FinaIReview.pdf
- Final_OCP_Review_memo.doc

AI-FACHMENT i
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00,00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOPO102:[AI-FACH.D42]SREOP01300AXYXQ.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

Page 1
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (~NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TTME: 16-OCT-2002 12 :29 : 49.00

SUB3ECT:: Our Changing Planet for OMB/CEQ/OSTP clearance - unofficial version

TO:3ulie G. Zann ( CN=3ulie G. Zann/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

Julie, Please print out the document below for me at your convenience.
Thanks, Phil

Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 10/16/2002
12:27 PM

stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harring~on@noaa.gov>
10/16/2002 11:50:58 AM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
CC:
subject: our changing Planet for OMB/CEQ/OSTP clearance r unofficial
version

I wanted to give you as much of a lead time as possible, so I am sending
you the draft of the FY2003 "Our changing Planet" directly. It will
hopefully be coming to you through the official channels shortly, but I
have been running into one hurdle after the other as several people have
been out of the office, we are asking for comments back by COB Tuesday,
october 22.

Also, as a reminder, the draft 10-year strategic plan should be coming
to you next Monday (10/21) for review. We will also be asking for your
assistance in getting the plan turned around quickly so it can be posted
for public comment.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks,
stephanie Harrington
climate change science Program
.202-482-1944

- 0CP2003_F~nalReview.pdf
- Final_OCP_Review_memo.doc

ATTACHMENT    1
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00,00

TEXT:
Unable to convert NSREOP0102:[ATTACH.D7]SREOP01300AXZ53.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

Page 1
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0461_f_6ylya003_ceq. txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES FIAIL)

CREATOR:Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie,Harrington@noaa.gov> ( Stephanie Harrington
<Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:16-OCT-2002 13:14:39.00

SUB3ECT:: Re: Our changing Planet for OMB/CEQ/OSTP clearance - unofficial
version

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

I have sent it to sarah Horrigan at OMB and Paul Anastas at OSTP. The
offi ci al
memo has been sent to Marcus Peacock, 3ohn Marburger, and 3im connaughton.

Phil_Cooney@ceq.eop.gov wrote:

> Stephanie, who else are you sending this to in the Executive Office of
the
> President? thanks, Phil

>
>

>

(Embedded
image moved stephanie Harrington
to file: <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
pic24283.pcx) 10/16/2002 11:50:58 AM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

CC:
Subject: Our Changing Planet for OMB/CEQ/OSTP clearance - unofficial

version

I wanted to give you as much of a lead time as possible, so I am sending
you the draft of the FY2003 "Our changing Planet" directly. It will
hopefully be coming to you through the official channels shortly, but I
have been running ~nto one hurdle after the other as several people have
been out of the office, we are asking for comments back by COB Tuesday,
october 22.

Also, as a reminder, the draft 10-year strategic plan should be coming
to you next Monday (10/21) for review. We will also be asking for your.
assistance in getting the plan turned around quickly so it can be posted
for public comment.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks,
Stephanie Harrington
climate Change science Program
202-482-1944

>

> 0CP2003_Fi nal Review. pdf

Name: 0CP2003_FinaIReview.pdf
Type: Acrobat (application/pdf)

Encoding: BASE64
Page 1
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Descriptlon: Adobe Portable Document

Download Status: Not downloaded w~th message

(appl i cati on/mswo rd.)

>
>

Name: Fi nal_OCP_Revi ew_memo, doc
Type : WINWORD File

Fi nal_OCP_Revl ew_memo, doc Encoding: BASE64
Description: Microsoft word 4

Download status: Not downloaded with message

Name: pi c24283, pcx
Type: WINWORD Fi I e (appl i cation/msword)

pi c24283, pcx Encoding: BASE64
Description: Microsoft word 4

Download Status: Not downloaded with message

Page 2
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)f Fish and Wildlife Agencies
iVildlife Agencies since 1902

treet, NW, Suite 544, Washington, 13C 20001
1 ¯ E-mail: iafwa@sso.org ¯ Web Page: w~av.iaf~va.org;

October 17, 2002

Mr. William Hohenstein, Director
Global Change Program Office
U.S. Department of Agriculture
300 7~ Street, SW, Room 670
Washington D.C. 20024

Dear Mr. Hohenstein:

The International Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies (Association) represents
every state fish and wildlife agency in the country and their .interest in the professional
management of the nation’s fish and wildlife resources. Along with fish and wildlife
agencies from Canada and Mexico and many non-governmental conservation
organizations that are contributing members, the Association develops, suppo~s and
defends legislation, rules and policies which safeguard and improve the well-being of
North America’s fish and wildlife resources.

The Association recognizes that terrestrial carbon sequestration is an integral part of
President Bush’s Global Climate Change Policy to reduce atmospheric carbon dioxide
and other greenhouse gases. An environmentally based international carbon-trading
program offers new financial resource opportunities for protection, restoration, and
enhancement of fish and wildlife habitat. However, an economically centered
international carbon-trading program could exacerbate the loss or degradation of our
nation’s natural resources through incentives designed to maximize the rate of carbon
sequestration oblivious to ramifications to other ecological functions.

The Association wants to insure that Administration decisions and policy guidance
concerning terrestrial carbon sequestration issues are made with input from the fish and
wildlife conservation community. Decisions affecting fish and wildlife resources must be
made in consultation with the state agencies that have the management authority and
responsibility for those resources. To that end, the Association would appreciate your
assistance in identifying the most effective avenues for full participation of state fish and
wildlife agencies, and the fish and wildlife conservation community as a whole, in
development of rules and policies related to carbon sequestration.

CEQ 003193CEQ 003193
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We look forward to working closely with the Interagency Working Group on Climate
Change Science and Technology to address carbon sequestration issues in relation to
the conservation of the nation’s fish and wildlife resources. Please do not hesitate to
contact me with your recommendations and any questions you may have concerning
the Association’s interest in this matter.

Sincerely,

Brent Manning
President

cc: ,. James Connaughton, Chairman, Council on Environmental Quality
Lynn Scadett, Assistant Secretary for Policy Management and Budget,

Department of Interior
Ann Klee, Counselor to the Secretary, Department of Interior
Margot Anderson, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Policy, Department of

Energy
Dina Kruger, Methane and Sequestration Branch Chief, Office of

Atmospheric Programs, Environmental Protection Agency
Sam Hamilton, Regional Director, Region 4, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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0467_f_tiy0b003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MALL)

CREATOR:Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie,Harrington@noaa,gov> ( stephanie Harrington
<Stephanie,Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:I8-OCT-2002 16:40:31.00

SUBJECT:: [Fwd: Provisional Agenda for the climate change workshop]

TO:"Linda.Lawson" <Linda.Lawson@ost.dot,gov> ( "Linda.Lawson"
<Linda.Lawson@ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Ants. Leetmaa" <Ants.Leetmaa@noaa.gov> ( "Ants.Leetmaa" <Ants.Leetmaa@noaa,gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Sarah G, Horrigan ( CN=Sarah G, Horrigan/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Ari,Patrinos" <Ari,Patrinos@science,doe,gov> ( "Ari,Patrinos"
<Ari.Patrinos@science.doe,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Watsonhl <watsonhl@state.gov> ( watsonhl <watsonhl@state,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:cgroat <cgroat@usgs,gov> ( cgroat <cgroat@usgs,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mleinen <mleinen@nsf,gov> ( mleinen <mleinen@nsf,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:andrewj <andrewj@onr.navy.mil> (.andrewj <andrewj@onr,navy,mil> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Emmy Simmons <emsimmons@usaid,gov> ( Emmy simmons <emsimmons@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN
])
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"slimak,michael" <slimak,michael@epa.gov> ( "slimak,michael"
<slimak,michael@epa,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Paul T,. Anastas ( CN=Paul T. Anastas/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:mmoore <~moore@osophs.dhhs,gov> ( mmoore <mmoore@osophs,dhhs.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gasrar <gasrar@hq,nasa,gov> ( gasrar <gasrar@hq,nasa,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov> ( gant <gant@niehs.nih,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:neale <neale@serc,si,edu> ( neale <neale@serc,si.edu> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:whohenst <whohenst@OCE,USDA,gov> ( whohenst <whohenst@OCE.USDA,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
Page 1
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RF.AD:UNKNOWN
0467_f_tiy0b003_ceq.txt

CC:"Margaret.R.N¢calla" <Margaret.R.Mccalla@noaa.gov> ( "Margaret.R.Mccalla"
<Margaret.R.Mccalla@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"’genene.fisher ’" <genene.fisher@noaa.gov> ( "’genene.fisher ’"
<genene.fisher@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"Patel-weynand Toral O (OES)" <Patel-weynandTO@state.gov> ( "Patel-weynand Toral
O (OES)" <Patel-weynandTO@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov> ( mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC: ’ Laboratory Di rectors office’ <al di roff@al, noaa. gov> ( ’ Laboratory Di rectors
office’ <aldi roff@al .noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

cc:"scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov> ( "scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jeff.Amthor" <Jeff.Amthor@noaa.goy> ( "Jeff.Amthor" <Jeff.Amthor@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:esundqui <esundqui@usgs.gov> ( esundqui <esundqui@usgs.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:jfein <jfein@nsf.gov> ( jfein <jfein@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:artusiocf <artusiocf@state.gov> ( artusiocf <artusiocf@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jeff.Amth0r" <Jeff.Amthor@science.doe.gov> ( "Jeff.Amthor"
<Jeff.Amthor@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Louisa.Koch" <Louisa.Koch@noaa.gov> ( "Louisa.Koch" <Louisa.Koch@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

.CC:NelsonDJ2 <NelsonDJ2@state.gov> ( NelsonDJ2 <NelsonDJ2@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"hratch.semerjian" <hratch.semerjian@nist.gov> ( "hratch.semerjian"
<hratch.sem~rjian@nist.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Beale.john" <Beale.john@epa.gov> ( "Beale.john" <Beale.john@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ]
)
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"David.Goodrich’~ <David.Goodrich@noaa.gov> ( "David.Goodrich"
<David.Goodrich@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Conrad,c,Lautenbacher" <Conrad,c.Lautenbacher@noaa.gov> (
"conrad.c. Lautenbacher" <conrad.c.Lautenbacher@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

Page 2
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READ:UNKNOWN

CC:TKassinger <TKassinger@doc.gov> ( TKassinger <TKassinger@doc,gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:sb0dman <sbodman@doc.gov> ( sbodman <sbodman@doc.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:rmoss <rmoss@usgcrp.gov> ( rmoss <rmoss@usgcrp.gov> [ UNKNOWN ])
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"3ack.Kaye" <3ack.KayeOhq.nasa.gov> ( "3ack.Kaye" <3ack.Kaye@hq.nasa,gov> [
UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Kyle.Mcslarro~" <Kyle.McSlarro~@hq.doe.gov> ( "Kyle.Mc$1arro~"
<Kyle.McSlarrow@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC-"rav.orbach" <ray.orbach@science.doe.gov> ( "ray.orbach"
<r~y.o~bach@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Robert.card" <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov> ("Robert.card" <Robert.cardQhq.doe.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:rcolwell <rcolwell@nsf.gov> ( rcolwell <rcolwell@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:3ames Connaughton ( CN=3ames Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN             -,

CC:Marcus Peacock ( CN=Marcus Peacock/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:3ohn H. Marburger ( CN=3ohn H. Marburger/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:Interagency working Group chairs_<~gcc@usgcrp.gov> ( Interagency working Group
chairs <wgcc@usgcrp.gov> [ UNKNOWN J
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:’Margarita Gregg ’ <Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov> ( ’Margarita Gregg ’
<Margar~ta.Gregg@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’chester 3. Koblinsky ’" <chester.3.koblinsky@noaa.gov> ( "’chester.3. Koblinsky
’" <chester.3.koblinsky@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC: "eric. 1 ockl ear" <eri c. 1 ockl ear@noaa, gov> ( "eri c. l ockl ear"
<eric.locklear@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

CC: "l esli e. runion" <l esli e. runi on@sci ence. doe. gov> ( "l esli e. runion"
<leslie.runion@science,doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

¯ cc:Phil Decola <pdecola@hq.nasa.gov> ( Phil Decola <pdecola@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ]
)
READ: uNKNOWN

Page 3
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cc:stephen .s. McMillin ( CN=Stephen S. McMillin/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jerry.Elwood" <Jerry.Elwood@science.doe.gov> ( "Jerry.Elwood"
<Jerry.Elwood@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"parker.kathryn" <parker.kathryn@epa.gov> ( "parker.kathryn"
<parker.kathryn@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Jeffrey S. Kieft ( CN=Jeffrey S. Kieft/ou=osTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Joanne.R,Potter" <Joanne.R.Potter@fhwa.dot,gov> ( "3oanne,R,Potter"
<Joanne,R.Potter@fhwa.dot,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:David P. Radzanowski ( CN=David P. Radzanowski/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"James.R.Mahoney" <james.R,Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( "James.R.Mahoney"
<3ames.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Erin wuchte ( CN=Erin wuchte/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov> ( kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

CC: "Pat. A. simms" <Pat. A. si mms@noaa, gov> ( "Pat. A. si rams" <Pat. A. Si mms@noaa, gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

CC: "Tim. Keeney" <Tim. Keeney@noaa. gov> ( "Tim, Keeney" <Tim. Keeney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN
])
READ: UNKNOWN

CC:Gbecker <Gbecker@doc.gov> ( Gbecker <Gb~cker@doc.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:Pthorne <Pthorne@doc.gov> ( Pthorne <Pthorne@doc.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:jrm <jrm@usda.gov> ( jrm <jrm@usda.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kathie L. olsen ( CN=Kathie L. olsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Mcleave <Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> ( Mcleave <Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"kevin,kolevar" <kevin.kolevar@hq.doe.gov> ( "kevin.kolevar"
<kevin.kolevar@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"stephanie.harrington" <steph~nie.harriDg~on@noaa.gov> ( "stephanie.harrington"
<stephanie.harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN J )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:tspence <tspence@nsf.gov> ( tspence <tspence@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
Page 4
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READ:UNKNOWN
0467_f_tiy0b003_ceq.txt

CC:Kameran L. Bailey ( CN=Kameran L. Bailey/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Gary C. Reisner C CN=Gary C, Reisner/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Rrussell <Rrussell@OSTP.gov> ( Rrussell <Rrussell@OSTP.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"vicki~horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> ( "vicki.horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Original Message -.
Subject: Provisional Agenda for the climate Change workshop
Date: Fri, 18 Oct 2002 15:08:51 -0400
From: "James R Mahoney" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
TO: stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>

To: The climate Change science Program community

From: Jim Mahoney

I am attaching a copy of the provisional agenda for the December 3-5.
climate workshop, for your information. Please let us know if you have
any comments or questions about the agenda.

- Agenda Provisional 10-18-02.doc=--                   AI-FACHMENT I
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October 18, 2002

Dr. James R. Mahoney
Assistant Secretary for Oceans & Atmosphere
Office of the Under Secretary and Administrator
United States Department of Commerce
Herbert Clark Hoover Building
14th Street and Constitution Avenue, NW
Room 5804
Washington, DC 20230

Vice Admiral Conrad C. Lautenbacher, Jr.
Under Secretary for Oceans & Atmosphere
Office of the Under Secretary and Administrator
United States Department of Commerce
Herbert Clark Hoover Building
14th Street and Constitution Avenue, NW
Room 5128
Washington, DC 20230

Dear Admiral Lautenbacher and Dr. Mahoney,

I write regarding the US Global Change Research Program’s (USGCRP) "Planning
Workshop for Scientists and Stakeholders", scheduled for 3-5 December 2002. This
gathering is in pursuit of the USGCRP’s two statutory functions of producing a climate
research plan and a National Assessment on Climate Change (NACC).

On behalf of CEII strongly urge the Department of Commerce and particularly NOAA to
ensure that all those who played a formal role in developing the deeply flawed First
NACC play no formal role in continuing NACC efforts. These efforts include, inter alia,
your Workshop. The individuals who are particularly associated with the clearly
unacceptable activity that was the USGCRP’s NACC process are those who constituted,
and presumably still constitute in whole or in part, the National Assessment Synthesis
Team (NAST). We submit that you should take this step in order to avoid exacerbating
the legal, political and public perception problems that afflicted the National Assessment,
for reasons described herein.

The very sad lessons taught by the publication of NACC, formally styled as "Climate
Change Impacts in the United States: The Potential Consequences of Climate Variability
and Change" underscore the need for diverse and politically neutral leadership in climate

000654
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change research. The same factors arising from this effort that imperiled USGCRP’s
budget, and which led to litigation (CE1 et al v. Clinton (CV:00-02383 DC DC)), militate
toward your intervention. Unfortunately we are of every confidence that, should even
remnants of the same NAST that produced the NACC play a role in continuing efforts, a
similar result -- and thus congressional and private response -- would ensue.

You no doubt are aware of most of the reasons why the first NACC - and those who
directed that original effort -- simply cannot be allowed to impact the continuing
government efforts in this important area. This Synthesis Team, headed by Thomas Karl,
Director of the National Climatic Data Center, Jerry Melillo, Woods Hole Laboratory,
and Anthony Janetos, director of the Heinz Foundation’s lobbying efforts on global
wanning, oversaw what has been publicly revealed to be one of the greatest abuses of
science in the history of the climate change issue. In fact, CEI intends to petition under
the new Federal Data QualityAct to prohibit further dissemination of NACC.

Nonetheless, to ensure that past transgressions do not fade quickly from memory as
critical work continues, I enclose a copy of our June 3, 2002 comments to NOAA
regarding its proposed FDQA Guidelines. Pages 27-35 of this document detail the
various glaring weaknesses of the NACC that USGCRP rushed into publication.
Particularly relevant are pages 32 and 35, excerpting FOIA’d comments from
government scientists addressing the USGCRP products which emerged as NACC. The
USGCRP Synthesis Team received yet disregarded these and other damning indictments
of the product, ultimately resulting in the litigation exposing the NACC and the USGCRP
process.

The Synthesis Team was created from a concatenation of multiple committees within the
Clinton Administration, ultimately reporting to Vice-President Gore and Science Advisor
John Gibbons, a chain of command fully known to the members. Our discoveries, under
the Freedom of Information Act and through our efforts to gain cooperation and
correction prior to litigating, beg the question: Did NAST bend the rules of science
because of political pressure?

Circumstantial evidence argues NAST did; what is. inarguable, as our public-record
pleadings in CE1 et al. v. Clinton make clear, is that the process proceeded incompletely,
hurriedly and in violation of numerous congressional expressions of intent. As can be
seen in the NACC itself, a number of climate models were considered for use as drivers
for subsidiary impacts such as the effects of climate change on forests, agriculture, and
health. Two models were ultimately accepted. One, the Canadian Climate Center model,
produced more warming over the U.S. than any of others. The other, from Britain’s
Hadley Center, produced greater precipitation changes than any of the others.
Temperature and precipitation are the primary output variables from the models. It is
indisputable that NACC leadership chose to accept what are charitably described as
"outlier" models.

As our comments also set forth, outside reviews revealed that both models failed to
perform better than a table of random numbers in their attempts to simulate the behavior
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of U.S. temperatures under a changing greenhouse effect. In public comment, the
Synthesis Team refused to acknowledge this problem. However, NAST was sufficiently
concerned to replicate the experiment cited by the particular reviewer making this point,
and found it was indeed correct. NAST nonetheless proceeded forward with the NACC
as they had planned.

Serious questions of scientific and policy ethics are raised by the prospect of knowingly
employing models that do not work, which putatively would serve as the basis for
policy. In this case, these actions provoked a hearing by the House Oversight and
Investigations Subcommittee, in which Messrs. Karl and Janetos did not deny that the
models could not replicate U.S. temperatures. As a result, the NACC established a public
record that clearly can threaten the integrity of federal science in the entire climate
change issue. We believe this example, coupled with NAST’s refusal to abide
congressional requests regardingpeer review of regional and sectoral analyses, led. to
congressional reluctance to satisfy the requested funding increase.

NAST disregarded all comments referenced herein, and numerous others in a long series
of warnings about the politicized and non-scientific nature of USGCRP’s rash to produce
an "Assessment", many of which are detailed in our pleadings. This is illustrative of
NAST’s problem that is both past and, barring intervention by your offices or Congress,
we do not doubt future as well.

Given all of this, we would fred it highly questionable to not specifically rule out anyone
associated with the production of the NACC in continued scientific oversight on climate
change.

Should you have any questions or wish to discuss this matter, please do not hesitate to
contact me at 202.331.1010 ext. 252.

Sincerely,

Christopher C. Homer
Counsel

enc

cc: Senator James Inhofe

Representative Jo Ann Emerson

Representative Joseph Knollenberg

Chairman Ken Calvert
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October 18, 2002

Dr. James R. Mahoney
Assistant Secretary for Oceans & Atmosphere
Office of the Under Secretary and Administrator
United States Department of Commerce
Herbert Clark Hoover Building
14th Street and Constitution Avenue, NW
Room 5804
Washington, DC 20230

Vice Admiral Conrad C. Lautenbacher, Jr.
Under Secretary tbr Oceans & Atmosphere
Office of the Under Secretary and Administrator
United States Department of Commerce
Herbert Clark Hoover Building
14th Street and Constitution Avenue, NW
Room 5128
Washington, DC 20230

Dear Admiral Lautenbacher and Dr. Mahoney,

I write regarding the US Global Change Research Program’s (USGCRP) "Planning
Workshop for Scientists and Stakeholders", scheduled for 3-5 December 2002. This
gathering is in pursuit of the USGCRP’s two statutory functions of producing a climate
research plan and a National Assessment on Climate Change (NACC).

On behalf of CEII strongly urge the Department of Commerce and particularly NOAA to
ensure that all those who played a formal role in developing the deeply flawed First
NACC play no formal role in continuing NACC efforts. These efforts include, inter alia,
your Workshop. The individuals who are particularly associated with the clearly
unacceptable activity that was the USGCRP’s NACC process are those who constituted,
and presumably still constitute in whole or in part, the National Assessment Synthesis
Team (NAST). We submit that you should take this step in order to avoid exacerbating
the legal, political and public perception problems that afflicted the National Assessment,
for reasons described herein.

The very sad lessons taught by the publication of NACC, formally styled as "Climate
Change Impacts in the United States: The Potential Consequences of Climate Variability
and Change" underscore the need for diverse and politically neutral leadership in climate
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change research. The same factors arising from this effort that imperiled USGCRP’s
budget, and which led to litigation (CEI et al v. Clinton (CV:00-02383 DC DC)), militate
toward your intervention. Unfortunately we are of every confidence that, should even
remnants of the same NAST that produced the NACC play a role in continuing efforts, a
similar result -- and thus congressional and private response -- would ensue.

You no doubt are aware of most of the reasons why the first NACC - and those who
directed that original effort -- simply cannot be allowed to impact the continuing
government efforts in this important area. This Synthesis Team, headed by Thomas Karl,
Director of the National Climatic Data Center, Jerry Melillo, Woods Hole Laboratory,
and Anthony Janetos, director of the Heinz Foundation’s lobbying efforts on global
warming, oversaw what has been publicly revealed to be one of the greatest abuses of
science in the history of the climate change issue. In fact, CEI intends to petition under
the new Federal Data Quality Act to prohibit further dissemination of NACC.

Nonetheless, to ensure that past transgressions do not fade quickly from memory as
critical work continues, I enclose a copy of our June 3, 2002 comments to NOAA
regarding its proposed FDQA Guidelines. Pages 27-35 of this document detail the
various glaring weaknesses of the NACC that USGCRP rushed into publication.
Particularly relevant are pages 32 and 35, excerpting FOIA’d comments from
government scientists addressing the USGCRP products which emerged as NACC. The
USGCRP Synthesis Team received yet disregarded these and other damning indictments
of the product, ultinmtely resulting in the litigation exposing the NACC and the USGCRP
process.

The Synthesis Team was created from a concatenation of multiple committees within the
Clinton Administration, ultimately reporting to Vice-President Gore and Science Advisor
John Gibbons, a chain of command fully known to the members. Our discoveries, under
the Freedom of Information Act and through our efforts to gain cooperation and
correction prior to litigating, beg the question: Did NAST bend the rules of science
because of political pressure?

Circumstantial evidence argues NAST did; what is inarguable, as our public-record
pleadings in CElet al. v. Clinton make clear, is that the process proceeded incompletely,
hurriedly and in violation of numerous congressional expressions of intent. As can be
seen in the NACC itself, a number of climate models were considered for use as drivers
for subsidiary impacts such as the effects of climate change on forests, agriculture, and
health. Two models were ultimately accepted. One, the Canadian Climate Center model,
produced more warming over the U.S. than any of others. The other, from Britain’s
Hadley Center, produced greater precipitation changes than any of the others.
Temperature and precipitation are the primary output variables from the models. It is
indisputable that NACC leadership chose to accept what are charitably described as
"outlier" models.

As our comments also set tbrth, outside reviews revealed that both models failed to
perform better than a table of random numbers in their attempts to simulate the behavior
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of U.S. temperatures under a changing greenhouse effect. In public comment, the
Synthesis Team refused to acknowledge this problem. However, NAST was sufficiently
concerned to replicate the experiment cited by the particular reviewer making this point,
and found it was indeed correct. NAST nonetheless proceeded forward with the NACC
as they had planned.

Serious questions of scientific and policy ethics are raised by the prospect of knowingly
employing models that do not work, which putatively would serve as the basis for
policy. In this case, these actions provoked a hearing by the House Oversight and
Investigations Subcommittee, in which Messrs. Karl and Janetos did not deny that the
models could not replicate U.S. temperatures. As a result, the NACC established a public
record that clearly can threaten the integrity of’ federal science in the entire climate
change issue. We believe this example, coupled with NAST’s refusal to abide
congressional requests regarding peer review of regional and sectoral analyses, led to
congressional reluctance to satisfy the requested funding increase.

NAST disregarded all comments referenced herein, and numerous others in a long series
of warnings about the politicized and non-scientific nature of USGCRP’s rush to produce
an "Assessment", many of which are detailed in our pleadings. This is illustrative of
NAST’s problem that is both past and, barring intervention by your offices or Congress,
we do not doubt future as well.

Given all of this, we would find it highly questionable to not specifically rule out anyone
associated with the production of the NACC in continued scientific oversight on climate
change.

Should you have any questions or wish to discuss this matter, please do not hesitate to
contact me at 202.331.1010 ext. 252.

Sincerely,

Christopher C. Homer
Counsel

enc

Senator James Inhofe

Representative Jo Ann Emerson

Representative Joseph Knollenberg

Chairman Ken Calvert
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0471_f_blllb003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE:FEDERAL     (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:21-OCT-2002 08:29:42.00

SUBJECT:: Re: documents for review from ccsPo

TO:Stephanie Harr~ngton <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> ( Stephanie Harrington
<Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Jim connaughton is aware, Phil

stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
10/15/2002 09:35:15 AM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
CC:
subject: documents for review from ccsPo

Phil - As we discussed over the phone, several documents will be coming
to CEQ for review from the climate change Science Program. The FY03 Our
Changing Planet (ocP) should be coming to you today or tomorrow. The
10-year Strategic Plan will be coming October 21.

we would appreciate anything you could do to make the turnaround on
these documents as quick as possibleso that they are ready for the
December 3-5 workshop, oCP needs about a month at the printer - so we
would like to see it back in about 2-3 weeks - and the strategic Plan
should be posted by mid-November for the public to get a chance to read

it - this would require about a week for a response from CEQ.

Dr. Mahoney wouldalso like me to confirm that Jim connaughton is aware
that these documents are coming and the tight timeframe we ace working
under.

Thanks,
stephanie
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0472_f_i ol lb003_ceq, txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAZL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:21-OCT-2002 08:31:55.00

SUB3ECT:: Re: [Fwd: Provisional Agenda for the climate change workshop]

TO: stephani e Harri ngton <stephanie. Harri ngton@noaa, gov~ ( stephani e Harri ngton
<Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

TEXT:

stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
10/18/2002 04:35:13 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc: see the distribution list at the bottom of this message
subject: [Fwd: Provisional Agenda for the climate change workshop]

original Message -’
subject: Provisional Agenda for the climate change workshop
Date: Fri, 18 Oct 2002 15:08:51 -0400
From: "James R Mahoney" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.~ov>
To: Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington~noaa.gov>

To: The climate Change science Program community

From: Jim Mahoney ¯

I am attaching a copy of the provisional agenda for the December 3-5
climate workshop, for your information. ’Please let us know if you have
any comments or questions about the agenda.

- Agenda Provisional 10-1B-02.doc

Message Sent
To:
whohenst <whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov>
mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov>
neale <neale@serc.si.edu>
cgroat <cgroat@usgs..gov>
gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov>
watsonhl <watsonhl@state.gov>
~asrar <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov>
Ari.Patrinos" <Ari.Patrinos@science.doe.gov>

mmoore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov>
SarahG. Horrigan/OMB/EOP@EOP
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0472_f_i ol lb003_ceq, txt
Paul T. Anastas/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Phi 1 Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
"sl i mak. michael" <sl i mak. mi chael@epa, gov>
"Ants. Leetmaa" <Ants. Leetmaa@noaa. gov>
Emmy Simmons <emsimmons@usai d. gov>
"Li nda. Lawson" <Li nda. Lawson~ost. dot. gov>
andrewj <andrewj@onr. navy.mil>

Message copied
To:
"vi cki. horton" <vi cki. horton@noaa, gov>
John H. Marburger/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Rrussel I <RrUSSelI@OSTP. gov>
Marcus Peacock/OMB/EOP@EOP
Gary C. Reisner/OMB/EOP@EOP ¯
James Con naughton/CEO~.EOP@EOP
Kameran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP@EOP
rcolwell <rcolwell@nsf.gov>
~spence <tsp,e, nce@nsf, gov>

Robert.card <Robert.Card@hq.doe.gov>
"stephani e. harri ngton" <stephani e..har ri ngton@noaa, gov>
"ray. orbach" <ray. orbach@sci ence. doe. gov>
"kevi n. kol evar" <kevi n. kol evar@hq, doe. gov>
"Kyl e. McSl arrow" <Kyl e. McSl ar row@hq, doe. gov>.
Mcleave <Mcl eave@hq, nasa. gov>
":lack. Kaye" <Jack. Kaye@hq. nasa. gov>
Kathie L. olsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP
rmoss <rmoss@usgcrp.gov>
j rm <j rm@usda.gov>
sbodman <sbodman@doc. gov>
Pthorne <Pthorne@doc. gov>
TKassi nger <TKassi nger@doc, gov>
Gbecker <Gbecker~DOC. gov>
"Conrad. C. Lautenbacher" <con tad. c. Lautenbacher@noaa. gov>
"Tim. Keeney" <Tim. Keeney@noaa. gov> "
,’David. Goodrich" <David. Goodri ch@noaa, gov>
"Pat. A. si rams" <Pat. A. si mms@noaa, gov>
"Beal e. john" <Beal e. john@epa, gov>
kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov>
"h ratch, semer "i an"j <h ratch                      . semerj i an@ni st                          . gov>
Eri n wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP               .
Nel sonDJ 2 <Nel sonD3 2@state. gov>
"James. R. Mahoney" <James. R. Mahoney@noaa. gov>
"Loui sa.Koch" <Louisa. Koch@noaa. gov>
David P. Radzanowski/OMB/EOP@EOP
"Jeff. Amthor" <Jeff.Amthor@sci ence. doe. gov>
"Joanne. R. Potter" <Joanne. R. Potter@fhwa. dot. gov>
artusi ocf <artusi ocf@state, gov>
Jeffrey s. Kieft/OSTP/EOP@EOP
j fei n <j fei n@nsf, gov>
"parker. katfiryn" <parker. kathryn@epa, gov>
esundqui <esundqu~;~.qs. gov>
"Jerry. Elwood" <Jervy~ Elwood@sci ence. doe. gov>
"J eff, Amtho r" < Jeff, Amtho r@noaa, gov>
stephen s, McMilli n/OMB/EOP@EOP
"scheraga. joel" <scheraga. joel@epa, gov>
Phi I Decol.a <pdecola@hq, nasa, gov>
’ Laboratory.Di rectors office’ <al di roff@al, noaa, gov>
"leslie, runlon" <leslie. runion@science,doe,gov>
mgarci a <mgarci a@usgs,gov>
"eri c, locklear" <eric. lockl ear@noaa, gov>
"Patel-weynand Toral O (OES)" <Patel-weynandTO@state. gov>
"’ chester J. Kobli nsky ’" <chester, J, kobli nsky@noaa, gov>
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"’genene.fisher ’" <genene.fisher@noaa.gov>
’MarQarita Gregg ’ <Margarita.Gregg@n~a~gov>
"Mar~aret.R.Mc~alla" <Margaret.R.Mccal~a~noaa.gov>
Interagency working Group chairs <wgccQusgcrp.gov>

ATTACHMENT     i ......... -----’-"
AFT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

unable to convert NSREOP0103:[AFTACH.D55]SREOP01300B1LOI-001
The following is a HE)( DUMP:

tO ASCII,
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0473_f_Bvslb003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:21-OCT-2002 10:31:39.00

SUBJECT:: Re: documents for review fromCCsPo

TO:Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> ( Stephanie Harrington
<Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
at this point, I think we can spare you the pain of pulling this
together! thanks, Phil

stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
10/21/2002 10:36:27 AM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
CO:
subject: Re: documents for review from CCsPo

Thanks.

e?

stephani e

Phil_cooney@ceq.eop.gov wrote:

Jim Connaughton is aware,.Phil

(Embedded
image moved
to file:
.pi c17539, pcx)

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

CC:
subject; documents for review from ccsPo

Page 1

stephanie Harrington
<Stephani e. Harri n~: ~a@noaa. gov>
10/15/2002 09:35:15 AM
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0473_f_8vslb003_ceq.txt
Phil - As we discussed over thephone, several documents will be coming
tO CEQ for review, from the climate Change Science Program. The FY03 Our
Changing Planet (OCP) should be coming to you today or tomorrow, The
10-year Strategic Plan will be coming october 21.

we would appreciate anything you could do to make the turnaround 9n
these documents as quick as possible so that they are ready for the
December 3-5 workshop, ocP needs about a month at the-printer - so_we
would like to see it back in about2-3 weeks - and the strategic Plan
should be posted by mid-November for the public to get achance to read
it - this would require about a week for a response from CEQ.

Dr. Mahoney would also like me to confirm that Jim connaughton is aware
that these documents are coming and the tight timeframe we are working
under.

Thanks,
stephani e

>

Name: pic17539.pcx
pic17539.pcx    Type: pcx,dcx (image/x-pc-paintbrush)

Encoding: BASE64
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0474_f_g2tlb003_ceq. txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MALL) "

CREATOR:Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> ( Stephanie Harrington
<Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:21-OCT-2002 10:34:36.00

SUB3ECT:: Re: documents for review from CCSPO

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEO/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Thanks.

stephani e

Phil_cooney@ceq.eop.gov wrote:

> Jim connaughton is aware, Phil

(Embedded
image moved stephanie Harrington
to file: <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
pic17539.pcx) 10/15/2002 09:35:15 AM

Record Type: Record

TO: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

CC:
Subject: documents for review from ccsPo

Phil - As we discussed over the phone, several documents will be coming
to CEQ for review from the climate change science Program. The FY03 Our
changing Planet (OCP) should be coming to you today or tomorrow. The
10-year Strategic Plan will be coming October 21.

W~ :~,~uld appreciate anything you could do. to m~ke the turqar~und.pn
these documents as quick as possible so that they a~e reaoy Tor zne
December 3-5 workshop. OCP needs about a month at the printer - so we
would like to see it back in about. 2-3 weeks - and the strategic Plan
should be posted by mid-November for the public to get a chance to read
it - this would require about a week for a response from CEQ.

Dr. Mahoney would also like me to confirm that 3im Connaughton is aware
that these documents are coming and the tight timeframe we are working
under..

Thanks,
Page 1
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0474_f_g2tlbOO3_ceq.txt

Name: pic17539..pcx
pic17539.pcx    Type: pcx,dcx (image/x-pc-paintbrush)

Encoding: BASE64
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0475_f_xv12 b003_ceq, txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL CNOTES MATL)

CREATOR: Stephani e Harri ngton <stephani e. Harri ngton@noaa, gov> ( Stephani e Harri ngton
<Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME : 21-OCT-2002 12 : 46 : 36.00

SUBJECT:: Re: [Fwd: Provisional Agenda for the climate change ~orkshop]

TO:Phil Cooney (CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

TEXT:
The current intent of the 2-hour breakout on Dec 5, "Panel Discussion:
Feedback on the Overall strategic Plan and the workshop," is to have Jim
and Richard Moss and possibly a few others sit on a panel and answer
questions or respond to comments from anybody who wants to make them
-regarding the plan and the workshop, we would use a sign-up sheet,
pre-written comments/question cards (and a chance to elaborate
verbally), and give everyone about 5 minutes each. It is not written out
more specifically at this point because we want to have some flexibility
as to how we work this session.                               -

Does this get to what you were thinking Of?

stephani e

original Message
subject: Rel [Fwd: Provlsional Agenda for the climate change workshop]
Date: Mort, 21 Oct 2002 08:29:37 -0400
From: <Phil_Cooney@ceq.eop.gov>
To: stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>

this looks OK -- but question: should you have an open period, say 1
hour on
each separate day at the end of the day, where members of the public can
address
the plenary if they request it, or would that risk a three ring circus?
Phil

(Embedded
image moved stephanie Harrington
to file: <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
pic01723.pcx) 10/18/2002 04:35:13 PM

Record Type: Record

TO: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc: see the distribution list at the bottom of this message
subject: [Fwd: Provisional Agenda for the climate change workshop]
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original Message -

subject: Provisional Agenda for the climate change workshop
Date: Fri, 18 Oct 2002 15:08:51 -0400
From: "James R Mahoney" <James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
TO: Stephani e Harri ngton <Stephani e. Harri ngton@noaa, gov>

To: The climate Change Science Program community

From: Jim Mahoney

I am attaching a copy of the provisional agenda for the December 3-5
climate workshop, for your information. Please let. us know if you have
any comments or questions about the agenda.

- Agenda Provisional 10-18-02.docMessage Sent
To:

whohenst <whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov>
mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov>
neale <neale@serc.si.edu>
cgroat <cgroat@usgs.gov>
gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov>
watsonhl <watsonhl@state.gov>
~asrar <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov>
Ari.Patrinos" <Ari.Patrinos@science.doe.gov>

mmoore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov>
sarah G. Horrigan/OMB/EOP@EOP
Paul T. Anastas/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Phil Cooney/CEOYEOP@EOP
"slimak.michael" <slimak.michael@epa.gov>
"Ants.Leetmaa" <Ants.Leetmaa@noaa.gov>
Emmy Simmons <emsimmons@usaid.gov>
"Linda. Lawson" <Linda.Lawson@ost.d0t.gov>
andrewj <andrewj@onr.navy.mil>

. Message copied
TO:

"vicki.horton" <vicki horton@noaa.gov>
John H. Marburger/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Rrussell <Rrussell@OSTP.gov>
Marcus Peacock/OMB/EOP@EOP
Gary C. Reisner/OMB/EOP@~OP
James connaughton/c~Q/Eop@EoP
Kameran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP@EOP
rcolwell <rcolwell@nsf.gov>
tspence <tspence@nsf.gov>          "Robert.card" <Robert.card@h~.doe.gov>
"stephanie.harrington" <stephanie.harrington@noaa.gov>
"ray. orbach" <ray. orbach@sci ence. doe. gov>

¯ "kevi n. kol evar" <kevi n. kol evar@hq, doe. gov>
"Kyl e. Mcsl arrow" <Kyl e .Mcsl arrow@hq, doe. gov>
Mcleave <Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov>
"Jack.Kaye" <Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov>     ¯
Kathie L. Olsen/OSTP/~OP@EOP
rmoss <rmoss@usgcrp.gov> .
j rm <j rm@usda, gov> "
sbodman <sbodman@doc.gov>
Pthorne <Pthorne@doc.gov>
TKassinger <TKassinger@doc.gov>
Gbecker <Gbecker@Doc.gov>
"Conrad.C.Lautenbacher" <Conrad.c.Lautenbacher@noaa.gov>
"Tim.Keeney" <Tim.Keeney@noaa.gov>
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"Davi d. Goodrich" <David. Goodri ch@noaa, gov>
"Pat. A. si mms" <Pat. A. Si mms@noaa, gov>
"Beal e. john" <Beal e. john@epa, gov>
kbarrett <kbarrett~usaid.gov>
"hratch. semerji an" <hratch. semerj i an@ni st. gov>
Erin wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP
Nel sonD32 <Nel sonD32@state, gov>
"3 ames. R. Mahoney" <3 ames. R. Mahoney@noaa. gov>
"Louisa. Koch" <Louisa. Koch@noaa. gov>
David P. Radzanowski/OMB/EOP~EOP
"J elf. Amtho r" <3 eff. AmthO r@s ci en ce. doe. gov>
"3oanne. R. Potter" <Joanne. R. Potter@fhwa. dot. gov>
artusi ocf <artusiocf@state. gov>
Jeffrey S. Kieft/OSTP/EOP@EOP
jfein <jfein@nsf.gov>
"parker. kathryn" <parker. kathry.n@epa, gov>
,e, sundqui <esu.n, dqui@’usgs, g’ov>
’Jerry. Elwood <Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov>
"jeff.Amthor" <jeff.Amthor@noaa. gov>
stephen S. McMill i n/OMB/EOP@EOP                   "
"scheraga. joel" <scheraga. joel@epa, gov>
Phi I Decol a <pdecol a@hq. nasa. gov>
’ Laboratory. D~ rectors office’ <al di roff@al, noaa. gov>
"l esl i e. runl on" <l esli e. runion@sci ence. doe.gov>
mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs. ov>
"eric. l ocklear" <eric. ~ockl ear@noaa, gov>
"Patel-weynand Total O COES)" <Patel-weynandTO@state.gov>
"’chester 3. Kobli nsky ~" <~hester. J. kobli nsky@noaa.gov>
"’ genene, fisher ’" <genene. fi sher@noaa, gov>
’Margarita Gregg ’ <Margarita.Gregg@noaa=gov>
"Margaret. R. Mccal I a" <Margaret. R. Mccal I a~noaa, gov>
Interagency working Group Chai rs <wgcc@usgcrp.gov>

- pic01723.pcx~---
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE:

A]-FACHMENT i -
0 00:00:00.00

unable to convert NSREOP0102:[A1-FACH.D91]SREOP01300B21VX.001 to ASCII,
The following i s a HEX DUMP:
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME : 21-OCT-2002 15 : 22 : 47.00

SUB3ECT:: Re: [Fwd: Provisional Agenda for the climate change workshop]

TO: stephani e Harri ngton <stephani e. Harri ngton@noaa, gov> ( stephani e Harri ngton
<Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

TEXT:
yes -- thank you very much, stephanie, Phil

stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
10/21/2002 12:43:11 PM

Record Type: Record ..

TO: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
CC:
Subject: Re: [Fwd: Provisional Agenda for the climate change workshop]

The current intent of the 2-hour breakout on Dec 5, "Panel Discussion:
Feedback on the overall strategic Plan and the workshop," is to have 3im
and Richard Moss and possibly a few others sit on a panel and answer
questions or respond to comments from anybody who wants to make them
regarding the plan and the workshop, we would use a sign-up sheet,
pre-written comments/question cards (and a chance to elaborate
verbally), and give everyone about 5 minutes each. It is not written out
more specifically at this point because we want to have some flexibility
as to how we work this session.

Does this get to what you were thinking of?

Stephanie

original Message
subject: Re: [Fwd: Provisional Agenda for the climate change workshop]
Date: Mon, 21 OCt 2002 08:29:37 -0400
From: <Phil_cooney@ceq~eop.g0v>
To: Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>

this looks OK -- but question: should you have an open period, say 1
hour on-
each separate day at the end of the day, where members of the public can
address
the plenary if they request it, or would that risk a three ring circus?
Phil

(Embedded
image moved
to file:

stephanie Harrington
<Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
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pic01723.pcx) 10/18/2002 04:35:13 PM

Record Type: Record

TO: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc: see the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject: [Fwd: Provisional Agenda for the climate change workshop]

original Message -’                        .
subject: Provisional Agenda for the climate change workshop

Date: Fri, 18 Oct 2002 15:08:51 -0400
From: "James R Mahoney" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
To: Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>

To: The Climate change science Program community

From: Jim Mahoney

I am attaching a copy of the provisional agenda for the December 3-5
climate workshop, for your information. Please let us know if you have
any comments or questions about the agenda.

- Agenda Provisional 10-18-02.doc

Message Sent
TO:

whohenst <whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov>
mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov>
neale <neale@serc.si.edu>
cgroat <cgroat@usgs.gov>
gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov>
watsonhl <watsonhl@state.gov> .
gasrar <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov>
"Ari.Patrinos" <Ari.Patrinos@science.doe.gov>
mmoore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov>
sarah G. Horrigan/OMB/EOP@EOP
Paul T. Anastas/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP         ¯
"slimak.michael" <slimak.michael@epa.gov>
"Ants.Leetmaa" <Ants.Leetmaa@noaa.gov>
Emmy simmons <emsimmons@usaid.gov>
"Linda.Lawson" <Linda.Lawson@ost.dot.gov>
andrewj <andrewj@onr.navy.mil>

Message Copied
TO :
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"vi cki. horton" <vi cki. horton@noaa, gov>
John H. Marburger/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Rrussel I <Rrussel 1 ~OSTP. gov>
Marcus Peacock/OMB/EOP@EOP
Gary C. Reisner/OMB/EOP@EOP
James Connaughton/CEOJEOP@EOP
Kameran L, Bail ey/CEOJEOP@EOP
rcolwell <rcolwell@nsf,gov>
tspence <tspence@nsf, gov> .
"Robert. Card"¯ <Robert. card@hq, doe. gov> _
stephani e, harri ngton <stephan1 e, harri ngtonLanoaa, gov>¯"ray orbach" <rav,orbach@sci ence, doe, gov>

"ke~ n, kol evar" ~kevi n, kol evar@hq, doe, gov>
"Kyl e, McS1 arrow" <Kyl e, McSl arrow@hq, doe, gov>
Mcleave <Mcl eave@hq, nasa. gov>
"Jack. Kaye" <Jack. Kaye@hq. nasa. gov>
Kathie L. olsen/OSTPTEOP@EOP
rmoss <rmoss@usgcrp.gov>
j rm <j rm@usda, gov>
sbodman <sbodman@doc. gov>
Pthorne <Pthorne@doc. gov>
TKassi nger <TKassi nger@doc, gov>
Gbecker <Gbecker~DOC. gov>
"conrad. C. Lautenbadier" <Conrad. C. Lautenbacher@noaa. gov>
"Tim. Keeney" <Tim. Keeney@noaa. gov>
"David. Goodrich" <David. Goodri ch@noaa, gov>
"Pat .A. simms" <Pat .A. Simms@noaa. gov>
"Beal e. john" <Beal e. john@epa, gov>
,k, bar ret~ <kbar ret,t,@usai d. gov>

hratch, semerji an <hratch. semerj i an@ni st. gov>
Erin Wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP
,N, el sonDJ2 <Nel so,n, DJ2@state. gov>

James. R.Mahoney <James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
"Louisa. Koch" <Louisa. Koch@noaa. gov>
David P, Radzanowski/OMB/EOP@EOP
"Jeff,Amthor" <Jeff,Amthor@sci ence. doe, gov>
"Joanne, R, Potter" <Joanne, R, Potter@fhwa, dot. gov>
artusi ocf <artusiocf@state. gov>
Jeffrey S. Kieft/OSTP/EOP@EOP
jfei n <jfei n@nsf, gov>
"parker. kathryn" <parker. kathryn@epa, gov>
esundqui <esu,n, dqui@usgs.gov>
"Jerry. Elwood <Jerry. E1wood@sci ence. doe. gov>
"J elf. Amtho r" <J elf. Amtho r@noaa, gov>
Stephen S. McMilli n/OMB/EOP@EOP
"scheraga. joel" <scheraga. joel@epa, gov>
Phil Decol a <pdecol a@hq. nasa. gov>
’ Laboratory. Di rectors office’ <al di roff~al, noaa. gov>
"l esl i e. runl on" <l esl i e. runi on@sci ence. doe. gov>
mgarci a <mgarci a@usgs, gov>
"eric. l ocklear" <eric. lockl ear@noaa, gov>
"Patel-weynand Toral O (OES)" <Patel-weynandTO@state.gov>
"’Chester J. Kobli nsky’" <chester. J. kobl i nsky@noaa.gov>
"~ genene, fisher ’" <genene. fi sher@noaa, gov>
’Margarita Gregg ’ <Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov>
"Margaret.R.Mccalla" <Mar aret R: Mccalla@noaa gov>
Interagency Working Group chairs <wgcc@usgcrp.gov>

- pic01723,pcx
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ATTACHMENT 1
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0103:[ATTACH.D76]SREOP01300B2BEL.001 to ASCII,

The following is a HEX DUMP:
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RECORD l~PE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> ( stephanie Harrington
<Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:21-OCT-2002 18:21:30.00

SUBJECT:: discussion draft Strategic Plan for the climate Change science Program

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Paul T. Anastas ( CN=Paul T. Anastas/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Erin wuchte ( CN=Erin WuchteiOU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

AS promised - I am sending a copy of the discussion draft strategic Plan
for the climate chan~le Science Program to you all directly so you have
as much time as posslble to look at it. I have just sent it through the
official channels, so you should be seeing it through that mechanlsm as
well. we are asking for comments by COB Monday, october 28, 2002, so can
meet our commitment of releasing the discussion draft on schedule for
the ccsP workshop.

we really appreciate all the work that you have been doing on all of our
documents coming through for clearance ....

Thanks,
stephanie Harrington
Climate change Science Program
202-482-1944
- ccsPstratplan2003-21oct2002b.pdf -

StrategicPlan_Review_memo.doc=---m AI-[’ACHMENT    1

ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0102:[ATTACH.D69]SREOP01300B2LWD.001 tO ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL     (NOTES

CREATOR:E, Holly Fitter ( CN=E. Holly Fitter/OU=OMB/O=-EOP

CREATION DATE/TIME:22-OCT-2002 10:52:00.00

SUB3ECT:: DOC Strategic Plan for the climate Change Science Program

TO:Edwina C, Rogers ( CN=Edwina C. Rogers/OU=OPD/O=EOP [ OPD ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Leslie A. Mooney ( CN=Leslie A, Mooney/OU=OPD/O=EOP [ OPD ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Clifford J. Gabriel ( ON=Clifford J. Gabriel/OU=OSTP/O=EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Maureen R. O’Brien ( CN=Maureen R. O’Brien/OU=OSTP/O=EOP [ OSTP ]
READ:UNKNOWN

To:Shana L. Dale ( CN=Shana L. Dale/OU=OSTP/O=EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Richard M. Russell ( CN=Richard M. Russell/OU=OSTP/O=EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Prescott M. caballero ( CN=Prescott M. Caballero/OU=OSTP/O=-EOP [ OSTP ]
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kimberly A. Badenhop ( CN=Kimberly A. Badenhop/OU=OSTP/O=-EOP [ OSTP
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:David R. Anderson ( CN=David R. Anderson/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ
READ:UNKNOWN

T0:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ]
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Edward A. Boling ( cN=Edward A. Boling/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:HOrst Greczmiel ( CN=Horst Greczmiel/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James Connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Sarah G. Horrigan ( CN=Sarah G. Horrigan/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Joel D. Kaplan ( CN~Joel D. Kaplan/OU=WHOiO=-EOP@EOP [ WHO ] )
READ:UNkNOWN

TO:Robert C..McNally ( CN=Robert C. McNally/OU=OPD/O=EOP@EOP [ OPD ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:creeld@si.edu @ inet ( creeldQsi.edu @ inet [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:dot.legislation@ost.dot.gov @ inet ( dot.legi~lation@ost.dot.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN
])
READ:UNKNOWN
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TO:NAS/k_LRM@hq.nasa.gov @ inet ( NASA_LRM@hq.nasa.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:ocl@ios.doi.gov @ inet ( ocl@ios.doi.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:epalrm@epamail.epa.gov @ inet ( epalrm@epamail.epa.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:CLRM@doc.gov @ inet ( CLRM@doc.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:judy.baldwin@usda.gov @ inet ( judy.baldwin@usda.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:usdaobpaleg@obpa.usda.gov @ inet ( usdaobpaleg@obpa.usda.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Janet E, Irwin ( CN=Janet Eo Irwin/ou=oMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Noah Engelberg ( CN=Noah Engelberg/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kathie L. Olsen ( CN=Kathie L. Olsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Erin wuchte ( CN=Erin wuchte/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kenneth L. Schwartz ( CN=Kenneth L. schwartz/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Richard A. Mertens ( CN=Richard A. Mertens/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Mark A. weatherly ( CN=Mark A, Weatherly/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kevin F. Neyland ( CN=Kevin F. Neyland/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Robert S. Fairweather ( CN=Robert S. Fairweather/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:John H. Marburger ( CN=John H. Marburger/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Tevi Troy ( CN=Tevi Troy/OU=OPD/O=EOP@EOP [ OPD ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Karen Y. Knutson ( CN=Karen Y. Knutson/OU=OVP/O=EOP@EOP [ OVP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Stephen S. McMillin ( CN=Stephen S. McMilIin/ou=oMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:GC.OMB@usaid.gov @ inet ( GC.OMB@usaid.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:statelrm@state.gov @ inet ( statelrm@state.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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TO:Irm@nsf.gov @ inet ( lrm@nsf.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:justice.lrm@usdoj,gov @ inet ( justice.lrm@usdoj.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:lrm@hhs.gov @ inet ( lrm@hhs.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

To:energy.gc71@hq.doe.gov @ inet ( energy.gc71@hq.doe.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

To:dodlrs@osdgc.osd.mil @ inet ( dodlrs@osdgc.osd.mil @ inet [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:julie.allen@usda.gov @ inet ( julie.allen@usda.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Gillian J, Foster ( CN=Gillian J. Foster/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:Jason Freihage ( CN=Jason Freihage/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Adrienne C. Erbach ( CN=Adrienne C. Erbach/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Gary C. Reisner ( CN=Gary C. Reisner/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Randolph M. Lyon ( CN=Randolph M. Lyon/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:David P. Radzanowski ( CN=David P. Radzanowski/ou=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Christine A. McDonald ( CN=Christine A. MCDOnald/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Sherron R. white ( CN=Sherron R. white/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Marcus Peacock ( CN=Marcus Peacock/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:John D. Burnim ( CN=3ohn D. Burnim/ou=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Please review the attached draft strategic Plan for the climate Change
Science Program, and provide comments to Erin wuchte by 10:00 AM Monday,
October 28. Thanks.

This Plan is a follow-on to your review of "our changing Planet", which
was sent out last wednesday 10/16. The development of the plan is
explained in the memo attached below.

LRM ID:    EHF404’
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANA6EMENT AND BUD6ET
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washington, D.C. 20503-0001

Tuesday, October 22, 2002

LEGISLATIVE REFERRAL MEMORANDUM

TO: Legislative Liaison officer - See Distribution
below
FROM: John D. Burnim (for) Assistant Director for
Legislative Reference
OMB CONTACT:    Erin wuchte

PHONE: (202)395-3452 FAX: (202)395-1150
SUBJECT: COMMERCE Strategic Plan for the climate change science
Program

DEADLINE: 10:00 AM Monday, October 28, 2002

DISTRIBUTION LIST

AGENCIES:
007-AGRICULTURE - Jacquelyn chandler - (202) 720-1272
025-COMMERCE - Michael A. Levitt - (202) 482-3151
029-DEFENSE - vic Bernson - (703) 697-1305
032-ENERGY - Ted Pulliam - (202) 586-3397
033-Environmental Protection Agency - Edward Krenik - (202) 564-5200
019-Council on Environmental Quality - David Anderson - (202) 395-3113
052-HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES - Sondra S. wallace - (202) 690-7773
059-INTERIOR - Jane Lyder - (202) 208-4371
061-JUSTICE - Daniel Bryant - (202) 514-2141
069-National Aeronautics and space Administration - charles T. Horner III
- (202) 358-1948
084-National Science Foundation - Lawrence Rudolph - (703) 292-8060
095-office of science and Technology Policy - Maureen O’Brien - (202)
456-6098
114-STATE - Nicole Petrosino - (202) 647-1794
109-smithsonian Institution - Nell Payne - (202) 357-2962
117 & 340-TRANSPORTATION - Tom Herlihy - (202) 366-4687
008-US Agency for International Development - Jan W. Miller - (202)
712-4174

- ccsPstratplan2003-21oct2002b.pdf
- StrategicPlan_Review_memo.doc

ATTACHMENT i
ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
Unable to convert NSREOP0103:[ATTACH.D17]SREOP01300B32D2.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

255044462D312E330D25E2E3CFD30DOA3530322030206F626AOD3C3C200D2F4C696E656172697A
65642031200D2F4F20353034200D2F48205B203832382032313339205D200D2F4C203637343938
37200D2F45203838313030200D2F4E20313535200D2F5420363634383238200D3E3E200D656E64
6F626AOD2020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020
2020202020202020202020202020202020787265660D353032203139200D303030303030303031
36203030303030206EODOA30303030303030373331203030303030206EODOA3030303030303239
3637203030303030206EODOA30303030303033313235203030303030206EODOA30303030303033
323930203030303030206EODOA30303030303033353230203030303030206EODOA303030303030
33373536203030303030206EODOA30303030303033393732203030303030206EODOA3030303030
3034333033203030303030206EODOA30303030303034383931203030303030206EODOA30303030
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Robert Worrest <rworrest@usgcrp.gov> ( Robert Worrest <rworrest@usgcrp.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:27-OCT-2002 13:37:56.00

SUBJECT:: GCRIO what’s New: 23 Oct 02

TO:Climate change Info Mailing List <c]imate-l@lists.iisd.ca> ( Climate change Info
Mailing List <climate-l@lists.iisd.ca> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:Kameran L. Bailey ( CN=Kameran L, Bailey/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
"What’s New"
US Global Change Research Information office (GCRIO)
updated 23 october 2002
http://www.gcrio.org/whatnew.html

united states Record of Action to Address climate change Domestically
<http://www.gcrio.org/OnLnDoc/pdf/record_of_action.pdf>
The U.S. Department of State reports that the United states achieved a 2.7
percent decline in greenhouse gas emissions in 2000, demonstrating the
government’s action to address the problem of c]imate change. The State
Department released a fact sheet on U.S. actions to control emissions as
an international meeting on climate change began in New Delhi October 23,
2002. (60KB PDF file)

united states Global Climate change Policy
<http://www.gcrio.org/OnLnDoc/pdf/c]imate_factsheet.pdf>
The U.S. Department of State has released a summary of the u.S. policy on
climate change first announced by the Bush. administration in February
2002. The document is issued as U.S. experts joined counterparts from
around the world October 23, 2002 to convene the annual meeting on the
U.N. Framework Convention on Climate Change in New Delhi. (68KB PDF file)

U.S. will Be Active Partner in Upcoming Climate change Talks
<http://www.gcrio.org/OnLnDoc/pdf/us_cop8.pdf>
The United states will be "very active" in the talks on climate change
beginning october 23 in New Delhi, but will play a "low key role" in
discussions relating to the Kyoto Protocol and its implementation,
according to Harlan Watson, senior U.S. climate negotiator and a leading
member of the u.s. state Department delegation to the talks. The meeting
is the Eighth Conference of the Parties (COP-8) to the united Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). (20KB PDF file)

Researchers Cite Near-Term Control Strategies for G]obal warming
<http://www.gcrio.org/OnLnDoc/pdf/control_strategies.pdf>
while many scientists and policy makers have focused on how heat-trapping
greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide are altering the global climate,
several new studies report that both air pollution and global warming
could be significantly reduced by controlling emissions of methane gas and
black carbon soot, and ]imiting activities like urban sprawl and
deforestation that cause ]and surface changes. (20KB PDF file)

Robert C. Worrest, PhD
Director
US Global Change Research Information office (GCRIO)
US Climate change science Program
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1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, suite 250
Washington, DC 20006-4618
Tel.: (202) 419-3467
Fax: (202) 223-3064
rworrest@usgcr~.gov
http://va~w.gcr~o.org/

You are currently subscribed to climate-1 as: kbailey@ceq.eo~.gov
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-climate-l-68928R@lists.iisd.ca
visit IISD’s WSSD Portal at http://www.iisd.ca/wssd/portal.html
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 28-OCT-2002 16: 47 : 04.00

SUBJECT:: Re: DOC Strategic Plan for the climate change science Program

TO:E. Holly Fitter ( CN=E. Holly Fitter/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

I. have my comments now -- should I fax them to Erin (as this is not a word
document)? Phi I

From: E. Holly Fitter on 10/22/2002 10:51:58 AM
Record Type:    Record

TO: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc: John D. Burnim/OMB/EOP@EOP
subject: . DOC Strategic Plan for the climate change science Program

Please review the attached draft strategic Plan for the climate change
science Program, and provide comments to Erin wuchte by 10:00 AM Monday,
october 28. Thanks.

This Plan is a follow-on to your review of "our changing Planet", which
was sent out last wednesday 10/16. The development of the plan is
explained in the memo attached below.

LRM ID: EHF404’
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
washington, D.C. 20503-0001

Tuesday, october 22, 2002

LEGISLATIVE REFERRAL MEMORANDUM

TO: Legislative LiaisOn officer - See Distribution
below
FROM: John D. Burnim (for) Assistant Director for
Legislative Reference
OMB CONTACT:    Erin wuchte

PHONE: (202)395-3452 FAX: (202)395-1150
SUBJECT: COMMERCE Strategic Plan for the Climate change science
Program

DEADLINE: IQ:00 AM Monday, october 28, 2002

DISTRIBUTION LIST

AGENCIES:
007-AGRICULTURE - Jacquelyn Chandler - (202) 720-1272
025-COMMERCE - Michael A. Levitt - (202) 482-3151
029-DEFENSE - vic Bernson - (703) 697-1305
032-ENERGY - Ted Pulliam - (202) 586-3397
033=Environmental Protection Agency - Edward Krenik - (202) 564-5200
019-Council on Environmental Quality - David Anderson - (202) 395-3113
052-HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES - Sondra s. Wallace - (202) 690-7773
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059-INTERIOR - Jane Lyder - (202) 208-4371
061-JUSTICE - Daniel Bryant - (202) 514-2141
069-National Aeronautics and space Administration - charles T. Homer III
- (202) 358-1948
084-National science Foundation - Lawrence Rudolph - (703) 292-8060
095-0ffice of science and Technology Policy - Maureen O’Brien - (202)
456-6098
II4-STATE - Nicole Petrosino - (202) 647-1794
109-smithsonian Institution - Nell Payne - (202) 357-2962
117 & 340-TRANSPORTATION - Tom Herlihy - (202) 366-4687
008-US Agency for International Development - Jan W. Miller - (202)
712-4174

- ccsPstratplan2003-21oct2002b..pdf
- StrategicPlan_Review_memo.doc

Message Sent
TO:
Marcus Peacock/OMB/EOP@EOP
Robert S. Fai~weather/OMB/EOP@EOP
Sherron R. white/OMB/EOP@EOP
Kevin F. Neyland/OMB/EOP@EOP
christine A. McDonald/OMB/EOP@EOP
Mark A. Weatherly/OMB/EOP@EOP
David P. Radzanowski/OMB/EOP@EOP
Richard A. Mertens/OMB/EOP@EOP
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Kenneth L. schwartz/OMB/EOP@EOP
Randolph M. Lyon/OMB/EOP@EOP
Erin wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP
Gary C. Reisner/OMB/EOP@EOP
Kathie L. OIsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Adrienne C. Erbach/OMB/EOP@EOP
Noah Engelberg/OMB/EOP@EOP
Jason Freiha~e/OMB/EOP@EOP
Janet E. IrWln/OMB/EOP@EOP
Gillian J. Foster/OMB/EOP@EOP
usdaobpaleg@obpa.usda.gov @ inet
iulie.allen@usda.gov @ inet
judy. hal dwi n@usda. 9ov @ i net
dodlrs@osdgc.osd.mll @ inet .
CLRM@doc.gov @ inet
energy.gc71@hq~doe.gov @ inet
epalrm@epamail.epa.gov @ inet
CEQ LRM
lrm@hhs.gov @ inet
ocl@ios.doi.gov @ inet
justice.lrm@usdoj.gov @ inet
NASA~LRM@hq.nasa.gov @ inet
lrm@nsf.gov @ inet
OSTP LRM
statel rm@state.gov @ i net
dot. 1 egi sl ati on@ost, dot. gov @ i net
GC. OMB@USai d. gov @ i net
creeld@si.edu @ inet
stephen s. McMillin/OMB/EOP@EOP
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Robert C. McNally/OPD/EOP@EOP
NEC LRM
Karen Y. Knutson/OVP/EOP@EOP
3oel D. Kaplan/WHO/EOP@EOP
Tevi Troy/OPD/EOP@EOP
Sarah G. Horrigan/OMB/EOP@EOP
3ohn H. Marburger/OSTP/EOP@EOP
3ames Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP

0486_f_x7tSb003_ceq.txt

A1-FACHMENT 1
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE:        0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0101:[ATTACH.Dg0]SREOP01300BST7X.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:                            i
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:28-OCT-2002 17:24:14,00

SUB3ECT:: Re: DOC Strategic Plan for the climate change s~ience Program

TO:E. Holly Fitter ( CN=E. Holly Fitter/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
actually, z have comments on about 60 pages, so I’ll have hard copies
delivered to both you.and Erin. Thanks, Holly, Phil

From: E. Holly Fitter on 10/28/2002 05:04:47 PM
Record Type:    Record

To:     Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

Subject: Re: DOC Strategic Plan for the climate change science
Program

Yes. Please fax them to Erin at 395-1150. Thanks

Page 1
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:E. Holly Fitter ( CN=E. Holly Fitter/OU=O~B/O=EOP [OMB ~ )

CREATION DATE/T~ME:28-OCT-2002 17:04:50.00

SUB3ECT:: Re: DOC strategic Plan for the Climate change Science Program

TO:Phil Cooney C CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEOJO=EOP@EOP E CEQ ~ )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Yes. P3ease fax t~em to Erin at 395-1150. Thanks

Page
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0495_f_2fk9b003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:E. Holly Fitter ( CN=E. Holly Fitter/OU=OMB/O=EOP [OMB ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:29-OCT-2002 12:17:26.00

SUBJECT:: Re: OOC Strategic Plan ~or the climate Change science Program

To:kbrown@osec.doc.gov ( kbrown@osec.doc.gov [ NSC ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Erin Wuch~e ( CN=Erin wuchte/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
From NASA

12:13 PM
Forwarded by E. Holly Fitter/OMB/EOP on 10/29/2002

"Elizabeth M. Jarrell" <ejarrell@hq.nasa.gov>
10/29/2002 12:11:48 PM

Record Type: Record

TO: E. Holly Fitter/OMB/EOP@EOP
cc:
subject: Re: DOC Strategic Plan for the Climate change science Program

InanKs,
Liz

Page 1
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:climate_workshop@climatescience.gov ( climate_workshop@climatescience.gov [
UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:29-OCT-2002 17:54:25.00

SUB3ECT:: Request for volunteers to Comment at climate change Science Planning
Workshop

TO:workshop@climatescience.gov ( workshop@climatescience.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:Roberta L. Conde ( CN=Roberta L. Conde/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
October 29, 2002

TO:     Members of the climate stakeholder, resource management
communities,
scientific, and international climate change community

From: James R. Mahoney, Ph.D.
Director of u.s. Climate change science Program
Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere

subject:         Request for volunteers to Comment at Climate Change Science
Planning workshop

The Climate Change science Program Office will hold the u.s. climate
Change science Program Planning workshop for Scientists and stakeholders
at the Marriott Wardman Hotel in washington, D.C., from 3-5 December 2002.
The workshop will provide a comprehenslve review of the discussion draft

of the strategic Plan for u.s. climate change and global change research.
This workshop will provide extensive opportunities for the global climate
stakeholder community to provide comment and input on the climate Change
science Program strategic Plan. when finalized, the strategic Plan will
provide the principal guidance for the U.S. climate change and global
change research during the next several years, subject to revisions as
appropriate to respond to newly developed information and decision support
tools.                                                "

The Climate Change science Program workshop is structured around plenary
sessions and breakout groups. There will be four breakout sessions during
the three days of the workshop, with six individual breakout topics
covered concurrently. The breakout sessions will detail each specific
element of the plan, followed by representatives from either the
stakeholder, scientific, technological, or environmental fields. Comments
on all of the elements of the plan from all communities are essential in
order to identify gaps and improve the plan.

we are actively seeking volunteers to serve as panelists during the
breakout sessions. These panelists should provide a perspective on the
content, implications, and challenges outlined in the plan as well as
provide suggestions as to the types of climate information required by
their representative groups. Please note the number of panelists-at the
workshop will be limited due to. time considerations. To volunteer as a
panelist ~t the workshop please visit <http://www.climatescience.gov> and
click on ’call for volunteer Panelists." The Climate Change Science
Program office will begin to make selections on 5 November 2002 and will

Page 1
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continue making selections until all slots are filled.

we strongly encourage.all interested members of the international climate
and global change research community, natural resources managers, climate
sensitive infrastructure and services, and all persons interested in
climate change policy making to participate in this process. This is a
public process and all comments will be made a part of the public record.

Please find copies of the workshop announcement, workshop agenda, and an
outline of the draft strategic plan at <http://www.climatescience.gov>.
Both summary and detailed level drafts of the strategic plan will be
posted on the web site by mid-November. If you or a representative of
your organization is not able to attend the workshop, please submit
comments, questions and suggestions about the different elements of the
strategic plan once it is posted. The announcement, agenda, and further
details about the workshop, as well as registration information, are
available on the website <http://ww~.climatescience.gov>.

Page 2
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Kathie L. Olsen ( CN=Kathie L. Olsen/OU=OSTP/O=-EOP [ OSTP ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:29-OCT-2002 18:01:40.00

SUBJECT:: OSTP Comments on preliminary strategic plan

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Forwarded by Kathie L. OIsen/OSTP/EOP on 10/29/2002

06:04 PM

Paul T. Anastas
10/18/2002 02:08:28 PM
Record Type:    Record

TO: 3ames. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov, Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov
cc: Kathie L. Olsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP, clifford 3. Gabriel/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Subject: OSTP Comments on preliminary strategic plan

Dear 3im:
OSTP’s comments on the draft ccsP strategic Planare attached. Please let

me know if I can be of any assistance in clarifying any comments.

Paul Anastas

ATTACHMENT 1
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00,00

unable to convert NSREOP0103:[A1-FACH.D88]SREOP01300BA6HV.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:
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MEMORANDUM

10/28/02

TO: Erin Wuchte, OMB
Holly Fitter, OMB

FROM: Phil Cooney, CEQ

CC: Paul Anastas, OSTP
Joel Kaplan, COS
Karen Knutson, OVP
Tevi Troy, DPC
Bob McNally, NEC

USGCRP 10-Year Strategic Research Plan Draft

pc._
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EMBARGO: TO BE RELEASED/PUBLISHED/BROADCAST AFTER 12.15 P.M
ON OCT 30~ 2002

cm~CK AGAINST DELIVERY

Speech of Prime Minister Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee at the High .
Level Segment of the Eighth Session of Conference of the Parties

to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change
New Delhi - 30TM OCTOBER, 2002

President of the Conference, Excellencies, distinguished delegates, ladies and
gentlemen,

India is privileged to host the Eighth Conference of the Parties to the UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change. I welcome our foreign guests to this
land of rich cultural and natural heritage.

Climate Change has emerged as one of the most serious environmental concerns
of our times. It is a global phenomenon with diverse local impacts. In 1992, we
adopted the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change.

The Convention has provided us with a sound basis for global cooperation. It
reflects the consensus that addressing the challenge of climate change is an
integral part of the need to achieve sustainable development to create a better
world for all our peoples -~ a world free of hunger, poverty and disease.

At the Millennium Summit of the UN, we adopted a plan of implementation that
set the goal of reducing global poverty by half by 2015. At the World Summit
on Sustainable Development. at Johannesburg just two months ago, we
recognized that poverty eradication, changing consumption and production
patterns, protecting and managing the natural resource base for economic and
social development are essential requirements for sustainable development.

The world has understood the imperative of diversifying energy supply,
substantially increasing the share of renewable energy in the total energy niix,
and enhancing the use of energy conservation technologies.

India has always argued that strengthening of global cooperation is central to
any effort to address global environmental problems. We ratified the
Convention in 1993. This year, we took a step further by acceding to the Kyoto
Protocol. And we feel privileged to be hosting this important conference, ten
years after Rio.

001739
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India is deeply committed to the goals of sustainable development. We have one
of the. most active renewable energy programmes in the world. It involves the
public and private sectors, local communities and households. We are among the
leading nations in wind power production. We have vigorously promoted the
use of solar energy in both thermal and electricity generation modes. We are.
steadily increasing the share of hydropower and natural gas in our energy mix.
We are promoting various energy efficiency measures in the industrial,
commercial, governmental and domestic sectors. In this regard, we welcome the
operationalisation of the Clean Development Mechanism.

While coal shall continue to be the most important source of energy in India in
the foreseeable future, we are promoting many technological innovations in this
sector to enhance efficiency and reduce its environmental impacts.

We have to increase the share of advanced energy technologies in our energy
mix. Our energy policies are ensuring rapid progress towards market-determined
energy pricing.

India accords high priority to conservation of forests and wildlife for long-term
ecological and environmental security. The participation of local communities
is ensured through the ’Joint Forest Management’ programme. I am happy to
say that this has helped to increase our forest cover significantly.

While our economy has been among the fastest growing in the world in the last
two decades, the major part of this growth is due to the service sectors, including
information technology, bio-technology, and media and entertainment.

As the cumulative effect of all these policies and measures, the energy intensity
of our GDP has been declining steadily.

Friends, India’s contribution - indeed, the contribution of all the developing
countries -- to greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere is very little,
compared to that of the induslrialized countries. This will be the case for several
decades to come. Tragically, however, developing countries will bear a
disproportionate burden of the adverse impacts of climate change.

Hence, it follows that there is a need to pay adequate attention to the concerns of
developing countries on vulnerability and adaptation issues in the Convention
process.
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Food and nutritional well being are priority issues for all of us. Agricultural
sustainability is one of the key areas related to adaptation. Water conservation is
another. Weather-related economic losses and deaths have grown significantly
over the last few decades. There is a need for strengthening the capacity of
developing countries in coping with extreme weather events, which are.
increasing in frequency and severity due to climate change.

There have been suggestions recently that a process should commence to
enhance commitments of developing countries on mitigating climate change
beyond that included in the Convention. This suggestion is misplaced for several
reasons.

First, our per capita Green House Gas emissions are only a fraction of the world
average, and an order of magnitude below that of many developed countries.
This situation will not change for several decades to come. We do not believe
that the ethos of democracy can support any norm other than equal per capita
rights to global environmental resources.

Second, our per capita incomes are again a small fraction of those in
- industrialized countries. Developing countries do not have adequate resources to

meet their basic human needs. Climate change mitigation will bring additional
strain to the already fragile economies of the developing countries, and will
affect our efforts to achieve higher GDP growth rates to eradicate poverty
speedily.

Third, the GHG intensity of our economies at purchasing power parity is low
and, in any case, not higher than that of industrialized countries. Thus, the
assertion that developing countries generate GHG emissions, which are
unnecessary for their economies, is not based on facts.

Friends, India’s 5000-year-old culture enjoins us to look at the whole world and
all that it sustains - living and non-living -- as a family, coexisting in a
symbiotic manner. I do hope that this essential principle of sustainable
development would inform the deliberations of this conference and help all the
Parties, which have assembled here, to make progress in responding to this
challenge.

I wish you well in your deliberations.

Thank you.
EMBARGO: TO BE RELEASED/PUBLISI:IF~D/BROADCAST AFTER 12.15

P.M ON OCT 30~ 200z
CHECK AGAINST DELIVERY
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William Chandler
BATTELLE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE

Roberto Schaeffer
FEDERAL UNIVERSITY

OF RIO DE ]ANEIRO

Zhou Dadi
CHINA ENERGY

RESEARCH INSTITUTE

P.R. Shukla
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT

Fernando Tudela
EL COLEGIO DE MEXICO

Ogunlade David,aon
UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN

Sema Alpan-Atamer
MED-CONSULT, TURKEY
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mitigation in

Brazil, China, India, Mexico, South Africa, and Turkey

Prepared for the Pew Center on Global Climate Change

hv

[~J.,\°l rl:l I.F K/II::M()RIAI. [ N%I I f(I I I{

Ah.,~va~dre Salem
Morci(~ L’dgar S(h~Icr

P.R. Shukl~
[NI)IAN ]NSII1LITE ill MANA(;FMENT

F~,rnando Tudel~
EL. CIII I-.GIO I)1

Oqunlode David~on
Stanford Mwakazonda
Randall Spaldi,q-Fecher
Harold Winkler
Pierre Mukheibir
UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN

S~mo Alpon-Atam~r
M ED-CoNsUI.T, TURKEY

October 2002
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0505_f_ik7db003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL     (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> ( stephanie Harrington
<Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 1-NOV-2002 12:41:18.00

SUBJECT:: CCRI: Survey of Research strategies to Reduce scientific Uncertainties

TO:Phil cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Phil - sorry I missed your call earlier. The The U.S. climate C~ange
Research Initiative (CCRI): Survey of Research Strategies to Reduce
scientific Uncertainties was the first cut at describing the CCRI done
by Dave Evans in August 2001. It can be found at:

-http://www.usgcrp.gov/usgcrp/Library/ccRzreport-aug2OOE/default.htm

stephanie Harrington
climate change science Program
202-482-1944 or 202-41g-3487
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UNITED
NATIONS

Framework Convention
on Climate Change

Distr.
LIMYI’ED

FCCC/CP~.6/Rcv.
I November 2002

CONFERENCE OF THE PARTIES
Eighth session
New Delhi, 23 October - I November 2002
Agenda item 11

Original: ENGLISH

HIGH-LEVEL SEGMENT ATTENDED BY MINIb~ER~ AND SE2qIOR OFFICIALS

The D ,elhi Minis ,te~lal Declaratto~
,CBnmte’ Chance and,Sustainable Devdo~ment.

Prov~sal by the President

The b~aistm-s and other heads of delegation present at the eighth sa~ion of the Conf~
of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Chan~e.

R,ccalllng the ultimate objective and principles of, and th~ commiUnents under, the Convention.

Rer.z~rrrdng that e.conomJ~ and social development and povazt’y eradication are t_he first and
overriding priorities of developing country Pardos,

Recognizing with concern the findings of the IPCC Third Assessment Relxxrt, which con’fin:ns
that significant cuts in global emission& will be necessary to meet the ultimate objective of the
Convention. and recognizing the on-golng consideration in the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and
Teclmologieal Advice of the implications of this report,

Noting that mitigation actions aro now taking place both in Annex I and non-Annex I countries
and emphasizing that mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions to combat climate change eonduues to have
high priority under the provisioxas of the Convention and that, at the sam~ ~ urgen~ action is required
to advance adaptation measures,

Recognizing that climate chang~ could endanger future well-being, ecosystems and economic
progress in all regions.

De~ply concerned that all countries, particularly developing cotmtries, including the least
developed cotmtries and small island developing States, face an incre~sexl risk of the negative impacts of
climate change,

DEL.02-397
000746
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Recognizing that, a~ Africa is the region suffering the most from the combined impacts of climate.
changv and povexty, development initiatives such as the New Pm-mership for Africa’s Dewier
(N]ZPAD) should be supported in the context of sus~inable developm~t,

Resolve that. in order to r~spond to the challenges faced now and in th~ futurv, climate chang~
and its ad ver~ effects should be addressed while rne~ting the reqttirrar~nts of sustainable development.
Therefore, we call for the follo~4ng:

(a)    Parties that have ratified the Kymo Protocol suovgly urge Parties that have no~ already
done so to r~tify the Kyoto Protocol in a timely manner:

(b)    Parties have a right to, and should, promote sustainable development. Policies and
measttrcs to pro~exn the clinmte system against human-induced change should be appropriam for
specific conditiom of each Pax~y, and should be inmgrawxl with national developn’~nt programn~, taking
into accou~ that economic developrn~nt is essential for adopting m¢~ttres to adders climat~ change;

(c)    National sustainable dc\’eioprnent strategies should inmgram more fully climate change
objectives in k~y arras such as water, ensrgy, health, agficulmr, and biodivexsity, and btlild on
outcomes of the Wockl Summit on Sustainable Developrrmnt:

(d)    All Partie~, taking into accotmt their common but diffm’sntiated xrxponsibilities and
re.spcctive capabilit~-.s, and their slmcific national and regional development priorities, objectives and
circun~mnces, should continue to advance the impl~rn~n~atlon of their �ommitments trade" the
Convention to address cllma~ change and its adver~: effects in ord~" to achieve sustalnabl~
d~velopment:

(�)    Adaptation to flee adver~ eff~ts of climate chang~ is of high priority for all countries.
D~vrloping countrl~ ar~ particularly vuinm-,~.ble., e.spe~ially th~ le~! d~wlotxrd cotmtri~s and snmll
Island d~velopi~g States. Adaptation re.qulres urg~m atmudon and ~’tion on the part.of all countri~.
Effective and r~ult.ba.v, ed rn~asur~z should b~ sL~port~d for ~ dev~loprnem of aFFroael~s at all l~-~,els
on vulnerability and adaptation, as well as capacity.-building for th~ inu:gration of adaptation concerns
into sustainabl~ developrr~nt strategies. Tim measures should include full implementation of existing
commitments under the Convention and the Marrakesh Accords:

(f)    Parties should prornot~ informal exchange of informafon on actions relating to
mitigation and adaptation to assist .Paniss to cot~tinue to develop effective and appropriate responses to
climate change;

(g)    The specific neeAs and concerns of developing country Panics arising from the adverse
effects of Climate change and the impact of the implen’~nration of rvsponse measures should be given full
consideration:

(h)    Inmrnafional cooperation should be promoted in d~v¢loping and disscrnlnating
innovative technologies in rrsp~:t of key sectors of development, particularly ex~rgy, and of inv~tm~nt
in this regard, including through private sector involvern~nt and market-oriented approaches, as well as
supportive public policies:

(i)    Technology n’ansfer should be strengthened, including, through concrete projects and
capacity-building in all relevant sectors such as energy, transport, industry, health, agriculture,
biodiver~ity, fore.stay and was,-- man~emsnt. Technological advances should b~ promoted through
msea, rch and dev¢lopmem, economic diversification and strengthening of relevant regional, national and
local institutions for sustainable development;
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(j)     Acce~ should be improv~l to reliable, affordable, economically viable, socially
acceptable and envirorm~ntally sound energy s~,vic~s and re.s~urce.s, taking into account national
Sl~.ciflcir;~s and circm-nstances, tl~’ough various means:

(k)    ACtiOns arc required to diversify energy supply by d~veloping advanced, cle.aner, more
efficient, a~fordabl¢ and cost-etT’rctiw e.ncrgy t~chnologies, including fossil fuel teclmologi~ and
renewable energy technologies, hydro included, and tlmir tzansfrz to developing cotmtries on
conce~sioaal t~rms as mutually agreed;

(I)    Actions a~ required at all levels, with a sense of urgenry, to substantially increa~ the
global sham of rrnewabls rnerg~ sources with tl~ objccrlv~ of Increasing their contribution to total
energy supply, recognizing the rol~ of national and voluntary ~gional faggots as well as Initiativtm, ~
they exist, and ensuring thaz energy policies ar~ supportive to developing countrie,s" efforts to m~ticate
poverty;

All Parties w=lconm h~ good coolmrafio’n achieved az the Confcrenc~ of tim Pa~s at its eighth
session in De.Rti, in pa~cular tl~ progce.ss of tc~:tmical work and tim ¢oczstrtmtiv¢ dir~ussions that bav¢
haken place, and �.xpr~ss tl~ir grarltttde to I-lis F..xcellency Mr. T. R. Baalth President of tho Confea’enc¢ at
Its eighth session, and tim Gov~axnent and people of ~ndla f~r their gracious hosp|tali~.
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COMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENT AND PUBLIC WORKS
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS

ADDITIONAL FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS, 7/24/02 JOINT HEARING ON
IMPLEMENTATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL TREATIES

To Mr. James Connaughton, Chair,
White House Council on Environmental Quality

From Senator Jeffords:

1) In your responses to prior follow-up questions for this hearing, you state, "qhe Administration
is taking measured and serious steps to respond to the challenge of climate change...by
substantially increasing our nation’s investment in science and technology." This suggests that
funding for climate change science programs has risen dramatically, when in actuality there has
been very little increase in the climate change research budget. The Administration’s FY 2003
U.S. Global Change Research Program budget request represents only a 2.6% increase over last
year, which would still result in a level lower than in FY 2001. In fact, most climate change-
related funding increases are actually for technology-based tax incentives, rather than scientific
research or mitigation measures.

Could you please explain this apparent disparity between your statement and true climate change
research funding levels? In your response, please provide a budgetary breakdown of all climate
change initiatives, programs, and related tax incentives under the Administration’s FY 2003
request, and show how these levels compare to FY 2001 and 2002.

2) In your responses, you mention the President’s goal of reducing America’s greenhouse gas
emission intensity by 18% in the next ten years, and that "if science justifies," the goal would be
to stop and then reverse emissions growth.

(A) Please describe what the Administration means by the phrase "if science justifies.’"
What are the criteria for establishing what this means?

03) Since the Administration is of the opinion, which is held by a minority of scientists,
that climate change science is stir highly "uncertain," please describe which uncertainties
the Administration feels must be reduced, and by how much, before further, more
stringent action to prevent climate change can be justified.

(C) What are the Administration’s specific plans to reduce such scientific uncertainty?
Please explain how current Federal programs will work to reduce these uncertainties.

3) You agree that the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change includes the requirement
that parties must adopt policies specifically aimed at mitigating greenhouse gas emissions. Yet,
this Administration’s policies do not seem to live iap to that commitment. While the President’s
climate initiative includes measures to reduce greenhouse gas intensity, history suggests that even
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if intensity improves, total emissions will still increase along with the strength of our economy.
It appears that this strategy will not contribute to the industrialized world’s efforts to reverse the
global warming trend. Please explain how this and other of the Administration’s policies will
lead to real, quantifiable reductions in U.S. greenhouse gas emissions. How did the
Administration formulate the strategy of reducing greenhouse gas intensity?

4) The Climate Change Research Initiative, as you state, "is designed to focus on information
that can be developed within 2 to 5 years to assist the nation’s evaluation of optimal strategies to
address global change risks." Since this initiative is designed to reduce scientific uncertainty in
the short-term concerning climate change, please indicate the specific questions the
Administration hopes to have answered in the next 2-5 years that it feels have not been
adequately answered by the Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change or other scientific
bodies. Does your statement suggest that within the next five years the Administration will act
on any new information and present what it deems to be optimal strategies to address the
problem of climate change, beyond the strategies that have been proposed to dam?

5) Is it a goal of the Administration to fund re,search that aims to define what constitutes
"dangerous anthropogenic interference" with the climate system?

6) Has the Administration committed funds that will support research answering the above
question?

7) What potential negative effects of climate change would the Administration consider
unacceptable?

8) The Administration has often stated that its climate change expenditures are "unmatched in the
world." Please provide the basis for the Administration’s claim. Specifically, please provide: an
estimate of climate expenditures of each G-8 country, including a total for all of them; and an
estimate of carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuel combustion for each G-8 country, including
a total for all of them. How does the U.S. share of total expenditures compare to the U.S. share
of total emissions? Does the Administration plan in the future to increase funding on climate
change measures to a level matching our responsibility for the problem?

9) How did the Administration determine that committing $25 million to improve observing and /;
monitoring capabilities in developing countries would adequately help to revitalize a
comprehensive global observation system? How much funding was committed for the
observation system in FY 2001 and FY 2002? Will the $25 million dedication result in any
funding decreases in other climate change programs?

10) As Chair of the Environment and Public Works Committee, I have been awaiting the release
of the Global Change Research Program’s Ftr 2003 report, Our Changing Planet, which
describes in detail the program’s budget, activities, and plans. By statute, this report is to be
delivered "each year at the time of submission to the Congress of the President’s budget."
Moreover, Mitchell Daniels, Director of the Office of Management and Budget, responded in
May to a Committee request by indicating that the FY 2003 report would be available in Sune,

I
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2002. It is now November, yet we have not seen the new report. I tm disappointed by this delay,
and by the lack of communication on the part of the Administration concerning the report’s
status.

(A) Why has the FY 2003 report been delayed7 When will it be published? Has Our
Changing Planet ever been released this late before?

03) The President is to submit his FY 2004 budget in February, 2003. Given that Our
Changing Planet FY 2003 may be released 14 months after the FY 2002 report, what
measures has the Administration taken to ensure that the FY 2004 report will be released
on time in February - less than four months from now?

11) There is some concern that purported increases in FY 2003 Federal climate change-related
funding may actually be due more to a redefinition of climate change activities than to actual
increases in program spending. For example, funding for some NOAA measures that have
existed for years may now for the first time be counted in the climate column, making it difficult
to discern where real climate change funding increases, if any, occur. Does the Admiuistration
plan to redefine current programs in a way that boosts the total climate change spending level? If
so, please provide justification for such changes.
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0506_f_477hb003_ceq.txt
RECORD I~(PE: FEDERAL     (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Quesean R. Rice ( CN=Quesean R. Rice/OU=CEQ/0=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 6-NOV-2002 14:17:14.00

SUBJECT:: Phone Message from stephanie Harrington

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Contact: stephanie HarringtonCompany: climate change Science ProgramPhone:
202-482-1944FAX: Message: RE: YOU made comments on a document. They are trying to
release some comments and are calling to find out where to go with them (the

~comments).2:00pm 11/06/02

Page-1
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"Galeano, Sergio F." <SFGALEAN@GAPAC.com>
1/06/2002 06:45:39 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Roberta L. Conde/CEQ/EOP@EOP
cc:
Subject: FW: USTag of WG5 CCTF ISO Std on GHG Onventory

Hi Bobbi ! Splendid victory and confirmation that no risk, no reward. Congratulations.

Jim may want to know I sort of obtain Margot’s promise they will participate in the ISO efforts. AIs’o, th
most recent positions, etc submitted to ISO for next week’s meetings in Berlin.

Just for him to know. I think there is someone in his staff assigned to this area.                ’;

Hope all is well for all of you. (Does he keep giving proper attention to the family?, week-end at home~
vacations? )

I may have a chance to see Jim if rhe attgends some of the DOE workshops on 1605 (b)

Sergio
Dr. Sergio F. Galeano
Senior Manager, Product Policy and Assurance
Georgia-Pacific Corp.
133 Peachtree St. NE
Atlanta Georgia, 30303
USA.
fax # +404.654.4674
phone # + 404 652.4654
sfgalean@gapac, com

Original Message .....
> From:      Galeano, Sergio F.
> Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2002 6:32 PM
> To: ’margot.anderson@hq.doe.gov’
> Cc: ’Pghanam@asq.org’
> Subject: USTag of WG5 CCTF ISO Std on GHG Onventory
>
> We all appreciate very much your willingness to participate (directly or with a designated surrogate) in
this effort. I personally have been looking for this participation that will help shape our national interest.

> I am including the US Comments and approaches sent to the ISO secretariat of WG5 in advance to the
Berlin meeting next week. This document, is the result of conclusions arrived at group meetings at the end
of August ( 40 members) and further work of a "cadre" of 8-10 entrusted with the time and expertise to put
this together. As in competitive rowing, we need the first "40 hard ones" to gain the lead and set the pace
for the rest of the race. We hope to accomplish so.
>

> Even if I will be traveling from today on, any comment, etc. on this document could be received by e-mail
and certainly I will consider it.
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Quesean R. Rice ( CN=Quesean R. Rice/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 8-NOV-2002 12:24:08.00

SUB3ECT:: Phone Message from stephanie Harrington

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Contact: stephanie HaEringtonCompany: Climate change science ProgramPhone:
202-419-3487FAX: Message: RE: stephanie would like to ask you some questions, if
possible today, about comments you made on a climate change document. 11/08/02
12:21pm

Page 1
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Robert Hopkins <Robert.Hopkins@noaa.gov> ( Robert Hopkins
<Robert.Hopkins@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN 3 )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 8-NOV-2002 18:57:39.00

SUBJECT:: climate Change Media Roundtable

TO:Samuel A. Thernstrom ( CN=Samuel A. Thernstrom/OU=CEQJO=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Sam,
We are in the process of planning media events leading up to and during
the Climate change science Program workshop, Dec. 3-5, at the Marriott
wardman Park Hotel, Washington,D.C. and are interested in having
Principals from the white House and various Departments participate in
these events, one of these events is a media roundtable (see attached
plan) we have tentatively scheduled for Nov. 25, 2-3:00 p.m. at the
Department of Commerce with NOAA Administrator Vice Admiral conrad
Lautenbacher, Asst. Sec. James Mahoney and a few otherPrinciples
involved in our nation’s climate science and research efforts

The media roundtable is planned as an opportunity to provide background
information and set the stage with select national science media on the
upcoming climate change science Program workshop.

we are requesting to have CEQ Director James connaughton participate
in this event. Right now the proposed line up would be:
commerce Secretary Donald Evans or Dep Sec Sam Bodman
Sean O’Keefe, NASA (tentative)
Vice Admiral conrad Lautenbacher, NOAA
Dr. James R. Mahoney, NOAA
Robert Card, Under Secretary of Energy (tentative)
James connaughton, CEQ (white House) (tentative)

Please let me know if Mr. Connaughton would be interested in
participating in this event. F-YI - There will also be a press
conference on the opening day of the workshop at the Marriott wardman
Park Hotel, Tuesday, Dec. 3. would want to have Mr. Connaughton
participate in that as well if he is available. ¯

Thanks,
Bob Hopkins
(202) 482-4640
- PA plan for CCSP media roundtable1.wpd - Robert.Hopkins.vcf

AI-FACHMENT    1
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

unable to convert NSREOP0103:[A1-FACH.D59]SREOP01300BKBHS.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

Page 1
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Samuel A. Thernstrom ( CN=Samuel A. Thernstrom/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 8-NOV-2002 21:20:54.00

SUBJECT:: climate change Media Roundtable

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Roberta L. Conde ( CN=Roberta L. Conde/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

11/08/2002 09:19 PM
Forwarded by samuel A. Thernstrom/CEOYEOP on

Robert Hopkins <Robert.Hopkins@noaa.gov>
11/08/2002 04:12:17 PM

Record Type: Record

TO: Samuel A. Thernstrom/C.EQ/EOP@EOP
cc:
subject: Climate Change Media Roundtable

Sam,
we are in the process of planning media events leading up to and during
the climate change science Program workshop, Dec. 3-5, at the Marriott
wardman Park Hotel, washington, D.C. and are interested in having
Principals from the white House and various Departments participate in
these events, one of these events is a me-dia roundtable (see attached
plan) we have tentatively scheduled for Nov. 25, 2-3:00 p.m. at the
Department of Commerce with NOAAAdministrator vice Admiral conrad
Lautenbacher, Asst. Sec. James Mahoney and a few other Principles
involved in our nation’s climate science and research efforts.

The media roundtable is planned as an opportunity to provide background
information and set the stage with select national science media on the
upcoming Climate change Science Program Workshop.

we are requesting to have CEQ Director James Connaughton participate
in this ~vent. Right now the proposed line up would be:
commerce secretary Donald Evans or Dep Sec Sam Bodman
Sean o~Keefe, NASA (tentative)
vice Admiral Conrad Lautenbacher, NOAA
Dr. James R. Mahoney, NOAA
Robert Card, under, secretary of Energy (tentative)
James connaughton, CEQ (white House) (tentative)

Please let me know if Mr. Connaughton would be interested in
participating in this event. , FYI - There will also be a press

Page 1
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conference on the opening day of the workshop at the Marriott Wardman
Park Hotel, Tuesday, Dec. 3. Would want to have Mr. connaughton
participate in that as well if he is available.

Thanks,¯Bob Hopkins
(202) 482-4640

- PA plan for CCSP media roundtablel.wpd
- Rober’c. Hopk~ ns.vcf

ATTACHMENT 1
AI-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
Unable to convert NSREOP0101:[A1-FACH.D33]SREOP01300BKDIR.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

Page 2
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RECORD l~PE: FEDERAL CNOTES MALL)

CREATOR:"Watson, Harlan L (OES)" <WatsonHL@state.gov>( "Watson, Harlan L (OES)"
<WatsonHL@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 9-NOV-2002 00:06:32.00

SUBIECT:: F-W: NOV 8 workshop Steering Committee Meeting

TO:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
..... original Message .....
From: Watson, Harlan L (OES)
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2002 5:21 PM
TO: Reifsnyder, Dan A (OES)
subject: FW: Nov 8 Workshop steering Committee Meeting
Importance: High

Original Message .....
From: Genene Fisher [mailto:Genene. Fisher@noaa.gov]
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2002 2:57 PM
To: whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov; hratch.semerjian@nist.gov;
david.Goodrich@noaa.gov; andrewj@onr.navy.mil;
Ari.Patrinos@science.doe.gov; gant@niehs.nih.gov; mgarcia@usgs.gov;
3ack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov; watsonh1@state.~ov; winner.darrell@epa.gov;
tspence@nsf.gov; kbarrett@usaid.gov; L1nda.Lawson@ost.dot.gov;
neale@serc.si.edu                                                   ’
cc: ~erry.elwood@science.doe.gov; Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov;
leslle.runi.on@science.doe.gov; ipo@usgcrp.gov; Debbie Payne;
Itsaouss@hq.nasa.gov
subject: Nov 8 workshop steering Committee Meeting
Importance: High

To the workshop Steering committee:

Attached is a spreadsheet of the various workshop speakers. This is a work
in progress. In preparation for
tomorrow meeting, please
1) review all categories and candidates
2) highlight areas of weakness and suggest alternate personnel, where "
appropri ate ~
3) encourage personnel identified within your agency, working groups, or
funding profiles to register for
the meeting and provide the roled noted.                      -
Any comments ~ou may have can also be sent to both Chet Koblinsky
(koblinsky@gsfc.nasa.gov) and susan
Avery (susan.avery@colorado.edu).

AS a reminder, the workshop steering committee meeting is set for Friday
November 8, 3:15-4:15 pm in the
DOC building (HCHB) Room 5215. You may also call in if you are unable to
attend, conference call Number:
888-790-1801, passcode: 19225
Attached you will find the agenda.

Page 1.
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Genene Fisher
climateChange science Program
202-482-2146

- speaker_table_110702.doc - 110802 steering committee agenda.doc -
Genene.Fisher.vcf= ...... ~=------= A1-FACHMENT 1
ATT CREATION lIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0101:[AI-FACH.D93]SREOP01300BKF9Y.001 to ASCII,

The following is a HEX DUMP:

ATTACHMENT 3
ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00~00:00.00

begin:vcard
n:Fisher;Genene
tel;work:202-482-2146
x-mozilla-html:FALSE
org:;Climate change science Program--HCHB/Rm.
adr:;;;;;;
version:2.1
email;internet:genene.fisher@noaa.gov
fn:Genene M. Fisher, Ph.D.
end:vcard

END ATTACHMENT 3

5811
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~ " " Hutzler, Mary" <MARY.HUTZLER@eia.doe.gov>
11/09/2001 07:21:49 AM

Recor i Type: Record

To: Robert C. McNally/OPD/EOP@EOP, William A. Pizer/CF_/VEOP@EOP, Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc:
Subject: Greenhouse Gas Emissions Report

We will release our Greenhouse gas emissions report today at noon. Over the past
week, we have reviewed the numbers more thoroughly and found an error in the
calculation of nitrous oxide. As a result, greenhouse gas emissions in 2000
increased by 2.5% over 1999 rather than the 2.4% cited in the earlier draft press
release. Attached is the new press release.

> <<0573(00)PRa_pressrelease_6.wpd>>
>

>

I D - 0573(00)PRa_pressrelease_6.wpd
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Energy, Information Administration

,EIA
U.S. Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
NOVEMBER 9, 2001

U.S. Carbon Dioxide Emissions Increase by 3.1 Percent in 2000 - 1 Percentage Point
Lower than GDP Growth

Estimated emissions of carbon dioxide in the United States and its territories, which account for more than
80 percent of total U.S. greenhouse gas emissions, increased by 3.1 percent in 2000, rising from 1,536
million metric tons of carbon equivalent (MMTCe) in 1999 to 1,583 MMTCe in 2000, according to
Emissions of Greenhouse Gases in the United States 2000, a report released today by the Energy
Information Administration (EIA). The growth in carbon dioxide emissions, 3.1 percent, was one
percentage point below the 4.1 percent growth in Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Energy-related carbon
dioxide emissions, which account for 98 percent of total carbon dioxide emissions, stood at 1,547
MMTCe, while carbon dioxide emissions from other sources were 36 MMTCe.

The 3.1 percent growth in emissions in 2000 is the second highest growth rate for the 1990 to 2000
period, with only the 3.4-percent growth rate in 1996 being higher, and is well above the average growth
rate of 1.6 percent for the 1990 to 2000 time frame. The high growth in carbon dioxide emissions can be
attributed to a return to more normal weather, decreased hydroelectric power generation that was replaced
by fossil-fuel power generation, and strong economic growth (4.1 percent increase in GDP).

Total U.S. greenhouse gas emissions rose by 2.5 percent in 2000, increasing from 1,860 million metric
tons of carbon equivalent (MMTCe) in 1999 to 1,906 MMTCe in 2000. The 2000 growth rate of 2.5
percent was well above the average annual growth rate of 1.3 percent observed from 1990 to 2000, as well
as the 1999 growth rate of 1.3 percent.

Total estimated U.S. greenhouse gas emissions in 2000 consisted of 1,583 MMTCe of carbon dioxide (83
percent of total emissions), 177 MMTCe of methane (9 percent of total emissions), 99 MMTCe of nitrous
oxide (5 percent of total emissions), and 47 MMTCe of hydrofluorocarbons (I-IFCs), perfluorcarbons
(PFCs) and sulfur hexafluoride (SFr) (2 percent of total emissions). Detailed information~by greenhouse
gas includes the following:

Estimated methane emissions, the second largest contributor after carbon dioxide to total
greenhouse emissions, declined by 1.6 percent, from 180 MMTCe in 1999 to 177 MMTCe in
2000. Since 1990, U.S. methane emissions have declined by about 11 percent.

Estimated nitrous oxide emissions in 2000 fell by 0.6 percent, from 100 MMTCe in 1999 to 99
MMTCe in 2000. Nitrous oxide emissions have grown by 5.3 percent since 1990.

Emissions of human-made gases such as hydrofluorocarbons (I-IFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs),
and sulfur hexaflouride experienced a 4.5 percent increase (from 45 to 47 MMTCe) between 1999
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an~rl 2001). However, these gases as a group have grown by 57.8 percent since 1990.
The report also contains estimates of carbon dioxide emissions from energy consumption, including
emissions from purchased electric power, on a sectoral level:

Transportation-related carbon dioxide emissions, which account for about a third of the total
carbon dioxide emissions from energy consumption, increased, by 3.1 percent in 2000 to 515
MMTCe in 2000, as a healthy economy" er, couraged travel and the delivery of goods.

Carbon dioxide emissions in the residential sector increased by 4.9 percent to 313 MMTCe, while
emissions in the commercial sector rose by 5.8 percent to 268 MMTCe in 2000. This growth was
driven by a return to more normal weather, higher fossil-fueled power generation and a strong
economy.

Despite rapid growth of the economy (4.1 percent growth), energy-related industrial carbon
dioxide emissions in 2000 remained flat at 466 MMTCe. This constancy is due in part to slower
growth in the energy-intensive industries compared with the non-energy-intensive industries and
possible efficiency improvements.

Carbon dioxide emissions from the U.S. electric power sector in 2000, which are included in the sectoral
totals above, are estimated at 642 million metric tons carbon equivalent, 4.7 percent higher than the 1999
level. The 2000 increase is almost double the 1990-2000 average increase of 2.4 percent per year.
Contributing to the relatively large increase in 2000 was a 4.2 percent increase in fossil fuel use for
electricity generation, as well as an 11 percent reduction in electricity generation from renewable fuels,
including a 14 percent drop in hydroelectric generation.

Emissions of Greenhouse Gases in the United States 2000 was prepared by EIA pursuant to section
1605(a) of the Energy Policy Act of 1992. EIA is an independent, policy-neutral agency within the
Department of Energy that is responsible for collecting, analyzing, and disseminating energy information.

An electronic version of the report is available on EIA’s Web site at
ftp://ftp.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/1605/cdrom/pdf/ggrpt/057300.pdf. Printed copies of the Executive Summary of
the report will be available in November from the U.S. Government Printing Office, 202/512-1800 or
through EIA’s National Energy Information Center, 202/586-8800.

The report described in this press
release was prepared by the Energy
Information Administration, the
independent statistical and analytical
agency within the U.S. Depat’.:;z~:.:.t of
Energy. The information contained in
the report and the press release should
be attributed to the Energy Information
Administration and should not be
construed as advocating or reflecting
any policyposition of the Department
of Energy or any other organization.
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EIA Program Contacts:

EIA Press Contact:

Paul McArdle, 202/586-4445
Perry Lindstrom, 202/586-0934

National Energy Information Center, 202/586-8800

EIA-2001-XX
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"Card, Robert" <Robert.Card@hq.doe.gov>
11/11/2002 07:a,5:15 PM

Record Type:    Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject: Next Working Group Meeting Nov 21

Attached is the draft agenda for the next IAWGCCS&T meeting on Thursday,
November 21 from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM at DOE in room 5E-069 (same as last
time). Please send your identification info to Nell Kinsey to
NelI.Kinsey@hq.doe.gov <mailto:NelI.Kinsey@hq.doe.gov> . Again, if you are
aware of parties who should receive this email and who aren’t on the
addressee list please let me know through a reply. The notification for
this November meeting was made at our September 9 meeting and confirmed by a
September 25 email at 3:18 PM. Please note a proposed subsequent meeting
date on Thursday, January 30 to prepare for budget roll out and Feb 14
activities. Thanks Bob Card.

<<Agenda Mtng#-6Nov 02.doc>>

I[~ - attl,htm

I D - Agenda Mtng #-6 Nov 02.doc

Message Sent To:

"Conrad Lautenbacher (E-mail)" <conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov>
"Dr. James E. Andrews (DOD)" <James_Andrews@onr.navy.mil>
"Emil Frankel (E-mail)" <emil,frankel@ost.dot,gov>
"Eve Slater (E-mail)" <eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov>
"Ghassen Asrar (E-mail)" <gasrar@hq,nasa.gov>
James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP
"Jim Moseley (E-mall)" <jrm@usda.gov>
John H. MarburgedOSTP/EOP@EOP
Lawrence B. Lindsey/OPD/EOP@EOP
"Linda Fisher (E-mail)" <fisher.linda@epa,gov>
Marcus PeacocldOMB/EOP@EOP
"Paula Dobriansky (E-mail)" <d.nelson@state.gov>
"Rita Colwell (E-mail)" <rcolwell@nsf.gov>
"Sam Bodman (E-mail)" <sbodman@doc.gov>
"Steve Griles (E-mail)" <steven._gdles@ios.doLgov>

Message Copied To:
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"Kinsey, Nell" <NelI.Kinsey@hq.doe.gov>
"Ann Klee (E-mail)" <ann_klee@ios.doi.gov>
"Bill Hohenstein (E-mail)" <whohenst@OCE,USDAogOV>
"Granville Paules (E-mail)" <gpaules@hq.nasa.gov>
"Hadan Watson (E-mail)" <watsonhl@state.gov>
"James Mahoney (E-mail)" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
"John Beale (E-mail)" <Beale.john@epa.gov>
Karen Y. Knutson/OVP/EOP@EOP
Kathie L. Olsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP
"Kevin Kolevar (E-mail)" <Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov>
"Linda Catlett (E-mail)" <catlettla@state.gov>
"Linda Lawson (E-mail)" <linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov>
Lynn Scadett <Lynn_Scadett@ios.doi.gov>
"Margaret Leinen (E-mail)" <Mleinen@nsf.gov>
"Mary Cleave (E-mail)" <Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov>
Melinda Moore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov>
Phil Cooney/CEQ/’EOP@EOP
"Reifsynder, Daniel A." <reifsnyderDA@state.gov=-
"Richard Spinrad (E-mail)" <spinrad,richard@hq.navy.mil>
Robert C. McNallylOPDIEOP@EOP
"Scott Rayder (E-mail)" <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov>
"Simmons, Emmy" <emsimmons@usaid.gov>
"Yvonne Brown (E-mail)" <yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov>
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"Card, Robert" <Robert.Card@hq.doe.gov>
11/11/2002 07:45:1,5 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject: Next Working Group Meeting Nov 21

Attached is tl~-dr~ff 3;3,~= fcr tS~ n~,~t IAWGCCS&T meeting on Thursday,.
~ 3:00 PM to 5:00 ~~-069 (same as last
tim~). ~lease send your ~oenul=cauon =nt’L~0 Nell Kinsey to__ ~
NelI.Kinsey@hq.doe.gov <mailto:NelI.Kinsey-y-y-~.doe.gov> . Again, if you are
aware of parties who should receive this email and who aren’t on the
addressee list please let me know through a reply. The notification for
this November meeting was made at our September 9 meeting and confirmed by a
September 25 email at 3:18 PM. Please note a proposed subsequent meeting
date.on Thursday, January 30 to prepare for budget roll out and Feb 14
activities. Thanks Bob Card.

<<Agenda Mtng #6 Nov 02.doc>>

Message Sent To:
"Conrad Lautenbacher (E-mail)" <conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov>
"Dr. James E. Andrews (DOD)" <James_Andrews@onr.navy.mil>
"Emil Frankel (E-mail)" <emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov>
"Eve Slater (E-mail)" <eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov>
"̄Ghassen Asrar (E-mail)" <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov>
James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP
"Jim Moseley (E-mail)" <jrm@usda.gov>
John H. Marburger/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Lawrence B. Lindsey/OPD/EOP@EOP
"Linda Fisher (E-mail)" <flsher.linda@epa.gov>
Mamus PeacocklOMBIEOP@EOP
"Paula Dobriansky (E-mail)" <donelson@state.gov>
"Rita Colwell (E-mail)" <rcolwell@nsf.gov>
"Sam Bodman (E-mail)" <sbodman@doc.gov>
"Steve Griles (E-mail)" <steven_griles@ios.doi.gov>

Messa.qe Copied To:
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"Kinsey, Nell" <NelI.Kinsey@hq.doe.gov>
"Ann Klee (E-mail)" <ann_klee@ios.doi.gov>
"Bill Hohenstein (E-mail)" <whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov>
"Granville Paules (E-mail)" <gpaules@hq.nasa.gov>
"Harlan Watson (E-mail)" <watsonhl@state.gov>
"James Mahoney (E-mail)" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
"John Beale (E-mail)" <Beale.john@epa.gov>
Karen Y. Knutson/OVP/EOP@EOP
Kathie L. Olsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP
"Kevin Kolevar (E-mail)" <Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov>
"Linda Catlett (E-mail)" <catlettla@state.gov>
"Linda Lawson (E-mail)" <linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov>
Lynn Scarlett <Lynn_Scarlett@ios.doi.gov>
"Margaret Leinen (E-mail)" <Mleinen@nsf.gov>
"Mary Cleave (E-mail)" <Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov>
Melinda Moore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov>
Phil CooneylCEQIEOP@EOP
"Reifsynder, Daniel A." <reifsnyderDA@state.gov>
"Richard Spinrad (E-mail)" <spinrad.richard@hq.navy.mil~
Robert C. McNally/OPD/EOP@EOP
"Scott Rayder (E-mail)" <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov>
"Simmons, Emmy" <emsimmons@usaid.gov>
"Yvonne Brown (E-mail)" <yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov>
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draft

Agenda

I!1[I

3:00 - 3:05

3:05 - 3:20

3:20 - 3:40

3:40 - 3:55

3:55 -4:25

4:25 -4:55

4:55 - 5:00

INTERAGENCY WORKING GROUP
on

CLIMATE CHANGE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Meeting #6

Thursday, November 21, 2002, 3:00 to 5:00 PM
Department of Eneruv, Conference room (#5E-069)

(same room as last time)

Introductions

Policy Update
Discussion of policy implications of recent events

Science Update
¯ December conference
¯ New science findings
¯ FY03/04 priority findings/progress

Technology Update
¯ Sequestration international imtiative
¯ Sequestration project
¯ NCCTI office
¯ RFI for technology solicitation
¯ FY03/04 priorities

Registry (1605(b)) and Voluntary Programs
¯ Review of registry public involvement roll out (Mon Nov 18)
¯ Report on DOE / EPA / CEQ coordination
¯ Voluntary programs update (Connaughton)

International
¯ COP VIII conclusions and lessons learned

o COP and WSSD follow-up actions?
¯ COP IX and other CY03 plans (Mahoney discussion)
¯ Other international developments

Next meeting plans and schedule contingency
¯ Next meeting (at Commerce.) - proposed for Thursday, January

30 (to coordinate message for the FY04 budget rollout and Feb
14 anniversary announcements)

US Card, DOE

Dr. Connaughton, CEQ
Dr. Marburger, OSTP

Dpty Bodman, / Asst
Sec Mahoney,
Commerce

US Card / Asst Sec
Garman, DOE

US Card, DOE
Dr. Connaughton, CEQ

US Dobriansky, State

US Card, DOE
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PLANNING
CLIMAT.E.
AND
GLOBAL
CHANGE
RESEARCH

A REVIEW OF THE DRAFT U.S. CLIMATE
CHANGE SCIENCE PROGRAM STRATEGIC PLAN

THE,NA~. ACADE~E.~

CLIMATE CHANGESCIENCE’PRO.GRAM
¯ Initiated by President Bush in Fe’bruary; 2002 ,

Incorporates the existing G|obal
Change Research Program

¯ (GCRP) and adds the Climate
Change Research ir~itiative
(CCRI)

¯ A parallel Climate Change
Technology Program (CCTP) has
also been established         ’~

¯ Draft strategic plan released
November 11, 2002

THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES
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NA,TIONAL ACADEMIES
ASKED TO ’

REVIEW D -RAFT CCSP
STRATEGIC PLAN

SEPTEMBER 1 7, 2002

THE NA~t ACADEMIES

COMMITTEE TO.REVIEW THE
U.S."CCSP STR&TEGIC PLaN

Thomas E. Graedei (chair), Yale University
Unda Capuano, Honeywell Engines and Systems
EIiz~belJl Chornesky, University of California, Santa Cruz
Man/A. Gade, Sonnenschein, Nath, and Rosenthai
Katharlne L. Jacobs, Arizona State Department of Water Resources
Anthony C. Janetos, Heinz Center for Science, Economics, and the Environment
Charles Kolstad, University of California, S~nta Barbara and Massachusetts

Institute of Technology
Diana Uverman, University of Arizona
Jerry D. Mahlman, National Center for Atmospheric Research
Diane McKnlght, Unlversit~ of Colorado

MlchaelJ. Prather, University of California, Irvine
Eugene Rosa, ~ashlngton State University
William Sc~leslnger, Duke University
David Skole, Michigan State University
A~ldrew Solow, Woods H.ole Oceanographic Institution
Robert Weller, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
T. Stephen Wlttrlg, BP

THE NAT!ONAI. ACADEMIES

2
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NRC COMMITTEE PROCESS

¯ Appointed: ¯ November 7, 2002

¯ Information gathering and report writing
Committee Meeting:
CCSP Planning Workshop:
Committee Meeting:
Committee Meeting:

¯ Release of Phase I report:

November 22, 2002
December 3-5, 2002
December 6, 2002
January 8-10, 2003

February 26, 2003

THE NAllONAL ACADEMIES

PI:IASE I: REVIEW OF THE DRAFT PI_AN

¯ The draft .CCSP strategic plan is a draft

¯ A p~blic review.process took place
concurrent with the NRC review

¯ This NRC review makes an extensive set of
recommendations to provide guidance to the
CCSP in rey~_sing,t.he strategic plan

¯ ~ ~ .~.

THE J’,L~TI(:~IAL A~E$
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ORGANIZATION OF ,THE REPORT

¯ Executive summary

¯ Part i: Overarching issues

¯ ,Part I1: Detailed
comments on individual
chapters of the draft
strategic plan

THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES

.STRENGTHS OF THE DRAFT CCSP
STRATEGIC PLAN

¯ Builds on important GCRP
components of the last decade

¯ Identifies many cutting-edge
scientific research activities

¯ . Emphasizes closer ties.
between science results and
needs of decision makers

THE NA11ONAL ACADEMIES

Identifies both short- and
long-term goals’- ’~

’Calls for greatlyir~proved
observational capabilities

4
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AREAS IN WHICH THE DRAFT
PLAN CAN BE IMPROVED

1" Clarify Vision and Goals

2. Improve Program Management

3. oFilFKey Information Needs

4. Strengthen Decision Support
Capability       ~

5. Set the Stage for Implementation

THE I’,,IA~L ACADEMIES

CLARIFY VISION AND GOALS:

~ The Strategic Planning Process ,,
¯ The draft plan lacks a clear and consistent guiding framework

Such a framework is especially necessary considering CCSP’s
diverse institutional environment and new directions

Recommendation: The revised strategic plan should
articulate a clear, specific and ambitious vision
statement in the context of national needs. The plan
should translate this vision into tangible goals, apply
an explicit process to establish priorities, and include
an effective management plan.

THE NAtIONAl. ACADEMIE~
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CLARIFY VISION AND GOALS."
CCRI ~.    °

Many current CCRI goals are
unlikely,to be met in 2 to 4 years

Decision support also is needed
beyond 2 to 4 years

Plan not clear about how GCRP
activities will support CCRI needs

Recommendation: (1) P(esent cle’ar goals fo~ the CCRI and
ensure activities are consistent with these goals;¯ (2)
maintain CCRI’s strong emphasis on support for near-
term d~cisions as an ongoing component; and (3) include
an explicit mechanism to link GCRP and CCRI activities.

THE NATIONAL

IMPROVE PROGRAM MANAGEMENT."
lnterageno/Management

A clear mechanism to address common CCSP goals is not
provided

The plan does not describe the responsibilities and
authorities of contributing agencies or CCSP lea.dership

Mission-oriented agencies could contribute to identifying and
carrying out research

Recommendation: The revised strategic plan should
¯ describe the management processes to be used to foster
agency cooperation towards common CCSP goals;

THE NAllONAL ACADE~JF~
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IMPROVE PROGRAM MANAGEMENT."
Science & Technology Integration

CCTP is an important program for
developing technologies for
adaptation to and mitigation of
climate change effects

CCSP and CCTP need to be highly
interactive so as to learn from each
other and work toward common
goals

Recommendation: Clearly describe mechanisms for
coordinating and linking CCSP activities with the
technology development activities of the CCTP

.THE _I’,IATI~t Ag_..ADEMIE~

FILL KEY INFORMATION NEEDS:
Regional Studies

Much climate-related decision making
occurs at local or regional levels

The transfer of climate-related
information to decision makers at
those levels is poorly done

Recommendation: More fully
describe how models and
knowledge that support regiohal
decision making and place-based
science will be developed.

]TIE NATIONAL ACADEMIES

7
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FILL KEY INFORMATION NEEDS:
Human, Economic, and Ecological

Dimensions of Climate Change
Research is needed to:

project and monitor societal
and ecosystem impacts of
climate change

design adaptation and
mitigation strategies

understand costs and benefits
of climate change and related
response options

Recommendation: Strengthen treatment of human,
economic, and ecological dimensions of climate and
associated global changes in the strategic plan.

THE NA~IONAL ACA~cM~E~

FILL KEY INFORMATiON NEEDS:
Global Climate Observation System

The current climate observing
system is a patchwork of poorly
integrated observational networks

¯ An optimum system would add
ecological, biogeochemical, and
socioeconomic elements, and make
the results widely available

Recommendation: Better describe a strategic program
for an integrated observing system for climate
variability and change on scales from regional to global

THE NATIONAl. ACADEMIF.~
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SET THE STAGE FOR IMPLEMENTATION:
Capacity.Building

The scope-c~f the draft plan
requires growing new cross-
disciplinary intellectual talent,
and nurturing new
interdisciplinary relationships

Th~ draft plan’s goals for
climate modeling will require
substantial enhancements of
computing resources

Recommendation: Address the major requirements in
building capacity in human and computing resources

1HE NATIOHAt ACADF.JWES                              ,

SET THE STAGE FOR IMPLEMENTATION:
Financial Resources

implementing the expanded
scope of CCSP research will
require greatly increased funding

The FY 04 budget proposes no
new funding and a modest
redistribution of funding among
programs and agencies

Recommendation: The CCSP s’hould use the.clear goals
and program priorities and advice from an independent
advisory body to guide future funding decisions.

10
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S TRENG THEN DECISION SUPPOR T:
Decision Supp.ort Resources

The draft plan does not include an
explicit description of who will use
climate research results and what
they need to know

It is unclear how the CCSP’s
decision support activities will link
with and inform the research
program

Recommendation: Improve the description of how
decision support capabilities will be developed

THE NATIONAL. ACADEMIES

S TR EN G THEN DECISION S UPPOR 7."
Addressing Key Uncertainties

Draft plan makes foIiowin~ points about uncerlaint~.
UncertaJnw Is inherent in sdence and deds~on making and not in itself
a basis for Inaction

D~dslo~ makers need to be ~ Informed about .nnce.rtaJnw

.
Accelerated research should focus on those uncertainties thal are
,Important for/nformJng policy and dedsion maldn8

Recommendation: ~ ¯
Identify what sources
and magnitudes of
unc~rtainty reductions
are especially needed to
benefit decision making

NATIONAL ACAI:~..MIES
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The draft CCSP strategic plan addresses
crucial issues facing our nation and the ~vorld
in the twenty-first century.

¯ While past climate-change science has
focused on how climate is changing, future
research must also support decision making.

¯ The nation needs better information on
impacts of climate change on human society
and natural systems, and options for
responding tomor reducing--these et=fects.
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Yale University
School of Forestry
& Environmental Studies

March 7, 2003

Thomas 1~ ......
Professor of Industrial Ecology
205 Prospect Street
New Haven, CT 06511
203.432.9733 Telephone
203.432.5556 Facsimile
thomas.graedel~yale.edu

Letter to the Editor, New York Times:

The editorial "’Rebuked on Global Warming" (March 1) refers to a recent report of a panel that I
chair for the National Research Council, the operating arm of the National Academy of Sciences
and the National Academy of Engineering, on the draft U.S. Climate Change Science Program
strategic plan.

Your statement "though polite, the panel could hardly have been more contemptuous" is not an
accurate representation of the panel’s views. We provided, on request, candid and constructive
comments on the draft strategic plan, so that the final plan will be more effective.

Your statement that our report "describe[d] Mr. Bush’s plan as a redundant examination of issues
that had largely been settled" is also not an accurate representation. We concluded that the draft
plan "identified many of the cutting-edge scientific research activities that are necessary to
improve understanding of the Earth system." Among our significant recommendations, however,
were that the draft plan be revised to clarify the vision and goals of the program, improve its
treatment of program management issues, fill key information needs, enhance efforts to support
decision making, and set the stage for implementation. The panel will be issuing a second report
reviewing the government’s final plan.

Respectfully,

Thomas E. Graedel
Yale University
Chair, National Research Council’s Committee to Review the U.S. Climate Change Science
Program Strategic Plan

000677
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0513_f_oillb003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ]

CREATION DATE/TIME:12-NOV-2002 11:39:02,00

SUBJECT:: climate S&T Management Structure

TO:Larisa.dobriansky@hq.doe.gov @ inet ( Larisa.dobriansky@hq.doe.gov @ inet
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

11:36 AM
Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 11/12/2002

stephanie Harrington <Stephanie,Harrington@noaa,gov>
11/05/2002 01:27:54 PM

Record Type: Record

TO: Phil_cooney <Phil_cooney@ceq,eop,gov>
cc:
subject:, climate S&T Management Structure

Thanks,
Stephanie Harrington
Climate Change science Program
202-482-1944

CCCSTl_Org_Sep_12_Rev3,ppt

ATTACHMENT I
ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

unable to convert NSREOP0101:[A1-FACH.D58]SREOP01300BLLIO.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

Page 1

001398
CEQ 003315CEQ 003315
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0514_f_17sl b003_ceq, txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Samuel A. Thernstrom (CN=Samuel A. Thernstrom/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 12-NOV- 2002 13 : 25 : 20.00

SUB3ECT:: more on NAS study and uncertainty

TO:robert hopkins <robert.hopkins@noaa.gov> @ inet ( robert hopkins
<robert.hopkins@noaa.gov> @ inet [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

TEXT:

Background"
Page 1

~e

,f
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0515_f_61xl b003_ceq, txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES ~tAIL)

CREATOR:Rick Piltz <rpiltz@usgcrp.gov> ( Rick Piltz <rpiltz@usgcrp.gov> [ UNKNOWN ]

CREATION DATE/TIME:12-NOV-2002 14:37:02.00

SUBJECT:: Management Chart per phone conversation

TO:Kameran L. Bailey ( CN=Kameran L. Bailey/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
- 1.I-CCCSTI_Or~_NOVI2.ppt**************

New office coordlnates as of october 7:

Rick Piltz
climate change science Program office
u.s. Global change Research Program
1717 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Suite 250
Washington, DC 20006
Tel (dlrect): 202-419-3468 Fax: 202-223-3064
Tel (main #): 202-223-6262
www.usgcrp.gov

ATTACHMENT    1
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT :
unable to convert NSREOP0103 : [AI-FACH. Dll] SREOP01300BLX16.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

Page 1
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0516_f_ymxlb003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Kameran L. Bailey( CN=Kameran L. Bailey/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:12-NOV-2002 14:46:24.00

SUBJECT:: Re: Management Chart per phone conversation

TO:Rick Piltz <rpiltz@usgcrp.gov> ( Rick Piltz <rpiltz@usgcrp.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:Larisa.dobriansky@hq.doc.gov ( Larisa.dobriansky@hq.doc.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
CEQ signs off on the attached or9. chart.     Kameran

Rick Piltz <rpiltz@usgcrp.gov>
11/12/2002 02:32:31 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Kameran L, Bailey/CEQ/EOP@EOP
cc:
subject: Management Chart per phone conversation

1.1-CCCSTI_Org_NOV12.ppt

New office coordinates as of October 7:

Rick Piltz
climate Change science ~rogram office
u.s. Global change Research Program
1717 Pennsylvania ~ve., NW
suite 250
washington, DC 20006
Tel (dlrect): 202-419-3468 Fax: 202-223-3064
Tel (main #): 202-223-6262
www.usgcrp.gov

A1-FACHMENT 1
ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

unable to convert NSREOP0103:[ATTACH.D95]SREOP02300BLXMY.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:
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Record Type: Record

To: NELL.KINSEY@HQ.DOE.GOV
cc:
Subject: Working Group Meeting Nov. 21

Hi Nell - the following folks will attend from CEQ:

Jim Connaughton
Phil Cooney
Kameran Olney
Debbie Fiddelke
Kenneth Peel

Thanks.

Bobbi Conde
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Samuel A. Thernstrom ( CN=Samuel A. Thernstrom/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:22-NOV-2002 17:16:01.00

SUBJECT:: CCSP Media Plan

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

11/12/2002 05:15 PM
Forwarded by samuel A. Thernstrom/CEQ/EOP on

Kent Laborde <Kent. Laborde@noaa.gov>
11/12/2002 04:39:43 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Samuel A. Thernstrom/CEQ/EOP@EOP
cc:
subject: CCSP Media Plan

samuel,.
Jordan st. John asked me to send this media plan to you. Please let me
know if you have any questions regarding this.

Kent Laborde
202-482-5757

- climate workshop media plan 11-08_.doc

AI-FACHMENT
AI-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

¯ TEXT:
Unable to convert NSREOP0101:[Al-FACH.D60]SREOP01300BMTE6.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:
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Kenneth Green <keng@fraserinstitute.ca>
11/12/2002 06:42:56 PM

Record Type: Record .

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
cc:
Subject: A View From Vancouver

Dear Philip,

Well, I’ve been in Canada for a little over a month now, and I have to say, the Canadian policy
environment gave me a warm welcome! Debate is raging here over the science of global warming, and
the impacts of the Kyoto Protocol on people’s I~festyles, on industry, on regional economies...basically, the
same issues being debated in the U.S.

Besides a robust debate over the science of global warming, the Canadian debate is focused on the
domestic impacts of Kyoto ratification: GDP losses of 1 to 2 percent are predicted by university-based
economic models, and proportionally high job losses are predicted as well - it’s been estimated that a
Kyoto-constrained economy would support 400,000 fewer jobs than a non-Kyoto-constrained economy.
Naturally, I just had to weigh in on all this personally, so if you want some light reading, two recent op-eds
of mine that went out to a variety of Canadian newspapers can be found here:

http://www.fraserinstitute.ca/shared/readmore1.asp?sNav=ed&id=114
and
http ://www.fraserinstitut.e.calshared/readmore l .asp?sNav=ed&id=110

A lot of people in -the States think that Canadian climate change policy is unimportant. But if they knew the
statistics about America’s energy imports from Canada, they wouldn’t think so. Did you know, for
example, that Amedca imports virtually all of its natural gas from Canada? That America imports 14
percent of its crude oil from Canada? Or that Amedca imports 1 percent of its total electricity supply from
Canada? If Canada.actually goes the way of Kyoto, mandatory greenhouse gas reductions are likely to
impact all of that energy production significantly. And, by hiking energy costs, or shifting A~erica’s energy
dependence to politically less-stable countries, Canada’s signing Kyoto could have ramifications on
America’s economy and national s6curity. And then, lovers of markets and liberty will find a lot of
ammunition for their own local climate fights by reading the op-eds showing up in the Globe and Mail,
National Post, and other Canadian papers.

If you want to learn more about the problems with the science and poli.cy of climate change, I alEo
encourage you to check out:

- "Global Warming, a Guide to the Science,"                        ~
(http://www.fraserinstitute.ca/admin/books/files/GlobalWarmingGuide.pdf)

- "Exploring the Science of Climate Change,"
(http:llwww.rppi.orglenvironmentlpeg3.html).

- And for the view from an 8th grade reading level, my textbook for middle school students can be ordered
through Enslow Publishers (www,enslow.com) or Amazon.corn - Just search for "Global Warming:
Understanding the Debate"
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Best Regards from the Wet Coast!

Ken Green

Dr. Kenneth Green
Chief Scientist and Director, Centre for
Studies in Risk, Regulation, and Environment
keng@fraserinstitute.ca 1 604-688-0221
www.fraserinstitute.ca

PS: If you love markets and individual liberty, you ought to check out the multinational work of The Fraser
Institute. Heck, you might even want to support it - U.S. contributions are tax deductible, as are Canadian
contributions!

PPS: If you don’t want these periodic updates that I send out, just let me know by return email!
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0524_f_6icmb003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Robert Hopkins <Robert.Hopkins@noaa.gov> ( Robert Hopkins
<Robert.Hopkins@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:12-NOV-2002 19:00:30.00

SUBJECT:: CCSP Talking Points

TO:Samuel A. Thernstrom ( CN=Samuel A. Thernstrom/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"Jordan st.John" <Jordan.st. John@noaa.gov> ( "Jordan st.John"
<Jordan.st. John@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:James R Mahoney <James,R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( James R Mahoney
<James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ;UNKNOWN

CC;Kent Laborde <Kent. Laborde@noaa.gov> ( Kent Laborde <Kent.Laborde@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Sam,
Please find attached soem draft talking points on the ccsP workshop and
the broader climate change research effort. Please let me know if you
have any questions or comments.
Thanks,
Bob

- CCSP worshop Talking Points.doc - Robert.Hopkins.vcf- ....
ATTACHMENT    1
ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0102:[ATTACH.D12]SREOP01300BMCI6.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:
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¯
¯ Dana M. Perino 11/13/2002 09:56:23 AM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

co:
Subject: GAO Predicts Shapr Increase in One Greenhouse Gas -- in Washington Post

GAO Predicts Sharp Increase In One
Greenhouse Gas
A new study by the General Accounting Office forecasts a big increase in U.S. electrical power
generation over the next two decades, but also a sharp increase in power plant emissions of
carbon dioxide, a pollutant that many scientists blame for the earth’s rising temperature.

Overall, electricity generation will increase by 42 percent from 2000 to 2020, while power plants’
emissions of carbon dioxide will jump by 35 percent, according to the study, based on
Department of Energy data.

The study, commissioned by the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee, blamed the
emissions increases on the growing use of fossil fuels and the "general absence" of federal or
state emission standards for power plants. In contrast, the study forecasts that by 2020, power
plant emissions of nitrogen oxide!vfiil decline by 2 percent and sulfur dioxide emissions will
decrease by 19 percent, because’0f existing clean air regulations.

Message Sent To:

James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Elizabeth A. Stolpe/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Kenneth Lo PeeI/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Samuel A. Thernstrom/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Debbie S. FiddelkelCEQ/EOP@EOP
Kameran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Dana M. Perino/CEQ/EOP@EOP
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0528_f_ntjob003_ceq. txt
RECORD TYPI=: FEDERAL (:NOTES MATL)

CREATOR:Samuel A. Thernstrom ( CN=Samuel A. Thernstrom/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:14-NOV-2002 14:51:20,00

SUBJECT:: GCC --regional impacts

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

see below

11/14/2002 02:50 PM
Forwarded by samuel A. Thernstrom/CEQ/EOP on

From: Kathryn M. Harrington on 11/14/2002 02:17:27 PM
Record Type:    Record

TO: Samuel A. Thernstrom/CEQ/EOP@EOP
cc:
Subject : fol 1 ow-up

help!

11/14/2002 02:14 PM
Forwarded by Kathryn M. Harrington/OSTP/EOP on

Francis slakey <slakey@aps.org>
11/13/2002 02:32:17 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Kathryn M. Harrington/OSTP/EOP@EOP
cc: pfolger@agu.org, hooke@dc.ametsoc.org
subject: follow-up

Kath ryn,

Good to see you last week - finally, a face-to-face meeting!

Terrific news that our issue is in the just-released draft of the Bush
Administration climate-plan.,, In fact, the climate Change science Program
(CSSP) plan makes it c~ear: How can resilience be increased and
vulnerability reduced? It is precisely what we - and M~. Watts - have in
mind. It couldn’t have been better if we wrote it ourselves.

so, it seems that vulnerability/resilience will become a part of the
Administration climate Change plan. But, there’s still much more to do.
Perhaps this (not surprising) development will play a role as you consider
our offer to work with Dr. Marburger in communicating the issue to a larger
audience.

Looking.forward to hearing from you,
Francis

>>> <kharring@ostp.eop.gov> 10/30/02 04:33PM >>>
We’ll meet in the conference room at 722 Jackson Place. No special

Page 1
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cl earance
needed - we’ll see you then.

- Kathryn

0528_f_ntjobOO3_ceq.txt

- attl.htm

AI-I-ACHMENT    1
ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00,00

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN">
<HTML><HEAD>
<META http-equiv=Content-Type content="text/htmll charset=iso-8859-1">
<META content="MSHTML 6.00.2800.1106" name=GENERATOR></HEAD>
<BODY style="MARGIN-TOP: 2px; FONT: 8pt Tahoma; MARGIN-LEFT: 2px">
<DIV><FONT size=2>Kathryn,</FONT></DIV> "
<DIV><FONT size=2></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=2>Good to see you last week - finally, a face-to-face
meeting!</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=2></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=2>Terrific news&nbsp;that our issue is in the just-released
dFaft of the Bush Administration climate plan.&nbsp;&nbsp;In fact,
the&nbsp;climate change Science Program (CSSP) planmakes it clear:&nbsp;"Ho
w
can resilience be increased and vulnerability reduced?"&nbsp; It is precisel

~hat we -&nbsp;and Mr. Watts -&nbsp;have in mind.&nbsp; It couldn’t have bee
n
better if we wrote i~ Ourselves.</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=2></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=2>SO, it seems that vulnerability/resilience will become
a&nbsp;part of the Administration climate Change plan.&nbsp; But, there’s st
ill
much more to do.&nbsp; Perhaps this (not surprising) development will play a

role as you consider our offer to work with Dr. Marburger&nbsp;in
communicatin~&nbsp;the issue&nbsp;to a largeraudience.</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT slze=2></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=2>Looking forward to hearing from yOU,</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT size:2>Francis</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><BR><BR>&gt;&gt;&gt; &lt;kharring@ostp.eop.gov&gt; 10/30/02 04:33PM
&gt;&gt;&gt;<BR>We’ll meet in the conference room at 722 Jackson Place. No
special clearance<BR>needed - we’ll see yqu then.<BR><BR>-
Kathryn<BR><BR><BR></DIV></BODY></HTML>

END A1-FACHMENT    i
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0541Lf_3yppbOO3_ceq.txt
RECORD l~fPE: FEDERAL     (NOTES MALL)

CREATOR:"Brown, Louis B." <Ibrown@nsf.gov> ( "Brown, Louis B." <lbrown@nsf.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:IS-NOV-2002 14:14:48.00

SUB3ECT:: The Climate change Science workshop: the final draft text for the workshop
"white paper"on international cooperation

TO:Alan Hecht ( CN=Alan Hecht/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"’rmoss@usgcrp.gov’" <rmoss@usgcrp.gov> ( "’rmoss@usgcrp.gov’" <rmossQusgcrp.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Dear A1 an,

with best regards, Lou

11-13-02.doc>>
<<ccri-usgcrp strat plan white ppr rev 6

- ccri-usgcrp strat plan white ppr rev 6 11-13-02.doc=-
ATTACHMENT    1
ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

> nomhc e33
4xZXAbcq
gWhite Paper Draft, Revision 6
Draft Date: November 13, 2002

INTERNATIONAL RES
EARCH. AND COOPERATION ON GLOBAL CHANGE

Page 1
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"Reifsnyder, Dan A (OES)" <ReifsnyderDA@state.gov>
11/21/2002 12:53:43 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Kenneth L. Peel/CEOJEOP@EOP, Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

co:
Subject: FW: Urgent Clearance Request: Guidance on UNGA Climate Resolutio

Ken, Phil--

Dan
Sorry...somehow I omitted you from the previous mailing of this.

..... Original Message .....
From:      Reifsnyder, Dan A (OES)
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2002 12:45 PM
To: Turak, Jonathan S
Cc: Traub, Herbert(New York); Watson, Harlan L (OES); Biniaz, Susan
(Intemet)(L-OES Room 6420); Leis, David A; OES Team Climate-DL; Attwooll,
Melanie(New York); Simonoff, Mark A (Internet)(L-ClD Room SA-4-200);
Wynes, M Deborah; Rock, Anthony F (OES)
Subject: FW: Urgent Clearance Request: Guidance on UNGA Climate
Resolution

Jonathan,

>

> <<Guidance to USUN on 2002 Climate Resolution.doc>>

I[--~ - Guidance to USUN on 2002 Climate Resolution.doc
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i~:": "~,~. Kameran L.’ Bailey
11/21/2002 01:33:43 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Roberta L. Conde/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP,
Debbie S. Fiddelke/CEQiEOP@EOP

CC:
Subject: For James Connaughton

Bobbi,
It looks like Jim requested this from the folks at Yale. Please print a copy out for his binder.

Others, I haven’t read it yet, but the title is just so intriguing. Kameran
................. Forwarded by Kameran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP on 11/21/2002 01:35 PM ..................... ~" .....

~ caroline.luther@yale.edu
11/21/2002 10:59:37 AM

Record Type: Record

To: Kameran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc: ryan.floyd@yale.edu
Subject: For James Connaughton

Hello,

We were given your e-mail address by James Connaughton when he was here
at Yale three weeks ago as a means of contacting him. He was kind
enough to speak with us for half an hour, and we thought we would send
him the product of our discussion. Please pass this briefing
memorandum along to him. Thanks for your time and attention.

Sincerely,
Caroline Luther and Ryan Floyd

- YaleVs Grand Strategy to Combat Global Warming.doc

001536
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November 21, 2002

Mr. Connaughton:

Ryan Floyd and I met you at Yale University three weeks ago when you
gave a master’s tea in Berkeley College. You were kind enough to
discuss global warming with us for half an hour between the tea and
diruner, and your suggestions proved very useful in our ~Studies in
Grand Strategy" in-class briefing/presentation two weeks ago. We had
been given the assignment of devising an environmental strategy for
the United States (no small task, as you’re well aware!), and after
several weeks of intense research and preparation, we presented our
ideas to our graduate-level Political Science seminar in Yale’s
International Security Studies program.

I have to say that the two of us were shocked by the reception we
received. Professors John Gaddis (whose critique of President Bush’s
National Security Strategy Statement appeared in the November issue of
Foreign Policy) and Charles Hill (a career diplomat who worked on the
Policy Planning Staff in the State Department and as a top aide to
Henry Kissinger, Alexander Haig, George Shultz, and Boutros Boutros-
Gali) had nothing but praise for our proposal pertaining to mitigating
the effects of global warming and climate change. Knowing what the
Bush administration has been doing on this front, we began to think
that perhaps our proposal could both challenge and complement current
environmental strategy.

Ryan and I would be very interested in discussing the attached
briefing memorandum with you and the Council on Environmental Quality
in Washington should you want to do this. We are currently in the
process of submitting two or three op-ed pieces outlining our ideas to
regional New England newspapers. We then plan to turn this proposal
into a longer article for publication as an occasional paper in Yale
University’s International Security Studies program and possibly
elsewhere.

Thank you very much for your time and your attention. Should you wish
to get in contact with us, we have provided our telephone numbers and
e-mail addre{ses below.

Sincerely,

Ryan Floyd
ryan.floyd@yale.edu
(203) 436-0565

Caroline Luther
caroline.luther@yale.edu
(203) 605-4110
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Nov. 21, 2002

II.

III.

IV.

Vo

SUMMARY

The United States is preeminent in the world in military,
cultural, political, and economic affairs. Yet, it does not hold
a leadership position in international environmental politics,
evidenced by recent events in Johannesburg. This poor
environmental image damages our credibility with our allies,
adding unnecessary friction to these relationships at a time when
gaining support for our national security priorities is crucial.

We must, then, redirect our environmental focus to take our
national security priorities into account. While the Bush
administration’s current goal of an 18 percent reduction in
domestic greenhouse gas intensity is admirable, an international
yet state-centric approach to the challenges posed by global
warming and climate change is more appropriate.

In the short-term, we can improve America’s international
environmental image with several changes in policy. Scientific
exchanges, environmental summits hosted in the U.S., and an
expansion of the Fulbright Fellowship program should communicate
our environmental resolve to the rest of the world. We should
make tradable permits in carbon dioxide emissions as high a
priority as President Bush campaigned on, implementing a
mandatory system of emissions trading instead of the current
voluntary program. We further propose negotiating bilateral
trade agreements and working with the Export-Import Bank to
encourage investment in environmentally-benign and -friendly
industries in strategically-important states in the developing
world. Finally, the U.S. must shift from providing end-use
subsidies for currently uncompetitive renewable energy sources to
offering tax incentives and grants to energy producers for R&D in
more efficient, cleaner renewable technologies as well as coal
and natural gas.

Within t~e intermediate term, the U.S. should continue to
negotiate bilateral agreements with more strategically important
states in the developing world. Having established a more
positive international image on environmental issues, we will
seek in~ergovernmental cooperation with other OECD countries. We
must continue to adjust the tradable permits system in carbon
dioxide, reducing the increase of permits annually allocated. We
should implement a mostly symbolic domestic system of taxes on
all greenhouse gases and make slight changes to domestic
transportation regulation, echoing President Bush’s chal~.e~ges to
corporations to take complete responsibility for their actions.

In the long-term, investment in R&D in cleaner energy and
transportation technologies should have produced economically-
competitive products, allowing the United States to integrate
these products gradually into its energy and transportation
sectors. Negotiations on an international system of tradable
permits in greenhouse gas emissions may be possible by this time.

-2-
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DISCUSSION

I. General

I.    Although the United States can boast of the oldest
environmental movement, this fact escapes the attention of most of our
critics at home and abroad. Even prior to deciding to opt out of the
Kyoto Protocol and before the World Summit on Sustainable Development
in Johannesburg this summer, the U.S. has withstood immense
international criticism of its environmental record. This criticism
has undermined our cultural and political clout at a time when the
United States needs support for its policies in other areas--namely
regarding North Korea and Iraq--and allows world leaders to gain
politically by bashing the American record on the environment,
evidenced in the recent German elections. Accordingly, we should take
steps to implement a strategy that both takes into account how the

-rest of the world perceives the U.S. as an environmental power and
involves sound and effective policy instruments.

2.    With the proper environmental strategy, the United States
can gain increased respect from our allies worldwide. Cooperation on
environmental matters can further cooperation in other areas. As
President Bush himself outlined in his September 2002 National
Security Strategy Statement:

The events of September ii, 2001, fundamentally changed the
context of relations between the United States and other
main centers of global power, and opened up vast, new
opportunities. With our long-standing allies in Europe and
Asia, and with leaders in Russia, India, and China, we must
develop active agendas of cooperation lest these
relationships become routine and unproductive. Every agency
of the United States Government shares the challenge. We
can build fruitful habits of consultation, .quiet argument,
sober analysis and common action. In the long-term, these
are the practices that will sustain the supremacy of our
common principles and keep open the path of progress. (NSS,
28)

Cooperative action to mitigate the effects of global warming and
climate change provides a perfect opportunity for such consultation
and common action.    We have outlined some of these new opportunities
below, proposing a more aggressive, prudent, and integrated
environmental strategy than the United States has embarked upon to
date.

II. Shifting our Priorities

i.    The United States’ current overall objectives of decreasing
greenhouse gas emissions by 18 percent over the next ten years and
obtaining ~agreements with key industries to cut emissions of some of
the most potent greenhouse gases," are laudable, but we can and must
do more to combat the effects of global warming without harming the

-3-
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Nov. 21, 2002

economy. A problem of such a complex and devastating nature requires
a nuanced, broader and more forward-looking approach to its solution,
as grand ends necessitate grand means. We offer an environmental
strategy that is truly global yet state-centric in its approach,
linked to the United States’ recently articulated national security
priorities. Mitigating the effects of a potential disaster is in our
strategic interest. Accordingly, we offer a series of mostly market-
based instruments to provide incentives to domestic corporations and
foreign countries in the short-, intermediate-, and long-terms to
lessen the impacts of global warming and climate change.

2.    While earth scientists still argue about the scores of
predicted global warming scenarios, they do agree that temperatures
will increase, giving rise to a host of environmental problems. Even
the lowest-predicted rise in global temperature will cause flooding in
low-lying coastal regions worldwide and droughts in dryer areas.
Developing countries in particular will be impacted the most as they
will not be able to afford the costs of relocating their populations,
building defenses against rising sea levels, or making the necessary
changes in the agricultural sector. The United States has a strong
vested interest in what happens in these countries, both in a
strategic geopolitical sense as well as for humanitarian reasons.
Helping the developing world to finance preventive measures will save
money in the long run, as funding programs that can benefit these
countries economically now has the potential to produce revenue, not
to mention save lives, whereas costs are sunk in humanitarian bailout
measures.

3.    President Bush has articulated a vision similar to ours in
his National Security Strategy Statement with his call for a 50
percent increase in core development assistance aid to the developing
world. As the President writes:

While continuing our present programs, including
humanitarian assistance based on need alone, the billions of
new dollars will form a new Millennium Challenge Account for
projects in countries whose governments rule justly, invest
in their people, and encourage economic freedom.
Governments must fight corruption, respect basic human
rights, embrace the rule of law, invest in health care and
education, follow responsible economic policies, and enable
e~trepreneurship. (NSS, 21-22)

4.    We want to assist the developing world in taking measures to
mitigate the devastating impacts of global warming and climate change.
We propose either redirecting funds from or increasing money for the
Millennium Challenge Account to include environmental measures in
addition to what is currently being done with additional funding for
the Global Environment Facility and the U.S. Agency for International
Development.

III. Short-term solutions.

i.    Much can be done in the short-term to improve United States’
image in environmental matters. Extending the Fulbright Fellowship

-4-
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program to environmental scientists and economists in academic,
governmental and industrial circles is an affordable measure that will
both educate the fellowship recipients and bolster.ties with
strategically important countries. Sponsoring a series of scientific
exchanges would likewise have the same effect within a less formal
framework. The United States should also host environmental summits
where we will bring together the OECD states and our strategic
partners in the developing world to discuss ways to combat global
warming including, but not limited to, scientific advances, further
scientific and engineering exchanges, cleaner coal technologies, and
technological transfers. Properly publicized, these image-improving
measures should help the Bush administration cut through the noise in
the system, demonstrating the United States’ commitment to listening
to the international community’s opinions on global warming and
climate change.

2.     We further propose negotiating new trade agreements with
states such as Mexico, Brazil, Romania, Bulgaria, Senegal, South
Africa, Qatar, India, Singapore, Cambod±a, Vietnam and the Philippines
in which the United States will both work through the Export-Import
Bank to promote American investment in and offer bilateral aid for
environmentally-benign or environmentally-friendly industries. Each of
these states have had moderate success in either.developmental and
governmental reforms in recent times and/or are located in areas of
particular geopolitically strategic interest to the United States.

3.    We should help fund environmentally-benign industries in
less developed states and environmentally-friendly industries in the
more developed ones as we realize ~hat less developed countries should
have greater latitude in their paths toward economic growth. Both
sets of countries will also receive assistance in industries and
technologies aimed at mitigating the effects of global warming and
climate change, as well as support for public works projects and the
construction of infrastructure for such purposes.

4.    Increased wealth and responsible government have been
correlated with lower pollution levels and greater political stability
in the long run. Increased wealth and responsible government also
support the United States’ security and environmental interests. The
Bush administration has done important work on forging bilateral
relationships with developing world, building cooperative partnerships
with certain~states to help secure future prosperity on a cleaner
path. Yet, with the exceptions of India and China, none of these
nations could be identified as geopolitically strategic with regard to
Our main national security priority of countering terrorist threats.
Our list of states with which the U.S. should negotiate bilateral
agreements spans most of the regions where terrorist cells have
flourished. Creating agendas of cooperation on environmental issues
with these geopolitically important nations will not only prove a
tremendous asset in our war against terrorism, but also will have the
overall effect of helping to mitigate the effects of global warming
and climate change.

5.    According to President Bush in his National Security
Strategy Statement, we ~hould ~reward countries that have demonstrated
real policy change and challenge those that have not to implement
reforms." (NSS, 22) We must extend these challenges to the domestic
arena. While President Bush campaigned on a mandatory system of
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tradable permits in carbon dioxide emissions, he has merely
~challenged" American businesses to make voluntary commitments to
improving the greenhouse gas intensity of their operations and seems
to have abandoned the ~tradable" component of the system. Some of
companies have heeded the call and made these voluntary commitments,
but most have not. In the absence of market-based incentives to
reduce emissions, most companies will continue to do nothing, which is
precisely why we need to implement a mandatory system of tradable
permits in carbon dioxide. Extending our existing system of tradable
permits to include carbon dioxide emissions is a simple way to reduce
atmospheric greenhouse gas levels. The United States has proven
itself as a leader in tradable permits having already implemented a
system to control sulfur dioxide emissions, and the Clean Air Act of
2002 extended cap-and-trade programs in sulfur dioxide, nitrogen
oxides, and mercury emissions. The United States can and must do more
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, especially carbon dioxide
emissions, which by far has had the greatest impact on man-made
temperature change. Accordingly, we believe that cap-and-trade
provisions must be extended to carbon dioxide, and propose al!ocating
fewer additional permits annually to continue to reduce greenhouse gas
intensity.

7.     Further, we must offer tax incentives and/or grants to
American corporations for research and development in clean energy and
transportation technology. Currently, coal and oil are the least
expensive forms of energy and are also the most damaging to the
environment. Prices for natural gas and renewable energy have been
declining over time thanks to advances resulting from mostly private-
sector financing of R&D in more efficient and cleaner technologies.
However, these cleaner forms of energy are not yet competitive,
evidenced by state and federal governmental subsidies amounting to
billions of dollars annually that help lower consumer costs by
artificially bolstering less than efficient renewable energy sources.
We must end this current system of corporate welfare, investing this
money instead in research and development not only for natural gas and
renewable energy sources, but also for cleaner coal and oil
technologies. We must do this gradually, however, .taking care not to
shock the market in ~renewable energy. Phasing out end-use subsidies
while phasing in grants and tax incentives for R&D will not only keep
the market share of renewables stable, but also will keep governmental
balance sheets even. Further, this will protect the government from
criticism to the effect that the United States seeks to increase its
energy supply from non-renewable sources. By giving incentives for R&D
rather than funding noncompetitive technologies, we will spur
innovation, helping speed the process whereby more environmentally
benign energy is realized.

IV. Intermediate-term solutions.

I.    In the intermediate term, the US must continue to regard
multilateral environmental projects with caution. Yet, increased
intergovernmental cooperation with many of the OECD countries--Japan,
Italy, Great Britain, Canada, Australia, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and
perhaps France and Germany--will improve our international image while
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we address issues of global warming with some of the strongest
economic powers in the world. Our environmental relationships with
Japan and Italy are currently very good, and we seek further avenues
of cooperation with our Commonwealth allies, Scandinavian countries
and the two nations arguably most central in the European Union,
France and Germany. Yet, we should continue to avoid vast multilateral
environmental projects like the Kyoto Protocol that would constrain
rather than bolster American leadership in the developed world.

2.    We further intend to reward more developing countries that
have proven successful in economic and governmental performance and
reform through trade agreements involving bilateral aid and Export-
Import Bank loans for investment in environmentally-benign and
environmentally-friendly technologies. We will seek cooperation with
those states that are willing to cooperate, focusing on
geopolitically-strategic nations as well as those that will be hit the
hardest by the effects of global warming and climate change. We
should continue the two-tiered approach with regard to the distinction
between aid for environmentally-benign vs. environmentally-friendly
industries and technologies, and make necessary revisions in the
classifications of our previously-existing partners.

3.    An environmentally-benign energy policy requires a supply-
side shift from current coal and oil technologies to clean coal,
natural gas and renewable sources. While this would be difficult to
implement in the intermediate term, policies aimed at reducing
emissions of greenhouse gases from non-renewable sources and
increasing energy supply from renewable sources are entirely feasible.
Therefore, within the next five to ten years, the United States must
implement downward revisions in the number of additional tradable
permits for carbon dioxide emissions allocated annually.

4.    Should the domestic political climate allow for such
measures, we propose levying slight and mostly symbolic taxes on all
greenhouse gases. These taxes follow the "polluter pays principle"
that most Americans support, as industry should bear the full social
costs of its actions. Moreover, the revenue raised by these greenhouse
gas taxes will be reinvested in R&D for cleaner technologies, thus
further reducing future pollution. In light of the accounting
scandals, President Bush has argued that corporations must take
greater responsibility for their actions. We believe this as well,
but we cannot hazard a guess as to what Congress will think about this
issue in fiv~ years. Similarly, reclassifying SUVs as passenger cars
would greatly reduce pollution levels. The technology to improve
their fuel economy and reduce emission levels already exists and while
incorporating new design features would result in a higher purchase
price, such modifications would produce significant net savings for
consumers over the lifetime of the vehicles. Yet again, Congressional
support is uncertain.

5.    Our strategy of fostering cooperation in the international
arena should extend to our domestic institutions. Congress in recent
years has not had the most environmentally-friendly record, as seen in
its bipartisan adoption of the Levin-Bond amendment to S.2997 earlier
this year, which was a major setback to increasing Corporate Average
Fuel Economy for SUVs. Sixty-two senators, Democrats and Republicans
alike, heeded the pressure of the automakers and unions, voicing
uninformed opinions on how raising fuel economy would reduce the U.S.
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to a nation driving subcompact cars. Clearly, we will be fighting an
uphill battle in Congress. However, combining the SUV prop0sal with
taxes on greenhouse gas emissions into an omnibus bill could attract
enough media attention and public support to force bipartisan
cooperation on these issues of significant environmental importance.
Similarly, both Congress and industry have historically tended to
cooperate with government in support of national security priorities.
Our strategy of combining environmental and security interests might
just be the push business needs to mobilize in support of the United
States.

V. Long-term solutions.

i.    By this time--twenty to thirty years in the future--research
and development in renewable energy sources, cleaner coal
technologies, and transportation should have produced economically
competitive and perhaps even superior products. It should now be
possible for the United States to gradually integrate these products
into its energy and transportation sectors~ reducing our dependence on
oil. Accordingly, we will continue to decrease the number of tradable
permits in greenhouse gas emissions. Should the domestic political
climate support such a measure, the United States must increase taxes
on greenhouse gas emissions to reflect more accurately the full costs
of a firm’s externalities. In the end, market prices should fully
represent social costs.

2.    Having developed agendas of cooperation with both the
developing world and the OECD, we should begin to negotiate an
equitable international system of greenhouse gas emissions trading.
The United States will have had many years of experience with its own
system of tradable permits and our partners in the developing world
will have cleaned up to a considerable degree. On the logistical
grounds alone, we should thus be able to negotiate a better t~eaty
than the Kyoto Protocol. The key to a better treaty, however, will
lie in Our improved environmental image and the fruits of the
integrated environmental strategy we have pursued in the generation
between now and then.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

On each point please mark ~yes,H ~no,~ or ~need more information.H

A. Short-Term

I. Extend Fulbright Fellowship program to include environmental
scientists and engineers in academia, government, and
industry in geopolitically-strategic states.

2. Hold a series of scientific exchanges between the U.S. and
its strategic partners.

3. Host environmental summits in the U.S. aimed at bringin~
together OECD nations and our strategic partners in the
developing world to discuss scientific advances, further
scientific and engineering exchanges, cleaner coal
technologies, and technological transfers.

4. Negotiate bilateral trade agreements promoting investment in
environmentally-benign and environmentally-friendly
industries with our strategic partners in the developing
world, namely Mexico, Brazil, Romania, Bulgaria, Senegal,
South Africa, Qatar, India, Cambodia, Vietnam, and the
Philippines.

5. Extend domestic system of tradable permits to include carbon
dioxide emissions.

6. Gradually phase out end-use subsidies to renewable energy
sources and phase in grants and tax incentives for R&D.

B. Intermediate-Term

I. Increase environmental cooperation with OECD nations, namely
J~pan, Italy, Great Britain, Canada, Australia, Norway,
Sweden, Denmark and perhaps France and Germany.       :

2. Negotiate bilateral trade agreements promoting investment in
environmentally-benign and environmentally-friendly
industries with new strategic partners in the developing
world.

3. Implement downward revisions in the number of additional
tradable permits allocated annually for carbon dioxide
emissions.

4. Begin minor taxes on all greenhouse gas emissions.

5. Reclassify sport utility vehicles as passenger cars.
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C. Long-Term

I. Decrease the number of tradable permits in existence as R&D
in cleaner technologies should have produced real results in
reducing pollution.

2. Increase taxes on greenhouse gas emissions to reflect the
full costs of externalities.

3. Attempt to negotiate an international system of tradable
permits in greenhouse gas emissions.
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Howard.John@epamail.epa.gov
11/21/2o02 02:36:20 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
CC:
Subject: very nice!

Inside EPA

Chemical Industry Agrees To First-Time Targets For Cutting Greenhouse
Gases

Major chemical companies have reached an agreement with the White House
to voluntarily lower greenhouse gas
emissions relative to their level of production, making the industry one
of the first to set a specified target for
reducing emissions that contribute to climate change.

Industry officials met at the White House in October and agreed to
reduce their greenhouse gas emissions per
pound of production by 18 percent between 1990 and 2012, according to a
well-placed industry source. The
industry will publicly unveil the agreement within the next few months.
The 18 percent reduction is consistent with a
goal laid out by President Bush for all U.S. industries in a major
speech in February 2002.

Chemical companies are among the first to agree to a specified target
for greenhouse gas reduction, though the
administration has been meeting with many other industries in order to
secure more commitments as part of the
President’s climate change initiative. Bush has stressed the importance
of voluntary agreements as an alternative to
the mandates under the international Kyoto protocol, which the U.S. has
refused to sign.

The agreement comes as the American Chemistry Council recently announced
that it would begin annual reporting
of greenhouse gas emissions across the industry, as part of a new
program to make the industry’s environmental
data widely available to the public (Chemical Policy Alert, Nov. 5,
2002, p3). The industry’s measurements of
greenhouse gas emissions will be taken from this survey, and emissions
throughout the 1990s will be drawn from
data collected by the Energy Information Administration, the industry
source says.

The Business Roundtable, a coalition of numerous industries, is also
expected to unveil in the next few weeks a
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strategy calling on its member companies to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions by a specified amount, though it will
be up to the companies to determine thelevel of reductions. In the
past, many businesses have been reluctant to
commit even to voluntary targets, claiming that scientific uncertainty
still exists on the extent to which global
warming is caused by human activities.

One industry source says that petroleum companies have so far decided
not to set a reduction target because
there are so many different ways to measure emissions. "One of the
problems with this whole issue is thera is not a
clear methodology for measuring and counting greenhouse gases," the
source says.

Another source says that the utility industry is likely to unveil a
number of new voluntary climate change initiatives
early next year, but without setting any specific targets or timetables.
The source says the industry remains
committed to meeting the Bush administration’s target to reduce
greenhouse gas intensity nationwide by 18
percent, measured against the gross domestic product.

On the other hand, environmentalists have been critical of the Bush
administration’s decision to measure
greenhouse gas emissions relative to the expansion of the economy,
noting that "greenhouse gas emissions are
allowed to continue to grow" as production increases, one source says.
"Basically, it’s a business as usual path."

A White House source says that the Bush administration continues to
consult with industry officials on climate
change, but could not confirm any specific agreements for industry to
reduce emissions. "We’ve made no
announcements on that front at this point," the source says.
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3:00 - 3:05

3:05 - 3:20

3:20 - 3:35

3:35 - 3:50

3:50 - 4:00

4:00 -4:25

4:25 - 4:50

4:50 - 4:55

4:55 - 5:00

revised

INTERAGENCY WORKING GROUP
on

CLIMATE CHANGE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Meeting #6

Thursday, November 21, 2002, 3:00 to 5:00 PM
Department of Enerev, Conference room (#5E-069)

(same room as last time)

Introductions

Policy Update
¯ Discussion of policy implications of~’ecent events

Science Update
¯ December conference
¯ New science findings
¯ FY03/04 priority findings/progress

Technology Update
¯ Sequestration international initiative
¯ Sequestration project
¯ NCCTI office
¯ RFI for technology solicitation
¯ ,FY03/04 priorities

Update on ambient seauestration activities

Registry (1605(b)) and Voluntary Programs
¯ Review of registry public involvement roll out (Mon Nov 18)
¯ Report on DOE / EPA / CEQ coordination
¯ Voluntary programs update (Connaughton)

Inter~a~onal
¯ COP VIII conclusions and lessons learned

o COP and WSSD follow-up actions?
¯ COP IX and other CY03 plans (Mahnney discussion)
¯ Other international developments

Cleanup Items
¯ Response to media inquiries
¯ Utility of the Climate Calendar

Next meeting plans and schedule c~ntingency
) Next meeting (at Commerce) - proposed for Thursday, January

30
o
o

o
o

Coordinate message for the FY04 budget rollout
Registry issue resolution
Feb 14 anniversary announcements
Reflection of how things have gone and what should be
changed

US Card, DOE

Drctr. Cormaughton,
CEQ
Drctr. Marburger,
OSTP
Dpty Bodrnan, / Asst
See Mahoney,
Commerce

US Card / Asst Sec
Garrnan, DOE

Dpty Moseley, AG
Asst See Scarlet~ Int
US Card, DOE
Dr. Connaughton, CE(

US Dobriansky, State

us car ,

USC~ DOE
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NEWS MEDIA CONTACTS:
Jill Schroeder Vieth, 202/586-4940
Drew Malcomb, 2021586-5806

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Wednesday, November 20, 2002

Department Of Energy Solicits Scientific Innovations for
President’s Climate Change Initiative

WASHINGTON, DC - Secretary of Energy Spencer Abraham announced today that the
Department of Energy issued a "Request for Information" to solicit ideas and Statements of
Interest by those who may wish to participate in the President’s National Climate Change
Technology Initiative. The responses to this request could be used to develop the scope, content,
and other attributes of a furore "Request for Proposals," should one be issued.

"This Initiative is a key part of President Bush’s commitment to develop a sensible, science-
based approach to the issue of climate change," said Secretary Abraham.

Under the National Climate Change Technology Initiative, the Department is considering
funding research, through a series of competitive solicitations, aimed at exploring concepts,
technologies and technical approaches that could contribute in significant ways to: (a) future
reductions in or avoidances of greenhouse gas emissions; (b) greenhouse gas capture and
sequestration (permanent storage); (c) capture and conversion of greenhouse gases to beneficial
use; or (d) enhanced monitoring and measurement of greenhouse gas emissions, inventories and
fluxes in a variety of settings.

"This competitive approach allows everyone to participate and builds on America’s traditions in
science, technology and innovation," Secretary Abraham said, noting that the new technology
could speed progress toward makin, g a real contribution and meeting our climate change goals,
both near- and long-tema.

If pursued, the National Climate Change Technology Initiative co~npetitive solicitation program
would involve the award of tens of millions of dollars in research grants or other forms of
financial assistance for research over multiple years, and ~ould be based on a competitive
solicitation program open to all proposers.

As a first step in considering the program, the Energy Department is encouraging any interested
party to submit a Statement of Interest that includes an outline of a specific idea, concept,
technology or technical approach that could contribute to achieving the President’s climate
change goals.

(MORE)
R-02-XXX
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Request for Information and Statement of Interest
Solicitations for Research on Innovative Climate Change Technologies

In response to the President’s commitment of the United States to develop a sensible, science-
based approach to the issue of climate change, facifitate progress toward achieving climate
change goals, near-term and long-term, and implement the President’s National Climate Change
Technology Initiative, the U.S. Department of Energy is considering funding research, through a
series of competitive solicitations, aimed at exploring concepts, technologies and technical
approaches that could, if successful, contribute in significant ways to: (a) future reductions in or
avoidances of greenhouse gas emissions; (b) greenhouse gas capture and sequestration
(permanent storage); (c) capture and conversion of greenhouse gases to beneficial use; or (d)
enhanced monitoring and measurement of greenhouse gas emissions, inventories and fluxes in a
variety of settings.

Background. With respect to the issue of climate change, greenhouse gases are gases that, when
emitted to and concentrated in the Earth’s atmosphere, may contribute to climate change. The
most important of the greenhouse gases (GHGs) that arise from human activities is carbon
dioxide (CO2), resulting mainly from the oxidation of carbon-containing fuels, materials or
feedstocks; cement manufacture; or other chemical or industrial processes. Other sources of
GHGs include methane from waste landfills, mining, agricultural production, and natural gas
systems; nitrous oxide (N20) from industrial and agricultural activities; fluorine-containing
halogenated substances (e.g., HFCs, PFCs); sulfur hexafluoride (SF6); and other GHGs from
industrial sources. Gases falling under the purview of the Montreal Protocol are excluded. For
further information on greenhouse gases and sources, see: Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas
Emissions and Sinks, 1990-1999, (EPA 236-R-01-001), U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

Policy Context. On June I 1, 2001, and on February 14, 2002, in two policy addresses on the
issue of climate change, the President reaffirmed America’s commitment to work within the
United Nations framework to develop a flexible, science-based approach for addressing this
issuel The President’s approach it~cludes a climate change science and research initiative, the
results Of which are expected to reduce uncertainty and guide and pace future actions. It also
includes a climate change technology component, the National Climate Change Technology
Initiative, the R&D elements of which are expected accelerate the development of future climate
change technology options and reduce their costs. The Prbsident’s overall approach, which
includes elements beyond climate change science and technology, has two goals. The nearer-
term goal is focused on reducing by 18 percent by the year 2012 greenhouse gas intensity of the
U.S. economy, that is, the amount of greenhouse gases emitted by the United States per unit (in
constant dollars) of U.S. gross domestic output. The ~zz,,ger-term goal is for the United States to
do its part in meeting the central goal of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change, approved by the U.S. Senate and signed by President George H. W. Bush in 1992, which
is to achieve "stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in Earth’s atmosphere at a level that
would preveht dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system." For further
information of the U.S. climate change policy, see references and web-links below.
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h ttp://www.whitehouse, gov/news/releases/2001/07/20010713-2.html
White House, Climate Change Remarks, Press Materials, February 14, 2002:

http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2002/02/20020214-5"htmi

Department of Energy R&D Program Office Web Sites, including information on climate
change-related research activities:

o Energy Efficiency
o Renewable Energy
o Fossil Energy
o Nuclear Energy
o Science

<http://www.eren.doe.~ov/eere>
<http://www.eren.doe.gov/eere>
<http://www.fe.doe.gov/>
< http://www.ne.doe.gov/>
<http://www.science.doe.go.v>

DOE National Laboratory Web Sites, links to Climate Change Technology R&D

o ANL
o BNL
o INEEL
o LBNL
o LLNL
o LANL
o NETL
o NREL
o ORNL
o PNNL
o SNL

.<http://www.ani.gov/>
<http://www.bni.gov/>
<http://www.inei.gov/>
<http://eetd.lbl.gov/>
<http://www.llnl.~ov/>
<http://www.lanl.gov/>
<http://www.netl.doe.gov/>
<http://www.nrei.gov/>
<http://www.orni.gov/>
<http://www.pnl.~ov/>
<http://www.sandia.gov/.>

USDA R&D Web Sites, Related to Climate Change Technology
o <http:llwww.usda.govlagencyIoce/gcpo/index.htm>

EPA R&D Web Sites, Related to Climate Change Technology
o <http://¥osemite.epa.gov/oar/globalwarming.nsf/content/in.dex.html>

NSF Web Sites, Related to Climate Change Technology
o <http://www.nsf. gov..>

DOT Web Sites, Related to Climate Change Technology
o <http://www.dot.gov>

HJ-IS/NIH Web Sites, Related to Climate Change Technology
o <http://www.nih.gov>

DoD Web Sites, Related to Climate Change Technology
o <http://www.dod.¢ov>
o <http://www.dtic.mil/>
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1605[b) GHG Registrv Revisions

¯ Issued joint press release as discussed in the September meeting

¯ Held first workshop on Monday-Tuesday of this week
¯ Stakeholders are generally not challenging the fundamentals of the

project
¯ It is clear that there will be a difficult choices in preparing the final

guidelines

DC Kick Off Workshop- Hovember 18-19

180 attendees - Including, electric sector, autos, chemicals, forestry,
agriculture, waste management, mining, financial services, NGOs,
and entertainment (Walt Disney)
Good involvement from partner agencies (CEQ, EPA, Commerce,
L/SDA). Positive feedback from participanis.
Example attendee concerns:
- Entity-wide reporting versus project reporting
- Intensity reporting vs quantity reporting
- Baseline establishment
- Legal authority for, and purpose of, cre4;-~i’:~’

- Assigning ownership of indirect emissions or reductions
- Creating program with too many reporting restrictions
- Uniform federal and state guidelines
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energy.gov - Headquarters’ Press Release (Print Version) Page 1 of 2

Public Workshops on Improvements to Greenhouse Gas Reporting
Scheduled

The Departments of Energy and Agriculture, and the Environmental Protection Agency are
announcing the first series of workshops and meetings designed to enable interested persons to
help improve the guidelines now governing the Department of Energy’s Voluntary Greenhouse Gas
Reporting Program [established by section 1605(b) of the Energy Policy Act of 1992] and related
programs. These workshops are intended to assist the participating agencies in enhancing the
reporting of greenhouse gas emissions and emission reductions, as directed by the President on
February 14, 2002.

Specific dates and venues for the workshops being organized by the Department of Energy have
now been set:

Washington DC
November 18-19
Hilton Crystal City at National Airport
2399 Jefferson Davis Highway
Arlington, VA 22202

Chicago
December 5-6
Renaissance O’Hare Suites Hotel
8500 West Bryn IVlahr Avenue
Chicago, IL 60631

San Francisco
December 9-10
Best Western Grosvenor Hotel
380 South Airport Boulevard
San Francisco, CA 94080

Houston
December 12-13
Houston Airport Marriott
18700 ]ohn F. Kennedy Blvd.
Houston, TX 77032

Each of these four workshops will address the full range of issues related to the Department of
Energy’s Voluntary Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reporting (1605b)l~rogram. More information about
the four workshops listed above, including instructions for persons who wish to attend, can be
found at the following website: http://www.pi.energy.qov/enhancingGHGreqistry/index.html. Over
the coming weeks, draft agendas and background papers will be posted on this webs~te.
Information on the workshops also will be distributed by e-mail to registered participants and other
interested persons, and published In the Federal Register.

In January 2003, the Department of Agriculture will host two meetings to solicit input on the
accounting rules and guidelines for forest and agriculture greenhouse gas offsets that will be used
in DOE’s 1605(b) greenhouse gas reporting system. These meetings will address technical
methodological issues associated with preparing estimates of greenhouse gas offsets from
agriculture and. forestry activities and reporting them under DOE’s 1605(b) program.

Agriculture Accounting Rules and Guidelines, January 14-15, 2003 in the Washington metropolitan
area.
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The Delhi Ministerial Declaration
on

Climate Change and Sustainable Development

The Ministers and other heads of delegation present at the eighth session of the Conference of the
Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change,

Recalling the ultimate objective and principles of, and the commitments under, the Convention,

Reaffirming that economic and social development and poverty eradication are the first and overriding
priorities of developing country Parties,

Recognizing with concern the findings of the IPCC Third Assessment Report, which confirms that
significant cuts in global emissions will be necessary to meet the ultimate objective of the Convention, and
recognizing the on-going consideration in the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice of the
implications of this report,

Noting that mitigation actions are now taking place both in Annex I and non-Annex I countries and
emphasizing that mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions to combat climate change continues to have high
priority under the provisions of the Convention and that, at the same time, urgent action is required to advance
adaptation measures,

Recognizing that climate change could endanger future well-being, ecosystems and economic progress in
all regions,

Deeply concerned that all countries, particularly developing countries, including the least developed
countries and small island developing States, face an increased risk of the negative impacts of climate change,

Recognizing that, as Africa is the region suffering the most from the combined impacts of climate change
and poverty, development initiatives such as the New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) should
be supported in the context of sustainable development,

Resolve that, in order to respond to the challenges faced now and in the future, climate change and its
adverse effects should be addressed while meeting the requirements of sustainable development. Therefore,
we call for the following:

(a) Parties that have ratified the Kyoto Protocol strongly urge Parties that have not already done so to
ratify the Kyoto Protocol in a timely manner;

(b) Parties have a fight to, and should, promote sustainable development. Policies and measures to
protect the climate system against human-~duced change should be appropriate for the sp~eifie conditions of
each Party and should be integrated with national development programmes, taking into aeeotmt that economic
development is essential for adopting measures to address climate change;

(c) National sustainable development strategies ~.~:,14 integrate more fully climate change objectives in
key areas such as water, energy, health, agriculture and biodiversity, and build on the outcomes of the World
Summit on Sustainable Development;

(~d) All Parties, taking into account their common but differentiated responsibilities and respective
capabilities, and their specific national and regional development priorities, objectives and circumstances,
should continue to advance the implementation of their commitments under the Convention to address climate
change and its adverse effects in order to achieve sustainable development;
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RECORD I~(PE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

~REATOR:"globalchange.gov webmaster" <webmaster@globalchange.gov> (
globalchange.gov webmaster" <webmaster@globalchange.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:23-NOV-2002 21:00:57.00

SUB3ECT:: globalchange.gov update

TO:Climate Change Info Mailing List <climate-l@lists.iisd.ca> ( Climate change Info
Mailing.List <climate-l@lists.iisd.ca> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:Kameran L. Bailey ( CN=Kameran L. Bailey/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

U.S. Global change Data and Information system (GCDIS)
2002

globalchange.gov update
http://globalchange.gov/

22 November

Welcome to the 22 November 2002 issue of globalchange.gov update!

In this issue:

U.S. Climate change science Program Planning Workshop for
scientists and stakeholders
USGCRP/CCRI Strategic Plan Available for Public Review
New value-Added Aerosol Observation Data Available
Large-Scale Climate Change Linked to simultaneous Population
Fluctuations in Arctic Mammals
CDIAC Updates carbon Flux Estimates from Land Use Changes
El Ni~o on Track to Influence U.S. winter

GLOBAL CHANGE NEWS
U.S. climate Change Science Program Planning workshop for
Scientists and stakeholders

The united states Climate change science Program will hold a comprehensive
Workshop on the U.S. Climate Change Science Program, from December 3 to 5,
2002 in washington, DC to receive comments on a discussion draft version
of its strateglc Plan for climate change and global change studies...

http://globalchange.gov/#climate-science

GLOBAL CHANGE NEWS
USGCRP/CCRI Strategic Plan Available for Public Review

The Federal government recently completed a draft strategic plaD for
the combined u.s. Global change Research Program (USGCRP) and Climate
change Research Initiative (CCRI). The draft is available on-line,
and comments may be provided via e-mail...
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http://globalchange.gov/#USGCRP-CCRI

GLOBAL CHANGE DATA
New value-Added Aerosol Observation Data Available

The Department of Energy’s Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program
has recently released a new version of its Aerosol Observation System
(AOS) data collected at the Southern Great Plains (SGP) Central Facility.
This version of AOS data includes "value added" from the extensive reviews
by researchers at NOAA’S Climate Monitoring and Diagnostics Laboratory...

http://globalchange.gov/#ARM-AOS

GLOBAL CHANGE RESEARCH
~arge-Scale Climate Change Linked to simultaneous Population Fluctuations
in Arctic Mammals

Scientists have shown, for the first time, that changes in a large-scale
climate system can synchronize population fluctuations in multiple mammal
species across a continent-scale region...

http://globalchange.gov/#climate-population

GLOBAL CHANGE DATA
CDIAC Updates Carbon Flux Estimates from Land Use changes

The U.S. Department of Energy’s carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center
(CDIAC) has updated "carbon Flux to the Atmosphere from Land-Use Changes"
with estimates from 1850 through 2000. This dataset provides annual
estimates of net fluxes caused by deliberate changes in land use (e.g..,
clearing of forests for agriculture, harvest of wood for fuel or timber)
in nine regions of the world...

http://globalchangeogov/#carbon-flux

GLOBAL CHANGE NEWS
El Ni~O on Track to Influence U.S. winter

E1Ni~o, already responsible for the drier-than-normal conditions in
Indonesia, India, Mexico and central America, is expected to continue
influencing U.S. weather patterns into early 2003, forecasters at the
NOAA National weather Service said...

http://globalchange.gov/#el-nino

P1 us !
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- Agency datasets released in 2001,

Links to information about the President’s clear Skies and Global
climate change Initiatives,

- on-line database of bibliographic citations, and
- Lists of publications referenced by reports supporting the u.s.

National Assessment!

DO you need help finding Global change data or information? If so,
check out our information-packed Frequently Asked Questions page at

http://globalchange.gov/help/faqs.html

If that doesn’t help, Dr. Global Change stands ready to answer your most
difficult questions about Global Change on Planet Earth. Just enter
your question at

http://globalchange.gov/help/ask-doctor-form.html

The good Doctor will get right on it!

You are currently subscribed to climate-I as: kbailey@ceq.eop.gov
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-climate-l-68928R@lists.iisd.¢a
visit IISD’S WSSD Portal at http://www.iisd.ca/wssd/portal.html

Page 3
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RECORD TYPE:    FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:John H. Marburger ( CN=John H. Marburger/OU=OSTP/O=EOP [ OSTP ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:26-NOV-2002 11:34:39.00

SUBJECT:: Re: science and "dangerous interference"

TO:Andy Revkin <anrevk@nytimes.com> ( Andy Revkin <anrevk@nytimes.com> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:kathryn m. harrington ( CN=kathryn m. harrington/oU=ostp/o=eop@eop [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:James Connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Andy,

The problem is that "dangerous human interference" is not a well
defined concept, so there will never be agreement on what it means. Nor
will strictly scientific advice ever resolve the issue. All science can
do is relate causes and effects, and estimate likely outcomes based on
observations and the state of knowledge of physical and biological
processes in nature. The fact that this precise wording is in an
international agreement does not make it any easier to interpret. It
expresses a shared concern, but does not contain a prescription for
grading impacts or strategies for mitigation.

I don’t see any conflict between the President "seeking scientific
input to help determine" and scientists saying they "can only lay out
consequences." Sounds to me like a normal process of government. The
President knows he’s going to have to make a decision, and he wants good
advice. The National Academy report responding to the last year’s request
for an analysis of the status of climate chang~ science indicated areas of
uncertainty in the science, and the President is acting to address those
areas. Meanwhile, he has taken measures to fund technology in areas that
are likely to be important in the response to climate change, and he has
set a target for voluntary reductions in carbon intensity. As the science
gives more detailed understanding of the impacts of various strategies, we
can expect government to respond with more detailed actions.

Your take on the situation does not get at the core issue. The
idea that "policymakers and public have to judge what’s acceptable or not
-- whether it’s loss of reefs or shorelines or snowpack etc .... is not
in fact the issue. The issue is what actions can government take that
will most effectively mitigate the possible negative effects of climate
change. There is not a one-to-one correspondence between a government
~trategy and ~hese effects, so judging that any such effect us
’unacceptable does not tell you what to do about it.

Jack Marburger
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Andy Revkin <anrevk@nytimes.com>
11/25/2002 06:11:32 PM

Record Type: Record

To: John H. Marburger/OSTP/EOP~EOP
cc: Kathryn M. Harrington/OSTP/EOP@EOP       ,
Subject: science and "dangerous interference’

hi Dr. Marburger,

sorry I couldn’t get to DC for your briefing today.
but i will be there for the workshop.

i’m hoping for some final input from you on a seeming dilemma:

my reading of President’s june 2001 and feb ~002~spe~ch~s.is th~t.he~s
seekinq scientific input to help determine what level oT numan interference
with tBe climate system is "dangerous" (as per the UNFCCC), but many
scientists continue to say they can only lay out consequences but
policymakers and public have to judge what’s acceptable or not -- whether
it’s loss of reefs or shorelines or snowpack etc ....

in other words there’s an impression that a hot potato is being tossed back
and forth, who has to hold it in the end?

thanks for any last pre-turkey thoughts.

see you next week.

t 11:36 AM 11/20/02 , jmarburg@ostp.eop.gov wrote:.
>Andy,

Andrew C. Revkin
Science Reporter
The New York Times
229 W. 43d St.
NY, NY 10036

Tel: 212 556 7326
Fax: 509 357 0965 (via www.efax.com, received as email)
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RECORD "FYPE: FEDERAL CNOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Samuel A. Thernstrom ( CN=Samuel A. Thernstrom/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:26-NOV-2002 12:54:16.00

SUBJECT:: Re: science and "dange(ous interference"

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:

12/26/2002 12:53 PM
Forwarded by samuel A. Thernstrom/CEQ/EOP on

From: Kathryn M. Harrington on 11/26/2002 12:14:54 PM
Record Type:    Record

TO: Samuel A. Thernstrom/CEq/EOP@EOP
cc: John H. Marbur~er/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Subject: Re: sclence and "dangerous interference"

FYI

11/26/2002 12:12 PM
Forwarded by Kathryn M. Harrington/OSTP/EOP on

John H. Marburger
11/26/2002 11:34:37 AM
Record Type:    Record

TO:
cc:
bcc:
Subject:

Andy Revkin <anrevk@nytimes.com>
kathryn m. harrington/ostp/eop@eop

Re: science and "dangerous interference"

Andy,

The problem is that "dangerous human interference" is not a well
defined concept, so there will never be agreement on what it means. Nor
will strictly scientific advice ever resolve the issue. All science can
do is relate causes and effects, and estimate likely outcomes based on
observations and the state of knowledge of physical and biological
processes in nature. The fact that this precise wording is in an
international agreement does not make it any easier to interpret. It
expresses a shared concern, but does not contain a prescription for
grading impacts or strategies for mitigation.

I don’t see any conflict between the President "seeking scientific
input to help determine" and scientists saying they "can only lay out
consequences." Sounds to me like a normal process of government. The
President knows he’s going to have to make a decision, and he wants good
advice. The National Academy report responding to the last year’s request
for an analysis of the status of climate change science indicated areas of
uncertainty in the science, and the President is acting to address those
areas. Meanwhile, he has taken measures to fund technology in areas that
are likely to be important in the response to climate change, and he has
set a target for voluntary reductions in carbon intensity. As the science
gives more detailed understanding of the impacts of various strategies, we
can.expect government to respond with more detailed actions.
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Your take on the situation does not get at the core issue. The

idea that "policymakers and public have to judge what’s acceptable or not
-- whether it’s loss of reefs or shorelines or snowpack etc .... ’ is not
in fact the issue. The issue is what actions can government take that
will most effectively mitigate the possible negative effects of climate
change. There is not a one-to-one correspondence between a government
~trategy and ~hese effects, so judging that any such effect is
unacceptable does not tell you what to do about it.

Jack Marburger

Andy Revkin <anrevk@nytimes.com>
11/25/2002 06:11:32 PM

Record Type: Record

TO: John H. Marburger/OSTP/EOP@EOP
co: Kathryn M. Harrington/OSTP/EOP@EOP      ,
Subject: science and "dangerous interference’

hi Dr. Marburger,

Sorry I couldn’t get to DC for your briefing today.
but i will be there for the workshop.

i’m hoping for some final input from you on a seeming dilemma:

my reading of President’s june 2001 and feb 2002 speeches is that he’s
seeking scientific input to help determine what level of human interference
with the climate system is "dangerous" (as per the UNFCCC), but many
scientists continue to say they can only lay out consequences but
policymakers and public have to judge what’s acceptable or not -- whether
it’s loss of reefs or shorelines or snowpack etc ....

in other words there’s an impression that a hot potato is being tossed back
and forth, who has to hold it in the end?

thanks for any last pre-turkey thoughts.

see you next week.

t 11:36 AM 11/20/02 , jmarburg@ostp.eop.gov wrote:
>Andy,

Andrew C. Revkin
science Reporter
The New York Times
229 W. 43d St.
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(via www.efax.com, received as email)
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-EXW.CUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PR~SIDENT-

COUNCIL ON
ENVIRONMENTAL

QUALITY

730 Jackson .Place, NFY
Washington, DC 20503

(202) 456-6224
(202) 456-2710

TO:

FROM:

DATE:
ONCLUDIN  COWa strum9

The document(@ accompanying this FAX transmission may contain information, which is confidential and/or
sensitive. The information is intended only for use by the individual or entity named on this trammission sheet.
If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distn’bution, or the
taking of any act~.’on in reliance on the contents of this faxed information is strictly proln’bited, and that the
documents should be returned to this office immediately. In this regard, if you have received this FAX in error,
please notify us by telephone immediately so that we can arra.u, ge for the return of the original documents(s) to
118.
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Kathryn M, Harrington ( CN=Kathryn M. Harrington/OU=OSTP/O=EOP [ OSTP ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:26-NOV-2002 15:12:12,00

SUBJECT:: Re: science and "dangerous interference"

TO:anrevk@nytimes.com @ inet ( anrevk@nytimes.com @ inet [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:John H. Marburger ( ON=John H. Marburger/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:Samuel A. Thernstrom ( CN=Samuel A. Thernstrom/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:Paul T. Anastas ( CN=Paul T. Anastas/OU=OSTP/O=EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:Kathie L. Olsen ( CN=Kathie L. Olsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Andy,

Upon reading Dr. Marburger’s response to your query, I want to be sure
it’s understood that the statements made in quotations are *your*
characterizatons, not Jack’s. It may be tempting to attribute these
remarks to him, but to do so would be inaccurate. Just a point of
clarification...

- Kathryn

11/26/2002 03:06 PM
Forwarded by Kathryn M. Harrington/OSTP/EOP on

John H. Marburger
11/26/2002 11:34:37 AM
Record Type:    Record

To: Andy Revkin <anrevk@nytimes.com>
cc: kathryn m. harrington/ostp/eop@eop
bcc:
Subject: Re: science and "dangerous interference"

Andy,

The problem is that "dangerous human interference" is not a well
defined concept, so there will never be agreement on what it means. Nor
will strictly scientific advice ever resolve the issue. All science can
do is relate causes and effects, and estimate likely outcomes based on
observations and the state of knowledge of physical and biological
processes in nature. The fact that this precise wording is in an
international agreement does not make it any easier to ~nterpret. It
expresses a shared concern, but does not contain a prescription for
grading impacts or strategies for mitigation.

I don’t see any conflict between the President "seeking scientific
input to help determine" and scientists saying they "can only lay out
consequences." sounds to me like a normal process of government. The
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President knows he’s going to have to make a decision, and he wants good
advice. The National Academy report responding to the last year’s request
for an analysis of the status of climate change science indicated areas of
uncertainty in the science, and the President is acting to address those
areas. Meanwhile, he has taken measures to fund technology in areas that
are likely to be important in the response to climate change, and he has
set a target for voluntary reductions in carbon intensity. As the science
gives more detailed understanding of the impacts of various strategies, we
can expect government to respond with more detailed actions.

Your take on the situation does not get at the core issue. The
idea that "policymakers and public have to judge what’s acceptable or not
-- whether it’s loss of reefs or shorelines or snowpack etc .... is not
in fact the issue. The issue is what actions can government take that
will most effectively mitigate the possible negative effects of climate
change. There is not a one-to-one correspondence between a government
strategy and these effects, so judging that any such effect Is
"unacceptable" does not tell you what to do about it.

Jack Marburger

Andy Revkin <anrevk@nytimes.com>
11/25/2002 06:11:32 PM

Record Type: Record

TO: John H. Marburger/OSTP/EOP@EOP
cc: Kathryn M. Harrington/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Subject: science and "dangerous interference"

hi Dr. Marburger,

Sorry I couldn’t get to DC for your briefing today.
but i will be there for the workshop.

i’m hoping for some final input from you on a seeming dilemma:

my reading of President’s june 2001 and feb 2002 speeches is that he’s
seeking scientific input to help determine what level of human interference

-with the climate system is "dangerous" (as per the UNFCCC), but many
scientists continue to say they can only lay out consequences but
policymakers and public have to judge what’s acceptable or not -- whether
it’s loss of reefs or shorelines or snowpack etc ....

in other words there’s an impression that a hot potato is being tossed back
and forth, who has to hold it in the end?

thanks for any last pre-turkey thoughts.

see younext week.
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t 11:36 AM 11/20/02 , jmarburg@ostp.eop.gov wrote:
>Andy,

Andrew C. Revkin
Science Reporter
The New York Times
229 W. 43d St.
NY, NY 10036

Tel: 212 556 7326
Fax: 509 357 0965 (via www.efax.com, received as email)
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RECORD ~PE: FEDERAL     CNOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Kameran L. Bailey C CN=Kameran L. Bailey/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:27-NOV-2002 15:50:44.00

SUBJECT:: climate change science

TO:Phil Cooney C CN=Phil Co0ney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Phil,
I keep meaning to ask you, are you planning on attending any of the
workshop? Kam
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL     (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:29-NOV-2002 07:45:51.00

SUBJECT:: Re:

TO:Kameran L.
READ:UNKNOWN

climate change science

Bailey ( CN=Kameran L. Bailey/OU=CE0YO=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )

Yes -- will attend opening day and maybe some more of the program
depending on how things go next week, Phil

Kameran L. Bailey
11/27/2002 03:47:53 PM
Record Type:    Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
CC:
subject: climate change lscience

Phi I ,
T keep meaning to ask you, are you planning on attending any of the
workshop? Kam
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:"Watson, Harlan L (OES)" <WatsonHL@state.gov> ( "Watson, Harlan L (OES)"
<WatsonHL@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:27-NOV-2002 19:52:42.00

SUBJECT:: 11-25-02 Draft info memo on’the DOE carbon sequestration initiati
to the cabinet-level committee on climate Change Science and Technolo gy
Integration

TO:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

ves

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phi] Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Phil and Ken.

Did you have any comment on this.

I’d like to get back to card as soon a can next week.

Harian

...... original Message .....
From:         Watson, Harlan L (OES)
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2002 5:36 PM
TO: Botet, violanda I(G); ’Phil_Cooney@ceq.eop.gov’;

’kpeel@ceq.eop.gov’
cc: Reifsnyder, Dan A (OES); (RIA) Manning, Robert A
subject.: . ¯ 11-25-02 Draft info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration
initiatives to the Cabinet-level Committee on Climate change Science and
Technology Integration

Attached is a draft info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration initiatives
to the cabinet-level committee on climate change science and Technology
Integration that is modeled on the connaughton memo of February 25 (i.e.,
short cover memo with a short attachment).

<<11-25-02 DRAFT Memo on sequestration. Initiative.doc>>

- 11-25-02 DRAFT Memo on Sequestration Initiative.doc ..........
A’I-FACHMENT    1
ATl" CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

unable to convert NSREOP0102:[ATTACH.D84]SREOP01300C077Q.001 to ASCii,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

"    Page 1
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~ECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES HA!L)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:29-NOV-2002 0B:18:15.00

SUBJECT:: Re: 11-25-02 Draft info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration initiatives
to the cabinet-level committee on climate Change science and Technolo gy
Integration

TO:"Watson, Harlan L (OES)" <watsonHL@State.gov> ( "Watson, Harlan L (OES)"
<watsonHL@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN.] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
will review this AM, PHIL

"watson, Harlan L (OES)" <WatsonHL@State.gov>
11/27/2002 07:51:58 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil �ooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP
CC:
Subject: 11-25-02 Draft info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration initiati
yes to the cabinet-level committee on climate change science and Technolo
gy Integration

Phil and Ken.

Did you have any comment on this.

I’d like to get back to card as soon a can next week.

Harlan

>

..... original Message .....
From: Watson, Harlan L (OES)
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2002 5:36 PM
To: Borer, violanda I(G}; ’Phil_Cooney@ceq.eop.gov’; ’kpeel@ceq.eop.gov’
cc: Reifsnyder, Dan A (OES); (RIA) Manning, Robert A
Subject: 11-25-02 Draft info memo on the DOE carbon s~questration
initiatives to the Cabinet-level committee on climate change science and
Technology Integration

Attached is a draft info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration initiatives
to the cabinet-level committee on climate change science and Technology
Integration that is modeled on the connaughton memo of February 25 (i.e.,
shortcover memo with a short attachment).

<<11-25-02 DRAFT Memo on sequestration Initiative,doe>>

- 11-25-02 DRAFT Memo on Sequestration Initiative.doe
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A’FFACHMENT
ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

Unable to convert NSREOP0102:[AI-FACH.D98]SREOP01300COF4N.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:29-NOV-2002 12:38:59.00

SUB3ECT:: Re: 11-25-02 Draft info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration initiati yes
to the cabinet-level Committee on climate change science and Technolo gy
Integration

TO:"Watson, Harlan L (OE$)" <WatsonHL@state.gov> ( "Watson, Harlan L (OES)"
<WatsonHL@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:3ames Connaughton ( CN=3ames Connaughton/OU=CEO!O=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/oU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:

"Watson, Harlan L (OES)" <WatsonHL@state.gov>
11/27/2002 07:51:58 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CE(b/EOP@EOP, Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP
CC:
Subject: 11-2S-02 Draft info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration initiati
yes to the cabinet-level committee on climate Change science and Technolo
gy Integration

Phil and Ken.

Did you have any comment on this.

I’d like to get back to card as soon a can next week.

Harlan

---,-original Message
From: watson, Harlan L (OES)
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2002 5:36 PM                                  ,
To: BOrer, Violanda I(G); ’Phil_cooney@ceq.eop.gov’; ’kpeel@ceq.eop.gov
cc: Reifsnyder, Dan A (OES); (RIA) Manning, Robert A
Subject: 11-2S-0~ Draft info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration
initiatives to the cabinet-level committee on climate change Science and
Technology Integration

Attached is a draft info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration initiatives
to the cabinet-level committee on climate Change science and Technology
Integration that is modeled on the connaughton memo of February 25 (i.e.,
short cover memo with a short attachment).
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> <<11-25-02 DRAFT Memo on Sequestration Initiative.doe>>

- 11-25-02 DRAFT Memo on Sequestration Initiative.doc

A~-FACHMENT 1
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0101:[AI-FACH.D64]SREOP01300COITA.001 to ASCII,

The following is a HEX DUMP:

Page 2
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.- °                          0601_f_nzi 0c003_ceq. txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/oU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:29-NOV-2002 12:53:53.00

SUB3ECT:: Re: 11-25-02 Draft info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration initiatives
to the Cabinet-level committee on climate change science and Technology Integration

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:james connaughton ( CN=james connaughton/oU=ceq/O=-eop@eop [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"watson, harlan 1 (oes)" <watsonhl@state.gov> ( "watson, harlan l (oes)"
<watsonhl@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Ken

Phil cooney
11/29/2002 12:36:07 PM
Record Type:    Record

To: "watson, Harlan L (OES)" <WatsonHL@state.gov>
cc: Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP, 3ames Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP
bcc:
Subject: Re: 11-25-02 Draft info memo on the DOE carbon
sequestration initiati ves to the cabinet-level committee on
climate change science and Technolo     gy Integration

"Watson, Harlan L (OES)" <watsonHL@state.gov>
11/27/2002 07:51:58 PM

Record Type: Record

TO: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP
cc:

Page

00fl.482
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subject: 11-25-02 Draft info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration initiati
yes to the cabinet-level committee on climate change science and Technolo
gy Integration

Phil and Ken,

Did you have any comment on this.

I’d like to get back to Card as soon a can next week.

Harlan

Original Message .....
> From: Watson, Harlan L (OES)
> Sent: Monday, November 25, 2002 5:36 PM
> To: Botet, Violanda I(G); ’Phil_cooney@ceq.eop.gov’; ’kpeel@ceq.eop.gov’
> Cc: Reifsnyder, Dan A (OES); (RIA) Manning, Robert A
> subject: 11-25-02 Draft info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration .
> initiatives to the cabinet-level committee on climate change science and
> Technology Integration

> Attached is a draft info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration initiatives
> to the cabinet-level committee on Climate change Science and Technology
> Integration that is modeled on the connaughton memo of February 25 (i.e.,
> short cover memo with a short attachment).

> <<11-25-02 DRAFT Memo on Sequestration Initiative.doc>>

- 11-25-02 DRAFT Memo on Sequestration Initiative.doc

ATTACHMENT    1
A3-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

unable ~o convert NSREOPOIOI:[A1-FACH.D93]SREOPOI300C01ZN.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

Page 2
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0602_f_ylj 0c003_ceq. txt
RE~ORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ 1 )

CREATION DATE/TIME:29-NOV-2002 12:59:52.00

SUB3ECT:: Re: 11-25-02 Draft info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration initiatives
to the cabinet-level committee on climate change science and Technology Integration

TO:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
thanks, Ken -- I forgot that -- absolutely correct, Phil

Kenneth L. Peel 11/29/2002 12:51:01 PM

Record Type:    Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
cc: "watson, harlan 1 (oes)" <watsonhl@state.gov>, james
connaughton/ceq/eop@eop
bcc:
subject:         Re: 11-25-02 Draft info memo On the DOE carbon
sequestration initiatives to the cabinet-level committee on Climate change
science and Technology Integration

Harlan,

Ken

Phil cooney
11/29/2002 12:36:07PM
Record Type:    Record

To: "Watson, Harlan L (OES)" <WatsonHL@state.gov> "
cc: Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP~ 3ames Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP
bcc:
Subject: Re: 11-35-03 Draft info memo on the DOE carbon
sequestration initiati ves to-the cabinet-level committee on
rllm~t~ rh~nn~ ~ci~nc~ ~nd Tpchnnln      ~v Tn~nratinn     ¯

Page
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"Watson, Harlan L (OES)"~<WatsonHL@state-gov>
11/27/2002 07:51:58 PM

Reqord Type: Record

TO: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP
cc:
subject: 11-25-02.Draft info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration initiati
yes to the cabinet-level Committee on climate change Scienceand Technolo
gy Integration

Phil and Ken.

Did you have any comment on this.

I’d like to get back to Card as soon a can next week.

Harlan

...... original Message .....
From: watson, Harlan L (OES)
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2002 5:36 PM
TO: Borer, violanda I(G); ’Phil_cooney@ceq.eop.gov"; ’kpeel@ceq.eop.gov’
Cc: Reifsnyder, Dan A (OES); (RIA) Manning, Robert. A
subject: 11-25-02 Draft info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration
initiatives to the cabinet-level committee on climate change science and
Technology Integration

Attached is a draft info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration initiatives
to the cabinet-level committee on climate Change sclence and Technology
Integration that is modeled on the connaughton memo of February 25 (i.e.,
short cover memo with a short attachment).

<<11-25-02 DRAFT Memo on Sequestration Initiative.doe>>

- 11-25-02 DRAFT Memo on Sequestration Initiative.doc

ATTACHMENT 1
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

unable to convert NSREOP010I:[A1-FACH.D76]SREOP01300COJIY.001 tO ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:
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0604_f_rtj0c003_ceq
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:3ames R Mahoney <3ames,R.Mahoney@noaa,gov> ( 3ames R Mahoney
<3ames. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:29-NOV-2002 24:17:49.00

SUB3ECT:: Invitation

TO:3ames Connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Please see the attached invitation from Deputy Secretary Bodman.

- Dinner Invitation for CCSP workshop.doc----                   ATTACHMENT 1

END A’I-I"ACHMENT    ~

Page 1
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THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF COMMERCE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20~O

Dr. Samuel W. Bodman

Deputy Secretary of Commerce

Requests the honor of your presence

at dinner on

Tuesday, December 3, 2002

Seven o’clock

Please RSVP by December 2, 2002
Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov
202-419-3487

Marriott Wardman Park Hotel
McKinley Room
2660 Woodley Road, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
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I~eri~g ~ Public PoDgy
(~arnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh° PA 15213-3890
412-268-2672
Fag: 412-268-3757
F,-mai|: ~-ange r. mot~$a n@ andrew, cnttt, ed|t

M. Grlm~A" Mot-~at|
D©partment Head

November, 2002

l~ar Colleague,

I am writing to ask your assistance in an important
undertaking.

As the l~r on the inside cover of this survey explains, we
are engaged in an effort to draw lessons for the future from the
recent US National Assessrr~nt of the Potenlial Consequences
of Climat~ Variability and Change, in which you played a part.

I hope you will be willing to take a bit of time to help us in
this effort.

Thanks very much.

Youth,

M. ~~organ

II I I I i
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Survey for Participant Evaluation of the
US National Assessment

Please return your completed questionnaire in the
envelope provided to:

Prof. M. Granger Morgan
Head, Department of Engineering
and Public Policy

129 Baker Hall
Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh, PA 15213

telephone: 412-268-2672
e-mail: granger.morgan @ andmw.cmu.edu
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Carnegie Mellon
Carnegie Mellon Un~v~cs~ty
PAtsburgh, Pennsy~vama 15213-3890
TW, ec~one: d ! 2÷:268-26?2
Fax. 412,268-37.q7

Dear Colleague:

This survey is part of an effort to evaluate the recently completed US National
Assessment of the Potential Consequences of Climate Variability and Change. The evaluation is
being coordinated through the NSF Center for Integrated Study of the Human Dimensions of
Global Change housed at Carnegie Mellon University. Members of the planning committee for
this effort are listed below.

h would b~ most helpful if you could find time to complete and return this survey in the
envelope provided, We hope to obtain evaluations from most of the people who participated in
the assessment. Since different participants had different typ~s of involvement with the National
Assessment, you may find that there are portions of this survey that you can skip because they
don’t apply to your experience. We estimate that completing the survey will take between half
an hour and an hour depending on your level of involvement with the National Assessment.

We are not asking you to identify yourself, and no responses will bc linked to any
particular individual. If you would like to w.ceive a summary of the results, please complete and
mail the separate request postcard.

After we have received folks’ responses and have had a chance to analyze them, we plan
to run a small workshop involving both people who did and did not participate in the assessment,
in order to try to draw lessons for the future.

If you have questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Thanks very much for you help.

Yours,

M. Granger Morgan
Head Department of Engineering
and Public Policy

Lord Chair Professor in Engineering
Professor, EPP/ECFJHeinz
telephone: 412-268-2672
e-mail: granger.morgan @andrew.cmu.edu

Members of the Planning Comminee: Robin Cantor, Bill Clark, Ann Fisher, .lake Jacoby, Tony
Janetos, Ann Kinzig, Jerry Melillo, Granger Morgan (chair), Roger Street, and Tom Wilbanks.
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1. Your educational background and experience

Please describe your educational baclqvound. (check as many categories as are relevant)

High School I=1 BA/BS ~ MA/MS !:l Ph.D. !=1 MD
Other

Please characterize your employer
corporation 1:3 self-employed
federal government O small business
homemaker 0 state government
local government O student
NGO [21 think tank
retired !:1 university

Please indicate your area(s) of experience and expertise.
O agriculture
O business
[21 climate science
O ecology
O economics           Ill
(3 forestry

(check as many categories as are relevant)
integrated assessment
ocean/marine
politics/public service
public health/medicine
risk analysis/management
social scicm¢¢ other than oconotnics
water

2. Your involvement with the National Assessment

How did you first become involved with the US National Assessment?

What was the nature of your involver~nt with the US National Assessment? (check as many
categories as are relevant)

Participated in the workshop in Aspen, CO (August 1997).
Participated in the Forum in Washington, DC (November 199"0.
Participated in the workshop in Monterey, CA (July 1998).
Participated in the workshop in Atlanta, GA (April 1999).
¯ Participated in one or O more than one, of the regional workshops.
Employe� of one of the convening/supporting federal agencies.
Worked on one of the regional reports.
Worked on one of the scctoral reports.
Worked on the national synthesis report.
Worked with the National Assessment Working Group.
Served as a reviewer of one or more of the assessment’s reports.
Other (please descri~):,
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Involvement (Cont.)

What previous exl~rience have you had which was most like your involvement with the National
Assessment?

Involvement in a local or regional planning process.
Involvement in a local or regional resource management process.
Involvement in a local or regional, or in a national I:l, stakeholder advisory or
decision process. Please explain:

Involvement with otl~r climate assessment activities. Please explain:

0 Other

None

To what extent did you have an opportunity to parn’cipate in the choice of the questions addressed
by the part(s) of the National Assessment in which you were involved?

none a great
at all deal

To what extent did you have an opportunity to participate in the choice ofthe procedures used by
the part(s) of the National Assessment in which you were involved?

none a 8r~at
at all deal

When you t-~t became involved with the National Assessment, what did you hope to get out of
your participation?

I What did you actually get out of yoer participation?

What, if anything, did you find surprising about your involvement?
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Involvement (Cont.)

What did "stakeholder involvement" mean in the part of the assessment with which you were
involved? 121 Not relevant.

What, if any, stakeholder groups were included in the part(s) of the assessment with which you
were involved? C] Not relevant.

Did the part(s) of the assessment with which you were involved have specific goals for
"stakeholder involvement"?

O No 171 Yes, if yes, what were they?

how well were they met7

why or why not7

very well: i~1 moderately well: O not well: 121

What, if anything was done differently in your part(s) of the assessment because of stakeholder
involvemem? el Nothing.

What products from the National Assessment have you used, seen, or .are aware of but have not
seen? O None (skip to Part 3 on page 4)

used soon aware
Climate Change Impacts on the United States: Overview 0 0 0

Climate Change Impacts on the United States: Foundation

Regional reports (please lisO

0 O.
Cl 0

Sectoral reports (which ones)
0 0 0
0 0 0

Other (which ones)
0 0 0
0 0 0
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Involvement (Cont.)

Have you ever visited the USGCRP website where most of the Assessment’s products am
available on

t~ no CI yes

Have you ever downloaded a National Assessment report from that website?
Q no Ct yes

3. Organization and Administration

Please evaluate the organization and administration of each part of the Assessment with which you
were involved:

Over-all organization:
Objectives well defined:
Leadership provided:
Administrative support:

poor excellent

~---O---O-.-O--~

Over-all organization:
Objectives well defined:
Leadership provided:
Administrative support:

poor excellent

Over-all organization:
Objeaives well defined:
Leadership provided:
Administrative support:

poor excellent

Ovem-all organization:
Objectives well defined:
Leadership provided:
Administrative support:

poor excellent
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4. Familiarity with the scientific literature on climate and climate change

We would like to understand how familiar you were with various climate-related scientific subjects
before the assessment, and now after the assessment (we understand that your level of familiarity
today may not be due to your involvement in the National Assessment).

If you were a non-expert participant, and had even a limited exposgre to any of these subjects, we
would like to have you answer these questions. However, if your answer is that you had no
awareness of any of these literatures either before or after the National Assessment, you can check
here O, and skip on to Part 5 below on this page.

Yourftmiliarity with this subject
before the assessment

Your familiarity with this
subject today

Agricultural impacts
none             expert          none             expert

O---O---O---I~.-~

none            expert         none           expert
Climate change            O--O----O---O----O          O---O,.---O-..-O---O

Ecosystem impacts

F~orestry impacts

Water-related impacts

none             expert          none            expert
~---CI---~----O---O

none            expert          none            expert
O----CI----~--O---O

none             expert         ,’none             expert

Coastal impacts

Integrated assessment

Socio-economie impacts

none            expert          none            expert
0--0---0--0---~

none            expert          none            expert
O---~---CL--O---~

none            expert          none            expert
o--.o--o---o-.-o

5. Characterizing future climate

The National Assessment dealt with the problem of characterizing possible future climate in three
different ways:

- with runs of computer-based climate models ~).
- with data on past climates.
- with "whist if" analysis of the consequences of various possible future climates.

Which of these methods were used in the part of the National Assessment with which you were
involved? (check as many categories as are relevant)

121 GCMs.
t21 dam on past climates.
Q "what if" analysis.
O Oth~
CI Not relevant to my involvement (please skip to Part 6 on page 6).
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Future-climate (Cont.)

Why did your group choose to use this particular method or methods to characterizing possible
future climate?

What worked or did not work in using these methods?

If the country were going to do another National Assessment, how would you recommend that a
group like the one(s) in which you were involved handle the issue of characterizing possible futur~
cEma~?

I~I In ~he same way we did.
0 In the following way:

have no view on this issue.

6. Assessing social and’economic impacts

Which of these methods were used in the part of the National Assessment with which you were
involved? (check as many categories as are relevan0

121Dynamic social and/or economic models.
!21 Projections from census and other data.
~1 "what if" analysis.

121 Not relevant to my involvement (please skip to Part 7 on page 7).

The National Synthesis Team distributed some guidance on how to go about assessing social and
economic impacts. Did you ever se~ that guidance7 I:l no Q yes

The National Synthesis Overview report described that guidance (pg. 33, col. 3) as follows:
"When teams needed more detailed socioeconomic projections than the scenarios of population and
economic growth provided, they were asked to...select one or two additional factors...that they
ji~dged likely to have the most direct effect on the issues they were examining, and to vary these
factors through an uncertainty range they judged plausible."

Did your group(s) attempt to do this? I:1 no ~ yes

If yes, was the effort successful? !21 no ~ partly 121 yes

Please describe any problems you had.

6
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Impacts (Cont.)

~f the country were going to do another National Assessment, how would you recommend that a
group like the one(s) in which you were involved handle the assessment of social and economic
impacts?

I~ In the same way we did.
[3 In the following way:

have no view on this issue.

7. Characterization and treatment of uncertainty

Uncertainty is a central fact of life in any attempt to study the future, including future climate
change and its.possible impacts. What steps, if any, did the group(s) you interacted with take to
characterize and analyze uncertainty?

IZI Not relevant to my involvement.

i

If the group you were involved with used qualitative language (words such as "likely" and
"unlikely") to describe uncertainty, how systematic was the group in giving precise meaning to
those words:

Not t’elevant to my involvement (skip to top of page 8).
The group was not systematic, individual authors used the words they thought were
best.
The group was somewhat systematic, in most cases our group had a qualitative
discussion of which word to use as the text was edited.
The group was somewhat quantitative, our group assigned numerical probabilities
to words and then individual authors used the words they thought were best.
The group was systematically quantitative, our group assigned numerical
probabilities to words and then in most cases discussed which word to use as the
text was edited.
Other..

How, if at all, did the group you were involved with document the way it handled uncertainty?
[:1 Did not document.
Cl Documented as follows:
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Uncertainty (Cont.)

If the country were going to do another National Assessment, how would you recommend that a
group like the one(s) in which you were involved handle uncertainty?

CI In the same way we did.
I~l In the following way:,

In preparing its report, the National Synthesis Team assigned quantitative values to a number of
uncertainty words and illustrated them with the graphic shown b~low (reproduced from page 5 of
the Overview report):

In preparing its report, the National Synthesis Team tried to use these words systematically
throughout its report.

How successfully do you believe that this effort was in capturing and communicating relevant
uncertainties?

Very successful.
Somewhat successful.
Not successful.
Did not know about this effort and have no opinion.
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8. Grading the Assessment

Considering the National Assessment as a whole, please evaluate how well it did in dealing with
each of the following issues:

poor                excellent can not
(grade --~ D (2 B A) judge

Involving large number of people in considering
the issue of climate change.

Educating participants about climate change.

Educating the US public about climate change.

Informing local and regional decision makers
about climate change.

Informing national decision makers
about climate change.

Characterizing future climax.

Assessing ecological impacts.

Assessing social and economic impacts.

Assessing regional impacts.

Assessing impacts on agriculture.

Assessing impacts on water.

Assessing impacts on infrastructure.

Assessing impacts on health.

Assessing impacts on coasts and marine resources.

Assessing impacts on forests.

Advancing the state of the art in cfimate impact assessment.

Identifying research needs.

Involving experts.

Communicating costs and risks.

Communicating benefits.

0---0---0---0---0

0---0---0o---0--.-0

0---0---0---0---0

0 .... 0---I;;)----0---0           0

0---01 .... I:) ....0----01

Ol---O---l:l---O---J~            131

01----0---1:3----0----0     0

0--0---0---0---0

O----O---l:)---O----~ 0

OI---OI---EI---O---O 131

0---0----~..--~ ....0 El

O---J:] .... EI---O---O

0---0---0 .... 0---0 0

0---0 .... El ....0----0 0

0----0 .... O--J:)---El

0---0---0---0---1:3

,|
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Grading (Cont.)

Here are throe objectiv~ the National Assessment might have tried to achieve:

provide the most technically complete and accurate description of the likely impacts
of climate change that is currently possible. We’ll call this objective "assess".

educate the participants in the assessment process about the science of climate
change and its possible impacts. We’ll call this "teach".

involve as many people as possible in thinking about and urging that appropriate
actions be taken in connection with climate change. We’ll call this "involve".

Please tell us the relative weight you think the National Assessment process actually gave to those
three objectives, by allocating 100 points across the three of them (i.e., answer by writing three
numbers which sum to 100 in the three spaces below. For example if you think that equal weight
was given to all three, then you would write 33 1/3 on each line. If you think that all the weight
was assigned to just one factor, you would write 100 on that line and 0 on the other two lines,
etc.). We appreciate your help on this, we know it is a tough question:

For a total of 100

points to "assess"
points to "teach"
points to "involve*
points.

Now, please tell us the relative weight you think the National Assessment process shouM have
given to those three objectives by allocating 100 points across them:

For a total of 100

points to "assess"
points to "teach"
points to "involve"
points.

If you’d like to add any qualifications or explanations to the answers you just gave on these two
"points" questions, please feel free to do so:

We would like you to evaluate those products from the National Assessment that you have seen in
terms of three large-scale issues:

Are the products technically credible? That is,
do you find the Assessment’s overall results
to be scientifically defensible and persuasive?

strong "no"            strong
13 .... 13 .... 13 ....

Please elaborate if you would like to:

10
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Grading (Cont.)

Do you care? That is, do the Assessment’s products
address the questions that you think most needed
to be answered ¯

Please elaborate if you would like to:.

strong "no" strong "yes"
121 ....O----~ ....O----O

Was the process legitimate? That is, do the products
fairly reflect the range of relevant views?

Please elaborate if you would like to:

strong "no"           strong "yes"
O---t=l---t=l---O

There are a number of things the assessment did not try to do but might have. If the country were
to do it again, which, if any, of these should be included as objectives?

Strategies for reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
strong "no" strong "yes"

0 .... El--:-O---~ .... 0

Identification of climate-related
"market opportunities" for business.

strong "no" strong "yes"
0 ....

Putting this issue in context when compared with
other problems facing our communities and the nation.

strong "no"           strong "yes"
0

strong "no" strong "yes"

strong "no"           strong "yes"
0---0---0---0----0

9. Strengths and weaknesses

What do you view as the greatest stren~hs of the proces~ by which the US National Assessment
was conducted?

II
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Strengths and weaknesses (Cont.)
What do you view as the greatest strengths of the 9rg~luct~ that were produced by the US National
Assessment?

What do you view as the greatest weaknesses of the process by which the US National
Assessment was conducted?

I

What do you view as the greatest weaknesses of the nroduc!.~ that were produced by the US
National Assessment?                       -

10. Improving next time

If the US decides to do another National Assessment, what would you recommend be done
differently next time? For example, you might list the top 3-5 things you’d suggest should be done
differently.

12
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Climate is not the only thing that will be changing over the coming decades. Many would argue
that from a human perspective it is also not the most important change that will be occurring..
If the US does another National Assessment:

strongly strongly
dis~gte~ agree

Climate should be the central foeus of the
future changes and impa~ts that are addressed. ~1 ....CI ....I~ ....~1-----~

Climate should be just one part of the future
changes and impacts that are addressed.

Finally, is there anything else you would like to tell us that has not been covered in our
questions?

Thanks very much for helping us with this study.

Please return your completed questionnaire in the
envelope provided to:

Prof. M. Granger Morgan
Head, Departm~t of Engineering
and Public Policy

Carnegie Mellon University
129 Baker Hall
Pittsburgh, PA 15213

telephone: 412-268-2672
e-mail: granger.morgan @ andrew.cmu.edu

13
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0614_f_muelc003_ceq. txt
RECORD I~PE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:craig Montesano <Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov> ( Craig Montesano
<Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 2-DEC-2002 11:58:00.00

SUBJECT:: [Fwd: Hill climate Meetings Report]

TO:Debbie S. Fiddelke ( CN=Debbie S. Fiddelke/OU=CEOYO=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

And this, too

original Message
Subject: Hill Climate Meetings Report
Date: wed, 27 NOV 2002 12:16:08 -0500
From: Craig Montesano <Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov>
To: gbecker@doc.gov, bbecker@doc.gov,marybeth.nethercutt@noaa.gov,
james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov,conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov,
scott.rayder@noaa.gov

TO All --

Page 1
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL
0618_f_ntwlc003_ceq.txt

(NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:"Watson, Harlan L (OES)" <WatsonHL@state.gov> ( "Watson, Harlan L (OES)"
<WatsonHL@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ])

CREATION DATE/TIME: 2-DEC-2002 16:33:55.00

SUBJECT:: 12-2-02 Info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration initiatives to
cabinet-level committee on Climate change Science and. Technology Inte
gration

the

TO:"’robert.card@hq.doe.gov’" <robert.card@hq.doe.gov> ( "’robert.card@hq.doe.gov’"
<robert.card@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’Bob.carey@hq.doe.gov’" <Bob.carey@hq.doe.gov> ( "’Bob.carey@hq.doe.gov’"
<Bob.carey@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’mike.smith@hq.doe.gov’" <mike.smJth@hq.doe.gov> ( "’mJke.sm~th@hq.doe.gov’"
<mike.smith@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Gordon, Susan, C (OES)" <GordonSC@state.gov> ( "Gordon, Susan, C (OES)"
<GordonSC@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Reifsnyder, Dan A (OES)" <ReifsnyderDA@state.gov> ( "Reifsnyder, Dan A (OES)"
<ReifsnyderDA@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CO:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

~c:"’Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.gov’" <Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.gov> (
’Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.gov’" <Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"(RIA) Manning, Robert A" <r.manning@state.gov> ("(RIA) Manning, Robert A"
<r.manning@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Botet, violanda I(G)" <BotetVl@state.gov> ( "Botet, violanda I(G)"
<BotetvI@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:3ames connaughton ( CN=3ames Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Phil cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Bob,

Page
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~’ 0618_f_ntwlc003_ceq.txt
convenience.

we will be working here at state.on setting up Embassy meetings in the near
future.

If you have any questions, please give me a call.

Harlan

Dr. Harlan L. Watson
Senior climate Negotiator and Special Representative
U.S. Department of State
Bureau of Oceans and International Environmental and scientific Affairs
2201 C Street, N.W., Room 4330
washington, DC 20520

~hone: 202-647-3489
ax: 202-647-3970

email: watsonhl@state.gov

- 12-2-02 Memo~on Sequestration initiative.doc=

A3-~ CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

ATTACHMENT

unable to convert NSREOP0101:[AI-FACH.D72]SREOP01300CIWTN.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

Page 2
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0619_f_sy02c003_ceq. txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP .1" CEQ ] )

CREATTON DATE/TIME: 2-DEC-2002 17:41:56.00

SUBJECT:: RE: 11-25-02 Draft info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration initiatives
to the cabinet-level committee on climate, change science and Technology
Integration

TO:"watson, Harlan L (OES)" <watsonHL@state.gov> ( "Watson, Harlan L (OES)"
<watsonHL@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:Phil cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT :
Thanks, Harlan.

Ken

"Watson, Harlan L (OES)" <WatsonHL@state.gov>
12/02/2002 03:55:43 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP
co:
subject: RE: 11-25-02 Draft info memo on the DOE carbon sequestrationinit
iatlves to the cabinet-level committee on climate change science and Tech
nology Integration

Ken,

Harl an

..... original Message .....
Page 1
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0619_f_sy02c003_ceq.txt     "
From: Kenneth_L._Peel@ceq.eop.gov [mailto:Kenneth_L._Peel@ceq.eop.gov]
Sent: Friday, November 29, 2002 12:54 PM
TO: Phil_Cooney@ceq.eop.gov
cc: watson, harlan l (oes); James_connaughton@ceq.eop.gov
subject: Re: 11-25-02 Draft info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration
initiatives to the-cabinet-level Committee on climate Change science and
Technology Integration

Harlan,

Ken

Phil cooney
11/29/2002 12:36:07 PM

Record Type: Record

To: "Watson, Harlan L (OES)" <watsonHL@state.gov>
cc: Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP, 3ames Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP

Phi 1

(Embedded
image moved
to file:
pic24480.pcx)

"watson, Harlan L (OES)" <watsonHL@state.gov>
11/27/2002 07:51:58 PM

Page 2
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0619_f_syO2cOO3_ceq.txt

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc:
subject: 11-25-02 Draft info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration initiati
yes
to the cabinet-level Committee on climate change science and Technolo
gY
Integration

Phil and Ken.

Did you have any comment on this.

I’d like to get back to card as soon a can next week.

Harlan

Original Message
From: Watson, Harlan L (OES)
sent: Monday, November 25, 2002 5:36 PM
To: Borer, Violanda I(G); ’Phil_Cooney@ceq.eop.gov’;

’kpeel@ceq.eop.gov’
cc:     Reifsnyder, Dan A (OES); (RIA) Manning, Robert A
subject:     11-25-02 Draft info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration
initiatives to the Cabinet-level committee on Climate Change .science and
Technology Integration

Attached is a draft info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration initiatives
to the cabinet-level committee on climate change science and Technology
Integration that is modeledon the connaughton memo of February 25 (i.e.,
short cover memo with a short attachment).                             ¯

<<11-25-02 DRAFT Memo on Sequestration Initiative.doc>>

Page 3
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U.S. Climate Change Science Program
1717 Pennsylvania Ave, NW, Suite 250,Washington, DC 20006. Tel: +1 202 223 6262

3 December 2002

Dear Colleague,

Welcome and thank you for participating in the U.S. Climate Change Science Program Planning Workshop for
Scientists and Stakeholders. The purpose of the Workshop is to provide a comprehensive review of the
discussion draft of the Strategic Plan for U.S. climate change and global change research. When finalized by
April 2003, the Strategic Plan will provide the principal guidance for U.S. climate change and global change
research during the next several years, subject to revisions as appropriate to respond to newly developed
information.

We welcome your comments on the discussion draft, both verbally during the workshop, and in written form
during the month following the workshop. Comments on all elements of the plan from all communities are
essential in order to improve the plan and identify gaps. In your review, we ask you to provide a perspective on
the content, implications, and challenges outlined in the plan as well .as suggestions for any alternate approaches
you wish to have considered, and the types of climate and global change information required by policy makers
and resource managers. We also ask that you comment on any inconsistencies within or across chapters, and
omissions of important topics. For any shortcomings that you note in the draft, please propose specific
remedies. To participate in the review it is not necessary that you review the entire plan.

Your verbal comments during the workshop will be noted by the rapporteurs during each session and be made
part of the workshop documentation. We also ask that you confirm or expand your verbal comments in writing
after the workshop and submit them by E-mail to <comments@climatescience.gov>. All comments submitted
by 13 January 2003 will be posted on the <http://www.climatescience.~ov> website for public review. While
we are unable to promise detailed responses to individual comments, we confirm that all submitted comments
will be given consideration during the development of the final version of the Strategic Plan.

Attached to this letter are instructions and format guidelines for submitting review comments. Following the
instructions will ensure that your comments are properly processed and given appropriate consideration. If you
wish to distribute copies of the plan to colleagues to participate in the review, please provide them with a copy
of this letter as well as the attached instructions and format guidelines. We have posted the plan on the.
workshop website at <http://www.climatescience.gov>. PDF files for individual chapters of the plan can be
downloaded from this site. If you have any questions, please contact: Sandy MacCracken at 1-202-419-3483
(voice), 1-202-223-3065 (fax), or via the address in the footer below.

We appreciate your contribution of time ’and expertise to this review, and look forward to your response.

Sincerely,

James R. Mahoney, Ph.D.
Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere!
Director, U.S. Climate Change Science Program

Tel: +1-202-419-3483
Fax: +1-202-223-3065
E-Mail: comments @ dimatescience.gov
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Instructions For Submission of Strategic Plan Review Comments

Thank you for participating in the review process. Please follow the instructions for preparing and
submitting your review. Using the format guidance described below will facilitate our processing of reviewer
comments and assure that your comments are given appropriate consideration. An example of the format
is also provided. Comments are due by 13 January, 2003.

Select the chapter(s) or sections of chapters which you wish to review. It is not necessary that you
review the entire plan. In your comments, please consider the following issues:
¯ Overview: overview on the content, implications, and challenges outlined in the plan;
¯ Agreement/Disagreement: areas of agreement and disagreement, as appropriate;
¯ Suggestions: suggestions for alternative approaches, if appropriate;
¯ Inconsistencies: inconsistencies Within or across chapters;
¯ Omissions: omissions of important topics;
¯ Remedies: specific remedies for identified shortcomings of the draft plan;
¯ Stakeholder climate information: type of climate and global change information required by

representative groups;
¯ Other: other comments not covered above.
Please do not comment on grammar, spelling, or punctuation. Professional copy editing will correct
deficiencies in these areas for the final draft.
Use the format guidance that follows for organizing your comments.
Submit your comments by email to <comments@climatescience.gov> by 13 January, 2003.

Format Guidance for Comments
Please provide background information about yourself on the first page of your comments: your name(s),
organization(s), area of expertise(s), mailing address(es), telephone and fax numbers, and email address(es).

¯ Overview comments on the chapter should follow your background information and Should be
numbered.

¯ Comments that are specific to particular pages, paragraphs or lines of the chapter should follow
your overview comments and should identify the page and line numbers to which they apply.

¯ Comments that refer to a table orfigure should identify the table or figure number. In the case of
tables, please also identify the row and column to which the comment refers.

¯ Order your comments sequentially by page and line number.
¯ At the end of each comment, please insert your name and affiliation.
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Structure of the Workshop

The Climate Change Science Program (CCSP) workshop, held December 3-5, 2002 at the Marriott
Wardman Park Hotel, Washington, D.C., is structured around a combination of plenary sessions and
breakout groups.

Keynote Plenary Addresses:
Invited keynote addresses by national and international government and science leaders will be presented
in plenary sessions each day during the workshop.

Breakout Groups:
There are four Breakout Groups during the three days of the workshop. Breakout Groups 1-3 will focus
on specific elements of the Strategic Plan, and Breakout Group 4 will focus on crosscutting issues across
the plan. Within each Breakout Group there are six concurrent sessions, each focusing on different topics
of the Strategic Plan. One breakout session, Climate Variability and Change, is duplicated due to interest
by a large number of participants.

Most of the Breakout Sessions will be conducted with the format outlined below. Some of.the breakout
sessions will have a slightly modified format, to accommodate their specific design. The basic format will
include:

¯ Call to order and opening comments by the moderator;
¯ Overview presentation of the topic (usually by a principal author of the chapter) based on the

relevant chapter in the draft Strategic Plan;
¯ Comments by volunteer and invited panelists chosen to represent a wide diversity of views from

the scientific, technological, environmental, and stakeholder communities. These named panelists
will comment, question, challenge, and/or provide suggestions for alternate approaches to
developing the information and analyses desired by the various communities;

¯ Open comments and questions from the floor directed to a panel composed of the original
presenter and the named panelists;

¯ Two rapporteurs will document the comments and questions in each session.

Review Plenary Sessions:
The moderator and rapporteurs will prepare a brief summary of the key issues discussed during each
breakout session, and the moderator will present this summary of key issues in a subsequent plenary
session. The moderator and rapporteurs will also be responsible for preparation of a more complete
written record of each breakout group, for posting on the www.climatescience.gov web site.

Closing Plenary Session:
The workshop will conclude with an invited panel presentation of feedback and lessons learned during the
workshop, a suro_mary of key workshop f’mdings (including areas of agreement and disagreement), and a
description of the process for integrating workshop feedback into the revised research plan, and for
subsequent reporting of findings.
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Marriott Wardman Park Hotel Neighborhood Restaurants

Acapulco                           2623 Connecticut Avenue                                   202-986-0131
Casual dining for Tex-Mex dishes in a friendly atmosphere. Open for lunch and dinner 7 days a week. Carryout available.

Caf~ Pardiso                        2649 Connecticut Avenue                                   202-265-8955
Intimate dining with a quaint fireplace. Offers Northern and Southern Italian cuisine featuring homemade pasta, breads, desserts and
Cappuccino. Excellent and highly recommended. Open for lunch and dinner. Patio seats (seasonal), private rooms are available.

Jandara                            2606 Connecticut Avenue                                   202-387-8876
Serving Thai cuisine, such as crispy whole flounder, grilled rockfish, and soft-shell Crabs in a newly remodeled contemporary
atmosphere. Lunch and dinner 7 days a week. Delivery is available.

Khyber Pass                        2309 Calvert Street                                        202-234-4632
Afghan cuisine offered in a cozy intimate setting. Delicious kabobs and some vegetarian fare. Located on the second floor. Carryout
and delivery available.

Lebanese Taverna                     2641 Connecticut Avenue                                     202-483-7420
Known for authentic Middle Eastern fare and a "perennial good buzz" ("Where Magazine," December 1996) where groups of diners
can enjoy Mezza specialities. Complimentary parking available for lunch and dinner guests.

Medaterra                           2614 Connecticut Avenue                                     202-797-0400
Offering Mediterranean cuisine including variety of appetizers, entrees, and desserts in a modem, art deco setting. Carryout and
delivery available through Takeout taxi.

Murphy’s Irish Pub                    2609 24th Street                                                202-462-7171
Murphy’s offers live Irish music as well as continuous sports events on TV. Serves sandwiches, stew, steaks and seafood for lunch,
dinner and late into the evenings. A sidewaik caf~ and a wood burning fireplace are seasonal attractions.

*New Heights                         2317 Calvert Street                                          202-234-4110
Innovative New American cuisine that combines the best of fresh regional international flavors. Award-winning architecture offers
exceptional views of Rock Creek Park and showcases local artists for sale.

Petit Plats                            2653 Connecticut Avenue                                     202-518-0045
Intimate French bistro with a sunny touch. Petit Plats means "special dish that you prepare for someone you care about." "...simple
satisfying food, such as one would expect in an equivalent bistro in France." (Washington Weekend, July 2000). Open Tuesday
through Sunday for lunch and dinner. Carryout is available.

Rajiji                                2603 Connecticut Avenue                                     202-265-7344
Delectable Northern and Southern Indian cuisine served in this very unique locale since 1972. Delivery and carryout available. Only
carryout for lunch. Open 7 days a week for lunch and dinner

Saigon Gourmet.                      2635 Connecticut Avenue                                     202-265-1360
Authentic Vietnamese cuisine specializing in seafood, beef, noodle and vegetarian dishes. Cited by "Washingtonian Magazine" as a
best value restaurant in Washington, DC for the past 6 years. Open 7 days a week for lunch and dinner.

Taste of India                         2621 Connecticut Avenue                                     202-483-1115
Authentic Indian cuisine, specializing in Tandoori, curry, Kabobs and a variety of vegetarian dishes offered at reasonable prices.
Carryout and delivery are available. Open 7 days a week for lunch and dinner.

Tono Sushi                           2605 Connecticut Avenue                                     202-332-7300
Excellent Japanese cuisine offering sushi, teriyaki, and tempura. Also offers a variety of appetizers, salads and noodle dishes. Open
for lunch and dinner.

Trattoria Italiana                      2651 Connecticut Avenue                                     202-332-2207
Original, traditional and regional Italian cuisine. Chef Giovanni prepares exquisite Italian specialties and is always enthusiastic about
welcoming and greeting guests to his trattoria.

Woodley Caf~                         2619 Connecticut Avenue                                     202-332-5773
A neighborhood favorite for wood-burning brick-oven pizza. Family-friendly atmosphere serving breakfast, lunch and dinner
everyday.
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NOAA Announces Science On a Sphere

Imagine gazing upon Earth us if you are suspended in orbit 22,000 miles above its surface...

Your are cordially invited to attend a reception and special presentation of
NOAA Science On a Sphere " - a new and exciting way to view NOAA’s global

science and operations.

Wednesday, December 4, 2002, 6:00 - 8:00 p.m
in the NOAA Science Center

1301 East West Highway
Silver Spring, Maryland

(see the map below)

Please meet in the hotel lobby at 5:45 p.m. and 6:15 p.m. to take the Metro to
Silver Spring (look for the person holding the NOAA Science On a Sphere TM sign).
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PLANNING
CLIMATE
AND

GLOBAL
CHANGE
RESEARCH

A REVIEW OF THE DRAFT U.S. CLIMATE
CHANGE SCIENCE PROGRAM STRATEGIC PLAN

11-lE,NATIONAL ACADEMIES

CLIMATE CHANG-E SCIENCE PROGRAM
¯ Initiated by President Bushin February, 2002

¯ Incorporates the existing Global
-Change Research Program
(GCRP) and adds the Climate
Change Research Initiative
(CCRI)

¯ A parallel Climate Change
Technology Program (CCTP) has
also been established

¯ Draft strategic plan released
November 11,2002

THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES
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NRC COMMITTEE PROCESS

¯ Appointed" November 7, 2002

Information gathering and report writing
Committee Meeting:
CCSP Planning Workshop:
Committee Meeting:
Committee Meeting:

November 22, 2002
December 3-5, 2002
December 6, 2002
January 8-10, 2003

¯ Release of Phase I report: February 26, 2003

THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES

PHASE I: REVlE~ OF THE DR~FI" PLaN

¯ The draft CCSP strategic p!an is a dra~

¯ A public review~process took place
concurrent with the NRC review

¯ This NRC review makes an extensive set of
recommendations to pro,.’ide guidance tO the
CCSP in revising the strategic plan

THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES
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AREAS IN WHICH THE DRAFT
PLAN CAN BE IMPROVED

1. Clarify Vision and Goals

2. Improye Program Management

3. Fill Key Information Needs

4. Strengthen Decision Support
Capability

5. Set the Stage for Implementation

THE NA11ONAL ACADEMIES

CLARIFY VISION AND GOALS:
The Strategic Planning Process

The draft plan lacks a clear and consistent guiding framework

Such a framework is especially necessary considering CCSP’s
diverse institutional environment and new directions

Recommendation: The revised strategic plan should
articulate a clear, specific and ambitious vision
statement in the context of national needs. The plan
should translate this vision into tangible goals, apply
an explicit process to establish priorities, and include
an effective management plan.

THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES
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IMPROVE PROGRAM MANAGEMENT."
Science & Technology Integration

CCTP is an important program for
developing technologies for
adaptation to and mitigation of
climatechange effects

CCSP and CCTP need to be highly
interactive so as to |earn from each
other and work toward common
goals

Recommendation: Clearly describe mechanisms for
coordinating and linking CCSP activities with the
technology development activities of the CCTP

THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES

FILL KEg INFORMATION NEEDS:
Regional Studies

Much climate-related decision making
occurs at local or regional levels

The transfer of climate-related
information to decision makers at
those levels is poorly done

Recommendation: More fully
describe how. models and.
knowledge that support regional
decision making and place-based
science will be developed.

THE NA11ONAL ACADEMIES
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S TRENG THEN DECISION SUPPORT."
Decision Support Resources

The draft plan does not include an
explicit description of who will use
climate research results and what
they need to know

It is unclear how the CCSP’s
decision support activities will link
with and .inform the research
program

Recommendation: Improve the description of how
decision support capabilities will be developed

THE NA11ONAL ACADEMIES

S TRENG THEN DECISION SUPPORT."
Addressing Key Uncertainties

Draft plan makes following points about uncertainty:.
Uncertainw Is inherent in scieuce and decision making and not In itself
a basis for inaction

Decision makers need to be well informed about uncertainw

Accelerated research should focus on those uncertainties that are
important for informing policy and decision ~

Recommendation:
Identify what sources
and magnitudes of
uncertainty reductions
are especially needed to
benefit decision making

THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
¯ The draft CCSP strategic plan addresses

crucial issues facing our nation and the world
in the twenty-first century.

¯ While past climate-change science has
focused on how climate is changing, future
research must also support decision making.

¯ The nation needs better information on
impacts of climate change on human society
and natural systems, and options for
responding tomor reducingmthese effects.

THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES
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January13,2003

Our Changing Planet 2004 m First Steps

Items for Discussion at CCSP/SGCR Principals Meeting

ACTION REQUESTED: Approval for CCSP Office to begin work on producing the FY 2004
edition of Our Changing Planet (OCP2004), under the direction of the SGCR Chair.

Key issues for discussion

How will OCP2004 be linked to the draft Strategic Plan? -- In order to produce OCP2004
during the first half of 2003, it will be necessary to begin drafting the report before the
Strategic Plan is completed.

One option is to draft a relatively short OCP2004, with highlights of recent research and
program accomplishments, FY 2004 budget tables, and highlights of program plans,
without making substantial reference to the Strategic Plan, except perhaps for a summary
of the strategic planning process. This approach would emphasize getting the report out
at the earliest possible date.
Alternatively, OCP2004 could be designed to have more substantial connectivity with the
Strategic Plan --serving as a supportive companion document and as an indicator of first
steps toward implementing the Plan. Introductory text for each section, text on FY 2004
program plans and budget priorities, and the selection of graphics, all could show as
much linkage as possible to the Strategic Plan. This approach would call for f’malizing a
review draft of OCP after the Strategic Plan document is finalized (while still beginning
the drafting process ASAP).

How will the CCRI and USGCRP components of the report be linked? OCP2003 contains a
short section on the FY 2003 CCRI budget request and program priorities, followed by a
longer set of sections on the USGCRP research elements. Presumably the CCRI will
continue to have a section devoted to it, in which the initiative, its key priorities, principal FY
2004 programmatic thrusts, and budget crosscut are included. The question is, how should
this material be linked and integrated with the presentation on the overall USGCRP research
elements, to show that the CCSP is, in fact, a single coordinated program as envisioned in the
Strategic Plan?

o How to stage the schedules for production of the Strategic Plan and OCP2004? It will be
necessary to allow appropriate time for key contributors and reviewers in the agencies (e.g.,
working group co-chairs) who will be needed for substantial work on both documents.
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Preliminary Draft Table of Contents

Overview of the CCSP and the Strategic Plan

Climate Change Research Initiative for FY 2004

Research Program Highlights and FY 2004 Plans
¯ Atmospheric Composition
¯ Climate Variability and Change
¯ Global Water Cycle
¯ Land Use/Land Cover Change
¯ Global Carbon Cycle
¯ Ecosystems
¯ Human Contributions and Responses

International Research Cooperation

Appendix: The CCSP Budget and Program by Agency

Stages of Production of the Report

(The following time allocations are stated without reference to any needed allowance for key
contributors and reviewers to work on production of the Strategic Plan.)

¯ Agreement on OCP structure (e.g., issues of USGCRP, CCRI, and Strategic Plan linkage
resolved); Table of Contents approved; decision on author assignments

¯ Communication with authors, working groups, and key agency contacts on design of the
report, assignments, guidelines, and deadlines for drafting of text, preparation of budget
tables, and submission of proposed graphics (1 week)

¯ Complete first draft for review by agency program managers (about 1 month)
¯ Review by agency program managers (7-10 days)
¯ Revise draft for review and clearance by CCSP agency principals m Includes collaboration

between CCSP Office and agency program managers on text revision, finalizing 18 budget
tables, f’malizing selection of illustrations and captions, completion of appendix with all
agency programs (2 weeks)

¯ Review and clearance by CCSP/SGCR agency principals (7 days minimum)
¯ Revise draft for review and clearance by EOP (up tol week)
¯ Review and clearance by EOP (2-3 weeks?)
¯ Final revisions prior to layout and printing; final copyediting and proofreading (7-10 days)
¯ Report layout, with final proofreading and revisions (2 weeks)
¯ Printing (3 weeks)
¯ First-stage distribution to Congress, Executive Branch, NAS/NRC, etc (1 week)

¯ TOTAL: Roughly 4 1/2 months
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Global Chance Research Act of 1990, section on USGCRP annual rel~ort

SEC. 107. ANNUAL REPORT.

(a) GENERAL.--Each year at the time of submission to the Congress of the President’s budget,
the Chairman of the Council shall submit to the Congress a report on the activities conducted by
the Committee pursuant to this title, including--

1. a summary of the achievements of the Program during the period covered by the report
and of priorities for future global change research;

an analysis of the progress made toward achieving the goals of the Plan;
expenditures required by each agency or department for carrying out its portion of the
Program, includingN
(A) the amounts spent during the fiscal year most recently ended;
03) the amounts expected to be spent during the current fiscal year; and
(C) the amounts requested for the fiscal year for which the budget is being submitted.

(b) RECOMMENDATIONS.--The report required by subsection (b) shall include
recommendations by the President concerning--

1. changes in agency or department roles needed to improve implementation of the Plan;
and

2. additional legislation which may be required to achieve the purposes of this title.
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Illustrative general comments: General recommendations voiced at the workshop
included:

1. Prioritize and sequence the scientific research needs and identify the resources
required to carry out the high-priority science.

2. Create a more holistic strategic plan; the individual chapters in the discussion
draft were not adequately cross-linked.

3. Provide realistic timelines for the science goals.
4. Clarify the interagency process for implementing the plan.
5. Note that resource limitations are not only financial, but also include hardware

capabilities and human capital.
6. Balance short-term and long-term science goals and activities, with reasons for

each.
7. Increase the attention to the detection and attribution of climate change impacts.
8. Encourage accelerated development of climate models, especially for applied

analyses of scenario projections.
9. Facilitate stakeholder communication with the scientific community, including

international stakeholders.
10. Develop requirements and guidelines for regional climate change analyses.
11. Build on the lessons learned from the National Assessment, particularly in terms

of researcher-stakeholder interactions and the need for objective analysis.
12. Develop a strategy for studying and forecasting potential nonlinear and abrupt

climate changes.
13. Designate focused research programs that address specific, significant, known

scientific uncertainties about climatic change, and that assign agency
responsibilities for quantifying the degree and nature of scientific uncertainties.

14. The observational effort is diffuse and ill defined.
15. Directed effort aimed at very specific problems largely missing
16. Need interdisciplinary teams from many different types of organizations to do the

work
17. Suggest including a section focusing on technological solutions to the emissions

of the greenhouse gases
18. Include a section detailing the economics of cutting back on greenhouse gas

emissions now compared to the costs of dealing with the problems in the future.
19. Plan must establish a threshold to trigger mitigation and adaptation activities even

if some uncertainties remain.

Illustrative specific comments: The following list is a sample of the many hundreds of
specific recommendations voiced during the workshop:

1. To reduce the uncertainty in the estimates of climate sensitivity, the uncertainties
in radiative forcing must be reduced, and observations and analyses of Earth’s
surface temperature must be continued.

2. There should be a major focus on aerosols, emphasizing the regional nature of
aerosol emissions and impacts and the importance of Asia, Africa, and Amazonia.
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3. An increased focus on the global hydrologic cycle, particularly water vapor and
water budgets, is needed.

4. The high prioritization of aerosol effects on climate was endorsed, but
stratospheric and tropospheric ozone issues also need to receive a high
priofitization.

5. Effective study of climate feedbacks from polar regions will require a substantial
integrated observation field program.

6. A coordinated combination of scientific research, observations, and modeling will
improve understanding of climatic change.

7. Many communities will need to be involved in pfioritizing and implementing
studies of land-use change, including local stakeholders and international
partners.

8. Linkages between the water cycle, carbon cycle, ecosystems, and land-use change
should be emphasized.

9. The importance of economics and technology in predicting future land-use change
should be emphasized.

10. It is essential that funding of basic scientific research that may lead to
unanticipated insights, results, and breakthroughs be continued.

11. Missing items in the plan include the need for improved greenhouse gas emissions
inventories and the effects of aviation on climate.

12. The plan should more fully address ecosystem and social science data and
research linked to global change.

¯ 13. Sophisticated systems should be planned (and then implemented) to enable all
users to search and retrieve global change data via the interact, including delivery
of near-real time global temperature data sets.

14. Climate variability should be cast in a probabilistic context.
15. Guidelines for monitoring the effects of climate change on ecosystems, both on

land and in the ocean, should be provided.
16. A greater emphasis is needed on how feedbacks are changing and how they could

play out in the future.
17. Dynamic performance monitoring of an integrated climate observing system is

needed with resources to address and fix problems in near-real time.
18. Providing decision support is not only a 2-4 year problem - the need will continue

indefinitely in the future.
19. Uncertainty analysis is key to providing meaningful decision support resources.
20. Regional analyses are particularly needed by resource managers dealing with

climate variability for design applications.
21. Resources are limiting the rate of progress in applied computer modeling.
22. Scenarios must integrate science insights and knowledge from other sources (e.g.,

indigenous perspectives).
23. The computational requirements for climate modeling could easily make use of a

million-fold increase in computing power over the time period of the CCSP.
24. There is not enough emphasis on impacts and adaptation analysis.
25. Continuous scientific evaluation of technology options (especially breakthrough

technologies) is needed.
26. The context of the 2-center climate modeling strategy must be defined within the
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overall CCSP strategy.
27. An outreach strategy is needed for "multiple publics" and stakeholders.
28. Seasonal-interannual timescales should serve as test beds for elucidating the

processes and mechanisms important to climate change.
29. Higher resolution (regional) models are needed for both better simulations of

regional climates and users/customers who want regional details.
30. Make GCOS Upper-Air Network (GUAN) into an Upper Air Climate Reference

Network.
31. Independent measurements (e.g., GPS, Lidar, proxy measurements, biological and

new technologies) and multiple independent analysis groups are needed to resolve
disparities in tropospheric temperature records.

32. Long-term funding, access to dedicated supercomputers, full and open access to
data, and stewardship of historical data are all major challenges to observations,
modeling, and information systems.

33. The splitting of effort between GFDL and NCAR will be fatal to both (2)
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Illustrative general comments: General recommendations voiced at the workshop
included:

1. Pdoritize and sequence the scientific research needs and identify the resources
required to carry out the high-priority science.

2. Create a more holistic strategic plan; the individual chapters in the discussion
draft were not adequately cross-linked.

3. Provide realistic timelines for the science goals.
4. Clarify the interagency process for implementing the plan.
5. Note that resource limitations are not only financial, but also include hardware

capabilities and human capital.
6. Balance short-term and long-term science goals and activities, with reasons for

each.
7. Increase the attention to the detection and attribution of climate change impacts.
8. Encourage accelerated development of climate models, especially for applied

analyses of scenario projections.
9. Facilitate stakeholder communication with the scientific community, including

international stakeholders.
10. Develop requirements and guidelines for regional climate change analyses.
11. Build on the lessons learned from the National Assessment, particularly in terms

of researcher-stakeholder interactions and the need for objective analysis.
12. Develop a strategy for studying and forecasting potential nonlinear and abrupt

climate changes.
13. Designate focused research programs that address specific, significant, known

scientific uncertainties about climatic change, and that assign agency
responsibilities for quantifying the degree and nature of scientific uncertainties.

14. The observational effort is diffuse and ill defined.
15. Directed effort aimed at very specific problems largely missing
16. Need interdisciplinary teams from many different types of organizations to do the

work
17. Suggest including a section focusing on technological solutions to the emissions

of the greenhouse gases
18. Include a section detailing the economics of cutting back on greenhouse gas

emissions now compared to the costs of dealing with the problems in the future.
19. Plan must establish a threshold to trigger mitigation and adaptation activities even

if some uncertainties remain.

Illustrative specific comments: The following list is a sample of the many hundreds of
specific recommendations voiced during the workshop:

1. To reduce the uncertainty in the estimates of climate sensitivity, the uncertainties
in radiative forcing must be reduced, and observations and analyses of Earth’s
surface temperature must be continued.

2. There should be a major focus on aerosols, emphasizing the regional nature of
aerosol emissions and impacts and the importance of Asia, Africa, and Amazonia.
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3. An increased focus on the global hydrologic cycle, particularly water vapor and
water budgets, is needed.

4. The high prioritization of aerosol effects on climate was endorsed, but
stratospheric and tropospheric ozone issues also need to receive a high
pfioritization.

5. Effective study of climate feedbacks from polar regions will require a substantial
integrated observation field program.

6. A coordinated combination of scientific research, observations, and modeling will
improve understanding of climatic change.

7. Many communities will need to be involved in prioritizing and implementing
studies of land-use change, including local stakeholders and international
partners.

8. Linkages between the water cycle, carbon cycle, ecosystems, and land-use change
should be emphasized.

9. The importance of economics and technology in predicting future land-use change
should be emphasized.

10. It is essential that funding of basic scientific research that may lead to
unanticipated insights, results, and breakthroughs be continued.

11. Missing items in the plan include the need for improved greenhouse gas emissions
inventories and the effects of aviation on climate.

12. The plan should more fully address ecosystem and social science data and
research linked to global change.

13. Sophisticated systems should be planned (and then implemented) to enable all
users to search and retrieve global change data via the interact, including delivery
of near-real time global temperature data sets.

14. Climate variability should be cast in a probabilistic context.
15. Guidelines for monitoring the effects of climate change on ecosystems, both on

land and in the ocean, should be provided.
16. A greater emphasis is needed on how feedbacks are changing and how they could

play out in the future.
17. Dynamic performance monitoring of an integrated climate observing system is

needed with resources to address and fix problems in near-real time.
18~ Providing decision support is not only a 2-4 year problem - the need will continue

indefinitely in the future.
19. Uncertainty analysis is key to providing meaningful decision support resources.
20. Regional analyses are particularly needed by resource managers dealing with

climate variability for design applications.
21. Resources are limiting the rate of progress in applied computer modeling.
22. Scenarios must integrate science insights and knowledge from other sources (e.g.,

indigenous perspectives).
23. The computational requirements for climate modeling could easily make use of a

million-fold increase in computing power over the time period of the CCSP.
24. There is not enough emphasis on impacts and adaptation analysis.
25. Continuous scientific evaluation of technology options (especially breakthrough

technologies) is needed.
26. The context of the 2-center climate modeling strategy must be defined within the
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overall CCSP strategy.
27. An outreach strategy is needed for "multiple publics" and stakeholders.
28. Seasonal-interannual timescales should serve as test beds for elucidating the

processes and mechanisms important to climate change.
29. Higher resolution (regional) models are needed for both better simulations of

regional climates and users/customers who want regional details.
30. Make GCOS Upper-Air Network (GUAN) into an Upper Air Climate Reference

Network.
31. Independent measurements (e.g., GPS, Lidar, proxy measurements, biological and

new technologies) and multiple independent analysis groups are needed to resolve
disparities in tropospheric temperature records.

32. Long-term funding, access to dedicated supercomputers, full and open access to
data, and stewardship of historical data are all major challenges to observations,
modeling, and information systems.

33. The splitting of effort between GFDL and NCAR will be fatal to both (2)
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A Strategic Plan for the U.S. Climate Change Science
Program (CCSP)

Executive Summary

This CCSP strategic plan presents:
1. a vision for a successful climate research effort,
2. program priorities and how they were developed,
3. criteria for success,
4. responsibilities for execution,
5. allocation of available resources, and
6. the process by which the plan will be updated.

Vision

The vision of the CCSP is:

To provide decision makers with the high quality science that they need to
establish effective climate policy by reducing the key scientific
uncertainties and gaps in knowledge that currently limit the value of
projection of future climate and the effectiveness of response strategies.

A first step in accomplishing this goal is the objective assessment of scientific uncertainty
so that clear measures of success can be defined.

Program Priorities and Criteria for Success

CCSP objectives have been prioritized using five criteria. In order of importance they
are:

1. Potential value to the decision-making process
2. Scientific merit
3. Probability of success
4. Cost
5. Importance to other projects/programs.

Using these criteria, the following research objectives were given the highest priority,
with success in meeting them measured by the indicated criteria.
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Research Priority,

Achieving the theoretical understanding of
important climate processes needed to
better understand potential human
influences on the climate system

Building and maintaining an effective
climate observation network

Criteria for Success

A theoretical understanding of the climate
system that allows:

1. Explanation and quantification of
natural climate variability;

2. Reduction in the uncertainty in climate
sensitivity;

Understanding of regional temperature
and precipitat.ion patterns, and the
vertical distribution of temperature in
the atmosphere and oceans; and

4. Building of climate models that can be
validated agaiiast past climate
conditions.

A climate observation network that
provides the data on, and empirical
understanding of, climate needed to:

1. Improve and validate climate models,
and

Assess weather and climate variability
at both national and regional levels as
inputs to impact assessments.

Developing empirical knowledge and
theoretical understanding of adaptation

A set of adaptation options that can be
used by policymakers as part of an
overall strategy for responding to
climate variability and change.

2. Adaptation techniques that will reduce
vulnerability to weather variability.

Responsibility for Execution

CCSP should have a management structure that can set priorities and reallocate funding
across the full range of projects in the program. To be effective this authority must be
independent of, or cut across, conventional agency boundaries.

2
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Presently, a two-tier committee structure coordinates activities between the 13 federal
agencies involved in the CCSP. However, the role of these committees is limited to
information exchange. The committees do not have the authority to shift funds between
projects and to terminate lower priority or unsuccessful projects. This responsibility is
retained by the individual agencies.

Given the structure of the federal bureaucracy and the Congressional appropriations
process, close coordination with OMB during the budget process to ensure that agency
requests match objectives and an effective program management structure may be the
most practical way of making the CCSP more relevant.

The CCSP will incorporate in its structure a role for healthy debate that is consistent with
good research and science practice. CCSP will develop mechanisms for a "devil’s
advocate" role to introduce intellectual and creative tension in the research process,
making use of the Department Of Defense’s significant experience with "Red Teams" and
the Secretary’s Net Threat Assessment Office.

Allocation of Available Resources

The FY 2003 budget request for CCSP was $1.75 billion, $1.71 billion in the USGCRP
and $40 million for the Climate Change Research Initiative (CCRI). The initial phase of
the CCRI will last 2 - 4 years, during which time significant progress can be made on
defining and reducing uncertainty. However, many of the questions that have to be
answered have been the subject of research for twenty years or longer. Answering them
will require more than $40 million per year and take longer than four years.

Funding this on-going effort will be found by reallocating funds from lower priority areas
within the USGCRP to higher priority areas within the CCRI. Subsequent budget
requests for the CCRI will be larger, but balanced by reductions in the USGCRP.

CCSP is not prepared at this time to propose a complete reallocation of the funds in our
programs. Many of these programs have been in existence for 10 years or more and are
generating useful data. CCSP will not cut them off simply because they are focused on
lower priority efforts. Rather, as these programs reach natural mileposts, CCSP will
examine their priority in terms of the objectives of this and future strategic plans. Over
the next few years, the majority of CCSP funding will shift to high priority objectives.

.,Updating the Plan

This strategic plan will be updated every 3 - 5 years drawing input from both Federal
government and non-Federal government experts. One critical group of experts who will
be included in the update of CCSP strategic plan are the state climatologists, who bring
first-hand knowledge of what local/regional decision makers and resource managers need
to know to establish rational climate policies.

3
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Introduction

This CCSP strategic plan presents:
1. a vision for a successful climate research effort,
2. program priorities and how they are developed,
3. criteria for success,
4. responsibilities for execution,
5. allocation of available resources, and
6. the process by which the plan will be updated.

Vision

It is certain that climate will change in the future. Natural variability has changed past
climate and will change future climate. Potential anthropogenic climate change is a new
factor, which is believed to be additive to natural variability. Reducing uncertainties in
our understanding of climate processes, probable future climate change, and the
effectiveness of response options is the most critical task facing the CCSP because

Our current level of understanding doe’s not allow differentiation between
a future climate that may be benign and one that could cause significant
negative impacts, and

While the potential effectiveness of mitigation options is relatively easy to
calculate, the possible effectiveness of adaptation options, which should
be part of an overall climate strategy, is poorly understood.

Development of wise and effective climate policy will be hampered until these
uncertainties are narrowed. Therefore, the vision of the CCSP must be:

To provide decision makers with the high quality science that they need to
establish effective climate policy by reducing the key scientific
uncertainties and gaps in knowledge that currently limit the value of
projection of future climate and the effectiveness of response strategies.

Accomplishing this objective will allow more informed choices to be made between
policy options and provide a better understanding of their implications.

At present, because of gaps in our understanding of key climate processes, science cannot
provide credible numerical estimates of the uncertainty in projections of future climate.
One of the goals of the CCSP will be to advance our knowledge to a point at which such
estimates can be made and to assign numerical estimates of uncertainty to any projection
of future climate.

CCSP Priorities
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CCSP objectives have been prioritized using five criteria. In order of importance they
are:

1. Potential value to the decision-making process, i.e., if the answer being sought
were available, would it reduce the uncertainty that constrains policy and
decision making?

2. Scientific merit, i.e., is the question being asked one which scientific peers
agree is important to our understanding of the climate system?

3. Probability of success, i.e., do scientific peers believe the research project, as
designed, can provide the~answer being sought within time and budget
constraints?

4. Cost, i.e., is the cost of the research commensurate with the value of the result
sought?

5. Importance to other projects/programs, i.e., will obtaining this result help
achieve other CCSP objectives?

Since the criteria are subjective, they were not assigned numerical weightings. To do so
would have invited gamesmanship on the part of the evaluators. Rather they were used
as guidelines to focus thinking during the development of the strategic plan.’ The
research objectives given the highest priority, and their criteria for success, are listed
below, followed by discussions of their value in terms of the criteria, and the specific
research objectives under each objective.

Research Priority ¯

Achieving the theoretical understanding of
important climate processes needed to
better understand potential human
influences on the climate system

Criteria for Success

A theoretical understanding of the climate
system that allows:

Explanation and quantification of
natural climate variability: Success
would be a credible numerical estimate
of natural variability.

o Reduction in the uncertainty in climate
sensitivity: Success would be a
substantial reduction in the current
factor :,7 .’~ree range quoted for climate
sensitivity.

Understanding of regional temperature
and precipitation patterns, and the
vertical distribution of temperature in
the atmosphere and oceans: Success for
regional climate patterns would be
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estimates of future temperature and
precipitation patterns sufficiently
accurate to guide regional resource
managers in their planning efforts.

Building of climate models that can be
validated against past climate
conditions: Success would be models
that accurately back-cast the climate of
the last 100- 150 years.

Building and maintaining an effective
climate observation network

A climate observation network that
provides the data on, and empirical
understanding of, dimateneeded to:

1. Improve and validate climate models.

o Assess weather and climate variability
at both national and regional levels as
inputs to impact assessments.

Developing empirical knowledge and
theoretical understanding of adaptation

A set of adaptation options that can be
used by policymakers as part of an
overall strategy for responding to
climate variability and change.

2. Adaptation techniques that will reduce
vulnerability to weather variability.

The first of these objectives, achieving the theoretical understanding of important climate
processes needed to better understand potential human influences on the climate system,
is clearly critical to the policymaking process and has high scientific merit. While it is
unlikely that science will ever provide complete answers on the human influences on
climate, focused research should be able to reduce the current level of uncertainty and
improve the quality of judgments made in setting policy, provided that climate is, in fact,
predictable.

The climate of the future depends on two sets of factors: 1) the natural processes
controlling climate, and 2) the level of human impacts on the climate system. While
CCSP believes that it can reduce the uncertainty in the understanding of natural climate
processes, long-term climate may not be predictable, even in the absence of human
impacts. It is well known that some components of the climate system are chaotic.1
However, prediction is possible within limits even in chaotic systems. For example,
weather is a chaotic system, but it is possible to predict weather for about a week in
advance. It is only at longer periods of time that the chaotic nature of the weather system
makes prediction impossible.
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Determining the degree to which climate is predictable in the absence of human impacts
is a high research priority for CCSP. A research finding that climate is not predictable
for more than a short period in the future, several decades or less, would be disappointing
to climate scientists, but it would be highly valuable to policymakers, who need to know
not only what is known, but also what !s unknown, but knowable, and what is both
unknown and unknowable.

However, until better information on the limits of climate predictability is available,
CCSP will be planned assuming that climate can be predicted for more than the 100-year
timescale that seems to be the longest period of interest to policymakers.

The cost of reducing uncertainty in climate prediction will be high. Many of the
questions that have to be answered have been the subject of research for twenty years or
longer. However, given the importance to policymakers of reducing scientific
uncertainty, no other effort can have higher priority. Finally, developing the
understanding of the climate system needed to reduce the uncertainty in the prediction of
future climate is a key to building more useful and validated climate models and to
making credible assessments of the impacts of future climate.

The second objective, building and maintaining an effective climate observation network,
is critical to policymakers because climate observations provide the empirical data
necessary to improve our understanding of the climate systems and to develop and test
theoretical concepts. Climate observations will also be critical in planning adaptation
strategies and for regional and national impacts assessments, when uncertainty is
narrowed sufficiently to conduct such assessments. Collection of high quality data is
fundamental to any scientific endeavor. The cost of a comprehensive climate observation
system will be high, but given the importance of having high-quality data to support
efforts to reduce uncertainty, it must be given the highest priority.

The third objective, developing empirical knowledge and theoretical understanding of
adaptation, addresses the lack of good information on adaptation and mitigation options.
A cost-effective climate policy package should include both types of options, but at this
time policYmakers have little input on the cost or effectiveness of adaptation options or
the trade-offs between adaptation and mitigation. Many adaptation options are poorly
understood and would benefit significantly from scientific research. For example,
developing more heat and drought resistant crops is often cited as a way of providing
adaptive capacity for agriculture. This is clearly an area where a structured scientific
program could provide valuable input to policymakers, as w~::: -s those involved in
agriculture. Such research has a high level of scientific merit and a high probability of
success. The research should be less costly than many other aspects of the CCSP.
Adaptation research also links well with other portions of the CCSP, particularly with
evaluations of the impacts of climate change.
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High Priority, Research Areas

Achieving Better Theoretical Understanding

Many of the components of natural variability are known, e.g. solar variability and the
processes that may amplify its impact, and the multi-years to decadal oscillations in the
climate system (ENSO, the Pacific Decadal Oscillation, etc.). However, the effects of the
components of natural variability and their potential interactions are poorly understood,
with some such as the Pacific Decadal Oscillation, only newly identified.

The potential human impact on climate is a function of two factors: the level of future
greenhouse gas and aerosol emissions, and the effect of those emissions on climate.
Estimates of future emissions are outside the scope of the CCSP. Its function is to study
natural and potential human-induced climate change, and the scientific aspects of
response options. However, i( is important to realize that even if the CCSP could reduce
the level of scientific uncertainty to zero -- an impossible task -- considerable uncertainty
would still remain unless better tools were available to estimate future emissions. For
example, MIT’s Joint Program on Global Change estimated that roughly a third of the,
uncertainty in projections of future climate is the result of economic uncertainties, i.e.,
future emissions rates of both greenhouse gases and particulates, especially sulfate
particulates.2 Future emissions rates are a function of population level, energy source,
economic growth, and technology, none of which can be known with sufficient accuracy
to make century-long projections.

One of the ways of characterizing the effects of human emissions on climate is climate
sensitivity, which is defined as the equilibrium temperature rise resulting from a doubling
of CO2-equivalent greenhouse gas concentration in the atmosphere. It is an imperfect
measure, since it deals only with greenhouse gases, ignoring aerosols and other potential
human impacts on climate. However, it is a parameter that has been the subject of
considerable scientific study. The IPCC Third Assessment Report (TAR)3 did not change
the 20-year old estimate climate sensitivity, 1.5 - 4.5 °C (2.7 - 8.1 °F). This range is
based not on statistical analysis, but on the judgment of the experts who drafted a 1979
NAS report? Researchers at MIT’s Joint Program on the Science and Policy of Global
Change, based on a statistical analysis of the key uncertainties in the parameters
contributing to climate sensitivity, reported that the 5 - 95 % confidence interval for
climate sensitivity was 1.4 - 7.7°C (2.5 - 13.9°F).5

The estimated range of climate sensitivity creates a dilemma for policymakers. In the
TAR, the IPCC concluded that up to 2°C of temperature rise could have a net positive
.effect on the economies of developed nations, such as the U.S.6 (Detail of the positive
effects of small amounts of climate change on the U.S. economy are provided by
Mendelsohn and Neumann.7) The IPCC also found that in temperate countries such as
the U.S., small amounts of climate change could lead to a greater reduction in cold
weather deaths than increase in hot weather deaths.8 However, significant climate
change, as might occur if the upper end of the estimated range of climate sensitivity is
correct, could lead to substantial negative impacts. A more defensible climate policy can
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only be developed if the range of uncertainty in projections of future climate is reduced,
and a realistic probability distribution associated with that range.

To reduce the scientific uncertainty in the projection of future climate, the CCSP research
initially will focus on the following areast

Cloud feedbacks: Observations demonstrate that models of current climate do not
adequately describe the role of clouds in today’s climate. Improving the ability of
climate models to describe clouds today is a major challenge. An even greater
challenge is to predict how clouds may differ if climate changes. Cloud feedback is
considered to be the largest contributor to uncertainty of climate sensitivity. This
uncertainty has been represented using different parameterizations of climate models
where plausible ranges of cloud treatment lead to a factor of three differences in
estimates of climate sensitivity. CCSP will continue ongoing projects to measure
clouds by satellite and aircraft, and will attempt to develop the theoretical
understanding need to fully interpret them. Key questions to be resolved include:

What is the current distribution of clouds?
How well do climate models represent today’S cloudiness?
What factors might alter the effects of clouds in a changed climate?
How do the limitations on our knowledge of clouds affect our ability to predict
future climate?

The research program on clouds will be closely linked to the research programs on
aerosols and water vapor feedbacks described below.

Aerosol effects: Through their direct effect aerosols both scatter and absorb sunlight,
and through their indirect effect they may alter the radiative properties of clouds. The
IPCC indicates that uncertainties about the effects of aerosols are by far the largest
contributor to the uncertainty in climate forcing? The CCSP will undertake direct
measurement projects, which we believe have the potential to narrow the uncertainty
in the direct effects of aerosols. The data collected in these projects and in the
research on cloud feedbacks will provide the theoretical understanding necessary to
narrow uncertainties on the indirect effects of aerosols. Key questions to be
addressed are:

What are the actual distribution, composition, and radiative effects of aerosols in
today’s atmosphere?
Can we accurately determine past regional and tir~4-~ L:pendent distributions of
aerosols from proxy or other data9. (This information is needed to test models
against past climate conditions.)
How will likely future changes in atmospheric loadings of aerosols affect climate
prediction?

Water vapor feedback: The response of water vapor to climate change is an
important climate feedback that in current climate models provides most of the
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amplification of the direct radiative effect of increases in the atmospheric
concentration of greenhouse gases. (Without feedbacks, climate sensitivity would be
1.2 °C + 10%1°, smaller and much more certain than current estimates of climate
sensitivity with feedbacks.) The relative distribution of water vapor in the
atmosphere depends on a number of fundamental climate parameters, such as
convection, that are not reliably understood from first principles. Key questions to be
addressed are:

What factors control the distribution of water vapor in the current atmosphere and
can they be quantified?
How will the distribution of water vapor in the atmosphere change ff climate
changes?

Global Carbon .Cycle: There is uncertainty in projections of amount of CO2 that will
be absorbed by the oceans and biosphere in the future. This uncertainty is critical to
the projection of future climate because any CO2 not absorbed in the oceans or
biosphere, or sequestered by control strategies, will accumulate in the atmosphere.
The CCSP will continue studies of both the atmospheric concentrations of CO2 and
oxygen, and th6 distribution of carbon isotopes, which offer good prosl:;ects for
estimating the size of carbon sinks. Key questions to be addressed are:.

How much CO2 is currently being transferred to the oceans and biosphere?
How will projected future climate and CO2 levels affect the transfer of CO2 to the
oceans and biosphere?

Ocean circulation: Shifts in ocean circulation ale one of the mechanisms that
influence regional patterns of climate change. The uptake of heat by the oceans plays
a dominant role in establishing the rate of climate change over time. (Researchers at
MIT found that this parameter varies by a factor of more than three in climate
models11, and is one of the main reasons for differences in their projections of future
climate.) Global ocean circulation models currently differ widely in their behavior
and ocean behavior may be chaotic. Key questions to be addressed are:

- What is the rate of heat uptake by the deep ocean?
- Is ocean behavior predictable?
- Are current models of thermohaline circulation correct?
- How will ocean circulation change if climate changes?

Albedo changes: Albedo, the fraction of sunlight reflected by the surface, is an
important parameter in climate models. Albedo can be changed by many factors, but
two that are of concern because of their interactions with other climate model
parameters are changes in land and sea-ice cover.

Different types of land cover affect the amount of sunlight the Earth’s surface absorbs
and reflects. This is well demonstrated by the urban heat island effect, but will also
occur when land cover changes from forest to grassland or agricultural land. Some of
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these changes will be the direct anthropogenic effects resulting from urbanization or
land-use change. Others are projected to be the effect of climate change, whatever its
cause. CCSP research will focus on those changes which are the effect of climate
change. Estimates of anthropogenic change must come from economic modeling.

Sea ice strongly reflects sunlight and also acts as an insulator preventing the transfer
of heat between the ocean and atmosphere. The extent and distribution of sea ice is
affected by ocean c~rrents and will be different in a warmer climate than in a cooler
climate.

Key questions to be addressed are:

How will climate change affect land cover and land albedo?
How will climate change affect sea ice extent and distribution?
What feedbacks occur as the result of changes in albedo?

Chaotic Components of the Climate System: One potential chaotic event in the
climate system is the shutdown of thermohaline circulation. Some researchers
hypothesize that this was the cause of [he rapid cooling seen in the Greenland ice core
data 11,000 years ago. Some climate models have shown that severe warming could
lead to a shutdown of the North Atlantic thermohaline circulation, but others do not
show this behavior.12 Also, some oceanographers question whether the current
explanation for thermohaline circulation is correct,ra

As the above example demonstrates, a better understanding of climate processes and
better climate models is needed before questions about the degree to which the
climate system is chaotic can be answered. The degree to which climate is chaotic
will, in turn, define the limits of climate predictability. The CCSP will keep these
questions as longer-term, cross-cutting research issues, to be addressed when a better
theoretical and empirical basis for addressing them has been developed.

An Effective Climate Observation Network

Climate observations are the raw data on which theoretical understanding of the climate
system is built and climate models are validated. Without these data researchers cannot
progress past speculating about the factors that control current climate and how they
might change in the future. Unfortunately, the surface based observation system is
deteriorating. The figure below shows the completeness of reporting from the Global
Climate Observing System (GCOS) for the six month period ;~:=.m August, 2001 through
January, 2002. Only 43% of the stations provided all of the expected data, while 31%,
mostly in developing nations and the former Soviet Union, provided no data. Satellites
can provide alternative sources for some of the missing data, but they cannot provide data
on such critical aspects of climate as precipitation.
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Concern about the state of the climate observation system is not new. The National
Academy of Sciences, in its 1999 assessment of the US climate observing system,
reached the following finding and recommendation:

FINDING: Therehas been a lack of progress by the federal agencies
responsible for climate observing systems, individually and collectively,
towards developing and maintaining a credible integrated climate
observing system, consequently limiting the ability to document
adequately climate change.

RECOMMENDATION: These agencies should work through the US
Global Change Research Program process and at higher government levels
to:
¯ reverse the deterioration of the existing global observational capacity;
¯ identify critical variables that are not adequately measured;
¯ build climate observing requirements into their operational programs

as a high priority;
¯ revamp existing climate programs and some climate-critical parts of.

the operational observing programs through implementation of the ten
principles of climate monitoring proposed by the National Research ¯
Council; and

¯ establish a funded activity for the development, implantation, and
operation of climate-specific observational programs.14

The NAS elaborated on the type of system needed to provide adequate climate
monitoring and how it should befunded and managed as follows:

A monitoring system is needed to detect secular changes in the global
environment. Even for research purposes alone, the system must be in
place long enough to see a few cycles of change ... from an operational
point of view of tracking the environmental state of our planet, a system is
needed essentially for the duration of the perturbations and response.
Obviously such a multipurpose system would fulfill important research
needs; however, its cost is likely to be significant, particularly when
integral costs are considered and not just annual costs. Therefore, it must
satisfy operational purposes if it is to be sustained. An essential shift is
needed within the federal government: the federal government must
recognize that monitoring the changes in the global environment on
significantly longer time scales than demandcz¢ i~y operational
meteorology is in the forefront of the national interest. (emphasis added)15

The CCSP will implement the NAS recommendations as they apply to our research
programs, and will also work with appropriate agencies within the Federal government to
implement the NAS’ recommendation on long-term operational systems for climate
observation. Finally, CCSP will work with our international partners to implement
programs to reverse the decline in the GCOS. A key step in working with international

13
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partners is the Earth Observation Summit planned for summer, 2003. This event will
bring together

... key senior national and international official who support global-scale
environmental observations ... (to) promote the value of a global Earth
observing system, and gain a high level declaration of support for
integrated space-based and in-situ observations, t6

Data must not just be collected, they also must be verified, stored and made accessible to
all researchers who can use them. This is a daunting task. NASA’s Earth Observing
System is now generating three trillion bytes (3 terabytes) of data per day, and the system
archive currently contains four quadrillion bytes (4 petabytes) of data. These data must
be properly handled and stored, or else they may be lost, as has happened to data
collected in the 1970s by the first Landsat satellite. The data management challenges
facing the CCSP are huge, but they will be met.

Climate observation is also a critical input to impact assessments. While CCSP does not
believe that such assessments should be conducted until we have narrowed the range of
uncertainty in climate prediction, having better data oh weather and climate variability
will make these assessments more realistic.

,Adaptation Research

There is universal agreement that adaptation must be part of a balanced climate policy.
However, there currently is little understanding of the cost or effectiveness of adaptation
options. The CCSP adaptation research program will start with a reassessment of the
vulnerability of the U.S. to climate change and variability. The many criticisms leveled
at Climate Change Impacts on the United States, the report of the National Assessment
Synthesis Team, obviate its use as a basis for an adaptation research program. The
reassessment of vulnerabilities will not attempt to quantify impacts, as would be done in
a climate impact assessment. As discussed below, until the uncertainties in future climate
can be narrowed, climate impact assessment will contain little of value for policymakers.
The assessment of vulnerabilities will be a qualitative listing of the potential impacts of
climate change on the United States.

Once key vulnerabilities have been identified, the attractiveness of adaptation will be
assessed on a sector-by-sector basis. Previous studies, e.g. The Impact of Climate
Change on the United States Economy, edited by Robert Mendelsohn and James E.
Neumann,17 indicate that adaptation is particularly attractive for some sectors, with
agriculture and forestry offering the greatest opportunities.

Many of the adaptation options identified in the sector-by-sector study will require both
scientific research and technology development. Scientific research, to better understand
adaptation mechanisms, will be carried out as part of the CCSP. However, technology
development should be the responsibility of other government programs, e.g. the Climate
ChangeTechnology Program (CCTP), or the private sector. The skills needed to execute
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and mange technology development are different from the skills needed to execute and
manage scientific research. Lumping these two different endeavors in a single program is
likely to make one or both of them less effective. CCSP will, of course, maintain close
liaison with the CCTP, and will include scientific question generated by that program in
its future plans.

,t.daptation research will provide immediate benefits by reducing vulnerability to weather
variability. NOAA estimates that $2.7 trillion/year of the U.S. economy is in some way
vulnerable to weather and climate variability,is Providing better adaptation techniques,
e.g., more climate resistant crops, better El Nino forecasts for water resource managers
and others, etc., can reduce these vulnerabilities. CCSP will carry out periodic
evaluations of products from NOAA and other agencies that are used operationally in
planning adaptation to climate variability and change to determine whether further
research is need to optimize these products for their users.

Lower Priority Research Areas

The paramount need to reduce uncertainty in estimates of future climate change also
dictates that two aver~ues of research that previously have been given high priority now
be given lower priority.

Development of more complex climate models: Climate models were first developed
as a tool to study the interaction between climate variables. This is an important role
and one that must continue if the uncertainty in projections of future climate is to be
reduced. However, until a better understanding of climate processes is available, the
current approach o.f adding more variables to climate models will not be productive or
add to our level of understanding. Each of these new variables adds to the overall
uncertainty in model projections, and while the resulting model may appear to look
more like the real world, its projections will provide even less certainty than current
models. In addition, the development and running of such models requires enormous
computer resources, making it less likely that these resources will be available for the
critical tasks of evaluating climate system parameters.

Assessment of the impacts of climate change: The current range of projections of
future climate is so large as to limit the value of impact assessments. Best case
impacts assessments will show generally beneficial outcomes, while worst case
impacts assessments will show highly negative outcomes. Until the understanding
needed to assign probabilities to these potential outcomes has been developed, impact
assessments v~ill offer little guidance to policymakers. Res~:.::c~ will continue on the
effects of climate on physical, biological, and social systems, but this research will
have a lower priority than research aimed at reducing the uncertainties in climate
projections. Also, the CCSP will not assemble these results into an overall
assessment of the impacts of climate change on the U.S. until it has narrowed range
of possible future climates.

15
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Responsibilities for Execution

Management Structure

A two-tier committee structure coordinates activities between the 13 federal agencies
involved in the CCSP. Presently, the role of these committees is primarily information
exchange. The committees do not have the authority to terminate lower priority or
unsuccessful projects or to shift funds between projects. This responsibility is retained by
the individual agencies.

Terminating lower priority projects or projects that appear unlikely to achieve their
desired results is very difficult. Researchers must be optimists, believing that they will
accomplish their objectives despite the possibility of negative results. This optimism is
often contagious and can convince review boards to stay on a research path long after a
more critical review may have terminated ~e project. Projects also develop political
constituencies that will support them for a variety of reasons unrelated to their intrinsic
merit. Policy-driven research must also be disciplined research.

CCSP requires a management structure capable of setting priorities and reallocating
funding across the full range of projects in ~e program. To be effective this authority
must be independent of, or cut across, conventional agency boundaries. Given the
structure of the federal bureaucracy and the Congressional appropriations process, close
coordination by CCSP program management with OMB during the budget process to
ensure that agency requests match stated objectives may be the most practical way of
making the CCSP more responsive.

Promoting Creative Tension within the CCSP

Skepticism, controversy, and debate play an essential role in advancing knowledge.
Scientists must constantly try to disprove theories and challenge hypotheses. Not every
claim made by those who disagree with institutional views of climate change will prove
correct, but the CCSP will incorporate into its structure a role for healthy debate that is
essential to good science practice. This is the foundation for advancing knowledge.

To take an example from climate modeling, early modeling approaches dismissed solar
irradiance variability as an insignificant factor. However, modelers, probably as a result
of pressure from so-called skeptics, soon found that solar variability was an important
factor that had to be incorporated into their models because it could improve the match of
model output to past temperature change. The IPCC now concludes that an increase solar
irradiance was the major cause for the global average temperature rise between 1910 and
194019, and several state-of-the-art GCMs now contain a solar variability term.

The CCSP will devise mechanisms for including intellectual and creative tension -- a
constructive "devil’s advocacy" process -- in its decision making and advisory processes.
CCSP¯ will draw on the significant experience that the Department of Defense has with
such approaches through the use of "Red Teams" and the Secretary’s Net Threat
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Assessment office. Skepticism has been turned into a vice; it needs to be restored as a
virtue.

Allocation of Available Resources

The FY 2003 budget request for CCSP was $1.75 billion, $1.71 billion in the USGCRP
and $40 million for the Climate Change Research Initiative (CCRI). The goal of the
CCRI is "... to study areas of uncertainty [about global climate change] and identify
priority areas where investment can make a difference.’’2° The initial phase of the CCRI
will last 2 - 4 years, during which time significant progress can be made. However, as
noted above, many of the questions that have to be answered have been the subject of
research for twenty years or longer. Answering all of them will require more than $40
million per year and take longer than four years.

Funding for this on-going effort will be obtained by reallocating funds from lower
priority areas within the USGCRP to higher priority areas within the CCRI. The process
of reallocating funding from the USGCRP to the CCRI is underway with the FY 2004
CCRI budget request of $184.5 million. Subsequent budget requests for the CCRI will be
larger, but that they will be balanced by reductions in the USGCRP.

CCSP is not prepared at this time to propose a complete reallocation of the funds in our
programs. Many of these programs have been in existence for 10 years or more and are
generating useful data. CCSP will not cut them off simply because they are focused on
lower priority efforts. Rather, as these programs reach natural mileposts, CCSP will
examine their priority in terms of the objectives of this and future strategic plans. Over
the next few years we will be able to shift the majority of CCSP funding to high priority
objectives.

Updating the Plan

Planning climate change research is analogous to driving in the fog. Past research results
and the current state of theoretical understanding are the headlights that show the way
forward for a short distance. Since we can see only so far ahead it is important not to get
too committed on the basis of presumed knowledge. The prudent approach is to proceed
cautiously with sufficient flexibility to change direction as new research results
illuminate a different part of the path forward. Strategic planning needs to be a recurring
effort within the CCSP, with a new strategic plan being developed every 3 - 5 years.

Strategic planning for the CCSP needs to involve both Federal g~’~:c:ament and non-
Federal government experts. One critical group of experts who will be included in the
formulation of an updated CCSP strategic plan are the state climatologists, who bring
first-hand knowledge of what local/regional decision makers and resource managers need
to know to establish rational climate policies.
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PRE-REVISION DRAFT: DO NOT CITE OR QUOTE
CHAPTER 2. INTEGRATING RESEARCH                                CCSP STRATEGIC PLAN

Table 2-1: Summary of Synthesis and Assessment Products - Topics to be Covered.

CCSP Goal 1 Extend knowledge of the Earth’s past and present climate and environment, including its
natural variability, and improve understanding of the causes of observed changes
within 2 years    Surface/troposphere temperature trends and steps for understanding/reconciling

differences
within 2 years    Arctic and high latitude variability and change using new paleo-climate databases
2-4 years        Reanalyses of historical climate for key atmospheric parameters and implications for

attribution of causes of observed chan~e
CCSP Goal 2 Improve quantification of the forces bringing about changes in the Earth’s climate and
related systems
First updated set
in 2005

GHG emissions and concentration scenarios using updated information on driving
forces and inputs from CCTP; andstate of the art in integrated scenario development
and application

within 2 years North American carbon cycle and implications for the global carbon budget
2-4 years Aerosol forcing (for all types of aerosols) and implications for climate
2-4 years Trends in emissions of ozone-depleting substances, ozone layer recovery, and

implications for UV exposure and climate forcing
CCSP Goal 3 Reduce uncertah~ty in projections of how the Earth’s clbnate and related systems may
change h~ the future
within 2 years    Climate scenarios for research and assessment based on CCTP-driven emissions

scenarios
within 2 years Climate models and their uses and limitations, including model sensitivity, feedbacks,

and uncertainty analysis
2-4 years Climate extremes including documentation of current extremes and prospects for

improving projections
2-4 years        Risks of abrupt global climate change
CCSP Goal 4 Understand the sensitivity and adaptability of different natural and managed systems to
climate and related global changes
within 2 years    Coastal elevation, sensitivity to sea level rise, and currently planned state and local

responses to sea level rise
2-4 years State of knowledge of thresholds of change that could lead to discontinuities in example

ecosystems and climate-sensitive resources
2-4 years Relationship between observed ecosystem changes and climate change
2-4 years Preliminary review of adaptation options for important climate-sensitive ecosystems

and resources
2-4 years "If..., then..." scenario based analysis of the climatological, environmental, resource,

technological, and economic implications of different atmospheric concentrations of
GHGs (joint with CCTP)

2-4 years        State of the science of socio-economic and environmental impacts of climate variability
CCSP Goal 5 Explore the uses and identify the limits of evolving knowledge to manage risks and
opportunities related to climate variability and change
within 2 years    Uses and limitations of observations, data, forecasts, and other projections in decision

support for selected sectors and regions
within 2 years    Best practice approaches for characterizing, communicating, and incorporating

scientific uncertainty in decisionmaking
within 2 years Decision support experiments and evaluations using seasonal to interannual forecasts

and observational data

Final Technical Review (2 June 2003) 40 For Internal Review Only
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U.S. Climate Change. Science Program Planning Worksht
Marriott Wardman Park Hotel, Washington, DA

9:30--10:45

9:30 - 9:40

9:40 - 9:55

9:55- 10:10

10:10- 10:30

10:30- 10:45

11:15- 12:30

11:15- 11:40

11:40 - 12:10

12:10 - 12:30

December 3, 2002

Plenary Session: Climate Science in Support of Policy and Resource
Management Decision Making - Salon 2

Introduction to Workshop
Dr. James IL Mahoney, Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans
and Atmosphere, and Director, U.S. Climate Change Science Program

Welcome Address
Dr. Samuel W. Bodman, Deputy Secretary of Commerce

Invited Keynote Address
Dr. John H. Marburger III, Assistant to the President for Science and
Technology, and Director, Office of Science and Technology Policy

Invited Keynote Address
Professor G.O.P. Obasi, Secretary-General, World Meteorological
Organization

Invited Keynote Address
The Honorable Sean O’Keefe (via satellite link), NASA Administrator

10:45- 11:15 BREAK

Plenary Session: Program Overview - Salon 2

Purpose and Structure of the U.S. Climate Change Science Program
Dr. James P.,. Mahoney, Director, U.S. Climate Change Science
Program

Overview of the Climate Change Science Program
Dr. Richard Moss, Director, U.S. Global Change Research Program
Office

Overview of the Climate Change Technology Program
The Honorable David K. Garman, Assistant Secretary, Energy
Efficiency and Renewable Energy, Department of Energy

12:30- 2:00 LUNCH

00067,5
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2:00 - 4:00 Breakout Group 1: Climate Change Science Program Elements

I. Emerging Climate Science Issues "Salon 2
Moderator:
Overview:
Rapporteurs:
Panelists:

Robert Corell (Harvard, AMS)
Alexander MacDonald (NOAA)
Margaret McCalla (NOAA), Claire Parkinson (NASA)
Brian Flannery (Exxon Mobil), V. Ramanathan (Univ. of California),
Michael Schlesinger (Univ. of Illinois), Warren Washington (NCAR)

o Observations and Monitoring Systems - Cotillion South
Moderator. Gregory Withee (NOAA)
Overview: Chester Koblinsky (NASA/CCSP)
Rapporteurs:Forrest Hall (NASA), Thomas Spence (NSF)
Panelists: Thomas Delworth (NOAA), Jon Foley (Univ. of Wisconsin), Edward

Harrison (NOAA), John Townshend (Univ. of Maryland), Brace
Wielicki (NASA)

o Atmospheric Composition - Coolidge
Moderator: Phillip DeCola (NASA)
Overview: Daniel Albritton (NOAA)
Rapporteurs:James Gleason (NASA), Terry Keating (EPA)
Panelists: T.B.D.

Carbon Cycle
Moderator:
Overview:
Rapporteurs:
Panelists:

- Delaware A&B
Rik Wanninkhof (NOAA)
Diane Wickland (NASA)
Jessica Orrego (CCSP), Eric Sundquist (USGS)
Christopher Field (Carnegie Institute), Suzie Greenhalgh (World
Resources Institute), Steven Japar (Ford Motor), Alan Lucier (Nat’l.
Council for Air and Stream Improvement)

5. Climate Modeling- Harding
Moderator: Margaret Leinen (NSF)
Overview: Ants Leetmaa (NOAA)
Rapporteurs:Theresa Paluszkiewicz (NSF), Michele Rienecker (NASA)
Panelists: Daniel Cayan (Univ. of California), Robert Friedman (Heinz Center),

James Hansen (NASA), Linda Meatus (NCAR)

Climate - Land Use/Land Cover Interactions - Virginia A&B
Moderator: Thomas Loveland (USGS)
Overview: Chris Justice (Univ. of Maryland)
Rapporteurs: Keya Chatterjee (NASA), Catriona Rogers (EPA)
Panelists: Ruth DeFries (Univ. of Maryland), Connie Holmes (Nat’l. Mining

Assoc.), John Musinsky (Conservation Int’l.), Jayant Sathaye
(Lawrence Berkeley Nat’l. Lab.)

4:00- 4:30p.m. BREAK
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4:30 - 5:45

4:30-4:50

4:50 - 5:45

Plenary Session: Keynote Address and Report on Group 1 Breakout
Discussions- Salon 2

Keynote Address:
The Honorable Spencer Abraham, Secretary of Energy

Report on Group i Breakout Discussions (summary presentations by
moderators)

December 4, 2002

8:30-10:30 Breakout Group 2: Climate Change Science Program Elements

7. Climate Variability and Change - Salon 3
Moderator: Edward Sarachik (Univ. of Washington)
Overview: Jay Fein (NSF)
Rapporteurs: Ming Ji (NOAA), Sirpa Hakkinen (NASA)
Panelists: Antonio Busalacchi (Univ. of Maryland), David Robinson (NJ

State Climatologist), Terry Surles (CA Energy Commission),
David Wojick (Climate Change Debate)

Water Cycle - Virginia A&B
Moderator: Roni Avissar (Duke Univ.)
Overview: Richard Lawford (NOAA)
Rapporteurs: Susanna Eden (CCSP), Jared Entin (NASA)
Panelists: David Matthews (Bur. of Reclamation), John Roads (Univ. of

California), Maurice Roos (CA Dept. of Water Res.), T.B.D.

Human Contributions and Responses to Climate Change - Salon 2
Moderator: Ko Barrett (USAID)
Overview: Caitlin Simpson (NOAA)
Rapporteurs: Janet Gamble (EPA), Mary Gant (NIH)
Panelists: Thomas Dietz (George Mason Univ.), Paul Epstein (Harvard

Univ.), Susanne Moser (Union of Concerned Scientists), Walter
Shaub (U.S. Chamber of Commerce)

10. Climate Quality
Moderator:
Overview:
Rapporteurs:
Panelists:

Data Management Systems - Harding
Martha Maiden (NASA)
Margarita Conkright (NOAA/CCSP)
Howard Diamond (NOAA), Wanda Fen’ell (DOE)
Roberta Balstad Miller (Columbia Univ.), Tom Boden (Oak Ridge
Nat’l. Lab.), H. Lee Dantzler (NOAA), Richard Rosen
(Atmospheric and Environmental Research, Inc.)
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11. Scenario Development to Support National Scope Decisions - Coolidge
Moderator: Robert O’Connor (NSF)
Overview: Jae Edmonds (Pacific Northwest Nat’l. Lab.)
Rapporteurs: Robert Worrest (Columbia Univ.), Stephanie Harrington (CCSP)
Panelists: Russell Jones (American Petroleum Institute), Frank Nutter

(Reinsurance Assoc.), Edward Parson (Harvard Univ.), William
Pizer (Resource for the Future)

12. International Collaboration - Cotillion South
Moderator: Harlan Watson (DOS)
Overview: Louis Brown (NSF)
Rapporteurs: Martha Garcia (USGS), Stanley Wilson (NOAA)
Panelists: David Carson (World Meteorological Organization), Donald

Goldberg (Center for International Environmental Law), Alan
Miller (World Bank), Hal Mooney (Stanford Univ.), Will Steffen
(International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme), Hassan Virji
(START)

~0~0
12:45

- 11:20

- 11:35

11:35- 11:50

11:50 - 12:45

10:30- 11:00 BREAK

Plenary session: Keynote Addresses and Breakout Reports - Salon 2

Invited Keynote Address
Dr. R.K. Pachauri, Chairman, Intergovernmentai Panel on Climate
Change

Invited Keynote Address
Vice Admiral Conrad C. Lautenbacher, Jr., U.S. Navy (Ret.), Under
Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere

Invited Keynote Address
Dr. Rita R. Colwell, Director, National Science Foundation

Report on Group 2 Breakout Discussions (summary presentations by
moderators)

12:45-. 2:00p.m. LUNCH

2:00-4:00    Breakout Group 3: Climate Change Science Program Elements

13. Climate Variability and Change - Virginia A&B
Moderator: Ad Patrinos (DOE)
Overview: Randy Dole (NOAA)
Rapporteurs: Waleed Abdalati (NASA), David Legler (U.S. CLIVAR)
Panelists: Charles Hakkarinen (Electric Power Research Institute, retired),

Michael Oppenheimer (Princeton Univ.), Max Suarez (NASA)
4
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14. Climate - Ecosystem Interactions - Salon 3
Moderator: Margaret Davidson (NOAA)
Overview: Steven Shafer (USDA)
Rapporteurs: Leonard Pietrafesa (North Carolina State Univ.), Phillip Taylor

(NSF)
Panelists: Patricia Glick (National Wildlife Federation), Ronald Neilson

(USFS), Richard Norby (Oak Ridge Nat’l. Lab.), Larry Williams
(Electric Power Research Institute)

15. Resolution of Disparities in Tropospheric Temperature Records- Harding
Moderator: Richard Hallgren (AMS)
Overview: Thomas Karl (NOAA)
Rapporteurs: Genene Fishei" (CCSP), David Goodrich (NOAA)
Panelists: John Christy (Univ. of Alabama), Benjamin Santer (Lawrence

Livermore Nat’l. Lab.), Fred Singer (Science and Environmental
Policy Project), Kevin Trenberth (NCAR), Frank Wentz (Remote
Sensing Systems)

16. Stabilizing Greenhouse Gases in the Earth’s Atmosphere: Opportunities for
Technology and Innovations- Coolidge
Moderator: Robert Socolow (Princeton Univ.)
Overview: Robert Marlay (DOE)
Rapporteurs: Michael Curtis (DOE), Lisa Hanle (DOE)
Panelists: Ken Caldeira (Lawrence Livermore Nat’l. Lab.), Brian Flannery

(Exxon Mobil), Linda Horton (Oak Ridge Nat’l. Lab.), Charles
Kennel (Univ. of California)

17. Resource Management Decision Support- Maryland B
Moderator: Michael Slimak (’EPA)
Overview: Susan Avery (Univ. of Colorado/CCSP)
Rapporteurs: Ronald Birk (NASA), Roger Pulwarty (Univ. of Colorado)
Panelists: William Easteding (Pennsylvania State Univ.), Kristie Ebi

(Electric Power Research Institute), Barbara Morehouse (Univ. of
Arizona), William O’Keefe (Marshall Institute), Abby Young
(International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives)

18. Grand Challenges in Observations, Modeling, and Information Systems - Salon 2
Moderator: Richard Williams (USGS)
Overview: Jack Kaye (NASA)
Rapporteurs: James Andrews (ONR), Margarita Conkright (NOAA/CCSP)
Panelists: Tim Barnett (Univ. of California), Peter Comillon (univ. of Rhode

Island), Robert Malone (Los AlamoS Nat’l. Lab.), Bernard Minster
(Univ. of California), James O’Bden (Florida State Univ.), Steven
Running (Univ. of Montana)

4:00 -- 4:30p.m. BREAK
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4:30-5:45 Plenary Session: Keynote Address and Report on Group 3 Breakout
Discussions - Salon 2

4:30 - 4:50

4:50- 5:45

Keynote Address:
Governor Christine Todd-Whitman, Administrator, EPA

Report on Group 3 Breakout Discussions (summary presentations by
moderators)

DECEMBER 5, 2002

8:30-10:30 Breakout Group 4: Cross-cutting Issues

19. Climate Variability - Atmospheric Composition - Water Cycle - Virginia A
Moderator: Berrien Moore (Univ. of New Hampshire)
Overview: Gerald Stokes (Joint Global Change Research Institute)
Rapporteurs: John Bates (NOAA), Vikrarn Mehta (Center for Research on the

Changing Earth System)
Panelists: Ellis Cowling (North Carolina State Univ.), James Kinter (Center

for Ocean-Land-Atmosphere Studies), Peter Lamb (Univ. of
Oklahoma), Eileen Shea (Univ. of Hawaii)

20. Carbon Cycle - Ecosystems - Land Use/Land Cover - Cotillion
Moderator: William Hohenstein (USDA)
Overview: William Emanuel (Univ. of Virginia)
Rapporteurs: Jeff Amthor (DOE), Allen Solomon (EPA)
Panelists: Richard Houghton (Woods Hole Research Center), Daniel Lashof

(National Resources Defense Council), Steve Wofsy (Harvard
Univ.), Cynthia Rosensweig (NASA)

21. Interactions between Data, Observations, and Modeling - Salon 2
Moderator:
Overview:
Rapporteurs:
Panelists:

Ghassem Asrar (NASA)
Kevin Trenberth (NCAR)
Lisa Dilling (NCAR), Sushel Unninayar (NASA)
Paul Houser (NASA), Sydney Levitus (NOAA), Benjamin Preston
(Pew Center), Edward Sarachik (Univ. of Washington)

22. Scenario Development and Risk-Based’Decision Support - Delaware A&B
Moderatoi:. John Houghton (DOE)
Overview: Henry Jacoby (MIT)
Rapporteurs: Claudia Nierenberg (NOAA), Joel Scheraga (EPA)
Panelists: Eric Barron (Pennsylvania State Univ.), Paul Craig (Sierra Club),

Philip Mote (Univ. of.W~hington), Richard Rosenzweig
(Natsource LLC), T.B.D.
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23. Applied Climate Modeling - Coolidge
Moderator: Richard Anthes (NCAR)
Rapporteurs: Cliff Jacobs (NSF), Tsengdar Lee (NASA)
Panelists: Tetsuya Sato (Japan- Earth Simulator), Philip Duffy (Lawrence

Livermore Nat’l. Lab.), David Griggs (Hadley Center), Julia
Slingo (Univ. of Reading), Ronald Stouffer (NOAA), T.B.D.

24. Reporting and Outreach Plans - Virginia C
Moderator: Robert Ryan (NBC4)
Overview: Kathryn Parker (EPA)
Rapporteurs: Genene Fisher (CCSP), Nicholas Sundt (CCSP)
Panelists: Janine Bloomfield (Environmental Defense), William Hooke

(AMS), Betsy Kulle (Maryland Dept. Natural Resources), Patrick
Michaels (Univ. of Virginia), Michael Spranger (Univ. of Florida)

10:30- 11:00 BREAK

11:00-12:45 Plenary session: Keynote Addresses and Group 4 Breakout Reports -
Salon 2

11:00 - 11:15 Invited Keynote Address
Dr. Bruce Alberts, President, National Academy of Sciences

11:15 - 11:30 Invited Keynote Address
The Honorable Robert Card, Under Secretary for Energy, Science
and Environment, Department of Energ3,

11:30 - 11:50 Invited Keynote Address
T.B.D.

11:50 - 12:45 Report on Group 4 Breakout Discussions

2:00-4:00

2:00- 3:00

3:00 - 3:30

12:45- 2:00p.m. LUNCH

Closing Plenary Session: Feedback, Summary, and Future Plans -
Salon 2

Panel Discussion: Feedback on the draft Strategic Plan and the
Workshop

Summary of Key Workshop Finding
Dr. Ghassem Asrar, Associate Administrator for Earth Science,
NASA
Dr. Margaret Leinen, Assistant Director, Directorate of
Geosciences, NSF
Dr. Richard Moss, Director, U.S. Global Change Research Program
Office
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3:30- 4:00 Path Forward: Integrating Workshop Feedback and Preparing a Revised
Research Plan
Dr. James R. Mahoney, Director U.S. Climate Change Science
Program

8
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U.S. Climate Change Science Program Planning Workshop
Provisional Agenda1

December 3-5, 2002 at the Marriott Wardman Park Hotel, Washington, DC

For information see www.climatesdence.gov

9:30-10:45 Plenary Session: Climate Science in Support of Policy and Resource
Management Decision Making

¯ Introduction to Workshop - call to order and statement of goals
¯ Welcome from Senior Administration Representative
¯ Invited Keynote Addresses

11:15-12:30 Plenary Session: Program Overview

¯ Theme and Structure of the Workshop
¯ Overview of the Climate Change Science and Technology Programs

2:00-4:00 Breakout Group 1: Climate Change Science Program Elements
1. Emerging Climate Science Issues
2. Observations and Monitoring Systems
3. Atmosphere Composition
4. Carbon Cycle
5. Climate Modeling
6. Climate - Land Use/Land Cover Interactions

4:30-5:30    Closing Plenary Session for Day 1: Report on Group 1 Breakout Discussions

~The times for the plenary and breakout sessions will not change. Limited changes in the distribution of the
breakout sessions may be made based on the interests of the participants and room capacity.

000674
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8:30-10:30 Breakout Group 2: Climate Change Science Program Elements
7. Climate Variability and Change
8. Water Cycle
9. Human Contributions and Responses to Climate Change
10. Climate Quality Data Management Systems
11. Scenario Development to Support National Scope Decisions
12. International Collaboration

11:00-12:30 Plenary session: Keynote Addresses, and Breakout Reports

¯ Invited Keynote Addresses
¯ Report on Group 2 Breakout Discussions

2:00-4:00 Breakout Group 3: Climate Change Science Program Elements
13. Climate Variability and Change
14. Climate - F_~osystem Interactions
15. Resolution of Disparities in Tropospheric Temperature Records
16. Stabilizing Greenhouse Gases in the Earth’s Atmosphere: Opportunities for

Technology and Innovations
17. Resource Management Decision Support
18. Grand Challenges in Observations, Modeling, and Information Systems

4:30-5:30    Closing Plenary Session for Day 2: Report on Group 3 Breakout Discussions
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8:30-10:30 Breakout Group 4: Cross-cutting Issues
19. Climate Variability - Atmospheric Composition - Water Cycle
20. Carbon Cycle - Ecosystems - Land Use!Land Cover
21. Interactions between Data, Observations, and Modeling
22. Scenario Development and Risk-Based Decision Support
23. Applied Climate Modeling
24. Reporting .and Outreach Plans

11:00-12:30 Plenary session: Keynote Addresses and Group 4 Breakout Reports

Invited Keynote Addresses
Report on Group 4 Breakout Discussions

2:00-4:00 Closing Plenary Session: Feedback, Summary, and Future Plans
¯ Panel Discussion: Feedback on the Overall Strategic Plan and the Workshop
¯ Summary of Key Workshop Findings (Areas of Agreement and

Disagreement)
Path Forward: Integrating Workshop Feedback and Preparing a Revised
Research Plan

Most of the breakout sessions will be conducted with the following format:
¯ Overview presentation of the topic, based on the draf~ strategic plan
¯ Response comments by four designatedpanelists
¯ Open comments and questions directed to the panel

A brief summary statement by the session moderators who will report on the individual comments received.

The following sessions will follow a format consisting of five presentations on the specific topics followed by
questions from the audience: International Collaboration (Session 12, ); Resolution of Disparities in Tropospheric
Temperature Records (Session 15); Climate Change Technology, Including Sequestration (Session 16); Grand
Challenges in Observations, Modeling, and Information Systems (Session 18); Applied Climate Modeling (Session

23); and Reporting and Outreach Plans (Session 24).
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U.S.Climate Change Science Program: Planning Workshop for Scientists and StakeholdeL..

Here is the information you wish tO submit.
Please proofread this page, make corrections, then print out a copy to keep for
your records before submitting your request.

Page 1 of 2

1-15. Contact Information:
M̄r. Philip A. Cooney
White House Council on Environmental Quality

730 Jackson Place
Washington, DC 20503
USA
Tel: 202 456-6224
Fax: N/A
E-mail: N/A

Name on badge: Phil Cooney

16. Breakout sessions:
Breakout Group 1: Emerging Climate Science Issues
Breakout Group 2: Climate Variability and Change
Breakout Group 3: Decision Support Resource Development
Breakout Group 4: Scenarios and Risk-Based Decision Support

17. Employment type:
Government (U.S.)

If you have further changes:
l WOUt.~ LIKE-TO MAKE

If you are finished:
PLEASE SUBMIT MY REGISTRATION

http://orc.joss.ucar.edu/j oss_psg/FMPro
11/27/2002
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’" U.S. Climate Change Science Program: Planning Workshop for Scientists and Stakeholder... Page 2 of 2

Return to the U.S. Climate Change Science Program: Planning
Workshop for Scientists and Stakeholders Information Page

Updated 2 November 2002

http ://orc j oss.ucar.edu/joss_psg/FMPro
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U.S. Climate Change Science Program:
Planning Workshop for Scientists and Stakeholders

3-5 December 2002
Washington, D.C.

Ke~Irnote Speaker Biographies

Spencer Abraham
Secretary of Energy

Spencer Abraham became the nation’s tenth Secretary of Energy on Jailuary 20, 2001. He leads a
cabinet department with a $21 billion budget and over 100,000 federal and contractor employees.

Under Secretary Abraham’s leadership, the Department of Energy (DOE) has pursued an
ambitious agenda that strengthens America’s energy and national security. In the fast week of
the new Administration, President Bush appointed Secretary Abraham and other Cabinet-level
officials to a task force that developed the fast National Energy Policy in over a decade. Since
the energy plan was released, Secretary Abraham has led the Administration’s efforts to increase
energy supply and conservation and energy efficiency, and is currently working to secure
passage of a comprehensive energy bill.

One of the key components of the National Energy Policy was nuclear po~,er, which provides 20
percent of the nation’s electricity. After years of inaction and delay, Secretary Abraham
recommended Yucca Mountain as the nation’s first repository of.nuclear fuel and nuclear waste,
and that recommendation was approved by decisive bipartisan majorities in both the House and
Senate. President Bush signed the resolution designating the Yucca Mountain Nuclear Waste
Repository on July 23, 2002. In January 2002, Secretary Abraham launched an aggressive new
technology research program to develop the future of energy. Under this new FreedomCAR
program, the government and the private sector will fund research into advanced, efficienf fuel
cell technology which uses hydrogen to power automobiles without creating any pollution. The
long-term results of this cooperative effort will be cars and trucks that are more efficient, cheaper
to operate, pollution-free and competitive in the showroom. This plan is rooted in President
Bush’s call, issued last May in our National Energy Plan, to reduce American reliance on foreign
oil through a balance of new domestic energy production and new technology to promote greater
energy efficiency. The Detroit News said FreedomCAR will transform the energy debate: "Just
as Ronald Reagan changed the terms of the defense debate with his Strategic Defense Initiative
(SDI), so the fuel.cell initiative of George Bush and Spencer Abraham may change the terms of
debate over energy."

Secretary Abrahar0 has also dramatically expanded the Department’s role and focus on nuclear
nonproliferation programs. During a November 2001 trip to Moscow, the Secretary and his
Russian counterpart announced an agreement to significantly expand and accelerate nuclear
nonproliferation work. In May 2002, during a Washington meeting with the Russians, Secretary
Abraham announced the creation of a working group to improve security of radiological sources.

000673
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Washington Post columnist David Broder described these efforts to safeguard Russian nuclear
materialsas "’great gifts to the nadon from Abraham and others."

One of the most significant challenges facing the Department is its responsibility for the
environmental cleanup of former federal atomic weapons facilities around the country. Secretary
Abraham’s Expedited Cleanup Initiative represents the most ambitious overhaul ever sought of
this $7 billion a year program. The initiative will dramatically increase funding to those sites that
agree to expedite cleanup.

As the leader of one of the federal government’s largest agencies, Secretary Abraham is also its
top manager. After becoming Secretary, he instituted a series of key management reforms that
have made DOE one of the most effective agencies in the federal government. The Mercatus
Center audit of federal agency performance reports for 2001 ranked DOE fourth out of all federal
agencies for top performance. In the previous year, DOE was ranked tenth.

Under Secretary Abraham’s leadership, every DOE program has conducted top-to-bottom
reviews of their spending priorities and established new blueprints for the future. The reform
plan is not just about controlling spending and bureaucracy, but about managing programs
effectively.

Prior to becoming Secretary of Energy, Mr. Abraham served as a United States Senator from
Michigan from 1995-2001 where he was the author of 22 pieces of legislation signed into
law--an unprecedented accomplishment for a freshman Senator. Before his election to the
Senate, Abraham served as co-chairman of the National Republican Congressional Committee
(NRCC) from 1991 to 1993. He was also Chairman of the Michigan Republican Party from
1983-1990 and Deputy Chief of Staff to Vice President Dan Quayle from 1990 to 1991.

Spencer Abraham and his wife, Jane, have three children. He is a native of Lansing, Michigan,
and a graduate of the Harvard University School of Law and Michigan State University.

Keynote Speaker Biographies 2
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Bruce Alberts
President
National Academy of Sciences

Bruce Alberts--president of the National Academy of Sciences in Washington, D.C.--is a
respected biochemist recognized for his work both in biochemistry and molecular biology. He is
noted particularly for his extensive study of the protein complexes that allow chromosomes to be
replicated, as required for a living cell to divide.

He has spent his career making significant contributions to the field of life sciences, serving in
different capacities on a number of prestigious advisory and editorial boards, including as chair
of the Commission on Life Sciences, National Research Council. Until his election as President
of the Academy, he was president-elect of the American Society of Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology.

Born in 1938 in Chicago, Illinois, Alberts graduated from Harvard College in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, with a degree in biochemical sciences. He earned a doctorate from Harvard
University in 1965. He joined the faculty of Princeton University in 1966, and after ten years was
appointed professor and vice chair of the Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics at the
University of California, San Francisco (UCSF). In 1980, he was awarded the honor of an
American Cancer Society Lifetime Research Professorship. In 1985, he was named chair of the
UCSF Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics.

Alberts has long been committed to the improvement of science education, dedicating much of
his time to educational projects such as City Science, a program seeking to improve science
teaching in San Francisco elementary schools. He has served on the advisory board of the
National Science Resources Center----a joint project of the National Academy of Sciences and the
Smithsonian Institution working with teachers, scientists, and school systems to improve
teaching of science---as well as on the National Academy of Sciences’ National Committee on
Science Education Standards and Assessment.

He is one of the original authors of The Molecular Biology of the Cell, considered the leading
textbook of its kind and used widely in U.S. colleges and universities. His most recent text,
Essential Cell Biology (1998), is intended to approach this subject matter for a wider audience.

For the period 2000 to 2005, Dr. Alberts is the Co-chair of the InterAcademy Council, a new
advisory institution in Amsterdam governed .by the presidents of 15 science academies from
around the world.

Keynote Speaker Biographies 3
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Samuel W. Bodman
Deputy Secretary of Commerce

Samuel W. Bodman is the Deputy Secretary of the Department of Commerce. A f’mancier and
executive by trade, he is well suited to his role of managing the day-to-day operations of the
cabinet agency with 40,000 employees and a $5 billion budget.

An engineer by training, he is well qualified for his specific oversight focus on the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the Patent and Trademark Office, and the National
Institute of Standards and Technology.

With 31 years’ experience in the private sector, Deputy Secretary Bodman is a firm believer in
the American free enterprise system. His work in the finance industry began when he was
professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and started consulting with the
venture capital sector. He and his partners and associates provided financial and managerial
support to scores of new business enterprises located throughout the United States. Virtually all
of these companies had strong dependence on technology and innovation. Many of these
achieved great financial success and established public markets for their securities.

Born in 1938 in Chicago, he graduated in 1961 with a B.S. in chemical engineering from Cornell
University. In 1965, he completed his ScD at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. For the
next six years he served as an Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering at MIT and as
Technical Director of the American Research and Development Corporation, a pioneer venture
capital firm.

From there, Deputy Secretary Bodman went to Fidelity Venture Associates, a division of the
Fidelity Investments. In 1983 he was named President and Chief Operating Officer of Fidelity
Investments and a Director of the Fidelity Group of Mutual Funds. In 1988, he joined Cabot
Corporation, a Boston-based Fortune 300 company with global business activities in specialty
chemicals and materials, where he served as Chairman, CEO, and a Director. Over the years, he
has been a Director of many other publicly owned corporations.

Deputy Secretary Bodman has also been active in public service. He is a former Director of
MIT’s School of Engineering Practice and a former member of the MIT Commission on
Education. He also served as a member of the Executive and Investment Committees at MIT, a
member of the American Academy of Arts & Sciences, and a Trustee of the Isabella Stewart
Gardner Museum and the New England Aquarium.

Deputy Secretary Bodman is married to M. Diane Bodman. He has three children, two
stepchildren, and seven grandchildren. He and his wife reside in Washington, D.C.

Keynote Speaker Biographies 4
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Robert G. Card
Under Secretary
Department of Energy

As Under Secretary, Mr. Card has line responsibility for Departmental operations in Energy,
Science, and Environment. Energy responsibilities include renewables, fossil, nuclear and
nuclear fuel cycle management, space nuclear power, power transmission, energy conservation
and energy efficiency standards. In the area of science, the Department is the largest federal
funder for physical sciences covering 14 national laboratories plus university and commercial
research engagements. Major elements include basic energy sciences, high energy and nuclear
physics, biological and environmental sciences, fusion energy and computing. Environmental
operations include nuclear waste management, spent fuel retrieval from commercial, defense and
international sources, and remediation of the nuclear weapons complex. Example activities of the
Under Secretary during this tenure include responsibility for:

¯ Implementation of the President’s Clean Coal and FreedomCar initiatives
¯ Reconfiguration of the Environmental Management program to complete public and

worker risk reduction nearly 40 years earlier for over $50 billion of cost savings
¯ Siting and development of the Nation’s high level nuclear waste repository
¯ Chair of the Interagency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology
¯ Filling the Strategic Petroleum Reserve to its full capacity of 700 million barrels
¯ The Secretary’s Nuclear Power 20 I0 initiative
¯ Management improvement initiatives including safety and security improvements, DOE

order and requirements streamlining, and project management improvements.

Prior to his DOE employment, Mr. Card was President and CEO, Kaiser-’Hill Company, LLC. In
that role he was responsible for the $7 billion, 5,000 employee, cleanup and closure of DOE’s
Rocky Flats site, which was formerly one of the nation’s five primary nuclear weapons
production sites. The plant, which contained the largest unfinished plutonium stockpile in the
nation, is located in the Denver, Colorado ,metropolitan area. After assuming responsibility for
the project in 1995, Mr. Card restructured site operations and the closure strategy to advance the
planned closure schedule of 2065, at a cost $37 billion to a closure goal of 2006, and a total cost
of approximate $7 billion.

Mr. Card also served as a Director and Senior Vice President at CH2M HILL Companies, Ltd.
The Company had revenues of about $2 billion and was one of the world’s larger science,
engineering, construction and operations firms. The corporation had major practices in the areas
of energy and environment, water, transportation, and industrial manufacturing. Prior to the
Rocky Flats assignment, Mr. Card served as Group Executive, Environmental Companies,
responsible for the energy and environmental business, which was the firm’s largest business
practice. This business served a variety of customers including the federal government, electric
utilities, oil and gas companies and other industries. Mr. Card personally managed the design and
construction management of an award-winning heavy oil production project in Canada.

Keynote Speaker Biographies 5
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Mr. Card completed the Program for Management Development at Harvard Business School;
received an M.S. in Environmental Engineering from Stanford University; and a B.S. in Civil
Engineering from the University of Washington.

Keynote Speaker Biographies 6
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Rita R. Coiwell
Director
National Science Foundation

Dr. Rita R. Colwell became the eleventh Director of the National Science Foundation on August
4, 1998. Since taking office, Dr. Colwell has spearheaded the agency’s emphases in K-12 science
and mathematics education, graduate science and engineering education/training and the
increased participation of women and minorities in science and engineering. Her policy approach
has enabled the agency to strengthen its core activities, as well as establish support for major
initiatives, including Nanotechnology, Biocomplexity, Information Technology, Social,
Behavioral and Economic Sciences and the 21" Century Workforce. In her capacity as NSF
Director, she serves as Co-chair of the Committee on Science of the National Science and
Technology Council. Under her leadership, the Foundation has received significant budget
increases, and its funding recently reached a level of more than $4.8 billion.

Before coming to NSF, Dr. Colwell was President of the University of Maryland Biotechnology
Institute, 1991-1998, and she remains Professor of Microbiology and Biotechnology (on leave) at
the University Maryland. She was also a member of the Nati’onal Science Board from 1984 to.
1990.

Dr. Colwell has held many advisory positions in the U.S. Government, non-profit science policy
organizations, and private foundations, as well as in the international scientific research
community. She is a nationally respected scientist and educator, and has authored or co-authored
16 books and more than 600 scientific publications. She produced the award-winning film,
Invisible Seas, and has served on editorial boards of numerous scientific journals.

She is the recipient of numerous awards, including the Medal of Distinction from Columbia
University, the Gold Medal of Charles University, Prague, and the University of California, Los
Angeles, and the Alumna Summa Laude Dignata from the University of Washington, Seattle.

Dr. Colwell has also been awarded 26 honorary degrees from institutions of higher education,
including her Alma Mater, Purdue University. Dr. Colwell is an honorary member of the
microbiological societies of the UK, France, Israel, Bangladesh, and the U.S. and has held
several honorary professorships, including the University of Queensland, Australia. A geological
site in Antarctica, Colwell Massif, has been named in recognition of her work in the polar
regions.

Dr. Colwell has previously served as Chairman of the Board of Governors of the American
Academy of Microbiology and also as President of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, the Washington Academy of Sciences, the American Society for
Microbiology, the Sigma Xi National Science Honorary Society, and the International Union of
Microbiological Societies. Dr. Colwell is a member of the National Academy of Sciences.

Born in Beverly, Massachusetts, Dr. Colwell holds a B.S. in Bacteriology and an M.S. in
Genetics, from Purdue University, and a Ph.D. in Oceanography from the University of
Washington.
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David Garman
Assistant Secretary
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy
Department of Energy

David Garman was nominated by President George W. Bush to serve as Assistant Secretary on
April 30, 2001, and was confirmed unanimously by the United States Senate on May 25, 2001.
He assumed the position after being sworn in by Secretary Abraham on May 31,2001.

Assistant Secretary Garman previously served in a variety of positions on the staff of two U.S.
Senators and two Senate Committees during a career spanning nearly 21 years. Most recently,
Mr. Garman served as Chief of Staff to Alaska Senator Frank H. Murkowski. Mr. Garman also
served on the professional staff of the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee and the
Senate Select Committee on Intelligence.

Throughout his career, Mr. Garman’s work has focused mainly on energy and the environment.
For example, while serving on the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, Mr. Garman worked
in the newly emerging area of "environmental intelligence and security," worldng on issues such
as global climate change, transboundary pollution, and regional environmental threats from the
Former Soviet Union. While on the staff of the Energy and Natural Resources Committee, Mr.
Garman’s portfolio included energy research and development, science and technology, and
global climate change.

Mr. Garman also served as a U.S. Senate observer at virtually all of the major negotiations under
the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change from 1995-2000.

Mr. Garman holds a Bachelor of Arts from Duke University, and a Master of Science in
Environmental Sciences from the Johns Hopkins University.
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Vice Admiral Conrad C. Lautenbacher, Jr., U.S. Navy (Ret.)
Undersecretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere and
NOAA Administrator

A native of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and a graduate of the U.S. Naval Academy (Class of
1964), Vice Admiral Lautenbacher has served in a broad range of operational, command and
staff billets.

Operational tours include Division Officer in USS WASP (CVS-18), and USS HENRY B.
WILSON (DDG-7), a second tour on the USS HENRY B. WILSON (DDG-7) as Department
Head, and Executive Officer of USS BENJAMIN STODDERT (DDG-22). Areas of expertise
include And-submarine Warfare, Anti-air Warfare, and Naval Surface Fire Support, with
expertise gained during a number of deployments to the Western Pacific and Southeast Asia
during the Vietnam War.

Command experience includes tours as Commanding Officer of USS HEWI’Iq" (DD-966),
Commander Naval Station Norfolk, Commander of Cruiser-Destroyer Group Five with
additional duties as Commander, U.S. Naval Forces Central Command Riyadh, during
Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm, where he was in charge of Navy planning and
participation in the air campaign. As Commander U.S. Third Fleet, he introduced Joint training
to the Pacific with the initiation of the f’u-st West Coast Joint Task Force Training Exercises
(JTFEXs). A leader in the introduction of cutting edge information technology, he pioneered the
use of information technology to mount large-scale operations using sea based command and
control. He was the architect of the USS CORONADO transformation to a prototype Joint
Command and Control ship (JCC), a founding father of the current Fleet Battle Experiment
program, and originator of the Sea Based Battle Laboratory concept for significantly reducing
the time to move technology to the fleet.

Staff duties include higher education as well as significant assignments in senior management.
Vice Admiral Lautenbacher attended Harvard University receiving MS and Ph.D. degrees in
Applied Mathematics. He was selected as a Federal Executive Fellow and served at the
Brookings Institution. He served as a guest lecturer on numerous occasions at the Naval War
College, the Army War College, the Air War College, The Fletcher School of Diplomacy, and
the components of the National Defense University.

As a Cost Analyst in OSD Systems Analysis, he became an expert in building cost estimating
models for major acquisition programs with specialization in aircraft R&D and procurement. He
was one of the original members of the Cost Analysis Improvement Group (CAIG) independent
cost estimating effort. As Assistant for Strategy with the CNO Executive Panel, and Program
Planning Branch Head in the Navy Program Planning Directorate, he continued to hone his
analytic skills resulting in designation as a specialist both in Operations Analysis and Financial
Management.

As a Flag Officer he served as Deputy Chief of Staff for Management/Inspector General on the
staff of Commander in Chief U.S. Pacific Fleet; and Director of Force Structure, Resources, and
Assessments (J-8) on the Joint Staff, where he contributed to the development of the Base Force
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and was a prime architect of the Bottom Up Review military force structure. He also served as
director, Office of Program Appraisal, on the Staff of the Secretary of the Navy and his last
assignment on active duty was Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Resources, Warfare
Requirements and Assessments) personally responsible for developing the Navy Future (five)
Years Program and $80B annual budget. These positions resulted in the development of
significant expertise in federal government processes within both the Executive and Legislative
branches.

After transitioning to the civilian sector, he formed his own management consultant business,
and worked principally for Technology, Strategies & Alliances Inc. He was President and CEO
of the Consortium for Oceanographic Research and Education (CORE) before joining NOAA
Monday, Dec. 10, 2001. This not-for-profit organization has a membership of 65 institutions of
higher learning, and a mission to increase basic knowledge and public support across the
spectrum of ocean sciences.
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James R. Mahoney, Ph.D.
Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere
and NOAA Deputy Administrator

James R. Mahoney was born and raised in Syracuse, New York. He received a B.S. degree in
Physics from LeMoyne College in his home town. His career since college has involved more
than 40 years of continuous focus on environmental management and the earth sciences, with an
emphasis on the atmospheric, climate, hydrological and oceanographic areas. He has undertaken
diverse responsibilities in academic, corporate, national government and international settings.

Mahoney received a Ph.D. degree in meteorology from MIT, and then joined the Faculty of
Public Health at Harvard University, in its Department of Environmental Health Sciences. This
early-career focus on public health and the environment has positively influenced all of his
subsequent professional work.

Drawing upon his Harvard experience, Mahoney co-founded the environmental management
company Environmental Research & Technology, Inc. in 1968. ERT grew to become the
nation’s largest environmental finn by the end of the 1970s, operating throughout the United
States and several other nations. In that period, ERT became the largest employer of
meteorologists and related technical specialists in the United States, except for the federal
government itself. In 1984, Mahoney moved to the position of director of the Environmental
Industries Center at the Bechtel Group, Inc., in San Francisco. In this position he supervised
Bechtel’s domestic and international environmental programs.

Mahoney entered full-time public service in 1988 as director of the National Acid Precipitation
Assessment Program (NAPAP), working in the Executive Office of the President. NAPAP was a
unique ten-year interagency program created by the Energy Security Act of 1979, and charged
with recommending sound approaches to controlling acid rain effects, while providing for
continued energy and economic security for the nation. His service as NAPAP director included
the completion of the ten-year program involving the work of more than 2,000 technical and
economic specialists; the publication of a major, "internationally reviewed acid rain science and
technology compendium; and extensiv~ issue analyses supporting the development of the Clean
Air Act Amendments of 1990. Mahoney was awarded the Commerce Department Goltt Me~ in
recognition of exceptional performance as director of NAPAP.

Mahoney was senior vice president of the IT Group, Inc., an international environmental
management firm, from 1991 to 1999. Among other responsibilities, he served as president of
IT’s Consulting and Ventures Group, which conducted projects in nearly every state and at
several international locations. During 2000 and 2001, Mahoney worked as an environmental
advisor on several domestic and international matters.

Mahoney has worked in more than 50 other nations in several different roles: negotiating and
overseeing international joint venture technical companies, representing the U.S. government in
specialist exchanges, advising government agencies (particularly in developing nations) on
sustainable industry, fishery and agricultural practices, and advising several United Nations and
other international agencies.
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Mahoney is a Fellow and former president of the 12,000-member American Meteorological
Society, which serves the atmospheric, oceanographic and hydrological fields. As a result of a
strategic review initiated during his term as president, AMS committed to a long-term program
of support for science education at all levels, encouragement of technical careers for minority
students, and the application of sound science to complex public issues including disaster
preparedness, environmental protection and global climate change, among others.

Mahoney has served on several committees of the National Academy of Sciences dealing with
weather and climate, environmental protection and science education. In 1999, he completed a
term as co-chairman of the Academy’s Board on Atmospheric Science and Climate.

Mahoney has six adult children and eleven grandchildren. He and his wife Taya Mahoney also
have five-year-old ,twin daughters.
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John H. Marburger, IH
Director
Office of Science and Technology Policy
Executive Office of the President

Dr. John H. Marburger, HI, Science Adviser to the President and Director of the Office of
Science and Technology Policy, was born on Staten Island N.Y., grew up in Maryland near
Washington D.C. and attended Princeton University (B.A., Physics 1962) and Stanford
University (Ph.D. Applied Physics 1967). Before.his appointment in the Executive Office of the
President, he served as Director of Brookhaven National Laboratory from 1998, and as the third
President of the State University of New York at Stony Brook (1980-1994). He came to Long
Island in 1980 from the University of Southern California where he had been a Professor of
Physics and Electrical Engineering, serving as Physics Department Chairman and Dean of the
College of Letters, Arts and Sciences in the 1970’s. In the fall of 1994 he returned to the faculty
at Stony Brook, teaching and doing research in optical science as a University Professor. Three
years later he became President of Brookhaven Science Associates, a partnership between the
university and Battelle Memorial Institute that competed for and won the contract to operate
Brookhaven National Laboratory.

While at the University of Southern California, Marburger contributed to the rapidly growing
field of nonlinear optics, a subject created by the invention of the laser in 1960. He developed
theory for various laser phenomena and was a co-founder of the University of Southern
California’s Center for Laser Studies. His teaching activities included "Frontiers of Electronics,"
a series of educational programs on CBS television.

Marburger’s presidency at Stony Brook coincided with the opening and growth of.University
Hospital and the development of the biological sciences as a major strength of the university.
During the 1980’s federally sponsored scientific research at Stony Brook grew to exceed that of
any o.ther public university in the northeastern United States.

During his presidency, Marburger served on numerous boards and committees, including
chairmanship of the governor’s commission on the Shoreham Nuclear Power facility, and
chairmanship of the 80 campus "Universities Research Association" which operates Fermi
National Accelerator Laboratory near Chicago. He served as a trustee of Princeton University
and many other organizations. He also chaired the highly successful 1991/92 Long Island United
Way campaign.

While on leave from Stony Brook, Marburger carried out the mandates of the Department of
Energy to improve management practice at Brookhaven National Laboratory. His company,
Brookhaven Science Associates, continued to produce excellent science at the lab while
achieving ISO14001 certification of the lab’s environmental management system, and winning
back the confidence and support of the community.
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Richard H. Moss
Director, U.S. Global Change Research Program Office

Dr. Richard H. Moss is Director of the U.S. Global Change Research Program Office. In this
capacity, he coordinates the interagency process for preparing the Climate Change Science
Program’s strategic plan. He also holds an appointment as Staff Scientist at the Joint Global
Change Research Institute (University of Maryland (College Park) and Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory). His research interests include quantitative modeling of the sensitivity and
adaptability of socioeconomic systems to environmental variability and change, and evaluation
and communication of scientific uncertainty in assessments. In addition to these responsibilities,
Moss is Chair of the Task Group on Climate Scenarios for Impact Analysis of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and serves on the editorial board of
Climatic Change.

Moss grew up near Chicago, Illinois, and attended Carleton College (B.A. 1977, English
literature, magna cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa) and Princeton University (Ph.D. 1987, Public and
International Affairs, University Fellowship). After serving as a lecturer on the Princeton faculty
for two years, Moss received an International Affairs Fellowship from the NY Council on
Foreign Relations. He accepted an appointment as program officer at the International
Geosphere-Biosphere Programme in Stockholm, Sweden, where he learned about global
biogeochemical cycles and helped prepare and publish a science plan for research on the role of
land use and land cover change in biogeochemical cycling. During this period he also served as
Deputy Executive Director of the International Human Dimensions Programme.

In 1993, Moss accepted an assignment with the IPCC as Director of the Technical Support Unit
for the impacts, adaptation, and mitigation working group (Working Group II), a position he held
until 1998. While at the IPCC, Moss served as co-editor of the Working Group II contribution to
the IPCC Second Assessment Report (Cambridge University Press, 1996), as editor or lead
author of several special reports and technical papers, and as one of the organizers of the IPCC
Third Assessment Report.

Moss was named a fellow of the Aldo Leopold Leadership Program in 2001, served on the
National Research Council Panel on Assessment of NASA’s Post-2002 Earth Observing
Missions in 1999, and was a member of the editorial board of Annual Review of Energy and the
Environment from 1994-1999. He is married to Dina Keller Moss and has two children, Michael
and Sara.
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Professor G.O.P. Obasi
Secretary-General
World Meteorological Organization

Professor Godwin Olu Patrick Obasi, a Nigerian national, holds a B.Sc Honours degree (1959) in
Mathematics and Physics from McGill University, Montreal (Canada); a Master of Science
degree with distinction (1960) and a Doctor of Science degree (1963) in meteorology both from
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, U.S.A. He won the Cad Rossby Award for the best
doctoral degree thesis. Professor Obasi has had a successful University career in education,
training and research including serving as Dean of the Faculty of Science, Professor of
Meteorology and Chairman of the Department of Meteorology at the University of Nairobi,
Kenya (1967-76). During this period, he was able to train many meteorologists who later became
experts and administrators in the fields of meteorology, hydrology and the environment serving
governments, international organisations and academic institutions world-wide. He is a
Consulting Editor to many international journals in meteorology.

He has published over 150 scientific and technical papers and continues to prepare and deliver
scientific and policy-related lectures to several high-level meetings, including at ministerial and
Heads of State and Government levels. In the past two decades, a number of his lectures and
speeches have focussed on policy issues related to climate variability and climate change. In
addition, he has made significant contributions to the advancement of meteorology, hydrology
and related geophysical sciences that address environmental and climate change concerns, with
implications for international environmental governance.

As Secretary-General of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), a position he has held
since 1984, Professor Obasi has been on the forefront of promoting global solutions to
environmental problems, with special attention to the atmosphere, fresh water and the oceans as
well as to related issues that have implications for the environment. He was at the forefront of
those who drew the world’s attention to the issue of climate change. He initiated, along with the
Executive Director of United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the negotiations on the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change and also contributed to the
establishment of the UN Convention to Combat Desertification. Prof. Obasi has given his strong
support to the World Climate Research Programme 0HCRP), and was instrumental, along with
the Executive Director of UNEP, in the establishment of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC). He took a lead role in the organization of the Second World Climate Conference
and in the establishment of the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS). He also contributed
to the achievements of the Vienna Convention on the Protection of the Ozone Layer.

Professor Obasi has been instrumental in raising the profile of WMO and the National
Meteorological and Hydrological Services (NMHSs). He is a Vice-President of the Third World
Academy of Sciences (TWAS), a Fellow of the African Academy of Sciences and Academician
of the International Academy of Sciences of Nature and Society (Armenia). Prof. Obasi has also
been honoured by other academies of sciences, several universities, and governments world-
wide. He is a Fellow of the InternationalEnergy Foundation. In addition, he is Fellow, Honorary
Fellow or member of many professional meteorological and hydrological societies around the
world, including the American Meteorological Society.
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Honorable Scan O’Keefe
NASA Administrator

Nominated by President George W. Bush and confirmed by the United States Senate, Scan
O’Keefe was appointed by the President as the tenth Administrator of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration on December 21,2001. As Administrator, O’Keefe leads the NASA
team and manages its resources, as NASA seeks to advance exploration and discovery in
aeronautics and space technologies.

O’Keefe joined the Bush Administration on inauguration day and served as the Deputy Director
of the Office of Management and Budget and Deputy Assistant to the President until December
2001, overseeing the preparation, management and administration of the Federal budget and
government wide-management initiatives across the Executive Branch.

Prior to joining the Bush Administration, O"Keefe.was the Louis A. Bantle Professor of Business
and Government Policy, an endowed chair at the Syracuse University Maxwell School of
Citizenship and Public Affairs. He also served as the Director of National Security Studies, a
partnership of Syracuse University and Johns Hopkins University, for delivery of executive
education programs for senior military and civilian Department of Defense managers. Appointed
to these positions in 1996, he was previously Professor of Business Administration and Assistant
to the Senior Vice President for Research and Dean of the Graduate School at the Pennsylvania
State University.

Appointed as the Secretary of the Navy in July 1992 by President George Bush, O’Keefe
previously served as Comptroller and Chief Financial Officer of the Department of Defense
since 1989. Before joining Defense Secretary Dick Cheney’s Pentagon management team in
these capacities, he served on the United States Senate Committee on Appropriations staff for
eight years, and was Staff Director of the Defense Appropriations Subcommittee. His public
service began in 1978 upon selection as a Presidential Management Intern.

Sean O’Keefe is a Fellow of the National Academy of Public Administration and has served as
chair of anAcademy panel on investigative practices. He was a Visiting Scholar at the Wolfson
College of the University of Cambridge in-the United Kingdom, a member of the Naval
Postgraduate School’s civil-military relations seminar team for emerging democracies and has
conducted seminars for the Strategic Studies Group at Oxford University. He served on the
national secarity panel to devise the 1988 Republican platform and was a member of the 1985
Kennedy School of Government program for national security executives at Harvard University.

In 1993, President Bush and Secretary Cheney presented him the Distinguished Public Service
Award. He was also the recipient of the Department of the Navy’s Public Service Award in
December 2000. Sean O’Kecfe was the 1999 faculty recipient of the Syracuse University
Chancellor’s Award for Public Service. He is the author of several journal articles, contributing
author of "Keeping the Edge: Managing Defense for the Future," released in October 2000, and
in 1998, co-authored "The Defense Industry in the Post-Cold War Era: Corporate Strategies and
Public Policy Perspectives."
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Sean O’Keefe earned his Bachelor of Arts in 1977 from Loyola University in New Orleans,
Louisiana, and his Master of Public Administration degree in 1978 from The Maxwell School.
His wife Laura and children Lindsey, Jonathan and Kevin, reside in northern Virginia.
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R.K Pachauri
Chairman, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

Dr. Rajendra K Pachauri was born in Nainital, India, on 20 August 1940. He assumed his current
responsibilities as the head of TERI (’Tam Energy Research Institute) in 1981, first as Director
and, since April 2001, as Director-General. TERI does original work and provides professional
support in the areas of energy, environment, forestry, biotechnology, and the conservation of
natural resources to government departments, institutions, and corporate organizations
worldwide. Dr Pachauri has been elected as Chairman of IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change), established by Word Meteorological Organization and United Nations
Environment Programme in 1988. He has taken charge as Chairman, IPCC from 20 April 2002
onwards. He has been active in several international forums dealing with the subject of climate
change and its policy dimensions.

To acknowledge his immense contribution to the field of environment, he has been awarded the
Padma Bhushan - one of India’s highest civilian awards that recognizes distinguished service of
a high order to the nation in any field (January 2001 ).

Commencing his career with the Diesel Locomotive Works, Varanasi, where he held several
managerial positions, Dr Pachauri joined the North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC,
USA, where he obtained an MS in Industrial Engineering in 1972, a PhD in Industrial
Engineering and a PhD in Economics, and also served as Assistant Professor (August 1974--May
1975) and Visiting Faculty Member (Summer 1976 and 1977) in the Department of Economics
and Business.

On his return to India, he joined the Administrative Staff College of India, Hyderabad, as
Member Senior Faculty (June 1975-June 1979) and went on to become Director, Consulting and
Applied Research Division.(July 1979-March 1981). He joined TERI as Director in April 1981.

He has also been a Visiting Professor, Resource Economics at the College of Mineral and Energy
Resources, West Virginia University (August 1981-August 1982); Senior Visiting Fellow,
Resource Systems Institute, East-West Center, USA (May-June 1982); and Visiting Research
Fellow, The World Bank, Washington, DC (June--September 1990). Recognizing his vast
knowledge and experience in the energy--environment field, the United Nations Development
Programme appointed him as a part time Adviser in the fields of Energy and Sustainable
Management of Natural Resources, 1994-1999.

His wide-ranging expertise has resulted in his being invited to join various international and
national committees and boards, which on the international level include Member, Board of the
International Solar Energy Society (ISES), 1991-1997; Member, World Resources Institute
(WRI) Council, 1992; Chairman, Work Group A - Word Energy Council (WEC) Committee on
Developing Countries, 1993-1995; President (1988), Chairman (1989-90), International
Association for Energy Economics (IAEE), Washington, D C .; President, Asian Energy
Institute, 1992 onwards.
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Committees of the Government of India which he has served include Member, Panel of Eminent
Persons on Power, Ministry of Power; Member, Delhi Vision - Core Planning Group; Member,
Advisory Board on Energy (ABE), Government of India, 1983 - 1988 (The Board reported
directly to the Prime Minister of India); Member, National Environmental Council, Government
of India under the Chairmanship of the Prime Minister of India, November 1993 and April 1999;
Member, Oil Industry Restructuring Group, "R" Group, Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas,
Government of India, 1994.

He has also served on academic and research institute bodies including Member, Board of
Governors, Trireme Scientific & Industrial Research Foundation, September 1987; Member,
Executive Committee of the India International Center, 1985 onwards; Member, Governing
Council of the India Habitat Center, New Delhi, October 1987 onwards; Member, Court of
Governors, Administrative Staff College of India, 1979-81.

In January 1999, Dr R K Pachauri was appointed as Director, Board of Directors of the Indian
Oil Corporation Limited (a Fortune 500 company) for a period of 3 years.

In April 1999, Dr R K Pachauri was appointed as the Member, Board of Directors of the. Institute
for Global Environmental Strategies (IGES), Environment Agency, Government of Japan, for a
period of 3 years.

In September 1999, Dr R K Pachauri was appointed as the Chairman, The Darjeeling Him~ayan
Railway Heritage Foundation, Darjeeling.

He taught at the School of Forestry & Environmental Studies, Yale University, USA, as
McCluskey Fellow during 6 September--8 December 2000.

In July 2001, Dr R K Pachauri was appointed Member, Economic Advisory Council to the Prime
Minister of India.

He has also authored 21 books and several papers and articles.
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Christie Whitman
Administrator
Environmental Protection Agency

Christie Whitman was sworn in as EPA Administrator on January 31,2001. Prior to that,
Whitman served as the 50th Governor of New Jersey.

In testimony before the U.S. Senate on January 17, Whitman said she believed environmental
and economic goals go hand in hand and that she would continue her record of working to forge
strong partnerships among citizens, government and business to produce measurable
environmental results of cleaner air, water and land.

As governor of New Jersey, Whitman developed a strong environmental record, providing
cleaner air, water and land than when she was fhst elected in November 1993. Under her
environmental leadership, New Jersey’s air became significantly cleaner. The number of days
New Jersey violated the federal one-hour air quality standard for ground level ozone dropped
from 45 in 1988 to four in 2000. The state is on target to reduce greenhouse gas emissions below
1990 levels.

New Jersey’s waterways, coasts and ocean waters also became significantly cleaner. Beach
closings reached a record low and the state earned recognition by the Naaual Resources Defense
Council,for instituting the most comprehensive beach monitoring system in the nation. The
Governor won voter approval for a plan to break a longstanding impasse over dredging the
state’s ports that is both environmentally acceptable and economical. She established a new
watershed management program. New Jersey now leads the nation in opening shellfLsh beds for
harvesting.

As a preservationist, Governor Whitman won voter approval for the state’s first stable funding
source to preserve one million more acres of open space and farmland in ten years. By 2010,
New Jersey will have permanently preserved 40 percent of its total landmass, with more than
half preserved during her tenure. She is an advocate for "smart growth" and in New Jersey she
encouragednew growth, in cities and other areas where roads, sewers and schools are already in
place. She encouraged redevelopment of cities through programs to streamline cleanups of
abandoned industrial "brownfield" sites.

Whitman was New Jersey’s first female governor. She appointed New Jersey’s first African
American State Supreme Court Justice, its first female State Supreme Court Chief Justice and its
fhst female Attorney General.

Prior to becoming governor, Whitman headed the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities and the
Somerset County Board of Freeholders. She grew up in Hunterdon County, N.J. and earned a
bachelor’s degree in government from Wheaton College in Massachusetts in 1968. She is
married to John R. Whitman and has two children.
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.S. Chmate Change Science Program

~ovisional Agenda

mber 3 5 2~2 at the Ma~ott Warden Park H°td,

.0:45 Plenary Session: Climate Science in Support of Policy and Resource

Management Decision Making

,.~. or~ t.* Lt,.h ¯ ~ ,
Introduction to Workshop - call to order and statement of goals

~...c3~ea.
¯ Welcome from Senior Administration Representative So-.~ ~*~ ~

~ :-~--)~~i
Invited Keynote Addresses~

11:15-12:30 Plenary Session: Program Overview

¯ Theme and Structure of the Workshop
¯ Overview of the Climate Change Science and Technology Programs

2:00-4:00 Breakout Group 1: Climate Change Science Program Elemen,tS+
1. Emerging Climate Science Issues
2. Observations and Monitoring Systems
3. Atmospheric Composition
4. Carbon Cycle
5. Climate Modeling
6. Climate - Land Use/Land Cover Interactions

4:30-5:30    Closing Plenary Session for Day 1: Report on Group 1 Breakout Discussions

IThe times for the plenary and breakout sessions will not change. Limited changes in the distribution of the
breakout sessions may be made based on the interests of the participants and room capacity.
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8:30-10:30 Breakout Group 4: Cross-cutting Issues
19. Climate Variability - Atmospheric Composition - Water Cycle
20. Carbon Cycle - Ecosystems - Land Use/Land Cover
21. Interactions between Data, Observations, and Modeling
22. Scenario Development and Risk-Based Decision Support
23. Applied Climate Modeling
24. Reporting and Outreach Plans

11:00-12:30 Plenary session: Keynote Addresses and Group 4 Breakout Reports

Invited Keynote Addresses
~ Report on Group 4 Breakout Discussions

2:00-4:00 Closing Plenary Session: Feedback, Summary, and Future Plans
¯ Panel Discussion: Feedback on the Overall Strategic Plan and the Workshop
¯ Summary of Key Workshop Findings (Areas of Agreement and

Disagreement) 1_~
¯ Path Forward: Integrating Workshop Feedback and Preparing a Revised

Research Plan

Most of the breakout sessions will be conducted with the following format:
¯ Overview presentation of the topic, based on the draft strategic plan
¯ Response comments by four designatedpanelists
¯ Open comments and questions directed to the panel

A brief summary statement by the session moderators who will report on the individual comments received_

The following sessions will follow a format consisting of five presentations on the specific topics followed by
questions from the audience: International Collaboration (Session 12. ); Resolution of Disparities in Tropospheric
Temperature Records (Session 15); Climate Change Technology, Including Sequestration (Session 16); Grand
Challenges in Observations, Modeling. and Information Systems (Session I8); Applied Climate Modeling (Session
23); and Reporting and Outreach Plans (Session 24).
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U.S. Climate Change Science Program Planning Workshop
Provisional AgendaI

I)¢ccmber 3-.�, 2002 at the Marriott Wardman Park |h~tel, Washington, DC

For information see www.clinmtesci~ne~.gov

9:30-I0:45 Plenary Session: Climate Science in Support of Policy and Resource
Management Decision Making

¯ Introduction to Workshop - call to order and statement of goals
¯ Welcome from Senior Administration Representative
¯ Invited Keynote Addresses

11:15-12:30 Plenary Session: Program Overview

¯ Theme and Structure oflhe Workshop
¯ Overview of the Climate Change Science and Technology Programs

2:00-4:00 Brc.’~kont Group 1: Climate Change Science Program Elements
1. Emerging Climate Science Issues
2. Obscrvalions and Monitoring Systems
3. Atmospheric Composition
4. Carbon Cycle
5. Climate Modeling
6. Climate - Land Use/Land Cover Interactions

4:30.5:311 Clnsing Plenary Session ft~r Day 1: Rept~rt on Group 1 Breakout Discussions

VFhe times I~t the plcnar) and hrenkt,~ut sessions \’.’ill not change. Limited changes in the distribtttioa of the
brcak~ul sc.~.,~it~ns may be made based on the interests of the participants and toom capacily.
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8:30-10:30 Breakout Group 2: Climate Change Science Program Elements
7. Climate Variability and Change
8. Water Cycle
9. Human Contributions and Responses to Climate Change
10. Climate Quality Data Management Systems
! 1. Scenario Development to Support National Scope Decisions
12. International Collaboration

11:00-12:30 Plenary session: Keynote Addresses and Breakout Reports

¯ Invited Keynote Addresses
¯ Report on Group 2 Breakout Discussions

2:00-4:00 Breakout Group 3: Climate Change Science Program Elements
13. Climate Variability and Change
14. Climate - Ecosystem Interactions
15. Resolution of Disparities in Tropospheric Temperature Records
16. Stabilizing Greenhouse Gases in the Earth’s Atmosphere: Opportunities for

Technology and Innovations
17. Resource Management Decision Support
18. Grand Challenges in Observations, Modeling, and Information Systems

4:30-5:30    (?lo.~ing Plenary Session fi~r Day 2: Report on Group 3 Breakout Discussions
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8:30-10:30 Breakout Group 4: Cross-cutting Issues
19. Climate Variability - AImospheric Composition - Wa~er Cycle
20. Carbon Cycle - Ecosystems - Land Use/Land Cover
21. Interactions between Data, Observations, and Modeling
22. Scenario Development and Risk-Based Decision Support
23. Applied Climat~ Modeling
24. Reporting and Outreach Plans

1 I:00-12:30 Plenary session: Keynote Addresses and Group 4 Breakout Reports

¯ Invited Keynote Addresses
¯ Repo~a on Group 4 Breakout Discussions

2:00-4:00 Closing Plenary Session: Feedback, Summary, and Future Plans
¯ Panel Discussion: Feedback on the Overall Strategic Plan and the Workshop
¯ Summary of Key Workshop Findings (Areas of Agreement and

Disagreement)
¯ Path Forward: Integrating Workshop Feedback and Preparing a Revised

Research Plan

Most of the breakout .~ex.~ions will be conducted with the following format:
¯ Overview presentation of the topic, based on the draft strategicplan
¯ Response comments by four des@natedpanelists
¯ Open comments attd questions directed to the pand

A brief summary statement b), the session moderators who will report on the individual comments received.

Tht" f!)llowh~g sessions will f!)llow a format consistb~g of five presentations on the specific topics followcd by
qutstions ftzmt the ,mdience: h~temational ~!laboration (Session 12, ); Resolution of Disparities in Trop~?heric
7~’mpcrature Records (Sessb~n 13); Clbnate Change ?~’chnolo~; bwh.th~g Sequestration (Sesshm 16); Gta~
Chalh’nges bt Ob~ervath~t~. Modeling. attd lnJbnnation S)’sn’t~ [ Session 18); Applied Oimate Modeling (SesMon
23t: ¢~nd R~7~orting anti Otttreach Plans [Session 24).
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U.S. Climate Change Science Program: Planni,~g Workshop for Scientists and StakeholdcL.. Page 1 of 2

Here is the information you wish to submit.

Please prooti’ead this page, make corrections, then print out a copy to keep lbr
your records before submitting your request.

i - 15. Contact Information:
Mr. Philip A. Cooney
While House Council on Environmental Quality

7.]0 Jackson Place
Washington, DC 20503
USA
Tel: 202 456-6224
Fax: N/A
E-mail: N/A

Name on badge: Phil Cooney

16. Brcakout Sessions:
Br~:akout Group 1: Emerging Climate Science Issues
Breakout Group 2: Climate Variability and Change
Breakout Group 3: Decision Support Resource Developmenl
t3reakout Group 4: Scenarios and Risk-Based Decision Supporl

1 7. l:’mploymcnt type:
Govern~nen! (U.S.)

If you have further changes:

If you are finished:
I’LEASli SIJBMIT MY REGISTRATION

http:.:iorcdoss.ucar.cdu!joss_ psg/FMPro I 1t27/2002
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~ Return to the U.S. Climate Change Science Program: Planning
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U.S. Climate Change Science Program:
Planning Workshop for Scientists and Stakeholders

3-5 December 2002
Washington, D.C.

........ ,Keynote, Spe,aker Biograph, i,e~ .......

Spencer Abraham
S~cretary of Energy

Spencer Abraham became the nation’s tenth Secretary of Energy on January 20, 2001. He leads a
cabinet department with a $21 billion budget and over 1130,000 federal and contractor employees.

Under Secretary Abraham’s leadership, the Department of Energy (DOE) has pursued an
ambitious agenda that strengthens America’s energy and national security. In the first week of
the new Administration, President Bush appointed Secretary Abraham and other Cabinet-level
officials to a task force that developed the first National Energy Policy in over a decade. Since
the energy plan was released. Secretary Abraham has led the Administration’s efforls to increase
energy supply and conservation and energy efficiency, and is currently workiug to secure
passage ~f a comprehensive energy bill.

One or the key components of the National Energy Policy was nuclear power, which provides 20
percent of the nation’s electricity. After years of inaction and delay, Secretar3’ Abraham
recommended Yucca Mountain as the nation’s first repository of nuclear fuel and nuclear waste,
and that rccommendation was approved by decisive bip~u’tisan majorities in both the House and
Senatc. President Bush signed the resolution designating the Yucca Mountain Nuclear Waste
Repository on July 23.20~)2. In Janu,’wy 2002, Secretary Abraham launched an aggressive new
teclmt~h~gy research program to develop the future of energy. Under this new FrecdomCAR
program, the government and the private sector will fund research into advanced, efficient fuel
cell technology which uses hydrogen to power automobiles ~ithout creating any pollution. The
long-term results of Ibis cooperative eflbrt will be cars and trucks that are more efficient, cheaper
to operate, pollution-free and competitive in the showroom. This plan is rooted in President
Bush’s call, issued last May in our National Energy Plan, to reduce American reliance on foreign
oil through a balance of new domestic energy production and new technology to promote greater
energy efficiency. The Detroit News said FreedomCAR will transform the energy debate: "Just
as Ronald Reagan changed the terms of the defense debate with his Strategic Defense Initiative
(SDI), so the fuel-cell initiative of George Bush and Spencer Abraham may change the terms of
debate over energy."

Secretary Abraham has also dramatically expanded the Department’s role and focus on nuclear
nonprolifcrati,m programs. During a November 2001 trip to Moscow, the Secretary. and his
Russian cottnlerpzffl announced an agreement to significantly expand and accelerate nuclear
nonproliferation work. in May 2002, during a Washington meeting with the Russians, Secreta~’
Abraham announccd the creation of a working group to improve security of radiological sources.
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Washington Post columnist David Brtnler described these efforts to safeguard Russian nuclear
materials as "’great gilts to the nation from Abraham and others."

One of the most significant challenges facing the Department is its responsibility for the
environmental cleanup of former federal atomic weapons facilities around the country. Secretary
Abraham’s Expedited Cleanup Initiative represents the most ambitious overhaul ever sought of
this $7 billion a year program. The initiative will dramatically increase funding to those sites that
agree t~ expedite cleanup.

As the leader of one of the federal government’s largest agencies, Secretary Abraham is also its
top manager. Alter becoming Secretary, he instiluted a series of key management reforms that
have made DOE one of the most effective agencies in the federal government. The Mercatus
Center audit of federal agency performance reports for 2001 ranked DOE fourth out of all federal
agencies for top performance. In the previous year, DOE was ranked tenth.

Under Secretary Abraham’s leadership, every DOE program has conducted top-to-bottom
reviews of their spending priorities and established new blueprints for the future. The reform
plan is not just abou! controlling spending and bureaucracy, but about managing programs
effectively.

Prior to becoming Secre~,’u3’ of Energy, Mr. Abraham served as a United States Senator from
Michigan ft¢sm 1995-2~11 where he was the author of 22 pieces of legislation signed intt~
law--an unprecedented accomplishment lbr a freshman Senator. Before his election to the
Senate. Abraham served as co-chaim~an of the National Republican Congressional C¢~mmittec
~NRCC} from 1991 to I t~93. He was also Chairman of the Michigan Republican Party from
1983-199t~ and Depuly Chief of Staff to Vice President Dan Quayle from 1990 to ! 99 !.

Spencer Abraham and his wife, Jane, have three children. He is a native of Lansing, Michigan,
and a gradu~te of the Harvard University School of Law and Michigan State University.
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Bruce Alberts
President
National Academy of Sciences

Bruce Alberts--president of the National Academy of Sciences in Washington. D.C.--is a
respected biochemist recognized for his work both in biochemistry and molecular biology. He is
noted parlicularly for his extensive study of the protein complexes that allow chromosomes to be
replicated, as required for a living cell to divide.

He has spent his career making significant contributions to the field of life sciences, serving in
different capacities on a number of prestigious advisory and editorial boards, including as chair
of the Commission on Life Sciences, National Research Council. Until his election as President
of the Academy, he was president-elect of the American Society of Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology.

Born in 1938 in Chicago, Illinois, Alberts graduated from Harvard College in Cambridge.
Massachusetts, with a degree in biochemical sciences. He earned a doctorate from Harvard
University in 1965. He joined the faculty of Princeton University in 1966, and after ten years was
appointed professor and vice chair of the Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics at the
University of California, San Francisco (UCSF). In 1980, he was awarded the honor of an
American Cancer Society Lifetime Research Professorship. In 1985, he was named chair of the
UCSF Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics.

Al~’rt.~ has long been committed to the improvement of science education, dedicating much of
his time to educational projecls such as City Science. a program seeking to improve science
~caching in San Francisco elementary schools. He has served on the advisory board of the
National Science Resources Center----a joint project of the National Academy of Sciences and the
Smith.sonian Institution working with teachers, scientists, and school systems to improve
teaching of science---as well as on the National Academy of Sciences’ National Committee on
Science Education Standards and Assessment.

Hc is one ~t" the ~riginal authors of The Molecular Biology t~’the Cell. considered the leading
textbook ~1 its kind and used widely in U.S. colleges and universities. His most recent text,
F.sxential Cell Biology (199g). is intended to approach this subject matter for a wider audience.

For the period 2000 to 2005. Dr. Alberts is the Co-chair of the InterAcademy Cou,~cil, a new
advisory institution in Amsterdam governed by the presidents of 15 science academies from
around the world.
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Samuel W. Bodman
Deputy Secretary of Commerce

Samuel W. Bodman is the Deputy Secretary of the Department of Commerce. A financier and
executive by trade, he is well suited to his role of managing the day-to-day operations of the
cabinet agency with 40.000 employees and a $5 billion budget.

An engineer by training, he is well qualified for his specific oversight focus on the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the Patent and Trademark Office, and the National
Institute of Standards and Technology.

With 31 years" experience in the private sector, Deputy Secretary Bodman is a firm believer in
the American free enterprise system. His work in the finance industry began when he was
professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and started consulting with the
venture capital sector. He and his partners and associates provided financial and managerial
support to scores of new business enterprises located throughout the United States. Virtually all
of these companies had strong dependence on technology and innovation. Many of these
achieved great financial success and established public markets for their securities.

Bt~rn in 1938 in Chicago, he graduated in 1961 with a B.S, in chemical engineering from Cornell
llniversity. In 1965, he completed his ScD at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. For the
next six years he served as an Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering at MIT and as
Technical Director of the American Research and Development Corporation, a pioneer venture
capital firm.

From there, Deputy Secretary Bodman went to Fidelity Venture Associates, a division of the
Fidelity Investments. In i 983 he was named President and Chief Operating Officer of Fidelity
Investments and a Director of the Fidelity Group of Mutual Funds. In 1988. he joined Cabot
Corporation, a Boston-based Fortune 300 company with global business activities in specialty
chemicals and materials, where he served as Chairman, CEO, and a Director. Over the years, he
has been a Director of many other publicly owned corporations.

Deputy Secretary Bodman has also been active in public service. He is a former Director of
MIT’s School of Engineering Practice and a former member of the MIT Commission on
Education. He also served as a member of the Executive and Investment Committees at MIT, a
member tK the American Academy of Arts & Sciences, and a Trustee of the Isabella Stewart
Gardner Museum and the New England Aquarium.

Deputy Secretary Bodman is married to M. Diane [3odman. He has three children, two
stepchildren, and seven grandchildren, He and his ~’ife reside in Washington, D.C.
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Robert G. Card
Under Secretary
Department of Energy

As Under Secretary, Mr. Card has line responsibility for Departmental operations in Energy,
Science, and Environment. Energy responsibilities include renewables, fossil, nuclear and
nuclear fuel cycle management, space nuclear power, power transmission, energy conservation
and energy efficiency standards, in the area of science, the Department is the largest federal
funder for physical sciences covering 14 national laboratories plus university and commercial
research engagements. Major dements include basic energy sciences, high energy and nuclear
physics, biological and environmental sciences, fusion energy and computing. Environmental
operations include nuclear waste management, spent fuel retrieval from commercial, defense and
international sources, and remediation of the nuclear weapons complex. Example activities of the
tinder Secretary during this tenure include responsibility for:

¯ Implementation of the President’s Clean Coal and l:reedomCar initiatives
¯ Reconfiguration of the Environmental Management program to complete public and

worker risk reduction nearly 40 years earlier for over $50 billion of cost savings
¯ Siting and development of the Nation’s high level nuclear waste repository
¯ Chair of the lnteragency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology
¯ Filling the Strategic Petroleum Reserve to its full capacity of 700 million barrels
¯ The Secretary’s Nuclear Power 2010 initiative
¯ Management improvement initiatives including safety and security improvements, DOE

order and requirements streamlining, and project management improvements.

Prior to his DOE employment. Mr. Card was President and CEO. Kaiser-ltill Company, LLC. In
that role he was responsible for the $7 billion, 5.000 employee, cleanup and closure of DOE’s
Rocky Fiats site, which was formerly one of the nation’s five primary nuclear weapons
production sites. The plant, which contained the largest unfinished plutonium stockpile in the
nation, is located in the Denver. Colorado ,metropolitau area. After assuming responsibility for
the project in 1995, Mr. Card restructured site operations and the closure strategy to advance the
planned ch~sure schedule of 2065, at a cost $37 billion to a closure goal of 2006, and a total cost
of approximate $7 billion.

Mr. Card also served as a Director and Senior Vice President at CH2M HILL Companies, Ltd.
The Company had revenues of about $2 billion andwas one of the world’s larger science,
engineering, construction and operations firms. The corporation had major practices in the areas
of energy and environment, water, transportation, and industrial manufacturing. Prior to the
Rocky Flats assignment, Mr. Card served as Group Executive, Environmental Companies.
responsible for the energy and environmental business, which was the firm’s largest business
practice. This business served a variety of customers including the federal government, electric
utilities, oil and gas companies and other industries. Mr. Card personally managed the design and
construction management of an award-winning heavy oil production project in Canada.
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Mr. Card completed the Program for Management Development at Harvard Business School:
received an M.S. in Environmental Engineering from Stanford University: and a B.S. in Civil
Engineering from the University of Washington.
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Rita R. Colwell
Director
National Science Foundation

Dr. Rita R. Colwell became the eleventh Director of the National Science Foundation on August
4, 1998. Since taking office. Dr. Colwell has spearheaded the agency’s emphases in K-12 science
and mathematics education, graduate science and engineering education/training and the
increased participation of women and minorities in science and engineering. Her policy approach
ha~ enabled the agency to strengthen its core activities, as well as establish support for major
initiatives, including Nanotechnology, Biocomplexity, Information Technology, Social,
Behavioral and ,Economic Sciences and the 21" Century Workforce. In her capacity as NSF
Direclor, she serves as Co-chair of the Committee on Science of the National Science and
Technology Council. Under her leadership, the Foundation has received significant budget
increases, and its funding recently reached a level of more than ,$4.8 billion.

Before coming to NSF, Dr. Colwelt was President of the University of Maryland Biotechnology
Institute. 1991-1998, and she remains Professor of Microbiology and Biotechno[ogy ~on leave) at
the University Maryland. She was also a member of the National Science Board from 1984 to
1990.

l)r. Colwell has held many advisory positions in the U.S. Government, non-profit science policy
t~rganiz.ati~ms, and private l~undations, as well as in the international scientific research
community. She is a nationally respected scientist and educator, and has authored or co.authored
16 books and more than ~ scientific publications. She produced the award-winning film,
Invisible Setts, and has served on editorial boards of numerou.~ scientific journals.

She is the recipient of numerous awards, including the Medal of Distinction from Columbia
University. the Gold Medal of Charles University, Prague, and the University of California, Los
Angeles. and the Alumna Summa Laude Dignata from the University of Washington, Seattle.

Dr. Colwell has also been awarded 26 honorary degrees from institutions of higher education,
including her Ahna Mater, Purdue University. Dr. Coiwell is an honorary member of the
microbit~logical s~’ieties of the UK, France, Israel. Bangladesh, and the U.S. and has held
several honorary professorships, including the University of Queensland, Australia. A geological
site in Antarctica, Colwell Massif, has been named in recognition of her work in the polar
regions.

Dr. Colwell has previously served as Chairman of the Board of Governors of the American
Academy of Microbiology and also as President of the American Association fi’~r the
Advancement of Science, the Washington Academy of Sciences, the American Society for
Micr~bioh~gy, the Sigma Xi Nalional Science Honor’at3, Society, and the International I.Jnitm of
Microbiological Societies. Dr. Colwell is a member of the National Academy of Sciences.

Born in Beverly, Massachusetts, Dr. Colwell holds a B.S. in Bacteriology and an M.S. in
Genetics, from Purdue University, and a Ph.D. in Oceanography from lhe University of
Washington.
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David Garman
Assistant Secretary
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy
Department of Energy

David Garman was nominated by President George W. Bush to serve as Assistant Secretary on
April 30, 2001, and was confirmed unanimously by the Uniled States Senate on May 25,200 I.
He assumed the position alter being sworn in by Secretary Abraham on May 31,2001.

Assistant Secretary Garman previously served in a variety of positions on the staff of two U.S.
Senators and two Senate Committees during a career spanning nearly 21 years. Most recently,
Mr. Garman served as Chief of Staff to Alaska Senator Frank H. Murkowski. Mr. Garman also
served on the professional staff of the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee and the
Senate Select Committee on Intelligence.

Throughout his career, Mr. Garman’s work has focused mainly on energy and the environment.
For example, while serving on the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, Mr. Garman worked
in the newly emerging area of"environmental intelligence and security," working on issues such
as global climate change, traqsboundary pollution, and regional environmental threats from the
Former Soviet Union. While on the staff of the Energy and Natural Resources Committee, Mr.
Garman’s portfolio included energy research and development, science and technology, and
global climate change.

Mr. Garmat~ also served as a U.S. Senate ob~rver at virtually all of the major negotiations under
the U hired Nations i:ramework Convention on Climate Change from 1995-2000.

Mr. Garman holds a Bachelor of Arts from Duke University, and a Master of Science in
Environmental Sciences from the Johns Hopkins University.
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Vice Admiral Conrad C. Lautenbacher, Jr., U.S. Navy (Ret.)
Undersecretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere and
NOAA Administrator

A native of Philadelphia. Pennsylvania, and a graduate of the U.S. Naval Academy (Class of
1964), Vice Admiral Lautenbacher has served in a broad range of operational, command and
staff billets.

Operational tours include Division Officer in USS WASP (CVS- i 8), and USS HENRY B.
WILSON (DDG-7), a second tour on the USS HENRY B. WILSON (DDG-7) as Department
ltead, and Executive Officer of USS BENJAMIN STODDERT (DDG-22). Areas of expertise
include Anti-submarine Warfare, Anti-air Warfare, and Naval Surface Fire Support, with
expertise gained during a number of deployments to the Western Pacific and Southeast Asia
during the Vietnam War.

Command experience includes tours as Commanding Officer of USS HEW1TT (DD-966),
Commander Naval Station Norfolk, Commander of Cruiser-Destroyer Group Five with
additional duties as Commander, U.S. Naval Forces Central Command Riyadh, during
Operations Deserl Shield and Desert Storm. where he was in charge of Navy planning and
participation in the air campaign. As Commander U.S. Third Fleet, he introduced Joint training
t, the Pacific with the initiation of the first West Coast Joint Task Force Training Exercises
(.ITFI.:.Xs). A leader in the introduction of cutting edge information technology, he pioneered the
use of information technology to mount large-scale operations using sea based command and
contn~l, lie was the architect of the USS CORONADO transformation to a prototype Joint
Command and Control ship OCC~, a founding father of the current Fleet Battle Experiment
pr~gram, and originator of the Sea Based Battle Laboratory concept [’or significantly reducing
the time to move technology to the fleet.

Staff duties include higher education as well as significant assignments in senior management.
Vice Admiral Lautenbacher attended Harvard University receiving MS and Ph.D. degrees in .
Applied Mathematics. He was selected as a Federal Executive Fellow and served at the
Brookings Institution. He served as a guest lecturer on numerous occasions at the Naval War
College, the Army War College, the Air War College, The Fletcher School of Diplomacy, and
the components of the National Defense Universily.

As a Cost Analyst in OSD Systems Analysis, he became an expert in building cosl estimating
models for major acquisition programs with specialization in aircraft R&D and procurement. He
v, as one of the original members of the Cost Analysis Improvement Group (CAIG) independent
cost estimating effort. As Assistant for Strategy with the CNO Executive Panel, and Program
Planning Branch Head in the Navy Program Planning Directorate, he continued to hone his
analytic skills resulting in designation as a specialist both in Operations Analysis and Financial
Management.

As a Flag Officer he served as Deputy Chief of Staff for Management/Inspector General on the
staff of Commander in Chief U.S. Pacific Fleet; and Director of Force Structure, Resources, and
Assessments 0-8) on the Joint Staff, where he contributed to the development of the Base Force
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and was a prime architect of the Bottom Up Review military force structure. He also served as
director. Office of Program Appraisal. on the Staff of the Secretary of the Navy and his last
assignment on active duty was Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Resources, Warfare
Requirements and Assessments) personally responsible for developing the Navy Future (.five)
Years Program and $80B annual budget. These positions resulted in the development of
significant expertise in federal government processes within both the Executive and l.egislative
branches.

After transitioning to the civilian sector, he formed his own management consultant business,
and worked principally [’or Technology, Strategies & Alliances Inc. He was President and CEO
of the Consortium for Oceanographic Research and Education (CORE) before joining NOAA
Monday, Dec. 10, 2001. This not-for-profit organization has a membership of 65 institutions of
higher learning, and a mission to increase basic knowledge and public support across the
spectrum of ocean sciences.
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James R. Mahoney, Ph.D.
Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere
and NOAA Deputy Administrator

.lames R. Mahoney was born and raised in Syracuse, New York. He received a B,S. degree in
Physics from l.eMoyne College in his home town. His career since college has involved more
than 40 years of continuous f~us on environmental management and the earth sciences, with an
emphasis on the atmospheric, climate, hydrological and oceanographic areas. He has undertaken
diverse responsibilities in academic, corporate, national government and international settings.

Mahoney received a Ph.D. degree in meteorology from MIT, and then joined the Faculty of
Public Health at Harvard University, in its Department of Environmental Health Sciences. This
early-career focus on public health and the environment has positively influenced all of his
subsequent professional work.

Drawing upon his ttarvard experience, Mahoney co-founded the environmental management
company Enviroumental Research & Technology, Inc. in 1968. ERT grew to become the
nati~m’s largest environmental firm by the end of the 1970s, operating throughout the United
States and several other nations. In that period, ERT became the largest employer of
meteorologists and related technical specialists in the United States, except for the federal
government ilself. In 1984, Mahoney moved to the position of director of the Environmental
Industries Center at the Bechtel Group, Inc., in San Francisco. In this position he supervised
Bechtel’s domestic and international environmental programs.

Mahoney entered full-time public service in 1988 as director of the National Acid Precipitation
Assessment Program (NAPAP). working ira the Executive Office of the President. NAPAP was a
unique ten-year interagency program created by the Energy Security Act of 1979, and charged
with recommending sound approaches to controlling acid rain effects, while providing for
continued energy and economic security for the nation. His service as NAPAP director included
the completion of the ten-year program involving the work of more than 2,{K~O technical and
economic specialists; the publication of a major, internationally reviewed acid rain science and
technology compendium; and extensive issue analy~s supporting the development of the Clean
Air Act Amendments o1" 1990. Mahoney was awarded the Commerce Department Gold Medal in
recognition of exceptional performance as director of NAPAP.

Mahoney was senior vice president of the IT Group, Inc., an international environmental
management firn~, from 1901 to 1999. Among other responsibilities, he served as president of
IT’s Consulting and Ventures Group, which conducted projects in nearly ever3,’ state and at
several international locations. During 2000 and 2001, Mahoney worked as an environmental
advisor on several domestic and international matters.

Mahoney has worked in more than 50 other nations in several different roles: negotiating and
overseeing international joint venture technical companies, representing the U.S. government in
specialist exchanges, advising government agencies (particularly in developing nations) on
sustainable industry, fishery and agricultural practices, and advising several United Nations and
other international agencies.
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Mahonev is a Fellow and former president of the 12.000-member American Meteorological
Society.’which serves the ~tmospheric, oceanographic and hydrological fields. As a result of a
strategic review initiated during his term as president, AMS committed to a long-term program
of support lbr science education at all levels, encouragement of technical careers for minority
students, and the application of sound science to complex public issues including disaster
preparedness, environmental protection and global climate change, among others.

Mahoney has served on several committees of the National Academy of Sciences dealing with
weather and climate, environmental protection and science education. In 1999, he completed a
term as co-chairman of the Academy’s Board on Atmospheric Science and Climate.

Malmney has six adult children and eleven grandchildren. He and his wife Taya Mahoney also
have five-year-old twin daughters.
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John H. Marhurger, IlI
Director
Office of Science and Technology Policy.
Executive Office ot’ the Presiden!

Dr. John H. Marburger, 111, Science Adviser to the President and Director of the Office of
Science and Technology Policy, was born on Staten Island N.Y., grew up in Maryland near
Washington D.C. and attended Princeton University (B.A., Physics 1962) and Stanford
University (Ph.D. Applied Physics 1967). Before his appointment in the Executive Office of the
President, he served as Director of Brookhaven National Laboratory. from 1998, and as the third
President of the State University of New York at Stony Brook (1980-1994). He came to Long
Island in 1980 from the University of Southern California where he had been a Professor of
Physics and Electrical Engineering, serving as Physics Department Chairman and Dean of the
College of Letters, Arts and Sciences in the 1970’s. In the fall of 1994 he returned to the faculty
at Stony Brook, teaching and doing research in optical science as a University Professor. Tltree
years later he became President of Brookhaven Science Associates, a partnership between the
university and Battelle Memorial Institute that competed for and won the contract to operate
Br(mkhaven National Laboratory.

While at the University of Southern California, Marburger contributed to the rapidly growing
fichl of nonlinear optics, a subject created by the invention of the laser in 1960. He developed
theory, for various laser phenomena and was a co-founder of the University of Southern
California’s Center for Laser Studies. His teaching activities included "Frontiers of Electronics."
a series of educational programs on CBS television.

Marburgcr’s presidency at Stony Brook coincided with the opening and growth of University
Hospital and the development of the biological sciences as a major strength of the university.
During the ! 980’s federally sponsored scientific research at Stony Brook grew to exceed that of
a~y t~ther public university in the northeastern United States.

During his presidency, Marburger served on numerous boards and committees, including
chairmanship of the governor’s commission on the Shoreham Nuclear Power facility, and
chairmanship of the 80 campus "Universities Research Association" which operates Fermi
National Accelerator Laboratory near Chicago. He served as a Irustee of Princeton University
and many other organizations. He also chaired the highly successful 1991/92 Long Island United
Way campaign.

While on leave from Stt)ny Brook, Marburger carried out the mandates of the Department of
Energy to improve management practice at Brookhaven National Laboralory. His company,
Brookhaven Science Associates, continued to produce excellent science at the lab while
achieving ISO14001 certification of the lab’s environmental management system, and winning
back the confidence and support of the community.
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Richard !I. Moss
Director, U.S. Global Change Research Program Office

Dr. Richard H. Moss is Director of the U.S. Global Change Research Program Office. in this
capacity, he coordinates the interagency process for preparing the Climate Change Science
Program’s strategic plan. He also holds an appointment as Staff Scientist at the Joint Global
Change Research Institute (University of Maryland (College Park) and Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory). His research interests include quantitative modeling of the sensitivity and
adaptability of socio-economic systems to environmental variability and change, and evaluation
and conununication of scientific uncertainty in assessments. In addition to these responsibilities,
Moss is Chair of the Task Group on Climate Scenarios for Impact Analysis of the
lntergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and serves on the editorial board of
Climatic ~7~ange.

Moss grew up near Chicago, Illinois, and attended Carleton College (B.A. 1977, English
literature, magna cure laude, Phi Beta Kappa)and Princeton University (Ph.D. 1987, Public and
International Affairs. University Fellowship). After serving as a lecturer on the Princeton faculty
for two years. Moss received an International Affairs Fellowship from the NY Council on
Foreign Relations. He accepted an appointment as program officer at the International
Geosphere-Biosphere Programme in Stockhohn, Sweden, where he learned about global
biogeochemical cycles and helped prepare and publish a science plan lbr research on the role of
land use and land c~wer change in biogeochemical cycling. During this period he also served as
Deputy Executive Director of the International Human Dimensions Programme.

In 1993. Moss accepted an assignment with the IPCC as Director of the Technical Suptx~rl Unit
fi~r the impacts, adaptation, and mitigation working group (Working Group 1I), a position he held
until 1998. While at the IPCC. Moss served as co-editor of the Working Group II contribution to
the IPCC Second Assessment Report (Cambridge IJniversity Press, !996), as editor or lead
author of several special reports and technical papers, and as one of the organizers of the IPCC
Third Assessment Report.

Moss was named a fellow of the Aldo l..eopold Leadership Program in 21)01, served on the
National Research Council Panel on Assessment of NASA’s Post-2002 Earth Observing
Missions in 1999, and was a member of the editorial board of Atmual Review of Energy and the
Enviromnent from 1994-1999. He is married to Dina Keller Moss and has two children, Michael
and Sara.
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Professor G.O.P. Ohasi
Secretary-General
World Meteorological Organization

Professor Godwin Olu Patrick Obasi, a Nigerian national, holds a B.Sc Honours degree (1959) in
Mathematics and Physics from McGill University, Montreal (Can’,u.la); a Master of Science
degree with distinction (1960) and a Doctor of Science degree (t963) in meteorology both from
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, U.S.A. He won the Carl Rossby Award for the best
doctoral degree thesis. Professor Obasi has had a successful University career in education,
training and research including serving as Dean of the Faculty of Science, Professor of
Meteorology and Chairman of the Department of Meteorology at the University of Nairobi,
Kenya (1967-761. During this period, he was able to train many meteorologists who later became
experts and administrators in the fields of meteorology, hydrology and the environment serving
governments, international organisations and academic institutions world-wide. He is a
Consulting Editor to many international journals in meteorology.

He has published over 150 scientific and technical papers and continues to prepare a~l deliver
scientific and policy-related lectures to several high-level meetings, including at ministerial and
Heads of State and Government levels. In the past two decades, a number of his lectures and
speeches have flx:ussed on policy issues related to climate variability and climate change. In
addition, he has made significant contributions to the advancement of meteorology, hydrology
and reh~ted geophysical sciences that address environmental and climate change concerns, with
implications for international environmental governance.

As Secretary-General of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), a position he has held
since 1984, Professor Obasi has been on the forefront of promoting global solutions to
environmental problems, with special attention to the atmosphere, fresh water and lhe oceans as
well as to related issues that have implications for the environment. He was at the lbrefront of
those who d~’ew the world’s attention to the issue of climale change. He initiated, along with the
Executive Director of United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the negotiations on the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change and also contributed to the
establishment of the UN Convention to Combat Desertification. Prof. Obasi has given his strong
support to the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP), and was instrumental, along with
the Executive Director of UNEP, in the establishment of the lntergovernmentai Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC). He took a lead role in the organization of the Second World Climate Conference
and in the establishment of the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS). He also contribut~
to the achievements of the Vienna Convention on the Protection of the Ozone Layer.

Professor Obasi has been instrumental in raising the profile of WMO and the National
Meteorological and Hydrological Services (NMHSs). He is a Vice-President of the Third World
Academy of Sciences (TWAS), a Fellow of the African Academy of Sciences and Academician
of the International Academy of Sciences of Nature and Society (Armenia). Prof. Obasi has also
been honoured by other academies of sciences, several universities, and governments world-
wide. He is a Fellow of the International Energy Foundation. In addition, he is Fellow, Honorary
Fellow or member of many professional meteorological and hydrological societies around the
~world, including the American Meteorological Society.
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Honorable Scan O’Keefe
NASA Administrator

Nominated by President George W. Bush and confirmed by the United States Senate, Sean
O’Keefe was appointed by the President as the tenth Administrator of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration on December 21,2001. As Administrator, O’Keefe leads the NASA
team and manages its resources, as NASA seeks to advance exploration and discovery in
acro~lautics and space technologies.

O’Keefe joined the Bush Administration on inauguration day and .served as the Deputy Director
of the Office of Management and Budget and Deputy Assistant to the President until December
2001, overseeing the preparation, management and administration of the Federal budget and
government wide-management initiatives across the Executive Branch.

Prior to joining the Bush Administration, O’Keefe was the Louis A. Bantle Professor of Business
and Government Policy, an endowed chair at the Syracuse University Maxwell School of
Citizenship and Public Affairs. He also served as the Director of National Security Studies, a
partnership of Syracuse University and Johns Hopkins University, for delivery of executive
education programs for senior military and civilian Department of Defense managers. Appointed
to these positions in 1996, he was previously Professor of Business Administration and Assistant
to the Senior Vice President for Research and Dean of the Graduate School at" the Pennsylvania
State University.

Appointed as the Secretary of the Navy in July 1992 by President George Bush. O’Keefe
previously served as Comptroller and Chief Financial Officer of the Department of Defense
since 1989. Before joining Defense Secretary Dick Cheney’s Pentagon management team in
these capacities, he served on the United States Senate Committee on Appropriations staff for
eight years, and was Staff" Director of the Defense Appropriations Subcommittee. His public
service began in 1978 u|xm selection as a Presidential Management Intern.

Scan O’Kec[e is a Fellow of the National Academy of Public Administration and has served as
chair of an Academy panel on investigative practices. He was a Visiting Scholar at the Wolfson
College of the University of Cambridge in the United Kingdom, a member of the Naval
Postgraduate School’s civil-military relations seminar team for emerging democracies and has
conducled seminars for the Strategic Studies Group at Oxford University. He served on the
national security panel to devise the 1988 Republican platform and was a member of the 1985
Kennedy Sch(~)! of Government program for national security executives at Harvard University.

In 1993. President Bush and Secretary Cheney presented him the Distinguished Public Service
Award. He was also the recipient of the Department of the Navy’s Public Service Award in
December 2000. Scan O’Keefe was the 1999 faculty recipient of the Syracuse University
Chancellor’s Award for Public Service. He is the author of several journal articles, contributing
author of "Keeping the Edge: Managing Defense for the Future," released in October 2000, and
in 1998, co-authored "The Defense Industry in the Post-Cold War Era: Corporate Strategies and
Public Policy Perspectives."
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Scan O’Keefe earned his Bachck~r of Arts in 1977 from Loyola University in New Orleans,
l.ouisiana, and his Master of Public Administration degree in 1978 from The Maxwell School.
His wife Laura and children Lindsey. Jonathan and Kevin, reside in northern Virginia.
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R.K Pachauri
Chairman, lntergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

l)r. Rajendra K Pachauri was born in Nainital, India, on 20 August 1940. He assumed his currznt
responsibilities as the head ol TERI (Tata Energy Research Institute) in 1981, first as Director
and, since April 2001, as Director-General. TERI does original work and provides professional
suppor~ in the areas of energy, environment, forestry, biotechnology, and the conservation of
natural resources to government departments, institutions, and corporate organizations
worldwide. Dr Pachauri has been elected as Chairman of IPCC (lntergovemmental Panel on
Climate Change), established by World Meteorological Organization and United Nations
Environment Programme in 1988. He has taken charge as Chairman, IPCC from 20 April 200~.
onwards. He has been active in several inten~ational forums dealing with the subject of climate
change and its policy dimensions.

To acknowledge his immense contribution to the lield of environment, he has been awarded ti~e
Padma Bhushan -. one of India’s highest civilian awards that recognizes distinguished service of
a high order tt~ the nation in any field (January 2tKI ! ).

Commencing his carccr with the Diesel Locomotive Works, Varanasi, where he held several
managerial positions. Dr Pachauri joined the North Carolina State University. Raleigh, NC,
USA, where he obtained an MS in Industrial Engineering in 1972. a PhD in Industrial
Engineering and a PhD iu Economics. and also served as Assistant Prol’essor (August 1974-.V ay
1975) and Visiting Facully Member (Summer 1976 and 1977~ in lhe Department of Economic s
and Business.

On his returu to India, he joined the Administrative Staff College of India, Hyderabad. as
Member Senior Faculty (June 1975-June 1979) and went on to become Director, Consulting ~ nd
Applied Research Division (July 1979-March 1981 ). He joined TERI as Director in April 1981.

He has also been a Visiting Professor, Resource Economics at the College of Mineral and Energy
Resources, West Virginia University (August 1981-August 1982); Senior Visiting Fellow,
Resource Systems Institute, East-West Center, USA (May-June 1982); and Visiting Researcl:
Fellow, The World Bank, Washington. DC (June-September 1990). Recognizing his vast
knowledge and experience in the energy-environment field, the United Nations Development
Programme appointed him as a purl time Adviser in the fields of Energy and Sustainable
Management of Natural Resources, 1994-1999.

His wide-ranging expertise has resulted in his being invited to join various international and
natiotud committees and boards, which on the international level include Member, Board of ti:e
International Solar Energy Society (ISES), 1991-1997: Member, World Resources Institute
(WRI) Council, 1992: Chairman, Work Group A - World Energy Council (WEC) Committec on
Developing Countries, 1993-1995; President (1988), Chairman (1989-90), International
Associalion f~r Energy Economics (IAEE), Washington, D C .; President. Asian Energy
Institute, 1992 o~wards.
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Committees of the Government of India which he has served include Member. Panel of Eminent
Persians on Power. Ministry of Power; Member. Delhi Vision - Core Planning Group; Memb,.’r.
Advisor)’ Board on Energy (ABE). Government of India. 1983 - 1988 (The Board reported
directly to the l’rime Minister of India); Member. National Environmental Council. Governm:nt
of India under the Chairmanship of the Prime Minister of India. November 1993 and April !~99;
Member. Oil Industry Restructuring Group. "R" Group. Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas.
Government of India. 1994.

He has also served on academic and research institute bodies including Member. Board of
Goven~ors. Trireme Scientific & Industrial Research Foundation. September 1987; Member.
Executive Committee of the India International Center. 1985 onwards: Member. Governing
Council of the India Habitat Center. New Delhi. October 1987 onwards: Member. Coun of
Gt~ven~ors. Administrative Staff College of India. 1979-81.

In Jat~uary 1999. Dr R K Pachauri was appointed as Director. Board of Directors of the lndia~
Oil Corporation Limited (a Fortune 500 company) for a period of 3 years.

!, April 1999. Dr R K Pachauri was apl:x>inted as the Member. Board of Directors of the Institute
for Global Environmental Strategies IIGES). Environment Agency. Government of Japan. fo’~
pcri<ud of 3 years.

September 1999. Dr R K Pachauri was appointed as the Chairman. The Darjeeling Himalaya~
Railway l leritage t:c~undation. Darjeeling.

11c taught at the School of Forestry & Environmental Studies. Yale University. USA. as
McCluskey Fellow duri,g 6 September-8 December 2000.

July 2001. Dr R K Pachauri was appointed Member. Eco,omic Advisory Council to the P~ime
Mi,ister of India.

ttc l~as also ;~uthorcd 21 books and several papers and articles.
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Christie Whitman
Administrator
Environmental Protection Agency

Christie Whitman was sworn in as EPA Administrator on January 31,2001. Prior to that,
Whitnmn served as the 50111 Governor of New Jersey.

In testimony before Ihe U.S. Senate on January 17. Whitman said she believed envhx, nmental
and economic goals go hand in hand and that she would continue her record of working to forg..¯
strong partnerships among citizens, government and business to produce measurable
environmental results of cleaner air, water and land.

As governor of New Jersey, Whitman developed a strong environmental record, providing
cleaner air, water and land than when she was first elected in November 1993. Under her
environmental leadership, New Jersey’s air became significantly cleaner. The number of days
New Jersey violated the federal one-hour air quality standard lbr ground level ozone dropped
liom 45 in 1988 to four in 2000. The state is oll target to reduce greenhouse gas emissions below
i 9t~l levels.

New Jersey’s waterways, coasts and ocean waters also became significantly cleaner. Beach
closings reached a record low and the state earned recognition by the Natural Resources Defense
Council for i||stituling the most comprehensive beach monitoring system in the nation. The
Gtwernor v,on voter approval for a plan to break a longstanding impasse over dredging the
state’s p~rts that is both environmentally acceptable and economical. She established a new
watershed management program. New Jersey now leads the nation in opening shellfish beds for
harvesting.

As a prcservationist, Governor Whitman won voter approval for the state’s first stable funding
source to preserve one million more acres of open space and farmland in ten years. By 2010,
New Jersey will have permanently preserved 40 percent of its total landmass, with more than
half preserved during her tenure. She is an advocate for "smart growth" and in New Jersey she
cnc~uraged new growth in cities and other areas where roads, sewers and schools are alre’ady in
place. She encouraged redevelopment of cities through programs to streamline cleanups of
abandoned industrial "brownfield" sites.

Whitman was New Jersey’s first female governor. She appointed New Jersey’s first African
American State Supreme Court Justice, its first female State Supreme Court Chief Justice and its
first female Attorney General.

Prior to becoming governor, Whitman headed the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities and the
Somerset County Board of Freeholders. She grew up in Hunterdon County, N.J. and earned a
bachelor’s degree in government from Whealon College in Massachusetts in 1968. She is
married to John R. Whitman and has two children.
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ADDENDUM TO AGENDA

December 3, 2002, 2:00 - 4:00 p.m.

Breakout Session 2 - Observations and Monitoring Systems - Cotillion South
Panelists:    CANCELI.ATION - Jon Foley (Univ. of Wisconsin)

Breakoat Session 3 - Atmospheric Composition - Coolidge
Panelist.s:     ADDITIONS: William Brune (Pennsylvania State University), Elizabeth ltolland

~NCAR), Daniel Jacob (Harvard), Mack McFarland (DuPont). Stephen Schwartz
(Brookhave,a National Laboratory)

Breakout Session 6. Climate - Land U.~’e/Land (.’aver Interactions - Virginia A&B
Panelists:    Marc Steininger (Conservation International) REPLACES John Musinsky

December 4, 2002, 8:30 ~I0:30 a.m.

Breakout Session 8 - Water Cycle - Virginia A&B
Panelists:    ADDITIONS: Douglas McChesney (Washington State Department of Ec~logy), Ana

Barros (ltarvard) REPLACES John Roads (UCSD)

Breakout Session 12 - International Collaboration - Cotillion Sonth
Panelists:     ADDITION: Anver Ghazi (European Commission)

Breakout Session 15 - Resolution of Disparities in Tropospheric Temperature Records - Harding
Panelists:    CORRECTION: John R. Christy (University of Alabama in Huntsville)

December 5, 2002, 8:30 -10:30 a.m.

Breakout Session 2 ! - lntekactions between Data, Obser~,ations, and Modeling - Salon 2
Panelists:     ADDITIONS: Jm~6 Achachc (European Space Agency), Neville Smith (Australian Bureau

o f Met eorology)

Breakout Session 22 - Scenario Development and Risk-Based Decision Support - Delaware A&B
Panelists:    ADDITION: Robert Corell (Harvard, AMS)

Breakout Session 23 - Applied Clbnate Modeling - Coolidge
Panelists:    ADDITION: Jagadish Shukla (Center for Ocean-Land-Atmosphere Studies}

December 5, 2002, 2:00-3:00 p.m.

Panel Discussion: Feedback on the draf* Strategic Plan and the Workshop
Richard Anthes (UCAR). D,’m Albrilton (NOAA), Ellis Cowling INorth Carolina State University),
Charles Kennel {Univ. of Calil\mfia), Bcr,ien Moore (University of Ne\~~ ltampshi,e), William O’Kcet’e
(Marshal! l,~stitute~
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U.S. Climate Change Science Program:
Planning Workshop for Scientists and Stakeholders

3-5 December 2002
Washington, D.C.
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Earth Science
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E-mail dandersl @.hq.nasa.gov
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Harvard University
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Cambridge, MA 02138
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E-mail: ~nderson@hua~.hmvard.cdu
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Remarks of Governor Christine Todd Whitman,
Administrator of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,

atthe
U.S. Climate Change Science Program

Planning Workshop for Scientists and Stakeholders
Washington, D.C.

December 4, 2002

Thank you, Dr. (Jim) Mahoney, for that intmduction~ I also want to thank you for your
leadership as director of the U.S. Climate Change Science Program. The EPA is glad for the
opportunity to again partner with you on one of the more challenging issues confronting our
Agency and our government.

I want to begin by reaffirming my Agency’s commitment to increasing our understanding
of the nature, causes, and effects of global climate change. For more than a d~ade, the United
States has been a world leader in climate change reseamh. That’s a position we intend to retain.

With the release of the U.S. Climate Change Program’s new strategic plan, the federal
government is taking an important step toward meeting the commitment laid out by President
Bush in June of last year.

As you will recall, he pledged to advance "an effective and science-based approach to
addressing the important issue of global climatechange," and that’s exactly what this
Administration is doing.

After all, as the President pointed ot~t, we know that the surface temperature of the earth
is rising. And, as the Natiodal Academy of Sciences has concluded, the changes observed over
the past several decades appear likely to be mostly due to human activities.

But the National Academy also conbluded that we cannot role out that some significant
part of these changes is a reflection of natural variability. Even when looking at the impact of
human activity on global climate change, there’s still an imperfect understanding of exactly
which activities arc having the greatest effect. The recent NASA-funded study that suggests that
land use patterns may contribute as much to climate change as do greenhouse emissions certainly
points to the fact that there is still much to learn.

I am proud that EPA will play a key role in advancing the work of the Climate Change
Program’s strategic plan. We’ve given a lot of thought as to how best we can use our expertise,
experience, and resources to make that contribution and that is why EPA will soon be releasing
the Research Strategy for our Global Change Research Program.
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This strategy will enable EPA to focus its efforts on achieving the best and most useful
results. It will eusurv that our nation’s decision makers have most current best scientific
knowledge available about how climate change could affect the cleanliness of our air, the purity
of our water, and the health of our people and our ecosystems.

This effort will be led, of course, by EPA’s Global Change Research Progr .~ within our
Office of Research and Development and will be fully integrated with the President’s Climate
Change Research Initiative. As I mentioned a moment ago, it will focus on those areas EPA
knows best - air and water quality, human health, and ecosystem health.

Of course, as many of you know, EPA won’t do all this alone. We like to conduct our
research activities in paxtnership with others, including those in academia. With that is mind, I’m
pleased to announce today that EPA’s Global Program has recently awarded nearly $5 million in
grants to tb2ee universities - Penn State, Michigan State, and Texas A & M - to allow them to
study the potential effects of climate change in their regions and to develop possible strategies for
meeting those effects.

0fcourse, while we have been working on our strategic plan, we’ve also been working
on a parallel track to develop useful tools that decision makers can~use now. I’d like to highlight
a few of thorn.

Our assessment teams have developed a web-based tool that will enable water resource
managers to consider and prepare for climate change as part of their long-range planning;

We have evaluated the vulnerability of drinking water plants in coastal areas to possible
rises in sea level. I’m pleased to report that we’ve found that these plants can
cost-effectively meet such a challenge, should it present itselfi, and,

We have been working closely with the International Joint Commission to examine how
the U.S. and Canada can protect our shared water resources in the Great Lakes region.

These are just three examples of the many ways EPA is already working to meet the
President’s commitment to produce useful and scientifically sound information on global climate
change for both the public and policy makers.

But while we axe engaged in improving our scientific knowledge, we are also engaged in
immediate efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. As President Bush has said, "While
scientific uncertainties remain, we can begin now to address the factors that contribute to climate
change." So let me share with you some of what we’ve been doing at EPA to promote
greenhouse gas reductions.

Earlier this year, wc launched our Climate Leaders program, a voluntary effort to promote
the reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by responsible and public spirited corporate citizens.
To date, 31 companies have signed on as Climate Leaders, and eight of them have already
announced their greenhouse gas reduction goals.

Miller Brewing Company, for example, has pledged to reduce emissions by 18% per
barrel of production by 2006 and General Motors pledged to reduce their total emissions by 10%
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for all of their North American facilities by 2005. This is the sort of leadership we should expect
- and encourage - from the corporate sector.

In addition, through our Energy Star program and its 7,000 partners, we arc achieving
annual greenhouse gas emission reductions equivalent to removing 12 million cars from the
roads. By buying Energy Star products, even individual consumers can help reduce greenhouse
gas emissions.

Another real success that proves the value of voluntary programs is EPA’s effort to
reduce methane emissions. Through these programs, which include the Landfill Methane
Outreach Pro~am and the Coalbed Methane Outreach Program, methane emissions today are
actually 5 percent lower than they were in 1990. Due to the ongoing success of these efforts, we
expect emissions to remain below 1990 levels through at least 2020, even as the economy
continues to grow.

Taken together, I believe this Administration is meeting America’s obligation to the
world with respect to global climate change. As the President said last year, "The issue of
climate change respects no border. Its effects cannot be reined in by an army nor advanced by
any ideology. Climate change, with its potential impact on every comer of the world, is an issue
that must be addressed by the world."

I am confident that EPA is. doing its part. And while no army can rein in climate change,
we will prove that an army of scientists can advance our knowledge and inform our decision
making, so that the choices we make will reflect both good science and good stewardship.
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FEED BACK PANEL COMMENTS WILLIAM O~EEFE
GEORGE C MARSHALL INSTITUTE

THIS HAS BEEN AN IMPRESSIVE AND INNOVATIVE APPROACH FOR SEEKING INPUT INTO THE CLIMATE CHANGE
STRATEGIC PIAN. JIM MAHONEY AND HIS TEAM DESERVE CONGRATULATIONS FOR A JOB WELL DONE. THIS
WORKSHOP WAS NOT AN EASY UNDERTAKING BUT THE NEXT STEP OF TAKING ALL OF THIS INPUT TO TURN THE
DRAFT INTO A REALLY POLICY RELEVANT ACTION PLAN IS REALLY HARD WORK. TO USE A PHRASE THAT HAS
BEEN USED OFTEN OVER THESE THREE DAYS, IT IS A DAUNTING CHALLENGE.

OVER THESE THREE DAYS, I HAVE READ COMMENTS AND HEARD A FEW---AND I EMPHASIZE THE WORD FEW--
REHARKS THAT THIS EFFORT IS A DIVERSION FROM TAKING REAL ACTION AND THAT WE ALREADY KNOW ALL
THAT WE HAVE TO TAKE MITIGATION ACTIONS. THIS ONLY GOES TO PROVE THE TRUISM THAT NO GOOD DEED
GOES UNPUNISHED. ]IH MAHONEY’S CHALLENGE THAT THE SU(T..ESS OF THIS EFFORT WILL BE MEASURED BY
THE DEGREE OF CHANGE REFLECTED IN THE FINAL PLAN IS A CLEAR INDICATION THAT THIS IS A SERIOUS
EFFORT. IF THE FINAL PRODUCT IS NOT TO THE lIKING OF SOME, THAT OUTCOME SHOULD NOT BE THE RESULT
OF SILTING ON THE SIDELINES BECAUSE OF A BELIEF THAT THE OUTCOME HAS BEEN PREDETERMINED.

THE PROCESS OF DEVELOPING A STRATEGIC PLAN PROVIDES AN OPPORTUNITY TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY AND
RELEVANCE OF INFORMATION THAT DRIVE POLICIES AND STRIKE THE RIGHT BALANCE BETWEEN RISK
MANAGEMENT AND PRESERVING A HEALTHY’, ROBUST ECONOMY. THE PRESENTATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS THAT
HAVE TAKEN PLACE MAKE IT ABSOLUTELY CLEAR THT THERE IS A GREAT DEAL THAT WE DO NOT KNOW OR
KNOW WELL ENOUGH. WISE POLICY DEMANDS BETTER INFORMATION.

GIVEN THE MAGNITUDE OF THE CHALLENGE, SYSTEMS FOR KNOWLEDGE CREATION AND USE WILL BE
OBVIOUSLY PUSHED, PERHAPS TO THEIR LIMITS. IT IS IMPORTANT, HOWEVER, NOT TO PUSH THEM TOO HARD
AND TOO FAR. TO DRAW ON AN ANALOGY FROM STATISTICAL ANALYSIS, IT IS ONE THING TO TORTURE THE
DATA UNTIL THEY CONFESS; IT IS SOMETHING ELSE TO TORTURE THEM UNTIL THEY CONFESS TO ANYTHING. A
HEALTHY DOSE OF PRAGMATISM AS WELL AS HUMILITY BY THOSE WHO IMPLEMENT AND MANAGE THE PLAN
WILL SERVE THEM WELL AS THEY PROCEED.

IN MANY OF THE BREAKOUT SESSIONS THAT I AI-FENDED, THE VALUE OF AN ITERATIVE PROCESS OF PLANNING
AND DECISION MAKING WAS STRESSED. THAT IS THE PROVEN APPROACH TO DECISION MAKING UNDER
CONDITIONS OF UNCERTAINTY, THE RECOGNITION OF THAT APPROACH FOR THIS INITIATIVE WAS
REASSURING AS WAS THE CLEAR RECOGNITION OFTHE VALUE OF SMALL STEPS, OF LEARNING FROM
EXPERIENCE AND THE NEED FOR A FEEDBACK LOOP SO THAT ACTIONS CAN BE ADJUSTED TO NEW
INFORMATION.

THE AGENDA OF POSSIBLE ACTIONS IDENTIFIED IN THE PLAN ALMOST CERTAINLY EXCEED THE RESOURCES
THAT ARE OR LIKELY TO BE AVAILABLE TO IMPLEMENT THEM. RESOURCE CONSTRAINTS MAKE PRIORITY
SEFFING AND A RATIONAL SEQUENCING OF RESEARCH AND ANALYSES EVEN MORE CRUCIAL THAN THEY
OTHERWISE WOULD BE. SO I URGE THAT A HIGH PRIORITY BE GIVEN TO SETTING THE PRIORITY SETTING
CRITERIA AND TO MAKING SURE THATTHEY ARE USED. IN ADDITION TO THE CRITERIA IDENTIFIED IN THE
DRAFI’, I WANT TO SUGGEST THREE OTHERS--THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF A PRO]ECT, THE PROBABILITY OF
SUCCESS AND HOW POLICY MAKERS WILL USE THE INFORHATION. YESTERDAY, ONE OF MY CO-PANELISTS
WHO IS FROH THE PUBLIC HEALTH FIELD MENTIONED SEVERAL OTHER FACTORS THAT APPLY TO HER FIELD.I
BELIEVE THAT THEY ARE WORTH REPEATING--AWARENESS OF A PROBLEM, UNDERSTANDING ITS CAUSES, A
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SENSE THAT THE PROBLEF1 MATTERS, A CAPACITY TO EXERCISE CONTROL, AND POLITICAL Will TO ACT. WITH
CLIMATE CHANGE, WE THINK THAT THERE MAY BE A PROBLEM BUT WE ARE A LONG WAY FROM
UNDERSTANDING THE CAUSES AND WHAT WE CAN DO ABOUT THEM.

DURING THE DISCUSSIONS, THERE WERE REPEATED REFERENCES TO THE NEED TO GIVE A HIGH PRIORITY TO
AEROSOLS, CARBON SOURCES AND SINKS AND CLIMATE SENSITIVITY. I AGREE WnH THATTHOSE ARE
IMPORTANT BUT THERE ARE OTHER FACTORS THAT DESERVE EQUAL CONSIDERATION. THESE INCLUDE
NATURAL VARIABILITY, CLIMATE VARIABILITY, CLOUDS, WATER VAPOR, SOLAR IRRADIANCE, CHAOTIC
ELEMENTS OF THE CLIMATE SYSTEM AND THE ISSUE OF THE LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE WiTH WHICH SCIENCE CAN
CONFIRM THAT CLIMATE CHANGES THAT HAVE OCCURRED ARE DUE TO HUMAN INFLUENCE.

BElTER UNDERSTANDING OF THESE FACTORS IS CRITICAL TO UNDERSTANDING THE WARMING OF THE PAST
CENTURY AND RECENT DECADES. BUT IN MY JUDGMENT, THE MOST IMPORTANT ACTIONS ARE THE GLOBAL
CLIMATE OBSERVING SYSTEM DESCRIBED BY ADMIRAL LAUTENBACHER DESCRIBED YESTERDAY AND THE
PRODUCTION OF HIGH (~UALITY OBSERVATIONAL DATA.

ONE DANGER THAT NEEDS TO BE KEPT IN MIND IS THAT THE FOCUS ON POLICY RELEVANT RESEARCH COULD
CROWD OUR NEEDED LONG-TERM INVESTMENTS IN BASIC RESEARCH. INVESTING IN BASIC RESEARCH. BUILDS
INTELLECTUAL AND SCIENTIFC CAPACITY THAT IS NEEDED LONG TERM FOR THIS ISSUE AS WELL AS THE
CONTINUED ADVANCEMENT OF KNOWLEDGE AND THE BENEFITS THAT FLOW FROM IT.

IN THE PLAN ~ND IN THE DISCUSSIONS OVER THESE THREE DAYS THERE HAVE BEEN REPEATED REFERENCES TO
THE nCLIMATE PROGRAM". BUT~ WE ALL KNOW THAT THIS IS NOT A PROGRAM AS THE TERM IS NORMALLY
USED. IT IS A COLLECTION OF ACTIVITIES THAT ARE LOOSELY COORDINATED. THE FEDERAL SYSTEM LIMITS
FLEXIBILITY, CLEAR ACCOUNTABILITY AND THE TYPE OF CONTROLS EXERCISED IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR. THAT
IS A FACT OF LIFE AND IT IS NOT GOING TO CHANGE, AT LEAST ANY TIME SOON. BUT THAT IS NOT A REASON
FOR AN ON-GOING EFFORT TO SLOWLY CREATE A REAL PROGRAM AND A MANAGEMENT PROCESS TO IMPLEMENT
IT EFFECTIVELY. DOING A LITTLE BIT BETTER EACH YEAR IS NOT DRAMATIC BUT IT IS A REASONABLE GOAL.

THERE IS ONE IMPORTANT MANAGEMENT ISSUE THAT NEEDS IMMEDIATE AI~ENTION. IT IS THE UNINTENDED
CONSEQUENCE OF COHESION AND CONSENSUS. THESE QUALITIES, WHICH CONTRIBUTE TO EFFICIENCY, CAN
HAVE THE DOWN SIDE OF SHUTTING OUT NEGATIVE INFORMATION AND THE FULL VEITING OF ALTERNATIVES.
SCIENCE ADVANCES BY DEBATE, CONTROVERSY AND SKEPTICISM. UNFORTUNATELY, IN THE CLIMATE ARENA,
SKEPTICISM HAS BEEN TURNED INTO A VICE INSTEAD OF A VIRTUE. THIS INITIATIVE WILL BE MUCH MORE
VALUABLE IF WAYS CAN BE FOUND TO MAKE SURE THAT THERE IS CREATIVE TENSION IN THE PROCESS SO THAT
COMPETING IDEAS, ANALYSES AND THEORIES ARE NOT PREMATURELY SHUT DOWN. THE DEPARTMENT OF
DEFENSE DOES THIS BY USE OF THE "RED-TEAM" CONCEPT AND THE ACTIVITIES OF THE OFFICE OF NET
THREAT ASSESSMENT. SOMETHING SIMILAR IS NEEDED FORTHE CLIMATE ISSUE.

MY FINAL POINT DEALS WITH CLARITY OF COMMUNICATION. SEVERAL PANELISTS HAVE OBSERVED THAT THE
DRAFT P! AN IS OBSCURE, DIFFICULT TO UNDERSTAND AND IN SOME PLACES CONTRADICTORY. THAT MAY BE
THE RESULT OF NEEDING ORGANIZATIONAL OR COMMITI"EE CONSENSUS OR IT COULD BE THE RESULT OF
MASKING WHAT ISN’T FULLY COMPREHENDED. IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO BE WHOLLY CLEAR ON WHAT ISN’T WELL
UNDERSTOOD. SINCE CLARITY OF EXPRESSION EXPOSES FLAWS IN THOUGHT, THERE SHOULD BE A VERY HIGH
PREMIUM PLACED ON CLEAR COMMUNICATION.
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TO THE EXTENT THAT THE DRIVE FOR CONSENSUS MAKES THAT DIFFICULT, GIVE CONSENSUS A LOWER
PRIORITY. AT LEAST TWICE DURING THIS WORKSHOP, CONCLUSIONS FROM THE 2001 NATIONAL ACADEMY
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY ON CLIMATE CHANGE HAVE BEEN QUOTED. THEY ARE A PERFECT EXAMPLE, IN MY
OPINION, OF HOW A CONSENSUS DRIVEN PRO(:£.SS CAN LEAD TO OBSCURITY AND LOGICAL INCONSISTENCY,
IT SIMPLY DEFIES LOGIC TO SAY THAT CHANGES OBSERVED OVER RECENT DECADES ARE "LIKELY MOSTLY DUE
TO HUMAN ACI’IVITIES" AND THEN STATE THAT"SOME SIGNIFICANT PART OF THESE CHANGES" COULD BE DUE
TO NATURAL VARIABILITY, ESPECIALLY WHEN THE REPORT DESCRIBES THE GREAT UNCERTAINTIES ASSOCIATED
WITH KEY CLIMATE PROCESSES. POLICY MAKERS WILL BE BEITER SERVED IF THEY KNOW WHERE THERE IS
LEGITIMATE CONSENSUS AND WHERE THERE ARE MAJOR DISAGREEMENTS.

CLARITY IN COMMUNICATION COULD BEGIN BY ARTICULATING WHAT IS KNOWN ABOUT HUMAN INFLUENCE,

WHAT IS UNKNOWN ABOUTTHE CLIMATE SYSTEM BUT PERHAPS KNOWABLE IN A REASONABLE TIME WITH
ADDITIONAL RESEARCH, WHAT MAY BE UNKNOWABLE IN ANY REASONABLE TIME PERIOD, WHAT INFORMATION
IS THE MOST IMPORTANT FOR NEAR TERM POLICY DECISIONS AND WHY CERTAIN UNCERTAINTIES ARE
IMPORTANT FOR POLICY MAKING.
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701 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington D.C. 20004-2696
Telephone 202-508-5000

EDISON ELECTRIC
INSTITUTE

December 4, 2002

Philip A. Cooney
Chief of Staff
White House Council on

Environmental Quality
730 Jackson Place
Washington, D.C. 20503

Re: Power Partners and Business Challenges

Dear ~oney:

We appreciate the opportunity to meet with you and other Administration officials
yesterday to discuss matters relating to Business Challenges/the President’s Energy
Partners for Climate Action. We look forward to working with you and the
Administration in making the kickoff and subsequent activities of the Business
Challenges a resounding success.

I enclose for your information the latest letter from EEI President Tom Kuhn to our
member company CEO’s informing them of Power Partners activities and requesting
further participation by our member companies in Power Partners and industry-wide
initiatives. I also enclose a copy of a detailed Email message that I transmitted to Larisa
Dobriansky earlier this week in response to her request for additional information on
Power Partners activities. The salient points of that message may be summarized as
follows:

NEI, which is virtually a subset of EEI, will produce substantial numbers in
response to the President’s initiative.
Thus far roughly one-third of EEI’s member companies have preliminarily
indicated that they will consider committing to either a numerical range of tons of
GI-IG reductions or a numerical (percentage) range of carbon intensity reductions.
So far three of our eight industry initiatives have estimated numbers. (Two
initiatives are long-term, R, D &D technology programs that are unlikely to
produce quantified results in the next 10 years.)
EEI Power Partners companies comprise 81 percent of EEI member company
generation - a high level of participation by any measure.
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Mr. Philip A. Cooney
December 4, 2002
Page 2

Please let me know if you have any questions or comments on EEI’s activities or those of
the other six trade groups comprising the Electric Power Industry Climate Initiative
(EPICI).

With regard to the Business Challenges kickoff on or about January 23, 2003, on behalf
ofEPICI I would like to request 19 invitations for the State Department event (three
invitations each for EEI, NEI, APPA, LPPC, NR_ECA and EPSA and one for TVA). If
additional invitations become available, I feel certain that EPICI organizations can use
them.

Thank you, and I look forward to remaining in close contact.

Sincerely yours,

William L. Fang
Deputy General Counsel

and Climate Issue Director

Enclosures (2)
WLF:wg
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701 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington D.C. 20004-2696
Telephone 202-508-5000

EDISON ELECTRIC
INSTITUTE

December 4, 2002

Philip A. Cooney
Chief of Staff
White House Council on

Environmental Quality
730 Jackson Place
Washington, D.C. 20503

Re: Power Partners and Business Challenges

Dear ~oney:

We appreciate the opportunity to meet with you and other Administration officials
yesterday to discuss matters relating to Business Challenges/the President’s Energy
Partners for Climate Action. We look forward to working with you and the
Administration in making the kickoff and subsequent activities of the Business
Challenges a resounding success.

I enclose for your information the latest letter fi’om EEI President Tom Kuhn to ou~
member company CEO’s informing them of Power Partners activities and requesting
further participation by our member companies in Power Partners and industry-wide
initiatives. I also enclose a copy of a detailed Email message that Itransmitted to Larisa
Dobriansky earlier this week in response to her request for additional information on
Power Partners activities. The salient points of that message may be summarized as
follows:

NEI, which is virtually a subset of EEI, will produce substantial numbers in
response to the President’s initiative.
Thus far roughly one-third of EEI’s member companies have preliminarily
indicated that they will consider committing to either a numerical range of tons of.
GHG reductions or a numerical (percentage) range of carbon intensity reductions.
So far three of our eight industry initiatives have estimated numbers. (Two
initiatives are long-term, R, D &D technology programs that are unlikely to
produce quantified results in the next 10 years.)
EEI Power Partners companies comprise 81 percent of EEI member company
generation - a high level of participation by any measure.
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Mr. Philip A. Cooney
December 4, 2002
Page 2

Please let me know if you have any questions or comments on EEI’s activities or those of
the other six trade groups comprising the Electric Power Industry Climate Initiative
(EP~C~).

With regard to the Business Challenges kickoff on or about January 23, 2003, on behalf
ofEPICI I would like to request 19 invitations for the State Department event (three
invitations each for EEI, NEI, APPA, LPPC, NRECA and EPSA and one for TVA). If
additional invitations become available, I feel certain that EPICI organizations can use
them.

Thank you, and I look forward to remaining in close contact.

Sincerely yours,

William L. Fang
Deputy General Counsel

and Climate Issue Director

Enclosures (2)
WLF:wg
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701 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington D.C. 20004-2695
lelephone 202-508-5000

EDISON ELECTRIC
INSTITUTE

December 4, 2002

Philip A. Cooney
Chief of Staff
White House Council on

Environmental Quality
730 Jackson Place
Washington, D.C. 20503

Re: Power Partners and Business Challenges

Dear ~/~oney:

We appreciate the opportunity to meet with you and other Administration officials
yesterday to discuss matters relating to Business Challenges/the President’s Energy
Partners for Climate Action. We look forward to working with you and the
Administration in making the kickoff and subsequent activities of the Business
Challenges a resounding success.

I enclose for your information the latest letter fi’om EEI President Tom Kuhn to our
.member company CEO’s informing them of Power Partners activities and requesting
further participation by our member companies in Power Partners and industry-wide
initiatives. I also enclose a copy of a detailed Email message that I transmitted to Larisa
Dobriansky earlier this week in response to her request for additional information on
Power Partners activities. The salient points of that message may be summarized as
follows:

NEI, which is virtually a subset of EEI, will produce substantial numbers in
response to the President’s initiative.
Thus far roughly one-third of EEl’s member companies have preliminarily
indicated that they will consider committing to either a numerical range of tons of
GHG reductions or a numerical (percentage) range of carbon intensity reductions.
So far three of our eight industry initiatives have estimated numbers. (Two
initiatives are long-term, R, D &D technology programs that are unlikely to
produce quantified results in the next 10 years.)
EEI PowerPartners companies comprise 81 percent of EEI member company
generation - a high level of participation by any measure.
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Mr. Philip A. Cooney
December 4, 2002
Page 2

Please let me know if you have any questions or comments on EEI’s activities or those of
the other six trade groups comprising the Electric Power Industry Climate Initiative
(EPICI).

With regard to the Business Challenges kickoff on or about January 23, 2003, on behalf
ofEPICI I would like to request 19 invitations for the State Department event (three
invitations each fo~: EEI~ NE~, LPP_~P_.~C NRECA and EPSA and one for TVA). If
additional invitatio~-be_~0i:ne ~el ce_r~ain that EPICI organizations qan use
them /’-..~-z~,

,~ (- .
t

Thank you, and I look fo~vard to remaining in .close contact.

Sincerely yours, ~ .~]-~�,,._ Co. k~

William L. Fang
Deputy General Counsel

and Climate Issue Director

Enclosures (2)
WLF:wg
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701 Pennsylvania Avenue, N,W.
Washington, D.C. 20004-2696
Telephone 202-508-5555

EDISON ELECTRIC
INSTITUTE

December 4, 2002

TO:

FROM:

Chief Executive, Member Company
Power Partners Company Representatives

Thomas R. Kuhn f~

SUBJECT: CIJMATE CHANGE: LATE JANUARY 2003 KICKOFF FOR
POWER PARTNERS, AND RI~.SPONSE REQUESTED ON
INDUSTRY INITIATIVES

The kickoff for the Bush Administration’s voluntary industry climate programs -
"Business Challenges" such as Power Partners and Climate Leaderst - is being fmalized
for the week of January 21-24, 2003. As you know, the Administration is committed to
voluntary actions, rather than mandated targets and timetables, to address greenhouse
gases (GHGs), and has set a goal of reducing GHG intensity by 18 percent by 2012.
While the nature of events associated with the kickoff and subsequent activities is still
under development, the launching of the "President’s Energy Partners for Climate
Action" - which includes other industries as well as our industry - will highlight a
Washington, D.C. event.

The Power Partners program will feature a "big tent" approach, encompassing individual
company activities as well as sector-wide industry initiatives. The Administration has
strongly recommended that companies focus on quantitative, concrete and specific
activities to reduce, avoid or sequester GHGs, or to reduce carbon intensity. Preliminary
indications are that a number of Power Partners companies may consider committing to
either a numerical range of tons of GHG reductions or a numerical (percentage) range of
carbon intensity reductions.

The late January kickoff and associated activities will likely feature Cabinet Secretary-
level officials on the government side, and some trade association presidents and
company CEOs on industry’s behalf. We will, of course, keep you informed of potential
participation in such activities as they come into focus. In light of these events, we
encourage additional companies to act now to join the 36 EEI and government utilities
that are already members of Power Partners by contacting any of the EEI staff listed at
the end of this memorandum.

I Power Partners is the voluntary climate partnership between the Department of Energy
and the power sector, and Climate Leaders is the voluntary climate partnership between
the Environmental Protection Agency and individual companies.
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Chief Executive, Member Company and Power Partners Company Representatives
December 4, 2002
Page 2

Voluntary reductions in greenhouse gas emissions will be at the heart of the
Administration’s climate plan. Building on the success of the voluntary Climate
Challenge, EEI is launching a new round of company actions and industry initiatives.
The identification and assessment of new efforts by individual companies will be
facilitated by the forthcoming Web-based Power Partners Resource Guide. The Resource
Guide will allow companies to select GHG mitigation options and activities that make
sense given utilities’ individual circumstances, and to adapt them for their own purposes.
Communications materials also will feature past and ongoing activities of individual
companies to reduce, avoid or sequester GHGs, including renewables.

Supplementing individual company actions will be the following industry initiatives:

¯ "UtiliTree II" so far has commitments from 22 utilities or companies for $3.1
million.

o The "Coal Combustion Products Partnership," or C2p2, thus far has expressions of
interest from 11 companies.

¯ The program to restore or reclaim abandoned mine lands (AML) so far has
expressions of interest from four companies.

¯ The "Harvesting the Wind" initiative has attracted interest from nine companies.
¯ The "Biomass for Electricity Generation" initiative has garnered interest from 10

companies.
¯ The "International Power Partnerships" 0PP) initiative will be launched in the

near future to develop projects with a climate and sustainable development focus.
o In the longer term, EPRI, EEI, other power sector groups and the government will

initially collaborate on two climate technology R&D initiatives, "Pilot-Scale Test
Centers for Engineering, Economic and Environmental Evaluation of CO2
Capture and Containment" and the "Climate Technology Road Map."

In addition, the "Wise Electricity Use" program is being developed by EEI’s Energy
Services and Communication departments as a Web-based product.

In view of the late January kickoff~ we encourage you to let us know by T~uesday~
December 31~ 2002~ if your company will be participating in one or more of these
industry initiatives. Information on the first six initiatives is contained in Attachments 1
and 2 to this memorandum.

If you have any questions about these activities or initiatives, please contact me or have
your staff contact Quin Shea, Executive Director, Environment; Bill Fang, Deputy
General Counsel and Climate Issue Director; or Eric Holdsworth, Director, Climate
Programs. We look forward to your company’s participation in Power Parlners, Climate
Leaders and industry initiatives. We will continue to provide you regular climate updates
as the late January kickoff approaches, and look forward to further discussion of these
matters with you at the EEl CEO meetings from January 7-10, 2003, in Naples, Florida.
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Chief Executive, Member Company and Power Partners Company Representatives
December 4, 2002.
Page 3

Attachments
TRK:Isf

cc (w/atts):
EEIEnvironmental Executive Advisory Committee
EEIGlobal Climate Change Subcommittee
EEIWashington Representatives
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Attachment 1

Summary, of Industry Initiatives

UtiliTree H - One approach to addressing greenhouse gases is to use trees to
remove carbon dioxide (CO2) from the atmosphere and store it in leaves, tree
biomass and roots, and soils. This concept has been demonstrated through our
industry’s UtiliTree Carbon Company (formed in 1995 with funding by 40 power
generators), which is funding 10 projects. UtiliTree II is focusing on
opportunities to plant trees in the lower Mississippi River Valley states, where
UtiliTree has demonstrated success via seven projects to date. There are
numerous reasons why it makes sense to support.UtiliTree II, including: the
projects result in carbon benefits and cost effectiveness as good as any in the U.S.
(CO2 cost below $2 per ton); this region is the key federal and conservation group
priority area for reforestation in the nation; the projects involve top-notch federal
government and conservation group partners; and the projects provide major
environmental benefits for waterfowl, migratory birds, songbirds, bears and other
wildlife, plus improved water quality and flood control. As a result, the public
holds tree planting in high regard.

EEI contact: John Kinsman, 202-508-5711 or ikinsman@eei.org.

Coal Combustion Products Partnership (C2p2) - This project is a joint effort
between the power sector and EPA aimed at diverting coal combustion products
(CCPs) from land disposal and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by increasing
CCP beneficial use. The beneficial use of CCPs as replacements for other
materials reduces energy consumption associated with the mining, processing or
manufacture of those materials. For example, manufacture of a ton of Portland
cement produces one ton of CO2; manufacture of a ton of lime produces 1.5 tons
of CO2. The use of CCPs in lieu of Portland cement, lime or other materials can
result in signi_’fieant CO2 emission reductions, perhaps as much as 15 million tons
annually, C2P2 will consist of two main activities: 1) a challenge program aimed
at increasing CCP use through education of potential CCP end-users, and
2) activities aimed at reducing or eliminating barriers to increased CCP use.

EEI contact: Jim Roewer, 202-508-5645 or jroewer@,eei.org.

Abandoned Mine Land Restoration - In cooperation with state and federal
partners, the focus of this program is to restore natural conditions to abandoned
mine lands with the following environmental benefits: sequestering CO2 via
reforestation; reducing acid mine drainage and improving water quality; and
developing wildlife habitat. At this time, we are concentrating on formation of an
umbrella group of power generators led by EEI, EPRI and other interested parties
to learn more about opportunities and to evaluate potential projects. We will
schedule ari introductory meeting with interested parties this fall.
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EEl contact: Johll Kinsman, 202-508-5711 orjkinsman@eei.org.

Harvesting the Wind - This initiative is designed to stimulate the production of
electricity from wind resources through a variety of initiatives designed to make
wind more attractive to power generators and utilities. The first step propose.s a
variety of analytic steps to better integrate wind into the existing transmission
grid, which will be followed by analysis of where wind can be located on the
existing transmission grid, and followed by a mass purchase of existing wind
turbines as well as a vigorous wind prospecting program in the mountains of the
eastern U.S.

The initiative further proposes to accelerate the technological maturation of wind
generation teetmologies capable of generating electricity economically in a Class
4 wind regime, thereby making more of the land mass of the continental U.S.
applicable for wind generation (roughly 20 times more Class 4 resources exist
than Class 6). Class 4 sites are much closer to load centers -- about 100 miles
average distance -- and represent 20 times the developable wind resource of Class
6 sites, which should reduce the need for new long-distance transmission lines to
bring wind generated electricity to market.

The goal of Harvesting the Wind is the commercialization and field verification of
competitive utility-scale (>100kW) wind turbines that perform economically in
Class 4 wind regimes, and the commercialization of village power-scale
(<100kW’) wind turbines for village electrification and diesel fuel oil displacement
in Alaska and the island nations of the world. Integration of a storage technology
to stabilize wind turbine output may merit further examination too. The program
may also be targeted to expedite development and field testing of a direct-drive
turbine, which should substantially reduce electricity production costs. A due
diligence committee is being formed to provide guidance and feedback to staff on
this initiative, which will need.approximately $100 million over a multiyear
period.

EEI contact: Chuck Linderman, 202-508-5652 or clinderman@,eei.or~.

Biomass for Electricity Generation - This industry initiative is designed to..
make biomass more useful as a boiler feedstock, either on its own or in    "
conjunction with coal as a means of reducing emissions. The initiative aims to
overcome some of the handling difficulties associated with certain biomass crops
in traditional pulverized coal units. Fuel upgrading, including palletizing, is a
potential programmatic goal in the near term; over the longer term,
bioengineering technologies may need to be applied to create more energy
intensity in various biomass feedstocks used for electric generation. Co-firing of
biomass with coal may restrict the ability to market the resultant ash as a
replacement for Portland cement, since the material will no longer meet ASTM
standard C618.

2
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A portion of the biomass initiative can also be directed towards the conversion of
animal wastes (poultry, hog and cattle feedlot) into a gas for combustion and
disposal. Portable digester systems and other new technologies offer
opportunities to avoid the open air release of methane associated with intensive
agribusiness, as well as avoidance of water pollution issues associated with
agribusiness waste disposal. An industry committee is being formed to guide the
development of this initiative.

EEI contact: Chuck Linderman, 202-508-5652 or clinderman@eei.org.

International Power Partnerships Initiative 0PP) - See Attachment 2.

IPP contact: Ron Shiflett, 202-508-5507 or rshiflett~eei.org.
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ATTACHMENT 2

INTERNATIONAL POWER PARTNERSHIPS INITIATIVE 0PP)

EXECm’IVE S~VnV~RY

Fundamental to President Bush’s climate change policy is the need for
international activities including the investment in projects that produce measurable
reductions in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Our industry’s International Utility
Efficiency Partnerships, Inc. 0UEP), formed in 1995 in response to the Climate
Challenge, supported international GHG reduction projects, and funded a total of 23
projects with private and DOE funding in 15 countries (Latin America, Asia, Eastern
Europe, and Aliiea) l~om 1995-2002. A total amount funded of US $4.56 million has the
potential (conservatively) to leverage approximately $1.1g billion in total project
investment cost. 41.5 million metric tons CO2 equivalent (MMTCO2E) of reductions
(representing approximately $600 million in actual private investment) are currently
being produced by actual projects, and reductions totaling 54.32 MMTCO2E are under
construction.

The successor program, IPP, intends to:

0 identify international energy project development opportunities to continue
EEI’s leadership in supporting voluntary market-based mechanisms to reduce
GHG intensity, to slow the growth in GHG emissions, and to address
Administration reduction goals in a cost-effective manner; and

’o provide a mechanism for U.S. industry to maintain a leadership role in
international GHG reduction efforts which will support, through specific
project development, the objectives of bilateral relationships entered into by
the U.S. government.

At this time, the IPP initiative is forming a sponsoringgroup of U.S. utilities
and international energy companies, as well as evaluating potential projects.

IPP contact: Ron ShifteR, 202-508-5507 or rshiflett@eei.org.

Intemational Power Partnerships Initiative
Page 1

November 6, 2002
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INTERNATIONAL POWER PARTNERSHIPS INITIATIVE (IPP)

INTRODUCTION

When President Bush announced his sweeping climate change policy, in speeches

on June 11, 2001 and February 14, 2002, the U.S. shareholder-owned electric utility

industry took up the challenge of supporting his identified goals of reducing greenhouse

gas (GHG) intensity and slowing the growth of GHG emissions, of strengthening the

institutional foundation addressing GHG emission reductions, and of working with other

Nations to develop an efficient and effective global response. The latter includes

expanding .bilateral cooperation, which recognizes the critical importance of targeted

country participation in any effective global response to climate change. Industry has

embraced these goals and is proposing a complementary program within the framework

of three objectives: 1) any actions taken must be voluntary, 2) these actions must

recognize federal budget constraints and therefore must be cost effective and leverage

significant private sector investment, and 3) these actions must result in GHG reductions

that are measurable and reportable under U.S. law. Within this framework, industry

proposes an enhanced international strategy, built on current successful GHG emission

reductions international programs, to contribute to the achievement of the President’s

stated goals.

Within this policy framework, the Edison Electric Institute and its international

atiSliates developed this proposal as one of indnstry’s targeted approaches to these

challenges. IPP seeks to improve and expand aspects of successful international models

currently in operation, at least financial cost to the U.S. taxpayer. In fact, the ~urrent

successful international industry model has resulted in the leveraging of approximately

$259 dollars of potential private investment for each public dollar expended.

International Power Partnerships Initiative
Page 2

November 6, 2002
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1995-2002
DOE Leveraging Effect = IUEP Project Funding
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Iatemational Utility Efficiency Partnerships, Inc. has funded a total of 23 projects with DOE funding in 15
countries (Latin America,- Asia. Eastern Europ~, Africa) from 1995-2002. A total amount f~nd~d of $4.56
million USD hv~ the potential (conservatively) to levvrag¢ approximately $1.18 billion in total project

investment cost. 41.5 million metric tons CO2 equivalent (MMTCO2E) of reductions (representing
approximately $600 milfion in actual private investment) am cm’r~tly b~ing produced by actual projects, and

reductions totaling 54.32 MlVlTCO2E are under construction.                               ,~

Specifically, the goals of the IPP program are: (1) identify international energy

prc.~.;~ development opportunities to continue EEI’s leadership in supporting volun(ary

market-based mechanisms to reduce the growth in GHG emissions in a cost-effective

manner; (2) demonstrate shareholder-owned utility commitment to voluntary approaches

to global climate issues; (3) provide a mechanism for U.S. industry to maintain a

leadership role in international GHG reduction efforts which will support, through

specific project development, the objectives of bilateral relationships entered into by the

International Power Partnerships Initiative                            November 6, 2002
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U.S. government; and (4) develop partnerships with domestic and international private

and public organizations, building on the relationships within the successful EEI

international atTfliates program and those developed by the International Utility

Efficiency Parmerships, Inc. Further, EEI currently represents a large percentage of

utility holding companies with current and planned offshore energy system investment.

The Administration has identified a number of countries which, in conjunction

with the United States, account for over 75 percent of global carbon dioxide emissions

from the consumption and flaring of fossil fuels. The industry led IPP initiative will
support the Administration’s strengthening of such a biiateral focus on climate change

cooperation. This IPP support Will facilitate the investment in and deployment of energy

resources that will reduce the growth of GHG emissions, while building alliances towards

practical, effective approaches to climate change. The Administration seeks to enhance

cooperation with Japan, the European Union, Italy, Australia, Canada, the seven Central

American countries, China, India, Korea and Brazil.

The IPP seeks to strengthen collaboration and clean energy investment between

the U.S. and developing world. This initiative is intended to support the Administration’s

climate strategy of international cooperation on a bilateral basis.

The Administration will roll out its climate actions in December 2002, including

federal government science, technology R&D and international initiatives, as well as

"Business Challenges" such as Power Partners and Climate Leaders. IPP is designed to

fit within the Power Partners initiative~a voluntary climate partnership between the

DOE and the power sector.

This participation includes both near-term efforts to reduce GHG intensity and slow

GHG emissions growth, and longer-term efforts to build capacity for future cooperation.

It also means working hand-in-hand with energy development companies in both the

developed and developing world to encourage such participation.

International Power Partnerships Initiative
Page 4

November 6, 2002
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The ~P understands that in order for the U.S. to achieve the target that was set by

the President in his February 14, 2002 climate change statement---of reducing U.S. GHG

intensity by 18 percent over the next ten years---that there is a fundamental need for

international cooperation that will facilitate investment in projects that produce

measurable reductions in GHG emissions. The IPP initiative recognizes that a series of

bilateral relationships will be necessary for an effective global response to climate change

and, accordingly, IPP will encourage, organizations to participate in our project

development process so that new partnerships and private bilateral investment patterns

can emerge from this effort. IPP will work hand-in-hand with other targeted developed

and developing countries and their private industry to encourage such participation.

Through its partnerships and within its own development activities, IPP will

identify energy projects in the developing world that foster economic growth in the U.S.,

as well as in the developing world. These projects use measures that include broad-based

market programs, as well as new and cleaner energy production and pollution control

technologies. Clean energy technology transfer is one of the important elements to help

achieve the U.S. GHG reduction goal IPP is committed to identifying and obtaining

funding for projects that promote the use of renewable energy and clean energy

technologies, among others. We believe that much existing technology is not currently

exploited to its full potential and that there are many number of examples of processes,

equipment, and practices which can use energy efficiently.

The IPP will build on the past industry efforts to promote, manage and register

international projects that have the potential to reduce GHG emissions. With a modest

U.S. federal government investment (see attached chart), IPP believes that by promoting

specific energy project development, it can assist the U.S government achieve significant

actual GHG reductions in accordance with the newly initiated bilateral relationships.

International Power Partnerships Initiative
Page 5

November 6, 2002
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International Power Partners Initiative
CO2 Emission Reductions

Target GHG Reduction Goals

Global
Reductions of

C02
(MMTCO2E)

20,000,000

18,000,000

16,000,000

14,000,000

12,000,000

10,000,000

8,000,000

IAssumes $1 million Annual DOE
Funding

IAssumes $5 million Annual DOE
Funding

Qualifying ~;HG reduction projects indude:
1. Fuel system actions: fuel switching to natural gas and renewable energy development

2. Conventional power generation system actions such as boiler improvements, waste heat recovery systems,

and eenergy management systems

3. Transmission system actions

4. Distribution system actions

5. End-use energy efficiency

6. Expansion of rural electrification activities

7. Data, research & monitoring actions

International Power Partnerships Initiative
Page 6

November 6, 2002
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~"~~=~~.?~1.’,~ .........
"Artusio, 12/06/2002 Christo 02:45:11FpM (OES)" <ArtusioCF@state.gov>

Record Type:    Record

To: "(RIA) Peel, Kenneth I~" <k.peel@state.gov>, Phil Cooney/CEOJEOP@EOP

cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject: New Strategy on UNGA Resolution L22 - Nat Disasters and Vulnerability

Phil and Ken,

Christo

<<UNGA L22 - Explanation of Vote.doc>> <<UNGA L22 - USG redraft.doc>>

1 [~- UNGA L22- Explanation of Vote.doc

1D - UNGA L22 - USG redraft.doc

Messa.qe Copied To:
"Watson, Harlan L (OES)" <WatsonHL@state.gov>
"Reifsnyder, Dan A (OES)" <ReifsnyderDA@state.gov>
"Talley, Trigg (OES)" <TalleyT@state.gov>
"Vaughan C Turekian (E-mail)" <turekian@aya.yale.edu>.
"Brady, Cynthia A (OES)" <BradyCA@state.gov>
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K.e_n__n~.th L." P_ee! !210.9!2-°°~2-O-2-:-2-8:~46--P.k-~ .................

Record Type:    Record

To:
cc:
bcc:
Subject:

’q’alley, Trigg (OES)" <TalleyT@state.gov>
Phil Cooney/CEOJEOP@EOP

Re: Draft Demarche Cable re: L-22 ~

Draft Demarche Cable on L22 - 12-09-02.,

Trigg,

KeR

"Talley, Trigg (OES)" <TalleyT@state.gov>

~~ , "Talley, Trigg (OES)" <TalleyT@state.gov>
.~.___. _ :’ 12/09/2002 08:30:28 AM

Record Type:    Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc: "Artusio, Christo F (OES)" <ArtusioCF@state.gov>
Subject: Draft Demarche Cable re: L-22

<<Draft Demarche Cable on L22.doc>> <<UNGA L22 Explanation of Vote.doc>>
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Draft Demarche Cable on L22.doc

UNGA L22 - Explanation of Vote.doc

Message Sent To:

’~/Vinnick, Seth" <WinnickS@state.gov>
"Miles, Richard GONHNAND)" <MilesRG2@state.gov>
"Reifsnyder, Dan A (OES)" <ReifsnyderDA@state.gov>
’q’raub, Herbert(New York)" <TraubH@slate.gov>
"Rock, Anthony F (OES)" <RockAF2@state.gov>
Kenneth L. PeeI/CEQ/EOP@EOP
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0640_f_0zi 7c003_ceq. txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:"Watson, Harlan L (OES)" <WatsonHL@state.gov> ( "Watson, Harlan L (OES)"
<WatsonHL@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 9-DEC-2002 15:03:40.00

SUB3ECT:: FW: 12-2-02 Info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration initiatives     to
the Cabinet-level committee on climate change science and Technology    Integration

To:Phil Cooney ( ON=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Phi I,

Forgot to include you on the distribution on this exchange.

Harlan

..... Original Message-
From: Watson, Harlan L (OES)
Sent: Friday, December 06, 2002 3:00 PM
TO: ’card, Robert’
Cc: ’Carey, Bob’; ’Kolevar, Kevin’; ’Kenneth_L._Peel@ceq.eop.gov’;
’3ames_connaughton@ceq.eop.gov’
subject: RE: 12-2-02 Info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration initiatives
to the cabinet-level committee on climate change science and Technology
Inte
gration

Bob,

Had extensive discussions with CEQ on this process. As the current chair
of
the IWG, it is appropriate that you report to the cabinet g~oup, which is
the next level up (i.e., the Blue BOX reports to the Gray BOX).

Harlan

original Message
From: card, Robert [mailto:Robert.ca~d@hq.doe.gov]
sent: Friday, December 06, 2002 6:45 AM
TO: ’Watson, Harlan L (OES)’
CC: carey, Bob; Kolevar, Kevin
subject: RE: 12-2-02 Info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration initiatives
to the cabinet-level committee on climate change science and Technology    ¯
Inte
gration

..... original Message .....
Page 1
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0640_f_0zi7c003_ceq.txt
From: Watson, Harlan L (OES) [ mailto:WatsonHL@state.gov
<mailto:WatsonHL@state.gov> ]
Sent: Monday, December 02, 2002 4:30 PM

-TO: Card, Robert
Cc: ’Phil_cooney@ceq.eop.gov’; ’Kenneth_L._Peel@ceq.eop.gov’;
’3ames_connaughton@ceq.eop.gov’; Reifsnyder, Dan A (OES); Bptet, violanda
I(G); Gordon,¯ Susan, C (OES); ~RIA) Manning, Robert A; smith, Mike;
Dobriansky, Larisa; carey, Bob

subject:        12-2-02 Info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration
initiatives to the cabinet-level committee on climate change science and
Technology Integration

<< File: 12-2-02 Memo on Sequestration Initiative.doe >> Bob,

If you have any questions, please give me a call.

Harl an

Dr. Harlan L. Watson
Senior Climate Negotiator and Special Representative
U.S. Department or State
Bureau of Oceans and International Environmental and Scientific Affairs
2201 C Street, N.W., Room 4330
washington, DC 20520

phone: 202-647-3489
fax: 202-647-3970
email: watsonhl@state.gov

- attl.htm
AI-F CREATION TIME/DATE:

ATTACHMENT
0 00:00:00.00

<!DOCTYPE Hl~L PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN">
<HTML><HEAD>
<META H1-FP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1">
<TITLE>RE: 12-2-02 Info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration initiatives to the

cabinet-level committee on climate change science and Technology Integration<
/TITLE>

<META content="MSHl~L 5.50.4807.2300" name=GENERATOR></HEAD>
<BODY>
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0640_f_0zi7c003_ceq.txt
<DIV><SPAN class=351300420-06122002><FONT
color=#OOOOff>PhiI,</FONT></SPAN></DIV>
<DIV><SPAN class=351300420-06122002><FONT
color=#000Off></FONT></SPAN>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><SPAN class=351300420-06122002><FONT color=#0000ff>Forgot to include you o
n
the distribution on this exchange.</FONT></SPAN></DIV>
<DIV><SPAN class=351300420-06122002><FONT
color=#OOOOff-></FONT></SPAN>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><SPAN class=351300420-06122002><FONT
color=#0000ff>Harlan</FONT></SPAN></DIV>
<DIV><SPAN class=351300420-06122002><FONT color=#0000ff>&nbsp;
</FONT></SPAN></DIV>
<DIV class=OutlookMessageHeader dir=ltr align=left><FONT face=Tahoma
size=2> ..... Original Message ..... <BR><B>FrOm:</B> Watson, Harlan L (OES)
<BR><B>Sent:</B> Friday, December 06, 2002 3:00 PM<BR><B>TO:</B> ’Card,
Robert’<BR><B>CC:</B> "Carey, Bob’; ’Kolevar, Kevin’;
’Kenneth L. Peel@ceq.eop.gov’;
’3ames_C~nn~ughton@ceq.eop.gov’<BR><B>Subject:</B> RE: 12-2-02 Info memo on the

DOE carbon sequestration initiatives to the cabinet-level committee on climate

change science and Technology Inte gration<BR><BR></FONT></DIV>      .       .
<DIV><SPAN class=911124419-06122002><FONT color=#0000ff>Bob,</FONT></SPAN></DIV
>
<DIV><SPAN class=911124419-06122002><FONT
color=#0000ff></FONT></SPAN>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><SPAN class=911124419-06122002><FONT color=#0000ff>Had extensive
discussions with CEQ on this process.&nbsp; As the current Chair of the IWG, .it

is appropriate that you report to the&nbsp;cabinet group,-which is the next
level up (i.e., the Blue BOx reports to the Gray BOX).</FONT></SPAN></DIV>
<DIV><SPAN class=911124419-O6122002><FONT
color=#0000ff></FONT></SPAN>&nbsp;</DIV>
<D£V><SPAN claSs=glI124419-06122002><FONT
CoIor=#0000ff>Harlan</FONT></SPAN></DIV>
<DIV><SPAN class=911124419-06122002><FONT
color=#000Off></FONT></SPAN>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><SPAN class=911124419-06122002><FONT
color=#0000ff>&nbsp;&nbsp;</FONT></SPAN></DlV>
<BLOCKQUOTE>

<DIV class=OutlookMessageHeader dir=ltr align=left><FONT face=Tahoma
size=2> ..... original Message ..... <BR><B~From:</B> card, Robert
[mailto:Robert.card@hq.doe.gov~<BR><B>Sent:</B> Friday, December 06, 2002 6:4

5
AM<BR><B>TO:</B> ’Watson, Harlan L (OES)’<BR><B>Cc:</B> Carey, Bob; Kolevar,

Kevin<BR><B>Subject:</B> RE: 12-2-02 Info memo on the DOE carbon sequestratio
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0640_f_0zi7c003 ceq.txt                      "
PM</FONT> <BR><FONT size=2>To:&nbsp;&nbsp;&E-bsp;&nbsp; Card,.Robert</FONT>
<BR><FONT size=2>cc:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; ’Phil_cooney@ceq.eop.~ov’;
’Kenneth_L._Peel@ceq.eop.gov’; ’3ames_Connaughton@ceq.eop.gov’; Relfsnyder,

Dan A (OES); Borer, violanda I(G); Gordon, Susan, C (OES); (RIA) Manning,
Robert A; Smith, Mike; Dobriansky, Larisa; Carey, Bob</FONT></P>
<P><FONT size=2>subject:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 12-2-02
Info memo on the DOE carbon sequestration initiatives to the cabinet-level
committee on climate Change&nbsp; Science and Technology Inte
gration</FONT></P>                .
<P><FONT size=2>&nbsp;&lt;&lt; File: 12-2"02 Memo on Sequestration
Initiative.doc &at:&at: BOb,</FONT> </P>

<P><FONT size=2>phone:&nbsp; 202-647-3489</FONT> <BR><FONT
size=2>fax:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 202-647-3970</FONT> <BR><FONT
size=2>email:&nbsp; watsonhl@state.gov<TFONT> </P><BR><BR>.       .
<P><FONT size=2>&nbsp;&nbsp; </FONT></P><BR></BLOCKQUOTE></BODY></HTML>

END A3-FACHMENT    i

</P
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Kenneth L. Peel 12/09/2002 03:16:10 PM

Record Type:    Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

CC: "
Subject: explanation of position

Phil,

Trigg had developed this just in case the resolution doesn’t change and we end up joining consensus.
This is an effort to reinterpret the resolution in a manner that fits our understanding of the issues. Any

thoughts?

Ken

.................... Forwarded by Kenneth L. PeeI/CEQ/EOP on 12/09/2002 03:15 PM ....................

t.. ~=,~=~~~~,;. "TalleY,12!09/2002Trigg02:19:52(OES)"PM <TalleyT@state.gov>

Record Type: Record

To: Kenneth L. PeeI/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc:
Subject: explanation of position

<<Doc6.doc>> Ken

D- Doc6.doc
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Oeb_Fiddelke@hagel.senate.gov (Deb Fiddelke)
06/05/2002 03:30:26 PM

Record Type:    Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
CC."
Subject: Re:Ari’s briefing comments today on climate change

Here’s a problem with what Ari said, something I just got a call from ABC on.
Look carefully at Ari’s comments below. The President’s speech last year, and
the NAS report, attributed a rise in greenhouse gases to human activity. The
President did not attribute global warming to human activity. As you know,
there is a big difference, and some reporters are evidently seizing on this. I
think I diffused this with the ABC reporter. I explained that what was really
important is to look at the full context of the EPA report, which continues to
make repeated references to the uncertainties that exist. This is consistent
with the NAS report and consistent with the position the President has taken,
and with the actions he has recommended (which by the way, are more than the
Clinton Administration ever did). I also made clear that CEI does not speak for
all conservatives on this, and reminded the reporter that they opposed even the
voluntary measures that the President proposed on Feb. 14, something many
Republicans strongly supported. I stressed that I did not see the President as
trying to distance himself from the report, but that the Administration was
trying to make sure the report was viewed in a complete context and not based on
an ititial news story or the views of one interest group. My entire
conversation was entirely on background, not attributable to me or Hagel. But
hopefully, I took some of the steam out of where this ABC reporter was going.

Let me know if I can help.

- Deb

Q I’m glad you make the connection explicitly, since the President
addressed greenhouse gases, but not specifically global warming. Does the
President agree with the conclusion that human activity is likely the cause of
global warming?

MR. FLEISCHER: That’s what the President said in his speech in June.

Q That’s not exactly what he said. He does agree with it?

MR. FLEISCHER: When the President cites the National Academy of Science as
saying that the National Academy of Science indicates that the increase is due
in large part to human activity, I don’t know how the President could say it
more specifically than that.

00206S
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Reply Separator
Subject: Ari’s briefing comments today on climate change
Author: Phil_Cooney@ceq.eop.gov
Date: 6/5/2002 3:11 PM

More, Phil
Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 06/05/2002 03:17 PM

Samuel A. Thernstrom
06/05/2002 02:59:07 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

co:
Subject: Ari’s briefing comments today on climate change

...................... Forwarded by Samuel A. Thernstrom/CEQ/EOP on 06/05/2002
03:07 PM ...........................

Scott McClellan
06/05/2002 02:56:58 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Samuel A. Thernstrom/CEQ/EOP@EOP, MARTYAK.JOE@EPA.GOV @ inet

cc:
Subject: briefing comments on climate change

Q Ari, if I could change subjects for a second. This morning you said that
the President quoted a speech, indicating that the President believes that human
activity is largely responsible for the increase in greenhouse gases. But I’m
wondering if he also agrees with an EPA report which indicated that human
activity is likely the cause of global warming?

MR. FLEISCHER: Let me just read from the President’s statement of June
1 lth on global warming, and let me read from the recent report the EPA submitted
to the United Nations. And I think you’ll hear that on the key issues, they
really sound very, very similar. This is the President on June 1 lth in the Rose
Garden, in a speech where he announced his global warming policies.

"Concentration of greenhouse gases, especially C02, have increased
substantially since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution. And the
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National Academy of Sciences indicate that the increase is due in large part to
human activity." That’s the President himself speaking.

Here is from the report, page 4, that was just submitted to the United
States by the EPA: "Greenhouse gases are accumulating in Earth’s atmosphere as
the result of human activities, causing global mean surface temperature and
subsurface ocean temperature to rise. While the changes observed over the last
several decades are due most likely to human activities, we cannot rule out that
some significant part is also a reflection of natural variability." And I think

¯ what you’re hearing is the same thing.

Q I’m glad you make the connection explicitly, since the President
addressed greenhouse gases, but not specifically global warming. Does the
President agree with the conclusion that human activity is likely the cause of
global warming?

MR. FLEISCHER: That’s what the President said in his speech in June.

Q That’s not exactly what he said. He does agree with it?

MR. FLEISCHER: When the President cites the National Academy of Science as
saying that the National Academy of Science indicates that the increase is due
in large part to human activity, I don’t know how the President could say it
more specifically than that.

Q He hasn’t changed his mind at all?

MR. FLEISCHER: No. Here’s -- the bottom line for the President is,
number one, he has made a proposal that he believes is a proposal that not only
can reduce the problem of greenhouse gases and global warming, but also protects
the American economy, so the American economy can lead the world in
technological and scientific advances that also have an effect in reducing
pollution.

The President has said, citing the National Academy of Sciences, that the
increase is due in large part to human activity. The President has also
continued, citing both, now this report the EPA has sent to the United Nations,
previous evidence from the National Academy of Sciences, that there’s
uncertainty -- and the recent report notes that there is considerable
uncertainty. That’s the state of science, and the President agrees with it. I
don’t think people dispute that.

Q Its uncertainty, but he can still draw that conclusion, that --

MR. FLEISCHER: He didn’t June 11th.

Q He didn’t exactly do it, but you’re saying it now.

MR. FLEISCHER: Again, when the President cites a report by the National
Academy of Sciences that indicates the increase is due in large part to human
activity, I think you have two reports that are very similar.

Q Why was he --

Q Why did he call it the bureaucracy yesterday?
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MR. FLEISCHER: I think the EPA issued a report that says the same thing.
And I think the President was also reflecting about some of the way it was
covered, that made it sound as if the report was somehow inconsistent with what
he had said previously.

Q ! don’t think he reflected at all, he just said that, I saw it put out
by a bureaucracy. What did he reflect on?

MR. FLEISCHER: I’m sharing with you his insights.

Q Why didn’t he give us his insights?
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"Talley, Trigg (OES)" <TalleyT@state.gov>
2/09/2002 05:14:28 PM

Record Type:    Record

To: Kenneth L. PeeI/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Phil Cooney/CEOJEOP@EOP

CC:
Subject:

Here’s where things stand in NY:
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Record Type: Record

To:
CC:
Subject:

Kenneth L. PeeI/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

Ken, Phil -- Here’s Kit’s message, along with the resolution on "protection of global climate" as it currently
stands.

Today is the last day of negotiations. We have outstanding problem paras in three resolutions. We have
negotiations starting at 10 ..............

1. Report of UNEP (L40)

Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now

t i--~. atti.htm ’
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I~ - ClimateFacilitatorRev3.doc
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From:

Date:

Pages: ~._., in(;luding cover sheet

~LIr~j~nt[] For R~V~ew [] Please RepLy

L

,-. ,, }    ,’-4..,
¯,~Bureau

Washingtqn, DC

teL: (202) 64T~059
[ax: (202) 64~191
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United Nations A;c!2i5~L.4_~ ~v. ] After consultations on December 9,2002

General  ssemo y
18 !qowmb~r 2002
Fifty-seventh session
Second Committee
~da item 87 (c) ¯ "
Environment and sustainable!development: ~oteetion of global climate for present and future
generations of mankind "
Yette~,uela: draft resolttg~on .!
Protection of global climate for present and future generations of mankind

The General Assembly,

PP1.Kecallktg its resolution 5~4/222 of 22 December 1999, its decision 551443 of 20 Deeembee
2000 and its resolution 56/1199 of 21 December 2001 and other resolutions relating to the
protection of the global climat~ fbr present and future generations of mankind, Agreed

PP2. Noting that most States ~,nd one regional economic integration orgalfizatien have acceded to
the United Nations Frame,rot[ Convention on Climate Change, Agreed

PP2 b~ Acknowledgitig that the global nature of climate change mils for the widest
possible cooperation by .all .cOuntries and their paxtieipation in an effect.ire and appropriate
international response, in a~eordanee with their common but differentiated responsibilities
and respe,Yd~e capabilities a~.d their social and economic conditions,

PP3 ReafFtrming that e.con~mic and social development and poverty eradication are the
first and foremost overrld|n~ priorities of developing countries,

PP3 his. Recognizing with conCern the irmdings of the IPCC Third Assessment Report,
which cont"trms that signifigant cuts in global emissions will be necessary t~ meet the
ultimate objective of the C,~nvenfion, and recognizing the on-going consideration in the
Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice of the implications of this report,

PP3 ter, Noting that mitiga~ton actions are now taking place both in Annex I and non-
Annex I countrieS and emphasizing that mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions to combat
climate change continue.~ to .have high priority under the provisiens of the Convention and
that~ at the same tim% u~gen..~ action is required to advance adaptation measures,

PP4. Remaining deeply coneehaed that all countries, particularly developing countries including
the least developed countries ~-md small island developing States, face increased risks of negative
impacts of climate change:: Agreed

PP5. Noting that, to date, the Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change has attracted ~,._7 ratifications, Agreed

PP6. Taking into account: the: ffohar;nesburg Declaration on Sustainable Development and the
Johannesburg Plan of Imp~em(ntation adopted at the World Summit on Sustainable Development
held in Johannesburg, Sou~h A~’ica, from 26 August to 4 September 2002, Agreed
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PP7. Expressing its deep apprec~tion to the Govemmen~ of India for hos’dr~ the eighth ~ession of
th~ Conference of Pm’fi~s t~ th~ UnRe..d Nations Fram~-~vork Convention on Climate Change at
New Delhi from 23 O~tober ~o I November 2002, Agreed

PPS. Taking note of the repo~: of the Exequtive Secretary of the United Nations Framework
Convention on Clirttate Change. Agreed ..,

/Option 1
PPg. Recalling the United Nations 1VIi~ilexmium Declaration, in which heads of State and
Government resolved to..make e.~er~ effort to ensure the entry into force of the Kyoto
Protocol to the United 1N~tiun~ ]~ramework Convention on Climate Change, preferably by
the tenth anniversary of the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development
in 2002, and to embark on the/ required reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases,

1, Calls upon S~ates to wi, rk :cooperatively towarcLs achieving the ultimate objective of the
United Nafiofis Framework COnvention on Climate Change;

2. Urges Parties that have not already: done so to ra.tify the Kyoto Protocol in a timely
mRnner~
2 AlL Notes that States that have ratified the Kyoto Pr6tocol strongly urge States that have
not already done so to ratify it in a timely manner;

Option 2
1. Notes that, recalfing the U~ited Nations Millennium Declaration, in which heads of State
and Government resolved to ’make every effort to ensure the entry into force of the Kyoto
Protocol to the United 1Natiofis Framework Convention on Climate Change, pre.ferably by
the tenth anniversary of ~he I3nlted Nations Conference on Environment and Development
in 2002, and to embark on the required reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases, S~tes
that have ratilied the Kyoto Protocol ~trongly urge States that have not already done so to
ratify it in a timely manner,

1 his Calls upo~ States to work cooperatively towards achieving the ultimate objective of
the United [Nations Framework Cerxventlon on Climate Change

3. Takes note of the Delhi /vIinisterial Declaration on Climate Change and Sustainable
Development, adopted by the Conference of the Parties at its eighth session; Agreed

7. Notes the ongoing work of the liaison group of the secretariats and officers of the relevant
subsidiary bodies of the Uhited Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, the United
Nations Convention to Combat. Dcscrfifieation in those countries Experiencing Serious Drought
and/or Desertifieation, par:ticulady in Aft-ice and the Convention on Biological Diversity, and
encourages cooperation to p~’omote eomplementarifies among the three secretsdats while
respecting their independent legal status; Agreed

[8. Requests the Secretary-General to make [proposals for the] provision of conference
services for the session of the Conference of the Parties to the Convention, [meetings of the
ParB~] and its subsidia~’ ’bodies in his proposal for the programme budget for the
b~ennium 2004 -2005;]
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9. Invites the Executive Secretary of the Convention to report in a timely manner to the General
Assembly at its fifty-eighth .~ession on th, work of the Conference of the Parties to
Convention; Agreed

1O. Invites also th, confe~e~c~ of the parties to the multilateral ertvironmental conventions, when
setting the dates of tlaeir m~e’.~gs, to take into consideration the schedule of meetings of the
General Assembly and the Commission on Sustainable Development so as to ensure the adequate
representation of developing coua~es at those meetings; Agreed

11. Decides to include in the .provisional agenda of its fifty.eighth session the sub-item entitled
"Protection of global climate for present and fumm generations of mankind". Agreed

TOTAL P. 04
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DEC-1 I,--2~2 11:01 OES/EGC 282 64T 0191 P.02/03

FAX TO:

Phil Cooney, CEQ
Ken Peel, CEQ

FROM: Tdgg Talley

DELIVER IMMEDIATELY

In case e-mails are not g#tting through, the explanation of position (EOP) for L.43
is attached. ! need comments on this by noon at the latest, 11 preferably in
case we have. difficultids here at State witli tthis.
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Phone #:

From:’

Subject:

Date:

Pages: "~ , incluq~n9 cover sheet

Comment:

220.~!.C Street, ,,Roam 4330;.
WashingtQa, DC

teL: (?_.02} 647-4069:
tax; (202) 647-0191
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Kenneth L. Peel 12/11/2002 06:10:49 PM

Record Type:

CC:
bcc:
Subject:

Record

"]alley, Trigg (OES)" <TalleyT@state.gov>
Phil Cooney/CEOJEOP@EOP, John A. Cloud/NSC/EOP@EOP

Re: Draft Press Guidance on Canada

Canada Ratification Qs&As.dc

Trigg,

Clear with recommended changes, Ken

"Talley, Trigg (OES)" <TalleyT@state.gov>

"Talley, Trigg (OES)" <TalleyT@state.gov>
12/11/2002 12:18:10 PM

Record Type: Record

"Povenmire, Susan L (OES)" <PovenmireSL@state.gov>, Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Kenneth L.
PeeI/CEQ/EOP@EOP, "’kreeger.jackie@epa.gov’" <kreeger.jackie@epa.gov>

Draft Press Guidance on Canada

To:

CO:
Subject:

<<Doc8.doc>> Here’s draft press guidance on Canada. If we get CEQ
clearance on it before I:00 we can add to State briefing book as well.

001677
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0642_f_nu8ac003_ceq
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:QUesean R. Rice ( CN=Quesean R. Rice/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:11-DEC-2002 14:35:02.00

SUBJECT:: Phone Message from stephanie Harrington

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Contact: Stephanie HarringtonCompany: climate change Science Program OfficePhone:
301-713-2465 ex. 160FAX: Message: RE: Stephanie would like to speak to you about a
scheduled blue box meeting and questions about economic data and Kyoto.12/11/02 -
2:32 p.m.

Page 1
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Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

Office of Policy and International Affairs

FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION COVER. SHEET

Voice:

FAX:

U.S. Department of Energy’iPI- (’ )
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, DC 20585

Voice: (202) 586-~_~
FAX: (202) .586-3047

This transmission consists of "~’L page(s). Please call (202) 586-5316 if there
are any problems with this transmission.

Message:        .                       .
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U.S. Chemical Industry Response to the President’s
Global Climate Business Challenge

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

On F~bruary 14, 2002, President George W. Bush committed the nation to "cutting -
g~ouse gas int~ity - how much we emit per unit of economic activity - by 18
pedant ov~r the next 10 yearn." As part oi~that commitment, he challenged American
businesses to further reduce emission. This paper contains the r~ponse of the members
of the American Chemistry Council to that challenge.

The U.S. chemical industry had $454 billion in. sales last year, and half of that was of
products that arc h~dro, carb6n based. Obviously, it’s an energy-intensive industry, but
it’s unique because it uses energy in the manufacturing process and also as a ixw
material. While using natm~ gas, natural gas liquids, oil, coal and electricity to power its
plants and processes, it also draws upon those same energy sources as the primary
ingredient in the products we use every day. No other industry adds as much value to its
energy inputs as the business of chemistry.

The U.S. business of chemistry has reduced the fuel and power energy it consumes per
unit of output by 41. percent since 1974. Carbon e~fissions per unit of output have
declined by more than 45 percent dining the same period. The efficient use of energy has
been an economic imperative of the chemical industry for. decades, driven by the need to
compete globallyand the desire to constantly improve our operatious.

ACC members have had the. opportunity.to take part in a number of programs that have
helped to ~chieve these savings since the mid-1970s. Among thegn

ACC’s Climate Action Program - where each ACC member is encouraged to
inventory and examine greenhouse gas emissions and take measures to reduce/

ACC’s voluntary annual Energy Efficiency arid Greenhouse Cras Emissions
Survey- which collect~ data from members that ACC compiles yearly: ACC
then shares aggregate indicators of energy consumption, �fficiency and
greenhouse gas intehsity with the public through the Department of Energy.
ACC’s Energy Efficiency Awards Program - which .recognizes companies for
energy efficiency achievements.

Along with compiling their own record of energy efficiency and greenhouse gas intensity
improvement, ACC’s members also have been developing and bringing to market
products that help other industries do the same. For example, refi’igerators and other
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appliances are far more energy efficient today than a generation ago. That’s largely
because insulation materials, made from chemicals derived from oil and gas, have
dramatically reduced the electricity needed to rtm them. The same is true for
automobiles, where parts and engine equipment made from the same type of chemicals,
make them fighter, increasing their energy efficiency. Chemicals also make today’s cars
more durable.

The ways we heat "and o3ol our homes are more efficient, economical and
enviromentally friendly thanks to chemical products. Chemical insulation material
wrapped around houses as they’re being built, along, with paints and coatings, offer a
protective envelope that keeps out water, moisture and air. The Department of Energy
proj.ects that the areas with the largest increases in associated CO2 emissions from 2000
to 2020 are the transportation and buildings sectors. Chemical industry products that
improvv the energy efficiency for these sectors will contribute greatly to U.S. efforts to
achieve, greater greenhouse gas intensity reductions.

While members of tlae American Chemistry Council.have made and will continue to
make their best efforts ~o a~hieve greenhdnse gas intensity reductions, government cau
help by removing barriers that impede efficiency upgi~tdes and by providingincentives
for companies to implement state-of-the-art technology. Without an aggressive
government role in removing barriers to progress and providing iaeentives, it will be
difficult, if not impossible for the business of chemistry to do its share to reach the
president’s goal of reducing national greenhouse gas intensity by 18 percent during the
2002-2012 timeframe.

The Response

As its response to the president’s Global Climate Business Challenge, members of the
Amerieau Chemistry Council commit to:                                 ~

Pursu~ additional reductions in greenhouse gas intensity toward, an overall target of
18 percent by 2012, using 1990 emissions intensity as the baseline. Government data
shows that from 1990 to 2000, with projection to 2002, the U.S. chemistry business
will reduce its greenhouse gas intensity by 12 percent. From 2003 through 2012,
ACC will collect data directly from members to measure progress. Crreenhouse gas
intensity for the business of chemistry is the ratio of net greenhouse gas emissions’to
production.

Continue to manufacture products and pursue innovative new ways to help other
industries and sectors auitieve the presiderit’s goal. ACC will work with the
government-to develop a creda’ble methodology for estimating the greenhouse gas
efficiency improvements in sectors of the economy that use chemical industry
products.

XV~ ~0:gT ~H~ ~0/TT/~T
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Provide valid and reliable data ensuring that greenhouse gas intensity reduction
numbers are complete, transparent, and cowr actual con~litions. ACC also.will work
with the Department of Energy to develop consistent definitions and methodologies
for its voluntary emission reduction and sequestration registration program under
section 1605(b) of the 1992 Energy Policy Act. In addition, ACC will support efforts
of the Administration to provide appropriate recognition to businesses end industries
for voluntary actions that are taken in 2003 and beyond to reduce greenhouse gas
intensity.

Provide regular reports to the public and the government on progress. Member-wide
reports will be made annually to the Department of Energy and contain what we’re
doing,.how we’re doing, difficulties encoantered and suggestions for improvement
when reporting.within the I605(b) process. ACC will participate and provide data for
the duration of the pro.gram and also encourage members to ~’ovid.� data directly to
the government through the 1605 (b) volunt~y emission reduction progr~.:

Make par~cipation in the ACC rape .rting program a condition of membership through
the recently revamped Responsible Care@ peffoi’mance improvement initiative to
strengthen energy efficiency and enVironmen~d p~rformance. Among the proposed
new ’~metrics" is public reporting of aggregated energy efficiency and greenhouse gas
emissions.

Develop an ACC member education and mutual assistance program -- including open
Workshops -- to share methodologies and best practices to achieve gree~honse gas
intensity reductions. This information also would be made available to other energy

Support activities ~hat increase’our uuderstanding of greenhouse gas intensity as it
relates to our products and processes by:

Participating in new and continuing resear.eh and development activities.
Provi.’ding expertise on priorities .for taxpayer-ftmdedreseareh to assess the
value of C02 a~.d other greAaxhouse gases for new processes and products
as well as sequestration opportunities.
Edueating customers on greenhouse gas and energy emission reduetion
benefits of chemi~l products.                                ,~

Encourage chemical manufacturers that are not members of ACC to join our program
or to make their own commitment_

Work with and support the Administration and Congress to implement legislation and
regulations that enhance industry’s abilityto ~1 and operate new technologies and
equipment that can increase energy efficiency and reduce gree.~house gas emissions
and enhance industry’s ability to compete in the global marketplace. An example of
this cooperative e~or~ is implementation of the Administration’s New Source Review
reforms.
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10. Work with and support the Administration, Congress and the Fedm-al Energy
Regulatory Commission to impl~nent legislation and regulations that enable even
greater application ofhighly efficient CHP equipment without protn’bitive market
access restrictions.

11.Promote the further development and dgployment of coal gasification t~hnology.
ACC members also will promote cost-effec~ve, renewable energy resources, as well
as bio-based processes and product recycling in the chvmical industry.

12. Encourage our employees to practice energy conservation by stvpping up education
efforts concerning energy savings at work and at home.
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U.S. Chemical Industry Response to the President’s
Global Climate Business. Challenge

Background

The U.S. chemical industry agrees with President George W. Bush in his approach to
address the challenge of global climate change. His method, "designed to haxness the
power of markets and technological innovation," fits perfectly with the philosophy of the
business ofch~anistry, which is made up of problem-solving companies providing
solutions to make a better, healthier and safer world through chcanistry. This paper
contains the industry’s response to the president’s Global Climate Business Challenge,
issued February 14, 2002.

The U.S. chemical industry had $454 billion in sales last year, and half of that was of
products that are hydrocarbon based. It is one of the nation’s keystone industries. The
industry uses the science of chcanistry to produce tens of thousands of innovative
products and services that make people’s lives better, healthier and safei’. Among those
products arc life-saving medicines, health improvement products, technology-enhanced ¯
agricultural products, improved foods, more protective packaging materials, synthetic
fibers and permanent press-clothing, .longer-lasting paints, stronger adhesives, faster
microprocessors, more durable and safer tires, lightweight automobile parts, and stronger
composite materials for aircraft and spacecraft.

Along with being the world’s largest chemical manufacturer, the U.S. business of
chemistry is also the nation’s largest exl~orter and has consistently turned in a positive
trade balance. It is a research and development-driven industry, and accounts for one out
of every seven patents issued in this country each year. It employs more than a million
workers directly, and also contn’butes to the employment ofmore than five million others
in downstream industries. The industry is guided by Responm’ole Care®, a safety, health
and environmental performance improvement initiative that r~presents the ethical
fi~nework for its operations.

The business of chemistry is an energy-intensive industry, but it’s unique because it uses
energy in the manufacturing process and also as a raw material. While using natural gas,
natural gas liquids, oil, coal and electricity to power its #ants and processes, it also draws
upon those same energy sources as the primary ingredient in the products we use ever~
day. No other industry adds as much value to its energy inputs as the business of
chemistry.

Using energy natural resources as a raw material is essential to the U.S. economy. In
fact, the chemical industry’s use Of these resources in its products has actually helped
make other industries and the nation more energy ef~ieient. For example, energy
resource-derived materials from the chemical industry have made refrigerate= and other
appliances far more energy-efficient, automobiles lighter, and more energy efficient, and
home heating and cooling more efficient, economical and environmentally friendly.
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The U.S. business of chemistry has reduced the fuel and power energy it consumes per
unit of output by 41 percent since 1974. Carbon ctnissions per unit of output have
declined by more than 45 percent during the same period. The �fficicnt use of energy has
been an economic hnperafivc of the chemical industry for decades, driven by the need to
compete ~obally, and the desire to constantly improve our opemtious..

One important way the industry has accomplished these improvements is through the use
of combined heat and power (CHP) technology, which w~s first used in the industry
during the 1920s. CHP hnits produce steam aud electricity together and attain double the
fuel efficiencies of a typical electric.utility power plant. Along with reducing the amount
of ~nergy used p~r unit of output, these facilities also have led to a largo reduction in
carbon omissions per unit of output. The industry also has been suo~essftfl in reducing
other greenhouse gases.

This paper looks at the indust~’s performance record to date in incress~ng ~nergy
efficiency and decreasing greenhouse g~s intem~ity and also focuses on the �~mbling role
the industry play~, in creating products that help other industries attain the same objective.
Government barriers aud incentives also ~re exmnined.
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Building on a Solid Performance Record of Energy Efficiency
and Greenhouse Gas Reduction

U.S. chemical companies are not new to measuring and improving greenhouse gas
reduction intensity and energy e~iciency.. While the American Chemistry Council has
developed this response to make voluntary commitments in meeting the President’s
"Business Challenge" on climate change, ACC members have had programs in these
areas since the mid-1970s.

ACC’s Climate Action Program, started in 1994, is based on a premise that differing
circaxmstances within companies warrant individual members’ evaluation of which
greenhouse gas emissions reduction measures are most appropriate and achievable.
Through the Climate Action Program, each ACC member is encouraged to inventory and
examine greenhouse gas emissions and take appropriate and economically sound
measures to reduce them. The companies also are encouraged to report those reductions
through the "Voltmtary Reporting of Greenhouse Gases 1605(b)" program, established
by the Energy Policy Act of 1992.

Since 1989, ACC also has conducted a voluntary a~.ual Energy Efficiency and CO2
Emissions Survey. That survey collects data from members on their energy consumption
based on purchased energy used for fuel, power and steam, and related CO2 emissions;
consumption of’Teedstock," energy used as a raw material to produce a product; on-site
produced fuel energy (mostly from byproduct energy streams); and other greenhouse gas
emissions. ACC compiles that data and produces yearly aggregate indicators of the
companies’ energy consumption, energy efficiency and greenhouse gas intensity. The
summary results .of the survey are shared withthe Department of Energy and other
government agencies.

ACC also makes available and encourages members to take part in an Energy Efficiency
Continuous Improvement Program. ACC voluntary guidelines assist companies in.
partieipatingin energy efficiency efforts.

Since 1994, comp~i..’es also have been able to take part in the ACC Energy Efficiency
Awards Program. This program recognizes companies for their outstanding energy ~
efficiency achievements. It also offers other companies examples of actions they ~ould ¯
take to increase efficiency.

The induslxy recently revamped its Responsible Care ® performance improvement
initiative to strengthen energy efficiency and environmental performance. Among the
proposed new "metrics" is public reporting of energy efficiency and greenhouse gas
emissions.

The industry has a history of increasing energy efficiency and reducing greenhouse gas
emissions. During the past 12 years, ACC members have made major investments,
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conducted pro.grams and looked for and taken advantage of opporttmities to achieve those
reductions and efticiencies. Because of that effort, and of special opportunities such as
changes in production processes that hav~ reduced nitrous oxide emissions, the industry
is expected to achieve about a 12 percent reduction in greenhouse gas intensity emissions
through 2002.

The chart below depicts greenhouse gas emission intensity since 1990. Performance to
date required substantial R&D, improvements in process and energy technology and
significant investment. Sustaining this level of improvement into the future will depend
on substantial additional introduction of new technology and processes, removal of
govermnent barriers, and access to tax rode incentives. In short, there is no such thing as
"business as usual" for the chemical industry.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHG) Intensity
(GHG Emissions per Unit of Production)

~ 130

"- 120II

o~ 110

~ 100

8O

--e---Greenhouse Gas Intensity Index
-II-Fed. Reserve Industrial Production Index

Footnote: To measure the intensity zjgreenhouse gas emissions in the chemical industry, it is
necessary to use a denominator that measures changes in production, The ideal denominator
wouM be pounds of production, however this data does not exist for our industry because of its
diverse product base. The Federal Reserve calculates an "industrial production" index for the
chemical industry that attempts to measure chan~es in production activity. The 11’ index
measures changes in the physical quantity of production and where this data is unavailable, the
index is based on changes in electricity consumption and production worker hours. ACC is using
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this index to illustrate historical greenhouse gas intensity. Beginning in 2003, ACC will be
making the measurement using internal data.

9
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Enabling Other Industries to Improve Energy Efficiency and
Decrease Greenhouse Gas Intensity

Refrigerators and other appliances are far more energy efficient today than a generation
ago. That’s largely because insulation materials, made f~om chemicals derived from oil
and gas, have dramatically reduced the amount of electricity used to nm a r~frigerator.
The same is true for automobiles.Body parts and engine equipment - made from
chemicals derived from oil, natural gas and natural gas liquids - make today’s cars
lighter, increasing the’~r energy �ffici~mcy. These chemicals also make the cars more
durable than their predecessors.

Even the ways we heat and cool our homes are more efficient, ~conomical and
environmentally friendly thanks to chemical industry products. Common building
products such as wood, brick or stucco don’t completely prevent air and wate~ f~om
seeping into a home, making it harder to keep it cool in the summer or warm in the
winter. But polyolefm fiber films and linear polyethylene, the insulation material
wrapped around houses as they’re being built, along with paints and coatings offer a ¯
protective envelope that keeps out water, moisture and air. Insulation, double~paned
windows, window glazing, sealants-and efficient heating and air conditioning systems are
all produced through chemistry.

These are just some of the many ways that the business of chemistry is developing and
commercializing sustainable, climate friendly products and technologies that help it and
other industriesreduce greenhouse gas intensity while improving energy efficiency. As a
matter of fact, just one insulation product by one chemical company is .responm’ble for
saving more than five billion gallons of fuel oil since the beginning of the nation’s energy
crisis in the 1970s. That insulation product’s use in U.S. housing construction has saved
six million metric tons of carbon dioxide from being generated. That same company has
developed products derived from corn that are used in a number ofproducts, including
paper and board coatings and pigments, paints, building products, bottles and food
service packaging. Because ~ese products recycle the Emth’s carbon, they potentially
reduce CO2 in the atmosphere.

The Department of Energy/Energy information Administration "Annual Energy Outlook
2002" report projects that the areas in the economy with the 1 .argest increases in
associated CO2 emissions over the period 2000-2020 are the tran~ortation (1.9 percent
per year) and buildings (residential - 1.1 percent per year and commercial - 1.8 percent
per year) sectors. These two sectors ~,,-e grown 23 and 33 percent respectfully since
1990. Chemical industry ~roducts that improve the energy efficiency for these sectors
contribute much to the U.S. effort to achieve greater greenhouse gas intensity reductions.
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Growth in Light Vehicle Sales and Housing Starts
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Opportunities for Government To Encourage Chemical
Industry Greenhouse Gas Intensity Reductions

There are a number.of opporttmities for the government to help the chemical and other
industries achieve desired greenhouse gas intensity reductions. These opportunities
include removing barriers that impede efficiency upgrades, and providing incentives for
companies to implement state-of-the-art technology.

For example, the Business Koundtable’s July 1999 report, "’The Role of Technology in
Responding to Concerns.about Global Climate Change, "" concluded that increased and
widespread deployment of more energy-efficient technologies and developing new and "
breakthrough technologies constitute the most effective responses to concerns about
global climate change.

Addressing U.S. and global needs for diverse energy and fuel supplies, as well as
implementing energy effi. cieney improvements, are important to the members of the
American Chemistry Council. ACC feels that near-term opporttmities for accelerating
the development, commercialization and global dissemination of advanced technology,
especially combined heat and power (CH~), should be a part of the president’s Business
Challenge. Without an aggressive government role in removing barriers to progress and
providing incentives, it will be difficult, if not impossible, for the business of chemistry
to do its share to reach the president’s goal of reducing national greenhouse gas intensity
by 18 percent during the 2002-2012 timeffame.

Appendix I to this paper spells out the importance that the president’s National Energy
Policy places on the growth of CHP technology. The appendix also focuses on potential
roadblocks to the president’s plan for CHP growth and excerpts the National Energy
Policy’s support for combined heat and power.

Appendix II points out regulatory barriers that impede research, innovation and
investment in new technology that the business of chemistry needs to meet its energy
supply and economic growth.

Appendix HI focuses on tax barriers that interfere with capital availability and utilization
in the chemical industry, including investment in new plants and equipment, new
processes and new technology.. Improvements on the president’s proposed tax incentives
are presented.

Part of the current challenge in establishing a viable energy policy are unnecessary
roadblocks brought about by environmental policy. To correct this, it is important to
evaluate key federal, state and local agency decisions regarding adminislxative action,
regulatory action, or compliance and enforcement action for its impact on energy supply,
distribution or use. Current agency activity should undergo an extensive review for
energy and fuel supply impact consistent with current law and the May 2001 Executive
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Orders 13211 ("Actions Concerning Regulations that Significantly Affect Energy Supply,
Distribution and Use,,) and 13212 ("Actions to Expedite Energy-Related Projects").    ’

The federal government should require that every agency action be evaluated for possible
adverse impacts on energy supply, transmission, distribution or use. This assessment
should consider possible shortfalls in supply, impact on consumes and increased demand
for foreign supplies. The secretary of energy should have the responsibility to comment
on the validity of federal agency assessments before administrative or enforcement action
is taken. States should provide direct input to the secretary of energy. Affected eompauies
should be encouraged to file adverse energy effects statements withthe secretary of
energy as part of this process.

Unfortunately, some taxpayer-funded government initiatives have the potential to be
weighed down by inertia and special interests, which can make it difficult for government
to make mid-course corrections in research and development. To operate effeetively
within budget constraints, it is important for government to continuously re-evaluate the
effectiveness of current progrmns. Input from the private sector representing
manufacturing and deployment interests is crucial to this review so ~at more productive
use of R&D funding occurs.

There should be an annual ’.’audit" of ongoing federal research and development to justify
funding, asking:

Has the taxpayer funding resulted in improvements in the market viability for the
technology7
Has the program attracted a growing base of private participation, including-
manufacturing and deployment interests?
Does the technology meet U.S. deployment needs7

Some tax incentives are designed without regard for effectiveness. Assuming a linit’ted
budget is available for tax support for the president’s C~matc Business Challenge, it is
vital that a periodic evaluation be undertaken to assess.the ~fffeetiveness of various
incentives, including tax credits for purchase of equipment, to determine cost differences
between technologies and exemptions from taxes.

13
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Appendix i: PRESIDENT’S POLICY ENCOURAGES AND
REQUIRES COMBINED HEAT AND POWER GROWTH

The National Energy Policy (excerpted below) contemplates substantial growth in
combined heat and power (CHP): an additional 12g,000.megawatts at industrial facilities
alone. The Public Utility Regulatory Policies. Act has been successful in e~couraging
CHP capacity-growth from 10,000 megawatts in 1980 to 55,000 megawatts cm-rently,
representing nine percent of electricity generation.

The U.S. Climate Change Strategy (excerpted b~low) contemplates a major role for CI-IP
during the 2002-2012 timefmme. Achieving an 18-percent r~duction in greenhouse gas
emissions intensity in the ind~.~rial seo~or would be impossible if ~ were discouraged.
NeW techuology investments are needed now.

The National Energy Policy calls for a new CHP tax credit that will ~nhance efforts
underway by the Environment .al Protection Agency to streamline the pcm~!tting process
for cogeneration plants and to promote CHP location at "bmwnfields" and other
industrial sites.

WHAT ARE THE POTE1TrIAL ROADBLOCKS TO THE PRESIDENT’S Clip INITIATIVE?

There are a number of potential roadblocks to achieving the growth of ClIP called for in
the National Energy Policy, including:

Failure to sustain the Carper-Collins Public Utilities Regulatory Pericles Act
amendment in the energy bill legislative conference

The Carper Collins amendment to the Senate’s enargy bill does much to continue
to preserve the inc~mfives for CHP in monopoly utility markets. It must be
retained in any final energy bill that contains electricity provisiona Any attempt
to r~pcal PURPA without access to a truly competitive electricity market must be
blocked.

Application df"Clear Skies" multbpollutaut requirements to CHI’

CHP plants already have provided substantial emissions reductions - in fact, they
produce about onv-halfthe emissions of central station plants. Since many CHP
plants are fired by natural g~, :’.--~:_.~ is no fuel-switching option. Many facilities
also are in non-attainment areas already subjected to substantial current and future
emissions constraints. Imposing the costs of additional regulation on facilities
that may have marginal economics and have superior enviromo~tal performance
is contrary to the National Energy Policy and the U.S. Climate Change Strategy.

NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY SUPPORT FOR COMBINEDHEAT AND POWER

14
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[Excerpted from the report of the National Energy Policy Group, May 2001, Chapter 3 -
Protecting America "s Environment: Sustaining the Nation’s Health and Environment,
Page 5]

Technologies for Improved Efficiencies.

Two-thirds of the energy used in a conventional coal-fired power plant is wasted in the
production of electriciW. These losses can be minimized through a number of
innovations, including installing high efficiency steam turbines, reducing steam leaks,
and using software to optimize eximbustion efficiency. New coal-burning power plants
can achieve efficieneies of over 40 percent using existing technology, and cxrmpanies are
developing even more efficient technologies. Wasted energy can also be recycled for use
in industrial processes or for heating buildings.

A family of technologies known as combined heat and power (CI-IP) can achieve
efficien~ies of 80 percent or more. In addition to environmental benefits," CI-IP projects
offer efficiency and cost savings in a variety of settings, including industrial boilers,
energy systems, and small, building scale applications. At industrial facilities alone,
there is potential for an additional 124,000 megawatts (MW) of efficient power fi:om gas-
fired CI-[P, which could result in annual emission reductions of 614,000 tons of carbon
equivalent. Ct-IP is also one of a group of dean, highly reliable distn’buted energy
technologies that reduce the amount of electricity lost in transmission while eliminating
the need to construct exPensive power .lines to transmit power from large central power
plants.

[Excerpted from the report of the National Energy Policy Group, Chapter 4- Using
Energy Wisely: Increasing Energy Conservation and Efficiency, Page 9]      ’

Because of their large needs for both heat and electricity, businesses find combined heat
and power (CI-IP) systems particularly attractive. However, replacing old, inefficient
boilers with highly efficient CHP systems may add a number of new regulatory
requirements (such as air permits), but does not offer the same tax depreciation incentives
the tax code grants to power pl.ants.

Recommendations:.

The NEPD Group recommends that the President direct the Secretary of the
Treasury .to work with the Congress on legislation to encourage increased energy
efficiency through combined heat and power (Ct-IP)projeets by shortening the
depreciation life for CI-IP projects or providing an investment tax credit.

The NEPD Group recommends that the Preside~at direct the Administrator of the
Environmental ]Protection Agency (EPA) to work with local and state
governments to promote the use of well-designed CHP and other dean power
generation at "brownfield" sites, consistent with the local eommtmity’s interests.
EPA will also work to clarify liability issues if they are raised at a particular site

15
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o The NEPD Group recommends that the President direct the EPA Administrator to
promote CHP through flexibility in environmental permitting.

U.S. Climate Policy Support for Combined Heatand Power

National Goal
[F~zerpted from U.S. Climate Change Strategy, A New Approach, February 14, 2002,
Pages 6-7J

The President set a national goal to reduce-the greenhouse gas intensity oftl~ U.S.
economy by 18 percent over the next ten years. Rather than pitting economic growth
against the environment, the President has established an approach that promises real
progress on climate change by tapping the power of sustain6d economic growth.

The Intensity Based Approach Promotes Near-Term Opporttmities to Conserve
Fossil Fdel us.e, recover Methane, and Sequester Carbon. Until we develop and
adopt breakthrough technologies that provide safe and reliable energy to fuel our
economy without emitting greenhouse gases, we need to promote more rapid
adoption of existing, improved energy efficiency and renewable resources that
provide cost effective opportunities to reduce emissions

Incentives and Programs for Renewables and Industrial Cogeneration -
[Excerpted.from U.S. Climate Change Strategy, A New Approach, February 14, 2002,
Page 11J

The President’s FY ’03 budget proposes providing $4.6 billion in dean energy tax
incentives over the next five years ($7.1 billion over ten years) for investments in
renewable energy (solar, wind, and biomass), hybrid and fuel cell vehicles, eogeneration,
landfill gas conversion, and ethanol. These incentives are important to meeting the
nation’s long-term energy supply and security needs, and reducing pollution and
projected greenhouse gas emissions. Theseclean energy tax incentives include:

New 10 Percent Tax Credit for Co-Generation (Combined Heat and Power
Systems). The President has proposed a new 10 percent tax credit for investments
in combined heat and power systems between 2002 and 2006. The credit will "~
encourage investments in highly efficient CHP projects and spur innovation in
improved CHP technologies. No income tax credits are currently available for
investment in CH:P property,

Cogeneration. Combined heat and power (CHP), also known as "cogenemtion", is
a highly efficient form of electric generation that recycles heat, which is normally
lost under traditional power combustion methods. CHP captures the heat lei2 over
from industrial use, providing a SOurce of residential and industrial heating and air.
conditioning in the local area arouud the power plant. CHP systems achieve a
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greater level of overall energy efficiency, thereby reducing energy consumption,
costs, and carbon emissions.

EPA Combined Heat and Power Partnership. The new tax credit would enhance
efforts underway by the.Environmental Protection Agency to streamlhe the
permitting process for cogeneration plhnts, promote their location in Brownfields
and other industrial sites, and clarify how companies can use cogenemtion to stay
in compliance with Clean Air Act pollution standards. On October 5, 2001, in
pm’tnership with 17 Fortune 500 companies, city and state governments and
nonprofits, EPA announced the Combined Heat and Power Partnership. Cm’rent
CHP projects of the founding partners represent more then 5,800 megawatts of
power generating capacity, an amount capable of serving almost 5 million
households. The projects annually reduce carbon dioxide by more than 8 million
tons; the annual energy savings equal 19 million barrels ofoil. A similar program
by the Department of Energy challenges the heat and power industry to double
usage of eogenemtion in the United States by 2010.

17
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Appendix ll: REGULATORY BARRmRS

The Council supports reasonable regulations that result in environmental improvements.
However, many current environmental regulations impede research, innovation and
investment in new technology needed to meet the nation’s energy supply and economic
growth needs, while producing limited environmental benefit.

A leading example of a regulatory barrier that discourages technological innovation is the
New Source Review program. This progrmn was originally intended as a pre-
construction permitting program aimed at requiring major stationary sources to install
state-of-the-art air pollution controls when the source builds new plants or makes major
’~non-routine" changes that result in significant increases in emissions at eofisting
operations. This program has deviated significant and detrimentally t~m its original
intent.

EPA announced its proposed reform of New Source Review Juno 3, 2002. In it, EPA
Administrator Christine Todd Whitman correctly recognized that "some aspects of the
NSR program have deterred companies from implementing projects that would increase
energy efficiency and decrease air pollution." EPA’s recommendations seem to address
many of the concerns that have been raised about the NSR program. It is important that
EP~ expeditiously implement these proposals through both final rules and proposed
rules. Any further delay will only exacerbate the challenge the industry faces in mkking
the investments that will help achieve the intensity improvmnents expected by the
President. ACC commits to work with and support the Administration and Congress to
implement legislation and regulations that �~hanc~ industry’s ability to install and operate
new technologies and equiPment that can increase energy efficiency and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, thus enhancing the industry’s ability to compete in the global
marketplace.

Compduies that have made substantial investments are disadvantaged in the market when
regulatory policies are changed in mid-stream. In the late 1990’s, EPA reversed 20 years
of policy guidance On New Source Review requirements to pressure companies to accept
requirements not contemplated in the authorizing legislation. This undermines industfy’s
ability to invest in new technologies, including many technologies that would improve
energy supply, fuel supply and energy efficiency while reducing emissions. Concurrent
with EPA’.s changed r.egulator~ interpretations on the NSR program, ithas undertaken an
enforcement initiative tha~ relies heavil): :.:: theix reinterpretations. The threat of future
enforcement action had created a chilling effect on the pursuit of energy improvement
projects.

Several steps should be taken to improve the existing NSR program:

EPA should implement its existing regulations in a dear and consistent manner
that avoids triggering NSR/PSD permitting requirements for changes necessary to
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maintain and repair existing units, for changes that r~.~. t in energy efficiency
improvements, or changes that do not increase emissions.
All "routine maintenance, .repair and replacement" activities must be exempt from
the scope ofNSR. EPA should retract its recent changes to the interpretation of
this regulatory.exemption and return to the broader, common seame approach
followed from 1980 through the mid-1990s. EPA should.also, pr0vide further
clarification, by industry sector, on what activities constitute routine maintenance,
repair, and replacement.
Projects that generate environmental benefits should be explicitly exempted from
the NSR program. This exemption should include projects that increase the.
energy efficiency of operations.
In addition to the above administrative ~hanges and regulatory reforms, EPA
should facilitate permits that move away from project-by-project reviews to
facility-wide emissions, providing complete flexibility to make changes within the
permitted emissions.

Other regulatory barriers that discourage technology ".Innovation include:

¯ . Technology-based regulations preventing ’Metting" and other forms of performance-
based regulation.

o Inconsistent enforcement among regulatory agencies and
~ Inadequate scientific and economic bases for regtdafions.

Regulatory barriers often create disincentives or obstacles to adopting more energy-
efficient technologies that reduce total emissions. These barriers include:

Inclusion of combined heat and power in new multi-pollutant proposals, e.g., Clear
Skies.
Teetmology-speeifie air quality staudards.
Possible regulation of CO2 emissions.
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Appendix HI: TAX BAR U RS

As currently written, the U.S. tax code does ~ot always support eapital formation,
including investments in manufacturing plant and equipment and new process and
produet technologies. While the President’s initiative has proposed tax incentives for
CHP, unless depreciation life is shortened, the necessary incentives will not be provided.

The burden is especially difficult for many energy supply and energy-efficiency
investments that are also constrained by government regulations, trade laws and limited
market demand.

There are several issues with the R&D tax credit that should be addressed as part of a
national climate and energy policy initiative, including:

1. On-Again-Off-Again Nature of the.R&D Tax Credit

Because the R&D tax credit has a history of unpredictable and short-term extensions,
companies have not been able to fully take advantage of its benefits.. Currently, the
credit is scheduled to expire on June 30, 2004. The uncertainty created by the
pending expiration is particularly troublesome for investors in long-term
breakthrough technologies. Their inability to rely on the credit impedes technological
progress. The solution to this problem is straightforward: Make the R&D tax credit
permanent.

2. Limi.’tations and Inconsistencies in the R&D Tax Credit

The rules and. excel~fions that determine the availability of research and development
tax credits are highly complex. Rules that limit such tax credits to incremental
expenses over abase period amount and to a percent of gross receipts serve to reward
some R&D activities but not others.

In order to qualify for the credit, a company’s R&D outlays in the current year must
exceed a base period hurdle that takes into account the company’s historical
expenditures and gross revenues. Because the base amount is tied to gross receipts,
the amount of the credit can be affected as much by changes in the level of revenues
as it is bythe level of research performed. The current R&D credit has the uninten~led
effect of encouraging high-cost~ manual research and development, while
discouraging its replacement with more efficient, technological, and math-based
R&D procedures. In addition, firms in m.d,~: e industries can face ever-declining
credits if their R&D outlays level offwhile their sales revenues increase in nominal
terms due to inflation.

Solutions to this R&D tax issue include:
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Allow R&D tax creditS for every dollar of research expense inenr~ed for energy and
energy efficiency-related technology- not just for the increment over some arbitrm-y
base period amount.
Eliminate the disparity between qualifying costs for conlractors versus company.
employees.
Make the credit refundable or transferable among taxpayers.

3. Tax incentives for energy efficiency, research and development are
inadequate, but some steps can be taken to address the problem, including:

Provide enhanced tax creditS focused specifically on promoting research and
development on breakthrough energy-efficiency technologies for plant and
equipment.
Provide additional incentives and support for long-term public-private research
partnerships.

Congress should take the following actions to address the depreciable Hves barriers
as described in a study on energy and energy-efficiency related investments by the
American Council on CapitalFormation (ACCF):

Dramatically shorten the period during which businesses write off investmentS in
energy or energy ettieieney (combined heat and power) related investments to reflect
the risks to investors and the benefits to society.
Create a U.S. capital acquisition deduction, similar to that in European countries, for
energy-efficient plants and equipment.
Reinstate the Investment Tax Credit for energy-related investments.
Stop treating accelerated depreciation and amortization of energy-related investments
as .preferences for AMT purposes.
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Ph~] Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:14-DEC-2002 10:03:05.00

SUBJECT:: Re: Dr. James Hansen at next "Blue BOX" meeting on January 30?

TO:James R Mahoney <James.R.~ahoney@noaa.gov> ( James R ~ahoney
<James.R.~ahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Cc:james connaughton ( CN=james connaughton/OU=ceq/O=eop@eop [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

James R Mahoney <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
12/14/2002 09:54:56 AM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP~EOP
cc: James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP
subject: Re: Dr. James Hansen at next "Blue BOX" meeting on January 30?

Date            December 14, 2002 9:06 am-
subject: Dr. 3ames Hansen at next "Blue Box" meetina on January 30?

Thanks, Phil
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MALL)

CREATOR:3ames R Mahoney <3ames.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( 3ames R Mahoney
<3ames.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 14-DEC-2002 22 : 03 : 39.00

SUBJECT:: Re: Dr. James Hansen at next "Blue Box" meeting on January 30?

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

Phil - Thanks for your response. I will talk to you about a possible
broader group of experts (2 to 5, for example) that we might want to
hear from over the next few months. If you’re in, we can have a word
on the phone Monday.

original Message
From: <Phi l_Cooney@ceq, eop. gov>
Date: saturday,. December 14, 2002 9:59 am
subject: Re: Dr. 3ames Hansen at next "Blue BOX" meeting on Januar~0?

(Embedded
image moved
to file:
pic147B4.pcx)

Record Type:

James R Mahoney <3ames.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
12/14/2002 09:54:56AM

Record

TO: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc: 3ames Connaughton/CEOYEOP@EOP
Subject: Re: Dr. James Hansen at next "Blue Box" meeting on
January 30?
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:"card, Robert" <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov> ( "card, Robert"
<Robert.card@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TiME:16-DEC-2002 11:57:57.00

SUBJECT:: Carbon Sequestration Leadership Initiative

TO:"Steve Griles (E-mail)" <steven_griles@ios.doi.gov> ( "steve Griles (E-mail)"
<steven_griles@ios.doi.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Rita Colwell (E-mail)" <rcolwell@nsf.gov> ( "Rita Colwell (E-mail)"
<rcolwell@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Marcus Peacock ( CN=Marcus Peacock/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Lawrence B. Lindsey ( CN=Lawrence B. Lindsey/OU=OPD/O=EOP@EOP [ OPD ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Jim Moseley (E-mail)" <jrm@usda.gov> ( "Jim Moseley (E-mail)" <jrm@usda.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Ghassen Asrar (E-mail)" <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> ( "Ghassen Asrar (E-mail)"
<gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Emil Frankel (E-mail)" <emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov> ( "Emil Frankel dE-mail)"
<emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Dr. James E. Andrews (DOD)" <James_Andrews@onr.navy.mil> ( "Dr. James E. Andrews
(DOD)" <James_Andrews@onr.navy.mil> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Sam Bodman (E-mail)" <sbodman@doc.gov> ( "sam Bodman (E-mail)" <sbodman@doc.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Paula Dobriansky (E-mail)" <d.nelson@state.gov> ("Paula Dobriansky (E-mail)"
<d.nelson@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Linda Fisher (E-mail)" <fisher.linda@epa.gov> ( "Linda Fisher (E-mail)"
<fisher.linda@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:John H. Marburger ( CN=John H. Marburger/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James Connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Eve Slater (E-mail)" <eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov> ( "Eve slater (E-mail)"
<eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kathie L. Olsen ( CN=Kathie L. OIsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Mary Cleave (E-mail)" <Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> ("Mary cleave (E-mail)"
<Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Lynn Scarlett <Lynn_Scarlett@ios.doi.gov> ( Lynn Scarlett
<Lynn_Scarlett@ios.doi.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Linda Hilwig <hilwig.linda@epa.gov> ( Linda Hilwig <hilwig.linda@epa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"Kevin Kolevar (E-mail)~’ <Kevin. Kolevar@hq.doe.gov> ( "Kev’in Kolevar (E-mail)"
<Kevin,Kolevar@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"John Beale (E-mail)" <Beale.j hn@epa.gov> ( "John Beale (E-mail)"
<Beale.john@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] ~
READIUNKNOWN

CC:"James Mahoney (E-mail)" <James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( "James Mahoney (E-mail)"
<James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Granville Paules (E-mail)" <gpaules@hq.nasa.gov> ( "Granville Paules (E-mail)"
<gpaules@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Ann Klee (E-mail)" <ann_klee@ios.doi.gov> ( "Ann Klee (E-mail)"
<ann_klee@ios.doi.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
TO members of the Interagency working Group on climate change science
Technology (IAWG):

Thanks and Happy Holidays, Bob

<<Carbon Sequestration Leadership Initiative2.pdf>>
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- carbon sequestration Leadership Initiative2.pdf ....

1
AI-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0103:[ATTACH.DS6]SREOP01300CE2VH.001 tO ASCII,

The following is a HEX DUMP:

A1-FACHMENT
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:"Botet, violanda I" <BotetvI@state.gov> ( "Borer, violanda I"
<BotetVl@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:I6-DEC-2002 12:16:37~00

SUBJECT:: FW: Carbon sequestration .Leadership Initiative

TO:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Ken -- fyi
..... original Message.
From: Card, Robert [mailto:Robert.card@hq.doe.gov]
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2002 11:$6 AM
To: conrad Lautenbacher (E-mail); Dr. James E. Andrews (BOO); Dr. Kathie
Olsen; Emil Frankel (E-mail); Eve Slater (E-mail); Ghassen Asrar
(E-mail); Jim connaughton (E-mail); Jim Moseley (E-mail); John Marburg~r
(E-mail); Larry Lindsey (E-mail)~ Linda Fisher (E-mail); Marcus Peacock
(E-mail); Paula Dobriansky (E-mall); Rita colwell (E-mail); Sam Bodman
(E-mail); Steve Griles (E-mail)
Cc: Ann Klee (E-mail); Bill Hohenstein (E-mail); Granville Paules
(E-mail); Harlan Watson (E-mail); James Mahoney (E-mail); Jobi Parrish;
John Beale (E-mail); Karen Knutson (E-mail); Kevin Kolevar (E-mail);
Linda catlett (E-mail); Linda Hilwig; Linda Lawson (E-mail); Lynn
Scarlett; Margaret Leinen (E-mail); Mary Cleave (E-mail); Melinda Moore;
Phil cooney (E-mail); Reifsynder, Daniel A. ; Richard spinrad (E-mail);
Robert McNally (E-mail); Scott Rayder (E-mail); simmons, Emmy; violanda
Borer; Yvonne Brown (E-mail)
subject: carbon sequestration Leadership Initiative

To members of the
Technology (IAWG):.

Interagency working Group on climate Change science &

ThanKs ana Happy HOllaays, Bob

<<Carbon sequestration Leadership Initiative2.pdf>>
Page 1
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- carbon sequestration Leadership Initiative2.pd~

A~-~ CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
Unable to convert NSREOP0103:[A~-FACH.D22]SREOP01300CE45R.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

ATTACHMENT
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RECORD I~PE: FEDERAL (NOTES MALL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:16-DEC-2002 13:22:19.00

SUB3ECT:: carbon sequestration Leadership Initiative

TO:Kameran L. Onley ( CN=Kameran L. Onley/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
FYI, PHIL

01:19 PM
Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 12/16/2002

"card, Robert" <Robert.Card@hq.doe.gov>
12/16/2002 11:56:41 AM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc: see the distribution list at the bottom of this message
subject: carbon sequestration Leadership Initiative

To members of the Interagency working Group on climate Change science &
Technology (IAWG):

Thanks and Happy Holidays, Bob

<<Carbon sequestration Leadership Initiative2.pdf>>

- attl.htm
- carbon Sequestration Leadership Initiative2.pdf

Page 1
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Message Sent
To:
"conrad Lautenbacher (E-mai 1)" <conrad. c. I autenbacher@noaa, gov>
"Dr. James E. Andrews (DOD)" <James_AndrewsQonr.navy.mil>
Kathie L. Olsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP
"Emil Frankel (E-mail)" <emil .frankel@ost.dot.gov>
"Eve Slater (E-mail)" <eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov>
"Ghassen Asrar (E-mail }" <gasrar@hq. nasa. gov>
,3, ames Connaughton/CE.O./. EOP@EOP      ’
Jim Moseley (E-mail) <~jrm@usda.gov>

John IH. Marburger/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Lawrence B. Lindsey/OPD/EOP@EOP      "
"Linda Fisher (E-mail)" <fisher.linda@epa.gov>
Marcus Peacock/OMB/EOP@EOP
’,’,Paula Dobriansky (E-m,a, il)" <d.nelson@state.gov>

Rita colwell (E-mail) <rcolwell@nsf.gov>
"sam Bodman (E-mail)" <sbodman@doc.gov>
"Steve Gri I es (E-mai l)" <steven_gri les@i os. doi. gov>

Message Copied
To:
"Ann K1 ee (E-mai l)" <ann_kl ee@i os. doi. gov>
"Bi I 1 Hohenstei n (E-mai l)" <whohenstQocE. USDA. gov>
"Granvi I 1 e Paul es (E-ma,i, l)" <gpaul es@hq, nasa. gov>
"Harlan Watson (E-mail) ’ <watsonhl@state.gov>
"James Mahoney (E-mai 1 )" <James. R.Mahoney@noaa. gov>
Jobi A. Parrish/OSTP/EOP@EOP
"John Beale (E-mail)" <Beale.john@epa.gov>
Karen Y. Knutson/OVP/EOP@EOP
"Kevi n Kol evar (E-mai 1 }" <Kevi n. Kol evar@hq, doe. gov>
"Li nda catl ett (E-mai 1)" <carl ettl a@state, gov>
Li nda Hi lwi g <hi lwi g. I i nda@epa, gov>
"Linda Lawson (E-mail)" <linda lawsonQost.dot.gov>
Lynn Scarl ett <Lynn_Scarl ett@i os. doi. gov>
"Margaret Lei hen (E-mail)" <M1 ei nen@nsf, gov>
"Mary C1 eave (E-mail)" <Mcl eave@hq, nasa. gov>
Mel i nda Moore <mmoore@osophs. dhhs. gov>
Phi I Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
"Reifsynder, Daniel A. " <reifsnyderDA@state.gov>
"Ri chard Spi n rad (E-mai I )" <ri chard, spin rad@navy, mi 1 >
Robert C. McNally/OPD/EOP@EOP ’         "
"Scott Rayder (E-mail)" <Scott. Rayder@noaa. gov>
"simmons, Emmy" <emsimmons@usaid.gov>
violanda Borer <botetVT@state.gov>
"Yv0nne Brown (E-mail)" <yvonne. brownLaost, dot. gov>

AI-FACHMENT 1
AI-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00: 00: 00.00

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD Hl~IL 3.2//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<META H1-FP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html ; charset=iso-8859-1">
<META NAME="Generator" CONTENT="MS Exchange Server version 5.5.2653.12">
<TITLE>Carbon sequestration Leadershi p Inl ti a~ive</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>

<P ALEGN=LEFT><FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">TO members of the Inter
agency working Group on Climate Change science &amp; Technology</FONT><FONT COL
OR="#000000" SIZE=2 FACE="AriaI"> (IAWG)</FONT><FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2 FAC
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E="Ari al ">: </FONT></P>
0650_f_fx7ec003_ceq.txt

<P ALIGN:LEFT><FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2 FACE:"ArlaI">TnanKs ano Happy
yS, Bob</FONT></P>

<P ALIGN=LEFT><U><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2 COLOR="#000000"> &ll:;&lt ;Carbon Sequ
estration Leadership Tni ti ative.2, pdf&gt; &gt ; </FONT></U><U></U><U></U></P>

</BODY>
</HTML>

END Al-rACHMENT    1

ATTACHMENT 2
ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
~;~ble to convert NSREOP0103:[ATTACH.D6]SREOP01300CE7XF.002 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAZL)

CREATOR:Scott Rayder <Scott. Rayder@noaa.gov> ( Scott Rayder <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:18-DEC-2002 11:59:38.00

SUBJECT:: [Fwd: FYI #137: Climate Change Plan]

TO:Robert Card <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov> ( Robert Card <Robert.card@hq.doe,gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Harlan Watson <WatsonHL@state.gov> ( Harlan Watson <watsonHL@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN
])
READ : UNKNOWN

TO:MaryBeth Nethercutt <MaryBeth.Nethercutt@noaa.gov> ( MaryBeth Nethercutt
<MaryBeth.Nethercutt@noaa,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ;UNKNOWN

To:James R Mahoney <James.R.Mahoney@noaa,gov> ( James R Mahoney
<James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kevin Kolevar <Kevin. Kolevar@hq.doe.gov> ( Kevin Kolevar
<Kevin. Kolevar@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ]
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kathie L. Olsen ( CN=Kathie L. OIsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Craig Montesano <Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov> ( craig Montesano
<Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Jordan St. John" <Jordan.st. John@noaa.gov> ( "Jordan st. John"
<]ordan.St,John@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Conrad c Lautenbacher <Conrad.C.Lautenbacher@noaa.gov> ( conrad c Lautenbacher
<Conrad.c. Lautenbacher@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Bob Hopkins <robert.hopkins@noaa.gov> ( Bob Hopkins <robert.hopkins@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
FYI tO all

original Message
subject: FYI #137: climate change Plan
Date: Wed, 18 Dec 2002 10:28:15 -0500
From: fyi@aip.org
Reply-To: fyi@aip.org
TO: scott.rayder@NOAA.GOV

FYI
The American Institute of Physics Bulletin of science Policy News
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Number 137: December 18, 2002

Administration seeking Comments on climate change Plan

The Bush Administration recently issued a draft strategic plan to
guide its climate change research strategy and directions, over
a thousand scientists, government officials and other
stakeholders, both domestic and international, gathered together
December 3-5 at a workshop to review the draft plan and provide
comments and suggestions. Additional public comments will be
accepted through JANUARY 13, 2003. The draft "Strategic Plan
for the cllmate change sclence Program, and ~nstruct~ons or
submitting comments, are available at
http://www, cIi matesci ence. gov.

The federal government has several ongoing, interrelated multi-
agency initiatives to address global warming and climate change.
In February 2002, President Bush established the climate Change
Science Program (CCSP) as a management structure to balance
broad-based fundamental research with a near-term focus on key
issues needed for policy decisions. The just-released strategic
plan is intended as a roadmap for these efforts.

"In the last decades of the 20th century," says the plan’s
Introduction, "public debate about the contribution of human
activities to observed climate change and potential future
changes in climate, and about courses of action to manage risks
to humans and the environment, has been active and frequently
contentious. These debates cover a range of both science and
policy issues, including the extent to which global temperatures
have in fact changed; whether most of the observed overall change
in temperature of the last 50 years is attributable to human
activities...; how much climate might change in the future; and
whether proposed response strategies, such as reductions in
emissions or efforts to enhance natural carbon sequestration
~rocesses, would produce economic or other effects more
etrimental than the effects of climate change itself."

The plan acknowledges that "humans have become agents of
environmental change," but points to "inconsistencies in the
observational record" and calls for more and better observations
in order to discern human-induced changes against a background of
natural variability. It also calls for additional research in
many areas to reduce uncertainties and improve current climate
models. "Given what is at stake," it says, "the Nation and the
international community need the best possible science to inform
public debate and decisionmaking in government and the private
sector."

The plan sets out a series of major research questions addressing
how the components of the Earth’s environmental system function
and are affected by human and natural forcing, and the
implications for natural environments and human activities.
These research areas include: atmospheric composition, climate
variability and change; global water and carbon cycles;
ecosystems; land use and land cover change; human contributions
and responses to environmental change; and grand challenges in
modeling, observations, and information systems.

The 15-chapter draft plan presents a "set of questions and
objectives for each of the major areas of the program. Primary
research questions that focus on broad science issues are
supported by more detailed questions and objectives that can be
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addressed in specific research initiatives and projects. For
each major question addressed, the strategy includes a very brief
description of the state of knowledge, subsidiary questions,
descriptions of products and deliverables, information on
activities and infrastructure needed to make progress, and the
benefits or ’payoffs’ from research. For each major program
area, linkages to.important national and international research
activities are also described."

Energy Secretary Spencer Abraham presented the keynote speech at
the workshop. Portions of his speech follow (some paragraphs
have been combined to save space):

"From the first months of this Administration, President Bush has
made the subject of global climate change a priority. The
President has reaffirmed America’s commltment to the united
Nations Framework Convention and its central goal to stabilize
atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations at a level that will
prevent dangerous human interference with the climate.

¯ "The challenge, of course, is fashioning a program to accomplish
these goals. In this regard, the options could include anything
from elther outlawing [greenhouse gas] producing entities to
taxing the use of such things in an attempt to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. But, obviously, any such draconian actions would
surely be accompanied by drastic economic dislocation.
Accordingly, we determined that the only pathway forward to
address [greenhouse gas] emissions consistent with economic
growth was to develop the science and technology needed to devise
real answers to the challenges of climate change."

"It is important to note that our approach is one that relies on
economic growth, not one that condemns it. ’Sustained economic
growth,’ as President Bush said earlier this year, ’is the
solution, not the problem, because a nation that grows its
economy is a nation that can afford investments and new
technologies.’"

"The Department of Commerce has been tasked with leading the
government’s efforts to understand the science involved in
climate change .... However...our response to the threat of
climate change will in no small measure depend on the development
of new energy technology, implemented over the long-term. That’s
where the Department of Energy comes in, and that ~s why we are
leading the government’s efforts on the technology front.

"In February of this year, the President...committed the United
states to an aggressive strategy to cut greenhouse gas intensity
by 18 percent over the next decade - a f~rst step to eventually
stopping, and then reversing, greenhouse gas growth .... Advanced
energy technologies FreedomCAR and the hydrogen economy
carbon sequestration research enhancing the role of nuclear
power - these are just some of the investments we are making to
provide the breakthroughs needed to dramatically decrease our
emissions in the long term. There are, of course, many other
initiatives and programs throughout the federal government, along
with valuable partnerships with private industry and with other
nations, which aim at this goal. You have been briefed on many of
these by earlier speakers.

"These are all part of a comprehensive, responsible strategy for
dealing with climate change, we are taking a sensible approach to
a complicated issue. And we are committed to dealing wit~ it on
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the basis of cold facts and hard science.

###############
Audrey T. Leath
Media and Government Relations Divi
The American Institute of Physics
fyi@aip,org
(301) 209-3094
##END##########

sion

If you no longer wish to receive this content alert for each
issue, please send a blank e-mail to
fyi-signoff-request@listserv.aip.org.
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Narrington@noaa.gov> ( Stephanie Harrington
<Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:18-DEC-2002 12:51:01.00

SUBJECT:: CCSP Key Agency Representatives Meeting - January 13

TO:Emmy Simmons <emsimmons@usaid.gov> ( Emmy Simmons <emsimmons@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN
])
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"hratch.semerjian" <hratch.semerjian@nist.gov> ("hratch.semerjian"
<hratch.semerjian@nistogOV> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:andrewj <andrewj@onr.navy.mil> ( andrewj <andrewj@onr.navy.mil> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Ari.Patrinos" <Ari.Patrinos@science.doe.gov> ( "Ari.Patrinos°’
<Ari.Patrinos@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Watsonhl <watsonhl@state.gov> ( watsonhl <watsonhl@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:cgroat <cgroat@usgs.gov> ( cgroat <cgroat@usgs.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov> ( mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Linda. Lawson" <Linda. Lawson@ost.dot.gov> ( "Linda. Lawson"
<Linda. Lawson@ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Erin Wuchte ( CN=Erin Wuchte/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:David Halpern ( CN=David Halpern/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"slimak.michael" <slimak.michael@epa.gov> ("slimak.michael"
¯ <slimak.michael@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mmoore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov> ( mmoore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.g~v> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gasrar <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> ( gasrar <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Mary Glackin <Mary.Glackin@noaa.gov> ( Mary Glackin <Mary.Glackin@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:neale <neale@serc.si.edu> ( neale <neale@serc.si.edu> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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TO:Whohenst <Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov> ( whohenst <WhohenstC~OCE.USDA.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:mgarcia@usgs.gov ( mgarcia@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"scheraga.joel"<scheraga.joel@epa.gov> ( "scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov> ( kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:tspence <tspence@nsf,gov> ( tspence <tspence@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:ipo@usgcrp.gov ( ipo@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Patel-weynandTO@state.gov ( Patel-weynandTO@state.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jerry. Elwood" <Jerry. Elwood@science,doe.gov> ( "Jerry.Elwood"
<Jerry.Elwood@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"Jack,Kaye" <Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov> ( "Jack.Kaye" <Jack.Kaye@hq,nasa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov> ( gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
The next meeting of the key agency representatives to the climate Change
Science Program will be held Monday, January 13, 2003, from 2:00-3:00pm in
the
NOAA conference room (#5215) at the Department of Commerce. The discussion
will focus on the process of revising the strategic Plan, FY05 priorities,
and the next Our changing Planet report.

If you cannot attend this meeting in person, please use the following
ca11-in
information:
USA Toll Free Number: 888-455-9641
PASSCODE: 44923
LEADER:    JAMES MAHONEY

Please let me know if you have any questions,
Stephanie Harrington
U.S. Climate Change Science Program
202-419-3487 or 202-482-1944
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O T HE
BUSINESS
ROUNDTABLE

Chairman
John T. Dillon
International Paper

Cochairmen
Philip M. Condit
Boeing

Edward B. Rust, Jr.
State Farm

l-lANd DELIVERED

The Honorable James Connaughton
Chairman
Council on Environmental Quality
722 Jackson Place, N.W.
Washington, DC 20503

December ! 8, 2002

1615 L Street, N,W.
Suite 11 O0
Washington, D.C. 20036-5610
Tel (202) 872-1260
Fax (202) 466°3569
Web www.br~.org

John J. Castellani
President

Patricia Hanahan Engman
Executive Director

Dear J ira:
I am pleased to forward to you details on a new initiative within The Business R,oundtable known as Climate
RESOLVE. Climate RESOLVE (Responsible Environmental Steps, Opportunities to Lead by Voluntary
Eflbrts) is a proactivc program to mobilize the resources and expertise of each BRT member company behind
the goal of voluntary action to control greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
BR.T has consistently emphasized that concerns about global climate change can best be addressed through
long-term strategies to develop and deploy breakthrough technologies that dramatically reduce GHG
emissions without undermining the competitiveness of our economy. While these technologies mature,
Climate RESOLVE supports voluntary near-term measures by U.S. industry to reduce, avoid, offset or
sequester GHG emissions.
Climate RESOLVE is the only initiative of its kind that reaches across industries and sectors to encourage
voluntary efforts to manage greenhouse gas emissions. And it is an initiative that The Business Roundtable
can lead because of its unique ability to mobilize CEOs of many of the nation’s largest companies. It is our
hope that BRT leadership will catalyze broader action by our industry peers in the many sectors where BRT
companies are represented.
The ultimate goal of Climate RESOLVE is 100 percent participation by BRT members in voluntary actions to
reduce, avoid, offset or sequester GHG emissions. BRT will monitor the activities of its members and report
on progress toward this goal. Climate RESOLVE will continue through 2012, a critical milestone year I"or
reviewing U.S. progress in reducing GHG intensity and determining next steps. We believe that BRT
leadership can contribute significantly to meeting the Administration’s goal of an 18% reduction in the
greenhouse gas intensity of the U.S. economy by 2012.

Sincerely,

John J. Castellani

Enclosure
co:    Philip Cooney

The Honorable Larisa Dobrianski

An Association Of Chief Executive Officers Committed To Improving Public Policy
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The Honorable James Connaughton
Chairman
Council on Environmental Quality
722 Jackson Place, N.W.
Washington, DC 20503

December 18,2002

John J. Castellani
President

Patricia Hanahan Engrnan
Executive Director

Dear Jim:

I am pleased to forward to you details on a new initiative within The Business Roundtable known as Climate
RESOLVE. Climate RESOLVE (Responsible Environmental Steps, Opportunities to Lead by Voluntary
Efforts) is a proactive program to mobilize the resources and expertise of each BRT member company behind
the goal of voluntary action to control greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.

BRT has consistently emphasized that concerns about global climate change can best be addressed through
long-term strategies to develop and deploy breakthrough technologies that dramatically reduce GHG
emissions without undermining the competitiveness of our economy. While these technologies mature,
Climate RESOLVE supports voluntary near-term measures by U.S. industry to reduce, avoid, offset or
sequester GHG emissions.
Climate RESOLVE is the only initiative of its kind that reaches across industries and sectors to encourage
voluntary efforts to manage greenhouse gas emissions. And it is an initiative that The Business Roundtable
can lead because of its unique ability to mobilize CEOs of many of the nation’s largest companies. It is our
hope that BRT leadership will catalyze broader action by our industry peers in the many sectors where BRT
companies are represented.

The ultimate goal of Climate RESOLVE is 100 percent participation by BRT members in voluntary actions to
reduce, avoid, offset or sequester GHG emissions. BRT will monitor the activities of its members and report
on progress toward this goal. Climate RESOLVE will continue through 2012, a critical milestone year for
reviewing U.S. progress in reducing GHG intensity and determining next steps. We believe that BRT
leadership can contribute significantly to meeting the Administration’s goal of an 18% reduction in the
greenhouse gas intensity of the U.S. economy by 2012.

Sincerely,

Enclosure
cc: Philip Cooney

The Honorable Larisa Dobrianski

John J. Castellani

An Association Of Chief Executive Officers Committed To Improving Public PolicyCEQ 003814CEQ 003814
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

December 19, 2003

Philip Kooney
Council of Environmental Quality
722 Jackson Place, N.W.
Washington, DC 20503 V,~

Dear Mr.

I am pleased to share with you the Climate Protection Partnerships Division’s 2002
Annual Report, Change for the Better, ENERGY STAR® and Other Voluntary Programs. As
this report demonstrates, EPA’s voluntary climate programs continue to achieve sizable
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions while promoting economic growth.

OFF|CE OF
AIR ANJ3 RADIATION

In 2002 alone, these voluntary parmership programs, which include ENERGY STAR,
Clean Energy, Methane, and Environmental Stewardship programs, prevented more than 43
million metric tons of greenhouse gas emissions (in MMTCE) - equivalent to the emissions from
more than 28 million automobiles. They also saved a significant amount of energy - more than
100 billion kilowatt hours and 15,000 megawatts of peak power, the amount of energy required
to power more than 15 million of this nation’s homes.

The ENERGY STAR program has had tremendous results and continues to grow. For
example, through 2002, over 1 billion ENERGY STAR labeled products have been purchased,
100,000 ENERGY STAR labeled new homes have been constructed, and thousands of buildings
have been improved. In addition, EPA’s methane programs are expected to keep U.S. methane
emissions below 1990 levels through 2020, and EPA’s Voluntary programs tbr the most potent
greenhouse gases are helping industry reduce these emissions substantially.

The key to the success of these programs is the continuing shared commitment of the
private.and public sectors in forging a new way of doing business that protects the environment
while enhancing the bottom line. Thank you for your contribution to these successes. We look
forward to working with you in the future.

Sincerely.

Kathleen l logan. [)irector
Climate Protection Partnerships Division

Intemet Address (URL) ¯ http://www.epa.gov
Recycled/Recyclable ¯ Printed v~th Vegetable 0t] Based Inks on Recycled Paper (Minimum 20% Poslconsumer)
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COMPETITIVE ENTEKPRISF INSTITUTE

[:red L. Smith, Jr.
December 20, 2002

Mr. James Connaughton
Chairman
Council on Environmental Quality
722 Jackson Place, N.W.
Washington, DC 20503

Dear Jim:

Thank you and your staff for providing us at CEI the opportunity to exchange views on
environmental policy. We do seem to agree on several important matters:

Environmental b’ederalism: States should have more power to set environmental
policy within their borders (although not to restrict consumer choice in other
states, as California’s CO2 law would do);

Agricultural Biotech: This most promising technology is good for both people
and the planet;

Egalitarian Focus. All environmental policy initiatives should in part be
supported or opposed basexl upon their effects on the poor (at home and abroad).
Wealthier is cleaner as ~vell as healthier!

Risk/Risk Tradeoffs rather than the Precautionary Principle: Current
environmental policy presumes that new products and technologies are inherently
more dsky than the status quo. However, risk taking and innovation are essential
to social, economic, and environmental progress. The "inherently safer’"
chemicals legislation would further entrench the precautionary approach.

Senator lnhofe’s Chairmartvhip of the Senate Environment and Public Works
Committee: Senator Inhofe’s chairmanship offers the best hope in decades for
reforming the EPA, for asking basic questions about the direction and nature of
current environmental policy.

On the

¯

other hand, our views seem to differ on several other critical issues:

A warding "’transferable credits" for "voluntary" greenhouse gas (GI 1 G)
reductions (see below).

I(X)I (_’a~tu~,:tiuu¢ Avenue, N.~E. ¯ Suite IZ~ ¯ Wa~hit~,~.m, t).( "- 200.’~6
Ph~.: (202) 1}l-1010 ° [~a~: (20~) .13 I4.~’K~ " l’~-rnni]: irtfo(ii:;tei.or~! ¯ Web sit~: httl~://www-cci.,,g
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Failing to renounce the U.S. xignamre on Kyoto: We are dismayed that the
Administration has so far failed to "un-sign" Kyoto, as it did the Rome Treaty
that created the International Criminal Court. Remaining a Kyoto signatory,
coupled with publication of an alarmist Climate Action Report, increases the
likelihood that: (1) the United States will face eco-dumping charges under WTO
rules; (2) agencies will have to consider "climate impact" under NEPA; and (3)
U.S. companies will be liable for damages under the Alien Tort Claims Act.

t’raposing sweeping Clean Air Act reJbrms before edut.’ating the public: The
Administration seems determined to promote some variant of Clear Skies as a
replacement for current regulatorypolicies. This may or may not be a good idea,
but the Administration has made li~le effort so far to popularize the case for
Clean Air Act reform. Green groups typically condemn any regulatory
modernization as "’gutting" and "rollback"; they shape public opinion on
environmental issues; and they will use votes on the floors of the Senate and
House to portray the Administration as anti-environmental. If we’re to change
that reality, we must spend the time needed to inform the debate. It is an
uncomfortable truth that, unless solale crisis forces quick action, enacting major
controversial legislation almost always requires sustained effort through several
Congresses.

Further discussion might broaden the areas of agreement, but let me touch now upon a
few problems we see with the direction CEQ is taking.

I think you acknowledge the legitimacy of out concern that GHG credits will foster the
growth of a powerful rent-seeking lobby fdr Kyoto-style energy rationing schemes. Such
credits will have value, after all, only to the extent that polieymakers ~;tablish a binding
carbon cap. Coupon holders will thus lobby fiercely to make "’voluntary" programs
"’mandatory." Yet you assure us (time did r~ot permit a fuller explanation) that safeguards
will be adopted to minimize the value such credits would have under a cap. We find this
difficult to believe.

Capping earhon will create another iron triangle of government bureaucrats, members of
Congress, and industry clients. The interest-group beneficiaries will lobby to capture the
program and exploit it for competitive advantage. This happened with peanut quota.s,
old/new gas production, and oil import quotas. Can you name a single counter example?

The idea that you can build in safeguards against profiteering under a cap is not credible
for an even more basic reason. If the credit.~ the Administration plans to award will not be
valuable as regulatory offsets under a fafure Kyoto-type regime, then what is the point of
the whole exercise? Why should American Electric Power, Cinergy, Dupont, BP, NEI
and other early credit advocates help CEQ build a crediting system, if there is no money
to be made under a cap? Why should other companies sign on if the credits won’t be
valuable enough to provide .significant "baseline protection"?

CEQ 003821CEQ 003821
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To allay our concern that the Administration is inadvertently mobilizing pro-Kyoto
lobbying, you also suggest that environmentalists may decide to buy up and retire the
credits, reducing Kyoto’s profit potential fi~r early reducers. First, CEI does not view
large-scale credit retirement as a realistic scenario. Carbon credits are cheap now,
because there is no cap. Conceivably, environmental groups could afford to buy large.
quantities of credits at current prices. But why would corporate credit holders want to sell
credits at today’s low prices7 They are more likely to wait until there is a cap, and then
sell the credits at much higher prices.

Second, if environmental groups do somehow buy up and retire lots of credits, that means
fewer emission allowances will be available to U.S. firms under Kyoto or a similar
domestic regime. Thus, once a cap is imposed, the costs of compliance will be bn’eater.
What then happens to U.S. Government assurances of"baseline protection"7 Do wc
rtrally want an America in which businesses seeking to grow must purchase expansion
rights from a cartel of anti-growth advocacy groups?

Finally, I want to reiterate our conviction that the Administration has no authority under
¯ section 1605(b) of the 1992 Energy Policy Act to transform the Voluntary Reportingof
Greenhouse Gases Program into a crediting scheme. We think the Administration should
forthrightly address the issue of its legal authority before taking further steps to
implement credits. This is a simple requirement of good (transparent and accountable)
governance.

If I am not mistaken, you think the Administration is wise to defer discussion of the legal
issue, because raising it now would only encourage some members of Congress to
reintroduce credit for early reduction legislation. We are eonthsed by this argument. Why
would you not want Congress to grant specific statutory authority for what you want to
do? Perhaps I misunderstood your point, but in any event, CEI is prepared to run the risk
that some legislators may try to supply the authority the Administration now lacks. As
you may recall, Senators Clmfee (R-ILl) and Lieberman (D-C’r) introduced early credit
legislation in the 105th and 106th Congresses. Chafee-Lieberman mustered only 12 co-
sponsors on its second go-round. Rick Lazio’s (R-N’Y) House companion bill attracted
just ! 5 co-sponsors. Neither bill. ever came to a vote in committee, much less tm the
House or Senate floor. We’ve beaten it in the past, and we can beat it again.

In conclusion, we have several questions about the Administration’s transferable credit
initiative. First, does th~ Administration intend to take steps to minimize the value
transferable �redits would have under a future Kyoto-type policy? If so, has the
Administration made that objective �lear to the multitude of companies participating in
ongoing discussions about how to "enhance" the 1605(b) program? Second, does the
Administration intend to encourage environmental groups to buy up and retire credits
awarded under the "enhanced" 1605(b) program? if so, how will large-scale credit
retirement affect the U.S. Government’s ability to provide "baseline protection"? Last,
does the Adminisaration believe it has statutory authority to award GHG credits’? If so,
what are the relevant provisions in current law?
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I would very much appreciate your thoughts on the foregoing questions. I do appreciate
your taking the time to meet with us. I would be even happier if we were more in
agreement.

Sincerely,

Fred !.. Smith, Jr.
president

FLS/ml
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COMPETITI V I’." ENTERPR ISI~- INSTITUTE

t:red L. Smith, Jr.
December 20, 2002

Mr. James Connaughton
Chairman
Council on Environmental Quality
722 Jackson Place, N.W.
Washington, DC 20503

Dear Jim:

Thank you and your staff for providing us at CEI the opportunity to exchange views en
environmental policy. We do seem to agree on several important matters:

Enviromnental b~,deralism: States should have more power to set environmental
policy within their borders (although not to restrict consumer choice in other
states, as Call fomia’s COz law would do);

¯ Agricultural Biotec’h: This most promising technology is good for both people
and the planet;

Egalitarian Focu.Y; All environmental policy initiatives should in part be
supported or opposed based upon their effecLS on the poor (at home and abroad).
Wealthier is cleaner as well as healtlaiert

Risk/Risk Tradeoffs rather than the Precautionary Principle: Current
environmental policy presumes that new products and technologies are inherently
more risky than the status quo. However, risk taking and innovation are essential
to social, economic, and environmental progress. The "inherently safer"
chemicals legislation would further entrench the precautionary approach.

Senator lnhofe ;r Chairman.~’hip oJ’the Senate F_,nvironm~nt and Public Works
Committee: Senator l.nhofe’s chairmanship offers the best hope in decades for
reforming the EPA, for asking basic questions about the direction and nature of
current environmental policy.

On the other hand, our views seem to differ on several other critical issues:

Awarding "tran~J’erable credits" for "voluntary" greenhouse gas (GIIG)
reductions (see below).

Fax: (20Z) .t31,t’~rK] " I’~-rnail: Irtlro~.h~t~i.t~rg ° Wrb sly.e: httl,://www.cc|.,,l!
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Failing to renounce the U.S. signalure on Kyoto: We are dismayed that the
Administration has so fat failed to "us-sign’" Kyoto, as it did the Rome Treaty
that created the International Criminal Court. Remaining a Kyoto signatory,
coupled with publication of an alarmist Climate Action Report, increases the
likelihood that: (1) the United States will face eco-dumping charges under WTO
rules; (2) agencies will have to consider "climate impact" under NEPA: and (3)
U.S. companies will be liable for damages under the Alien Tort Claims Act.

Proposing sweeping Clean Air Act re./brms before educating the public: The
Administration seems determined to promote some variant of Clear Skies as a
replacement for current regulatory policies. This may or may not be a good idea,
but the Administration has made little effort so far to popularize the case for
Clean Air Act reform. Green groups typically condemn any regulatory
modernization as "gutting" and "rollback"; they shape public opinion on
environmental issues; und they will use votes on the floors of the Senate and
House to portray the Administration as anti-environmental. If we’re to change
that reality, we must spend the time needed to inform the debate. It is an
uncomlbrtable truth that, unless some crisis forces quick action, enacting major
controversial legislation almost always requires sustained effort through several
Congresses.

Further discussion might broaden the areas of agreement, but let me touch now upon a
few problems we see with the direction CEQ is taking.

I think you aelmowledg¢ the legitimacy of out conccm that GHG credits will fi~ster the
growth of a powerful rent-seeking lobby for Kyoto-style energy rationing schemes. Such
credits will have value, aRer all, only to the extent that policymakers establish a binding
carbon cap. Coupon holders will thus lobby fiercely to make "voluntary" programs
"’mandatory." Yet you assure us (time did not permit a fuller explanation) that safeguards
will be adopted to minimize the value such credits would have under a cap. We find this
difficult to believe.

Capping carbon will create another iron triangle of government bureaucrats, members
Congress, and industry clients. The interest-group beneficiaries will lobby to capture the
program and exploit it for competitive advantage. This happened with peanut quot.’,%
old/new gas production, and oil imI’a)rt quotas. Can you name a single counter example7

The idea that you can build in safeguards against profiteering under a cap is not credible
for an even more basic reason, lfthe credits the Administration plans to award will not be
valuable as regulatory offsets under a future Kyoto-type regime, then what is the point of
the whole exercise? Why should American Electric Power, Cinergy, Dupont, BP,
and other early credit advocates help CEQ build a crediting system, if there is no money
to be made uader a cap7 Why should other companies sign on if the credits won’t be
valuable enough to provide significant "baseline protection"?
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To allay our concern that the Administration is inadvertently mobilizing pro-Kyoto
lobbying, you also suggest that environmentalists may decide to buy up and retire the
credits, reducing Kyoto’s profit potential for early reducers. First, CEI does not view
large-scale credit retirement as a realistic scenario. Carbon credits are cheap now,
because there is no cap. Conceivably, environmental groups could afford to buy large
quantities of credits at current prices. But why would corporate credit holder~ want to sell
credits at today’s low prices? The)’ are more likely to wait until there is a cap, and then
sell the credits at much higher prices.

Second, if envirortmental groups do somehow buy up and retire lots of credits, that means
fewer emission allowances ~vill be available to U.S. tirms under Kyoto or a similar
domestic regime. Thus, once a cap is imposed, the costs of compliance will be greater.
What then happens to U.S. Government assurances of"baseline protection"? Do we
really want an America in which businesses sceking to grow must purchase expansion
rights from a cartel of anti-growth advocacy groups?

Finally, I want to reiterate our conviction that the Administration has no authority under
section 1605(b) of the 1992 Encrgy Policy Act to transform the Voluntary Reporting of
Greenhouse Gases Program into a crediting scheme. We think the Administration should
forthrightly address the issue of its legal authority before taking further steps to
implement credits. This is a simple requirement of good (transparent and accountable)
governance.

If I am not mistaken, you think the Administration is wise to defer discussion of the legal
issue, because raising it now would only encourage some members of Congress to
reintroduce credit for early reduction legislation. We are conl’used by this argument. Why
would you not want Congress to grant specific statutory authority for what you want to
do? Perhaps I misunderstood your point, but in any event, CEI is prepared to run the risk
that some legislators may try to supply the authority the Administration now lacks¯ As
yt~u may recall, Senators Chafee (R-R.I) and Lieberman (D-CT) introduced early credit
legislation in the 105t~ and 106’~ Congresses, Chafee-Lieberman mustered only 12 co-
sponsors on its second go-round. Rick Lazit~’s (R-NY) House companion bill altracted
just 15 co-sponsors. Neither bill ever came to a vote in committee, much less tm the
House or Senate floor. We’ve beaten it in the past, and we can beat it again.

In conclusion, we have several questions about the Administration’s tnansferable credit
initiative. First, does the Administration intend to take steps to minimize the value
transferable credits would have under a future Kyoto-type policy? lf,~o, has the
Admini.stration made that objective clear to the multitude of companies participating in
ongoing discttssions about how to "enhance" the 1605(b) program? Second, does the
Administration intend to encomage environmental groups to buy up and retin: credits
awarded under the "enhanced" 1605(b) program? If so, how will large-scale credit
retirement affect the U.S. Government’s ability to provide "baseline protection"? Last,
doe~ the Administration believe it has statutory authority to award GHG credits? If so,
what are the relevant provisions in current law?
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I would very much appreciate your thoughts on the foregoing questions. I do appreciate
your taking the time to meet with us. I would bc even happier if’we were more in
agreement.

Sincerely,

-/

FLS/ml

Fred I,. Smith, Jr.
President
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Phil Cooney

White House Council on Environmental Quality
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Phil...

The attached is on its ~ay to :you and ’others via mail, but I wanted to make sure you had it soon~t
... call if questions or if you need more information on the. underlying analysis ...

Happy holidays ... Richard

1776 I STREET, NW SUITE 400

00 744
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December 23, 2002

The Honorable Spencer Abraham
Secretary
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Mr. Secretary:

The purpose of this letter is to update you on initiatives the nuclear energy industry
is pursuing to support the Bush Administration’s policy on climate change.

The U.S. nuclear energY] industry can play a significant role in helping to achieve
the President’s goal of redu.cing the greenhouse gas intensity of the U.S. economy by
2012, just as it has played a key role in reducing U.S. emissions of greenhouse gases
for the past four decades.

The Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI)I has analyzed the impact on U.S. carbon
emissions if our industry fully realizes the potential production of our nuclear power
plants. Analysis shows that the U.S. nuclear industry can increase its output by

¯ the equivalent of about 10,000 megawatts (MW) of capacity by 2012. (Cur.~ent U.S.
nuclear generating capacity is approximately 98,000 MW.) The emissions avoided
by this incremental nuclear output are significant, and represent approximately
0he-fifth of the President’s carbon reduction goal for 2012.

1 NEI is the organizat£on responsible for establishing unified nuclear industry policy on matters
affecting the nuclear energy industry. NEI members include all utilities licensed to operate
commercial nuclear power plants in the United States, nuclear plant designers, major
architect/engineering firms, fuel fabrication facilities, materials licensees, and other organizations
and individuals involved in the nuclear energy industry.

1778 I STREET. t~W SUITE 400 "WASHINGTON. OC 20005-3Y08 PHONE 202.739.8075 FAX 202.785.
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The Honorable Spencer Abraham
December 23, 2002
Page 2

We have reviewed this program with the chief executive officers that serve on NErs
Executive Committee, and they have agreed that the nuclear energy industry
should undertake this initiative. This initiative is also fully consistent with the
Administration’s policy of expanding our nation’s reliance on nuclear energy.

The Bush Administration is relying on voluntary initiatives by U.S. industry and all
energy-consuming sectors to reduce the greenhouse gas intensity of the U.S.
economy by 18 percent, from the current level of 183 metric tons of carbon
equivalent (mtCe) per million dollars of GDP to 151 mtCe per million dollars of
GDP by 2012.

Analysis by NEI~- shows that, by 2012, the U.S. nuclear industry can increase the
production of nuclear electricity by the equivalent of 10,000 megawa~s (MW) of
capacity. This 10,000-1VlW equivalent would come from several sources:

Uprates. NEI analysis, confirmed by recent assessments performed for the
U.S. Department of Energy, shows that power uprates can add the equivalent
of 6,500-8,500 MW of capacity between 2002 and 2012, in addition to those
uprates already approved by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

o Improved Productivity. Productivity (capacity factors) at U.S. nuclear plants
have improved steadily through the 1990s, and the 103 U.S. nuclear reactors
operated at an average capacity of approximately 90 percentin 2001. There
is untapped efficiency still ~o be captured, however. Improvement~ in
reliability and productivity can deliver ~he equivalent of 3,000-5,000 lYIW of
additional capacity by 2012.

Plant Restarts. Several reactors were closed prematurely for various reasons
and companies are assessing the value of refurbishing and restarting those
reactors. For example, the Tennessee Valley Authority has decided to
undertake the significant capital investment required to restart Unit 1 at the
Browns Ferry nuclear power plant. Restart of Browns Ferry 1 is scheduled
for 2007 and would add an additional 1,065 MW of emission-free capacity.

NEts analysis shows that the Bush Administration climate policy would reduce U.S.
greenhouse gas emissions in 2012 by approximately" 106 million metric tons of
carbon equivalent (beyond what Would be expected under "ousiness as usual"

2 Like the auaIyais performed by the White House in preparing the President’s climate pblicy, NErs
analysis is based on forecast data from the U.S. Energy Information Administration’s Annual Energy
Outlook 2002.
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The nuclear energy industry fully supports the President’s carbon reduction policy,
I look forward to joining you, Council on Environmental Quality Chairman James
Connaughton and others for the January 23 ceremony at which the business
sector’s carbon reduction initiatives will be unveiled formally. -

Sincerely,

Joe F. Colvin

c: . The Honorable James Connaughton
Chairman, White House Council on Environmental Quality

The Honorable Robert G. Card
Undersecretary, U.S. Department of Energy

Mr. Phil Cooney
Chief of Staff, White House Council on Environmental Quality

Ms. Larisa Dobriansky
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Energy Policy
U.S. Department of Energy
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December 20, 2002

The Honorable James Mahon~
Assistant Secr~my of Commor~ for Oce.mns and Atmosphe~
D~, U.S. Climate Chang~ Sci~’nce Program
U.S. DepOt of Comm*rc¢
14th and Colast~tutio~ Avemu¢,
Washington, D.C. 20230

On January 8, 2003, at 2:30 p.m. in SR-253, the Senats Cornmitt~ on Commerce, Science, and
Transporfation will hold z Full Commitm¢ h¢arLug on climate change -- greenhous~ g~s reductions and

trading systems. We invit¢ you to t¢stify.

At this hearing, th¢ CommiRe¢ wil| hear t~dmony on climate change and impl~ a
program of mmatatory re~uctions in gre, c~ou~ gas emt~ons and an associated trading system for
emission cttdits. Testimony also will be heard on soon-to-be introduced l©gislation in this m-ca, a draft
ofwhie.h.will be provided to you in advance of the hearing. TI~ Committee asks that you also focus
your t~mony on the Administration’s recently issued dra11 strategi~ plan for fed~a~al r~rch on
clima~ ¢hamge., along with ~uy other related issue~ yrm wish to bring to the attea~on of th~ Cotrmaitte¢.
While your full stattmaent will be msde part of th~ re~ord, we a~k that, in yottr oral testiraony, you limit
your remmks to five minute, highlighting or summarizing the most important polnt~.

Enclosed you will find a �opy oftlm P.ule~ of~ for witn~sse~ testifying befor~
Comzn~ Committ~. Please r~ad and follow th~ Rules carefully.

If you have any questkms, pl~-ase contact Floyd DesChan’rps 202-22~-8172 or Margaret Sprittg at
202-224-4912. W~ .         your efforts to provide this informatiot~ to the Committ~ and the

McCain
U.S. Senator

Enclosure
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U.S~S_F~ AT~_COM~E ON COMMER-C~-~- SCrgNCF--AND TRANSPORTATION
RULES OF wrr  ss s

Thv Committee rcR~rcs wimrssrs to abidv by thv following rules. Pl~ase kccp in mind
these rul~s m-~ dcsign~ to (I) ~nsur~ your testimony is iusett~ in th= formal priRt~xl hearing
record, (2) ~nablv the Full Committee to be of srrvic= ~o the public by posting your t~stimony to
thr Committee’s web site (www.senate.g~v/-commezce), and (3) cut costs associated with
printing. F.~xCcptions to any of the these rd~ may be made by the Chairman or ~he Fr~dding
C.omrnitme Member.

~Oral Testimony
Each witness will have 5 minutes to present his oc hvr o~1 rcmaflcs.

"gla:tronic Submission of Testimony
Your prepared statement, ~ ~ ~pl~ ~t~ for ~~ in ~ f~
~ ~ m~ be ~~ m ~ Full ~~ ~ ~~c ~ 3,
~ ~flor~ ~e ~. ~ ~ be ~ via ~ ~1 ~~: (1) S~e O~c~
shoed ~ d~_at Co~~~: (2) ~1 o~ shoed u~ ~e Co~U~’s
~ dm~m~~at~eo~- ~ ~m~H~ ~ t~ouy ~ not a vi~l¢

Hard-Copy.Submt~q!on or Testimony
Please provide 160 cop.ivs of yore- writtma testimony to the Full Committ~:

25 co~i_ "~s should be d~livex~d to Ih¢ Full Comsnitt~ o~c~, 560 of~= Di~kse~ Se~uate
Offi~ Building. 3 bt~s~s da~s_ 0~or to ~h¢ hom~’~z. ~ncluding2 copies ofa one:pag~
summed/of3~ testimony is h¢Ipft~ and

~ should b¢ deHvsr~d to th~He.ar~g Clerk, IocateA in SR-254 of the Russell
Senate Office Building, by noor~ 0~ the day b~ore the hi-ring.

Your assismnc~ and tcstlmony are grrstly appreciated.
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CO~MrFrEE ON COMMERCE, Sr~SNcS.
AND TRANSPORTATION

WASHINGTON, DG 20810-6125
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December 20, 2002

The Honorable ~ames Mahoney
Assistant Secrets~ of Commerce for 0¢ea~s snd Atmo~pher~
Dir~tor, U,S. Ciimat~ Chsn~ Science program
u.s. Depzrtment of CommCr~¢
t4th and Coo~itullon Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20230

Dear Dr. Mahon~
On January 8, 2003, at 2:30 p.m. in SR-253, the Se~ate Committe~ on Commerce, Sdenee, and

Trans-porfation will hold a Full Committee hea~ng on c~ change -- greenhouse gas reductions and
trading systems. We invite you to testify.

testimony on climate change and impiem~tin8 s
At this kesrtng, the Committee will hear emissions and an associated trading system for

program of mandatory reductions in greenhouse gas
emission ct-=&its. Testimony also will be heard on soon-to-be introduced legislation in this area, a draftofwhich,will be provided to you in advance oftt~ hearing. TI~ Committee asks that you also fouus

stmtegi~ plan £or fed¢=~l research on
your testimony on the Administration’s recently issued dr~ to brln8 to the attention ofthe Committee.
climate change, along with any oth= related issues you wish
While your £u]| statement will be m~de part of tl~ record, we ~ ttmt, in your oral testimony, you limit
you~ remarks to fi~e minutes, highlighting or smnmarizing the most important points.

Enclosed you will find a copy of tim Rules of~ for witnesses testifying before the
Commex~ Committee. Please read and follow these Rules carefully.

If you have imy questions, please contact Floyd DesChamps 202-22~8172 or Margaret Spring at
202-224-4912. We

. efforts to provide this i~formatton to the Cotmnittee mad the Senate.

John McCain
U.S. Senator

U.S, S

Enclosure
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SENATE COMMrl"I’g~ Q~ COMMERCE. SCXENCF--AND_TRANSPORTATION
RULES OF PROCEDUm~ FoR WITN~SES

Th~ Committee require~ witnesses to abide by the following rules. Please keep in mind
these rules are de~ignex[ to (1) ensure your testimony is in~erted in the formal printed hearing
rccoxd, (2) enable the Full Commiue¢ to be of servic~ to the public by posting your t~imony to
th~ Committee’s web site (.w-w~v.scnat¢.gov/--commcrce), and (3) cut costs associaZcd with
printing. Exceptions to any of the theme rules may be made by the Chairman or the preaiding
ComrMne~ Membez.

F.~ch witn~s will have 5 minuzes to present his or h~r oral remarks.

"Electronic S~bmi#s|on of Testlroonv
Your prepared slat~ne~t, ~d ~ ~pl~ ~a~ f~ ~on ~ ~ fo~

~ u~or ~ the ~n~. ~s c~ be ~ne via ~o e-~ a~: (1) Scn~e O~c~
shoed ~-~_a~ ~o~e~DC: (2) ~1 o~ shoed ut~� ~ Co~tr~’s ~t~ct

¯ f~ ~ p~ pro~do ~e F~I Co~htee ~ ~ t~y on a ~e~e.

Ha_rd-Cop.y.SubmtxF|o ,n of Testimony
Please provide ,160, cop.ies or’your written testimony to the Full Committ~�:

-. 25 co~ie~ should be delivered to the Full Committee ot3~ce, 560 of the ~ Senate
Office B~lding. 3~bu~incss d~s _~or to the hearing. Including 2 copies of a on.page
smn’anary of your testhnony is helpful; and

- ~ should be de~ivereA to ~heHearing Clerk, located in SR-254 of the Russei[
Seaate Offic~ Building, by noon on the day before the hearing_.

Your a.~i~mce and t~timony az* gt~aIly appreciated.
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2/30/2002 09:26:05 AM

Record Type: Record

To:

cc:
Subject:

Roberta L. Conde/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Kameran L. Onley/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Kenneth L.
PeeI/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Debbie S. Fiddelke/CEQ/EOP@EOP

Climate Working Group -- Next Meeting

Bobbi, please print this out for meeting folder for Jan 30. Thanks, Phil
Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 12/30/2002 09:25 AM

PThorne@doc.gov
12/30/2002 09:13:06 AM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject: Climate Working Group -- Next Meeting

This is to confirm that the next climate working group meeting will take
place on Thursday, January 30, 2003, 10:00-12:00 pm, at the Department of
Commerce in room 4830. We will distribute an agenda at a later date, but
the proposed topics will be budget rollout and February 14 activities.

The Department of Commerce will now coordinate the meetings. Please notify
me of any corrections to the address list. Please contact Stephanie
Harrington, NOAA, at 202-482-1944, or e-mail: stephanie.harrington@noaa.gov
to confirm your attendance and to provide the names of those attending from
your organizations. Please enter the building at the Secretary’s entrance
on 15th Street at the blue awning. A list of attendees will be provided to
the guards.

Pat Thorne
(202) 482-8376

Messaqe Sent To:
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Record Type: Record

To: stephanie.harrington@noaa.gov @ inet
cc:
Subject: Re: Climate Working Group meeting...

Jim Connaughton and Phil Cooney will attend the below meeting.

Note: please notify me of any future meetings. Thank you.

Bobbi Conde
Executive Assistant

"This is to confirm that the next climate working group meeting will take
place on Thursday, January 30, 2003, 10:00~12:00pm, at the Department of
Commerce in room 4830."
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